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Foreword 

This manual has been produced to familiarize data users with the procedures followed for data collection 
and processing of the base year and first follow-up student component of the National Education Longitudinal 
Study of 1988 (NELS:88). A corollary objective is to provide the necessary documentation for use of the data 
files. 

Use of the data set does not require the analyst· to be a statistician or sophisticated computer 
programmer. Most social scientists and policy analysts should find the data set organized and equipped in a 
manner that facilitates straightforward production of statistical summaries and analyses. This manual provides 
extensive documentation of the content of the data files and how to use them. Chapter VII and Appendix J, 
in particular, contain essential information that allows the user to immediately proceed with minimal startup 
cost. A careful reading of Chapter VII and Appendix J will help users to avoid common mistakes that result 
in costly computer job failures or incorrect results. 

The rest of the manual provides a· wide range of information on a variety of topics related to the 
National Center for Education Statistics (NCES) and the National Education Longitudinal Study of 1988 
(NELS:88). Chapter I begins with an overview and history of NCES's National Education Longitudinal Studies 
program and the various studies that it comprises. Chapter II contains a general description of the data collection 
instruments used in the NELS:88 base year and first follow-up studies. · 

The sample design and weighting procedures used in the base year and first follow-up studies are 
documented in Chapter III, as well as non-sampling measurement errors and problematic variables. 

Data collection procedures, schedules, and resuJts are presented in Chapter IV. Chapter V describes 
data coptrol and data preparation activities such as monitoring receipt of questionnaires, editing and coding, and 
retrieval and archiving. Data processing, including the conversion of questionnaire data to machine-readable 
form, machine editing, and construction of the merged, clean data tapes is the subject of Chapter VI. Finally, 
Chapter VII describes the organization and contents of the data files and provides important suggestions for 
using them. 

The appendices contain the student questionnaires used in the base year and first follow-up and to be 
used in the second follow-up; a list of the critical items in the first follow-up student questionnaire; the record 
layout for the student first follow-up questionnaire; specifications for the composite variables; a description of 
related data files available from NCES; and guidelines for Statistical Analysis System (SAS) users. A codebook 
for the student questionnaire data constitutes the.final section of the manual. 

In addition to the core study described in this manual, a number of supplemental NELS:88 components 
and related education studies are also described in Appendix B. Earlier NCES longitudinal studies that may be 
of interest to NELS:88 users are also . described in Appendix B. They include: the High School and Beyond 
(HS&B) base year files; merged HS&B first, second, and third follow-up files;· related HS&B files; and assorted 
files related to the National Longitudinal Study of the High School Class of 1972 (NLS-72). 

It should be noted that the base year population covered by NELS:88 included only those eighth graders 
who were considered capable of filling out a NELS:88 student questionnaire and completing the NELS:88 student 
test. As a result of this requirement, projected student counts from NELS:88 may not match official enrollment 
statistics. Additional information on sample eligibility and ineligibility is provided in Chapter III, section 3.4.4. 
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A Note on Data Use and Confidentiality 

The NELS:88 base year and first follow-up data files are _released in accordance with the provisions of 
the General Education Provisiop.s Act (GEPA) [20-USC 122e 1] and the Carl D. Perkins Vocational Education 
Act. The GEPA assures privacy by ensuring that respondents will never be individually identified. 

The National Center for Education Statistics (NCES) is responsible under Public 
. 

taw 100-297 for 
. 

protecting the confidentiality of individually identifiable respondents, and is releasing this data set to be used for 
statistical purposes only .. Record matching . or deductive .disclosure by any user is prohibited. 

To ensure that the confidentiality provisions contained in PL. 100-297 have been fully implemented, 
procedures commonly applied for disclosure avoidance in other Government-sponsored surveys were used in 
preparing the data files associated with this manual. These include suppressing, abridging, and recoding 
identifiable variables. Every effor~ has been made to, provide the. maxil,llum research information that is consistent 
with reasonable confidentiality protections. _Deleted, -abridged, and/Qr recoded variables _appear . with _an 
explanatory footnote in the codebook attached to each user's manual. · 

ll 
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I. Introduction 

This manual provides guidance and documentation for users ot the publlc release data tor the 
student component of the National Education Longitudinal Study of 1988 (NELS:88). The student 
component public release files contain data from both the base year and first follow-up surveys; this 
manual is therefore designed to familiarize the user with both waves of NELS:88. Information about the 
purposes of the study, the data collection instruments, the sample design, and data collection and data 
processing procedures., used both in the. base year and first follow-up, is presented in this manual. 

1.1 Organization of the Data User's Manuals 

Four manuals have been produced for the NELS:88 first follow-up, one to accompany each of 
four public release files: student, dropout, teacher, and school. Each manual furnishes the user with 
general information and documentation, as well as information and documentation for use with a specific 
public release data file. Thus, a user can consult any one of the four manuals and find that many of the 
same topics are covered. This redundancy was deliberately built into each document so that analysts who 
are interested in only one survey component need consult only one manual. 

While this manual is intended for use with both the base year and first follow-up waves of the 
student component, a set of four manuals was also produced a:nd releasectto accompany each of the four 
public release data files (student, parent, school, and teacher) of the base year survey. Information on 
these publications and other documentation for NELS:88 is discussed in Section 1.5 of this manual. This 
manual may also be utilized with the restricted use data files, as variables that were modified or 
suppressed on the public use files, but appear on the restricted use version of the data, are included. in 
the codebook (albeit in their modified public use form). 

1.2 Overview 

1.2.1 NCES's National Education Longitudinal Studies Program 

The U.S. Department of Education's National Center for Education Statistics (NCES) is mandated 
to "collect and disseminate statistics and other data related to education in the United States" and to 
"conduct and publish reports on specific analyses of the meaning and significance of such statistics" 
(Education Amendments of 1974-Public Law 93-380, Title V, Section 501, amending Part A of the 
General Education Provisions Act). 

Consistent with this mandate and in response to the need for policy-relevant, time-series data on 
nationally representative samples of elementary and secondary students, NCES instituted the National 
Education Longitudinal Studies (NELS) program, a continuing long-term project. The general aim of 
the NELS program is to study the educational, vocational, and personal development of students at 
various grade levels, and the personal, familial, social, institutional, and cultural factors that may affect 
that development. The NELS program currently consists of three major studies: the National Longitudinal 
Study of the High School Class of 1972 (NLS-72); High School and Beyond (HS&B); and the National 
Education Longitudinal Study of 1988 (NELS:88). Taken together, these studies represent the educational 
experience of youth from three decades--the 1970s, 1980s, and 1990s. Figure 1-1 illustrates the 
increasing number of issues that have become part of NCES's National Education Longitudinal Studies 
research agenda. A brief description of these issues is followed by a review of NELS:88 . . 

1 



Figure 1-1: Development of key research issues for the NCES National Education Longitudinal Studies program 
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1.2.2 The National Longitudinal Study of the 1970s: NLS-72 

The first of the NELS projects, the National Longitudinal Study of the High School Class of 1972 
(NLS-72), began in the spring of 1972 with a survey of a national probability sample of 19,001 seniors 
from 1,061 public, secular privllte, and. ch~rch-affiliated high schools. The sample was designed to be 
representative of the approximately three million high school seniors enrolled in more than 17,000 schools 
in the spring of 1972. Each sample member was asked to complete a student questionnaire and a 
69:minute test battery. School administrators were . also asked to supply survey data on each student, as 
well as information about the schools' programs, resources, and grading systems. 

Five follow:-ups, conducted in 1973, 1974, 1976, 1979, and 1986, have been completed. At the 
time ofthe first follow-:up, an additional 4,450 students from the class of 1972 were added to the sample. 
Through intensive locating and tracking efforts, 13;912 of the 1972 base-year respondents and 4,016 
participants in the expanded first follow-up sample responded to the fourth follow-up in 1979. The fifth · 
follow-up included 12,841 participants from a subsample of 14,489 respondents who participated in the 
base year or one of the subsequent follow-ups. 

In addition to background information, the NLS-72 base year and follow-up surveys collected data 
on respondents' educational 1tctivities, such as schools attended, grades received, and degree of 
satisfaction with their educational institutions. Partjcipants were also asked about work experiences, 
periods of unemployment, joh satisfaction, military service, marital status, and children: Attitudinal 
information on self.:concept, goals, participation in political activities; and ratings of their high schools 
are other topics for which respondents have supplied .foformation. · 

1.2.3 High School and BeyQnd of the 1980s: HS&B 

The next major longitudinal study sponsored by NCES was High School and Beyond. HS&B was 
initiated in order to capture changes that had occurred in education-related and more general social 
conditions, in federal and state programs, and in the needs and characteristics of students since the time 
of the earlier survey. · Thus, HS&B was designed to maintain the flow of education data to policymakers 
at all levels who need to base their decisions on data that are reliable, relevant, and current 

Base year data collection was conducted in the spring of 1980. Students were selected using a 
two~stage probability sample with schools as the first-stage units and students within schools as the 
second-stage units. There were 1,015 public, private, and church-affiliated secondary schools in the 
sample and a total of 58,270 participating students . Unlike NLS-72, HS&B included cohorts of both tenth 
and twelfth graders. Since the base year data coll~ction in 1980, three follow-ups of th'e HS&B cohorts 
have been completed: one in the spring of 1982; one in the spring of 1984; and the last in the spring of 
1986. The fourth follow,-up, of the sophomore cohort only, will take place in the spring of 1992. 

The four NELS program cohorts (NLS-72 seniors, the HS&B sophomores and seniors, and 
NELS:88 eighth graders) are displayed in Figure 1-2 according to their initial and subsequent survey 
years and their modal age at the time of each survey. As illustrated, NLS-72 seniors were first surveyed 
in 1972 at age eighteen and have been resurveyed five times since, with the last survey occurring in 1986, 
when these respondents were about thirty-two years of age. The HS&B cohorts have been surveyed at 
points in time· that would permit as much comparison as possible with the time points selected for 
NLS-72. NELS:88 is also designed to fit into this larger analytical scheme. The NELS:88 first follow-
up sophomore class of 1990 parallels the HS&B sophomore class of 1980; similarly, the second follow-up 
senior class of 1992 will parallel both the 1982 HS&B and 1972 NLS-72 senior classes. 

3 



Figure 1-2: ·Research design for the NCES National Education Longitudinal Studies program 
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1.3 The National Education Longitudinal Study of 1988: Overview 

The base year of the National Education Longitudinal Study of 1988 (NELS:88) represents the 
first stage of a major longitudinal effort designed to provide trend data about critical transitions 
experienced by students as they leave elementary school and progress through high school and into 
postsecondary institutions or the work force. The 1988 eighth grade cohort is being followed at two-year 
intervals. Policy-relevant data about educational processes and outcomes will be collected over time, 
especially as it pertains to student learning, early and late predictors of dropping out, and school effects 
on students' access to programs and equal opportunity to learn. 

The first follow-up in 1990 provides the first opportunity for longitudinal measurement of the 
1988 baseline sample. It also provides a comparison point to high school sophomores ten years before, 
as studied in HS&B. The study captures the population of early dropouts (those who leave school prior 
to the end of tenth grade), while monitoring the transition of the student population into secondary 
schooling. 

The second follow-up will take place in 1992, when most sample members will be entering the 
second term of their senior year. The second follow-up provides a culminating measurement of learning 
in the course of secondary school, and also collects information that will facilitate investigation of the 
transition into the labor force and postsecondary education after high school. Because the NELS:88 
sample will be freshened to represent the twelfth grade class of 1992, trend comparisons can be made to 

· the senior cohorts of 1972, 1980, and 1982 that were studied in NLS-72 and HS&B. The NELS:88 
second follow-up will resurvey students who were identified as dropouts in 1990, and will identify and 
survey those additional students who have left school since the prior wave. 

The third follow-up will take place in 1994, when most sample members will have left high 
school. The primary goals of the 1994 round will be to provide for trend comparisons with NLS-72 and 
HS&B, and to address issues of employment and postsecondary access and choice. Additionally, the third 
foHow-up will provide a basis for assessing how many dropouts have returned to school and by what 
route, and for measuring the access of dropouts to vocational training programs and to other 
postsecondary institutions. A fourth follow-up is tentatively scheduled for 1996. 

1.3.1 NELS:88 Study Objectives 

NELS:88's objectives are more comprehensive than those of any education longitudinal study 
conducted to date. Its major features include the planned integration of student, dropout, parent, teacher, 
and school studies; the initial concentration on an eighth grade student cohort with planned follow-up at 
two year intervals; the inclusion of supplementary components to support analyses of geographically or 
demographically distinct subgroups; and the design linkages to previous longitudinal studies and other 
current studies. 

Multiple research and policy objectives are addressed through the NELS:88 design. The study 
is intended to produce a general purpose data set for the development and evaluation of educational policy · 
at all governmental levels. Part of its aim is to inform decision makers, education practitioners, and 
parents about the changes in the operation of the educational system over time, and the effects of various 
elements of the system on the lives of the individuals who pass through it. Specifically, NELS:88 focuses 
on a number of interrelated policy issues, including: identification of school attributes associated with 
achievement; the transition of different types of students from eighth . grade to secondary school; · the 
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influence of ability grouping on future educationa1 experiences and achievements; determinants of 
dropping out of the educationa1 system; and changes in educationa1 practices over time. One of the 
unique features of NELS: 88 is the extensive attention it gives to the role of parents. The base year parent 
survey (the parent survey is to be repeated in the second follow-up in 1992) gathered data on the effect 
of parents' attitudes and behaviors on educationa1 choices, the correlates of active parental involvement 
in the school, parental guidance, and the parent's role in the educational success of their children. Guides 
to the linkage between NELS:88 base year and first follow-up questionnaire items and some of the key 
policy issues related to education research-are provided in Figures 1-3 and 1-4, respectively. 

The NELS:88 design enables researchers to conduct analyses on three principal levels: cross-
wave, cross-sectional, and cross-cohort(by comparing NELS:88 findings to those of HS&B and NLS-72). 
The first of these levels provides NELS:88 with its primary objective: to serve the purposes of 
longitudinal measurement. The sampling and data collection designs give priority to maintaining and 
surveying a substantial number of base year sainple members. Users of NELS:88 data will be able to 
study the effect of a wide variety.of factors on students' educational and professional attainment. The 
longitudinal data gathered from students, and augmented through parent, teacher, school administrator, · 
and archival (for example, academic transcripts) accounts of students' progression and development, will 
facilitate scrutiny of various facets of students' lives--their problems and concerns, their relationships with 
parents, peers, and teachers, and the characteristics of their schools--and permit examination of the impact 
of these factors on social, behavioral, and educational development. 

The second analytic level within NELS:88 is <;:ross-sectional. By beginning with a cross-section 
of 1988 eighth graders, following a substantial subsample of these students at·two-year intervals, and 
freshening the 1990 and 1992 samples to obtain representative national cross'-sections of tenth and twelfth 
graders, the study also provides data for the analysis of point estimates of student achievement that may 
be related to factors such as school type, programs, family characteristics, and the like. 

Finally, NELS:88 has been designed to provide researchers with data for drawing comparisons 
with previous longitudinal studies. With the release of NELS:88 first follow-up data, researchers will 
be able to conduct trend analyses with the 1980 sophomore cohort of HS&B. In addition, after 
completion of the NELS:88 second follow-up in 1992, comparisons may be made among NELS:88, 
HS&B, and NLS-72 senior cohorts . To facilitate cross-cohort comparisons, many of the content areas 
contained in the HS&B base year survey were repeated in the base year and first follow-up of NELS:88, 
and data processing and file conventions have been kept consistent, to the maximum extent feasible, with . 
HS&B and NLS-72. For users specifically interested in conducting trend analyses of HS&B and 
NELS: 88 data, further information on design similarities and differences between these two studies is 
presented in Appendix D of this manual. 

1.3.2 Base Year Study and Sample Design · 

Four study components constituted the base year design: surveys and tests of students, and 
surveys of parents, school administrators, and teachers. A student questionnaire gathered information 
about basic background variables and a range of other topics including school work, aspirations, and 
social relationships. Students also completed a series of curriculum-based cognitive tests that used item 
overlapping methods to measure educational achievement and cognitive growth between eighth and twelfth 
grades in four subject areas--reading, mathematics, science, and social studies (history/government) . . One 
parent of each student was asked to respond to a parent survey intended to measure parental aspirations 
for children, family willingness to commit resources to children's education, the home educational support 
system, and other family characteristics relevant to achievement. Selected teachers (in two of the four 
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Figure 1-3: NELS:88 base year key questionnaire items related to educational policy in education research 

I. Social capital/Parent involvement/ 
Community involvement 

ISSUES 
Active parental involvement, school policies 
and environment related to parental 
involvement, parental choice in school, parental 
networks and interactions 

STUDENT 
34 Education level of parents 
37 , Parent participation at school 

SCHOOL 
3 7 Test results provided to parents 
46 Available extracurricular activities 
4 7 School climate and policy enforcement 

It Equity/ Access/Choice 

ISSUES 
Academic programs, school climate, admissions 
practices, relationship between elementary 
school experiences and secondary education 
access, SES and ethnicity, teaching quality and 
practices, A.P., honors, and remedial classes, 
student choices 

STUDENT 
20 Language use 
31 A-D Race, ethnicity 
57-59 School climate 
66 Advanced courses 
68 Gifted/talented programs 

SCHOOL 
4 Type 
5 Major program orientation 

13 Ethnicity 
14 Percentage in single-parent l:iomes 
1 5 Percentage LEP (limited English) 
16 Remedial and special programs 
24 Assignment of students to the school 
25-28 Admission procedures 
33 Percentage receiving financial aid 
34 Family ability to pay for tuition 
35 Eighth-grade scores used for high 

school admission 
39 Minimum academic iristruction required 
40 Gifted/talented program 

Ill. School effectiveness 

ISSUES 
Influence on outcomes of size of school; student 
body ethnicity and SES level; school type and 
affiliation; school climate, and staff and curricular 
attributes 

STUDENT 
Cognitive test scores 

81 Self-reported grades 

SCHOOL 
2 School enrollment 
6 Length of school year 

10 Nominated tenth grade 
11 Average daily attendance 
1 2 Drop-out, migration rate 
1 7 Number of full-time teachers 
1 8 School structure for instruction 
19 Teacher base salary 
21 Teacher degree level 
38 Retention reasons 
45 Bilingual classes 
4 7 School climate 
48 School policies 
49 Discipline and other problems 



Figure 1-3 (cont.): NELS:88 base year key questionnaire items related to educational policy in education research 
00 

I. Social capital/Parent involvement/ II. Equity/ Access/Choice Ill. School effectiveness 
Community involvement 

PARENT PARENT PARENT 
30 Parent education level 10 Race/ethnicity 34,80 SES level 
45 Parent request to retain child in school 34,80 SES level ·57 School contact with parent 
54,56 Parent involvement in course selections 38 Child's attendance at pre-school 74 Parent opinion of school's effectiveness 
5 7 School contact with parent about child 48 Child's participation in special programs 75 · Parent satisfaction with school curriculum 
58 Parent contact with school about child 52 Child in gifted/talented program 76 Parent opinion of child's schooling future 
59 Parent participation in school 70 Computer in home 

organizatioris 82 Money for educational expenses 
61 Outside community activities with child 84 Money earmarked for student's PSE 
62 Parent knowledge of child's friends and 22 Language spoken at home 

their parents 
63 Non-school activities of child 
66 Parent time talking with child about 

school 
67 Talk with child about high school plans 
68 Talk with child about PSE plans 
69 Parent time helping child with homework 
85 Parent involvement with financial aid 

and schoiarships 

TEACHER TEACHER TEACHER 
111-26 Problems with school policies as related 1-11 Teacher perception of student as a 1,2-9 Teacher rating of student's academic 

to student, community, and parent: · language minority student performance and participation- in class 
drugs, weapons, assault, robbery, 1-12 Teacher perception of student as LEP 11-3 Class size · 
vandalism, etc. 11-16 . Teaching practices in the classroom 11-14 Teacher adequacy 

111-30 Teacher time spent communicating 11-17, Teaching methods in the classroom for 111-8 Highest academic degree held 
with parents 29 specific subjects 111-10 Major and minor fields of highest degree 

111-31 How many students' parents does 111-4 Years of teaching experience 111-18 Employment status in the school system 
teacher talk to 111-6 Type of teaching certificate 111 -28 Number of days absent from teaching 

111-19 Amount of in-service education 111-29 Number of supervisory visitations 
111-21 Instruct in gifted/talented program 111-33 Use of computers for student instruction 
111-27 Holding a second job 
111-30 Time spent outside school hours on 

activities such as planning classes, 
correcting papers, coordinating 
curriculum, etc. 

111-32 Percentage of students using computer 
for instructional material 



Figure 1-4: NELS:88 first follow-up key questionnaire items related to educational policy in education research 

I. Equity /Access/Choice II. Cognitive growth Ill. Tracking dynamics IV. Process of dropping out 
and correlates 

ISSUES ISSUES ISSUES · ISSUES 
Academic programs, school climate, Tracking, coursetaking, involvement, Coursetaking, grouping, decision School achievement, attendance, 
admissions practices, SES and language proficiency, teacher making, cognitive growth, behavior, attitudes .toward school, 
ethnicity, equal teaching quality quality, school climate, textbooks, differential assignment, dropping social relations, family structure 
and practices, A.P. and honors parental involvement, family out, achievement, attitudes, social and characteristics 
courses, remedial classes, structure relations, college and employment · 
student choices opportunities 

STUDENT STUDENT STUDENT STUDENT 
19 Attend start/pass each term 13 Days absent 20 HS program 13 Days absent 
20 HS program 18A Certainty will graduate 49 Educational expectations 18A Certainty will graduate 

19 Attend start/pass · each term 53 Occupational expectations 19 Attend start/pass each term 
20 HS program 20 HS program 
46 Important things in life 46 Important things in life 
49 Educational expectations 49 Educational expectations 
53 Occupational expectations 53 Occupational expectations 
92-93 Who else lives in house 76 Have any children of own 
97 Absences because babysit 92-93 Who else lives in house 
99 Major family events 97 Absences because babysit 

99 Major family events 
SCHOOL . SCHOOL SCHOOL SCHOOL 
11 HS program enrollment 1-4 School size, type 11 HS program enrollment 24-25 Days to be truant, D-out 
24-25 Days to be truant, D-out 11 HS program enrollment 29 % Students LM or LEP 29 % Students LM or LEP 
29 % Students LM or LEP 30 % Receive special services 30 % Receive special services 30 % Receive special services 
35 # Teachers 35 # Teachers 54 Admission practices 35 # Teachers 
43 Ethnicity of teachers 43 Ethnicity of teachers 61 Use homogenous grouping 45 Teachers assigned ESL 
45-46 Teachers assigned ESL; 45-46 Teachers assigned ESL; 62 Who affects stud. placement 61 Use homogenous grouping 

certified certified 75 Math/sci. courses offered · 75 Math/sci. courses offered 
54 Admission practices 54 Admission practices 82 Have D-out prevent. program 
61 Use homogenous grouping 61 Use homogenous grouping 84 Why studs. in D-out program 
62 Who affects stud. placemerit 62 Who affects stud. placement 
75 Math/sci. courses offered 70 Coursework requirements 
76 # AP courses offered 7 5 . Math/sci. courses offered 
82 Have D-out prevent. program 76 # AP courses offered 
84 Why studs. in D-out program 82 Have D-out, prevent. program 

84 Why studs. in D-out program 



Figure 1-4 (cont.): NELS:88 first follow-up key questionnaire items related to educational policy in education research -0 

I. Equity/Access/Choice II. Cognitive growth Ill. Tracking dynamics IV. Process of dropping out 
and correlates 

TEACHER TEACHER TEACHER TEACHER 
11-1 6 Division of class time 1-11 Language minority (LM) 1-3 Track of class 1-22 Student at risk of D-out 
111-2 Teacher ethnicity 1-12 Limited-English prof. (LEP) 1-4 Level of students in class IV-8 Who helps teacher 

11-3 Track of class 1-5 Class enrollment 
11-4 Level of students in class 11-20 M If Algebra I, topics 
11-5 Class enrollment 11-22 M If Algebra II, topics 
11-16 Division of class time 11-24 M If Geometry, topics 
11-20 M If Algebra I, topics 11-21 S If Biology, topics 
11-22 M If Algebra II, topics 11-23 S If Chemistry, topics 
11-24 M If Geometry, topics 11-20 H If U.S. Hist., topics 
11-21 S If Biology, topics 11-21 H If World Hist., topics 
11-23 S If Chemistry, topics 11~20 E If English; topics 
11-20 H If U.S. Hist., topics 111-4 Years teaching 
11-21 H If World Hist., topics 
11-20 E If English, topics 
111-1 Teacher . gender 
111-2 Teacher ethnicity 
111-4 Years teaching 
111-6 Employment status 
111-7,8 Type certification 
111-9 Highest degree held 
1\/ 0 Who helps teacher 



Figure 1-4 (cont.): NELS:88 first follow-up key questionnaire items related to educational policy in education research 

I. Equity/Access/Choice II. Cognitive growth Ill. Tracking dynamics IV. Process of dropping out 
and correlates 

DROPOUT DROPOUT DROPOUT DROPOUT 
28 Who tried to prevent D-out 6 HS program 1 6 HS program 6 · Why left school 
36 Important things in life 1 9 Why chose classes 19 Why chose classes 7 When last attended school 
38-39 . Educ./occ. expectations 20 Grades received 20 Grades received 8-9 What grade in then; pass 
41 Home language not English 22 Days absent · 41 Home language not English 10 Name and address last school 
44 English ability 36 Important things in life 44 English ability 11 Plans to get HS diploma 

·38 Educational expectations 16 HS program 
41 Home language not English 19 Why chose classes 
44 English. ability 20 Grades received · 
74 Hours work 22 Days absent 
77 Wage 27 Major student events 
86 Who else lives in house 28 Who tried to prevent D-out 
92 Absences because babysit 29 School response to D-out 

30 Parent response to D-out 
36 Important things in life 
38-39 Educ./occ. expectations 
41 Home language not English 
44 English ability 
!:!2 # Friends drop out 
63 Have children of own 
74 Hours worked 
76-77 Job type; wage 
86 Who else lives in house 
92 Absences because babysit 



Figure 1-4 (cont.}: NELS:88 first follow-up key questionnaire items related to educational policy in education research 

V. Transition patterns 
from 8th to 10th grade 

ISSUES 
Movement across private/public school sectors, 
family migration,track placement, differences 
in experience of school environment, school 
size, moral climate and organzational ethos 
of school 

STUDENT 
19 Attend start/pass each term 
20 HS program 

SCHOOL 
54 Admission practices 

VI. School effectiveness 

ISSUES 
School size, SES level, school sector, 
school climate, principal and teacher 
autonomy, staff job satisfaction, textbooks, 
curricular offerings, teacher quality, 
student performance and growth, student 
persistence and school-leaving 

STUDENT 
18A Certainty will graduate 
19 Attend start/pass each term 
39 Self-reported grades 
49 Educational expectations 

SCHOOL 
1-4 School size, type 

11 HS program enrollment 
24-25 Days to be truant, D-out 
29 % Students LM or LEP 
30 % Receive special services 
35 # Teachers 
43 Ethnicity of teachers 
45-46 Teachers assigned ESL; certified 
54 Admission practices 
61 Use homogenous grouping 
62 Who affects stud. placement 
70 Coursework requirements 
75 Math/sci. courses offered 
7 6 # AP courses offered 
82 . Have D-out prevent. program 
84 Why stud. in D-out program 

VII. Parental and community 
involvement 

ISSUES 
Active parental involvement, school policies and 
attitudes related to parental involvement, 
parental choice in school, parental networks and . 
interactions, student performance, remain 
in school 

STUDENT 
13 Days absent 
99 Major family events 

SCHOOL 
84 Why studs. in D-out program 



Figure 1-4 (cont.): NELS:88 first follow-up key questionnaire items related to educational policy in education research 

V. Transition patterns 
from 8th to 10th grade 

.TEACHER 

DROPOUT 
1 O Last school 
11 Plans for HS diploma 

VI. School effectiveness 

TEACHER 
11-20 M If Algebra I, topics 
11-22 M ·If Algebra II, topics 
11-24 M If Geometry, topics 
11-21 S If Biology, topics 
11-23 S If Chemistry, topics 
11-20 H If U.S. Hist., topics 
11-21 H If World Hist., topics 
11-20 E If English, topics 
111-6 Employment status 
111-7 ,8 Type certification 
111-9 Highest degree held 
IV-8 Who helps teacher 

DROPOUT 
19 Why choose classes 
29 School response to D-out 
38 Educational expectations 
44 English language proficiency 

VII. Parental and community 
involvement 

TEACHER 

DROPOUT 
30 Parent response to D-out 
41 Home language not English 
86 Who else lives in house 
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subject areas) completed a teacher questionnaire designed to collect data about · schMl and teacher 
-characteristics, evaluations of the selected students, course content, and classroom teaching practices. 
Finally, a school administrator questionnaire was completed by school principals. It gathered descriptive 
information about the school's teaching staff, the school climate, characteristics ofthe student body, and 
school policies and offerings. 

A two-stage stratified probability design was used to select a nationally representative sample of 
schools and students. The first stage resulted in 1,734 school selections With 1,052 participating schools, 
including 815 public and 237 private schools. The second stage produced a random selection of 26,4321 

students among participating sampled schools, resulting in participation by 24,599 eighth grade students. 
On average, each of the participating schools was represented by 23 student participants. Additional 
information about the base year sample design is provided in Chapter III of this manual and itr the 
NELS:88 Base Year Sample Design Report. 

NORC was responsible for designing--and working with NORC subcontractors to design--the five 
base year survey instruments. The student questionnaire was designed by NORC, while the Educational 
Testing Service (ETS), an NORC subcontractor, developed the eighth grade tests. The parent 
questionnaire was developed jointly by NORC and ETS. Both the teacher and school questionnaires were 
designed in collaboration with Westat, another NORC subcontractor. NORC conducted the student and 
parent data collection, and also collected teacher and school administrator questionnaires on the date of 
the in-school student survey. Westat was responsible for nonresponse follow~up and the retrieval' of 
missing items for both the teacher and school questionnaires. 

1.3.3 First Follow-Up Core Study and Sample Design 

The first follow-up of NELS:88 comprised the same components as the base year study, with the 
exception of the parent survey. The parent component will be included once again in the second follo-w-
up, along with the collection of high school transcripts. In addition, three new components--the dropout, 
Base Year Ineligible Study, and School Effects Augmentation--were initiated in the·first follow-up, and 
a freshened sample was added to the student component. 

As in the base year, students were asked to complete a questionnaire and cognitive test. The 
cognitive test was designed to measure tenth grade achievement and cognitive growth between 1988 and 
1990 in the subject areas of mathematics, science, reading, and social studies (history/government). The 
student questionnaire collected basic background information, and asked students about such topics as 
their school and home environments, participation in classes and extra-curricular activities, current jobs, 
their goals and aspirations, and opinions about themselves. Following the base year design, two teachers 
of each student were asked to complete a teacher questionnaire, and a school administrator questionnaire 
was completed by school principals. If a student was a first-time participant of NELS:88', he or she also 
completed a new student supplement, containing questions on basic demographic information which were 
asked in the base year but not repeated in the first follow-up. 

In addition to surveying students who were enrolled in school, the first follow-up also surveyed 
and tested youths who had dropped out of school at some point between the spring term of the 1987-88 
school year and that of the 1989-90 school year. The dropout questionnaire collected information on a 

The sample size of 26,435, which is cited in the NELS:88 Base Year Student Component DataFile User's 
Manual, is a typographical error. 
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wide range of subjects, including reasons for leaving school, school experiences, absenteeism, plans for 
the future, employment, ·attitudes and self-concept, and home environment. 

The selection of students was implemented in two stages. The first stage of sampling involved 
the selection of 21,474 students who were in the eighth grade NELS:88 sample in 1988.2 These students 
were termed "core" students. The core student sample was then augmented through a process called 
"freshening", the aim of which was to provide a representative sample of students enrolled in the tenth 
grade in the 1989-90 school year. Freshening added an additional 1,229 tenth graders (of whom 1,043 
were found to be eligible and still retained after final subsampling) who were not contained in the base 
year sampling frame, either because they were not in the country, or were not in the eighth grade in the 
spring term of 1988. Additional information about the first follow-up sample design is provided in 
Chapter III of this manual and in the NELS:88 First Follow-Up Final Technical .Report. 

The initial data collection period for the first follow-up was from late January to July, 1990. At 
the end of this period, the population of nonrespondents (for example, students who had not attended the 
survey session or had not been located), which was believed to possibly contain "hidden" dropouts, was 
sul:isampled and further pursued in a second data collection effort conqucted between January and June 
of 1991. The populations of sample members previously identified as dropouts and base year ineligible 
students (see Section 1.3.4), who had not been surveyed when data collection was suspended in July of 
1990, were also pursued during the second effort. Subsampling procedures for the second data collection 
period are described in detail in Chapter III. Figure 1-5 outlines the sample and subsamples of the first 
follow-up. 

NORC, the prime contractor for NELS:88, and its subcontractor, the Educational Testing Service 
(ETS), were responsible for designing the six survey instruments. Specifically, NORC designed the 
student, dropout, new student supplement, school administrator, and teacher questionnaires, while ETS 
developed the cognitive tests. NORC conducted all data collection activities for the first follow-up. 

1.3.4 First Follow-Up Design Enhancements 

Several components were added to the first follow-up to increase its analytic power. One of these 
enhancements, the Base Year Ineligible (BYI) Study, was added to the first follow-up in order to ascertain 
the status of students who were excluded from the base year survey due to a language barrier or physical 
or mental disability which precluded them from completing a questionnaire and cognitive test. The BYI 
study served three primary purposes: it incorporated into the sample those students whose eligibility status 
had changed since the base year study, that is, who had become capable of completing a questionnaire 

. and cognitive test in the spring of 1990,3 thus contributing to the representativeness of the tenth grade 
cohort; it allowed for the correction of any classification errors of eligibility status wnich may have 
occurred in the base year; and finally, it permitted generation of national estimates of dropping out that 
reflected the school enrollment status of both the eligible and ineligible 1987-88 eighth grade cohort 
members. Specific information about the BYI study can be found in Section 4. 7 .4 of this manual. 

2 This includes students who were base year nonrespondents, as well as approximately 2,400 OBEMLA-
sponsored sample members. 

3 In addition to changes in student characteristics relevant to the determination of eligibility (for example, 
a student gaining proficiency in English), the eligibility criteria themselves changed in the first follow-up. 
Unlike the base year study, students who were unable to complete an English-language questionnaire, 
but could complete a Spanish-language version, were eligible to participate in the first follow-up. 
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Figure 1-5: NELS:88 first follow-up sample selection outline 

CORE STUDY BYI STUDY 

I NELS:88 Base Year Sample Members I BY lnallglbla . 
N • 26,432 Stud a n'ta 

BY Students 
NOT selected <._.tor follow-up ' . n = 4,965 

n • 1,598 
+ 

BY Dropout, 
n • 27 

. BY sample members 
retal_ned for follow-up 

STUDENTS . •. DROPOUTS 
n • 21,126 + n =348 ' 

selected In error 
Students <(;;:==========1 FRESHENED 
during BY · sample members 

n • 7 . .,.•._____ selected tor Ft
1 !,, - 1,229 

SubaampladINELS:88 First Follow-Up Sample Members I for F1 -: N • 22,696 . 

Students In All All pendlngs- Pre-Identified 
'F1 Sampled Transfer Potential Dropout 

Schools Students Dropouts Sample 
= 18,747 n =1,991 n • 742 n • 1.216 

Students In F1 Transfer F1 Potential Pre-Iden ti fled 
F1 sampled Student Dropout Dropout 

schools Subsample Sample Sample 
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(all retained) c20,; sampled) cso,; sampled) (all retained) 

I 
I I 

I 
Students Dropouts 

+- Identified Identified ... 
n • 638 n • ·105 

• 
NELS:88 FINAL FIRST FOLLOW-UP NELS:88 FINAL FIRST FOLLOW-UP 

STUDENT SAMPLE DROPOUT SAMPLE 
N • 19,385 N =1,321 

l 
STUDENTS 
n • 19,385 

1 , 

~ Found allglbla.---S-T_O_P_O_U_TS----,11--D~R-O-P~O-U-TS--
for f 1 : 

n • 139 . . n • 1,182 

+ 
BY Ineligible 

n • 316 
+ 

NELS:88 First Follow-Up Sample Members BY DropoutsBY = Base Year 
n • 2 7 N • 20,706F1 = First Follow-Up 

BY- Ineligible 
n • 6 7 4 

+ 
BY Dropouts 

n • 2 7 

n 
subsampled 
OUT of F1 

Transfers 

<. 
n • 1,605 

Potential 
Dropouts -.., 

subsampted 
OUT of F1 

n • 385 

Note: The sample sizes in this figure are for all sample members retained in the first follow-up, including 
those who were later found to be out of scope (e.g., deceased), and should not be compared with 
sample N_s in the completion rate tables in Chapter IV. 
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In addition to the BYI study, a supplemental study, designed to sustain analyses of school 
· effectiveness issues, was conducted in conjunction with the first follow-up. As a longitudinal study; the 
sampling plan employed in the first follow-up--following eighth grade students to high schools as opposed 
to drawing a random sample of high schools and then tenth grade students within the schools--fails to 
provide; (a) a probability sample of high schools; (b) a within-school representative tenth grade student 
sample; and (c) a sufficiently large number of students and teachers per school to permit use of multilevel 
analytic techniques (such as hierarchical linear modeling), and to facilitate investigation of the internal 
culture and organization of schools. To remedy these limitations, the within-school student sample of 
248 participating first follow-up high schools in the thirty largest metropolitan statistical areas was 
augmented. In addition, school enrollment and eighth grade feeder pattern information was collected to 
provide a basis for estimating the probability of a particular high school being selected into NELS:88. 
In short, the School Effects Augmentation (SEA) may be viewed as a study of a probability sample of 
both schools and students within, the framework of the primary longitudinal study. 

1.4 NELS:88 Sponsors 

The NELS:88 sponsor, the U.S. Department of Education's National Center for Education 
Statistics (NCES), provided federal agencies, states, and educational institutions with an opportunity to 
expand the scope of the base year and first follow-up studies and enrich them through a variety of means. 
Enhancements sponsored by various groups included: sample supplements for states that provided 
representative state samples, oversamples of specific student groups, supplemental questions for various 
data collection instruments, and supplemental questionnaires. 

1.4.1 Sample Supplements and Augmentations 

Sample supplements and augmentations were sponsored by various sources. Beginning in the base 
year, the U.S. Department of Education provided major funding for the parent component of NELS: 88 
and, with the National Science Foundation (NSF), co-sponsored the teacher component. Both agencies 
continued their sponsorship of the teacher component in the first follow-up as well. The U.S. Department 
of Education's Office of Bilingual Education and Minority Language Affairs (OBEMLA) provided funds 
in the base year for oversampling Hispanic, Asian-Pacific Islander, and American Indian students, and 
in the first follow-up for following the approximately 2,400 students who were added to the sample in 
the base year, as well as the 176 LEP/NEP4 students identified during the freshening process. The School 
Effects Augmentation of the first follow-up was supported in part by funds from the John D. and 
Catherine T. MacArthur Foundation, as well as by NCES. NCES also sponsored the Base Year 
Ineligible Study. 

In both the base year and first follow-up, all survey instruments and cognitive tests were 
administered to the core (which included the OBEMLA oversample) and augmentation samples in an 
identical fashion. 

A LEP' (Limited-English-Proficient) or NEP (Non-English-Proficient) student is one whose native language 
is one other than English and whose skills in listening to, speaking, reading, or writing English are such 
that he or she derives little benefit from school instruction delivered in English. 

4 
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l.4.2 · Instrument Supplements 

The NELS:88 base year and first follow-up instruments were supplemented iri various ways by 
federal agencies and educational institutions. 

In the base year study, the National Science Foundation (NSF) co-sponsored the teacher 
questionnaire supplement, while the U.S. Department of Education sponsored the parent questionnaire 
supplement. NSF also sponsored supplemental mathematics and science items on the student, parent, and 
school questionnaires. Other federal agencies, which sponsored questions in the student, parent, teacher, 
and school questionnaires; included: the National Endowment for the Humanities (NEH), which . 
sponsored questions about the humanities and history; the U.S. Department of Education's Office of 
Bilingual Education and Minority Language Affairs (OBEMLA), which added questions about minority 
language use patterns and bilingual programs; and the U.S. Department of Education's Office of 
Planning, Budget, and Evaluation (OPBE), which sponsored questions about gifted and talented programs. 

In the first follow-up, NSF again sponsored the teacher questionnaire supplement, as well as the 
mathematics and science items in the student and school questionnaires. OBEMLA also continued its 
support of questionnaire items about minority language use patterns and bilingual programs in the first 
follow-up student, dropout, new student supplement, teacher, and school questionnaires. 

1.4.3 Related Studies 

Appendix B contains information on related NELS:88 enhancements, state augmentations and 
supplements, as well as data from other education studies which are available through NCES. 

1.5 NELS:88 Data and Documentation 

NELS:88 base year and first follow-up data are available in both public use and restricted use 
versions on both magnetic tape and will later be released on compact disc (CD-ROM). While this manual 
is specifically designed for use with the public release files, it is also appropriate for use with the 

•restricted data. Machine-readable documentation, and an electronic codebook that is user-manipulable 
through menu-driven software will be included ori a future compact disc version of the data. 

Because multilevel microdata carries with it some risk of the possibility of statistical disclosure 
of institutional or individual identities, the NELS:88 data have been extensively analyzed to determine 
which items of information, used alone or in conjunction with other key variables, have significant 
disclosure potential. Variables that were found to pose significant disclosure risks have been suppressed 
or altered to remove or substantially reduce these risks. For example, in some cases, continuous 
variables have been recast as categorical variables, or fine-grained categorical variables have been more 
grossly recategorized. 

In a few instances, data elements have been suppressed or changed. Because of this, a particular 
school might be characterized in terms of a certain variable on the restricted use version of the NELS: 88 
data, but be coded to missing on the public files. Or, very rarely, a given school might fall within one 
response category within a variable on the privileged use files but fall within an adjacent category in the 
the public release files. 
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While the extremely high value that is placed on confidentiality -- not only by ~ederal statute, but 
also by NCES and contractor standards -- justifies these alterations of the data, it is recognized that some 
of these protections against disclosure may at times reduce the analysis potential of certain variables in 
the data set. For example, when only ranges of percentages are given for a variable, threshold points 
that may be important for some analyses may be obscured, or nonlinearities in relationships hidden. No 
matter how thoughtfully continuous variables are transformed into categorical form, different cut points 
for the categories may be desirable, d~pending on one's particular analytic purposes. While most 
suppressed data wiUhave only a negligible effecton most analyses, there are times when the suppressed 
information is critical. For this reason, NCES also makes restricted use data files available to qualified 
researchers with a proven need for the data in its restricted use form. To obtain the restricted use data, 
it is necessary for an organization to obtain a licensure agreement from NCES. The agreement must be 
signed by the principal investigator and by someone authorized to commit the organization to the legal 
requirements. In addition; each professional or technical staff member with access to the data must sign 
and have notarized an affidavit of nondisclosure. Institutionally-based researchers may apply to the 
Associate Commissioner for Education Statistics at the Statistical Standards and Methodology Division, 
National Center for Education Statistics (NCES), if they wish to pursue the possibility of obtaining access 
to the NELS:88 restricted use data files. 

1.5.1 Base Year Data Tapes and Documentation 

Four public release tapes were produced for the NELS:88 base year study, one for each study 
component--the student; parent, teacher, and school. Each tape included a data file based on the core 
sample, which consisted of 1,052 participating s1:hools, 24,599 participating students, and 22,651 
participating parents. In addition, 1,035 school administrator questionnaires were collected, along with 
5,193 teacher questionnaires with teacher ratings for 23,188 participating students. 

As illustrated by Figure 1-6, a data file user's manual was produced for each of the public release 
data tapes, along with other forms of documentation. The NELS:88 Base Year Sample Design Report5 
documents the sampling procedures for the base year survey. The Psychometric Report for the NELS:88 
Base Year Test Battery6 gives an in-depth description of the rationale, development, and statistical 
properties of the eighth grade cognitive test battery. The NELS:88 Base Year Final Technical Report1 
provides detailed documentation of the methodology of the survey .. Finally, Quality of the Responses of 
Eighth-Grade Students in NELS:8B8 documents the reliability and validity of student responses. 

In addition to these reports, which are valuable for researchers interested in conducting analyses 
with the base year data tapes, a number of analysis reports and special tabulations are also available from 
NCES. Information on published and future reports and tabulations concerning the base year and first 
follow-up data is listed in Appendix C. 

5 Spencer, B.D.; Frankel, M.R.; Ingels, S.J.; Rasinski, K.A.; Tourangeau, R. August 1990; NCES 90-463. 

Rock, D.A., and Pollack, J.M. April 1991; NCES 91-468. 

7 Ingels, S.J.; Rasinski, K.A.; Frankel, M.R.; Spencer, B.D.; Buckley, P.B.; 1990; Chicago: NORC. 

Kaufman, P.; Rasinski, K.A .; Lee, R.; West, J. September 1991; NCES 91-487. 
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Figure 1-6: Documentation available for use with ~ELS:s·s base year data files 
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1.5.2 First Follow-Up Data Files and Documentation 

. Four public release data files have been produced for the NELS:88 first follow-up study, one for 
· each study component--the student, dropout, teacher, and school surveys. 9 The student file inch~des data. 

based on the entire first follow-up sample, which consists of 18,221 participating students (including 
17,424 panel participants for whom both base year and first follow-up data are available), 1,043 
participating dropouts, and 1,442 nonrespondents. The dropout file includes data strictly on the1 1,043 
participating first follow-up dropouts. The school file maintains a record for each participating first 
follow-up student whose school administrator completed a school administrator questionnaire. In total, 
1,296 school administrator questionnaires, covering 17,663 students ( or 92 percent ofthe student sample), 
were completed. The teacher file contains data that was collected from approximately 12,690 
participating teachers. 10 The student public release data file also contains data for all 24;599 base-year 
respondents, regardless of whether or not they were retained in the first follow-up. 

As with the base year data tapes, a data user's manual is provided for use with each first follow-
up data file. The student data file user's manual encompasses both the 1988 and 1990 waves of the 
study. As such, this manual supersedes the student component data user's manual produced for the base 
year data tape; however, the base year codebook appearing in this manual contains frequencies only for 
the longitudinal panel (those base-year respondents who also participated in the· first follow-up 
[N= 17,424]). Researchers interested in using the base year data cross-sectionally (N=24,599) may wish 
to refer to the codebook provided in the NELS:88 Base Year Student Component Data File User's 
Manual, which contains weighted estimates and unweighted frequencies for the full base year sample. 
Other forms of first follow-up documentation, including an in-depth assessment of sampling and non-
sampling error, the sampling design, and the psychometric properties of the cognitive tests are reported 
in the NELS:88 First Follow-Up Final Technical Report.11 Special reports and tabulations based on first 
follow-up findings are also planned . . These reports, and their estimated release dates, are listed in 
Appendix C. 

The School Effects Augmentation data will be released as a combined first and second follow-up file after 
the completion of the NELS:88 second follow-Up. 

10 At the time of printing, cleaning of the teacher component data file was not complete. The exact teacher 
sample size and student coverage rate will be reported in the NELS:88 First Follow-Up Teacher 
Component Data File User's Manual. 

11 Unlike the base year, the first follow-up sample design and psychometric reports will not be produced 
separately, but will be included in the NELS:88 First Follow-Up Final Technical Report. 
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II. Data Collection Instruments . 

This chapter provides a brief description of the student and dropout survey instruments and 
cognitive tests used in the base year and first follow•up. All other instruments are described in Appendix 
A. 

Because of their sjmilarity to the first follow-up documents, the content areas of the base year 
questionnaires will not be described in this manual. Figure 2-1, however, does give a comparative 
overview of the content areas in the base year questionnaires. Any differences in or additions to thematic 
areas in the first follow-up survey instruments are illustrated irr Figure 2-2. The base year student 
questionnaire and a list of critical items are included in Appendices M and N, respectively. 

Because longitudinal data users may benefit from being able to take into account the data elements 
that will be collected in 1992, we have also included the stµdent and dropout questionnaires for the 
NELS:88 second follow-up. The in-school questionnaire can be found in Appendix V; the second follow-
up out-of-school questionnaire in Appendix W. 

2.1 Instrument Development 

The data collection instruments for the NELS:88 base year and first follow-up were similar in 
content and form. · The base year instruments consisted of a student questionnaire and cognitive tests, and 
parent, teacher, and school administrator questionnaires. All of these instruments, with the exception of 
the parent questionnaire, were enhanced and used in the first follow-up. Two new instruments, the 
dropout questionnaire and the new student supplement, were developed for use in the first follow-up. 

Instrument development was guided by the research objectives of NELS:88. Questionnaires were 
designed to meet the longitudinal goals of the study; items were chosen based on their utility in predicting 
or explaining future outcomes as measured in later survey waves. All of the questionnaires employed 
in the base year and first follow-up surveys were framed to provide continuity and consistency with 
earlier education longitudinal studies, as well as to address new areas of policy concern and to reflect 
recent advances in theory. Where appropriate, ·NELS: 88 drew test and questionnaire content from 
NLS-72, HS&B, and other NCES studies, such as the National _Assessment of Educational Progress 
(NAEP) and the Schools and Staffing Study (SASS), to ensure a common standard of measurement that 
would permit comparisons with other important data sources, and maximize the utility of NELS:88 data. 
In the first follow-up, the instruments that were used .in the base year were augmented to capture the 
education and social experiences of tenth graders, . and new instruments were developed for the 
populations new to the first follow-up~-dropouts and freshened students. Items used in the new 
questionnaires were drawn from the studies mentioned above, as well as from the base year instru·ments. 
Appendix F contains an outline of the items which overlap between the NELS:88 base year student 
questionnaire, the first follow-up student and dropout questionnaires, and the HS&B student 
questionnaire. 
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Figure 2-1: Content areas in NELS:88 base year questionnaires 

Content category Student Parent Teacher School 

Constitutional 
factors 

Student sex, birthdate Responding parent's sex, Teacher sex, birthdate 
birthdate 

Race/ethnicity Self-reported race/ethnicity Parent's race/ethnicity Teacher's race/ethnicity School (student/faculty) 
race/ethnic composition 

Home 
characteristics 

Number of brothers and sisters Number of brothers and sisters Student health and language Percent of students in single-
marital status _of parents use. parent homes,. percent with 
religion practiced at home, limited-English proficiency 
language spoken at home 

Socioeconomic 
status 

Parental occupation and Parent occupation, income, 
education, items in home education 

Work status Jobs or chores done for pay Parental employment status Teacher employment status 

Opinions, attitudes, 
and values 

Self-concept, locus of Teacher impressions of sampled 
control student 

School 
characteristics 

School type, major program 
orientation, days in school year, 
class periods in days 

School 
atmosphere 

Self-reported attitude toward Parent's attitudes toward Teacher perceptions of drug Teacher morale, structure and 
alcoholism, illegal drugs, and atmosphere, standards,. and use, verbal and physical competitiveness of grades, 
other problems in school; policies abuse of teachers, and other physical conflicts of students, . 
school discipline in classes problems in school robbery, thefts, and verbal abuse 

School work Self-reported tardiness, Contact from school . about Homework assigned, Student tardiness, absenteeism, 
absenteeism, homework, student's performance and instructional methods and degree to which students are 
attitudes towards mathematics, curriculum, help given by materials used, student expected to do homework 
social studies, and science parent to child with homework, tardiness and absenteeism, 

use of computer in the home content areas covered 



Figure 2-1 (cont.): Content areas in NELS:88 base year questionnaires 

Content category 

School performance 

Student 

Self-reported grades, 
performance on NELS:88 
cognitive test battery 

Parent Teacher 

Parental expectations for Teacher impression of student 
child's grades achievement 

School 

Guidance Student-reported availability 
of counseling (for education 
plans, jobs, careers, drug 
abuse, etc.) given by school 
employee, adult relative, 
or friend 

Parent talks at home with child 
about school, high school plans, 
or ·homework 

Availability of guidance 
counseling for students in 
school 

Special programs Participation in special 
programs (e.g., gifted and 
talented, special education, 
bilingual, or ESL) 

Physical and mental limitations Teacher involvement and · 
of students, special services satisfaction with gifted and 
rendered (e.g., for gifted and talented programs 
talented student) 

Special services (e.g., gifted 
and talented programs) 

After-school 
supervision 

Parental · supervision Parental supervision, after-
school childcare -arrangements 

Involvement with 
community 

Family life; cultural experience, 
participation in neighborhood 
programs 

Family life, activities in 
community (e.g., borrows 
books from library, attends 
concerts, museums, 
participates in community• 
based groups 

After-school 
activities 

Extra-curricular activities, 
outside school classes and 
clubs 

Student enrollment in outside 
school clubs 

Life goals, 
educational and 
occupational 

Student and parent 
expectations of how far in 
school student will advance, 
student's desired occupation 

Parental expectations of 
educational attainment of child 

Financial assistance Proposed financial aid for future 
education 

-.:>ercent of students receiving 
:1id in school 



Figure 2-2: Content areas in NELS:88 first follow-up questionnaires 

Content category Student Dropout Teacher School 

Constitutional 
factors 

Teacher sex, birthdate 

Race/ethnicity Teacher race/ethnicity School (student/ 
faculty) race/ethnic 
composition 

Home 
characteristics 

Others in household, number 
of brothers and sisters, 
own child, religion, 
language use 

Others in household, number 
of brothers and sisters, 
own child, religion, 
language use 

Student language use and 
health 

P~rcent of students in single-
parent ho!lleS, percent with 
percent with limited English 
English proficiency 

Family and friends Family relationships and 
ev~nts, parental school 
involvement, attributes of 
friends 

Family relationships and 
events, parental school 
involvement, attributes of 
friends 

Parental school involvement Parental school involvement 

Work status Work status, type, hours, 
and pay 

Work status, type, hours, 
and pay , 

Teacher work status, outside 
work 

Teacher pay, degrees; work 
status, and certification 

Opinions, attitudes, 
and values 

Self-concept, locus of 
control 

Self-concept, locus of 
control 

Teacher impressions of 
student 

School 
characteristics 

School-type, structure, grades, 
locale, , courses and , programs, 
departments, periods; days 

School atmosphere School climate, problems in 
school, level of discipline 

School climate, problems in 
school, level of discipline 

School climate, problems in 
decision-making processes, 
satisfaction with teaching 

Problems in school, disciplinary 
actions taken, teacher morale, 
grading 

School work Program, coursework, 
homework, teacher 
practices, self-reported 
tardiness, absenteeism, 
suspension, and arrests 

Program, coursework, 
homework, teacher 
practices, self-reported 
tardiness, absenteeism, 
suspension, and arrests 

Instructional methods and 
materials, content areas 
covered, track of class, 
homework, tardiness, 
absenteeism 

Track composition, student 
tardiness and absenteeism 



Figure 2-2 (cont.): Content areas in NELS:88 first follow-up questionnaires 

Student Dropout Teacher SchoolContent category 

School performance Self-reported grades, NELS Self-reported grades, NELS Student achievement 
cognitive test scores cognitive test scores 

Special programs Participation in special Participation in special Programs offered, level of 
programs programs participation 

Participation in school-related Participation in school-related · 
activities 
After-school 

and non-school-related and non-school-related 
activities activities, activities since left 

Life goals, Educational and occupational Educational and occupational 
educational and expectations and preparation, expectations and preparation, 
occupational others' expectations, others' expectations, 

important things in life important things in life, why 
left school 
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2.2 Survey Instruments and Content Coverag~ 

2.2.1 Student Questionnaire and Cognitive Tests 

Sample members who were attending school during the spring term of the 1989-90 school year 
(including those who were identified as · dropouts at some earlier time, but returned to and remafoed in 
school during the spring term of 1990) were administered a student questionnaire, either at an in-school 
or Off-campus survey session. The self-administered questionnaire, which took approximately one hour 
to complete, collected information on a wide range of topics, including students' background, language 
use, home environment, perceptions of self, plans for 'the future, jobs and household chores, school 
experiences and activities, work, and social activities. The first follow-up student questionnaire was 
available in both English and Spanish. 12 

In addition to the student questionnaire, students completed a series of cognitive tests, also 
administered at in-school or off-campus survey sessions . The combined tests, covering four subject areas, 
included 116 items to be completed in 85 minutes. The cognitive tests are described briefly below: 

• Reading Comprehension (21 items, 21 minutes) consisted of five short passages followed 
by comprehension and interpretation questions~ such as interpreting the author's 
perspective, understanding the meaning of words in context, and . identifying figures of 
speech . . Unlike the base year, two versions of the reading test were developed, differing 
in degree of difficulty. 

• Mathematics (40 items, 30 minutes) assessed both simple mathematical application skills, 
as well as more advanced skills of comprehension and problem solving. Test items 
included word problems, graphs, quantitative comparisons, and geometric figures. Three 
versions of the mathematics test were developed for the first follow-up, varying in the 
level of difficulty. 

• Science (25 items, 20 minutes) contained questions drawn from the fields of life, earth 
and physical sciences. Emphasis was placed on the comprehension of underlying 
concepts and scientific reasoning ability~ · 

• History/Citizenship/Geography (30 items, 14 minutes) assessed knowledge of important 
issues and events in American history. Citizenship items included questions on the 
operation and structure of the federal government and the rights and obligations of 
citizens. Geography questions touched on . patterns of settlement and food production 

· shared by various societies. 

NORC's subcontractor, the Educational Testing · Service (ETS), developed the cognitive test 
battery, both in the base year and first follow-up . While there was but one version of the base year test 
battery, six forms of the cognitive test battery were produced in the first follow-up , each comprising a 

12 Excluding the base year ineligible students who were reclassified as eligible in 1990 (and who will be 
added to the first follow-up data only at a later date), nineteen (15 of them from the freshening sample) 
students completed the Spanish-language questionnaire in the NELS:88 first follow-up. Because of the 
small number of questionnaires completed in Spanish, a separate flag was not created for these cases. 
The percentage of questionnaires completed in Spanish -- around one-tenth of one percent of the total 
first follow-up student participants, is similar to the percentage of HS&B sophomores who opted to 
complete Spanish-language questionnaires in 1980 (36 out of 27,118 participants, or 0.13 percent). 
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different combination of mathematics and reading difficulty levels. Each student's test form wa~ 
determined by his or her scores on the base year mathematics and reading tests; freshened students and 
base year non-respondents received the intermediate version of the first follow-up cognitive test battery 
(Version III). The purpose of the multi-level design of the first follow-up cognitive test battery was to 
guard against ceiling and floor effects which ·may occur when testing must span four years of schooling. 
This adaptive approach tailors the difficulty of the reading and mathematics tests to the ability of the 
respondent, thereby leading to a more accurate measurement than a single level design. Figure 2-3 
illustrates the distribution of test versions to base year retained sample members and · defines the test 
combinations used in the first follow-up. · 

In order to facilitate comparisons with test data from other national studies, NELS:88 borrowed 
or adapted_a number of test items from NAEP and HS&B. Properties of the tests and the test item 
reliabilities are discussed in the Psyclwmetric Report for the NELS:88 Base Year Test Battery, and the 
NELS:88 First Follow-Up Flnal Technical Report, both obtainable from NCES. 

2.2.2 Dropout Questioomiire 

During the data collection period (the spring term of the 1989-90 school year), sample members 
who had been out of school for four or more consecutive weeks at the time an NORC interviewer 
contacted them to be surveyed were giv~n th~ dropout questionnaire, as well as the cognitive test battery. · 
Thehour-long, self-administered questionnaire and 85-minute <::ognitive test battery were completed with . 
an NORC interviewer present, at either a grnup or single survey session. . The dropout questionnaire 

· collected data about the last school attended by the sample member and the school's climate, reasons for · 
leaving school, and actions school personnel, parents, and friends took when the respondent stopped 
going to school. Respondents also reported on their likelihood of returning to and graduating from high •· 
school, and described their current activities and future plans. 

Produced for the first follow-up study, the dropout questionnaire was designed to facilitate 
· comparisons with the NELS:88 first follow-up student questionnaire. This item overlap with the student 
questionnaire permits users to contrast factors such as school environment, family life, aspirations, and 
self-perceptions of students with the responses of dropouts. 

2.2.3 New Student Supplement 

First-time N~LS:88 participants who were brought into the study through sample freshening or 
who were base year non-respondents completed the new student supplement questionnaire which was 
available in English and Spanish. The self-administered supplement took approximately 15 minutes to 
complete, and contained questions that gathered basic demographic information (such as birthdate, sex, 
and ethnicity) about students and their families which were included in the base year questionnaire, but 
not repeated in the first follow-up . Among other items, students reported on their language use, and the 
employment status, occupation, and educational attainment of their parents or guardians. 
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Figure 2-3: Distribution of first follow-up test forms to base year r.etained sample members (N = 21,474) 

Version 
32% 

Version IV 
22% 

2% 
Version II 

Version 
19% 

V·ersion VI 
23% 

Version V 
2% 

The first follow-up test forms differed from each other only in combination of reading and mathematics difficulty levels. Only one form 
existed for the subject areas of science and social studies (history/government). The six test combinations are listed below, by increasing 
level of difficulty. 

Version I: 
Version II: 
Version Ill: 
Version IV: 
Version V: 
Version VI: 

Easy mathematics and reading tests 
Easy mathematics test and difficult reading test 
Middle mathematics test and easy reading test 
Middle mathematics test and difficult reading test 
Difficult mathematics test and easy reading test 
Difficult mathematics and reading tests 
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2.2.4 Abbreviated Questionnaires 

Abbreviated versions of the first follow-up dropout, student, and new student supplement 
questionnaires were administered to pending populations13 during the second data collection period of 
the first follow-up. These shortened versions of the original instru.ments consisted mainly of locator 
information and key policy-relevant items. A list of questions contained in the abbreviated instruments 
and corresponding question numbers in the original instruments appears in Appendix S. 

The mode of administration or the abbreviated instruments was primarily telephone interviews; 
a small percentage of abbreviated questionnaires were completed through personal interviews. 

13 Sample members who had not been surveyed when data collection was halted in ~luly of 1990: 
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III. Sample Design and Implementation; Measurement Error 

This chapter describes the design and procedures used for selecting schools and students into the 
NELS:88 base year and first follow-up samples. It provides information on the calculatio'n of sample 
weights and the relative efficiency of the sample design. The chapter also provides information about 
procedures used to adjust sample weights for nonresponse and about the effect of unit and item 
nonresponse and other non-sampling errors on estimates. 

3.1 Base Year Sample Design14 
_ 

The NELS:88 base-year survey employed a two-stage, stratified sample design, with schools as 
the first-stage unit and students within schools as the second-stage unit. Within each stratum, schools 
were selected with probabilities proportional to their estimated eighth grade enrollment. In addition, 
schools were oversampled in certain special strata. Within each school approximately 26 students were 
to be randomly selected (typically, 24 regularly sampled students and two, on average, OBEMLA-supple-
ment Hispanic and Asian/Pacific Islander oversampled studerits). In schools with fewer than 24 eighth 
graders, all eligible students were selected. Because of the incidence of small schools in the NELS:88 
sample, the average within-school sample size for the base year was 25 students (or 23 participating 
students). From a national frame of about 39,000 sc~ools with eighth grades, a total of 1,734 schools 
were selected, of which 1,052 participated and provided usable student data. Thus, the target sample size 
of 1,032 schools was modestly exceeded. 

NORC's sampling frame was the school database compiled by Quality Education Data, Inc. 
· (QED) of Denver, Colorado. The QED list contained information about whether a school was urban, 
_ suburban, or rural. NORC used this information for stratification purposes. The QED list did not at that 
time contain information about the racial/ethnic composition of individual public schools usable for the 
NELS: 88 sampling frame. Racial/ethnic composition data were obtained from W estat, Inc. in its capacity 
as an NORC subcontractor for the NELS:88 base year study. As part of their work on the National 
Assessment of Educational Progress (NAEP), Westat had obtained data from the Office of Civil Rights 
(OCR) and from other sources (e.g., district personnel) that identified those schools with a minority 
enrollment of greater than 19 percent. Use of this data set facilitated the explicit stratification and 
allocation of schools with very large percentages of black or Hispanic students. Stratification information 
on whether a school was public, Catholic (private), or other private was obtained from the QED list and 
lists of private schools. 

3.2 Calculation of Base Year Sample Weights 

The base year weights were based on the inverse of the probabilities of selection into the sample 
and on nonresponse adjustment factors computed within weighting cells. Two different weights were 
calculated to adjust for the fact that not all sample members have data for all instruments. The· weight 
BYQWT applies to 24,599 student questionnaires (and is also used in conjunction with parent data), while 
BYADMWT applies to the. 1,035 school administrator questionnaires (17 base year school principals 
failed to complete a school questionnaire). These weights project to the population of approximately 
3,008,080 eligible eighth graders in public, Catholic, and other private schools in 1988. 

14 Readers who desire more detail on the base year sample design should consult the NELS:88 Base Year 
Sample Design Report. 
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The weighting procedures consisted of two basic stages: 

Stage 1. Calculation of a preliminary base year weight based on the inverse of the product of 
the probabilities of selection for. the base year sample. 

Stage 2. Adjustment of this preliminary weight to compensate for "unit" nonresponse, that is; 
for noncompletion of an entire school questionnaire or student questionnaire. The unit varied depending 
upon the weight being adjusted. 

The nonresponse-adjusted school weight was derived as the product of the school's preliminary 
weight times a nonresponse adjustment factor intended to adjust for the fact that some of the sampled 
schools did not return a completed questionnaire. The preliminary weight for students was based upon 
the inverse of the probability that the student's school was selected into the sample multiplied by the 
inverse of the probability that the student was sampled within the school. The nonresponse-adjusted . 
student weight was derived as the product of the student's preliminary weight times a .nonresponse 
adjustment factor intended to adjust for the fact that some of the sampled students did not participate, that 
is, did not return a completed questionnaire. Statistical properties of the base year weights are presented 
in Table 3.2-1. 

Table 3.2-1 
NELS:88 base year statistical properties of sample case weights 

Weight 

Mean 
Variance 
Standard deviation 
Coefficient of variation (X 100) 
Minimum 
Maximum 

· Skewness 
Kurtosis 
Sum 
Number of cases 

School 
BYADMWT 

37.46 
2,109.17 

45.92 
122.59 

1.54 
387.30 

2.69 
9.47 

38,774.12 
1,035 

Student 
BYQWT 

122.28 
4,359.25 

66.02 
53.99 
2.44 

836.91 
2.17 

16.32 
3,008,079.63 

24,599 

Each school appearing on the NELS:88 base year school file, and each student appearing on the 
NELS: 88 student file, has a value for the final weight variable. The weight represents the probability 
of selection into the sample plus a factor that adjusts for nonresponse. Thus, the weight serves the 
purpose of allowing a particular case to represent other nonsampled cases within its sampling stratum, 
and to represent nonresponding cases similar to it in various respects. Because separate final student and 
school weights have been provided; the construction of each will be considered separately in the following 
discussion. 
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Base year school weights. The final school weight, BYADMWT, was derived using a multistage 
process. First, an initial weight--which represented the inverse of the school's selection probability--was 
attached to each school-record in a file containing records for all eligible schools in the NELS:88 sample. 
A logistic regression procedure was used to estimate (in terms of _a probability of nonresponding) the 
degree to which each of the responding schools resembled a nonresponding school. This estimated 
probability of nonresponse was the first adjustment factor applied to a school's weight. 

Next, a polishing procedure further adjusted the weights to sum to known population totals within 
strata. Estimating the nonresponse probability for each of the responding schools was possible because 
key background information on almost all of the nonresponding schools was available. 

The final result of these procedures was a weight for each of the responding schools adjusted to 
compensate for· nonresponse. For the purpose of adjusting the school weight, a nonresponding school 
was defined as a school for which both school administrator questionnaire data and student questionnaire 
data were unavailable. 

Base year student weights. The final student weight, BYQWT, was also derived using a 
multistage process. A design weight for each eligible student on a participating schooPs sample roster 
represented the student's probability of selection within the school. A student-level nonresponse 
adjustment factor was calculated by forming' weighting cells based upon the combination of certain levels 
of variables representing school type, region, ethnicity, and gender. For each student, the product of a 
nonresponse-adjusted preliminary school weight and the student's design weight was formed. (The 
preliminary school weight was slightly different from BY ADMWT. BYADMWT was adjusted to 
accommodate the 17 schools for which school administrator questionnaire data were unavailable though 
student questionnaire data had been obtained. The preliminary school weight eliminated this step in the 
adjustment process. Thus, it is appropriate for application to the 1,052 schools with student questionnaire 
data available). This product was summed for participating and nonparticipating students within 
weighting cells. The ratio of the sums for participating and nonparticipating students was considered to 
be a participating student's propensity for nonparticipation and was used as the nonresponse adjustment 
factor for each student's design weight. 

3.3 Base Year Standard Errors and Design Effects 

Statistical estimates calculated using NELS:88 survey data are subject to sampling variability. 
Because the sample design involved stratification, disproportionate sampling of certain strata, and 
clustered (i.e. multi-stage) probability sampling, the calculation of exact standard errors for survey 
estimates can be difficult and expensive. Popular statistical analysis packages such as SPSS (Statistical 
Program for the Social Sciences) or SAS (Statistical Analysis System) do not calculate standard errors 
by taking into account complex sample designs. Several procedures are available for calculating precise 
estimates of s3:mpling errors for complex samples. Procedures such as Taylor series approximations, 
Balanced• Repeated Replication (BRR), and Jackknife ·Repeated Replication (JRR) produce similar 
results .15 Consequently, it is largely a matter of convenience which approach is taken. For the 
NELS:88 base year, NORC used the Taylor Series procedure to calculate the standard errors. 

16 Frankel, IVI.R., Inference from Survey Samples: An Empirical Investigation (Ann Arbor: Institute for Social 
Research, 1 9 71 ) . 
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The impact of departures from simple random sampling on the precision of sample estimates is 
often measured by the design effect. For any statistical estimator (for example, a mean or a proportion), 
the design effect is the ratio· of the estimate of the variance of a statistic derived from consideration of 
the sample design to that obtained from the formula for simple random samples. 

Standard errors and design effects were selected for 30 means and proportions based on · the 
NELS:88 student, parent; artd school d<J,ta. 16 The 30 variables from the student questionnaire were 
selected to overlap as much as possible with those variables examined in High School and Beyond. The 
remaining variables from the student questionnaire and from the parent and school questionnaires were 
selected randomly. We calculated the standard errors and design effects for each statistic both for the 

. sample as a whole and for selected subgroups. For both the student and parent analyses, the subgroups 
were based on the student's sex, race and ethnicity, school type (public, Catholic, and other private), and 
socioeconomic status (lowest quartile, middle two quartiles; and highest quartile). For the school analysis, 
the subgroups were based on two levels of school type (public and combined private) and eighth-grade 
enrollment (at or below the median and above the median). 

Design effects for questions selected from the student questionnaire are presented in Table 3.3.,.1. 
On the whole, the design effects indicate that the NELS:88 sample was slightly more efficient than the 
High School and Beyond sample. For means and proportions based on student questionnaire data for all 
students (see Table 3.3-J), the average design effect in the NELS:88 base year was 2:54; the comparable 
base year figure was 2.88 for the High School and Beyond sophomore cohort and 2.69 for the senior 
cohort. Table 3.3-2 gives the mean design effects (DEFFs) and mean root design effects (DEFTs) for 
each subgroup. This table shows that the difference is also apparent for subgroup estimates. The High 
School and Beyond Sample Design Reporf 7 presents design effects for ten subgroups defined similarly 
to those in Table 3.3-2. For eight of the ten subgroups, the NELS:88 design effects are smaller on the 
average than those for both the High School and Beyond sophomore and senior cohorts. The increased 
efficiency is especially marked for students attending Catholic schools. In NELS:88, the average design 
effect 'is 2.70; in High School and Beyond, it was 3.60 for the sophomores and 3.58 for the seniors. 

The smaller design effects in the NELS:88 base year may reflect the somewhat smaller cluster 
size used in the later survey. The High School and Beyond base year sample design called for 36 
sophomore and 36 senior selections from each school; the NELS:88 sample called for the selection of 
only 24 students (plus, on average, two oversampled Hispanics and Asians) from each school. Clustering 
tends to increase the variability of survey estimates, because the observations within a cluster are similar 
and therefore add less information than independently selected observations. 

16 For a more detailed presentation of design effects for individual items for the total sample and for various 
subsamples, please see the NELS:88 Base Year Sample Design Report. For tables of base year parent and 
school administrator questionnaire data standard errors and design effects, see the respective base year 
data file user's manuals, or the sample design report. 

17 Frankel, M; Kohnke, L.; Buonanno, D.; and Tourangeau, R. 1981; Chicago:NORC. 
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Table 3.3-1 
NELS:88 base year student questionnaire data: standard errors and design effects (N = 24,599) 

.All Students 

Survey item (or composite variable) Esti- Design SRS 
mated · S.E.• DEFF DEFT . N S.E.b 

Mother/female guardian living BYS2A 99.35 0.06 1.35 1.16 24126 0.05 
Father/male guardian living BYS7A 91.48 0.26 1.94 1.39 22775 0.19 
Expect to attend public high school .. BYS14 88.13 0.43 4.21 2.05 24156 0.21 
Father finished college · BYS34A 29.36 0.65 4.18 2.04 20450 0.32 
Mother finished college BYS34B 22.94 0.50 3.03 1.74 21504 0.29 
Parents require chores to be done BYS38B 90.11 0.23 1.39 1.18 24392 0.19 
Watch more than 2 hrs of TV per weekday BYS42A 66.35 0.47 2.18 1.48 22042 . 0.32 
I feel good about myself BYS44A 92.26 0.23 1.73 1.31 24355 0.17 
Good luck more important than hard work BYS44C 11.87 0.25 1.48 1.22 24245 0.21 
Every time I get ahead something stops me BYS44F 28.50 0.40 1.87 1.37 24266 0.29 
Plans hardly work out, makes me unhappy . BYS44G 20.16 0.34 1.78 1.34 24258 0.26 
I feel I do not have much to be proud of BYS44L 14.26 0.29 1.64 1.28 24200 0.22 
Expects to finish college . BYS45 65.44 0.49 2.62 1.62 ·24384 0.30 
Expects to graduate from high school BYS46 98.20 0.10 1.46 1.21 24332 0.09 
Talk to father about planning H.S. prgrms BYS50A 73.98 0.41 2.05 1.43 23795 0.28 
Student cutting class a problem at school BYS58C 14.96 .· 0.37 2.51 1.58 23849 0.23 
Student use of alcohol a problem at school BYS58G 15.32 0.35 2.23 ·1.49 23838 0.23 
Parents wanted R to take algebra BYS62 57.42 0.60 2.25 1.50 15084 0.40 
Enrolled in advanced mathematics BYS66D 41.09 0.51 2.46 1.57 23159 0.32 
English wilLbe useful in my future BYS70C 84.14 0.30 1.60 1.26 23379 0.24 
Afraid to ask questions in social studies BYS71B 15.09 0.32 1.82 1.35 23225 0.23 
Ever held back a grade in school BYS74 17.66 0.37 2.12 1.46 . 22771 0.25 
Often come to class without homework BYS78C 21.86 0.34 1.60 1.26 23062 0.27 

. Participated in school varsity sports BYS82B 47.85 0.57 2.96 1.72 22578 0.33 
Participated in dance· BYS82G 26.67 0.50 2.86 1.69 22383 0.30 
Partic:ipated in religious organization BYS82T 14.89 0.34 2.07 1.44 22120 0.24 

Reading test formula score BYTXRFS 10.23 0;08 4.12 2.03 23791 0.04 
Mathematics test formula score BYTXMFS 15.98 0.16 4.99 2.23 23778 0.07 
Science test. formula score BYTXSFS 09.86 0.08 4.82 2.20 23765 0.04 
History/ government test formula score BYTXHFS 15.12 0.11 5.01 2.24 23673 0.05 

Mean 2.54 1.56 
Minimum 1.35 1.16 
Maximum 5.01 2.24 
Standard deviation 1.11 0.33 
Median 2.15 1.47 

astandard error calculated taking into account the sample design. 
hStandard error calculated under assumptions of random sampling. 
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Table 3.3-2 
Mean design effects (DEFFs) and root design effects (DEFfs) 

for base year student questionnaire · data 

Group Mean DEFF l\fean DEFr 

All students 2.54 1.56 
Malea · 1.98 1.39 
Female 1.93 1.38 
White and otherb 2.25 1.48 
Black 1.65 1.27 
Hispanic 2.06 1.41 
Asian/Pacific Islander 2.00 1.40 
Public schools 2.27 1.48 
Catholic schools 2.70 1.59 
Other private schools 
Low SES 

8.80 
. . 1.58 

1.83 
1.25 

Middle SES 1.66 1.28 
High SES 1.84 1.34 

Note: Each mean is based on 30 questionnaire items. 

asex categories are based on the composite sex variable. 
bRace categories are based on the composite race variable. 

3.4 First Follow-Up Sample Design 

.There were three basic objectives for the NELS:88 first follow-up sample design . First, the 
sample was to include approximately 21,500 students who were in the eighth-grade sample in 1988 
(including base year nonrespondents). This longitudinal cohort was to be . distributed across 1,500 
schools. Second, the sample was to constitute a valid probability sample of all students currently enrolled 
in the tenth grade in the 1989-1990 school year. This entailed freshening the sample with students who 
were tenth graders in 1990 but not in the eighth grade during the 1987-1988 school year. Third, the first 
follow-up was to include a sample of students who had been deemed ineligible for base year data 
collection (because physical , mental, or linguistic barriers prevented them from participating) so that those 
able to take part could be added to the first follow-up student sample, and demographic and school 
enrollment information could be obtained for them. Figure 3-1 provides an illustration of the longitudinal 
sample design of the base year and first follow-up, as well as that of the second follow-:up. 

Although the populations associated with the first and second objectives overlap, they are not 
identical. Some students who were in eighth grade in 1988 were not in tenth grade or not in school at 
all in 1990; similarly, some students enrolled in the tenth grade in 1990 were not in eighth grade in 1988 
or were in school outside of the United States at that time. · 
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Figure 3-1: Longitudinal sample design of NELS:88 
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3.4.1 Longitudinal Cohort (1988 eighth graders) 

The general sample design strategy for this component of the sample involved subsampling 
students selected-for the base year with non-zero probabilities related to characteristics of their 1990 
schools. Base year students who had dropped out of school between 1988 and 1990 were subsampled 
with certainty (their probabilities were set equal to one). Base year students attending school in 1990 
were subsampled with probabilities related to the number of other base year students attending the same 
school. Base year students who were reported to be attending a school with at least 10 other base year 
students were sampled with certainty. All other students were .sampled with probabilities greater than 
zero, but less than one. 

Including nonrespondents, the NELS:88 base year sample comprisaj. 26,432 students. Of these, 
96 were deemed out of scope for the 1990 first follow-up; included in this category were students who 
had died or mov_ed out of the United States. Among the remaining 26,336 students, 348 were found to 
have dropped out of school. 18 All of these students were selected into the first follow-up with certainty 
(probability equal to one). 

On the basis of information obtained during the spring and summer of 1989, it was determined 
that the remaining pool of 25,988 students were distributed among 3,967 schools. 19 As had been 
anticipated, the distribution of these students among schools was highly skewed. It was found that 
approximately 75 percent of the students (19,568 of 25,988) were attending approximately 23 percent 
(908 of 3,967) of the schools; each of these schools included at least 11 base year students. All of these 
19,568 students were included in the first follow-up with certainty. 

The remaining 6,420 students were distributed among 3,059 schools with 10 or fewer members 
of the base year sample. Their sampling probabilities for the first follow-up depended on the number of 
base year students the school contained, as shown in Table 3.4-1. 

The probabilities were determined on the basis of an optimal allocation algorithm that assumed 
a per school to student cost ratio of 7:1. 20 

Table 3.4-2 shows the number of Asians, Hispanics, Native Americans, and Blacks among the 
26,336 base year students eligible for the first follow-up sample and the number retained in the first 
follow-up sample. 

18 Included in this group are 250 dropouts whose status was confirmed by the stuqent's home, 58 sample 
members whom the school reported to have dropped out but field interviewers could not locate, and 40 
students who were institutionalized. The latter group are not necessarily dropouts in the usual sense, 
because in some cases they were receiving academic instruction. However, they were grouped with the 
dropouts to ensure that they would remain in the first follow-up sample with certainty. 

19 When the school a student was attending could not be identified, a separate "school" of size one was 
created. This was the case for 221 students who could not be located and ten students who were in 
home study. Hence, the number of actual schools was 3,736. 

20 The optimization, which involved Neyman allocation, took into account the cluster sizes associated with 
schools in the different size strata. It is this feature of the procedure that produces the slightly higher rate 
of sampling for schools of size 8 than for schools of size 9. 
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Table 3 .4":l 
Distribution of students and selection probabilities by school size 

School Size # Schools # Students Selection Probability 
(Number of NELS:88 Students) 

1 1968 1968 0.16209 
2 413 826 0.21306 
3 189 567 0.24339 
4 119 476 0.26891 
5 97 485 0.28866 
6 71 426 0.29577 
7 62 434 0.30645 
8 56 448 0.32143 
9 50 450 0.32000 
10 34 340 0.32353 

> 10 908 19,568 1.00000 

Table 3.4-2 
First foil ow-up base year retained sample ·members by race 

Group Eligible for Selected for 
First Follow-Up First Follow-Up 

All Students 
Asian/Pacific Islanders 
Hispanics 
American Indians 
Blacks 
White 
Missing/Refused 

26,336 
1,530 
3,153 

314 
3,008 

16,289 
2,042 

21,474 
1,246 
2,565 

243 
2,134 

13,657 
1,629 
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The efficiency of this design relative to one with no subsampling at all was 66.5 percent.21 One 
alternative design was considered that retained the same overall sample size but increased the number of 
American Indians by 71 and the number of Asians by approximately 275 . . However, this design lowered 
the efficiency from 66:5 percent to 44.0 percent. This represented a reduction in the overall effective 
sample size of approximately 4,800 cases. Given the constraint of 1,500 schools (imposed for budgetary 
reasons), the use of this alternative strategy would have resulted in excessive losses in precision for 
estimates based on the entire follow-up sample. 

3.4.2 Freshened Student Sample (1990 tenth graders) 

The second sampling objective was to create a valid probability sample of students enrolled in 
tenth grade in the 1989-1990 school year; this goal was achieved by a process we have termed 
"freshening." The freshening procedure was carried out in four steps: 

1. For each school that contained at least one base year 10th grade student selected for interview 
in 1990, a complete alphabetical roster of all 10th grade students was obtained. 

2. For each base year sample member, we examined the next student on the list; if the base year 
student was the last one listed on the roster, we examined the first student on the roster (that 
is, the roster was "circularized"). 

3. If the student who was examined was enrolled in the 8th grade in the U.S. in 1988, then the 
freshening process terminated. If the designated student was not enrolled in the 8th grade in 
the U.S. in 1988, then that student was selected into the freshened sample. 

4. Whenever a student was added to the freshened sample in step 3, the next student on the roster 
was examined and step 3 was repeated. The sequence of steps 3 and 4 was repeateo (adding 
more students to the freshened sampie) until a student who was in the 8th grade in the U.S. 
in 1988 was reached on the roster. 

At a given first follow-up school, the freshening process could yield zero, one, or more than one 
new sample member. Altogether, 1,229 new students were added to the tenth grade sample--on average, 
just less than one student per school. Some of these freshened .students were dropped in the subs amp Iing 
process (described below) either because they themselves were not included in the subs11mple or because 
the base year student to whom they were linked was not included. Some 1,043 students selected through 
the freshening procedure remained in the final first follow-up sample. 

This freshening procedure is an essentially unbiased method for producing a probability sample 
of students who were enrolled in the tenth grade in 1990 but were not enrolled in the eighth grade in the 
U.S. in 1988. There is a very small bias introduced by the omission of eligible tenth graders attending 
schools that included no students who were eighth graders in 1988. There is an additional small bias 
introduced by not freshening on the members of the sample of base year ineligibles. AH other 1990 tenth 
graders who qualify for the freshening sample have some chance of selection. This is because every 
student who was in the tenth grade in 1990 but not in the eighth grade in 1988 is linked to exactly one 
student who was a 1988 eighth grader--this is the 1988 eighth grader who would immediately precede 

21 The measure of efficiency was computed as 1/(1 +RV) * 100%, where RV is the relative variance of the 
weights required to compensate for the different rates of subsampling. 
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the candidate for the freshening sample on a circularized, alphabetical roster of tenth graders at the 
school. Because each 1988 eighth grader had a calculable, non-zero probability of selection into the base 
year and first follow-up samples, we can calculate the selection probabilities for all students eligible for 
the freshening sample. Thus, the freshening procedure produces a sample that meets the criterion for a 
probability sample. 

Implementation of student sample freshening in the first follow-up was subject to a set of 
eligibility rules that were patterned after but not identical to those of the base year. While again students 
with overwhelming physical, mental, or linguistic barriers to participation were excluded, students not 
sufficiently proficient in English to complete the tests or regular questionnaire but able to complete the 
student questionnaire in Spanish were classified as eligible and asked to complete the translated 
instrument. (Through the first follow-up's base year ineligibles study, this liberalized eligibility criterion 
was also applied to excluded 1987.:.88 eighth graders.) Of the 1,060 students in the freshened sample 
(retained after subsampling), 1,043 were found to be eligible to participate. Some 17 (1.6%) were found 
to be ineligible (as compared to 5.3 % ineligibility in the base year). Sixteen were excluded owing to 
physical or mental disabilities, and one for language reasons. 

It also should be noted that the school sample from which school contextual data (teacher 
questionnaires and school administrator questionnaires) was collected is not identical to the school sample 
as used for freshening. Freshening took place at all schools at which there were NELS:88 sample 
members as of the first day of the 1989-90 school year,22 regardless of whether that site was the Phase 
1 origin school (that is, one of the 1,468 clusters containing, in total, 21,126 in-school sample members 
selected after Phase 1 tracing) or the destination school of a transfer from a selected Phase 1 school. The 
school sample for purposes of collecting contextual data from principals and teachers, on the other hand, 
comprised the 1,330 schools that represent selected clusters (as traced in Phase 1) at which (1) NELS:88 
sample members were still present in the 1989-90 school year, and (2) provided at least one completed 
student questionnaire. 

3.4.3 Subsampling the Eighth-Grade Cohort and Freshened Sophomore Samples 

After the initial selection of the longitudinal cohort, the combined longitudinal-freshened sample 
was further subsampled. The students dropped from the first follow-up as a result of subsampling will 
also be excluded from future rounds of NELS:88. Two categories of sample members were subsampled: 
(1) students who had transferred out of the school from which they had initially been selected for the first 
follow-up sample; and (2) first follow-up nonrespondents who were classified as potential dropouts. 

22 The reference point for tenth grade representativeness in NELS:88--membership in the tenth grade as of 
the first day of class in the autumn term--is different from the tenth grade membership definition used 
in High School and Beyond. HS&B's reference point was essentially tenth grade status as of the spring 
term; a sophomore was defined as a student who expected to complete his/her tenth grade course work 
between April 1, 1980 and August 31, 1980. This was to include those students who might be held 
back or who might repeat tenth grade (thus HS&B obtained a sample of ,.979-80 sophomores who were 
retained and were to be sophomores again in the 1980-81 school year), but to exclude students dropping 
out before administration of the HS&B questionnaire in the spring of 1980. This difference between the 
autumn term reference o.f NELS:88 tenth grade sample freshening, and the HS&B spring term definition 
of tenth grade status, must be taken into account when cross-cohort contrasts are drawn using NELS:88 
data (for example, trend comparisons to HS&B 1980 and 1982 results). For purposes of HS&B 
comparisons, the NELS:88 sophomore cohort consists of only those first follow~up sample members who 
were enrolled in tenth grade in the spring term of 1990--first follow-up dropouts (including dropouts from 
the freshening sample) and students not in tenth grade are not part of the HS&B-comparable NELS:88 
sophomore cohort. 
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Transfer students were subsampled as a cost-saving measure. Because of the large number of 
transfer students and the high costs of obtaining questionnaires from them, NORC selected a 29 percent 
subsample of transfer students in the spring of 1990. Of the 1,991 transfers, 386 were retained and 1,605 
were dropped from the sample. 

A fifty percent subsample of "potential dropouts" was drawn after the end of the regular data 
collection period in the spring of 1990. The subsampling encompassed those students who.had not been 
located in the data collection phase and those who had been absent on both survey and makeup days. 
Those selected into the subsample were the object of renewed follow-up efforts to identify any "hidden 
dropouts" in these categories of cases. This further investment of time and effort was needed to clarify 
the status of students who were no longer at the school at the time of the survey session and whose 
whereabouts were unknown. Among students who were absent on both survey and makeup days there 
was reason for doubt about their enrollment status even though the schools had indicated at the time that 
these students were still enrolled. The process by which students drop out of school often involves an 
indeterminate period during which the student is neither clearly in school or out of school; as a result, 
there is room for error 

. 
in school records . Depending upon when the . student's status is checked, the 

student may be in such an indeterminate state; with a little more elapsed time:..-during which period school 
records will be updated or corrected--a clearer picture of enrollment status often emerges. There were 
742 "potential dropout" cases, of whom 357 were retained in the sample and pursued in the final data 
collection period of the study. In the course of final data collection, we did indeed find that substantial 
numbers of these "potential dropouts" (75 of the 357 subsample members) were confirmed as having been 
dropouts at the time of their school's survey session. 

As a result of this subsampling, the longitudinal cohort and the tenth grade freshened student 
samples were reduced by 1,990 cases, yielding a final first follow-up sample size of 20, 70623 (see Table 
3.4-3). While this number represents the number of sample members included on the public release data 
file (or more precisely, represented by the 19,264 of this number who were first follow-up respondents), 
additional students--the 343 members of the sample of base year ineligibles found to be able to rake part 
in the first follow-up and who completed the student or dropout questionnaire--will be added to the first 
follow-up sample files at a later time. Of the 20,706 sample members, 1,060 represent the freshened 
sample and 19,646 the longitudinal cohort that began with eighth graders in 1988. Of these 20,706 
sample members, 1,182 are classified as dropouts, and 19,524 as students (including 139 stopouts). 
Again, only the 19,264 participating members of the first follow-up sample have been assigned a weight 
(FlQWT), and only those (N=l7,424) who participated in both the base year and first follow-uphave 
been assigned a panel weight (FlPNLWT). Participation was defined as questionnaire completion; 
therefore, for example, there will be some panel participants who are missing 1988 or 1990 cognitive test 
results. 

In a sense, even the final sample size of 20,706 is provisional since, at a later date, questionnaire data 
will be added for the base year ineligible students who were reclassified as eligible in the first follow-up. 
The sample size of 20,706 will increase with the addition of participating and nonparticipating 1990-
eligible member;s of the 1988-ineligible sample. 
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Table 3.4-3 
First follow~up race breakdowna 

First Follow-Up Freshened Dropped in final Final 
Initial Selections Sample Subsamplingh Sample 

All 21,474 1,229 1,997 20,706 
Asian/Pacific Islanders 1,367 89 141 1,315 
Hispanics 2,828 246 323 2,751 
American Indians 278 28 32 274 
Blacks 2,265 235 280 2,220 
Whites 14,349 554 1,061 13,842 
Missing/Refused 387 77 160 304 

~Figures in this table represent the first follow-up constructed race variable frequencies .24 

h 1,821 members of the eighth-grade longitudinal cohort and 169 freshened tenth graders were dropped. . 

in Phase 3 subsampling. In addition, 7 members of the eighth-grade longitudinal cohort were discarded 
because they were selected in error during the base year. 

3.4.4 Sample of Base Year Ineligibles 

The NELS:88 base year sample excluded students for whom the NELS:88 tests would be 
unsuitable (i.e. , mentally handicapped students and students not proficient in English) and students whose 
physical .. or.emotional problems would have made participation in the survey unduly difficult. Data were 

. obtained on the numbers of such ineligibles to facilitate inferences to the larger population that includes 
such persons. About 5.3 percent of the students at base year sample schools were excluded from 
participation. Of these, 57 percent were excluded because of mental disability, another 35 percent 
because of language barriers, and 8 percent because of physical disability . (Further detail on sample 
eligibility in the base year is provided in the NELS:88 Base Year Sample Design Report, pp. 6-11.) 

There were several reasons for adding a sample of ineligibles at this time. One such 
consideration was a change in eligibility rules between base year and first follow-up . Because a Spanish 
translation of the first follow-up questionnaire was developed and because the requirement that 
standardized tests be administered was waived for those who could not complete them in English, it was 
feasible for some of the base year ineligibles to take part in the first follow-up who could not have taken 

This variable--constructed race--is not the same variable used in Table 3.4-2 or included on the data 
files and reported in the codebooks. This variable' was used because it was the only race variable that 
was constructed for initial sample members dropped in final subsampling. 
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part in the base year. Another consideration was the need to accommodate eligibility change. 25 Students 
whose ineligibility status had changed between 1988 and 1990 also could be surveyed in the first follow-
ilp. However, even for those excluded base year students who still could not complete the NELS:88 
instruments; collecting additional demographic information would help to . better describe any 
undercoverage biases., while collecting school enrollment status information would facilitate more accurate 
estimation of a national dropout rate between grades eight and ten. 

Because the ineligibles had been excluded prior to the base year sample selection; we simulated· 
the selection of a base year sample that included these ineligibles. Within each base year sample school, 
we applied the same within-school sampling rates that had been used in selecting the base year sample 
students. A total of 67426 ineligibles were selected for this simulated base year sample by the following 
ptocedure, with afinal sample size of 653. 

Of 10,853 students declared ineligible on the base year rosters, an initial sample -- representing 
the number who would have been included in the sample had there been no exclusions -- was drawn, 
numbering 1,598 students. The file of 1,598 ineligible students was then sorted by ethnicity· and 
eligibility reason. A serpentine sort was then employed. The file was subsampled, using an interval of 
2.37091 and a random start of 1.685831. The result of this process was selection of the 674 1987-88 
eighth graders who were to be part of the followback study of ineligibles. (In addition, 27 base year 
dropouts were added to the sample of 674 as part of the base year ineligible study.) ,The eligibility status 
of these students was reassessed, their school enrollment status and basic demographic characteristics 
were determined, and student questionnaire data were obtained from those deemed able to complete a 
questionnaire. These questionnaires wi11 be added to the data from the rest of the first follow-up sample 
at a later point in time. Student questionnaire data from those who were succ~sfully surveyed will be 
included in the combined base year-first follow-up-second follow-up data release and may be made 
available as a separate restricted use file prior to that time. (For details of the sampling methodology 
and composition of the base year ineligibles sample, see the forthcoming NELS:88 First Follow-Up Final 
Technical Report; for a statement of the data analysis implications of undercoverage of the limited English 
language proficient population, see Section 3. 7 .1 of this manual.) 

26 While in general the tendency is for certain classes of ineligible students to become eligible (for example, 
speakers of other languages come to be proficient in English), in rare instances eligible 1987-88 eighth 
graders had become ineligible in the first follow-up (for example, because of mental or physical problems 
engendered by an accident). We have treated students who were outside the United States in the 1989-
90 school year as out-of-scope for the first follow-up, but as retaining their overall. sample eligibility. That 
is to say, in the second follow-up we will attempt to ascertain whether these students have returned to 
the United States. If so, they will be surveyed as NELS:88 sample members in the spring term of the · 
1991 -9 2 school year. · 

26 The target sample size of the followback study of ineligibles was in fact set at 600. There were 172 
students in the initial (N = 1,598) ineligibles file who were crossed off rosters but not assigned ineligibility 
codes. Since these were expected in most cases to be transfers, 67 4 cases were selected in order to 
ensure that a final ineligibles sample of at least 600 was obtained. Indeed, 48 of the 74 "no ineligibility 
reason given" cases were found to be transfer students, and hence, ineligible for the followback study. 
This meant that the sample size for the ineligibles study was 626. To this final sample of 626 was added 
the special sample of 27 base year dropouts (for information about this group, see the base year student 
data file user's manual, Appendix E). The final sample size of 626 (plus 27) must further be adjusted to 
accommodate out of scope students. (In the course of follow-up, it was determined that some sample 
members had died or were outside of the country.) For full details on the BYI studies, please see the 
NELS:88 First Follow-Up Final Technical Report. 
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3.5 Calculation of First Follow-Up Sample Weights 

The general purpose of weighting survey data is to compensate for unequal probabilities of 
selection and to adjust for the effects of nonresponse. Weights are often calculated in two main steps. 

· In the first step, unadjusted weights are calculated as the inverse of the probabilities of selection, taking 
into account all stages of the sample selection process. In the second step, these initial weights are 
adjusted to compensate for nonresponse; such nonreponse adjustments are typically carried out separately 
Within multiple weighting cells. 

Two weights were developed for the NELS:88 first follow-up data. The first; or basic, weight 
applies to all members of the first follow-up sample who. completed a first follow-up questionnaire, 
regardless of their status during the base year. The basic weight (FlQWT) allows projections to the 
population consisting of all persons who were either in the eighth grade during the 1987-88 school year 
or in the tenth grade during the 1989-90 school year. Thus, this population encompasses both populations 
of prime analytic interest--the population of 1990 tenth graders (including those who were not eighth 
graders in 1988) and the 1988 eighth-grade .population (excluding any additional 1990 tenth graders). 
By selecting the appropriate sample members, analysts can use this basic weight to make unbiased 
projections to the first of these populations (i.e., 1990 tenth graders). The second, or panel, weight 
applies to all members of the first follow-up sample with complete data from both rounds of the study. 
The panel weight (FlPNLWT) can be used to make projections to the other key analytic population--1988 
eighth graders (excluding those ineligible for base year data collection). 

3.5.1 Basic First Follow-Up Weight (FlQWT) 

Calculation of the basic weight required somewhat different procedures for two groups of the full 
first follow-up sample--1988 eighth graders deemed eligible for the base year survey, and 1990 tenth 
graders who were not in the eighth grade in 1988. 

Eligible 1988 eighth graders. With a few exceptions, those individuals who were eligible for 
the base year survey and selected into the base year sample in 1988 remained eligible for the first follow-
up sample. (fhe exceptions involved cases who died, left the country, or suffered grave impairments 
between 1988 and 1990.) 

The first step in constructing a basic weight for these sample cases involved developing a design 
weight that reflected the selection probabilities for each case. Each case selected for the base year sample 
(including base year nonparticipants) was assigned a base year design weight (BYDW) based on his or 
her probability of selection into the base year sample. The base year design weight reflected both the 
probability of selecting the base year schooi (inflated to adjust for school.,.level nonresponse) and the 
probability of selecting the student given that the school had been selected and agreed to participate. The 
base year design weight does not adjust for student-level nonresponse. The base year design weight was 
then multiplied by the inverse of the case's probability of selection for the first follow-up sample; the 
latter probability took into account the subsampling done during the first follow-up. More formally, the 
first follow-up design weight (FFUDW) for student i was defined as: 

FFUDW; = BYDW; x (1/P1), 

in which Pli represents the probability of selection for the first follow-up sample. 
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The next step was to adjust the design weight for first follow-up nonresponse. Weighted response 
rates were computed for subgroups of this portion of the first follow-up sample. (The weight used was 
the first follow-up design weight.) The subgroups were: 

a. Out of sequence students (i.e., those who were not in tenth grade in 1990); 
b. Dropouts identified at the time of initial first follow-up sampling; 
c. Students who had transferred out of the first follow-up school from which they were selected; 
d. Potential drop-outs; 
e. Other students initially classified as attending schools with 3 or fewer base year students; · 
f. Other students initially classified as attending schools with 4 or more base year students. 

The product of the inverse of the relevant response rate and the first follow.:.up design weight 
served as a preliminary adjusted weight. These preliminary weights were then further adjusted to meet 
overall and marginal targets for the sums of the weights. The target for a given marginal category was 
the sum of the final base year weights for all base year sample cases in that category. The categories 
were based O!} base year school type (public, Catholic, NAIS private, and other private), student sex 
(male and female), race/ethnicity (non-Hispanic White, American Indian, Hispanic, Asian, non-Hispanic 
Black, and unknown), and base year region (Northeast, Midwest, South, and West). The preliminary 
adjusted first follow-.up weights were further adjusted until the sum of the weights for each marginal 
category (e.g., males) was equal to the corresponding sum of the final base year weights for that group. 
This final adjustment procedure is referred to as multidimensional raking.27 

1990 tenth graders who were not 1988 eighth graders. All members of this population who 
are included in the first follow-up sample were selected through the freshening process. This process 
linked each 1990 tenth grader who was not a 1988 eighth grader to a student who was an eighth grader 
in 1988. The first follow-up design weight (FFUDW) for each student in the freshening sample is 
therefore equal to the first follow-up design weight of the base year student to whom he or she was 
linked. For purposes of variance estimation, both students are considered members of the same stratum 
and school. 

The nonresponse adjustment for this portion of the sample involved two steps. First, the first 
follow-up design weight (FFUDW} for responding students in the freshening sample was inflated by a 
factor equal to the inverse of the weighted response rate for this portion of the sample. (The first follow-
up design weight was the weight used· in computing this response rate.) Second, the marginal 
distributions of the weights of the respondents were adjusted, by raking, to match the corresponding 
distributions for all cases selected through freshening (including nonrespondents). The two dimensions 
used in · the raking procedure were sex and race/ethnicity (non-Hispanic White, American Indian, 
Hispanic, Asian, non-Hispanic Black, and unknown as the categories). 

Multidimensional raking was also used in the base year weighting process. Although it is generally true 
that the base year weight for a student should be less than the first follow-up weight, this relationship 
may sometimes be reversed. This is a consequence of the raking procedure. The use of raking may also 
sometimes produce a reversal of the ordering for panel weights (described in the next section) relative 
to the basic first follow-up weight; that is, the first follow-up panel weight for an individual may be less 
than the individual's basic first follow-up weight. 

27 
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3.5.2 First Follow-Up Panel Weight (FlPNLWf) · 

The panel weight was developed only for those cases who were selected · for both the base year 
and first follow-up samples and who provided complete data in both rounds. The same procedures used 
in developing the basic first follow-up weight for 1988 eighth graders selected for the base year sample 
were applied to the subset of them for whom complete data were obtained in both rounds. As with the 
basic first follow-up, the target sum of weight~ for the panel weight was the sum of the final base year 
weights for all base year sample cases who remained eligible for the first follow-up sample. The same 
six nonresponse adjustment groups and multidimensional raking procedures used in calculating the ba'sic 
first follow-up weight were also used in calculating the panel weight. 

3.5.3 Results of Weighting 

To check the sample case weights, we analyzed the statistical properties of the weights; Table 
3.5-1 displays the mean, variance, standard deviation, coefficient of variation, minimum, maximum, 
skewness, and kurtosis for both of the weights included on first follow-up data files. · 

Table 3.5-1 
NELS:88 first follow-up statistical properties of sample weights 

WEIGHT FlQWT FlPNLWT 

Mean 164.83 172.62 
Variance 46,781.00 52,603.86 

-. Standard Deviation 216.29 229.36 
·· Coefficient.of Variation (X 100) 131.22 132.86 
Minimum 2.14 2.26 
Maximum 6,996.80 7,479.71 
Skewness 10.97 11.22 
Kurtosis 205.04 214.14 
Sum 3,175,250.00 3,007,812.00 
Number of Cases 19,624.00 17,424.00 

• Users should note that compared to the base year questionnaire weight (BYQWT), the first 
follow-up questionnaire (FlQWT) and panel (FlPNLWT) weights are larger, on average, and more 
variable. This mostly reflects the effect of subsampling students at different rates depending upon the 
number of other NELS:88 students they clustered with in their first follow-up schools. 

3.6 First Follow-Up Analysis of Sampling Errors 

· As in the base year, we calculated standard errors as a measure of sampling variability in s_urvey 
results; the standard error is an estimate of the expected difference between a statistic from a particular 
sample and the corresponding population value. Because NELS:88 uses a multistage, clustered 
probabiljty sample design, rather than a simple random sample, the resulting statistics are more variable 
than they would have been had they been based on data from a simple random sample of the same size. 
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This increase in sampling variability is measured by the design effect. Section 3 .6.1 presents design 
effects and standard errors for selected statistics derived from first follow-up data . . Section 3.6.2 explains 
the use of mean design effects to approximate the standard errors of statistics based on data from .the first 
follow-up of NELS:88. 

3.6.1- Standard Errors and Design Effects 

Standard errors and design effects were calculated for 30 means and proportions based on the 
NELS:88 student and dropout data. The goal. was to estimate standard errors/design effects for all 
respondents including dropouts, on the one hand, and separately for dropouts, on the other. Because of 
the lack of perfect overlap between questions on the student and dropout questionnaires, and because 25 
percent of the dropout sample was administered an abbreviated questionnaire, it was necessary to select 
two sets of 30 items, one set to represent questions asked of all respondents and one to represent 
questions asked of all dropouts. 

To select questions for the standard errors/design effects analysis of all respondents a number of 
criteria were used. The first criterion was whether a question appeared in the NELS:88 base year or 
High School and Beyond analyses of standard errors/design effects . This criterion resulted in the 
selection of ten questions, seven which were used in both the NELS:88 base year and High School and 
Beyond standard error/design eff~ts analysis and three which were used only in the NELS:88 base year 
analysis. 

Policy relevance was the second criterion used for selecting questions. This criterion was used 
in order to ensure that variables that were important to analysts, thus likely to receive considerable use, 
were represented. Using this criterion, four cognitive test scores, specifically the !RT-estimated number 
right scores for math, English, science and social studies, were selected. Although several test score 
composites are available in the data file, the !RT-estimated number right scores were chosen because they 
compensate for guessing and for omitted items. The IRT scores also have the virtue of being equated 
across the multi-level math and reading test forms. 

The remaining 16 variables were selected randomly from the pool of remaining critical items. 
The selection process occurred as follows: means or proportions were calculated for all critical items not 
seiected by the first two criteria. In order to. equate ranges, items were first transformed to a 100 point 
scale. This also gave the advantage of making scaled items comparable with proportions. Each category 
of multiple category items was treated as a separate item. The items were then sorted according to the 
size of their means and a systematic sample of 16 items was obtained. 

For dropouts, the starting point for selecting the variables for standard error/design effect 
calculations was to use items that overlapped the student and dropout questionnaires and that were already 
selected for the analysis of all respondents. There were 18 such items. The remaining items were 
selected randomly from the pool of critical items not already selected that were in both the full and 
abbreviated versions of the dropout questionnaire. A systematic sample of 12 items from this pool was 
obtained by the same transformation, ordering, and systematic sampling procedure used to select items 
for all students. 

Standard errors and design effects were calculated for each of the 30 items for the sample as a 
whole and for selected subgroups. The subgroups were based on the respondent's school status 
(student/dropout), sex, race and ethnicity, school type (public, Catholic, and other private), 
socioeconomic status (lowest quartile, middle two quartiles, and highest quartile) and urbanicity (urban, 
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suburban, and rural). Two sets of standard errors and design effects were calculated, one using all of 
the firstfollow-up respondents weighted by the full sample questionnaire weight, FlQWT, and the second 
using just the panel respondents weighted by FlPNLWT. 

The individual item standard errors, design effects (DEFF) and root design effects (DEFT) for 
all respondents are presented along with summary statistics in Tables 3.6-1 (full sample) and 3.6-2 (panel 
sample). Tables 3.6-3 and 3.6-4 present corresponding summary design effects for the subgroups. DEFF 
and DEFT were calculated as follows: 

DEFF = {DESIGN SE)2 (1) 
(SRS-SE)2 

DEFT = DESIGN SE (2) 
SRS-SE 

Individual item standard errors, design effects and design effect summary statistics for dropouts 
are presented in Tables 3.6-5 (full sample) and 3.6-6 (panel sample). No subgroup analyses were 
conducted for the dropouts because the resulting sample sizes would have.been quite small. Individual 
item standard errors and design effects by subgroups are presented in the First Follow-Up Final Technical 
Report. 

As expected, the design effects in the first follow-up are somewhat higher than those of the base 
year. This is a result of the subsampling procedures used for the first follow-up. As described in Section 
3.4.1, students who were found to be attending schools with a small number of base year sample students 
were undersampled in the first follow-up. For the base year survey the average design effect for students 
was 2.54 (see Table 3 .3-1 ); the average design effects for the first follow-up are 3. 86 for all respondents 
and 3.80 for respondents in both the base year and first follow-up samples (i.e., panel respondents). 

Tables 3.6-3 and 3.6-4 show that the larger design effects relative to the base year also obtain 
for subgroups. Table 3.3-2 presents design effects for 12 subgroups defined similarly to those in Tables 
3.6-3 and 3.6-4. For 11 of the twelve subgroups, the first follow-up survey average design effects are 
larger than those for the base year survey, regardless of whether the full or panel samples are considered. 
The one exception is students from private schools. While having the highest average design effect (as 
they did in the base year analysis), these students show a lower average design effect in the first follow-
up survey (full sample, 6.65; panel sample, 6.53) than in the base year survey (8.80). 
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Table 3.6-1.-NELS:88 first follow-up: 
Standard errors and design effects, . all respondents; full sample (N =19,264) 

All Students and Dropouts 

Survey item (or composite variable) Esti- Design SRS 
mate S.E.a DEFF DEFf N S.E~b 

Sure to graduate from H. S F1S18A 95.51 0.403 7.182 2.680 18945 0.150 
Sts in collg Prep/acadmc pgm F1S20C 31.56 0.784 5.362 2.315 18843 0.339 
Sts in vocational/tee pgms F1S20D 11.50 0.435 3.504 1.872 18843 0.232 
Watch more than 2hrs/per weekdy F1S45A 54.52 0.693 3.491 1.868 18026 0.371 
Expect to finish college F1S49 54.95 0.776 4.627 2.151 19023 0.361 
At age 30 exp to be a manager F1S53F 5.23 0.252 2.300 1.517 17959 0.166 
At age 30 exp to be in the military · F1S53G 2.97 · 0.188 2.204 1.485 17959 0.127 
At age 30 exp to be an operative F1S53H 1.43 0.223 6.318 2.513 17959 · 0.089 
At age 30 exp to be a clergyman F1S53J 18.11 0.535 3.465 1.861 17959 0.287 
· At age 30 exp to be a technician F1S53P 4.67 0.223 2.007 1.417 17959 0.157 
At age 30 doesn't know what to be F1S53S 10.47 0.365 5.376 2.319 17959 0.157 
Others in home speak Spanish F1S55 57.69 2.296 8.462 2.909 3919 0.789 
I feel good about myself F1S62A 91.99 0.292 2.083 1.443 18007 0.202 
Luck is more imprtnt than hrd wk FlS62C 12.64 0.460 3.427 1.851 17887 0.248 
Something always prevnts success F1S62F 27.90 0 .607 3.277 1.810 17889 0.335 
My plans do not work out . F1S62G 22.55 0.545 3.034 1.742 17837 0.313 
I do not have much to be proud of F1S62L 17.41 0.471 2.746 1.657 17800 0.284 
Live with other adult male in hh F1S92C 7 .04 0.376 4.129 .2.032 19109 0.185 
Live with mother in same hh F1S92D 88.39 0.463 3.991 1.998 19109 0.232 
Live with stepmother in same hh F1S92E 3.04 0.192 2.391 1.546 19109 0.124 
Live with boy/girl friend F1S92H 1.34 0 .129 2.396 1.548 19109 0.083 
Live with own children F1S921 3.69 0.235 2.970 1.723 19109 0.136 
Parents require chores to be done FlSlO0E 94 .. 29 0.269 2.327 1.525 17324 0.176 
#-Grandparents in same household F1S93C 0.10 0.005 2.462 1.569 16672 0,003 
#-Relatives under 18 in same hh FlS93D 0.09 0.006 2.423 1.557 16625 0.004 
#-Nonrelatives under 18 in hh F1S93F 0.04 0.004 2.202 1.484 16578 0.003 

Reading test formula score FlTXRIR 21.08 0.133 5.215 2.284 17832 0.058 
Mathmtcs test formula score FlTXMIR 35.53 0.220 5.661 2.379 17793 O.Q<J2 
Science test formula score FlTXSIR 13.68 0.090 5.581 2.362 17684 0.038 
Hist/Cit/Geog test formula score FlTXHIR 18.94 0.098 5.121 2.263 17591 0.043 

Mean 3.858 1.923 
Minimum 2.007 1.417 
Maximum 8.462 2.909 
Standard deviation 1.681 0.408 
Median 3.446 1.856 

•standard error calculated taking into account the sample design. 
bStandard error calculated under assumptions of simple random sampling. 
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Table 3.6-2.-NELS:88 first follow-up: 
Standard errors and design· effects, all respondents, panel sample (N =17,424) 

All Students and Dropouts 

Survey item (or composite variable) ;Esti- Design SRS 
mate S.E.a DEFF DEFT N S.E.b 

S_ure to graduate from H.S. F1S18A 95;82 0.420 7.580 2.753 · 17208 0.153 
,STS in college prep/academic pgms F1S20C 32.61 0.837 5.439 2.332 17065 0.359 
.· STS in vocational/technical pgms . F1S20D 11.08 0.439 3.337 1.827 17065 0.240 
Watch TV more than 2 hrs/per wkday F1S45A 54.44 0.719 3.428 1.851 16448 0.388 
Expect to finish college F1S49 56.47 0.799 4.473 2.115 17223 0.378 
At age 30 expect to be a manager F1S53F 5.22 ·0.272 2.440 1.562 16333 0.174 
At age 30 exp to be in the military_ F1S53G 2.94 0.196 2.197 1.482 16333 0.132 
At age 30 exp to be an operative F1S53H 1.47 0.244 6.723 2.593 16333 0.094 

· At age 30 exp to be a clergyman F1S53J 18.58 0.561 3.398 . l.843 16333 0.304 
At age 30 expect to be technician . F1S53P . 4.63 0.215 1.708 1.307 16333 0.165 
At age 30 doesn't know what to be F1S53S 10.11 . 0.370 5.059 2.249 16333 0.165 
Others in home speak Spanish F1S55 57.59 2.232 6.921 2.631 3394 0.848 
J feel good about myself F1S62A 92.09 0.311 2.185 1.478 16450 · 0.210 
Luck is more imp than hard work F1S62C 12.12 0.458 3.218 1.794 16345 0.255 
Something always prevents success F1S62F 27.24 0.639 3.369 1.835 16351 · 0.348 
My plans do not work out F1S62G 21.92 0.557 2.955 1.719 16301 0.324 
I do not have much to be proud of F1S62L 16.79 0.471 2.583 1.607 16269 0.293 

. Live with other adult male in hh F1S92C 6.85 0.410 4.558 2.135 17302 0.192 
· Live with mother in same hh F1S92D 88.59 0.501 4.297 2.073 ' 17302 0.242 
·. Live with stepmother in same hh F1S92E 3.11 0.213 2.607 1.615 17302 0.132 
Live with boy/girl friend F1S92H 1.28 0.136 · 2.527 1.589 17302 0.085 
Live with own children F1S92I 3.61 0.248 3.059 1.749 17302 0:142 
Parents require chores to be done FlSlO0E 94.52 0.277 2.350 1.533 15857 0.181 
#-Grandparents in same household F1S93C 0.10 0.005 . 2.390 1.546 15305 0.003 
#-Relatives under 18 in same house F1S93D 0.08 0.006 2.565 1.601 15264 0.004 
#-Nonreltves under 18 in same hh F1S93F 0.04 0.004 2.170 1.473 15227 0.003 

Reading test formula score FlTXRIR 21.31 0.136 5.014 2.239 16304 0.061 
Mathematics test formula score FlTXMIR 35.93 0.222 5.342 2.311 16270 0.096 
Science test formula score FlTXSIR 13.80 0.092 5.341 2.311 16181 0.040 
History/cit/geog test formla score FlTXHIR 19.11 0.099 4.816 2.194 16096 0.045 

Mean 3.802 1.912 
Minimum 1.708 1.307 
Maximum 7.580 2.753 
Standard deviation 1.574 0.390 
Median 3.353 1.831 

'Standard error calculated taking into account the sample design. 
bStandard error calculated under assumptions of simple random sampling. 
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Table 3.6-3 
Mean design effects (DEFFs) ·and root design effects (DEFfs) 

for student and dropout questionnaire data ,;.. full sample 

Group MeanDEFF MeanDEFf 

Students 
Dropouts 

3.858 
4.713 

1.923 
1.999 

Male28 

Female 
3.370 
3.454 

1.797 · 
1.813 

White 
Black 
Hispanic 
Asian/Pacific Islander 
American Indian/ 
Alaskan Native 

3.051 
3.615 
3.555 
2.765 

2.415 

1.712 
1.827 
1.755 
1.627 

1.442 

Public schools 
Catholic schools 
Other private schools 

3.226 
2.668 
6.650 

1.755 
1535 
2.421 

Low SES 
Middle SES 
High SES 

2.838 
3.088 
3.477 

1.649 
1.719 
1.797 

Urban 
Suburban 
Rural 

3.478 
3.475 
2.668 

1.847 
1.799 
1.578 

Note: Each mean is based on 30 questionnaire items. 

28 Sex categories are based on the composite sex variable. 
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Table 3.6-4 
Mean design effects (DEFFs) and root design effects (DEFfs) 

for student and dropout questionnaire data - panel sample 

Group MeanDEFF Mean DEFf 

Students 
Dropouts 

3.802 
4.705 

1.912 
1.997 

Male29 

Female 
3.456 
3.324 

1.817 
1.783 

White 
Black 
Hispanic 
Asian/Pacific Islander 
American Indian/ 
Alaskan Native 

3.101 
3.804 
2.643 
2.758 

2.066 

1.729 
1.867 
1.591 
1.609 

1.362 

Public schools 
Catholic schools 
Other private schools 

3.147 
2.619 
6.529 

1.736 
1.513 
2.391 

Low SES 
Middle SES 
High SES 

2.797 
3.138 
3.576 

1.644 
1.732 
1.817 

Urban 
Suburban 
Rural 

3.463 
3.412 
2.634 

1.842 
1.788 
l.571 

Note: Each mean is based on 30 question_naire items. 

29 Sex categories are based on the composite sex variable. 
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Table 3.6-5--NELS:88 first follow-up: 
Standard errors and design effects, dropouts, full sample 

Dropouts 

Survey item (or composite variable) Esti- Design SRS 
mate S.E.a DEFF · DEFT N S.E.b 

R. could not get along w/others F1D6E 19.05 2.604 4.392 2.096 1000 1.243 
R had no feeling of safety in school F1D6K 11.41 2.142 4.535 2.129 1000 1.006" 
R had no feeling of belonging F1D6P 24.97 3.230 5.563 2.359 1000 1.369 
R dropped out because failing grades F1D6R 42.10 3.506 5.038 2.245 1000 1.562 
R had passing grade when last in school F1D9 18.10 2.185 3.265 1.807 1015 1.209 
Sts were in college prep/acad program F1D16C 7.70 3.208 14.686 3.832 1015 0.837 
Sts were in vocatnl/tech training F1D16D 12.16 1.952 3.617 1.902 1015 1.026 
Sts expect to finish college F1D38 12.36 2.611 6.457 2.541 1027 1.027 
At age 30 exp to be an employee F1D39A 9.27 1.855 3.925 1.981 960 0.936 
At age 30 exp to be a farmer F1D39C 4.12 3.291 26.265 5.125 960 0.642 
At age 30 exp to be a homemaker F1D39D 3.01 0.828 2.255 1.502 960 0.551. 
At age 30 exp to be a manager f1D39F -4.69 1.130 2.742 1.656 960 0.682 
At age 30 exp to be in the military F1D39G · 3.61 0.652 1.172 1.083 960 0.602 
At age 30 exp to be an operative F1D39H 4.30 0.934 2.033 1.426 960 0.655 
At age 30 exp to be a clergyman F1D39J 7.45 2.708 10.201 3.194 960 0.848 
At age 30 exp to be a school teacher F1D39N 0.40 0.191 0.889 0.943 960 0.203 
At age 30 exp to be a technician F1D39P 2.90 0.600 1.'.227 1.108 960 0.542 
At age 30 do not know what to be F1D39S 15.16 1.735 2.244 1.498 960 1.158 
Others in home speak spanish F1D42 78.99 4.734 3.686 1.920 274 2.466 
Live w /father in same house F1D86A 31.16 2.558 3.084 1.756 1012 1.457 
Live w/other adult male in hh F1D86C 14.13 2.109 3.706 1.925 1012 1.095 
Live with mother in same hh F1D86D 69.97 2.814 3.810 · 1.952 1012 1.442 
Live w/stepmother in same hh F1D86E 2.66 0.635 1.576 1.255 1012 0.506 
Live w/other adult female in hh F1D86F · 15.39 2.657 5.482 2.341 1012 1.135 
Live with boy/girl friend F1D86H 7.31 1.173 2.052 1.433 1012 0.809 
Live with own children F1D861 18.42 2.448 4.031 2.008 1012 1.219 
#-Sisters living in same hh F1D87B 0.63 0.063 4.431 2.105 958 0.030 
#-Grandparents in same hh · F1D87C 0.16. 0.038 6.109 2.472 932 0.015 
#-Relatives under 18 in same hh F1D87D 0.19 0.030 1.056 1.028 934 0.029 
#-Non relatives under 18 same hh F1D87F 0.11 0.028 1.858 1.363 927 0.021 

Mean 4.713 1.999 
Minimum 0.889 0.943 
Maximum 26.265 5.125 
Standard deviation 4.953 0.860 
Median 3.696 1.923 

•standard error calculated taking into account the sample design. 
bStandard error calculated under assumptions of simple random sampling. 
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Table 3.6-6--NELS:88 first follow-up: 
Standard errors and design effects, dropouts, panel sample 

Dropouts 

Survey item (or composite variable) Esti- Design SRS 
mate S.E.a DEFF DEFf N S.E.b 

R could not get alng w/others F1D6E 20.05 3.228 4.784 2.187 737 1.476 
R had no feeling of safety in school F1D6K 12.12 2.648 4.845 2.201 737 1.203 
R had no feeling of belonging F1D6P 23.22 3.932 6.382 2.526 737 1.556 
~ dropped out because offailing grades · F1D6R 39.87 4.083 5.118 2.262 737 1.805 
R had passng grades when last in school FlD9 16.95 1.956 2.022 1.422 745 1.376 
Sts were in college prep/acad program F1D16C . 8.43 4.084 16.035 4.004 743 1.020 
Sts were in vocational/tech training F1D16D 13.21 2.365 3.619. 1.902· 743 1.243 
Sts expect to finish college . F1D38 11.84 3.177 7.300 '2.702 756 1.176 
At age 30 exp to be an employee F1D39A 9.52 2.182 3.884 1.971 704 1.107 
At age 30 exp to be a farmer F1D39C 5.29 4.147 24.127 4.912 704 0.844 
At age 30 exp to be a homemaker FlD39D 2.20 0.786 2.016 1.420 704 0.554 
At age 30 exp to be a manager F1D39F 4.95 1.430 3.058 1.749 704 0.818 
At age 30 exp to be in the military F1D39G 3.54 0.788 1.277 1.130 704 0.697 
At age 30 exp to be an operative F1D39H 4.45 1.141 2.153 1.467 704 0.778 
At age 30 exp to be a clergyman F1D39i . 6.73 2.772 8.611 2.934 704 0.945 
At age 30 exp to be a school teacher . F1D39N 0.49 0.247 0.883 0.939 704 0.263 
At age·30 exp to be a technician F1D39P 2.92 0.678 1.142 1.068 704 · 0.635 
At age 30 .do not know what to be F1D39S 15.03 2.012 2.228 1.493 704 1.348 
Others in home speak spanish F1D42 79.63 5.197 3.347. 1.829 202 2.841 
Live with father in same house F1D~6A 30.89 3.018 3.144 1.773 738 1.702 
Live with other adult male in hh FlD86C 14.28 2.502 3.769 1.941 738 1.289 
Live with mother in same hh F1D86D 68 .29 3.366 3.856 1.964 738 · 1.714 
Live with stepmother in same hh F1D86E 2.83 0.780 1.631 1.277 738 0.611 
Live with other adult female in hh F1D86F 16.27 3.274 5.800 2.408 738 1.359 
Live with boy/girl friend F1D86H 7.62 1.394 2.033 1.426 738 0.978 
Live with own children F1D86I 18.90 2.932 4.133 2.033 738 1.442 
#-sisters living in same household F1D87B .0.62 0.077 5.433 2.331 696 0.033 
#-grandparents in same household F1D87C 0.17 0.047 6.252 2.500 674 0.019 
#-relatives under 18 in same house F1D87D 0.21 0.039 1.061 1.030 679 0.038. 
#-non relatves undr 18 in same hh F1D87F 0.12 0.028 1.211 1.101 672 0.025 

Mean 4.705 1.997 
Minimum 0.883 0.939 
Maximum 24.127 4.912 
Standard deviation 4.748 0.862 
Median 3.694 ·1.922 

•standard error calculated taking into account the sample design. 
bStandard error calculated under assumptions of simple random sampling. 
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Both average design effects . for the first follow-up survey were larger than the average design 
effect of 2. 88 obtained for the base year HS&B Sophomore Cohort. The direction of this difference h,eld 
for 10 of the 11 subgroups comparable across the first follow-up and HS&B. Catholic school students 
are the exception. The average first follow-up design effect for Catholic school students is lower than 
the average HS&B Catholic school student design effect (first follow-up: full sample, 2.67, panel sample, 
2.62; HS&B, 3.60). While the first follow-up design effect for private school students was higher than 
in HS&B, the difference is small (first follow-up: full sample, 6.65, panel sample, 6.53; HS&B, 6.22); 
in fact it is the smallest of the differences in average design effects between the two surveys. 

The general tendency in longitudinal studies is for design effects to lessen over time, as dispersion 
reduces the original clustering. However, subsampling has the opposite effect, that is, it increases design 
effects. This is so because subsampling introduces additional variability into the weights with an attendant 
loss in sample efficiency, as may be illustrated by the case of the sophomore cohort of HS&B. 

The inean design effect for the base year HS&B sophomores (1980) was 2.88. Considerable 
subsampling of nonrespondents was done in the HS&B first follow-up, which had a rather higher design 
effect, 3.59, than HS&B base year. Comparatively more subsampling was done in the NELS:88 first 
follow-up; which has an overall design effect similar to though somewhat higher than the HS&B first 
follow-up (3.8 or 3.9 for NELS:88, 3.6 for HS&B}. 

The larger design effects (compared to NELS:88 and HS&B base years) in the NELS:88 first 
follow'-up survey are probably due to disproportionality in strata representation introduced by subsampling 
(see section 3.4-1). This is illustrated in the higher design effects for dropouts than for students (full 
sample: students, 3.86, dropouts, 4.71; panel sample: students, 4.71, dropouts, 4.70); dropouts were 
retained at a much higher rate (i.e., certainty) than students, who were subsampled at rates corresponding 
to their clustering in first follow-up schools (seeTable 3.4-1). 

To make a more exact assessment of the expected increase in design effects for the first follow-up 
sample an additional analysis of the student data was conducted using NELS:88 base year data. Standard 
errors and design effects were calculated on the base year student respondents, using the same variables 
that were used in the base year analysis, but using the first follow-up . panel weight. Any magnitude of 
the increase in design effects in the first follow-up can be assessed by comparing the average design effect 
obtained from this analysis with the design effect obtained using the entire base year sample and the base 
year questionnaire weight, BYQWT. This analysis yielded a design effect of 3.90 (root design 
effect= 1.96), and supports the contention that the increase in first follow-up design effects is due to 
weighting necessary to accommodate the subsampling, 

3.6.2 Design Effects and Approximate Standard Errors 

Researchers who do not have access to software for computing accurate estimates of standard 
errors can use the mean design effects presented in Tables 3.6-3 and 3.6-4 to approximate the standard 
errors of statistics based on the NELS:88 data. Design-corrected standard errors for a proportion can 
be estimated from the standard error computed using the formula for the standard error of a proportion 
based on a simple random sample and the appropriate mean root design effect (DEFT): 

SE = DEFT x (p {1-p)/n)112 (1) 
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where p is the weighted proportion of respondents giving a particular response, n is the size of the 
sample, and DEFT is the mean root design effect. . 

Similarly, the standard error of a mean can be ,estimated from the weighted variance of the 
individual scores and the appropriate mean DEFT: 

SE = DEFT x(Var/n)112 (2) 

where Var is the sample variance, n is the size of the sample, and DEFT is the mean root design effect. 

Tables 3.6-3 and 3.6-4 make it clear that the design effects and root design effects vary 
considerably by subgroup. · It is therefore important to use the mean DEFT for the relevant subgroup in 

·calculating approximate standard errors for subgroup statistics. 

Standard error estimates may be needed for subgroups that are not tabulated here. One rule of 
thumb may be useful in such situations: design effects will generally be smaller for groups that are 
formed by subdividing the subgroups listed in the tables. (This is because smaller subgroups will 
generally be less affected by clustering than larger subgroups.) Estimates for Hispanic males, for 
example, will generally have smaller design effects than the corresponding estimates for all Hispanics or 
all males. For this reason, it will usually be conservative to use the subgroup mean DEFT to 
approximate standard errors for estimates concerning a portion of the subgroup. This rule applies only 
when the variable used to subdivide a subgroup crosscuts schools. Sex is one such variable, since most 
schools include students of both sexes. It will not reduce the average cluster size to form groups that are 
based on subsets of schools. 

Standard errors may also be needed for other types of estimates than the simple means and 
proportions that are the basis for the results presented here. A second rule of thumb can be used to 
estimate approximate standard errors for comparisons between subgroups. If the subgroups crosscut 
schools, then the design effect for the difference between the subgroup means will be somewhat smaller 
than the design effect for the individual means; consequently, the variance of the difference estimate will 
be less than the sum of the variances of the two subgroup means from which it is derived: 

Var(b-a) < Var(b) + Var(a) (3) 

in which Var(b-a) refers to the variance of the estimated difference between the subgroup means, and 
Var(a) and Var(b) refer to the variances of the two subgroup means. It follows from equation (3) that 
Var(a) + Var(b) can be used in place of Var(b-a) with conservative results. 

A final rule of thumb is that more complex estimators show smaller design effects than simple 
estimators.30 Thus, correlation and regression coefficients tend to have smaller design effects than 
subgroup comparisons, and subgroup comparisons have smaller design effects than means. This implies 
that it will be conservative to use the mean root design effects presented here in calculating approximate 
standard errors for complex statistics, such as multiple regression coefficients. The procedure for 
calculating such approximate standard errors is the same as with simpler estimates: first, a standard error 
is calculated using the formula for data from a simple random sample; then, the simple random. sample 
standard error is multiplied by the appropriate mean root design effect. · 

Kish, l., and Frankel, M. (1974). Inference from complex samples. Journal of the Royal S.Jatistical 
Society: Series B (Methodological), 36, 2-37. 

30 
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One analytic strategy for accommodating complex survey designs is to use the niean design effect 
to adjust for the effective sample size resulting from the design. For example, one could create a new 
rescaled, design effect-adjusted weight, which is the product of the inverse of the design: effect and the 
rescaled case weight (NEWWGT=(l/DE)*FlQWT/(EFlQWT/N)), and use this new weight to deflate 
the obtained sample size to take into account the inefficiencies due to a sample design that is a departure 
from a simple random sample. Using this procedure, statistics calculated by a statistical program such 
as SPSS will reflect the reduction in sample size in the calculation of standard errors and degrees of 
freedom. Such techniques capture the effect of the sample design on sample statistics only approximately. 
However, while not providing a complete accounting of the sample design, this procedure is a decidedly 
better approach than conducting analysis that assumes the data were collected from a simple random 
sample. The analyst applying this correction procedure should carefully examine the statistical software 
he or she is using, and assess whether the program treats weights in such a·way as to produce the effect 
described above. · 

3.7 Potential Sources of Nonsampling Measurement Error 

Analysis of survey error is important for understanding the potential bias in making inferences 
from an obtained sample to a population. Both sampling and nonsampling measurement errors contribute 
to total survey error. Sampling errors occur because the data are collected from a sample rather than a 
census of the population. Sampling error analyses for NELS:88 (documenting standard errors of 
measurement and design effects for key variables) were presented earlier in this chapter. In this section, 
sources of nonsampling error are discussed. 

Nonsampling error is the term used to describe variations in the estimates which may be caused 
by coverage, data collection, processing, and reporting procedures. Several factors comprise nonsampling 
measurement errors, including nonresponse biases caused by unit and item nonresponse; and imperfect 
reliability, and invalidity, of obtained data. Nonresponse is readily quantified: While many data quality 
factors are difficult to measure in the non-experimental context of large-scale survey administration, 
NELS: 88 offers the possibility of comparing reports from multiple sources, thereby permitting some very 
approximate but useful validity parameters to be inferred. · 

Below, we discuss three kinds of nonsampling error in the NELS:88 base year and first follow-
up: . undercoverage, nonresponse, and problems in data quality. 

3.7.1 Biases Caused by Undercoverage of Special Populations 

3.7.1.1 Undercoverage of Non-English Speakers 

There is significant undercoverage in the NELS:88 data of that portion of the language minority 
population that is more severely limited in English proficiency (LEP) or non-proficient (NEP) in English. 
This undercoverage is most severe for the base year questionnaire data, and for both base year and first 
follow-up test results. Undercoverage bias will affect estimates for LEPs and NEPs, but will also affect 
certain estimates for racial~ethnic subgroups that have large numbers of LEPs and NEPs when individuals 
in these groups generally differ in a relevant characteristic from other non-LEP/NEP Asians, Hispanics 
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or others.31 Although, for example, Hispanics and Asians were seiected at a higher than normal rate 
in the base year and have been disproportionately retained in .the first follow-up, significant numbers of 
Asian, Hispanic and other LEPs were excluded from the base year sample. 

Specifically, among the total numbe.r of eighth-grade students enrolled in the 1,052· fully 
participating base year Schools, 1.9 percent of the potential sample (3,831 of 202,966) were excluded by 
their schools for reasons of a language barrier to participation. Had no students been excluded for 
language reasons, the NELS:88 baseline would have focluded an additional 532 students. All of these 
students would be .classifiable as LEPs or NEPs; 270 of these students would _have been Hispanics, 175 
would have been Asians, and a further 87 language-excluded eighth-grade students would have been 
neither Hispanic nor Asian,. Some 24,599 students (out of26,432 sample members) participated in the 
base year, and of these participants, 642 were classified either by self-report or teacher report as of 
limited English proficiency. If one counts as LEP all students reported as LEP by either source, then 
just over half of the LEPs in the potential sample were captured by the base year sample design and 
contributed data to the base year. (If one uses the more stringent criterion of counting only those so 
identified by both sources ~- self-report and teacher .,.. or counts only those identified by teachers, then 
less than half of the potential LEPs are represented in the base year data). 

In the first follow-up, two measures were adopted to increase ~overage of students with limited . 
English language proficiency. (1) Eligibility rules were modified so that the number of LEPs obtained 
through sample freshening would be:maximized. The modified eligibility rules were applied also to a 
sample of base year ineligibles. (2) In addition, base year ineligibles who had gained sufficient 
proficiency to complete survey forms in the first follow-up were added to the study. 

3.7.1.2 Increasing Language Minodty Coverage 

LEPs who .entered the sample through freshening. Substantial numbers of limited English 
proficient students entered the NELS:88 first follow~up in the freshening process. While; by the most 
generous count (that is, self-report or teacher report), only 2.6 percent (or, weighted, 2.3 % ) of the base 
year respondents were LEPs, around 17 percent of the freshening sample in first follow-up were classified 
by their ·schools as LEPs (176 out of 1,060)--LEPs are of course disproportionately present in the · 

Of course, elements excluded from the sampling frame are not a_ccounted for by sample weighting, so 
that population estimates from the data file fall approp(iately short of full 1987-88 eighth grade enrollment 
figures. Nevertheless; such exclusions limit one's ability to describe in an unbiased way special . 
populations of interest, such as all dropouts, all language minority students, and so on. Some examples 
of this potential for bias may serve to underline the need for caution in the use of the language minority 
student data. Let us suppose, for example, that one wishes to look at the cognitive test scores of various 
Asian subgroups. · A group with a high immigration rate, such as Korean Americans, is likely to have a 
high rate of language exclusions; an Asian subgroup with a . low immigration rate, such as Japanese 
Americans, is likely to have few language exclusions. Clearly test score comparisons between the groups 
can be biased by this factor; scores for Korean Americans may be inflated if there are large numbers of 
limited English proficiency students in this group who are excluded from the sample. Or let us suppose 
that one wants to derive a dropout rate for students with limited English proficiency. If those least 
proficient in English are most likely to drop out of school, then projections based on data that exclude this 
group will prove seriously misleading. If some racial or ethnic subgroups are disproportionately present 
in the group of students least proficient in English, then dropout estimates for these groups will be 
affected also. 
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population of students .who fall behind the modal progression through · school. Virtually alP2 of the LEP 
students selected in the freshening process were retained for the first follow-up. 

As more fully accounted in Section 3.4 of this manual, eligibility rules were modified in the first 
follow-up to reduce the likelihood that LEP students would be excluded in the sample freshening process. 
With support from the Office of Bilingual Education and Minority Language Affairs · (OBEMLA), the 
student questionnaire was translated into Spanish; because a translation of the cognitive tests was · not 
feasible, students completing the Spanish questionnaire were not pressed to attempt to complete the test . 
component. 

LEPs who entered the sample through the Base·Year Ineligibles Study. At the same time, 
the same modified eligibility·rules were applied retroactively to a sample of base year language-excluded 
students. Base year language-excluded students whose English proficiency status had changed such that 
they now were able to complete the survey forms were administered the English-language version of the . 
first follow:..up student questionnaire . . Cognitive test data were not collected for this group (although they 
are to be tested in the second follow-up in 1992). The 532 students who would have been chosen for the 
base year except for language barriers to their participation·are represented (with appropriate adjustment 
to their weights) in the base year ineligibles study by 204 individuals. 

Of those 204 individuals, 132 were reclassified as eligible for participation in NELS:88, 21 were 
out of the country at the time of the first follow-up (an attempt will be ma9e to relocate all 1990 out-of- . 
country students in the second follow-up, since some may have returned), 40 were classified as still 
ineligible (these cases will be reassessed in the second follow-up) and eleven of the 204 cases . were not 
successfully screened. Students with a base year language barrier who were reclassified were 
administered the first follow-up student questionnaire in Spanish or English; or the dropout questionnaire 

·if they were school-leavers. Enrollment status data was gathered for base year excluded students who 
were classified as being still unable to complete the NELS:88 survey forms. 

LEP students brought in through the freshening process appear on this datafile. First follow-up 
data for base year language ineligibles who have become eligible do not appear on the initial public 
release file that this manual accompanies, but will be made available in the near future. Since it was not 
necessary to exclude any freshened students for language reasons and cases representing about 65 percent 
of the base year language exclusions became eligible for the first follow-up, the net effect of these 
additions to the data will be to substantially reduce undercoverage.of current and former limited English-
proficient students. However, bias is at best but modestly reduced for the cognitive test data. This is 
the case because some of the freshened LEP students did not complete the cognitive tests, nor did any 
of the reclassified base year excluded students (whose questionnaire results will later be added to the first 
follow-up data files) complete the test battery. Data users should take these potential biases into account 
in their analyses. 

3.7.1.3 Undercoverage of Students with Disabilities 

There is significant undercoverage in the NELS:88 data of that portion of the special education 
population that is most severely mentally or physically disabled. Undercoverage bias may also affect 

32 Three had .to be excluded because they had physical or mental disabilities that precluded their 
participation, and eleven were temporarily ineligible (out of scope for the first follow-up because though 
1n the country at the time of freshening, they were outside the country at the time of data collection). 
The other 158 entered the first follow-up sample. · 
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certain estimates for racial or gender subgroups that have large numbers of students in th.e excluded 
·category. (Our data . show, for example, that blacks and males are disproportionately represented in the 
class of students excluded owing to mental handicaps). Coverage of this population will be improved 

. for the first follow-up by the fact that in the base year ineligibles study, ten of the 23 students excluded 
because of physical barriers to participation, and 140 of the 322 students who had been excluded because 
of mental barriers to participation, were reclassified as eligible. However, it is our sense that very few 
of these students actually "changed" substantially between rounds; rather, most reclassifications reflected . 
the process of taking a second look at students at the margin between eligible and ineligible, and 
aggressively pursuing status information from their special education teachers that would permit a more 
accurate assessment to be made of their ability to complete at least the student questionnaire. 
Overwhelmingly, the reclassified students would appear to be those with learning disabilities or emotional 
disturbances, rather than the mentally retarded. Hence students with severe or profound impairments 
simply are not represented in the NELS:88 data. 

Estimates based on the members of the ineligibles sample are also subject to limitations. By and 
large, the NELS:88 samples of eligible and ineligible language-excluded students, when combined, 
provide excellent population coverage. However, for the severely physically and mentally disabled 
populatio_ns, there are two potential sources of exclusion in addition to school-level classification as . 
ineligible. These further sources of undercoverage are (1) exclusion of schools -- special purpose schools 
for the handicapped were excluded from the base year sampling frame and (2) the exclusion of ungraded 
classrooms in what was by definition a sample of eighth graders. 

3.7.1.4 .Test Score Undercoverage of Dropouts. 

· Data users are reminded that no special nonresponse adjusted weight was created for cases with 
a completed questionnaire but without a cognitive test. As in the base year, cognitive test completion 
rates were sufficiently high (of 18,221 participating students, 17,352 completed both the questionnaire 
and the cognitive test battery) that such a weight was not needed. However, the high overall rate of test 
completion does not apply to dropouts. While 91 percent of identified dropouts provided questionnaire 
data, cognitive tests were completed .by only half of the sample members who completed a full or 
abbreviated dropout question:naire.33 Of course, base year test score data are available for most of of 
the individuals for whom first follow-up test results were not obtained. It would, however, be inadvisable 
to. for example, draw conelusions about test score gains between 1988 and 1990 for dropouts as a 
separate group, given the amount of 1990 test data . that is missing. 

3.7.2 Base Year and First Follow-Up Unit and Item.Nonresponse 

3.7.2.1 Unit Nonresponse . 

. Unit nonresponse occurs when an individual respondent (such as a teacher, student, or school 
administrator) declines to participate, or when the cooperation of a school cannot be secured. In the base 
year, an analysis of school-level nonresponse suggested that, to the extent that schools can be 
characterized by size, control, organizational structure, student composition, and so on, the impact of 

33 . By design, dropouts administered the abbreviated or modified dropout questionnaires 128 % of the dropout 
sample] were not asked to complete the cognitive test battery; for these sample members only the 
standard classification variables and a number of key items that differentiate the in-school and out-of-
school populations are available for analysis. However, more comprehensive information will be gathered 
for these individuals in 1992, when they will also complete the second follow-up cognitive test battery. 
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nonrespoi1ding schools on the quality of the student sample is small (for details, see the Base·Year Sample 
Design Report, pp. 33-39). School nonresponse has not been assessed in the first follow-up for two 
· reasons. First, there was practically no school-level nonresponse -- institutional cooperation levels 
approached 99 percent. Sec~ild, the first follow-up sample was student-driven, unlike the two-stage base 
year sample, Hence, even if a school refused, the individual student was pursued outside of school. · 

The effect of student-level nonresponse within the responding schools was not assessed in the base 
year, although males, blacks, and Hispanics tended to be nonparticipants more often than females, whites 
or Asians. The effects of individual nonparticipation in the base year and first follow~up will be 
systematically examined, and reported in future NELS:88 documentation. 

3. 7 .2.2 Item Nonresponse 

Analysis of survey error is important for understanding potential bias in making inferences from 
an obtained sample to a population. Sampling and nonsampling errors are the key constituents of total 
survey error. Sampling error is quantified tl!rough the standard errors and design effects for key 
variables. There are various sources and types of nonsampling measurement error, including estimate 
error or bias associated with unit (individual) nonresponse and item nonresponse. This section reports 
specifically on nonsampling error as a function of item nonresponse. (In addition to its role as a potential 
source of bias, item nonresponse also has ·the effect of diminishing the number of observations that can 

. be used in calculating statistics from affected data elements and thus increases sampling variances.) Since 
item nonresponse is an important potential and uncorrected source of data bias, it is necessary to measure 
its impact so that analysts can properly take potential response biases into account. 

Item nonresponse occurs when a respondent fails to complete certain items on the survey 
instrument. While bias associated with unit nonresponse has been controlled by making adjustments to 
case weights, item nonresponse has generally not been compensated for in the NELS:88 student 
component data set. There are three exceptions to this generalization. 

. . 

The first exception is machine editing, through which, occasionally, certain nonresponse problems 
are rectified by imposing interitem consistency, particularly by forcing logical agreement between filter 

. and dependent questions. Thus, for example, the missing response to a filter question can often be 
inferred if the dependent question has been answered. Because the edited files were used in the 
nonresponse analysis reported below, this adjustment to item nonresponse is reflected in the results of the 
analysis. 

The second exception is that some key student classification variables have been constructed in 
part from additional sources of information when studentdata are missing. Thus, data from school 
records (for example, student sex or race/ethnicity as given on the sampling roster) or other respondent 
sources (for example, the parent questionnaire) have been used to replace missing student data. Because 
composite variables were not included in the nonresponse analysis, this adjustment of missing data is not 
reflected in the statistics reported below. 

The third exception is the language series filter question F1S54. Base year data (from BYS21) 
were imported into the first follow-up files in order to resolve, when possible, missing cases -- in 
particular, . to identify respondents who should have legitimately skipped the dependent items in the 
language series. This adjustment to nonresponse is reflected in the item statistics reported below. 
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A further point to note is that there may be some hidden nonresponse in the NELS:88 
questionnaires that is impossible to quantify. This is the case because for many questions, a "mark all 
that apply" format was used. While such a format results in slightly less burden to the respondent, it also 
makes it impossible to distinguish between a negative response and nonresponse. This conflation of 
negative response and nonresponse creates the potential for nonresponse biases that cannot be measured 
and thus cannot become the basis for precise warnings to users about the limitations of data. 

A final point to note is that, implicitly, unit nonresponse is a further source of missing item data 
-- that is, nonparticipating students complete no questionnaire items. Weights accommodate student 
nonresponse by projecting questionnaire data to the full population, with appropriate adjustments for 
defined subgroups. However, they cannot compensate for the bias that arises if nonrespondents would 
have answered the questionnaire differently than respondents. For this reason, "total response" should 
be thought of as the survey (unit) response rate times the item response rate. (For example, given a cross-
sectional weighted 1990 student response rate of 91 percent, and an item response rate of 93 percent, total 
response would be 85 percent.) 

Two main objectives inform this item nonresponse analysis. One objective is to quantify mean 
student questionnaire nonresponse overall as well as nonresponse for the entire in-school and out-of-
school sample on key variables that appeared on both the student and dropout questionnaires. A second 
objective is to describe nonresponse patterns in terms of characteristics of items. In order to realize the 
.first objective, average nonresponse rates were calculated for each item. In order to fulfill the second 
objective, nonresponse was measured as a function of three item characteristics: (1) position in the 
questionnaire; (2) topic; and (3) whether the item was contingent on a filter. 

Population and Data File Definitions 

Definition'l: "Item" 

For purposes of this analysis, "item" refers to each data element or variable. For a question 
composed of multiple subparts, each subpart eliciting a distinct response is counted as an item for item 
nonresponse purposes. (fhus, a single question that poses three subquestions is treated as three 
variables). 

Definition 2: "Response Rate" 

NCES standards stipulate that item response rates (Ri) "are to be calculated as the number of 
respondents for which an in-scope response was obtained (i.e., the response conformed to acceptable 
categories or ranges), divided by the number of completed interviews for which the question (or questions 
if a composite variable) was intended to be asked.": 

weighted # of respondents with in-scope responses 
Ri= weighted # of completed interviews for which question 

was intended to be asked 

In-scope responses were considered to be valid answers (including a "don't know" response when 
this was a legitimate response option). Out-of-scope responses were multiple responses to items requiring 
only a single response, refusals, and missing responses. 
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Definition 3: "Analysis Populations" 

A. Item nonresponse analysis population--student questionnaire. All students who 
completed any form of the questionnaire, regardless of whether they completed the test. 

B. Item nonresponse analysis population--dropout questionnaire. All dropouts who 
completed any form of the questionnaire, regardless of whether they completed the test. 

Definition 4: "Student ,and Dropout Questionnaire Data File" 

The restricted use datafile with machine-edited, weighted data was used as the basis for . the 
analysis. Nonresponse rates of composite and other constructed variables and:test data were not examined 
in this analysis. The student component data file comprises the entirety of the sample, insofar as .key 
classification variables (both composite variables, and those selected critical items included on . the 
abbreviated dropout questionnaire that overlapped with student questionnaire items) were included for in-
school and out-of.:-school sample members. 

Definition S: "Nonresponse" 

For the student and dropout questionnaires . several numerical • reserved codes . were usecl .to 
categorize nonresponse. The reserve codes and definitions appear below; The first three -- reserve codes 
6, 7 and 8 -- define out-of-scope or illegitimate nonresponse, and were used as the basis for . this 
nonresponse analysis. 

6 = Multiple Response. For an item that required one response only, the respondent marked 
more than one response, and the multiple response could notb~ resolved. 

7 = Refused Critical .Item. Respondent was unwilling to answer the question at the time of 
the questionnaire administration · and upon nonresponse follow-up by survey 
administrators. 

8 == Missing. The response datum is illegitimately missing. That is, a datum that should be 
present for this respondent is missing. Data elements not appearing on the abbreviated 
or modified student or dropout questionnaires were considered as illegitimately missing. 

9 = Legitimate Skip. The response datum is legitimately missing. That is, owing either to 
responses to preceding filter questions or to other respondent characteristics data for this 
item should not be present for this respondent. Responses under reserve code 9 were not 
included in the nonresponse analysis. 

DK = "Don't Know". "Don't Know" is often used as a nonresponse code. In the NELS:88 
dataset, "Don't Know" is embedded as a legitimate response category in some of the 
questionnaire items. For purposes of this analysis, "Don't Know" was not classified as 
a nonresponse. 
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Item-Level Nonresponse 

Table 3. 7-1 shows descriptive statistics for item nonresponse tor the student questionnaire overall 
and for items grouped into categories depending upon their position in the questionnaire, the topic they 
addressed, and whether they were part of a skip or filter pattern. 

The mean item nonresponse rate for the NELS:88 first follow-up student questionnaire is 6.97 
percent, compared to 4. 7 percent on the base year instrument. 

A special factor influencing item nonresponse rates in the first follow-up documents -- a factor 
that impacted dramatically on the dropout instrument but that had only a marginal influence Gust under 
one percent) on overall item response in the student questionnaire--was the administration of several 
different versions of the student and dropout questionnaires. The various versions of the questionnaires 
differed in the number of questions being asked of respondents. For purposes of item response analyses, 
questions not appearing on the abbreviated or modified student or dropout questionnaires were treated 
as if they were intended to be asked of the participating sample member. This was done so that the total 
impact on estimation of missing information--whether the information was missing by design, or by 
respondent omission or error--could be assessed. Hence, completed abbreviated or modified interviews 
were included in the denominator of the item response formula used in this analysis. Out of the 18,221 
student respondents, only 218 or 1.2 percent completed either a modified or abbreviated student 
questionnaire. While over a quarter of dropouts received an abbreviated instrument, only items that were 
completed by all dropout sample members (that is, items that were on both the abbreviated and regular 
instrument) were included on the student component data file. (All other items on the dropout 
questionnaire are represented in the separate dropout component data file.) 

Item-Level Nonresponse by Item.Placement and Characteristic: Student Questionnaire 

Item.Nonresponse by Position in Questionnaire. Item nonresponse by position in questionnaire 
shows a somewhat different pattern from that of the base year. The first third of the instrument exhibited 
a 4.3 percent rate of nonresponse (base year = 3.5%). For the middle questions, nonresponse rises to 
8.5% (base. year = 3%), with about the same level of mean nonresponse in the last third of the 
questionnaire (8.2%, as compared to 7.5% in the base year). Because there are many high nonresponse 
outliers in the middle third of the first follow-up student questionnaire, comparisons of the middle and 
final thirds of the questionnaire mask the effect on the data of the progressive increase in nonresponse 
as one approaches the end of the survey administration session and poorer readers and less motivat~ 
respondents face difficulties in completing· the instrument. Items in part eight of the questionnaire--the 
final section--typically show nine and ten percent nonresponse rates, yet the questions--pertaining to 
family life--are particularly easy to answer. (The family section of the base year questionnaire was placed 
earlier on and had a 3.4 percent item nonresponse rate; precisely the same pattern can be discerned when 
work items are compared across the two waves). Although the first follow-up student questionnaire was 
no doubt somewhat too long· for some respondents, nonresponse toward the end is only modestly higher 
than in the base year, and far lower than for the HS&B 1980 tenth grade questionnaire, in which final 
items register nonresponse of 15 to 20 percent or higher. Even in the last two sections of the 
questionnaire, total response --item response of about 90.5 percent and unit response of about 91 percent -
- yields an 82 percent total response rate, well within the acceptable range specified by NCES statistical 
standards. 
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Table 3.7-1 
Percent Nonresponse on the Student Component Data File by Various Item Characteristics 

. Standard Number 
Domain Average Deviation Minimum Maximum of Items 

Overall 6.97 8.64 .00 63.50 475 

Position 

. First Third 4.31 3.51 .00 11.77 164 
Second Third 8.54 13.12 .60 63.50 178 
Last Third 8.15 3.39 .91 22.73 133 

Topic (in order of appearance in the questionnaire) 

Sehl Experiences 4.47 3.18 .00 11.77 235 
Future Plans 3.89 2.43 .60 8.52 44 
Language Use 34.18 25.07 .65 63.50 22 
Opinions, Attitudes 6.69 1.76 1.33 13.39 96 
Background 6.68 .57 6.33 7.34 3 
Money and Work 10.93 2.69 6.57 13.93 5 
Family 8.86 3.35 .91 22.73 70 

Filtered 

No 5.62 3.35 .00 14.69 385 
Yes 12.73 17.66 1.67 63.50 90 

Item Nonresponse by Topic. The NELS:88 base year and first follow-up questionnaires were 
organized topically; each section represented a different theme, Table 3.7-2 lists the topical sections in 
the first.follow-up instrument in the order in which they appeared in the questionnaire. Nonresponse rates 
for the base year and first follow-up are depicted side by side, with topics listed in the order of their 
appearance in the first follow-up questionnaire. For purposes of comparison, the relative location of the 
thematic section in the base year instrument is also indicated. 

Given that they come last in a questionnaire that is nearly twice as long as the base year student 
questionnaire, it is not surprising that money and work items, and family items, should have far higher 
nonresponse rates in the first follow-up than in the base year. Much more in need of explanation is the 
very high nonresponse registered for language use items. Since most respondents skipped out of this 
question series, data were collected from only a small subsetof the student population. Nevertheless, 
the respondent population for this series is particularly of interest for policy reasons and the apparent 
increase from the modest 5 percent nonresponse in the base year is dramatic. 

Two related factors contribute to high item nonresponse in the language section. (1) Illegitimate 
skips at the filter carry missing d~ta forward into dependent items. (The relevant file-
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Table 3.7-2 
Percent item nonresponse by topical area 

Topic 

(1) School Experiences 
(2) Future Plans 
(3) Language Use 
(4) Opinions, Attitudes 
(5) Background 
(6) Money and Work 
(7) Family 

Fl Non-
Response 

4.5 
3.9 
3.4 
6.7 
6.7 

10.9 
8.9 

BY Non-
Response 

6.9 
2.5 
5.0 
1.6 
3.0 
0.9. 
3.4 

BY 
Position 

(7) 
(5) 
(2) 
(4) 
(1) 
(6) 
(3) 

building c<;mvention--operative in NLS-72, HS&B and the NELS:88 base year as wel}:--is that items 
missing on a filter are also coded as missing on the dependent series.) (2) Progressive subsetting of the 
relevant population (the filter is followed by two further filters) increases the proportion of missings even 
while their absolute number remains relatively stable. At the same time, the ambiguous nature of the 
missings renders the extent of true nonresponse for any given data element impossible to ascertain. The . 
operation of.these factors may be illustrated by reference to the data. 

The very first question in the language section--F1S54, which asks whether a language other than 
English is spoken in the home--is a crucial filter. Those answering no are skipped to Question 62--that 
is, skip out of the language section entirely. Those answering yes are given no instructions, though it 
is assumed that they will go to question 55, rather than skipping to question 62. In the original data 
(prior to cross-wave editing in which base year responses were drawn upon to "clean" many of the first 
follow~up missings on F1S54) of 4,115 respondents who said that they did sp¢ak another language in the 
home, 107 (2.6%) did not proceed to question 55, while a further 89 (2%) gave aii unusable (though 
probably valid) multiple response. However, a further 548 students were missing at the filter question. 
These missings, carried into the dependent series, increased nonresponse substantially. As further filters 
reduce the relevant population to smaller subsets, the missings are carried to subsequent filter and 
dependent questions, where they loom as an ever larger proportion of the total. For example, by the time · 
we reach the subsequent filter at F1S58, the unambiguously specified population for defining the subset 
is only 269 cases, while the number of ~biguous missings is 738. This creates a very high and partly 

· spurious nonresponse rate in the dependent items to F1S58 (F1S59-F1S61). 

Essentially the same filter as F1S54 app~ed in the base year questionnaire (cf. BYS21), but with 
happier results. In the base year a little over one half of one percent of the respondent population was 
missing at the filter, and the proportion missing on the first dependent item was just over eight percent 
of the filtered population. In the base year, however, a "go to" as well as a "skip to" instruction was 
provided, and both the filter question and its first dependent item were made critical, so that field 
interviewers could retrieve any data missing at the filter, determine that routing instructions had been 
properly followed, and could resolve as many as possible of the illegal multiple responses. 
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Because of the large number of first follow-up ambiguous missings that could be resolved by 
reference to base year data, 1988 responses were drawn · upon to edit the 548 missing 1990 -filter 
responses. Inspection of base year data showed that 151 of the students with missing .1990 data had 
responded in 1988 that they were from homes fo which a language other _than English was spoken. 
Another 272 had answered that they were not from a non-English language home. A further 125 of the 
first follow-up missings were not represented in the base year data (these students were freshened tenth · 
graders, or base year unit or item nonrespondents). The 151 cases with a home language. other than 
English were so coded. (This reduced nonresponse for the filter but not for the dependent items). The 
272 cases whose base year response indicated that only English was spoken in the home were likewise 
changed on the filter item, with their dependent responses altered from "missing" to the "legitimate skip" 
designation. (This change reduced nonresponse at the filter and also in the dependent items.) The 
additional information supplied by the base year data set reduced the overall level of weighted 
nonresponse in the language section from 41 percent to 34 percent. If such additional information had 
been available for the further 125 cases for which no base year information was available (first follow-up 
freshened students and base year nonrespondents who were first follow-up participants), substantial 
further reductions in item nonresponse for this section could undoubtedly have been achieved through 
further data editing. For the later filter that was used as an example above--F1S58, the number of 
ambiguous missings after cross-wave editing dropped from 738 to 487. Thus nonresponse on the item, 
though substantially lowered, as a percentage, remains high (about 62 % on the dependent item), even 
though the actual number of cases affected Gust over 2% of the total sample is missing at this filter) is 
small.32 · 

32 While overall item nonresponse for the language section after cross-wave cleaning is 34 percent, · 
nonresponse ranges from a low of .65 percent to a high of 63.5 percent (see Table 3.7-1). The 
·individual language items that are contributing the most to the overall 34 percent nonresponse rate are 
Fl S60A-E and F1 S61 A-D; these nine items alone yield an average nonresponse rate of 63.2 percent. 
All other language items have a nonresponse rate well below 30 percent. 

As noted above, because they are the dependent items to the third and final filter in this series, 
languae items F1 S60A-E and F1 S61 A-D are the most affected by the inefficiency of the initial filter, 
F1 S54. By the time one reaches the final filter, . F1 S58, the population of respondents who 
unambiguously qualify to answer the remaining items (F1 S59 through F1 S61) shrinks to 269 while the 
number of ambiguous misslngs is 478. While there is no way to truly sort out how much of the 
nonresponse is genuine (that is, reflects data missing for an individual who should have responded) 
and how much is spurious (that is, represents nonresponse by an individual who should have skipped 
the item), one may make some simplifying assumptions that may provide a general guide to the 
probable extent of true nonresponse. If one assumes there is little to no difference between · 
responders and missings to item F1 S58, then approximately 93 percent of the sample members who 
did not supply an answer to item F1 S58 qualify to skip the remaining language items. Under this 
assumption, the average nonresponse rate across items Fl S60A-F1861 D would decrease to 9.2 
percent (unweighted) and the overall nonresponse rate for items in the language section would drop -
from 34 percent (weighted) to 11.7 percent (unweighted). 

Under this assumption, one can "clean" (on the aggregate) the remaining items by applying the same 
proportion of "NO" and "YES" responses on item Fl S58 to the ambiguous missings. · For example, 93 , 
percent of the sample members who responded to question F1 S58 answered no, and therefore, 
qualify to skip the remaining language items. Applying this same percentage of "NO" responses to 
missing sample members (N=487), 453 would also qualify to skip the remaining ite_ms. This brings 
the number .of sample members who qualify to continue to the next question in this series, F1 S60A 
(F1 S59 is a "circle all that apply" item which is excluded from the nonresponse analysis), to 303 as 
opposed to 756. Now, looking at item F1S60A, given 303 potential respondents, 279 sample 
members who answered and 2.4 who did not, after cleaning, nonresponse is 7.9 percent. One may 
then continue to discount the number of missings by 93 percent and recalculate nonresponse for the 
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In sum, while the apparent increase from 5 percent nonresponse on language items in 1988 to 41 
percent in 1990 (or, after cross-wave cleaning, 34%) reflects an inflated number for this first follow-up 
question series, there is no way to sort out precisely how much of the nonresponse is real and how much 
is spurious when inefficiently functioning filter questions inject ambiguity into the dependent items. 
Nonetheless, it seems safe to conclude that the nonresponse problem in the language section in large part 
reflects file-building conventions and artifacts of the manner in which the instrument was· constructed. 

The language series filter question has been designated a critical item in the second follow-up 
student questionnaire; this will obviate the possibility of a similar problem in the 1992 data. 
Furthermore, while some cross-wave cleaning was possible at this time, second follow-up data may be 
drawn upon to further reduce the number of ambiguous first follow-up language series missings in the 
data for the combined.BY-Fl-F2 release later this year. 

Item Nonresponse by Dependence on a Filter Question. As is clear from the discussion of 
problems in the language section · above, skip patterns contributed in a major way to first follow~up 
nonresponse problems. In the base year, the nonresponse rate for filtered questions was 5.8 percent, 
.and 4.5 percent for unfiltered. In the .first follow-up, the nonresponse rate was 12.7 percent for filtered 
questions and 5 .6 percent for unfiltered after invoking base year data for cross-wave editing (nonresponse 
for filtered items was 14.45% prior to such cleaning). Even though eighth graders as a group are 
generally thought be less able to deal with skips than high school students, they apparently had far less 
difficulty with routing instructions than students (largely, the same students) in the first follow-up. HS&B 
base year and sophomore cohort first follow-up skip pattern item nonresponse reflects much lower rates 
that NELS first follow-up as well. · 

We would speculate that several factors contributed to the substantial increase in NELS: 88 first 
follow-up over levels of filtered item nonresponse registered in the base year. First, on the basis of field 
test results, the most difficult filter series was made a key item in the base year and thus had the benefit 
of interviewer critical item edits. Second, formats were less crowded and routing arrows were employed 
to help students follow skips, when the "skip to" item appeared on the same page as the filter (the 
predominate case--by design:--in the base year). Third, no abbreviated or modified questionnaires were 
employed in the base year data collection. 

In contrast, the NELS:88 first follow-up did not use the HS&B approach of making virtually all 
filter items critical ( = subject to field edit and retrieval), nor did it employ the base year strategy of 
using a combination of critical item status and, where the routing could be contained within a single 
visual format such as a page or facing pages, the use of routing arrows. (There are eight major skips 
in the first follow-up questionnaire--F1S13, F1S29, F1S31, F1S53, F1S54, FlS55A, F1S58, and F1S84. 
Of these, only the first was designated a critical item.) In addition, the first follow-up questionnaires 
did not consistently give "go to" instructions for students who were not to follow the skip. This omission 
abetted respondent error in items such as lFS 13, 1FS54, 1FS58, 1FS84, and 1FS95. These differences 
in questionnaire design account for much of the dramatically higher rate of missings associated with filter-
dependent items in NELS:88 first follow-up as contrasted to HS&B and NELS:88 base year. In addition, 
however, just over one percent of respondents were administered abbreviated or modified instruments, 
resulting in many items being skipped by design. While nonresponse resulting from the use of 

remaining items to obtain a more "genuine" rate of nonresponse to these last remaining language 
items. Further discussion and illustration of this point is presented in Appendix P. 
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abbreviated versions of the first follow-up questionnaire had a trivial effect on response rates overall, the 
impact was proportionally more for filtered subsets of the population. 

Student Survey Item-Level Nonresponse by Critical Items 

Since a complete edit with data retrieval for all missing items would be prohibitively expensive 
for most surveys, the conventional strategy is to identify a subset of "key" or "critical" items for each 
survey instrument which, if not answered, triggers an attempt to recontact the respondents to obtain the 
missing data. 

The average nonresponse rate for the 50 critical student items is 2.57 percent. For the NELS:88 
base year, there were 42 critical items and an average nonresponse rate (if one outlier that performed 
anomalously--BYS31B--is excluded) of 2.69 % . As a further point of comparison, the HS&B sophomore 

. cohort questionnaire in 1980 had 57 critical data points with 3. 73 as the mean percentage of missing data. 

Nonresponse on key items ranged from less than one percent to nearly ten percent. The item 
nonresponse rates for each of the critical items in the student questionnaire are shown in Table 3.7-3. 

Summary and Conclusions 

Further analyses to be included in the final methodology report will examine the relationship 
between student characteristics and propensity toward high item nonresponse. 

Overall, the first follow-up has a high rate of unit (student) response. Around 94 percent of 
students and (91 % of dropouts) participated overall (96% of the in-school portion of the longitudinal 
cohort of eighth graders; 93 % of the base year cohort completed a student or dropout questionnaire in 
both base year and first follow-up). Weighted response rates were 91 percent for students cross-
sectionally33 in 1990 and 93 percent for the panel (1988 participants who also participated in 1990 as 
students). The weighted completion rate for dropouts was 91 percent. While higher than the base year, 
a reasonably good rate of item response (the overall nonresponse rate based on weighted data is 7.0 
percent) was achieved. For a number ·of format and other questionnaire design reasons, filter questions 
appeared to work less efficiently than in the base year, and contributed to the higher item nonresponse--to 
both genuine nonresponse and to an·undeterminable amount of artifactual nonresponse. The average 
nonresponse rate for critical items in the student questionnaire is around 2.6 percent, a slight 
improvement on the base year. In terms of questionnaire length, while nonresponse is noticeably high 
(typically 9 - 12 percent) in the last two pages of the questionnaire, it is only slightly higher than the 
NELS:88 base year, and much lower than nonresponse on the final items of the 1980 tenth grade 
questionnaire for HS&B. Total nonresponse based on weighted data is around 16 percent (with unit 
nonresponse at 9% and mean item nonresponse for responding units at 7%). 

While weighted response rates are slightly higher than raw response rates in base year and for first follow-
up dropouts, the weighted response rate is lower thaff the raw completion rate for the first follow-up 
student questionnaire . . This largely reflects the effects of subsampling, with lower completion rates for 
groups with higher weights (for example, a 20% subsample was taken 01 the transfer students, and 
transfers participated at a substantially lower rate than other students). 

33 
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Table 3.7-3 
Nonresponse for Critical Items in the Student Questionnaire 

Item Percent 
Number Not Respondin~ 

F1S93F 9.78 
F1S93G 9.65 
F1S93D 9.44 
F1S97 9.35 

,F1S93C 9.11 
F1S93E 9.08 
F1S53B * 7.61 
F1S53A 7.41 
F1S93B 3.67 
F1S93A 3.35 
F1S39C 3.07 
F1S39D 2.65 
F1S20 * 2.59 
F1S39B 2.42 
F1S19B3 . 2.27 
F1S39A 2.19 
F1S19C3 2.06 
F1S19Cl 2.06 
F1S19C2 2.03 
F1S19Bl 2.03 
F1S19B2 2.01 
F1S19A3 1.34 
F1S76 * 1.33 
F1S49 * 1.31 
F1S19A2 1.28 
F1S46H 1.00 
F1S46J 0.96 
F1S92A * 0.91 
F1S92B * 0.91 
F1S92C * 0.91 
F1S92D * 0.91 
F1S92E * 0.91 
F1S92F * 0.91 
F1S92G * 0.91 
F1S92H * 0.91 
F1S92I * 9.91 
F1S19Al 0.87 
F1S46I 0.86 

* Items appearing on all versions of the questionnaires--student and full, abbreviated, and modified 
dropout questionnaires. 
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Table 3.7-3 (cont.) 
Nonresponse for Critical Items in the Student Questionnaire 

Item Percent 
Number Not Respondin& 

F1S46E 0.83 
F1S46G 0.82 
F1S46F 0.75 
F1S46K 0.75 
F1S46L 0.75 
F1S46C 0.72 
FlS46M 0.71 
FlS46D 0.71 
F1S46A 0.66 
F1S46B 0.60 
F1S13 * 0.27 
F1S18A 0.17 

· * Items appearing on all versions of the questionnaires--student, and full, abbreviated and modified 
dropout questionnaires. · · 

3.7.3 Quality of Responses: Base Year and First Follow-up 

. Data quality depends critically upon a complex set of factors, including the respondent's 
knowledge and motivation in interaction with the instrument, the adequacy of the instrument, and its 
mode of administration. As Fetters, Stowe and Owings (1984, p. vii) note, "the quality of student 
questionnaire data depends. on both the nature of the questions asked and the characteristics of the. student 
who provides the answer. "34 This observation, though drawn from the analysis of questionnaire results, 
is equally applicable to cognitive test data. 

3.7.3.1 Cognitive Test Battery: Base Year and First Follow-Up Reliabilities 

Coefficient alpha reliabilities for the base year cognitive tests were .84 for reading, .90 for 
mathematics, .75 for science, and .83 for social studies (history/citizenship/geography). For further 
details on test reliabilities, differential item functioning, item statistics and other characteristics of the base · 
year test data, see the Psychometric Report for the NELS:88 Base Year Test Battery. 

Fetters, W.B., Stowe, P.S., and Owings, J.A. 1984. High School and Beyond: Quality of Responses 
of High School Students to Questionnaire Items. Washington, D.C.: U.S. Department of Education, 
National Center for Edu~ation Statistics . . 

34 
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Score means and standard deviations, reliabilities (coefficient alpha), and standard errors of measurement 
for each NELS:88 first follow-up subtest are as folfows: 

· Mean S.D. Alpha S.E. 

Reading--Low Form 11.6 ·4A .80 2.0 
Reading--High Form 14.1 4.1 .78 1.9 
Mathematics--Low Form 17.4 6.1 .79 2.8 
Mathematics--Mid Form 23.3 7.5 .86 2.8 
Mathematics--High Form 32.3 5.0 .81 2.2 
Science 13.7 5.2 .83 2.2 
Social Studies 18.9 6.0 .85 2.3 

Results of psychometric analyses of the first follow-up test battery will be reported in the NELS:88 First 
Follow.:.Up Final Technical Report. 

3.7.3.2 Base Year Quality of Student Responses 

Kaufman, Rasinski, Lee and West35 assessed the reliability and validity of NELS:88 base year 
student data. Their report ex.amined the correspondence between parent and student responses to similar 
items, the consistency aniong'student"responses to reiated items, and the internal consistency reliability 
of scalable survey responses. Their general conclusions were that NELS:88 data exhibited a high degree 
of consistency and accuracy. While the quality of eighth grade reports compared favorably to the reports 
of high school students as gathered by High School . and Beyond, a gradual increase in the quality of 
responses may be observed as one moves from the eighth grade, to the tenth, · and then the twelfth grade 
cohort. Kaufman, Rasinski, Lee and West also found that higher ability students, higher SES students, 
white and Asian students, and females .were more likely to give valid and consistent answers than were 
their peers. Users of the base year data files may wish to consult the full report for further information 
on the q~ality of particular data elements, scales arid constructs. · When using models that incorporate a 
provision for measurement error, analysts may wish to consider using the reported validity coefficients 
as adjustment factors. . . . . . . . 

3.7 .3.3 First Follow-Up QuaUty of Responses 

At this time, extensive data quality analyses have not been conducted for the first follow-up. 
However, quality of response analyses were conductedfor the HS&B tenth and twelfth grade data of 1980 
by Fetters, Stowe and Owings. Given that ~S&B . in 1980 was a similar survey conducted under 
comparable conditions and with a coinparaQle ·'population, some of the broader conclusions drawn from 
the HS&B analyses are likely to apply to the tenth grade data in NELS:88. 

The HS&B analyses examined student questionnaire data validity, using the parent questionnaire 
data and high school transcripts as the standard. Reliability coefficients were estimated from ·twin data. 

Fetters, Stowe and Owings found a number of student characteristics to be associated with 
differences in data reliability and validity. High school seniors provided better quality data than did 
sophomores, and female students provided slightly better information than did males. White students 
provided better quality data than did Hispanic or black students, and students with high cognitive test 

35 · Kaufman, P., Rasinski, K.A, Lee, R. and West, J. 1991. Quality of the Responses of Eighth-Grade 
Students in NELS:88. Washington, DC, U.S. Department of Education, NCES 91-48.7. 
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scores provided better data than did students with low scores on the HS&B tests . . In general, Fetters, 
Stowe and Owings found that contemporaneous and factually-oriented ite!;IlS were more reliable and valid 
than subjective and retrospective items. 

3.7.3.4 First Follow-Up Problematic Variables 

Although first follow-up data have not been subjected to the exhaustive systematic reliability and 
validity analyses that form the basis of the two reports cited above, some quality problems that could not 
non-arbitrarily be removed through a process such as machine editing were identified in the course of 
performing quality control checks during data file construction. 

Inter-item Consistency. When like or similar first follow-:up student questionnaire items were 
compared, they generally exhibited a high degree of internal consistency. The most notable exception 

. to this generalization applies to variables measuring student course-taking behavior, for which relatively 
less consistency was observed, particularly for items measuring enrollment in and behavior in history 
courses. 

The pattern of inconsistent responding to course-tak~ng items 21A-D, 22, 23, 24A-E, 26A-D, 
27A-D, 28A-D, 29, 30, 31, 32, 36Bl-36El, 36B2-36E2, 39A-D, when the same-subject areas (for 
example, 21A [math] by 26A [math]) were crossed with one another, suggests that question wording or 
the course titles used in the questions may be the source of the lesser reliability of these items. When 
.students' responses to items measuring course-taking behavior in English are compared, inconsistent 
responding ranges from .2 to 1 percent; for math, inconsistent responding ranges from Oto 3 percent; 
for reported science courses taken, the range is somewhat higher, 1 to 4 percent. However, it is history, 
the subject area covered in the questionnaire by the fewest courses (i.e., World History, U.S. History) 
that demonstrates the highest number of inconsistent responses with 2 to 7 percent. 

Course-taking inconsistencies observed within the first follow-up data are unsurprising, given 
prior evidence of.other sorts of problems for student course-taking reports in the base year and HS&B. 
Using transcripts data as the standard of accuracy, Fetters, Stowe and Owings found that high school 
seniors tended to report more coursework in most areas than was reflected in their transcripts, with the 
greatest over-reporting in mathematics and science. Similar over-reporting of mathematics enrollment was 
encountered in the NELS:88 base year, especially in regard to algebra.36 Finally, Kaufman, Rasinski, 
Lee and West comparing parent and student reports from the NELS:88 base year, found significant 

. disagreement between the two sources on the enrollment in bilingual education classes items. For this 
set of data elements, Kaufman, Rasinski, Lee and West point out (p. 24) that while overall 93 percent 
of students and parents responded identically to this item, agreement is between students and parents when 
both state the student did not attend a bilingual class. However, among parents who reported that their 
child was enrolled in bilingual education, 86 percent of the time their child disagreed . Among students 
who claimed bilingual education enrollment, 91 percent of their parents disagreed. 

Inconsistencies and inaccuracies in student reports can, in time, be corrected by reference to 
academic transcripts. With respect to level of detail, accuracy, and completeness, transcript data are 
vastly superior to student self-reports (or to parent reports) on curriculum exposure. When high school 

For example, BYS67C tended to pick up algebra-track courses as well as algebra per se; additionally, 
seemingly some students reported enrollment in an algebra course on the basis of an algebra segment or 
unit in another mathematics course. While inconsistent course-taking reports can be edited, inflated 
reports that are not inconsistent cannot readily be corrected in the data. For further details see Hafner, 
A., Ingels, S. J., Schneider, B., & Stevenson, D. Profile of TheAmerican Eighth Grader, June 1990; 
NCES 90-458, pp. B14-15. . 

36 
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transcripts data become available (academic transcripts are being collected in the fall of 1992), a more 
objective and reliable measure of students' program involvement, grades, and course-taking patterns will 
enter the NELS: 88 dataset. 

Miscast Question. Another potential problem discovered during the course of performing quality 
control checks involves inverted scale labels for question 12 ("How much do you agree with the following 
statements about the school you left?") in the dropout questionnaire. Instead of the scale reading 
"strongly disagree," "disagree," "agree," and "strongly agree," the scale reads "strongly disagree," 
"disagree, 11 "strongly agree," and "agree." Despite this printing error, the distribution of responses to 
this item suggests that respondents answered the question as if the scale were ordered correctly. Hence 
the data were left in their original form and the scale labels were recoded to reflect the intended order. 

Resolution of Multiple Responses to Student Questionnaire Items 41Aa-i. During the course of 
reviewing frequencies and crosstabulations of machine-edited data, an error in the optical scanning 
program, and hence, in how the data were coded, was discovered. The error was isolated to student 
questionnaire items Q.41Aa-i. 

Rather than reading these items as operating according to a "mark all .that apply" instruction, they 
were read as "mark only one response." Item nonresponse in the form of "multiple response" (reserve 
code "6") ranged from 1.4 percent to a high of 3.0 percent. Given the fact that decision rules could 
easily be applied to reduce the multiple responses to single responses, the affected data were hand-edited 
and recoded. 

Approximately 1,900 questionnaires were reviewed ori microfilm, decision rules applied and a 
single response, whenever possible, was data entered in the place of the previous multiple response.37 

In essence, the decision rules for resolving the multiple responses were designed to capture the highest 
form of sports participation as represented by category codes (values) "3" (participated in intramural 
sports), "4" (participated on a junior varsity or freshman team), and "5" (participated on a varsity team). 
Because the ca~egory code of "6" (participate as a captain/co-captain) does not say anything about the 
type or form of the team on which the respondent participated, this code was ignored if one or more of 
codes "3", "4", or "5" were also marked. 

For example, if the respondent marked that he/she participated in baseball/softball (Q41Aa) both 
as an intramural activity (code 3) and as a member of a varsity team (code 5), the previous multiple 
response was recoded to "participated on a varsity team" (code 5). 

The specific decision rules used for resolving multiple responses whenever possible are listed 
below: 

1) If one or more of the forms of sports participation are marked (codes 3, 4, 5), take the highest 
code. 

2) If one or more of the forms of sports participation are marked (codes 3, 4, 5) and code "6" is 
marked, ignore code "6" and take the highest form of sports participation (code 3, 4, or 5). 

3) If both codes "1" and "2" are marked, take code "1." 

37 Coders were trained through several practice runs, their recodes scored,. and if less than 100 percent 
correct they were required to continue practice coding until achieving 18 correctly coded items out of 18. 
Two coders were employed. An inter-rater reliability estimate was not derived. 
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4) If more than one form of participation is marked AND EITHER "1" or "2" is marked, take the 
highest form of sports participation (code, 3, 4, or 5). . 

5) If only one form of sports participation is marked (either code 3, 4, or 5} AND BOTH codes "1" 
and "2" are marked, take code 11 1." 

6) If only one form of sports participation is marked (either code 3, 4, or 5) AND EITHER code 
11 1" or 11 2" is marked, LEAVE THE ITEM AS IS; DO NOT RECODE THE ITEM. 

"2 11EXCEPTION: If either code 111" or- is marked, and code "6" is marked, LEAVE THE 
ITEM AS IS: DO NOT RECODE THE ITEM. 

7) If BOTH codes "l 11 · and "2" are marked, and more than one form of sports participation is 
marked, LEAVE THE ITEM AS IS; DO NOT RECODE THE ITEM. 

Imperfect Comparability Between Parallel Items in the Student and Dropout Questionnaire. The 
NELS:88 first follow-up questionnaires were designed to facilitate comparisons between dropout and 
student sample members. To achieve this end, a considerable number of school and life experiences 
questions were repeated across the two questionnaires (see Appendix F for a list of overlapping items). 
However, in rare instances, items that clearly were · intended to measure the same concept are somewhat 
differently worded. · The following item pairs are similar but not identical in their wording: 

1) Student Q70-- 11 Among the friends you hang out with, how important is it to ... 11 

Dropout Q53--" Among your close friends, how important is it to. . . " 

2) Student Q85--"How many hours do/did you usually work a week on your current or most 
recent job?" 
Dropout Q74-- 11 How many hours do you usually work each week at your current job?" 
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IV. Data Collection 

This chapter describes the data collection procedures for student and dropout survey instruments 
administered in both the base year and first follow-up. Data collection procedures for all sources of 
contextUal data (e.g., parent, teacher, and school administrator) from both the base year and first follow-
up waves are discussed in Appendix A. 

4.1 Base Year Data Collection 

The base year survey collected data from students, parents, teachers, and school administrators. 
Self-administered questionnaires and tests were the principal mode of data collection. Completion rates 
based on sample eligibility for each instrument are listed in Table 4.1-1. Completion rates by sampling 
strata are presented in Tables 4.4-2 and 4.4-3. 

Table 4.1-1 
Summary of NELS:88 base year completion rates 

Instrument Completed Weighted Unweighted 

Student questionnaires 24,599 93.41 % 93.05% 
Student tests 23,701 96.53%a 96.35%a 
Parent questionnaires 22,651 93.70% 92.08% 
Teacher ratings of students 23,188 95.91 %b 94.26%b 
Teacher questionnaires 5,193 NA 91.40% 
School admin. questionnaire 1,035 98.92% - 98.38% 

a Percentages of cases for which a student questionnaire was obtained for which a cognitive test was 
also obtained. 

h Indicates a coverage rate. See section 4.4. 

4.2 Base Year Pre-Data Collection Activities 

Before the data collection effort could begin, it was first necessary to secure from the 
administrator of each sampled school a commitment to participate in the study. Several levels of 
cooperation were sought before school administrators were approached. The first level involved contacting 
key educational organizations. The Education Information Advisory Council (EIAC) of the Council for 
Chief State School Officers was asked to give its · approval for the project. Contact was also made with 
the National Catholic Education Association (NCEA) and the National Association oflndependent Schools 
(NAIS) in order to inform them of the study and to solicit their endorsements. 
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For public schools the next step involved contacting the Chief State School Officer (usually the 
state Superintendent of Schools) of each state to explain the objectives of the study and the data collection 
procedures, especially those for protecting individual and institutional confidentiality. Once approval was 
obtained at the state level, contact was made with District Superintendents and, upon receipt of district 
approval, contact was made with the school principals. Wherever selected private schools were organized 
into an administrative hierarchy, for example, Catholic school dioceses, a "courtesy" call to request 

· permission to contact the principal of the Catholic school was placed at the higher level before the school 
principal or other chiefadministrator was actually approached. 

Within each cooperating school, principals were asked to designate a school coordinator who 
would serve as a liaison between NORC staff, and selected respondents:-,...the school administrator, 
students, teachers, and parents. The school coordinator, who was often a guidance counselor or senior 
teacher, but sometimes the principal or assistant principal, handled all requests for data and materials, 
as well as all logistical arrangements for data collection on the school premises. Included among these 
responsibilities was annotating the list of sampled students to identify students whose physical or learning 
handicaps or linguistic disabilities would preclude participation in the survey. Coordinators were asked 
to classify all eligible students as Hispanic, Asian-Pacific Islander, or "core" (neither Hispanic nor 
Asian-Pacific Islander), and to distribute parental permission forms to sampled students. 

4.3 Base Year Student Data Collection Activities 

Student questionnaires and tests were administered in group sessions to roughly twenty-three 
students in each of the schools in the core and augmentation samples. Telephone interviews were 
conducted for a small number of students who were unable to participate in the group-administered 
sessions. Parents who initially refused to grant permission for their child to participate in the study, but 
who later consented when contact~ by an NORC representative, usually allowed their child to complete 
a questionnaire by telephone. Given the mode of administration, test data were not collected for these 
students. 

NORC organized an Orientation Day for 158 schools that requested it or for schools that were 
deemed likely to particularly benefit from it.38 The Orientation Day was usually arranged one or two 
weeks prior to the administration of the student questionnaire and tests. During these sessions, sampled 
students were informed about the objectives of NELS:88, its voluntary nature, and the measures to be 
used to ensure respondent confidentiality. Students were .also briefed about the tasks and procedures that 
would be followed in administering the questionnaire and tests. 

Base year student data were collected from students39 in the core and state augmentation sample 
sc~ools between February 1 and June 30, 1988. Selected eighth graders within each school were gathered 
in a group session on the scheduled Survey Day. Two NORC field staff members, a "team leader" and 
a clerical assistant, were responsible for overseeing the administration of the questionnaires and tests 
during the planned session. · · 

38 Orientation days were originally planned for all schools. However, the NELS:88 · base year field test 
indicated that orientation days for eighth grade students would not significantly affect participation rates 
in most schools. (See Ingels, S. J., et al., National Education longitudinal Study of 1988: Field Test 
Report, NORC, 1987; ERIC ED 289-897 .) 

39 Student sample selection procedures are discussed in the NELS.-88 £Jase Year Sample Design Report. 
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Survey administration, normally conducted in a school classroom or library, consisted of several 
steps. Students were instructed to first complete the student questionnaire. A ten-minute breakfollowed, 
during which time NORC field staff began their review of the questionnaires for completeness (i.e., 
checked for missing or multiple-response critical items).40 Upon completion of the questionnaires, an 
85 minute ~attery of cognitive tests was administered. The tests consisted of four timed sections devoted 
to mathematics, reading, science, and social studies (history/government). Once the test battery was 
completed, an attempt was made to retrieve missing (or inappropriately marked) questionnaire items 
before the student left the classroom. 

At the end of the session, arrangements were made to conduct make-up sessions for students who 
were scheduled, but unable to attend Survey Day. If fewer than five students were scheduled for a 
Make-Up Day, the - school coordinator was asked to handle the arrangements and oversee its 
administration.41 When five or more students were scheduled, or in instances where the school 
coordinator was unavailable to conduct a Make-Up Day, NORC representatives arranged a return visit 
to the school. 

4.4 Base Year Data Co1lection Results 

Tables 4.4-1 through 4.4-4 summarize the data collection results for the NELS:88 base year 
study. Table 4.4-1 reviews the school sample selections and sample realization. The final sample size was 
approximately equal to the original target number of schools. Approximately 70 percent of the original 
selections cooperated. To reach the target number of schools in each stratum, replacement schools were 
d~awn from within the same stratum into the sample when those originally selected refused to participate. 
The tables-that follow (Table 4.4-2 and Table 4.4-4) present three sets ofcompletion statistics for the four 
study components that constituted the NELS:88 base year core sample. The statistics are presented 
according to the sampling stratification variables. 

Table 4.4-2 displays weighted and unweighted completion rates based on the overall study/sample 
design in which the participating student constitutes the basic unit ofanalysis. For purposes of this table, 
the completion rate was calculated as the ratio of the number of completed interviews divided by the 
number of in-scope sample members. Note that the student population is, in the strictest sense, the sole 
independent sample, and that the other populations, such as the parent and teacher, are defined in relation 
to participating students. Because the parent or teacher of a base year student nonparticipant was defined 
as out-of-scope (even though they may have completed questionnaires), these out-of-scope respondents 
have been subtracted from both the numerator and the denominator in the response rate calculation. Given 
this definition of response rate, weighted completion rates exceed 93 percent for each class of respondents 
as well as for the teacher ratings of students.42 

40 An NORC field staff member was instructed to review the questionnaires to ensure that all critical items 
were completed. A specially designated oval indicating "no retrieval" was marked whenever the missing 
data could not be retrieved due to respondent refusal or inability to clarify an inappropriate response. 

41 To ensure respondent confidentiality, school coordinators were prohibited from reviewing the student 
questionnaire for completeness. Instead, the review was conducted by NORC staff in Chicago, and 
missing data were retrieved by telephone. 

42 The statistics given for teachers represent more strictly a student coverage rate than a teacher response 
rate. Reports were sought from two teachers of each student. The teacher ratings statistics in Table 
4.4-2 depict the per,centage of base year participating students for whom observations were obtained 
from one or more teachers. 
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Table 4.4-3, in contrast, presents the weighted and unweighted completion rates for each survey 
based on the initial sample selections--that js, the response rate denominator includes base year 
nonparticipants, even though the parents and teachers of base year nonparticipant r~spondents were 
defined as out of scope. Utilizing this definition, the completion rates decrease by several points to around 
the 90 percent mark. Because in both instances ineligible (or out-of-scope) schools. and students were 
removed from the sample prior to data collection, completion rates are computed directly by simply 
dividing the number of participating respondents/schools by the number of selections. As in Table 4.4-:2, 
a student coverage rate is given for the teacher survey rather than a teacher response rate. 

Table 4.4-4 presents the the same base year completion rates for all base year sample members 
retained in the first follow-up (N = 19,646). By definition, completion rates do not include base year 
nonrespondents' parents and teachers who completed a questionnaire. the :sampling strata correspond 
to the base year school, as do the completion rates. 
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Table 4.4-1 NELS:88 base year school sample selection and realization 

Stratum Estimated" 
Si7.e 

Eligible 
Original 
Selections 

Target N TotalN 
Cooperating 
Schools 

Sample 
Realization 
(% of target 
achieved) 

Cooperating 
Original 
Selections 

Cooperating 
Alternative 
Selections 

Total 38,837 1,002 1,032 1,0S7b 102% 698 359 

Public 
Schoolsc ·22,690 774 800 817 102% 295 295 

Catholic 
Schools" 6,928 91 95 104 109%. 34 34 

Other 
Private 
Schools 9,219 137 137 136 99% 106 30 

• Estimated as the sum of the school-level weights for each school type. 

b 1,057 schools participated at some level, though usable student .data were received for only 1,052. 

0 Stratified by nine Census divisions; racial compositions; grade 8 enrollment; and urbanicity (central city, suburban within SMSA county, rural [non 
SMSA]). 
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Table 4.4-2 NELS:88 base year completion rates by sample eligibility 

Student Student Parent Teacher School 
questionnaire 8th grade test questionnaire ra~ questionnaire 

Completion rates Completion rates Completion rates Completion rates Completion rates 
Weighted Unweighted Weighted Unweighted Weighted Unweighted Weighted Unweighted Weighted Unwe~ted 

Total 93.41 93.05 96.53 96.35 93.70 92.08 95.91 94.26 98.92 98.38 
Participated .24,599 23,701 22,651 23,188 1,035 
Selected 26,432 24,599 24,599 24,599 1,052 
School type 
Public 93.15 92.79 96.32 96.11 94.21 93.72 96.57 95.82 98.73 98.28 
Catholic 95.67 94.99 98.08 97.52 89.85 83.55 90.95 84.76 100.0 100.0 
Other Private 94.06 93.15 97.34 96.94 91.57 88.34 93.18 92.11 98.25 97.74 

. Urbanicity 
Urban 92.36 92.19 95.89 95.96 91.48 90.00 94.62 93.20 98.94 97.48 
Suburban 92.17 92.38 96.36 96.29 93.32 91.44 95.56 93.85 98.12 98.18 
Rural 95.26 95.13 97.29 96.94 96.08 95.40 97;46 96.09 99.64 99.66 
Region 
Northea.,t 92.81 91.85 96.31 95.52 90.58 84.45 91.75 86.42 98.67 97.72 
South 94.11 94.03 96.93 96.92 95.93 95.87 97.44 97.00 99.19 98.89 
North Central 94.70 94.79 96.85 96.96 94.92 94.72 97.71 97.82 99.75 98;88 
West. 91.17 90.83 95.50 95.40 90.18 89.62 94.18 93.25 97.10 97.54 
Ethnicity 
Hispanic 90.86 90.24 94.95 94.88 88.35 87.57 92.58 92.50 NA NA 
API 89.70 90.12 98.18 97.84 90.76 91.53 94.06 93.69 NA NA 
Other 93.75 93.63 96.64 96.45 94.28 92.72 96.28 94.53 NA NA 
Minority schools 
Schools with 

more than 19% 
minority stcints 89.64 89.43 95.21 95.44 89.94 88.79 92.78 92.44 98.54 98.04 

Schools with 
equal to 19% 
minority stdnts 93.83 93.51 96.67 96.45 94.09 92.47 96.24 94.48 98.93 98.42 

• Indicates a coverage rate. 
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Table 4.4-3 NELS:88 base year completion rates by sample selection 

Student Student Parent Teacher School 
questionnaire 

Completion rates 
Weighted Unweighted 

8th grade test 
Completion rates 

Weighted .Unweighted 

questionnaire 
Completion rates 

Weighted Unweighted 

ratings-
Completion rates 

Weighted Unweighted 

questionnaire 
· Completion rates 

Weighted Unweighted 

Total 93.41 93.05 90.17 89.65 87.53 85.68 89.59 87.72 98.92 98.38 
Participated 24,599 23,701 22,651 23,188 · · 1,035 . 
Selected 
School type 
Public 

26,

93.15 

432 

92.79 

26

89.73 

,432 

89.18 

26,

87.75 

432 

86.97 

26,

89.95 

432 

88.92 

1,052 

98.73 98.28 
Catholic 95.67 94.99 93.83 92.63 85.96 7937 87.01 80.51 100.0 100.0 
Other Private 94.06 93.15 91.56 90:29 86.14 82.27 87.65 85.79 98.25 97.74 
Urbanicity 
Urban 92.36 92.19 88.56 88.46 84.49 82.97 87.39 85.92 98.94 97.48 
Suburban . 92.71 92.38 89.34 ·88.96 86.52 84.47 · 88.60 86.70 98.12 98.18 
Rural 95.26 95.13 92.68 92.14 91.52 90.74 92.85 91.41 99.64 99.66 
Region 
Northeast 
'South 

92.81 
94.11 

· 91.85 
94.03 

89.39 
91.23 

: 87.73 
91.14 

84.06 
90.28 

77.56 
90.14 

85.15 
91.71 

79.37 
91.21 · 

' 98.67 
99.19 

97.72 
98.89 

North Central 94.70 94.79 91.71 91.91 89.89 89.78 9253 92.72 99.75 98.88 
West 91.17 .90.83 ' 87.07 86;69 82.21 81.40 85.87 84.69 97.10 97.54 
F.thnicity 
Hispanic 
API" 

90:86 
89.70 

90.24 
90.12 . 

86.27 
88.07 

85.63 
88.17 

80.28 
81.41 

79.02 
82.49 

84.11 
' 84.37 

83.48 
84.43 

NA NA 

Other ?3.75 . 93.63 90.61 90.31 88.39 86.81 90.26 88.51 NA NA 
Minority schools 
Schoo~ with 89.64 89.43 85.35 85.36 · 80.63 79.41 83.17 82.67 

NA NA 

~re.than 19% 98.54 98.04 
minority stdnts 

Schools with 
less than or 93.83 93.51 90.70 . 90.19 88.29 86.47 90.30 88.35 
equalto 19% 98.93 98.42 
minority stdnts 

• Indicates a coverage rate. 



Table 4.4-4 ·NELS:88 base year completion rates by sample eligibility for base year sample members retained in the first follow-up 

Student Student Parent Teacher School 
questionnaire 8th grade test questionnaire ratings" questionnaireb 

Completion rates Completion rates Completion rates Completion rates Completion rates 
Weighted Unweighted Weighted Unweighted Weighted Unweighted Weighted Unweighted Weighted Unweighted 

Total 93.95 93.63 96.54 96.32 94.69 93.47 96.33 95.09 98.67 98.14 
Participated 18,394 17,717 17,193 17,491 1,001 
Selected 19,646 18,394 18,394 18,394 1,020 
School type• 
Public 93.81 93.52 96.42 96.15 95.06 94.69 96.96 96.40 98.52 98.03 
Catholic 95.68 94.65 97.75 . 97.21 91.13 86.04 89.78 85.25 100.0 100.0 
Other Private 94.89 93.78 97.52 97.09 90.71 88.80 90.24 91.54 97.14 97.37 
Urbaniciif 
Urban 92.86 92.82 95.62 95.76 92.40 91.26 95.24 94.32 98.57 97.08 
Suburban 93.09 92.71 96.52 .96.41 94.55 93.13 96.00 94.84 97.82 97.91 
Rural 95.73 95.61 97.08 96.66 96.20 95.80 97.38 96.07 99.57 99.65 
Region• 
Northeast 93.81 92.59 96.12 . 95.28 92.45 87.07 93.35 88.73 98.57 97.66 
South 93.76 94.00 96.56 96.58 95.71 95.46 98.46 98.53 98.74 98.31 
North Central 95.50 95.37 97.39 97.23 96.74 96.79 96.83 95.98 99.71 98.83 
West 92.27 91.77 95.68 95.66 92.07 91.71 94.57 93.94 96.54 97.44 
Ethnicity 
Hispanic 92.60 91.77 95.07 95.11 90.10 89.05 92.38 92.01 NA NA 
API 92.67 9L95 96.38 96.94 90.30 91.25 95;44 94.49 NA NA 
Black 94.29 94.72 95.12 95.06 92.15 91.75 96.19 95.53 NA NA 
White 95.81 95.68 96.91 96.64 96.25 95.14 96.96 95.72 NA NA 
Amer. Indian 87.97 87.45 99.07 98.61 78.25 75.00 93.66 91.20 NA NA 
Minority schools' 
Schools with 

more than 19 % 
minority stdnts 91.61 91.41 95.56 95.89 90.96 90.49 93.90 93.44 98.54 98.04 

Schools with 
less than or 
equal to 19% 
minority stdnts 94.17 93.87 96.63 96.37 95.04 93.79 96.55 95.27 98.67 98.15 

• Indicates a coverage rate. 
b Indicates school completion rate for schools where afleast one student has completed a questionnaire. 
• Refers to eighth grade school. 
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4.5 First Follow-Up Data Collection 

Summary of Procedures and Results. In the spring of 1990, the first follow-up survey gathered 
a second wave of data from the eighth grade cohort of 1988, the majority of whom were enrolled in tenth 
grade, and a first wave of data from freshened students (that is, selected students who were enrolled in 
tenth grade in tbe spring term of 1990, but not enrolled in eighth grade in the base year). Again, as in 
the base year, two teachers of each sampled student and students' current school principal were asked to 
complete, respectively, a teacher and school administrator questionnaire. Sample members who had 
dropped out of school, and remained so at the time of data collection, were administered the dropout 
questionnaire and cognitive test battery. Self-administered questionnaires remained the principal mode 
of data collection for all respondent populations. 

In-school data collection methods adhered closely to those used in the base year survey. Although 
the data collection procedures employed in the first follow-up were modeled after those of the base year, 
the design of the study necessitated several activities that had not been performed previously. First, in 
order to select the first follow-up sample, an extensive locating effort was undertaken. Second, the base 
year sample was "freshened" to generate a representative sample of the tenth grade class of 1990. Third, 
off-campus survey sessions, similar to those used in HS&B, were scheduled to administer the student or 

. dropout questionnaire to sample members who were currently not enrolled in a first follow-up school at 
the time of data collection. And fourth, to obtain a more precise estimate of the rate of dropping out for 
the eighth grade cohort of 1988, a subsample of first follow-up nonrespondents (and of base year 
ineligible students) was further pursued. 

Overall, data collection activities for the first follow-up survey were executed in four phases 
which spanned two years (see Figure 4-1). The first and second phases of the study were conducted from 
January to December of 1989 and involved the pre-data collection activities of securing state, district (for 
public schools) and school permission to conduct the study, "tracing," enrollment verification, and sample 
freshening. Phase three, conducted from late January to July of 1990, constituted the main data collection 
effort. Phase four (January to June of 1991) constituted a second data collection effort. 

The nuinber of completed instruments and completion rates based on sample eligibility for each 
instrument are summarized in Table 4.5-1 . For readers who desire more information about first follow-
up data collection procedures, Sections 4.6 and 4. 7 of this chapter supply full details. Completion rates 
for all first follow-up components (except the teacher survey) and response rates by component for 1988-
1990 panel members and 1990 tenth grade cohort are presented in section 4.8. 

4.6 First Follow-Up Pre-Data Collection Activities 

Phase 1. Conducted from January to June of 1989, Phase 1 of the first follow-up survey 
encompassed . the pre-data collection activities of tracing sample members to their 1990 sch·ool of 
attendance, and securing state, district, and school permission to conduct the study. 

Since the vast majority of the base year sample would change schools between eighth and tenth 
grades, an extensive student tracing effort was undertaken. The primary purpose of tracing was to locate 
and define the first follow-up student sample and its associated schools. As described in Chapter III, 
selection of the student sample (through which first follow-up schools were selected) was based on sample 
member clustering, with the objective of selecting approximately 21,500 base year sample members 
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Table 4.5-1 
Summary of NELS:88 first follow-up completion rates 

Instrument Completed Weighted Unweighted 

Student questionnaires 18,221 91.21 % 94.18% 
Student tests 17,352 94.14%" 95.23%" 
Dropout questionnaires 1,043 90.97% 89.84% 
Dropout tests 522 48.56%" 50.05%" 
School admin. questionnaireb 17,663 91.97% 96.94% 
School admin. questionnaire 1,291 NA 97.07% 

"Percentages of cases for which a student/dropout questionnaire was obtained for which a cognitiye 
test was also obtained. 

b Coverage rate for participants who also have a completed school aC1mm1strator questionnaire . 

. while restricting the number of schools in .which survey sessions would be conducted to roughly 
1,500. In order to draw the first follow-up sample it was, therefore, necessary to definitively identify 
sample member clustering within the 3,362 schools to which base year sample members reported they 
would matriculate. Specifically, tracing was accomplished through sample members' base year 
reported 1989-1990 school of attendance, and involved contacting schools directly and verifying 
sample members' enrollment. A second purpose of tracing was to serve as a beginning point for 
measuring the fluid process of dropping in and out of school.43 

Tracing began in the base year through a student questionnaire item that asked respondents to 
name, in order of probability, the two schools they were most likely to attend during the 1989-1990 
academic year. Collectively, the 24,599 base year respondents (who in the base year attended one of 
1,052 eighth grade schools) reported 3,362 first choice schools. For cost reasons, school-based 
tracing occurred only in first choice ("most likely") or "nominated" schools enrolling three or more 
base year sample members. Of the 24,599 base year respondents, 92 percent (N=22,631) nominated 
a school that at least three other respondents also nominated. In January of 1989, students who 
reported attending a school with fewer than three base year sample members (N= 1,968) and non-
respondents (N= 1,833) were mailed a postage paid return postcard which asked them to confirm that 
they were indeed attending the school they had nominated in the base year, or provide the name and 
address of the school they would be attending during the 1989-1990 school year. After four weeks, 
30 percent (N= 1, 140) of these sample members had returned a postcard. 

Since one of the major phenomena to be studied in the first follow-up was school leaving prior to 
graduation, sample members' enrollment status was continually assessed throughout the various phases 
of the study. Specifically, enrollment status data were gathered at three temporally distinct periods of 
time: during the spring of 1989 when sample members were traced to their 1989 school of enrollment; 
during the fall of 1989 after the student sample was finalized and NORC interviewers re-contacted first 
follow-up schools to freshen the sample; and during the spring of 1990 when the data were collected. 
This continual assessment of enrollment served two purposes. First, it would provide researchers with 
a measure of within-study dropout and stopout events for performing event history analyses. Second, 
it provided NORC field staff with the timeliest address information available for, typically, the hardest to 
locate respondents. 

43 
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Figure 4-1: First follow-up data colle~tion phase diagram 
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Figure 4-1 (cont.): First follow-up data collection phase diagram 
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Figure 4-1 (cont.): First follow-up data collection phase diagram 
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For the 22,631 base year sample members who were attending a school with a student cluster size 
of 3 or more, tracing was accomplished through a personal visit to the school. From March 1 to June 
30 of 1989, field interviewers conducted on-site verification of enrollment at 1,662 schools enrolling 3 
or more base year sample members. Equipped with a roster of base year sample members who reported 
that they would be attending the school, interviewers explained to the school principal or vice principal 
the reason for their visit (which included an explanation of the study's research objectives), and verified 
sample member enrollment. If a sample member was not enrolled at his or her first choice school, 
interviewers contacted, in order of the ·likelihood of attendance, the sample members' second choice 
school, the school most frequently named by his or her eighth grade classmates (called the modal school), 
if different from the sample members first and second choice schools, and finally, the sample member 
at home.44 

After 18 weeks of tracing, 99 percent (N=26,211) of the base year sample had been located. 
As Figure 4-2 illustrates, with 80 percent of the base year sample traced to their nominated school, 
students' 1988 reports of the school they would be most likely to attend in 1990 proved reasonably 
reliable. Of the remaining sample members (20%), 87.3 percent were located at a school other than their 
first or second choice school or modal school, 4. 7 percent were verified dropouts, 1 percent were 
identified by school officials as dropouts but were not confirmed as such, 2.4 percent were deemed 
unlocatable, 3 percent were deemed ineligible to participate in the first follow-up study (e.g., deceased, 

. moved out of the country), and 1 percent, cumulatively, were found to be institutionalized or studying 
at home . . Figure 4-3 provides an interesting ~omparison of specific tracing results for base year 
respondents and non-respondents. 

A second activity occurring simultaneously with tracing was school contacting. After confirming 
with school officials that 11 or more sample members were enrolled in the school, permission to conduct 
the first follow-up survey was sought from the school principal.45 As in the base year, however, before 
a commitment to participate in the study was requested from school principals, approval to conduct the 
study was first sought from education governing bodies several levels above individual schools. 

For public schools, the Chief State School Officer of each state, was first contacted, then the 
District Superintendent of each district that oversaw a school in which a NELS:88 sample member was 
enrolled was contacted. At both the state and district levels, officials were informed of the study's 
purpose, data collection procedures, and future tracing activities. The same contacting ptocedures were 
follow with private schools if they also were organized into an administrative hierarchy, such as Catholic 
school dioceses. 

44 For postcard non-respondents, the majority of whom were base year non-respondents, tracing continued 
through their assigned modal school, and if unsuccessful, at'all other first and/or second choice schools 
named by their eighth grade classmates. At the end of tracing, 93 percent of base year non-respondents 

· (N=1,701) had been successfully located. 

45 Prior to tracing, a frequency distribution of student cluster sizes showed that approximately 75 percent 
of ttie base year respondents attended a school enrolling 11 or more sample members. As part of the 
sampling strategy, it was deemed, .a priori, that these 18,103 students and their associated 856 schools 
would be sampled with certainty. As such, only principals of schools with student cluster sizes of 11 or 
more (i.e., certainty schools) were asked during the spring of 1989 to participate in the study. After 
tracing, and identifying sample member clustering, sample members who were enrolled in schools with 
cluster sizes ranging from 1 to 10 were subsampled. The principals of these subsample schools were 
asked during the fall of 1989 to participate in the study. 
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Figure 4-2: First follow-up tracing results after 18 weeks of tracing 
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Figure 4-3: First follow-up specific tracing results for base year respondents versus non:.respondents 
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Just prior to contacting state and district or diocesan officials, endorsement of the study was 
sought from key educational organizations. Again, as in the base year, approval for the first follow-up 
survey was requested and obtained from the Education Information Advisory Council (EIAC) of the 
Council of Chief State School Officers, the National Catholic Education Association (NCEA), and the 
National Association of Independent Schools (NAIS). Endorsements were received as well from the 
American Association of School Administrators (AASA), the National Association of Secondary School 
Principals (NASSP), and the National School Boards Association (NSBA). 

Table 4.6-1 summarizes the results of district or diocese and school contacting. The final first 
follow-up core sample was enrolled in 1, 109 public and 249 Catholic or other private schools . which fell 
under the jurisdiction of 885 districts and dioceses. Of the 885 districts and dioceses contacted, 99.2 
percent (N=878) agreed to participate in the study. School contacting proved equally successful with 
99.2 percent (N= 1,347) of the 1,358 eligible first follow-up schools granting permission for the first 
follow-up to be conducted in their school. 

Table 4.6-1 
Summary of NELS:88 first follow-up district/diocese and school contacting 

Eligible · Agreed to Cooperation 
Samplea Participate Rate 

District/Diocese 
Contacting: 

Public 827 820 99.2% 
Catholic/ 
Other Private 58 58 100.0% 

School Contacting: 
Public 1,109 1,100 99.2% 
Catholic/ 
Other Private 249 247 99.2% 

a Schools that had at least one core sample member still enrolled at the end of the 
school contacting phase, phase 2, of the study. 

Phase 2. After tracing was completed and the first follow-up student sample was finalized, all 
first follow-up schools were contacted again in the fall of 1989 to re-verify student enrollment, freshen 
the core and state augmentation student samples, schedule Survey Day sessions, and for small cluster size 
schools (i.e., schools with fewer than 11 sample members), secure permission to participate in the study. 
Phase 2 was conducted from September 4 to December 15, 1989. 
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In the fall of 1989, NORC field interviewers personally visited all 1;468 first follow-up core 
schools identified after subsampling.46 During this visit, interviewers first asked school principals to . 
appoint a school coordinator who would serve as a liaison between the school and NORC, and assist 
interviewers with such activities as sample freshening, distribution and collection of survey materials, and 
verification of student enrollment. Principals were also asked to schedule a Survey Day and Make-Up 
Day date sometime between ·February 1 and June 30, 1990. During this same visit, interviewers re-
verified students' enrollment, and gathered additional locating information, such as a new home address 
or name of new school, for students who were no longer enrolled in the school. 

Another major activity conducted during this visit was sample freshening. At all schools enrolling 
core sample members, the sample was augmented to obtain, collectively, a representative sample of the 
tenth grade class of 1990 (see Chapter III for the details of and rationale behind sample freshening). 

4.7 First Follow-Up Student and Dropout Data Collection Activities 

First follow-up data collection followed phase 1 and 2 activities of tracing and securing 
cooperation, and was undertaken in two phases: phase 3 (January to July, 1990) and phase 4 (January 
to June, 1991). 

Phase 3. Student questionnaires and cognitive tests were administered to ·sample members who 
were currently enrolled in school (including stopouts, that is, ·temporary dropouts who had returned to 
school)47 either through an in-school or off-campus group survey session. In-school survey sessions 
were held fromJanuary 26 to June 30, 1990. Student questionnaires and cognitive tests were administered 
in group sessions to approximately 13 students in each of the participating core and augmentation schools. 
(The average group session for School Effects Augmentation schools was approximately 30 students.) 
As of March 30, 1990, approximately 75 percent of first follow-up schools, which accounted for 90 
percent of the first follow-up core sample, or 17,315 core sample members, had held a Survey Day. 

Off-campus survey sessions, typically attended by one to three students, were conducted primarily 
from April l to July 27, 1990. Students who had transferred to new schools, or who had missed both 
Survey Day and Make-Up Day, or who were enrolled in schools that had refused to participate in the 
study were invited to off-campus sessions and administered the student questionnaire and cognitive tests. 
Dropouts were also asked to attend these sessions, and often were surveyed alongside s~mple members 
who were currently enrolled in school. 

46 This number includes School Effects Augmentation (SEA) schools which are also "core" sample schools. 
That is, 248 first follow-up schools in the 30 largest MSAs were selected as SEA schools. In these 
schools, the first follow-up core sample was augmented to obtain a student sample representative of that 
particular school. 

47 A stopout was defined as a sample member who had dropped out of school between survey day 1988 
and survey day 1990, but who had returned to school by the time an NORC field interviewer contacted 
the sample member to be surveyed. 
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Telephone interviews, with a modified version of the student or dropout questionnaire,48 were 
conducted with a small portion (1.2%) of sample members who could not attend an off-campus survey 
session. Given the mode of administration, test data were not collected for these sample members. 

Phase 4. In order to derive a more precise dropout rate for the 1988 eighth grade cohort, a 
second data collection effort was undertaken in the spring of 1991. Between January 2 and June 15, 
1991, the population of sample members who missed both Survey Day and Make-Up Day or who were 
no longer enrolled in their phase 3 school and remained unlocated, was subsampled, pursued, and 
administered either an abbreviated student or dropout questionnaire (depending upon school enrollment 
status) either over the telephone or in person. 

Sample members previously identified as dropouts (i.e., pre-identified dropouts) by a school 
official but who had not been surveyed by the close of the main data collection period were also pursued 
during this time. Pre-identified dropouts were administered either an abbreviated student (if they had 
returned to school) or dropout questionnaire through either telephone or in-person interviews. Cognitive 
tests were not administered to any sample members interviewed during phase 4. · 

Table 4. 7~1 shows the number and type of sample members who were administered the different 
versions of the first follow-up questionnaires in the two data collection periods. Overall, 99.8 percent 
of student respondents and 75.4 percent of.dropout respondents were surveyed during the initial data 
collection period and received a full or slightly modified version of the questionnaire (either student or 
dropout). Respondents who received the full version of the student or dropout questionnaire also were 
administered a cognitive test battery. The remaining 0.2 percent of student respondents and 24.6 percent 
of dropout respondents completed either an abbreviated student or dropout questionnaire and no cognitive 
test battery one year later. Given the nature of the abbreviated questionnaires, toward the end of the 
second data collection effort, NORC interviewers were allowed to interview proxies. Of the 34 students 
surveyed during phase 4, eight interviews were conducted with a proxy. Of the256 dropouts interviewed 
during phase 4, 63. interviews were conducted with a proxy. 

4.7.1 First Follow-Up Student Survey and Cognitive Tests 

In-School Survey Sessions. From January 26 to June 30, 1990, in-school survey sessions or 
"Survey Days" were held in all core schools still enrolling first follow-up sample members. On Survey 
Day, two NORC field representatives, a "team leader" and clerical assistant, supervised sampled students 
as they completed a self-administered new student supplement, if applicable, student questionnaire and 
cognitive test battery during a three hour long session. 

In general, Survey Day procedures paralleled those used in the base year. Once all sampled 
students were assembled in the Survey Day venue, which was usually a classroom or library, the team 
leader took attendance and checked for outstanding parental permission forms. Students in each session 
· were then instructed to first complete a self-administered new student supplement, if they received one49, 

and then, a student questionnaire. . A ten minute break followed during which time NORC field staff 
reviewed participants' questionnaires for completeness (i.e., checked for missing or illegitimate multiple 

48 The first follow-up student and dropout questionnaires were modified to facilitate administration of the 
instruments over the telephone. 

49 Base year non-respondents and freshened students received a new student supplement which asked for 
basic demographic information collected in the base year but not in the first follow-up. 
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Table 4.7-1: NELS:88 First Follow-Up Completion Rates by Questionnaire Administration Type 

QUESTIONNAIRE TYPE 

ADMINISTRATION TYPE STUDENT DROPOUT TOTAL 

Ouex Version Mode Respondent 
n % of 

total 
n % of 

total 
N % OF 

TOTAL 

PHASE 3 

Full .In-person Sample Member 18,003 98.8 % 746 71.5 % 18,749 97.33 % 

Modified Telephone Sample Member 184 1.0 % 41 3.9 % 225 1.17 % 

PHASE 4 

Abbreviated 

Abbreviated 

Abbreviated 

Abbreviated 

In-person 

In-person 

Telephone 

Telephone 

Sample Member 

Proxy 

Sample Member 

Proxy 

5 

2 

21 

6 

0.0 % 

0.0 % 

0.1 % 

0.0 % 

16 

19 

177 

44 

1.5 % 

1.8 % 

17.0 % 

4.2 % 

21 

21 

198 

50 

0.11% 

0.11% 

1.02 % 

0.23.% 

TOTAL: 18,221 1,043 19,264 
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responses to single-response critical items).50 Immediately following the break, students were 
administered an 85 minute cognitive test battery. As in the' base year, the test consisted of four timed 
sections covering the subject areas of mathematics, reading, science, and social studies 
(history/government). Upon completion of the cognitive test battery, a second attempt was made to 
retrieve missing (or inappropriately marked) questionnaire items before students left the classroom. 

At the close of Survey Day, NORC field staff made arrangements for a Make-Up Day to be held 
for first follow-up sample members who did not participate in the survey session. If 5 or fewer students 
did not participate, the school coordinator was asked to supervise Make-Up Day.51 If more than 5 
students were scheduled, or the school coordinator was unavailable to conduct Make-Up Day, the NORC 
team leader returned to the school to conduct the session. 

In order to engage the interest of sample members, a NELS:88 student newsletter was distributed 
four weeks prior to Survey Day. The newsletter, accompanied by a parental permission form, highlighted 
major findings from the base year, discussed the purpose and importance of the study, its voluntary 
nature, and the procedures that would be followed to ensure confidentiality. Also to ensure a high 
turnout on Survey Day, NORC _representatives, with the assistance of the school coordinator,- developed 
a plan for tracking students who, although present in school that day, might be missing from the survey 
session. A third strategy was the request that Survey Days not be scheduled on Monday or Friday since 
these days are typically high in absences. An average in-school participation rate of 96 percent was 
achieved for the longitudinal (eighth grade cohort) student sample. 

Off-Campus Survey Sessions. Off-campus survey sessions were initially planned as a method 
for surveying students who were enrolled in schools that had refused to participate in the study or who 
had transferred to a school outside the original set of first follow-up schools and dropouts. However, 
if a student who had . missed both Survey Day and Make-Up Day resided close to the site of an off-
campus session, he or she was also invited to attend. Off-campus survey sessions were held from April 
1 to July 27, 1990. 

NORC field staff contacted qualified students by telephone and invited them to take part in an 
off-campus survey session. Students were reimbursed (up to $20) for travel expenses to and froni the 
survey sites. Sessions were conducted using procedures as similar as possible to those of on-campus 
sessions, and were typically scheduled in a public library or community association meeting room. Field 
staff scan-edited completed questionnaires during the testing period and attempted to obtain missing or 
incomplete data before participants left the sites. If a sample member was unable to attend an off-campus 
group survey session, he or she was surveyed either in person or over the telephone. Because the off-
campus sessions typically involved only one to three participants, these administrations were handled by 
a single survey representative. 

60 As in the base year, an NORC clerical assistant was instructed to review the_questionnaire to ensure that 
all critical items were completed. A specially designated oval indicating "no retrieval" was marked 
whenever the missing data could not be retrieved due to respondent refusal or inability to clarify an 
inappropriate response. 

61 To ensure confidentiality, school coordinators were prohibited from reviewing the student questionnaires 
for completeness. · 
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4.7.2 Dropout Survey 

The NELS:88 first follow-up dropout survey is perhaps best understood from the perspective 
of the study's overaJl approach to the study of school leavers. This being so, this sectiondiscusses 

· the rationaJe behind the design and methodology of the dropout survey as well as the classification 
scheme and actual data collection procedures employed in the first follow-up. 

Rationale for the First Follow-Up Desi2n. Although another NCES National Education 
Longitudinal Studies (NELS) study series -- specifically, High School and Beyond (HS&B) '-- tracked 
and examined the phenomenon of school leaving and completion, a number of questions about the 
process of dropping out of and subsequently returning to school could not be addressed through the 
study's design. NELS:88, building upon the experiences of HS&B, was designed to address some 
of these unanswered questions. 

One limitation in the HS&B design was that it began with second semester tenth graders, yet 
many students drop out before the second semester of tenth grade. In · an attempt to remedy this 
limitation, NELS:88 began with eighth graders thus providing a baseline immediately prior to entry 
into secondary school. 52 

The second limitation in the HS&B design was that it did not provide definitive enrollment 
status information for the full sample. Analysts have data for those who completed a student 
questionnaire, but do not have enrollment data for nonparticipants. Participation rates in the HS&B 
follow-up were extraordinarily high--96 percent. Nonetheless, there may have been "hidden" 
dropouts in the population of students (as defined by the school) who did not participate despite 
Survey Days and repeated Make-Up Days. 

To remedy this limitation, NELS:88 first follow-up, in phase 4 of the study, screened a 50 
percent subsample of all nonrespondents who potentially could be "hidden" dropouts (specifically, 
sample members not identified as dropouts by their schools but who did not participate at either the 
initial survey session or at subsequent Make-Up Days; students who were not located at the expected 
school in the initial data collection phase and required further locating). The rationale for screening 
nonrespondents is that later information from records sources may frequently supersede the initial 
phase 3 categorizations given to sample members by schools. (That is, there may be a gap between 
the . time a student leaves a school, and the time when the origin school receives · a request for 
academic transcripts from the destination school; in the meantime, the former student's status is 
unknown, and he/she may mistakenly be assumed to be a dropout.) There is therefore some benefit 
in revisiting the question of enrollment status at a later date when the whereabouts and status of 
missing students/dropouts may more accurately be ascertained. 

A third limitation of the HS&B design, related to point two above, is that it excluded certain 
categories of students: those who dropped out in the course of tenth grade, those with language 
barriers to participation or with physical or mental barriers to participation. These excluded students 
do not enter into the cohort dropout rate obtained from HS&B. 

NELS:88, in starting with eighth graders, largely, but not entirely, corrects this limitation in HS&B. M. 
J. Frase (Dropout Rates in the United States: 1988, p. 22. Washington,D.C., NCES 89-609, 1989), using 
Bureau of the Census CPS data, reports that 12 percent of dropouts have "completed six years of 
elementary school at most"--presumably, this portion of the dropout population would be missed by a 
study such as NELS:88. 
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To address the problem of baseline excluded students, a study of base year ineligible students 
was undertaken in NELS:88 first follow-up. Data gathered on ineligible students has been used to 
produce a correction factor for the NELS:88 eighth grade cohortdropout rate. 53 (For details on the 
research and sample design of the Base Year Ineligible Study, see section 4.7.4 of this chapter; 
Chapter III of this manual; and NELS:88 First Follow-Up Final Technical Report.) 

In general, the approach of HS&B--to ground estimation in sample members who have 
completed the student questionnaire--is supplemented by NELS:88 through its modified research 
design. The first follow-up survey's non-respondent component and followback of base year 
ineligibles facilitates more accurate national estimates of a cohort dropout rate. 

Definin& Dropouts. The first follow-up applied two levels· of definition to distinguish 
between in-school and out-of-school sample members:· a classificatory level [a sample member is to 
be classified as a dropout or former dropout (stopout) or a student] and a data collection level (who 
should complete the dropout questionnaire?; who should complete the student questionnaire?). The 
classificatory level carries with it a sampling implication. Dropouts are retained with certainty in 
NELS:88; students are subsampled. A further implication of this two-level approach is that the 
population of students in the survey classified as dropouts at some point between 1988 and 1990, and 
the population of students who were eligible to complete the dropout questionnaire, are not identical. 

Moreover, apart from regular students, the first follow-up identified and surveyed three 
primary groups of sample members or sample members who were at various degrees of school 
disengagement on a continuum of engagement anchored at the extremes by in-school student status 
and out-of-school dropout status: cohort dropouts--former students who were out of school in the 
spring term of 1990 when contacted to be ·surveyed; temporary dropouts--whom we will refer to as 
stopouts (former dropouts, who had a dropout episode between spring term 1988 and spring term 
1990, who w'ere back in school in the spring term of 1990); and chronic truants (students who do 
not meet the conditions of the formal dropout definition, but had an exiguous physical presence in 
the classroom). Each of the three populations of interest: dropouts, stopouts, and chronic truants are 
considered in turn below. 

Cohort Dropouts: The primary dropout statistic that NELS:88 was designed to obt~in was 
the cohort dropout rate for the eighth grade class of 1988.. For purposes of estimating the cohort 
dropout rate, a dropout was defined in terms of the following two conditions: 

1. an individual who, during the spring of 1990, according to the school (if the sample 
member could not be located), or according to the school and home, is not attending 
school or, more precisely, has not been in school for four consecutive weeks or more 
and is not absent due to accident or illness, 

2. a student who, during the spring of 1990, has been in school less than two weeks 
after a period in. which he or. she had missed school for four or more consecutive 
weeks not due to accident or illness. 

A 1988-1990 cohort dropout rate (both overall and by subgroups) derived from the base year- eligible and 
-ineligible samples is reported in Kaufman, P., McMillen, M. M., and Whitener, S. D., Dropout Rates in the 
United.States: 1990, pp. 15-18. (Washington, D. C., NCES 91-053; 1991 ). For further information on 
use of NELS:88 data to calculate dropout rates and status, see Appendix E of this manual. 
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Note that this definition requires double-confirmation of enrollmentstatus: both the school 
and the household must agree in their reports that the sample member's school attendance behavior 
conforms to the study's definition of a dropout 

With respect to actual data ccHlection, only sample members who satisfied conditions 1 and 
2 above were administered a dropout questionnaire. According to this definition, therefore, a sample 
member who was found by the study to be out of school for 4 consecutive weeks or more but had 
returned to school for a period of .at least 2 weeks at the time of survey administration in the spring 
of 1990 was not classified as a cohort dropout, and, hence, was not administered a dropout 
questionnaire; rather; the sample member was classified. as a: stopout (see definition below). 

Unlike HS&B, the first follow-up considered students enrolled in a GED or other alternative 
program as students rather than dropouts (both for sampling and questionnaire administration), 
regardless of the nature of the alternative program.54 In the NELS:88 first follow-up field test in 
the spring term of 1989, it was found that when students in alternative programs were asked to 
complete the dropout questionnaire, oftentimes they found it difficult to answer some items because 
these questions implied that they had left or were not in school. As such, it was concluded that there 
may be some reluctance to identify oneself as a dropout when one is a participant in an alternative 
program, and that the student questionnaire -- if one is limited to but two questionnaires -- may be 
the more appropriate survey instrument for alternative program participants to complete. 

In addition to identifying cohort dropouts, the first follow-up also identified, and hence, 
allows for the study of, sample members residing at less extreme points on the school engagement 
continuum. 

Stopouts: At the classificatory level, "stopouts" ate any sample members who demonstrate 
at least one period of dropping out of, and returning to, school.55 At the data collectioJl level, in 
terms of what questionnaire to administer to stopouts; sample members who were identified in phase 
1 or phase 2 as a dropout, but who, in phase 3, had been attending school for two weeks or more 

54 The population of students who are in various degrees of disengagement from school is highly 
differentiated. There are students who have left school, but there are also those who have returned to 
alternative or regular programs. Some of these alternative programs are alternative routes to school 
completion (to a GED, for example) while others are intended to help students re-enter a diploma program. 
In addition, there are students who are in alternative programs to prevent dropping out, though they may 
never have left school. Finally, there are significant numbers of students who are chronic truants. There 
are many gradations of disengagement along the continuum between in-school status and dropout status. 
A fundamental choice made in the first follow-up was that any student who is receiving any kind of 
academic instruction -- whether that instructi.on is designed to lead to a high school diploma, a GED, or 
to neither -- should be administered the student questionnaire. Thus, students who were institutionalized 
(for example, in jail or . reform school or a .drug rehabilitation program) completed the student 
questionnaire, as long as they received academic instruction, as too students in a home study situation 
(students who had left school and were being instructed at home owing to religious or other motives of 
their parents, or to disabilities), and those attending night classes at a school, church, or other setting. 
Only students who were receiving no academic instruction were administered the out-of-school (dropout) 
questionnaire. 

55 Theoretically, a first follow-up sample member could be both a stopout and dropout. For example, a 
sample member who was found to be a dropout in phase 1 may have returned to school in phase 2 and 

· have left school again in phase 3 . However, according to the data collection level of the definition of a 
dropout, this sample member was out of school at the point of data collection, and as such, was 
administered the dropout questionnaire. 
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were administered the first follow-up student questionnaire and cognitive test battery. Stopouts--phase 
1 or 2 dropouts who were back in school during data collection--who, in phase 3, had been attending 
school for less than 2 weeks were administered the dropout questionnaire. 

Chronic absentees: Because a substantial number of absent on Survey Day/absent on Make-
Up Day sample members were successfully surveyed, item 13 in the 1990 student questionnaire may 
be of some value in identifying chronic absentees. (This item reads: "In the first half of the current 
school year, about how many days were you absent from school for any reason?" Response options 
range from "None" to "21 or more.") Nearly 5 percent of the student respondents reported that they 
were absent from school more than a month (2·1 or more schools days) during the first half of the 
1989-1990 school year. 

Field Procedures for Identifyiii& Stopouts and Cohort Dropouts. First follow-up staff 
identified dropouts and stopouts based on information they obtained in their contacts with schools and 
household members during three temporally distinct periods of time: 

Phase 1: Tracing; spring term 1989 (eighth grade cohort members traced and 
enrollment status ascertained). 

Phase 2: Autumn school contacting; fall 1989 (verifying sample members' school 
enrollment; freshening the sample). 

Phase 3: Data collection; spring term.1990 (reverification of school enrollment status). 

During these time periods the following definition was applied: 

A student is considered a dropout if he or she has not attended 
school for the last (consecutive) 20 school days (excluding any 
excused absence). 

When a school official identified a sample member as a dropout, interviewers were instructed 
to contact the household to confirm the status of the sample member. If an adult household member 
indica.ted that the definition above was applicable, the sample member was classified as a dropout. 
Similarly, if sample members themselves told field interviewers that they were dropouts, they were 
classified as dropouts. This policy of confirming status through the household was applied during 
all. three points of enrollment status verification. 

Furthermore, whenever a sample member was identified as a dropout, the sample member 
was flagged as such and the date he or she dropped out of school was recorded. If during subsequent 
enrollment verification contacts, the sample member had returned to school, . the date he or she 
returned was recorded. Once a sample member was flagged as a dropout, regardless of whether or 
not he or she returned to school, the flag was maintained. This is how stopouts were identified; the 
presence of a dropout flag, but a completed student questionnaire or drop-back-in date (and no 
subsequent drop-out date), was used to determine stopout classification. Drop-out and drop-back-in 
dates were sent to NORC and kept in a separate data base which contained space for recording up 
to two episodes of dropping out and two episodes of dropping back in to school for each sample 
member. · 
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Data Collection: Initial Effort. Like the first follow-up student survey, data collection for 
the dropout survey was executed in two phases, phase 3 (January to June, 1990) and phase 4 (January 
to June, 1991). Under the initial data collection period, team leaders administered the dropout 
questionnaire and cognitive tests to cohort dropouts during off-campus group administration sessions. 
Team leaders were instructed to procure sites for these sessions that approximated as closely as 
possible the characteristics necessary for a Survey Day room; off-campus sessions were conducted 
in public libraries, community centers, and similar locations. 

_ In off-campus survey sessions, team leaders followed the same procedures as for in-school 
sessions. Attendance was taken; permission was checked; in-school scripts and instructions were 
read; instruments were administered with the precise timing of an in-school session; and critical items 
were edited and retrieved. 

· Dropouts attending off-campus sessions were reimbursed (up to $20) for travel expenses at 
the end of the session. This reimbursement was not a payment for participation. If possible, 
dropouts were invited to the same off-campus· sessions as in-school students. However, since off-
campus sessions averaged one to two sample members per session, dropouts (as well as students) 
were typically administered a questionnaire and cognitive test in· a single survey session. 

In few cases, it was preferable to administer the survey in a sample member's home. A home 
site off-campus administration was held when only one respondent in a particular area was eligible 
for an off-campus administration, the home environment was suitable, and a more desirable site was 
unavailable or inaccessible to the respondent. Team leaders followed the same procedures as for in-
school and central site off-campus administrations. Respondents participating in home administrations 
did not receive the $20.00 reimbursement for travel expenses. 

Quality control procedures for the dropout questionnaire were very similar to those employed 
in Survey Day sessions. During the test administration, the team leader edited the dropout 
questionnaires, checking that critical items were completed in full. If data were missing, the team 
leader attempted retrieval at the sample member's work area when he or she had completed a test 
section. At the end of the testing session, sample members were instructed to close and hand in their 
test booklets. Any sample members with items yet unretrieved were asked to stay for a few minutes 
after the session. 

Second Data Collection Effort. The primary purpose of the second data collection effort, 
which was conducted from January 2 to June 15, 1991, was to gather enrollment status information 
on nonrespondents _and previously identified dropouts (sample members who were identified as 
dropouts by school officials, but not home-confirmed) in an attempt to obtain a more precise estimate 
of the cohort dropout rate for the eighth grade class of 1988. To this extent, the main dropout data 
collection plan was modified slightly for dropouts survey during the second data collection effort 
(phase 4). · 

The primary modification was drawing a 50 percent subsample of nonresponding students, 
and then, screening for dropouts. For the phase 4 screening of the 50 percent subsample -of 
nonresponding students, telephone interviewers verified enrollment for all cases. If a sample member 
was identified as a cohort dropout, he or she was administered an abbreviated version of the dropout 
questionnaire over the telephone. Conversely, if a sample member was identified as a stopout, he 
or. she was administered an abbreviated student questionnaire. If the sample member was a student, 

· he or she was not surveyed. Since, the abbreviated questionnaire gathered primarily objective 
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behavioral information, such as sample member's address, enrollment status, and basic background 
information (sex, race/ethnicity), interviewers were allowed to conduct a telephone interview with 
a proxy.56 Proxy administrations were used as a "last-resort" method of acquiring enrollment data 
on dropouts . 

· Nonrespondents for whom no telephone number was available were pursued, screened, and 
surveyed in person. Again, in-person interviews took place with an abbreviated version of the dropout 
(or student) questionnaire and were conducted with either the sample member or a proxy. 

The other category of sample members pursued during this time--sample members who were 
previously identified as dropouts--were surveyed in the same manner as non-responding students. 

For both categories of sample members surveyed during phase 4, cognitive tests were not 
administered given the date of this second effort--some six months to one year after the initial data 
collection effort. Incentives of up to $20 for completing an abbreviated interview were offered to 
sample members interviewed during this second data collection effort. 

To ensure strict comparability with the cohort dropout definition employed in the spring of 
1990, cohort dropouts were defined as sample members who, between April and June, 1990, missed 
school for 20 or more consecutive days. Specifically, sample members were screened through the 
questions: 

"Did you have 20 or more consecutive unexcused . absences 
between April, 1990 and June, 1990?" 

"Did you have 20 or more consecutive unexcused absences 
between March, 1989 and March 1990? 11 

If sample members answered yes to the first question, then they were administered an 
abbreviated dropout questionnaire. If they answered no, but had missed school for 20 or more 
consecutive days sometime between March of 1989 and March of 1990, then they were administered 
an abbreviated student questionnaire. (The phase 4 enrollment screener appears in Appendix U.) 
The dates of April to June, 1990 were selected as the reference period for classifying a sample 
member as a dropout because these dates represent the period of time when they would have been 
contacted and surveyed, if located during the initial data collection effort. The dates of March, 1989 
to March, 1990 coincide with phases 1, 2 and early phase 3. This question was asked to identify 
stopouts or former dropouts who had returned to school by the time an NORC interviewer contacted 
them for survey administration. 

4.7 .3 School Effects Augmentation (SEA) 

Since the School Effects Augmentation (SEA) student sample was drawn from within 
NELS:88 first follow-up schools, SEA students were exposed to the same data collection procedures 
as first follow-up core students. Self-administered student questionnaires and cognitive tests were 
administered to SEA students through both in-school and off-campus survey sessions. The average 

56 The first follow-up defined proxies as friends, relatives, or acquaintances who could verify dropout status 
and provide sample member address information. 
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size of in-school survey sessions for SEA schools.was approximately 30 students. In all cases, SEA 
sample members were surveyed in a manner identical to first follow-up core and state augmentation 
students. 

In the 248 participating SEA schools, both core and SEA sample members, on the school's 
Survey Day, were administered the student questionnaire and cognitive tests by an NORC team leader 
and clerical assistant. SEA students were also invited to and surveyed at off-campus survey sessions 
if they had either transferred to a new school or had missed both Survey Day and Make-Up Day and 
resided close to the site of the off-campus session. In-school (both Survey Day and Make-Up Day) 
and off-campus survey session procedures were carried out exactly as described in section 4. 7 .1. 

Additionally, two teachers of each SEA student were asked to complete a teacher 
questionnaire. Similarly, by virtue of SEA schools being one in the same · with core schools, the 
school's chief administrator was asked to complete a school administrator questionnaire. Again, in 
all cases, data collection procedures for both the SEA teacher and school administrator surveys 
mirrored those of the first follow-up core teacher and school administrator surveys. The exact details 
of SEA data collection procedur_es, and completion rates for the SEA surveys will be presented in the 
NELS:88 School Effects Augmentation Data File User's Manual which will be available upon the 
completion of NELS:88 second follow-up. 

4.7.4 First Follow-Up Survey of Base Year Ineligible Students 

The Base Year Ineligibles Study (BYI) of the NELS: 88 first follow-up was a followback. u1 
students who had been excluded because of linguistic, mental, or physical obstacles to participation 
when the baseline sample of eighth graders was drawn in the 1987-88 school year. The BYI study 
had several purposes; three of these purposes seem especially worthy of note. First, if the five 
percent of the potential base year sample declared ineligible differed in key characteristics or 
outcomes from the sample of students included in NELS:88, this could bias certain baseline results. 
By learning more about these excluded students and their current school enrollment status, one might 
correct for potential undercoverage bias that could affect key national estimates (for example, of 
.dropping out between eighth and tenth grade). Second, an individual's eligibility status could 
potentially change. For example, a student excluded on language grounds in 1988 could have gained 
sufficient proficiency in English by 1990 to complete the survey forms (or at least the student 
questionnaire). Just as sample freshening is one precondition of generating from an eighth grade 
longitudinal cohort a nationally representative sample of tenth grade students two years later, so too 
granting excluded 1988 eighth graders who have changed in their eligibility characteristics some 
chance of selection into the 1990 sample is a further precondition of tenth grade sample 
representativeness . Third, eligibility rules were modified in the first follow-up, so that eligibility 
depended upon ability to complete a student questionnaire in English or Spanish. By giving 1988 
excluded students who could complete a questionnaire only in Spanish the opportunity to do so in 
1990, the changed eligibility rules of the first follow-up were successfully carried back to the base 
year cohort. 

Two kinds of information were· sought from the sample of excluded students. First, it was 
to be determined if their eligibility status had changed (or was affected by the changed eligibility rules 
of the first follow-up). If so, these students were to be reclassified, and added to the longitudinal 
sample. They would then be administered, as appropriate, a student or dropout questionnaire. 
Second, for those who remained ineligible, their school enrollment status was to be ascertained, and 
basic information about their characteristics recorded. Their eligibility status (and school enrollment 
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status) will be reviewed again, in the second follow-up of NELS:88, in 1992. Readers should refer 
to Figure 3-1, in Chapter III, for an illustration of the relationship of base year eligible and ineligible 
students to the core first follow-up and second follow-up samples. 

Data collection procedures. Data collection for the followback study of base year excluded 
students took place during the second data collection effort (phase 4) conducted from January 2 to 
June 15, 1991. Although executed as a separate study, this component's data collection effort most 
resembled that of the dropout survey conducted during phase 4 . . That is, BYI students were screened 

. first for enrollment and eligibility information, and then, if deemed eligible to participate in the first 
follow-up survey, administered the slightly modified version of the student questionnaire or the 
abbreviated dropout questionnaire (depending on enrollment). No cognitive tests were administered. 
Questionnaires were administered to sample member either over the phone or in person. · 

BYI screening entailed collecting information on two status dimensions, enrollment and 
eligibility. For all base year. ineligible students, the following status information was obtained from 
the student's current school (if enrolled) or school last attended (if a dropout) upon screening: 

Sex: male or female; 
Race/ethnicity: white, black, Hispanic, Asian/Pl, American Indian, other 
School enrollment status: dropout~20 or more consecutive unexcused absences 
between April 1, 1990 and June 30, 1990; 
Eligibility: English language proficiency, lack of mental or physical disability (i.e., 
ability to complete a questionnaire and cognitive test), reading ability level of at least 
sixth grade 

If a sample member was reported to be a dropout (or former dropout, that is, the school 
reported that the student had 20 or more consecutive unexcused absences between March 31, 1989 
and March 31, 1990), according to the above definition, confirmation was then to be obtained from 
the home. 

The next step in the screening process was ascertaining eligibility status. Eligibility 
information was gathered for all sample members. In determining eligibility status in 1990, 
interviewers were instructed to obtain reports from a person with first-hand knowledge of the student, 
such as the special education teacher, the bilingual education teacher or the language arts teacher. 

· The process typically entailed talking to multiple staff members of the school, until the individual best 
qualified to assess the student's eligibility status was ide~tified. 

NORC interviewers were given explicit criteria to follow for determining eligibility. Overall, 
it was the intention of the study to include all sample members who were capable of meaningful 
participation in the regular first follow-up survey under normal conditions. Unless there were severe 
mental or physical handicaps or lack of facility in written English or Spanish and a sample member 
was not capable of completing the survey instruments under normal circumstances, the student was 
considered eligible for the survey. 

Users should note that BYI data are not included on this BY-Fl combined student component 
data file. Data gathered from BYI students who were deemed eligible for participation in the first 
follow-up will be included in the combined BY-Fl-F2 data release and may be made available as a 
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separate restricted use file prior to that time. For a more detailed account of the BYI study along 
with ·major findings and interviewer instructions for determining eligibility can be found in the First 
Follow-up Final Technical Report. 

4.8 First Follow-Up 1990 and 1988-90 Panel Data Collection Results 

Tables 4.8-1 through 4.8-3 .summarize the data collection results for the NELS:88 first 
follow-up study. All completion rates have been derived based on eligible sample members only. 
That is, for these tables, completion rates are calculated as the number of completed interviews 
divided by the number of in-scope sample members. Also, note that the first follow-up 
student/dropout sample constitutes the basic unit of analysis and that all other samples--school 
administrators57 and teachers58--are defined in relation to participating sample members. 

Unlike the completion rates reported for the base year student and first follow-up dropout 
components, weighted completion rates for the first follow-up student component are lower than their 
corresponding unweighted rates. This is primarily due to subsampling and the fact that subsampled 
groups with higher weights participated at a lower rate. 

Table 4. 8-1 presents statistics for the first follow-up full cross-sectional sample, which 
includes both base year retained and freshened sample members. The statistics are reported with 
respect to three study components--student, dropout, and school--and selected sample member and 
tenth grade school characteristics. 

Although students participated at a somewhat higher overall rate in the first follow-up than 
did students in the base year, the first follow-up weighted response rate is lower (91.1 % versus 
93.4%). The lower first follow-up rate is largely due to subsampling, in particular subsampled 
transfer stuµents because they carry a relatively large weight but participated at a lower rate. A 
second factor contributing marginally to the slightly lower first follow-up student completion rate is 
the rate of participation among freshened students. The response rate among first time sample 
members was 87 .5 percent (unweighted) compared to 94.1 percent (unweighted) for their base year 
retained classmates. 

With regard to dropouts, 91 percent completed a dropout questionnaire. And, of those who 
completed a questionnaire, 49 percent completed a cognitive test. The lower rate of participation on 
the cognitive tests can be attributed primarily to the resource conservation strategy of not 
administering cognitive tests to sample members who completed either an abbreviated or modified 
version of the dropout questionnaire. 

Completion rates for the panel sample (students and dropouts combined) are reported in Table 
4.8-2. For the purpose of this table, completion rates are calculated as the number of interviews 

57 First follow-up schools do not constitute a representative sample of tenth grade schools, although a 
representative sample of eighth graders matriculated to them. Schools, and hence, scho.ol administrators 
were selected for participation in the first follow-up through association with selected first follow-up 
sample members. To conduct school effectiveness research, users should use the School Effects 
Augmentation data which will become available after the completion of the second follow-up. 

68 The teacher completion rate is not available fcir this user's manual, but will be included in the user's 
manual for the NELS:88 first follow-up teacher component and in the final technical report. 
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completed in both the base year and first follow-up (N of panel members) divided by the number of · 
all in-scope base year retained sample members who completed a base year student questionnaire (N 
of potential panel members). 59 Panel completion rates are shown for students and dropouts 
combined by selected sample member and eighth grade school characteristics. . Weighted and 
unweighted response rates are also displayed in terms of panel members whose parents completed a 
parent questionnaire in the base year. 

Base-year retained respondents participated at approximately the same rate in the first follow-
up (93%) as they did in the base year (94%; Table 4.4-4). Cognitive test data were collected from 
89 percent of panel students and dropouts who completed a questionnaire. Again, this somewhat 
lower rate of response on the cognitive test is largely due to the strategy of not administering 
cognitive tests to sample members who completed either an abbreviated or modified version of the 
first follow-up questionnaire, However, 99 percent of the panel sample completed at least one 
cognitive test either in the base year or first follow-up. Additionally; for 94.3 percent of base year 
retained sample members, a parent completed a parent questionnaire in · the base year. The high 
correspondence between sample member and parent parti~ipation makes it possible to use the first 
follow-up panel weight with parent data with only little risk of appreciable bias. 

Table 4.8-3 displays summary completion rate statistics for panel student members only by 
selected student and eighth grade school characteristics. The first follow-up response rate for base 
year retained .students alone is 93 percent. First follow-up school questionnaire data were collected 
for 91 percent of panel students; for almost 100 percent of panel students, either base year or first 
follow-up school data is available. 

Readers may notice what appears to be a discrepancy between the number of "potential panel" members 
reported in Table 4.8-2 (N= 18,261) and Table 4 .4-4 (N= 18,394). While both figures reflect the number 
of base year retained sample members who completed a base year student questionnaire, subsequent to 
the base year, 133 base year completers who were selected for participation in the first follow-up became 
out-of-scope (i.e., deceased, mentally or physically disabled, or out-of-country). 
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0 
.... Table 4.8-1 NELS:88 first follow-up completion rates (10th grade cross-section) by sample eligibility 
ex, 

Stud.ent Student 10th grade Dropout Dropout 10th grade School School 
questionnaire test• questionnaire testb questionnairec questionnaired 

Completion rates Completion rates Completion rates Completion rates Completion rates Completion rates 
Weighted Unweighted Weighted Unweighted Weighted Unweighted Weighted Unweighted Weighted Unweighted Weighted Unweighted 

\ 
Total 91.09 94.10 94.14 9$.23 90.97 89.84 48.56 50.05 NA 97.07 91.97 96.94 
Participated 18,221 17,352 I 1,043 522 1,291 · 17,663 
Selected 19,363 18,221 1,161 1,043 1,330 18,221 
School type• 
Public 91.66 94.38 94.34 95.39 NA NA NA NA NA 97.41 93 .20 97.28 
Catholic 97.53 97.62 95.22 97.05 NA NA NA NA NA 95.90 . 88.95 95.22 
Other private 89.51 93.27 91.64 93.53 NA NA NA NA NA 95.16 82.77 97.89 

Urbanicity6 
Urban 90.36 93.64 92.29 93.53 . NA NA NA NA NA 96.65 90.95 96.90 
Suburban 92.25 94.53 94.80 95.91 NA NA NA NA NA 96.94 92.97 9.7.19 
Rural 93.31 95.73 . 95.91 96.66 NA NA NA NA NA 98.76 94.17 98.11 . 

Region• 
Northeast 91.84 93.26 93.57 94.32 NA NA NA NA NA 95.10 93.83 96.87 
South 93.09 95.78 94.68 96.12 NA NA NA NA NA 97.82 91.43 97.18 
North Central 93.60 95.42 97.22 97.45 NA NA NA NA NA 98.46 94.70 98.58 
West 87.46 92.02 90.02 92.08 NA NA NA NA NA 96.17 90.17 95.80 

Ethnicity 
Asian/PI 90.71 92.96 93.59 94.64. 70.37 75.00 23.77 28.57 NA NA 94.63 · 97.28 
Hispanic 88.32 92.75 90.18 92.54 91.72 87.64 43.81 50.22 NA NA 89.46 94.39 
Black 88.85 93.89 92.13 94.02 89.02 81..10 39.41 48.77 NA NA 87.92 95.88 
White 93.56 95.69 95.14 96.02 93.78 94.06 55.26 52.39 NA NA 92.95 97.55 
Am. Indian 88.46 92.15 97.78 97.76 88.62 83.33 40.46 36.00 NA NA 93.65 97.31 
Refused/Missing 28.92 35.52 80.40 80.43 66.25 62.86 27.72 31.82 NA NA NA NA 

• 10th grade cognitive test coverage rate for each student who bas completed a student questionnaire. 
b 10th grade cognitive test coverage rate for each dropout who has completed a dropout questionnaire. 

10th grade school completion rate (for school questionnaire), where at least one student has completed a student questionnaire. 
d 10th grade school questionnaire coverage rate for each student who bas completed a student questionnaire. 
• Refers to 10th grade school. 
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Table 4.8-2 NELS:88 combined base year and first follow-up completion rates (panel members) by sample eligibility 
for student/dropout and parent surveys 

Student/Dropout· Student/Dropout Student/Dropout Parent 
questionnaire cognitive test' cognitive test' questionnaireb 

(Both BY and lF) (Both BY and lF) (BY and/or lF) (BY only) 
Completion rates Completion rates Completion rates Completion rates 

Weighted Unweighted Weighted Unweighted Weighted Unweighted Weighted Unweighted 

Total 92.77 95.42 89.05 90.47 99.53 99.66 94.32 94.00 
Participated 17,424° 15,763 17,365 16,378 
Selected 18,261 17,424 17,424 17,424 
·School typed 
Public 92.43 95.37 88.50 90.00 99.54 99.67 94.77 95.17 
Catholic 95.24 96.12 93.82 93.72 99.23 99.63 90.44 86.61 
Other private 94.84 95.25 91.11 91.91 99.85 99.64 92.61 89.67 
Urbanicity'1 
Urban 91.02 94.39 84.89 88.32 99.02 99.60 92.31 92.05 
Suburban 92.29 94.85 89.61 90.65 99.65 99.63 94.44 93.69 
Rural 94.94 97.05 91.67 91.98 99.78 99.75 95.80 96.00 
Regiond 
Northeast 93,09 94.51 88.90 89.55 99.63 99.60 91.77 87.90 
South 93;86 96.61 87.97 90.46 99.25 99.61 95.66 95.10 
North central 94.35 96.18 93.85 94.07 99.74 99.78 96.73 · 97.18 
West 88.28 93.16 84.34 86.45 99.67 99.64 90.95 92.45 
Ethnicity 
Asian/PI 90.68 93.87 87.65 90.53 99.99 99.91 91.32 91.86 
Hispanic 89.38 93.73 84.83 86.38 99.56 99.58 89.96 89.87 
Black 88.48 93.44 81.59 86.98 98.62 99.55 90.90 92.47 
White 94.30 96.23 91.03 91.71 99.68 99.68 96.08 95.51 

. Am. Indian 87.36 91.16 91.36 90.31 99.38 99.49 76.80 76.53 
Refused/Missing 83.98 92.86 53.41 69.23 93.10 92.31 00.00 00.00 
Minority schooJsd 
Schools with more than 
19% minority students 85.87 92.69 79.63 83.14 99.72 99.76 90.98 91.45 
Schools with less than 
19% minority students 93.54 95.71 90.02 91.23 99.51 99.65 94.67 94.26 

• Cognitive test covera;e rate for each sample member who has completed a BY student questionnaire and lF student/dropout questionnaire. 
b BY parent questionnaire coverage rate for each sample member who has completed a BY student questionnaire and lF student/dropout questionnaire. 
• Sample members who participated in the base year and first follow-up. 
d Refers to 8th grade schools. 



Table 4.8-3 NELS:88 combined base year and first follow-up completion rates (panel members) by sample eligibility 
for the student (only) and school surveys 

Student School School 
questionnaire questionnaire• questionnaire• 

(Both BY and lF) (Both BY and lF) (BY and/or lF) 
Completion rates Completion rates Completion rates 

Weighted Unweighted Weighted Unweighted Weighted Unweighted 

Total 92.57 · 95.41 ·. 90.59 95.68 99.88 99.91 
. Participated 16,659b 15,939 16,644 

Selected 17,461 16,659 16,659 
School type0 

.Public 92.19 95.36 91.45 95.58 99.86 99.89 
Catholic 95.19 96.07 87.77 95.75 100.0 100.0 
Other private 94.83 95.24 81.11 96.40 100.0 100.0 
Urbanicity0 

Urban 90.68 94.37 85.08 93.50 99.83 99.74 
Suburban 92.10 94.86 90.25 95.03 99.82 99.94 
Rural 94.83 97.02 95.51 98.32 100.0 100.0 
Region• 
Northeast 92.88 94.44 91.52 95.57 99.96 99.97 
South 93.58 96.57 90.36 95.98 99.85 99.97 
North central 94.34 96.18 92.47 97.84 . 99.77 99.75 
West 88.01 93.31 87.26 92.28 99.99 99.97 
Ethnicity 
Asian/PI 90.74 94.03 90.06 93.85 99.90 99.90 
Hispanic 88.77 93.65 85.89 91.30 99.64 99.80 
Black 87.92 93.56 86.03 94.56 99.94 99.94 
White 94.16 96.17 91.99 96.73 99.89 99.92 
Am. Indian · 86.69 91.33 91.58 95.53 100.0 100.0 
Refused/Missing 78.10 91.67 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 
Minority schoolsc 
Schools with more than 19% 
minority students 85.13 92.89 85.35 89.52 00.00 100.0 · 
Schools with less than 19% 
minority students 93.39 95.67 91.12 96.31 00.00 99.00 

:, 
• School questionnaire coverage rate for .each student who has completed a BY student questionnaire and IF student questionnaire. 
b PANEL students only. 
c Refers to 8th grade schools. 
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V. Data Control and Preparation 

This chapter describes the procedures used to transform responses from first follow-up 
questionnaires into a data file. The procedures followed during the first follow-up were identical to the 
ones used_ in the base year. To efficiently accommodate the large number of documents, the student 
questionnaires and cognitive tests were optically scanned. Dropout and new student supplement data were 
captured by conventional key-to-disk methods. Several procedures were implemented to prepare these 
documents for optical scanning or data entry. These procedures included monitoring the receipt of 
completed questionnaires, editing completed questionnaires for missing information, retrieving the missing 
information, coding certain questionnaire items, if applicable, and preparing the documents for 
microfilming or archival storage. · 

5.1 On-site Editing and Retrieval 

As in the base year, the first student and dropout questionnaire (including the new student 
supplement) data control and preparation activity was editing questionnaires and retrieving missing 
information. NORC field staff conducted on-site editing of the student and dropout questionnaires by first 
checking that the respondent identification number was correctly filled in. Next, "critical items," were 
checked for completeness. Critical items are listed in Appendix T. 

If the response to one or more of the critical items was missing, undecipherable, or had multiple 
categories marked when only one response was admissable, the NORC field staff member privately 
pointed ottt the problem to the respondent. If, after prompting, the sample member indicated that he or 
she had chosen not to answer the question, the NORC staff member marked a "no retrieval" response 
for the item. No retrieval was indicated by filling in an oval positioned to the left of each critical item. 
The "no retrieval" responses were used later during the machine editing process to assign a "refused" 
response to the critical items. 

5.2 Monitoring and Receipt Control 

After completing data collection and on-site editing, NORC field staff prepared the student and/or 
dropout questionnaires and cognitive tests for mailing to NORC. Once these packages were received at 
NORC they passed through several steps. First, receipt control clerks checked each student/dropout 
questionnaire for completeness and reviewed the transmittal documents to ensure that the case ID numbers 
matched. A final disposition code was assigned to the corresponding sample member by the team leader. 
The disposition code indicated whether test data, questionnaire data, or a combination of the two were 
completed by the sample member. As in the base year, receipt control clerks then entered this disposition 
code into NORC's microcomputer-based system called the Survey Management System (SMS). At the 
time of entry, the SMS generated and automatically entered the date that data for each case was received. 

5.3 In-house Editing and Coding 

The next step was to edit the confidential locator pages for legibility and remove the pages from 
the rest of the questionnaire. (Only the student questionnaire contained removable locator pages.) For the 
new student supplements, students and dropouts were asked to provide information about their parents' 
occupations which required coding. NORC coders used the same coding procedure used in the base year 
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to collapse the open-ended occupation responses into one of nineteen categories. (A list ofthe occupation 
categories can be found on page 14 of the base year parent questionnaire in question 34B.) 

5.4 Data Entry and Archival Storage 

When editing was completed, student questionnaires were separated into two parts, each of which 
received different treatment with respect to data entry and archiving: First, .the locator pages, containing 
identifying information, were removed from each questionnaire. This information was subsequently filed 
.in locked file cabinets in a locked and secured room. Data entry for the remaining part ofthe each student 
questionnaire and the cognitive tests was performed through an optical mark reading procedure. Optical 
mark reading was conducted by NORC's subcontractor, Questar Data Systems, Inc., which received the . 
questionnaires and tests in batches for processing. Questar also arranged to have questionnaires and tests 
photographed onto microfilm. Once the questionnaires and tests were sc;anned and photographed they 
were destroyed and the rolls of microfilmed questionnaires and tests were returned to NORC for archival 
storage. The new student supplements and dropout questionnaires were converted to machine readable 
form at NORC. 
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VI. Data Processing of the Student and Dropout Questionnaires 

Data processing activities spanned the entire length of the NELS:88 base year and first follow-up 
student surveys, beginning with sample selection, through receipt control and machine editing, and ending 
with the preparation of public use data files and user documentation. • Since data processing activities 
varied little between the base year and first follow-up, this chapter is written with respect to data 
processing activities in the first follow-up. If ai1 activity deviated substantially from what was performed 
in the base year, an explanation of how processing occurred in the base year is given. 

6.1 Receipt Control Procedures 

Tracking and receipt of questionnaire data for all respondent populations was accomplished 
through the NORC Survey Management System. The system kept a record for each sample member 
which contained such information as the school ID, the sample member ID, and student/dropout 
disposition codes. Student/dropout disposition codes were used to track completion rates of the sample 
during data collection. At the end of the data collection period the SMS file of disposition codes was 
merged with the scanned or keyed data to identify discrepancies in IDs or final status. In most cases, 
it was possible to resolve such discrepancies by referring to the microfilm or hardcopy of the documents. 

6.2 Storage and Protection of Completed Instruments and Records 

Whenever questionnaires were not being processed, they were filed in locked cabinets. After 
editing, the locator pages containing the respondent's name and ID were detached and filed in a locked 
cabinet, in a locked room. From this point on, the respondent's name and address could no longer be 

· associated with his or her responses to the questionnaire. Questionnaires were stored in locked file 
cabinets in locked rooms until they were transmitted to the scanning subcontractor, who observed 
identical security and confidentiality protection safeguards. Dropout questionnaires were handled 
similarly. When the documents were not actually being keyed, they were stored in locked cabinets in 
a locked room. 

6.3 · Optical Scanning 

With the exception of the student locator section, NORC used the optical mark read (OMR) 
method of data conversion for the base year and first follow-up student questionnaire and tests . (Key-to-
disk equipment at NORC was used for · conversion of the locator section of the base year student 
questionnaire and for the entire first follow-up dropout questionnaire and the new student supplement). 
Student materials were optically scanned using equipment that read darkened ovals or marks on the page. 
The scanning subcontractor conducted extensive tests and checks of the machine's ability to correctly read 
the darkened ovals. To check the accuracy of data conversion, the scanning programs were tested in two 
ways: through use of dummy questionnaires specifically designed to detect scanning errors or problems, 
and by running a substantial number of real documents through the system. Final data from the first 
batch of questionnaires scanned were carefully checked against the original documents to assure that 
complete accuracy had been attained. 
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6.4 Machine Editing 

Conventions for editing, coding, error resolution, and documentation adhered as closely as 
possible to the procedures and standards previously established for HS&B and NLS-72. 

After the scanning contractor completed student data conversion and supplied NORC with a raw 
data tape and the dropout data were keyed, the combination of machine editing and visual inspection of 
the output began. The tasks performed included: resolving inconsistencies between filter and dependent 
questions, supplying the appropriate missing data codes for questions left blank, detecting illegal codes 
and converting them to missing data codes and investigating inconsistencies or contradictions in the d~ta. 
Variable frequencies and crosstabulations were inspected before and after these steps to verify the 
correctness and appropriateness of the automated machine editing processes. 

Inconsistencies between filter and dependent questions were resolved in the machine editing 
process. In most instances, dependent questions that conflicted with the skip instructions of a filter 
question contained data that, although possibly valid, were superfluous. For instance, respondents 
sometimes indicated "no" to a filter question and then continued to answer "no" to subsequent dependent 
items. When a filter • question indicated that subsequent questions(s), should have been skipped, the 
subsequent dependent questions were set to a value of legitimate skip with one exception. In the 
exception, if the dependent questions were answered in a manner that was inconsistent with the filter but 
consistent within the dependent items, the filter was back edited (changed) and made consistent with the 
dependent responses. If a multiple response or no answer was given to a filter question, the question was 
assigned an appropriate reserve code ("6", "7" or "8") and all subsequent questions that might have been 
skipped were processed as if the respondent should have answered them. 

The frequency with which responses were recoded to legitimate skip for each skip pattern was 
closely monitored. Frequency distributions of responses before and after editing were inspected. All 
filter questions and their respective dependent items were displayed in crosstabulations so that staff could 
verify the correctness of the recoding. 

After improperly answered questions were converted to blanks, the student data were passed 
through a second step in the editing program that supplied the appropriate reserve codes for blank 
questions. Where a value was not provided by the respondent, a reserve code fills the field. These codes 
are as follows: 

6=MULTIPLE RESPONSE 
?=REFUSED (if a critical item is missing and the retrieval oval is checked) 
8=MISSING 
9=LEGITIMATE SKIP 

If the field is longer than one column, the right-hand column contains one of the above codes and 
the rest of the columns are filled with "9"s. 

Critical items followed a somewhat different machine editing process. This process relied on 
reading whether the critical item "retrieval oval" was marked. Data collection procedures instructed field 
interviewers to mark the retrieval oval if an attempt was made to retrieve data from a respondent. These 
flags then were used to set corresponding blank diita to REFUSED. Although retrieval variables were 
present in the questionnaire, they are not present in the data since their purpose was to determine correct 
reserve codes. Any critical item that was blank, not a legitimate skip, and whose respective retrieval oval 
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was not marked was coded as "8" (missing). If a filter was coded "7" (refused), all subsequent questions 
that might have been skipped were processed as if the respondent should have answered them. Filters 
that were coded "6" (multiple response) or "8" (missing) were handled the same way. 

·Detection of out-of-range codes was completed during scanning or data entry for all questions 
except those permitting an open-ended response. Questions with unusually high non-response or multiple 
response were checked by verifying the data in the questionnaire (on microfilm for student, hardcopy for 
dropout) . 

Many questions were posed in both the student and dropout questionnaires . However, 
occasionally the response codes used in the two questionnaires were different. In addition, some of the 
response scales used were the same as those used in base year and/or HS&B but with the scale reversed. 
After machine editing was completed, the affected items were recoded. First follow-up student 
questionnaire items were recoded to match comparable items in HS&B and base year. Then the dropout 
items were recoded to coincide with the student codes. 

6.5 Data File Preparation 

The conventions used to assign SAS and SPSS-X variable names are as consistent as possible with 
HS&B and NLS-72. In those two surveys, variable names were assigned according to the survey wave 
and the question number. A similar system was developed for NELS:88. For example, BYS56A, is 
from the base year student survey, question 56, part A. Likewise, F1S7D, is from .the first follow-up 
student survey, question 7 part D. 

Most composite variables were constructed using responses from two or more questionnaire items. 
In some cases, composites were derived from variables from different databases. Others were constructed 
by recoding a variable and some were simply copied from a different data source to this file for the user's 
convenience. Generally, the names of the first follow-up flags and weights begin with Fl, while the base 
year flag variables and weights begin with BY. If the variable is a school-level variable placed on the 
student file, the composite variable name begins with G 10 (for grade 10) or G8 (for grade 8 in base 
year). The names of the first follow-up composite variables built from student level files all begin with 
Fl. This scheme varies somewhat from base year. Base year composites thought to be valid for all 
waves of NELS:88 were not prefaced with BY, while those thought to be specific to the base year survey 
were. The composite variables which do not follow a consistent rule from base year to first follow-up 
are: 

Base Year First Follow-Up 
SEX FlSEX 
RACE FlRACE 
HISP Not in Fl 
API FlAPI 
HEARIMP Not in Fl 
HANDPAST Not in Fl 
BIRTHMO . FlBIRTHM 
BIRTHYR FlBIRTHY 

The only reserve code used for composite variables is that of missing data. For one-column . 
variables that is an "8", for variables greater than one column, the left-most columns are filled with "9"s 
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(9 ... 8). This reserve code is used when the sources for data are missing due to either item nonresponse 
or nonparticipation in all or part of the components of the study. Appendices H (base year) and I (first 
follow-up) contain explanations of the conditions under which specific composite variables were assigned 
a missing code. 
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VII. Guide to the Data Files and Codebook 

The NELS:88 first follow-up public use data files are available on four separate magnetic tapes, 51 

one for each study component: the student (including key classification variables for dropouts) survey, 
the dropout survey, the teacher survey and the school administrator survey. The data set for the student 
survey component includes two data files. They are: 

1. Base year data. The base year file contains the base year student questionnaire data, the 
base year weight and .base year composites. There is a record in this file for every base 
year participant (N=24,599), regardless of whether or not the sample member was 
retained in the first follow-up. That is, the first file is the same data set as the original 
base year student file. 

2. · First follow-up student data. The first follow-up "student" file merges first follow-up 
data from the student and dropout questionnaires. This "student" file contains first 
follow-up student questionnaire data, first follow-up dropout questionnaire data for 21 
dropout items which also appear in the student questionnaire,52 first follow-up weights, 
first follow-up composites and new student supplement data (basic demographic data 
collected from freshened sample members and base year non-respondents). Base year 
data that are equivalent to those items asked in the new student supplement have been 
mapped into the new student supplement data. Basic demographic information is 
available on this data file for all Cases that completed either a base year student 
questionnaire or a new student supplement. The file contains a record for every first 
follow-up sample member, whether or not they participated. Thus, there are. 20,706 
records in this file including the OBEMLA oversamples (18,221 participating students, 
1,043 participating dropouts and 1,442 non-participants.) 

The first follow-up student file can be used alone or merged with the base year student file, parent 
file or with the base year or first follow-up teacher and school files. 

Since several types of sample members exist (first time participating freshened students, base year 
and first follow-up participants and base year participants not enrolled in tenth grade in 1990), the analyst 
must use the proper sample identification and participation flags and weights to produce accurate 
statistics. Therefore; before describing the data files, several suggestions on how to use the files are 
offered that should be helpful to the analyst. These are followed by a complete description of the content 
and organization of the two data files and a guide to the associated codebooks. 

In the section on the data files, the reader should pay particular attention to the composite 
variables. which have been specially constructed to streamline substantive analyses. Since researchers 
often need to control for education level, urbanicity of school, socioeconomic status and the like, a set 
of dassification variables has been carefully constructed that can be used for this purpose. Complete 

61 While the initial release of the data is in tape format, a version of both the restricted and public use data 
files is currently being prepared in a Compact Disc Read-Only Memory (CD-ROM) format. 

62 lh fact, 257 items are held in common across the dropout and student questionnaires. However, due to 
the adminstration of abbreviated questionnaires, only 21 of the 257 commonly held items have been 
mapped into the student data file. For a complete explanation of the mapping of these 21 items, the 
reader should consult section 7 .2 of this chapter. 
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specifications used to create these composite variables can be found in Appendix H for base year 
composites and Appendix l for first follow-up composites. Should the analyst choose to create 
alternatives, the data offer many possibilities for doing so. 

7.l. Suggestions for Selecting Participation Flags and Weights and Using Statistical Programs 

Participation flags. One of the first steps to take before running statistical analyses is to select 
the proper participation flags and weight. There are six participation flags (Fl indicates first follow-up, 
BY indicates base year) · which define subsets of the participating sample members. Four of the 
participation flags have two levels, while the remaining two participation flags have three levels. 

For the following four flags, a" 1" means that the indicated documents were·completed and a "O" 
means tha( they were not. 

FlBYQFLG base year student questionnaire completed (1) or not completed (0) 
FlPANFLG ·. both base year and first follow-up questionnaire completed (1) or not completed 

~ · . 

FlTXFLG the cognitive test battery completed (1) or not completed (0) 
·FlNSSFLG · new · student supplement questionnaire completed (1) or not completed (0) 

There are three levels (0, 1 and 2) for the remaining two participation flags. 

1. FlQFLG is the first follow-up participation flag. A value of "2'' for this flag indicates 
that the first follow-up sample member completed a dropout questionnaire. A value of 
"1" for Fl QFLG indicates that the sample member completed a student questionnaire and 
a value of "O" indicates that the sample member did not complete a first follow-up 
questionnaire. 

2. FlADMFLG indicates whether or not a school administrator. questionnaire is available 
for the sample member. A value of "2" indicates that the flag is not applicable for the. 
case. This value applies to dropouts, transfer students (no school level data were 
obtained for dropouts and transfer students) and to nonrespondents. A value of "111 

indicates that a school administrator questionnaire is available and a value of "O" means 
that a school administrator questionnaire is not available -- that is, the school did not 

·respond. 

Sample identification flags. There are two sample identification flags of importance for selecting 
the appropriate sample members for analyses: 

1. ·FlSEQFLG indicates whether or not the sample member was enrolled in tenth grade at 
the time the questionnaire was administered. A value of "l" indicates that the sample 
member was enrolled in a grade other than tenth, while a value of "O;' indicates the 
sample member was enrolled in tenth grade when the questionnaire was administered. 

2. FlSMPFLG indicates the sample member type. A value of "1" indicates that a sample 
member is a freshened sample member (firs( time participant), while a value of "O" 
indicates that a: sample member is an eighth grade cohort member. 
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' . These flags should be used to selectthe subset of responding sample members the analyst wishes 
to examine. For example, if data .are desi.red from all students who participated in both waves .of 
NELS:88 and who have a first follow-up school questionnaire completed, the analysts should use or select 
for FlPANFLG= 1 and FlADMFLG= 1. If a tenth grade cross-sectional analysis is desired, FlQFLG 
(selecting for FlQFLG > 1), and FlSEQFLG (selecting for FlSEQFLG=O) should be used to select 
sample members in the tenth grade who completed a first follow-up questionnaire. (Even when running 
unweighted statistics, the participation flags should be used). · · 

Weights. When the user combines a flag with the appropriate weight, he or she can produce 
population estimates , There are two weights for NELS:88 first follow-up that are· included in the first 
follow-up data: FlQWT and FlPNLWT. FlQWT should be used for producing weighted tenth grade 
student statistics. FlPNLWT should be used for producing weighted student statistics when using both 
the base year and first follow-up data. Panel analyses will use the FlPNLWT, while cross-sectional 
analyses will use the FlQWT. Thus, if FlPANFLG is used to select cases of interest, FlPNLWT 
should be used in analysis. Likewise, if FlBYQFLG is used to select a subset of respondents, BYQWT 
should be used and if FlQFLG is used for selecting cases for analysis, FlQWT should be used . (See 
Chapter III for an explanation of sample weights). 

To compute a weighted estimate of the proportion of students with corresponding school data who 
felt that the school was a safe place (question F1S7M), for example, one would take the following steps: 

1. select all cases with FlQFLG equal to "l" (sample member completed a student 
questionnaire) and FlADMFLG equal to "l" (school questionnaire data available); 

2. invoke the appropriate weight FlQWT; and 

3. run weighted frequencies for the variable F 1 S7M 

The appropriate participation . flags and/or weights should be used if unweighted and 
weighted analyses are to be performed correctly. See Appendix J for specific examples using 
Statistical Analysis System (SAS). 

Note on use of FlPNLWT with base year parent data. For researchers interested in using base 
year parent data with first follow-up student data, the FlPNLWT should be used. FlPNLWT should also 
be used when analyses of solely parent data are performed. Regardless of the research questions under 
examination, when using the FlPNLWT with parent data, users are cautioned to be alert for possible 
skews (due to the fact that nonresponse is not random), and adjust accordingly, especially when 
conducting analyses on subgroups that did not form the differential weighting cells used · to adjust for 
nonresponse. However, since both base year student and parent response rates across various subgroups 
(for example, sex and race/ethnicity) were so high, the first follow-up panel weight (which sums to the 
population total of all students enrolled in eighth grade in 1987-1988) may be U:sed with base year parent 
data with only a small decrease in precision. 

For example, although 6 percent more parents of panel students than panel dropouts participated 
in the base year (94.9 percent and 89 percent respectively), when the longitudinal cohort dropout rate is 
computed as a function of parents who completed a base year questionnaire, the parent derived-dropout 
rate differs from the sample.member-derived rate by .4 percent (5.7 percent and 6.1 percent respectively). 
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· Although sampling weights are discussed in detail in Chapter III a few words are warranted here. 
The NELS:88 data files are designed to be used as weighted data sets in all analyses. The complexity 
of the NELS sample design increases the risk of inaccurate results if the data are analyzed on an 
unweighted basis. Clustering, multistage selection, and disproportionate sampling all contribute potential 
bias and various degrees of unreliability, which can only be avoided by using the weights provided to 
analyze specific subsets of the sample. 

7.1.1 Packaged Statistical Programs -

NCES has responded to numerous questions over the years having to do with statistical analyses · 
of data from earlier longitudinal education studies and now routinely recommends the procedures outlined 
in Appendix J, using SAS with NELS:88 data. SPSS-X can also be used, and the data files contain the 
appropriate control cards for this package. Analysts shouJd contact their own support facilities to obtain 
the information necessary to create an SPSS-X system file from a SAS system file. While this utility is 
probably available at most installations, it should be unnecessary in working with the NELS:88 data since 
both SAS and SPSS-X control cards are provided with the data. 

7 .2· Content and OrganiZation of the Data Files 

The base year raw data file contains 24,599 records; one for each base year sample member who 
completed a base year student questionnaire. 

The first follow-up student raw data file contains a record for all 20,706 participating and 
nonparticipating sample members. Of the 20,706 first follow sample members, 18,221 participated as 
students, 1,043 participated as dropouts and 1,422 did not participate. 

This raw data file contains 546 questionnaire variables on the 18,221 participating students and 
21 questionnaire variables on the 1,043 participating dropouts. Although almost one-half (257) of the 
546 student questionnaire variables also appeared as questions in the dropout questionnaire, only items 
that were completed by all dropout sample members are included on this first follow-up student file. 

By design, appproximately 25 percent of participating dropouts were administered an abbreviated 
questionnaire which included only 21 of the 257 overlapping student-dropout items. Overlapping student-
dropout items not on this data file are included on the separate dropout component data file, and are 
accompanied by an additional questionnaire weight. · This additional weight adjusts for the fact that 25 
percent of the dropouts did not answer a significant portion of the dropout items. When conducting 
analyses with items not in common to the full and abbreviated dropout questionnaires, users must use this 
special nonresponse adjusted weight in order to generalize their findings to the first follow-up population 
of dropouts . 

Although standard classification information and some item of key policy relevance were gathered 
from dropouts who completed the abbreviated questionnaire, more comprehensive information will be 
collected in the second follow-up. (For rnore information on the design of the dropout component, see 
section 4.7.2 in this manual and the NELS:88 First Follow-Up Dropout Component Data File User 's 
Manual.) 

Record layouts for the two files--base year student and first follow-up student--appear in Appendix 
G. The layouts show in detail the organization of the records for each file. The variables are grouped 
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into similar logical sets as discussed below. For the sake of brevity, each item of data is referred to by 
its SAS (SPSS-X) variable name, as .defined in the control cards provided with the data file. 

The student data set contains eight related files. They are: 

1. The base year raw data file with . the following items for each sample member 
participating in the base year: 

a. Randomized ID number (positions 1-7) 
b. Base year student questionnaire data (positions 8-358) 
c. Base year weight, flags, and composites (positions 359-577). 

2. The student raw data file consisting of the following items: 

a. Randomized ID number (positions 1-'7) 
b. First follow-up student questionnaire data (and dropout questionnaire data that 

match student questions) (positions 8-664) 
c. First follow-up weights, flags, and composites (positions 665"'866) 
d. First follow-up new student supplement data with equivalent base year data 

mapped into the new student supplement items (positions 867-941). 

3. SPSS-X control cards for the base year file 

4. SPSS-X control cards for the first follow'-up student file 

5. SAS control cards for the base year file 

6. SAS control cards for the first follow-up student file 

7. SAS system file for the base year data 

8. SAS system file for the first follow-up student file 

The separate first follow-up school file contains school administrator data from 1,296 schools that 
were eligible to receive a school administrator questionnaire (that is, a sample member was enrolled in 
the school as of the 1990 spring term), and that had at least one student sample member participate in 
the study (that is, complete, at minimum, the student questionnaire). The 1,296 school administrator 
questionnaires cover 92 percent (weighted; and 97 %unweighted) of first follow-up participating students. 

7.2.1 Identification Codes 

The first variable on all of the raw data files, STU _ID, is a unique seven-digit student 
identification code consisting of a five digit base year school ID followed by a two-digit student code. 
Both sets of numbers have been randomly assigned to maintain confidentiality. The STU_ ID for students 
added to the first follow-up (freshened students) also consists of a five digit base year school ID followed 
by a two digit student code. Students added to the first follow-up were linked to a base year student. 
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The base year school ID of the linked student was used as the root of the added student's ID. Thus, in 
all cases, the student ID links the first follow-up student to a base year school. 

The four components of the NELS:88 base year--student, parent, teacher, and school--may be 
linked to one another through the indentification codes of each component. The parent identification code 
is the student ID and the first seven-digits of the base year teacher identification code is the student ID, 
and the base year school ID is embedded in the first five digits of each base year component identification 
code. 

Similarly, the three "linkable" components of the first follow-up--student, teacher and school--may 
be linked to one another also through the identification codes of each component. (Note that the first 
follow-up dropout component is not considered a "linkable" component because no teacher or school data 

. were coqected for dropouts.) As in the base year, the first seven digits of the first follow-up _school and 
teacher identification codes are the student's ID (STU _ID). Thus, contextual teacher and school data may 
be appended to student data through a merge statement employing the seven-digit STU_ ID variable which 
appears on all files. First follow-up school data may also be linked to student data through the variable 
FlSCHLID which is a unique five-digit school ID for students' first follow-up schools. The five-digit 
unique FlSCHLID variable appears on the student file. It also appears on the student-level school file 
as part of the 12-digit school identification code. That is, the first seven-digits of the school identification 
code on the school file is the student ID (STU _ID) . followed by a five-digit unique school ID 
(FlSCHLID). Students may be linked to schools, therefore, by merging on the variable FlSCHLID 
which appears in both files. For more information on how to merge and link first follow-up students to 
their first follow-up schools, consult the NELS:88 First Follow-Up School Data File User's Manual. 

Finally, given this identification code strategy--all components' (base year and first follow-up) 
identification codes begin with the unique seven-digit student identification code--base year contextual data 
(school, parent, teacher) may be linked to first follow-up student data through the shared first seven-digits 
of each components' identification code. Similarly, base year student data may be linked to first follow-
up student data through the variable STU _ID ap·pearing on both student files. Figure 7-1 illustrates the 
base year and first follow-up data file linkages. 

7.2.2 Student Questionnaire Information 

Data from the student questionnaire is presented in the same order as the questions appear in the 
document. Dropout data have been mapped into the equivalent student items and therefore do not appear 
in the data file in the same order as the questions were asked in the dropout questionnaire (see Appendix 
G for the record layout for the first follow-up student file). Variables are identified by their SAS (SPSS-
X) name. The first three characters of the variable names indicate the survey wave and source document, 
while the last characters of the variable name are composed of the question number and part. Thus, BYS 
prefaces Base Year Student data, FlS First follow-up Student data, and FlN First follow-up New student 
supplement data. For example, F1S23H is question 23, part H from the first follow-up student 
questionnaire. 

7.2.3 Sampling Weights 

The Fl QWT is calculated from the base year design weight for the student in conjunction with 
his/her probability of selection into the first follow-up and adjusted for the fact that some of the selected 
sample members did not complete the questionnaire. · 
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figure 7-1: Guide to data file linkage for NELS:88 base year and first follow-up 

Base Year First Follow-Up 
Data Files Data Files 

Parent 
STU_JD 1234501 

School 
SCH_JD 12345 

Student 
STU_JD 1234501 

Student 
STU_! D 1234501 

School Te.acher 1 
ISTU_JD, FlSCHLID STU_JD, TEACH 

ID /23450156789 JD 1234501El212 

Teacher 1, Teacher 2 
STU_/ D, TEACH STU_! D, TEACH 
ID 1234501E0JOJ ID 1234501MJ910 

Teacher 2 
STU_! D, TEACH 

JD 123450JM3131 
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The FlPNLWT was developed only for individuals who completed a questionnaire in both the 
base year and first follow-up, The same basic proc~ures and nonresponse adjustment groups were used 
in computing FlPNLWT as those employed in calculating FlQWT. 

7.2.4 Composite Variables 

Most composite variables were constructed using res po rises from two or more questionnaire items. 
In . sorrie cases composites were constructed from numerous variables or variables from different · 
databases. Others were constructed by recoding a variable. A few were simply copied from a different 
data source to this file for the user's convenience. All of the derived variables are described in detail in 
Appendices Hand I, where they are listed along with flags and weights in the order in which they appear 
on the data file. Most of the composite variables can be used as classification variables or independent 
variables in data analysis. For this reason, composite variables may sometimes be referred to as 
classification variables in this document. 

Composites of school-level characteristics provide information about the student's school. 

GlOCTRLl classifies the school into one of five categories: public, Catholic, other religious 
private, other nonreligious private and private--religous affiliation not ascertained. The information for 
GlOCTRLl was taken primarily from the school data file after combining types of private schools. 

·FlSCENRL categorizes the school enrollment and GlOENROL categorizes the tenth grade enrollment 
as reported by the school. GlOURBAN classifies urbanicity; this classification was taken directly from 
the QED (Quality Education Data) file. GlOREGON indicates in which of the four U.S. Census regions 
the school is located. G10CTRL2 classifies the school into public, Catholic, NAIS private, other private 
(not NAIS), and other (non-traditional schooling such as home study, academic instruction while 
incarcerated or institutionalized, receiving vocational instruction at a job corps site, and so on). These 
values were obtained from the QED. G10CTRL2 appears only on the restricted use files. 

. . 

Some school level composites can be considered demographic information, such as school region 
(Gl0REGON) and urbanicity of the respondent's school (Gl{JRBAN). 

Other composite and special variables. Many of the NELS:88 composite variables mark 
respondent demographic characteristics. FlSEX, FlRACE, FlAPI, FlBIRTHM and FlBIRTHY were 
taken directly from the first follow-up new student supplement or the base year composite. The FlSEX 
variable was taken first from the base year student questionnaire or first follow-up new student 
supplement. If these sources were missing or not available, sample member sex was taken from base 
year school rosters. Any records with this variable still missing had sex imputed from the respondent's 
first name, or if that could not be done unambiguously, the value for FlSEX was randomly assigned. 
FlRACE also was constructed from several sources of information. The first source was the student self 
report (from either the base year student questionnaire or the first follow-up new student supplement). 
If the student information was missing or, for student-reported race of American Indian, inconsistent with 
that of the parent, data from the parent questionnaire were used. If FlRACE was still missing, the school 
roster race was used (see Appendix I) . FlAPI (Asian and Pacific Island subgroup) was taken from the 
base year student questionnaire or first follow-up new student supplement and several categories were 
combined. FlBIRTHM and FlBIRTHY were taken directly from the student data and were not subject 
to recoding. 
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Socioeconomic status can be determined from FlSES and FlSESQ. The base year parent 
questionnaire was the primary source used to construct this composite, averaging the nonmissing values 
of five standardized components: father's and mother's educational levels, father's and mother's 
occupations, and family income. For cases without parent data, student data were used from either the 
base year student questionnaire or the first follow-up new student supplement. The first four components 
from the student data are the same as the components used from the parent data and a ranking of material 
possessions was substituted for family income. FlSESQ is simply the FlSES quartile to which the 
respondent belongs. 

Four psychological scales, designed to be as comparable as possible with those on HS&B and 
NLS-72, were constructed from various attitude items. These scales are intended to measure locus-of-
control (FlLOCUSl and F1LOCUS2) and self-concept (FlCNCPTl and F1CNCPT2). FlLOCUSl and 
FlCNCPTl represent the scale items that correspond to NLS-72 and HS&B items. F1LOCUS2 and 
F1CNCPT2 represent all NELS:88 scale items. Each composite scale is the average of the standardized 
scores of the questionnaire items of which it is composed. A quartile ranking was calculated for 
F1LOCUS2 and F1CNCPT2. These variables are named F1LOCU2Q and F1CNCP2Q For a list of the 
component items, the construction procedures and the working of the items in both NELS:88 and HS&B, 
see Appendix I. It is important to note that while the items are comparable, they are not always identical. 

A related set of scales was drawn from Marsh's Self-Description Questionnaire (SDQ II). Marsh's 
self-concept measure is constructed from a hierarchical facet model of a dimensionalized self; it draws 
on both generalized and domain-specific self-concepts. Embodied in question 63 on the student 
questionnaire (and Question 47 on the dropout questionnaire), these scales can be used either in 
conjunction with the other (more general) self-concept measures, or separately to investigate language 
self-concept, mathematics self-concept, and relationship with parents, opposite sex, boys' and girls' self-
concepts. Because items can be combined to form scales in a number of different ways we have not 
constructed special variables for this measure. For instructions on how to do so, see Appendix I of this 
manual. 

Educational/test variables. The cognitive test composites are based upon the test battery 
administered to students participating in the first follow-up. There are four sets of test results for each 
of the four subject areas of reading, mathematics, science and social studies (history/government) 
reported. Naming conventions for these variables are: FlTX (first follow-up test), followed by R for 
reading, M for mathematics, S for science, and H for history/citizenship/geography, and ending with IRR 
for !RT-estimated number right, STD for standardized score, Q for quartile, G for !RT-estimated gain 
from base year to first follow-up. 

In addition, seven more variables for reading, and thirteen for mathematics, are reported. These 
variable names end with PLl, PL2, PL3, and PL4 for the various proficiency levels; PRO for overall 
proficiency; PP1, PP2, PP3, and PP4 for probability of proficiency ( again, for the various levels of the 
mathematics and reading tests) in the first follow-up; and GPl, GP2, GP3, and GP4 for gain in 
probability for the various levels of the mathematics and reading tests. 

Finally, a standardized test composite for reading and mathematics (FlTXCOMP), and its quartile 
(F 1 TXQURT) were also constructed. A detailed description of the cognitive test composites and an 
interpretation of the proficiency ratings appear in Appendix I. 
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7.3 Guide to the Codebook 

The codebook provides a comprehensive description of the base year and first follow-up student 
.data files. For each variable on the data file, the codebook provides a summary of the related 
information. The question number and wording, the variable's tape position and format, and the 
responses to the item along with their unweighted frequency and percent and weighted percent are shown. 
(Please refer to Figure 7-2 for an example. Each portion of the example is numbered. These numbers 
can be used to reference the associated explanation in the text following the Figure.) 

Again, it is worth noting that there · were cases where information not provided by the school 
administrator or the student was obtained from other sources. One example is when information from 
the QED data file was used to fill in missing information about the school. Similarly, information on a 
sample members' sex and race were obtained from the base year school rosters if a base year student 
questionnaire or first follow-up new student supplement was not completed. A full description of these 
substitutions is in Appendix I. In addition, as noted in Chapter m (and VI), certain responses were 
imputed logically as the result of machine editing. In general, however, there were no other attempts at 
imputing data for missing values. Because of this, nonresponse bias may be a problem for items with 
high nonresponse. Such items are documented in Chapter III of this u.ser manual. 

It should be noted that the base year codebook only includes frequencies on weighted and 
unweighted data for the 17,424 panel members. For frequencies on the full base year sample, the analyst 
may produce their own . with the SAS or SPSS-X cards provided, or cpnsult the NELS:88 Base Year 
Student Component Data File User's Manual (NCES 90-464). 

Figure 7-2: Codebook entry 

(1) Question 12L (2) Tape Pos. 19~19 
(3) Format: 11 

(4) F1S12L (5) Most Teachers Listen to R 

(6) Most of my teachers really listened to what I had to say. 

PER- WGTD 
(7) RESPONSE (8) CODES (9) FREQ (10) CENT (11) PCT 

Strongly agree ...... •..... . 1 1672 8.1 % 9.7% 
Agree .................. 2 10767 52.0% 60.0% 
Disagree ............... 3 4402 21.3% 24.7% 
Strongly Disagree ... . ..... 4 864 4.2% 5.6% 

(12) RESERVED CODES: 
Nonrespondents &/or 2485 12.0% (MISS) 
Dropouts multiple response 6 12 .1 % (MISS) 
Missing ............... 8 355 34.0% (MISS) 

Totals: 20706 100.0% 100.0% 
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Explanations: 

1. Question number: In the student files, question number is the same as the student questionnaire 
item number for variables taken directly from the student questionnaires. For dropout items that 
have been mapped into the first follow-up student data see Appendix G. In Appendix G, the.21 
student questionnaire items containing dropout data are noted with an asterisk. Finally, composite 
variables and other items such as flags and weights have variable names that reflect their content. 

2. Tape position: This item gives the starting and ending tape position of each variable on the data 
tape. 

3. Variable format: This item indicates the type of variable, its width, and the number of positions 
following the implicit decimal point, if any. . 

4. SAS and SPSS-X variable name: Each variable on the data set is identified by a unique SAS and 
SPSS-X variable nam~. Data indicators (such as flags and status codes) and composite variables 
are given mnemonics that help identify them, for example, GI OREGON for "Grade 10 Census 
region" and FlSES for "first follow-up socioeconomic status" . For all variables the user should 
be careful always to refer to the variable by its SAS (SPSS-X) variable name in any computing 
procedures, rather than by its question number. 

5. SAS (SPSS-X) variable label: A short variable label appears after the variable name. This label 
is the same as that which appears on the SAS (SPSS-X) data definition cards included on the tape. 

6: Original question wording: This reproduces the exact question wording as it appeared in the 
questionnaire. 

7. Response categories: This item provides either the original response categories (in the case of 
questionnaire items) or the recoded or constructed response categories (for composite variables 
and data indicators, such as flags) . For display in the codebooks, continuous variables have been 
recoded to collapse all valid values into a single response category. This allows the codebook 
tables to show the frequency counts, unweighted percentages, and adjusted weighted percentages 
for continuous variables without printing each distinct value that the variable can take. These 
value labels are not the same as those on the SAS (SPSS-X) data definition cards. Condensed 
value labels that do not cause truncation problems are provided with the data definition cards. 

8. . Response codes: This item provides the actual numerical codes that appear on the data tape in the 
tape position specified (except for continuous variables, where the actual values that appear on 
the tape have been recoded to produce the frequency counts and percentages). Certain codes, 
discussed below, are reserved to indicate missing data, legitimate skips and so forth. 
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9. Frequency counts: This item shows the unweighted frequency counts for ail records th~t were 
processed, including records that have missing data codes, legitimate skips, and so forth. 
Frequency counts on the base year student file include only first follow-up sample members who 
participated in the base year and .first follow-up (N= 17,424). (For frequencies on the full base 
year sample of 24,599 participants, see the Base Year Student Component Data File User's 
Manual [NCES 90-464]). Frequency counts on the first follow-up student file include all sample 

· members regardless of participation (N=20,706). However, first follow-up nonparticipants (did 
not complete a first follow-up student or dropout questionnaire) and dropout participants who 
were not asked the identical question in the dropout questionnaire are noted by the value label 
"NONRESPONDENTS & DROPOUTS II followed by the frequency count of2,485. For dropout 
items mapped into student items, the frequency count for this value lable reads 
"NONRESPONDENTS" equal to 1,442 (the number of first follow-up nonrespondents). 53 

Frequency counts for data_ indicators and composites include the entire first follow-up sample 
(N=20,706). 

10. Unweighted percentage frequencies: This colu·mn displays the frequency counts of item 12L as 
percentages. All records that were processed are included. 

1l. Weighted percentage frequencies: This column displays percentages based on response counts 
weighted up to the relevant populatjon. Cases with reserve code values are excluded from the 
computation. 

12. Reserve codes: In this data set certain codes, termed "reserve codes" have been chosen always 
to stand for certain situations. These reserve codes and their interpretations are: 

6=multiple response more than one response where only one response was called for 

7=refusal . . . . . . . respondent refused to answer an item or refused to resolve a multiple 
response where only one was called for, either at the time of the 
questionnaire administration or at telephone follow-up 

8=missing data . . . data that should be present for this respondent is missing, but respondent 
did not necessarily refuse to provide data 

9-legitimate skip . . . because of responses to preceding questions, data for this item should not 
be present for this respondent; that is, the value is legitimately missing. 

These reserve codes correspond identically to those used in NLS-72 and in HS&B. The codes 
as listed above apply to variables with single-column data fields. For variables with fields greater than 
one column, the left-most columns are filled with 9's (e.g., 96, 996, 9996). 

The categories "NONRESPONDENTS AND DROPOUTS" and "NONRESPONDENTS" are read by SPSSx 
and SAS as missing cases, and appear, for example, on frequency distributions, as the default missing 
value of ". "· · 
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APPENDICES 

Note: Appendices A - L appear in . volume 1 of the user's manual; 
Appendices M - W -- containing English-language versions of the survey instruments and screeners as 
well as lists of critical items - appear in volume 2. The Spanish-language version of the student 
questionnaire, new student supplement, and parent questionnaire for freshened Hispanic students, can 
be found in the NELS:88 first follow-up finai technical report. · · · 
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I. Introduction 

In addition to surveying students, NELS:88 collected data from students' parents, teachers, 
and school administrators, in order to provide researchers with contextual sources with which to 

. integrate and analyze the-primary student data. Information about instrument development and data 
collection procedures for these contextual components is contained in this appendix. More detailed 
information about the base year or first follow-up school, teacher, and parent components may be 
found in the appropriate user's manuals for each data file. 

II. Data Collection Instruments 

2.1 School Administrator Questionnaire 

The primary purpose of the school administrator questionnaire, both in the base year and first 
follow-up, was to gather general descriptive information about the educational setting and 
environment associated with the individual students who were selected for participation_ in NELS:88. 
This school information describes the overall academic climate in terms of enrollments and 
educational offerings, as well as specific school practices and policies. The information obtained 
through the school administrator questionn~e provides supplemental data to that provided by the 
student questionnaire so..t:hat student outcomes can be considered in terms of the educational setting. 
The NELS:88 base year survey provided a national probability sample of eighth grade schools, and 
thereby served a second purpose--to provide a stand-alone school dataset. However, because the first 
foilow-up school sample does not constitute a national probability sample of schools, the first follow-
up school administrator data should be used only to supplement student-level analyses. 

In the base year, a self-administered 40-minute school administrator questionnaire was 
completed by the school principal, headmaster, or other knowledgeable school administrator 
designated by the principal. The questionnaire was designed to collect information about school, 
student, and teacher characteristics; school policies and practices; the school's grading and testing 
structure; school programs and facilities; parent involvement in the school; and school climate. 
NORC and its subcontractor, Westat, collaborated in designing the base year instrument. 

The first follow-up school administrator questionnaire covered much the same topics as in the 
base year; however, administration time for this instrument in the first follow-up was sixty minutes. 
The questionnaire was completed by the school principal, headmaster, or· other school official 
designated by the principal of eligible schools. 1 

An abbreviated version of the first follow-up school administrator questionnaire was designed 
to be administered to school administrators who had not completed a questionnaire when data 
collection was halted in June, 1990. These school administrators, or their designees, were surveyed 
over the telephone during the second data collection period of the first follow-up. 

New schools brought into NELS:88 by virtue of student mobility (i.e., sample members who 
transferred to a non-NELS school after the first day of the 1989-90 school year) were not eligible for 
the school administrator or teacher surveys. 
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The abbreviated versions of the original instruments consisted mainly of locator information 
and key policy-relevant items. A list of questions contained in the abbreviated instruments and 
corresponding question numbers in the original instrum.ents appears in Appendix S. 

2.2 Teacher Questionnaire 

In both the base year and first follow-up, a self-administered questionnaire was completed by 
selected teachers responsible for instructing sampled students in two of the four cognitive test subjects 
(mathematics, science, reading, and social studies). Teachers were asked to respond to the 
questionnaire items in relation to a specific list of sampled students enrolled in their classes. The 
teachers of each sample member were chosen, when possible, from the same two cognitive test areas 
that were chosen for that student in the base year. (In some cases, however, students who were not 
enrolled in classes in the same subject areas as the base year were evaluated by teachers in · 
"substitute" sµbjects.) 

The NELS:88 teacher component was designed primarily to provide teacher information that 
can be used to analyze the behaviors and outcomes of the student sample, including the effects of 
teaching on longitudinal student outcomes. The teacher-student-class linked design of this component 
does not provide a stand-alone analysis sample of teachers, but instead permits specific teacher 
characteristics and practices to be directly related to the characteristics and outcome measures for 
sainpled students. The teacher questionnaire is arguably the critical instrument for investigating the 
student's specific learning environment. 

The teacher questionnaire attempts to illuminate qu~tions of the quality, equality, and 
diversity of educational opportunity by obtaining information in the following four content areas: 

Teacher's assessment of the student's school-related behavior and academic 
performance, educational and career goals (e.g., likelihood student will go to college, 
student motivation, effort, absenteeism, and class participation). Respondents 
completed this section with respect to the sample members they instructed for a 
particular subject matter. 

Information about the class the teacher taught to the sample member (e.g., track 
assignments, instructional methods, homework assignments, and curricular contents). 
In this section of the instrument, classroom topic coverage ("Opportunity to Learn") 
items have been articulated with the cognitive tests. 

Information about the teacher's background and activities (e.g., academic training, 
years of teaching experience, employment status). 

Information about the school social climate and organizational culture aild ethos (e.g., · 
teacher autonomy, participation in determining school policy, and relationships with 
the principal). 
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2.3 Parent Questionnaire 

In the base year, a self-administered 30-minute questionnaire was completed by one of the 
student's parents on about the same date that the student questionnaire and eighth grade tests were 
administered. The instructions in the questionnaire and accompanying letter directed the most 
knowledgeable parent or guardian, defined as the parent who knows the most about the .student's 
educational activities and related behaviors, to complete the questionnaire. In accordance with this 
definition, the respondent was self-selected. 

· The parent questionnaire was designed to collect information from parents about factors that 
influence educational attainment and participation. The object of the parent questionnaire was to 
provide data that could be used primarily in the analysis of student behaviors and outcomes, and only 
secondarily as a data set by itself. The questions focused on family background and socioeconomic 
characteristics, and on the character of the home educational support system. In addition, the parent . 
instrument collected data related to parental behaviors and circumstances with which the student may 
not be familiar, such as parental education and occupation, and contained more sensitive items 
relating to income and religious affiliation. English and Spanish language versions of the questionnaire 
were made available to parents. 

Parents of sample members were not surveyed in the first follow-up, but the parent 
component will be included once again in the second follow-up wave. 

m. Data Collection 

3.1 Base Year Data Collection 

In the base year, data was collected from 22,651 parents, and from 5,193 teachers and 1,035 
school administrators in 1,052 schools. Data collection was accomplished through self-administered 
instruments that were normally received in the schools and then delivered to the intended respondent 
via the school coordinator, NORC representative, or, in the case of the parent, the student. 

3.1.1 Base Year Parent Survey 

A self-administered questionnaire was hand-delivered by the student to his or her home with a 
written request that it be "completed by the parent or guardian who is most familiar with the student's 
current school situation and educational plans." One parent of each sampled student in the core 
sample was included in the parent survey. 

Approximately 40 percent of parent questionnaires were returned through the schools or 
directly to NORC without further intervention. A mixed mode follpw-up design was used to pursue 
parents who failed to return a completed questionnaire several weeks after the questionnaire should 
have been received. The follow-up was executed in two stages. Parents first received a telephone 
prompt from an NORC central office interviewer, encouraging them to complete and return the 
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questionnaire promptly.2 The telephone prompt accounted for an additional 20 percent of the 
completed cases. If a case was still outstanding twci' weeks after the telephone prompt, it was 
transferred to an NORC field interviewer for follow-up. Field interviewers were instructed to attempt 
to complete the case by telephone administration. Failing that, the interviewer was instructed to make 
a personal visit to the respondent's home in an attempt to conduct a face-to-face interview. Further 
details of the parent survey data collection may be found in the NELS:88 Base Year Parent Component 
Data File User's Manual.3 . 

3.1.2 Base Year Teacher Survey 

A self-administered teacher questionnaire was distributed to selected eighth grade teachers of 
the sampled students. Teachers were selected on a preassigned basis in two of four subject 
areas---mathematics, science, English, social studies. Each school was randomly assigned to one of the 
following combinations of curriculum areas: mathematics and English; mathematics and social studies; 
science and English; and science and social studies. 

Thus, at any given school, each sampled student's current teacher(s) in each of the two 
designated subject areas was selected to receive a teacher questionnaire. This selection procedure was 
designed to ensure representation of mathematics or science curriculum and English or social studies in . 
all schools. (Combinations -of English and social studies as well as science and mathematics were 
excluded by the design.) The design also achieved balanced representation of the four curriculum area 
combinations across the school variables of control (public, Catholic, and other private), level 
(elementary, middle, junior-senior high school), geographical stratum, and school size. On average, 
five teachers per school were asked to participate in the teacher survey. 

As part of a larger mailing, school coordinators received the teacher questionnaires 
approximately two weeks before the scheduled Survey Day. The packet contained a cover letter, teacher 
questionnaire, and a study brochure. School coordinators were responsible for delivering the materials 
to the selected teachers and requesting that they complete and return the questionnaire prior to the 
scpeduled Survey Day. School coordinators were also responsible for collecting the completed 
questionnaires so tha( they could be picked up by the NORC representative on Survey Day. Telephone 
follow-up activities for teachers who did not return a completed questionnaire were conducted by 
NORC's subcontractor, Westat. 

3.1.3 Base Year School Administrator Survey 

For the school survey, the school administrator (principal or other chief administrator) was 
asked to complete a questionnaire before the scheduled Survey Day. About two weeks before the 
Survey Day, school coordinators received a school administrator questionnaire packet which contained a 
cover letter, questionnaire, and study brochure. School coordinators were responsible for delivering the 
materials to the school administrator. They were also instructed to collect the completed questionnaire 
on or before Survey Day so that it could be picked up by the NORC representative. After that date, 
school administrators could mail their completed questionnaires directly to Westat in prepaid business 

2 In order to deliver a parent questionnaire to those few students who did not attend Survey Day or 
Orientation Day, the parents were contacted during the prompting follow-up phase and a 
questionnaire was mailed to them. 

3 Ingels, S.J.; Abraham, S.; Rasinski, K.A.; Karr, R.; Spencer, B.D.; Frankel, M.R. March 1990; NCES 
90-466. 
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reply envelopes provided for this purpose. Follow-up activities for administrators who did not return a 
completed questionnaire were conducted by W estat. 

3.2 First Follow-Up Data Collection 

Data collection procedures for the first follow-up school and teacher components mirrored those 
of the corresponding base year surveys. As before, self-administered instruments were sent to the 
participating schools, and the school coordinator (or, in some cases, the NORC representative) was 
asked to distribute the questionnaires to the school administrator and designated teachers. 

3.2.1 First Follow-Up School Administrator Survey 

In the spring of 1990, the chief administrators (or their designees) of all schools with first 
follow-up sample members still in attendance were asked to · complete a self-administered school 
administrator questionnaire. 

In general, school administrator data were collected in the same manner as in the base year. 
Unlike the base year, however, first follow-up school principals or chief administrators could, if they so 
chose, designate another knowledgeable school official to complete the first six of seven sections of the 
questionnaire. The seventh section, which contained items on school climate, was completed only by 
the school's chief administrator. This change was introduced to lower burden and increase 
participation, since the first follow-up school questionnaire was more than double the length of the base 
year instrument. 

Approximately two weeks prior to a school's Survey Day, the school coordinator distributed the 
school administrator questionnaire along with a cover letter and study brochure to the principal of the 
school. In the cover letter, the principal was instructed, if possible, to return the completed instrument 
to the school coordinator on or before Survey Day at which time the NORC survey r~presentative 
would collect it. Administrators who were unable to complete their questionnaire by Survey Day were 
instructed to return it to NORC in the prepaid business envelope that was provided. At the close of the 
initial data collection period, 77 percent of eligible school administrators had completed a questionnaire. 

A mixed mode follow-up to collect key items from administrators who failed to return a 
completed questionnaire was undertaken in the second data collection effort. Specifically, in mid-
November of 1990, an unabridged version of the school administrator questionnaire was mailed to 338 
non-respondents. The remail accounted for an additional four percent of the completed cases (N=57). 
If a case was still outstanding two weeks after the remail, interviewers contacted the school principal by 
telephone and attempted to complete an abbreviated telephone interview. The telephone follow-up 
accounted for an additional 250 questionnaires and brought the response rate up to 97 percent. Overall, 
21 percent of the school administrator questionnaires were collected during the second data collection 
effort. 

To ensure comparability of data across the two data collection periods, principals were 
instructed, during the follow-up period, to reference the 1989-1990 academic school year in their 
responses. In the event that the spring 1990 chief administrator was no longer at the school, the next 
highest administrative official who held a position at the school during the 1989-1990 school year was 
asked to complete the mail survey or telephone interview. (For more detail on the first follow-up school 
survey, consult the NELS:88 First Follow-Up School Component Data File User's Manual.) 
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3.2.2 First Follow-Up ·Teacher Survey • 

Up to two teachers of each first follow-up core sample member were asked to complete . a 
self-administered teacher questionnaire. As in the base year, teachers were selected on a preassigned 
basis in two of four subject areas---mathematics, science, English, and social studies. · 

In order to maximize the longituclinal comparability of teacher data, NELS:88 ;first follow-up 
teachers were selected based on the subject combinations assigned to students in the base year. In the 
base year, sample members were randoinly assigned to one of four subject combinations: math- . 
English, math-social studies, science-English or science-social studies. (The subject combinations math-
science and English-social studies were not used in the base year.) Thus, if a sample member was 
assigned the subject combination of mathematics-English in the base . year, his or her mathematics and 
English teachers, as of the spring of 1990, were asked to complete a teacher questionnaire for the first 
follow-up. Freshened students who were not enrolled in the eighth grade in the base year, and hence, 
not assigned a subject combination previously, were assigned the subject combination of their base year 
"linked" partner. 

In two instances it was necessary to apply subject substitution rules. First, if a given sample 
member was not enrolled in one or both of his or her preassigned subject areas, subjects were 
substituted. Second, in certain large cluster -size schools, some subject substitution was · sometimes 
instituted to reduce the burden of teachers who had eight or more NELS:88 students to ·rate. · 

The decision rules for subject substitution attempted to maximize the number of students with 
two teacher reports, while maintaining when possible the pairing of mathematics or science with 
English or social studies. Thus, science was substituted for math (or the inverse was applied); likewise, 
English and social studies could be substituted for each other. However, when these subject choices 
were unavailable, the re~ning subject was substituted. This meant that combinations such as 

-mathematics and science or social studies and English were, unlike the base year, allowable in the ·first 
follow-up. In addition, some first follow-up students had only one eligible teacher; ·if a student was 
enrolled in only one of the four subject areas, only one teacher report was sought. 

A further difference between the base year and first follow-up is that in 1988 particular 
combinations were assigned at the school level. Teacher data for each base year school reflects one only 
of the four possible subject pairings. Because a 1990 tenth grade school might be fed by more than 
one 1988 NELS:88 eighth grade school, and because of subject substitution, any combination of 
subjects--that is, any number of the six logically possible . subject pairings and the four possible single 
subjects--may appear at the level of any individual school iri the first follow-up. 
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Possible student-teacher subject pairings in base year and first follow-up are as follows: 

Base Year First Follow-Up 

English..........Mathematics English .. :.......Mathematics 
Social Studies ... Mathematics Social Studies. .. Mathematics 
Science..........Social Studies Science..........Social . Studies 
Science..........English Science..........English 

Science .. , .......Mathematics 
English ..... .....Social Studies 
English only ...... . . . 
Social Studies only .. 
Mathematics only .... . 
Science only ........ . 

Data collection for the first follow-up teacher survey occurred in two phases. During the initial 
data collection effort (February to June, 1990), approximately two weeks prior to a school's Survey 
Day, school coordinators distributed a teacher packet which contained a teacher questionnaire, cover 
letter, and study brochure to selected teachers. Teachers were instructed to complete the questionnaire 
and return it to the school coordinator on or before the school's Survey Day. If a teacher was unable 
to return the questionnaire to the school coordinator by the desired date, he or she was instructed to 
mail the completed questionnaire directly to NORC in the enclosed return envelope. 

· Non-responding teachers were pursued during the second data collection effort. In January of 
1991, "full version" teacher questionnaires were mailed to 2,671 non-respondents. · Non-responding 
teachers were instructed to complete the questionnaire with respect to .the first follow-up sample 
member(s) who was enrolled in a particular class the teacher instructed as of spring 1990. Follow-up 
procedures, such as a remail or telephone prompt, were not undertaken. For more detail on the first 
follow-up teacher survey, consult the NELS:88 First Follow-Up Teacher Component Data File User's 
Manual. 
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Studies and Files Related to NELS:88 

In addition to the core sample and survey described in the main text, several other supplemental 
components were undertaken and data files generated under the auspices of NELS:88. In the base year 
survey, these included: several state ·augmentations; a supplement of hearing-impaired students, funded 
by Gallaudet University; a supplement of Christian schools that are members of the Christian Schools In-
ternational organization, funded by the Barnabas Foundation; and the NELS:88 Enhancement Survey of 
Middle Grades Practices, funded by the Office of Research in the Office of Educational Research and 
Improvement (OERI), through the Johns Hopkins University Center for Research on Effective Schooling 
for Disadvantaged Students (CDS). The first follow-up wave of NELS:88 also included supplemental 
components: the state augmentations, continued from the base year; the School Effects Augmentation 
(SEA), supported by funds from the John D. and Catherine T. MacArthur Foundation, and by NCES; 
and the Base Year Ineligible study (BYI), also sponsored by NCES. These auxiliary data files greatly 
expand and enrich the analytic uses of the public use data sets. 

In the base year, the NCES-sponsored core sample of 1,052 participating schools and 24,599 
participating students was increased to 1,242 participating schools and 28,397 participating students, 
respectively, as a result ofthe state augmentations and Christian schools supplements. The first follow-up 
School Effects Augmentation added some 6,400 stucfents to the initial base year retained sample of 21,474 
students. 

Data for the state augmentations and other supplements discussed below do not appear on the 
NCES public release tapes for NELS:88. 

Christian Schools Supplement 

A sample of Christian schools that are members of the Christian Schools International (CSD 
organization was drawn to supplement the NELS:88 base year school sample. The sample was selected 
from CSI schools with probability proportional to eighth grade size. Two disproportionately large school 
units were double-sampled. Of the initially contacted 58 schools, 41 schools agreed to participate. (Due 
to the double-sampling of the two schools, the number of sampling units was 43.) Students, parents, 
teachers, and school administrators were surveyed. Students completed both the cognitive test battery 
and the questionnaire during the Survey Days held in their schools. Data from the Christian School 
Supplement will be made available on a restricted use basis in the fall of 1992. 

State Augmentations and Supplements 

In an effort to enhance the statistical precision of their state samples, four states sponsored sample 
augmentations in the base year by adding schools and students in their states. Three of these states also 
sponsored instrument supplements in the form of additional questions pertaining to policy issues of 
interest to their states. 

Three of the four states which augmented their samples in the base year continued to provide 
funds in the first follow-up for following and collecting data for the initial base year state augmentation 
samples which were retained in the first follow-up, and also sponsored instrument supplements in the first 
follow-up. 
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· Hopkins Enhancement Survey of NELS:88 Middle Grades Practices 

The Survey of Middle Grades Practices enhanced the NELS: 88 base year school questionnaire 
by collecting new information to monitor middle grades reform in the schools attended by NELS:88 
eighth graders. The questionnaire for this supplemental survey was designed by the Center for Research 
on Effective Schooling for Disadvantaged Students (CDS) of the Johns Hopkins University and the data 
collection was conducted by NORC. The school principals who provided base year information in the 
NELS:88 school questionnaire were asked to participate in this enhancement survey between late October 
1988 and February 1989. The enhancement survey augmented the information in the base year school 
questionnaire with additional information on school organization, guidance and advisory periods, rewards 
and evaluations, curriculum and instructional practices, interdisciplinary teams ofteachers, transitions and 
articulation practices, involvement ofparents, and other practices recommended for middle grades reform. 

Included in the enhancement. survey was an alternative version of an item on classroom 
organization. This item from the Hopkins Enhancement Survey data was appended to the base year school 
file. It should be noted that the original question on the organization of classroom instruction (see base 
year school codebook, BYSCl8, in the NELS:88 Base Year School Component Data File .User's Manual) 
was asked during the 1987-1988 school year, while the correction item was asked during, and references, 
the 1988-1989 school year. 

Past Studies and Data Files Related to NELS:88 Available from NCES 

Data from the earlier NCES longitudinal studies--NLS-72 and HS&B--may also be of interest to 
users of the NELS:88 data. These data sets are of special interest for researchers interested in cross-
cohort comparisons between the sophomores of NELS:88 first follow-up (1990) and HS&B base year 
(1980), and, in the future, comparisons of the 1992 NELS:88 seniors and the HS&B sophomore and 
senior cohorts in 1982 and 1980, and NLS-72 seniors in 1972. 

In addition to the core surveys for HS&B and NLS-72, described in Chapter I, records studies 
were undertaken, including the collection of the high school transcripts of the sophomore cohort and the 
collection of postsecondary education transcripts and financial aid data for the seniors. Data files for these 
studies and other HS&B data, such as· parent surveys, school surveys, teacher comments, etc., are 
described below. Users manuals or other forms of documentation are available from NCES for all the 
data files. These auxiliary data files greatly expand the analytic capabilities-of the core data sets, and 
researchers are encouraged to become familiar with them. 

HS&B Base Year Files 

The Language File contains information on each student who, during the base year, reported 
some non-English language experience either during childhood or at the time of the survey. This file 
contains 11,303 records (sophomores and seniors combined), with 42 variables for each student. 

The Parent File contains questionnaire responses from the parents of about 3,600 sophomores 
and 3,600 seniors who are on the Student File. Each record on the Parent File contains a total of 307 
variables. Data on this file include parents' aspirations and plans for their children's postsecondary 
education. 
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The Twin and Sibling File contains base year responses from sampled twins and triplets; data 
on non-sampled twins and triplets of sample members; and data from siblings in the sample. This• file 
(2,718 records) includes all of the variables that are on the HS&B studentfile, plus two additional 
variables (family ID and SETIYPE--type of twin or sibling). 

The Sophomore Teacher File contains responses from 14,103 teachers on 18,291 students from 
616 schools. The Senior Teacher. File contains responses from 13,683 teachers on 17,056 students from 
611 schools. At each grade level, teachers had the opportunity to answer questions about HS&B-sampled 
students who had been in their classes. The typical student in the sample was rated by an average of four 
different teachers. Preliminary analyses by NCES indicate that the files contain approximately 76,000 
teacher observations of sophomores and about 67,000 teacher observations of seniors. 

The Friends File contains identification numbers of students in the HS&B sample who were 
named as friends of other HS&B-sampled students. Each record contains the IDs of sampled students and 
IDs .of up· to three friends. Linkages among friends can be used to investigate the sociometry of friendship 
structures, including reciprocity of choices among students in the_ sample, and to trace friendship 
networks. 

Mereed HS&B Base Year, First Second and Third Follow-Up Files 

The First Follow-Up Sophomore File contains responses from 29,737 students and includes both 
base year and first follow-up data. This file includes information on school, family, work experiences, 
educational and occupational aspirations, personal values, and test scores of sample participants. Students 
are also classified in terms of high school status as of 1982 (that is, dropout, same school, transfer, or 
early graduate). 

The First Follow-Up Senior File contains responses from 11,995 individuals ~ includes both 
base year and first follow-up data. This file includes information from respondents concerning their high 
school and postsecondary experiences and their work experiences. 

The Second Follow-Up Sophomore File has all base year, first follow-up, and second follow-up 
data for 14,825 members of the sophomore cohort. Data cover work experience, postsecondary schooling, 
earnings, periods of unemployment, • and so forth, for the sophomore cohort, who by this time had been 
out of high school for two years. 

The Second Follow-Up Senior File encompasses all base year, first follow-up, and second 
follow-up data for the 11,995 individuals who constitute this follow-up sample. Data cover work 
experience, postsecondary schooling, earnings, periods of unemployment, and so _forth, for the senior 
cohort, who by this time had been out of high school for four years. 

The Third Follow-Up Sophomore File includes all base year, first follow-up, second follow-up, 
and third follow-up data for the 14,825 members of the sophomore cohort. Data cover marriage and 
family formation, work experience, postsecondary schooling and interest in graduate degree programs, 
earnings, periods of unemployment, and alcohol consumption for this cohort, who by 1986 had been out 
of high school for four years. 

The Third Follow-Up Senior File includes all base year, first follow-up, second follow-up, and 
third follow-up data for the 11,995 individuals who constitute this follow-up sample. Data cover marriage 
and family formation, work experience, postsecondary schooling and interest -~ graduate degree 
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programs, earnings, periods of unemployment, and alcohol consumption for the senior cohort, who by 
1986 had been out of high school for six years. · 

Other HS&B Files 

The High School Transcript File describes the coursetaking behavior of 15,941 sophomores of 
1980 throughout their four years of high school. Data include a six-digit course number for each course 
taken, along with course credit, course grade, and year taken. Other items of information, such as grade 
point average, days absent, and standardized test scores, are also contained on the file. 

The Offerings and Enrollments File contains school information, course offerings, and 
enrollment data for 957 schools. Each course offered by a school is identified by a six-digit course 
number. Other information, such as credit offered by the school, is also contained on each record. 

. The Updated School File contains base year data (966 completed questionnaires) and first 
follow-up data (956 completed questionnaires) from the 1,015 participating schools in the HS&B sample. 
First follow-up data were requested only from those schools that were still in existence in the spring of 
1982 and had members of the 1980 sophomore cohort currently enrolled. Each high school is represented • 
by a single record that includes 230 data elements from the base year school questionnaire, if available, 
alopg with other information from the sampling files (e.g., stratum codes, case weights). 

The Postsecondary Education Transcript File for the HS&B seniors contains transcript data on 
dates of attendance, fields of study, degrees earned, and the titles, grades, and credits of every course 
attempted at each school attended, coded into hierarchical files with the student as the highest level of 
aggregation. Although no survey forms were used, detailed procedures were developed for extracting and, 
processing information from the postsecondary school ·transcripts that were collected for all members of 
the 1980 senior cohort who reported attending any form of postsecondary schooling in the first or second 
follow-up surveys. (Over 7,000 individuals reported over 11,000 instances of school attendance.) 

The Senior Financial Aid File contains financial aid records from postsecondary institutions 
respondents reported attending and federal records of the Guaranteed Student Loan Program and of the 
Pell Grant program. 

The HS&B HEGIS and PSVD File contains the postsecondary school codes for schools HS&B 
respondents reported attending in the first and second follow-ups. In addition, the file provides data on 
institutional characteristics, such as type of institution, highest degree offered, enrollment, admissions 
requirements, tuition, and so forth. This file permits analysts to link HS&B questionnaire data with 
institutional data for postsecondary schools attended by respondents. 

NLS-72 Files 

The NLS-72 Base Year Through Fourth Follow-Up (1979) File contains data from the base year 
through fourth follow-up for over 23,000 respondents. Data include school experiences and test results 
during the base year and subsequent activities related to work, postsecondary schooling, military service, 
family formation, and goals and aspirations. 

The NLS-72 Fifth Follow-Up File consists of the results of the fifth follow-up survey, carried 
out in 1986, when sample members were about thirty-two years old. Data include work experience going 
back to 1979, pos~econdary schooling, extensive family formation history, periods of unemployment, 
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goals and aspirations, and selected attitudes. Records in this file can be linked through student ID to 
those in the NLS-72 Base Year Through Fourth Follow-Up (1979). 

The NLS-72 Teacher Supplement File contains the responses of the portion ofthe fifth follow-up 
NLS-72 sample who had obtained teacher certification and/or had teaching experience. Data include 
certification history, subjects taught, ye:ars of experience, attitudes toward teaching as a career, and 
subsequent work experiences of those who had left teaching. These data can be linked through the 
respondent ID to the ·NLS-72 Fifth Follow-Up File and to the NLS-72 Base Year Through Fourth 
Follow-Up File. 

The Postsecondary Education Transcript Study of the NLS-72 Sample contains transcript data 
on dates of attendance, fields of study, degrees earned, and the titles, grades, and credits of every course 
attempted at each school attended, coded into hierarchical files with the student as the highest level of 
aggregation. Although no survey forms were used, detailed procedures were developed for extracting and 
processing information from the postsecondary school transcripts that were collected in 1984 for all 
members of the NLS-72 cohort who reported attending any form of postsecondary schooling in any of 
the first through fourth follow-up surveys. (Over 14,000 individuals reported over 24,000 instances of 
school attendance). 
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Longitudinal and Household Studies Branch (LHSB) NELS:88 Publications 

RELEASED ANALYSIS REPORTS. 

Hafner, A.; Ingels, S.J.; Schneider, B.; and Stevenson, D.L. A Profile of the American Eighth 
Grader, June 1990; NCES 90-458. 

Hoachlander, E.G. A Profile ofSchools Attended by Eighth Graden in 1988, September 1991; 
NCES 91-129. 

Bradby, D. Language Characteristics and Academic Achievement: A Look at Asian and Hispanic 
Ei-ghth Graden in NELS:88, February 1992. 

RELEASED E.D. TABULATIONS. 

Rasinski, K.A.; and West, J. NELS:88: Eighth Graden' Reports o/Counes Taken During the 
1988 Academic Year by Selected Student Characteristics, July 1990; NCES 90-459. 

Rock, D.A.; Pollack, J.M.; and Hafner, A. The Tested Achievement ofthe National. Education 
Longitudinal. Study of1988 Eighth Grade Class, April 1991; NCES 91-460. 

RELEASED USER'S MANUALS/TECHNICAL REPORTS. 

Ingels, S.J.; Abraham, S.; Rasinski, K.A.; Karr, R.; Spencer,. B.D.; Frankel, M.R.; Owings, J.A. 
· NELS:88 Base Year Data File User's Manuals: 

PARENT COMPONENT: March 1990; NCES 90-466 

SCHOOL COMPONENT: March 1990; NCES 90-482 

TEACHER COMPONENT: March 1990; NCES 90-484 

STUDENT COMPONENT: March 1990; NCES 90-464* 

Spencer, B.D.; Frankel, M.R.; Ingels, S.J.; Rasinski, K.A.; and Tourangeau, R. NELS:88 Base 
Year Sample Design Report, August 1990; NCES 90-463. 

Rock, D .A.; and Pollack, J.M. Psychometric Report for the N.ELS:88 Base Year Test Battery, 
April 1991; NCES 91-468. . . . 

Kaufman, P.; Rasinski, K.A.; Lee, R.; and West, J. · Quality ofResponses ofEighth-Grade 
Students to the NELS:88 Base Year Questionnaire, September 1991; NCES 91-487. 

* contains a codebook with frequency distributions for the full (24,599) 1988 participating 
cross-sectional sample. 
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Ingels, S.J.; Rasinski, K.A.; Frankel, M.R.; Spencer, B.D.; and Buckley, P.B. NELS:88 Base Year . 
· Final Technical Repo11, 1990; Chicago: NORC. 

FORfflCOMING LHSB NELS:88 REPORTS/E.D. TABULATIONS/USER'S MANUALS. 

Ingels, S.J.; Scott, L.A.; Lindmark, J.T., Frankel, M.R.; Myers, S.L.; and Wu, S. 
NELS:88 First Follow-Up Data File User's Manuals: 

STUDENT COMPONENT February 1992; NCES 92-030 

SCHOOL COMPONENT March 1992 

DROPOUT COMPONENT April 1992 

TEACHER COMPONENT May 1992 

A Profile ofAmerican Eighth Grade Math and Science Instruction: NELS:88 Teachers, 
Schools, aml Students (Estimated Release April 1992). 

NELS:88 Base Year Parent Descriptive Repo11 (Estimated Release April 1992). 

Portrait ofthe At-Risk Eighth Grader (Estimated Release May 1992). 

NELS:88 Transition Patterns Experienced by Students as They Move from Eighth Grade to Tenth 
Grade (Estimated Release December 1992). 

NELS:88 First Follow-Up Student Profile: descriptive summary ofthe American tenth-grader. 
(Estimated Release April 1992). 

NELS:88 First Follow-Up Final Technical Repo11 (includes base year ineligibles survey report) 
(June 1992). · 

Comparison ofNELS:88 1990 Sophomores and HS&B 1980 Sophomores. (Estimated Release 
December 1992). 

NELS:88 First Follow-Up Dropout Descriptive Repo11 (Estimated Release September 1992). 
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Conducting Trend Analyses of HS&B 1980 Sophomores 

and 

NEL$:88 1.990 Sophomores: 

Analytic Implications of Design and Content 
Differences Between the Studies 
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NELS:88 has been designed to facilitate both cross-sectional and longitudinal comparisons with 
NLS-72 and HS&B. Three kinds of comparative analyses will be possible. (1) Cohorts can be 
compared on an intergenerational or intercohort time-lag basis. For example; NELS:88 first follow-up 
sophomores in 1990 can be compared to HS&B base year sophomores in 1980. (2) Fixed time 
comparisons are also possible, in which groups within each study are compared to each other at different 
ages though at the same moment in time. For example, one might compare the 1992 self-concept scores 
of HS&B Fourth Follow-Up sophomore cohort members with the self-concept scores of the 1992 
NELS:88 Second Follow-Up survey participants. (Since only NELS:88 sample members were surveyed 
in 1990, the NELS:88 fir~t follow-up data does not lend itself to this use). (3) Finally, longitudinal 
comparative analysis of the cohorts can be performed by modeling the history of the age cohorts. 

Data users who are familiar with HS&B will find that despite the considerable similarity between 
HS&B and NELS:88, there are also significant sample definition and statistical design differences between 
the studies. Analysts who would like to compare the HS&B sophomore cohort and NELS:88 tenth graders 
should take special note of these differences. 

Differences in sample design. The overall sample design for NELS:88 is essentially similar to 
the design employed in HS&B and NLS-72. In the base year, students were selected through a two stage 
stratified probability sample, with schools as the frrst units and students within schools as the second stage 
units. Nevertheless, there are several important sample design differences between HS&B and NELS:88, 
such as: (1) the more variable, typically smaller and unrepresentative within-school sample sizes in 
NELS:88 first follow-up as contrasted to the more uniform, larger, and_ representative within-school 
student samples of HS&B; (2) the fact that, unlike HS&B in 1980, NELS:88 1990 high schools do not 
constitute a probability sample of schools; (3) NELS:88 has employed different school and subgroup 
oversampling strategies than did HS&B. 

First, in-school sample sizes are more variable in NELS:88, and, on the whole, smaller. In the 
NELS:88 first follow-up, the average cluster size was around 13 students and ranged from one student 
in a school to over fifty. In HS&B, 36 sophomores were .selected per school. (In those schools with 
fewer than 36 sophomores, all eligible students were drawn in the sample.) Not only are there typically 
many fewer students per school in NELS:88 first follow-up than in HS&B base year, but also the within-
school NELS:88 students are not necessarily representative of students within their schools -- both 
because most dispersed to new schools between 1988 and 1990, and because there has been no systematic 
sampling of transfers into the few schools that span the grade eight to ten transition. 

It should be noted that ~n a probability subsample of NELS:88 suburban and urban public and 
private schools in the thirty largest metropolitan statistical areas, conditions more comparable to those 
of the High School and Beyond base year have been deliberately achieved. This has been accomplished 
through an augmentation of the NELS: 88 student sample designed to both increase in-school sample size 
and achieve within-school student sample representativeness. Data from this special School Effects 
Augmentation will be released separately, at a later date, and will provide additional important points of 
analytic comparison to the HS&B schools. · 

A second sample difference between the studies may be seen at the level of the school sample. 
HS&B 1980 secondary schools constituted a national probability sample of schools. NELS:88 eighth 
grade schools in the 1987-88 school year constituted a national probability sample of schools, but the 
1989-:-90 high schools attended by the cohort are not a representative national sample of schools, even 
though these are the high schools attended by a representative national sample of tenth graders. 
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Third; target subgroups for institutional and individual level oversampling, and the means of 
achieving oversamples of rare policy-:relevant populations, have differed somewhat in HS&B and 
NELS:88. · At the school level, the stratification schemes of the two studies evince subtle differences (for 
further details of the stratification schema of each, see the respective base year sample design reports1). 

But the major difference between the initial school samples for the two studies is the considerably higher 
rate of selection accorded non-Catholic private schools in NELS:88. 

At the student level, strategies for oversampling policy-relevant subgroups differed between the 
two studies. NELS:88 oversampled Asians; in HS&B, Asians were not oversampled. Consequently, 
only limited comparisons of Asian subgroups can be sustained across the two cohorts. 

In HS&B, as in NELS:88, Hispanics were oversampled. In HS&B, it was presumed that 
sufficient numbers of Mexican-Americans would be brought into the sample through the normal student 
selection process, but that Hispanic subgroup analyses -- that is, investigation of Puerto Ricans and 
Cubans -- would require a special oversampling strategy to increase the overall numbers of these groups. 
In HS&B, additional numbers of Cuban and Puerto Rican Hispanics were inducted by identifying schools 
in which these subgroups predominated, then selecting schools with a probability which was an increasing 
function of the proportion of Hispanic · subgroup students in the student body. This strategy was not 
followed in NELS:88. Instead, all Hispanics (including Mex~can-Americans) as well as the Asians in the 
new Asian-Pacific American supplement were oversampled within the regular sample of schools. 

Some of the more extreme subgroup weighting phenomena that occurred in HS&B will certainly 
be minimized by oversampling Hispanics and Asians within all NELS:88 schools . More uniform 
selection probabilities conf~r the benefit of greater reliability and statistical precision. The NELS:88 
strategy does, however, produce a different distribution of Hispanics across subgroups (with some loss, 
compared to HS&B, in sample size for rare subpopulations not independently targeted such as Cubans). 
It also provides fewer schools with large clusters of Hispanics; this in turn may affect some analysis and 
comparison strategies. 

Differences in student population elements. In High School and Beyond, all members of the 
student sample were spring term 1980 sophomores ( or seniors). Becat1se NELS: 88 began at eighth grade, 
·the NELS:88 first follow-up encompasses both students and dropouts. It contains as well both 1988 
eighth graders who are in the modal progression sequence (tenth grade in 1990) and who fall outside it 
through having progressed more quickly, or having been held back. HS&B was designed to provide two 
separate cohorts -- a representative sample of 1980 sophomores and a representative sample of 1980 
seniors. NELS:88 is designed to provide a representative sample of 1988 eighth graders, a further 
representative sample of 1990 sophomores, and finally a representative sample of 1992 seniors . Even 
in the High School and Beyond first follow-up, students were not added to the original sample (that is, 
the 1980 sophomore cohort sample was not freshened in 1982 with seniors who had not been sophomores 
two years before and who therefore had had no chance of selection into the HS&B baseline). However, 
in NELS :88, owing to the need to provide sample representativeness at three distinct points in time, new 
students can enter the study at tenth grade through two routes: sample freshening (addition of 1990 tenth 
graders who were not 1988 eighth graders or who were not in the United States in 1988) and change of 
eligibility status. 

M.Frankel, L.Kohnke, D.Buonanno, R.Toutangeau, High School and Beyond Sample Design Report 
(Chicago: NORC, 1981 ); B.Spencer, M.Frankel, S.lngels, K.Rasinski, R.Tourangeau, NELS:88 Base Year 
Sample Design Report (Washington, DC: NCES, 1990)_. 
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The HS&B 'student sample in 1980 encompassed both a sample of high school sophomores, and 
a sample of seniors, each derived from within the eligible school sample. Since NELS:8_8 tenth graders 
and HS&B tenth graders · are the obvious comparison point for this survey wave, it should be noted that 
HS&B defined a sophomore as a student who expected to complete his/her tenth grade course work 
between April 1, 1980 and August 31, 1980. This definition included students whose expectation to 
complete tenth grade was not realized (for example, those who failed courses and had to repeat tenth 
grade in 1980-81), but excluded students who dropped out before administration of the HS&B 
questionnaire in the spring term of 1980. NELS:88 first follow-up dropouts should be excluded from 
trend comparisons to HS&B 1980 sophomores. Since NELS :88 first follow-up defined a tenth grader 
as any individual who was enrolled in the tenth grade as of the first day of the fall term of the 1989-90 
school year, normally those NELS:88 freshened students who are classified as dropouts should be 
excluded from trend analyses. Likewise cross-cohort comparability wil be violated if any of the dropouts 
from the longitudinal cohort of eighth graders are employed in 1980-1990 trend analyses. HS&B 
sophomore cohort 1980 data deals only with students, officially enrolled in the spring term, although of 
course a small number of these students did drop out between their data collection date and the last day 
of the spring term in 1980 (some NELS:88 students likewise became dropouts after data collection but 
before the end of the 1990 spring term). Thus for HS&B comparisons analysts should select students 
enrolled in tenth grade with cases equal to FlQFLG= 1 (student questionnaire completers) only, using 
the cross-sectional nonresponse-adjusted student weight (FlQWT). 

The NELS:88 first follow-up student sample contains several elements. Some of these 
constituents must be included, and other excluded, in order to meaningfully compare HS&B 1980 tenth 
.graders with NELS:88 1990 tenth graders . 

(i) The first element consists of a subsample of all students selected in the base year who were 
in tenth graqe in the 1989-90 school year 

(ii) The second element comprises all base year selected students who dropped out of school 
between the base year and first follow-up surveys 

(iii) The third element consists of a subsample of all base year selected students who did not drop 
out of school but who are enrolled in school in a grade other than the tenth 

(iv) The fourth element comprises a sample ofall tenth grade students who were not in the eighth 
grade in the 1987-88 school year (this group constitutes the "freshened students" in the first follow-up) 

(v) The fifth element consists of a subsample of students and dropouts who were eighth graders 
in the 1987-88.school year but who were not eligible for selection into NELS:88 (that is, some members 
of the base year ineligible population were eligible for the first follow-up) 

Element (i) provides a sample of 1988 eighth grade students who follow the modal grade 
progression. Elements' (i) - (iii) provide a longitudinal sample of the 1988 eighth grade cohort. Element 
(ii) provides a sample of the dropouts from the cohort. The in-school populations within components (i), 
(iv) and (v)2 together provide a cross-sectional sample of the tenth grade class of 1990. It is this cross-

A number of .students (N = 343) excluded in the base year were found to be eligible in the first follow-up, 
either because they had changed in a way that affected their eligibility status, or because they conformed 
to modified eligibility criteria implemented in the first follow-up (in. 1990, but not in 1988, sample 
members able to complete a student questionnaire in Spanish but not in English, were deemed eligible) . . 
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sectional sample of the sophomore class of 1990 that may appropriately be compared to the HS&B tenth 
grade class of 1980. Chapter 7 (Section 7 .1) of this manual offers suggestions for selecting participation 
flags and selecting•specific populations ·and weights, arid should be closely consulted as trend analyses 
are planned. 

. . 

Items Common to HS&B and NELS:88. Appendix F provides a summary of questionnaire 
items that overlap across the two studies; intercohort comparisons are also possible-using cognitive test 
data. Because the two studies took place a decade apart and therefore reflect somewhat different policy 
agendas and different states of development in social theory, there are many topics that are covered in 
one study but not the other, or that are covered by questions that are substantially different. Nonetheless, 
for many topics common to the two studies, HS&B item wordings were adhered to literally in the 
NELS:88 first follow-up. These overlapping questions include a number ofpowerful indicators that can 

. be employed in trend analyses. 

In addition to comparability in the standard classification variables (race, sex, family/household 
composition and socioeconomic status, school control type attended [public, Catholic, other private], 
religious affiliation), the following themes may be explored using comparable items from HS&B base year 
and NELS:88 first follow-up: program participation (bilingual education, remedial math or English, 
etc.); school preparedness (how often respondent comes . to class without pencil, paper or books, or 
without completed homework); college plans; expected occupation at age 30; time spent on homework 
or leisure time activities -- how often the · respondent reads for pleasure, watches television, .and so on; 
whether would consider having a child if not married; values -- the importance placed on various life 
goals; self-concept: self-esteem, locus of control, how others see respondent (popular, good student, and 
so on); religiosity; respondent's perception of maternal educational aspirations for him or her; what others 
(father, mother, · counselor) think respondent should do after high school. In addition, some elements of , 
the NELS:88 minority language question series -- how well one understands, speaks; reads, and writes 
English and one's mother tongue -- are comparable to items in the HS&B special Language File. · 

In some cases, however, the same topics were explored in both studies, butcomparable item wordings 
were not maintained. For example, the course-taking items in HS&B inquired about the amount of course 
work taken during the tenth grade. In the NELS:88 first follow-up, however, the coursework question takes 
as its reference period both ninth and tenth grade: Course-taking therefore cannot be compared across HS&B 
and NELS:88 on the basis of the first follow-up data; comparison can only take place after high school 
transcripts data are released in 1993 as part of the second follow-up. Absences from school were asked about 
somewhat differently in the two studies as well, with HS&B referencing the period from the start of the 
school year to the onset of Christmas vacation and NELS:88 first follow-up the first half of the school year. 
The same difference in reference period applies to the tardiness item as well (BB017 and FlSl0A). Likewise, 
HS&B base year asks whether the tenth grader has ever been in serious trouble with the law, but the · 

· NELS:88 first follow-up ties this question to the first half of the current school year and gives it greater 
specificity ("I was arrested") with the result that answers cannot strictly be compared. School safety and 
discipline questions were asked in both studies, but here too the particular items do not underwrite true 
comparisons (YB019 -- contrasted to F1S7 and F1S9, which were also asked in the NELS:88 base year) 
except for items such as "I don't feel safe in this school" (BB059F and F1S7M). 

First follow-up questionnaire data for base year ineligible students who were reclassified as eligible and 
surveyed in the first follow-up is not included in this initial release, but will be made available at a later 

· time. Absence of these cases from the current public release file should have little impact on most 
estimates, including comparisons to HS&B sophomores; however, for selected populations -- such as. 
Limited English Proficiency students -- the impact of these cases may be considerable. · 
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Items on money and work were also asked in a way in first follow-up that does not preserve 
comparability with the sophomore questionnaire of HS&B. Three examples will illustrate this. (1) The 
data .superficially suggest that 35 percent of NELS:88 sophomores have never worked for pay, as 
contrasted to 12 percent in HS&B; however, this difference is likely to reflect the differences in the way 
the question was asked on the two studies. HS&B sophomore questionnaire item 21 (BB018) asked how 
old the respondent was when he or she first worked for pay, and begins with a response category of "11 
or younger" while ending with "never have worked for pay". NELS:88 first follow-up F1S84 asks "are 
you currently employed or have you ever been employed" and begins with the option "never employed". 
"Being employed" is likely to be interpreted as a more formal concept than is "working for pay"; 
moreover, the HS&B item is given context (for example, the invocation of all age ranges, including 11 
or younger) by the response options before the terminal option of "never employed" is encountered, while 
the NELS first follow-up item offers no context before "never employed" is encountered as the first 
option. Moreover, the NELS:88 item is a filter question; all who answer "never employed" are routed 
past the entire money and work series, thus affecting all dependent items. (2) Hours worked per week 
categories (from BB022) cannot be mapped into the equivalent NELS:88 first follow-up item (F1S85) 
because of the use of incompatible cut points for the ranges. (3) In comparing BB024 (type of work of 
most recent job) with F1S87 it is impossible to tell whether the dramatic differences in some of the 
response options (21.5% of HS&B sophomores cite babysitting as their most recent work for pay as 
compared to 5% of NELS:88 sophomores; 10% cite lawn work in HS&B compared to3% in NELS:88) 
reflect change over time or change in wor~ing of the item (NELS:88 first follow-up added a clause to 
the HS&B question, stipulating that work for pay in one's own home must be excluded). 

In yet some other instances, however, although strict identity of item wording has not been 
maintained, . rough equivalence of meaning should still be present. For example, all but one of the basic 
NLS-72/HS&B locus of control and self-esteem items have been retained on the first follow-up 
questionnaire, although the wording of the items follows that of the NELS:88 base year -- a simplification 
of the original wording that was adopted in order to make these items more comprehensible to eighth 
graders. The self-concept scales, despite differences in item wording,3 should still be largely comparable 
across the two studies. For purposes of trend comparisons, FlLOCUSl and FlCNCPTl should be used 
in preference to FlLOCUS2 and F1CNCPT2; the latter contain additional items that were not used in 
HS&B. 

Another difference between HS&B and NELS: 88 first follow-up items that users should be aware 
of, but which we believe will not make a large difference to comparisons, is that even where the wording 
of the stem and response categories has been repeated precisely, ordering of the response categories has 
quite often been reversed. Thus an item in HS&B such as "Would you consider having a child if you 
weren't married" was attached to response options of "Yes, Maybe, No" in 1980. Response categories 
for the identically worded question stem in NELS:88 in 1990 are ordered "No, Maybe, Yes, Don't 
Know" 

Accepted item-writing practice is to array options in the order of the frequency with which they 
are likely to be chosen, with least frequently chosen items appearing first. This practice is grounded in 
the finding that respondents generally scan response options until they find one that fits, leading to a self-
terminating rather than an exhaustive examination of the answer categories. (The longer the list of 

There is also a differen~e in response categories. HS&B allowed a "No opinion" response; NELS:88 
instruments did not contain this response option. In conducting intercohort comparisons using the 
individual data elements that make up the self~concept scales, somewhat different results will be obtained 
depending on whether or not the HS&B "No opinion" response is treated as missing data. 
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choices, the more pronounced this tendency is likely to be.) Thus, respondents may ·never reach a 
category that potentially fits their case even better than the category that, by virtue of having been 
encountered earlier, has been chosen. Arraying options from the least to the most often chosen is 
therefore likely to maximize the quality of responses. However, while sometimes this rule will dictate 
beginning with a positive option, and other times with a negative, there are surely other ·cases --
dichotomous choices, extremely short lists of response options -- in which it is a matter of indifference 
how the response options are arrayed. It may be useful to adopt a consistent convention for these other 
cases. The consistent convention adopt~ for NELS:88 first follow-up -- to always proceed from the 
negative to the positive -- effectively reverses the conventions employed in NLS-72, HS&B, and the 
NELS:88 base year. 

While the literature on response effects strongly suggests that a different 9rder of .r~ponse 
categories often influences responses, reversal of response categories on HS&.B base year..:NELS:88' first 
follow-up comparison items (and NELS:88 base year to first follow-up comparison items) will probably 
not much affect their comparability in this case . . This is so for two reasons. First, while order effects 
do occur on self-completion forms, they are more likely to occur in verbally-administered formats (few 
first follow-up questionnaires were administered over the phone; most were .self-administered in group 
sessions). Second, long lists of response categories are more susceptible to such effects . than 
comparatively short lists. Since the NELS:88 first follow-up rarely has more than five or six response 
categories-~ indeed, on many comparison items, the options are simply "no" and "yes" -- the likelihood 
of order effects is lessened. 

Need for caution in comparing data across cohorts. Caution must be exercised in comparing 
data for th~ HS&B and NELS:88 sophomore cohorts. Student response rates differ in the two surveys. 
Student participation rates were substantially lower in HS&B base year than in NELS:88 first follow-up. 
For the HS&B sophomores in 1980, 84 percent of the sample completed the student questionnaire and 
77 percent completed the cognitive tests. For the NELS:88 sophomores in 1990, 94 percent completed 
the student questionnaire and 90 percent completed the cognitive tests. Moreover, the characteristics 
of the nonrespondents may also differ across the two studies. 

Item response rates for questions that appear in both surveys differ, and some trend items have 
high nonresponse.4 In addition, while there are common items in the cognitive test batteries that will 
facilitate HS&B-NELS: 88 equating of the mathematics tests, the tests used in the two studies differ in 
many ways. Nevertheless, group differences by standard deviation units may profitably be examined. 

Other differences between the 1980 and 1990 studies--the typically smaller group administration 
sizes for NELS:88, the fact that most NELS:88 sample members had also been surveyed as eighth 
graders, differences in context and question order for trend items in the two student questionnaires, and 
other factors as well, may also influence the accuracy of comparisons between the NELS:88 and HS&B 
sophomore cohorts. · 

An extreme example of high nonresponse is the HS&B trend question comprising five data elements 
(BB096A-BB096E) that request counts of the number of siblings in five age ranges. Between 24 and 44 
percent of respondents failed to respond to elements of this question series. (One possible explanation 
of high nonresponse for the HS&B siblings series is that the format led respondents with no siblings in 
the specified category to ignore the subpart of the question, rather than, as required, choosing the "none" 
response). For high nonresponse items _in particular, cross-cohort comparisons should be made with 
caution. 

4 
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Introduction. 

NELS:88 is a study of critical transitions. One of the most important of the transitions it 
studies is leaving school prior to high school graduation. In this appendix~ we consider the various 
ways that dropout rates and other key school-leaving and re-enrollment statistics can be calculated 
from the information provided by the study. 

NELS:88 defined dropouts as individuals who had twenty or more consecutive unexcused 
absences from school, at any time between the student's survey session in the spring term of 1988 and 
survey session in the spring term of 1990 .1 Despite the specificity of this , definition, many different 
estimates can be obtained from the NELS:88 data, depending on the sample and dropout definitions 
employed. Each dropout rate calculation has a different meaning and context; each serves_ an 
additional purpose; all taken together provide a fuller picture of school retention and school leaving, 
and can be further related to the many explanatory variables contained in the NELS: 88 data set. 
Below--to point to the possibilities, limitations, and complexities of using the first follow-up data files 
as a tool of statistical reporting--we illustrate some of the ways in which NELS:88 data can be used to 
generate dropout statistics. 

There are two primary reasons why multiple dropout rates can be computed from the 
NELS:88 first follow-up data. One reason is sample definition--dropout or stopout rates can be 
calculated for four distinct NELS:88 populations. A second reason is that a longitudinal cohort 
approach underwrites two kinds of reporting--a historical tallying of individuals' school leaving and 
re-entry events, and an assessment of the proportion of the cohort that is out of school at a given 
time. 

Sample Types. The NELS:88 sample can be defined at four levels. The first two of these 
sample definitions derive from the way the base year survey population is defined, while the third and 
fourth are grounded in the special characteristics of the first follow-up sample. These sample types, 
and the different kinds ·of dropout statistics associated with them, are illustrated in the figure below. 

Much of the discussion of dropout definitions and data sources in this appendix represents an edited 
version of the paper "National Dropout Statistics From a Longitudinal Cohort Perspective" by Steven 
Ingels and Leslie A. Scott, which was presented at the American Educational Research Association annual 
meeting in April of 1991 in Session 7.04. 

1 
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Figure 1: NELS:88 Sample Types and Dropout Statistics 

Sample Definition 

NELS:88 Eighth-Grade Eligible Cohort 

Note: undercoverage bias; five percent 
of potential base year sample excluded 

Note: longitudinal analyses use 
the panel weight (FlPNLWT) 

1987-88 eighth grade sample members who 
were retained in the first follow-up 

NELS:88 Eighth Grade Expanded Cohort 

Note: virtually full coverage of 1987-
1988 eighth grade population. 

Note: analyses use expanded sample weight. 
(not available on public use file) 

NELS:88 First Follow-Up Cross-Sectional 
(1990) Sample. 

All first follow-up 1990 sample 
members; combines 1988-eligible 
eighth-grade cohort and 1990 

. tenth-grade freshened sample. 

Note: analyses use FlQWT. 

NELS:88 Sophomore Cohort Samp1e. 

Representative tenth-grade sample 
of students in the spring term of 1990. 
Differs from 1990 cross-sectional sample 
in that dropouts and out-of-sequence 
( < or > GlO) students are excluded. 
This sample is comparable to the HS&B 
1980 sophomore cohort and should be used 
for 1980-1990 trend analyses. 

Note: analyses use FlQWT. 

Statistic 

Cohort Dropout Rate: · 
Proportion of Sample Members 
in School in spring term 1988 · 
Not Enrolled spring term 1990 

Cohort Stopout Rate: 
Proportion of cohort members 
in school in spring term 1990 
who had at least one dropout 
event since spring term 1988 

Expanded Cohort Dropout Rate: 
Proportion of 1988-eligible 
and 1988-ineligible eighth 
graders out of school in 
spring term 1990. 

Combined First Follow-Up 
Dropout-Stopout Rates. 

School-leaving statistics 
for longitudinal and 
freshened cohort as of 
spring 1990. 

No first follow-up 
dropout rate can be 
calculated for the 
NELS: 88 sophomore 
cohort, although some 
stopout statistics can 
be generated. 

2 
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It may be useful, however to further explain these distinctions between the four sample types, 
and between a time-specific cohort dropout .statistic and the historical accounting of dropout spells.·· 

The Four Sample Types. (1) NELS:88 Eighth-Grade Co):lort. The first level of sample 
definition for dropout reporting in NELS:88 consists of the 1988-eligible participants from the first 
follow-up retained subsample of the base year eighth-grade cohort. There is some population 
undercoverage in this sample. Correction for undercoverage biases can be obtained through the 
expanded sample described below. 

(2) NELS:88 Eighth-Grade Expanded Cohort. The eighth grade expanded cohort 
encompasses both base year eligible and ineligible students (the 94.66 percent of the potential sample 
that was deemed capable of participation and the 5.34 percent of the sample that was deemed 
incapable of completing the survey instruments and therefore ineligible), and encompasses both 
participants and nonparticipants (school enrol}ment and demographic data have been recorded for 
individuals regardless of whether they completed a NELS:88 student questionnaire). The appropriate 
data and weights for generating expanded cohort statistics are not included on the public release files. 
The expanded cohort NELS:88 data have, however, been used to generate nationally-reported dropout 
M~2 . 

(3) NELS:88 First Follow-Up (1990) Sample. The first follow-up sample comprises a · 
representative subsample of 1987~88 eligible eighth graders (sample type [11 above). However, this 
longitudinal cohort has been freshened (to provide full tenth grade representativeness) by 1989-90 
sophomores who were not in eighth grade two years ago and hence had no chance of selection into 
the baseline survey. A further distinction relevant to calculating dropout statistics then is whether 
students from the freshened sample who drop out in the course of tenth grade are to be included in 
first follow-up dropout rate estimates. While panel statistics cannot be generated for the freshened 
sti.ldents, their enrollment status in 1990 can be viewed cross-sectionally. 

(4} NELS:88 Sophomore Cohort Sample. By removing dropouts and out-of-sequence 
(enrolled in a grade other than grade ten) student cases from the sample, one obtains a representative 
sample of high school sophomores in the United States in the 1989-90 academic year. This sample is 
fully comparable to the High School and Beyond Sophomore Cohort base year sample of 1980, and 
provides cross-cohort comparisons to HS&B. However, there are by definition no dropouts in this 
sample. The only school-leaving statistics derivable for this group are therefore historical (that is, a 
stopout episode [a temporary spell of dropping out] experienced by a freshened student in the course 
of tenth grade or by an eighth grade cohort member between the base year survey and the spring term 
of 1990). On the other hand, the sophomore cohort, like the eighth grade cohort, will provide the 
basis for a cohort dropout rate· in 1992 when the second follow-up measures the proportion of 1990 
sophomores still in school two years later. 

SCHOOL-LEAVING AND SCHOOL RETENTION RATES: Stopout Events and Cohort 
Dropout Rates. A second broad factor that licenses different ways of calculating school-leaving 
statistics is that the NELS:88 data capture both dropout event histories, and dropout status at defined 
intervals. Events and statuses are analytically distinguishable. Moreover, NELS:88 captures both 
events and statuses from a longitudinal cohort perspective, thus bringing· school enrollment statuses 
and events into relation with individual-level change over time. 

See, for example, P.Kaufman, M.M.McMillen, S.D.Whitener, Dropout Rates in the United States: 1990. 
1991. Washington, D.C., National Center for Education Statistics. (NCES 91-053). 

2 
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Frase3 notes that event, status, and cohort dropout rates are the three kinds of statistics 
normally used to gauge the different facets of dropping out. She helpfully sets out the three 
distinctions as follows. · 

Event rates point to how' many students leave school each year. The event dropout rate 
indicates (typically, by grade) the proportion of students who leave school prior to completion in a 

· single academic or calendar year. 

Frase (op. cit.) notes that status dropout rates tend to be higher than annual event rates and 
give a truer reading of the magnitude of the dropout problem; they measure ''the proportion of the 
population who have not completed high school and are not enrolled at one point in time, regardless 
of when they dropped out." Finally, cohort dropout rates measure what happens to a cohort over an 
extended time period. These distinctions may be viewed in the context of NELS:88, the basic 
approach of which is to follow the same individuals (or cohort members) over time. 

In terms of the event definition, while it is true that we speak of tallying dropout events in 
the NELS:88 data, the NELS:88 usage is tied to the concept of a longitudinal cohort which records 
re~entry and stopout events as well as school~leaving. One could attempt to use NELS:88 dropout-
stopout data to generate an annual event rate but it is not the purpose to which the data are best 
suited. 4 · 

In terms of a status definition, NELS:88 provides a critical school enrollment status 
measurement of a longitudinal cohort at two year intervals. The first follow-up in fact also 
ascertains enrollment status at two intermediate points in time: 

1. During the tracing phase of the study (spring 1989, when 99 % of eighth grade cohort 
members were successfully traced and their enrollment status ascertained). 

2. Autumn· school contacting (the fall 1989 school visit during which verifying of school 
enrollment was performed and freshening samples were drawn). 

3 M.J.Frase, Dropout Rates in The United States: 1988, 1989, Washington, D.C.: U.S. Department of 
Education, NCES 89-609. 

4 For example, one could derive the rate at which students dropped out of tenth grade (with the caveat that 
some students drop out of tenth grade after their spring term survey session) by looking only at dropout 
events that occurred in 1989-90 (using the variable on the dropout questionnaire that indicates month 
and year of last school attendance), by including both freshened and eighth grade cohort students, and 
by excluding from the analysis any students in grades other than grade ten. However, since no 
freshening was done on the longitudinal sample in 1988-89, there is no representative ninth grade sample 
to form a basis for estimating ninth grade dropout rates. 

4 
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Because NELS:88 is a longitudinal study, it accommodates the fact that statuses can change. If 
dropout status recorded at an earlier phase had changed to a re-enrollment status by phase three (that 
is, spring term of 1990), the earlier dropout designation was re-classified to reflect "stopoutll status--
that is, a temporary dropout episode on the part of the sample member. 

Indeed, the distinctive feature of the NELS:88 design is that it is a grade-based5 longitudinal 
cohort approach to identifying and studying dropouts--both to estimating their numbers, and to 
investigating the antecedents and consequences of dropping out. There are, to be sure, alternative--
non-longitudinal--means of estimating cohort dropout rates. For example, one may combine an 
annual . event dropout statistic across grades to provide a cumulative dropout-retention or "synthetic 
cohort" estimate. However, many dropouts re-enroll, and some students drop out more than once; 
annual event rates, even when viewed cumulatively across grade spans, do not fully accommodate this 
fact. It is this power to monitor changing statuses and to amass histories of individual school-leaving 
and re-entry events that marks the longitudinal cohort approach. 

In sum, longitudinal cohort enrollment status data provide information about the incidence and 
timing of two critical transitions: the decision to leave school, and the decision to return to school, 
and provide as well more general information on persistence in schooling. The longitudinal cohort 
focus enables one to say how many school leavers eventually return to school, and how many students 
who return eventually complete school or earn alternative credentials. 6 The longitudinal cohort 
approach, then, registers both dropout events and statuses, transforming changes of statµs into a 
record of dated past events, thus producing both status and event history statistics. 

Cohorts most often are defined· by age, or by grade; the NELS:88 cohorts are defined by grade, although 
grade in school is associated with a limited range of ages. (Most eighth graders (62 %] turned 14 in 1988 
though over 31 percent I/Vere born in 1973 and 5.5 percent were born in 1972 or before.) In particular, 
NELS:88 is concerned with what happens to each of three grade-defined (eighth grade, tenth grade, 
twelfth grade) nationally-representative cohorts over time. In contrast, the HS&B sophomore cohort 
provides only a tenth-grade representative sample. Since the HS&B sophomore cohort was not freshened 
when cohort members were resurveyed as seniors in 1982, the cohort is not representative of 1982 high 
school seniors and understates the degree to which 1982 seniors dropped out (twelfth graders who were 
not in tenth grade two years before were not represented in the study) . However, the HS&B approach 
generated a sample of 1980 sophomores who were retained as sophomores, juniors, or seniors and 
graduated late (or not at all). 

Results from the High School and Beyond fourth follow-up are not yet available; the latest wave of HS&B 
sophomore cohort data collection will take place early in 1992. HS&B tllird follow-up (1986) data, 
however, indicate that within four years of the time that HS&B students in the normal progression had 
completed high school, 46 percent of the cohort dropouts had also completed a diploma course, or had 
completed a GED. (See Frase, 1989, for further details.) This suggests that a goodly number of those 
who leave school eventually return and obtain secondary schooling qualifications. However, NELS:88 
will be far better able to estimate the proportion who return than was HS&B, since HS&B missed early 
dropouts altogether; the school completion propensities of individuals who leave school before the end 
of the sophomore year are entirely unkno_wn. 

5 
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I. DROPOUT STATISTICS IN NELS:88 

1. Definitions 

Dropouts may be differently defined for different purposes. The particular definition that is 
chosen matters importantly both to estimation of dropout rates, and to causal modeling of dropout 
phenomena. NELS:88 defines dropping out in a standardized way while simultaneously embodying 
distinctions that permit flexibility in classifying kinds of dropouts and in generating estimates that may 
be compared to other data sources. In the NELS:88 first follow-up, the following dropout definition 
was used: 

1. a dropout is an individual who, according to the school (if the sample member could 
not be located), or according to the school and home, is not attending school (that is, 
has not been in school for four consecutive weeks or more and is not absent due to 
accident or illness) 

2. a student who has been in school less than two weeks after a period in-which he or 
she was classified as a dropout should be administered the dropout (rather than the 
student) questionnaire; all· other in-school stopouts should be administered the student 
questionnaire 

As in HS&B, dropout status was double-confirmed, since schools oftentimes mistakenly classify 
transfer students as dropouts; households can readily supply information about transfer status, which 
in wrn can be confirmed by the destination school. Less often, dropouts are incorrectly labeled as, 
transfers. Since the NELS:88 methodology requires transfers too to be followed, absence at the 
supposed destination school triggers further inquiry into the sample member's whereabouts and 
enrollment status. · 

2. NELS:88 First Follow-Up Dropout Rates 

In the discussion below, we consider NELS:88 dropout statistics from four broad sample 
perspectives. First, we report panel statistics for the 1988-eligible eighth grade cohort. Data on the 
dropout, stopout, and truancy status of the first follow-up eighth grade cohort are reported in two 
tables: 

Table 1 : spring 1990 enrollment status for panel members 
Table 2: spring 1990 panel enrollment status by key characteristics 

Dropout rates are presented with breakdowns (Table 2) by such key characteristics as race, sex, 
socioeconomic status, and cognitive test results. · 

Second, we generate panel statistics for the expanded eighth grade cohort, that is, the sample of 1988 
eligible and ineligible students. Dropout data are summarized for this group in a single table: 

6 
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Table 3: expanded eighth grade cohort spring term 1990 dropout rates 

Third, we examine the dropout, stopout, and truancy status of the full first follow-up sample (that is, 
of the eighth grade cohort two years •later, regardless of grade; and of the freshening sample of tenth 
graders added to the NELS:88 sample in the first follow-up). These results are reported in a further 
pair of tables: 

Table 4: spring 1990 enrollm~nt status of full NELS:88 sample 
Table 5: full sample enrollment summary by key characteristics 

Fourth, we examine the school-leaving (recorded stopout episodes) and (using chronic truancy as an 
example) dropout risk factor statistics that can. be generated for the NELS:88 sophomore cohort (the 
HS&B-comparable sample of enrolled spring 1990 tenth graders) in a final table: 

Table 6: stopout/truancy status for NELS:88 sophomore cohort by key 
characteristics, with a comparison to the first follow-up full sample 

First, then, let us look at panel statistics for the eighth grade cohort, as we attempt to measure how 
many remain in school · two years after. the base year. · 

A. EIGHTII-GRADE COHORT DROPOUT RATE: PANEL 

The 1988-eligible cohort dropout rate is computed with the panel weight (FlPNLWT). At 
this time, the NELS:88 first follow-up public release files contain data only for members of the 1988-
eligible sample, a significant subset of whom are panel participants. Hence the defined sample for the 
panel-based cohort dropout rate is the 17,424 members of the eighth-grade cohort who were retained 
for the first follow-up and who completed a questionnaire in both the 1988 baseline and the 1990 
follow-up survey. The sum of the panel weights is 3,007,812; the weights project to the population 
of 1987-88 eligible eighth graders two years later. 

The cohort dropout rate is a status count of the proportion of eligible base-year eighth graders 
who are out-of-school two years later. It is. not designed to capture the sum o.f dropout events during 
the reference period. Dropout events that took place between the baseline measurement and the 
follow-up two years later do not enter into the calculation of the dropout rate if the individual was in 
school both in the spring term of 1988 and the spring term of 1990. However, the "stopout" and 
"multiple episode dropout or stopout" distinctions that are embodied in the NELS:88 data do capture 
(though imperfectly) the dropout spells that are confined to periods between the two measurements. 
The cohort dropout rate is also a slightly conservative estimate of the extent of school leaving in the 
sense that it understates the number of individuals who drop out in the course of the tenth grade. 
Survey sessions were held as early as January of 1990: The dropout status of a student who dropped 
out after survey day but before the end of the spring term might not be detected until the second 
follow-up, when the sample member would again be pursued for test and questionnaire completion, 
and that individuals' transcripts would be collected as well. Finally, .the cohort dropout rate will be 
slightly conservative from the point of view of some alternative sources of information that apply a 
more stringent definition of what it is to be in school. The NELS:88 first follow-up counted as "in 
school" any sample member who was receiving academic instruction, whether in a school, at home, 
an alternative program, or an institutional setting. 

7 
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TABLE 1: Weighted enrollment status rates for panel members, 
NELS:88 first follow-up spring term 1990 

(A) Cohort dropouts: 

(Standard Error of Measurement) 

(B) Cohort members enrolled spring 1990 but 
with at least one dropout event 1988-90 

(Standard Error Of Measurement) 

(A) + (B) (dropouts plus stopouts) 

dropout 

6.1% 

(0.480) 

stopout 

.8% 

(0.116). 

total . 

6.9% 

(A) depicts the percentage of the longitudinal cohort who were in school in the spring of 1988 
but out of school in the spring of 1990. This statistic was produced using the first follow-up panel 
weight (FlPNLWT) in conjunction with the dropout questionnaire completion flag FlQFLG. 
(Essentially similar results could be obtained by using FlPNLWT and the GlOCTRL variable7 [a 
subset--amounting to 765 cases--of the 1,043 cases identified as "not enrolled in school" meet the 
panel membership criteria] or the FlDOSTAT composite~-while FlDOSTAT can be used to identify 
both dropouts and stopouts, it was used only to identify stopout cases in computing the example 
above.) 

(B) depicts the percentage of the longitudinal cohort who were not counted in the cohort 
dropout rate because they were in school in the spring of 1990, but had had one or more episodes of 
dropping out between their spring term 1988 survey day and their spring term 1990 survey day. 
NELS:88 probably underestimates the number of stopout episodes. Despite checks at three time 
points over a two year period, brief dropout spells at other time points during the reference period 
may be missed. Hence the .8 percent of the sample identified as students who have had a dropout 
episode since eighth grade should be regarded as a conservative estimate. This statistic was produced 
using FlPNLWT and FlDOSTAT (3 = sample member dropped out of school at one time, but 
returned to school). 

The cumulative weighted rate for A plus B--6.9 percent--is the percentage of persons in the 
longitudinal cohort (1987-88 eighth graders) who have ever dropped out (that is, had dropout episodes 
between 1988 and 1990) regardless of their enrollment status in the spring of 1990. A plus B does 
not sum to the total of dropout events, however, because some individuals may have dropped out of 

The results will be essentially similar but need not be identical if one takes missings out of the G 1 OCTAL 
variable. Thus lowering the base number will result in a very slight increase in the apparent dropout rate. 
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school more than once in the two year period. A plus B sums solely to the number of individuals 
with (one or more) dropout episodes within the reference period.8 · 

Note that the cohort dropout rate does not represent the rate of attrition between eighth grade 
and tenth: some students do not reach tenth grade in the modal progression yet remain in school. 
Out-of-se·quence members of the eighth-grade cohort are generally unlikely to complete high school 
on time and are thought to be at increased risk of dropping out. One should also note that the 
proportion of the cohort out of school might be larger had NELS:88 begun earlier (say as a birth 
cohort, or a sixth grade cohort) since some students drop out prior to eighth grade. 

Further panel statistics--specifically, dropout, retention, and chronic absenteeism (absent more 
than one month in the first half of the school year) rates--are depicted in Table 2. 

B. EIGHTH GRADE COHORT DROPOUT RATE: EXPANDED PANEL 

This dropout rate is computed with the expanded sample weight. Therefore the sample is the 
19,646 members of the eighth-grade cohort who were retained for the first follow-up and the 
subsample of base year ineligible students (N=653). The dropout rate was projected from all first 
follow-up sample members for whom enrollment and demographic information was successfully 
collected (N = 19,587). Weights were adjusted for final non-response. The sum of the weights is 
3.166 million; thus the weights project to the population of 1987-88 eligible and ineligible eighth 
graders two years later, allowing for attrition by death and for being out of scope for the first follow-
up by virtue ·of beini outside the United States. 

The expanded sample cohort dropout rate is conservative, that is, the actual rate may be 
slightly higher either within its own definitional terms or from the perspective of alternative 
definitions. This is so for the three reasons explained in A (above) -- namely, (1) that the cohort 
dropout rate measures the proportion of sample members who are out of school two years later, not 
the total number who have ever (that is, since the baseline measurement) dropped out; (2) because 
tenth grade scbool-leaving is subject to undercounting (some tenth grade dropouts leave school after 
data collection and are hot "discovered" until the next round); and (3) because NELS:88 defined "in 
school" quite liberally--a more conservative definition of in-school status would produce a higher 
dropout · count. 

The table below (which uses the same data that appears in Table 8 in Kaufman, McMillen and 
Whitener, 1991) gives an overall dropout rate for the NELS:88 eighth-grade cohort, and breakdowns 
by gender, race-ethnicity, base year school urbanicity, base year school census region, and eighth 
grade school control type. (Standard Errors of Measurement for all tables are given in a special 
section that follows the text of this appendix. It is important to consult these tables; a few estimates--
particularly those pertaining to American Indians--have high standard errors). 

Individuals with multiple out-of-school spells are flagged in F1 DOSTAT ( =5) and out-of-school episodes 
are recorded in variables F1 DRPS89, F1 DRPF89, and F1 DRPS90. For further detail, see the description 
of these variables in the addendum. 
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TABLE 2: Spring term ·1990 school engagement .status of eligible eighth.;grade 
cohort by key characteristics 

(Based on FlPNLWT; N~17,424; Sum of Weights= 3,007,813; SEs in Addendum A) 

retention dropout 
rate rate 

Total: 93.95 6.05 

SEX currently current 
in school dropout 

M 93.72 6.27 
F 94.17 5.82 

RACE currently current 
in school dropout 

Asian/PI 96.94 3.06 
Hispanic 90.76 9.24 
Black 89.97 10.03 
White 95.11 4.89 
Am.Ind./AN 89.51 10.48 

Socioeconomic Status: 

SES currently current 
QUARTILE in school dropout 

lowest 85.17 14.83 

middle 95.30 4.70 

middle 96.28 3.72 

highest 98.37 1.63 

Base Year Te.st Quartile (BYTXQURT) 
currently current 
in school dropout 

lowest 86.66 13.34 

middle 93.23 6.77 

middle 97.04 2.96 

highest 99.55 0.45 

chronic 
· stopouts absentees 

0.81 4.70 

chronic · 
stopouts absentees 

0.87 3.54 
0.75 5.87 

chronic 
stopouts absentees 

0.37 2.90 
1.53 6.75 
1.14 4.43 
0.63 4.45 
2.68 9.90 

chronic 
stopouts absentees 

1.43 6.31 

1.09 4.82 

0.47 5.25 

0.31 2.60 

chronic 
stopouts absentees 

1.08 5.52 

1.46 5.60 

0.46 3.96 

0.32 3.40 
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TABLE 3: NELS:88 eighth-grade ~xpanded cohort dropout and retention rates, 
as of spring terin 1990 

Selected 
Characteristics 

Cohort 
dropout 
rate 

School 
retention 
rate 

(percent) 

Total 6.8 93.2 

Sex 
Male 7.2 92.8 
Female 6.5 93.5 

Race-ethnicity 
Asian/Pacific Islander 4.0 96.0 
Hispanic 9.6 90.4 
Black, non-Hispanic 10.2 89.8 
White, non-Hispanic 5.2 94.8 
American Indian/A.N. 9.2 90.8 

Community type of 1988 school 
Urban 8.9 91.1 
Suburban 5.4 94.6 
Rural 7.1 93.0 

Census region of 1988 school 
Northeast 5.9 94.1 
Midwest 5.5 94.5 
South 8.9 91.2 
West 5.8 94.2 

Eighth Grade School 
Control Type 

Public 7.6 92.4 
. Catholic 1.3 98.7 

Private, nonsectarian 0.5 99.5 
Private, religious 0.4 99.6 

(affiliation other 
than Catholic) 

Note: For race-ethnicity, not shown separately are 434 persons · whose race-ethnicity are unknown. 
Standard errors for this table are provided in Addendum A. 
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C. SCHOOL ENGAGEMENT STATUS OF 1990 CROSS-SECTIONAL SAMPLE 

The status of the entire NELS: 88 sample as of the spring of 1990 can be viewed cross-sectionally. 
However, the population that is described in such statistics is somewhat peculiar. It includes the entire eighth 
grade cohort, most of whose members are in tenth grade, but some of whom have dropped . out, and others of 
whom are in other grades. It includes also a freshening sample of individuals who were high school 
sophomores as of the first day of the autumn term in 1989 . . Some of these individuals (indeed, a 
comparatively large proportion) dropped out between the first day of fall term 1989 and their scheduled . 
spring term 1990 survey session. These indiv~duals, however, have been followed for a few months; as 
contrasted to the eighth grade cohort, which has been followed for two. years. Thus ninth and tenth grade 
dropout events are included for the eighth grade cohort members, but only tenth grade dropout events enter 
into the rates below. The full-sample statistics below are not generalizable to sophomores as a whole, since 
non-sophomores are included. Nor are the statistics generalizable to the eighth grade class of 1988, since 
individuals who were not eighth graders two years before are included. 

It is nevertheless of interest to measure the number of freshened tenth graders who drop out; their 
numbers, added to the attrition in the eighth grade longitudinal cohort, give a truer picture of the number of 
dropouts missed in an HS&B-type design with a spring term tenth grade starting point. 

In general, dropouts from the 1989-90 sophomore freshening sample can be viewed in one of three 
ways. First, they might be looked at in isolation, as a separate 1990 population of interest (out-of.:.sequence 
tenth graders who drop out). Second, they might be looked at in conjunction with all other autumn term 
sophomores--this group contributes to a 1989-90 sophomore year dropout rate. Third, they can be included 
in cohort dropout statistics in 1992, if the NELS:88 sophomore cohort is defined as all students enrolled in 
tenth grade as of the first day of the 1989 fall term. Of course, this is an alternative to the HS&B-comparable 
definition of the NELS: 88 sophomore cohort, which is anchored in student status as of the spring term. 

A few comments on these four categorizatioris--cohort dropouts, cohort stopouts, freshened sample 
dropouts or stopouts, and longterm or chronic absentees--may be helpful in interpreting the numbers 
presented above. 

Dropouts and stopouts from the population of 1987-88 eighth graders (i.e., A. + B.) comprise the 
members of the longitudinal cohort who have ever (assuming an eighth grade starting pointfor this 
measurement) dropped out. 

The category of freshened school-leavers (C.) reflects the school enrollment history of tenth grade 
freshened students over a generally brief but somewhat variable period of the sophomore year (that is, 
between sample freshening, when all freshened students were enrolled in school, and which was tied to 
enrollment as of the first day of the autumn term in 1989; and data collection, which took place as early as 
January of 1990 but more typically in February or March). There were 1,043 eligible freshened students. A 
strikingly large proportion (about 17 % ) of the freshened students left school in the several months that they 
were followed by the study; eighteen percent were .either 1989-90 dropouts or stopouts. The high school 
leaving rate for this group is unsurprising. Most freshened students were not in eighth grade two years ago 
because of grade retention. Most freshened students also are overage, and of an age now to legally leave 
school. 
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TABLE 4: 1990 enrollment status of full NELS:88 sample 
(Expanded Sample Not Taken Into Account) 

dropout 
rate 

A. Dropouts 6.86% 

(Standard Error of Measurement) (0.448) 

B. Stopouts (sample members with 
one br more stopout .84% 
episode, not included in A 

(Standard Error of Measurement) (0.116) 

C. (A. + B.) Dropouts and stopouts 7.70% 

D. Chronic truants 4.70% 

Notes: These dropout rates are based on the use of the basic first follow-up cross-sectional . 
nonresponse adjusted weight (FlQWT) with the dropout questionnaire completion flag 
(FlQFLG = 2). (Stopout events were identified through FlDOSTAT (=3 or F1DOSTAT=5 
and Fl QFLG= 1). These statistics reflect the.entire NELS:88 1990 sample--eighth-grade 
cohort members and tenth grade freshened students (unweighted N = 19,264; weighted 
N =3.175 million). Because some longitudinal cohort members are out of sequence 
(dropouts, grade-retained, and those who skipped grades) these estimates are not generalizable 
to tenth graders in the United States in the 1989-90 school year. The population projected to 
for these results includes the panel for cohort dropouts and students (that is, projects to 
3,007,813), but includes freshened students as well, expanding to project 3,175,250 
individuals. However, these estimates do not include the proportion (5.34%) of the base year 
cohort who were declared ineligible for the survey. 
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NELS:88 offers the possibility of combining and recombining various elements to generate 
dropout statistics that match other sources. One could view these freshened dropouts not as part of 
the 1988-90 dropout measurement but as part .of the ·l990-:-1992 measurement However, .to do so ·: 
would provide a dropout rate that would notbe usable for 1982-1992 trend comparisons with HS&B 
for the simple reason that HS&B in 1980 included no dropouts. Rather than defining its sophomore 
cohort with reference to the first day of the fall term in 1979, HS&B defined the sophomore cohort 
with reference to spring term 1980. HS&B specifically cl~ssified all tenth graders who were drawn 
into the sample arid dropped out prior to survey day as ineligible for the study. It should be recalled 
that these freshened students dropped out prior to their spring term survey days; all other students 
who dropped out in this reference period are counted as first follow.:.up dropouts. So, for some . 
purposes, one may wish to view these individuals as first follow-up dropouts. If the freshened 
students who dropped out in the tenth grade prior to survey day are added to the eighth-grade cohort 
dropout rate, the NELS:88 first follow-up dropout rate increases by over a percentage point. Again, 
data users are cautioned that the full first follow-up sample is a hybrid of an eighth grade cohort 
sample two years after its formation and a representative tenth grade sample, and that extreme care 
must therefore be taken in differentiating its overall characteristics from those. of such populations it 
contains as a representative eighth grade sample in 1988, a representative subsample of 1988 eighth 
graders two years later, and a representative sample of sophomores in 1990 . . Data users should be 
fully aware of the caveat that any dropout statistics based on the full first follow-up sample will not 
generalize to a pure population. Such stati~tics will reflect cohort school-leaving events and spells for 
two school years, sample members who are in tenth grade and others who are not, and tenth grade 
1989-90 dropout events and statuses for individuals not in the eighth grade cohort and missing 1988-
89 data. 

The category of chronic truants or longterm absentees--D-~comprises all NELS:88 1989-90 
sample members (both the longitudinal cohort, and freshened students) who are self~reported as 
chronically absent, based on item 13 of the student questionnaire which reports absences for the first 
half of the school year. Specifically, these students were absent more than a month (21 or more 
school days) in the first half of the 1989-90 school year. If a lesser cutoff point were used (say, 
absent more than three weeks, that is, 16 or more school days), then 7.7 percent of the sample could 
be viewed as chronic absentees; or if the criterion "more than two weeks" were used, 14.6 percent of 
the sample could be viewed as chronic absentees. 

The NELS:88 first follow-up item did not ask about consecutive absences, nor about 
unexcused absences, and is therefore not a wholly reliable guide to which students are at higher risk 
for dropping out as opposed to students making normal progress who may have had one or more 
lengthy illnesses. (Nevertheless, it is likely that there are some "hidden stopouts" in the 4.8 percent of 
the student population who missed more than a month in the first half of the year.) 

School Engagement Status: 1988-90 Panel and 1990 Cross-Section. The table below shows 
dropout and stopout rates, and chronic absenteeism (absent more than one month in first half of the 
school year) for the 1990 cross-sectional sample (longitudinal cohort, including base year 
nonparticipants who participated in the first follow-up, and tenth grade freshening sample) by sex, 
race. socioeconomic status. and base year test quartile. 
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TABLE 5: 1990 school enrollment status summary by key 
characteristic,s for all first follow-up sample members 

(Based on F 1 QWT; Participant N = 19,264; Sum of Weights= 3,175,250) 

selected 
variables: 

ALL: 

SEX: 
M 
F 

RACE 

Asian/Pl 
Hispanic 
Black 
White 
Am.Ind.I AN 

SES 

lowest 
middle 
middle 
highest 

currently 
in school 

93.14 

92.85 
93.44 

currently 
in school 

96.91 
90.11 
89.17 
94.36 
88.31 

currently 
in school 

83.99 
94.23 
96.28 
98.28 

current 
dropout 

6.86 

7.15 
6.56 

current 
dropout 

3.08 
9.89 
10.83 
5.64 
11.69 

current 
dropout 

16.01 
5.77 
3.72 
1.72 

Base Year Test Quartile (BYTXQURT) 

lowest 
middle 
middle 
highest 

currently 
in school 

87.22 
93.41 
97.18 
99.55 

current 
dropout 

12.78 
6.59 
2.82 
0.45 

· Note: Standard errors for all estimates are provided in Addendum A. 
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D. THE NELS:88 SOPHOMORE COHORT 

. The NELS: 88 sophomore cohort--if defined to parallel the HS&B · sophomore cohort of 1980--
may be viewed as all members of the eighth grade cohort and Sophomore freshening sample enrolled 
in school as of their school's survey session in the spring term of 1990. Cohort dropout status 
statistics cannot be produced for the NELS :88 eighth grade cohort in 1988 considered cross-
sectionally, nor for the sophomore cohort in spring term of 1990; cohort dropout rates arise from 
longitudinal measurement. Although a condition .of grade-defined cohort membership at these 
specified time periods is in-school status , the biographies of some sample members contain past 
dropout events. To the extent that these have.been-recorded by the study, stopout rates can be 
produced. Also, of course, information can be gathered about risk factors--circumstances and 
tendencies that increase the likelihood the sample member will not complete school. In the table 
·below, we display stopout statistics for the NELS: 88 sophomore cohort, as well as statistics for this 
group for one important dropout risk factor or predictor, high absenteeism (specifically, self-reports 

·of being absent more than one month in the first half of the 19~9-90 academic year). Solely for the 
purpose of demonstrating the difference in these numbers, we also show the stopout and truancy rates 
for the entire first follow-up sample. To use the cross-sectional questionnaire completion weight 
(FlQWT) without removing from one's calculations those students who are not enrolled in tenth 
grade changes most estimates. In order to generalize about tenth graders in the United States in the 
1989-90 school year, non-sophomores must be removed from the analysis. 

An alternative definition of the NELS:88 sophomore cohort is produced when membership in 
tenth grade as of the first day of the autumn term is used as the reference point. While this 
definition is not compatible with the HS&B definition, it may be a useful way of construing the cohort 
for some purposes. 

II. NELS:88 Dropout Definition and Dropout Rate Estimates: 
Comparability To Other Statistical Sources 

It is useful to ask in what ways NELS: 88 first follow-up dropout rate statistics are like or 
unlike estimates from other data sources. To this end, we briefly compare definitions, methods .and 
results of the first follow-up to three other sources: the Current Population Survey, administrative 
records sources, and High School and Beyond. 

Bureau of the Census Current Population Survey (CPS). The Curren,t Population Survey (CPS) is 
paradigmatic of the traditional event dropout approach, which records the proportion of students 
enrolled one year ago who have since dropped out of school. Each year, the CPS calculates the 
proportion of dropouts during the twelve-month period from October of one year to October of the 
next (Kominski, 1990), and is thus a rich (indeed, the sole) source of national annual time-series data. 

The sample sizes for purposes of dropout estimation are not large and allow for only limited 
subgroup estimates even at the national level. The time frame differences between NELS:88 and CPS 
-- "spring term" versus October -- are important in two ways. First, the CPS time period is much 
narrower and more specific, and second, the measurement occurs at the opposite end of the academic 
year. Apart from the difference between beginning-of-year and end-of-year enrollments, estimates 
derived from the broad reference periods of NELS:88 (e.g.,_ spring term 1990) may not correspond to 
estimates generated from a narrower reference period (say October 1990). In addition, while an 
annual measurement can be derived from NELS:88, its design has invested more heavily in producing 
the most accurate possible biennial measurement. 
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TABLE 6: NELS:88 first follow-up stopout/chronic truant 
status summary for full first follow-up sample and 
NELS:88 sophomore cohort, by key characteristics 

All first follow-up sample members (Based 
on FlQWT; Participant N=l9,264 Sum of 
Wts.=3.175 million) 

stopout 

0.80 

0.87 
0.72 

stopout 

0.34 · 
1.82 
1.25 
0.58 
0.83 

stopout 

1.39 
1.03 
0 .53 
0.27 

stopout 

0.93 
1.52 
0.35 
0.32 

Note: Standard errors for al estimates are provided in ddendum A. 

ALL: 

SEX: 
M 
F 

.RACE 

Asian/PI 
Hispanic 
Black 
White 
Arn.Ind.I AN 

SES 

lowest 
middle 
middle 
highest 

stopout 

0.84 

0:91 
0.77 

stopout 

0.32 
1.83 
1.16 
0.60 
2.40 

stopout 

1.42 
1.06 
0.51 
0.29 

·absent 
student 

4.84 

3.62 
6.08 

absent 
student 

2.91 
7.60 
4.60 
4.49 
8.27 

absent 
student 

6.31 
4.82 
5.04 
2.52 

BY Test Quartile (BYTXQURT) 

absent 
stopout student 

lowest 1.05 5.38 
middle 1.44 5.57 
middle 0.44 3.98 
highest 0.32 3.23 

NELS:ss· sophomore cohort (all sample 
members enrolled in tenth grade, spring 
term 1990; Based on FlQWT; Participant 
N = 17,544; Sum of Wts. = 2.823 million) 

absent 
student 

4.84 

·3.41 
6.26 

absent 
student 

2.80 
8.30 
4.71 
4.40 
9.03 

absent 
student 

7.06 
4.60 
5.06 
2.34 

aosent 
student 

5.84 
5.52 
3.80 
3.23 
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Both CPS and NELS:88 place some reliance on household proxies, although the 
methodologies .are very different. NELS:88 double-confirms status as reported by the school with the 
household, then (normally) directly interviews the dropout. Sometimes in HS&B and NELS:88 
household members have vehemently denied that their child met the study's dropout definition, yet 
school records, teachers, and school principals have conclusively established that the parent's denials 
were mistaken. (Oftentimes too, NELS: 88 students reported as dropouts by schools have turned out 
to be, .on the basis of our follow-up to household reports, transfer students, not dropouts.) It is not 
clear whether any significant amount of social desirability bias attaches to household proxy reports of 
enrollment status, either in general or differentially for selected ethnic-racial groups, or to what 
degree estimates might be affected. Far too little research has been done in this area, although 
Mohadjer, Brick and West (1990)9 report deriving smaller dropout estimates from household 
interviews than from youth interviews, particularly with regard to event dropout rates (less so for 
status dropout rates), and for younger dropouts (in contrast to older dropouts). 

While CPS and NELS:88 employ different methodologies to provide different sorts of dropout 
statistics--an annual event rate in the one case, and a longitudinal cohort measurement in the other--
results of the two studies should be highly complementary even when notdirectly comparable. For 
example, both CPS time series data and HS&B-NELS:88 cros~-cohort data should measure aspects of 
the same enrollment trends over time. For further information on the uses of CPS data in dropout 
rate estimation; see Kominski, 1990. 10 

Administrative Records Sources. In general, household surveys such as the Current Population 
Survey and school-based longitudinal studies such as HS&B and NELS:88 supply a validity check for 
estimates produced from administrative records sources. While CPS and the NCES national education 
longitudinal studies of high school cohorts provide very powerful national estimates, neither supplies 
local needs for detailed state and district-level information. Because of the lack of uniformity in the 
way that dropout information is collected and the variation in definitions employed, administrative 
records sources generally cannot be used to produce national or regional estimates comparable to 
HS&B or NELS:88 data. However, the NCES annual universe survey of state education agencies--
the Common Core of Data--has been working to develop a uniform dropout definition which could be · 
used to generate meaningful national statistics from state records systems. The Common Core of Data 
expects to be able to collect uniform dropout statistics in the 1991-92 school year. Thus, while this 
potential data source will not provide a comparison point to first follow-up data, it may be able to 
provide a partial point of reference for the NELS:88 second follow-up. 

Comparisons Between the NCES National Education Longitudinal Studies. - No aropour rate 
comparisons can be made between NELS:88 first follow-up and HS&B dropout results because of the 
different starting points of the studies. Individuals who dropped out during or prior to tenth grade 
were not in the HS&B sampling frame. Individuals who dropped out in the course of tenth grade were 
declared ineligible for the study. HS&B measured, in the spring of 1982, the enrollment status of 
those individuals only who completed the spring term of the sophomore year in the spring of 1980. 

9 Mohadjer, Leyla; Brick, Mike; and West, Jerry. 1990. "Proxy Respondents and Measurement Errors for 
Statistics on Dropouts." ln'ternational Conference on Measurement Error in Surveys, Phoenix, November 
1990. 

10 Kominski, Robert. 1990. Estimating the High School Dropout Rate. Demography, 27(2). 
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Even though HS&B-NELS:88 dropout statistics cannot be compared (until the 1992 data have 
been collected and processed), it neverthel~ss is instructive to consider definitional differences and 
similarities between the first follow-ups of NELS:88 and HS&B. Generally speaking, the NELS:88 
first follow-up adhered to the dropout definitions, and methodologies for ascertaining dropout status, 
that were employed in HS&B, including the HS&B method that required (when possible) double 
confirmation (school and home) of dropout status. 

However, the NELS:88 first follow-up, as noted above, did define in-school status liberally--
more liberally than had HS&B, which regarded students not in regular high school diploma programs 
(e.g., GED students, or students receiving any other academic instruction that did not lead to a high 
school diploma) as a special kind of dropout, to be contrasted to dropouts who were receiving no 
academic instruction. Many alternative program designations were encountered in the course of the 
NELS:88 first follow-up. A.student might be receiving vocational or GED instruction in a Job 

. Corps Center, attending a school within a school for high-risk students, enrolled in a dropout re-entry 
program, attending a night school class for GED, attending a continuation school, receiving academic . 
instruction at home from parents, enrolled in a non-diploma course such as travel agent training, . 
attending an adult education school that holds a special class for high school dropouts, enrolled in an 
independent study school, receiving instruction by correspondence or at a learning center while 
serving in a juvenile detention facility, receiving instruction while enrolled in a drug rehabilitation 
clinic--all of these diverse educational situations were regarded as being "in school" for purposes of 
dropout classification in the NELS:88 first follow-up. A less liberal definition of school enrollment 
would of course have resulted in a higher recorded dropout rate. (In the NELS:88 second follow-up, 

. data are being collected that will allow regular students ·and alternative completers to be distinguished, 
so that second follow-up dropout data can be made comparable to both HS&B and NELS:88 first 
follow-up, despite their difference in approach to this issue.) 

In .one central respect, NELS:88 substantially improves on the stopout data gathered by 
HS&B. By checking enrollment status at three points in time over the two year interval between data 
collections, NELS: 88 attempts to gather maximum information from school personnel and households 
about dropout events, including events that lead to a return to school prior to the next survey session. 
HS&B relied on a questionnaire item to identify past dropout events (specifically, item 17 on the 1982 
sophomore cohort questionnaire, which asked for the longest period the individual had ever stayed 
away from school, and offered options ranging ~rom less than one week to an entire quarter or 
semester, or a school year or longer). Relying on student self-report is a weaker approach to stopout 
identification than that taken in the NELS:88 first follow-up. Nonetheless, dropout spells of brief 
duration may be missed by the NELS:88 methodology. For example, a student who was at an eighth 
grade survey day in February of 1988 may have been a dropout between March and June of 1988. 
If that student has returned to school in the autumn of 1988, the tracing phase would identify that 
student as in school, with a resultant underreporting of dropout/stopout events. Neither NELS:88 
students nor their schools ctr families were asked whether the student dropped out before the end of 
eighth grade. (There may still then be a need to gather questionnaire data on potential stopout 
episodes--in the NELS:88 second follow-up, the parent questionnaire contains an item that has been 
designed to do so.) 

Several other differences were obtained between the NELS:88 first follow-up approach and 
that of HS&B. One such difference is in the treatment of ineligible students. While students were 
excluded from HS&B, no attempt was made to gather demographic or enrollment status information 
on these individuals, nor to assess whether their eligibility status had changed over time. The effect of 
exclusions on HS&B estimates has never been examined. Another difference is sample freshening; no 
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attempt was made to achieve a representative 1982 twelfth grade student sample. Thereforethe 
dropout results obtained from HS&B are limited in their generalizability to a single tenth grade 
cohort. 

Summary and Conclusions. 

The major strength of NELS:88 for generating dropout statistics is that it combines event 
history data (including the month and year the student dropped out, and the grade attended at the time 
of this transition) and repeated status measurements in a longitudinal design that registers the 
cumulative school-leaving and school-return transitions of statistically representative individuals over 
the critical (for completion) period of their school careers. NELS:88 both measures the cumulative 
percentage of individuals in the cohort who ever drop out, and ascertains the proportion of those who 
ever return to school and who finally complete their schooling or obtain equivalency certificates. 
With cohort data, one can readily move back and forth, as needed, between what Barro and 
Kolstad11 call gross (any student who has ever dropped out) and net (students who are dropouts at a 
particular time) definitions. One can accommodate the fact as well that a given individual may drop 
out (and return to school) multiple times. 

Using NELS:88 first follow-up 'data, the following basic dropout rates can be computed: 

EIGHTH-GRADE COHORT PANEL DROPOUT RATE. Given the original base year sample 
definition in which 5.34 percent of the eighth grade student universe was excluded from the sample, a 
cohort dropout rate of six percent estimates the percentage of the sample in school in the spring of 
1988 who were out of school in the spring of 1990. An additional .8 percent of sample members are 
estimated to have dropped out of school in the reference period, but returned. While the cohort 
dropout rate is likely to be extremely accurate, the stopout almost certainly underestimates the 
incidence of temporary dropout episodes. , 

EIGHTH-GRADE COHORT DROPOUT RATE: EXPANDED PANEL. If the expanded sample 
is .considered--1988 ineligible as well as eligible students--the cohort dropout rate increases by nearly 
a percentage point, from just over six percent to just under seven percent (6.8%). It is not known 
how many members of the ineligibles sample had one or more dropout spells, though in general the 
school-leaving propensities of this group are much higher than those of the eligible sample. A 
conservative assumption would be that the rate of stopping out is not less than in the eligible sample. 
If this is so, then the number of NELS:88 (expanded cohort) sample members who dropped out after 
spring 1988 and returned to or remained out of school would be at least 7.6 percent. 

NELS:88 FIRST FOLWW-UP FULL SAMPLE. Almost one percent (.84%) of the first follow-up 
sample (1988-eligible eighth grade cohort and tenth grade freshening sample) had a stopout episode 
between 1988 and 1990 (or between 1989-90 for freshened students), and 6.86 percent remained 
outside school in the spring term of 1990. Thus 7.7 percent had a dropout or stopout spell. If the 
school-leaving propensities ,of the ineligibles population were taken into account, the percentage with 
school-leaving events would be still higher. At the same time, 4.8 percent of students reported being 
absent more than a month in the first half of the school year, and 7. 7 percent absent more than three 
weeks. 

11 Barro, Stephen M., and Kolstad, Andrew. 1987. Who Drops Out of High School?: Findings from High 
School and Beyond. Washington, D.C.: National Center for Education Statistics. 
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Each of the dropout rates that can be generated from NELS:88 data--the 6.1 percent cohort 
·dropout rate for the 1988-eligible panel, the 6 .8 percent rate for the expanded eighth-grade cohort 
panel, or some higher number that counts stopout events as well as dropout status----meaningfully 
contributes to our understanding of the incidence of school-leaving. 

In the addenda that follow, standard errors are provided for tables 2, 3, 5, and 6, and notes 
on the key NELS:88 dropout analysis flags and variables are supplied, that may assist in the 
understanding and use of the data. 
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ADDENDUM A: STANDARD ERRORS FOR DROPOUT STATISTICS TABLES 2, 3, S, AND 6 

TABLE 2-A: STANDARD ERRORS OF MEASUREMENT FOR TABLE 2: 
SCHOOL ENGAGEMENT STATUS OF ELIGIBLE EIGHTH-GRADE 
COHORT BY KEY CHARACTERISTICS 

TABLE 3-A: STANDARD ERRORS OF MEASUREMENT FOR TABLE 3: 
NELS:88 EIGHTH-GRADE COHORT DROPOUT AND RETENTION RATES, 
SPRING TERM 1990 . 

TABLE 5-A: STANDARD ERRORS OF MEASUREMENT FOR TABLE 5: 
1990 SCHOOL ENROLLMENT STATUS SUMMARY BY KEY CHARACTERISTICS. 
FOR ALL FIRST FOLLOW-UP SAMPLE MEMBERS 

TABLE 6-A: STANDARD ERRORS OF MEASUREMENT FOR TABLE 6: 
NELS:88 FIRST FOLLOW-UP STOPOUT/CHRONIC TRUANT STATUS SUMMARY 
FOR FULL FIRST FOLLOW-UP SAMPLE AND NELS:88 
SOPHOMORE COHORT, BY KEY CHARACTERISTICS 

Note: Standard errors for tables 1 and 4 were incorporated in the table presentation of the preceding text. 
All standard errors reported in this appendix are Taylor-series approximations. 
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TABLE 2-A: Standard errors of measurement for table 2: School engagement status of 
eligible eighth-grade cohort by key characteristics 

Note: Standard errors of measurement appear parenthetically after each panel estimate. 
Weighted N for total=2.991 million; unweighted N for total=17,381. 

retention dropout chronic 
rate rate stopouts absentees 

TOTAL: 93.95 6.05 0.81 4.70 
s.e. (0.480) (0.4$0) (0.204) (0.328) 

SEX currently current absent 
in school dropout stopout student 

M 93.72 6.27 · 0.87 3.54 
s.e. (0.692) (0.692) (0.204) (0.328) 

F 94.17 5.82 0.75 5.87 
s.e. (0.588) (0.588) (0.143) (0.463) 

RACE currently current absent 
in school dropout stopout student 

Asian/Pl 96.94 3.06 0.37 2.90 
s.e. (1.048) (l.048) (0.213) (0.562) 

Hisp 90.76 9.24 1.53 6.75 
s.e. (1.014) (1.014)· (0.394) (0.997) 

Black 89.97 .10.03 1.14 4.43 
s.e. (1.944) (1.944) (0.280) (0.855) 

White 95.11 4.89 0.63 4.45 
s.e. (0.529) (0.529) (0.147) (0.324) 

Am. 
Ind./AN 89.51 10.48 2.68 9.90 

s.e. (2.603) (2.603) (2.121) (4.039) 
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TABLE 2-A: Standard errors for Table 2: Spring term 1990 school engagement status of 
eligible eighth-grade cohort by · key characteristics-~ontinued 

SOCIOECONOMIC STATUS (SES) 
SES 
QUARTILE 

currently 
in school 

lowest .85.17 
s.e. (1.325) 

middle 95.30 
s.e. (0.485) 

middle 96.28 
s.e. (0.941) 

highest 98.37 
s.e. (0.649) 

current 
dropout 

14.83 
(1.325) 

4;70 
(0.485) 

3.72 
(0.941) 

1.63 
(0.649) 

Base Year Test Quartile (BYTXQURT) 

· currently 
in school 

lowest 86.66 
s.e. (0.976) 

middle 93.23 
s.e. (1.058) 

middle 97.04 
s.e. (1.064) 

highest 99.55 
s.e. (0.102) 

DATA SOURCE: U.S. Department of Education, National Center Center for Education Statistics, National 
Education Longitudinal Study of 1988 (NELS:88) First Follow-Up (1990), unpublished data. 

current 
dropout 

13.34 
(0.976) 

6.77 
(1.058) 

2.96 
(1.064) 

0.45 
(0.102) 

stopout 

1.43 
(0.288) 

1.09 
(0.350) 

0.47 
(0.164) 

0.31 
(0.126) 

stopout 

1.08 
(0.203) 

1.46 
(0.419) 

0.46 
(0.152) 

0.32 
(0.163) 

absent 
student 

6.31 
(0.692) 

4.82 
(0.464) 

5.25 
(0.674) 

2.60 
(0.373) 

absent 
student 

5.52 
(0.551) 

5.60 
(0.684) 

3.96 
(0.464) 

3.40 
(0.462) 
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TABLE3.:.A: Standard errors of'measureinent for table 3: NELS:88 eighth-grade 
expanded' cohort dropout and retention rates', spring term 1990 

Note: Standard ~rrors appear parenthetically, after the expanded panel estimate. 

Selected 
Characteristics 

Cohort School 
dropout retention 
rate rate 

(percent) 
TOTAL 6.8 93.2 

(0.40) (0.40) 

SEX 
Male 7.2 92.8 

(0.55) (0.55) 

Female 6.5 93.5 
(0.51) (0.51) 

RACE-ETIINICITY 

Asian/Pacific Islander 4.0 - 96.0 
(1.02) {1.0:2) 

Hispanic 9.6 90.4 
(0.84) (0.84) 

Black, non-Hispanic 10.2 89.8 
(L51) (1.51) 

White, non-Hispanic _ 5.2 94.8 
(0.44) (0.44) 

American Indian/ A.N. 9.2 90.8 
(2.32) (2.32) 

COMMUNITY TYPE OF 1988 SCHOOL 

Urban - 8.9 91.1 
(0.87) (0.87) 

Suburban 5.4 94.~. 
(0.53) (0.53) 

Rural 7.1 93.0 
(0.76) (0.76) 
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TABLE 3-A: NELS:88 eighth-grade cohort dropout and retention rates, 
spring term 1990--continued 

Cohort School 
dropout retention 
rate rate 

CENSUS REGION OF 1988 SCHOOL 

Northeast 

Midwest 

South 

West 

EIGHTH GRADE SCHOOL 
CONTROL TYPE 

Public 

Catholic 

Private, nonsectarian 

Private, religious 
(affiliation other 
than Catholic) 

(percent) 

5.9 
(0.84) 

5.5 
(0.71) 

8.9 
(0.69) 

5.8 
(LOS) 

7.6 
(0.45) 

1.3 
(0.38) 

0.5 
(0.30) 

0.4 
(0.18) 

94.1 
(0.84) 

94.5 
(0.71) 

91.2 
(0.69) 

94.2 
(1 :05) 

92.4 
(0.45) 

98.7 
(0.38) 

99.5 
(0.30) 

99.6 
(0.18) 

Note: For race-ethnicity, not shown separately are 434 persons whose race-ethnicity are unknown. 
Percentages may not sum to one hundred percent due to rounding. 

·DATA SOURCE: U.S. Department of Education, National Center Center for Education Statistics, 
National Education Longitudinal Study of 1988 (NELS:88) First Follow-Up (1990). 
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TABLE 5-A: Standard errors of measurement for Table S: 1990 school enrollinent 
status· summary by key characteristics· for all first follow-up sample 
members 

selected 
variables: 

ALL: 
s.e. 

SEX: 

M 
s.e. 

F 
s.e. 

RACE 

Asian/PI 
s.e. 

Hispanic 
s.e. 

Black 
s.e. 

White 
s.e. 

Arn.Ind.IAN 
s.e. 

currently 
in school 

93.14 
(0.453) 

92;85 
(0.628) 

93.44 
(0.587) 

currently 
in school 

96.91 
(0.947) 

90.11 
(0.922) 

89.17 
(1.708) 

94.36 
(0.510) 

88.31 
(2.483) 

current 
dropout 

6.86 
(0.453) 

7.15 
(0.628) 

6.56 
(0.587) 

current 
dropout 

3.08 
(0.947) 

9.89 
(0.922) 

10.83 
(1.708) 

5.64 
(0.510) 

11.69 
(2.483) 
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TABLES-A: Standard errors of measurement .for Table S: 1990 school 
·enrollment status ·summary by. key characteristics for . all 
first follow-up sample members-..continued ; ·. 

Socioeconomic Status (SES by quartile) 

SES currently ~urrent 
in school dropout 

lowest 83.99 16.01 
s.e. (1.161) (1.161) 

middlle 94.23 5.77 
s.e. (0.645) :o.645) 

middle 96.28 3.72 . 
s.e. (0.895) :o.895) 

highest 98.28 1.72 
s.e. (0.620) :0.620) 

Base Year Test Quartile (BYTXQURT) 

currently current 
in school dropout 

lowest 87.22 12.78 
s.e. (0.952) (0.952) 

middle 93.41 6.59 
s.e. (1.053) (1.053) 

middle 97.18 . 2.82 
s.e. (1.009) (1.009) 

highest 99.55 0.45 
s.e. (0.101) (0.101) 

DATA SOURCE: U.S. Department of Education, National Center Center for Education Statistics, . 
National Education Longitudinal Study of 1988 (NELS :88) First Follow-Up (1990), unpublished data. 
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TABLE 6-A: Standard errors of measurement for Table 6: NELS:88 first 
follow-up stopout/chronic truant status summary for full first 
follow-up sample and NELS:88 sophomore cohort, by key 
characteristics 

All first follow-up 
sample members (unweighted N =19,264; 
weighted N =3 .175 million 

NELS:88 sophomore cohort 
(enrolled in grade 10 spring term 
1990; wted. N = 2.823 million; 
unweighted N =17,544) 

absent 
stopout student stopout student 

absent 

ALL: 0.84 4.84 0.80 4.84 
s.e. (0.116) (0.276) (0.126) (0.288) 

SEX: 
M 0.91 3.62 0.87 3.41 

s.e. (0.184) (0.294} (0.199) (0.305) 

F 0.77 6.08 0.72 6.26 
s.e. (0.143) (0.456) (0.153) (0.496) 

RACE absent ·absent 
stopout student stopout student 

Asian/PI 0.32 2.91 0.34 2.80 
s.e. (0.186) (0.530) (0.195) (0.534) 

Hispanic 1.83 7.60 1.82 8.30 
s.e. (0.380) (1.171) (0.434) (1.381) 

Black 1.16 4.60 1.25 4.71 
s.e. (0.281) (0.767) (0.336) (0.911) 

White 0.60 4.49 0.58 4.40 
s.e. (0.135) (0.304) (0.145) (0.315) 

Am. 0.83 9.03 
Ind./AN 2.40 8.27 (0.622) (4.154) 

s.e. (1.510) (3.355) 
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Table 6-A: Standard errors of measurement for Table 6: NELS:88 first follow-up. 
stopout/chronic truant status summary for full first follow-up sample 

.and NELS:88 sophomore cohort, by key characteristics--continued 

All first follow-up 
sample members (unweighted N=19,264; 
weighted N=3.175 million) 

NELS:88 sophomore cohort 
(enrolled in grade lO spring term 
1990; wted. N = 2.823 million) 

SES 
stopout 

absent 
student stopout 

absent. 
student 

lowest 
s.e. 

1.42 
(0.252) 

6.31 
(0.610) 

1.39 
(0.288) 

7.06 
(0.765) 

middle 
s.e. 

l.06 
(0.327) 

4.82 
(0.435) 

1.03 
(0.361) 

4.60 
(0.437) 

middle 
s.e. 

0.51 
(0.166) 

5.04 
(0.640) 

0.53 
(0.177) 

5.06 
(0 .672) 

highest 
s.e. 

. 0.29 
(0.120) 

2.52 
(0.344) 

0.27 
(0.122) 

2.34 
(0.319) 

Base Ye.ar Test Quartile (BYTXQURT) 

stopout 
absent 
student stopout 

absent 
student 

lowest · 
s.e. 

1.05 
(0.191) 

5.38 
(0.529) 

0.93 
(0.175) 

5.84 
(0.659) 

middle 
s.e. 

1.44 
(0.416) 

5.57 
(0.681) 

1.52 
(0.470) 

5.52 
(0.739) 

mid.die 
s.e. 

0.44 
(0.144) 

3.98 
(0.465) 

0.35 
(0.140) 

3.80 
(0.446) 

highest 
s.e. 

0.32 
(0.160) 

3.23 
(0.430) 

0.32 
(0.161) 

3.23 
(0.434) 

DATA SOURCE: U.S. Department of Education, National Center Center for Education Statistics, 
National Education Longitudinal Study of 1988 (NELS:88) First Follow-Up (1990), unpublished data. 
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ADDENDUM B: ·. KEY NELS:88 DROPOUT ANALYSIS FLAGS ·AND VARIABLES 

This · addendum is an · annotated guide to the flags, composites and critical variables that are 
important to defining, in various ways, dropouts and nondropouts, and to analyzing dropout data. 

DROPOUT STATUS. Dropout status is summarized in the FlDOSTAT flag. Dropouts under status 
3 (who participated) will have completed a- student questionnaire; spring term 1990 out-of-school . 
sample members (status 4) will have completed a dropout questionnaire. An individual with multiple 
dropout episodes (status 5) may have been in school or out of school at the time of the survey, and 
may have more than one dropout date recorded in the series of three FlDRP variables (see below). 
Analysts who wish to make 1980-1990 trend comparisons must exclude school leavers from cross-
cohort comparisons (there were no dropouts in the HS&B 1980 sample) as well as out-of-sequence 
sample members (FlSEQFLG= 1). (Stopouts [category 3] should be included, if the individual was a 
1989-90 tenth grader [many stopouts will be out ofsequence, that is, in a grade other than grade 
ten].) 

While a very few NELS:88 sample members were only single-confirmed (category 2), 
dropout status was double-confirmed for all participants. Both FlDOSTAT and the FlDRP series 
were constructed for all sample members (as were the base year standard classification variables when 
data was available) regardless of whether a given individual participated in the first follow-up or not. 
(However, users are cautioned that there is no first follow-up v.reight on the file for first follow-up 
nonparticipants.) · · 

FlDOSTAT 5 = Sample member had more than one dropout episode. 

4 = Sample member dropped out of school and did not return to school. 12 

3 = Student dropped out of school at one time, but returned to school. 12 

2 = Sample member was reported by the school as a dropout, but this was 
not confirmed by the sample member or his/her family. 

1 = Dropout status was not determined. 

0 = Student did not drop out. 

The status of individuals in category (5) as of the spring term of 1990 can be determined with 
reference to which questionnaire they completed. The FlQFLG permits stopouts (who completed-the 
student questionnaire) and dropouts (who completed the dropout questionnaire) to be distinguished. 

However, an individual who had returned to school, but had been back in school for less than two weeks 
(fewer than ten school days), was classified as a dropout (4), not as a stopout (3). Category (5), on the 
other hand, in concept includes both stopouts-dropouts, and double stopouts. In practice, virtually all of 
these cases are dropouts (of the 33 individuals classified under category 5, two were nonparticipants, 
one was a stopout, and 30 were dropouts; ~he one stopout was not a member of panel). 

12 
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DROPOUT EVENT DATE. · It is of interest not just to know that a particular transitional event (such 
as leaving school before completion) took place, but also, for a variety or reasons, to know when it 
took place13 • For example, dropout rates may vary considerably by grade, or may differ by term 
within grade. There are two basic sources in NELS: 88 of historical data pinpointing the timing of 
this critical transition. One source is the dropout questionnaire. The separately-released dropout file 
contains information about what grade the dropout was in when school was last attended, and when 
(month and year) the dropout left school. The data are very complete -- 94 percent of dropouts were 
surveyed and these items were included on all versions (full, modified, abbreviated) of the dropout 
questionnaire. Hence item nonresponse is low (around 2 - 4%). 

However, not all event dropouts were administered the dropout questionnaire--apart from 
nonrespondents, those with in-school status at the time of survey--stopouts who had returned to school 
for a period of at least two weeks--completed the student questionnaire instead. Also, a few dropouts 
had multiple school-leaving events; the questionnaire items cover only a sole or the most recent event. 
(Of course, these event date data from the 1990 dropout questionnaire will, in longitudinal terms, 
become stopout event data if in 1992 the dropout has returned· to school.) 

Although far from complete, additional information about when NELS:88 sample members 
exited school was collected whenever possible from the last school attended, then confirmed with the 
dropout's family or directly with the dropout. This information has been summarized in a special 
composite variable, described below. The three constituents of this composite -- F1DRPS89, 
F1DRPF89, and F1DRPS90; and dropout questionnaire items F1D7MNTH, F1D7YEAR, and F1D8 
(which appear on the dropout data file only), can be used in conjunction to extend (and confirm) the 
event-historical school-leaving data in the first follow-up questionnaire responses, especially by 
providing information oil stopout episodes for which there is no dropout questionnaire data. An 
explanation of F1DRPS89, F1DRPF89, and F1DRPS90 appears below. 

F1DRPS89, F1DRPF89, and F1DRPS90 indicate whether a sample member dropped out during the 
spring 1989 term (F1DRPS89), the fall 1989 term (F1DRPF89), or the spring 1990 term 
(F1DRPS90). The variables were derived, when possible, from an actual date that the school 
provided and the parent or sample member confirmed. If such a date was not available, the date of 
discovery was used. The discovery date establishes that the dropout event occurred at an 
indeterminate prior point in time. 

For a helpful general discussion of the importance of the timing of educational transitions and the · 
application of event history analysis methods to dropout phenomena, see John B. Willet and Judith D. 
Singer, "From Whether to When: New Methods for Studying Student Dropout and Teacher Attrition" in 
Review of Educational Research, Winter 1991, fil(4), 407-450. For a specific application of event history 
analysis techniques to HS&B dropout data and discussions of the temporal dimension of educational 
events and modeling the risk of event occurrence, see Barro and Kolstad (op cit.). The term "event 
history" has both a conceptual-definitional level of meaning, as well as a not unrelated meaning tied to 
several basic analytic strategies and techniques for studying events and their causes. (The sociological 
term event history analysis is interchangeable with survival analysis or hazard modeling as used by some 
other disciplines.) A recent systematic introduction to models, methods and applications of event history 
analysis is provided by Kazuo Yamaguchi (Event History Analylsis; Sage, 1991 ). NELS:88 data are 
intended to capture the timing of · school-leaving (when possible, to the month and year, anchored in 
specific grade), as well as the timing of return to school, and the fact and timirig of eventual school 
completion. The NELS:88 definition of dropping out is essentially an event history definition. 
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.The values for F1DRPS89, F1DRPF89, and F1DRPS90 are: 

0 == Sample member is not a dropout 
l = Sample member dropped out - data from actual confirmed date 
2 = Sample member dropped out - data from discovery date 
3 = Actual date coded in one of the companion FlDRP variables .. 
4 = Discovery date coded in one of the companion FlDRP variables 
8 = Missing 

The following time ranges define the three event history variables: 

June 89 or earlier F1DRPS89 
Jul, Aug, Sep, Oct, Nov, Dec 89 FlDRPF89 
Jan, Feb, Mar, Apr, May, Jun 90 F1DRPS90 

It should be noted that an individual could leave school at any time between the spring term 1988 
survey day aI).d the data collection conducted by the first follow-up approximately two years later. 
Hence F1DRPS89 could include an individual who, say, participated in a February 1988 survey day, 
but left eighth grade two months later. It also should be noted that the date is not an automatic key to 
the grade in which an event took place; not all members of the eighth-grade cohort followed the 
modal sequence of grade progression -- some were held back one (or more) years, and an extreme 
few moved ahead of their peers by skipping a. grade. (Out-of-~equence versus in-sequence [ = tenth 
grade in 1989-90] sample members are flagged by FlSEQFLG). 

CHRONIC TRUANCY 

Self-reports of extended absenteeism are available from item F1S13. Because high 
absenteeism is a strong predictor of dropping out, .and because dropping out tends to be a process of 
extended disengagement over time, marked by intermittent or progressively decreasing attendance, 
this questionnaire item is of special interest. The usual difficulty with self.,reports ofttuancy is that 
chronic absentees are likely to be under-represented as survey respondents. However, given the 
· overall high response rates and the special efforts that were . made to obtain participation from a 
substantial subsample of nonrespondents, this item may be of value in at least setting a minimum 
value for this population. The item reads: · 

In the first half the current school year, about how many days were you absent from school 
for any reason? 

None 
1 or 2 days 
3 or 4 days 
5 to 10 days 
11 to 15 days 
16 to 20 days 
21 or more 

Note that the item does not ·give a self-report on dropout status, since the NELS:88 definition requires 
that the student be absent twenty or more consecutive school days. Also, sinc.e excused absences due 
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to illness and other factors unrelated to school engagement are captured by this item, if may capture 
· an anomalous event (such as serious illness) for some sample members, and abehavioral disposition 

(disinclination to attend school) for others. The fact.that illnesses and other excused absences are 
included in this item is unfortunate. The parallel item in the.HS&B 1980 sophomore questionnaire, 
which excluded illness as a reason for absence, was extraordinarily powerful in predicting the 
likelihood of dropping out (and in indicating the likelihood of return to school) as we can see below. 
The HS&B item inquired into the number of days missed school for reasons other than illness 
between the beginning of the school year and the Christmas break. Two years later, premature 
school-leaving and earlier lack of attendance proved to be highly correlated behaviors: 

the dropout rate for those who missed no days was 7 .5 % 
for those who missed 5-10 days, 28.5% 

· for those who missed 11-15 days, 45 .1 % 
. for those who missed 16.:.20, 47.2%, and · 
for those who missed 21 or more days, 68.7% 

It is not unlikely that there is some number of "hidden stopouts" in the quite substantial group of 
NELS:88 first follow-up students who indicate that they were absent for more than one month in the 
first half of the school year . However, the item gives·us information on attendance for only a 
quarter of the relevant (two year) enrollmeqt period. · 

QUESTIONNAIRE COMPLETION STATUS 

It is important to note several things about the -use of the questionnaire completion status flag 
in connection with analysis of dropout data. · One matter of significance is that students with recorded 
dropout events who did not have an out~of-school status at the time of survey administration in·the 
spring term of 1990 generally completed the student questionnaire. More specifically, any student 
with a dropout episode who had been back in school (that is, receiving any kind of academic 
instruction) for at least two weeks was administered the student questionnaire rather than the dropout. 

The following flags indicate the completion (and presence on the data file of corresponding 
information) or non-completion of specified documents. A value of 1 indicates that the document was 
completed, 0 that it was not. 

· FlQFLG. This variable can also serve as a participation flag. If the value of FlSQFLG is 
greater than 0, then the case is a Fl p;irticipant. If the value of FlQFLG is 0, then the case is a Fl 
non-participant. 

FlQFLG 2 = Sample member completed a dropout questionnaire. 
1 = Sample member completed astudent questionnaire. 
0 = Did not complete a questionnaire. 
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FlBYQFLG. A few individuals who ~e recorded as dropouts in the first follow-up were 
first follow-up nonparticipants. It will be possible to find out more about them if they participated in 
the base year. This will be indicated by the flag FlBYQFLG. However, no first follow-up analysis 
weight is available for first follow-up nonparticipants;. they can only be analyzed in comparison to all 
other (24,599) members of the original eighth grade sample that employs BYQWT. 

FlBYQFLG 1 - Student completed a base year student questionnaire .. 
0 = Did not complete a base year student questionnaire. 

FlPANFLG. Dropouts (and students) who participated in both waves of the study (that is, 
completed a questionnaire both in 1988 and 1990) were assigned apanel weight to facilitate 
longitudinal analysis. Base year nonparticipants who were found to be dropouts and surveyed in the 
first follow-up will have no panel weight; nor will freshened students who dropped out between the 
time the freshened sample was drawn (the first day of the autumn term of 1989) and data collection 
(the spring term of 1990), though dropouts from these two groups will have the cross-sectional 
FlQWT. The presence of a panel weight is indicated by the flag labeled FlPANFLG: 

FlPANFLG 1 = Student completed a base year student questionnaire and Fl 
questionnaire. 

O = Sample member did not complete a questionnaire in both base year 
and Fl. 

FlTXFLG. Only about half of participating dropouts completed the cognitive tests. Analysts 
are therefore cautioned against looking at dropouts as a separate group in ternis of their first follow-

. up cognitive test results. The presence of first follow-up cognitive test data is indicated by 
FlTXFLG. Although in HS&B a special nonresponse-adjusted weight was computed for cases with 
cognitive test results, this procedure was not followed in the NELS:88 first follow-up. 

FlTXFLG 1 = Student completed the tests. 

0 = Did not complete the tests. 

Base year test and contextual information flags. Most dropouts have base year cognitive 
test and questionnaire results (96.3 % of base year participants also completed the cognitive tests) and 
often have parent and teacher data available as well. BYTXFLG (see the base year codebook) 
indicates whether test data are available. BYTEQFLG indicates whether zero, one, or two teacher 
reports are available for the student; BYPAQFLG whether parent questionnaire data are available; 
BYTXP AFG whether student tests and parent questionnaire. data are available, and BYTEPAFG 
whether parent data and at least one teacher report are available. In analyzing dropouts through panel 
data that draws on these contextual sources, especially on parent data, researchers should be alert for 
possible skews in the data, since, for example, parents of dropouts participated at a lower rate than 
did parents generally (see 7.1 of the student user's manual for further details). 

FlNSSFLG. The new student supplement was designed to gather data from freshened 
students--specifically, the often static but absolutely critical classification information (date of birth, 
race, sex, socioeconomic status, and so on) that was asked of students and their parents in the base 
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year but was not re-asked of the same students in the first follow-up. (Much, but not all, ofthe 
information from the new student supplement has been used in the basic first follow-up composite 
variables). However, · the new student supplement was also administered to base year nonparticipants 
who took part in the first follow-up--a fair number of base year nonparticipants were found to be 
dropouts and were surveyed in the first follow-up. New student supplement data collected in both the 
base year (from the base year student questionnaire) and the first follow-up (from the supplemental 
instrument) is appended to the student file, and appears after the composite variables. 

FlNSSFLG 1 = Student completed a New Student Supplement (is a new [freshened] 
sample member or base year non-respondent). 

0 == Did not complete a New Student Supplement. 

GlOCTRL (G10CTRL2 appears on the restricted use file only; GlOCTRLl is available on 
both the public and privileged use files). This variable classifies the type of school the sample 
member was enrolled in. Dropouts have not been associated with a tenth grade school in the first 

· follow-up data. Therefore the "Not enrolled in school" status is a ready identifier of first follow-up 
dropouts and can be used in analysis to sort on school-leavers, thus fulfilling the same function as the 
dropout questionnaire completion flag (FlQFLG = 2) and FlDOSTAT. 

However, some first follow-up students were enrolled in non-high school diploma courses, 
some of which lead to a GED, others of which lead to other alternative credentials (or no credentials). 
Anyone enrolled in any kind-of educational program was classified as a student. Dropouts are those · 
ind1viduals who are out of school and receiving no form of academic instruction. 

In theory, students in alternative programs could fall into any of the school classification 
. categories below, although predominantly such programs were sited in public schools rather than 
private. If the alternative program was part of a regular high school, then such students could be 
assimilated to one of the first four categories in the variable below. Often the alternative program 
was part of or attached to a regular high school. When this was not so,-the student's school type was 
classified as missing. On the restricted use version of the control variable, there is also a category for 
non-traditional schooling arrangements--this category embraces home study and other unconventional 
forms of academic instruction, but encompasses only a handful of individuals. Students receiving no 
academic instruction--in a word, dropouts--were classified under category 06, not enrolled in school. 

The values for Gl0CTRL are: 

01 = Public school 
02 = Catholic school 
03 = NAIS private school 
04 = Other private school - not NAIS · 
05 = Non-traditional schooling arrangements* 

- 06 = Not enrolled in school 
98 = Missing 

*does not appear as a codebook value 
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FlSTAT. Several ofthe categories flagged by FlSTAT are of special note. Category 06 
means that the sample member has died. It is conceivable that some deceased sample members had 
dropped out of school and would contribute to the overall dropout rate. The fact that information 
about the school enrollment status of these individuals was not pursued means that the actual dropout 
rate may be higher than that recorded by the study. Nevertheless, death was such a rare occurrence 

· within the sample (N =5) that even had all the deceased been dropouts, their impact on overall 
statistics would be extremely small. Sample members in category 05 were not pursued because they 
were out of the country at the time of the survey. While out of scope for the first follow-up, they 
have not permanently left the NELS:88 sample. If these individuals return to the United States, then 
they will become in scope students for the second follow-up and their school enrollment status should 
be determined. With respect to category 04, it was a very rare event for an eligible base year student 
to become ineligible in the first follow-up, although as a result of severe accidents or illnesses, this 
did happen. These students, however, will be pursued in the second follow-up as part of the study of 
base year and first follow-up ineligibles so that information about their enrollment status can 

· contribute to the expanded cohort school retention and dropout statistics generated by the study. 

FlSTAT 
06 = Sample member is deceased. 
05 = Sample member was out of country. 
04 = Sample member found to be ineligible. 
03 = Sample member refused to participate. 
02 = Sample member unlocatable. 
01 = Other non-respondent. 
00 = Sample member participated; 

FlSRVMTH. This flag indicates the method of questionnaire 
administration. While for the student sample virtually all questionnaires were self-administered in the . 
full form, this was not the case for dropouts; Some dropout questionnaires were completed by 
proxies, a quarter of the questionnaires were highly abbreviated versions of the document, and a 
modified form that again did not ask all questions of dropout respondents was occasionally employed 
as well. 

FlSRVMTH 06 = F 1 non-participant. 
05 = In-person interview gathering abbreviated questionnaire data from 

sample member. 
04 = In-person interview gathering abbreviated questionnaire d~ta from 

proxy. 
03 = Telephone interview gathering abbreviated questionnaire data from 

sample member. 
02 Telephone interview gathering abbreviated questionnaire data from 

proxy. 
01 = Telephone interview gathering modified questionnaire data from 

sample member. 
00 = Self-administered. 
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Appendix F 

First Follow-Up Item Overlap with 

NELS:88 Base Year and High School and Beyond 
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Question Number Question Wordige 

FFS# 

7a 
7b 
7c 
7d 
7e 
7f 
7g 
7h 
7i 
7j 
7k 
71 
7m 
7n 
7o 
9a 
9b 
9c 
9d 

10a 
10b 
10c 
10d 
lOe 
l0f 
10g 
lla 
llb 
llc 
ltd 
12a 
12b 
12c 
12d 
12e 
12f 
12g 
12h 
12i 
12j 
12k 
121 

DOQ # BYS # 

12a 59a 
12b 59b 
12c 59c 
12d 59d 
12e 
12f 59e 
12g 59f 
12h 59g 
12i 59h 
12j 59i 
12k 
121 59j 
12m 59k 
12n 591 
120 59m 

57a 
57b 
57c 
55f 

15a 
15b 
15c 
15d 
15e 
15f 
15g 
f3a 
13b 
13c 
13d 
14a 
14b 
14c 
14d 
14e 
14f 
14g 
14h 
14i 
14j 
14k 
141 

HS&B # 

In school students get along . well with teachers 
In school there is real school spirit 
In school the rules for behavior are strict 
In- school discipline is fair 
In .school there are interracial friendships 
In school other students often disrupt class 
In school the teaching is good 
In school teachers are interested in students 
In school when I work hard teachers praise me 
In school I often feel put down by teachers 
In school I often feel put down by students 
In school most of my teachers listen to me 

66( In school I don'.t feel safe 
In school disruptions get in the way of my learning 
In school misbehaving students often get away with it 
Times at school I had something stolen from me 
Times at school someone offered to sell me drugs 
Times at school someone threatened to hurt me 
Times at school I got into a physical fight 
'fimes I was late for school 
Times I cut or skipped classes 
Times I got into trouble for not following school rules 
Times I was put on in-school suspension 
. Times I was suspended or put on probation from school 
Times I was transferred for disciplinary reasons 
Times I was arrested 
Feel it is OK to work hard for good grades 
Feel it is OK to ask challenging questions 
Feel it is OK to solve problems using new ideas 
Feel it is OK to help others with their homework 
Feel it is OK to be late for school 
Feel it is OK to cut a couple of classes 
Feel it is OK to skip school for a whole day 
Feel it is OK to cheat on tests 

· Feel it is OK to copy someone else's homework 
Feel it is OK to get into physical fights 
Feel it is OK to belong to gangs 
Feel it· is OK to make racist remarks 
Feel it is OK to make sexist remarks 
Feel it is OK to steal from school, a student, or a teacher 
Feel it is OK to destroy or damage school property 
Feel it is OK to smoke on school grounds 

* Question is not identical across survey instruments, but may be made comparable . by collapsing 
response categories. 
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Question Number Question Wordin& 

FFS# DOQ# BYS# 

12m 14m 
12n 14n 

. 120 140 
12p 14p 
12q 14q 
12r 14r 
13 22 
14 23 
15a 24a 
15b 24b 
15c 24c 
15d 24d 
15e 24e 
16a 25a 
16b 25b 
16c 25c 
16d 25d 
16e 25e 
16f 25f 
16g 25g 
18A 46 
18B 47 
20 16 49 
26a 18a 
26b 18b 
26c 18c 
26d 18d 
34a 
34b 
34c 
34f 
34g 
36b 79a 
36c 79b 
36d 79c 
36e 79d 
36f 79e 
39 81 • 
40a 78a 
40b 78b 
40c 78c 

HS&B # 

Feel it is OK to drink alcohol during the school day 
Feel it is OK to use illegal drugs -during the school day 
Feel it is OK to bring weapons to school . 
Feel it is OK to abuse teachers physically 
Feel it is OK to talk back to teachers 
Feel it is OK to disobey school rules 
Days absent last semester 
Main reason for my last absence 
On my last absence the school did not do anything 
On my last absence someone from school called my home 
On my last absence someone from school visited my home 
On my last absence the school sent a letter to my home 
On my last absence the school made me see a counselor 
When I returned my teachers helped me catch up 
When I returned other students helped me catch up 
When I returned . someone else helped me . 
When I returned I didn't need to catch up 

· When I returned a teacher was mad at me or put me down 
When I returned an adult in the school asked where I'd been 
When I returned I fell behind 

3• How sure I am that I will graduate from high school 
How sure I am that I will go on for further education after HS 

1 High school program 
How often challenged to use mind in math 
How often challenged to use mind in English 
How often challenged to use mind in history 
How often challenged to use mind in science 

13a Ever been in remedial English 
13b Ever been in remedial mathematics 
13e Ever been in a bilingual or bicultural program 
13h Ever been in a program for the emotionally handicapped 
13i Ever been in a program. for the physically handicapped 

Time spent each week on math homework 
Time spent each week on science homework 
Time spent each week on English homework 
Time spent each week on social studies homework 
Time spent on homework each week for all other subjects 
Grades in specific subject areas 

16a How often come to class without pencil or paper 
16b How often come to class without books 
16c How often come to class without homework done 

* ' Question is not identical across survey instruments, but may be made comparable by collapsing 
response categories. 
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Question Number Question Wordin& 

FFS# DOQ# BYS# HS&B# 

41Aa-g 
41Ah 
41Ba 
41Bc 
41Bd 
41Be 

·41Bg 
41Bh 
41Bi 
43 
44a 
44b 
44c 
44d 
44e 
44f 
44g 
44h 
44i 
44j 
44k 
441 
44m 
44n 
44o 
45A 
45B 
46a 
46b 
46c 
46d 
46e 
46f 
46g 
46h 
46i 
46j 
46k 
461 
46m 
47a 

82b,c* 34a* 
82d* 34b* 

82e,r 34d,e• 
82r* 
820· 

82p,q• 
82h-m• 34g* 

34r 
82u* 34h* 
80 

34a 47a 
34b 
34c 
34d 47b 
34e 
34f 
34g 
34h 
34i 47d 
34j 47e 
34k 
341 
34m 
34n 
34p 
35A 42A 48 
35B 42B 
36a 61a 
36b 61b 
36c 61c 
36d 61d 
36e 61e 

. 36f 
36g · 61g 
36h 61h 
36i 61i 
36j 61j 
36k 61k 
361 611 
36m 

50a 

Participation in sports 
Participation in cheerleading 
Participation in band, orchestra, chorus, or other music group 
Participation in student government 
Participation in academic honor society 
Participation in school yearbook or newspaper 
Participation in academic clubs 
Participation in hobby clubs 
Participation in vocational education or professional clubs 
Additional reading each week 
How often visit with friends at a local hangout 
How often use personal computers 
How often work on hobbies, arts, or crafts 
How often read for pleasure 
How often go to park, gym, beach, or pool 
How often play ball or other sports with friends 
How often attend youth groups or recreational programs 
How often volunteer or perform community service 
How often drive or ride around 

. How often talk with friends on the telephone 
How often talk or do things with mo'ther or father 
How often talk or do things with other adults 
How often take classes: music, art, language, dance 
How often take sports lessons: Karate, tennis, etc. 
How often attend religious activities 
Hours watch TV on weekdays 
Hours watch TV on weekends 
Important in my life to be successful in my line of work 
Important in my life to find the right person to marry 
Important in my life to have lots of money 
Important in my life to have strong friendships 
Important in my life to be able to find steady work 
Important in my life to help others in my community 
Important in my life to give my children better opportunities 
Important in my life to live close to my parents 
Important in my life to get away from this area 
Important in my life to work to correct inequalities 
Important in my life to have children 
Important in my life to have leisure time to enjoy interests 
Important in my life to get away from my parents 
What father thinks I should do after high school 

* Question is not identical across survey instruments, but may be made comparable . by collapsing 
response categories. 
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Question Number Question Wordirm 

FFS# DOQ# BYS# HS&B# 

47b 50b What -mother thinks I should do after high school 
47e 50c What counselor thinks I should do after high school . 
47f 50d What teacher thinks I should do after high school 
48A 37A 48A How far in school father wants me to go 
48B 37B 48B 70 How far in school mother wants me to go 
49 38 45 69 How far in school I think I will get 
51 112 Plan to go to college when graduate; how soon 
53 39 .52 68 Job category expect or plan to be in at age 30 
54 41 21 Any language other than English spoken at home 
551 42 18,22 11,1sz · What other languageis spoken in home 
55A 42A .--Wheth~r it is my native language 
55Ba 42Ba How well understand native language 
55Bb 42Bb How well speak native language 
55Bc 42Bc How well read native language 
55Bd 42Bd How well write native language 
57a 44a 27a 19az How well understand English 
57b 44b 27b 19b How -well speak -English 
57c 44c 27c 19c How well read English 
57d 44d 27d 19d .How well write English 
58 45 Received special help in reading, writing, or speaking English 
62a 46a 44a 62a I feel good about myself 
62b 46b 44b I don't have enough control over the direction of my life 
62c 46c 44c 62b In my life, good luck is more important than hard work 
62d 46d 44d . 62c · I feel I am a person of worth, the equal of other people 
62e 46e 44e 62d . I am able to do things as well as most other people 
62f 46f 44f 62e When I try to _get ahead, somebody or something stops me 
62g 46g 44g 62f My plans hardly ever work out; planning makes me unhappy 
62h 46h 44h 62h On the whole, I am satisfied with myself 
62i 46i ,44i - I feel useless at times 
62j 46j 44j 62j At times-I.think I am no good at all 
62k 46k 44k 62k I am almost certain-I can make my plans work 
621 461 441 621 I feel I do not have much to be proud of 
62m 46m 44m Chance and luck are very important in my life 
62n 46n .. -- l feel emotionally empty most of the time 
63a 47a. My parents treat me fairly 
63b 47b -- I learn things quickly in English classes 
63c 47c I have good friends who are members of my own sex 

Questions 55 and 55A should be combined in order 'to achieve comparability with language items in 
HS&B and NELS:88 base year. If the answer to 55A is "Yes", then question 55 would be comparable 
to HS&B items 11 and, 15, and NELS:88 base year 0.18 and 22. If the answer to 0.55A is "No", then 
0.55 can only be compared to HS&B 0.15 and NELS:88 base year 0.22. · 

. -Questions 11 , 15, and 19 are not from the main HS&B Sophomore Questionnaire, but from the Student 
Identification Pages. 
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Question Number Question Wordi11& 

FFS# DOQ# BYS# HS&B# 

63d 47d Mathematics is one of my best subjects 
63e 47e English is one of my best subjects 
63f 47f I do not like my parents very much 
63g 47g I get good marks in English 
63h 47h I get a lot ofattention from members of the opposite sex 
63i 47i -- I get along well with my parents 
63j 47j I have always done well in mathematics 
63k 47k . I make friends easily with girls 
631 471 I make friends easily with boys 
63m 47m My parents are unhappy or disappointed with what I do 
63n 47n I'm hopeless in English classes 
630 470 I do not get along very well with girls 
63p 47p I do not get along very well with boys 
63q 47q I get good marks in mathematics 
63r 47r It is difficult to make friends with members of my own sex 
63s 47s I do badly in tests of mathematics 
63t 47t I'm not very popular with members of the opposite sex 
63u 47u My parents understand me 
64a 48a Chances will gradsuate from high school 
64b 48b Chances will go to college 
64c 48c Chances will have a job that pays well 
64d 48d Chances will be able to own home 
64e 48e Chances will have an enjoyable job ' 
64f 48f Chances will have a happy family .life 

· 64g 48g Chances will stay in good health most of the time 
64h 48h Chances will be able to live wherever want in country 
64i 48i Chances will be respected in the community 
64j 48j Chances will have good friends 
64k 48k Chances life will turn out better than it has for parents 
641 481 Chances children will have a better life 
67a 56a 53a Other students see me as popular 
67b 56b 53b Other students see me as athletic 
67c 53c Other students see me as socially active 
67d 56c 53d · Other students see me as a good student 
67e 56d 53e Other students see me as important 
67f 56e 53f Other students see me as a trouble-maker 
67g 53g Other students see me as part of the leading crowd 
69 52 How many close friends have dropped out of school 
70a 53a Important to close friends to atte~ classes regularly 
70b 53b Important to close friends to study 
70c 53c Important to close friends to play sports 
70d 53d Important to close friends to get good grades 
70e 53e Important to close friends to be popular 
70f 53f Important to close friends to finish high school 
70g 53g Important to close friends to have a steady boy/girlfriend 
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Question Number Question WordiJl& 

FFS # DOQ# BYS# 

70h 53h 
70i 53i 
70j 53j 
70k 53k 
701 531 
71a 59a 
71b 59b 
71c 59c 
71d 59d 
71e 59e 
71f 59f 
71g 59g 
71h 59h 
71i 59i 
71j 59j 
71k 59k 
72 60 
73 58 
74 61 
75 62 
76 63 
77 66 43 
78a 67a 
78b 67b 
78c 67c 
79 68 
80Aa 69Aa 
80Ab 69Ab 
80Ac 69Ac 
80Ba 69Ba 
80Bb 69Bb 
80Bc 69Bc 
81 70 
82 71 
83 72 
84 73 
85 74 53• 
86 75 
87 76 54 
88 77 
89 83 
90 84 33 

HS&B# 

Important to close friends to be willing to party, get wild 
-- Important to close friends to continue their education 

Important to close friends to participate in religious activities 
Important to close friends to do community work, volunteer 
Important to dose friends to have as steady job 
Person ad~ire most is popular 
Person admire most is honest 
Person admire most dresses well 
Person admire most is intelligent 
Person admire most understands me 
Person admire most drives a nice car 
Person admire. most has an important job 
Person admire most makes a lot of money 
Person admire most is good at sports 
Person admire most thinks about important things like I do 
I do not admire anyone 
Relationship to person admire most 
Age groups of friends 
Important to be married before having sex 

81 Consider having a child if not married 
Have children of own 
Cigarettes smoked daily 
Occasions drank alcoholic beverages in lifetime 
Occasions drank alcoholic beverages in the last year 
Occasions drank alcoholic beverages in the last month 
. Times had five or more drinks in a row in the last two weeks 
Occasions used marijuana in lifetime 
Occasions·used marijuana in the last year 
Occasions used marijuana in the last month 
Occasions used cocaine in lifetime 
Occasions used cocaine in the last year 
Occasions used cocaine in the last month 

92 Religious background 
93 How often attended religious services in the past year 
94 Think of self as religious person 

Currently or ever employed 
Hours worked per·week 
How many hours worked are on the weekend 

27 Kind of work 
Earnings per hour 

98 Have a twin 
97a,b Number of older brothers and sisters 

* Question · is not identical across survey instruments, but may be made comparable by collapsing 
response categories. 
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Question Number Question Wordioi 

FFS # 

91 
92a 
92b,c 
92d 
92e;f 
92g 
92h 
92i 
93a,b 
93c 
93d,e 
93f,g 
94 
95 
96 
97 
98a 
98b 
98c 
98d 
98e 
98f 
98g 
98h 
98i 
99a 
99b 
99c 
99d 
99e 
99f 

, 99g 
99h 
99i 
99j 
99k 
991 
99m 
99n 
990 
99p 
99q 

DOQ # 

85 
86a 
86b,c 
86d 
86e,f 
86g 
86h 
86i 
87a,b 
87c 
87d,e 
87f,g 
89 
90 
91 
92 
93A 
93B 
93c 
93d 
93e 
93f 
93g 
93h 
93i 
94a 
94c 
94b 
94d 
94e 
94f 
94g 
94h 
94i 
94j 
94k 
941 
94m 
94n 
940 
94p 
94q 

BYS # · HS&B # . 

97d,e Number of younger brothers and sisters 
8a 36b Father lives in the same household with me 
8b 36c Other adult male (stepfather) lives in the same household with me 
8c 36d Mother lives in the same household with me 
8d 36e Other adult female (stepmother) lives in same household with me 

36h Husband/wife lives in the same household with me . 
Boy/girlfriend lives in the same household with me 

36i My child or children live in the same household with me 
8e* 36( Number of brothers/sisters living in the same household with me 
8g* 36g" Number of grandparents living in same household with me 
8h* 36j* Number of other relatives living in same household 
8i* 36k* Number of non-relatives living in same household · 

How many brothers and sisters left school before graduating 
Babysit own child, younger siblings, or other relatives 
Hours per day responsible for their care 
Days of school missed per month because babysitting 
I get along with all of the people in my family 
I don't get along with my father 
I don't get along with another male guardian 

· I don't get along with my mother 
I don't get along with another female guardian 
I don't get along with my brother(s) 
I don't get along with my sister(s) 
ldon't get along with my grandparent(s) 
I don't get along with other relative(s) 
My family moved to a new home 
One of my parents got married 
My parents got divorced or separated 
My mother lost her job 
My father lost his job 
My mother started to work 
My father started to work 
I became seriously ill or disabled 
My father died 
My mother died 
A close relative died 
One of my unmarried sisters. got pregnant 
One of my brothers or sisters dropped out of school 
My family went on welfare 
My family went off welfare 
My family stayed on welfare 
A famHy member became seriously ill or disabled 

* Question .is not identical across survey instruments, but may be made comparable by collapsing 
response categories. 
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Question Number Question Wordin, 

FFS # DOQ# BYS# HS&B# 

99r 94r My family was homeless for a period of time 
99s 94s None apply 

100a 38a How often parents check on whether have done homework 
lOOe 38b How often parents require work or chores around the home 
lO0f 38c How often parents limit the time spent watching TV 
100g 38d How often parents limit the time with friends on school nights 
102a 95a How much my parents try to find out who my friends are 
102b 95b How much my parents try to find out where I go at night 
102c 95c How much my parents try to find out how I spend my money 
102d 95d How much my parents try to find out what I do with my time 
103 96 My parents know the parents of my closest friends 
104a 98a Who decides how late at night I can stay out 
104b 98b Who decides which friends I can spend time with 
104c 98g Who decides what classes I take in school 
104d 98c Who decides whether I have a job 
104e 98d Who decides at what age I can leave school 
104f 98e Who decides how I spend my money 
104g 98f Who decides whether I can date 
107a 55c How often parents received a warning about my attendance 
107b 55d How often parents received a warning about my grades 
107c 55e How often parents received a warning about my behavior 
108a 99a 39a• My parents trust me to do what they expect 
108b 99b 39b. I do not know_ WHY I am supposed to do what they tell me 
108c · 99c 39c• I often count on my parents to solve problems for me 
108d 99d I think I will be a source of pride to my parents in the future 
108e 99e My parents get along well with each other 
108f 99f When I grow up I will have a family similar to my own 
109 100 Ran away from home for a week or longer last two years 
ADDla ADDla Occasions used LSD in lifetime 
ADDlb ADDlb Occasions used LSD in the last year 

..;_ADDlc ADDlc Occasions· used LSD in the last month 
ADD2a ADD2a Occasions used amphetamines in lifetime 
ADD2b ADD2b Occasions used amphetamines in the last year 
ADD2c ADD2c Occasions used amphetamines in the last month 
ADD3a ADD3a Someone I know started using illegal drugs 
ADD3b ADD3b Someone offered to sell me illegal drugs 
ADD3c ADD3c A member of my family used illegal drugs 
ADD3d ADD3d A member of my family was in a rehabilitation program 

* Question is not identical across survey instruments, but may be made comparable by collapsing 
response categories. 
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Appendix G 

Record Layout for NELS:88 

Base Vear and First Follow-Up Combined Data Tape 
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NELS:88 8TH GRADE QUESTIONNAIRE LAYOUT 

Variable 
Name Position 

STU ID 1-7 

SSTRATID 1.:2 

BYS7A . 13-13 
BYS7OCC 14-15 
BYS8A 16-16 
BYS8B 17-17 
BYS8C 18-18 
BYS8D 19-19 
BYS8E 20-20 
BYS8F 21-21 
BYS8G 22-22 
BYS8H 23-23 
BYS8I 24-24 
BYS12 25-25 
BYS14 26-26 
BYS15 27-27 
BYS16 28-28 
BYS17 29-29 
8YS18 30-31 
BYS19 32-33 
BYS20 34-35 
BYS21 36-36 
BYS22 37-38 
BYS23 39-40 
BYS24 41-42 
BYS25A 43-43 
BYS25B 44-44 
BYS25C · 45-45 
BYS25D 46-46 
BYS26A 47-47 
BYS26B 48-48 
BYS26C 49-49 
BYS26D 50-50 

SCH ID 1-5 

BYS2A 8-8 
BYS4A 9-9 
BYS4OCC lQ.:.11 
BYS5A 12-:12 

. BYS26E 51-51 
BYS26F 52-52 
BYS26G 53-53 
BYS26H 54-54 
BYS26I 55-55 
BYS27A 56-56 
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. . 

NELS:88 8TH GRADE QUESTIONNAIRE LAYOUT · 

Variable 
Name Position 

BYS27B 57-57 
BYS27C 58-58 
BYS27D 59-59 
BYS28Al 60-60 
BYS28A2 61-61 
BYS28A3 62-62 
BYS28Bl 63-63 
BYS28B2 64-64 
BYS28B3 65-65 
BYS28Cl 66-66 
BYS28C2 67-67 
BYS28C3 68-68 
BYS28Dl 69-69 
BYS28D2 70-70 
BYS28D3 71-71 
BYS28El 72-72 
·BYS28E2 73-73 
BYS28E3 74.a74 
BYS28Fl 75-75 
BYS28F2 76-76 
BYS28F3 77-77 
BYS29 78-78 
BYS30A 79-79 
BYS30B 80-80 
BYS30C 81-81 
BYS30D 82-82 
BYS30E 83-83 
BYS30F 84-84 
BYS30G ·85-85 
BYS30H 86-86 
BYS31A 87-87 
BYS31B 88-89 
BYS31C 90-90 
BYS31D 91-91 
BYS32' 92-93 
BYS33 94-95 
-BYS34A 96-97 

BYS35A 100-100 
BYS35B 101-101 
BYS35C 102-102 
BYS35D 103-103 
BYS35E 104-104 
BYS35F 105-105 

BYS34B 98-99 
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BY-Fl:Student Component 
Data File User's Manual 

NELS:88 8TH GRADE QUESTIONNAIRE LAYOUT 

Variable 
Name Position 

BYS35G 106-106 
BYS35H 107-107 
BYS35I 108-108 
BYS35J 109-109 
BYS35K 110-110 

. BYS35L 111-111 
BYS35M 112-112 
BYS35N 113-113 
BYS35O 114-114 
BYS35P 115-115 
BYS36A 116-116 
BYS36B 117-117 
BYS36C 118-118 
BYS37A 119-119 
BYS37B · 120-120 
BYS37C 121-121 
BYS37D 122-122 
BYS38A 123-123 
BYS38B 124-124 
BYS38C 125-125 
BYS38D 126-126 
BYS39A 127-127 
BYS39B 128-128 
BYS39C 129-129 
BYS40A 130-130 
BYS40B 131:.131 
BYS40C 132-132 
BYS40D 133-133 
BYS40E 134-134 
BYS40F 135-135 
BYS40G 136-136 
BYS40H 137-137 
BYS41 138-138 
BYS42A 139-140 
BYS42B 141-142 
BYS43 143-143 
BYS44A i44-144 
BYS44B 145-145 
BYS44C 146-146 
BYS44D 147-147 
BYS44E 148-148 
BYS44F 149-149 
BYS44G 150-150 
BYS44H 151-151 
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BY-Fl:Studetzt Component 
Data File User's Manual 

NELS:88 8TH GRADE QUESTIONNAIRE LAYOUT 

Variable 
Name Position 

BYS441 152-152 
BYS44J 153-153 
BYS44K 154-154 

·BYS44L 155-155 
BYS44M 156-156 
BYS45 157-158 
BYS46 159-159 
BYS47 160-160 
BYS48A 161-162 
BYS48B 163-164 
BYS49 165-166 
BYS50A 167-167 
BYS50B 168-168 
BYS50C 169-169 
BYS50D 170-170 
BYS50E 171-171 
BYS50F 172-172 
BYS51AA 173-173 
BYS51AB 174-174 
BYS51AC 175-175 
BYS51BA 176-176 
BYS51BB 177-177 
BYS51BC 178-178 
BYS51CA _ 179-179 
BYS51CB 180-180 
BYS51CC 181-181 
BYS51DA 182-182 
BYS51DB 183-183 
BYS51DC 184-184 
BYS51EA 185-185 
BYS51EB 186-186 
BYS51EC 187-187 
BYS51FA 188-188 
BYS51FB 189-189 
BYS51FC 190-190 
BYS51GA 191-191 
BYS51GB 192-192 
BYS51GC 193-193 
BYS51HA 194-194 
BYS51HB 195-195 
BYS51HC 196-196 
BYS52 197-1~8 
BYS53 199-199 
BYS54 200-201 
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_BY-Fl:Student Component 
Data File User's Manual 

NELS:88 8TH GRADE QUESTIONNAIRE LAYOUT 

Variable 
Name Position 

BYS55A 202-202 
BYS55B 203-203 
BYS55C 204-204 
BYS55D 205-205 
BYS55E 206-206 
BYS55F 207-207 
BYS56A 208-208 
BYS56B 209-209 
BYS56C 210-210 
BYS56D 211-211 
BYS56E 212-212 
BYS57A 213-213 
BYS57B 214-214 
BYS57C 215-215 
BYS58A 216-216 
BYS58B 217-217 
BYS58C 218-218 
BYS58D 219-219 
BYS58E 220-220 
BYS58F 221-221 
BYS58G 222-222 
BYS58H 223-223 
BYS58I 224-224 
BYS58J 225-225 
BYS58K 226-226 
BYS59A 227-227 
BYS59B 228-228 
BYS59C 229-229 
BYS59D 230-230 
BYS59E 231-231 
BYS59F 232-232 
BYS59G 233-233 
BYS59H 234-234 
BYS59I 235-235 
BYS59J 236-236 
BYS59K 237-237 
BYS59L 238-238 
BYS59M 239-239 
BYS60A 240-240 
BYS60B. 241-241 
BYS60C 242-242 
BYS60D 243-243 
BYS61 244-244 
BYS62 245-245 
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. BY-Fl:Student Component 
Data File User's Manual 

NELS:88 8TH GRADE QUESTIONNAIRE LAYOUT 

Variable 
Name Position 

BYS63 246-246 
BYS64 247-247 
BYS65 248-249 
BYS66A 250-250 
BYS66B 251-251 
BYS66C 252-252 
BYS66D 253-253 
BYS67A 254-254 
BYS67B 255-255 
BYS67C 256-256 
BYS67AA 257-257 
BYS67AB 258-258 
BYS67AC 259-259 
BYS67AD 260-260 
BYS67BA 261:-261 
BYS67BB 262-262 
BYS67BC 263-263 
BYS67BD 264-264 
BYS67BE 265-265 
BYS67BF 266-266 
BYS67BG 267-267 

. BYS67BH 268-268 
BYS67CA 269-269 
BYS67CB 270-270 
BYS67CC 271-271 
BYS67CD 272-272 
BYS67CE 273-273 
BYS67DA 274-274 
BYS67DB 275-275 
BYS67DC 276-276 
BYS67DD 277-277 
BYS68A 278-278 
BYS68B 279-279 
BYS69A 280-280 
BYS69B 281-281 
BYS69C 282-282 
BYS70A 283-283 
BYS70B 284-284 
BYS7oc · 285-285 
BYS71A 286-286 
BYS71B 287-287 
BYS71C 288-288 
BYS72A 289-289 
BYS72B 290-290 
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BY-Fl:Student Component 
Pata File User's Manual 

NELS:88 8TH GRADE QUESTIONNAIRE LAYOUT 

Variable 
Name Position 

.BYS72C 291-291 
BYS73 292-292 
BYS74 293-293 
BYS74A 294-294 
BYS74B 295-295 
BYS74C 296-296 
BYS.74D 297-297 
BYS74E 298-298 
BYS74F 299-299 
BYS74G 300-300 
BYS74H 301-301 
BYS74I 302-302 
BYS75 303~303 
BYS76 304-304 
BYS77 305-305 
BYS78A 306-306 
BYS78B . 307-307 
BYS78C 308-308 
BYS79A 309-310 
BYS79B 311-312 
BYS79C 313-314 
BYS79D 315-316 
BYS79E 317-318 
BYS80 319-319 
BYS81A 320-321 
BYS81B 322-323 
BYS81C 324-325 
BYS81D 326-327 
BYS82A 328-328 
BYS82B 329-329 
BYS82C 330-330 
BYS82D 331-331 
BYS82E 332-332 
BYS82F 333-333 
BYS82G 334-334 
BYS82H -335-335 
BYS82I 336-336 
BYS82J 337-337 
BYS82K 338-338 
BYS82L 339-339 
BYS82M 340~340 

·BYS82N 341-341 
BYS82O 342-342 
BYS82P 343-343 
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BY-Fl:Student Component 
Data File User's Manual 

NELS:88 8TH GRADE QUESTIONNAIRE LAYOUT 

Variable 
Name 

BYS82Q 
BYS82R 
BYS82S 
BYS82T 
BYS82U . 
BYS83A 

· BYS83B 
BYS83C 
BYS83D 
BYS83E 
BYS83F 
BYS83G 
BYS83H 
BYS83I 
BYS83J 
~YQWT 
BYTEQFLG 
BYPAQFLG 
BYTXPAFG 
BYTEPAFG 
BYTXFLG 
BYADMFLG 
BYIEPFLG 
G8TYPE 
G8CTRL 
BYSCENRL 

. G8ENROL 
G8URBAN 
G8REGON 
G8MINOR 
G8LUNCH 
NOMSECT 
SEX 
RACE 
HISP 
API 

· HEARIMP 
HANDPAST 
BYHANDPR 
BYHANDTR 
BIRTHMO . 
BIRTHYR 
BYLOCUSl 
BYLOCUlT 

Position 

344.i344 
345-345 
346-346 
347-347 
348-348 
349-349 
350.a350 
351-351 
352-352 
353-353 

. 354-354 
355-355 
356-356 
357-357 
358-358 
359-366 3 
367_;_367 
368-368 
369-369 . 
370-370 
371-371 
372-372 
373-373 
374-374 
375-375 
376-376 
377-377 
378-378 
379-379 
380-380 
381-381 
382-382 
383-383 
384-384 
385-385 
386-387 
388-388 
389-389 
390-390 
391-391 
392-393 
394-395 
396-399 2 
400-400 
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BY-Fl:Student Component 
Data File User's Manual 

NELS:88 8TH GRADE QUESTIONNAIRE LAYOUT 

Variable 
Name Position 

BYLOCUS2 401-404 2 
BYLOCU2T 405-405 
BYCNCPTl 406-409 2 
BYCNCPlT 410-410 

· 2BYCNCPT2 411-414 
BYCNCP2T 415-415 
BYSES 416-420 3 
BYSESQ 421-421 
BYPARED 422-422 
BYFAMSIZ 423-424 
BYFCQMP 425-425 
BYPARMAR 426-427 
BYFAMINC 428-429 
BYHMLANG 430-430 
BYPSEPLN 431-432 
BYHOMEWK 433-434 
BYLEP 435-435 
BYLM 436-436 
BYGRADS 437-438 1 
BYGRADSQ 439-439 
BYTXRNR 440-441 
BYTXRNW 442-443 
BYTXRNNA 444-445 
BYTXRFS 446-451 3 
BYTXRSTD 452-457 3 
BYTXRIRR 458-463 3 
BYTXRIRS 464-469 3 
BYTXRQ 470-470 
BYTXMNR 471-472 
BYTXMNW 473-474 
BYTXMNNA 475-476 
BYTXMFS 477-482 3 
BYTXMSTD 483-488 3 
BYTXMIRR 489-494 3 
BYTXMIRS 495-,500 3 
BYTXMQ 501-501 
BYTXSNR 502-503 
BYTXSNW 504-505 
BYTXSNNA 506-507 
BYTXSFS 508-513 3 
BYTXSSTD 514-519 3 
BYTXSIRR 520-525 3 
BYTXSIRS 526-531 3 
BYTXSQ 532-532 
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BY-Fl:Student Component 
Data·File User's-Manual 

NELS:88 8TH GRADE QUESTIONNAIRE LAYOUT, 

Variable 
Name Position . 

BYTXHNR 533-534 
BYTXHNW 535-536 
BYTXHNNA 537-538 
BYTXHFS 539-544 3 
BYTXHSTD 545-550 3 
BYTXHIRR 551-556 3 
BYTXHIRS 557-562 3 
BYTXHQ 563-563 
BYTXCOMP 564-569 3 
BYTXQORT 570-570 
BYTXRPRO 571-511 
BYTXMPRO - 572-572 
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BY-Fl:Student Component 
Data File User's Manual 

NELS:88 FIRST FOLLOW-UP STUDENT QUESTIONNAIRE 

Variable 
Name Position Fo'rmat Length 

STU ID 1-7 I 7 
F1S7A 8-8 I 1 
F1S7B 9-9 I 1 
F1S7C 10-10 I 1 
F1S7D 11-11 I 1 
F1S7E 12-12 I 1 
F1S7F 13-13 I 1 
F1S7G 14-14 I 1 
F1S7H 15-15 I 1 
F1S7I 16-16 I 1 
F1S7J 17-17 I 1 
F1S7K 18-18 I 1 
F1S7L 19-19 I 1 
F1S7M 20-20 I 1 
F1S7N 21-21 I 1 
F1S7O 22-22 I 1 
FlSSA 23-23 I 1 
F1S8B 24-24 I 1 
F1S8C 25-25 I 1 
F1S8D 26-26 I 1 
F1S8E 27-27 I 1 
F1S8F 28-28 I 1 
F1S8G 29-29 · I 1 
F1S8H 30-30 I 1 
F1S8I 31-31 I 1 
F1S8J 32-32 I 1 
F1S9A 33-33 I 1 
F1S9B 34-34 I 1 
F1S9C 35-35 I 1 
F1S9D 36-36 I 1 
FlSlOA 37-37 I 1 
FlSlOB 38-38 I 1 
FlSlOC 39-39 I 1 
FlSlOD 40-40 I 1 
FlSlOE 41-41 I l 
FlSlOF 42-42 I 1 
FlSlOG 43-43 I 1 
FlSllA 44-44 I 1 
FlSllB 45-45 I 1 
F1S11C 46.a46 I 1 
FlSllD 47-47 I 1 
F1S12A 48-48 I 1 
F1S12B 49-49 I 1 
F1S12C 50-50 I 1 
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BY-F ]:Student Component 
Data File User's Manual 

NELS:88 FIRST FOLLow~uP STUDENT QUESTIONNAIRE 

Variable 
Name Position 

F1S12D 51-51 
F1S12E 52-52 
F1S12F 53-53 
F1S12G 54-54 
F1S12H 55-55 
F1Sl21 56-56 
FlS12J 57-57 
F1S12K 58-58 
F1S12L 59-59 
F1S12M 60-60 
F1S12N 61-61 
F1Sl2O 62-62 
FlS12P 63-63 
F1S12Q 64-64 
F1S12R 65-65 
FlS13 66-67* 
F1Sl4 68-69 
F1S15A 70-70 
F1S15B 71-71 
F1Sl5C 72-72 
F1S15D 73-73 
F1S15E 74-74 
F1S16A 75-75 
F1S16B 76-76 
F1Sl6C 77-77 
F1S16D 78-78 
F1S16E 79-79 
F1S16F 80-80 
F1S16G 81-81 
F1S17 82-83 
F1S18A 84-84 
F1S18B 85-85 
F1S19Al 86-86 
F1S19Bl 87-87 
F1S19Cl 88-88 
F1S19A2 89-89 
F1Sl9B2 90-90 
F1S19C2 91-91 
F1S19A3 92-92 
F1S19B3 93-93 
F1S19C3 94-94 
F1S20 95-96* 

' * Dropout data included with student data 

Format Length 

I 1 
I 1 
I 1 
I 1 
I 1 
I 1 
I 1 
I 1 
I 1 
I 1 
I 1 
I 1 
I 1 
I 1 
I 1 
I 2 
I 2 
I 1 
I . 1 
I 1 
I 1 
I 1 
I 1 
I 1 
I · 1 
I 1 
I 1 
I 1 
I 1 
I 2 
I 1 
I 1 
I 1 
I 1 
I 1 
I 1 
I 1 
I 1 
I 1 
I 1 
I 1 
I 2 
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BY~F 1:Student Component 
Data .File User's Manual 

NELS:88 FIRST FOLLOW-UP STUDENT QUESTIONNAIRE 

Variable 
Name Position Format Length 

F1S21A 97-98 I 2 
F1S21B 99-100 I 2 
F1S21C 101-102 . I 2 
F1S21D 103-104 l 2 
F1S22A 105-105 I 1 
F1S22B 106-106 I 1 
F1S22C 107-107 I 1 
F1S22D 108-108 I 1 
F1S22E 109-109 I 1 
F1S22F 110-110 I 1 
F1S22G 111-111 I 1 
F1S22H 112-112 I 1 
F1S22I 113-113 I 1 

. F1S22J 114-114 I 1 
F1S23A 115-115 I 1 
F1S23B 116-116 I 1 
F1S23C 117-117 I 1 
F1S23D 118-118 I 1 
F1S23E 119-119 I 1 
F1S23F 120-120 I 1 
F1S23G 121-121 I 1 
F1S23H 122-122 I 1 
F1S24A 123-123 I 1 
F1S24B 124-124 I 1 
F1S24C 125-125 I 1 
F1S24D 126-126 I 1 
F1S24E 127-127 I 1 
F1S24F 128-128 I 1 
F1S24G 129-129 I 1 
F1S24H 130-130 I 1 
F1S24I 131-131 I 1 
F1S24J 132-132 I 1 
F1S24K 133-133 I 1 
F1S24L 134-134 I 1 
F1S24M 135-135 I 1 
F1S24N 136-136 I 1 
F1S24O 137-137 I 1 
F1S25A 138-138 I 1 
F1S25B 139-139 . I 1 
F1S25C 140-140 I 1 
F1S25D 141-141 I 1 
F1S25E 142-142 I 1 
F1S25F 143-143 I 1 
F1S25G 144-144 I 1 
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BY-FJ:Student Component 
Data File User's Manual 

NELS:88 FIRST FOLLOW-UP STUDENT QUESTIONNAIRE 

Variable 
Name Position 

F1S25H 145-145 
F1S26A 146-147 
Fl-S26B 148-149 
F1S26C 150-151 
F1S26D 152,-153 
F1S27A 154-155 
F1S27B 156-157 
F1S27C 158-159 
F1S27D 160-161 
F1S28A 162-163 
F1S28B 164-165 
F1S28C 166-167 
F1S28D 168-169 
F1S29 170-170 
F1S29A 171-171 
F1S29B 172-172 
F1S29C 173-173 
F1S29D 174-174 
F1S29E 175-175 
F1S29F 176-176 
F1S29G 177-177 
F1S29H 178-178 
F1S29 179-179 
F1S29J 180-180 
F1S29K 181-181 
F1S29L 182-182 
F1S29M 183-183 
F1S29N 184-184 
F1S30A 185-185 
F1S30B 186-186 
F1S30C 187-187 
F1S30D 188-188 
F1S30E 189-189 
F1S31 190-190 
F1S31A 191-191 
F1S31B 192-192 
F1S31C 193-193 
F1S31D 194-194 
F1S31E 195-195 
F1S32A 196-196 
F1S32B 197-197 
F1S32C 198-198 
F1S32D 199-199 
F1S32E 200-200 

Format Length 

I 1 
I 2 
I 2 
I 2 
I 2 
I 2 
I 2 
I 2 
I 2 
I 2 
I 2 
I 2 
I 2 
I 1 
I 1 
I 1 
I 1 
I 1 
I 1 
I 1 
I 1 
I 1 
I 1 
I 1 
I 1 
I 1 
I 1 
I 1· 
I 1 
I 1 
I 1 
I 1 
I 1 
I 1 
I 1 
I 1 
I 1 
I 1 
I 1 
I 1 
I 1 
I 1 
I 1 
I 1 
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BY-Fl:Student Component 
Data File User's Manual 

NELS:88 FIRST FOLLOW-UP STUDENT_QUE$TIONNAIRE . 

Variable 
Name Position Format Length 

FlS32F 201-201 I 1 
F1S32G 202-202 I 1 
F1S32H 203-203 I . 1 
F1S32I 204-204 I 1 
F1S33 205-205 I 1 
F1S33A 206-206 I 1 
F1S33B 207-207 I 1 
F1S33C 208-208 I 1 
F1S33D 209-209 I 1 
F1S33E 210-:-210 I 1 
F1S34A 211-211 I 1 
F1S34B 212-212 I 1 
F1S34C 213-213 I 1 
F1S34D 214-214 I 1 
FlS34E 215-215 I 1 
F1S34F 216-216 I 1 
F1S34G 217-217 I 1 
F1S34H 218-218 I 1 
F1S35A 219-219 I 1 
F1S35B 220-220 I 1 
F1S35C 221-221 I 1 
F1S36Al 222-223 I 2 
F1S36A2 224-225 I 2 
,F1S36Bl 226-227 I 2 
F1S36B2 228-229 I 2 
F1S36Cl 230~231 I 2 
F1S36C2 232-233 I 2 
F1S36D1 234-235 I 2 
F1S36D2 236-237 I 2 
F1S36El 238-239 I 2 
F1S36E2 240-241 I 2 
F1S36Fl 242-243 I 2 
F1S36F2 244-245 I 2 
F1S37 246-246 I 1 
F1S38 247-247 I 1 
F1S39A 248-249 I 2 
F1S39B 250-251 I 2 
F1S39C 252-253 I 2 
F1S39D 254-255 I 2 
F1S40A 256-256 · I 1 
F1S40B 257-257 I 1 
F1S40C 258-258 I 1 
F1S41AA 259-260 I 2 
F1S41AB 261-262 I 2 
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BY-FJ:Student Component 
Data File User's Manual 

NELS:88 FIRST FOLLOW-UP STUDENT Ql;TESTIONNAIRE 

Variable 
Name Position 

F1S41AC 263-264 
F1S41AD 265-266 
F1S41AE 267-268 

. F1S41AF 269-270 
FlS41AG 271-272 
F1S41AH 273-274 
FlS41AI 275-276 
F1S41BA 277-277 
F1S41BB 278-278 
FlS41BC 279-279 
FlS41BD 280-280 
F1S41BE 281-281 
F1S41BF 282-282 
f1S41BG 283-283 
FlS41BH 284-284 
F1S41BI 285-285 
F1S42 286-287 
F1S43 288-289 
F1S44A 290'-290 

· F1S44B 291-291 
F1S44C 292-292 
F1S44D 293-293 
F1S44E 294-294 
F1S44F 295-295 
F1S44G 296-296 
F1S44H 297-297 
F1S441 298-298 
F1S44J 299-299 
F1S44K 300-300 
F1S44L 301-301 
F1S44M 302-302 
F1S44N 303-303 
F1S44O 304-304 
F1S45A 305-306 
F1S45B 307-308 
F1S46A 309-309 
F1S46B 310-310 
F1S46C 311-311 
F1S46D 312-312 
F1S46E 313-313 
F1S46F 314-314 
F1S46G 315-315 
F1S46H 316-316 
F1S461 317-317 

Format Length 

I 2 
I 2 
I 2 
I 2 
I 2 
I 2 

. I 2 
I 1 
I 1 
I 1 
I 1 
I 1 
I 1 
I 1 
I 1 
I 1 
I 2 
I 2 
I 1 
I 1 
I 1 
I 1 
I 1 
I 1 
I 1 
l 1 
I 1 
I 1 
I 1 
I 1 
I 1 
I 1 
I 1 
I 2 
I 2 
I 1 
I 1 
I 1 
I 1 
I 1 
I 1 
I 1 
I 1 
I 1 
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BY-Fl:Student Component 
Data File User's Manual 

NEL~:88 FIRST FOLLOW-UP STUDENT QUESTIONNAIRE 

Variable 
Name Position Format Length 

FlS46J 318-318 I 1 
F1S46K 319-319 I 1 
F1S46L 320-320 I 1 
F1S46M 321-321 I 1 
F1S47A 322-323 r 2 
F1S47B 324-325 I 2 
F1S47C 326-327 I 2 
F1S47D 328-329 I 2 
FlS47E 330-331 I 2 
F1S47F 332-333 I 2 
FlS47G 334-335 I 2 
F1S48A 336-337 I 2 
F1S48B 338-339 I 2 
FlS49 340-341 I 2* 
FlS50A 342-342 I 1 
F1S50B 343--~43 I 1 
F1S50C 3_44-344 I 1 
FlS50D 345-345 I 1 
F1S50E 346-346 I 1 
F1S50F 347-347 I 1 
F1S51 348-348 I 1 
F1S52A 349-349 I 1 
F1S52B 350-350 I 1 
F1S52C 351-351 I 1 
F1S52D 352-352 I 1 
F1S52E 353-353 I 1 
F1S52F 354-354 I I 
F1S52G 355-355 I I 
F1S52H 356-356 I 1 
F1S52I 357-357 I 1 
FlS52J 358-358 I 1 
F1S52K 359-359 I 1 
F1S52L 360-360 I 1 
F1S53A 361-362 I 2 
F1S53B 363-364 2* 
F1S54 365-365 I 1* 
F1S55 366-367 I 2* 
F1S55A 368-368 I 1 
F1S55BA 369-369 I 1 

* Dropout data included with student data. 
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D.1.-r 1:.lruaenr L-omponenc 
Data File User's Manual · 

. NELS:88 FIRST FOLLOW-UP STUDENT QUESTIONNAIRE 

Variable 
Name Position 

F1S55BB 370-370 
F1S55BC 371-371 
F1S55BD 372-372 
F1S56 373-373 
F1S57A 374-374* 
F1S57B 375-375* 
F1S57C 376-376* 
F1S57D 377-377* 
F1S58 378-378 
F1S59A 379-379 
F1S59B 380-380 
F1S59C 381-381 
F1S59D 382-382 
F1S59E 383-383 
F1S60A 384-384 

·F1S60B 385-385 
F1S60C 386-386 
F1S60D 387-387 
FlS60E 388-388 
F1S61A 389-389 
F1S61B 390-390 
F1S61C 391-391 
F1S61D 392-392 
F1S62A 393-393 
F1S62B 394-394 
F1S62C 395-395 
F1S62D 396-396 
F1S62E 397-397 
F1S62F 398-398 
F1S62G . 399-399 
F1S62H 400-400 
F1S62I 401-401 
F1S62J 402-402 
F1S62K 403-403 
F1S62L . 404-404 
F1S62M 405-405 
F1S62N 406-406 
F1S63A 407-408 
F1S63B 409-410 
F1S63C 411-412 
F1S63D 413-414 
F1S63E 415-416 
F1S63F 417-418 
F1S63G 419-420 

* Dropout data included with Student data 

Format Length 

I 1 
I 1 
I 1 
I 1 
I 1 
I 1 
I 1 
I 1 

·1 1 
I 1 
I 1 
I 1 
I 1 
I 1 
I 1 
I 1 
I 1 
I 1 
I 1 
I 1 
I 1 
I 1 
I 1 
I 1 
I 1 
I 1 
I 1 
I 1 
I .1 
I 1 
I 1 
I 1 
I 1 
I 1 
I 1 
I 1 
I 1 
I .2 
I 2 
I 2 
I 2 
I 2 
I 2 
I 2 
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NELS:88 FIRST FOLLOW-UP STUDENT QUESTIONNAIRE 

Variable 
Name Position Format Length 

FlS63H 421-422 I 2 
F1S63I 423-424 I 2 
F1S63J 425-426 I 2 
F1S63K 427-428 I 2 
F1S63L 429-430 I 2 
F1S63M '431-432 I 2 
F1S63N 433-434 I 2 
F1S63O 435-436 I 2 
F1S63P 437-438 I 2 
F1S63Q 439-440 I 2 

-F1S63R 441-442 I 2 
F1S63S 443-444 I 2 
F1S63T 445-446 I 2 
F1S63U 447-448 I 2 
F1S64A 449-449 I 1 
F1S64B 450-450 I 1 
F1S64C 451-451 I 1 
F1S64D 452-452 I 1 
FlS64E 453-453 I 1 
F1S64F 454-454 I 1 
F1S64G 455-455 I 1 
F1S64H 456-456 I 1 
F1S64I 457-457 I 1 
F1S64J 458-458 I 1 
F1S64K 459-459 I 1 
F1S64L 460-460 I 1 
FlS65A 461-461 I 1 
F1S65B 462-462 I 1 
FlS65C 463-463 I 1 
F1S65D 464-464 I 1 
F1S65E 465-465 I 1 
F1S66A 466-466 I 1 
F1S66B 467-467 I 1 
F1S66C 468-468 I 1 
F1S66D 469-469 I 1 
F1S66E 470-470 I 1 
FlS66F 471-471 I 1 
F1S66G 472-472 I 1 
F1S67A 473-473 I 1 
F1S67B 474-474 I 1 
FlS67C 475-475 I 1 
F1S67D 476-476 I 1 
F1S67E 477-477 I 1 
FlS67F 478-478 I 1 
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NELS:88 FIRST FOLLOW-UP STUDENT QUESTIONNAIRE 

Variable 
Name . Position Format Length 

F1S67G 479-479 I 1 
F1S67H 480-480 I 1 
F1S68 481-481 I 1 
F1S69 482-482 I 1 
F1S70A 483-483 I 1 
F1S70B 484-484 I 1 
F1S70C 485-485 I 1 
F1S70D 486-486 I 1 
F1S70E 487-487 I 1 
F1S70F 488-488 I 1 
F1S70G 489-489 I 1 
F1S70H 490-490 I 1 
F1S70I 491-491 I 1 

. IF1S70J 492-492 1 
FlS70K 493-493 I 1 
F1S70L 494-494 I 1 
F1S71A 495-495 I 1 
F1S71B 496-496 I 1 
F1S71C 497-497 I 1 
F1S71D 498-498 I 1 
F1S71E 499-499 I 1 
F1S71F 500-500 I 1 
F1S71G 501-501 I 1 
F1S71H 502-502 I 1 
F1S71I 503-503 I 1 
F1S71J 504-504 I 1 
F1S71K 505-505 I 1 
F1S72 506-507 I 2 
F1S73A 508-508 I 1 
F1S73B 509-509 I 1 
F1S73C 510-510 I 1 
F1S73D 511-511 I 1 
F1S73E 512-512 I 1 
F1S73F 513-513 I 1 
F1S73G 514-514 I 1 
F1S74 515-515 I 1 
F1S75 516-516 I 1 
F1S76 * 517-517 I 1 
F1S77 518-519 I 2 
F1S78A 520-520 I 1 
F1S78B 521-521 I 1 

* Dropout data included with Student data 
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NELS:88 FIRST FOLLOW-UP STUDENT QUESTIONNAIRE 

Variable 
Name Position Format Length 

F1S78C 522-522 I 1 
F1S79 523-523 I 1 
F1S80AA 524-524 I 1 
F1S80AB 525-525 I 1 
F1S80AC 526-526 I 1 
F1S80BA 527-527 I 1 
F1S80BB 528-528 I 1 
F1S80BC 529-529 I 1 
F1S81 530-531 I 2 
F1S82 532-533 I 2 
F1S83 534-534 r 1 
F1S84 535-535 I 1 
F1S85 536-536 I 1 
F1S86 537-537 I 1 
F1S87 538-539 I 2 
F1S88 540-541 I 2* 
F1S89 542-542 I 1 
F1S90A 543-544 I 2 
F1S90B 545-546 I 2 
F1S91A 547-548 I 2 
F1S91B 549-550 I 2 
F1S92A 551-551 I 1* 
F1S92B 552-552 I 1,* 
F1S92C 553-553 I 1* 
F1S92D 554-554 I 1* 
F1S92E * 555-555 I 1 
F1S92F * 556-556 I 1 
F1S92G * 557-557 I 1 
F1S92H * 558-558 I 1 
F1S92I * 559-559 I 1 
F1S93A 560-561 I 2 
FlS93B 562-563 I 2 
F1S93C 564-565 I 2 
F1S93D 566-567 I 2 
F1S93E . 568-569 I 2 
F1S93F 570-571 I 2 
F1S93G 572-573 I 2 
F1S94 574-574 I 1 
F1S95 575-575 I 1 
F1S96 576-577 I 2 
F1S97 578-578 I 1 
F1S98A 579-579 I 1 
F1S98B 580-580 I 1 

* Dropout data included with Student data 
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NELS:88 FIRST FOLLOW-UP STUDENT QUESTIONNAIRE 

Variable 
Name Position 

F1S98C 581-581 
F1S98D 582-582 
F1S98E 583-583 
F1S98F 584-584 
F1S98G · 585-585 
F1S98H 586-586 
F1S98I 587-587 
F1S99A 588-588 
F1S99B 589-589 
F1S99C 590-590 
F1S99D 591-591 
F1S99E 592-592 
F1S99F 593-593 
F1S99G 594-594 
F1S99H 595-595 
F1S99I 596-596 
F1S99J 597-597 
F1S99K 598-598 
F1S99L 599-599 
F1S99M 600-600 
F1S99N 601-601 
F1S99O 602-602 
F1S99P 603-603 
F1S99Q 604-604 
F1S99R 605-605 
F1S99S 606-606 
FlSl00A 607-607 
FlSlOOB 608-608 
FlSl00C 609-609 
FlSlO0D 610-610 
FlSl00E 611-611 
FlSlOOF 612-612 
FlSlO0G 613-613 
F1S101 614-615 
F1S102A 616-616 
F1S102B 617-617 
F1Sl02C 618-618 
F1S102D 619-619 
F1S102E 620-620 
F1S103 621-621 
F1Sl04A 622-622 
F1S104B 623-623 
F1S104C 624-624 
F1S104D 625-625 
F1S104E 626-626 
F1S104F 627-627 

Format Length 

I 1 
I 1 
I 1 
I 1 
I 1 
I 1 
I 1 
I 1 
I 1 
I 1 
I 1 
I 1 
I 1 
I 1 
I 1 
I 1 
I 1 
I 1 
I 1 
I 1 
I 1 
I 1 
I 1 
I 1 
I 1 
I 1 
I 1 
I 1 
I 1 
I 1 
I 1 
I 1 
I 1 
I 2 
I 1 
I 1 
I 1 
I 1 
I 1 
I 1 
I 1 
I 1 
I 1 
I 1 
I 1 
I 1 
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NELS:88 FIRST FOLLOW-UP STUDENT QUESTIONNAIRE 

Variable 
Name Position Format Length 

F1S104G 628-628 I 1 
F1Sl04H 629-629 I 1 
F1Sl041 630-630 I 1 
F1S104J 631-631 I 1 
F1Sl05A 632-632 I 1 
F1S105B 633-633 I 1 
F1S105C 634-634 I 1 
F1S105D 635-635 I 1 
F1S105E 636-636 I 1 
F1S105F 637-637 I 1 
FlS105G 638-638 I 1 
F1S106A 639-639 I 1 
F1S106B 640-640 I 1 
F1S106C 641-641 I 1 
F1S106D 642-642 I 1 
F1S107A 643-643 I 1 
F1S107l3 644-644 I 1 
F1S107C 645-645 I 1 
F1S108A 646-647 I 2 
F1S108B 648-649 I 2 
F1S108C 650-651 I 2 
F1S108D 652-653 I 2 
F1Sl08E 654-655 I 2 
F1S108F 656-657 I 2 
F1S109 658-658 I 1 
FlSll0MO 659-660 I 2 
FlSll0DA 661-662 I 2 
FlSll0YR 663-664 I 2 
FlQWT ·665-674 R 10 
FlPNLWT 675-684 R 10 
FlQFLG 685-685 I 1 
FlBYQFLG 686-686 I 1 
FlPANFLG 687-687 I 1 
FlTXFLG 688-688 I 1 
FlNSSFLG 689-689 I 1 
FlADMFLG 690-690 I 1 . 
FlTRNFLG 691-691 I 1 
FlSEQFLG 692-692 · I 1 
FlSMPFLG 693-693 I 1 
FlSTAT 694-695 I 2 
FlSRVMTH 696-697 I 2 
FlDOSTAT 698-698 I 1 
FlSEX 699-699 I 1 
FlRACE 700-700 I 1 
FlAPI 701-701 I 1 
FlSES 702-706 R 5 (3) 
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NELS:88 FIRST FOLLOW-UP STUDENT QUESTIONNAIRE 

Variable 
Name Position Format Length 

FlSESQ 707-707 I 1 
FlPARED 708-709 I 2 
FlLOCUSl 710-713 R 4 (2) 
F1LOCUS2 714-717 R 4 (2) 
FlLOCU2Q 718-718 I 1 
FlCNCPTl 719-722 R 4 (~) 
F1CNCPT2 723-726 R 4 (2) 
F1CNCP2Q 727-727 I 1 
FlBIRTHM 728-729 I 2 
FlBIRTHY 730-731 I 2 
F1DRPS89 732-732 I 1 
F1DRPF89 733-733 I 1 
F1DRPS90 · 734-734 I 1 
FlHSPROG 735-735 I 1 
FAMCOMP 736-737 I 2 
G8CTRL1 738-738 I 1 
G8CTRL2 739-739 I 1 
Gl0CTRLl 740-741 I 2 
G10CTRL2 742-743 I 2 
Gl0URBAN 744-744 I 1 
GlOREGON 745-746 I 2 
FlSCRNRL 747-748 I 2 
GlOENROL 749-750 I 2 
FlTXRIRR 751-754 R 4 (2) 
FlTXRSTD 755-758 R 4 (2) 
FlTXRQ 759-759 I 1 
FlTXRG 760-764 R 5 (2) 
FlTXMIRR 765-768 R 4 (2) 
FlTXMSTD 769-772 R 4 (2) 
FlTXMQ 773-773 I 1 
FlTXMG 774-778 R 5 (2) 
FlTXSIRR 779-782 R 4 (2) 
FlTXSSTD 783-786 R 4 (2) 
FlTXSQ 787-787 I 1 
FlTXSG 788-792 R 5 (2) 
FlTXHIRR 793-796 R 4 (2) 
FlTXHSTD 797-800 R 4 (2) 
FlTXHQ 801-801 I 1 
FlTXHG 802-806 R 4 (2) 
FlTXCOMP 807-810 R 4 (2) 
FlTXQURT 811-811 I 1 
FlTXRPLl 812-812 I 1 
F1TXRPL2 813-813 I 1 
FlTXRPRO 814-814 I 1 
FlTXRPPl 815-817 R 3 (2) 
F1TXRPP2 818-820 R 3 (2) 
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NELS:88 FIRST FOLLOW-UP STUDENT QUESTIONNAIRE 

Variable 
Name Position Format Length 

FlTXRGPl 821 ..824 R 4 (2) 
FlTXRGP.2 825-828 R 4 (2) 
FlTXMPLl 829-829 I 1 

FlTXMPPl 834-836 R 3 (2) 

FlTXMGPl 846-849 R 4 (2) 

F1TXMPL2 830-830 I 1 
F1TXMPL3 831-831 I 1 
F1TXMPL4 832-832 I 1 
FlTXMPRO 833-833 I 1 

F1TXMPP2 837-839 R 3 (2) 
FlTXMPP3 840-842 R 3 (2) 
FlTXMPP4 843-845 R 3 (2) 

F1TXMGP2 850-853 R 4 (2) 
F1TXMGP3 854-857 R 4 (2) 
F1TXMGP4 858-861 R 4 (2) 
FlSCHLID 862-866 I 5 
F1N2 867-867 I 1 
F1N4 868-868 I 1 
F1N5A 869-869 I 1 
F1N5B 870-871 I 2 
F1N6 872-872 I 1 
F1N7A 873-873 I 1 
F1N7B 874-875 I 2 
F1N8A 876-876 I 1 
F1N8B 877-878 I 2 
F1N8C 879-879 I 1 
F1N9 880-880 I 1 
FlNlO 881-.881 I 1 
FlNll 882-882 I 1 
F1N12 883-884 . I 2 
F1N13 885-886 I 2 
FlN14 887-888 I 2 
F1N15 889-890 I 2 
FiN16A 891-891 I 1 
F1N16B 892-892 I 1 
FlN16C 893-893 I 1 
F1N16D 894-894 I 1 
FlN17A 895-895 I 1 
F1N17B 896-896 I 1 
F1N17C 897-897 I 1 
F1N17D 898-898 I 1 
F1N18 899-899 I 1 
F1Nl9A 900-900 I 1 
F1N19B 901-901 I 1 
F1N19C 902-902 I 1 
F1N19D 903-903 I 1 
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NELS:88 FIRST FOLLOW-UP STUDENT QUESTIONNAIRE . 

Variable · 
Name Position 

F1N19E . 904-904 
F1N19F 905-905 

·F1Nl9G 906-906 
F1N19H . 907-907 
FlN191 908-908 
FlN19J 909-909 
F1N20A · 910-911 
FlN20B 912-913 
FlN21A 914-914 
F1N21B 915-915 
F1N21C 916-916 
FlN21D 917-917 

. F1N21E 918-918 
F1N21F 919-919 
F1N21G 920-920 
FlN21H 921-921 
F1N211 922-922 
F1N21J 923-923 
F1N21K 924~924 
F1N21L 925-925 
F1N21M *926-926 
FlN21N 927-927 
FlN21O 928-928 
F1N21P 929-929 
F1N22 930-930 
F1N22A 931-931 
FlN22B 932-932 
FlN22C 933-933 
FlN22D 934-934 
F1N22E 935-935 
F1N22F 936-936 
F1N22G 937-937 
F1N22H 938-938 
F1N22I 939-939 
F1N22J 940-940 
F1N22K 941-941 

Format Length 

I 1 
I 1 
I 1 
I 1 
I 1 
I 1 
I 2 
I 2 
I 1 
I 1 
r 1 
I 1 
I 1 
I 1 
I 1 
I 1 
I 1 
I 1 
I 1 
I 1 
I 1 
I 1 
I 1 
I 1 
I 1 
I 1 
I 1 
I 1 
I 1 
I 1 
I 1 
I 1 
I 1 
I 1 
I 1 
I 1 
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·NELS:88 Base Year {BY) Student Data Weights, 

Flags, and Composite Variables 
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Each base year weight, flag, and composite variable is defined below and shown in the order in 
which it appears on the data tape. See Section 3.2 of this manual for a discussion of weights and Chapter 
VII for a brief discussion of flags and composite variables. Composites were constructed using all four 
components of the base year survey. Variable names indicate from which file values were taken: BYS 
for base year student, BYP for base year parent, BYT for base year teacher, and BYSC for base year 
school. · 

Weight 

BYQWT was calculated from the design weight (RAWWT) for the student questionnaire adjusted 
for the fact that some of the selected students did not complete the questionnaire. RA WWT is the 
reciprocal of the conditional selection probability for the student, given that the school was selected into 
the base year sample, multiplied by his or her school's design weight. 

Flags 

The following flags indicate the completion or · not of specified instruments for students who 
completed the student questionnaire. A value of 1 or 2 specifies that the instrument was completed, 0 that 
it was not. 

BYTEQFLG 2 = Two teacher questionnaires completed 
1 = One teacher questionnaire completed 
0 = Did not have either teacher questionnaire completed 

BYPAQFLG 1 = A parent questionnaire completed 
0 = Did not have parent questionnaire completed 

BYTXPAFG 1 = Student completed the tests and had aparent questionnaire completed 
0 = Did not complete the test and have a parent questionnaire completed 

BYTEPAFG 1 = Had a parent questionnaire completed and at least one teacher questionnaire 
completed 

0 = Did not have a parent questionnaire completed and at least one teacher 
questionnaire completed 

BYTXFLG 1 = Student completed the tests 
0 = Did not complete the tests 

BYADMFLG 1 = The administrator completed a school questionnaire 
0 = A school questionnaire was not completed 

1 
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BYIEPFLG indicates if the student is . in an Individualized Education Program. 

The values for BYIEPFLG are: 

1 = The student had on file an Individualized Education Program and was re-
ported to the Department of Education as belonging to one of the following 
handicap categories: deaf, hard of hearing, deaf-blind, or multiple handicap 
(only if hard of hearing was included as one of his or her impairments); AND 
the student is currently mainstreamed with regular hearing eighth grade students 
for English or mathematics classes 

0 = Did not satisfy the above criteria 

Composites 

G8TYPE classifies the type of school by the grades spanned. It was coded using school data first. 
After the unique patterns of grade spans were determined, they were collapsed, creating the following 
categories. For example, G8TYPE = 1 includes schools that start with either pre-kindergarten, 
kindergarten, or grade 1 and that end with grade 8. 

The responses to BYSClA-N were compared to established patterns to determine the appropriate 
grade span category. If G8TYPE was missing, then it was coded using the QED (Quality Education Data) 
file as a second source. 

The values for G8TYPE are: 

1 = P or K or 1 through 8 
2 = P or K or 1 through 12 
3 = 6 or 7 or 8 through 12 
4 = 3 or 4 or 5 through 8 
5 = 6 through 8 
6 = 7 through 8 
7 = 7 through 9/8 through 9 
8 = Missing 

G8CTRL classifies the type of school into public, Catholic, other religious, and nonsectarian 
private schools, as reported by the school administrator. The classification was collapsed from BYSC4. 
A few non-Catholic private schools were contacted to confirm their designation. 

The values for G8CTRL are: 

1 = Public school 
2 = Catholic school 
3 = Private school, other religious affiliation 
4 = Private school, no religious affiliation 

2 
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This is the sole school control variable on the public release files; however, an alternative school control 
variable appears only on the restricted use files. The restricted use variable embraces the following four 
schol control sectors: public school, Catholic school, private school that is a member of the National 
Association of Independent Schools (NAIS), and all other private schools. 

BYSCENRL categorizes the entire school enrollment as reported by the school. The values were 
created by collapsing the data from BYSC2 into categories. Missing data were then imputed from the 
actual enrollment reported on the QED file. 

The values for BYSCENRL are: 

1 = 1-199 students 
2 = 200-399 
3 = 400-599 
4 = 600-799 
5 = 800-999 
6 = 1000-1199 
7 = 1200+ 

G8ENROL categorizes the eighth grade enrollment as reported by the school. The values were 
created by collapsing the data from BYSC3 into categories. Missing data were then imputed from the 
QED file for eighth grade schools. 

The values for G8ENROL are: 

1 = 1-49 students 
2 = 50-99 
3 = 100-199 
4 = 200-299 
5 = 300-399 
6 = 400+ 

GSURBAN classifies the urbanicity of the student's school. It was created directly from QED 
(Quality Education Data) data (position 199-199). The classifications are the Federal Information 
Processing Standards as used by the U.S. Census. 

The values for G8URBAN are: 

1 = Urban - central city 
2 = Suburban -- area surrounding a central city within a county constituting 

the MSA (Metropolitan Statistical Area) 
3 = Rural -- outside MSA 

3 
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G8REGON indicates in which of the four U.S. Census regions the school is located. It was . 
. created by recoding the sampled state of the eighth grade school into the four Census Bureau regions. For 
confidentiality reasons, this value was set to missing in rare instances. 

The values for G8REGON are: 

1 = Northeast -- New England and Middle Atlantic states 
2 = North Central -- East North Central and West North Central states 
3 = South -- South Atlantic, East South Central, and West South Central states 
4 = West -- Mountain and Pacific states 
8 = Missing · 

G8MINOR reflects the percentage of minority students in the eighth grade reported by the 
school. It was constructed by adding nonreserve code values of BYSC13A-D and categorizing the result. 
If the school questionnaire-was missing or if BYSC13A-D was missing, G8MINOR was set to missing. 

The values for G8MINOR are: . 

0 = None 
1 = 1-5% 
2 = 6-10% 
3 = 11-20% . 
4 = 21-40% 
5 = 41-o0% 
6 = 61-90%G8 
7 = 91-100% 
8 = Missing 

G8LUNCH categorizes the percentage of free or reduced price lunch at the school calculated 
from the school questionnaire. It was constructed by dividing BYSC16A by BYSC2, multiplying by 100, 
rounding to the nearest whole number and coding the result. If the school questionnaire was missing or 
ifBYSC16A was missing, .G8LUNCH was set to missing. 

The value for G8LUNCH are: 

0 = None 
1 = 1-5% 
2 = 6-10% 
3 = 11-20% 
4 = 21-30% 
5 = 31-50% 
6 = 51-75% 
7 = 76-100% 
8 = Missing 
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NOMSECT is the classification of the school the student expected to attend for tenth grade. The 
student respons~ to BYS 13 was assigned a Permanent Identification Number from the QED (Quality 
Education Data) directory. This link to the QED data was then used to assign a value of public, Catholic, 
or other private to the first nominated tenth grade school. 

The values for NOMSECT are: 

1 = Public school 
2 = Catholic school 
3 = Other private school 
8 = Missing, the student did not answer BYS 13 or the school nominated 

could not be linked to data from QED 

SEX was taken first from the "Your Background" (BYS 12) section of the student questionnaire. 
Jf this source was missing or not available, then the value of the variable SEX assigned on the school 
roster was used. If SEX was still missing, it was imputed from the respondent's name. On any records 
for which this could not be done· unambiguously, this variable had a value of 1 or 2 randomly assigned. 

The values for SEX are: 

1 =Male · 
2 = Female 

RACE was constructed from BYS31A. In the data quality review, one correctable problem was 
found. Frequencies of students' reports of their ethnicity indicated that a number of students may have 

. incorrectly used the American Indian/ Alaskan Native category. Crosstabulations ofstudents' self-categori-
zation with parents' self-categorization indicated that roughly 60 percent of the 924 students who said they 
were American Indian or Alaskan Native had parents who classified themselves as "white, not Hispanic". 
While parent-student ethnicity reports logically need not match--the one parent or step-parent interviewed 
represents, after all, only a part of the child's racial-ethnic background--empirically, one would not expect 
so large a discrepancy if the race-ethnicity item were working well. 

One hypothesis was that students were confused by the "white, not of Hispanic origin" category 
and were drawn to the l!American" in American Indian. This hypothesis was tested by calling a random 
sample of studen~' parents and asking the parents to verify the race/ethnicity of the child. The parent was 
not told how the child had actually responded. The parent was asked to use the eighth grader, rather than 
self, as the reference point. 

One hundred parents were interviewed about the race and ethnic background of their child. 
Ninety-three of the parents said their child was "white, not of Hispanic origin." Six parents said that their 
child was "American Indian or Alaskan Native," and one parent indicated that the child was "black, not 
of Hispanic origin." In the base year field test, race/ethnicity and parent occupation were found to be 
among tlie most difficult questions for eighth graders to answer. 

On the basis of these findings, it was decided to recode the 625 students who responded 
"American Indian or Alaskan Native" and whose parent responded "white, not Hispanic" to BYPlO to 
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"white, not Hispanic" for this composite. BYS31Awas left unchanged so that the analyst has access to 
the actual respondent data. 

Included in "missing" are 49 students who used more than one of the five race categories and 
then, in the course of the critical item edit, declined to narrow their choice to one response option, 
usually contending that their multiple racial membership was central to their identity and experience. In 
a sense, race data for these students are not truly missing. For Hispanic race, following the recent 
example of the U.S. Census, we provided an "other race" category and it was used in preference to black 
or white by nearly a third of the Hispanics in the sample. One could argue that the 49 students who 
insisted on the use of multiple race categories slwuld be assimilated to a "race = other" category; this 
was not however done in the base year data. One could also argue that these cases might be resolved 
by decision rules as to which race to choose (say, white plus a minority race, always classify as minority; 
or choose one of the selected classifications randomly; or rely on observer [interviewer] classification of 
the individual). However, it was our feeling that forcing students into one category when they had 
explicitly refused to choose a single category when requested to do so could not be appropriate. In legal 
fact, each respondent has the right to later view, and amend, his or her responses. To change that 
response in the editing. process to a category that respondent explicitly rejected as a legitimate 
characterization of her/himself might be seen as a violation of the ethical contract between the voluntary 
respondent and those conducting the survey. The 49 cases therefore appear as missing in the race 
composite. 

The values for RACE are: 

1 = Asian or Pacific Islander 
2 = Hispanic, regardless of race 
3 = Black, not of Hispanic origin 
4 = White, not of Hispanic origin 
5 = American Indian or Alaskan Native 
8 = Missing, BYS31A was not answered or 

more than one race category was chosen 

IDSP characterizes the Hispanic subgroup to which the student belongs. If BYS31A was equal 
to 1, 3, 4, or 5, then this variable was coded "O." If BYS31A was either 2 or a reserve code, then the 
value for BYS31C was checked. If BYS31C contained a valid value (not a reserve code) of 1-4, then that 
value was assigned to HISP; otherwise this variable was coded "8." 

The values for HISP are: 

0 = non-Hispanic 
1 = Mexican, Mexican-American, Chicano 
2 =Cuban· 
3 = Puerto Rican 
4 = Other Hispanic 
8 = Missing 

API specifies to which Asian or Pacific Island group the student belongs. If BYS31A was equal 
to 2, 3, 4, or 5, then this variable was coded "00." If BYS31A was either 1 or a reserve code, then the 
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value for BYS31B was checked. If BYS31B contained a valid value (not- a reserve code) of 01-10, then 
that value was assigned to API; otherwise this variable was coded "98." Note that only groups 01-06 were 
oversampled for inclusion in the OBEMLA supplement. 

The values for API are: 

00 = non-API 
01 = Chinese 
02 = Filipino 
03 = Japanese 
04 = Korean 
05 = Southeast Asian 
06 = Pacific Islander 
OT = South Asian 
08 = West Asian 
09 = Middle Eastern 
10 = Other Asian 
98 = Missing 

Value 01-06 and 10 correspond to "Asian" on the HS&B composite race variable; 01-07 and 10 
to "Asian" by the 1990 Census definition. In HS&B, 07-09 were explicitly or implicitly assimilated to 
"white". 

HEARIMP1 classifies the student as either hearing-impaired or not. It was constructed by 
initializing HEARIMP to Oand then setting it to 1 if either of the following criteria were met: 

1. If the student had on file an Individualized Education Program and was reported to the 
-flepat tment of Education as belonging to one of tl1e following handicap categories. deaf,-
hard-of-hearing, deaf-blind, or multiple handicap (only if hard-of-hearing was included 
as one of his or her impairments); AND the student is currently mainstreamed with 
regular hearing eighth grade students for English or mathematics classes 
(BYIEPFLG= 1). 

2. If, in the course of drawing up the roster of students for the school or in administering 
the instruments, project staff determined that any student satisfied only one of the 
requirements Hsted above, BYIEPFLG was set to O and that student was listed as 
part-eligible. This part-eligible list was used to set HEARIMP to l. 

3. If the parent reported a problem (BYP47B = 1 or BYP47C= 1 or BYP48B = 1 or 
BYP48C= 1). Please note that if HEARIMP is set to 1 because of satisfying criterion 
3, the student may have been impaired in the past without necessarily being so in the 
present. 

Note that the frequency of reported impairment or handicap was influenced by the eligibility criteria 
and participation patterns, which tended to eliminate more severely impaired or handicapped students. 
Please see Section 2.1 .1 of the NELS:88 Base Year Sample Design Report for details. 
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The values for HEARIMP are: 

0 = Not reported as hearing-impaired 
1 = Hearing-impaired · 

HANDPAST1 was constructed from responses on the parent questionnaire and indicates whether 
the student has ever participated in a program for the handicapped. 

The values for HANDPAST are: 

0 = Not past handicap program recipient (BYP48A through BYP48J are 0) 
1 = Past handicap program recipient (if any BYP48A through BYP48J = 1) 
8 = Missing, no parent questionnaire, or BYP48A through BYP48J are missing 

BYIIANDPR2 was constructed from responses on the parent questionnaire and indicates whether 
the student is currently participating in a program for the orthopedicallyhandicapped or learning disabled. 

The values for BYHANDPR are: 

0 = Not current program participant (BYP49C and BYP49D are 0) 
1 = Current program recipient for orthopedically handicapped or learning 

disabilities. (BYP49C or BYP49D = 1) 
8 = Missing, no parent questionnaire or BYP49C and BYP49D are missing 

BYHANDTR2 was constructed from responses on the teacher questionnaire(s) and indicates 
whether at least one teacher reports a handicap that mterferes with school performance. 

The values for BYHANDTR are: 

. 0 = Neither teacher reported any handicaps interfering with school performance 
(BYTl_lO is 0) 

1 = Either teacher reports a handicap (BYTl_lO is 1) 
8 = Missing, no teacher questionnaire or BYTl_lO is missing 

BIRTHMO was taken directly from BYS 11 of the student questionnaire. Its range is 1-12, with 
98 indicating missing. 

2 See footnote 1 . 
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BIRTHYR was coded from BYS 11 of the student questionnaire; All values less than 72 were set 
to 72 and all values greater than 75 were set to 75. 

72 = 1972 or before 
73 = 1973 
74 = 1974 
75 = 1975 or after 
98 = Missing 

BYLOCUSl was designed to be as comparable as possible with HS&B and NLS-72 data. Locus 
of control items are all in student question 44. They are BYS44B, BYS44C, BYS44F, BYS44G, 
BYS44K, and BYS44M. Three of these items are comparable to HS&B and NLS-72 items. They are 
BYS44C, BYS44F, and BYS44G. It is important to note that while these are comparable, they are not 
always identical. For the user's convenience, the NELS:88 items appear below along with the HS&B and 
NLS-72 items, which appear in parentheses. 

BYS44C: In my life, good luck is more important than hard work for success. (Good luck is 
more important than hard work for success.) 

BYS44F: Every time I try to get ahead, something or somebody stops me. (fext identical.) 

BYS44G: My plans hardly ever work out, so planning only makes me unhappy. (Planning only 
. makes a person unhappy, since plans hardly ever work out anyway.) 

NO COMPARABLE NELS:88 ITEM. (People who accept their condition in life are happier 
than those who try to change things.) 

Each of the above three items was standardized separately to a mean of zero and a standard 
deviation of 1 using BYQWT. All nonmissing components were averaged. Any student missing all 
components was assigned a missing value (8). 

The actual range for BYLOCUSl is -3.01 through 1.52, from low to high control; 99.98 indicates 
missing. 

BYLOCUlT is the tertile into which BYLOCUSl falls. It was constructed by recoding 
BYLOCUSl into three categories (low, medium, and high), based on the weighted, BYQWT, marginal 
distribution. 

The values for BYLOCU 1 T are: 

1 = Tertile 1 Low 
2 = Tertile 2 Medium 
3 = Tertile 3 High 
8 = Missing 
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BYLOCUS2 is the composite of the locus of control items in student question 44. They are 
BYS44B, BYS44C, BYS44F, BYS44G, BYS44K, and BYS44M. BYS44K is a reverse scoring item so 
the values were reversed before performing computations. Each of these six items was standardized 
separately to a mean of zero and a standard deviation of 1 using BYQWT. All nonmissing components 
were averaged. Any student missing all components was assigned a missing value (8). 
The actual range for BYLOCUS2 is -3.01 through 1.52, from low to high control; 99.98 indicates 
missing. 

BYLOCU2T is the tertile into which . BY-LOCUS2 falls. It was constructed by recoding 
BYLOCUS2 into three categories (low, medium, and high), based on the weighted, BYQWT, marginal 
distribution. 

The values for BYLOCU2T are: 

1 = Tertile 1 Low 
2 = Tertile 2 Medium 
3 = Tertile 3 High 
4 = Missing 

BYCNCPTl was designed to be as comparable as possible with HS&B and NLS-72 data. 
Self-concept items are all in student question 44. They are BYS44A, BYS44D, BYS44E, BYS44H, 
BYS441, BYS44J, and BYS44L. Four of these items are comparable to HS&B and NLS-72 items. They 
are BYS44A, BYS44D, BYS44E, and BYS44H. These same four items.are all reverse scoring items so 
the values were reversed before performing computations. It is important to note that while comparable, 
they are not always identical. For the user's convenience, the NELS:88 items appear below along with 
the HS&B and NLS-72 items which appear in parentheses. · 

BYS44A: I feel good about myself. (I take a positive attitude toward myself.) 

BYS44D: · I feel I am a person of worth, the equal. of other people. (I feel I am a person of 
worth, on an equal plane with others.) 

BYS44E: I am able to do things as well as most other people. (Text identical.) 

BYS44H: On the whole, I a.-n satisfied with myself. (fext identical.) 

Each of the above four items was standardized separately to a mean of zero and a standard 
deviation of 1 using BYQWT. All nonmissing components were averaged. Any student missing all 
components was assigned a missing value (8). 

The actual range for BYCNCPTl is "'3 .61 through 1.15, from low to high esteem; 99.98 indicates 
missing . . 

BYCNCPlT is the tertile into which BYCNCPTl falls. It was constructed by recoding 
BYCNCPTl. into three categories (low, medium, and high), based on the weighted, BYQWT, marginal 
distribution. 
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The values for BYCNCPlT are: 

1 = Tertile 1 Low 
2 = Tertile 2 Medium 
3 = Tertile 3 High 
8 = Missing 

BYCNCPT2 is the composite of the self-concept items in student question 44. They are BYS44A, 
BYS44D, BYS44E, BYS44H, BYS44I, BYS44J, and BYS44L. BYS44A, BYS44D, BYS44E, and 
BYS44H are reverse scoring items so the values were reversed before performing computations. Each 
of the above seven items was standardized separately to a mean of zero and a standard deviation of l 
using BYQWT. All non-missing components were averaged. Any student missing all components was 
assigned a missing value (8). 

The actual range for BYCNCPT2 is -3.61 through 1.25, from low to high esteem; 99.98 indicates 
missing . 

.BYCNCP2T is the . tertile into which BYCNCPT2 falls. It was constructed by recoding 
BYCNCPT2 into three categories (low, medium, and high), based on the weighted, BYQWT, marginal 
distribution. 

The values for BYCNCP2T are: 

1 = Tertile 1 Low 
2 = Tertile 2 Medium 
3 = Tertile 3 High 

· 8 = Missing 

BYSES was constructed using the following pare11t questionnaire data: father's education level, 
mother's education level, father's occupation, mother's occupation, and family income (data coming from 
BYP30, BYP3 l, BYP34B, BYP37B, and BYP80). Education-level data were recoded as for the composite 
BYPARED (with the exception of category "7," which was coded as missing for BYSES calculations; 
see BYPARED). Occupational data were recoded using the Duncan SEI scale as used in HS&B. Each 
nonmissing component (after any necessary recoding) was _.standardized to ~ mean of Oand a standard 
deviation of 1. Nonmissing standardized components were averaged yielding the BYSES composite. The 
parent data were used to construct BYSES if at least one component was not missing. · 

For cases where all.parent data components were missing (8.1 percent of the participants), student 
data were used to compute the BYSES. The first four components from the student data are the same as 
the components used from parent data (i.e., educational-level data, BYS34A and BYS34B, similarly 
recoded; occupational data, BYS4B and BYS7B of student questionnaire part one, also recoded). The fifth 
component for BYSES from the student data consisted of summing the non-missing household items listed 
at BYS3A-P (after recoding "Not Have Item" from "2" to "O"), calculating a simple mean of these items, 
and then standardizing this mean. If eight or more BYS35A-P were _nonmissing this component was 
computed; otherwise it was set to missing. All components coming from student data were standardized. 
Nonmissing standardized components were averaged, yielding the BYSES composite for those cases 
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where parent qata were either missing or not available. The student data were used to construct BYSES 
if all components based on parent data were missing and at least one component based on student data 
was not missing. Otherwise BYSES was set to missing. 

The actual range for BYSES is -2.97 through 2.56, with 99.998 indicating missing. 

BYSESQ is the quartile into which BYSES falls. It was constructed by recoding BYSES into 
quartiles based on the weighted, BYQWT, marginal distribution. 

The values for BYSESQ are: 

1 = Quartile 1 Low 
2 = Quartile 2 
3 = Quartile 3 
4 = Quartile 4 High 
8 = Missing 

BYPARED characterizes the level of education attained by either of the parents of the student. 
It was constructed using parent questionnaire data (BYP30 and BYP31). Student data (BYS34A and 
BYS34B) were used whenever parent data were either missing or not available. If both parent and student 
data were missing, BYPARED was assigned a value of missing. Highest valid value for a given source 
became BYP ARED. The following table shows the relationships between what was reported on the parent 
and student questionnaires and the value assigned to the variable BYP ARED. 3 · 

BYPARED Parent Ox Student Ox Label 

1 1, 2 1 Did not finish high school 
2 3, 4 2 High school grad or GED 
3 5-10 3,4 gt H.S. & lt 4 year degree 
4 11 5 · College graduate 
5 12 6 M.A. or equivalent 
6 13 7 Ph.D., M.D., other 
7 8 Don't know 
8 Missing 

BYFAMSIZ reports estimated family size. It was computed using both the parent and student 
questionnaires. If all of BYSSA-1 were reserved codes, then BYFAMSIZ was coded as missing. 
Otherwise, the number was 1 for the respondent plus an estimate for the number of siblings (detailed 
below) plus the number of family members other than siblings as marked in items BYS8A-D and 
BYSSG-1. (This procedure counts only one person each for BYS8G-I, even if more than one person in 
each category lives in the household.) The first reference used for the number of siblings is BYP3B. If 
that is a reserve code, then BYS32 is used instead. If neither BYP3B or BYS32 listed any siblings, then 

3 Of the 478 cases assigned a BYPARED value of seven, it was found that 241 were misclassified. The 
values for these 241 cases were corrected in the first follow-up; the corrected figures are reported in 
the codebooks released with this manual. 
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one sibling is counted for each item marked in BYS8E and BYS8F as a final source. All values of 
BYFAMSIZ that are greater than nine were set to 10, creating the end value of 10, which means 10 or 
more. 

The values for BYF AMSIZ are: 

02-09 = Family size as computed above 
10 == Family size computed above is teri or greater 
98 = Missing or lives in an undefined situation 

BYFCOMP characterizes the family or household composition. It was constructed from the 
student responses to BYSSA-1. 

The values for BYFCOMP are: 

1 = Mother and father 
2 = Mother and male guardian 
3 = Father and female guardian 
4 = Mother only 
5 = Father only 

. 6 = Other relative or non-relative . 
8 = Missing, BYSSA-1 were all missing 

BYPARMAR characterizes the parent's marital status. It was taken directly from BYP7. 

The values for BYPARMAR are: 

01 = Divorced 
02 = Widowed 
03 = Separated 
04 = Never married 
05 = Not married but living in a marriage-like relationship 
06 = Married 
98 = Missing 

BYFAWNC categorizes the family income. It was taken directly from BYP80. 

The values for BYF AMINC are: 

01 = None 
02 = Less than $1,000 
03 = $ 1,000-$ 2,999 
04 = $ 3,000-$ 4,999 
05 = $ 5,000-$ 7,499 
06 = $ 7,500-$ 9,999 
07 = $ 10,000-$ 14,999 
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08 = $ 15,000-$ 19,999 
09 = $ 20,000-$ 24,999 
10 = $ 25,000-$ 34,999_ 
11 = $ 35,000-$ 49,999 
12 = $ 50,000-$ 74,999 
13 = $ 75,000-$ 99,999 
14 = $100,000-$199,999 
15 = $200,000 or more 
98 = Missing 

BYHMLANG characterizes primary language use in the home by differentiating between Englisn 
or non-English languages, as well as indicating whether the primary language was the only language or 
the dominant one among several: The classification was made from the student questionnaire data. Ifno 
language other than English was spoken (BYS21 =2), the student was English Only; if the language 
usually spoken was English (BYS22= 1) but another language was used (BYS23 =2 to 96), the student 
was English Dominant. If another language was usually used (BYS22=2 to 13), then the student was 
assigned to Non-English Only when no other language was spoken in the home (BYS23=0) or to 
Non-English Dominant if there was another language used in the home (BYS23=1 to 96). 

When the language rise cannot be determined from the student questionnaire, data from the parent 
questionnaire was used to construct the variable. If no language other than English was spoken (BYP22A 
= 2), the student was English Only; if the language usually spoken was English (BYP23 = 1) but 
another language was also used (BYP22A = 1), the student was English Dominant If another language 
was usually used (BYP22A = 1 and BYP23A > > 1), then the student was assigned to Non-English 
Only if English was not spoken in the home (BYP22B = 2) or to Non-English Dominant if English was · 
also spoken (BYP22B = 1). If language use cannot be determined from either the student or the parent 
questionnaire, the value was coded missing. · 

The. values for BYHMLANG are: -

- 1 = Non.:.English Only 
2 = Non-English Dominant 
3 = English Dominant 
4 = English Only 
8 = Missing 

BYPSEPLN characterizes the postsecondary school plans of the student and was taken directly 
from BYS45. 

The values for BYPSEPLN are: 

01 = Won't finish high school 
02 = Will graduate from high school but won't go further 
03 = Will go to vocational, _trade, or business school after high school 
04 = WiH attend college _ 
05 = Will graduate from college 
06 = Will attend a higher level of school after graduating from college_ 
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98 = Missing 

BYHOMEWK categorizes the number of hours per week spent doing homework as reported by. 
the respondent. It was computed as follows. First, BYS79A through BYS79E were recoded so that: 

None= 0 
Less than 1 hour = .5 
1 = l, 2 = 2, 3 = 3 
4-6 = 5 
7-9 = 8 
10 or more = 10. 

The nonmissing recoded values were summed across subjects and assigned to one of the 
categories below. If any subjects were missing, then BYHOMEWK was set to missing. 

The values for BYHOMEWK are: 

01 = None 
02 = .50 to 1.99 hours 
03 = 2.00 to 2.99 
04 = 3.00 to 5.49 
05 = 5.50 to 10.49 
06 = 10.50 to 12.99 
07 = 13.00 to 20.99 
08 = 21.00 or more 
98 = Missing 

BYLEF4 specifies whether the student had Limited English Proficiency. It was constructed from 
· the student self-evaluation and the teacher evaluations for proficiency in using the English language. 

BYLEP was set to 1 if the student responded to any of BYS27A, BYS27B, BYS27C, or BYS27D with 
4 ("Not very well"), or if either teacher marked yes to BYT1_12, which asks if the student is a Limited 
English Proficiency student. If both the student responses to BYS27A-D and the teacher response to 
BYT1_12 were missing, BYLEP was set to missing. It was Ootherwise. 

The values for BYLEP are: 

0 = The student is not reported to be Limited English Proficient 
1 = The student is self-reported as Limited English Proficient or so reported by one of his 

or her teachers 
8 = Missing 

I\Jote that the frequency of reported English language limitations was influenced by the eligibility 
criteria and participation patterns which tended to eliminate those with more severe English 
deficiencies. Please see Section 2.1.1 in the NELS:88 Base Year Sample Design Report for details of 
exclusions from the sample that must be considered when using these flags in analysis. 

4 
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BYLM3 specifies whether the student was classified as Language Minority (from a home in which 
a language other than English is typically spoken). If either teacher answered yes to BYTl_ll, or if the 
student response to BYS22 indicated a language other than English was· usually spoken in the home 
(values 2-13), the student was classified as Language Minority. If both the student response to BYS22 
and his or her teachers' response to BYTl_ll were missing, the value for BYLM was set to missing.:: It 
was Ootherwise, 

The values for BYLM are: 

0 = The student is not classified Language Minority 
1 = The student is classified Language Minority 
8 = Missing 

It is importantto take account of student self-reports of language minority status, since the base 
year data suggest that teachers underreported the language minority status of Hispanics, Asians, and other 
groups as well. In general, and unsurprisingly, teachers were best at recognizing a student's language 
minority status if that student was also limited in English proficiency. Bradby (Language Characteristics 
and Academic Achievement: A Look At Asian and Hispanic Eighth Graders in NELS:88) found that 
although 76 percent of Hispanic students indicated that a second language was spoken in the home, only 

· 39 percent were identified by at least one of their teachers as language minority students. Bradby reports 
that some 73 percent of Asian students reported coming from bilingual homes, but only 27 percent were 
identified as language minority students by their teachers. Only quite rarely, however, did a teacher 
indicate that a student was language minority when the student report disagreed. 

BYGRADS is an average, with all nonmissing elements equally weighted, of the self-reports for 
grades over the four subject areas (English, mathematics, science, and social studies). The source is 
student questionnaire item 81. It was computed by converting the response categories in BYS 81 A through 
BYS81D to a five point scale· (mostly As = 4, Bs = 3, Cs = 2, Ds = 1, mostly below D = .5, else 
set 8) and taking the mean of all nonmissing values of these four variables equally weighted. The mean 
was rounded to one decimal place. 

The range for BYGRADS is 0.5-4.0 with 9.8 indicating missing. 

BYGRADSQ is the quartile distribution of BYGRADS. It was constructed by recoding 
BY GRADS into quartiles based on the weighted, using BYQWT, marginal distribution: 

The values for BYGRADSQ are: 

1 = Quartile 1 Low · 
2 = Quartile 2 
3 = Quartile 3 
4 = Quartile 4 High 
8 = Missing 
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Test Results 

The following composites (whose variable names begin with H YTXJ are based upon the cognitive 
tests that were given to participating students. 

Eight results for each of the base year tests in the four areas of reading, mathematics, science, 
and social science (history/government) are reported. The convention adopted for these thirty-two 
variables names is: BYTX (base year test) followed by R for reading, M for mathematics, S for science, 
and H for history (social science), ending with the results designator NR for number right, NW for 
number wrong, NNA for number not attempted, FS for formula score, STD for standardized score, IRR 
for IRT (Item Response Theory)-estimated number right, IRS for !RT-estimated formula score, an,d Q 
for quartile (1 =low). For example, BYTXSNNA is the number not attempted on the science test. In 
addition, a standardized test composite for reading and math (BYTXCOMP) and its quartile 
(BYTXQURT) were constructed. 

BYTXRNR Reading Number Right 

BYTXRNW Reading Number Wrong 

BYTXRNNA Reading Number Not Attempted 

BYTXRFS Reading Formula Score 

BYTXRSTD Reading Standardized Score 

BYTXRIRR Reading IRT-estim~ted Number Righi 

BYTXRIRS Reading IRT-Estitnated Formula Score 

BYTXRQ Reading Quartile (1 =low) 

BYTXMNR Mathematics Number Right 

BYTXMNW Mathematics Number Wrong 

BYTXMNNA Mathematics Number Not Attempted 

BYTXMFS Mathematics_Formula Score 

BYTXMSTD Mathematics Standardized Score 

BYTXMIRR Mathematics !RT-Estimated Number Right 

BYTXMIRS Mathematics !RT-Estimated Formula Score 

BYTXMQ Mathematics Quartile (1 =low) 

BYTXSNR Science Number Right 

BYTXSNW Science Number Wrong 

BYTXSNNA Science Number Not Attempted 

BYTXSFS Science Formula Score 

BYI:XSSTD Science Standardized Score 

BYTXSIRR Science !RT-Estimated Number Right 
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BYTXSm.S Science !RT-Estimated Formula Score 

BYTXSQ Science Quartiie (1 =low) 

BYTXHNR History/Government Number ·Right 

. BYTXHNW History/Government Number Wrong 

BYTXHNNA History/Government Number Not Attempted . 

BYTXHFS History/Government Formula Score 

.BYTXHSTD History/Government Standardized Score 

BYTXIDRR History/Government !RT-Estimated Number Right 

BYTXIDRS History/Government !RT-Estimated Formula Score 

BYTXHQ History/Government Quartile (1 =low) 

BYTXCOMP Standardized Test Composite (Reading, Math) 

BYTXQURT Standardized Test Quartile (1 =low) 

Two overall ratings are reported that . characterize the student's proficiency in reading and 
mathematics. Proficiency calculations use a refinement. of the student weight (BYQWT) that adjusts for 
the fact that not all students who completed the base year questionnaire completed the cognitive tests.5 

These variable names begin with BYTX for base year test, followed by R for reading or M for 
mathematics. The variables and their values are as follows. · 

The values for BYTXRPRO, overall reading proficiency, are: 

1 = Below Level 1 
2 = At Level 1, but below Level 2 
3 = Level 2 
8 = Missing data 

The values for BYTXMPRO, overall mathematics proficiency, are: 

1 = Below Level 1 
2 = At Level 1, but below Level 2 and 3 
3 = At Level 1 and 2, but below Level 3 
4 = Proficient at all three levels 
8 = Missing data 

For further information on tlie algorithms used to compute proficiency scores, see the NELS:88 
Base Year Psychometric Report. 

For more detailed information on proficiency scores in mathematics and reading, see the Psychometric 
Report for the NELS:88 Base Year Cognitive Test Battery, which reports proficiency level subscores 
by subgroups in Chapter 3 and gives the definitions and algorithms used in _calculating proficiency 
scores in Appendix G. 

5 
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Weights 

Two weights were developed for the NELS:88 first follow-up data. The first, or basic, weight 
(FlQWT) applies to all members of the first follow-up sample who completed a first follow-up 
questionnaire, regardless of their status during the base year. FlQWT allows projections to the 
population consisting of all persons who were either in the eighth grade during the 1987-88 school year 
or in the tenth grade during the 1989-90. school year. This population encompasses both populations of 
prime analytic interest--the population of 1990 tenth graders (including those who were not eighth graders 
in 1988) and the 1988 eighth grade population (excluding any additional 1990 tenth graders). By 
selecting the appropdate sample members, analysts can use this basic weight to make unbiased projections 
to the first of these populations (i.e., 1990 tenth graders). Because . the first . follow-up sample 
encompassed two different groups of individuals--1988 eighth graders deemed eligible for the base year 
survey, and 1990 tenth graders who were not in the eighth grade in 1988--the calculation of FlQWT 
required different procedures for each of the groups. 

The second, or panel, weight (FlPNLWT) applies to all members of the first follow-up sample 
with complete data from both rounds of the study. The panel weight can be used to make projections 
to the other key analytic population--1988 eighth graders (excluding those ineligible for base year data 
collection). The same procedures used in developing the basic first follow-up weight for 1988 eighth 
graders selected for the base year sample were applied to the subset of them for whom complete data . 
were obtained in both rounds. 

Detailed discussion of the first follow-up weighting procedures appears in Section 3.5.1 of this 
manual. 

Flags 

The following flags indicate the completion (and presence on the data file of corresponding 
information) or non-completion of specified documents. · 

FlQFLG 2 = Sample member completed a dropout questionnaire. 
1 = Sample member completed a student questionnaire. 

· 0 = Did not complete a questionnaire. 

This variable can also serve as a participation flag. If the value of 
FlSQFLG is greater than 0, then the case is a Fl participant. If the value of 
FlQFLG is 0, then the case is a Fl non-participant. _ 

FlBYQFLG 1 = Student completed a base year student questionnaire. 
0 = Did not complete a base year student questionnaire. 

FlPANFLG 1 = Student completed a base year student questionnaire and F 1 
questionnaire. 

0 = Sample member did not complete a questionnaire in both base year 
and Fl. . 

FlTXFLG 1 = Student completed the tests. 
0 - Did not complete the tests. 

1 
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F1NSSFLG 

lADMFLG 

FlTRNFLG 

FlSEQFLG 

FlSMPFLG 

FlSTAT 

FlSRVMTH 

FlDOSTAT 

1 = Student completed a New Student Supplement (is a new [fr~hened] 
sample member or base year non-respondent). 

0 . = Did not complete a New Student Supplement. 

2 = Not applicable. The sample member transferred W a non-NELS 
sampled school, is a dropout or a non-:respondent. 

1 = The school administrator completed a school questionnaire. 
0 = A school questionnaire was not completed .. 

1 = Student transferred. 
0 - Student did not transfer. · 

2 = Not applicable. Sample member is a dropout or a non-participant. 
1 = Student . was enrolled in a grade other than tenth when the 

questionnaire was administered. 
0 = Student was enrolled in tenth grade when the · questionnaire was 

administered. 

1 = Freshened student. 
0 = Eighth grade cohort member. 

06 = Sample member is deceased. 
05 = Sample member was out of country. 
04· = Sample member found to be ineligible. 
03 = Sample member refused to participate. 
02 = Sample member unlocatable. 
01 = Other non-:respondent. 
00 = Sample member participated. 

06 = F 1 non-participant. 
05 = In-person interview gathering abbreviated questionnaire data from 

sample member. 
04 = In-person interview gathering abbreviated questionnaire data from 

proxy. 
03 = Telephone interview gathering abbreviated questionnaire data from 

sample member. 
02 = .Telephone interview gathering abbreviated questionnaire data from 

proxy. 
01 = Telephone interview gathering modified questionnaire data from 

sample member. 
00 = Self administered. 

5 = Sample member had more than one dropout episode. 
4 - Sample member dropped out of school and did not return to school. 
3 = Student dropped out of school at one time, but returned to school. 
2 = Sample member was reported by the school as a dropout, but this was 

not confirmed by the sample member or his/her family. 
1 = Dropout status was not determined. 
0 = Student did not drop out. 
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Composites 

The following variables were createdfor the first follow-up. Variables derived from base year 
data have been supplied for both first follow-up participants and non-participants; this is, however, no 
available weight on the file for first follow-up nonparticipants. 

F1SEX was taken first from the base year composite variable. For first time participants~-
freshened students and base year nonrespondents--the SEX composite was derived from Q.2 (FlN2) of 
the first follow-up New Student Supplement (N'SS): If a base year nonrespondent did not complete a 
NSS, SEX was derived from the base year school roster. For freshened students, if they did not complete 
a NSS, FlSEX was constructed from their tenth grade schools' report of their sex. If the value of 

.FlSEX was still missing, then the value for FlSEX was imputed based upon the student's name. On any 
records forwhich this could not be done unambiguously, this variable was randomly assigned a value of 
1 or 2. 

The values for FlSEX are: 

1 = Male 
2 = Female 

F1RACE was constructed using the base year composite "RACE", the first follow-up New 
Student Supplement values of F1N8A, base year parent questionnaire data from BYPlO, and school 
reported data. If the base year composite RACE was coded missing (98) or was blank (freshened 
students), the New Student Supplement data were used. If there was no New Student Supplement, the 
base year parent· data were used. If RACE was still missing or blank, either the eighth grade school 

· roster RACE or the tenth grade school reported freshened student RACE was used. Although for base 
year respondents, no new race data were gathered,. some base year "race,uri.known" cases nevertheless . 
were resolved in the first follow-up, by virtue of the greater use made of parent data in constructing the 
new composite. (In the base year, parent data were only used as a corrective to assumed over-reporting 
of American Indian status on the part of student sample members). Although parents were asked about 
their own race, not the student's, and correspondence of race of student and any one parent is contingent 

. rather than logically implied, the correlation is so high for the cases where data are available from both 
sources (parent and student responses matched almost 92 percent of the time), that inference from parent 
to missing student race seems justified. 

The values for FlRACE are: 

1 = Asian or Pacific Islander . 
2 = Hispanic, regardless of race 
3 = Black, not of Hispanic origin 
4 = White, not of Hispanic origin 
5 = American Indian or Alaskan Native 
8 = Missing 

FlAPI further delineates the Asian, Pacific Islander RACE category. API was constructed qsing 
the base year composite "API" and the first follow-up New Student Supplement responses to Q8B. If 
the base year composite API was coded missing (98) or was blank (freshened students), the New Student 
Supplement data were used. If there was no New Student Supplement, either the eighth grade school 
roster RACE or the tenth grade school reported freshened student RACE was used. 
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The codes for FlAPI are: . 

FlAPI RACE API F1N8B Label 
0 2'-5 00 99 non-Asian 
1 1 01-05 01-05 East Asian (Pacific) 
2 1 08 &09 08 & 09 West Asian (Near East-West Asia) 
3 1 07 07 South Asian (subcontinent) 
4 1 06 06 Pacifi~ Islnder 
5 1 98 10, 96, 97 or 98 Specific API uriknown 
8 8 98 98 Race unknown 

The terms "Asian~ and "Asian/Pacific Islander" are used differently in different surveys ap.d 
statistical records systems. For comparisons with different data sources, analysts wiH need to combine 
and recombine these categories in various ways. · 

Sometimes Asian categories have been used broadly by statistical agencies, other times more 
narrowly. U.S. Census country of origin statistics have often used an Asia grouping that is subdivided 
into Western Asia (including the Middle East and the European portion of Turkey), China, Japan, and 
Other Asi;l. On the other hand, "Asian" race in some Census sources has been narrowly construed as 
applying only to peoples originally from the Pacific Far East. More recent practice has been to include 
South Asian (Indian subcontinent) categories under Asian race, but to not inclµde West Asian. NCES 
studies such as the Schools and Staffing Survey do include South Asian within the Asian classification, 
but not West Asian. NLS-72 and HS&B depended upon respondent self-reports of being Asian or Pacific 
Islander in ancestral origin, but did not define the geographic locus of the term, 

· There are also differences between government agencies in the way that lines of distinction are 
drawn between Pacific Islanders and Native Americans. Groups such as Native Hawaiians and Samoans 
are counted as Native Americans by some federal agencies, but more often are counted in the 
Asian/Pacific Islander category. Given the choice between "American Indian or Alaska Native" and 
"Asian or Pacific Islander" in NELS:88, a NELS:88 sample member who was, say, a Native Hawaiian 
would almost certainly have opted for the Pacific Islander designation. 

Employing the sum of the subgroups in FlAPI is appropriate for comparisons to the NELS:88 
base year. Since the race composite in HS&B defined Asians and Pacific Islanders broadly, and the 
questionnaires granted great latitude to respondent self-definition, FlAPI should also be generally 
appropriate for use in trend comparisons to HS&B. 

For other ·comparisons, however, analysts should employ only selected subgroups of the 
composite. In particular, sometimes South Asians will need to be excluded from the Asian category, and 
often West Asians. The small number of individuals in the West Asian category are self-identified Asians, 
but for purposes of comparisons to some other data sets, may need to be assimilated to the category 
"white." One of the most commonly used race reporting defi11itions at present is the Office of 
Management and Budget standard classification scheme. This scheme defines "White, non-Hispanic" as 
"A person having origins in any of the original peoples of Europe, North Africa, or the Middle East" and 
defines Asian or Pacific Islander as "a person having origins in any of the original peoples of the Far 
East, Southeast Asia, the Indian Subcontinent, or the Pacific Islands." This definition has the odd effect 
of putting Afghans and Iranians in with Scots and Germans in one race category, while their neighbors 
in Pakistan with whom they have strong linguistic and cultural affinities fall into another race entirely, 
but the logic of racial classification is neither precise nor perfect. To make NELS:88 data comparable 
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to a data source employing the above standard definition, individuals falling within NELS: 88 F lAPI code 
2 (Asian categories 08-09) must be moved to "white" . . 

FlSES was constructed using parent questionnaire data, when available. The following parent 
data were used: father's education level, mother's education level, father's occupation, mother's 
occupation, and family income (data coming from BYP30, BYP31, FYP34B, BYP37B and BYP80). 
Education-level data were recoded according to the definition of BYP ARED . described below. 
Occupational data were recoded using the Duncan SEI scale as used in HS&B and indicated below. 
Parent data were used to construct F 1 SES if at least one component was not missing. 

If all parent data components were missing, the following base year student questionnaire items 
were used to calculate FlSES for base year respondents: father's educational level (BYS34A), mother's 
educational level (BYS34B), father's occupation (BYS7B), mother's occupation (BYS4B) and presence 
of household items · (BYS35A-P). For base year non-respondents and first follow-up freshened students, 
the equivalent New Student Supplement items were used (F1N20A, F1N20B, F1N7B, FlNSB and 
F1N21A-P respectively). · The first four components from the base year student/NSS data are the same 
as the components from the base year.parent data (i.e., educational-level data, BYS34A/FlN20A and · 
BYS34B/F1N20B, similarly recoded; occupational data, BYS4B/F1N7B and BYS7B/F1N5B of student 
data, also recoded). · The fifth component for FlSES from the student data were derived by summing the 
non-missing household items listed in BYS3SA-P or in F1N21A-P (after recoding "Not Have Item" from 
"2" to 110"), calculating a simple mean of these items, and then standardizing this mean. If eight or more 
BYS35A-P or F1N21A-P were nonmissing, this component was computed; otherwise it was set to 
missing. 

Each nonmissing component (after any necessary recoding) was standardized to a mean of Oand 
a standard deviation of 1. Nonmissing · standardized · components were averaged yielding the 
FlSES composite. 

Res:gonse code Duncan's SEI Label 
01 56.58 Clerical 
02 27.41 . Crafts person 
03 28.00 Farmer 
04 Homemaker/Housewife 
05 7.33 Laborer 
06 67.73 Manager/ Administrator 
07 Military 
08 19.18 Operative 
09 70.21 Professional (accountant) 
10 70.21 Professional (MD, lawyer) 
11 49.70 Proprietor /Owner 
12 38.00 Protective service 
13 54.42 Sales 
14 70.21 School teacher 
15 15.90 Service 
16 16.40 Technical 
17 ·Never worked 
18 Other 
19 Missing 
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FlSESQ is the quartile into which FlSES falls. · It was constructed by recoding FlSES into 
quartiles based on the weighted, FlQWT, marginal distribution. 

The values for FlSESQ are: 

· 1 = Quartile l Low 
2 = Quartile 2 
3 = Quartile 3 
4 =, Quartile 4 High 
8 = Missing 

FlPARED characterizes the highest level of education attained by either of the parents of the 
student. It was constructed using the parent questionnaire data (BYP30 and BYP31). Blise year student 
data (BYS34A & BYS34B) was used for base year respondents whenever parent data were either missing 
or not available. For base year non-respondents with missing or unavailable parent data and first follow-
up freshened students, the New Student Supplement questions F1N20A and F1N20B were used. That 
is, the Fl composite starts with the BYPARED variable. If BYPARED is missing or the case is a · 
freshened student, Fl New Student Supplement data were used. The following table shows the 
relationships between what was reported on the student questionnaires and the value to be assigned to the 
variable FlPARED. . 

FlPARED Parent Ox Student Ox Label 
1 1,2 1 Did not finish high school 
2 3,4 2 . High schoo_l grad or GED 
3 5-10 3,4 GT high school and LT 4yr degree 
4 11 5 College graduate 
5 12 '6 · M.A. or equivalent 
6 13 7 Ph.D., M.D., oth~r 
7 n 

I Don't know 
8 Missing 

Self-Concept Scales 

_ Scales measuring both self-esteem (derived from Rosenberg) and locus of control (similar to items 
· used by Rotter} have been employed on NLS-72, HS&B, and NELS:88. Two versions of each scale were 
created for NELS:88: one version to maintain comparability with the earlier studies, and an expanded 
version to increase scale reliabilities. In using these scales to draw race/ethnicity contrasts, analysts may 
wish to take note of research on _black-white differences in use of extreme anchor points.' Such 
differences could be taken into account by collapsing the "strongly disagree" and "disagree" categories 
into one "disagree" category. The same strategy could be applied to the agree categories, and an average 
computed. Researchers witha special interest in subgroup differences on the self-esteem (FlcNCPTl,

' ' 

F1CNCPT2) and locus of control (FILOCUSl, F1LOCUS2) scales may also wish to take note of the 
results of confirmatory factor analyses reported in Kaufman, Rasinski, West and Lee (1991, pp. 44-51), 
which suggest that the scales may have slightly different interpretations for respondents in certain 
subgroups. 

Bachman, J.G., and O'Malley, P. (19841 "Yea-Saying, Nay-Saying and Going to Extremes: Are Black-
White Differences in Survey Results Due to Response Styles?" Public Opinion Quarterly, 48, 209-247. 
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Finally, the self-concept composites and quartiles included on this file should not be used when 
making comparisons between students and dropouts. 

The self-concept composites and quartiles are standardized scores which were created based on 
the weighted mean and weighted standard deviation of all first follow respondents who completed the self-
concept items. While the first follow-up questionnaire weight (FlQWT) adjusts for unit non-response, 
it does not adjust or account for the fact that 25 percent of the dropouts who completed the abbreviated 
questionnaire were not asked these items. Thus a full quarter of the dropouts did not contribute to the 
weighted mean and standard deviation used to derive these standardized scores. Because self-concept 
composites and quartiles are missing (and Iiot adjusted for by FlQWT)) for 25 percent of dropout 

· respondents, this unadjusted nonresponse may contribute appreciably to bias in estimates derived--for 
example, a mean locus of control for dropouts--from the self concept composites that are present for the 

· 75 percent of the dr?pouts who completed the full dropout questionnaire. 

If a user is interested in this type of analysis, he or she will need to create new self-concept 
composites (and quartiles) by employing the special dropout nonresponse .adjusted weight (FlDQWT) 
included only on the separate dropout component data file (for more details, see the Dropout Component 
Data File User's Manual). These composites, however, are appropriate to use in analyses of the student 

· population. 

Th~ Cronbach alpha values for the four self-concept composites are: 

FlLOCUSl .61 (3 items) 
F1LOCUS2 .71 (6 items) 
FlCNCPTl .77 (4 items) 
F1CNCPT2 .81 (7 items) 

In addition to the base year self-concept measures, a modified version of Marsh's Self-Description 
Questionnaire was also included to measure self-esteem in specific domains, such as mathematical and 
English language ability and parental and peer relations. 

FlLOCUSl has been made as comparable as possible with HS&B and NLS-72 data. Locus of 
control items appear in student question 62 (and dropout question 46) . They are F1S62B, F1S62C, 
FlS62F, F1S62G, F1S62K, and F1S62M (F1D46B, F1D46C, F1D46F; F1D46G, F1D46K and F1D46M 
for the dropout). As in base year, three of these items are comparable to HSB and NLS-72 items. They 
are F1S62C, F1S62F, and F1S62G (FID46C, F1D46F AND F1D46G.for the dropout). It is important 
to note that, while always comparable, they are not invariably identical. Some modifications in these 
items were made in order to make them more comprehensible to eighth graders; other alterations . were 
effected for methodological reasons (e.g., to remove a response set bias). The NELS:88 first follow-up 
items with the HS&B and NLS-72 item wording in parentheses are listed here for the user's convenience. 

FlS62C/FlD46C: In my life, good luck is more important than hard work for success. (Good 
luck is more important than hard work for success..) 

F1S62F/F1D46F: Every time I try to get ahead, something or somebody stops me. [text 
identical.] 
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F1S62G/F1D46G: My plans hardly ever work out, so planning only makes me unhappy. 
(Planning only makes a person unhappy, since plans hardly ever work out anyway.) · · · 

NO COMPARABLE NELS:88 FIRST FOLLOW-UP ITEM. (People who accept their condition 
in life are happier than those who try to change things.) 

Each of the above three items were standardized separately to a mean of zero and a standard 
deviation of 1 using FlQWT. All nonmissing components were averaged. Any student missing all 
components was assigned a missing value (8). · 

FlLOCUS2 is the composite of the locus of control items in student question 62 and dropout 
question 46. They are F1S62B, F1S62C, F1S62F, F1S62G, F1S62K, and F1S62M (F1D46B, F1D46C, 

. F1D46F, F1D46G, F1D46K and F1D46M for the dropout). F1S62K (F1D46K for the dropout) is a 
reverse scoring item, so the values should be reversed before performing computations. Each of these 
6 items were standardized separately to a mean of zero and a standard deviation of 1 using F 1 QWT. All 
nonmissing components were averaged. Any student missing all components was assigned a missing 
value (8). 

F1LOCU2Q is the quartile into which F1LOCUS2 falls. It w:as constructed by recoding 
F1LOCUS2 into four categories based on the weighted, FlQWT, marginal distribution. 

The values for F1LOCU2Q are: 

1 = Quartile 1 Low 
2 = Quartile 2 
3 = Quartile 3 
4 = Quartile 4 High 
8 = Missing. 

FlCNCPTl is designed to be as comparable as possible with HS&B and NLS-72 data. Self-
concept items are all in student question 62 (question 46 for the dropout) . They are F1S62A, F1S62D, 
F1S62E, F1S62H, F1S621, F1S62J, and F1S62L (F1D46A, F1D46D, F1D46E, F1D46H, F1D461, 
F1D46J and F1{?46L for the dropout). Four of these items are comparable to HS&B and NLS-72 items. 
They are F1S62A, F1S62D, F1S62E, and F1S62H (F1D46A, F1D46D, F1D46E and F1D46H for the 
dropout) . These four items are all reverse scoring items, so the values must be reversed before 
performing computations. It is important to note that, while comparable, they are not identical. The . . 

NELS:88 first follow-up items with the HS&B and NLS-72 item wording in parentheses are listed here 
for the user's convenience. 

F1S62A/F1D46A: I feel good about myself. (I take a positive attitude toward myself.) 

F1S62D/F1D46D: I feel I am a person of worth, the equal of other people. (I feel I am a 
person of worth, on an equal plane with others.) 

F1S62E/F1D46E: I am able to do things as well as most other people. [text identical.] 

F1S62H/F1D46H: On the whole, I am satisfied with myself. [text identical.] · 
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Each of the above four items were standardized separately to a mean of zero and a standard 
deviation of 1 using FlQWT. · All nonmissing components were averaged. Any student missing all 
components was assigned a missing value (8) . 

F1CNCPT2 is the composite of the self-concept items in student question 62. They are F1S62A, 
F1S62D, F1S62E, F1S62H, F1S62I, F1S62J, and F1S62L (F1D46A, F1D46D, F1D46E, F1D46H, 
F1D46I, F1D46J and F1D46L for the dropout). F1S62A, F1S62D, F1S62E, and F1S62H (F1D46A, 
F1D46D, F1D46E and F1D46H for the dropout) are reverse scoring items, so the values must be 
reversed before performing computations. Each of the above seven items were standardized separately 
to a mean of zero and a standard deviation of 1 using FlQWT. All non-missing components were 
averaged. Any student missing all components was assigned a missing value (8). 

FlCNCP2Q is the quartile into which F1CNCPT2 falls. It was constructed by recoding 
F1CNCPT2 into four categories based on the weighted, FlQWT, marginal distribution. 

The values for F1CNCP2Q are: 

1 = Quartile 1 Low 
2 = Quartile 2 
3 = Quartile 3 
4 = Quartile 4 High 
8 = Missing 
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MARSH'S SELF-CONCEPT SCALES. Question 63 on the student qu~tionnaire (and Question 
47 on the dropout questionnaire) comprises twenty-one subitems drawn from a version (SDQ-II) of the 
Self-Description Questionnaire (1990b). The abbreviated SDQ-11 appears on the data set with the kind 
permission of Herbert W. Marsh, the copyright holder. Special variables have not been constructed for 
this measure; however,· information aboutthe ways in which scales can be derived from the data appears 
below, so that analysts can scale this component in accordance with its intended uses. 

The full-length SDQ-11 instrument_ measures 11 dimensions of self-concept that are based on a 
hierarchical facet model of a dimensionalized self; it draws on both generalized and domain-specific self-
concepts. Both academic and nonacademic domains are measured, including such facets of the self as 
relationship with peers, relations with parents, a11d school subjects (including mathematics and reading). 
Data users desiring more detail on the conceptual basis of the measure and its psychometric properties 
may consult Marsh (1990a, 1990b).2 

. The abbreviated version of the Self-Descriptipn Questionnaire that appears in the NELS:88 data 
set contains items that contribute to five distinct scales: relationship with parents self-concept, ianguage 
self-concept, mathematics self-concept, and relationships with same and opposite sex self-concept. Each 
of these self-concept scales is measured by four or five items, contrary to the 10 or 12 items used in the 
original version of the SDQ-11. In order to compute the scores for these five scales, each of the 
negatively worded items (f, m, n, o, p., r, s, and t) must be reverse scored by subtracting the item 
response from 7. This will result in rescaled item responses which will match the positively worded 
items scored on a 1 to 6 point scale, in which 6 is the most favorable response. Next, the mean response 
should be computed for the items listed in each scale below. Please note that the same sex and opposite 
sex self-concept scales must be scored separateli for boys and girls. Negatively worded items whicn 
must be reverse scored are indicated by an asterisk. · 

NELS:88 
subitem Item Wording 

Parents a My parents treat me fairly 

I do not like my parents very much 

I get along well with my parents 

m* My parents are usually unhappy or disappointed with what I do 

u My parents understand me 

Language b I learn things quickly in English classes 

e English is one of my best subjects 

Marsh, H.W., (1990a) "A multidimensional, hierarchical model of self-concept: Theoretical and empirical 
justification," Educational Psychology Review, 2, 77-172. 

Marsh, H.W., (1990b) Self-Description Questionnaire-II: Manual and Research Monograph. San Antonio, 
TX: The Psychological Corporation. 

2 
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g 

n* 

Math d 

j 

q 

s* 

~ame ~ex 
(Boys) 

NELS:88 
subitem 

C 

p* 

r* 

Same Sex 
(Girls) C 

k 

o* 

r* 

O,m1osite Sex 
(Boys) h 

k 

o* 

t* 

Ot;mosite Sex 
(Girls) h 

1 

p* 

t* 

I get good marks in English 

I'm hopeless in English classes 

Mathematics is one of my best subjects 

I have always done well in mathematics 

I get good marks in mathematics 

I do badly in tests. of mathematics 

Item Wording 

I have good friends who are members of my own sex 

I make friends easily with boys 

I do not get along very well with boys 

It is difficult to make friends with members of my own sex 

I have good friends who are members of my own· sex 

I make friends . easily with girls 

I do not get along very well with girls 

It is difficult to make friends with members of my own sex 

I get a lot of attention from members of the opposite sex 

I make friends easily with girls 

I do not get along very well with girls 

I'm not very popular with members of the opposite sex 

I get a lot of attention from members of the opposite sex 

I make friends easily with boys 

I do not get along very well with boys 

I'm not very popular with members of the opposite sex 
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An alternative format for the sarrie sex and opposite sex scales is to combine the poys and girls 
items in each category: 

Same Sex C I have good friends who are members of my own sex 

r* It is difficult to make friends with members of my own sex 

I make friends easily with boys (scored for boys only) 

p* I do not get along very well with boys (scored for boys only) 

k I make friends easily with girls (scored for girls only) 

o* I do not get along very well with girls (scored for girls only) 

Opposite Sex h I get a lot of attention from members of the opposite sex 

t* I'm not very popular with members of the opposite sex 

I make friends easily with boys (scored for girls only) 

p* I do not get along very well with boys (scored for girls only) 

k I make friends easily with girls (scored for boys only) 

o* I do not get along very well with girls (scored for boys only) 

BIRTHMO was taken directly from Q.11 of the base year student questionnaire for base year 
respondents. For base year non-respondents and first follow-up freshened students values were taken 
from Q.3 (FlN3) of the New Student Supplement. The range of BIRTHMO is 1-12 with 98 indicating 
missing. 

BIRTIIYR was taken directly from Q.11 of the base year student questionnaire for base year 
respondents. For base year non-respondents and first follow-up freshened students, the values were taken 
from Q.3 (F1N3) of the New Student Supplement. The expected range of BIRTHYR is 70-80 with 98 
indicating missing. -Any outliers were collapsed into categories of: "Before 1970" and "After 1980". 
For the public release data, the BIRTHYR values· were recoded into ranges to preserve confidentiality. 

F1DRPS89, F1DRPF89, and F1DRPS90 indicate whether a sample member dropped out during 
the spring 1989 term (FlDRPS89), the fall 1989 term (F1DRPF89), or the spring 1990 term 
(F1DRPS90). The variables were derived, when possible, from an actual date that the school provided 
and the parent or sample member confirmed. If such a date was not available, the date the sample 
member was discovered to be a dropout was used. It should be noted that this date of discovery is "soft" 
data; that is, the datum establishes only that the dropout event occurred at an indeterminant point prior 
to the discovery date. 
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The values for F1DRPS89, F1DRPF89, and F1DRPS90 are: 

0 = Sample member is not a d_ropout. 
1 = Sample member dn;:,pped out - data from actual confirmed date. 
2 = Sample member dropped out - data from discovery date. 
3 = Actual date recorded in another term (look to other "terin" variables). 
4 = Discovery date recorded in another term (look to other "term" variables). 
8 = Missing. · 

If the case had a dropout date the following rules applied: 

Jan, Feb, Mar, Apr, May, Jun 89 F1DRPS89 = 1 
Jul, Aug, Sep, Oct, Nov, Dec 89 F1DRPF89 = 1 
Jan, Feb, Mar, Apr, May, Jun 90 F1DRPS90 = 1 

If the .case did not have a valid dropout date, then the date the sample member was logged into 
the survey management system as a dropout was used; the same grouping of months applied: 

Jan, Feb, Mar, Apr, May, Jun 89 F1DRPS89 = 2 
Jul, Aug, Sep, Oct, Nov, Dec 89 F1DRPF89 = 2 
Jan, Feb, Mar, Apr, May, Jun 90 F1DRPS90 = 2 

.·FlHSPROG indicates the type of high school program in which the student was enrolled or the 
last program in which the dropout was enrolled. The source was student questionnaire item 20 (F1S20) 
and dropout questionnaire item 16 (F1D16). The following recodes were used: 

FlHSPROG 020/016 value Label 
1 01 General high school program 
2 . 02 Academic program 
3 03-11 Vocational/technical program 
4 12-13 Other high school program 
5 14 Don't know 
8 98 Missing 

FAMCOMP is a variable based entirely on base year parent questionnaire data. It is derived 
from question 1 in the base year parent questionnaire (BYPlAl, BYP1A2) and indicates the adult 
composition of the sample member's household as of the base year. As such, this variable is available 
only for the panel members. . . 

The values for FAM COMP are: 

1 Mother and father are present in the household 
2 Mother and step father/other male relative/guardian are present in the household 
3 Father and step mother/other female relative/guardian are present in .the household 
4 Step mother/other female relative/guardian and step father/other male relative/guardian 

are present in the household 
5 Adult female only is present in the household · 
6 Adult inale only is present in the household 
98 Missing 
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BYFCOMP, described in the preceding appendix, uses slightly different categories and was 
constructed from base year student data. Because household composition may have changed for some 
students between base year and first follow-up, and because new students were added in fresliening, data 
users may also wish to take note of the family composition item in the student questionnaire (F1S92) and 
dropout questionnaire (F1D86). While FAMCOMP should prove a useful variable for panel analysis, 
F1S92 .and F1D86 are of course the appropriate household composition variables for use in cross-sectional 
analyses of 1990 tenth graders. 

GSCTRLl was taken directly from the base year · composite G8CTRL, and classifies the 
respondent's eighth grade school into public, Catholic, other religious (private), and nonsectarian private 
schools, as reported by the school administrator in the base year. 

The values for G8CTRL 1 are: 

1 = Public school · 
2 = Catholic school 
3 = Private school, other religious affiliation 
4 = Private school, no religious affiliation 
5 = First follow-up freshened student 

G8CTRL2 was constructed using the values for G8CTRL. Catholic and other religious private 
schools were collapsed into one category: private religious. For freshened students, G8CTRL2 was 
taken from Q.10 (FlNl0) in the New Student Supplement. G8CTRL2 was coded missing if FlNl0 
equaled 4 (Don't know) or 8 (Missing). 

The values for G8CTRL2 are: 

1 = Public school 
2 = Private, religious 
3 = Private, no religious affiliation 
8 = Missing 

GlOCTRLl classifies the type of school into public, Catholic, other religious and nonsectarian 
private schools, as reported by the.school. The classification was constructed from F1C4 and F1C4A. 
The logic for constructing GlOCTRLl is: 

GlOCTRLl F1C4 & F1C4A 

01 F1C4= 1 and (F1C4AA,AB,AC, 
AD,AE,AK,AL or AM= 1 or 8) 

or 
F1C4=8 and (F1C4AA,AB or 
AC= 1 and F1C4AF,AG,AH,AI 
or AJ NE 1) Public 

02 F1C4=2 or 8 and ((FlC4AF 
or FlC4AG or F1C4AH= 1) 
and (F1C4AJ or F1C4AI NE 1)) Catholic 
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03 (F1C4=2 or 8) and (F1C4AI= 1) Private, other 
and (F1C4AJ,AF,AG and AH NE 1) :religious affiliation 

GlOCTRLl F1C4 & F1C4A 

04 F1C4=2 or 8 and FlC4AF-AI Private, no religious 
NE 1 and F1C4AJ=l affiliation 

05 F1C4=2 and (F1C4AA, F1C4AB, 
FlC4AC,FlC4AF,FlC4AG,FlC4AH, Private, type not 
F1C4AI and F1C4AJ NE 1) ascertained 

07 Not enrolled in school 

98 Missing 

The results of this code were checked against the QED data file. If any inconsistencies appeared, 
the school was called and the information the school provided was us~. 

Two further notes may be helpful in interpreting these variables. First, although the modal grade 
for the cohort was grade ten, not all sample members were sophomores in the 1989-90 school year. The• 
school type of out-of-sequence students (for example, 1989-90 ninth graders) is also indicated by the 
Gl0CTRL variables--in other words, such students are linked to a school type in the Gl0CTRL variables, 

. even though they are not tenth graders. Second, it cannot be assumed that all students assigrled to a 
school type are enrolled in a program ieading to a high school diploma, Students were associated with 
schools in which they were enrolled in a regular program, or which housed some form of alternative · 
program. For purposes of assignment of school control type, no distinction was made between 
educational programs leading to diplomas, GEDs, IEPs, or other or no certification. However,if an 
alternative program was sited at other than a public or private school, school type was set to missing, 
even though the sample member w~ enrolled in an educational program. 

G10CTRL2 classifies the type of school into public, Catholic, other private NAIS, and other 
private - not NAIS. The values for this variable were obtained from the. QED. This variable appears 
only on the restricted use version of the NELS:88 data files. (Restricted use data are available to 
institutions [not individuals] satisfactorily completing the NCES licensing· agreement procedure; for 
details, see section 1.5 of this manual). 

The values for G 10CTRL2 are: 

01 = Public school 
02 = Catholic school 
03 = NAIS private school 
04 ::::;; Other private school - not NAIS 
05 = Non-traditional schooling arrangements 
06 = Not enrolled in school 
98 = Missing 
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GlOURBAN classifies the urbanicity of the student's school, and was obtained from QED. QED 
bases the classifications on the Federal Information Processing Standards (FIPS) as used by the U.S. 
Census. · 

The values for Gl0URBAN are: 

1 = Urban -- central city 
2 = Suburban -- area surrounding a central city within a county constituting the MSA 

(Metropolitan Statistical Area) 
3 = Rural -- outside MSA 
5 = Not enrolled in school 
8 = Missing 

Only categories 1 - 3 were employed in the base year. These three primary values (1 = Urban, 
2 = Suburban, 3 = Rural) map into the NCES Common Core of bata (CCD) metropolitan status 
variable in the following way: · 

CCD locale code NELS: 88 i.Irbanicity Label 

1,2 1 · Urban 
3,4,5,6 2 Suburban 

7 3 Rural 

More fine-grained school urbanicity information for NELS:88 is available (for schools with school 
administrator questionnaire data) on the restricted use files. The relevant variable (Q. 5) was suppressed 
on the public release files as a safeguard against statistical disclosureof school identity. 

The G 1 0URBAN variable reflects updated metropolitan status data drawn by QED from the 
Common Core of Data files for the 1987-88 school year. The base year metropolitan status variable 
(G8URBAN) reflects urbanicity data gathered at the time of the previous decennial census (1980) that was 
employed in drawing the· eighth grade school sample in the spring of 1987. The urbanicity classification 
of some schools changed between 1980 and 1988--for example, a number of 1980 rural schools had 
become suburban by the time of the NELS:88 base year. In examining eighth to tenth grade transition. 
phenomena, data users should be aware that these differing temporal anchor points will produce the effect 
of spurious urbanicity change for many students. A second version of the G8URBAN variable will be 
prepared for later NELS:88 data releases, which reflects the metropolitan status classification of base year 
schools in 1987-88. · 

GlOREGON indicates in which of the four U.S. Census regions the school is located. It was 
created by recoding the state of the tenth grade school (from the school SMS) into the four Census Bureau 
regions. 

The values for G 1 OREGON are: 

01 = Northeast - New England and Middle Atlantic states 
02 = North Central - East North Central and West North Central states 
03 = South - South Atlantic, East South Central and West South Central states 
04 = West - Mountain and Pacific states 
06 = Not enrolled in school 
98 = Missing 
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FlSCENRL categorizes the entire school enrollment as reported by the school. .The values were 
created by collapsing the data from F 1 C2 into categories. Missing data were imputed from the total 
enrollment data on the QED file. 

The values for FlSCENRL are: 

01 = 1 - 399 students 
02 = 400 - 599 
03 = 600 - 799 
04 = 800 - 999 
05 = 1000 - 1199 
06 = 1200 - 1599 
07 = 1600 - 1999 
08 = 2000 - 2499 
09 = 2500 + 
11 = Not enrolled in school 
98 = Missing 

GlOENROL categorizes the tenth grade enrollment as reported by the school. The values were 
created by collapsing data from F1C3 into 'the following categories. Missing data were imputed using 
the QED file for tenth grade schools. 

The values for GlOENROL are: 

01 = 1 - 99 students 
02 = 100 - 199 
03 = 200 - 299 
04 = 300 - 399 
05 = 400 - 549 
06 = 550 - 699 
07 = 700 + 
09 = Not enrolled in school 
98 = Missing 

Cognitive Test Results 

The cognitive test battery consisted of multiple choice tests in four subject areas: 

Reading Comnrehension (21 questions, 21 minutes). This subtest contained five short 
reading passages, with three to six questions about the content of each. · Questions 
encompassed understanding the meaning of words in context, identifying figures of 
speech, interpreting the author's perspective, and evaluating the passage as a whole. 

Mathematics (40 questions, 30 minutes). Test items included word problems, graphs, 
equations, quantitative comparisons, and geometric figures. Some questions could be 
answered by simple application of skills or knowledge, others required the student to 
demonstrate a more advanced level of comprehension and/or problem solving. 
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Science (25 questions, 20 minutes). The science test contained questions drawn from the 
fields of life science; earth science, and physical science/ chemistry. Emphasis was placed 
on understanding of underlying concepts rather than retention of isolated facts. 

History/Citizenship/Geography (30 questions, 14 minutes). American history questions 
addressed important issues and events in political and economic history from colonial 
times through the recent past. Citizenship items included questions on the workings of . 
the federal government and the rights and obligations of citizens: The geography 
questions touched on patterns of settlement and food production shared by other societies 
as well as our own. 

Multiple Test Forms 

In the base year, all students received the same set of tests. Analysis of eighth grade test results 
showed a wide range of student achievement. This diversity was expected to increase as students 
progressed through high school, with some taking advanced courses ancl making_ substantial gains in 
achievement, while others remained at a relatively low level, and still others left school and fell behind. 
A single test form administered to all students and dropouts in the first follow-up would have the potential 
for serious "ceiling" and "floor" effects (i.e., many students getting all items correct because the test was 

· too easy for them, while others could only guess at most of the questions because they lacked sufficient 
background). When this situation occurs, it is impossible to assess the level of achievement for the 
highest and lowest scoring students. 

In the first follow-up, the reading and mathematics tests were selected for development of multiple 
forms, targeted to students' varying ability levels. While the other subject areas might have profited from 
this "tailored testing" approach-as well, the complexity of administering multiple forms dictated that their 
use be as limited as possible. 

the reading test was chosen because the time burden of reading the passages before questions 
about them could be answered meant that relatively few test items could be administered in the time 
allotted for the test. With the smallest number of items of any subject area, the reading test could least 
afford any "wasted" questions: those that were much.too hard or much too easy for a particular test taker. 
Two forms of the reading test were developed; the easy form was administered to Students who had 
scored below the sample mean in the base year, while those scoring above the mean received a set of 
passages and items that was, on average, more difficult. Students who were new to the NELS:88 sample 
in the first follow-up received the easy form. 

In the case of the mathematics test, the need for multiple forms was based on the diversity of 
exposure to coursework that could be expected by tenth grade. Academic track students would have, by 
the time of the first follow-up, taken coµrses in algebra and geometry. Those in general or vocational 
programs, or those who had left school, might have only taken general or business math classes, or none 
at all. Unlike science and history, where many topics might have been introduced at a lower level of 
sophistication in earlier grades, much of the material covered in advanced mathematics courses would be 
completely unfamiliar to st4dents who had not taken advanced courses. Three mathematics test forms 
were administered in the first follow-up. The easiest and hardest forms were given to the students who 
had scored in the low and high quartile, respectively, in eighth grade; students in the middle half of the 
distribution received the middle-difficulty test, as did those who were not tested in the base year. 
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Score means and standard deviations, reliabilities (coefficient alpha), and standard errors of 
measurement for each NELS:88 first follow-up subtest are as follows 

Mean S.D. Alpha S.E. 

Reading--Low Form 11.6 4.4 .80 2.0 
Reading--High Form 14.1 4.1 .78 1.9 
Mathematics--Low Form 17.4 6.1 .79 2.8 
Mathematics--Mid Form 23.3 7.5 .86 2.8 
Mathematics--High Form 32.3 5.0 .81 2.2 
Science 13.7 5.2 .83 2.2 
History /Cit.I Geography 18.9 6.0 .85 2.3 

IRTScoring· 

Scores achieved on tests that vary in average difficulty are not comparable to each other. For 
example, a student who took the middle difficulty mathematics form would probably have gotten more 

. questions correct ·if he or she had taken the easiest form, and fewer if the hardest form had been 
· administered. For this reason, · raw scores (number right, number wrong) are not reported in the 
database. · Item Response Theory (IRT) was empioyed to calculate scores that could be compared 
regardless of which test form a student took. A core of items shared among the different test forms made 
it possible to establish a common scale. IRT uses the pattern of right, wrong, and omitted responses to 
the items actually administered in a test form, and the difficulty, discriminating ability, and "guess-
ability" of each item; to place each student on a continuous ability scale. It is then possible to estimate 
the score the student would have achieved if all of the items in all of the test forms had been 
administered. The "!RT-Estimated Number Right" scores in the database represent these estimates for 
all of the 35 items on the two overlapping reading forms, the 58 items on the three mathematics forms, 
and the 25 and 30 items in science and history exams. 

IRT has several other advantages over raw number-right scoring. By using the overall pattern 
of right and wrong responses to estimate ability, it can compensate for the possibility of a low ability 
student guessing several hard items correctly. If answers on several easy items are wrong, a correct 
difficult item is, in effect, assumed to have been guessed. Omitted items are also less likely to cause 
distortion of scores, as long as enough items have been answered right and wrong to establish a clear 
pattern. Raw scoring necessarily treats omitted items as if they had been answered incorrectly. While 
this may be a reasonable assumption in a motivated test, where it is in students' interest to try their best 
on all items, this may not always be the case in NELS:88. Finally, IRT scoring makes possible 
measurement of gain in achievement from grade 8 to grade 10 even though the tests used were not 
identical at the two points in time. The presence of common items that were present in both years allows 
for changes in the test to keep up with growth over time while still permitting placement on a common 
scale. 

For those researchers who are not familiar with IRT scores, the following advice may be helpful. 
Since IRT scoring is essentially a pattern scoring procedure, an individual's number right score is 
typically not a whole number, e.g., 32.83. Also the IRT number right score is computed on a "base" 
pool of items within each content area. The base pool in mathematics was 58 items, Reading was 35 
items, Science was 25 items applied to the 8th grade as well as the 12th grade scores. That is, IRT 
number right scores for the vase year (1988) and the first follow-up S(1990) use the same base number 
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of items. Again, _as noted above, to get a student's base year (1988) IRT number correct score simply 
subtract the IRT estimated gain from the 1990 IRT number correct score. 

Those research~rs who feel more comfortable with proportion correct can simply divide the 
number correct by the base number of items'. For example, if a student's IRT number correct score 
would be 42.68/58. To get a student's proportion correct for the 1988 base year, one would first get 
their 1988 IRT number correct score by subtracting his or her gain from their 1990 IRT number correct 

· and then dividing the result by "base" number of items, e.g. 58 in mathematics. 

All the standard statistical procedures can be applied to either the number correct of proportion 
correct. That is, the standard descriptive statistics, regression analysis, analysis of covariance etc; can 

·. be used with either proportion correct or number correct scores. · 

Standardized Scores, Quartile Scores, and Composites 

The standardized scores reported in the · database are transformations of the !RT-Estimated 
Number Right scores, rescaled to a mean of 50 and standard deviation of 10 (using the first follow-up 
questionnaire weight). The quartile scores are based on the weighted frequency distribution of scores, 
with 1 being the lowest quartile and 4 the highest. The Standardized Test Composite is the equally-
weighted mean of the standardized reading and mathematics scores, re-standardized to mean 50, standard 
deviation 10. 

Gain Scores 

The base year and first follow-up test scores are not directly comparable with each other because · 
the same test forms were not used at both points in time. However, as was the case with the multiple 
forms of the first follow-up tests described above, the tests shared enough overlapping items that IRT 
scoring could be employed to put the scores on the same scale. The gain scores reported are the 
difference between the first follow-up. !RT-Estimated Number Right scores on the total item pool, and 
estimates of the scores that would have been obtained on the same set of items, using the rescaled base 
year ability estimates. 

Although these scores are described as "gain" scores, not all of them represent an improvement 
in measured skills. Some of the gain scores are negative. Factors that contribute to negative gain scores 
include students' forgetting material that they once knew but have not practiced, and measurement error 
produced primarily by some students' lack of motivation in responding to the test questions. 

Note that the scores reported here do not share a common metric with those on the base year file. 
That is, the BY eighth grade scores have been re-scaled for purposes of gain computation. (fo derive 
the "new" eighth grade scores, subtract the first follow-up IRT estimated gain score from the 1990 IRT 
estimated number right score.) It would be incorrect for the user to compute gain by comparing the IRT 
scores included in the two different files. 

Proficiency Scores 

The proficiency scores provide a means of distinguishing total score gain, as measured by overall 
!RT-Estimated Number Right scores and Standardized scores, from gain in specific skills. At several 
points along the score scale of the reading and mathematics tests, . four-item clusters of test questions 
having similar content and di~culty were identified. A student was assumed to have mastered a 
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particular level of proficiency ·if at least three of the four items in the cluster were answered correctly, 
and to. have failed at this level if two or more items were wrong. · Clusters of items provide a more 
reliable test of proficiency than do single items because of the possibility of guessing in a multiple choice 
test: it is very unlikely that a student who has not mastered a particular skill would be able to guess 
enough answers correctly in a four item cluster. (For some of the students who had omitted critical 
items, a complex !RT-based procedure, which is described elsewhere, was undertaken to resolve 
proficiency score assignments .) The proficiency levels were assµmed .to follow a Guttman model, that 
is, a student passing a particular skill level was expected to have mastered all lower levels; a failure 
should have indicated non-mastery at higher levels. A small p_ercentage of Students had response patterns 
that did -not follow the Guttman model, with a failing score at a lower level followed by a pass on a more 
difficult item cluster. Students with these "reversalll patterns were not assigned proficiency scores. 

Two levels of proficiency were marked in the reading test, and four in the mathematics test, 
defined as follows: 

Reading Level 1: Simple reading comprehension including reproduction of detail and/or the author's 
main thought. · 

Reading Level 2: Ability to make inferences beyond the author's main thought and/or understand 
and evaluate relatively abstract concepts. 

Math Level 1: Simple arithmetical operations on whole numbers. 
Math Level 2: Simple operations with decimals, fractions, and roots. 
Math Level 3: Simple problem solving, i:equiring conceptual understanding and/or. the 

development .of a solution strategy. 
Math Level 4: . Conceptual- understanding and complex problem solving. 

The presence of reversal patterns for nearly 11 percent of the mathematics test takers, as well as 
too many critical items omitted for about 2 percent of the students, accounted for proficiency scores not 
being assigned for about 13 percent of the students who took the mathematics test. The reading test, with 

· only two levels of proficiency, had only about 1 percent missing proficiency scores for reading test 
takers. 

In addition to the scores indicating students' actual responses to the item clusters, probabilities 
of proficiency, and gains in probability from base year to first follow-up, are reported. These estimates 
were obtained using IRT methods to estimate students' probabilities of mastery at each level, treating 
clusters of items as single items for the purpose of IRT calibration. These measures of gain in probability 
of mastery at each proficiency level allow researchers to relate students' school experiences to 
improvements in specific skills as well as to overall gain on the test as a whole. · 
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Test Composites 

The following test composites are based upon the cognitive tests administered to .· students 
participating in the first follow-up. 

Four results for each of the fout subject areas are reported. Naming conventions for these 
variables are: F 1 TX (first follow-up test), followed by R for reading, M for mathematics; S for science, 
and H for history/citizenship/geography, and ending with IRR for !RT-estimated number right, STD for 
standardized score, Q for quartile, G for I~T-estimated gain from base year to first follow-up. 

FlTXRIRR Reading !RT-Estimated Number Right 

FlTXRSTD Reading Standardized Scores 

FlTXRQ Reading Quartile (1 = low) 

FlTXRG Reading IRT:·Estimated Gain BY to Fl 

FlTXMIRR Mathematics !RT-Estimated Number Right 

FlTXMSTD Mathematics Standardized Scores 

FlTXMQ Mathematics Quartile (1 = low) 

FlTXMG Mathematics !RT-Estimated Gain BY to Fl 

FlTXSIRR. Science !RT-Estimated Number Right 

FlTXSSTD Science Standardized Scores 

FlTXSQ Science Quartile (1 = low) 

FlTXSG Science !RT-Estimated Gain BY to Fl 

FlTXl:IlRR Hist/Cit/Geog !RT-Estimated Number Right 

FlTXHSTD Hist/Cit/Geog Standardized Scores 

FlTXHQ Hist/Cit/Geog Quartile (1 = low) 

FlTXHG Hist/Cit/Geog !RT-Estimated Gain BY to Fl 

In addition, seven more variables for reading, and thirteen for mathematics, are reported. These 
variable names end with PLl, PL2, PL3, and PL4 for the various proficiency levels; PRO for overall 
proficiency; PPl, PP2, PP3, and PP4 for probability of proficiency in the first follow:-up; and GPl, 
GP2, GP3, and GP4 for gain in probability for the four levels. 

FlTXRPLl Reading proficiency level 1 (0 = not prof.; 1 = prof.) 

FlTXRPL2 Reading proficiency level 2 (0 = not prof.; 1 = prof.) 

FlTXRPRO Reading overall proficiency (0 = below Level 1; 1-2 = proficient at levels 1-2; 
8 = undetermined due to "reversal"; blank = test item data not available) 

FlTXRPPl Reading Level 1 Probability of Proficiency 

FITXRPP2 Reading Level 2 Probability of Proficiency 

FITXRGPl Reading Level 1 Gain in Probability 
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FlTXRGP2 Reading Level 2 Gain in Probability 

FlTXMPLl Mathematics proficiency level 1 (0 = not prof., 1 = prof.) 

F1TXMPL2 Mathematics proficiency level 2 (0 = not prof., 1 = prof.) 

FITXMPL3 Mathematics proficiency level 3 (0 = not prof., 1 = prof.) 

·FITXMPIA Mathematics proficiency level 4 (0 = not prof., 1 = prof.) 

FlTXMPRO Mathematics overall proficiency (0 = below Lev~l 1; 1-4 = proficient at levels 
1-4; 8 = undetermined du~ to "reversal"; blank = test item data not available) 

FlTXMPPl Mathematics Level 1 Probability of Proficiency 

FlTXMPP2 Mathematics Level 2 Probability of Proficiency 

FlTXMPP3 Mathematics · Level 3 Probability of Proficiency 

FlTXMPP4 Mathematics Level 4 Probability of Proficiency 

FlTXMGPl Mathematics Level 1 Gain in Probability 

FlTXMGP2 Mathematics Level 2 Gain in Probability 

F1TXMGP3 Mathematics Level 3 Gain in Probability 

F1TXMGP4 Mathematics Level 4 Gain in Probability 

A standardized test composite for reading and mathematics, and its quartile were also constructed. 

FlTXCOMP Standardized Test Composite (reading, mathematics) 

FlTXQURT Standardized Test Quartile (1 = low) 
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Guidelines for using SAS with NELS:88 First Follow-Up Student Data 

The files provided on the public release tape include SAS cards and SAS system files for both 
the NELS:88 First Follow-Up and NELS:88 Base Year. The SAS system file for each survey wave 
includes: 

1) Questionnaire data 
2) Flags, Weights and Composites 

The following are situations which may be encountered when using large data files with.SAS 
and suggestions for handling them. 

1. Use the '(KEEP= ...)' and '(DROP= ...)' options in the 'SET' statement and/or in the 
'DATA' statement when creating working data files so that unwanted variables are not 
included in the files. The '(KEEP= ...)' option does not reorder the variables in the 
new dataset. 

The files are large and the SAS cards associated with all of the variables within a file 
require a great deal of memory. Eliminating unwanted variables and the cards 
associated with them will reduce the amount of memory necessary to run jobs. 

2. Some of the label statements given in the student and dropout SAS card files may 
need to be eliminated because of SAS system limitations present at many computer 
installations. 

3. The large number of VALUE statements in the PROC FORMAT section of the 
student and dropout SAS cards require that a special DD statement be placed just after 
the // EXEC SAS statement to increase the capacity of the format library during a 
SAS run: . 

//LIBRARY DD SPACE=(TRK,(25,25,60)) 

Since this may not be possible at some computer installations, it may be necessary to 
delete some VALUE statements. 

4. When working with large files, it may be necessary to override the default work space 
with the following DD statement: 

//WORK DD UNIT=SYSCR,SPACE=(CYL,(40,40)) 

Place the //WORK DD statement just after the// EXEC SAS statement (or after the 
//LIBRARY DD statement, if that is included as well). 

5. The formats given in the PROC FORMAT step here are not permanently associated 
with each variable. Whenever they are needed for a procedure, it is necessary to 
include them in this PROC FORMAT step before the procedure(s) that will use them. 
The following example will help to illustrate this point. 
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Suppose you were interested in assessing the association between fathers' educational 
aspirations and a son's versus a daughter's educational expectations. That is, overall · 
do students' expectations reflect their father's aspirations and might such an 
association vary by sex? To do this you might construct a three-way crosstab. 

In the followuig example PROC FORMAT is used first to make a temporary library 
of formats (sets of value labels). Then PROC FREQ is used to access the First 
Follow-Up student SAS _system file and to create a three-way crosstab. The 
FORMAT statement in PROC FREQ links each variable in the crosstab to the 
appropriate set of value labels stored in the temporary format library. 

// EXEC SAS 
//LIBRARY DD SPACE=(TRK,(25,25,60)) 
//WORK DD UNIT=SYSCR,SPACE=(TRK,(1000,1000)) 
//INl DD DSN=ACT.PUBL.FlST.SASLIB,DISP=SHR 
//SYSIN DD* 

OPTIONS DQUOTE; 

PROC FORMAT; 
VALUE SB48A V 

01 = "LESS THN HS GRAD" 
02 = "GRADUATE FROM HS" 
03 = "VOC AFTER HS" 
04 = "ATIND 2-YR COLL" 
05 == "ATTEND 4-YR COLL" 
06 = "GRADUATE FROM COLL" 
07 == "POST GRAD ED" 
08 = "DON'T KNOW" 
09 = "DOES NOT CARE" 
10 = "DOES NOT APPLY" 
96 = "MULTIPLE RESPNSE" 
97 = "REFUSAL" 
98 = "MISSING" 
99 = "LEGmMATE SKIP" 

VALUE SB49V 
01 = "LESS THN HS GRAD" 
02 = "HS GRAD ONLY" 
03 = "< 2 YRS TRADE" 
04 = "2+ YRS TRADE" 
05 = "< 2YRS OF COLLEGE" 
06 = "2/MORE YRS OF COLL" 

·07 = "FINISH COLLEGE" 
08 = "MASTER'S DEGREE" 
09 = "PH.D., M.D." 
96 = "MULTIPLE RESPNSE" 
97 = "REFUSAL" 
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98 = ''.MISSING" 
99 = "LEGITIMATE SKIP" 

VALUE SBSEXV 
01 = IIMALE" 
02 = "FEMALE" 
96 = "MULTIPLE RESPNSE" 
97 = "REFUSAL" 
98 = "MISSING" 
99 = "LEGIDMATE SKIP" 

PROC FREQ DATA=INl.FlSTUDNT; 
FORMAT 
F1S48A SB48AV. 
F1S49 SB49V. 
FlSEX SBSEXV. 

TABLES FlSEX * F1S49 * FlS48A; 
TITLE "EDUCATIONAL EXPECTATIONS"; 

At the end of each SAS card file, there is a frequency procedure which contains 
FORMAT statements for every variable for which there is a format. These FORMAT 
statements can be used in any SAS procedure. However, if there are a large number 
of format links, they must be divided into several format statements to work. Using 
about 90 format links in the format statement worked on the University of Chicago 
mainframe. 

6. Whenever variables are needed from several student level files (i.e., First Follow-Up student 
and Base Year student), the files may be merged by STU_ID using SAS MERGE statements. 
A simple one line MERGE statement will put variables from separate files together in a single 
record for analysis. 

The following example may help to illustrate the merge statement. Suppose you wanted to 
· see how the educational expectations of respondents who are still in school differ from those of 
respondents who are not in school. Suppose that you also wanted to examine how expectations had 
changed from the eighth to the tenth grade. That is, overall do respondents who are still in school 
have higher educational expectations than respondents who are not in school? And, overall do 
respondents who are not in school now have lower educational expectations than they did in eighth 
grade? To do this you might construct a three-way crosstab. 

In the following example PROC FORMAT is used to make a temporary library of formats. 
Next the First Follow-Up student system file, and the Base Year system file are merged. Then, 
PROC FREQ is used to create a three-way crosstab. 
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// EXEC SAS 
//LIBRARY DD SPACE=(TRK,(25,25,60)) 
//WORK DD UNIT=SYSCR,SPACE=(TRK,(1000,1000)) 
//INl DD DSN=ACT.PUBL.FlST.SASLIB,DISP=SHR 
//IN2 DD DSN=ACT.PUBL.BYST.SASLIB,DISP=SHR 
//SYSIN DD* 

OPTIONS DQUOTE; 

PROC FORMAT; 
VALUE SB49V 

01 = "LESS THN HS GRAD" · 
02 = "HS GRAD ONLY" 
03 == "< 2 YRS TRADE" 
04 = "2+ YRS TRADE" 
05 = "< 2YRS OF COLLEGE" 
06 = "2/MORE YRS OF COLL". 
07 = "FINISH COLLEGE" 
08 = "MASTER'S DEGREE" 
09 = "PH.D., M.D." 
96 = "MULTIPLE RESPNSE" 
97 = II REFUSAL" . 
98 = "MISSING" 
99 = "LEGITIMATE SKIP" 

' VALUE SBQFLV 
0 = "DID NOT COMPLETE" 
1 = "STDNT QUEX CMPLT" 
2 = "DRP QUEX CMPLT" 
6 = "MULTIPLE RESPNSE" 
7 = "REFUSAL" 
8 . = "MISSING" 
9 = "LEGITIMATE SKIP" 

' VALUE FBYS45V 
01 = "WON'T FINISH H.S" 
02 = "WILL FINISH H.s'' 
0~ = "VOC,TRD,BUS AFTR H.S" 
04 = "WILL ATTEND COLLEGE" 
05 = "WILL FINISH COLLEGE" 
06 = "HIGHER SCH AFTR COLL" 
96 = "MULTIPLE RESPONSE" 
97 = "REFUSAL" 
98 = "MISSING" 
99 = "LEGITIMATE SKIP" 

DATA COMBINE; 
MERGE INl.FlSTUDNT IN2.BYSTUDNT; BY STU_ID; 
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PROC FREQ; 
FORMAT 
F1S49 SB49V. 
FlQFLG SBQFLV. 
BYS45 FBYS45V. 

TABLES FlQFLG * FlS49 * BYS45; 
TITLE "EDUCATIONAL EXPECTATIONS"; 

. 7. For very large files, the user may encounter problems when sorting. Various options may be 
added to the //EXEC SAS card to circumvent these problems. A suggested example is given 
below (consult the SAS manual for descriptions of these options): 

· II EXEC SAS,OPTIONS=='NODYNALLOC',REGION=1280K,SORT=30 

8. It is suggested that the user include the ·LENGTH statement when creating new v::µ-iables, in 
order to save space and computer memory. 

9. For many tabulations, PROC TABULATE produces the most readable output. The SAS user 
may use the format statements (provided) for classification variables to produce the row 
values of tabulate tables. 

10. Output from SAS can be downloaded to personal computers for production of final reports. 
NCES has available a program for taking into account the sample design when computing 
standard errors. The program, known as CTAB, is a Taylor series based routine that uses an 
ASCII file to compute standard errors for crossclassifications. The program also produces 
labeled tabular output suitable for use in publications. CTAB is available for use on 
microcomputers, .and can be obtained through NCES. 

11. Use the NCES- and NORC-defined composite and classification variables whenever possible 
to simplify programming. These classification variables were carefully constructed and, for 
many of them, sources of data from' outside the student questionnaire were merged into the 
student data to construct the variables. 

12. SAS and SPSS-X system files can now be converted at many computer installations. Contact 
your own facility to obtain the information necessary to create an SPSS-X file from SAS and 
vice versa. 

13. There is a pecularity with version 6.06 of SAS. The symbol "%" will not be printed in a 
variable label if the label is the first thing to be printed on the page. 
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PREFACE TO APPENDIX K AND APPENDIX L: 
Understanding the codebooks; 

special aspects. of NELS:88 dat.a 

Understanding a number of special features of the NELS:88 first follow-up data is essential to 
interpreting the codebook that follows and to using the data files. Those special features include: the 
structure of the NELS:88 student data files and codebooks; the contents; the analysis population and 
samples contained within the data set; and limitations of the data. Notes on each of these topics are 
provided below. 

I. Description of the Combined BY-Fl Student File 

The combined BY-Fl student data release includes two raw data files, the NELS:88 base year 
student data file and the NELS:88 first follow-up student file. This combined file also includes SPSS-
X and SAS control card files and a SAS system file for each raw data file. 

1.1 NELS:88 base year student file and codebook. 

BY Student Data File. The base year file contains questionnaire data for all base year 
participants (N =24,599) regardless of whether or not they were retained in the first follow-up. This 
file is identical to the file that was released in 1989 after the completion of the base year survey. 
Data elements are positioned on the file in the following sequence: student questionnaire data, weight, 
sample identification flags (e.g., presence or ~bsence of a cognitive test battery), and composites 
(e.g., sex, race, parenteducation). 

Base Year Codebook. The base year codebook includes only frequencies on weighted and 
unweighted data for 17,424 NELS:88 sample members who participated in both the base year and 
first follow-up surveys (panel members). For frequencies on the full base year sample, researchers 
may produce their own with the SAS or SPSS-X cards provided, or consult the NELS:88 Base Year 
Student Component Data File User's Manual (NCES 90-464). 

1.2 NELS:88 First FoJlow-Up Student File and Codebook. 

First Follow-Up Student Data File. The first follow-up student file contains a record for all 
20,706 participating and nonparticipating first follow-up sample members. These 20,706 sample 
members consist of 19,646 base year retained sample members and 1,060 freshened sample members. 
Of the 20,706 first follow-up sample members, 19,264 participated--18,221 as students and 1,043 as 
dropouts (1,442 sample members did not participate). 

Included on t:Qe data file for the first follow-up student component, are 21 dropout 
questionnaire variables, as well as first follow-up weights, sample identification flags and composites 
for dropouts. The 21 dropoutquestionnaire items represent crucial variables for defining and 
classifying the .in-school and out-of-school samples. These dropout questionnaire variables and 
composites together with student questionnaire variables and composites will provide the user with a 
complete picture of the full first follow-up sample and longitudinal cohort. 
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For users wishing to address more specific questions about the dynamics of dropping out, a 
separate dropout component data file has been produced. This file contains all the dropout 
questionnaire variables, along with first follow-up weights, sample identification flags and composites 
for the 1,043 first follow-up dropouts. A separate data file users manual is also available. 

The record layout for the first follqw-up student raw dat? file mirrors the layout of the base 
year file. That is, student questionnaire data appear first, followed by first follow-up weights, sample 
identification flags, composites, and new student supplement data1• · · 

The raw data file contains data for 546 questionnaire variables on the 18,221 participating 
students; 21 questionnaire variables on the l,043 participating dropouts; and 12 sample identification 
flag variables, 66 composite variables (including cognitive test composite variables), and 66 new · 
student supplement variables on all 20,706 participating and nonparticipating sample members. The 
questionnaire variables are ordered as they appeared as questions in the student questionnaire. Of the 
546 ~tudent questionnaire variables, 21 are variables .that also appeared as questions in both the first 
follow-up full and abbreviated dropout questionnaires. For these 21 variables, dropout data are 
included in with student data. Similarly, 53 of the 66 new student supplement variables also appeared 
as questions in the base year student questionnaire, thus, for these 53 variables, base year data are 

. mapped into the new student supplement variables. · 

First Follow-up Codebook. Because all sample identification flags and most composites 
(when base year data were available for first follow-up nonparticipants) were created for both . 
participants and nonparticipants, the first follow-up student codebook frequencies, and resulting, 
unweighted and weighted percentages reflect the entire first follow-up sample of 20,706 sample 
members. When reviewing frequencies for questionnaire variables, users should take note of a 
reserved code category labeled "NONRESPONDENTS AND DROPOUTS" followed by a frequency 
co.unt of 2,485 (= 1,422 nonrespondents and 1,043 dropouts). This code is displayed on every 
questionnaire variable that appeared in the student questionnaire but not in both the full and 
abbreviated versions of the dropout questionnaire (that is, only student data exists for this variable). 
For the 21 dropout variables mapped in with student data, the. reserved code label of 
"NONRESPONDENTS" followed by a frequency count of 1,442 is displayed. 

Because base year data were included with new student supplement data, frequency counts for 
these 66 variables follow the same logic as frequency counts for the questionnaire variables. For the 
13 new student supplement variables that contai~ only new student supplement data and not base year 
data, the reserved code label of "BY (base year) RESPONDENTS NOT MAPPED" followed by the 
frequency count of 18,394 is displayed. For all other variables, base year data is included along with 
new student supplement data and a reserved code label of "BY AND lFU NR (nonrespondents)" and 
frequency count of 1, 199 is shown. · 

Codebook . frequencies are . based on the public use files. Users of the restricted files will find 
that the restricted use data deviate from the codebook frequencies for variables that were modified for 
confidentiality reasons. 

First time participants who were brought into the study through sample freshening or who were base 
year nonrespondents completed the new student supplement. The supplement contained questions 
that gathered basic demographic information about students and their families which were included 
in the base year questionnaires but were not repeated in the first follow-up. 
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For more information on the BY-Fl combined student data file, please see Chapter VII of the 
manual. 

1.3 What Is Not Included On This Data File. 

School Effects Augmentation. The data collected for the School Effects Augmentation is not 
included on this combined release but will be made available after the completion of the second 
follow-up with two waves of data (first follow-up and second follow-up data). For more information 
on the SchoolEffects Augmentation, the reader should consult sections 1.3.4 and 4.7.3. 

. . : 

Base Year Ineligible Study. Data for the343 base year ineligible sample members (out of a 
· total sample of 674) who were found eligible to participate in the first follow-up are not included on 
this data tape; these data will be released on the combined BY-Fl-F2 data file after the completion of 
NELS:88 second follow-up. Also not included on this data tape are the appropriate data and weights 
for deriving the expanded sample national dropout rate (see Appendix E). ' 

For more information on the base year ineligible survey, the reader should consult sections 
1.3.4, 3.4.4, 3.7, and 4.7.4. . . . 

Overlapping Student and Dropout Questionnaire Items. The first follow-up dropout 
questionnaire was designed to facilitate comparisons with the first follow-up student questionnaire. 
This item overlap permits researchers to contrast factors such as school environment, family life, 
aspirations, and self-perceptions of students with dropouts: 

Almost one-half (257) of the 546 student ,questionnaire· items also appear on the dropout 
questionnaire. By design, however, approximately 25 percent of participating dropouts were 
administered an abbreviated version of the dropout questionnaire. This abbreviated document 
contained only 21 of the 257 overlapping student-dropout items. As such, only items that were 
completed by all dropout sample members (that is, item~ that were included on both the abbreviated 

. and full versions of the dropout questionnaires) are included on this first follow-up student data file. 

Overlapping student-dropout items not on this data file are included on the separate dropout 
component data file, and are accompanied by an additional questionnaire weight (in addition to the 
basic questionnaire weight) which adjusts for the fact that 25 percent of participating dropout sample 
members were not asked to answer a significant portion of the dropout items. When conducting 
analyses with items not in common to both versions of the dropout questionnaire, users must use this 
special nonresponse adjusted weight (as opposed to the panel or basic questionnaire weight) in order 
to generalize their findings to the first follow-up population of dropouts. 

Standard classification information and some items of key policy relevance items were 
gathered in the abbreviated dropout questionnaire; more comprehensive information will be collected 
for these individuals in the second follow.:.up . . 

For more information on the dropout component, consult sections 2.2.2, 2.2.4, 4.7.2, 
Appendix E (for information on analyzing dropout data), Appendix F (for student-dropout overlapping 
items), and Appendix S (for a listing of items contained in the abbreviated dropout questionnaire). 
Also, please see the forthcoming user's manual for the dropout component data file. 
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II. PopuJations, Samples, Analyses, and Weights 

The combined BY-Fl data file contains four samples--longitudinal cohort, nationally 
representative eighth and tenth grades, and the NELS:88 first follow-up cross-sectional sample (which 
is unique to the first follow-up). The four samples are designed to support three levels of analyses--
cross-wave, cross-cohort, and cross-sectional. 

When conducting a specific level of analysis, users must be careful to use the correct sample 
and corresponding weight. Table 1 provides a summary of the four basic NELS:88 samples, the 
populations they represent, the level of analyses they support, and the. sample identification flag(s) and 
weight to invoke for specific analyses. Sample sizes presented in Table 1 reflect the number of 
sample members who participated. 

m. Data Limitations 

In addition to supporting multiple levels of analyses, NELS:88 is designed to support , 
examination of specific policy-relevant subgroups. One such group is dropouts. For the NELS:88 
longitudinal cohort, nearly 6.1 percent had dropped out of school by the spring term of 1990. 
NELS:88 also is designed to produce estimates for specific racial-ethnic subgroups. Hispanics and 
Asians were selected -at a higher than normal rate in the base year and have been disproportionately 
retained in the first follow-up. 

Users who ate interested in conducting research on these subgroup populations are strongly 
encouraged to read specific sections on the limitations of the data which are presented elsewhere in 
the manual. For a discussion ori biases caused by undercoverage of special populations, readers 
should consult section 3. 7 .1; for a discussion on defining and computing dropout rates, Appendix E 
should be consulted; for information on defining Asians, users should read Appendix I; and for 
insight on conducting trend analyses of HS&B sophomores and NELS:88 1990 sophomores, Appendix 
D should be reviewed. 
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Table 1. Summary of NELS:88 Populations, Samples, Level of Analyses, Sample Identification Flags, and Weights 

Population Sample and Sample 
of ·Interest N Level of Analysis Sample ID Flag Weight 

Longitudinal Cohort Base year retained Cross-wave, Select the panel Use the .panel 
(Panel): The sample members longitudinal level (F1 PANFLG = 1). weight • 
population of 1988 who completed of analysis. (F1PNLWT). 
eighth graders two both a base year 
years later. and first follow-up 

questionnaire. 
N = 17,424. Note: 
undercoverage 
bias; 5% of 
potential base year 
sample excluded. 

Eight grade cross- Base year selected Cross-sectional Use the base year Use the . base year 
section: The sample members level of analysis student data file questionnaire 
population of all who participated in and select for weight (BYOWT). 
students enrolled the base year. BYOFLG= 1. 
in the eighth grade N=24,599. Note: 
in 1.988. undercoverage 

bias; 5% of 
potential base year 
sample excluded. 



Table 1. (cont.) Summary of NELS:88 Populations, Samples, Level of Analyses, Sample ldentificadon Flags, and Weights 

Population of 
Interest 

Tenth grade cross-
section: The 
population of all 
students enrolled in 
the tenth grade in 
1990. 

First follow-up 
cross-section: The 
population of all 
first follow-up 
eligible persons 
who were either in 
the eighth grade _ 
during the 1987-
1988 school year 
or were in the 
tenth grade during 
the 1989-1 990 
school year. 

Sample and Sample 
N 

Representative 
sample of students 
enrolled in tenth 
grade in the spring 
term of 1990. 
N = 17,544. -· 
Includes freshened 
students and 
excludes dropouts 
and out-of-
sequence sample 
members. 

All first follow-up 
1990 sample 
members; 
combines 198_8-
eligible eighth-
grade cohort and 
1990 tenth-grade 
freshened sample. 
N =19,264. 

Level of Analysis 

Cross-sectional 
analysis; Trend 
analyses with 
HS&B 1980 
sophomores and 
F1 1990 
sophomores. 

Sample ID Flag 

Select for 
F1 QFLG = 1 and 
F1 SEOFLG =0. 

Select for 
F1 STAT=O 

Weight 

Use the first 
follow-up 
questionnaire 
weight (F1QWT). 

Use the first 
follow-up 
questionnaire 
w!eight (F1 QWT). -
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Appendix L 

NELS:88 First Follow-Up Student Questionnaire Codebook 

Warning: For the user's convenience, many first follow-up questionnaire variables were recoded to 
facilitate cross-wave (NELS:88 Base Year and first follow-up) and cross-cohort (NELS:88 first 
follow-up 1990 sophomores and HS&B 1980 sophomores) analyses. These recodes appear in the 
form of reordered item values. Codebook item values and value labels reflect these recodes. The 
first follow-up student and dropout questionnaires, and new student supplement in Appendices 0, P, 
and Q, respectively, also document these recodes. Before program set-up, user's are advised to read 
the codebook entries carefully; 
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CODEBOOK 





---------- --------

---------- --------

NELS:88 8TB GRADE QUESTIONNAIRE Page 

Qu11 t I on IVIMA Tap ■ Poi, 8·9 
Quution STU_ID Tap ■ Poi. 1-7 For11at I I I 

For11at1 I7 
BVSo4A MOTHER/FEMALE GUARDIAN EMPLOYMENT STATUS 

STU_ID = STUDENT PUBLIC RELEASE ID 
l1 she currently working, unemployed, retired, or di1ebled7 
(MARK ONE) . 

PER- WCTO 
RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT 

CURRENTLY WORKING < INCLUDINC 
HOMEMAKER) ....• ,,., .......... , 1 1517• 87. I!\ 88,311 
UNEMPLOYED .... , , , , ..•........• 2 1522 8. 71, 9.111! 
RETIRED ..... ,., .•. ,, .......•.. 3 151 ,91t .9'1!· 

Quutloi, SCH_ID Tap ■ Po1. I-Ii DISABLED .•... , .... , .....•..... 259 1. 51t 1. 71!•For•al I I& RESERVED CODES: 
REFUSAL . ......• , . ........... 7 38 • 2'1! <MISS)

SCH_ID = SCHOOL PUBLIC RELEASE' 10 IIISSINC .......•.. . ..... ·.•... 8 176 1.01! (MISS)
LEGITIMATE SKIP ............. 9 10• . .69\ (MISS) 

TOTALS: .17o42-4 100.011 100.011 

Qu11tloi, SSTRATID Tap ■ Pos. 1-2 
ForMat I I2 

SSTRATIO = SUPERSTRATUM PUBLIC RELEASE 10 

Not•: Thi~ v&•' ibble was recoded ~y NCES in accordance 
w·,th U,e c.onficu.ntial,ty provisions of PL100-297 
(1988). · 

Qu11tlon BVS2A Tap ■ Poo, e-e 
For,01t1 II 

8VS2A IS MOTHER/FEMALE CUARDIAN LIVINC 
l1 · your mother o, female guardian I ;vi ng7 (MARK ONE> 

PER- WCTD 
RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT 

YES .•................ ,•.•, • ·•• 1 •17030 97. 711> 99.4'r. 
NO. ·........•..•............... 2 tO• .6'1i ,6\: 
RESERVED CODES: 

MISSING, ...................,. · 8 290 1. 711> <MISS> 
TOTALS: 17-42-4 100 , 0\: 100.0li 

Qu11 ti on BYS,4 

Pleas~ describe the present or most recent Job of your 
mother or female guerdian . (lf you have both a mother 
and a fe1r1ale guard·tan, an1we,. fo,. the one with whom you 
are cur,.ent ly Hving.) 



NELS: 88 8TB·. GRADE QUESTIONNAIRE 
P1g1 2 

Now answer queSlion, ~B-E, Qu11 t I on BYS6A Tap, Poa, 12-12 
Ir your mothtr or female gua•dian le UNEMPLOYED, RETIRED, Foriut I 11 
OR DISABLED, answer -the ' ·fol lowtng qi.Je,t•ion, fo-r her most 
recent Job. BYS5A IS FATHER/MALE CUARDIAN LIVINC 

Also, if your mother or female guardian works MORE THAN le your father or~••• guardian living? (MARK ONE) 
ONE ·JOB 1 plea,e answer for the job you consider to be her 
major activity. PER- WCTD 

RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT 

YES,,,,,,,,,, ••••• , ••••••••••• 1 16565 95.1'11 96.6'1! 
NO •••••• ,,., •••••• ,,., •• , ••• ,. 2 553 3. 2'11 3.•'11 

QuHtlon · IYS.OCC Tap, Po,, 1o-"11 RESERVED CODES: 
For ■1t I 12 MISS INC ••• ,·,, •• ;,, ••• ,,,,,.,. e 306 1,8'11 (MISS) 

BYS40CC MOTHER/FEMALE CUARDIAN'S OCCUPATION TOTALS: 17424 100.0% 100.0'II 

4B, Whal kind of ..,o,k does she normally do'? That is, what 
is tht Job called? 

4C, What dooc she actually do ;n that Job? w'hat ore oome 
of her main duties? 

40, Describe the place that she works. (for exaMple,
faet~ry or fast-food restaurant -): 

Qu11 ti on BYS7 
4E. What doe, the company make or do? 

PER- WCTD 
RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT 

-Please detcribe the present · or mos ·t recent Job of your 
CLERICAL 1uch a, bank teller, father or male guardian. (lf you hev• both a fathe~ 
bookkeeper, tecretery, typist, and a male guardian, answer for the one· with whom you
mai I carrier, tic~et agent, are currently I iving,) · 

1· 3525 . 20.2'16 21, 7'11 
~Rl~TS~i~~6Nr:~:ht~~"~!~~;·; ·'; 
autowiobi le mechanic., me,c.h1n-
i1t, pai~ter, plumber, tele-
c,hon" ins·tal l•r, c:erpenter- ... , 2 333 1,9'11 
FARJ.!EI>, .. F ~Rt,, I.UNAC~R .. .. , ..... . 3 50 . • 3'1! 
HOMEMAI\ER OR HOUl>EllilH. ONLY, , . 4 3116 16,41l 
LABORER such as construction 
wo,-ker-, car· .washer,· sanitary
worker, farm leborer ... ,. ,·,.,. s 271 1.6'1! 1,9'1t Quutlon IYS7A Tap1 Poe·, 13-13 
MANACER, ADMINISTRATOR such as ForM1t1 11 
sales mana9er, office manager-,
school administrator, buyer, BYS7A FATHER/MALE CUARDIAN EMPLOYMENT STATUS 
restaurant manager, government
officia I, ••••.• , ••• ,,; •••..... 6 671 3.911 3.711 le he turrently worki -ng, unemployed, retired, or disabled7 
MILITARY such 81 career (MARK ONE> 
of f i ctr 1 • n I i s t e d mar, o, 
women fn lht ~r~ed F~rees .... , 17 . 111\ , 1t. PER- WCTD 
O?ERATlVE 1uth ., m~•t cvtl•r, RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT 
••••~bier, machin~ optretor,
-•Ide,; toxic.ab, bus, or truck CUR RE NTL Y WORK I NC (.J NCLUD I NC 
.driver,,,,,,,.,,.~,,.,.,., ••• , e 1308 7,511, 7.3'1! HOMEMAKER l , , , , , , , • , , , • , , , , , , • , 1 1'1996 86.1'16 91,3'1t 
PROFESSIONAL such 11 1ccount- UNEMPLOYED, , , , , , • , , , , , , , , , , , , , 2 606 3.Slt 4,0'lt 
ent1 ertisl, regist•red nurse, RETIRED,,,,,,,,,,,;,,,,,.,,,,. 3 301 1. 791 2. 21! 
engineer, librerian, writer, DISABLED.,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,, 4 390 2.2% 2.5'1! 
soctal 'Worker, ec'tor, actress, .RESERVED CODES: 
athlete, politician, but not REFUSAL,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,, 7 251 1.4'1t (MISS)
including school teacher,,,.,. 9 1001 s. 7'16 6,21! MISSINC.,,,,,,,.,,,.,,,,,,,, e 325 1.9'11 (MISS! 
PROFESSIONAL such as clergy-. LECITIMATE SKIP ........... .. 9 553 3,21t (MISS> 
men, dentist, physician, iew-
yer, scientist, collepe TOTALS: 1742• 100.0'lt 100,011
teacher, vetertharien .... , • , . , 10 187 1, 1'11 ,Bit 
PROPRIETOR OR OWNER such as 
owner of e small bus•iness, 
contrector, re,taurant owner,. 11 265 1,511 1, 3'1! 
PROTECTIVE SERVICE such a, 
detective, .police officer or 

12 40 ,21t • 211!. 
l~~~i•,:~~r!:':,i!;:,::~~!er.,

::~~~!':!:Y ~;t!~:u;:~~:r, 
1toci,r.broktr., ., .,,, ; ,,,,,, ••.. 13 664 3,8'11 
SCHOOL TEACHER such as elemen-
tary. or 11cond1ry , ., . ,.,,.,, .. 997 s. 7'11 
SERVICE such a, barber, 
beeuttct1n 1 pr1ctic1I nurse, 
private household wor~er, 
Janitor. waiter, babysitt~r,
dey care or preschool worker, 
coo~, dental ecsistent, 
busboy, waitress, hostess, .... 15 3563 20.4'11 21. 31! 
TECH~ICAL such oc draftsman, 
~edical or dental technician, 
computer programmer, computer
engineer, deta processor, ... ,. 16 310 1,811 1. Bit 
NEVER WORKED,, ••• ,,,,,,,,,,, •• 17 69 ,49! ,6'1! 
DON'T KNOW,.,,,,,,,.,,,,,,,,,, 18 743 4,31( 4,91i 
STUDENT, • , ,. , , , , • , , , , ; , , , , , , , , , 19 52 ,3% • 31t 
RESERVED CODES: 

MISS INC •• ,., ••• , ••• , . , ••••. , 98 138 , 811 !MISS> 
LECITIMATE SKIP,,,,,.,,.,.,. 99 104 , 6'11 !MISS) 

TOTALS: 

https://toxic.ab
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--- . . --------Now answer quecttons 7B- £, Quu t I on BYHA Tapa Poa, 11-11 
ForMat I J.t 

If your fatho• o, male 9u1rdlan ts UNEMPLOYED, RETIRED,
OR DISABLED, answer the fol lowt ng quulions for his ftlost BYS8A R LIVES IN HOUSEHOLD WITH FATHER 
"•cent job , 

F1thtr 
Also, if your father or m■ le guardian worka MORE THAN 
ONE JOB, p la11e 1nswor for tho Job you consider to bo his PER- WCTD 
m ■ J~r activity. RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT 

YES . .•. •. • •. , ,, •.••.•• , .•• . , •. 1 12577 72 ,21t 69. Sit 
NO • . ,.,, . . • , • •••..••••••••• ,, . 2 4654 26.71t 30 , 516 
RESERVED COOES: 

Quaatlon BYS70CC Tapa Poa, 1•-111 REFUSAL .. , • • , ..• • ••••••... , , 7 6 • ()It IMISS) 
For ■ at1 12 MISSING,,, •. ,, ., • • ,., .•• , •. • 8 187 1. nt (MISS l 

BYS70CC FATHER/MALE GUARDIAN'S OCCUPATION TOTALS: 1742• 100,0lt 100 . 01! 
7B. What k i nd of work .does he normally do? That .i s, what 

Is tho Job called? 
(Rofor to Question 8)

7C. Wt,at doe, he actually do in that job? Whet are aome 
of his fflai~ dut;e,7 

7D. Describe the place that he works. (for aaampla,
factory or fast-food restaurant) : 

7E . What doas the com~any make or do? 

PER- WGTD 
RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT Quut1on BYIH Tape Poa, .17-17 

ForMat I 11 
CLERICAL auch aa b1nk teller, 
bookkeeper , 1ecratary, typ i st, BYSBB R LIVES IN HH WITH OTHER MALE GUARD.IAN 
mai I carrier, ticket agent, 

689 Other male guardian !•lapfather or foste.r father)~Rl~TSPiRtoN":~:~t!:"~::~;:···
autqmobi le "'echan i c, machin- PER- WCTD 
ict, painter, plumber, t1le- RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT 

2 2•03 13. 8'1! 14,6'1!f~R~£R!nFlR~·1:~NACER~~~~~::::: 3 318 1.8'it 1.8% YES., •.•••• •• • .. .•••......•• ,. 1 1871 10.7'11 13. ,,,,
HOMEMAKER, ..•..•.. , ...... ,., .. .. 29 .2!t .211 NO ...... . ... , . • , .. . ••..... , .. . 2 15360 ea. 2'11 86. Sit 
LABORER such es const r uction RESERVED CODES: . 
worker, car washer, 1 ■ n i tary REFUSAL .•••.. • . , •.• , .... •. .. 7 6 . O;t (MISS) 
worker, farm laborer •• •• •••• •• 5 1016 6,8!( 6.514> MISSING.,, ••.. • • , • . ... . . • .•. 8 187 1.1!t (MISS)
MANAGER, ADMINISTRATOR such•• 
1ale1 man ■ ger, off'ice manager, TOTALS: 11•2• 100.0'II 100.0lt 
school 1d1nini1tr1tor, buyer, 
resta u rant manager, government 
off ,ci al . • • .• .•• .• •.••• , •. ••• • . 6 163• 9.•lf. 9. 31t 
MILITARY such 1s career (Refer to Question 8)
officer, enlisted man or 
woman in the Armed Forces, •••• 253 1.6'11 
OPERATIVE such•• moat cutter, 
111emblar, machine operator,
waldar; taxicab, bu1 , o r• truck 
driver •• •.. , • • , •.•• , . • ,·. .. , •• . 8 33•5 19.2!t 21.2.. 
PROFESSIONAL such as account-
ant, artist, r1gi1terad nur1a, 
engineer, librarian, writer, 
cocial worker, actor, actress, Quu t I on BYl8C Tape Poa, 18-11 
athle·te, politician, but not For•at I 11 

9 1133 6.61f. 6.316~R~iE~s18NlEh~~!ht:;·~T;;·;:· · BYS8C R LIVES IN HOUSEHOLD WITH MOTHER 
men, denti,t, physic i an, Taw-
yar, 1cianti1t , col lag• Mother 
teacher, N1t1rin1ri1n •••••••• , 10 931 5,3!( 3.91! 
PROPRIETOR OR OWNER such 1s PER- WCTD 
owner of I amal I bu1ine11, RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT 
contractcr, restaurant o_wner ., 11 3 . 7'11 3. 51t 
PROTECTIVE SERVICE such as YES ..•... ,. , .•.....•• ,, ... ,.,. 1 16021 91 .91! 91. 3!: 
detective, police off i cer or NO .. , .. ,, .. , . • • . .. • , . • .. • .. ,,. 2 1210 6.91, 8, 7'i: 

12 387 2,2'it 2 ,6'1t RESERVED CODES:B~~E:·.~:~'!!f;.r!;~.:!~~!•'·· REFUSAL .•.•... , •• • •. . , ... ,,. 7 6 .OIi (MISS>
MISSING,., ..• , ..•. . . ... , .••• 8 187 1.11t (MISS):d;:~!·':!:Y :~t!~:u;::::r, 

a Yock broker, • • , • .•. • • .• , •.•..• 13 1085 6.211 6. 311 TOTALS: 17•2• 100.01t ,oo.Olt
SCHOOL TEACHER such as elemen-
tary or secondary .. , ,,.,, .••. . 14 330 1.911 2,0'11 
SERVICE such as barber, 
beautic;an, practical nurse, <Refer to Question 8) 
~,;vale household worker, 
~1nilor, wa i ter, babysitter, 
d ■ y cire, preschool , cook, 
dental 11si1tant 1 busboy, 
WI , t r • I s t host es I •••. .• . .. ••• • 16 •. 111 
TECHNICAL such as dr1ft1m1n 1 
ffledicel or dent a I techn i c i an, 
cofflputar program~er, computer 
engineer , data processor • • • • •• 16 •22 2 ...'II 2.6% 
NEVER WORKED ..•.. ... . , •.•••. •. 17 B• .61! . 59i Tapa Poa, 11-18 
DON'T KNOW, . ..... , . .. .. , .••. .• 18 1267 7. 3lt 8,6% For•at: 11 
STUDENT. , , . .• .. • .......•. , , . . . 19 iO .111 • 111, 
RESERVED CODES : BYS8D R LIVES IN HH WITH OTHER FEMALE GUARDIAN 

MISSING . .... . ............. . . 98 187 1.1'11 (MISS) 
LEGITIMATE SKIP, .. . , , • . , , . , . 99 653 3.2'11 (MISS) Other feMa•• guardian (1taPf'l,oth1r or foster - mother) 

TOTALS: 1,..2, 100,0!t 100,0'it PER- WGTD 
RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT 

YES., ....•... , . • ,.•••• • ••••••• 1 76• .. . .. 'II 5 . 0'it 
NO, •••.•••.••. . . • , ..•. , ...•••. 2 16•67 9•.6'11 95.0lt 
RESERVED CODES : 

. REFUSAL •.... . , , , •. . , . , . , . , .. 7 6 .()It !MISS)
MISSING . .. ,,,,,., .• ,, .... , .. 8 187 1. 111 (MISS> 

TOTAL$: 1742• 100.011 100.0lti!uar t I on IYS8 

(Rofor to Question 8) 

Wt,; 'ch of the fcllowi"lil people live in the ''"'' houaahold 
with you? (MARK ALL THAT APPLY> 
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Quailton BYS81 Tapa Po,, 2"'-24 
Quu l I on IYS8E Tape Po,, 20-20 For ■ alt 11 

For1nal1 11 
BYSSI R LIVES IN HOUSEHOLD W/ NON-RELATIVE<&> 

BYS8E R LIVES IN HOUSEHOLD WITH BROTHER(S) 
Non~relalive(a) (chi ldran or adul·h)

Brother(s) (Including step- or half-) 
PER- WCTD 

PER- WC.TO RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT 
RESPONSE CODES FREQ" CENT PCT 

YES ........•.. , .......•.... ,.. 1 .. 57 2 .611 2. 7!t 
YES.,, ...... ,................. 1 10001 57 .411 56.711 NO ..... , .... , •........•...• ,.. 2 16774 96.391 97.3'it 
NO ....·, ... , .•. ,,,., .. ,,....... 2 7230 41,511 •3.311 RESERVED CODES: 
RESERVED CODES: REFUSAL., ..• ,.,,,,, .• ,,, .. ,. 7 6 ,()Ii (MISS>

REFUSAL, ••. , ..•.... , ...• ·, . , . 7 6. ,QI( (MISS) MISSING..................... 8 187 1. 1111 (MISS) 
MISSING,.................... 8 187 1.11, (MISS) 

TOTALS: 17<124 100.0% 100.011 
TOTALS: 17424 100,'0!t 100.011 

(Refer lo Question 8)
(Refer to Question 8) 

Quulton BYS12 Tapa Poi. 26-2& 
Cluu ll on BYS8F Tapa Poi, 21-21 For10at: 11 

For11al1 11 
BYS12 SEJC OF RESPONDENT 

BYSBF R LIVES IN HOUSEHOLD WITH SISTER(S) 
Whal i. your , •• ? (MARK ONE) 

Sicter(c) (including step- or_helf-) 
PER- WCTD 

RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT 
PER- WCTD ---------- --------RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT MALE,,,,,,,,,,,,,.,,,,,,,.,,,,, 1 8565 <19.216 50, 2'1t 

FEMALE,,,.,,,,,,,, ... , , , , . , , , . 2 8715 50.0!6 49, Sit 
YES .. ,, .• ,.................... 1 9158 52.61! 63.5!t RESERVED CODES: 
NO ... , •.. ,.,.................. 2 8073 •6.3!t •6.511 REFUSAL.,,,,,,,,,,,,.,,,,,,, 7 6 .016 <MISS)
RESERVED CODES: MISSINC, ...••• ,,,,, .•. ,., •.. 8 138 .Bit <MISS> 

REFUSAL.,.,................. 7 6 .0!t (MISS) 
MISSING ..........•••....... , 8 187 1,Oi, (MISS> TOTALS: 17.24 100.0!t 100,0!t 

TOTALS: 17424 100.0!t 100.0'lt 

(Refer to Question 8) 

Quutlon BYS1"' Tapa Poi. 26-26 
ForMat1 11 

I 
BYS14 SECTOR OF HICH SCHOOL R PLANS TO ATTEND 
J~ the high school· thet you expect to be attending in tenth 

Qua1llon BYS8C Tape Pos. 22-22 g,.ade e public school, a private religious school, or i,
Fori.. t: 11· private non-religious school~ (MARK NE) 

evssc. R LIVES IN HOUSEHOLD WITH CRANDPARENT(S) PER- WCTD 
RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT 

Crendperent( 1) 
PUBLIC., ..... ,,,,,,,,,.,,,,,,, 1 1<1544 83.51t 87.9'i! 

PER- WCTD PRIVATE RELICI0US ........ ,;,,. 2 1358 7. 81! S.0'it 
RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT PRIVATE NON-RELIGIOUS ........ . 3 959 5. 511 1. 7'11 

DON'T KNOW .. , ... ,,,, .. ,,,,.,,. 320 1.Blt 
YES.,,, ... ,,,,.,, ... ,.,....... 1 1112 6,4\: 6.9% RESERVED CODES: • 2 ·"'" 
NO,,,,,,,,,,, .. ,, ... ,,, .... ,,. 2 16119 92.5\: 93. 1!t MISSING ..•..• ·., ••.....•..... 8 2<13 1.•II (MISS)
RESERVED CODES: 

REFUSAL,,, , , , , , , , , , , , .. , .. , . 7 6 -~ (MISS) TOTALS: 17.24 100;011 100.0!t 
MISSING ..... ,............... 8 187 1.11! (MISS> 

TOTALS: 17"!24 100.0'lt 100,D'lt 

(Refer to Question 8) 

Question BYS16 Tape Poi. 27-27 
ForMat 1 11 

BYS15 IS THERE ANOTHER H,S, R MAY ATTEND INSTD 
Is there another high school that you may go to instead~ 
(MARK ONE.> 

Quu • I on BYS8H Tape Pos, 23-23 
ForMal I 11 PER- WCTD 

RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT 
BYS8H R LIVES IN HOUSEHOLD W/0THER RELATIVE(&) --------NO ...........•... ,, ...•....... 1 13639 78. 311 77 ,0'lt 
Other relattve(s) (ch; ldren or adults) YES .... ,,,,,,,,,,,,,•••••••••• 2 3242 18. 611 23,0'ii,

RESERVED CODES: 
PER- WCTO MISSINC,, ....... ,.,., ••..... 8 643 3. 1!t (MISS)

RESPONSE C00ES FREQ CENT PCT -------- TOTALS: 17424 100.0'lli 100.011 
YES .. ,,,.,, ...•......•........ 1 1090 6. 311 6.6% 
NO, ... , ..................... ,. 2 161<11 92 .6!t 93,4'11i 
RESERVED CODES: 

REFUSAL ... , ........•...•. ,,, 7 6 .O'lt <MISS)
MISSING., ..•. , .... , ....... ,. 8 187 1. 1'11i <MISS) 

TOTALS: 17<12<1 100.0'lli 100.0% 

(Refer to Queslion 8) 

https://PER-WC.TO
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quutton IYS19 Tape Po ■ , 32-33 
Qu11 ti on BYS16 Tape Poo, 28-28 Fo,,.at: 12 

ForMel I l 1 
BYS19 OTHER LANC R SPOKE BEFORE STARTING SCHL 

BVS16 SECTOR OF 2ND CHOICE HIGH SCHOOL 
Whit OTHER lang~•s• did you beg t n to 1pe1k before you

I, l hi 1 • pub I i c I c hoo I , a pr iv ale r .e I i o i ou 1 1 c hoo I , or a 1t1rted going lo 1chool? (MARK ONE)
p,-;vale non-religious school? (MARK ONE) 

PER- WGTO 
PER- WGTP RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT 

RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT --------SPOKE NO OTHER LANGUAGE. ,, •. 0 '16• ....!I 32. 1'6 
PUBLIC,,,, ... . , .. ,, ... . . ,,,... 1 2•00 13. 816 .,, •2% I ALSO SPOKE: 
PRIVATE RELIGIOUS ... , .... ••... 2 397 2.3!! 11. l'lt ENGLISH •.•••.........••••••••• 1 867 5.0'!! 36,0'!!
PRIVATE NON-RELIGIOUS .,. ...... 3 223 1. 3'11 •.6% SPANISH .••••• , •••.. ,, ••••• ,, •• 2 •51 2.69t 18.911 
DON ' T KNOW ... ..•.. , .. , . .. , • • • • • 229 ,. 3'6 ? • 2'6 CHINESE., ••••.••. , •.••.•••• , .• 3 58 .3'11 1. 111 
RESERVED CODES: JAPANESE ••• , ..•••••.• , ••••.•.• .. 10 .1'11 • 3!t 

MISS INC ... . .. . .... ,......... 8 636 3. 1'11 (MISS) ·-KOREAN .•• ..•. , .. ,-, •• , •••• • . , •. , ... 6 25 -.1'1! -· . 6'11 
LEGITIMATE SKIP............. 9 13639 '18.311 (MISS) FILIPINO LANGUAGE •••..••.• , ••• 6 2• .111 .6'11.,ITAL IAN. ,., •.••.•.••.•••••• , .• 31 .211 1. HI 

TOTALS: 11•2• 100.01( 100.011 FRENCH .•..•• , ••••••••• , ••••• ,, 8 63 .3'11 2.111 
GERMAN .••••••• • •••••• , ••..••. . 9 .. ., . 311 1.6!(
CREEK •• ,,,., •• ,,,,.,,, •• ,.,, •• 10 11 .Ht • 5,; 
POLISH., ••••• , ••.••• , •••• , •••• 11 9 • 1 II ,311
PORTUGUESE ••••.••••. •• • ,.,., •• 12 9 .111 ,311
OTHER CSPEC !FY) •..... , •....••. 13 116 • '1!! .. . 511 
RESERVED CODES: 

MULTIPLE RESPONSE .. , •.•••••. 96 62 ••'It (MISS) 
MISSING., .. ..... ... , ........ 98 179 1.0lt (MISS)

PART 2 - YOUR LANGUAGE USE LEGITIMATE SKIP .•....•••••.. 99 1,1708 B•.•lt (MISS) 

TOTALS: 1?•2• 100.0!! 100.0!t 
The fol lowin; questions ar-e about the lal'lguage or 
languagtc cpok11n by you and your f ■ ffd ly. 

Qu11 tt or, BYS17 Tap• Poo, 29-28 
For,.et I 11 

BYS!? R SPEAK ANY LANG 0TH THN ENGLISH BFR SCH Quu t I on BYS:iO Tape Poi, 34-35 
ForMatl 12 

BYS20 LANCUACE R USUALLY SPEAKS NOW 
PER- WCTD What l1nguage do you USUALLY speak NOW? (MARK ONE)

RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT ---------- -------- PER- WCTO 
YES ....... , •. . .......... •... ,. 1 2608 15.0% 12 . 21t RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT 
NO, ....... .... . - .... •.......•. 2 , .. ,os 84 . •!t 87.8!(
RESERVED CODES: ENGLISH ••••• , ••.•••. , .•••.• • .. 1 16691 95.2'!! 97 .8'1! 

MISSING •.....••. ,., ..• , •••.• 8 108 ,6'1t <MISS) SPANISH. ·••• ,, ..••••.••.•••••.. 2 231 1,3'1t 1.611 
CHINESE .• , ••.•••••••••• , •.• , .. 3 23 .111! .111 

TOTALS : 11•2• 100.0lt 100.0!! JAPANESE •.••••••••.. ,., .•.•... .. 2 •cw. • 01! 
KOREAN .....•......••••••• , •.•. 5 10 .111 ,Olt 
FILIPINO LANGUACE •• .•. .••••••. 6 13 .111 .O!!.,ITALIAN ..••. ..••..• •. .. . ••• .•.• s ,OIi .01! 
FRENCH , •• • , .•••• ,,., •••• • , •••. B 31 ,21! • 2'1\ 
GERMAN , ·• .• ....•••••.•••••••• .. 9 7 . O'I! .O'lt 
CREEK .•..•......•..... , ••••• .• 10 2 .O'lt .O.c 
POLISH •.••.•.•.•••••• , ..•••• •. 11 2 .or,. ,Oil 
PORTUGUESE ..••.. •• •••••.••••.. 12 .. .O'I! • Olt 
OTHER (SPECIFY) .. ............ . 13 52 .31o! .211 

Qu11tlon BYS18 Tap• Po,. 30-31 RESERVED CODES : 
Foro,at: 12 MU(TIPLE RESPONSE ....•...••. 96 166 1.0'1! (MISS) 

MISS INC ......••..•.•..•••.• : 98 285 1.6\t <MISS)
BYSIB 1ST LAN~ R LEARNED TO SPEAK AS A CHILO 

TOTALS: 1'1•2• 100.0'lt 100.0lt 
Whet wa, the fir$t language .-ou learned to &peek when you 
were e chi Id? (MARK ONE ) 

PER- WCTO 
RESPONSE CODES FREQ .CENT PCT 

ENGLISH ..•. ...• .. ... •.•....... 1 532 3.11t 21.6'1\ 
SPANISH, ............ , . . .. .... . 2 1162 6.7!! 51.'1!! 
CHINESE ...................... . 3 ,.a •B!t 3. 3'1t 
JAPANESE ................ , ..• , • .. 24 .11t .6'1t Quutton BYS21 Tape Po,; 36-36 
KOREAN ... • ........... , , ...•••. 5 83 • 616 1. Bit ForMat: rt 

· FI LIP I NO LANGUAGE, ......... , , . 6 BO . SI! 2. er,,, 
ITALIAN ..... .... .. .. • ...... , . , 7 31 • 2!1 1. 79! BYS21 ANY OTHER LANCUAGE SPOKEN IN R'S HOME 
FRENCH . .. .... , .• •... •......• .. B 61 . 3'1t 3.3'1\ 

. CERMAN .......... ...... .....•.. 9 •3 .2'1t 1. 79! ls any language other than Englich spoken in your hoMe1 

.CREEK ............... • ..... , • .. 10 13 . 111 • 711 (MARK ONE) 
. POLISH ............. , . , •...•... 11 B .OIi! .3'1! 

PORTUGUESE .•.. , .......... •..•. 12 16 • 11! • 6"'- PER- WGTD 
OTHER <SPECIFY) ............ • •. 13 · 291 1. 711 9. 'Tit RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT 
RESERVED CODES: --------MULTIPLE RlSPONSE .......... . 96 28 .216 (MISS) YES , .. ••.......•. •;.,., ,•• •••• 1 3781 21. '111· 17.9'1\ 

MISSINC., .. ... •.• •.. .. ,. •, • • 98 206 1.2'1\ (MISS) NO .....•... , ..•.•••. ,, ...••••. 2 1361.0 78. I'll 82. 1'1\ 
LECITIMATE SKIP .•.....••.... 99 1A708 B•.•li (MISS) RESERVED CODES: .,REFUSAL .••...••••.••.•.••••. 1 .Olt (MISS)

TOTALS: 17.. 24 10D.Oli 100.0'1\ MISSING .....••••. , ..•.••••.. B 32 • 2'1\ (MISS> 

TOTALS: 1'1•2• 100 . 0'!! 100.0'lt 
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QUESTIONS 215 AND 28 ARE HOUT THE USE OF THE LANCUACE 
YOU ANSWERED IN QUESTION 241,

Que It I Oft IYS22 Tape Pot, 37-38 
Foro,at I 12 

BYS22 LANC USUALLY SPOrn RY PEOPLE IN R'S HOME 
QuH t I 011 IY826 

PER- WCTD 
RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT Wtth regard to THAT LANCUACE, how wol I do you do tho 

fol lowing? (MARK ONE FOR EACH)
ENCLISH .. . •.. . ••....... . ,... . . 1 1597 9.2.. 413.Slt 
SPANISH •. .• .. . ,........ . ... . . . 2 1261 7 .211 37. 31t 
CHINESE . .. • .. . •. ,...... . ..... . 3 129 . 71! 2 .OIi 

--- JAPANESE ·. ·.. . ·.-; ;,,;; ..... ;;.- .. ; -4 ---- 19 • 1% -, -3.. 
KOREAN . .... . ... . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . 5 62 . 4 .. .a.ii 
FILIPINO LANCUAGE.. . .... .. .... 6 1U . 71! 2. 616 
.ITALIAN . .. ;, ... ... . . .. ... . . . . . 7 55 • 3'1( 1. 311 
FRENCH........... ... . .... ..... 8 67 ..... . 3.0% 
CERMAN .... , ... ,,,. . .. .. ....... 9 413 • 21! 1 .216 
CREEK .. ............ .. . .. ...... 10 15 • 11! • 81! CluH l I on IY82IA Tape Po ■ • '3-413 
POLISH . .......... ...• -. .. ...... I 1 12 . 11! .31! For•1t1 It 
PORTUGUESE. . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . 12 16 .111 • 61! 
OTHEf; <SPECIFY>.. . .. . .... . .... 13 266 I.SI! 6. 11t BYS25A HOW WELL R UNDERSTANDS THAT LANCUACE 
RESERVED CODES: 

MULTIPLE RESPONSE......... . . 96 37 . 211 (MISS> How wefl do you understand that l1ngu1ge when people
REFUSAL . .................. .. 97 3 .OIi (MISS) 1pook it? 
MISSING-. . . .. ............. . .. 98 119 • 7;; - (MISS I 
LECITl!!'ATE SKIP......... . . . . . 99 13610 78 . 111 <MISS> PER- · WCTD 

RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT 
TOTALS : 1?424 100.0%100.011 --------VERY ---------- 1392 8.041 37,511WELL ... • •.. • .. • ......•• . . 1 

PRETTY WELL . • • • ..•...... , .• ,,. 2 991 S . 711 24,61! 
WELL ..... .- . . . • ........ ••••••,• 3 632 3.611 17 .611 
NOT VERY WELL ... • .••..•... ,, .. 56? 3.31! 15. 71! 
NOT AT ALL • .....• . ..........• . "6 133 .BIi -4.611 
RESERVED COOES: 

MULTIPLE RESPONSE .. , .. .. •• .. 6 3 • OIi <MISS> 
MISS INC ..•........ ... . ... . . . 8 96 .611 (MISS>
LECITIMATE SKIP ... . .. ••. .• , . 9 13610 78. 111 IMISSI 

Quu t I Oft IYS23 Tape Po ■ • 39-410~------ For11et1 12 TOTALS: 174241 . 100. O!i 100.011 
BYS23 OTHER LANCUAGE SPOKEN IN R'S HOME 
Whit OTHER languag• ;, spoken ;n your home? (MARK ONE) (Rofo• to Quo1tfo" 25) 

PER- WCTD 
RESPONSE CODES FREI;) CENT PCT 

SPOKE NO ClTKEI' LA'l:;1.!ACF. ..... 0 6.72 3 . 9l'. 19. 71t 
THE Oi'Hl;PC L-4~~\.l'-,ltr:· ~1,.1,,...c.tr. , .,) ; 
ENGLISH .... -. .. ,. ........... .. 1 1148 6 . 611 32. 111 
SPA~ISH ..•... • ; •........... . .. 2 898 5 . 211 24. 716 
CHINESE ...•• . . • . .. ......... ... 3 70 .4'1': 1.011 
JAPANESE . .• .. . .. .. . . ... . ... ... 2<1 .n, ..ii! QuH t I Oft IYS26B Tape Poi,"-"
KOf;EAN .. . . . ...... ...... . . . . .. . "' 5 51 • 31t • 81! Fo,Matl 11 
FIL IP I NO LANCUAGE .. ..... .. . .. . 6 ? 1 . 41! 1. 31! 
ITALIAN .. ........ .. . . . .. . .. .. . 7 56 . 31! 2 . 3'11 BYS25B HOW WELL R SPEAKS THAT LANCUACE 
FRENCH . ............... . . .... . . 8 194 1. 11! 6. 11! 
CERMAN .. ,, ...•....... . ... ... .. 9 113 . 6<; 3. 51! How wel I do you 1pe1k that l1nguage 1 
CREEK .........•. ... .. . ... .... . 10 16 • 111 .<I'll 
POLISH .....•.... .. , . . ...... .. . 11 21 . 111 . 5'11 PER- WCTD 
PORTUGUESE . •. . ... .. . ; ...... . . . 12 16 . 111 . 411 RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT 
OTHER <SPECIFY) .•............ . 13 224 1 .31! 6. 711 
RESERVED CODES : VERY WELL .. ,, ...... ,.... .. ... . 1 958 5,511 26.6W 

MULTIPLE RESPONSE ........ . . . 96 8? • 5'►. (MISS) PRETTY WELL.,........ . . . . .. .. . 2 943 5.41t 24. 5;, 
MISSING ....... .. ......•... .. 98 153 .9'1': <MISS> WELL . . . ............. . . . .. . ... . 3 723 4. 111 18 .-511 
LECITIMATE SKIP .. .... .. ... .. 99 13610 78 . 1'1! (MISS) NOT VERY WELL....... .. ....... . 4 852 4.9'i! 24.0,:-

NOT AT ALL. . ................ .. 6 222 1 .311 6.311 
TOTALS : 1?424 100. 01! 100 . Olt RESERVED CODES: 

MULTIPLE RESPONSE,......... . 6 5 , OIi ( MISS l 
. MISS INC...... . .. . ......... . . - 8 111 . 61! (MISS)
LECITIIIATE SKIP. .. .......... 9 13610 78.1'►.(MISS) 

TOTALS: 1?424 100.011 100.011 

(Rofo• to Quo,tion 25)
Que1tloft BYS24 Tape Poi. 411-412 

For•oll 12 

BYS2-4 LANC OTHER THN ENCLISH RUSES MOST OFTEN 
What l ■ ng~ape, OTHER THAN ENGLISH, do you currently use mo,t
often? <MARK ONE1 

PER- WCTD 
RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT 

SPANISH ..... ... . .. ........... . 2 1690 9.711 52.611 
CHINESE .. .... . . . . ........... . . 3 159 . 91! 3. !It 
JAPANESE., . . .. . .. . . . ......... . . 4 28 . 21! .511 
KORE.AN ... . , .. ... . . , . ......... . 5 85 . 51! 1.4111 
FILIPINO LANGUAGE . , . . . . . , .. , .. 6 109 .611 2 .S'li 
ITALIAN . . • ...... . . , . .. . . . .. .. . 7 61 . 41! 2 . 21! 
FRENCH . . ...•..... . , . .. •. .. .. .. 8 ·,93 1, 11t 6 . 6'11 
GERMAN . .......... . , . . . . . .. ... . 9 94 . 51! 3.01! 
CREEK . ............ , . . . . . . . . . , . 10 23 • 11t 1. 11! 
POLISH .. .. . ....... , ... . .... , . . 11 16 • tit _ • 611 
PORTUGUESE ........... . ... .. . . . 12 18 , 111 .611 
NOT APPLICABLE : I USE ONLY 
ENGLISH . . ..... . . , . ... . ... .... . 13 317 1 .811 9.0lt 
OTHER <SPECIFY) . . ........... . . ,.. 53? 3. 111 16. 6'11 
RESERVED CODES : 

MULTIPLE RESPONSE . ........ . . 96 B .0'11 (MISS)
MISSING ... . . . .. . , .. ....... . . 98 477 2.711 (MISS)
LEGITIMATE SKIP ............ . 99 13610 78.111 <MISS) 

TOTALS: 1?42-4 100.011 100,011 
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Quu ti Oft 8Y&26B Tape Pot, ,a-,e
Quutton BYS26C Tape Poe, 4&-,& Format: 11 

Foro,at 1 11--------------- BYS26B HOW OFTEN R'S MOTHER SPEAKS LANG TO R 
BYS25C HOW WELL R READS THAT LANGUAGE 

How often does your MOTHER (or female guard;en) speak
How we I I do you road thet I ■ nguege? that I angu_ogo to you? 

PER- WGTD PE.R- WGTD 
RESPONSE CODES FREQ CE.NT PCT RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT 

VERY WELL. , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , 1 68<1 3. 91j! 19,616 ALWAYS OR MOST OF THE. TIME..,,, 1 1"09 8. 19t 38. 39t
PRETTY WELL, ... , .. , , , , , . , , . , , , 2 600 3 ... 'lt 15, 99t 1/2 THE. TIME., .... ,, ... , ....... 2 625 3,6'1\ 15, 51j!
WELL,,., ... ,,,,,,,,,.,,, .. ,,,, 3 586 3,<19t 17, 1'1! SOME.TIMES,,, .. ,,,,,,,,,,,, .. ,, 3 1008 5.8'1! 27, 61j!
NOT VERY WELL. , , , , , , , , , , , . , . , , " 812 <1,7'1! 21, 1!1 NEVER.,,,,.,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,, , 5<17 3. 1'1! 15, 7ij!,
NOT AT ALL,.,., .. ,,., ... ,,.,., 5 1005 6.811! 26.3% DOES NOT APPLY,.,,,,,,,, .. ,,,, " 5 97 ,6'1! 2.9111 
RESERVED CODES: RESERVED CODES: ···-···--~--- -. MULTIPLE RESPONSE,, , , , , , , , . , 6 -·---:-01t ·o.crs·s-,- .. .. ·y(fLTTl'LE: "RE"SPONSE •.•....•••• 6 5 ,Olt 01n.-s·r 

MISSING ........ ., ....... , .. , 8 125 '?Iii (MISS) MISSING,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,.,,,,. 8 123 • ?'Ii (MISS)
LEGITIMATE SKIP, ......... ,.. 9 13610 78, 111i (MISS) LEGITIMATE SKIP,,, .. ,,.,.,,, 9 13610 78. H! (MISS) 

TOTA.LS : 17424 100.0lt 100.0!t TOTALS: 17<124 100.011 100 . 0lj! 

(Refer to Que,tlon 25) (Rofor to Question 26) 

Quu t I Oft BYS2&D Tape Poe, •&-,6 Quu t I on BYS26C Tepe Poe, ,9-,9
ForMet: 11 Forfflet: 11 

BYS25D HO"' ._'ELL R WRITES THAT LANGUAGE BYS26C HOW OFTEN R SPEAKS LANGUAGE. TO FATHER 
How wall do you write that language? How often do . YOU speak that language to your father 

(or Male guerd;an)?
PER- WGTD 

RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT PER- WGTD 
RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT 

VERY WELL , . . , , ,,,,,, . ,,, ... ,,. 1 588 3, .. lj! 16,8'1 
PRETTY WEL.L. , , , , , , , , . , , ... , , , , 2 516 3.0'1! 1<1.6'1! ALWAYS OR MOST OF THE TIME .. , . 1 922 5,3'1! 25.2'1! 
WELL, .... , . .. . ,,.,,,.,, ... , .. . 3 503 2.9'1! 14,3¥. 1/2 THE TIME, .. ,, ••. ,, ...• ,.. . 2 4,41 2, 5'1t 11 .09t 
NOT VEl<Y WELL . . ... ... , ....... . 790 "'· Sit 19. 9'1! SOMETIMES,,., .. , .• ,.,,,.,,, •. , 3 1010 5,8!t 29.61j!
NOT AT ALL . . . ..... , ... , ...... , "5 1295 '·"* NEVER •. ,,.,, .. ,,, •.• ,,.,., ·, ,,, " 1032 5,91j! 26.6'113... 5'1iRESERVEC co::>E:.i: . DOES NOT APPLY .... , .......... , 5 253 1. S'li 7. Sit 

MULTIPLE. RESPONSE,,, .....•. , 6 2 ,Qlj! IMISS) RESERVED CODES: 
MISSING, ... ,,,.,,.,,,,,., .. . 8 120 . 7!t <MISS) MULTIPLE RESPONSE., •• ,,,... . 6 4 ,Qlj! (MISS)
LEGITIMJ.TE SKIP,, .. ,,.,, ...• 9 13610 78.111i (MISS> MISSING.;................... 8 152 ,9\t (MISS)

LEGITIMATE SKIP,,........... 9 13610 78, 1'1i (MISS)
TOTALS: 17424 100.0'li 100.0~ 

TOTALS: 17-424 100.0* 100.0lt 

(Refer to .Que,tion 25) 
(Refer to Que,tion 26) 

Quu t I Oft BYS26 
Que1tion BYS26D Tape Poe, &O-60 

Forfflat: 11 

BYS26D HOW OFTEN R'S FATHER SPEAKS LANG TOR 
Ho~ often ;, THAT LANCUACE spoken in each ,;tuation listed 
below? <IF YOU DO NOT SEE THAT PERSON OFTEN, PLEASE MARK How often does your FATHER (or male guard;an) speak that 
'DOES NOT APPLY'> IMARK ONE EACH> language to you? 

PER- WGTD 
RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT 

ALWAYS OR MOST OF THE TIME,, .. 1 1171 6;'" 32.0'li 
1/2 THE TIME . . . , .. ,,, .. . , ., ,,. 2 558 3. 2!t 1A. 21j! 
SOMETIMES .. . ... , ....... . . . .. . . 3 913 5.21: 26 . 21': 
NEVER . ... , . , .. , , , ...•.. , , , , , , , 4 732 "'. 2\t 19 . 8'►. 
DOES NOT APPLY . , , ,,, , ,,, , , , ,,. 5 260 1.5"'- ? , Bit 

Cluu t ton BYS:ZSA Tepe Poa, ,1-,1 RESERVED CODES : 
ForMet: 11 MULTIPLE. RESPONSE .•••••.. ,,, 6 5 .09t (MISS l 

MISS INC, .. , , . ... ,,,,, •.•. ,,, 8 175 1,0\t (MISS J 
BYS26A HOW OFTEN R SPEAKS LANGUAGE TO MOTHER LEGITIMATE SKIP.,, ... , .... ,. 9 13610 78. 19t (MISS) 

How oftt" do YOU 1pea~ thet language to your mother TOTALS: 17<124 100.0'lt 100.0'I! 
tor female guardian)? 

PER- WGTD 
RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT (Rtlor to QuecU.on 26) 

'ALWAYS OR MOST OF THE TIME.,,, 1 1120 6 ... 11! 31.3% 
·1/2 THE TIME ................. . 2 426 2,"'li 10,6!t 
•SOMETIMES ..• , .. , , , . , .•.... , , , . 3 1'270 7.3'1! 35.21': 
-~EVER .. , . ... ,, .....• ,., .. ,.,, , 777 <I, Sit 20. 111i 
:. OES NOT APPLY, , , , .. , , , . , , , , , , " 5 9<1 • 59t 2. 911 
_RESERVED CODES: 

MULTIPLE RESPONSE., .••.•..•• , 6 3 ,Olj! (MISS ) 
MISSING,. , ,.,,, .,, ... ,,.,,., 8 124 . 71j! (MISS) 
LEGITIMATE SKIP • • . ••• • .• •••• 9 13610 78 , 111 (MISS) 

TOTALS: 

IRofer to Question 26) 

https://QuecU.on
https://LEGITIMJ.TE
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Quu t 1on 8YS28H Tape Poo, 54-5.C 
Quu t 1on BYS26E Tape Po,, 51-61 For1.. t1 11 

For ■ al: II 
BYS26H HOW OFT SPEAKS LANC TO NEICHBRHD FRIENDS 

BYS26E HOW OFTEN PARENTS SPEAK LANC TO EACH 0TH 
How oflon do YOU spook thel language wf lh your be&l 

How often do your PARENTS (or gu1rdi1n1) 1p11k thel fr i ends in your ne i ghborhood?
Janguege lo each 0th1r? 

PER- WGTD 
PER- WGTD RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT 

RESPONSE CODES FREQ . CENT PCT --------
ALWAYS OR MOST OF THE THIE •• • , 1 334 1.911 11.311 

ALWAYS OR MOST OF THE TIME. , •• 1 1732 9 , 9'1t -45.21! 1/2 THE TIME ........... .. .... . 2 300 · 1. 711 9. 111 
1/2 THE TIME .. .... .. ..... .... . 2 463 2 . 7'1t 12 . 011 SOMETIMES., • . ••. , . •. , ••.•••••• 3 979 6.611 27.0'11 

···--SOMET.IMES.- ,.•-• • ·-•-•-•-•-•-• ·-· ·• ·-· ·-•- U ... 3 481 2. 8'1t· 1"'. 3\t NEVER . . . , .• •.••• , . •. • , •• , ••••• ,4 1865 10. 711 47. 11! - - ---- 4 - - - -740··--NEVER ••••.. . • , .••• • , • • , . , ••• ,. ·,1·; 21r -- 2Ti 211" - DoEs NOT" APPL·Y;- i ;··, . -. ·; -. ; •• ,- ; •• , -6 193 1 • 111 . .... 6.411 
DOES NOT APPLY .•.•••.•• •• ••• •• 5 2<40 1 . 411 7. 3\t RESERVED CODES : . 
RESERVED CODES: MULTIPLE RESPONSE . •• •••••• •• 6 2 .OIi (MISS)

MULTIPLE RESPONSE ••••. ... .•. 6 .. .O'lt !MISS) MISS INC . . ,.,,, • .• • •. .. ••• •• • 8 1-41 . 911, (MISS>
MISSING . . . , .•. . ••• ,, .• ,,, •• •• 8 H>• ,9'1t (MISS) LEGITIMATE SKIP., ......... .. 9 13610 78.111 (MISS>
LEGITIMATE SKIP ••• • , • • .• • •.• 9 13610 ?8. ·11t (MISS) 

TOTALS : 17-42-4 100.011 100. 0'11 
TOTALS: ,,.. 2.. 100.0'lt 100 . 0'lt 

(Refer to Quo1t i 0n 26)
(Refer to Question 26) 

Question BYS26I Tape Pos, 55-Bli 
Quu U on BYS26F Tape Pos. 62-&2 Foro,at: 11 

For•at: 11 
BYS261 HOW OFTEN R .SPEAKS LANG TO SCHL FRIENDS 

BYS26F HOW OFTEN C~~NDPARENTS SPEAK LANC TOR 

How often do your CRANDPARENTS speak that language to 
you1 

PER- WGTO 
PER- WCTO RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT 

RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT --------ALWAYS OR MOST OF THE TIME .... 1 327 I , 9'1(; 10.61! 
ALWAYS OR MOST OF THE TIME .. .. 1 1696 9. 7'11 -46.011 1/2 THE TIME . . . ....•• • . • •..... 2 288 1. 711, 8.711 
1/2 THE TIME.. .... .... .... .... 2 354 2.0'lt 9.3'11 SOMETIMES., .• •..• , •• ••• •• ·•• . • . 3 1047 6.01\ 29.9\t 
SOMETIMES ..... • ... . . . .. ... .. , . 3 ..so 2,611 13.71< NEVER ... • . . . ..•.• •• ••. • ••• •.. • .. 1873 10. ?'It 46.6!t 
NEVER .. ....... . . .. . . . , ... , . , , , "' 587 3.4.... 16. Ill-: DOES NOT APPLY ..•. • ••• • •• •. .. . 5 1d . Bit ... 11! 
DOES NOT APPL¥ ...... ...... . . . • 5 5,47 3 . Iii RESERVED CODES :"'· 9'1tRESERVED CODES : MULTIPLE RESPONSE .. . ........ 6 2 .a,t (MISS>

MULTl PLE RESPONSE .•••. . .'.. • . 6 9 . 1'11 (MISS) MISSING • •.• •• .•••.•.•.• • . • .. 6 129 • 711 (MISS) 
MISS INC... . ............ . .. .. 8 159 • 9'1t (MISS> . LEGITIMATE SKIP ..• . ••••• . •.• 9 13610 78. 1!1 (MISS)
LEGITIMATE SKIP , .. , .... , .... 9 13610 78. , .. (MISS> 

TOTALS: 17424 100.0'lt 100 . 011 
TOTALS: 17.. 24 100.0'lt 100.0!t 

(Refer to Question 26)
<Refer to Question 26) 

Quu t< on BYS27 
Quu t I on BYS26G Tape Pos. 53-53 

For1111t: 11 

BYS26C HOW OFTEN SIBLINGS SPEAK ' LANGUACE TOR 
How we! I do you do tho fol low; ng? (MARK ONE EACH)

How often do you·, BROTHERS or SISTERS ·&peak that lenguoge
lo you? 

PER- WGTD 
RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT 

AlWAVS OR MOST OF THE TIME . . . . 1 ...... 2 . 51< 14. 3;. 
1/2 THE TIME .. .... ..... .. .. .. . 2 501 2 . 91< , .. , 5\t 
SOMETIMES . . , • ... . , ... , •.. , • •. . 3 1100 6.3'it 21 . ,;,, 
NEVER ..••. , .. .... . .. • ••. . ..•• . 1367 7.81! 35.3'11, Question BYS27A Tape Poi, &6-56 
DOES NOT APPLY .. . • ... ••• •. . ••• "5 243 1.-41! 6. 611 For•et I 11
RESERVED CODES : 

MULTIPLE RESPONSE ., . • ••.••.. 6 5 .O'lt !MISS) BYS27A HOW WELL R UNDERSTANDS SPOKEN ENGLISH 
MISSING . . .•. . , , •. .••. •...•.. 8 154 .9% (MISS)
LEGITIMATE SKIP •. • .•.•. •. • .• 9 13610 78.1111 (MISS) How well do you understand spoken English? 

TOTALS: 17.. 24 100.091 100.0lt PER- WGTD 
RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT 

. --------
VERY WELL .... . .. , .. .. ...• • .... 1 3203 16.4111 85.011 

(Refer to Question 26) PRETTY WELL , ...• .• • . • ••..• .•• • 2 394 2.3'11 11.1111 
WELL • .......• , . . ,. • • • •••••· • •• 3 106 . 61! 3.311 
NOT VERY WELL .•• .• ••••.•• • . • • • ,4 27 . 2% . 611 
RESERVED CODES: 

MISSING . . , . .•.••.. • .. . .••... 8 82 • Slit (MISS>
LEGITIMATE SKIP ........ . .. .. 9 13610 78. I'll (MISS) 

TOTALS : 1742"' 100 . 0'lt 100 . 011 

(Refer lo Quo1ti0n 27) 
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--.·------------ Question IYS21A1 Tape Po,, 80-60 
Quu ti on BYS27B Tape Poa. !i7-!i7 For•1t I 11

ForMat: 11 
BYS28A1 MATH TAUGHT IN ENGLISH: 1ST 2YRS IN U,S, 

BYS27B HOW WELL R SPEAKS ENGLISH 
~■ th taught in English during first two yea,, in school in 

How well do you 1pe1k Engf;sh1 the Untted State,. 
PER- WGTD PER- WGTD 

RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT 

VERY WELL •• , ••• , •• ,.,., •• , •• ,. 1 2982 17, 11! 79,311 YES. , ,,, •••• , •• ,.,.,,,.,,,,,,, 1 2818 16.21! 89.911 
PRETTY WELL • . , , •• , •• ••• , , • , , • , , 2 S62 3,21! 15. S'II NO, •• ,.,,.,,,,,, •• ,., ••• ,,.,,. 2 344 . 2.011 10.1'11 
WELL,,,.,.,. ·.,.,., •••• ,,.,,,,, 3 148 • 81! 4, 61! RESERVED CODES: 
NOT VERY WELL .,,.,.,.,,,,,,,,,, 4 38 ,211 • 8'11 MISSING,,,.,.,,,.,,,.,,.,.,. 8 652 3,711 (MISS) 
RESERVED CODES: LEGITIMATE SKIP, • • ,,,.,,.,., 9 13610 78. 111 (MISS) 

MULTIPLE - RESPONS.E •• ,, , , "''-"-·' 1 • O!I (MISS) 
MISSINc;,,.,,,,,,, •• , . , •• •• •• ·-·- 83 ·· -· --·-·;511- <·MJSS·) · -- TOTALS: · 17424 10,0,0'11 100,0'lt 
LECI_TIMATE SKIP,. .......... , 13610 78. 1'11 (MISS) 

TOTALS: 17424 100.0!I 100, 0!6 
(Raf•• to Question 28) 

(Refer to Que,t;on 27) 

Question IYS28A2 Tape Poa, 61-61 · 
ForMat 1 11 

Quu t I on BYS27C Tape Poa, !il-H BYS28A2 MATH TAUGHT IN 0TH LANG:1ST 2YRS IN U.S. 
ForMet I 11 

Math taught in other language during first tw~ yea,., in 
BYS27C · HOW WELL R READS ENGLISH school in the United State,. 

Ho~ ·wel I do you read Ehglish? 

PER- WGTD PER- WCTO 
RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT 

VERY WELL .... ,,. .... ,......... 1 2994 17,2'1t 79. 411 YES,., •• ,.,,,.,, •• ,,,,.,,.,,,. 1 183 1 • 111 5,4'1! 
PRETTY WE·LL . .............. ,.,, 2 533 3, 111 16,011 NO,,,,.,,, ,, .,,,.,,., ••••• ,,., 2 2979 17. 111 9-4, 61t 
WELL,,,,,., ••••• ,, •• ,,,, ••••• , 3 163 , 91! 3. 911 RESERVED CODES: 
NOT VERY WELL., • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 4 49 ,31! 1. 7'11 M!SSINC . ,,,, •• ,,.,, ••• , .,,,, 8 652 3. 7'1t (MISS) 
RESERVED CODES: LECITIMATE SKIP, . ,,.,,, •• ,,. 9 13610 78.11! <MISS) 

MISS.INC •• •.••••• • ••• , •••• ,.. 8 85 • 51! (MISS> 
LEGITIMATE S~IP............. 9 13610 78. 11! <MISS) TOTALS: 1742-4 100.0'lt 100,0'lt 

TOTALS: 1742-4 100.0!t 100.0'lt 

<Refer to Question 28) 

(Refer ·to Quest Lon 27) 

Que1tioft IYS28A3 Tope Pu, 62-62 
For11at: 11 

Quu t 1on BYS270 Tope Poi, &9-&9 
For11ot: 11 BVS28A3 MATH NOT TAUGHT: 1ST 2 YRS IN U . S. 

BVS27D HO"' WELL R WRITES ENGLISH Math not taught du,.ing f;r,t two years in school in the 
United States. 

How well do you write English? 

PER- WCTO 
RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT 

PER- wen, 
VERY WELL., ,, ,,,., ••••• , •.• ,., 1 2908 16. ?'It 76,BII RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT 
PRETTY WELL •• , , • , , , •• , , , , •• , , • 2 691 3,4'11 17 .OIi --------

"'· 711WELL • • , ••• , , , •• , •• , •••• , • •• • , • 3 175 1.0'lt YES., , •• ,.,.,,,,.,,,,,•,••·••• 1 185 1, 11! S.61! 
NOT VERV WELL ... ,. .... ,....... -4 54 • 31! 1. 5'11 NO,,,,, •••• ,, •• , •••• ,, •• , •• ,., 2 2977 1 7 • 111 ' 94 • 4'1t 
RESERVED CODES : RESERVED . CODES: 

MISS INC,., ........ ,......... 8 86 • 5'11 (MISS) MISSING , , •• ,.,.,, •••••• , • •• , 8 652 3 . 71! (MISS l 
LEGITIMATE SKIP, • .• , • .• , . , •• , 9 13610 78. 111, <MISS) LEGITIMATE SKIP.,,, •• ,.,,,,, 9 13610 78. 11! !MISS l 

TOTALS: 17424 100.0'I! 100.0!I TOTALS: 17424 100,0'it 100.0lt 

(Refer to Que,t;on 27) (Refe, to Question 28) 

Quu t I on IYS28 

During your first two years in school in the United State,, 
were any of the follow i ng subjects taught to you in a 
language other then English? Do not include regular 

o(.:o..,.~ign language clac,ec, 

IF THIS IS YOUR FIRST YEAR IN THE UNITED STATES, ANSWER FOR 
THIS YEAR ONLV. <MARK AT LEAST ONE EACH) 



---------- ------------------ ----- --------

----------

NELS:88 8TB GRADE QUESTIONNAIRE 
Peg• 10 

Que1tton IYS28C1 Tape Poe, 16-66 
Que1tton BYS2BB1 Tepe Pu, 13-63 For Met: 11 

Foro,et I 11 
BYS28C1 U.S. LIT TAUCHT IN ENC:1ST 2YRS IN U,S. 

BYS28B1 SCIENCE TAUCHT IN ENC: 1ST 2YRS IN U.S. 
United St1te1 I itaratura or language 1uch •• raadtng or 

Sc;ence taught tn·English during f;r,t two years ;n school writ;n9 taught in En·gli1h during first two ye ■ r"I tn school 
in tho United States, in the United States, 

PER- WCTO PER- WCTO 
RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT 

YES,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,•,,,•··••• 1 2527 14, SIi 81.911 YES,,,,,,, .. ,,,,,,,,,,,,•••,•• 1 2763 15,911i 87,311
NO, . .,,, .. ,,.. ,. ,.,,,,,,,'·'-·',,,,, 2 616 3. 5'1t__ 18,H! NO,_,_,,, .,,,,,,,,,,,. ,,,,,,,,,,,, 2 390 2,211i 12,711i
RESERVED CODES: RESERVED CODES:

MISSINC,,,,.,.,.,.,.,,,.,.,, 8 671 3.911 (MISS) MISS INC . . ,,,,,,,.,,,,,,,,,,, 8 661 3.9'11 (MISS)
LECITIMATE SK IP,, ... ,,,, .. ,, 9 13610 78. 1'1t (MISS) LECITIMATE SKIP,,,,,,.,,.,., 9 13610 78, 1% <MISS) 

TOTALS: 17424 100,091 100.011 TOTALS: 17424 100.091 100,011 

<Refer to Question 28} <Refer to Question 28) 

Qu.. ti on BYSZH2 Tep ■ Pol, 64-84 Qua1tloft BYS2BC2 Tap ■ Pu, 67-67 
Fo,.,,t: 11 Forfflet 1 11 

BYS28B2 SCIENCE TAUCHT 0TH LANC:1ST 2YRS IN U,S. BYS28C2 U.S. LIT TAUCHT 0TH LANC: 1ST 2YRS U.S. 
Sc;ance taught in other language during fi,ct two· years tn United States literature or language such as reading or 
1chool ;n the Un,tprl State,. writing taught in other language during first two years tn 

tchool In the United States. 

PER- WCTO 
RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT PER- WCTD 

RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT 
YES., ..... ,,,,,,,,, .. , ..... ,,, 1 112 ,6'1! 3.211 --------NO ........ ,,.,,,, .... , .•..... , 2 3031 17 ,4'1! 96. BIii YES,,,,, ... ,.,.,,,,,,,,,••••·· 1 190 1 , 111 6. 6'11 
RESERVED CODES: NO ... ,,,,.,,,.,,,,,, •. ,,,, .... 2 2963 17.011 93,4'1!

MISS INC, . .... ,,............. 8 671 3. 9'1! <MISS) RESERVED COOES: 
LECITIMATE SKIP ..... , .. ,,.,. 9 13610 78. 19( !MISS) MISS INC,,,.,.,.,,,.,,.,,,, .. 8 661 3,Blli (MISS>

LEC!TIMATE SKIP .. ,,,.,,,,.,, 9 13610 78, 1'11 (MISS)
TOTALS: 1?A2A 100,0'1! 100.0lli 

TOTALS: 1?42,4 100.0'I!. 100,011; 

(Refer to Question 28) 
<Refer to Question 28) 

Que1tio" BY$2883 Tape Po,, 65-66 
Foro,al: 11 Que1tloft BY$28C3 Tap ■ Poi, 18-68 

Foro,al I 11 
BYS28B3 SCIENCE NOT TAUCHT: 1ST 2 YRS IN U.S. 

BYS28C3 U.S. LIT NOT TAUCHT: 1ST 2YRS IN U,S, 
Science not taught during first two years in school in the 
United Slates, Un;ted States literature or language such as reading or 

writing not taught during first two years -in school in 
the United States. 

PER- WCTO 
RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT 

. PER- WCTD 
YES ... ,,,, .... ,,,,,, ......... , 1 517 3.0'1! 16. 511i RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT 
NO, .... ,, .... ,.,, ......... ,... 2 2626 15. 1'1t B4. Slli 
RESERVED CODES: YES , , .. , ... , .. ,,,,,,, .. ,.,,.,, 1 225 1.311 7,411

MISS INC .. , •.... ,,,.,........ 8 671 3,9'1! <MISS> NO.,,,, . ,.,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,, 2 2928 16,B'I! 92,611;
LECITIMATE SKIP .... ,, ... , .. , 9 13610 78. Ht <MISS) RESERVED CODES: 

MISS INC .... , ................ 8 661 3,B'I! (MISS)
TOTALS : 17A24 100.0lt 100.011 LECITIMATE SKIP............. 9 13610 78,111 <MISS) 

TOTALS: 1742,4 100,0% 100.0% 
(Refer lo Question 28) 

(Refer to Questiofl 28) 



----------

---------- ------------------ --------

-------- ------------------ ----------

11 NELS:88 8TB GRADE QUESTIONNAIRE Pagt 

Qua,tton BYS21E1 Tape Pu, 72-72 
Qua,tton BYS28D1 Tapa Poa, 19-69 For•al I 11

For11at 1 11 
BYS28E1 OWN LIT/LANC ARTS TAUGHT IN ENC:1ST 2VRS 

BYS28D1 U.S. HIS,cov,s.s. TAUGHT IN ENC:1ST 2YRS 
Literature or lan~u•g• 1rt1 from the society your 1nce1tor1 

Ufttted States history, government or soctal 1tudie1 e1m1 from taught 1n English during ftr1t two y11r1 in schooli:~r=~ ~~-~:~'.l•h during fir1t two yo ■ ra in ■ chool tn the tn tho United Stal••· 

PER- WCTD 
PER- WCTD RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT 

RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT --------
YES •••.• , ••. ,, ••• ,.,··.•·:•·•• 1 1829 10, 5'1t 59. ?'It 

YES ... ,....................... 1 2.C32 1.C. °'6 79,3'11 NO, ••..••• , ••••.•••••••••.•••• 2 1282 1 .,n, 40. 3'1t 
NO.. .. ........................ 2 70.C ,c .°'6 20.7'11 RESERVED CODES: 
RESERVED CODES: MISS INC .•••.••. . •••••••••••• 8 703 ,.011 (MISS>

MISS-INC.;; -. -: •••-.·, -; ••..• ;.... ··· I -·-678 3,911 -(MISS) LECITIMAT~-SKIP •••••••••.••• 9 13610 78. 1'1t· <MISS)
LEGITIMATE SKIP............. 9 13610 78.111 (MISS) 

TOTALS: 17'2• 100.011 100. OIi 
TOTALS: 11,2• 100.011 100.011 

( Ra far to Question 28)
(Refer to Qua,tton 28) 

Qua ■ tton IY828E2 Tape Po,, 73-73 
Quaation BVS2BD2 Tape Po ■ , 70-70 Fora,at: 11 

For•al: 11 
BVS28E2 OWN LIT/LANC ARTS IN OTHER LANC:1ST 2VRS 

BVS28D2 U.S. HIS.cov,s.s. IN OTHER LANC: 1ST 2YRS 
Literature or language 1rtc from the society your ancestors 

United Stites n,,tory, government or social studies . came from taught in other language during first two years in 
taught i" other lan;uag, during first two years in achcol school in the United States. 
in lht United State,. 

PER- WCTD PER- WCTD 
RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT 

YES ..•••••..••••.••••.•..•.. ,. 1 106 .6'11, 3. 811 YES .••.. , .•• , •• , .•. •••••·.••••• 1 290 1 . 7'1t 10. 71! 
NO .....•...........•..•••.•••. 2 3030 17 ... 'II 96. 2'11 NO ..••..•.••.. , • ...••. , ••..••. 2 2821 16. 2'11 89.3'11 
RESERVED CODES: RESERVED CODES: 

11.!SS!t<;; •••. ; .•..•.• , .... , ••• 8 678 3.9'11 (MISS> MISS INC., •. , ••••. , •••••• ,, •• 8 703 4.01< <MISS> 
LEGITIMATE SK IP.,., .••.•...• 9 13610 78. 1'11 (MISS) LECITIMATE SKIP ••• ,, ••.. .. •• 9 13610 78, 196 (MISS) 

TOTALS: 17,C2od 100.0'11 100.o,t TOTALS: 17,d24 100.011 100.0'lt 

{Refer to Que,tion 28) (Refer to Quo,tion 28) 

Quaattoft IYS28D3 Tape Pu. 71-71 Qua1tton 8YS28E3 Tape Pos. 7.C-7.C 
For1nat: 11 Foro,at: 11 

BVS28D3 U.S. HIS,COV,S.S. NOT TAUCHT: 1ST 2VRS BVS28E3 OWN LIT/LANC ARTS NOT TAUGHT: 1ST 2YRS 
studies Literature or language arts from the society your ancestors 
in the caffle from not taught dur;ng first two year, in school in the 

United States, 

PER- WCTD PER- WCTD 
RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT RESPONSE CODES FREQ CE.NT PCT 

.¥ES •••.•••••..•..•.••.•••.••.. 1 612 3 , 5'1! 17. ,11 VES ......•....••..••••....•.. ,. 1 1010 5. S'lt 30,S'lt 
NO .•. , ....• , ..••...•.•...•.... 2 2524 1'. Sit 82.6'1t NO, .•..•.•...••.•..••.••••.... 2 2101 12.1% 69.2'11 
RESERVED CODES: RESERVED CODES: 

MISS INC, •...•.... , ••.•...... 8 678 3 .91'; (MISS) MISSING .•••.• , .•..•...•.•..• s 703 4.0'< (MISS) 
LEGITIMATE SKIP, •.•••.••..•. 9 13610 78. nt (MISS> LECITIMATE SKIP •. , ••.•.•..•. 9 13610 78. 1'11 (MISS l 

TOTALS: 1, ..2, 100.011 100.011 TOTALS: 11,2• 100.0'lt 100.091 

(Refer to Que~tlon 28) (Refer to Queation 28> 



---------- --------

---------- --------

NELS:88 8TH GRADE QUESTIONNAIRE 
P ■ ;t 12 

Quu ti on BYS29 Tape Po,, 71-78 
Question BYS21F1 Tep■ Po ■ , 76-76 Foraat: 11 

Forlft■ l : 11 
BYS29 R EVER IN A LANCUACE ASSISTANCE PROCRAM 

BYS28F 1 OWN HIS,COV,S,S, TAUGHT IN ENC : 1ST 2YRS 
Were you ever enrolled in an English language/language

History, government, or social studies from the society your 111istance program, that is, 1 pro9r ■ m for students 
anc11lor1 came from taught in English during first two y1 ■ rc whou native lan9ueg1 i& not En;lich1 (MARK O_NE)
in school f n the Un i ted States, 

PER- WCTD 
RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT 

PER- WCTD YES , .,,, ,, ,,,,,,,,,,,,•,, ,• ,,• 1 580 3,3!1 15,416
RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT NO .• ,, , ., ••• , , ..• , ,.,,. , ,,,,,. 2 ·2816 16. 2!1 84,611 

RESERVED CODES: 
.YES,,, ,_,,,,,, ,.,,,,, •. •.• · ••• •.. , .•· 1 11)65 10.711 60,411 M_ISS I NC, , , • , , , , , , , , • , , , , • , , , e 418 2 , .411 (MISS)
NO . • • . , .• , . . ,, .. ,,,, . ,.,.,,,.. 2 1251 - · 7 ; 3111 '39 . 6% -- ·· LEGITIMATE SK IP, , i . ; , , , .• , • , 9 136 10 78, 1% (MISS)
RESERVED COOES: 

MISSING ..... .... . , .. . ,,. .... B 682 3.9'1!. <MISS> TOTALS: 17424 100,0'1!. 100.0'1\ 
LECITIMATE SKIP . . ,,,, ,, . , ,,, 9 13610 78 . 1'ib (MISS> 

TOTALS : 1742• 100,011· 100,011 

(Re f er to Question 28 ) 

Quu t I on 8YS30 

Jn which grade(s) were you enr-ol led in this· type of program'? 
<MARK ALL THAT APPLY)

Question BYS28F2 Tape Poi. 76-76 
For,oat: l 1 

BYS28F2 OWN HIS,GOV,S.S . IN OTHER LANC : 1ST 2YRS 

Hi story, government, or ,o~ i al studles from the societ y your 
ancestor, c ■ me from taught i n ·other language during f i rst lwor••~• i n school in the United Stele,. 

Quu ti on BYS30A Tape Poi, 78-7B 
PER- WCTD Forffl ■ l I 11 

RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT ---------- --------,. BYS30A ENROLLED IN LANC ASSISTANCE PCM 1ST GRO 
YES, ... .. , ....... ...... . .. .. ,. 274 1.6'1!. 10 , 611! 
NO .. ,,,. , . . .... , .. . , ., . . . .. .. . 2 · 2858 16,-41< 89,4\t- 1st ;r.ede 
RESERVED CODES: 

MISSING., ... . ... .. , . ,, . . . , , , 8 682 3 . 9'r. (MISS> PER- WGTD 
LEGITIMATE SKl ? •. • , • • , • , • • • • 9 13610 78, 11t (MISS) RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT 

TOTALS : 17-42-4 100,0lt 100.0% YES,,, , ..• ,,, , ,,,,,,•·,•,•••,· 1 272 1.6% 46 . Bit 
NO , , . • ,., ,, , , •..• ,, . .. . . • ,,,, . 2 320 1.8'1t 64,2% 
RESERVED CODES: 

MISSING . . ,, ..... . .. , ... , . • •. 8 406 2. 3!! (MISS>
(Refer to Question 28 ) LECITIMATE SKIP, ..... , . . , ,,. 9 16426 9•. 3% <MISS) 

TOTALS : 1742• 100 . 0'M 100 . 0'lli 

(Refer to Qu•stion 30) 

Que,tion BYS28F3 Tepe Pos, 77-77 
Forffl ■ t: l 1 

BYS28F3 OWN HIS,GOV,S.S. NOT TAUCHT:IST 2YRS 

H i ,tory, government, or 1oc 11I studies from the society your 
ancestors cam• froM not taught dur i ng firct two years Quu t I on BYS30B Tape Po&, 80-80 
in school i n the Unil etd St ■ tts, For■at I 11 

BYS30B ENROLLED IN LANC ASSISTANCE PCM 2ND CRD 
PER- WCTD 

RESPONSE COO ES FREQ CENT PCT 2nd grade 

VES . ••.... • ... , . .. , ., . . • ,,. . .. I 1007 5 . 81: 29 , 91! PER- WCTD 
NC .. , . . . . . .. .... ... ... .. . ,.. .. 2 2125 12 . 2;( 70, 1'1( RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT 
RESERVED CO:lES: 

3,9!! (MISS) ---------- --------MISSING.. ... ....... ... ...... 8 682 YES , .,.,,, ,, ,,,.,, . • ..•. ,, , • • . 1 237 1,41! 39.911 
LECITIMATE SKIP.. . .......... 9 13610 78, 1\t <MISS) NO,, .• •.. , •• . ,.,,, . . . ,, , . , , . ,. 2 355 2 , 01! 60, 1!! 

RESERVED CODES : 
TOTALS: 17-42-4 100.0lt 100 . 0'1( MISSING . . , . . . .. ,,. , , ... ,,.,. 8 406 2,3111 (MISS) 

LEGITIMATE SKIP,,, , ,, •. , , . . . 9 16-426 9,4, 3'11. (MISS) 

TOTALS: 17-42.C 100 . 0111 100.0111 

(Refer to Qutstion 30) 



----------

----------

NELS:88 8TB GRADE QUESTIONNAIRE P1g1 13 

Quu ti on IYS30C Tape Poe, H-8& 
Quu t I on BYUOC Tape Poe, 81-81 Fo ..ut: 11 

For11at I 11 
BYS30C ENROLLED IN LANC ASSISTANCE PCM 7TH CRD 

BYS30C ENROLLED IN LANC ASSISTANCE PCM 3RD CRD 
7th grede

3rd ;rode 
PER- WC:TD 

PER- WCTO RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT 
RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT --------~----- YES .. ,, ... ,, ... ,,,.,, .... , .. ,, 1 85 . 6'1! 12 ,3'1!

YES,.,,,,,, •..•........... , .. , 1 195 1, 1!1 33. 711 NO, .. , ..••.•.. , ••..•.. , ..• ,., , 2 507 2.9'1! 87. 7% 
No.·••• , •• ,.,, ••••••••••••• , •• , 2 397 2.3% 66.316 RESERVED CODES: 
RESERVED CODES: MISSINC ....... ,, .... ,,,.,,, , e ,os 2.311 !MISS)

MISSINC ................ .. ... , 8 -406 2.311l (MISS) LECJTIMATE SKIP,., .••. ,,,,,, 9 16426 9,4. 311 (MISS)
LECITIMATE SK!P........... .. 9 16,426 9-4.3'11> (MISS) 

TOTALS: 17-42-4 100.0\e 100.011 
TOTALS: .17-42-4 100.0% 100.011 

(Refer to Question 30)
(Refer to Question 30) 

Que1tlon BYS30H · Tape Po ■ , 86-86 
Que1tlon BYS30D Tape Poo. 82-82 For01et ·1 11 

Foro,at1 11 
BYS30H ENROLLED IN LANC: ASSISTANCE PCM 8TH CRD 

BYS300 H:l'OLLED IN LANC ASSISTANCE PCM o4TH CRD 
8th ;redo 

PER- WCTD 
PER- WCTO RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT 

RES~ONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT --------YES,.,,,,,., •• , ·.,.,,,,,•••••• · 1 72 .<Ill 10,4\i 
YES.,,.,.. ..................... 1 1-47 ,8'11 21 , 611 NO.,,., ...• ,.,,,,.,,,, ...• ,,., 2 620 3.0'1! 89,611 
NO ......• ...... ,............... 2 2.616 78.5'1,, RESERVED CODES:'"'6RESERVED CODES: MISS INC,,.,,, .• ,.,, •..• ,.,,, e -406 2,3'1! (MISS)

MISSINC ...... , ... ,.......... 8 -406 2.3'1! (MISS> LECITIMATE SKIP ... , ..... , ·.. , 9 16o426 94.31\ (MISS l 
LECITIMATE SKIP.,........... 9 16-426 9o4,316 (MISS> 

TOTALS: 17-424 100.0ll 100,DI!
TOTALS: 17-42o4 100.016 100.0'lt 

(Refer to Question 30) 

PART 3 -- YOUR FAMILY 

Quu t I on BYS30E Tape Poo, 83-83 
ForMat1 11 

BYS30E ENROLLED IN LANC ASSISTANCE PCM 5TH CRD Quutlon BYS31 

5th grade 

PER- WCTD 
RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT Next, we would f;ke to ask you some background ;nformation. 

YES ..•.. , .. ,,..... .... ........ 1 133 .8'16 23, 1'1! 
NO .. ,, .. ,,.,., .. ,,,.,.,, .. ,,.. 2 ,459 2.611 76.911 
RESERVED CODES: 

MISS INC .................. ... , 8 -406 2.3'1! (MISS) 
LECITIMATE SKIP ......•..... , 9 16-426 9-4.3'11> (MISS) 

TOTALS: 17,42-4 100 . 0'I! 100 . 01►. 

Quutlon BYS31A Tape Po ■ .- 17-17 
Forfflet: 11 

(Refer to Que,tion 30) 
BYS31A R'S RACE/ETHNIC IACKCROUND 
Which best describes you? (MARK ONE) 

PER- WCTD 
RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT 

ASIAN OR PACIFIC ISLANDER.,,,. 1 1030 5.91! 3.511 
HISPANIC, RECARDLESS OF RACE,. 2 2143 12. 31! 10,o4'1! 

Quu t I on 8YS30F Tape Poi, 8-4-lo4 BLACK, NOT OF HISPANIC ORIGIN. 3 17o48 10.0'lt 13.3'1( 
For Mat: I 1 WHITE, NOT OF HISPANIC ORIGIN. 11701 67 .21t 68.81\"' AMERICAN INDIAN OR ALASKAN 

BYS30F ENROLLED IN LANC ASSISTANCE PCM 6TH CRD NATIVE ..•.... , ....• ,.,, •.• ,,., 5 626 3,611 o4.0'1! 
RESERVED CODES: 

6th grede MUL Tl PLE RESPONSE,, ... ,,,,,. 6 33 . 2<; <MISS> 
REFUSAL, .• ,.,,,,.,, ... ,,,,, , ·. 7 31 . 2'1t (MISS)

PER- WGTD MISSING ..... ,.,, .. ,,, ...... . 8 112 .6'1! (MISS) 
RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT 

TOTALS: 17424 100.01! 100.0lt---------- --------·1YES .. ,, .• ,., .......... ,, ...... 120 .7'1! 20.611 
NO ... ,, .............. ,, ..... ,. 2 472 2. 7'11> 79,o4'it 
RESERVED CODES: 

MISS INC ...... , ............ ,, e o406 2.3'1! <MISS) 
LECITIMATE SKIP ......... ,,,, 9 16-426 9-4 ,3'1! (MISS> 

TOTA.LS 1 17o42-4 100.0'li> 100.0'li> 

(Refer to Question 30) 



---------- --------

------------

---------- --------

NELS:88 8TB GRADE QUESTIONNAIRE
Pago 

Quut ton BYS32 Tape Poa, 82-93 
Qu11 ti on BYS31 B Tape Poa, 18-19 For ■at r 12 

For ■ at: 12 · 
BYS32 NUMBER OF SIBLINGS R HAS 

BYS31B ASIAN OR PACIFIC ISLANDER SUBDlVISlDN 
How mafty brothers and 1i1ter1 do you h1v1? Please include 

Whtch of these best cat19oriae1 your back9round1 (MARK ONE) any atepbrothara and/or 1tep111t,r1 if thay live or have 
lived In your home. (MARK ONE)

ASIAN OR PACIFIC ISLANDER 
PER- WCTD 

PER- WGTD RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT 
RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT 

NONE ....•...•.•• ,, . •. .. ,,,,.,, 0 1119 6.41i 6,311 
CHINESE .... . .... ,, .• , ....•.. ,. 1 210 1 • 21! 11;. 6!t ONE ..• .• ;., •••• , •.• , .... , ....• 1 5662 32.511 31 . 2'1! 
FILIPINO .. ,,,, .........• ,..... 2 189 1. 11! 20. 411 TWO .. • ... ,,,,, ..• , .. , ... • •••.. 2 4626 26,611'. 26, 71! 
JAPANESE .....• ,, ...••..• ,.,... 3 58 ;311 5. 71! THREE,,.,., ..• ,., •. ,,.,.•••,•• 3 267• 14.811 16.611 
KOREAN ...... , •....•....... ,... 4 139 ,H 9.911 FOUR ..... , ........ ; .......... . 4 1375 .7 .911 8.411 
SOUTHEAST ASIAN !VIETNAMESE, FIVE.,, .. , .............. ; ..... · ·& 747 . 4. 31! "'· 611tLAOTIAN, CAMBODIAN/KAMPUCHEAN, S·I X OR MORE ................. .. 6 120A 6. 9'lt 7 .4'1! 
THAI , ETC . ) . , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . • 5 166 1.011 13,011 RESERVED CODES: 
PACIFIC ISLANDER <SAMOAN, MULTIPLE RESPONSE .••....•... 96 19 .111 (MISS)
GUAMAN! AN, ETC.) ......... , . , . . 6 62 . . .... 8. 1'1\ MISSING ••• ,, .•• , •..•..•.••. , 98 99 .611 (MISS)
SOUTH ASIAN . (ASIAN INDIAN,
PAKISTANI, BANGLADESHI, SRI TOTALS: 17424 100.01! 100,011
LANK AN, ETC. ) .. , , • . . . . . . . . . . . . 7 89 . 611 8. 91! 
WEST ASIAN (IRANIAN, AFGHAN,
TURKISH, ETC.)....... .. ....... 8 26 , 1'1! 3. 1'1! 
MIDDLE EASTERN <IRAQI, 
ISRAELI, LEBANESE, ETC.).... . . 9 26 • 1'1t 6.61(
OTHER ASIAN................ .. . 10 70 ,411 8.6% 
RESERVED CODES: 

MULTIPLE R'ESPONSE........... 96 7 .OIi (MISS)
REFUSAL.................... . 97 36 . 2'1! !MISS> 
M.J SS I NG ....... , . , , • . . . • . . . . . 98 128 , 7'1! !MISS> Qu11 t Ion BYS33 Tape POI, 94-8& 
LEGITIMATE SKIP ..... ..... . .. 99 16218 93. 1'1! (MISS J For•at: 12 

TOTALS: 1742A 100.01! 100.01! BYS33 NUMBER OF SIBLINGS OLDER THAN R 
How many of your brolh•,.s ■ nd ,;1ter1 ARE ·OLDER THAN you 
■ re1 Please include any stepbrothers and ,t ■ p1;1ter1 ;f 
they live or have llved ,n your home. (MARK ONE) 

PER- WCTD 
RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT 

NONE ....•••••.••••..•.•. ,.,, .. 0 6532 37. 611 37 .81! 
Quut ton BYS31C Tape P"o·, , 90-10 ONE, ..•.• ,., .. ,., ..••• , •.•.•.. 1 5291 30,411 30.811 

For•at I 11 TWO . ... , ...• ,, •.•.... , • .•• ,, .. 2 2582 1A.81i 14. 111 
THREE •..... ,., •. , .. ,.,,,.,.,,. 3 1267 7.31! 7.8'1! 

BYS31C ~IS?ANIC SUBDIVISION FOUR,., ...•... ,,,, .•.••.•. • .. , 4 653 3,7'1l .... Oit 
FIVE .... , . . ... , •••. • ....•.• .. . 6 37A 2, 11! 2 ,2it 

Which of lhtt• -best ce.tepo,.ize~ your background? (MARK ONE) SIX OR MORE •.•.....•.•.. •••••· 6 531 3.0'lt 3,411 
RESERVED CODES: . 

HISPANIC MULTIPLE RESPONSE •..•....... 96 4 .01! (MISS>
MISSING,,, •. , ••.....•.• ,, .•. 98 190 1. Iii (MISS)

PER- WGTD 
RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT TOTALS: 1142A 100.0!t 100.0llt 

MEXICAN, MEXICAN-AMERICAN,
CHICANO .. , ..... . . , . , . ......... 1 1412 8. 111 63.01! 
CUBAN .............•.•. ..... . :. 2 95 • S!e A. 61(
PUERTO RICAN .•..•.... ,. ... .... 3 2CA 1.211 11.01\ 
OTHER HISPANIC ...... ,... .. .... 4 A18 2.4% 21. 61! 
RESERVED CODES: 

MULTIPLE RESPONSE ..•. ,, .. ,.. 6 3 . 01! <MISS)
REFUSAL .. ·, , •........ , ... , . • . 7 AA .31! !MISS)
MISSING .. .... ;,,............ 8 1A3 !MISS) -------------.81! Quutlon BYS34 
LEGITIMATE SKIP.... ... ...... 9 15105 86.71! !MISS) 

TOTALS: 1742A 100.0li 100 . 01! 

Ho~ fa, in school did your parents 901 ANSWER FOR BOTH 
A AND B BELOW. 

Quution BYS31D Tape Po,, 11-91 
Fon,et f l 1 

BYS31D HISPANIC RACE 

What ; .your race? !MARK ONE> 
PER- WGTD 

RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT 
BLACK HISPANIC ... ,.,.,, •. , •.. , 1 92 .6111" 5,411'. 
WHITE HISPANIC ... ,, .• , ... ,, .. , 2 1302 7. 6'1t 61. 8111 
OTHER HISPANIC ...••• ,, •..•. ,., 3 727 4. 21! 32. 91! 
RESERVED CODES: 

MULTIPLE RESPONSE . , ..•. , .. ,, 6 1 .OIi (MISS>
REFUSAL,,., ... ,, .... ,, ...... 1 39 .21! (MISS)
MISSING.,, .. , .... , .... , ..... 8 158 .91! IMISSJ 
LEGITIMATE SKIP .. , ......•... 9 15105 86.7% (MISS> 

TOTALS: 1742A 100.0% 100.01! 
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Quu ll on 8YS36A Tap, Po,. 100-100Quo I l I on BYS3.U. Tap, Po,. B6-B7 Foro,all 11 
Foroul 1 12 

BYS35A R'S FAMILY HAS SPECIFIC PLACE FOR STUDY 
BYS34A FATHER'S HIGHEST LEVEL OF EDUCATION 

A sp•c; •fic pl ace for 1.tudy
Folher (or .,,1, guardian) (MARK ONE) 

PER- WCTOPER- WCTO RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCTRESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT --------
HAVE ----------• •. ,,.,, ·,,,,.,,,,,••••,••• 1 7017 40. 31\ 40.311010 NOT F !NISH HICH SCHOOL., .. 2468 14 .211 1<1. 6'14, DO NOT HAVE. ·•. , •••••• ,, ••• , •.• 2 9853 56.Sli 59 . 711CRAOUATEO FROM HICH SCHOOL OR RESERVED CODES: 

EQUIVALENT (CED) ... , , • , • , . , . , , 2 45.. 8 26. 111 28.2!1 MISSING ••• , ••••.•••••.• . ••. . e 554 3.216 (MISS)AFTER CRAOUATINC FROM HICH 
SCHOOL, ATTENDED A VOCATIONAL TOTALS: 17424 100.0li 100.0'ltSCHOOL, A JUNIOR COLLEGE, A 
COMMUN !TY COLLE.CE, OR ANOTHER 
TYPE- OF · TWO~YEAR SCHO.OL ;·; ~ . ; , . 3 1609 9.21! 11.iit 
AFTER GRADUATING FROM HICH (Rifer lo Que1lion 35)
SCHOOL, WENT TO COLLEGE BUT 
010 NOT COMPLETE A FOUR-YEAR 
DECREE. , ,, . ,.,,,., . . ,,,,,, . . ,. 4 1212 7,0!t 7, 6!1 
GRADUATED FROM COLLEGE.,,,,, •. 5 2439 14.0'M, 13,4'14, 
MASTER'S DECREE OR EQUIVALENT , 6 1411 8. 1'1! 7. 31! 
PH,0,, M.O,, OR OTHER ADVANCED 
PROFESSIONAL DECREE, ,, , .. , ., .. 7 1()27 5,9!1 4.1'16 
DON'T KNOY.'. , , , , , , , . .. , , • , , , . , . 8 2417 13,911 15, 2!1 
RESERVED CODES:· 

REFUSAL .•. , ,,, .•• , . ,,, ... ,,, 97 77 • 41i <MISS) Quu t 1on 8YS3H Tap, Po, . 101-101 
MISS INC .. , , ., •.. ,.,, , . , ,.,,, 98 216 1.21i (MISS> For111l: 11 

TOTALS: 17-424 100,0,, 100,0li BYS3SB R'S FAMILY HAS A DAILY NEWSPAPER 
A de i I y newspaper 

(Refer to Question 34) PER- . WCTO 
RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT 

HAVE., ..•••.•• ,, .•••. ,, , ,,.,•, 1 12641 72 . 5<.i 72, Slit 
DO NOT HAVE.,., •• , .•. ,,,,, . .. , 2 -436-4 2S.O<, 27. 21\ 
RESERVED CODES: 

MULTIPLE RESPONSE ....••• , .. , 6 1 ,O!t (MISS)
MISSING .• , ..•••••• ,,, •. •.•.• 8 418 2 ,-4'1! <MISS) 

TOTALS: 17-42-4 100.0'lt 100.o,t. 
Quu l ton BYS3-4B Tapo Pot. 98-19 

ForMat: 12 
BYS348 MOTHER'S HIGHEST LEVEL OF EDUCATION (Refer to Question 35) 

Mother (or f4male guardian) (MARK ONE} 

PER- WCTO 
RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT 

DID' NOT FINISH HICH SCHOOL .. .. 2S14 14 , 41! 14. 6'lt 
CRAOUATEO FROM HICH SCHOOL OR 
EQUIVALENT <CEO> .. , ....... . ,,. 2 S498 31 ;s1t 33. 7!1 
AFTER GRADUATING FROM HIGH Quut1on BYS3&C Tape Poi, 102-102 
SCHOOL, ATTENDED A VOCATIONAL Forfflat: 11 
SCHOOL, A JUNIOR COLLEGE, A 
COMMUNITY COLLEGE, OR ANOTHER BYS35C R'S FAMILY HAS REGULARLY REC'D MAGAZINE 
TYPE OF TWO-YEAR SCHOOL . ..... . 3 1855 10.61! 11. 5'1! 
AFTER GRADUATING FROM HICH R1gularly received magaz:ine
SCHOOL, WENT TO COLLEGE BUT 
010 NOT COMPLETE A FOUR-YEAR PER- WCTD 
DECREE.,, • , . . , .• , ... , , , . . ... , , 1403 8. 111 8.71! RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT 
CRAOUATEO FROM COLLECE ,, , .. , ,, "' 5 2390 13 . 711, 12.0r. --------MASTER'S DECREE OR EQUIVALENT. ' 6 1266 7. 31t 6.0t. HAVE ...•• ,,, • . ,., , ,,, . . . ,,,,,, I 12910 74, 19': 75, 1'1t 
PH.O,, M,0,, OR OTHER ADVANCED 00 NOT HAVE, , • , . . , •••. .. .•.. , . 2 .C074 23.-41< 2-4.91< 
PROFESSIONAL DECREE., ....... , , 7 428 2. Sit 2.2'1\ RESERVED CODES: 
DON'T KNOii' ,. ,,,., . ,. , .... , .. ,, 8 1917 11.01\ 11.5'1! MULTIPLE RESPONSE .• ,,,,, . . .. 6 3 ,0'11 (MISS)
RESERVED CODES: . MISS INC, •••• ,,,., •• , .•. ,. , ,. 8 ,.37 2.5% (MISS)

REFUSAL,,,,,,, . ,,.,,, .. , ,,,. 97 42 • 2!1 (MISS) 
MISSING ... ,,, . . .... ,,,,,, ,, , 98 111 .6'11 <MISS) TOTALS: 1742.C 100.0li 100,0'1( 

TOTALS: l742<4 100, Cit 100.0!t 

(Ref er to Question 3S> 
(Refer lo Que,tjon 34) 

Quu t ton 8YS3&D Tap• Poi, 103-103 
Foro,at: I 1 

Quu l ton BYS36 
BYS350 R'S FAMILY HAS AN ENCYCLOPEDIA 

An encyclopedia 

Which of the fol lo"",;ng doe, your femi ly hav• in you• home'? PER- WCTD 
(MARK ONE EACH> RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT 

---------- -------- 79.B'liHAVE .••• , •• ,,,,,.,,•••,•,•,··• 1 13627 78.2'lt 
DO NOT HAVE ..• ,, •. . .... ,,.,, •. 2 3372 19 .4'1! 20,2'1( 
RESERVED CODES: 

MULTIPLE RESPONSE •••••••••.. 6 .. ,0'11. (MISS> 
MISS INC, ..•. , . ,.,.,,., •.. ,., 8 421 2 . -41! (MISS) 

TOTALS: 1742-4 100.0lt 100.0lt 

<Rohr to Qu01lion 35) 

https://COLLE.CE
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--------------- . Quu t 1 on 8YS361 Tape Poi, 101-108 
Quu t 1on BYS36E Tapa Poi, 104-104 

\ 
For.,•t: 11 • · · · 

Forfflal: I 1 ---------------
BYS351 R'S FAMILY HAS AN ELECTRIC DISHWASHER 

8YS35E R'S FAMILY HAS AN ATLAS 
An el•ct,-ic d;chw11her 

An atlas 
PER- WCTO 

PER- WCTD RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT 
RESPONSE COO ES FREQ CENT PCT -------- --------HAVE .. , .... , ..... . , ., .. ,.,,,,, 1 9998 6?,41t 57, 796 

HAVi,.,, . ,,, . • , .. ,.,,, .• ,,. , ., 1 11849 68,°'6 68.6'1! 00 NOT HAVE,,, ... ,, .,,,,,, , .,, 2 6848 39,3!1 42,396
r'IO NOT HAVE , • , , , • , . , , , , •... , , , 2 "'996 28,711 31,411 RESERVED CODES: 
RESERVED CODES: MULTIPLE RESPONSE.,,., ....•. 6 2 .OIi <MISS)

MULTIPLE RESPONSE.,,,,,,,,., 6 2 ,O'lt (MISS) MISS INC, . • ,, • . . , .,,, ..•. ,,., 8 576 3 , 3'11 <MiSS) 
_ !i!IS~INC.,.,,.,,,.,.,,.,. , ,., 8 577 3.3'1! (MISS) 

·TOTALS: 17424 100,011 100,096
TOTALS: 17424 100 , 0'li 100.011 

(Rofer lo Question 35)
(Rofer to Question 35) 

Quu t f on BYS36J T•P• Po1, 109-109 
Queati on BYS35F T•pe Poi, 106-105 ForM ■l 1 11 

For10.t I 11 
BYS3SJ R'S FAMILY HAS A CLOTHES DRYER . 

BYS35F R'S FAMILY HAS A DICTIONARY 
Clothes dryer 

PER- WCTO 
PER- WCTD RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT 

RESPO~SE CODES FREQ CENT PCT --------HAVE . ,., ..• , • . .. , .. ,.,,, •. •,,• 1 14887 85 . 4'1t 86 . 791 
HAVE ... . ... , ... . .... , .... , ,,,. 1 16760 96.21! 97 , ?'It 00 NOT HAVE .. . , .,, . ,., .• ,. , . • , 2 2143 12,39! 13,3'1'.
00 NOT HAVE .. .... . .. . ... .. . ,,, 2 351 2 . 09! 2,3'1! RESERVED CODES : 
RESERVED CODES: MULTIPLE RESPONSE., , .. ,., ••• 6 1 • .oit (MISS)

MULTIPLE RESPONSE . .... .. ,... 6 6 .O'lt (MISS) MISS INC .. ,, ... , . . , •. . ... . ..• 8 393 2 . 3'1b (MISS l 
MISSINC . .. ,., ... . . ,.,, . , .. ,. 8 307 1.B'll (MISS) 

TOTALS: 17424 100.~ 100,01!
TOTALS: 17424 100,01! 100.0lt 

(Refer lo Question 35)
(Refer tc Queit1on JS' 

Quu ti on BYS36K Tap• Pos, 110-110 
Quu t ton BYS36C T•pe Poi, 106-106 Forffl ■ t: · 11 · 

Fon1•l: I 1 
BYS35K ·R•S FAMILY HAS A WASHINC MACHINE 

8YS35C .R'S FAMILY HAS A TYPEWRITER 

Typewriter 
PER- WCTO 

PER- WCTO RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT 
RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT --------HAVE ... .. •• , , .... . , • . ,.,,,, ,. , 1 16187 92.!!'lt 94 , 6'1!

HAVE.,,,.,, , .,,,.,. , ,,., . , .. , , 1 12454 7 t. S'f. 72 , tit 00 NOT HAVE. , .. ... , .•. ,,, .. , , , 2 892 5. 19! 5 , 491 
00 NOT HAVE . . ,,,,,,,,,,, ... , . . 2 4481 25 . ?!I 27,911 RESERVED CODES: 
RESERVED CODES : MULTIPLE RESPONSE.,,,,, ••..• 6 3 . O'lt (MISS')

MULTIPLE RESPONSE,,,. ,, ,, , ,, 6 3 • 09! (MISS) MISS INC,., •• ,, •.. ,. , ,,, , ... , 8 342 2,0111 <MISS> 
MISS INC , , , ., . . . , .. . .• , •. ,... 8 486 2,841 <MISS> -~---

TOTALS: 17424 100 . 091 100 , oqf
TOTALS: 17424 100,0lt 100,0111 

(Refer to Question 35) 

Quutlo• IYS3&L Tape Poi, 111-111 
Quutton BYS315H T•pe Pos, 107-107 ForlO.t: 11 

Fori..t 1 11 
8YS35L R'S FAMILY HAS A MICROWAVE OVEN 

BYS35H R'S FAM I LY HAS A COMPUTER 
Microwave oven 

Computer 
PER- WCTO 

PER- WCTO RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT 
RESPONSE CODES FREQ PCTCENT ---------- --------HAVE .. , ,, , , ...• , .. . • ,, . .. . , . ,. t 14098 80,9'1! 82 , 491 

HAVE., ... ,,,., .. .. ,,. , ,.,,,,, . 1 7391 42 . 411 42,611 00 NOT HAVE ..... .. ........... .. 2 2898 16, 6!1 17 , 691
DO NOT HAVE .................. , ·2 9341 53, 6'1t 57 ,49! RESERVED CODES: 
RESERVED COOES: MULTIPLE RESPONSE . , . . ,, . . ,,, 6 4 ,09! (MISS ) 

MULTIPLE RESPONSE,. , ., .•. . . , 6 4 ,09! <MISS) MISS INC ,; ,.,.,. , •• ,, . . ... ,. , 8 424 2 ,4!1 (MISS)
MISS INC.......... .. ... .. .... 8 688 3.9'11 (MISS) 

TOTALS : 17424 100.0'lt 100,091
TO;J:ALS: 17424 100,o,i 100.011 

(Re for lo Question 35)(Refer to Question 35) 
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Qua It I on BY&38 
Quu l I on IYS36M Tape Pot, 112-112 

ForMatt 11 

BYS35M R'S FAMILY HAS MORE THAN 50 BOOKS 
Since the be;inning of the school year, how often have you

More than 60 books di1cu11ad the follow;ng with •ither or both of your 
po rant" ■ / or guardf ans? ( MARK ONE EACH)

PER- WCTD 
RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT 

HAVE . ,.,,,, .•. , ... ,.,,.,,,,,·, 1 152-46 87. 51! 88.691 
DO NOT HAVE,,, ...•. ,,,,,,,,,•• 2 17-42 10.0ll 11,,491 
RESERVED CODES: 

MULTIPLE RESPONSE.,,·, .• , .... 6 3 .OIi (MISS) 
MISS INC,., .. ,.,., ....... ,.,. 8 ,433 2. 51! (MISS) 

TOTAL·s: 17-4241 __.;..·------100,01! 100,0!! 
Quut loft IY13BA T ■ po _Pot, 116-116 

For1Hl 1 11 
<Refor lo Quoslion 35) BYS36A blSCUSS PROGRAMS AT SCHOOL WITH PARENTS 

Solacling course, or progr111u at tchooJ 

PER-'- WCTD 
RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT 

NOT AT ALL.,,., ••••••• ,.,., .. , 1 2297 13,291 15,291
ONCE OR TWICE .....•....... ,.,. 2 8004 -45.991 417 .01! 
3 OR MORE TIMES, ...•. ,., ...... 3 6831 39.291: 37.711 

Quu ll on BVS3 &N T ■ pa Poi, 113-113 RESERVED CODES: 
Forto ■ t: 11 MULTIPLE RESPONSE .. ,, ....•.• 6 2 • O'II (MISS)

MJSSINC ....•. , ...•...... ,.,. 8 290 1. 791 (MISS)
BYS3SN R'S FAMILY HAS A VCR 

TOTALS: 17412_4 100.091: 100.091 
VCI:. 

PER- WCTO 
RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT (Refer to Quution 36) 

HAVE .... ,.,., •.•. , ... , ....• ,., 1 1-44156 83,o,( 83,7111 
DO NOT HAVE ....... ,, .....•... , 2 2582 1,4, 811 16.3111 
RESERVED CODES: 

MULTIPLE RESPONSE,.,, . .. •.. , 6 5 ,01! <MISS) 
MISS INC..................... 8 381 2.2111 (MISS) 

TOTALS: 174241 100.01! 100,0111 

Qu ■ 1tlon BVS361 Tap ■ Po,. 117-117 
ForM ■ t: 11 

(Refer to Quection 35) 
BYS36B DISCUSS SCHOOL ACTIVITIES WITH PARENTS 
School aclivttie1 or events of particular interest to you 

PER- WCTO 
RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT 

NOT AT ALL ......... , . .•.... , .. 1 14152 8,39! 9. 2¥. 
ONCE OR TWICE .... , •..... ,., .• , 2 ·5533 32.3% 33,9.: 

Quut I on 8VS360 Tap ■ Po,, 114-114 3 OR MORE TIMES., ••....•.. ,, • . 3 10086 57,91! 56 . 9'1t 
Forfflatl 11 RESERVED CODES: 

MULTIPLE RESPONSE .....•.•..• 6 3 .01! <MISS) 
BYS350 R'S FAMILY HAS A POCKET CALCULATOR MISS INC, .•.. ,, •..... , .•.. , . . 8 250 1,,4\t (MISS) 

Pocket calculator TOTALS: 17412<1 100,0'! 100,0!! 
PER- WCTD 

RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT 
(Refer to Question 36)

HAVE . . , . .. ,.,, .. , ... ,, .. ,,.,,. 1 16259 93.31M 95.01! 
00 NOT HAVE ....... , .. ,. .... ,.. ·2 785 41. 51! 5.0lt 
RESERVED CODES: 

MULTIPLE RESPONSE .• ,.,,.,,., 6 3 .01! (MISS) 
MISS INC..................... 8 377 2,21! (MISS) 

TOTALS: 1742<1 100.0lt 100.0'lt 

Qu ■ etlon IVS36C Tap,~Pos, 111-111 
(Refer lo Question 35) Fori.. t 1 11 

BYS36C Discuss THNCS STUDIED IN CLASS WTH PANTS 
Things you've studied fn cla11 

PER- WCTD 
RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT 

---------- -------- 12. 1111NOT AT ALL .... ,, .•.•. , . .• ,., •. 1 1888 10.81! 
Qu.. t I on IVS35P Tape Pot. 116-11& ONCE OR TWICE. ; ...•... , •• ; ..•. 2 6079 3<1.91t 35,8'1! 

ForMat: 11 3 OR MORE TIMES,,, .•... , ...... 3 9189 52,71! 52.29! 
RESERVED CODES: 

BYS35P A HAS OWN BEDROOM MULTIPLE RESPONSE, .......... 6 2 ,01! (MISS) 
MISS INC. ·• .. ,,, ..... ,, ... ;.,. 8 266 I, 511 (MISS) 

A rooffl of your own 
TOTALS: 174124 100.0lt 100,01! 

PER- WCTD 
RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT 

HAVE, .• , •.... ,, ... ,.,.,,, ... ,, I 141052 80.6111 82.01! ( Ro fer to Question 36)
00 NOT HAVE, ... ,,., .. ,, ... ,,,, 2 3025 17 ,<I'll 18,091 
RESERVED CODES: 

MULTl PLE RESPONSE, .... , •. , , , 6 5 ,01! (MISS) 
MISS INC ... , ....... ,, .... ,.,. 8 342 2.0'lt (MISS) 

TOTALS: 174241 100,0111 100 . 091 

(Ref•~ to Quo1lfon 35) 
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Quntlo" IYS37D Tape Po,, 122-122 
Quu tt o" BYS37 For11et1 11 

BYS37D R'S PARENTS ATTENDED A SCHOOL EVENT 

Since the b~9inn;ng of t~ i s school year, hit •ither of 
you,. pa,.enls or guerd;en, done any of the fol lowing? 
( MARK ONE EACH ) 

PER- WCTD 
RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT 

YES, ., . • .•. , •.•.. • .. , • . • ..• , .. 1 10963 52·,991, 62,(),i 
NO .• • ••• •• • ,. , , • • • • , •••• • •• ,, , 2 6657 32.596 34 , 811 
DON'T KNOW . ,,., , ,,, , , , ,, , , . . , , 3 499 2.916 3 . 2!1 
RESERVED CODES : 

MULTIPLE RESPONSE, • . , ,,, ..•. 6 2 .o.i (MISS) 
·-Ml·SSINC·, ·,··,- ,-, ,· ...•• ; , ·., .,. , ·, , 8 303· I , 7!1 <MISS > 

Quu t I oe BYS37A Tep, P0t, 119-119 
Formet : 11 TOTALS : 17424 100.011 100.0!1 

BYS37A R'S PARENTS ATTENDED A SCHOOL MEETING 

-At t -ended • -- s choo -1 mee•t i ng ····(Ref er· -t-o ·· Quest i on 37) 
PER- WGTD 

RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT 
YES,,,, , ,._-,, ... . . , .. . . ... , . .. I 8687 49 , 9!1 .. 9 . ..96 
NO., .. . . • •.. , ..• . .. • , . .• •••.. , 2 6361 · 36, 61! 38,7!1 
DON'T KNOW ...... . .. , .. ... . .. ,; 3 2010 11.6!1 12 .016 
RESERVED CODES: 

MULTIPLE RESPONSE . . . . • •• •. , , 6 2 . O'r. <MISS) 
MISSING ... ,........ ......... 8 364 2 . ,.,., (MISS> Que,tlo" BYS38 

TOTALS: 17424 100 . 0 1! 100 . 011 --------------
How often do your parent, or gue,-diens do the fol lowing1 

(Refer tc 0u~s ti cft 3 7 ) (MARK ONE EACHJ 

Tepe Pot , 120-120 Quu t I on IYS38A Tape Po,. 123-123 
Formot I 11 For,oatl 11 

BYS37B BYS38A HOW OFTEN PARENTS CHECK ON R'S HOMEWORK 
Phoned or rook~n tO your t•echer or counselor Chee~ on whether yoY have done your homework 

PER- WCTD PER- WCTO 
RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT 

YES ..----------. • • • •..• • ••. .. .. .. .. . .. .. 1 9906 56.91! 59 . 6!1 OFTEN ----------. .• . • •• , ... . . ••• .•• •... • • I 7603 .. 3.6'1! "". SitNO . . • • .... •. .• .... . . .. .. •• . . .. 2 5220 30.0'i! 29 . 3'11 SOMETIMES • . ,, .... • •. .. . ••• . . . . 2 5043 28 . 9'11 29 ...1! 
DON'T KNOW .• . • . . • . • .• . •• •••.•. 3 1987 11 ... 11 11 , 111 RARELY , . , . • .• ••• , • • , • • •••• ,., . 3 2954 17 . O!I 16 . 30,. 
RESERVED CODES: NE.VER . •• .•. . •.. .. .•••.. •••.• • • .. 1707 9,S'li> 9.61! 

MULTIPLE RESPONSE . •. • . • • .•. . 6 I .O!I <MISS) RESERVED CODES : 
MISSIN(; . •..... , . .. . . . . .. . . , . 8 310 1.8'11 (MISS) MULTIPL~ RESPONSE ... .•. ••.• • 6 2 . 016 (MISS) 

MISSING., ..... •. .. . .. •• • • •• • 8 115 • 7'11 <MISS > 
TOTALS: 17<124 100.01! 100.0'i! 

TOTALS : 1742<1 100 . 0!I 100 . 0'11 

(Refer to QU ■ ,tion 37) 
<Re_fer tc Question 38> 

Quutlo" BYS37C Tep, Poi, 121-121 
Format: 11 Quu tt on BYS31B Tape Pot, 12•-12• 

Foro,al I 11 
BYS37C R'S PARENTS VISITED R'S CLASSES 

BYS38B HOW OFTEN PARENTS REQUIRE CHORES DONE 
Vi stt•d your classes · 

Require you to do work or chore, around the home 
PER- WCTD 

RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT PER- WCTD 
RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT 

YES • . •••. . •... •••• . ..•. . . . • ,.. 1 <1796 27 . 5!1 29. I'll --------NO ... .. . .... .. . . . . . . .......... 2 11242 · 64 . 611 65. 81! OFTEN .. .. . ... . • • •• , .. • • • • • . . ,, I 11330 65 . 0'II 67 . 7'11 
DON'T KNOW .... . .. . . . . ... . . . . . . 3 904 5 . 211 !LO'II SOMETIMES • •• • • • ••••• , . , • • •• • • • 2 <1233 24 . 3'11 22 . 8'M 
RESERVED CODES : RARELY . , , • • • • • ,. , . .• ,, , •• , • • .. 3 13.. 3 7 . 7'11 7 , 59; 

MULTIPLE RESPONSE . .... .• ,. . . 6 5 . OIi (MISS) NEVER., . . ... . .. , ..• , . • • • •.• • •. ... 396 2 , 31!. 2.011 
MISSING... ....... ...... .. . .. 8 477 2 . 7!1 (MISS> RESERVED CODES: 

MULTIPLE RESPONSE, • . • , . . . • ,. 6 7 .0'11 (MISS i 
TOTALS: 1•7<124 100 . 0 'i! 100 . 0 '11 MISSING .• . ..• , .. . •• , . • .. ,, •. 8 115 . 711 (MISS > 

TOTALS: 17•2" 100.0'11 100.0!I 

(Refer to Question 37 ) 

<Ref•" to Quest i on 38 ) 
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Quu t ton IYS39B Tap• Po,, 128-128 
Qu11tton IYS3BC . Tape Poi, 126-126 ForM1t: 11 

For11atr 11 
BYS39B OFTEN DK WHY I AM TO DO WHAT PARENTS SAY 

BYS38C HOW OFTEN PARENTS .LIMIT TIME WATCHING TV 
I often do not know WHY •I am 1uppo11d to do .wkat my parent,

Limit tke amount of lime you can 1pend w1tcking TV le I I me to do 
PER- WCTO PER- WCTD 

RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT 
OFTEN , , , .•. , , . , , , , , , , • , , , , , .. , 1 2558 14, ?II 13,711 TRUE, .. ,,,, •. ,,, ... , . . •.. , .. ,. 1 "'855 27 .9'1! 28, ?'It 
SOMETIMES .. ,.,,,., .. ,,.,.,,.,, 2 4100 23, !ill 23 . 211 FALSE , , , , , • , , ; , . , •.• , . , . , . , , , , 2 12370 71.0!!• 71,311
RARELY , ,,, , , , . , . , , , . , , , , , , , , , , 3 <1521 25.911 26.511 RESERVED CODES: 
NEVER, , . , ., , , . , , , , , , • , , •• , , • , , . 4 6095 35,011 36.6'1! MULTIPLE RESPONSE , .• ,,,,,,,, 6 1 .Cit (MISS)
RESERVED CODES: MISSINC,,,,,,.,,, , .,,.,,,,,, 8 198 1,1!! (MISS) 

MULTIPLE RESPONSE,,, ...•• , .• 6 I .OIi (MISS)
MISS INC,,,,,,,,.,,.,,,.,,,,, 8 149 ,9'1! (MISS) TOTALS: 17<12<1 100,0!! 100,011 

··---- ···- ·------·-··--·-
TOTALS: 17424 100.0'6 100.011 

(Reio, lo Question 39) 
(Reier to ·Qu11tion 38) 

Quu t ton BYS39C Tape Po,. 129-129 
Foro,at: 11 

Quu t ton 8YS38D Tape Poi, 126-126 
For•at: 11 BYS39C OFTEN COUNT ON PARENTS TO SOLVE PROBLEMS 

BYS38D HOW QFTN PANTS LIMIT C0INC OUT WTH FRNDS I often count on my parents lo solve many of my pr-ob I ems 
for mo 

Li~;t the emou~t of time for going out with friends on 
1chool n;ghts PER- WCTD 

RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT 
PER- WCTO --------

RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT TRUE, .• ,, , ••.. ,,,, , , . . .... ,,,. I 3721 21 , ,0. 21, 29! ---------- -------- FALSE , •. . •• ... . ... . , . • ,. , , ,,,, 2 13<172 77 . 31t . 78 . 81! 
OFTEN . .. . . . . . . . • •• • , ••••.• . ,., 1 7284 41.81!. 42.51! RESERVED CODES : 
SOMETIMES . . ,. , . ... ,.,,,.,,,, .. 2 5326 30.6r. 31.2'1! MULTIPLE RESPONSE,, , , . , . , .. . 6 8 .0!t (MISS) 
RARELY . . , .... . , , , .. , , , , • , , • • • · 3 2757 15. 8!t 15 . 61! MISSING . . ,.,,,,,., .. . . .. , .• , 8 223 1.39' (MISS) 
NEVER . . . .• , , , . , •. , . , , , , , , , , ·. , , 4 1888 10,8!! 10. 711 
RESERVED CODES: T0TAL.S: 17<12<1 . 100.0'lt 100,0!i 

MULTIPLE RESPONSE,, ... ,,,,,, 6 1 , 09! <MISS) 
MISS!NG . . , ... .... . ..... .... . 8 168 1.011 (MISS) 

TOTALS: 17"24 100;011 100.0'I! (Refer to Question 39) 

(Reier to Question 38) 

Queatton 8YMO 

Qu11 l ton 8YS39 
Are any of the fol lo~in9 people at home when you return 
kome from 1chool? (MARK ONE EACH) 

Art the fol low;ng 1t ■ tement1 fftolt 1., true fo,. you and your 
parent,, or mostly false for you end your parents1
( MARK ONE EACH l 

Quu ti on BYS40A Tape Poi, 130-130 
ForMat: · 11 

BYS40A MOTHER HOME WHEN R RETURNS FROM SCHOOL 

Quu t 1on IYS39A Tape Po,, 127-127 Your mother or femate guardian
For•el I 11 

PER- WCTO 
BVS39A PARENTS TRUST R TO 00 WHAT THEY EXPECT RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT 

My parents trust me to do what they ••poet witkout checking USUALLY, , . , , , , .. , .....•. , •• , •. I 8<123 48. 3'11 .., .9!! 
up on me SOMETIMES, , , .. , .. , , , , . , , , , , , , . 2 34<16 19.81-: 21,311 

RARELY .•. , . , . , , , , , • , ... • .... , . 3 2840 16, 31t 16, 89! 
PER- WCTO NEVER ... , , , . , , , , , , , , , , , • , , , , • , 4 2321 13,31t 13. 9!! 

RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT RESERVED CODES: 
MULTIPLE RESPONSE , , • , , , , , , , , .01! (MISS)---------- -------- 6 3 

TRUE, .. ,,,,,,, .. ,.,,,.,·,,,••• 1 13690 78,61!. 78,3'1! MISSING,.,., . . . . , , . . . ,·,,,,,, 8 391 2. 211 (MISS) 
FALSE. , , , , , , . , , ..•.... , . , , , , , , 2 3564 20.51t 21.7% 
RESERVED CODES: TOTALS: 17<124 100.0lt 100.0'11 

MULTIPLE RESPONSE,,,,,,,,.,. 6 6 'Olf. (MISS) 
MISS INC,,, , ..• ,,, , ,.,.,,, ••. 8 164 ,911 (MISS) 

TOTALS : 17"24 100,011 100 , 0'1! (Reier to Question 40) 

(Rafe• to Question 39> 
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--- . . --------- Quu t 1011 avs,oE Tape Pot, 13,-13, 
Que1llon_BYS•OB Tape Poi, 131-131 ForM ■ ll 11 

For11el I J 1 
BYS<IOE ADULT NEICHBR HOME WHN R RETRNS FRM SCHL 

BYS40B FATHER HOME WHEN R RETURNS FROM SCHOOL 
An adult neighbor

Your father or mtlt guardian 
PER- WCTD 

PER- WCTO RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT 
RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT 

USUALLY, •. ,, •. , .•• ,., .•. ,,,,,. 1 877 5.0'lt 6. 1'1! 
USUALLY . ; , .. , .• , , ... , .. .. , , .. , 1 2683 l<I. 8'1!· 16,711 SOMETIMES.,.,, .• ,, .• ,,,., •••• , 2 1081 6.2'11 6, 9'1t 
SOMETIMES .... , ............... , 2 3903 22 .,111. 22.6'11 RARELY ... ,,.,,.,,,, •• ,, ••• , .. , 3 1802 10,3!t 11, 6!t 
RARELY .. , •... ,.,,,,. . ....... . . 3 6027 28, 9'11 29,2% NEVER., ..• , • . •••• •••. • , •• , •• • , 12128 69. 616 75.5% 
NEVER .. , ... ... . , •.. , ....... , . • 4 5233 30.0'< 32 ,6% RESERVED CODES: " 
RESERVED CODES: MULTIPLE RESPONSE .... , .. .,.. 6 8 ,OIi (MISS)

MULTIPLE RESPONSE,,, .. , ... ,, 6 6 , O'lt <MISS) M..lSSU.C.,----- -•-•-H -•--•-·-·-- -·~-~ ------~1-62.8- --8-.-8!6 -OU$$-)-
----rntNC., ... . . ....• ... . . •.. • e 67"2--3--:-!f'i: <MISS) 

TOTALS: 17"2" 100,0'11 100.0'lt 
TOTALS: 11,2.. 100.0% 100,0% 

<Re b , __lo... Que d.i.o.n __,o > 

Quu t I 011 8YS40F Tape Poi. 136-136 
Quu t ion avs,oc Tape Poi, 132-132 For1Rat: 11 

Forfflat: 11 
BYS<IOF OLDER SIBLINC HOME WHEN R RETRNS FR SCHLeYs..oc OTHR ADULT REL HOME WHN R RETRNS FRM SCH 
Oldar brother or sister 

Othor adult relative 
PER- WCTD 

PER- WCTD RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT 
RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT ·---------- --------USUALLY,,.,,,, .,, ,,,,,,, , ,,,,, 1 3277 18. 8'11 19. 7'1t 

USUALLY., ... ,, . • , . , . . . . . . • • . . . I 1575 9 . 0'lt 10,311 SOMETIMES . • , •• ,., •. . , •••••• , ••• 2 28"7 16.311 17, 1\t 
SOMETIMES ... ...• . , . •.. ..•. , . . . 2 1729 9,9\t 1 I .21t RARELY ................ ,,, ... ,. 3 16-43 9.-4'11 10.0!t 
RARELY .•... ,.,................ 3 3042 17, Sit 18. 7'11 NEVER .•..• , • •• , .• ,, ·, .•• , ••.• ,. 8,U3 48,611 63.2'11 
NEVER .•..•...•••........•.• ,,. " 9650 55.,11 59,S'li RESERVED CODES: " 
RESERVED CODES: MULTIPLE RESPONSE,,.,, , ,,, .• 6 8 • O'li <MISS)

MULTIPLE RESPONSE ..... , •.. ,, 6 8 .O'lt (MISS) MISS INC •..••••...•.• , ..• , .•. , 8 1206 6.9% (MISS>
MISSINC ....•....•....• , •• • ,. 8 1420 8. Ht (MISS) 

TOTALS: 1742• 100.0!t 100.0lt 
TOTALS: 17424 100.0;; 100 . 0'lt. 

(Refer to Question •o>(Refer lo Que,t;on 40) 

Question 8YS40C Tape Poi, 136~136 
Question avs,oo Tape Poi, 133-133 Forfflatl 11 

Forffltl: 11 
8YS40C YOUNCR SIBLINC HOME WHN R RETRNS FR SCHL

SYS..OD A SITTER HOME WHEN R RETURNS FROM SCHOOL 
Vounger brother or 1isler 

A s;tter 
PER- WCTD 

PER- WCTD RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT 
RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT --------

USUALLY ..••••••.••••. , ....•... 1 5157 29.691 31.311(
USUALLY, ..... .. , .... . , .. ,,, ... 1 773 !i. O'li SOMETIMES . • •••• , ••. .•• .... , .. . 2 1303 7. 5'1i 7. 91t 
SOMETIMES .. ....... ........ ;... 2 381 "'·"'"2.2'1! 2. 511 RARELY ... , . , . ... , , •. , , ... , , ... 3 933 5.41< 5.711 
RARELY..... ......... ....... . .. 3 381 2. 2\o: 1,9\o: NEVER .... ,,.,,,.,,,., .... . ,,., .. 87.. 1 60. 2'1t 55. !'It 
NEVER .•.. . ..... , . ... •.... ,,... A 1"333 82, 31! 90.611 RESERVED CODES: 
RESERVED CODES: MULTIPLE RESPONSE.,, ..... , .. 6 2 -~ (MISS)

MULTIPLE RESPONSE. . . . . . • • . . . 6 5 .or, <MISS) MISS INC, .•••.• • ,, .•.••...... 8 1288 (MISS)
MISSINC., .. ,................ 8 1551 8.9\o: !MISS) 7 ·"'" 

TOTALS: 17A2<1 100,0% 100.D;,
TOTALS : 17A24 100.0lt 100.011< 

(Refer to Question AO) 
<Refer to Questioh 40} 
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Quu l I Oft IYS"'28 T•P• Pot, 1<41-1<42 
Quulloft 8YS<40H T•P• Poo, 137-137. For Mal: 12 

ForMel 1 11 
NO, OF HOURS R WATCHES TV ON WEEKENDS 

BYS<40H NO ONE IS HOME WHEN R RETURNS FROM SCHL 
During the 1chool year, how fflany hours I day do you

No one is home USUALLY watch TV on wookondo? (MARK ONE) 

PER- WCTO PER- WCTD 
RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT 

USUALLY...... . .. .. ............ 1 2732 15.791 17,916 DON'T WATCH TV ......... ,... . .. O 581 3,316 .. . ,It 
SOMETIMES.... .. .... ... ........ 2 36"5 20,991 23.216 LESS THAN ONE .HOUR A DAY,. .. ., 1 938 5 . ..16 6 . 21! 
RARELY................ .. ...... 3 60"8 29,091 31.616 1-2 HOURS .- .. .. ...... .. ........ 2 1973 11 , 311 12.816 
NEVER ... ... .. ........ .. ....... " "529 26,091 . 2 7 .3.16 2-3 HOURS ....... .. ... , . . ...... 3 2723 15,611 16.81! 
RESERVED CODES: 3-" HOURS, , , •• , , , , , , , • , , , , , • • • <I 2 770 15, 91! 17,311 

MULTIPLE RESPONSE........... 6 7 , o,6 (MISS) ,._5 HOURS .......... ,.,. • • ., ·,., S 2507 ,,.,,.II 16,811 
_ _ ___M.l_S_S_l_NC •-•- -•-•--•-·-•-•- _,_,_ ·•- -•----•- - ----8- - 1463~ ~4'164 MI-SS-l- OVEfl- S-HO\;IRS- A- D-A·Y, , , • , • , • , , ·, .- - - - - S- - 39157- 22--;-:i1t-·26. nt --

RESERVED CODES: 
TOTALS : 17,.24 100,091 100.091 MULTIPLE RESPONSE............ 96 1193 6.H (MISS) 

MISSINC . ...... ,. ..... ,.,.... 98 852 ... 911 (MISS) 

TOTALS : · 1742<1 100 . ()1; 100 . 011 
__·___t!!of.o..r_ _to Qunt .i.on 40)__ ..... 

Quu l I Oft IYS<43 Tapa Po,. 1<43-143 
Quaallon BYS41 Tapa Poa, 138-131 ForM ■ l: 11 

Foriut I I 1 
BYS43 NO. OF CICARETTES R SMOKES PER DAYeYs,., TIME SP_ENT AFTE.R SCHL WTH NO ADULT PRSNT 
How many ci91rettes do· you u , ua I I y 1mok1 ■ day1 (MARK ONE )

On average, ho~ ~uch t i me do you spend after school each 
day ot home wi th no adult p•osont? (MARK ONE) PER- WCTD 

RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT 
PER- WCTO 

RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT ·DON'T SMOKE .. ,., • • , .. •• •.• . . 0 16141 92.6!! 93.8!!-------- 1 . TO 5 CICARETTES A DAY .. .. ... 1 592 3 . 8 11---------- 3 ·'"'NONE •• , .•• . •••••• • • •• •••••••• , 0 2347 13. Sit 13. 2'1\ ABOUT 1/2 PACK A DAY,,,, • • , , • • 2 208 1.21< 1. 5'11 
LESS THAN 1 HOUR ••·• ••• •• • , •• • • 1 5676 32 . 611 32 . 416 MORE THAN 1/2 PACK BUT LESS 
1-2 HOURS • •• ,, ••••• ,.,, • • ••• ,. 2 4742 27.216 28.61! THAN· 2 · PACKS A DAY •••• ,, • ••••• 3 97 . 611 .611 
2-3 HOURS . ••• , •••.••...••• , • . . 3 2129 t 2. 211 12, 51! TWO PACKS A DAY OR MORE • • • , ••• 50 • 3r;. . 3'11 
MORE THAN 3 HRS ••• •.••••• • •• •• 4 2 198 12. 6!t 13.4!t RESERVED CODES: ' 
RESERVED CODES : MISSINC •••••• • ••••• ,. , • • •••• 8 336 1 . 9% (MISS ! 

MUL71PLE RESPONSE • • • • ••••••• 6 10 • 1It (MISS) 
MISSING .•••••. .• • •• .• • ••••• , 8 322 1.816 (MISS) TOTALS: 17.. 24 100.0;t 100 . 0'1! 

TOTALS: 17424 100.0% 100.0'lt 

PART 4 - YOUR OPINIONS AIOIIT YOURSELF 

Qua a·l t on BYS42A Tapa Po,. 139-140 
For,.at: 12 

Qua• ti on BYS44 
BYS42A NO . OF HOURS R WATCHES TV ON WEEKDAYS 

During the school year, how many hour.s • day do you 
USUALLY watch TV on weekdayo? (MARK ONE) 

How do you f•el about the following ,talements7 (MARK ONE 
PER- WCTO EACH) 

RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT 

DON'T WATCH TV .. .. ......... ,.. 0 s,o 3. !It 3.311 
LESS THAN ONE HOUR A DAY •••.•• 1 , .. 21 8 . 216 8.611 
1-2 HOURS •.•• , •• ..• . • • • .• • •••. 2 3628 20. 811 22.411 
2-3 HOURS., •••• • • • .••• • ••.•••. 3 3603 20. 7!t 22 . 6'!! 
3-" HOURS., • •• •..•••• . , , ••.••. 4 2775 15.9'1\ 18 . 2'!! 
4-5 HOURS • • • , .• ...•••• ; • • • •••. 5 1795 10.3% 11 , 41i: 
OVER 5 HRS A DAY, .• , .• • , • • •••• 6 1970 11 . 316 13 . 611! 
RESERVED CODES : Quu ll oft BYS44A Tape Pos, 144-144 

MULTIPLE RESPONSE •• • •.•.. . •. 96 1193 6.8!t (MISS) For■ et : I 1 
Ml SSINC . • ••••. . •• •••• •..•.• • 98 499 2.911 (MISS) 

BYS44A FEEL COOD ABOUT MYSELF 
TOTALS: 1742" 100.091 100.~ 

hol 1100d about "'Y• •If 

PER- WCTO 
RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT 

STRONCLY ACREE . .. . ...••....... 1 6211 35,69i 36. 1'11 
ACREE . ...•.... . ... • •.••.. , ... , 2 97B9 56, 2'1: 56 . 711! 
DISACREE,., . . • ,.,, , ., • ..•.. , . . 3 1101 6. 31( 6 . 3% 
STRONCLY DISACREE ....•.. • .... . .. 157 .9'11 ,991 
RESERVED· CODES: 

MULTIPLE RESPONSE ••••••• •.•. 6 f,4 • f'li (MISS) 
MISSING ...•. •. . .• ...•... . ... 8 162 • 91, (MISS) 

TOTALS : 17424 100 . 0!! 100.0'lt 

(Refer to Quo,tton 4A) 

https://Qunt.i.on
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QuH t Io• BY8"<1E T ■p• Pot, 1"8•1"8 
Quutlo• BYS<l<IB T ■ po Pot. 1<15•1<1& For•1t1 11 

For ■■ t: 11 
BYS••E I AM ABLE TO 00 THINCS AS WELL AS OTHERS 

BYS•<1B I DON•T HAVE ENOUCH CONTROL OVER MY LIFE 
I am able to do thl•g• •• wot I as •o•l other people

J don't have enough control over the directton my lift t, 
tak l•g PER- WCTD 

RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT 
PER- WCTD 

RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT STRONCL Y AGREE .•. , .. , ••.... , . . 1 6850 39.31! 39.611 
"-CREE......................... 2 8963 51.<III 52.511 

STRONCL Y ACREE ...•............ 1 836 • . 8% 6 , <111 DISAGREE..... . ........ . ....... 3 1153 6.611 6.911 
ACREE ., .. •·•, ...•. , •. .• ,, . ... . . 2 2•12 1,. 2% 1•. 211 STRONGLY DISAGREE . .... . ..... . . • 171 1,0'11 I.OIi 
OISACREE ........... , ......... . 3 8276 •7.51t "'7.61t RESERVED CODES: 
STRONCLY DISAGREE ..••••••••••. 6656 32.5% 32.891 MULTIPLE RESPONSE........... 6 21 .111 (MISS)• _____!.L~.11 .MISSING .•.••••..•......••.• ,____ _ -=8-~--=-=266 _< M_ll!ll)_ 

-~-~irt1~E~~~ONSE-.~-- •-•-•-·-•-•-----'6---2-'---.-24-<-MI-SS-
MISSI NC................ .... . 8 157 ,911· (MISS> TOTALS: 17•2• 100 . 0'lt 100.0111. 

TOTALS: 17<12• 100,011 100.091 
(Refer to Question 44) 

Quu t I o• BYS«F T ■p• Pos, 1•9•1<19 
For•at 1 11 

Quu t to" avs••c Tepe Poi, 1•6•1<16 
Forout: 11 BYS••F EVERY TIME I CET AHEAD SOMETHNC STOPS ME 

BYs••c COOD LUCK MORE IMPORTANT THAN HARD WORK Every time 1 try to get ahead, 1omethin9 or 1omebody 
1lop1 me 

1" my life, go::d 1..: e,: ; s !"er• ifflpo,.t1nt then hard work 
for aucce,, PER- WCTD 

RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT 
PER- WGTD ---------- --------RESPONSE COO ES FREQ CENT PCT STRONCLY ACREE .•..•...••..•.•. 1 982 6.611 6.3'1\ 

ACREE .....•..•....•••• ... ..... 2 3610 20.71t 21.21! 
STRONCL Y AGREE. . . • • • . . . . . . . . . . 1 526 3.011 3.0ll DISACREE ..•....•• • . •• .•. •• .... 3 9727 56 . 81t 66 . 6111 
ACREE . ..... . .................. 2 1386 8 .0lt 8.•1t STRONCLY DISAGREE ...........•. 2890 16,611 16 , 8111,
DISAGREE ..•.••..•.•.•.. . ,..... 3 80<19 •6.211 •6.•lt RESERVED CODES: " 
STRONGLY O I SACREE , , . . . . . . . . . . . • 7230 • I. Sit '42 . 311 MULTIPLE RESPONSE ..•. .. : .•.. 6 8 ,011 IMISSl 
RESERVED CODES: MISSING,, •.... , .. ,,, .•.••.• , 8 207 '1 .211 <MISS l 

MuLTIPcE RES~ONSE..... ...... 6 23 .111 (MISS·) 
MISSING ..•. ·•. .. , .......... ,.. 8 210 1.2111. (MISS) TOTALS: 17•2• 100.011 100.011 

TOTALS: 17•2• 100.016 100.0!t 
(Refer to Q1,1e1t ion ••> 

(Refer to Question 4~) 

T ■ pa Pot, 160-150 
Fo,,,.,t, 11 

Quu t I •• BYS••D T■p ■ Pot. 1<17•1<17 
For111t: 11 HARDLY WORK OUT, MAKES ME UNHAPPY 

BYS••D J•M A PERSON OF WORTH, EQUAL OF OTHERS My plans hardly eve,. work out, 10 plann;ng only m■ k e 1 
unhappy 

am a person of worth, the equal of other people '"' ·••' PER- WCTD 
PER- WCTD RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT 

RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT --------STRONGLY ACREE . .• .....•...•... 1 B56 • . 91! 5.61! 
STRONGLY ACREE . ....... .. ...• .. 1 7027 •0.31! •0.51! ACREE .....•••.••.... ,, •...• . , . 2 2•00 13.81! 13,911:
ACREE .....•.... , . .. , .. • , .. ,••• 2 8726 so. 1111. 51. 211 DISACREE ...•••.. . .... . . • .•. • . . 3 9051 51,911 52 . 91! 
DISAGREE ....... . . , . •..... .. .. . 3 1080 6. 211 6 . 711 STRONCLY DISAGREE •. •. . •..• . ... .. "899 28·, 111 27,616
STRONCL Y DI SACREE .......•..... 237 1.611 RESERVED CODES:•RESERVED CODES: '·"* MULTIPLE RESPONSE .•..•. .•... 6 13 .111 <MISS> 

MuLTIPLE RESPONSE .......•... 6 3 .0111. (MISS) MISSING ...... , .. ,,,,,., •. , .• 8 205 1.2'1t !MISS> 
MISS! NC ... . .. , ..... , ... ,.,., 8 351 2 .()¥. !MISS> 

TOTALS: 17•2" 100.0'li 100.0111 
TOTALS: 17•2• 100.0lt 100.011 

(Reier to Que1tion ••> 
(Refer to Queatio• ••> 

BYS•'4C PLANS 
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Quu t ton IVs.MK Tapo Po,. t&"-164 
Quu t t on IYS""H Topo Poi, 161-161 For11al: 11

ForMat I 11 
BVS"AK WHN I MAKE PLANS I CAN MAKE THEM WORK

BVS,4,4H ON THE WHOLE, I AM SATISFIED WITH MYSELF 
When ffl _lk• plan,, am almost certain can make th.., work 

On th• whole,· I em 11ti,fied wi th myself 
PER- WCTD

PER- WCTD RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT 
RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT 

STRONCL V ACREE . . . . . .... . .... . . 1 3551 20."'lt 20 . "!ISTRONCL V ACREE . . .... . . • .. . .. .. 1 5942 3,4 . 1'1t 34 . 011 ACREE . .•.• • •.•.... . •.•.. . . . ... 2 10171 58,"'lt 59 , 1% 
ACREE . ...•••.• . ... •. .... . ... . . 2 9208 52. 8'11 53.816 DISACREE. , .,.,;,,.,.,.,,, .... . 3 3013 17. 3!! 18.0% 
DISACREE . ..• •... .. . . ; . . .. . . . . . 3 1675 9.6!1 10.,n, STRONGLY DISAGREE., . . . ,., ... . . "18 2,,4% 2.6!1 
STRDNCLV DISACREE .... . .... . . . . 302 1. 7% 1. 7!1 RESERVED CODES: " 
RESERVED CODES: " 6 23 . __ , 1~ <MISS) 

....6 . 23 -- ,1% (Ml SS )- - - :¥m:~~ .~!~~?~7~'. '. ; ; '.-;; :-:'.· :- 8 2.ie - 1 .-"II <MISS l
27,4 1. 6% (MISS) 

TOTALS: 17"2" 100.0% 100.0'lt 
~¥m~~-~;~!!~~~7~:::::::: :~ : B 

TOTALS: 17"2" 100.0!I 100.0'\ 

(-Rofer - t -o - Queat·;on " ·,4·) ·-· -- - ------

Quu t ton 8Y5"4L Tap• Poa. 165-166 
Queattor, BYS""' Tap• Poo, 1&2-162 Fo•••t r· 11 

ForMat: 11 
BYS""L FEEL I 00 NOT HAVE MUCH TO BE PROUD OF 

BVS<l-41 CERTAINLY FEEL USELESS AT TIMES 
fee l do not have much to be proud of 

certainly fetl uselecs et times 
PER- WCTO 

PER - WCTD RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT 
RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT --------STRONCLV ACREE .. .• .. . ••... . •.. 1 605 3 . 511 3 . 611 

STRONCL V ACREE .. .. ..... . . , . . . . 1 1"31 8 . 211 e."11 ACREE .. .... . .... . ...... . . . ... . 2 170-4 9 . 8'11 10.01►. 
ACREE . • ,.... .. . . .. . ...... . ... . 2 7133 "o . 911 "1 . ?It DI SACREE .. . •... . ... ·. .... .. .. . . 3 7092 "0.7'11 "1 . 1lt 
DISACREE.. . .... . .. . . . ......... 3 616" 35. "It 36.0!I STRONCLV DISAGREE .......•..•.. 7761 44 . 5% 45.3\t 
STRONCLV DISACREE .. ... . . .... .. " 2367 13. 611 13.8'11 RESERVED CODES: " 
RESERVED CODES: MULTIPLE RESPONSE ...... . . ... 6 9 • 19t · (MISS> 

. 01\ 253 
MISS INC ... .. . ....... .. ..... . 8 321 1. 8"- !MISS) 
MULTIPLE RESPONSE . . . ... . .. . . 6 B (MISS) MISSING . .•..•. . •...••• .- •.... 8 _;.. ___ 1 .5% (MISS) 

TOTALS : 17,424 100.()qt 100.0lt 
TOTALS : 17"2" 100.0lt 100.0'lt 

<Refer to Question "")(Refer to Question 44) 

Quu tt on 8Y5"411 Tape Poa, 166-1&6 
Quu t ton BYS""J Tapo Poa, 163-163 Foraat: 11 

ForMat: 11 
BYS""M CHANCE AND LUCK IMPORTANT IN MY LIFE 

BVS,UJ AT TIMES I THINK I AM NO GOOD AT ALL 
Chance and luck ... very i rnpo r la n l for wl,at happen, in 

At t;me, I think am no good at all I if e"'Y 
PER- WCTO PER- WCTD 

RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT 

STRONCLV ACREE. .. . . .. .. .... .. . 1 1319 7 .61! 7 . Blt STRONCLV ACREE .. . , ... . ... . , ... 1 1668 9.6'11 9.B!t 
AGREE . . .. . ... .... .. , .. . .. , . . , . 2 5540 31. B'lt 32 , 5,t AGREE .. . . . . . , . ,. , ••.. . . ,. , .. .. 2 "827 27 . 7% 28,29', 
DISACREE . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 6138 35,2 'l! 35. Olt DISAGREE . ... ,, . . .... , , . • , ..... 3 709-4 • "0 - 7% 40.8,t 
STRONGLY PISACREE .. . .... . .... , -4 "135 23.79t 2,4.71t STRONGLY DISAGREE . . , ..• , ... .•. 3625 20.ew 21,31►. 

R"ESERVED CODES : RESERVED CODES: " 
MULTIPLE RESPONSE.. .. ... . ... 6 26 .1'l! (MISS l MUlTIPLE RESPONSE .. . ..... . .. 6 11 • 191 (MISS> 
MISSING................... . . 8 266 1. 5'11 <MISS l MISS INC ...... , , .. . ......•.• . 8 199 1, HI· (MISS) 

TOTALS: 17424 100.0lt 100 . 0lt TOTALS: 17"2-4 100.0!t 100.01, 

(Refer to Question •4> (Refer to Question 44) 
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PART 6 - YOUR PL.ANS FOf THE FUTURE Quu t t oft avs,eA Tepe Pu, 161-112 
Foro,ell u · 

HOW FAR IN SCHL R'S FATHER WANTS R TO CO 

Quu t t Oft BYS4& Tape Poi, 117-1&8 Father (or malo gu1rdteft) (MARK ONE) 
For ■ et I 12 

PER- WCTO 
BYS"46 HOW FAR IN SCH DO VDU THINK YOU WILL CET RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT 

As things stand now, ho-.· far ; n cchoo I do you think you w; 11 LESS THAN HICH SCHOOL 
gel? (MARK ONE) GRADUATION .. ,,,,, .. , . . ,,,,,,,, 136 ,816 ,916 

CRAOUATE FROM HICH SCHOOL; BUT 
PER- WCTO NOT CO ANY FURTHER ,, •...... ,., 786 s. ()Ii" · S!liRESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT GO TO VOCATIONAL, TRADE OR 

· BUSINESS SCHOOL AFTER HICH 
WON'T FINISH HICH SCHOOL, .. , .. 229 1.3'11 I , 616 SCHOOL .... , . , , .... , , , , , , , , , , , , 3 912 S . 216 6. 616 
WlLLGRAC>.UA.TL.FROM IUGH_.SCHOOL .. -· ····ATTEND· ·COll.EGE·n ·, ·,-,,; ;·, ,·,, .- , . ,-- 4 - -·-· 1·"32 2-. 21t 9,B'lt 
BUT WON'T CO ANY FURTHER ..... . 2 1625 9.3'11 10. 2'11 CRAOUATE FROM COLLEGE ... , ... ,, 5 7131 40.911 ..4.2'it 
WILL GO TO VOCATIONAL, TRADE, ATTEND A HICHER LEVEL OF 
OR BUSINESS SCHOOL AFTER HICH SCHOOL AFTER CRAOUATINC FROM 
SCHOOL , .... , . , .... ,, .. , .,,,. ,. 3 1A75 B, 5'11 9 . "li COLLECE .. ...• . ••...• .. .• , . • ... 6 2... ,11, 2... 311 
w·: LL t,,:TE.N!l COLLECE .. , ... , ...... . 2165 12.,4¥. 13, Iii DON'T. KNOW ..... ,. ...... ........ 7 8. 316 . 9, 31': 
WJ.1.L__cBAD.U.!.:rE..1'.ROM .. COLLECE. _,_,_,_._ .5 " 7 ... 12_ _ .. 2,._5.',t_ -"43.,.&lt .... -RESERV.£0- CODES: ·-· · 
WILL ATTEND A HICHER LEVEL OF MJSSINC ... , ......• , .. . , ..... 98 1338 7,?!li <MISS> 
SCHOOL AFTER CRAOUATINC FROM 
COLLECE ... , .. .. . , .. , .. , , .. , ... . 6 4383 25 . 2'1t 22 .3'1t TOTALS: 17"42"4 100.0li 100.011 
RESERVED CODES: 

MISS INC .. ,.,,, .. ,.,,,,,,,,,. 9B 135 .Bl! (MISS) 

TOTALS: 17424 100 . 0'lt 100.0'lt (Re~er to Question 48) 

Quulioft BYS"6 Tape Poi. 169-169 Quu tt on BYS48B Tape Poo. 163-16" 
Foro,el I 11 ForMat: 12 

BYS"6 HOW SURE THAT YOU WILL CRADUATE FROM H.S BYS48B HOW FAR IN SCHL R'S MOTHER WANTS R TO CO 
How sure ■ re you that you wi 11 graduate fro,n high school? Mother (or fomal• guardian) (MARK ONE)
(MARK ONE! 

PER- WCTO 
PER- WCTO RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT 

RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT ---------------- LESS THAN HIGH SCHOOL 
VERY SURE I' LL CRADUATE.. ...... 1 14 .. 48 82.91! 82.79! CRAOUAT I ON ... , .. , , , , , ... , ... , , I- 118 . 716 .9'1t 
I' L.L PROBABLY GRAOu.,~t .... ,.,. 2 2545 , ... 6'it 15.6!t GRADUATE FROM HICH SCHOOL., BUT 
I .PR.OBABL.Y WOt.'T Ch..\OIJ/.i[ ..••. 3 155 ,9'11 1,11! NOT co ANY FURTHER ......•...•. 2 766 4.4!1, A,9'it 
VERY SURE I WON'T CRAOUA7E .. .. 107 ,6'1l ,6!! CO TO VOCATIONAL, TRADE OR" RESERVED CODES : BUSINESS SCHOOL AFTER HICH 

MUL TIPL.E RESPONSE ... , ....... 6 3 .Ot: IMISSJ SCHOOL .......... , ...... ,,., •.. 3 875 5 . 0!i 6, l!i 
MISSING .. , ......•........... 8 166 1.0lt IMISSJ ATTEND COLLECE ................ 4 1501 8 . 69! 9. 811! 

CRADUATE FROM COL.LECE ......... 5 7550 43,31! 46,3"-
TOTALS: 17 .. 24 100.0'lt 100.o,t ATTEND A HICHER LEVEL OF 

SCHOOL AFTER CRAOUATINC FROM 
COLL.EGE . ....... .. ....... , . .. .. 6 .. .. 09 25 . 311 25 . 51f. 
DON'T KNOW .. ,.,,, .. , .... ,., ... 7 1059 6.nt 6.51' 
RESERVED CODES: 

MISS INC ..... ; ............... 98 , , .. 6 6,611 IMISS) 

TOTALS: 1742" 100,0li 100.0lt 

Quu ti on BYS"7 Tape Poi, 180-160 
ForMet: 11 (Refer to Quest;on ·•a> 

BYS47 HOW SURER IS TO CO FURTHER THAN H,S. ... youHow sure tho\ you w; 11 go on for fu,-ther education 
efter you leeve high school'? (MARK ONE> 

PER- WCTD 
RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT 

---------- --------1 62.1'1tVERY SURE WILL ......... ,,,,,,, 10825 60.9'1t Quu t loft IYS49 Tap• Poi, 166-166 
I 'LL .PROBABLY co .............. 2 4820 27.7!! 30 . 2'r. For ■ etl 12 
I PR06Al!c' WON'T co ........... 3 10\\ 5 . e:, 6. 3~. 
VERY SURE I WON'T co ....... ... 402 2 ,3'r. 2. Sit BYS"9 WHICH PROCRAM R EXPECTS TO ENROLL IN H,S" RESERVED· CODES : 

MULTIPLE RESPONSE ....... , .. . 6 I .O'lt (MISS) In which program do you eapect to en,.o I I in high 1chool? 
MISSING ... ,, ... ,,,,, .,., ., . . 8 258 I, 5¥. (MISS) (MARK ONE> 
LECITIMATE SKIP,, , ,,,.,, .. , . 9 107 .6.. <MISS! 

PER- WCTO 
TOTALS : 1742" 100.~ 100.0li RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT 

COLLEGE PREP, ACADEMIC, OR 
SPECIALIZED ACADEMIC (SUCH AS 
SCIENCE OR MATH> .. ............ 6373 30.816 28.99! 
VOCATIONAL, TECHNICAL, OR 
BUSINESS ANO CAREER .... ....... 2 2880 16. 516 17.5¥. 
CENERAL HIGH SCHOOL PROCRAM.,, 3 2"468 14. 2!t 15.00,. 
OTHER SPECIALIZED HICH SCHOOL 
(SUCH AS FINE ARTS),.,,,,,.,,, ... 892 5. Iii 5. 59! 

Quo1tton BYS48 OTHER . .......... .. . . ..... ... .. 5 12A2 7, l'lt ',6!t
DON'T KNOW ............ .. ...... 6 4218 2"4.216 25,A!i 
RESERVED CODES: 

MULTIPLE RESPONSE, .... , ... .. 96 98 ,616 (MISS! 
MISSINC ...... , ....... . .... .. 98 253 I. 516 <MISS)

How far in school do you think your father •~d your mother 
want you to get? TOTALS: 1742.C 100 . 011 100.09! 
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Quultoft BVS60 

How often have you talked to the following people ■ bout 
planning your high school program? (MARK ONE EACH) 

Quu tt Oft BYSt">:IA··--- ··-- -·---·-·---·---

BVS50A TALK TO FATHER ABOUT PLANNINC H.S .. PROC 
Your fa·thtr (or male guardian) 

··· -- ···PER~· - WCTD -
RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT 

NOT AT ALL ................... . 0 ..208 2•.2'1t 26.611! 
ONCE OR TWICE ........ ,,.,, ...• 1 7315 •2.~ •3.0!t 
THREE OR MORE TIMES., ........ . 2 5395 31 .O'M, 30.59' 
RESERVED CODES: . 

MISS INC, .. ,, .... , ... , ...... ,, 8 506 2.9!! (MISS) 

TOTALS: 17 .. 24 100.0,t 100.0,t 

\Refer to Ou•, ·~ic,!'I 5C) 

Quot lt on BVS&OI Topo Po,. 168-168---------·--·__ Foro, ■ t: 11.,. 

B'l'SSOB TA~~ TO ~OTHER ABOUT PLANNING H, S. PROC 

PER- WGTD 
RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT 

NOT AT ALL ...... , ............ . 
ONCE OR TWICE .. ,, .•.... , ..... . 
3 OR MORE TIMES .. ............ . 
RESERVED CODES : . 

0 
1 
2 

1826 
6418 
88..9 

10.5.,. 
36.811 
60.811 

11.1'1! 
37 ·"'"61 ..... 

MULTIPLE R~SPONSE .......... . 
MISSING .••. ·........ . . ... ... . 

6 
8 

2 
329 

.Olt 
1.91t 

<MISS)
<MISS) 

TOTALS : 1742• 100.0\i. 100.o;!• 

(R~fer to Question 50) 

Quu t toil IYS&OC Tope Po,. 169-169 
ForM ■ tl 11 

BYSSOC TALK TO COUNSLR ABOUT PLANNING H.S. PROC 
A guidance couna ■ lor 

PER- WGTD 
RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT 

NOT AT ALL.. .. .... ...... ...... . 0 10601 60.811! 64,5'1t 
ONCE OR TWICE .........•• , ... ,. 1 "'981 28,611 29 . 81! 
3 OR. MORE TIMES . .............. 2 947 5 ...lt 5,7!t 
RESERVED CODES: 

MULTIPLE RESPONSE ... ,,.,.... 6 7 • OIi <MISS)
MISSING,,,,, ..... , .. , .... ,,. 8 888 5. 1'i (MISS) 

TOTALS: 17424 100.011 100.01!. 

(Refer to Question 50) 

Quu t t Oft IVSIIOD T ■po Po,, 170-170 
ForM■ t I It 

BYSSOO TALK TO TEACHERS ABOUT PLANNNC H.S. PROC 
Te1ch ■ r1 

PER- WCTO 
RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT 

NOT AT ALL •••..•..•.••• •, •• •·• 0 8808 60.6!t 53.91! 
ONCE OR TWICE ...• ,, •••••.•••.• 1 6530 37.5% 38.2!t 
3 OR MORE TIMES,,, ••. , •....... 2 1273 7.3% 7, 91t 
RESERVED CODES: 

MULTIPLE RESPONSE ........ ,,, 6 6 .0,t (MISS)
MISS INC,,.,, .. ,,., .......• ,, 8 807 ... 6!t <MISS) 

TOTALS: 17•2.. 1_Q.0,0li 100.0% 

(Rofor to Question 50) 

Quutton IYS&OE Tap, Po,. 171-171 
For11 ■ t I 11 

BYS!iOE TALK TO RELATVS ABOUT PLANNINC H.S. PROG 
Other adult relative, or friends 

PER- WCTO 
RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT 

NOT AT ALL,,. , ..•.• , .• , •...•. , 0 6091 35.01! 34.91! 
,ONCE OR TWICE , . . . • • • • • • • . . • • • . 1 7451 •2 .81i .. 5. 11! 
3 OR MORE TIMES ............. ., 2 3257 18. 71! 20. nt 
RESERVED CODES : 

MULTIPLE RESPONSE........... 6 3 .Olt <MISS> 
MISSING, ..•. . .. ,............ 8 622 3,6!t (MISSJ 

TOTALS: 1,..2 .. 100,0,t 100.011 

(Refer to Question 50) 

Quutfon IYSfiOF Tope Poi , 172-172 
Form1t: 11 

BYSSOF TALK. TO FRIENDS ABOUT PLANNING H. S. PROG 
Friends or relatives about your own o;e 

PER- WGTO 
RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT 

NOT AT ALL, .. ,, •• , •. , .. •••.••, 0 2193 12 , 61: 12. 71: 
ONCE OR TWICE., •• , ....•....... 1 7328 .. 2 . 1'! 43,4'i: 
3 OR MORE TIMES .. . ,., ....... ,. 2 7468 ..2.9.,. 43.91! 
RESERVED CODES: 

MULTIPLE RESPONSE ..••....... 6 2 .0% <MISS> 
MISSING.,, ·•................. 8 433 2.511! (MISS)----r 

TOTALS: 17424 100.0'lt 100.01: 

( Re for to Que1tio~ 50) 

Qu ■ ,tton IVS61 

Since the beginning of this school year, have you talked 
to ■ counselor at your school, a teacher at your school, or 
another adult relative or adult fri1nd (other than your 
p11r-ent1), for anr of the fol lowing r1 ■ 1on1? (ANSWER 11 VES 11 

OR "NO" TO EACH QUESTION FOR A, B ANO C> 
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Qu11tton IYS&11A Tape Poa, 176-176 
Qu11tloft IYS51AA Tape Po,, 173-173 For111t: :·11 

For•at: 11 
BYS51BA TALK TO COUNSELOR ABT JOBS/CAREER AFT HS 

BYS51AA TALK TO COUNSELOR ABOUT H, S , PROCRAMS 
To o•t iftfo,.m■ ' t i on about Jobs or ca,.eer1 that you 111ight

To get inform,t;on about high achoo!, or high school be interested i n after finish i ftg ■ chool 
programs 
A . Counselor A, Coun1etor 

PER- WCTD PER- WCTD 
RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT ~-------

YES.,,, , .. ,,, , ,,,•••• ••· ••· · • • 1 6514 37,41t 37 , 81t YES, ... .. .. .. ... .... .. . .... .. . 1 3315 19.0lt 20.21t 
NO , ,, , ,,, , , ,,, ,, , , ,, ., , , ,, ,, ,, , 2 10713 61,Sli 62.21t NO , ... ., , .. .... .. .. .. .. ... ... .. 2 13795 79, 2.. 79,H 
RESERVED CODES: RESERVED CODES: . 

. MULTIPLE RESPONSE,,, , ,,. , , , , 6 2 ,Olt (MISS) MULTIPLE RESPONSE .. ,.,., .. ,. · 6 1 .091 ( MISS)........ 7REFUSAL, :-.- . : , .. . i , ..... ; . ·,-; . 15·-··· .. ··11t - (MISSr -··· ··1,EFUS.AL···· ..... ···-· ..... 7 23 · .. , 191 (MISS) 
MISSINC, ,, .,,,,,, , , , ... , ,,,, 8 180 1 : OIi <MISS > MISS I NC : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : 8 290 1, 7.. (MISS> 

TOTALS: 17424 100 . 0lt 100 , o,t TOTALS: 17424 100 . ~ 100,0!t 

( R1fo, to Questioft 51) (Refor to Que atton 51) 

Queat t oft BYS61AB Tape Poa, 174-174 Qua,tton IYS&188 Tepe Po,, 177-177 
Fo,o,1t: 11 For11at 1 11 

BVS5 1AB TAL~ TO TEACHER ABOUT H, S, PROCRAMS BVS51 BB TALK TO TEACHER ABOUT JOBS/CAREER AFT HS 
To get i nformation about h i gh schools or high school To get tnforfflation about Job, or car.eers that you might 
programs be intere1t ■ d in after ~ i ni1hing school 

B, Te-acher B, Teacher 

PER- WCTD PER- WCTD 
RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT 

YES ., , . , ,, , .. . . . . . . . , . .... ·.. , . 1 7232 41 , 511. 41 , 3r,i. YES . . . ,,,,,, ., , , .,, .... ,,.,, .. I 3986 22 . 9'1! 24 , 0lt 
NO . . ,, , . ,,.,, ; , •.. ,,, , ,, . ,, , ,, 2 9913 56,9'1t se.a NO .. ..... , ... , . . , ,. , , . . ,, , , ... 2 13062 75 . 0lt 76 . 0 li 
RESERVED CODES: RESERVED CODES : 

MULTl PLE RESPONSE ., . .. , ., ... 6 3 , 01! (MISS> MULTIPLE RESPONSE, , , ,,,, .. • , 6 4 ,OIi (MISS) 
RcFU!IAL .. , .... , , . ,, ,, , , ,.,., . 7 22 , 11t (MISS > REFUSAL,, ,,,, . , .,, , , , , . . , .• . 7 25 , 1'1t (MISS> 
MISSIN:;. , ,, , .,. , , . . ,. ,,,. , . . , 8 25A 1.511 <MISS> MISS INC , ,,.,, .•• , ,,,,, , ,, , ,, 8 347 2. (»I (MISS) 

TOTA.LS: . 1742A 100,0'I! 100.011 TOTALS : 1742-4 100,091 100,01! 

(Re f er to Quest i on 51) (Refer to Quostton 51) 

Queatton IYS&1AC Tape Poa, 176-17& Queatton 8YS&11C Tape Poi , 178-171 
ForMat: 11 For•at: 11 

BYS5 1AC TALK TO OTHER ADULT ABOUT H, S. PROCRAMS BYS51BC TALK TO 0TH ADULT ABT JOBS/CAREER AFT HS 

To get tnformation about high schools or htgh school To 9et information about job1 or c1raar1 that you might 
programs be interested in. after fini -ahtn; school 

C. Other adult relative o , adult friend C. Other adult relative or adult friend 

PER- WCTD PER- WCTD 
RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT RESPONSE COOES FREQ CENT PCT 

---------- -------- ---------- -------- 60,391 62,411• YES , ,, . . ... .. .. ,,, , , , , ,, , , ,, ,, 1 9025 51. 8111 S• . 2t. YES,.,,,,., . .. ,, , . , , , ,,,,,.,, . 1 10500 
NO,,., , .. ,., . .. . ,,, , ,. ,, ,,,,,, 2 8129 A6 , 71; .c5,e,,. NO., . ,,,.,,, , ,, . , ,, ,,,,,,,, .. , 2 6665 38. 2'16 37,611\ 
RESERVED CODES: RESERVED COOES: 

MULTIPLE RESPONSE . •. ,,, ,,,., 6 3 -~ (MISS) MULTIPLE RESPONSE., ,, ,, ,,, .. 6 12 .1'1 (MISS) 
REFUSAL . , , , . • ..... , , , , . . ,,, , 7 28 . 2~ <MISS> REFUSAL,,, , . , .,,,,.,,, ,,, . ,, 7 2 1 , 1It <MISS> 
MISS INC .... .. .. ... ,. , .. . .. , , e 239 tMISS) MISS INC,.,,., ,, ,, .. ,,, . , . ,, , 8 236 1,411! (MISS ) ,.·~ 

TOTALS : 1742A 100.0'11 100,0!t> TOTALS : 17424 100,091 100.ow. 

(Refer to Question 51) (Refer to Question 51) 

https://1,EFUS.AL
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Queatton·BYS61CA ' Tape Poi, 171•179 
For•at I 11 

BYS61CA TALK TO COUNSELOR ABT IMPROVINC SCH WORK 
To help tfflprove yOur 1cadamic work in 1chool ri;ht now 

A, Counselor 

PER- WCTD 
RESPONSE . CODES FREQ CENT PCT 

·----------YES,,,,,. , .·,,,,,,,, . ,, , ,,•, ••, 1 3?04 21,311 22. tit 
· NO., .,,,,,,,, • • ;,, ,,,, , .,,,.,, , 2 13319 ?6. 411 77. 91! 

RESERVED CODES : 
MULT.I P.LLRESPONSE ,., ; . , , , , , ,_, ....6.. ' 5 ,Q,i (MISS)
REFUSAL, •... ,,,., •... • • , , , ,, 7 27 • 211 (MISS>
MISSINC, •. ,.,.,,,.,, . • , , ,,,, e 369 2, 11! (MISS) 

TOTALS: 17424 100.0lli 100, OIi 

(Refer to Question 51) · 

Queation BYS61CI Tape Pot , '180-180 
For,.. t: 11 

BYS51CB TALK·TO TEACHER ABOUT IMPROVINC SCH WORK 
To help improve your academic work in school right now 

B. Teacher 

PER- WCTD 
RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT 

YES.,,,,,,.,.,;. , .••.. ,,.,.,.. 1 10502 60.311! 61 ,69!
NO, •.. ,, .•..•. . . , ••••.•. , . .. ,. 2 6664 38 . 29' 38.4'1t 
RESERVED COOES: 

MULTIPLE RESPONSE , ,,,,,, .. ,, 6 ,4 .01; <MISS> 
REFUSAL, . , , , . , , , , , , , , . • •. , • . 7 21 .1" !MISS ) 
MISSINC., . .. ,,,,, , . , .• ,,, . . , 8 233 1.31! (MISS) 

TOTALS: 17-42<1 100. 0'lb 100. O!t 

(Refer to Quut;o·n 51 ) 

Question BYS61CC Tape Poa, 181-181 
ForMat 1 11 

BYS51CC TALK TO OTHA AOULT ABT JMPROVINC SCH WRK 
To help ;mprove your academ;c work ;n school right now 

C. Other edult relative or adult friend 

PER- WGTD 
RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT 

YES , .. ,,,.,.,, , ,,,,,,,,,,, • ••· 1 8085 ,46 : 4!1 48,8111
NO .. . . . .•. . , , ,.,,,, .. , ,,,,, • .. 2 8952 51. 411 61, 211! 
RESERVED CODES : 

MULTIPLE RESPONSE, . • , ., , ,,., 6 5 .O'lt (MISS)
REFUSAL,,,,, . . , ,. , ,,,, •. ,,,, 7 31 . 211,; <MISS> 
MISSINC,,, • .. , .,.,,,,. ,, ,,,, 8 351 2 .Olt (MISS) 

TOTALS: 17424 100 , 0'lt 100.0'ot 

(Refer to Que,tlon 51) 

Quu t ton BYS61 DA Tepe Po,, 182•182 
Foro,at r If 

BYS51DA TALK TO COUNSELOR ABOUT COURSES AT SCHL 

To 11l1ct· cour1e1 or p~~gram! at 1chool 

A. Counselor 

PER- WCTD 
RESPONSE COOES FREQ CENT PCT 

YES.,,,,,, • . ,, , , . .. ,, .. , ., . •. , 1 6966 40,0!t 39,711! 
NO,, ... ,. , , . ,,, , , • ......• , , .. , 2 10088 57. Slit 60. 311! 
RESERVED CODES: 

MULTIPLE RESPONSE , ,,,, , .,, .. 6 5 ,OIi! (MISS! 
.RE.!'VSAL,. _• •. , ••.•.. . .•. ,... . . 7 26 . t!I (MISS) 
MJSSINC........ .. ........... 8 339 ·1 . 911 ' (MISS) 

TOTALS: 1742<1 100,011! 100.0!t 

Quaatton BYS61DB Tape Poa, 183-183 
For•at: 11 

BYS51DB TALK TO TEACHER . ABOUT COURSES AT SCHOOL 
To select eoµrtes or programs at school 

B. Teach•~ 
PER- wcTii 

RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT 

YES . •• , ............... .. ,. ·.... 1 7759 .43,8"""· SitNO., . . .• . ,., . • , ••• ,,,,, , ., • .... 2 9214 52 .9!t 56. 2'1t. 
RESERVED CODES : 

MULTIPLE RESPONSE ,, , .. ...... 6 8 .OIi (MISS> 
REFUSAL, .• , , , ,. . , , , •• , . , ..... 7 20 ,H: (MISS) 
MISS INC.,, , ,,. ,, . . ,,,, ,, ., .. 8 .423 2 ,41,: !MISS) 

TOTALS: 17<124 100 . 0lt 100 . 0lt 

(Refer to Que,tion 51) 

Quutlon BYS&1DC Tape Poi, 18-4-18,4
Foro,atl 11 

BYS51DC TALK TO OTHER ADULT ABOUT COURSES AT SCH 
To select courses or program, at school 

C. Other Adult Relative or Adult Friend 

PER- WCTD 
RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT 

---------- -------- 54. 6¥- 55 , 8\o:YES , , .. , . , ... ,., . . ... , ,,, ... ,. 1 9509 
NO . .... , ... , . . .. . . . . . , , ,., .. , . 2 ?<146 42.7!t 44,2'11 
RESERVED CODES: 

MULTIPLE RESPONSE .. ,,.,,,.,. 6 5 ,0\o: <MISS) 
REFUSAL , ,,., , ,, .... , . ,, , ,,, , 7 35 , 2111 (MISS) 
MISS INC, , , , ,., •• , .. , . ,,., ,, , 8 429 2.511 <MISS) 

TOTALS: 1742-4 100.0lt 100.0'lt 

(Refer to Question 51) 
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Question BYS61FA Tape ·Poi. t1BB-,181 
Question BYS51EA Tap, Poi, 18&-186 For11at1 11 

For11at1 11 
BYS51FA TALK TO COUNSELOR ABOUT DISCIPLINE PROB$ 

BYS51EA TALK TO COUNSELOR ABOUT STUDIES IN CLASS 
Because of discipl i ne problems 

Th i ngs you 1 v1 stud;ed i n class 
A. Counselor 

A. Counst lor 
PER- WCTD 

PER- WCTD RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT 
RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT ---------------- YES • •••••••••••• • •• • ••• • •••• •• 1 2289 13. 1'11 14 .8!( 

YES •. .••. . •. . •.. .• .. •.. . ... .•.. 1 1833 10. 5'11 11 . 1'11 NO •..•• • • •• ••• •.• •• , •••• • • • ••. 2 14"455 83.016 85.2'11 
NO ... . . .... . .....•. . . •. . .•...• 2 1500 1 86. 1'11 88 . 9'1! RESERVED CODES : 
f!ESERVED CODES: MULTIPLE RESPONSE • •••.•. . ••• 6 2 . 016 (MISS>
-•·RE·FUS·AL .• , .. -, . , . ; , ; ; ; • ; -• • . ··.. · 7- ·- --30 ; 2'11 (M J-SSl ·- - REFUSAL .• ~ •••• ; ·. • • ~ . ··;-; . ·. ; ·; ;; 7 · 27 - ; 2111 (MISS) 

MISS I NC .. • .•...• • .. , ...•.... 8 560 3.2'11 <MISS) MISSING . . .. .. •• •• •. .•.. . . . , . 8 651 3. 711 (MISS) 

TOTALS : 17424 100.011 100 . 01! TOTALS: 17424 100.0'11· 100.0\t 

( Re f er to Quest i on 5 1) (Refer to Que,tion St) 

Question BYSS1EB Tape Poi. 116-116 Quutloft BYS&1FB Tape Po,. 119-189 
Fori.. t: 11 F.ori.. t I J 1 

BYS51EB TALK TO TEACHER ABOUT STUDIES IN CLASS BVS51FB TALK TO TEACHER ABT DISCIPLINE PROBLEMS 
Th ings you've stud i ed ; n cl11, Because of di1cipl i l"II prob I 1m1 

S, Teacher B. Taacher 

PER- WCTD PER- WCTD 
RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT 

YE·s........ . ........ .. ... . . . .. 1 11305 64 ;911 65.311 YES .••.•••••••••••• • , • ••. • • • . • 1 35 13 20 . 2'11 22 . 5'11 
NO, ... . ... ...... .. . .. . ..... ,.. 2 5709 32.811 34 . 7'11 NO . .. . . . •••... •• ••. • . , .•..••. . 2 13194 75 . 7'11 77.51;. 
RESERVED CODES : RESERVED CODES: 

MULTIPLE RESPONSE . . . . . . ... .. 6 6 .O'lt (MISS ) MULTIPLE RESPONSE • • •• •• • • • . . 6 7 .09( (MISS!
REFUSt.L... .... . . .. . . . . . . . . . . 7 20 . 11;; (MISS ) REFUSAL .. . . . ... . ..... . , ., •• . • 7 3"4 .2'11 ( MISS> 
MISSINC, •. . . ......... ... . , . . 8 384 2. 21;. (MISS) MISS INC .••••. , . .. •• ••. •. . . , . 8 676 3 . 911\ .( MISS> 

TOTALS: 17424 1'00 . 0 'I! 100.0lt TOTALS: 17424 1DO . Oli 100.0lt 

( Ri fer to Quest i on 51 ) ( Refer to Quest;on 51) 

Question BYS51EC Tape Por. 187-117 Question 8YS61FC Tape Poi, 190-190 
For1111t: 11 ForMat: 11 

BYS51EC TALK TO OTHER ADU LT ABT STUDIES IN CLASS BVS51FC TALK TO OTHER ADULT ABT DISCIPLINE PROBS 

Becau,e of discipline problems 

C. Other Adult Re l ative or Adult Friend c. Other Adult Re l ative or Adult Fri end 

PER- WCTD PER- WCTO 
RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT 

YES . , . , . ... , . . • .. ........ , , .. ·. 1 10335 59 , 3,;,, 62 . 0lt YES , ·, . ·. , , . . ,, , ••• • , • • , .... ,,,. 1 4618 26.5¥. 28 . 71< 
NO . , ,. ,,, ., ,...... . . . . . .... . .. 2 6581 37 , Sit 38 . 01! NO, . , , . , , , ,,,, ,, •• , , , ,, , ..• , •• 2 · 12125 69 . 69' ? 1,3t: 
RESERVED CODES: RESERVED CODES : 

M~LTIPLE RESPONSE .. . , , ,, , .. . 6 4 ,01! <MISS> M~L Tl PLE RESPONS E . ... . . • . ..• 6 7 •cw. (MISS>
REFUSAL . . , . •..... . . ..... , . . . 7 39 ,21-: (MISS> REFUSAL., , •.•. .• .... .. , .. • , . 7 35 • 21. <MISS > 
MISSING,........ . .. .. .. .. . . . 8 465 2 , 711 (MISS) MISSING .•• ••• . •• . , ...•. , • •. • 8 639 3 . 7¥. (MISS! 

TOTALS : 17424 100:ot. 100 . 0 '11 TOTALS: 17'124 100.0lt 100.0": 

(Refer to Quest i on 51 ) (Refer lo Quest i on 5 1) 
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Qu•ttlon. 8YS61HA Tap• Pos. 194-194 
Quutlon IYS&ICA· Tape Pos, 191-191 ForMat: 11 

Foro,at: 11 
BYS51HA TALK TO COUNSELOR ABT PERSONAL PROBLEMS ,

BVS51CA TALK . TO COUNSELOR ABT DRUC/ALCOHOL ABUSE 
For coun1eling on per$onal probl.ma

To get inforfflation or counseling on alcohol or drug abuse 
A, Counselor 

A , Coun11lor 
PER- WGTO 

PER- WGTD RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT 
RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT --------

YES, • • • • ,.,., •••. ••,. , •••••••· 1 2897 16.696 18.41! 
VES .•.. , •• , .. •... , •. ..... ,... . 1 1666 9 . 611 10.111 NO ... . ..••••.• .. .. ,, . •••• .. , . . 2 14142 81 . 21! 81.696 
NO • .•. • ,, ., . • •• ,,. , ..•• ,,,. . ... 2 15412 88 . 5'1\ 89. 9,;. RESERVED CODES: 
RESERVED CODES: MULTIPLE RESPONSE ; ••••• , •• •• 6 1 .01! <MISS)

MULTIPLE RESPONSE .. . .•..... ; 6 1 . 01! (MISS) ....REFUSAL •• , ••• , ••.•••••• . , •.•••. 7 26 - • n i (MISS)
REFUSAL·.· . . ; . . ; ; ·. , .. . , ; ; ; . ; . ; 7 29 · • 2!! ( MISS) . MISSINC ..• . .. .. .••••.• . •.••. a 359 2. 11! (MISS) 
.MISS INC .••. ,,,,,,, • . , ;. . .... 8 316 1. 811; (MISS) 

TOTALS: 17424 100.011 100.096 
TOTALS: 174241 100.0% 100.01! 

( Fflt f e ~ to -·Qu-.-.t i on 51) 
(Refer to Question 51) 

Que1tlon· 8YS61HB Tape Po,. 196-196 
Que1tlon BYS51CB Tape Pos. 192-192 For,.,t: 11 

ForMatl 11 
BYS51HB TALK TO TEACHER ABOUT PERSONAL PROBLEMS 

BVS51CB TALK TO TEACHER ABOUT DRUG / ALCOHOL ABUSE 
For counseling on personal problem,

To get information or counse l ing on alcohol or drug abuse 
B. Teacher 

B. Teac.her 

PER- WGTO 
PER- WGTD RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT 

RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT --------YES •• ,,., •• . ....• , . ,• ,•••,• • • · 1 1777 10.211 10.61! 
YES ... , . ... ,, ....... ,.,, .. ... , 1 2032 11 . 79! 12 ,3'1\ NO , . • ,.,, ••.• •. , . , .,., •••••• ,, 2 15160 · 87 ,01! 89.411! 
NO .....• .. ..• ,. ·•. , •.•. . .... ,., 2 1"'976 86.0'11 87,7\t RESERVED CODES: 
RESERVED CODES: . REFUSAL., .•• .. .. ,,,, .• . ••• , . 7 30 .2\t <MISS)

MULTIPLE RESPONSE . .. .. . .. .. • 6 1 , OIi (MISS) MISSING •. , .•. ..• . .• • .•. , •• • , 8 457 2 , 6t. (MISS) 
REr;JSA~ •• , , • . • , • • • , •• , , • , • , , 7 27 • 21, lMISSl 
MISSING, .. , ... .. .. , .. .... .. , 8 388 2. 2'11 (MISS) TOTALS: 11•2• 100.oq! 100 . 011 

TOTALS: 17424 100.011 100,011 

(Refer to Quest,on 51 l 
(Refer to Quest;on 51) 

Question 8YS61HC Tape Pos. 196-19& 
ForM ■ t: 11 

Que1tlon BYS51CC Tape Pos, 183-193 
ForMet: 11 BYS51HC TALK TO OTHA ADULT ABT PERSONAL PROBLEMS 

BYS51GC TALK TO 0TH ADULT ABT DRUG / ALCOHOL ABUSE For counsel;ng on personal problems 

To get information ~r counsel in; on 1lcohol or drug abuse C. Other Adult Relat;ve or Adult Fr;end 

C. Other Adult Rel1l;ve or Adult Fr;end 

PER- WGTO 
RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT 

PER- WCTD --------·RESPONSE COOES FREQ CENT PCT YES., . ... ,, .. ,.,,••, ,• ••••·•·· 1 6009 34 . 5,;. 36.411'. ----- NO . ... , .. ,,., .. ,., ., ., •••••.•. 2 11051 63.411! 63 . 6\t 
YES.,.,. ; . • • ,,,, ., .• ,,.,, . . .. , 1 2790 16 . 0¥. 16 . 91! RESERVED CODES : 
NO,,,,,. ·, , ,. ,., .. ..• ,,., . . . . . . 2 1•239 81. ?It 83. 11! MULTIPLE RESPONSE .••• , •..••• 6 8 .OIi (MISS> 
RESERVED CODES: . REFUSAL •• ,,, .. . .. .• ,, , ,, . • ,. 7 27 . 211 <MISS) 

MULTIPLE RESPONSE ... • .. ,,.,. 6 6 .O!t <MISS) MISSING . • . • . • .. , .. •••. ,,, . •. 8 329 1. 91< <MISS) 
REFUSAL ....• , , • , , . , , , • .• , , , • ? 30 , 211 (MISS) 
MISSING .• . • ,,, • .•• . .•. ,. . .. . 8 359 2. 1'11 (MISS) TOTALS: 174241 100 . 011 100 . 0lt 

TOTALS: 17424 100.0lt 100.01! 

(Refer to Question 51) 

. <Reier to Question 51) 

https://probl.ma
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QuH t Ion 8YS&4 Tape Poe·• 200-201 
Quutlo~ IYS52 Tap, Poe, 197-198 For11 ■ t1 12

For1.. t: . 12 
BYS54 KIND OF WORK R DOES FOR PAY CURRENT JOB 

BYS62 KJNO OF WORK R EXPECTS TO DO AT ACE 30 
Wh i ch of the job cetegorle& below coma, cloatet to tho kind 

What k i nd ol wor k do you ••pect to be do i ng when · you ■ re 30 of wo,-k you do/d f d for p1y on your current or most recent 
yetra old? (MARK THE ANSWER THAT COMES CLOSEST TO WHAT YOU Job? (Co not tncludt work around tha hcuaa, JI more than 
EXPECT TO BE OOINC , IF YOV HAVE TWO OR THREE THINGS YOV one kind of work, choo•• the one that patd you the most per
THINK YOU MAY BE DOING, DO NOT CHOOSE MORE THAN ONE ANSWER, hour . ) ( MARK ONE )
JNSTEAO , MAKE ONE BEST CUESS,) 

PER- WCTD 
PER- WCTO RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT 

RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT --------HAVE NOT WORKED FOR PAY,,., •.. 0 3330 19.1% 19,411
CRAFTSPERSON OR OPERATOR auch LAWN WORK.,,,,,.,, •• , ••. ,,.,,. 1 2412 13.H 1•.511 
as baker, mecha~t~, e~ok, WAITER OR WAITRESS,,.,,,,,.,,. 2 219 1.3% 1. 7% 
,n1chin1 ope.ra!or, telev i Jio" NEWSPAPER ROUTE •...•••....• , , . 3 867 s.011 5.311 
repairer, telephone rap ■ irer, BABYSJTTJNC OR CHILD CARE,.,., 4 5421 31.nt 32.99! 
clothing pr ■ 111r, bus driver, FARM OR ACRICULTURAL WORK, .• ,. 6 719 4.111 4. 7% 
ta•i driver, truck driver,,.,, 1 682 3.9% .. . 3% OTHER MANUAL LABOR ..•..•.•..• , 6 650 3. 711 3,6'1!
FARMER OR FARM MANAGER,, ..... . 2 1<19 .99! . 99! STORE CLERK, SALESPERSON.,,,,, 7 331. 1.9'1t 2.29! 

_~ - HOUSEW! FE ! HOM..EMAK EB......, . . _,_, , .. . , .. ,_, 3 - ... 3.79 ..2.2_%__ ... 2.,.!1.11.... _01'.EJCE__QR.__CLERICAL ... •-•·• •• , ,,, . __a____.___ .1.8.2 1.091 ,Bit
LABORER OR FARM WORKER auch as . ODD JOBS .. ,., •. , •..•• ,., .••• ,. 9 836 ,.8'1l 5. 19! 
farm hand, gerb ■ ge collector OTHER .. , .•.....••••.• ,.,, ...•• 10 1512 B. 7% 9. 7'1t 
car washer, construction RESERVED CODES: 
worker • • , , ·,,,., ••• ,, . ,,,,, ••• , 78 .<I'll . 911 MULTIPLE RESPONSE.••••••••,. 96 612 3,691 (MISS)
MILITARY, POLICE, OR SECURITY " MISSING, .....•.••...• , •..• ,, 98 333 1.911 (MISS>
OFFICER 1uch 11 career officer 
or 1nli1tad person in the TOTALS: 17424 100 , 011 100,0lt 
armt-d force,, pot ; ce off;cer, 
secur;ty guard, f i refighter, 
deltctiva . , .• , .... .. •. • , .. . , , , 5 1,e, e. Sit 9. 611 
PROFESSIONAL, BUSINESS, OR 
MANACiE~JAL r u e !-- 1, fi r c- ft: n":•r, 
te11tcher, I i br1 !' ~ar<, hUf'se, 
doctor, denl, , i, r • • ~-ur~nL 
mer,eger . ~ur•"• !)-., :-~ nf!1: 
execu !ive : ... . .... . ..... .. . .. . 6 6137 29. Sit 28.911 PART 7 - YOUR SCHOOL LIFE ow~ J '.:':'.; ! ~ .... . i. .. !' : : ,: .. !. ~ r ·-· , r r. 
es l I b I 1 s ~.w,e n t . .. • .....• . • , , .• . 10,41 6,0'lt 5.911 
TECHNICAL such as dr1ft1m1n, ·' 
med;cal or dental technician, 

B 1001 5.7'1t 5.BII Quu t I on IYS&S;i~ts~~:isg~~"c~;;ic.i.L·oR·· ··· · 
OFFICE WORKER ,uch •• -------------solos 
clerk, re ■ I estate agent,
newsstand operator, oat ■ entry
cler.,. , •• t r-flter- y. hen.,_ t•I lpr, 9 4B5 2 . 81! 3. 11! During tho first semester of tha current school ye·ar, has 
SC I ENCe OR f.N~ I r;F.E!< I ti(; tny of tho fol lowinQ thing& happanad lo you? <MARK ONE EACH)
PRpFESS!0~A~ ;uch ~• e~~ i nc•r 
or sc.i•~ t-t ,t. . . ·. ..•. . •. .- •.•••.• 10 1087 6.211 5,79! 
SERVICE wCN"'::." · 11.1ch "" wp,-;,t!.-, 
hei rdres,e, 1 -.. . (..•r- jl_6 r .,, i II lot 
food e1lab ii 1hmenl, &:C.,(1 .... , 

Jeni tor, beaut i c;an, chi Idear~ 
worker , •. . ,,, .. , .. ,,., .. , ·, •••. 11 785 4 . 5'1! • . Sit 
OTHER,.,,,,,.,, , ... ,,·,, .. ,,,,., 12 27"3 15 . 71! 17 . 11t 
NOT WORKING,,, . ,,, . ...... ,.,., 13 33 • 21! .211 
DON'T KNOW,, ... .. ,, . ..... ,,,., 1,4 1782 10 . 21! 10.511 Quu t I on BYS55A Tape Poe, 202-202 
RESERVED CODES: For•at: l 1 

MUL Tl PLE RESPONSE ., . , , , , . , , , . 96 285 1.6'1! (MISS)
MISSING .. . .•..• , . . ... ,, . ... , 98 270 1. 5'1! (MISS) BYSSSA R SENT TO OFFICE FOR MISBEH•VJNC 

TOTALS: 17,24 100,0'1! 100 . 011 w~• sent to the office because I w11 misbehaving 

PER- WGTD 
RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT 

NEVER . . ,. , ., ., , . ...•• • , , .. . • .. 0 12164 69.BII 67. 711 
ONCE OR TWICE . .. . . .. ,., ... .. , . 1 3530 20 . 39! 22 , 71! 
MORE THAN TWICE .... , .. ,,,.,,,, 2 1•8s e . St: 9 . 7'it 
RESERVEOCODES: 

PART 6 - YOUR JOBS AND CHORES MISSING, ... ,, . • . .. • . ,., ....• 8 241 1.491 (MISS) 

TOTALS: 1742• 100.0% 100.09! 

Quu ti on BYS53 Tap, Poi, 199-199 
ForMet: 11 <Refer lo Question 551 

BYS53 NO. OF HOURS R WORKS FOR PAY PER WEEK 
Not counting chor-es around the house, how many hours do/d;d 
you wor- ~ e week for- pay on your- present ~r most recent Job? 
(MARK ONE) 

PER- WCTO 
RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT 

---------- -------- Cluu t I on BYSl55B T ■pa Poe, 203-203NONE, NEVER WORKED FOR PAY ... , 0 5357 30,711 30 . 2'1\ For•at: l 1 UP TO ,4 HOURS.,, , ,., . . ,,, .... , 1 6076 34, 91! 34 , 6'1! 
6-10 HOURS,,,,, .. . .. , .. , . ,., .. 2 3461 19 , 91t 20,61! BYS55B R SENT TO OFFICE WITH SCHL WORK PROBLEMS 
11-20 HOURS ..... , , .. . ,.,., .... 3 1281 7,411 8 . 3'1! 
21 OR MORE HOURS A WEEK.,, .... • sec 5,611. 6 , Slt J WIils sent t~ the office b1cau1• of problems wtth my 
RESERVED CODES: school work 

MUL Tl PLE ' RESPONSE, ,, .. ,,,., , 6 6 ,O'll (MISS)
MISSING . , , . ... , .. ... , , , ,, , , , B 263 1. S'll <MISS) PER- WGTD 

RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT 
TOTALS : 17424 100 . ~ 100.0% --------NEVER .. , .. •. , . .. • .•• . . ..• • • .• • 0 16618 89. 11! BS . Sit 

ONCE OR TWICE , . • • ... •• , . • • • . •• 1 1268 7 . 311 8. 111 
MORE THAN TWICE .. , ...• , ... ,,. • 2 34,4 2.011 2.411 
RESERVED CODES : 

MISS INC . .. . ,, ,. , ,, .. , . • • ,••• 8 294 1. 711 (MISS> 
TOTALS : 1742• 100,091 100.0111. 

(Refer to Quo,tion 55) 

https://2.,.!1.11
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-. -------- ,·---- Quu t I on BYS&&F Tapo POI, ·207-207 
Quu ti on BYS&5~ . Tap, Pot, 20.,&-20" Fo, ■ at1 11 

Fo, ■ at: 11 
BYS56F R COT INTO FICHT WITH ANOTHER STUDENT 

BYS55C PARENTS RECEIVED WARNINC ABT ATTENDANCE 
got i ftlO • physical fight wi th another studont 

My p1rent1 received • warning about my attendance 
PER- WCTO 

PER- WCTD RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT 
RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT ---------------- NEVER, ,, ,,,, . .... , .. . , ,,,,,, ,, 0 13669 78,.,&IK 77,21t

NEVER . • ,, ,,, , , , . , , , , , , , . , . , , , , 0 15371 88,211 88,3111 ONCE OR TWICE, ,, ,,, .,,, .. ,,,, , , 1 2696 15. 5111 17.6'1, 
ONCE OR TWICE.,, , ,,, , , , . , ,,,,, 1 1357 7 ,8'11 8,9111 MORE THAN TWICE . . ,,,,,, ,, .• ,,, 2 767 •. .,&9t 5. 211 · 
MORE THAN TWICE,, , .. ,,, . .. ,,,, 2 397 2,31! 2 ,9111 RESERVED CODES : 
RESERVED CODES: MULTIPLE RESPONSE,,,,,, , ,,,, 6 2 ,011( (MISS)

MISS INC,,, .. ,,,,, .. ,, .. , .. ,. 8 299 1, 79' (MISS) MISS INC,,, , ,,,,,,,.,,,,, , ,,, 8 290 1. 711 (MISS) 
TOTAL·S: 1,,2.. 100,011 100,011 TOTALS: 17.. 2 .. 100.01! 100,01! 

.. (Refa_r to Quutton _~5) (Rafar to , Quastton 66) 

Quu l I on BYS660 Tap, Po,, 20&-20& Qu" t I on IYSH 
Fo••at 1 11 

BYS55D PARENTS RECEIVED WARNINC ABOUT CRAOES 

How do you think other students in your classes ••• you?
(MARK ONE EACH) 

PER- WCTO 
RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT · PCT 

NEVER, . .. . , .,, .. , ... , . .. ,,.,, , 0 11198 64,3'1! 62. 8111 
ONCE OR TWICE ...•. , ., .. , ,,., ,. 1 .,&773 27 ... 'K 29 . 61t 
MORE THAN TWICE .. . , ..... . .. , .. 2 1168 6 , 7!t 7 , 6% 
RESERVED CODES: 

MULTIPLE RESPONSE . ... , , . ·, , . . 6 2 .OIi (MISS) ---------MISS INC . . , .. ..•.. . . . .. ,., . ,. 8 283 1.611 (MISS) Quaation IYH6A Tape Po,, 2011-208 
Format, 11 

TOTALS : 17424 100 . o,; 100 . 09' 
BYS56A STUDENTS IN CLASS SEER AS POPULAR 

Other students in cle11 •••you•• popular 
(Refer to Question 65) 

· PER- WCTO 
RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT 

VERY .. ,,.,,, .. , . ...... ,., ,., .. 1 2781 16 . 0'I\ 17 .Olt 
SOMEWHAT., , ., .. . . . .....• , ,, .. . 2 11105 63.7'1t 65 . 51< 
NOT AT ALL . ..• , .... , •• . , .. , . . . 3 2882 16. S'K 17 ,6'K 
RESERVED CODES: 

MULTIPLE RESPONSE . ...•...• . . 6 5 .~ (MISS) 
MISS INC .. , ......... , .... • .. . 8 651 3 . 7'1t (MISS) 

Quu t ton BYSS&E Tap, Po,, 206-206 
Fo,01at1 11 TOTALS: 17424 100 . 0'lt 100 . 0'lt 

BYSSSE · PARENTS RECEIVED WARNINC ABOUT BEHAVIOR 
M~ perents received a warn;ng about fflY behavior <Refer lo Question 56) 

PER- WCTD 
RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT 

NEVER .... ·..• . . . .. . .•.• ,. , .,.,, 0 13767 79.0!t 78 . 2111 
ONCE OR TWICE ..... •. .... ,, .. ,. 1 :use 1... 1'1t 16. 811 
MORE THAN TWICE, .. . . , ... ,,,, . . 2 904 5,29i 6. 1'11 
RESERVED CODES:· Qu" t ton IYS&6B Tape Poi ~ 209-209 

MULTIPLE RESPONSE .. , .... . . . . 6 1 , 011 (MISS) Fo,.,at : 11 
MISS INC .. , .. . . . .... .. ..... , . 8 294 1. 7111. (MISS> 

BYS568 STUDENTS IN CLASS SEER AS ATHLETIC 
TOTALS: 17 .. 24 100,0lt 100.01! 

Other students in class ••• you as athlet;c 

<Refer to Quest i _on 55 ) PER- WCTD 
RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT 

VERY. , ......• . .. . ;. , .. ,.,.,,, , 1 .,&521 25 . 91< 26 . 8'r: 
SOMEWHAT, .. , .. , ... ,. , ., .. , . , . . 2 8181 "7 .O"i .. a. 2"-
NOT AT ALL . ... ,; ... .. ,, .... ,., 3 .,&036 23,2'1i, 25.0'lt 
RESERVED CODES: 

MULTIPLE RESPONSE .. , •. , . . , .. 6 4 . O'I! (MISS) 
MISS INC .... . .......•••...... 8 682 3 , 91! (MISS) 

TOTALS: 1742• 100.~ 100.0% 

(Rofer to Quostion 56) 
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Quuttor1 BYSl57A Tapa P·os ·, 213-213 
Quu ti or1 BYSHC T·apa Poa, 210-210 Fo,,.lit: I 1 

Forfflat: I 1 
BYS57A R. HAO SOMETHINC STOLEN AT SCHOOL 

BYS56C STUDENTS IN CLASS SEE R AS cooo STUDENT 
had aomethin; 1tol1n from ... at school 

Othar students i" clast ••• you •• • 1100d atudenl 
PER- WCTO 

PER- WCTD RESPONSE COOES FREQ CENT PCT 
RESPONSE COOES FREQ CENT PCT ---------------- NEVER .•.. ,,.,,, .•. ,,,, •. , ••.•• 0 8685 •9.89! 51 ,2'1!

VERY.,, •.. , ..• ,,.,,,,.,.,,,,,, 1 6296 36 . 1'1! 35,79! ONCE OR TWICE •. ,, , .,, ,, • • •.• ,. 1 6962 •O.Olt •0.2'1! 
SOMEWHAT .. , ••.• , ••.•.•.. ,.,, •. 2 9288 r,3. 31t S6.6'1l MORE THAN TWICE ...... ... ...... 2 1394 8.0'11 a.Sit 
NOT AT ALL ..•.• ,, .. ,••,,·••·•· 3 1299 7. Sit 8.71t RESERVED CODES: 
RESERV:.O CODES: MULTIPLE RESPONSE ,,, , ••••••• 6 2 ·•Oll (MISS)

MULTIPLE RESPONSE .••••. , . •.• 6 . 6 .Olt (MISS) MISSINC ..•••.• , •••••••••••• , 8 381 2. 211 <MISS) 
:· MISS INC . •. , ••••••.• , .. ,,,,,, 8 636 3. 11! <MISS) 

TOTALS: 17 .. 2"4 100,0ll 100.011 
TOTALS: 17424 100.0lt 100.0li 

(Refer to Question 57) 
- - (·Re:rre_r· t c Que , -t -;·on --56-)- ----

Queatton 8YS67B Tape Poa, 21..a-21 .. 
Quu t t or1 IYS&&D Tape Poi, 211-211 ForMat: 11 

Fori.. t: .11 
BYS57B SOMEONE OFFERED TO SELL R DRUCS AT SCHL 

BYS56D STUDENTS IN CLASS SEER AS IMPORTANT 
Someone offered to ~•II•• drugs ■ t ach~ol 

Other ,tudents in cl11, 1ee you a, ;mportant 
PER- WCTD 

PER- WCTD RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT 
RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT ------------- NEVER, ,.,,. ,,,, •• •• •. • . ..• .. . , 0 15460 88. ?¥. 90. 2"' 

VERY •.....•........••••••••.. . I 3401 19. 5'1! 20.21i. ONCE OR TWICE .. .. ........... .. 1 1102 6 . 39t 7 .o.. 
SOMEWHAT ..•.•..•.•• ,, .•..• .• .. 2 11013 63.211< 65.61t MORE THAN TWICE ••••••.•••..•• , 2 ..a62 2. ?It 2,8\t 
NOT AT ALL .•••. ,,,,,, , , . •••• · · 3 2267 13,0ll 1"4 , 311,; RESERVED COOES: 
RESERVED CODES: MISSINC,. , • ••••••.•••.•..• ,. 8 •DO 2. 391 (MlSSl'2MULTIPLE RESPONSE . , ..... • ... 6 .Olt !MISS l 

MISS I NC •• , .•••.. , , , ... , , , , , , 8 74 I 4,3'1! IMISSJ TOTALS: I 1424 100.011 100.0lt 

TOTALS: 17"424 100 . 011,; 100 . 0lt 

(Refer to Question 57) 

(Refer to Question 56} 

.------
Quu t I on BYS1i7C Tepa Poi, 216-21& 

Fori- ■ t: 11 
Quu ti on BYS66E Tap ■ Po,; 212-212 

Forlft ■ t: 11 BYSS?C SOMEONE THREATENED TO HURT R AT SCHOOL 
BYS56E STUDENTS IN CLASS SEER AS TROUBLE-MAKER So,n ■ C?n• threatened to hurt ... et 1 choo I 

Other students in class see you as• trouble-maker PER- WCTD 
RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT 

PER- WCTD --------RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT NEVER ... , ......... , , . , , , , . , • , . 0 12599 12.• 3'1'. 72.0'I. -------- ONCE OR TV,ICE ..... , ........... I 3<136 19. ?lt 22.0lt---------- 1VERY.,., •• , •• , •••••••.•..• .•• , 793 . ... 6'11 5. l'lt MORE THAN TWICE . .• ••• • . , •••••• 2 989 5,?'11 6.0lt 
SOMEWHAT . .. , .... , .. ,,,., ,, .. , , 2 3676 21. tit 22 ,Bit RESERVED CODES: 
NOT AT ALL.,,.,.,,. , ,. ,, ,,,.,, 3 12244 70. 311 72. I'll MULTIPLE RESPONSE •••. • ••• • •• 6 I ,O!t (MISS)
RESERVED CODES: MISS INC ...•. , .. . . .•...• ,, •. ·• 8 399 2 , 3!1 IMISS> 

MULTIPLE RESPONSE .. .. .• , .. ,, 6 2 ,Olt (MISS) 
MISSINC., .. , .•. , •. . ..... ,.,. 8 709 "· '"' !MISS) TOTALS: 11,24 . IOQ.Olt 100.0lt 

TOTALS : 11424 100.0lt 100 . 0"' 
(Refer to Quaation 57) 

(Refer to Question 56> 

Quaa t 1on 8YS68 

Jnd;cate the deljlr ■ e to which each of the following matter, 
are a problem in your 1chool, (MARK ONE EACH)

Dur i ng the f;r,t 1eme1ter of the current school year, how 
many times have any of the fol low;ng thing, happened to 
you1 (MARK ONE EACH) 
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Quu l I Oft IYS&IO Tapa Po,, 219-219 
Quultoft IYS&IA Tape Poe, 218-216 Fo,.,at I 11 

Foraal I J 1 
8YS580 PHYSICAL CONFLICTS ·AMONC STUDENTS A PROB 

BYSSBA STUDENT TARDINESS A PROBLEM AT SCHOOL 
Physical COftf Ii els llftong 1tudent1 

Sludanl t1rdine11 
PER- WCTO 

PER- WCTO RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT 
RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT ---------------- SERIOUS,,,, •••••• ,,,,,,,,,,,,. 1 2629 15. 1'11 16. 2'1\ 

SERIOUS.,,,,.,,.,,, •• ,,,,,,,., 1 1900 10,911 12. 511 MODERATE,,,,,,.,.,,,., •• ,.,,., 2 ,4406 25.3'1t 26, Sli 
MODERATE,, , , , . , , , , . , . , , . , , , , , , 2 o4681 26,911 26,716 MINOR.,, .. ,,., •• ,,,, •• , •••• ,,, 3 5,475 31.o4% 32. 516 
MINOR .•• , •..... ,,,,,.,,,,,,,•. 3 5757 33.0% 33. 7!! NOT A PROBLEM, •. .• ,,.,,,,.,,,, 4 ,4,431 25,,4% 24 .611 
NOT A PROBLEM,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,, o4650 26,711, 27, 111 RESERVED CODES: 
RESERVED CODES: " MULTIPLE RESPONSE ••••••••• ,. 6 7 .OIi (MISS) 

.MULTIPLE ·RESPONSE;,, . ,, ••. ,, 6 7 • ()II- (MISS) MISS INC .••. ,, ·,,.,, •. ,,, •.••• 8 o476 2,711 (MISS)
MJSSINC.,,,,,,,,.,.,.,,., •• , 8 o429 2. 51! (MJSS) 

TOTALS: 1742,4 100.0'1\ 100.0'I\ 
TOTALS: 17,42,4 100,011 100,011· 

- <-R•f·••·····to --Question 58)
<R•fe• to Question 58) 

Quu l ton BYS&IE Tape Poi, 220-220 
Quu t I oft IYSHB Tape Poi, 217-217 For11at 1 11-

For•at: 11 
BYS58E ROBBERY OR THEFT A PROBLEM AT SCHOOL 

BYS5SB STUDENT ABSENTEEISM A PROBLEM AT . SCHOOL 
Robb••r o• theft 

Stud•nl ■ b,enteeicm 
PER- WCTD 

PER- WCTD RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT 
RESPONSE CODES . . FREQ CENT PCT ---------- --------,-------- SERIOUS.,,, •• ,, •. ,., •. ,., ..... 2308 13. 2'1\ 13. 3'1t---------- ,SERIOUS., ••. , .. ,,,,.,,,,,,,,,, 1792 10, 31! 11.3!! MOii>ERATE.,,.,., •.• ,,,,,,,,,.,. 2 2587 1,4, 8'1\ 1o4,89t 

MODERATE, •• , ••.. ,.,,,,,,, •• , • . 2 ,47,45 27 .2% 28.611 MINOR.,,,,.,,,.,.,,,.,,,.,,, •. 3 5284 30.39t 31 ,91!
MINOR.,.,,, .••••.• ,,,,.,,,,,,, 3 5551 31,91! 32.711 NOT A PROBLEM,,,, ••••••• , .... , 4 6760 38.8% 39.9'tt 
NOT A PROBLEM .•• , .••• ,.,,, •• ,, 4 4810 27 ,61! 27 .4% RESERVED C00£5: 
RESERVED CODES: MULTIPLE RESPONSE.,, .•.•••.. 6 .0¥. <MISS)

MULTIPLE R~SPDNSE .• ,,, .• ..•• 6 10 .01 (MISS) MISS INC .. ,., .••• ,,,.,, .•• ,,. 8 481" 2,8'1t <MISS)
Mrss:Nc ........·..•.......... 8 516 3.0'lt (MISS) 

TOTALS : 1742,4 100,0!t 100.0lt 
TOTALS> 17,42,4 100.011 100.0'I\ 

<R•I•~ lo Question 58)
<Refer to Question 68) 

Quu l I on BYS58F Tape Poi, 221-221 
Quu l I on BYS58C Tape Po,. 218-218 For11al1 11 

Fori.. l I 11 
BYS58F VANDALISM OF SCHOOL PROPERTY A PROBLEM 

BYS5SC STUDENTS CUTTINC CLASS A PROBLEM AT SCHL 
Venda I; am of school P"Ope,-ty

Students cutt;ng cla11 
PER- WCTD 

PER- WCTD RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT 
RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT ------------------ ,SERIOUS •..• ,, •• ,, ••.••• ,., •.. , 2446 1<1,0'lt 1•. 711 

SERIOUS .• ,,, .• ... , ••• ,........ 1 2o431 1o4.0I! 1o4,91! MODERATE .•• ,., •••.• , •• ,.,, •... 2 2633 15, 111 15,711 
MODER.r.TE,,,,,,.,,,,,,,,.,.,,,, 2 3061 17 ,6'1t 18. 11! MINOR, ..... ,,, •• ,,., .•••.• ,, .. 3 5116 29.49! 29.9'1\ 
MINOR .. ,,,,,.,,.,,,,,,,.,,,,.. 3 4551 26,111 27. 111 NOT A PROBLEM, •. ,, •. , •..•••. . , 4 6767 • 38. S'r. 39. ?'it 
NOT A PROBLEW, ,,,,, •. ,,..... .. 4 6913 39.711 39.9,! RESERVED CODES: 
RESERVED CODES: MULTIPLE RESPONSE ..•.•. , .•.. 6 2 ,Olf. <MISS) 

MULTIPLE RESPONSE .. ,,,,.,, . , 6 7 .OIi (MISS) MISS INC •• , •• ,, .•.•••••••..•. 8 ll60 2.6\r. (MISS> 
MISSING..................... 8 •61 2 .611 (MISS) 

TOTALS: 1742<1 100.0l\ 100.0lf. 
TOTALS: 174124 100.011 100.0lt 

(Ref•• to Question 58) 
(Ref•• to Question 58) 

https://MODER.r.TE
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QuH ll on 8YS1i8J Tape Poi, 226-22& 
Quu t ·1 on IIYSHC Tape Pot, ·222-222 For•at1 11 

ForMat: 11--------- BYS58J PHYSICAL ABUSE OF TEACHERS A PROBLEM 
BYS68C STUDENT USE OF ALCOHOL A PROBLEM AT SCHL 

Physical abuse of teachers 
Student use of alcohol 

PER- WCTO 
PER- WCTD RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT 

RESPONSE COO ES FREQ CENT PCT --------
SERIOUS, •••••• , ••• , ••• , ••• ,,., 1 1364 1. Bit 7,71t 

SERIOUS,,,,,,,,,,,,,, . ,,,,,,,, 1 2639 15.1% 15,0'li MOOERATE •••••• , ••••••••••••••• 2 o488 2, Bit 3.31t 
MODERATE,,,,.,,,.,, •••• ,.,,,,. 2 2668 15.3'11 15, 3'11 MINOR.,.,, •••••• ,., •••• ,, ••••• 3 1661 9. 611 9.9'11 
MINOR.,,,,,.,,,,,,,,,.,,.,,,;, 3 3889 . 22,311> 22; 691 NOT A PROBLEM,, ••••••• , •••••• , .. 13A29 79.211>"· 111HCI A PROBLEM, , , , , , , , , , , , •• , • 7751 44.51t -47. 2% RESERVED CODES: 
RESERVED CODES: MULi IPLE RESPONSE,, ••••••••• 8 t .011 (MISS) 

MULTIPLE RESPONSE. , • , , , , , • , , 6 4 • O'K (MISS) MISSING,.,, ••••• , •••• , ••• ,,. 8 481 2. Bit (MISS) 
MISSING •• ,, ••••• , •• ,,,,.,,.. 8 473 2. 791 (MISS) 

TOTALS: 17424 100.0!I 100.0!! 
I.OIM,S: 17424 100.0lt 100.~ 

(Refer to Que&tion 58) 
(Refer to Question 58) 

QuH ti on BYSHK Tapa Poi. 226-226 
Quu t 1 on BYS58H Tape Poi. 223-223 For11at 1 11 

ForM ■ t: 11 
BYS58K VERBAL ABUSE OF TEACHERS A PROBLEM 

BYS58H STUDENT USE OF I LLECAL ORUCS A P.ROBLEM 
Verbal abuse of teachers 

Student use of i I I ega I drugs 
PER- WCTO 

PER- WCTD RESPONSE COOES FREQ CENT PCT 
RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT ----------· SERIOUS,, ••••••• , •••• , •••• ,.,. 1 1888 10. 8'11 11. tit 

SERIOUS,,,,.,.,.,.,,,.,,,,,,,. 1 2396 13.81t 13,611 MOOERATE., ••• , ••••• , •••••• ,.,. 2 2465 14.19' 15.09' 
MODERATE. , , •••• , , •• , , ••• ; , • • • • 
MINOR ... ,,, .. , ............. ,.. 

2 
3 

1839 
3728 

10,6'11 
21 , Alt 

10.6% 
21. 7'11 

MINOR.,, ••••••••• ,,,,., ••• ,,,, 
NOT A PROBLEM,, •• ,, •••••• , •• ,. 

3 
4 

4593 
8004 

26,411 
4S,9% 

26,9'11 
.., ,OIi 

NOT A PROBLEM ••• , •••• ,., •• ,... 
RESERVED CODES: 

MULTl PLE RESPONSE ••• , •• , • • • • 
MISS INC .................. ,.. 

A 

6 
8 

8980 

" 477 

51. 5'11 54.0'li 

.~ (MISS> 
2. 791, (MISS) 

RESERVED CODES: 
MULTIPLE RESPONSE ••••••••••• 
MISS INC., •• , •••• ,,,.,., •• ,., 

6 e 1 
,473 -~ (MISS) 

2, 791 !MISS) 

TOTALS: 17424 100.0'< 100.0lt 
TOTALS: 17424 100.0'11 100,0'II 

(Refer to Question 58) 
(Ref.,. to Question 68) 

Quo ■ t1 on BYS68 I Tape Po,. 22•-22• 
For•al: 11 

· Quu t I on BYS69 

BYS58 I STUDENT POSSESSION OF WEAPONS A PROBLEM 
How much do you 19,. ■ t with each of the fol lowing statements 

Sludonl po11e11ion of weep.on, abou.l your school and teachers? (MARK ONE EACH) 

PER- WCTO 
RESPONSE CODES-------- FREQ CENT PCT 

----------SERIOUS •••••• ,,,.,.,., •• ,.,,., 
MODERATE •• ,,,, ., ,,.,, ••• , , •••• 
MINOR,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,. , ,,,,, 

, 
2 
3 

1869 
1610 
•068 

10 . 791 
9.2'1! 

23.31t 

11 , 111 
10 , tit 
24,Blt 

NOT A PROBLEM.,.,,,, , •• , , , •••• 4 9399 53.91t 54 .Olt 
RESERVED COOES: 

MULTIPLE RESPONSE •• ,,,,,, • • , 
MISSINC •.••••.. • . . ••••••• , •• 

6 
8 

3 
,475 

•Olt 
2. 711 

(MISS) 
!MISS) 

Quu t I on 8YS1i9A Tape Poa, 227-227 
ForMet: 11 

TOTALS: 17424 100.0lt 100.0'li BYS59A STUDENTS CET ALONG WELL WITH TEACHERS 

Students gal a long we 11 with leache,-, 

(Refer to Que,t,on 58) PER- WCTD 
RESPONSE 

----------
CODES -------- FREQ CENT PCT 

STRONGLY ACREE,, .•. ,.,,,,,,, . , 1 1421 8. 211 8,491, 
ACREE,, •••••• ,,.,,,.,,,,.,, ••• 2 10464 60.1'11 59,3% 
DISAGREE,, •• ,.,.,, •••••••••••• 
STRONGLY DISAGREE.,, •••••••••• 

3 
4 

4305 
893 

24. 7!1 
6. 111 

26.991 
5,41t 

RESERVED CODES : 
MULTIPLE RESPONSE,,,, ••• , ••• 
MISS INC •••• , •••. , . , ,,.,,.,,, 

6 
8 

11 
330 

• tit 
t ,911'. 

(MISS) 
(MISS) 

TOTALS: 17424 100.0!I 100,0!I 

<R•le, lo Question 59) 
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Qunllon BYSliBE Tep• Poi, 231-231 
Quu l I on 8VS69B T1p1 Po,, 221-221 For•1t1 11 

For ■■ t: I 1 
BYS59E OTHER STUDENTS OFTEN DISRUPT CLASS 

BYS59B THERE IS REAL SCHOOL SPIRIT 
Other , tudenls often d i orupl c l ass 

Th•r• ;, r ■ al school 1p i rtt 
PER- WCTD 

PER- WCTO RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT 
RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT --------STRONCLV ACREE, ... , . .. , ...•.. . 1 3<156 19 . S'lt 20,9'1t 

STRONCLV ACREE ... ,....... ... .. 1 3222 18 . 5!1 17. 5111 ACREE ........ , ......•. , .... • .. 2 9634 li!i,311 57, 7!1 
ACREE ..• ••• ••••• • • ; • • • • . . • . • . • 2 B893 51.~ 51. 7'11 DISACREE . . . . , ..•... , .....• ,, .• 3 3634 20.3'11 19,311 
DISACREE.... . ........... . .. . . • . 3 419,. 24 . 011 26.2!1 STRONCLV DISACREE . . , ...•.••••• 4 384 2. 211 ' 2,211 
STRONC L V O I SACREE,. ••. ,. • .. .. • 4 762 4 ,4!1 4 , 6!1 RESERVED CODES: 
RESERVED CODES: MULIJelE RESl!ONSE ~ ~ ' I'll CMl5SI 

MOCIIPLE ~ESPONSE..... ...•.• ~ 23 .... \MJ.::i:>) MISS INC •..•. • • , •••.•• ,,:., . : 8 395 2. 3'1t (MISS)
MISSINC . ....... . ...... . . . . . . 8 3<10 2. 0'11 (MISS> 

TOTALS: 17"'24 100,0!1 100.0lt 
TOTALS: 17<12<1 100.0'11 100 .0'11 

(Refer to Quest i on 59)
(Refer lo Que,lion 69) 

Quu t I on IYS59F Tep• Poi, 232-232 
Quu t I on 8YS68C T1p1 Poa, ·229-229 For•■ t I 11 · 

For ■■ t: It 
8VS59F THE TEACHINC IS CDOD 

BYS69C RULES FOR BEHAVl,OR .ARE STRICT 
Thi teaching i. good

Rules for behav i or are ,tri~t 
PER- WCTD 

PER- WCTD RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT 
RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT .PCT --------STRONCLV ACREE ....... .. , ...... 1 3382 19 . <l!I 18, 1'16 

STRONCLV ACREE. .. • .. .. . .. .. .. . 1 3251 18 . 7'11 18,61! ACREE .. , .. .. . . . •. ..••••. . ..•.. 2 10572 60. 71l 63. n; 
ACREE. ,, .. . ... . .. . ..... . ... . .. 2 8•33 48 . "* <19 . tit DISACREE •... . , .• . , .•••• , ,. ,,., 3 2300 13 . 2'1t 1•1.2!t 
DISACREE ..... ,,. ..... .. ....... . 3 4931 28,391 29. 7!1 STRONCLV DI SACREE . ..•... • • .. .. .. 728 ... 2111 <l,6'11 
STRONCLV OISACREE. ... .. . .... .. 4 <115 2,4111 2.5111 RESERVED CODES: 
RESERVED CODES : MULTIPLE RESPONSE .• .. . ,, .. , . 6 16 , 1!1 (MISS>

MULTIPLE RESPONSE . .... ,. . ... 6 12 . 1'I! (MISS) MISS INC ...• , . , •• ,, ,, . .. . , ... B 426 2.4'1t (MISS)
~ISSINC . ... ,.. ..... ..... . ... 8 382 2. 21t (MISS> 

TOTALS: 17.. 24 100.0'11 100.0'lt 
TOTALS: 17<12• 100 , 011 100.0lt 

(Ref• r lo Quest i on 5.9> 
(Ref ■ r to Que,lion 69) 

Q11u t ton BYS59C Tape Pos, 233-233 . 
Quu ti on BVS69D Tepe Po, , 230-230 For••l: 11 

For ■■ t: 11 
8VS59C· TEACHERS ARE INTERESTED IN STUDENTS 

BVS59D DISCIPLINE IS FAIR 
Te1~hers are interested in 1ludent1 

PER- WCTO 
PER- WCTD RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT 

RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT --------STRONCLV ACREE . • , .. ,., . • •• • ... 1 3293 18, 9'16 17. 6!1 
STRONCLV ACREE . . . . . ...... . .• .. 1 1•68 8. <Ill 8. 1" ACREE .. • ...•.•••.. ,, •..•.. , ..• 2 9777 66 . 111 57 ...II · 
ACREE,, •. ..... .. .. , . , . .... , .. • 2 10533 60 . 51! 60 . 911 DISACREE ....... . . .. .••.. . .... . 3 3111 17 .911 20,0lt 
DISACREE .. . , . .. .. , . .. . , ,, . . .. . 3 3772 21.6'1t 23.2\t STRONCLY D!SACREE ...•.. . ..•. . . 4 783 ... s.. 5 . 01, 
STRONCLY DISAGREE .... . , . . . ... . 4 1180 6.8'1t 7. 2!1 RESERVED CODES : 
RESERVED CODES: MULTIPLE RESPONSE .. .. . .. •. .. 6 19 '1'1t <MISS> 

MULTIPLE RESPONSE , .... ... .. . 6 12 . 1!1 (MISS) MISS INC .. . . , • . .. ,. , .• , , ,.,,. 8 <141 2, Sit <MISS)
MISSING . . . .... . .• .. .. .. .... . 8 <159 2,.611 (MISS) 

TOTALS : 17•24 100.0lt 100 . 0!1 
TOTALS : 1742<1 100.0lt 100.0lt 

(Refer lo Question 59) 
(Refer to Question 59) 
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Quo It f Oft BYS&BK Tap ■ Poa, 237-237 
Quu t loft BYS59H Tap ■ Po,, 234-234 Forlftatl 11 

For11at1 11 
BYS59K I DON'T FEEL SAFE AT THIS SCHOOL 

BYS59H TEACHERS PRAISE MY EFFORT 
don't feel 1afe at this school 

When J work hard on schoolwork, my teachers praise my 
effort PER- WGTD 

RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT 
PER- WCTD --------RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT STRONCLY ACREE,,, •••• , •• , •• , •• 1 513 2.911 3.5'1t 

ACREE •••• ,.,.,,, •. ,.,,,,,,,,,, 2 1309 7. 5'11 8,.C'II 
STRONCLY ACREE................ 1 2801 16,UI 15.611 DISAGREE •..•••••• ,, ••• ,,, •• ,,, 3 83.C.C ~7.911 50.111 
ACREE .•..•• ,.................. 2 8195 47,01\ .C7 .31! STRONCLY DISACREE ••••••••••••. 4 6811 39.111 38. I'll 
DISACREE .............. ,, ..... , 3 5037 28. 911! 31, 2'1t RESERVED CODES:
STRONCL~ PISACREE, ,.,,, ,,,,, ~ !l?J 'li,6'!!. li,!l'!i MULl:l-~LE RESeoNSE .6 ~ •.111 !MISS)
RESERVED CODES: MISS INC ••• ,,, •••.. ,.,,,,.,,, 8 ~26 ......11 (MISS)

MULTIPLE RESPONSE ....... ,... 6 16 ,111, (MISS)
MISSINC, •• ,.,, ..•...... ,.,.. 8 .CO2 2.3% <MISS> TOTALS: 17.C2.C 100,011 100.011 

.I_OTALS: 17.C2.C 100.0% 100.0'lt 

(Refer to Question 59) 
(Refer to Question 59) 

Qu■ 1 t I 011 BYS&9L Tap ■ Poo, 238-238 
Format I 11 

Quu t I Oft BYS59 I Tapo Poo, 23&-23& 
For11atl 11 BYS59L STUDENT DISRUPTIONS INHIBIT LEARNINC 

BYS591 IN CLASS I FEEL PUT DOWN BY MY TEACHERS Disruptions by other students get in the way of my 
learning

In class I ofte~ f•el 1 put dowr. 1 by my teachers 
PER- WCTD 

PER- WCTD RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT 
RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT --------

STRONCLY ACREE ••....• ,,,., •... 1 15-48 8.911 9.6'f. 
STRONCLY ACREE. . . . . . • . . • . . . . . . 1 759 4,.C'lt 4.51! ACREE .•....••••••.•..•..• ,., •. 2 4951 28 ,-4'1! 29.611 
ACREE ....• ,................... 2 2747 15.8'1t 16. 71< D·ISACREE ....••••••••••••... , ••• 3 8114 .C6.6!t 47, Hi 
DISACREE...................... 3 9770 56, I'll 57. 7'1t STRONGLY DISAGREE •.•••..•••••• 4 2376 13.611 13.8% 
STRONCLY DISACREE... •. .. . .. .. . 4 3727 21,.C'lt 21.1% RESERVED CODES: 
RESERVED CODES: MULTIPLE RESPONSE .•••••••••. 6 5 .OIi (MISS) 

MULTIPLE RESPONSE ...•.. , ... ; 6 22 .111 <MISS) MISS INC, ••........••.• ,,,,,. 8 .C30 2. 51! (MISS) 
MISSING..................... 8 399 2. 3'r; <MISS) 

TOTALS: 17.C24 100.0'lt 100.011 
TOTALS: 17424 100.0'lt 100.0it 

(Refer to Quast ion 59)
(Refer to Quest;on 59> 

Qu■ 1 t I 011 IYS59M Tape Poa, 239-239 
Quutloft BYS59J Tapo Po,, 236-236 Forlfte·t: 11 

ForM ■ t: 11 
BYS59M MISBEHAVNC STDNTS OFTEN CET AWAY WITH IT 

BYS59J MOST OF MY TEACHERS LISTEN TO WHAT I SAY 
Misbehaving 1ludent1 often get away w;th it 

Most of my teachers really listen to what I have to say 
PER- WCTD 

PER- WGTD RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT 
RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT --------

1 2306 13.21! 14.211 
STRONGLY ACREE................ 1 2394 13. 7!!. 13,211 :~~~~~~~-~~~~~~: :::::::::::::: 2 6550 37 .61! 37. 5!!. 
ACREE .... , .... , ........ , . . . • . . 2 9452 54. 2'1t 55 .O'lt DISAGREE ...•.. ,, •.. ,, •....•... 3 6315 36.211. 37 .01! 
DISAGREE, ...... , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 4193 24, 1"- 26.0'r; STRONGLY DI SACREE .._..•.•..•... ... 1887 10.81! 11.2'11 
STRONGLY DISACREE........ .. . . . 4 943 6 ...... 5.81! RESERVED CODES: 
RESERVED CODES: MULTIPLE RESPONSE ••.•••••••. 6 5 .O'lt !MISS)

MULTIPLE RESPONSE........... 6 16 ,I'll, {MISS> MISSING ...• , .. ,, ..... ,,,, .• , 8 361 2. 191: (MISS) 
MISSING..................... 8 -426 2 ,4'1t !MISS> 

TOTALS: 17424 100.0'lt 100.011 
TOTALS: 17424 100.0% 100.011 

(Rofor lo Question 59) 
(Refer to Quest;on 59) 
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PART I - YOUR SCHOOLWORK Quu t I on IYS&OC Tap• Po,, 242•242 
Foro,atl 11 . . · 

BYS60C R'S ABILITY CROUP FOR ENCLISH 
Somttlmll 1tud1nt1 1r1 put in different ;roup1, 10 that they 
are wit~ other student, of 1i,ni lar abi l ity. The next Engl Ith 
que1tton1 are about abi lily gr-oups ;n certain schoc:il eubJ1ct1. 

PER- WCTO 
RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT 

HIGH •. • ,., ••• , . • • • · ••••••• • •• • 1 •660 26.21! 26 . 21! 
Qu•• t I on BYS&O MIDDLE •. .. , ••• • ••..••• •• •••.• • 2 6314 36.211 38.61! 

LOW .••• ; •.••••••.•••• • • • •••• • . 3 9(),1 6.211 5. 71! 
AREN'T CROUPED • •.••• • • , •••••.• ,C167 23.911 23. 91! 
I DON'T KNOW .•. ,' • ••• •••• •• •.•• ' 6 912 6.211 5.611 
RESERVED CODES: 

What ·ebil;ty grou::, art ·you ;n for the following cl111e1? MULTIPLE RESPONSE ••••••• •• •• 6 15 .1'1 (MISS)
(MARK ONE FOK EACH) MISSINC •• • .• • ••• • ••••••••. • • a · 652 3.211 (MISS) 

TOTALS: 1742,C 100.096 100.011 

(Refer to Question 60) 

Quutlon BYS&OA Tepe Poi, 240-240 
Foro,al: J 1 

BYS60A R'S ABILITY CROUP FOR MATHEMATICS 

Mathematics 
Quu ti on BYSSOD Tape_ Pot. 243-243 

PER- WCTD Foro,at1 11 
RES 0 0NSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT -------- BYS60D R'S ABILITY CROUP FOR SOCIAL STUDIES 

HICH ••. . .. •. .... •... ........ • • 1 5499 31 . 61! 30. 81! 
MIDPLE • .. . •• , .. , • . . . . .... . , . . • 2 7006 40 . 21! 41 . SM. Social Studios 
LO\o/ .. . . •. ,,., , . .. , . . , . • . , .. , • . 3 1185 6. Slit 7, 7¥. 
AREN'T CROUPED ..••. , . ...•...• • 4 2425 13. 91!- 16.0'il PER- WCTD 
I DON'T KNOW . .. • •. ;., • .. .. ,, •• . 5 835 ,.896 6.0'lt RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT 
RESERVED CODES : --------MULTIPLE RESPONSE . . ....••... 6 ,. 16 ·. Ht (MISS ) ---------- 1 22 . ,91 23 . 71!HICH., ••..••• • • • • • • • • • •• • • • · • • 3895 

MISS INC • •••... ... . , ••.. . , • .. 8 .. 58 2.61! !MISS) MIDDLE •••••••. • ... • • ;., .•... . . 2 5873 33.796 35.611 
LOW ••••.•.• • •.••• • •••••••• • ... 3 793 .. .61! '4 . 81! 

TOTALS: 17,24 100.0% 100.0'!! AREN'T CROUPED ••. •• •••••• • . , • • 6125 29.,11, 29 , 211 
I DON'T KNOW .... . ... . ......... '5 1123 6. ,Cit 6 . 811 
RESERVED CODES : 

MULTIPLE RESPONSE .• • • .• •..• • 6 9 .11! <MISS)
(Refer to Question 60) .MISS NC .• • . . ••. • . . • •• ••••• •• 8 606 3.5'11 (MISS) 

TOTALS: 17424 100 . 0'!! 100.0\! 

(Refer to Quest i on 60) 

Que It ton BYS60B Tap, Pot . 241-241 
For111it: 11 

8VS60B R'S AB IL ITV CROUP FOR SC I ENC 
0

£ 

Science Student, often lake c•rtatn cla11e1 for different reasons, 
Que1tton1 61 through 65 a1k about the people who may have 

i>ER- WCTO helped you decide lo ta~• or not take algebra.
RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT 

HICH •.. •• .•• • .• ... . , . •. . ...•• , 1 3935 22.6'1t 22.91! 
MIDDLE • . • .•••. . ........ . , , .••. 2 6207 35.6~- 38. 11( 
LOW, . •• •...• •.. • ,,, ••.• , , . • ••. 3 787 ... 696 6.3% Tape Poi, 244-24,C
AREN'T CROUPED . ,, ..•. •• • • , . , .. .. .. 877 28.0'lt 27. 111 Format I 11 
I DON'T KNOW ....•. .• •.••.•... • 5 1012 6.891 6.51! 
RESERVED CODES: BYS61 TALK TO TCHR/CNSLR ABOUT TAKINC ALCEBRA 

MULTIPLE RESPONSE .• • .• , , . •. ·• 6 8 . 01! (MISS) 
MISSING .•••.. ... .... , ••. ..•. 8 698 3 ... 'lt (MISS> Di d a teacher or counselor lCMtAlkRKtOoNyo)u about ta~ing an_: 

algebra course th i s year? E 
TOTALS : 17424 100 . 01! 100.0.. 

PER- WCTO 
RESPONSE CODES FREQ 'CENT PCT 

(Refer to Que,lion 60) YES •• • ; .•. •.. •.•• ,. ,. .•.•.•... . , 1 6300 36 . 21! 35 . 81! 
NO , • . • • ••. • • , •. ••. .• • , • ..• .. .. 2 8182 ,47 .01! .. 9 . 1/j( 
ALCE.BRA NOT OFFERED ••.. • . •• ••. 3 2,7e 14.21! 15 , 2"-
RESERVED CODES : 

MULTIPLE RESPONSE . • .. . •• •. .. 6 9 .1'11 (MISS ) 
MISS INC, • • •••••.••. .. .••.. •. B 455 2.6'1t (MISS) 

TOTALS: 17424 100.0'lt 100. 01! 
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Cluu ti on BYS66 
Cluu t I on BYS62 Tepo Po,, 245-246 

For11et·1 11 

BYS62 DID PRNTS/CRDNS WANT R TO TAKE ALCEBRA 
Are you enrol led tn advanced, 1nrteh1d 1 or 1cc1l1r1t1d 

Did your parents/9u1rdi1n1 want you to lake en alGebra couraos tn any of the fo_l low;ng arou? (MARK ONE EACH) 
course this ytar? (MARK ONE) 

PER- WCTD 
RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT 

YES,,,,.,,,_,.,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,, 1 65<12 37. 611 36. 611 
NO,,,,,,,,,,,,.,,,,,,,,,,,,,,, 2 "'381 25.111 26. 711 
I DON'T KNOW,,,,,.,,,,,,,,,,,, 3 6015 3.C.511 37. 811 
RESERVED CODES: 

MULTIPLE RESPONSE,,,,,,, .... 6 3 .<>'! !MISS) Cluu t I on BYS66A Tape Poa, 2&0-210
MISSING.,,,,,.,,,,,,,.,,,,,. 8 .C83 2.811 !MISS) For•at 1 11 

TOTAL_S: 17424 100,011 100.011 BYS66A IN ADVANCED,ENRICHED,ACCELERATED ENGLISH 
Engl hh ( lenguage erts) 

PER- WCTO 
RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT 

YES ... ..• , •. • ,,,,,,,,, • •,, • • , • 1 6403 31.011. 33 . 111. . 
NO., .. . , ..... ,,, .• ,,.,., •..•.• 2 11087 63.611. 66.911. 

Cluu ll on BVS63 Tepe Po,. 2"'6-246 RE.SERVED CODES: 
For111t: 11 MULTIPLE RESPONSE, ... ,., .. . . 6 8 .OIi (MISS.> .---------- ·--- MISSING, .. , •...• ,,, .. , •..... 8 9"26 6,311 (MISS)

BYS63 FRIENDS ENCRC/DISCRC R FROM TAKING ALGBR 
TOTALS: 1,.. 2.c 100,0li 100.011. 

Did your friends encourage you ~r dis~ourage you from taking
algebra th;, year7 (MARK ONE> 

PER- WCTD (Refer to Quoctton 66)
RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT 

ENCOURAGED ME,,,,,,,,.,,,,, .. . 1 2609 15,0lt 15,01\
DISCOURAGED ME ... ,,,,,,,.,, •. , 2 756 "· 3* ... 81!
NEITHER ENCOURAGED NOR DIS-
COURAGED ME .. ,, .. ,, .. ,, .. ,.,., 3 10589 60,8!! 62, 1!! 
ALGEBRA NOT OFFERED ... ,, ... , .. .c 29.C9 16,9!! 18, 2!t 

-RESERVED CODES: 
MULTIPLE RESPONSE .... ,.,,.,. 6 8 ,O'lf <MISS)
MISSING .... ,, ..• , ...... ,,,,, 8 513 2,9!! <MISS) Cluaatlon BVS66B Tape Poa, 2&1-251 

For10et I 11 
TOTALS: 17424 100.0!t 100.0!t 

BYS66B IN ADVANCD,ENRICHD,ACCELERTO SOC.STUDIES 

PER- WCTD 
RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT 

YES,, ... ,, .. ,, ... , .•..... . , . .. 1 4160 23,B'li 26.51! 
NO._,.,., ..... , .... , •.......... 2 12236 70.2!! 73.5'it 

Quutton BVS6.C Tap, Po,. 247-247 RESERVED 1 CODES: 
ForMat: 11 MULTIPLE RESPONSE .• , ........ 6 1 • 04! (MISS)

MISSING ... , •. , ...•....•....• 8 1037 6.0'►. <MISS)
BYS64 ASKED BY PRINCIPAL IF WNTO TO TAKE ALGBR 

TOTALS: 17424 100.011 100.0'! 
Were you ••~•d by the principal or another school staff 
member ;f you wanted to teke an algebra course1 (MAR~ ONE) 

PER- WGTD (Refer to Qu,,t;on 66)
RESPONSE CODE·S FREQ CENT PCT 

---------- --------,YES, ,,, , ..•.... •... .. ... . , ... , 3605 20.7¥. 20 . ?'If 
NO ., .... . ....... . ... ,. , .. , . . ,. 2 10760 61. er;. 63. 5~. 
ALGEBRA NOT OFFERED ........... 3 2551 , .. -.6!! 16, Sit 
RESERVED CODES: 

MULTIPLE RESPONSE, ....... , .. 6 3 .O!t !MISS> . 
MISSING ..... ,,., •..• , ....•.. 8 605 2,91! !MISS) 

TOTALS: 17424 100.01< 100.0!t Qu11tlon , BVS66C Tape Pos, 262-262 
For11at: 11 

BYS66C IN ADVANCED,ENRICHED,ACCELERATED SCIENCE 
Science 

PER- WCTD 
RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT 

Cluut_l on BVS66 T1po Poe, 248-249 YES .... ,., .. ,,, .. , .. , .• ,,, , .. , 1 4516 26.911. 28.1!! 
ForMat: 12 NO, .. ,., .. ,.,,, .. ,,,, .. ,., ... , 2 11872 68.111 71.9'it 

RESERVED CODES: 
BVS65 WHO HAD THE MST TO SAY ABT R TKNG ALGBR MULTIPLE RESPONSE, .......... 6 6 ,Olli <MISS> 

MISSING,., ..• ,., •........ ,, .• e 1031 6.91! <MISS> 
Who do you th;nk had the.,most to say about whe_th•,. you took 
■ l9ebra? (MARK ONE) TOTALS: ,,.. 24 100.0!t 100.0lt 

PER- WCTD 
RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT -------- (Refer to Quest;on 66)

I DID ..... ,, ..... ,.,,,, ... ,.,, 1 7073 40,6¥. <11. ?!t 
MY PARENTS/GUARDIANS .. , ....... 2 1412 8. Ht 8 ,.C!t 
TEACHERS., ....• , ......... ,,, .. 3 .C161 23.9!! 24.0'lf 
COUNSELORS .. , ... , .... ,,,.,, .. , 709 ... Hi 4 . 6!t 
MY FRIENDS ............. , ..... , " 5 307 1.8!! 1.9% 
ALGEBRA NOT OFFERED ......... ,, 6 3039 17 ,.C!t 19.6% 
RESERVED CODES: 

MULTIPLE RESPONSE .. ,, .•..• , . 96 35 . 21! (MISS>
MISSING ......... , ... , ....... 98 688 3 . 911. (MISS! 

TOTALS: 17424 100.0'lf 100.0'll 
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Quutlon BYS67C Tape Poi, 266-2&6 
Qu11tlon 8YS66D T1p1 Poa, 2&3-263 For•at1 11 

For Mat: 11 
BYS67C ATTEND ALCEBRA AT LEAST ONCE A WEEK 

BYS66D IN ADVANCED,ENRICHED,ACCELERATED MATH 
ALCEBRA (or other 1dv1nc1d math)

Mathemat;c, 
PER- WGTD 

PER- WCTO RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT 
RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT --------· ATTEND,., .••• ·••..•••••.•.••• ,. 1 6132 35. 2% 38. 51! 

YES, .... ,,, ., ... ,,,,.,......... 1 697.1 -40 . OIi .. 1.5'11 DO NOT ATTEND, ............ ,.,, 2 9157 62.6% 61,611 
NO .••. ,........... . ........... 2 95-45 5-4.811 68.591 RESERVED CODES: 
RESERVED CODES: MULTIPLE RESPONSE,,;,,,,,,,. 6 9 ,1'1i (MISS) 

MULTIPLE RESPONSE, ....... .,. 6 5 .0'11 (MISS) MISSING .. , ....... ,,, ... , . . .. 8 2126 12. 211 (MISS)
MISSING . .,.,., .... ,......... 8 903 6. 211. (MISS l 

TOTALS: 17-42-4 100,011 100.011 
TOTALS: 17-42-4 100.011 100.0% 

(Rofe• to Qu11lion 67)
(Ref•r to Question 66) 

Quutlon 67_.A 
Quu t I on BY.S67 

Which of the following SClENCE cl~cces do you ettend at 
Which of the fol lo,,..ing MATH clatset do you atter,d al least least once a week this school -year? (MARK ONE EACH) 
once ■ week this ·school y~ ■ r1 (MARK ONE EACH) 

Queatlon BYS67M Tape Po,, 267-267 
Quutlon BYS67A Tape Poa, 2&-4•26-4 For ■ at: 11 · 

Forfflat: 11 
BYS67AA ATTEND LABORATORY AT LEAST ONCE A WEEK 

ATTEND REMEDIAL MATH 'AT LEAST ONCE A WK 
A SCIENCE COURSE in which you have I LABORATORY 

REMEDIAL MATH 
PER- WCTD 

PER- WC.TD RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT 
RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT --------ATTEND ... ,,, •. , .. , .•.... ,.,,,. 1 4770 27. -4'1\ 29. 1'11 

ATTEND... . ....... . ..... . ...... , 1035 5,91! 7.99! 00 NOT ATTEND.,, ..... ,,., .... , 2 10-450 60,0lt 70.9'1! 
00 NOT ATTEND .. ,,, .. , •. .. ,,... 2 13586 78.0'1\ 92, Ot RESERVED CODES: 
RESERVED CODES: MULTIPLE RESPONSE .....••.. ,, 6 9 .1'11 (MISS)

MULTIPLE RESPONSE ... , .. ,,... 6 4 ,OIJ! (MISS) MISSINC ...•........•.•. ,, .•. e 2195 12. Sit (MISS)
MISSING,,,,., .... , .. ,, ... ·,.. 8 2799 16, 11! (MISS) 

·TOTALS: 17424 100.0lt 100.0\: 
TOTALS: 17424 100.0'11 100.0!t 

(Refe,- to Questlon 67_A) 
(~efer to Question 67) 

Top• Po,, 268-268 
Quu t I on BYS67B Tape Poi, 266-2&6 Farfflat: 11 · 

Forfflat: 11 
BYS67AB ATTEND SCIENCE AT LEAST ONCE A WEEK 

BYS67B ATTEND REGULAR MATH AT LEAST ONCE A WEEK 
SCIENCE (general 1ci1nco)

REGULAR MATH 
PER- WC.TD 

PER- WC.TD RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT 
RESPONSE· CODES FREQ CENT PCT --------ATTEND, .. • ••.•.• ,,,,, .. ,.,,, .• 1 9045 51. 9'1f 59,61<

ATTEND,, ..... , . , ......... , , .. , 1 10527 60 ... IJ! 68.2% DO NOT ATTEND,.,.,,., . ,,,,, ... 2 6601 37.9% -40,-4% 
00 NOT ATTEND, .....·........... 2 530-4 30,4'1\ 31,,891 RESERVED CODES: 
RESERVED CODES: MULTIPLE RESPONSE . .•••...••. 6 56 • 3'1! (MISS)

MULTIPLE -RESPONSE,, a,, ••• ~.. 6 21 • 1'1\ (MISS) MISSING ... ,,,, , ,,.,,,,, ... ,, 8 1722 9. 91! (MISS)
MISSING ..... : ......... , .. ,.. 8 1572 9.0'11 <MISS) 

TOTALS: 17-424 100.011 100.0Qi
TOTALS: 1742-4 100.0% 100.0lt 

(Refer to Qu11lion 67_A) 
(Refer to Question 67) 

https://PER-WC.TD
https://PER-WC.TD
https://PER-WC.TD
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Questton BVS67BB Tepe Poi, 262-282. 
Qu11tton BVS67Ac· Tepe Poi, 269-269 For1.. t1 l1 

Forftlet: 11 
BVS67BB ATTEND REMEDIAL ENC AT LEAST ONCE A WEEK 

BVS67AC ATTEND BIOLOCV AT UAST ONCE A WEEK 
. REMEDIAL ENGLISH 

BlOLOCV I lifo science)· 
PER- WCTO 

PER- WGTD RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT 
RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT --------ATTEND •.........••...•....•.•. 1 1952 11.2% 12. &Ii 

ATTEND ...........•... , .. ;..... 1 27-45 15. Bit 19.211 DO NOT ATTEND ....•••..•....••. 2 13872 79.6111 87. &!t 
DO NOT ATTEND. • • • • • • • • . • . . • . . . 2 12319 .70, 711 80.811 RESERVED CODES: 
RESERVED CODES: MULTIPLE RESPONSE ..•....• , •. 6 2 .OIi (MISS)

MULTIPLE RESPONSE ....... ,... 6 1,4 .1!1 (MISS) MISSING ...•.....•....•.... ,, 8 1598 9.2% (MISS)
MISSING......... ........ .. ..... S 23-46 13. 5'11 (MISS) 

TOTALS: 17"'2"' 100 ..OIi 100,0!i
TOTALS: 17-42,4 100.0!t ioo.O!i 

(Refer to Question 67-Bl 
(Reio, to Question 67_Al 

Que1tlon IYU7BC Tape Poi, 263-213 
Qu11tton BVS67AD Tep, Po,. 260-260 For11et1 II 

F.orftlel: 11 
IYS67BC ATTENO HISTORY AT LEAST ONCE A WEEK 

BYS67AD ATTEND EARTH SCIENCE AT LEAST ONCE A WK 
HISTORY 

EARTH SCIENCE 
PER- WCTD 

PER- WCTD RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT 
.RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT -------- -~~~-

ATTEND ..•. , ., .•.. ; ... ...•.••.. 1 12223 70 . 2% '"'· 91:ATTEND .... •·. .. . . . . .. . .. . ... ... 1 BO•O -46 . 1!1 51 . 811 00 NOT ATTEND, . . • •.• ...•.•.•••. 2 "'061 23.3!1 26. I'll 
00 NOT ATTEND. . . . . . . . . • • • • • . • . 2 7533 ..3.2!t .. 8 . 216 RESERVED CODES : 
RESERVED CODES : MULTIPLE RESPONSE •....•..... 6 10 ·'" (MISS) 

MULTIPLE RESPONSE........... 6 60 . 3!t (MISS> MISSING.,, .. , .... , . ..• , . . ,,. e 1130 6.5'11 (MISS>
MISSING.................. . .. 8 1791 10.3'1! (MISS) 

TOTALS : 17... 24 100.0!i 100. Cit 
TOTALS: 17,42,4 100 , 0lt 100.0!i 

<Refer lo Question 67-Bl 
(Refer to Quest ton 67_A) 

Qu11tton BYS67BD Tap, Poo, 26...-26"' 
Qu11tton 67_1 For1.. t1 11 

BYS67B0 ATTEND SOCIAL STUDIES AT LEAST ONCE A WK 
SOCIAL STUDIES (including government or civic;s, economic,, 

Which of the fol lowing classes do you attend at least geography, currant events) 
once. e wee._ this school year? (MARK ONE EACH) 

PER- WCTD 
RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT 

.ATTEND .. , .... ,,.,, ... ,., .... ,, 1 11432 65.6'1! 71. 5'11 
DO NOT ATTEND .. , .. , .... , ... ,,, 2 4845 27,891 28. 51! 
RESERVED CODES: 

MULTIPLE RESPONSE ........•.. 6 9 . nt (MISS) 
MISSING, ........ ,,.,, .... , .. , 8 1138 6. 511 <MISS> 

TOTALS: 17... 24 100.0!1 100,0'lt 
Qu11tlon BYS678A Tep, Poi, 261-261 

ForR11t r 11 
BYS67BA ATTEND ENCLISH AT LEAST ONCE A WEEK (Refer to Qu,stion 67_8> 
ENGLISH (including literature, compositton, language art,> 

PER- WCTD 
RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT 

ATTEND ........ , .... ,.,, ...•. ,. 1 15516 89 .O'lt · 93,891 
00 NOT ATTEND, ....... , .... , . , . 2 10-46 6.0lt 6.2% 
RESERVED CODES: 

MULTIPLE RESPONSE ........... 6 16 .1'ii (MISS) Qu11tton BYS67BE Tep, Poi, 265-265 
MISSING .••..... ,., ..•....... e S-46 ... 91l (MISS) Foro,etr 11 

TOTALS: 17o42o4 100.0ll 100.0!i BVS67BE ATTEND FOREIGN LANC AT LEAST ONCE A WEEK 
F_OREIGN LANCUAC:E 

<Refer to Question 67_B> PER-. WCTD 
RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT 

ATTEND .......... ,,,,,,., ... , .. 1 "4600 26."'* 2-4. 89! 
DO NOT ATTEND ... , . ....•...•... 2 11 ...30 65.6'1! 75.2'11 
RESERVED CODES: 

MULTIPLE RESPONSE, .. , ....•.. 6 2 .OIi (MISS) 
141SS I NC .. , ... , .............. 8 1392 8.0'1! (MISS) 

TOTALS: 1,... 2.. 100.0'lt 100,0lt 

(Refer to Question 67_B) 
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-----·· !-------- Qu•otton IYS67CA Tap• Pu ·, 269•269 
Qu•stlon 8YS67BF Tape Poi, 286-266 Forlft ■ t r ·I 1 · 

For101t I 11 
BYS67CA ATTEND HOME .ECONOMICS AT LEAST ONCE A WK 

BYS67BF ·ATTEND ART AT LEAST ONCE A WEEK 
HOME ECONOMICS 

ART 
PER- .WCTO 

PER- WCTO RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT 

----- . PCT 
ATTEND,,,.,,,, •••••. ,·, ....• ,., 1 •727 27, 1!1 30,.CII

_RESPON~E_ CODES FREQ CENT ·-----·--- --------
ATTEND ... ,,,,,,,. ,-, , , , , , , , , , , , 1 7208 •1.•11 .cs.211 DO NOT ATTEND ..• ,,,,.,.,.,.,,, 2 117.C 1 67 . •!I, 69,611 
DO NOT ATTEND,, , , , . , , , , , •• , ••. 2 8927 61.2!1 5.C, 811 RESERVED CODES: 
RESERVED CODES: MULTIPLE RESPONSE •• ,,.,,,,,. 6 9 - • 111, (MISS)

MULTIPLt RESPONSE,,,,,, ,,,, , 6 6 .OIi (MISS) MISS INC., .• ,,,,,.,.,,,.,.,,. 8 9,47 5,.Clt (MISS) 
.. .MISSING .. -•..• , •• -.• ;.,.,,., •• , 8 1283 7 • .ell (MISS)------ TOTALS: 17,42,,j 100,0lt 100.0!t 
TOTALS: 17.C2.C 100.011 100.0!I 

(Refer to QuasUon 67_C)
(Refer to Question 67_8) 

Quu .tton BYS67CB Tap ■ Po1 ·, :2-70-270 
Qu•stlon IYS67BC . Tap• Po,, 267-267 Fo•Mat: If 

ForMat 1 11 
BVS67CB ATTEND SHOP ~T LEAST ONCE A WEEK 

BYS67BC ATTEND .MUSIC AT LEAST ONCE A WEEK 
SHOP 1 industrial arts)

MUSIC 
PER- WCTO 

PER- WCTO RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT 
RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT --------ATTEND.,,,,,,, .• ,, .,,,,,,.,,,,, 1 •97• 28. 5'1! 3 t, 3'1t 

ATTEND ... , .. ,,,.,.,, ... . ,., .. , 1 7863 ,45, 111 .C7 , 0!I DO NOT ATTEND,,.,, ·,,_.,,, , ., .. , 2 11499 66.0lt 68. 7'11. 
DO .NOT ATTEND, .. , . , , , .. , , . , . , , 2 8.285 ,47. 511 53.011 RESERVED CODES : 
RESERVED CODES: MULTIPLE RESPONSE,,, .••• ,.,, - 6 17 . f'lt (MISS)

MULTIPLE RESPONSE ..... ,,,,,, 6 10 , 111 ·<Ml•SS> MISS INC .• , ... . ,,_. .• ,,, ... ,,, 8 934 5.•<t (MISS)
M1ss·1Nc... .. • . • ... . . • . . . . . • . . . e 1266 7 ,39! fMISS) 

TOTALS: 17,42,,j 100.0'lt 100.0'lt 
TOTALS: f 7,42,4 100.0!t 100.0!I 

(Rofor to Question 67_Cl 
C~~f~1· t~ Quect i on 67_8) 

Qu•otlon IYS67CC Tape Po,. 271-271 
Quaotlon BYS67BH Tape Poi, 268-268 Forlft ■ t: 11 

Forlft ■ t: 11 
BVS67CC ATTEND TYPINC AT LEAST ONCE A WEEK 

BYS67BH ATTEND COMPUTER ED AT LEAST ONCE A WEEK 
TVPINC 

COMPUTER EDUCATION 
PER- WCTO 

PER- WCTD RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT 
RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT ------------------ ,ATTEND ....•.......• , •..••.... • 2 f 94 12.6'1( f3,9'1(

ATTEND......... ...... ......... 1 6657 32. 5<; 35.3'1! DO NOT ATTEND . .•..•••.. , .•..•. 2 1•110 81.01, 86. fl,
DO NOT ATTEND ....·.. .. .. . .. .. .. · 2 10443 69.9\t 64 . ?'It RESERVED CODES: 
RESERVED CODES: MULTIPLE RESPONSE ••..• ,., .••. 6 12 , 11! <Mi°Ss)

MUL Tl PLE RESPONSE. . • . • . . . • . . 6 6 .O'lt (MISS> MISS INC ..•. ,,, .•.•• , •• ,,,, •• 8 1108 6 . •lt (MISS) 
MJSSJNC..................... 8 1318 7 ,6!1 (MISS) 

. TOTALS: 17424 100.011 100,0'1!
·roTALS: 17•24 100.01'. 100.0lt 

(Ro for to Question 67-Cl . 
(Reier to Question 67_8) 

Qu•otton IYS67CD Tap• Po1, 272-272 
Fo·,.,,t: 11 

BYS67CD ATTEND CONSUMER ED AT LEAST ONCE A WEEK 
CONSUMER EDUCATION 

Which of tho following cla•••• d(MoAyoKuONaEttEoAnCdHa)t laect 
once a we~k thi, school year? R PER- WCTD 

RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT 

ATTEND,,,, •.•.••. ,,.,,., ••• ,., 1 1000 6.711 6. 611 
DO NOT ATTEND .• •• , , . , •• , ••• ,. , • 2 16273 87,71! 93.491 
RESERVED CODES: 

MULTIPLE RESPONSE, ••.••. ,,,. 6 5 .01'. (MISS) 
MISS INC.,.,.,.,.,,,, .••... ,, 8 1146 6 . 61! <MISS) 

TOTALS: 1742• 100.0!t- 100.0lt· 

(Refer to Question 67_Cl 
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Qu ■ atton IVS670C Tap ■ Pot, 276-276 
Quoallon BYS67CE Tap ■ Po,, 273-273 For ..ol: 11 

Forlftol 1 11 
BYS670C ATTEND PHYSICAL ED AT LEAST ONCE A WEEK 

BYS67CE ATTEND AGRICULTUAE AT LEAST ONCE A WEEK 
PHYSICAL EDUCATION (gym)

AGRICULTURE 
PER- WGTO 

PER- WGTD RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT 
RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT --------ATTEND,,,.,,,.,, . .,,,,,,,,,,,,, 1 14005 80.41t · 85. 591 

ATTEND, .. , .. , ... , •. ,... . .... . . 1 652 3,791 ... ,1'16 DO NOT ATTEND , ._.• , . , , , , , , . , , . , 2 2,155 14,191 1,1, 691 
DO NOT ATTEND ... , , , , , , , , , •. , , . 2 16694 89.5'16 95',9'16 RESERVED CODES: 
RESERVED CODES: MULTIPLE RESPONSE . . ,, .. ,,,,, 6 174 I.O!t (MISS>

MUL T1-PLE RESPONSE,.. .. .. .. .. 6 4 .091 (MISS) MISS INC.,,,,, ..... , ... , .•... 8 790 ,4. 5'1! , (MISS) 
MISSING.. . .................. 8 1174 6,7'16 (MISS) ----~ 

TOTALS: 17,124 100,0!t 100.~ 
TOTALS: 17424 100,0lt 100.0% 

(Ref ■ • to Que1t;on 67_0)
(Refer to Question 67_C) 

QueattOft IYS6700 Top ■ Poi, 277-277 
Qu.. tton 67_0 For.,at I t 1 

BYS6700 ATTEND SEX EDUCATION AT LEAST ONCE A WK 

SEX EDUCATION 
Wh;ch of the fc, 1 low;ng c I 11,ses ·d(~Ay~uONIEttEeAnCdH. a)t lee st 
once I w•el. lhi, sehvo! yo~r' ~ ~-~ PER- WCTD · 

RESPONSE COOES FREQ c·ENT PCT 
ATTEND,,,,,,,,,, .. , .•. ,,.,,.,, 1 2846 16.3'1! 18, 11t 
DO NOT ATTEND, ... ... ,.,,., .. ,, 2 1.3378 76.891 81 .91! 
RESERVED CODES : 

MULTIPLE RESPONSE .. ,,,.,,,., 6 8 . Olt <MISS) 
MISSJ'NC .••.•....• , •.. ,.,.,,. 8 1192 6.81i (MISS) 

TOTALS: 17"424 100 , 0lt 100.0'I! 
Qu11tton BYS67:)A Tap ■ Poa, 21,1-27,1 

Fon•otl 11 
(Refer ~o Question 67_0)

BYS6?DA 
DRAMA OR SP~£(;1i 

PER- WCTD 
RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT 

ATTEND,,, ... ,., , , , .. , ... , , , , . , 1 1881 10,B'ol 10. 291 
DO NOT ATTEND,, , .. . ..... , .. , . . 2 14346 82.3% 89 . 811 
RESERVED CODES: Qu11t Ion 68 

MULTIPLE RESPONSE .. ,........ 6 2 ,Olt (MISS) 
MISSING..................... 8 1195 6,911 (MISS> 

TOTALS: 17424 100.0'II 100.01!, 
Are you enrol led ;n any of the fol lowing specie I programs/ 
1orvice1? (MARK ONE EACH) 

(Refer to Quest;on 67_0) 

. Quu t I on IY&68A Tep ■ Poa, 278-278 
For1Hi1 11 

Qu11 t ton iYS67DB Tape Poa, 276-276 
Form.,t: 11 BYS68A ENROLLED IN CLASSES FOR GIFTED STUDENTS 

BYS67DB ATTEND RELIGIOUS ED AT LEAS1 ONCE A WEEK Clas,e, for 9ift•d or talented ,tudents 

RELIGIOUS EDUCATION PER- WCTD 
RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT 

PER- WCTD 
RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT VES . ... ,.,,,,,,,,,,,, • • • • · · · · · 1 3352 19, 21t 19.8'!;

NO,, . . . ,', .......•... ,.,,, ... ,. 2 13283 76,2'1t 80.21! 
ATTEND,,,.,,,., •. ,,.,,., .. ,,.. 1 2905 16. 71! 17, 91! RESERVED CODES: 
00 NOT ATTEND ... ,,,,.,.,...... 2 13288 76,31t 82. 191i MISS INC •..... , .... , .... , . ... 8 789 •I.Slit (MISS)
RESERVED CODES: 

MUL Tl PLE RESPONSE .. , .. .. .. .. 6 6 .0% (MISS) TOTALS: 17.24 100. CW. 100,0'16
MISSING ..... ,............... 8 1225 7.0lt (MISS) 

TOTALS: 17424 100.0% 100.0lt 
(Refer to Question 68) 

(Refer to Question 67_0)· 
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Quutlon BYS69C Tapo Pu, 282-282 
Quu t I on IYS&a;; Tap, Poa, . 278-279 Forffl1t1 11 

For11 ■ t: 11 
BYS69C MATH WILL BE USEFUL IN MY FUTURE 

BYS68B E~ROLLED IN BILINCUAL EDUCATION 
Math wt II be u1eful In future"'YSp•cial instruction for tho•• whoce first l ■ ngu1ge ta not 

Englith -- for ea ■ mple, bil1ngu1I education or English 11 PER- WCTD 
a aecond language (not regular English cl111e1) RESPON_SE CODES FREQ CENT PCT 

PER- WCTD STRONCLY ACREE.,,,,.,,,. , ,,,,. 1 7370 42 . 31t ,44, 61t 
RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT . PCT ACREE , .,,,,,,.,,,,., • •• , ,,,, . , 2 7353 42,21!. ,43. 21!' ---------- . -------- DI SACREE. , .• , .: •• , . • , , , • , , , , , , • 3 1408 8. 11t 8.71t 

YES.,,, . , , ,,,, • . , . , .. • ,,,.,,,, 1 781 .C,51! 5,0'lt STRONGLY DISACREE , ,,,, , ,,,,,,. 556 3,291. 3. Sit 
NO . ..• , •. . , .. • , ...·.: . ••.• • • ,, , 2 15639 89,811 95.09! RESERVED CODES: " 
RESERVED ' CODES : MUL.TIPL.E RESPONSE , ,,,, ,, ,,,, 6 •O'lt (MISS) 

MULTIPLE RESPONSE •••• • , •••• • 6 1 , Oil (MISS) MISS INC,,,,,,,,,.,,, •. , . ,,,, , 8 733" ,4 , 211 (MISS)
MISS INC • . • .•..• , , , . , , , , .• . , , 8 1003 5,811 <MISS) 

TOTALS : 17<42,4 100.0'lt 100.0'lt 
TOTALS: 17.C2.c 100,0il 100,091 

<Refer to Que,tion 68) 

70, ENGLISH (MARK ONE EACH) 

Qu11tlon1 69-72 Quu ti on BYS70A Tapo Poo, ·283-283 
Fon,at I 11 

For aoch of the 1l9hth 9r1d1 oubJect ■ I l1hd bolow, •ark 
tho otatefflont th ■ t boot 1apr11111 your opinion, BYS70A USUALLY LOOK FORWARD TO ENCLISH CLASS 

uluel ly look forward ·to Engli1.h cla11 
69, MATHElµTICS (MARK ONE EACH) 

PER- WCTO 
RESPONSE COOES FREQ CENT PCT 

STRONCLY ACRE~ .. , •. •• a •• •• , • , • 1 2227 12 .8'1! 13. 1'1! 
ACREE , , , .. ,,, ,,. , , ,.,., , .,,,, , 2 7313 '42,01! -44.0'lt 

Quutl.on 8YS69A Tap, Poo, 280-280 DISAGREE, • • ,., . . ,,,,,, , ,,.,. , , 3 5309 30. 5'1t 31, 5'1t 
Fora,ot l 11 STRONCLY DISACREE • • •• , .•••• •• . ,4 18-40 10,6'1! 11 ·, 4'1, 

RESERVED CODES: 
BYS69A USUALLY LOOK FORWARD TO MATH CLA~S MULTIPLE RESPONSE •.. ,, ,, ..• • 6 2 .O'lt (MISS)

MISS INC, .. , , ,, .. ,,, .. ... . , . ,, 8 733 -4,2'1! (MISS) 
usual I)' loo~- fo,.ward to methemat;c, c.lass 

TOTALS: 17424 100.0'i\ 100.01! 
PER- WCTD 

RESPONS~ CODES FREQ CENT PCT-------- --·---STRONGLY ACREE , , .• , .,,, ,, ,,,., 1 2489 1A,3!t 1-4,9'1! 
ACREE., .. . , .... . , .. .... , .. ,.,. 2 7060 40 , S'lt -41,.Clt 
DISACREE . .... .. . , . . . . .. .. , , ... 3 5110 29.3'11 31.0-. 
STRONCLY DISAGREE, •. ... .. , , •.. 4 2066 11,9\i 12. 7'1t 
RESERVED CODES : 

MISSING. , . .... . , . . .. ,. , . . ... 8 699 .C , 01! (MISS) 
Quutlon BYS70B Tapo Po,, 284-28-4 

TOTALS: 17'424 100.091 100,091 For111t: I I 

BYS70B OFTEN· AFRAID TO ASK QUESTIONS IN ENCLISH 

l often am afraid to ask questions in Engl ; sn clals 

PER- WCTD 
RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT 

Qu11tion BYS69B Tap, Po,, 281-281 STRONGLY ACREE . . , .,,,,.,, , , , ,, 1 527 3 . O'lt 3 , 4'1t 
Fora,et: 11 ACREE.; . . . ,, ••• ,, . •. ,, ..•. , ..• 2 1999 11. 511 11 , 8 1< 

DISACREE.,, ,, . , ,., . ,. , , .,, ,,,, 3 93 7 1 63,8!t 56, I'll 
8YS69B AFRAID TO ASK QUESTIONS IN MATH CLASS· STRONCLV DISAGREE,, , ,,,,,,.,,. .C76.C 27 ,3'1! 28 , 711 

RESERVED CODES: " 
often am afraid to 11k questions in fflllhematics c ·la11 MULTIPLE RESPONSE.,, . .• , . . .• 6 3 ,O'lt <MISS)

MISS INC,,,., , , ,, .,, , ,.,.,., , 8 760 .C,.C'lt ( MISS) 
PER- WCTD ---~-

RESPONSE. CODES FREQ CENT PCT TOTALS : 17-424 100 . 0\t 100 ,.0"-

STRONCLY ACREE •. . • . ,, • . • .. , . .. 1 720 A. 111', ",3'1! 
ACREE . . . . . • ,., •.• ,, .. ,, . . .. ,,. 2 2696 15 , 5:,. 16 , 1'il 
DISACREE .. , ... , . , , ... ... , . , , , . 3 8779 50 . .C 'lt 52 , 6!t 
STRONCLY OISACREE . ..• . . . , . ,,,, 4 4505 25.991 26 , 911 
RESERVED CODES : 

MULTIPLE RESPONSE, , .. , , , . . . . 6 3 ,O'lt (MISS)
MISSING , ... ... ,.,,, . . ,, .. ,., 8 721 -4,1'11, (MISS> 

TOTALS: 17A24 100,091 100 .. 091 Quu t Ion IYS70C Tepo Poi, 286-285 
Forfflo.t I 11 

BYS70C ENGLISH WILL BE USEFUL IN MY FUTURE 

En;li1h wi II be useful in my future 

PER- WCTD 
RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT 

STRONCLY ACREE,,, . . ,, •• ,,,,, •. 1 5703 32,791 3,4. 21! 
ACREE • . ,,., . • , • • . • • ,,,, , ,,., •. 2 8'408 '48.3% 50 . 0'lt 
DISAGREE ••• ,,, .. . , ,.,.,, , • •• • , 3 18-43 10 , 69t 11, 1'11 
STRONCLY DISACREE, ., .,,.,, .. , , ,4 712 .C . 1Ii 4,7'1t 
RESERVED CODES: 

MULTIPLE RESPONSE, , , ... , ,,,, 6 4 .O'lt (MISS)
MISS INC,, , . , ,., • • • ,,,. , ,, .•• 8 75,4 4 . 3'1t· (MISS) 

TOTAL.S: 17424 100.091 100.0lt 

https://Quutl.on
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72, SCIENCE (MARK ONE EACH)
71, •oclAL .STUDIES (NARK ONE EACH) 

Cluutfor, BYS72A Tape Poe, 289-219 
Quutlor, BYS71A Tape Poe, 281-281 For•et I J1 

For•atl 11 
BYS72A USUALLY LOOK FORWARD TO SCIENCE CLASS 

BYS71A LOOK FORWARD TO SOCIAL STUDIES CLASS 
J usually look forward to science cl111 

l usually lock forward to social stud;es class 

PER- WCTO 
PER- WCTD RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT ____,____ CENTRESPONSE CODES FREQ PCT --------· STRONCLV ACREE •••. , ..•.••.•.•• 1 3117 17 .9'16 18,611!. 

STRONCLY ACREE .....•. , , . , , . , , , 1 2890 16.611 17 .8'16 ACREE .••••••••.••••.•• ,.,,,,,, 2 7092 .-o. 711 <12. 81! 
ACREE ..•...• , •...•.•. , , , , , , , , , 2 6859 39 ... 11 <I0.61! DISACREE ••. ,,, ••• ,., •. , •.••. ,. 3 <1<158 25,6'16 26 ...91 
DI SACREE .... , , ........ , , ... , , , 3 <1880 28.011 29.611 STRONCLY DISACREE .. ,., ... , •... .. 1921 11,0'16 12,21!
STRONCLY DISACREE ..•...•...••• .. 1936 11.111 12,111 RESERVED CODES: 
RESERVED . CODES: MULTIPLE RESPONSE .. ,, •.••. ,, 6 5 •OIi (MISS)

MULTIPLE RESPONSE .... , ...... 6 5 .OIi!. (MISS) MISSINC, .. ,,,,.,,,,.,,, ... ,, 8 831 ... 8'16 (MISS)
MISS INC ... ... ...... ,, .... ,,, 8 85<1 .. ,9'1! (MISS> ------TOTALS: 17<12<1 100,0!I 100,0'11 

TOTALS: 17<124 100.0'1! 100.011 

Quutfor, BYS728 Tapa Po,, 290~290 
Cluutior, BYS71B Tap, Po,, 287-287 For11at 1 11 . · 

ForMatl 11 
BYS728 AFRAID TO ASK QUESTION IN SCIENCE CLASS 

BYS71B AFRAID ·TO ASK QUESTION IN SOCIAL STUDIES 
l often am afraid to •sk questions in· 1cience cl111 

J often am Dfrti~ le e~t ~~est ion, in -social studies class 

PER- WCTO 
PER- WCTD RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT 

RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT -------- ------------- STRONCLV ACREE,,.,,,.,, ••...•. 1 522 3.0'1! 2.9'1! 
STRONGLY ACREE . ..•.. •.• ,, ..•• ,. 1 543 3.1'1! 3,211 ACREE ... ,·, .. ,,.,,,,,,,.,, .. ,,. 2 1920 11,011 11. <I'll 
ACREE., ............. ,,,,.,,,,, 2 1944 11,2'1! 11,711 DISACREE.,.,.,,,, .. ,,,.,, .... , 3 9021 51.891 55.011 
DISAGREE ·. ••.•. .. . , .... ,, .• ,.,, 3 8954 51 ...I! 5<1.0I! STRONCLV DISAGREE,, ••• , ••..• ,. .. 5109 29,391 30.8'1! 
STRONCLV DISACREE .... .. , ..... , . .. 5116 29,<III 31, 1'11 RESERVED CODES: 
RESERVED CODES : MULTIPLE RESPONSE .•.•..••.•. 6 3 .OIi (MISS) 

MULTIPLE RESPONSE. ........... 6 2 ,09; <MISS) MISSINC ... ,.,,, .. ,,,,,.,,.,. 8 849 ... 991 <MISS l 
MISSING ...... ; ............ ,. 8 865 5.0% <MISS> 

TOTALS: 17<12<1 100.0'lt ·100.011 
TOTALS: 17424 100.011 100.0!1 

Quu t t Oft BVS72C Tape Po,, 291-291 
Cluutior, BYS71C Tape Poi, 2B8-288 ForMatl 11 

For,aatl 11 
8VS?2C SCIENCE WILL BE USEFUL IN MY FUTURE 

BYS71C SOC. STUDIES WILL BE USEFUL IN MY FUTURE 
Science w; 11 be useful ; n my future 

Social 1tudie1 w i II be useful in my future 

PER- WCTD 
PER- WGTO RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT 

RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT --------STRONCLY ACREE., •••.••..•...•. 1 .-231 24 . 311 25.311 
STRONGLY ACREE................ 1 2658 15. 3'1! 15,911 ACREE . • ..•••• , •••••.••• , •••.•• 2 7258 · 41. 711 43. Oll 
ACREE .. ,,.............. . . . . . . . 2 7190 41,311 <12 .611 DISACREE .•.. , ••••••.•••....••. 3 3678 21, Ill 22.91! 
DISAGREE. ....... .. ,............ 3 4999 28.71( 30.61! STRONCLY OJSACREE ...••••••.... .. 1371 7 . 91! 8,71! 
STRONGLY DISAGREE, .... , .... ,., 4 1708 9 . 8'< 10.91-: RESERVED CODES: 
RESERVED CODES: MULTIPLE RESPONSE, ........... 6 1 .OIi (MISS)

MULTIPLE. RESPONSE. . ...... , , , , . 6 4 .Oil !MISS> MISS INC,,,, .. ,.,,,,,,,,., .. , 8 885 5. 111 (MISS) 
MISS INC ....•• ,, •... ,, ... ,... 8 865 5.0lt (MISS) 

TOTALS: 11.-2.s 100.0lt 100.01! 
TOTALS: 17o424 100.011 100.0'1< 

Quutfor, BVS73 Tape Pot, 292-292 
For11at: 11 

BYS7:i EVER FEEL BORED WHEN YOU ARE AT SCHOOL 

Do you ever fee I bored w~en you ... at school? <MARK ONE) 
PER._ WCTO 

RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT 

NEVER .•.•• , ..•...•••..•.•. ,,,, 0 658 3.81! 3,6!1 
ONCE IN A WHILE ............ , ... 1 8366 48.0'11 49 . 7!1 
A80UT HALF THE TIME ......... .. 2 4179 24 . 01! 2<1 , 611 
MOST OF THE TIME • •••.•... .• •• • 3 3<12<1 19. 711 22, 19! 
RESERVED CODES: 

MULTIPLE RESPONSE ...•....... 6 11 ,11! (MISS) 
MISS INC . . ...• ,.,,., ..••..... 8 786 ... 511 (MISS) 

TOTALS: 17o42<1 100.0'11 1DO.Olt 



NELS:88 8TH GRADE QUESTIONNAIRE Poge 

Cluu t I on 

BYS74 

BYS? .c 

EVER HELO BACK A -GRADE IN SCHOOL 

Tapo Pot, 213-283 
fo,i.. t1 11 

Quu t ton 

8YS7,40 

BYS7,4D 

EVER REPEAT CR.ADE 3 

Tape Po,. 287•297 
Fo,int I l 1 

Wer'I you ever 
(MARK ONE) 

hold b ■ ek (made lo repeat) • grade '" school? 
Crodo 3 

RESPONSE 
----------

CODES-------- FREQ 
PER-
CENT 

WGTO 
PCT RESPONSE 

----------
CODES-------- FREQ 

PER• 
CENT 

WGTO 
PCT 

NO.,·,,,., ...... ,.,.,.,., ...... 
YES, .... , ....... ,,.,.,,,,,,, .. 
RESERilEO CODES: 

MULTIPLE RESPONSE,., .... ,.,.
MISSING ............ , ...... ,. 

I 
· 2 

6 
8 

13653 
2595 

I 
1175 

78.A'II 82,3'11 
IA,9'11 ·11, 7'11 

,O!! (MISS)
6. 7'11 !MISS)-----

YES ........·.................. •~~sERvEo' cooes; ............. • .. 
MISSING ... ,,,.,., .. ,,.,,, ... 
LECITIMATE SKIP,, .. , .• ,,,.,. 

1 
2 
8 
9 

368 
2525 

878 
13653 

2, 111 13,4'1! 
14, 5'11 86.6'1! 

5.011 (MISS) 
78,4% (MISS) 

'TOTALS: 17424 100. 0'11 100,0'11 TOTALS: t.,A24 100.0!t 100.0'II 

GRADES REPEATED: (MARK ALL THAT APPLY) 
Quution IYS7AE Tap• Po,, 288-298 

ForR11t: 11 

Qu11tton BYS7AA Tape Poi, 29A-294 
ForR11t: l 1 

BYS?,4E 

Cr ■ de 41 

EVER REPEAT CRAOE 4 

BYS74A EVER REPEAT KINDERGARTEN 
Klnder-garten 

RESPONSE 
----------YES ..•..... ,.,,,,, ..•.... , .... 

NO ..•....... ,., .. ,, .. , ... , .. • . 
RESERVED CODES : 

MISSINC ...... , •..... , . . •.. ,.
LECITIMATE SKIP ........ , .... 

TOTALS: 

CODES--------·1 
2 

8 
9 

FREQ 
.,.,o 

2483 

878 
13653 
17424 

"PER-
CENT 

2,4'11 
14.3'11 
5.0'11 

78.4'11 

100.0'II 

WCTO 
PCT 
12.5% 
87.5'11 

(MISS)
(MISS) 

100.0111 

RESPONSE 
YES, ----------.... ,.,,,.,,•,,•,,,•••••··
NO ...........•.......... , . .' . . ,
RESERVED CODES: 

MlSSINC, ... ·.,, ... , .... ,,,,,,
LEGITIMATE SKIP ............. 

TOTALS: 

CODES--------1 
2 
8 
9 

FREQ 
261 

2632 

878 
13653 
17A24 

PER-
CENT 

1.5% 
15.1'11 
5.0% 

78.4'11 

100 .0'I! 

WCTD 
PCT 

9. 1'1! 
90,9'1! 

!MISS)
(MISS) 

100.04t 

Question BYS7AB Tope Poi, 295-295 
ForR11l: 11 

Que1 t I on BYS7AF Tape Po,. 289-298 
Foro,at: 11 

BYS74B £VER REPEAT CRAOE 1 
BYS74F EVER REPEAT CRAOE 5 
Crade 5 

Cr8de 1 

PER- WCTO 
RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT 

YES .... ............ . .........._. 
NO •..... , .......... ,...........
RESERVED CODES: 

1 
2 

757 
2136 

4,3'1!
12 ,3111 

26.0'1! 
74,0'lt RESPONSE 

----------
CODES -------- FREQ 

PER-
CENT 

WCTO 
PCT 

MISSINC...... . ....... . ...... 
LECITIMATE SKIP,....... . .... 

TOTALS: 

8 
9 

878 
13653 
1742,4 

5,0'1!
78,,4'1! 

100.0'11. 

<MISS)
(MISS) 
100.0'lt 

YES .......·.... ,,,,,,•,,•••,•••
NO ..........• , ...••.... ,., ... ,
RESERVED CODES: 

MISS INC., .... ,, .•... ,.,,, ... 
LECITIMATE SKIP, . ... ,,,, .. ,. 

1 
2 
8 
9 

252 
2641 

878 
13653 

1.4'11 
16.2'11 

5.091 
78,4'11 

7. 99! 
92. 1'1! 

(MISSl
(MISS) 

TOTALS: 17424 100.0lt 100.0lt 

Quullon BYS7AC Tape Poi, 296-296 
Foro,oll It 

Grade 2 

EVER REPEAT CRAOE 2 Qua,tton BYS7AC Tapa Po•, 300-300 
Foro,1t1 11 

EVER REPEAT CRAOE 6 

RESPONSE 
YES ......•... ; ..••...... , .. ,..
NO ........ , •... , ... , .. ,...... . 
RESERVED CODES: 

MISS INC ................·..... 
LECITUIATE SKIP............. 

TOTALS: 

CODES 
1 
2 

8 
9 

FREQ 
A83 

2,410 

878 

~=~=~ 
1742,4 

PER· 
-~~~! 

2 ,8'1!
13,81\ 

5.011 
78.4'11 

100.011 

WCTO 
PCT 
16. ,4'1( 
83.6'1! 

(MISS)
(MISS) 
100.0l! 

Credo 6 

RESPONSE 
YES ......... , ... , ..•..•.. ,.,,.
NO, .....• ,, .... ; .•......... ,,.
RESERVED CODES: . 

MISS INC ........... ,.........
LECITIMATE SKIP............. 

COO ES 
1 
2 
8 
9 

FREQ 
234 

2669 
878 

13653 

PER-
CENT 

1.391 
15.3'11. 

5,0111
78.4% 

-WCTD 
PCT 

9.3'1! 
-90.7'1! 
(MISS)
(MISS) 

TOTALS: 17424 100,0% 100.0'1! 



---------- --------

----------

----------

NELS:88 8TH GRADE QUESTIO~AIRE 
P19e ,s 

Quutlon BYS7,H Tape Poe, 301-301 
For1..t1 11 

Quu t I on BYS77 ----·------- T ■ p ■ Poe, 306-,305 
For111t1 11 · . 

BYS77 I OF Tl.MES LATE FOR SCHOOL PAST • WEEKS 
BYS7"H EVER REPEAT GRADE 7 
Gr ode 7 

RESPONSE COOES FREQ 
PER-
CENT 

WCTD
-~E- RESPONSE CODES FREQ 

PE'R-
CENT 

WCTD 
PCT 

YES, •••••••••••••••.••• ,., •••• 
NO·....•... , ... ,., ...• .... , ,,, ,,
RESERVED CODES: 

MISSINC, . . , . ........... , . , , , ,
LEGITIMATE SKIP ... ,.,.,.,.,, 

1 
2 

8 
9 

313 
2580 

878 
13653 

1. 811 
, ... 811 

6.0116 
78,_.!t 

11.816 
88.2116 

(MISS) 
(MISS) 

NONE,, .. , ...•... ,.,.,,.,,,,,,,
I OR 2 DAYS .................. . 

.3 OR• DAYS .. .............. , .. .,
6 TO 10 DAYS.,,, .. ,, •.. ,,, .. ,, 
MORE THAN IO DAVS . , . , . . , . , , , , ,
RESERVED CODES: 

0 
1 
2 
3.. 

10673 
•t93 
11,2 
392 
265 

61.316 
24,111 

6.6'11i 
2. 216 
1. 516 

63, 2!t 
25,211 

7. 316 
2. 711 
I. 6!t 

TOTALS: 17.. 24 100.0116 100.o,i MULTIPLE RESPONSE, , , .. , , .- , • , 
MISSINC, ....... ;.,.,,,.,,.,, 

6 
8 

3 
766 

,0'16 
.....16 

(MISS)
(MISS)-----TOTALS: 17•2• 100.0!I 100,0% 

Quutlon BYs,,1 Tape Poi, 302-302 
For,.. t l II 

BYS_7•1 EVER REPEAT CRADE 8 Quutton 78 
Grade 8 

PER- WCTD 
RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT How often do you. come to cl11,1 end find yourself WITHOUT 

these things? (MARK ONE EACH)
YES;., ............... , .. ,..... I 243 I."'" ·9. Iii 
NO.,,,,,,,,,., .... ,., .. ,...... 2 2650 15. 211 90.Slt 
RESERVED CODE.S: 

MISSINC,, ........... , , ...... 8 878 5,0!t (MISS)
LECITIMATE SKIP............. 9 13653 78.•!t (MISS) 

TOTALS: · 17•24 100.0!1 100,016 

Quu t I on BYS78A Tape Po,, 306-306 
For10 ■ t1 11 

BYS78A HOW OFTEN COME TO CLASS W/0 PENCIL/PAPER 
Pane i I or pap• r ( when needed) 

Que• t I on BYs1·s T•pe Poi, 303-303 PER- WCTD 
For,. ■ t: 11 RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT_,.:..;__ 

.BYS75 i OF_DAYS MISSED FROM SCHL PAST• WEEKS USUALLY .. ,,,,,.,,,,,, .. ,,,,,,, 1 1394 8.0!t 9.0!t 
OFTEN .•...... ,.,, ...........•. 2 2262 12.9!t 12, 81: 

over the past four SELDOM,, ........•.. , ••.. , .. ,., 3 7907 45 ...16 •8. Slit 
NEVER .. , ......... , . ..•. ,,, .... 5078 29,H! 29.611!•RESERVED CODES: 

PER- WCTD MULTIPLE RESPONSE.,, , ,,, ... , 6 8 .OIi (MISS) 
RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT MISSINC .....•. , •.•. , .•••. ,,, 8 785 ,4 .5'11i (MISS! -

. --------
NONE .... , .....•............... 0 7856 45. Ill TOTALS: 17.2-4 100.0llt 100.011!"'". 7!iI OR 2 DAYS, ......... ...... , ... I 6<181 31. 5!t 3<1, 3!i 
3 OR .. DAYS.;,,,,,,,, ... ... , .. 2 2021 11. 6!t 12.91! 
5 TO 10 DAYS,.. ,,.,,, .. ,, .. ... , 3 819 5. 71f."'· 7!tMORE THA~ 10 DAYS ........ ..... 339 I. 9'1o: 2 .•It (Refer to · Quert;on 78)•RESERVED CODES: 

MULTIPLE RESPONSE, •. , ....... 6 2 .O'I! (MISS) 
MISS INC ................ ,., .. 8 906 6. 2'1! (MISS) 

TOTALS: 11•2• 100.011> 100·; O!t 

Quu t I on BYS78B T■ pe Poe, 307-307 
For•ot: 11 

BYS7BB HOW OFTEN COME TO CLASS WITHOUT BOOKS 

Quu t I on BYS76 Tape Poi, 30•-30• Bookr (when needed) 
For11 ■ t: 11 

PER- WGTD 
BYS76 HOW OFTEN DO YOU CUT OR SKIP CLASSES RESPONSE COOES FREQ CENT PCT 
How oft-en do yo.u cut or sk Ip classes? (MARK ONE! USUALLY,,,, ... ,, ... , .•.... ,,,, I 595 3.•11 ,4,01 

OFTEN .. , ... , .....•.•... ,, .... , 2 927 5.311 6,811,
PER- WCTD SELDOM .. , ..........•... ,...... 3 666-4 38.29\ •o.ot: 

RESPONSE CODES FREQ .CENT PCT NEVER .... . ....... ,, ... ,,,,,,,. • 8229 50. Hl"''. 2!i-------- RESERVED COOES: 
.NEVER OR ALMOST NEVER . ........ 0 15326 88. O!t 91 ... 'I! MULTIPLE RESPONSE·,,,,,,,,,, a 6 8 ,0'16 (MISS>
SOMETIMES, BUT LESS THAN ONCE MISS INC ... ;................. 8 100, 5,7'1t (MISS>
A WEEK ......... , ............. , 1038 6.0lt 6. JI(. 
NOT EVERY DAY, BUT AT LEAST TOTALS: ,,,2. 100.0!t 100.0'lt 
ONCE A WEEK . . ,.,,; ....... , .. ,, 2 222 1. 3!t I. 51! 
DAILY., ......... ,,,,,, .. , ... ,. 3 91 . 5!t ,816 
RESERVED CODES: 

MULTIPLE RESPONSE ......... ,; 6 I ,0% (MISS) (Refer to Question 78)
M_ISSING ... ,,,.,,,,.,,.,,,,,, 8 '"'6 ... 3!t (MISS) 

TOTALS: 11•2• 100;011 100.0% 



---------- --------

---------- --------

---------- --------

NELS:88 8TB GRADE QUESTIONNAIRE Pago .C7 

Qu.. Hon BYS79B Tape Poa, 311-312 
Quoi ti on BYS7BC Tape Po,, 308-308 For11a t: 12 

For•at I 11 
BYS?9B TIME SPENT ON SCIENCE HOMEWORK EACH WEEK 

BYS78C HOW OFTEN COME TO CLASS WITHOUT HOMEWORK 
Science hofflework 

Your homework done (when assigned) 
PER- WCTO 

PER- WCTO RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT 
RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT ------------------ 17,891------ ·--- NONE •.• , •..•.•.••••••. ,, •••••. 0 2760 15. Blf 

1 1202 6,9'6 8.3% LESS THAN ·1 HOUR., •• ,,,.,,.,,, 1 7482 42,911 45,4'1!g~¥~~~ ~: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : 2 2127 12,211 13.9'6 1 HOUR,,,,,, .. ,,, •• , •• ,,,,,,,, 3378 19,4!! 19,811 
SELOOM •..••..•. ', ••..•••••••• ,. 3 8387 · .cs. 1!1 51. 2'6 2 HOURS,,. ,, ,,.,,.,, •• ,,,,,,,, 3 1569 .9.oli 

2 '·"'ItNEVER ••.••..•.••.•.••. , •••• , .. 4720 27. 111 26, 6'1t 3 HOURS .... , •• ,.,,.,.,,.,,,,,. 868 5.~ .C,811 
' RESERVED CODES: " "-6 HOURS, •• ,,.,, ••.•• ,,.,.,,. " 5 ,09 2. 31f 2.0il 

. MULTIPLE RESPONSE . •.•...•••• 6 .011 (MISS) 7-9 HOURS,.,,.,,, ••• , .••• ,,. , , 6 88 • 51i 
MISSING ••.... , .•... , ...... ,·, 8 984" 10 OR MORE., . . ,·,, , ,,.,, . ,,,, .• 1 54 .391 .3'1t5,61f (MISS) ·"'" 

RESERVED CODES: 
TOTALS: 17"24 100.0% 100.0% MULTIPLE RESPONSE .• , ••.••.•. 96 15 , 1!t <MISS) 

MISSINC, ....... , ... :, .. , ••.. 98 801 "·6'1t !MISS) 

TOTALS: 17"24 100,0!I 100,011 
(Refer to Quest;on 78) 

(Refer lo Quest ton 79) 

Qu11tlon 79 

Quoa t I on BYS79C . Tape Po,, 313-31.C 
Forfflat: 12 

In the fol lowing subJeetc, ■ bout how much time do you spend 
on homework EACH WEEK? BYS79C .TIME SPENT ON ENGLISH HOMEWORK EACH WEEK 

En1;r1 tsh homework 
HOURS PER WEEK: !MARK ONE EACH) 

PER- WCTO 
RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT 

NONE ........... ,,,,,,,, .. ,,.,, 0 1803 10,391 11, Sit 
LESS THAN 1 HOUR .. ,, •..•• , ...• 1 7583 43,5il 46. 3'1-: 
1 HOUR .. ,, ..... ,,, ..... ,,.,, .. . 2 3712 21. 391 23 . 3.: 
2 HOURS .... ,, .. ,,, .. ,,.,.·,,,., 3 1691 9.7% 9, 5;._ 
3 HOURS . , .• , ... ,.,; •••. , ..•.• , 4 956 S.51t 5,0\: 
4-6: HOURS .•. ,.,,.,,,,.,,,,,,,. 5 631 3.6'1t 3.6'il 

Qu.. t.1 on IYS79A Tape Po,, 309-310 7-9 HOURS .. ,,,,,,., .. ,,,,.,,,. 6 139 • 8'1! • 5~ 
For•iat: 12 10 OR MORE .•• , .•••••. , •....• ·.. 7 56 ,3'1t . ,4'1-: 

RESERVED CODES: 
BYS79A TIME SPENT ON MATH HOMEWORK EACH WEEK MULTIPLE RESPONSE,,,,,,,,,,, 96 24 ,lit (MISS>

MISS INC .... ,,;,, •.•. , ••... ,. 96 829 ,.sli <MISS) 
Mathematics homeworl< 

TOTALS: 17"24 100.09: 100.011 
PER- WCTO 

RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT 

NONE •....•.... . ........ ,,, .. ,. 0 1383 7,9Y. 8,S'll (Ref•• lo Que,tion 79)
LESS THAN 1 HOUR .. , ... . .•.. ,., 1 6802 39,0;, ,1.s1t 
1 HOUR .. , .•.... ,., . ... • .. ,.,,, 2 3767 21 .6¥. 23. 111! 
2 HOURS •... ,, ... , ..... ,., ..... 3 1796 10,3\t 10.691 
3 HOURS ....... ,.,,., .,.·.. ,, .• ,. 4 1322 7.61£ 7, 2'11 
•-6 HOURS .•.... ,., . .... . ,,., .. 5 1257 7.2Y. 6. ?'It 
7-9 HOURS., .. ,., ...... , ... .. ,. 6 2, .. 1, 2;,, 1.0'1'-
10 OR MORE, ........ , ........ .. 7 119 . 791 , ?'It 
RESERVED CODES: 

MULTIPLE RESPONSE ... ,·..•. , .• 96 9 .n, (MISS)
MISSING .... , ... .. , ... , ... , .. 98 755 ,4. 311 (MISS) Quu ti on BYS79D Tapo Po,. 315-316 

For11at 1 12 
TOTALS: 17"24 100.0'!; 100,0li 

BYS79D TIME SPENT ON SOC STUDIES HOMEWK EACH WK 

Social studies homework 
<Refe• to Question 79) 

PER- WCTD 
RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT 

NONE ...•. ,, ......•. , .....•... , 0 2250 12.99: 1-4.11,. 
LESS THAN I HOUR ... , ... , , . ,., . 1 6846 39. 31t 42,8\: 
1 HOUR.,,, .. ,,, .• , .• ·....•..• ,, 2 3745 21. 51! 22 .,~. 
2 HOURS,,, .• ,,.,., ... , ..... , .. 3 1850 10.611 10.9\: 
3 HOURS ... ,.,,,,,,;.,,., .. ,, .. 1007 5,811 5.31: 
-4-6 HOURS, .•... ,, .. ,,, •. ,., •.. "' 5 640 3,711 3,411 
7-9 HOURS, ..... ,,,.,,,, .. , .. ,. 6 151 ,9'1t ,8'1< 

7 61 . 311~~s~~11~gR~o6ts; · · • · • · · · · · · • · · · ·"" 
MULT!PLE RESPONSE,,,.,,,,,,. 96 ·1,4 , 111 <MISS> 
MISS INC ..•. , .•••...• ,, .•• , .• 98 860 4,91! <MISS> 

TOTALS: 17424 100.0'lt 100,0t. 

lRefe• to Quo,tion 79) 



NELS:88 8TB GRADE QUESTIONNAIRE
Poge CB 

Qu ■ 1tlon BYS81A Top ■ Po, , 320-321 
Qu■ 1 t I on BYS79E Top• Po,, 317-318 For1.. t1 12· ' 

Fon1ot I 12. 
BYS81A ENCLISH CRAOES FROM CRACE 6 UNTIL NOW 

BYS79E TIME SPENT ON ALL 0TH SUBJECTS EACH WEEK 
ENCLJSH 

Home:-,-ork for al I other 1ubj1c·t, 
PER- WCTO 

PER- WCTO RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT 
RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT 

MOSTLY A'S (A · NUMERICAL AVERAC 
NONE .............••.•••.•...•. 0 2436 14 .o,t 16.1111 OF 90-100) ...... ,., .......... . 1 6776 > 33. 1!! 32 . Ill 
LESS THAN 1 HOUR .•...........• 1 6639 38.1!6 -41.211 MOSTLY B'S (80-89) ........... . · 2 6562 37. 71l 37.311 
1 HOUR ........• , ...•.......... 2 3<107 19.6!1 19.811 MOSTLY C'S (70-79),. ........ .. 3 353·5 · 20. 311 22.211 
2 HOURS ............•.......... 3 1952 11. 211 · 11. 21l MOSTLY O'S (60-691, .... , ..... . 792 4.Sll. 5. 91l 
3 HOURS ........ ; ............. . 1115 6.<l!t, 6. 1111 MOSTLY BELOW D (BELOW 60) .... . •6 278 1.61l 2.011 
4-6 HOURS ...•...• ; . . .......... . •6 676 3.9!6 · 3.8111 DOES NOT· APPLY TO ·ME.--MY 
7-9 HOURS ......•....•..... , .. . 6 217 ,. 2!6 1. O'lt CLASSES ARE NOT CRADED ....... . 6 7, ·.4'1\ .3'1t 
10 OR MORE ......... ........... . 7 150 .9'1t . 811 RESERVED CODES: 
RESERVEO CODES: MULTIPLE. RESPONSE ..••....... 96 241 1.<111· (MISS)

MULTIPLE RESPONSE .......... . 96 9 . !'it (MISS) REFUSAL .................... . 97 14 , O! (MISS) 
MISS INC •.....•...•...... . ... 98 82-4 4. 7'1t <MISS) MISSINC .............•....... .99 152 •911 ( MJ,SS > 

TOTALS: 17-424 100.0'lt 100.011 TOTALS: 17424 1.00.0'lt 100 . 0lt 

(Refer lo ~uoslion 79) (ReFER TO QUESTION 81) 

Quu ti on BYSBO Tope Poi, 319-319 QuoSTlON BYS81B TAPE P01, 322-323 
ForMal I l 1 FORIIAT1 12 

BYSBO HO.,.. MUCH REACINC DO YOU DO ON YOUR OWN BYS81B MATH CRADES FROM CRACE 6 UNTIL NOW 
How much addit;onal read;ng do you do each week on your MATHEMATICS 
own oul1ide school--NOT ;n connection with schoolwork? 
(Oo not count any reading done for ' any SCHOOL purpose.) PER- WCTD 
<MARK ONE) RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT 

PER- WCTO MOSTLY A•S (A · NUMERICAL AVERAC 
RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT OF 9D-100) ............ ; ...... . 1 6018 34.51t 33.S'lt 

MOSTLY B' S (80-B91 ........ . .. . 2 6120 35.11! 35, Ht 
NONE............. ... .......... 0 3395 19.5',: 20. 50: MOSTLY C'S (70-791 ........... . 3 3448 19.8\i 22. 1'it 
1 hour or lees per ~••~....... 1 5401 31.0l: 32 .O"i MOSTLY O'S (60-69) ........... . 969 . 6. 611 6. 2\t•2 HOURS,..,.,...... ..... .... .. 2 3384 19.41t ·20.811 MOSTLY BELOW D (BELOW 601 .... . 6 377 2.211 2.9% 
3HOURS...... . ...... ... ....... 3 1820 10.4'1\ · 11.0lt DOES NOT APPLY TO ME--MY 
•-6 HOURS..................... 4 1162 6. 7'11 7 . 311 CLASSES ARE NOT CRADEO •....... 6 56 .311 .2% 
6 hours or ~ore per week...... 5 1451 B. 3'1t 8. •'It RESERVED CODES: 
RESERVED CODES: MULTIPLE RESPONSE ..••....... 96 311 1.8!! <MISS> 

MULTIPLE RESPONSE. .... ,. ... ,. 6 5 .Olt <MISS) REFUSAL ............•... , ... . 97 8 .~ (MISS) 
MISS INC................ .. ... 8. 806 4.6'1t <MISS) MISSINC .................... . 98 117 •71l (MISS) 

TOTALS: TOTALS: 17-42-4 100.0ll 100.0'lt 

(RoFER TO QUESTION 81) . 

Quection BYS81 

QuoSTlON BYS81C TAPE POc, 324-325 
For each of the school subjects listed below, · fnark the FORIIAT1 12 
statement that be,t d•1cribe1 your grades from · sixth grade 
up ti I I no"'. ( MARK ONE FOR EACH SUBJECT> . BYS81C SCIENCE CRADES FROM CRAO.E 6 UNTIL NOW 

SCIENCE 

PER- WCTO 
RESPONSt'. CODES FREQ CENT PCT 

MOSTLY A'S (A NUMERICAL AVERAC 
OF 90-1001 ........ , ....•. ·.. , .. 1 6340 30.61\ 29.8% 
MOSTLY B'S ( 80-89) ....... , .•.. 2 5884 33. 8"- 33.6',:
MOSTLY C'S (70-79) ...... ., .. .. 3 4014 23.01; 24 .6'1-: 

. MOSTLY D'S ( 60-69) ........... . 1168 6. 711 8.01! 
MOSTLY BELOW O (BELOW 60) ..•.. " 5 413 2 .4'1t 2.9\i 
DOES NOT APPL V TO ME-.~MV 
CLASSES ARE NOT CRADEO ....... . 6 166 . 9'1t 1.• 2'1! 
RESERVED CODES: . 

MULTIPLE RESPONSE .......... . 96 2-42 1 .411 (MISSl
REFUSAL .................... . 97 22 ,Ht (MISS)
MISS INC .................... . 98 176 1.0'lt <MISS> 

TOTALS: 17-424 100.0'lt 100.~ 

(Rohr to Que,tion 81) 
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Quu l to." 1vs12c· Top, Poa, 330-330 
Quullo" BYS8f0 · Tep ■ Po,, 32&-327 For11at: 11 

For10 ■ t: 12 
BVS82C PARTICIPATED IN INTRAMURAL SPORTS 

BYS81D soc . STUDIES GRCS FRM CRADE 6 UNTIL NOW , 
Jnlr1Mur1I sports (p -layiftg agatntt t•1m1 from your own 

SOCIAL STUDIES 1chool) 
PER- WCTD PER- WCTD 

RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT 

MOSTLY A'S (A NUMERICAL AVERAC DID NOT PARTICIPATE,,,,;,,,,,, 1 9022 51.H 57 ; 2'11 
OF 90- 100) , , , , , , ..• , , •.. , . , , , , ·1 6664 32,,1111 31,.CII PARTICIPATED AS A MEMBER, , , , , , 2 6575 37.7!1 .co . ,1111 
MOSTLY B'S <80-89 l, , , , .... , ... 2 6717 32.8111 33.216 PARTICIPATED AS .t.N OFFICER.,,, 3 389 2,2'11 2,4111 
MOSTLY C'S <70-79) .• , , , • , . , .•. 3 3620 20.8!1 .22.8!1 RESERVED CODES,
MOSTLY D'S <&0-69) .• , , .••..... 1194 6,.9111 7 .611 MULTIPLE RESPONSE., .. , •• ,.,, 6 33 ,2!1 <MISS)
MOSTLY BELO~' 0 <BELOW 60) , . , , , " 5 623 3,0'M> 3.611 ·MISSING, .. •• •• ,,,,, , .. ,,., .• e 1.C05 8, 1!1 (MISS)
DOES NOT APPtY TO M:.--MY 
CLASSES ARE NOT CRADED, , , . , , , , 6 240 1. 411 1 , .Cit ·TOT.t.LS: 17424 100,0lt 100 . 011 
RESERVED CODES: 

·MUL.TIPLE RESPONSE,,,,.,,,.,, 96 211 1. 2111 (MISS>
REFUSAL, , , . , , , , . , . , . , . , , ... , 97 18 ,116 (MISS>
Ml SS I NC ...•. , , , ,·, , , , , , , , . , .. 98 247 1. .C'lt (MISS) (Rotor to Queslio" 82) 

TOTALS: 17.C24 100,0'lt 100. o,i 

(Refer lo Question 81) 

Queatloft BYS820' Tape Poa; 331-331 
Foro, ■ t 1 11 

BVS82D PARTICIPATED IN CHEERLEAOINC 
PAl<T I - lOU;:i AC~l\!Ii!ES Churl11di"g 

PER- WCTD 
RESPONSE CODES FREQ · CENT PCT 

QuHllon 82 DID NOT PARTICIPATE,,,,, .,,, ,, 1 14277 81 , 9" 89,091
PARTICIPATED AS A MEMBER.,,,, . 2 1427· 8 ,2!!. 9.6'11 
PARTICIPATED AS .AN OFFICER., ,, 3 229 1.3!!. 1 ,.C'II 
RESERVED CODES,

MULTIPLE .RESPONSE .• , ... , . •.. 6 13 ,1!t (MISS) 
Have you or w •II you have participated in any of the MISS INC, .• ,., . .. ,,.,, ..•• , .. 8 1478 e . 5lt (MISS) 
followi~~ ,ch~• a~tivit i ~s during the current school 
}et•·. eit~~r , e m, m~er, ~r •• •~ officer (for aaampla, TOTALS, 17.C24 100 . 0lt 100.0lt 
vice-presiden • ~ocrdinotor, teaM c1pt1;n)? <MARK ONE EACH) 

(Refer lo Question 82) 

QuH ti o" BYS82.t. Tap, Poa, 328-328 
Forffl ■ ll Il 

8YS82A PARTICIPATED IN SCIENCE FAIRS Q1111 ll o" BYS82E Tape Poa, 332-332 
Fori-■ t: 11 

Science fa i,. I 
BVS82E PARTICIPATED IN BAND OR ORCHESTRA 

PER- WCTO 
RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT Band or OrC:hestre 

DID NOT PARTICIPATE .. . , .. ,,,,, 1 11644 66.8'1( 72 . 3'11 PER- WCTD 
PAllTICIPATED AS A MEMBER,, , ,, , 2 .C305 2.. , 711 26.911 RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT P.CT 
PARTICIPATED AS AN OFF·ICER. , ,., 3 . f2 .. . 7'M> . 7'lt ·--------
RESERVED CODES: DID NOT PARTICIPATE ,,,,, ,.,,,. 1 12256 70,3\i 77, 7'11 

MULTIF>LE RESPONSE .. , ,,,,,,,, 6 20 · , 116 <MISS) PARTICIPATED AS A MEMBER , ,, , ,, 2 3489 20,0'll 21.211 
MISS INC , ,,.,,.,,,.,,.,,, , ,,, 8 1331 7,611 (MISS) PARTICIPATED .t.S AN OFFICER., .. 3 195 1. 116 1.2lt 

RESERVED CODES : 
TOTALS: 17424 100,0'li 100,o.! MULTIPLE RESPONSE .•. ,,,,,,., 6 35 ,216 <MISS)

Ml SS I NC, . , . , , . , .. , , • , , , , , ... 8 1.C49 8,31t · <MISS) 

TOTALS, 17424 100.0¥. 100 , 0'M 
(Rof~r lo Question · 82) 

(Refer to Question 82) 

QuH t I on IYS82B Tap ■ Poa, 329-329 
Forffl ■ t 1 11 

BVS82B PARTICIPATED IN SCHOOL VARSITY SPORTS 

::~:::,~•r1ity 1por~1 (playing 1g1in1~ te ■ ms from other 

PER- WCTD 
RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT 

010 NOT PARTICIPATE,,.,.,, . ... 1 8107 46,611 52.2'11 
PARTI.CIPATED AS A MEMBER,, ., ,. 2 7341 42, 19! .CJ, 9'M 
PARTICIPATED AS AN OFFICER,, ., 3 657 3, B'M> 3,8lt 
RESERVED CODES: 

MULTIPLE RESPONSE , ,,,, , ,,,, , 6 24 , 111 (MISS)
MISS INC, , , . , .. , , , , , . , , , , ; . , , 8 1295 7 , 416 (MISS) 

TOTALS: 

(Refer lo Q11eslion 82) 

https://TOT.t.LS
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Quutton BV'Sl21 Tap ■ Poi, 336-336 
Quution IYS82F Tape POI, 333-333 ----.--.--- •··--- Fo,.,at: 11 

Fo,.,at1 11 
BYS821 PARTICIPATED IN SCIENCE CLUB 

BYS82F PARTICIPATED IN CHORUS OR CHOIR 
Science club 

Chorus or choi,. 
PER~ WCTD 

PER- WGTO RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT 
RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT ----------. --------DID NOT PARTICIPATE, ..• . ..•... 1 16193 87.2116 96, 9% 

DID NOT PARTICIPATE .......... , 1 12022 69.o,t 76. 2'11 PARTICIPATED AS A MEMBER., .... . 2 607 3,6116. 3. 511 
PARTICIPATED AS A MEMBER,.,,,, 2 3738 21,691 22.5% PARTICIPATED AS AN OFFICER ... , 3 107· .6116 ,6116
PARTICIPATED AS AN OFFICER,,,, 3 191 1. I'll, 1.3% RESERVED CODES: 
RESERVED CODES: MULTIPLE RESPONSE ..•....•... 6 .. (MISS)

MULTIPLE RESPONSE,,,,,,,,,,. 6 23 .1'11 <MISS) MISS INC .. ....•.••..••...••.. 8 1513 8..°" 711 (MISS)
MISSING .. ,.................. 8 1450 a. 3!t <MISS) 

TOTALS: 17-424 100.0116 100.0% 
TOTALS: 17424 100.0'1! 100.0'll> 

(Ref~• to Question 82)
(Refer to Question 82) 

Quu t ton BYS82J Tape , Po1. 337-337 
Quu t I on BYS82C Tapo Poi. 334-334 For.1ftlt: 11 

Foro1at1 11 
BVS82J PARTICIPATED IN MATH CLUB 

8VS82G PARTICIPATED IN DANCE. 
Math club 

D ■ nce 
PER- WCTD 

PER- WGTO RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT 
R~SPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT ------------------ 94, 791-------- DID NOT PARTICIPATE .......•... 1 15031 86.3'1! 

DID NOT PARTICIPATE, .... ,, .... 1 11731 67 .3'1! 73.7'1! P,.RTICIPATEO AS A MEMBER., ••• , 2 740 ,.211 4.611 
PARTICIPATED AS A MEMBER,., ... 2 3974 22.8'1! 2-4. 7!t PARTICIPATED AS AN OFFICER .. ,, 3 115 . 7!t . 791 
PART]CIPATED AS AN OFFICER .... 3 260 1. Sit 1.691 ·RESERVED CODES: 
RESERVED CODES: MULTIPLE RESPONSE, .......•.. 6 9 .nt (MISS)

MULTIPLE RESPONSE, ..... , .... 6 18 .1'11 <MISS) MISS INC .• ,, ... , . . ...... ,.,., 8 1629 8.8'1! ·cMISSl 
MISSING,, ...•. , .... ,,, .. ,, .. 8 1441 8. 3'1e (MISS> 

TOTALS: 17424 100.0% 100.01,
TOTALS: 17-424 100.0'i: 100.01! 

(Refer to Question 82 l 
(Refer to Q~e,t;on 82) 

QulS tt on IYS82K Tape Poi. 338-338 
Quu t I on IYS8 2H Tape Poi. 336-336 Fo,.,at: 11 

Fo,., ■ t: 11 
BVS82K . PARTICIPATED IN FOREIGN LANGUAGE CLUB 

IYS82H PARTICIPATED IN HIITORV CLUB 
Foreign Language club 

H;story club 
PER- WGTD 

PER- WGTD RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT 
RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT --------

DID NOT PARTlttPATE., . . ....... 1 14887 86,4'1! 94. 1'1! 
DID NOT PARTICIPATE, .. , .... ,.. 1 15422 88.Slt 91,or;. PARTICIPATED AS A MEMBER ...... 2 908 6.2116 5. 2'11,
PARTICIPATED AS A MEMBER ••••• , 2 401 2.3'1! 2. 5r;. PARTICIPATED AS AN OFFICER .• ,. 3 99 ,61t • 7116 
PARTICIPATED AS AN OFFICER.,.. 3 81 .5'11 .6'1! RESERVED CODES: 
RESERVED CODES: MULTIPLE RESPONSE ..••....... 6 12 • 1'1! <MISS)

MULTIPLE RESPONSE, ..••.. ,... 6 10 . 1.'lt (MISS) MISSING •........ , ..••.. , .. . , 8 1518 8. 711 (MISS)
MISSING,.................... 8 1510 8,7\t (MISS) 

TOTALS: 17424 100.0lt 100,0lt
TOTALS: 17-424 100.0t. 100.0'lt 

(Refer to Question 82 l 
<Refer to Question 82) 
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Clun t ton IYS820 Tape Po1, 3,2-3,2 
Cluu ti on IYS82L Tape Po1, .33&-338 For,oat 1 11 

For11at 1 11 
BYS820 PARTICIPATED IN ACADEMIC HONORS SOCIETY 

BYS82L PARTICIPATED IN OTHR SUBJECT MATTER CLUB 
Academic Honor, Society

Other 1ubJoct m1ttor club 
PER- WCTO 

PER- WCTO RESPONSE COOES FREQ CENT PCT 
RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT ------------- --·--- 010 NOT PARTICIPATE . . , . . .. .•• ,. 1 13565 77 . 911 S7. I'll 

010 NOT PARTICIPATE . . ..• ,, . ,,, 1 1'1283 82. 011 90.211 PARTICIPATED AS A MEMBER .. ,, .. 2 2071 11.99! 12 .Cit 
PARTICIPATED AS A MEMBER, .. ,,, 2 · 1387 8 . 011 8,511 PARTICIPATED AS AN OFFICER .• .. 3 195 I.HI I . O'lt 
PARTICIPATED AS AN OFFICER,,,. 3 197 I. 111 1.311 RESERVED CODES : 
RESERVED CODES: MULTIPLE RESPONSE ....•.•... • 6 9 .1!t (MISS I 

MULTIPLE RESPONSE .•. ,,, .... , 6 ,.. • 111 (MISS) MISS INC . ...• ,, . • ..•..••..• . , 8 158" 9,111 (MISS> 
MISS INC ..••• ·•.• ,., . . .... ,,., 8 16-43 8. 811 (MISS) 

TOTALS: 1742,4 100.011 100 . 0111 
TOTALS: 17-42-4 100 . 011 100.0'11 

(Refer to Que~tion 821 
(Refer to Question 82) 

Cluu t I on BYS82P Tap• Poi, 343-3,43 
Cluu t I on IYS82M Tape .Poi, 340-3"0 · For ■at I 11 

For,oal I 11 
BYS82P PARTICIPATED IN STUDENT NEWSPAPER 

BYS82M PARTICIPATED IN DEBATE OR . SPEECH TEAM 
Student newspaper

Debate or speech team 
PER- WCTD 

PER- WCTD RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT 
RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT ---------- -------- eo. ,,,.DID. NOT PARTICIPATE , . . . : . . ... , 1 139-51 86.7'1< 

DID NOT PARTICIPATE .. .... .. ... 1 1S011 86.21it 94 •.2'11 PARTICIPATED AS A MEMBER ...... 2 1662 9. 5¥. 9 . 9'11. 
PARTICIPATED AS A MEMBER.,. . . . 2 741 ... 31it 5. nt PARTICIPATED AS AN OFFICER,,., 3 233 1. 3'r: I. 3'it 
PARTICIPATED AS AN OFFICER . • ,. 3 100 . &lit . 7'11 RESERVED CODES: 
RESERVED CODES: MUL T.IPLE RESPONSE . . . . ..... ,, 6 . 16 . n; (MISS>

MULTIPLE RESPONSE . . , .,; . ,... 6 8 .OIi (MISS ) MISSINC . , .. ,. ·. ... ,, ... , .. ,,, e 1562 9 . 011 (MISS) 
MISS INC , ... ,., ., .. , . .. , .. • . , 8 156.. 9.0% CM-ISS) 

TOTALS: 17,42-4 100.011 100.011 
TOTALS: 17 .. 24 100.01'. 100 . 0!t 

(Refer to Question 821 
(Refer to Question 82) 

Quu t ton BYS82Q Tap, Pos, 3,4,4-34,j 
Cluu t ton BYS82N Tape Poh 3"1-3,41 Formit: 11 

For ■ at ( 11 ----------- · --
BYS82Q PARTICIPATED IN STUDENT YEARBOOK 

BYS82N PARTICIPATED 1,N DRAMA CLUB 
Student yearbook

Drama club 
PER- WCTD 

PER- WCTD RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT 
RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT --------DID NOT PARTICIPATE .. ... .. ... , 1 13493 . 77 .•'It a,. St. 

DID NOT PARTICIPATE . . . ....... . 1 , ... ,.o 83. O'lt 91.0'►. PARTICIPATED AS A MEMBER ; ., • .. 2 20-47' 13 . 5~.11. '" PARTICIPATED AS A MEMBER,.. . .. 2 1260 7. 2'1t e.01: PARTICIPATED AS AN OFFICER .• .. 3 290 1. 7\t 1. ''"' 
RESERVED CODES : MULTIPLE RESPONSE, . . ......•. 6 17 • 1!t (MISS ) 
PARTICIPATED AS AN OFFICER.... 3 126 . 71! 1. O'lt RESERVED CODES: 

MULTIPLE RESPONSE . ... . . . ... . 6 1e .11( <MISS> MISSINC, . .......... . ....·.. . . 8 157; 9 . 111 !MISS> 
MISS INC............. . ....... 8 1!;50 8.91! !MISS) 

TOTALS: 1742,4 100.0'lt 100.0r, 
TOTALS: 17"424 100.011 100.0'11, 

( Re ft r to Question 82)
<Refer to Question 82) 
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Quu t ton IY882U Tap, Poi. 348-3,.8 
Qu11t1on IYS82R Tape Pot, 3,s-3,5 Foro,at1 11 

For11at: 11 
BYS82U PARTICIPATED IN voe. EDUCATION CLUB 

BYSS2R PARTICIPATED IN STUDEN1 COUNCIL 
Vocational education club 

Student Counc I I 
PER- WCTD 

PER- WCTD RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT 
RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT --------

DID NOT PARTICIPATE.,,,.,,,,,, 1 15129 &6:e111 95,81t
010 NOT PARTICIPATE.,., , ,.,.,, 1 13825 79,31t 88,0'II PARTICIPATED AS A MEMBER,, ... , 2 529 3,091
PA.RTICIPATED AS 2 7 ,9'11 PARTICIPATED AS AN . OFFICER .... . 3 130 .8'11A MEMBER ,. ,,,, 1385 8,3'11 ;7'11 3·'" 
PARTICIPATED AS AN OFFICER,... 3 683 3.3'11 3.8111 RESERVED CODES: 
RESERVED CODES: MULTIPLE RESPONSE ...•. •••••• 6 3 ,Cit (MISS)

MUI. Tl PLE RESPONSE.. .. . .. .. .. 6 18 .1'11 <MISS) MISS INC,,,,.,,.,., ... ,,.,, .. 8 1633 9,4'1\ <MISS)
MISSINC .. ,, ... ,, ........... , 8 1613 9.3'11 (MISS) 

TOTALS: 17-42-4 100,011 100.0'lt 
TOTALS: 17-42-4 100.011 100.091 

( Re f·•r to Qu ■ ttion 82)
(Refer tc Que,tion 82) 

Qu11tton 83 
Quo tt on BYS82S Tape Pot, 3,6-346 

Forfflat: 11 

BYS82S PARTICIPATED IN COMPUTER CLUB 
H ■ v~ you or wi I I you have participated in any of the 

Computer t 1.ub fol lowing out1id ■ -1chool activities this year,
either as a member, or a, an offic~r (for ■ Aample,

PERs WCTD vice-president, coo~dinator, team capteinl7
RESPONSE CODES FREQ, CENT PCT (IIARk ONE EACH) 

010 NOT PARTICIPATE .... ,,.,,,. 1 1-4658 8-4. 1'11 92, 79! 
PARTICIPATED AS A MEMBER ..• ,,, 2 97,4 5. 61t 6. 6'11 
PARTICIPATED AS AN OFFICER., . , 3 116 .nt · . 7!! 
RESERVED CODES: 

MULTIPLE RESPONSE ........... 6 21 • 1'11 (MISS) 
MISS INC,,, ............ . ,,,, .. 8 1655 9. Sit (MISS) 

TOTALS: 17-42-4 100,0'it 100.0lt 
Quu tt on BYS83A Tape Po,, 3,49-3,49 

Forfflatl 11 
(Refer tc Que,tion 82) BVSfl3A PARTICIPATED · IN SCOUTJNC 

Scouting 

PER- WCTD 
RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT 

DID NOT PARTICIPATE ... ,,,,,, ,. 1 13718 78.7111 86,BI!
PARTICIPATEO AS A MEMBER,,,, , , 2 1825 10.511 11 ,2r,; 
PARTICIPATED AS AN OFFICER.,,. 3 3,47 2,0'11 2, 19! 

Quot ton IYS82T Tap, Po,, 347-347 RESERVED CODES: 
ForMat: 11 MULTIPLE RESPONSE, .. , ..... ,. 6 17 . 1!! <MISS l 

MISS INC ... ,.,,,,, ....... ,,,, 8 1517 8.71! <MISS> 
BYS82T PARTICIPATED IN RELICIOUS ORCANIZATION 

TOTALS: 1742A 100.0111 100.0'11 
Religious organization 

PER- WCTO 
RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT (Refer to Question 83) 

010 NOT PARTICIPATE ........ ,.. 1 .13-402 76.91t 85, 1'11 
PARTICIPATED AS A MEMBER ... ,.. 2 2167 12. ,44t 13, 591 
PARTICIPATED AS AN OFFICER.... 3 222 1.3'it 1.3'11 
RESERVED CODES : 

MUL Tl PLE RESPONSE .. , , .. , , , , . 6 16 . 1\; (MISS)
MISS INC.,., ... , .. . . ..... ,,,. S 1618 9. 3~- (MISS) 

TOTALS: 17A2-4 100.0'f. 100 . 0'II 
Que I tt on BYS83B Tape Poi, 360-360 

Forfflltl 11 
(Refer to Question 82) BYS83B PARTICIPATED IN RELICIOUS YOUTH CROUPS 

Re I; g ious youth groups 

PER- WCTD 
RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT 

DID NOT PARTICIPATE,,,, , ...•.. 1 10395 59.7111 66,A'II 
PARTICIPATED AS A MEMBER ...•.. 2 50-44 28.9111 31 ,Cit 
PARTICIPATED AS AN OFFICER.,,. 3 A26 2.AIII 2,61; 
RESERVED CODES: 

MULTIPLE RESPONSE ........ , .. 6 22 .1111 (MISS)
MISSINC., ....... ,, ... ,,, . . ,. 8 1537 8. 8111 (MISSl 

TOTALS: 17'2A 100,011 100,0'11 

(Refer lo Question 83) 
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Cluu ll ol\ IVSll3F Tape Poi, 36,4-3&•
Tape Poi, 3&1-3111 Fo,.,,t, 11 -
For•at 1 11 

BYS83F _ PARTICIPATED IN NON-SCHOOL TEAM SPORTS 
BYS83C PARTICIPATED IN HOBBY CLUBS 

Non-tchool team 1port1 
Hobby clubs 

PER- WCTO 
PER- WCTD RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT 

RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT --------010 NOT PARTICIPATE ........... 1 9808 56. 391 62 ,Olt 
DID NOT PARTlCIPATE ... , ..... ,, I 13459 77. 2'1t 84 . 2'11 PARTICIPATED AS A. MEMBER . .. ... 2 561 7 32. 2'11 35. B'il 
PARTICIPATED AS A MEMBER.,.,,, 2 2176 12.5'11 14 , 7'11 PARTICIPATED AS AN OFFICER, ••. 3 360 2. 1'11 2.2'11 
PARTICIPATED AS AN OFFICER.... 3 180 .1 . 0'11 I , I'll RESERVED CODES : 
RESERVED CODES: MULTIPLE RESPONSE . . .. , ...... 6 37 .2!! (MISS>

MULTIPLE RESPONSE ...... , , ,.. 6 13 • 1'11 (MISS) MISS INC ....•..••• . , •••.. , ... 8 1602 9.2'11 (MISS)
MISSING , . ... . . . , .... ,....... 8 1697 9. 2'11 (MISS) 

TOTALS: 1742.C 100.091 100.mt 
-TOTALS: 17.C2.C 100. 0'11 100,0'11. 

<Refer to Question 83)
(Reier to Que1tion 83) 

Cluutlon BYS83C: T•P• Pos, 3&6-3&& 
C1u•1llon BVS83D Tape Pos, 362-362 Forfflall 11 

For111t I 11 
BYS83C PARTICIPATED IN 4-H 

BYSB3D ,PAP.TICIPATED IN NEICHBORHOOD CLUBS/PROCS 
·Neighborhood ~lubs or programs 

PER- WCTO 
PER- WCTD RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT 

RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT ----------------·-DID NOT PARTICIPATE .. . .....••. 1 14292 82 . 0'lt 90. Sit 
DID NOT PARTICIPATE.,,........ I 13909 79.8'11 87.6% PARTICIPATED AS A MEMBER.,;,,. 2 1112 6.4'11 7 .311 
PARTICIPATED AS A MEMBER... ... 2 1660 9. 51! 11.111 PARTICIPATED AS AN OFFICER,, . • 3 292 1, 7'1! 2.2'1! 
PARTICIPATED AS AN OFFICER ., ., 3 210 1.2'1t 1. 311 RESERVED CODES: 
RESERVED CODES : . MULTIPLE RESPONSE . .•• • .... .. 6 35 .2iit (MISS>

MUL Tl PLE RESPONSE, , . , , . , , , , . 6 13 .1'11 (MISS) MISSINC .. . . . .. , ... , . . ,, •. ,., 8 1693 9.711 <MISS> 
MISSING, . , . . . , . •. ..... , .,,, , 8 1632 9 . .C'II (MISS) 

TOTALS : 17,42.C 100 . 011 100.0¥. 
TOTALS : 174124 100.011 100 . 091 . 

<Refer to Question 83)
(Reier to Question 83) 

Question BYSll3H Tap, Pol, 366-366 
Clua1tion 8VS83E Tape P~ai - 3&3-363 For,.,t I 11 

For,01 t .: 11 
BYS83H PARTICIPATED IN Y OR OTHER YOUTH CROUPS 

BYS83E PARTICIPATED IN BOYS' OR CIRLS' CLUBS 
y or ct her youth groups 

Boye' clubs or g;rl1 1 clubs 
PER- . WGTD 

PER- WCTD RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT 
RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT --------DlD NOT PARTICIPATE ...... , ,, .. 1 13303 76 , 3~ 85.21: 

DID NOT PARTICIPATE .......... , 1 14261 81 . 8% 90.4'1! PARTICIPATED AS A MEMBER ...... 2 2140 12. 3'1! 13. 6¥. 
PARTICIPATED AS A MEMBER.,,,., 2 1352 7,81! 8. 7'1t PARTICIPATED AS AN OFFICER . . ~. 3 16? 1,0!1 I .2•. 
PARTICIPATED AS AN OFFICER ... , 3 1,42 . 8'11 .99' RESERVED CODES : 
RESERVED CODES: MULTIPLE RESPONSE ........... 6 18 .111 <MISS> 

MULTIPLE RESPONSE .. ......... 6 37 . 291 (MISS) MISSING . . . ............ , ..• ,. 8 1796 .10,311 <MISS> 
_MISSING., .... ,.,. ,. , . ,., .. ,, 8 1632 9 . .t'lt (MISS> 

TOTALS : 17412.C 100,0!1 100 . 0lt 
TOTALS: 1742.,C 100.0!6 100.0'lt 

(Refer to Question 83)
(Refer to Question 83) 
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NELS:888TB GRADE QUESTIONNAIRE 
Pav• 6• 

Quot t I o,n _!~~~~~ T11pe PH, 3H-'3ili 
Quutto" IYS!l3I Tape Poa, 317-317 For ■ et: 11 · 

Fo,.,etr 11 
BYPAQFLC PARENT QUESTIONNAIRE AVAILABLE 

IYS83I PART! CI P;."'ED IN SIJl,ll,IER PROGRAMS 

Sumtl'ler- prog,am1 1 such .. wor-kshops or I "'t Hutu ift science , PER- WCTD 
languaa1, drama, and· 10 Oft RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT 

PER- -----------WCTO 010 NOT COMPLETE THE QUESTION-
_RE~P0NSE_ CODES FREQ CENT PCT . NA!RE AND HAVE A PARENT-------- QUESTIONNAIRE COMPLETED . , . . . . • D 1046 6.091 &, 9'M. 

DID NOT PARTICIPATE ... .. ... •. . 1 126•0 72.51! 81,,01 COMPLETED THE QUESTIONNAIRE 
PARTICIP,!.TE0 AS A MEMBER, . . ... 2 29-'2 16.91i 17,,O! ANO HAO A PARENT -QUESTIONNAIRE
PARTICIPATED AS AN OFFICER .. .. 3 172 1. o,! 1 ·• 21! COMPLETED ; .. .. ·..•.• . .... ...• .. 16378 9• . 0'II 9•. 1'11 
RESERVED CODES: 

MULTIPLl: RESPONSE., . . . ... , , , 6 11 . -1'11 (MISS) TOTALS : 17-'2• 100. 0'11 100.091 
MISSINC.,, . ... .. ,. ,, .. .. • . . . 8 . 1659 9.51! (MISS) 

TOTALS : 17•2• 100.0li 100 . 09i 

<Refer to Quect;on 83) 

Quo ■ t _lon IYTXPAFC Tape ·Pot . 369-369 
Foro,et : 11 

BYTXPAFC STUDENT TESTS & PARENT QUEX AVAILABLE 

PER- WCT0 
QuH t Ion IYS83J Tepe Po ■ , 361-368 RESPONSE CODES · FREQ CENT PCT 

ForMet1 11 
DID NOT COMPLETE THE QUESTION-

BYS83J PAt.":"!:;: ;,1.-:"EC: I ~ ,\~ ':' 0-:'HER ACTIVITIES NAIRE ANO TEST ANO HAVE A 
PARENT QUESTIONNAIRE COMPLETED 0 1570 9.09\ 8 , 9',( 

0thor COMPLETED THE QUEST IONNAIRE 
ANO TEST ANO HAD A PARENT 

PER- WCTO QUESTIONNAIRE COMPLETED . . ..• , . 1685.. 91 . 011 91.11! 
,;. __RESPONSE CODES FREQ __CENT PCT.-------- TOTALS: 17•2-' 100.0'II 100 . 011. 

010 NOT PARTICIPATE .. ,, .. . .•.. 1 8638 •9.611- 66 . 01! 
PARTIC IPATEC AS A MEMBER, . .... .2 6316 36 . 21! •0.211 
'PARTICIPATED AS AN OFFICER . . . . 3 599 3. •I! 3. 8lt 
RESERVED CODES·: 

MULTIPLE RESPONSE .. .•. . . .... 6 26 .111! !MISS)
MISSl'NC .. ..• . ...•.... ... .. . . 8 1845 10.sr;; <MISS> 

TOTALS : 17•2• 100.011. 100 . 011! 

Que ■ llon BYTEPAFC Tape Pot, 370-370 
For11et1 11 

(Refer le Qu~,tion £3) ---------·-------
BYTEPAFC PARENT & AT LEAST 1 TEACHER QUEX AVAIL 

PER- WCTO 
RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT 

DID NOT COMPLETE THE QUESTION-
NAIRE ANO HAVE A PARENT 
QUESTIONNAIRE COMPLETED ANO AT 

QuH ti on IYQWT Tepe Poa, 359-366 LEAST ONE TEACHER QUESTION-
ForMet1 Rl,3 NA! RE COMPLETED ...... . .•... , .. 0 1578 9. 1'M. 8,811 

COMPLETED THE QUESTIONNAIRE 
BYQWT BASE YEAR QUESTIONNAIRE WEICHT ANO HAO A PARENT QUESTIONNAIRE

COMPLETED ANO AT LEAST ONE 
TEACHER QUESTIONNAIRE COMP-

.PER- WCT0 LETE0 . . , ..• . ...... . . ... . , ·. .. . . 158.C6 90.9% 91.2'1! 
-RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT ---. -·---- -------- TOTALS: 17424 100.011 100,0;t 

2 ••• 1 TO 836 . 909 . .. . ... • •• ... . 1.000 17•2• 100.011! 100.0'I! 

TOTALS : 17.C2.C 100. 0'11 100 . 091 

.. -----·--------Queatloft IYTXFLC Tepe Poi, 371-371 
For ■ at: 11 

Que ■ tlon IYTEQFLC Tepe Po ■ , 367-367 BYTXFLC STUDENT TESTS AVAILABLE 
ForMet: 11 

BYTEQFLC AT LEAST ONE TEACHER QVEX AVAILABLE PER- WCTD 
RESPONSE · CODES FREQ CENT PCT 

PER- WCTO 010 NOT COMPLETE THE TEST . .... 0 630 3.611! 3 , 791 
RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT COMPLETED THE TEST . ..•... . . , .. 1 16794 96.•'II 96 . 31! 

DID NOT HAVE EITHER TEACHER TOTALS: 17424 100,09\ 100 . 011 
QUESTIONNAIRE COMPLETED .. ... . . 0 830 •. 81! 3,9'1!
ONE TEACHER QUESTIONNAIRE 
COMPLETED .. . . , . ..... .. . . ... .. . 1213 7. cw. 7 . 3% 
TWO TEACHER QUESTIONNAIRES
COMPLETED . ... • . ; ... , ... . ..... • 2 15381 88,31! 88.8'11 

TOTALS: 17-'2"' 100.011 100 . 091 
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Quu t I 011 GBCTRL Tepe Po,, 3715-:-3715. 
..Quutlon BYAPMf LG Tape Po,, 372-372 ------.------- - For•et ·1 ·11 . 

ForMet I 11--------· ---- ·· - G8CTRL SCHOOL CONTROL COMPOSITE 
BYADMFLC SCHOOL ADMINISTRATOR QUEX 'AVAILABLE . 

PER- WGTO 
PER- WCTO RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT 

RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT --------PUBL.H: SCHOOL, • , ••••• , •• , ••••. 1 1o4o463 83,011 88,0'lt 
THE SCHOOL ADMINISTRATOR DID CATHOLIC SCHOOL .• ,.,, •• , ...... 2 1366 7.81! 7;611& 
NOT COMPLETE THE SCHOOL PRIVATE, OTHER RELICIOUS 
QUEST!ONNAI RE, , .,. .•• , ·,. , .. ,,,. 0 232 1 .31t 1. o41t AFFILIATION, , • • •..• ,,,., .••••• 3 603 3. 51! 2 ,911& 
THE SCHOOL ADMINISTRATOR PRIVATE, NO RELIGIOUS 
COMPLETED THE SCHOOL QUES- · AFFILIATION ..• , ••••• ,,,., ••• , , 1002 6.81! 1.511 
TIONNAIRE.,.,, •••••.••• ,.,,.,.· 17192 98,716 98.616 "' 

TOTALS : 1742-4 100.0li 100,011, 
TOTALS: . 17o42o4 100.091 100.0% 

NOTE: Thi I variable wa, recoded by NCES in accord1nc1 
with the conf;dentia I tty prov; ,ton, of PL100-297 
(1988). 

Quootlon BYlEPFLG Tepe Po,, 373-373 
ForM■ t 1 11 

BYIEPFLC INDIVIDUALIZED EDUCATION PROGRAM FLAC 

Quo,tto11 BYSCENRL Tepe Po,. 37$~376 
PER-:- WCTO ForMetl 11 

FREQ PCTRESPONSE CODES CENT ..;. ____ ---------- -------- BYSCENRL TO~AL SCHOOL ENROLLMENT COMPOSITE 
010 NOT SATISFY THE CRITERIA 
BELOW (SEE NOTEI . . ,.,,,,,,,,,, 0 17382 99 ,8'11 99. 71t 
THE STUDENT SATISFIED THE PER- WCTO 
CRITERIA BELOW, ...... . ,,,,,,, , o42 • 216 . . 316 RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT 

TOTALS: 17o424 100. Oll 100 . 0!! 1-299 STUDENTS, .•••. , • , , .•• , • , 1 660 3,81! ", Sit
300-o499 . . ,.,., ..•.• , •.••• i .... 2 3379· 19.o41! 19,6!! 
600-7o49 . •••••••..•••• ,., • .• , •• 3 o4597 26,o41! 2o4, 71! 
760-999. , •••• ,.,. , .,., . ,, ,, •• , 4 3794 21 . B'lt 21. 2\i 

NOTE: The student had on file an ;nd i vidual Education 1000.. . .. , ••••• ,,.,, . , . ,,,,,.,, 5 2308 13.21! 13.6'1t 
Program and was reported to the Department of Education 6 1376 . 7. 91t 8,2'1t 
as belongi _ng to one of the fol lowif'.'19 handicap categories: 7 1311 7. 611& 8,-411& 
deaf, herd of htering, deaf-blind, or mult1ple handicap 
(only if ha,.d of hf'aring was included as one of his or TOTALS: 17424 100 . 011 100,011, 
her imp111rtnents>: ANO the studet1t is currently mainstream_ed 
with re9uler" hearirig eighth grade students for English 
or mathemat1c1 classes. 

NOTE : This variable ·was _recoded by NCES in acco~dancera~ ~~• confidentiarity prov;s;ons of PL100-297 
8 

Quu ti on CBTYPE Tepe Poa. 37o4-37o4 
Forffltl: 11 

CBTYPE CRAPE . SPAN OF SCHOOL Quu t fon GBENROL Tape Po,, 377-377 
Forfflet: I 1 

PER- WCTO C8ENROL 8TH GRADE ENROLLMENT COMPOSITE 
RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT 

PORK OR 1 THROUGH 8,,,, ,,,., 1 2192 12,611& 14,8'11 PEA- WCTD 
P 0~ KOR 1 THROUGH 12, .•.• : •. 2 1019 5,811 4,B'lt RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT 
6 OR 7 bA 8 THROUC~ 12, ,, ... • , 3 1906 10.91! 8,21f. ---------- . --------
3 OR• OR 5 THROUCH B•• ••••. ,. 4 1169 6, 711> 7 ,61! 1-49 STUDENTS, •• , . ·, ..•• ,,,,,., 1 2694 16, 6'11 16,01! 
6 THROUCH 8,., . ....•.. ,., ... ,. 5 o4396 26. 21t 26 , BI! 50-99,, ., , .. , •••••• , •. , •• , •.•.• , 2 2813 16, 1'11 12.8\i 
7 THROUCH B.,, .... ,.,.,,, • • ,,. 6 3.413 19 , 6'1t 20 , Hi 100-199 ..•••• • • , ••. ,, • • ,., •• , , 3 3991 22,91: 22,8\t 
7· THROUGH 9 / B THROUCH 9, . , , ... 7 2734 16, 711& 17. 711 200-299,, •••••• , ... ,., • . ,, ••. , ... 3660 21 . or; 22.2.; 
RESERVED CODES: 300-399 .•••• , .•• • ... • .• ,, •• •. . 5 2336 13.41! 13.6'11 

MISS INC .. . ,, •••.. • , . ,, .. , , ,, 8 695 3,o4'1& (MISS) o400......... ,,, ••.•. , •.• ,.,. , .. 6 1930 11,1'11 12. 7'11 

TOTALS : 17o424 100.0'lt 100 , 0!! TOTALS: 17424 100,0li 100.011 

N01E: This ~ariable was recoded by NCES in accor~ance NOT"£: Th i s vari8b l a wa, r-ecoded b.y NCES in accordance 
wi .th the confidenti.elity pr-ovisiQns of PL100-297 with the conf;dentiality provisions of PL100·-297 
< 198B I . ( 1988), 

Quootlon G8URBAN Tepe Poi, 378-378 
Foro,et: 11 

G8URBAN URBANICITV COMPOSITE 

PEA- WCTD 
RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT -------· -- --------URBAN , ... •• ,,,, , •• , •• ,.,, ,. ,., 1 -4539 26 , 1'11 25.9!! 

SUBURBAN, .. , .••.•• ,., .• , ., • ••. 2 7333 o42, 111 -43. 1lt 
RURAL,,,., ••.•..• • ,., , ••.. ,,,. 3 6562 31. 9\t. 31 ,0\t 

TOTALS: 17o424 100.0!! 100.0% 
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Qua I l I on. N0IIISECT. Tap• Poa • . 382-382
Tape Po,, 378-378 F·or,.al: 11 
.For.o•al 1 11 

NOMSECT SECTOR OF 1ST NOMINATE!) H)TH GRADE SCHL 
G8REGON COMPOSITE GEOGRAPHIC REC.ION OF SCHOOL 

PER'< WGTD
PER- WGTD RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT 

RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT ---------------- ;;..~--- PUBLIC SCHOOL ..••••••••.•• ,, •• 1 1•"459 83,011 90,111
NORTHEAST - NEW ENGLAND AND CATHOLIC SCHOOL .•...•••..••••. 2 978 6,611. 6,611
MIDDLE ATLANTIC STATES ........ .3273 q1. ·e11 i9.211 PRI.VATE, OTHER RELIGIOUS 
NORTH CENTRAL - EAST NORTH AFFILIATION,., ....... , ........ 3 1297 7 ..... 3,<111
CENTRAL AND WEST NORTH CENTRAL PRIVATE, NO RELICIOUS 
STATES .•.•..• , ..•..• . ..•.•.... 2 -4602 26.•lt 25.711 AFFILIATION, .................. .. 0 ,o,t .011! 
SOUTH - SOUTH ATLANTIC, EAST RESERVED CODES: 
SOUTH CENTRAL, AND WEST· SOUTH MISSING .•• , ••••• ,,,,.,,,., •. 8 690 ... O'II (MISS>
CENTRAL STATES. , , . , .. , ..... , .. 3 6163 35 ...lt 35 ...11 
WEST - MOUNTAIN AND PACIFIC TOTALS: 17'424 100.0lt 100.011 
STATES,., ...... ,, .•... , •••••. , .. 3367 19. 311 19. 711 
RESERVED CODES: 

MISSING ..... ...... .. ........ 8 29 • 211 <MISS) 
NOT.E: This variable was recoded by NCES in .accordance 

TOTALS: 17.. 24 100.0'i< 1DO.O'i! with the confidentiality provisions_ of PL100-29? 
( 1988). 

NOTE: Thi, variable was recoded by NCES ;n accordance 
w;th the confidentiality provision, of PL100-297 

Quutton SEX . Tapo Pot, 383-383 
For ..at I 11 

SEX COMPOS !TE SEX 
Quo ■ lion CBMIN0R . Tape Pos, 380-380 

For11atl 11 
.PER- WGTD 

G8MINOR PERCENT MINORITY IN SCHOOL RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT 
MALE .... , •• ,,,, .•. ,,,,.,,,,• . . 1 86 .. 0 .. 9.611 50.111 

PER- WCTD FEMALE .. ,,, •••.• ,. ·•• , .•.•.••.. 2 878.. &0.41! ..9 .. 91! 
RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT 

TOTALS: 17 .. 24. 100.011 100.011 
NONE., ..•.. , •• ; •• , •..• ,,, .• . ,. 0 2183 12. S'lt 13. 1!! 
1-511 ....••••. , .• ,,.,.,,,, •, • · · 1 .. 073 23 ...1! 2... 6~-
6-101! .• , •.• . .•.. ,., .. ,,, ..•. ,. 2 1999 11 ..s"' 10,8"-
11-20:;., •... ,,,, .. , .... ,,,,,,,, 3 2386 13;7r,. 13.0'i: 
21-..orr. ....................... . .. 2562 · 14. 71< 13.3,:
41-80~•.. , .. ,.,.,,.,., .. ,,,,,, ,· 5 1 .. 1e 8. St.. 8, 71-. 
81-90;; ....... : ............... . 6 1393 8,0\t e.ei,.
91-100:,., ..... . .. ,, ..... , . , . , , .. 7 986 5,79; 7,6'11
RESERVED CODES: 

MISSING . . .....•.•.......... , 8 364 2 . 1'1t <MISS.> Quution RACE 
TOTALS: 17424 100.0'it 100.0'li 

RACE COMPOSITE RACE 

NOTE: This variable was recoded by NCES in ■ ccordance PER- WCTD 
with th• confide-ntiality pF"ovisionc of PL1,00-297 RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT 
( 1988) . · --------ASIAN OR PACIFIC ISLANDER, , ,,. 1 1030 5. 9'1!. ·3,6'1! 

HISPANIC, REGARDLESS OF RACE •. 2 21 .. 3 12.31! 10 ... .,. 
BLACK, NOT OF HISPANIC ORICIN, 3 1748 10,0'it 13.3>: 
WHITE, NOT OF HISPANIC ORIGIN, .. 121 .. 7 69. 791: 71.6\< 
AMERICAN INDIAN OR ALASKAN 
NATIV.E,,, , ...... ,., . , •.••..•••• , 5 180 1.0lt 1.3'11 
RESERVED CODES: 

MISS INC ..... , , • , ••.•• , • , • . •• 8 176 1 .O'll (MISS) 

Quealion C8LUNCH Tep, Po,, 381-381 TOTALS: 17..24 100. O'II 100.0'II 
For ■ at1 11 . . , 

GBLUNCH PERCENT FREE LUNCH IN SCHOOL 

PER- WGTD 
RESPONSE COOES FREQ CENT PCT 

NONE ..•.•....•••.•.•.. , ,,,,,., 0 2660 15.3\< 12.,711 
1-S<r... . ................... . .. . 1 2313 13,311 13. 6\< Qu11llon· HISP Tapo Po,. 38&-385 
6-101-•. • .•...••••• , •••.••... . .• 2 1818 10 ... !i 10,611 For011t: 11 
11-201: ... ,, ,. ,,,.,,,,,,,,,, • • • 3 2942 16.9\t 17. 2"-
21-30~- ...• ,,,,,.,,,,,,,,,.,, • • .. 2 .... 0 1... ot. 14,611 HISP HISPANIC SUBGROUPS 
31-50¥. ....•. ,,, . .. ,.,,, .. ,,,,, 5 2760 15. 811 16.61! 
51-751-•..••• ,, .... ,., .• ,.,.,.,. 6 1521 8.7'1t 10 ... 'lt 
76-1001: ......•....... .... ...•. 7 669 3,8'1t ... 811 PER- WGTO 
RESERVED CODES: RESPONSE COOES FREQ CENT PCT 

MISS INC .......•............. 8 301 1. 7% !MISS) --------
' · NON-HISPANIC .•.. ,,,, ..•..••... 0 15105 86.711 89.691: 

TOTALS: 17424 100.0lt 100.0'lt MEXICAN, MEXICAN-AMERICAN, 
CHICANO ..••••••••••.•••..••••. 1 1412 8. 111 6. 5'1!. 
CUBAN ..••.•..•.....• , ••..••••. 2 95 • 5'11 ,5'1!. 
PUERTO RICAN ... ,, .•..••.•..••. 3 204 1, 21! 1.1\< 

NOTE: This veriab.lt was recoded by NCES in accordance OTHER HISPANIC . ••• •• , •.•. ,, •• ,. 4 '418 2. <Ill 2,211! 
with the confidenti ■ lity provisions of PL100-297 RESERVED CODES: 
I 1988). MISSING •••.•..•..••••. • .•••. 8 190 1. 111 (MISS) 

TOTALS: 1.7<124 100.01! 100.0lt 
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Qu11tto" BYHANDTR Tape Po,. 391-391 
Tape Poil , 3118-317 Far■at - 1 If 
For ■at 1 12 

BYHANDTR TEACHER-REPORTED HANDICAP 
API ASIAN/PACl·F'IC · ISLANDER- RACE COMPOSITE 

PER- WCTO 
PER- WCTD RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT 

RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT --------....---------NEITj-tER TEACHER REPORTED ANY 
NO'N-API., ..··. , , . : '. ·......•...•.. 0 16218 93. 1111 96. 5!t HANDICAPS INTERFERING WITH 
CHINESE.,.,. , ........ , .• , . , • , . 1 210 ·1. 2111 .6!t SCHOOL PERFORMANCE .•.. • ... • ... 0 16270 87,61! 93. 5,111 
FILIPINO, •. , •..........•• , .•.• 2 189 1. 1111 • ?'It EITHER TEACHER REPORTS A 
JAPANESE, •.... , . , , .•... .- , .. , •. 3 58 ,3111 . 21! HANDICAP, . • ... ,,., . • .... ;, ..• • 852 -4.911 6. 5'11 
KOREAN ..••... ,.,,, ....... , . ..• 4 139 • 811 • 311 RESERVED CODES: 
SOUTHEAS·T AS IAN ( VIETNAMESE, MISSING.,, .••.••• ,, •• , •.•.•• 8 1302 7 ,5!t (MISS>
LAOTIAN, CAMBOD IAN/KAMPU.CHEAN, ----- -----

5 166 1,(),1 .51! TOTALS: 17424 100.011 100.0'lti~~li1~T~slANDER ·; sAMDAN: ·· · · · 
GUAMANIAN, ETC,>.,. ·... , ... . •.. 6 62 ,4111 · • 31!" 
SOUTH ASIAN (ASIAN INOIAN., 
PAKISTANI, BANGLADESHI, SRI 
LANK AN, ETC, ) • ........ , . , .... , 7 89 . Slit . 3!t 
WEST ASIAN ( IRANTAN, AFGHAN, 

8 26 ,I'll • t'lt;¥~~t:HEA~mi~ ·i i RAQ i : , · · ·· · · · 
ISRAELI, LEBANESE, ETC.) ...•.• 9 26 . 191 ,2'11
OTHER ASIAN .... , ............. . 10 70 .411\ ,3'11 Queotto" BIRTHMO Tape Poi. 392-393 
RESERVED CODES, For ■at I I 2 

MISS INC ..•• ,., ....•.. . . . .•.. 98 171 1:0% (MISSl 
BIRTHMO MONTH OF BIRTH 

TOTALS: 17424 100,0111 100.0'1! 
PER- WGTD 

RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT 
JANUARY.,,,.,,,.,,,,.,, ... ,, .. I 1251 7 ,21f. 7 ,3"-
FEBRUARY,,,,,,,,.,,,.,,.,, .. ,, 2 1253 7 .21! 7.41! 
MARCH . . . , , ,,.,,·,.,,,, ...•.. , ,, 3 1-438 8,3!t 8.5'11 
APRIL,.,.,,,,,., •. , , ... ,., •. • , 4 1-430 8,2'1! 7 .91! 
MAY .. ,.,,,, •. ,,;,,,, ....• ,,,., 5 1429 8 . 2'1! 7.6!! 

Quut la" . HEAR IMP T ■ po Poi. 388-388 JUNE,,, .. ,,,.,,,. , •,,••••••••· 6 1397 8,o;,, 8.9'1! 
For ■at 1 11 JULY, ... , •.. ,, , , •.. ,,.,,.,,, .. 7 1517 8 . 71t 9.31! 

AUGUST .... ,.,., . . , .,,,,,,,,, .. 8 1542 8,811 8.9'11 
HEARIMP HEARING IMPAIRMENT COMPOSl"TE SEPTEMBER, .... ,., •... , •. , ..... 9 1-455 8,4!! 8.<llt 

OCTOBER ..•....•...•. ,.,, , ,,,,. 10 1460 8.<l'lt 8,8'1! 
NOVEMBER ••.......... • . . , . . . , .. 11 1371 7.9!t 8.2% 

PER- WGTO DECEMBER ............. , .. , , .... 12 1<128 8.2!! 8 . Bil 
RESPONSE · CODES FREQ CENT " PCT RESERVED CODES: -------- MISSING.,, .. ,,,,,,;., , .,,.,, 98 453 2.6!! (MISS.)

NOT REPORTED AS HEARING IM-
PAIRED.,., . . , ., ... ....... , ••... _o 16889 96. 9'1! 96.71! TOTALS : 17<12<1 100.0lt 100,0!!
HEARIN:; IM?AIRED ..•.. , ..•. .• •. 1 535 3. 1 'I! 3,31! 

TOTALS: 17-424 100.~ 100. OIi 

Queotlo" BIRTHYR Tape Poi, 394-'396 
Format: 12 

Queotlo" HANDPAST T ■ po Poi, 389-389 BIRTHYR YEAR OF BIRTH 
For1R1tl" It 

HANDPAST PAST HANDICAP PROGRAM RECIPI.ENT PER- WCTD 
RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT 

PER- WCTD 1972 OR BEFORE . . . . ... , , , , . , , , . 72 892 5. 11! 5. Sit 
RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT 1973 .... ,, .... ,,.,,.,, .. ,, ... , 73 509<1 29.2!! 31 ,411! 

197-4 . . .... , ..... ,., , . ..... . ... 7<1 10995 63. 1¥. 62. 1!! 
NOT PAST HANDICAP PROGRAM 1975 OR AFTER .. ,, •... . .. , , .. ,, 75 167 t.Oli , .01< 
RECIPIENT., .. .. ...... ., .. ., .,.. 0 12583 72.211! ?9,-4!! RESERVED CODES: 
PAST ttANOICAP PROGRAM MISS INC .....·.,_,; .•.. . ....... 98 276 1. 61: (MISS)
RECIPIENT ..•............... , .. · 3153 18 . 111\ 20,6\i
RESERVED CODES: TOTALS : f 7<12<1" 100.0'lt 100.01(

MISSINC •••••.••••. ,......... 8 1688 9, 7!! IMISSJ 
TOTALS: 17-42<1 " 100.011 100;()1! 

NOTE: ~h4s variable was recoded by NCES in accordance 
w~th the con~identiality provision, of PL100-297 
< 1988), 

Queotlo" IYHANDPR T ■ po Poi, 390-390 
For ■ all 11 

BVHANOPR PARENT-,-REPORTED HANDICAP PCM RECIPIENT Queotton BYLOCUSf Tape Pao, 396-399 
Format1 R-4,2 

PER- WGTD BVLOCUS1 LOCUS OF CONTROL I 
RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT 

NOT CURRENT PROGRAM PARTICI- PER- WCTD 
PANT .. ,,.,, . ....• , .. ;.,., .. ,., 0 15319 8 7. 911 95. 911\ RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT 
CURRENT PROGRAM RECIPIENT FOR --------ORTHOPEOICALLY HANDICAPPED OR -3 . 01 TO 1. 52 .. ,.,,.,.,,,,., .. 1,00 1729-4 99,311 100.0!I 
LEARNING DISABILITIES, .. ,.,, .. 608 3.6'1! 4.1'1!- RESERVED CODES: 
RESERVED CODES: MISSING .... ,., ..... ,,., ·,,.,. 99.98 130 , 711 (MISS!

MISS INC,, ... ,, ... . . , ........ 8 1497 8,6'1t <MISS> 
TOTALS: 1742<1 100.0!I 100.0'li 

TOTALS: 17-424 100.011 100 . 011 
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Qua1tton BYCNCPT2 · Tap• Po,. 411-41"' 
Quutlon BYLOCU1T Tape Po,; 400-400 For11at1 R• . 2 

For0tat 1 11 
BYCNCPT2 SELF CONCEPT 2 

BYLOCU1T TERTILE CODINC OF VARIABLE BYLOCUS1 

PER- WCTO
PER- WCTD RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT 

RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT ---------------- -3.61 TO 1.25 ................. 1.00 17311 99.•16 100,0%
TERTILE 1 LOW ... , ...........•. 1 6•22 31. 116 ·31.8'11 RESERVED CODES: 
TEl'lTI LE 2 MEDIUM ......... , ... , 2 5792 33.2% 33.•9! MISS INC ••...• ,,, .. ; •.•... , .. 99.98 113 ,616 (MISS)
TERTILE 3 HICH ..••. , .. , .... • .. 3 6080 3"'· 9% 3"'· 816 ~----
RESERVED CODES: TOTALS: 11•2• 100.016 100. 011 

MISSINC ............ . , ....... B 130 . 7'11 (MISS) 

TOTALS: 11•2• · 100.091 100.0lt 

Question BYCNCP2T Tape Poi, 416-,16
ForMetl 11 

Qua1tlon BYLOCUS2 Tap• Poi, 401~404 BYCNCP2T TERTILE COOING OF VARIABLE BYCNCPT2 
For11all A.i,2 

BYLOCUS2 LOCUS OF CONTROL 2 PER- -WCTO 
RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT 

PER- WGTD TERTILE 1 Low .·....... ,., .. ,, .. I 5556 31 .991 32.091 
RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT TERTILE 2 MEDIUM .............. 2 6857 33.61t 34 . 511! 

TERTI LE 3 HIGH ...... , ....•.. ,. 3 5898 33.811 33. 5'1t 
-2.77T0·1.52 . ............. :.. 1.00 17303 99.3'11 100.0lt RESERVED CODES: 
RESERVED CODES : MISSINC ... . . a ••••• , •••••• • • • 8 113 • 616 (MISS)

MISSING ..... .,.............. 99.98 121, . 711; (MISS) 
TOTALS: 17"'2"' 100.016 100.a.i 

TOTALS: 1?<124 100.()11; 100.011! 

Quntion BYSES Tapa P.oo. 416-•20 
Qua1tlon BYLOCU2T Tap• Po,. •06-405 Forfflal: R!i.3 

For0tat: 11 
BYSES SOCIO~ECONOMIC STATUS COMPOSITE 

BYLOCU2T TEP.Tl Lt CC-: i ',C O, VAR IABLE 8YLOCUS2 
PER- WGTD 

PER- WGTD RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT 
RESPONSE CODES FREQ · CENT PCT ------- ------------- -2.97 TO 2. 56 ..•........•..... , .coo 17'421 100.0'11 100 . (),t---------- 5411 32. 11!TERTILE I LOW ....•.•...•...... I 31. tit RESERVED CODES: 

TERTILE 2 MEDIUM ..•........... 2 5932 34.0!I · 33 . . 9'1t MISSING .. ....•........•..... 99;999 3 .OIi <MISS)
TERTI LE 3 HIGH .. .•............ 3 5960 3-S.2% 3•.o-. 
RESERVED CODES: TOTALS: 11,2.i 100.016 100.a.t 

MISSING . ........... , ........ 8 121 • 791 (MISS) 

TOTALS: 17•2• 100.0lt 100.011! 

Quu ti on BYSESQ Tapa Poi, 421-421 
For11at: 11 

Qua1tion BYCNCPT1 Tape Poi, 406-409 BYSESQ QUARTILE CODING OF BYSES VARIABLE 
For01all A,.2 

8YCNCPT1 SELF CONCEPT I PER- WGTO 
RESPONSE CODES FREQ PCT-~~~! 

PER:.. WCTD QUART! LE I LOW ............... . 1 '4100 23.511 2-S.3'1t 
RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT QUARTILE 2 ..... • ...•... , .. , •.. 2 '4157 23,91i 25.0\i 

QUART! ~E 3 ................... . 3 '4130 23 . 7'1t 25.2'1t 
-3.61 TO 1. 15................. 1.00 17311 99.'4.111 100.0.. QUARTl~E 4 HIGH ............ .. .. .. 503• 28.911, · 25. 5,:
RESERVED CODES: . RESERVED CODES: 

MISSING ..•................ ,. 99.98 113 .61t <MISS) MISSING ........ , ......... ,.• 8 3 .0'11 <MISS> 
TOTALS: 17•2• 100.0lt 100.0;t TOTALS: 11,2-1 100.0!lt 100,0ltt 

---·-------------Question BYCNCP1T Tap• Po,, 410-410 
For0talt 11 

BYCNCPtT TERTILE CODING OF VARIABLE BYCNCPT1 

PER- WGTD 
RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT 

TERTILE 1 L0\11 ............•.... 1 6•,41 37.011 36. 911 
TERTILE 2 MEDIUM ....... , ... , . . 2 -1736 27.2% 28. 3'1t 
TERTILE 3 HIGH ...... , .. , ... ,.• 3 613,4 35,21t 34.891 
RESERVED CODES: 

MISSING ......... , ..... , ...•. 8 113 . 611 <MISS) 

TOTALS: 17"'2• 100.0% 100.01\ 

https://2.77T0�1.52
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Qu11tlon BYFANINC T1p1 Poa, .cia-.,28 
QuHtlon IYPARED Tap ■ Poa, ,22-,22 Format I 12 

Foro,atl 11 
BYFAMINC YEARLY FAMILY _INCOME _

ilYP.t.REO PARENTS' HIGHEST EDUCATION LEVEL 
PER- WCTO 

·PER- WCTD RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT 
RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT --------NONE.,.,.,,,,,., .. , •..•. ,,., .. 1 61 ••11 .•'Ii 

DID NOT FINISH H,S,, .•.·,,,, •.. 1 1801 10,3'11 10.5!1 LESS THAN 11,000•••••• ,,, .,,,. 2 132 .811 • 711 
H.S. CR.t.O OR CED ..... ,.;, ..••. 2 3361 19. 3'11 20.811 11,000 - 12, 99 ••••••• , .••...• 3 23.C 1. 3!\ 1. 6'11 
CT H.S. & LT •YR DECREE ....•.. 3 6863 39.3'11 •1.111 13,000 - I◄ ,999 ••••.••••• •. •.•• 292 I. 11t 2, I'll 
COLLECE CR.t.OUATE.,, .. ,,,,,,,,, 260"4 1.C,914> 13 . 9'11 15,000 - 17 ,.c99 ...•.. , .• •.• .... •5 ,e1 2.8!i 3. •11 
M.A. OR EQUIVALENT,,,,,.,,,.,, •6 1633 9, •11 8,814, 17,600 - 19,999 ............... 6 672 · . 3,311 .C, 114> 
PH,O., M,0,, OTHER,.,. .. ,. .. ,. 6 1036 5. 9'11 . .c.2'11 110,000. - 1·1,4,999,,.,,,,,,,,,. 1 12 l,4 . 7 ,OIi 8. 5'11 
DON'T KNOW,,,,,.,.,,, , •• ,,,,,, 1 118 • 714> . 7'11 11s;ooo - 119,999 ..... ,., ... ,. 8 1178 6,811 7 ,314> 
RESERVED CODES: 120,000 - 12•,999.,, ... ,, •. , .. 9 15,49 8,911 10,6'11 

MISS INC,.,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,, 8 18 . 1'Ii (MISS) 125•,000 - 13"4 ,999.,, ... , ... , .. 10 288• l6.61t 18.•% 
135,000 - 1"49,999 ........ ,,, .. 11 320• 18 . .Cli 20.•'II 

TOTALS : 11.C241 100.0lt 100.0!i 150,000 - 17.C,999 ..... ,. ...... 12 22,43 12,9li 15, l'li 
175,000 - 199,999 ......... , ... 13 680 3.9'1 3.6'11 
1100,000 - 1199,999 . •. , . , , . , , . 662 3,81t 2,8'11 
1200,000 OR MORE .. , , .. , , .. , ... 15 '" 269 1. Sit t , Ht 
RESERVED CODES: 

MISS INC,., •. , ......... ,,.,,, 98 1757 10. tli (MISS) 

TOTALS: 17'2,4 100,0lt 100,0!i 

Qu11tlon IYFAIISIZ T1p1 Poi, ,23-,2• 
For111t1 12 

BYFAMSIZ FAMILY SIZE 

PER- WCTO 
RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT --------- Tiap ■ Poa, ,30-,00Qu11tlon IYHIILANC-------- ForM■ t 1 11 

2 .......................... .. 2 655 3,2'11 3. 8'11 
3 .......................... .. 3 2•60 1.C, I'll ,....... BYHMLANC HOME LANCUACE BACKGROUND 

6229 35. 21t........................... .. 35.71t•6 .......................... .. 5 4322 2,.8~ 25. I'll 
6 .......................... .. 6 195,8 11.2'1! 11. 5'11 PER- WCTO 
1 .................. ... ..... .. 1 861 ,4,9'1! 6.0'11 RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT 
8 ........................... . 8 ,,1 2. Sit 2.9'11 ---------- -------- '6,41 9 .. . . • .• ............... . ..... . 9 313 I.Bit 1. 711 NON-ENCL I SH O_NLY. , , .. , ........ I 3 . 7'11 3, 11! 
10+ •• •. .• , .. ,,.,,, •• ,, •. .. • , , , 10 86 ,5% • Sit NON-ENGLISH DOMINANT ........•. 2 1,63 8,4116 6.71k 
RESERVED CODES: ENCLISH DOMINANT . .,, ..... , .. ,. 3 1582 9. tit 1.6'1! 

MISS INC.,,,,, •.... , ... , . .•.. 98 193 1, 1'11· (MJSS) ENCLISH ONLY.,..,.,. .. .,,.,.,, 13697 1·8.61t 82.Sllt•RESERVED CODES: 
TOTALS: 11•2• 100.0'11 100.016 MISS INC,,,.,., .. , ..• ,, ... ,,. 8 ,1 .21t <MISS) 

TOTALS: 11,2, 100,0li 100.CW. 

- Qu11tlon BYFCOMP T■p■ Pos, ,25-,26 
Fo,,. ■ t: 11 

Tap ■ Pos, 431-,32
BYFCOMP FAMILY COMPOSITION COMPOSITE ~~!!;!!:_!!~~~~~ For ■ atl 12 

BYPSEPLN POST-SECONDARY EDUCATION PLANS 
PER- WCTO 

RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT 
PER- WCTO 

MOTHER & FATHER. ,, ,.,, .. ,,,... 1 11807 67,8\t 641.111( RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT 
MOTHER & MALE CUAROIAN.. ... .. . 2 1690 9,79t 11,9\i --------FATHER & FEMALE CUAROIAN,.,. ,. 3 360 2, 1\i 2.7'1: WON'T FINISH HICH SCHOOL, ..... 229 1. 3!t 1.5'1t 
MOTHER ONLY .. , ..• , , , . , , , . , • , . , 41 25241 14. 5'11 H,.311 WILL CRAOUATE FROM HICH SCHOOL 
FATHER ONLY,.,................ 5 ,10 2 •• 'It 2. 691 BUT WON'T CO ANY FURTHER, ..... 2 1625 9.316 .10.2'k 
OTHER RELATIVE OR NON-RELATIVE 6 ••o 2, 5'1t 3.314> WILL CO TO VOCATIONAL, TRADE,
RESERVED CODES: OR BUSINESS SCHOOL AFTER HICH 

MISS INC,, ....... , ...',.,.,.,., 8 193 1, lit- (MISS) SCHOOL., ......... ,., .. , ....... 3 1475 8.5'1! s.,11t 
WILL ATTEND COLLECE . ... ,., ., •. 2165 12 . .Cit 13. lit•TOTALS: 17•241 100.0'1! 100,0'11 WILL CRAOU~TE FROM COLLECE .. ,. 5 7"412 412, 5'11 .C3, 5'1t 
WILL ATTEND A HICHER LEVEL .OF 
SCHOOL AFTER CR.t.OUATINC FROM 
C-OLLECE . ...... , . , .•. , . , .. . , , •. 6 4383 26,21t 22.31t 
RESERVED CODES: 

MISS INC ..... ,, ..... ,, ... , . ,, 98 135 .8'1t (MISS l 
TOTALS: 174241 100.0lt 100.0li 

Queatlon BYPARMAR T1p1 Poo, ,21-,27 
For111t I 12 

BYPARMAR PARENTS' M.t.RITAL STATUS 

PER- WCTO 
RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT 

DIVORCED, •• ,, .•.• ,,,,,.,.,,, .. 1 1726 9.9'1t 11.816 
WIDOWED .• ,.,,.,,.,,, ...• ,,, ... 2 ,01 2,3'1t 2, 7'11 
SEPAR.t.TEO. , ..••.... • ...•. , •.•. 3 616 · 3.0'lt 3. 711 
NEVER MARR IED , .... , . , . , , , , , , . , 4 345 2.0lt 2.,11 
NOT MARRIED BUT LIVINC IN A 
M.t.RRIACE-LIKE RELATIONSHIP, ... 6 260 1.5'1t 1. ?It 
MARRIED .. , .. ,, .. ,.,,.,,, ••. ,,, 6 12725 13.0'lt 77 .111 
RESERVED CODES: 

MISS I NC, .• , , , , , .. , , ... , . , , , . 98 1"51 8.3!t (MISS) 

TOTALS: 1742,4 100, 0'11 100,016 
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BYHOMEWK NUMBER OF HRS SPENT ON HOMEWORK 

Tape Pai, 433-434 
Fo,,.at: 12 

PER WEEK 

Question 8YCRADS 

BYGRADS GRADES COMPOSITE 

Tape Po,, 437-"31 
For ■■ t: · A2 , 1 _ 

PER- WGTD 
RESPONSE ----------WONE,,, ..... .• . , .. .. .. ,, , .. . , . 

.50 TO 1. 99 HOURS .. ......... , . 
2.00 TO 2,99 HOURS . ... ,, ...•. , 
3 , 00 TO 5.49 HOURS .. . ,,.,, • . ,, 
5.50 TO 10 ..49 HOURS.,, , ,, .... , 
10.50 TO 12. 99 HOURS., . , . .. . ,, 
13,00 TO 20 . 99 HOURS .... .... .. 
21 . 00 AND UP HOURS,, .• , ,, . , , .,
RESERVED CODES : 

MISSINC .. , . • • • • •.•• . ,. , ,., .. 

· CODES--------
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 

98 

FREQ 

462 
1119 
3733 
5420 
31 -10 

750 
1236 

614 

1080 

PER- WCTO 
CENT PCT 

2 . 7'1! 3,491 
6 , 491 7. 391 

21,41l 23.611 
31. l!t 33.491 
17, 8'1! . 18.6'11> 
4,39i 4. Slit 
7. 1'1t 6 , 891 
2. 9'1t 2 ,4'11, 

6 . 2'11> (MISS) 

RESPONSE CODES--------.s 
.6 
,8 
.9 

1.0 
1. 1 

· 1.2 
1.3 
1.4 
1. 6 
1.6 

FREQ 
46 
18 
27 
31 

112 
67 
41 

138 
85 

240 
174 

CENT 
,31i 
• 1 !t 
, 216 
, 296 
• 696 
.,3'11 
,2% 
. Bit 
• Slit 

1.496 
1.0% 

PCT 
,4'11, 
• 1 'It 
, I'll 
,211 
,911 
• 51! 
,21! 

1. 211t 
, 6'i! 

I.Sit 
1,41! 

TOTALS: 17424 100 . 01'. 100 . ~ 
1. 7 
1.8 

23 
409 

, l'lt 
2.3'1t 

, 116 
2,41! 

1.9 
2 . 0 
2 . 1 
2.2 
2.3 

164 
961 
109 

19 
1014 

,916 
5 , S'it 

,69! 
, 1111 

!i. 8'1t 

f.21! 
6,211 

.611t 
, Ht 

6,0'11 
2,4 
2.5 

192 
1954 

1 , I% 
11 . 2'1t 

1. 31< 
11.·Slt 

Quutlon BYLEP 

BYLEP LIMITED ENCLISH PROFICIENCY 

T1p1 Poi, 436-435 
Forftlal: 11 

COMPOSITE 

2,6 
2 . 7 
2,8 
2.9 
3.0 
3. 1 

21 
91 

1530,.. 
2506 

6 

, 11!. 
, Slit 

8,891 
, I'll-

1.ol,4'1! 
.O'lt 

, Iii 
, 6'k 

9,311 
, 111 . 

, ·4 , 5!! 
.O'lt 

·RESPONSE ----------THE STUOENT IS NOT REPORTED 
TO BE LIMITED ENGLISH 
PROFICIENCY, .. . , , . , .. , ..... . . . 
THE STUDENT JS SELF-REPORTED 
AS LIMITED ENGLISH PROFICIENCY 

CODES --------
0 

FREQ 

16849 

PER-
CE.NT 

96. ?'It 

WCTD 
PCT 

97.71! 

RESERVED CODES: 
MISSING ..•.••. ;, , . , , , , ,., . ,, 

TOTALS : 

3.3 
3.6 
3.7 
3.8 
... 0 

9.8 

1896 
1847 

35 
' 1332 
21A8 

18.ol 

1742.ol 

10. 91,: . 10.3'i! 
10.6'11> 10, 51! 

,2'11 ,2'1t 
7 , 6'11 7,291 

12 . 3'11 10. er-. 
1 • 1 'It (MISS> 

100.0'11 100.011 

OR SO REPORTED BY ONE OF HIS 
OR HER TEACHERS., .. . .. . , . ..... 432 2. Slit 2.3% 
RESERVED 'COOES: 

MISSING ,. ,.,, .. . . . . . , . . . , , .. 8 143 , 8'1! (MISS> 
TOTALS: 17424 100.0'k 100.0"-

Question BYCRADSQ Tap ■ Po,, 439-439 
Forftl ■ ll 11 

BYGRADSQ QUARTILE. CODING OF BYGRADS COMPOSITE 

PER- WGTD 
Quu ti on BYLM T ■ po Poi, 436-436 RESPONSE COOES FREQ CENT PCT 

Forftl&ll 11 
QUARTILE , LOW . ..•. , ... , ...... 1 3860 22.2'1! 25.0111 

BYLM LANGUAGE MINORITY COMPOSITE QUARTILE 2 . •.•• •• ... . ••.••.•.. 2 36'10 20 . 791 21. 6"-
QUARTILE 3 ..•••••• . . . . ••...••. 3 4408 25.31! 2.o1.e1;
QUART! LE .. HIGH,,, , , . . . • ;.,.,, .. 5362 30 , 8\t 28.6',

PER- WGTD RESERVED CODES: 
RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT MISSING . ,,,,,, , ., ... . .. . , , .. 8 184 1,1'!! (MISS> 

THE STUDENT IS NOT CONSIDERED TOTALS: 1742.ol 100.091 100:or. 
L·ANCUAGE MINORITY ... , , .. , ..... 0 1-4904 85. Slit 88 . 2% . 
THE STUDENT IS CLASS IF !ED 
LANGUAGE MI NORITY . .. . . . . . .. , . , 2515 ·14 , 491 11. 81(
RESERVED COOES: 

MISS I NC . . . . , , . , , .. , .. , .. , , . , 8 5 .OIi (MISS> 

TOTALS: 17424 100. Olt 100.0'1! 
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-------------- ""4-,41& . ---------- :. . -- . Quutto" BVTXRNNA Tap• Poi, 
Quoitton BYTXRNR Tape . Poi, .W0-41411 Foraat: 12

Fo,.,it I 12 
BYTXRNNA READINC NUMBER 'NOT ATTEMPTED . 

BYTXRNR READINC IIUMBER RJCHT 

PER- WCTD 
PER- WCTD RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT 

RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT ---------------- 0 141721 8.ol. 511 86,.olll----- ·---- 0 1 ,()% .0% 1 687 3, 91< ... 311 
1 23 , 111 • 111 2 696 ... Ol! .ol. 711 
2 80 •511 ,611 3 213 1.211 1.4111 
3 167 1.0li 1.0% 41 111 • 69! .911.. 316 1.811 2 , 011 5 71 ,.ol'lt • 611 
5 •66 2,711 3,011 6 63 • 3'1t . 39! 
6 693 4.0li .ol. 311 7 109 ·' 611 • 711 
7 768 4 ..... 6. 3'1t 8 32 • 211 •216 
8 892 Ii. 111 6. 511 9 28 • 216 • 216 
9 967 5,616 6,311 10 15 . n, .1'1t 

10 968 5,6111 6 . 011 11 11 .nt .1111 
11 .10.ol<I 6,0lt 6, 3'1t 12 5 ,Olt. , 111 
12 1063 6,0lt. 6, 711 13 10 , 111 .111 
13 1056 6,111 6.211 1<1 1 ,09! ,O'lt 
1A 1065 6.111 6,511 16 2 ,Olt , a,! 
15 1071 6 . 111 6,211 · RESERVED CODES: 
16 1097 6.311 6 . 511 MISS INC, .. ,,,,., .,, , ••• , . , •. 98 659 3.811 (MISS)
17 11•6 6.616 6,711 ----- -----
18 1169 6. 711 6.•16 TOTALS: 11.o12• 100 . 0l! 100.0li 
19 115• 6.611 6.2'1! 
20 981 l:i.6'1! 5 . 21i 
21 689 3 ...Ii 2. 9li 

RESERVED CODES: 
MISS INC .• • .•• . ••• ,., . . • ,,,. , 98 659 3.811 (MISS) 

:TOTALS : 17.ol2• 100.0!! 100 . 0'lt 

Quu t I Oft BYTXRFS Tap, Poi, .W6-4161 
For01et1 R&,3 

BYTXRFS READJNC FORMULA SCORE 

PER- WCTD 
Quo1tton BYTXRNW Tape Poi, «2-41"3 RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT-------- Fo,.,at I 12 ---------- --------

-6.333 TO 21.000 ... .... ....... 1.000 16765 96,2'1t 100.0'lt 
BYTXRNW READING NUMBER WRONG RESERVED CODES: 

MISS INC .•...•..•. • ...• • .• , •• 999.998 659 3. 89! (MISS) 

PER- WGTD TOTALS: 17.24 100.CW. 100.0lt 
i-ii-: ~j:'IC,1.. .>::. · CODES FREQ CENT PCT 

0 626 3,6!\ 3,011 
1 1017 5.8'11 5 . ..11 
2 1226 7 .O'lt 6,6'1t 
3 1217 7,09! 6. 7'11 .. 1204 6 . 9!t- 7. 116 
5 1165 6 . 71( 7 •. 011 
6 1130 6. 611 6.611 
7 1125 6 . 61( 7 .O'lt Que,tto" BYTXRSTD Tap, Poi. ·4162-41157 e 1099 · 6. 316 6 . 6'1t Fo,.,at: R6:3 
9 1072 6. 2!t 7 .OIi . 

10 1037 6,011 6,716 8YTXRST0 READING STANDARDIZED SCORE 
11 968 5,616 6,21i 
12 9<15 6.•11 6. 711 
13 838 4. Bit 6. Ht PER- WCTD 
14 710 •• ,'It • . 9<t . RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT 
15 590 3 ... 'It 3 . 5'1t . --------
16 377 2. 211 2. 611 ---------- 100.0'i!23.098 TO 67 , .ol99 ..•.•• ; •••.•.• 1 ,000 16765 96,2'1t
17 230 1. 311 1.316 RESERVED CODES: 
18 129 . 711 • 911 MISS INC, ..••••. , •. ,, . ,,,, . . , 999.998 669 3.81t (MISS>
19 49 • 3!t .3!t 
20 10 .1!t , .O'lt TOTALS : 17.ol24 100.0lt 100 . 0lt 
21 1 • OIi • ()'II 

RESERVED CODES: 
MISSING •••.••.•••... .. •• • .. , 98 659 3.811 (MISS) 

TOTALS: 17•2• 100.011 100 . 011 

Qu11tto" BYTXRIRR Tape Po,, 4168-4163 
ForMat: R6,3 

BYTXRIRR READINC !RT-ESTIMATED NUMBER RICHT 

PER- WCTD 
RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT 

.. . 359 TO 20. 896 . .• ·•.•.•.• •.• •.• . 1. 000 16765 96.21t 100.0lt 
RESERVED CODES: 

MISSING._ •. . .•... , • •• • • .... \ . 999.998 659 3.81t <MISS> 

TOTALS: ,,.. 2.. 100 . 0lt 100.i:w. 
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Qua1tlon IYTXMNW Tapo Poe, 473-474Qua1tlon IYTXRIAS Tapo P'o, -; · 46,4-"61 For•at1 ·12
Foro,at1 A6,3 

BYTXMNW MATHEMATICS NUMBER WRONC 
BVTXRIRS READINC !RT-ESTIMATED FORMULA SCORE 

PER- WGTD
PER- WCTD RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCTRESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT ---------------- 120 • 711---------- 0 •611 -o. 62-? TO 20. 861.,.,,,,,,,., •• 1.000 16765 96.211 100,0% 1 251 1.416 1. lit 

RESERVED CODES: 2 346 2 .OIi 1. 611
MISS I.NC., ·, ••••• , •••• ,., •. ,,. 999.998 659 3,81\ (MISS) 3 435 2,5% 2.011 

4 488 2,811 2. Sit
TOTALS: 17424 100.0'1! 100.0% 5 506 2. 9lt 2 ,Sit 

6 515 3.0lt 2.911 
7 533 3. 1% 3,011 
8 526 3.0lt 3,01! 
9 535 3. n; 3.0'11 

10 559 3. 2'6 3,211 
11 587 3,,4'11 3.311!-
12 616 3. Sit 3,311 
13 537 3.nt 3,1'1!
1,4 557 3,2,;; 3,49!

Quu t l·on IYTXRQ Tapa Poi, 470-470 15 562 3. 29! 3.411 
Foro,at I 11 16 699 3,4'1t 3.S!t 

17 564 3,216 3. 511BYTXRQ READINC QUARTILE <1=LOW> 18 620 3 , 69t "· 11119 597 3 ,' 4!t 3.6!t 
20 639 3. 791 4,211

PER- WCTD 21 689 3. •it 3. 5!6RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT 22 li32 3,6'1! 4.711 ---------- -------- 23 li36 3. 7'1! 3,811QUARTILE 1 LO-. . . , . , ., .. , ••..•• 1 3889 22 .311 24,9'1t 2,4 641 3,711 3,916QUART! LE 2 ......... . .......•.. 2 3956 22.?'it 2-4. 791 25 597 3. -4% 4. 1'6QUARTILE 3 ••...... . •.....•.•.• · 3 408? 23. 5,;. 24. 391 26 576 3,39t 3. 716QUART! LE 4 HICh .• ,, ..... , •. , ,·, 4 4_833 27. 71! 26 . 1'6 27 551 3,211< 3. 611RESERVED CODES: 28 507 2 ,9<,i 3,4!6
MISSING •..... ,.,, .. , . .. , .. ,. 8 659 .3.811 (MISS) 29 419 2.8% 

30 33,4 1.9'1! 2,l'lt2 ·"" 
lOTALS: 1?-42,4 100.011 100.0% 31 234 ,. 31! 1.511 

32 164 ,91t 1.19! 
33 93 • Sit .6'11 
34 43 ,2'it .211 
35 33 .211 .3'it 
36 8 ,O'lt ,0% 
37 3 ,O'I! ;011t 
38 1 .OIi .OIi 

RESERVED CODES·: . 
MISSING., ••• ,, ••••••• , •••••• ae 671 3.911 (MISS)

Qua1tlon BYTXMNR Topa Poi, 471-472 . 
For1n1t: 12 · TOTALS: 17424 100.01! 100.0'11--------------· -

BYTXMNR MATHEW.ATICS NUMBER RICHT 

PER- WGTD 
RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT 

1 4 .01! .O'lt 
2 8 ,O'it ,O'lt 
3 9 ,11! • 1 '6 Qua1tlon IYTXIIINNA Tapa Poi, 476-476 
4 28 • 21! •29t For ..at I 12 
6 68 ,31! •511 
6 96 ,61! ,69! BYTXMNNA MATHEMATICS NUMBER NOT ATTEMPTED 
7 149 ,91! ,9'1! 
8 242 I ,41( t.59!. 
9 346 2,0lt 2. 291 PER- WGTD 

10 428 2. 51: 2,9\: RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT 
11 508 2.9'1! 3,3<,i --------12 545 ----------3.1'11 3. 7'1l 0 11716 67.2'11 68,41(
13 578 3. 3'1! · 3.81'. 1 2922 16.81': 18.01!,.. 628 3,6\: •1.0\t 2 887 5, l'lt 6,61(
15 629 3,6'r. 4,.C9f. 3 336 1.91►. 2. 21t 
16 607 3,51( 3. 71t 217 1.2'1! ,. .Cit•17 648 3, 7'it 4,0'11 5 132 .8'it .Sit 
18 617 3,5\t 4,09! 6 93 ,5'r. ,Sit
19 6-43 3.111! 3. 21t 7 71 ,4'it ,Sit
20 614 3,51! 4 ,Cit 8 96 ,61r. .61! 
21 553 3,21! 3, 59!. 9 33 • 2'1! ,31t
22 693 3 ,.Cit 3,8'1! 10 37 .2'1t· .21t23 553 3.21: 3. ,411, 11 41 .20: .31-: 
2-4 S88 3,4:,, 3.S'r. 12 25 .,~. ,21-:
25 521 3.0't: 3.01►. 13 21 ,tit .lit 
26 517 3,0\t 3, 11! 14 15 ,1'1t ,lit
27 536 3.1\t 3,21t 15 19 .1'1( .211 
28 557 3,21t 2. 8'6 16 13 ·, 191 ,1%
29 557 3. 29! 3,2!. 17 14 • 111 .11> 
30 516 3,0'lt 2, 7'11 18 7 ,O'it .11! 
31 505 2.9'r. 2. Sit 19 11 .nt ,1!i
32 506 2. 9\t 2.8% 20 3 • 01! ,111!
33 483 2. Sit 2. 61t 21 12 ,11t ,lit
3,4 ,491 2 .811 2. 7'6 22 3 ,Cit ,O'lf
35 .CS9 2 ,Bit 2,6'1t 23 2 ,01! ,O'lt
36 443 2 ,Sit 2, 191 24 4 ,OIi ,011
37 415 2,4\t 2, 1'1! 25 3 .O'lt .O'lf 
38 314 1.8'1!- 1. 491 26 6 • Cit .11t 
39 230 1, 3'it ,. 1'11 27 3 , O!t ,01!.co 101 .6'11 • 411 29 3 •09! ,OIi!

RESERVED CODES: 30 2 ,Olt ,Olt
MISS INC,,,,., •• ,,,,,, , ,,,,,, 98 671 3.9!1 (MISS) 31 3 .09! .Olt, 

32 2 •O!t ,O'lt
TOTALS: 17424 100.011 100,011 34 1 ,O'tt· ,011 

RESE~VED CODES: 
MISSING .••. ', ..•. ,,,.,,.,,,,, 98 671 3,911 (MISS) 

TOTALS: 1?.,c24 100.0lt 100.09! 
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Que1tlon IYTXIIFS Tepe Poi, 477-482 
For11at1 A6,3 

Que1tlori IYTX8NR 

BYTXSNR SCIENCE NUMBER RICHT 

Tepe Po ■ , &02-603 
For11etl 12 

BYTXMFS MATHEMATICS FORMULA SCORE 

RESPONSE 
------------10.-333 TO 40.000•••••••• , •••• 

RESERVED CODES: 
IIISSINC .•••. , •• ; •••• ,,, , .; ••• 

TOTALS: 

CODES--------1.000 

999.998 

FREQ 

16763 

671 

17424 

PER-
CENT 

96. 111 

3. 911 

100.011 

WCTD 
PCT 

100.011 
(MISS) 

100. 011 

RESPONSE CODES--------1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 

FREQ-----
6 

22 
68 

140 
271 
•oe 
561 

PER-
CENT 

.OIi 
• 1!t 
.3% 
• 811 

1. 611 
2,311 
3.2'1t 

WCTO 
PCT 

, 111 
, 1% 
.411 

1.01\ 
1,811 
2. 611 
3.8% 

Qua1tlon 

BYTXMSTD 

BYTXIISTD 

MATHEMATICS STANDARDIZED SCORE 

Tepa Poa, 483-488 
For ■ etl A6,3 

e. 
9 

10 
11 
12 
13 
1,4 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 

7•9 
9•5 

1045 
1239 
12,C2 
1258 
1326 
1259 
1250 
1110 
1027 
865 

-4,3'11 
5.4% 
6.011 
7. 1!t7. ,., 
7.2% 
7,6% 
7. 21t 
7,21t 
6 ..... 
5,91t 
5.0lt 

•.Sit 
6.Slt 
7 .2'11 
7,311 
7. 81< 
7. Sit 
7. 81t 
7. Sit 
7.7% 
6.5% 
5. 7% 
... 511 

RESPONSE 

26.·747 TO 71.222 ..... ,....... •. 
. RESERVED CODES 1 

MISSINC .......... ;.......... 

CODES 

1.000 

999.998 

FREQ 

16753 
671 

PER-
CENT -~---
96. 111 

3. 911 

WCTO 
PCT 

100.016 
(MISS) 

RESERVED CODES: 
MISS INC, ••.•.• , .. ,, .•••• , , •• 

20 
21 
22 
23 
2,C 
25 

98 

714 
518 
37• 
238 

91 
28 

680 

•. 111 
3.0% 
2 .1'li> 
1 ... 'I! 

• Sit 
,2% 

3.9% 

•• OIi 
2. 61t 
1. 9'1t 
1. 1% 

,41t 
.1% 

(MISS·) 

TOTALS: 17424 100.011 100.011 TOTALS: 17.. 2 .. 100,016 100.0% 

Que1tlon BYTXMIRR Tepe Poa, 489-494 
For11at: R&,3 

Qun t I on BYTXSNW Tepa Poo, 1504-&05 
For11et: 12 

BYTXMIRR MATHEMATICS !RT-ESTIMATED NUMBER RICHT BYTXSNW SCIENCE NUMBER WR0NC 

RESPONSE --------- CODES-------- FREQ 
PER• 
CENT 

WCTD 
PCT RESPONSE CODES-------- FREQ 

PER-
CENT 

WCTD 
PCT 

7,284 TO 39.931, ..•...•.• ,,.,.
RESERVED CODES: 

MISSINC,, .••• , •.• ,, ••.. , ..•.• 

TOTALS: 

1,000 

999.998 

16753 

671 
17-42,4 

96. 111 

3. 9!t 

100.0% 

100.011 
(MISS) 

100.0lt 

0 
1 
2 
3 
,4 
5 

36 
111 
272 
•to 
603 
796 

.21t 
,6\t

1 ;6,t 

2 ·"'"3. 5\i 
•.611 

. 1It 
• 5'1i. 

, •• It 
2, tit 
3. 2'11 
... 69' 

6 
7 
8 
9 

10 

899 
11,43 
1156 
1276 
1301 

5.29' 
6,61t 
6. Sit 
7. 31: 
7. Sit 

4.6% 
6.3!! 
6,8\t 
S.O'tt 
7. 7'11 

Qua1tion IYTXMIRS Tape Poa, 495-600 
For1.. t: R6.3 

BYTXMIRS MATHEMAT _ICS !RT-ESTIMATED FORMULA SCORE 

PER- WCTD 
RE_SPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT 

-3.266 TO 39.910., ••.••.. ,,, . . 1.000 16753 96,111 100.0'li 
RESERVED CODES: 

MISS INC..................... 999,998 671 3.911 (MISS) 

TOTALS: 1742• 100.0% 100.0'1! 
RESERVED CODES: 

MISS INC .• ,, ••• , .•• , •.•.• ; •. , 

TOTALS: 

11 
12 
13,.
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
2• 
98 

1332 
1296 
1233 
1160 
1009 
832 
663•e• . 361 
203 
109 
38 
17• 

680 
, ,.2... 

7 .61: 
7 ·""'7, 1!! 
6,71!
5,81! 
• ,Bit
3.8\t 
2.8'11 
2. 1!! 
1,211

.61; 

. 21! 
,11l-~ 

3.9\t 

100.011 

e.m,
7 .8'1< 
7.7\t 
6.9ot 
6.8'1! 
5,o;, 
.....It 
3. 11l 
2.41': 
1, 31l 

• 8\t 
.21l 
• tll 
,Ill 

(MISS) 

100.~ 

. Quu t I or, BYTlOIQ Tepe Poi. &01-&01 
For11et I J 1 

BYTXMQ MATHEMATICS QUARTILE (1~LOW) 

PER- WCTD 
RESPONSE --------- CODES-------- FREQ CENT PCT 

QUARTILE 1 LOW .•••• , .• , ••••..• 
QUARTILE 2 ..•.•.•••••• • •••.••. 
QUARTILE 3 ..•.•••.••.••••..•.. 
QUARTILE • HICH,, .•..•. ,. , .•.. 
RESERVED ·cooEs: 

1 
2 
3• 

3655 
3926.,st 
6021 

21.0% 
22.6% 
23.8% 
28.8% 

23.611 
26.2% 
2... 911 
26,3% 

MISSING .• ; ,, •...• ,,,.,,,,,,, 8 671 3.9% (MISS) 

TOTALS: · 17.2-4 100.0% 100. 011 
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Qu11tlon IYTXSIAS Tapa ,Po.,.,:. isz&-&31 
Qu11llon IYTXSNNA Tape Po,·, &06-'&07 Fori.. t: .. A&,3

For•al I J2 
BYTXSIRS SCIENCE I RT-ESTIMATED FQRMULA SCORE 

BYTXSNNA SCIENCE NUMBER NOT ATTEMPTED 

PER- WC.TD
PER- WGTD RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT · PCT 

RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT .. -------- -0.816 TO 2•.893., •• , ••• ,, •••• 1,000 1s, ..4 96.111> 100 .011> 
0 13806 79.211 81,611 RESERVED CODES: 
1 1812 10.411 11 ...11 MISSING .• ; ,.,,.,,,,, , ,,,,,,, 999.998 680 3,91! (MISS)
2 355 2.01! 2,011 
3 306 1.811 1.8!1 TOTALS: 17424 100 . 0!! 100,0% 
4 189 1.111 1. 211 
5 76 ,41( ,69\ -
6 39 ,29\ 
7 • 29\ ·""33 .29! 
8 30 ,29! . 39\ 
9 14 .1'1t .1'11 

10 26 .19! • 29! 
11 17 .1'11 • !'If 
12 18 .1'it ,!'It 
13 12 ., .... . ff Que,; i on BYTXSQ Tape ,o,, &32-&32 
14 2 .O'it .OIi For•all 11 
15 6 ,09! .mt 
16 2 ,Olt ,o;1· BYTXSQ SCIENCE QUARTILE (1=LOW)
17 1 ,Olt .O!t 
18 1 ,01! .O!t 
19 1 .Olt .011 PER- WGTD 
20 1 .oit .0% RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT 

RESERVED CODES: 
MISSING •••••...•.. ; . . ,, .,, ,, 98 680 3.9% <MISS) QUARTILE 1 LOW , , . • ,. , ,,, ,, ••.. 1 3766 21.61! 24 , ?'It 

QUARTILE 2 .. • • • • . ••• •• .• • . . ... 2 3918 22. 51', 23,81! 
TOTALS: 17424 100 . 011 100 . 011> QUART! LE 3 • • •.• . . ••• • •••.• • • • • 3 4394 25.21! 26 . 41t 

QUARTILE 4 HIGH, ••• , ••• • • , • • , . 4 4666 - 26 , 8'1! 25. 1'it 
RESERVED" CODES : 

MISSING. , , .. . . , .,.,.,. , ,., ,. 8 680 3,9'1( (MISS~ 

TOTALS: 17424 100.0'it 100.0lt 

Question BYTXSFS Tape Po,, &oe-&13 
For•al: R6,3 

·avTXSFS SCIENCE FORMULA SCORE 

Quut.lon BYTXHNR Tepe Poi, &33-.634 
PER- WCTD For01at: 12 __, ________ PCTRESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT -------- BYTXHNR HISTORY/CIT/GEOG NUMBER RIGHT. 

-6,/117 TO 25.000 .. . •.. , . . . ,, . . 1 .000 167•4 96. 111 100.0'lt-
RESERVED CODES: 

MISS INC.,.,, •. , ., •.. , . ... ,, , 999.998 680 3,9'it <M_ISS) PER- WCTD 
RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT 

TO,:ALS: 17424 100,0lt 100.0\: --------
2 .. .oli .D'lt 
3 3 .Oli .O!t 
4 19 , lit . 111 
s 35 • 21'. . 2'it 
6 72 . 51', 
7 129 . ?It . 8%•'"' 
8 182 1. O'it 1.·3'1! 
9 269 1.5\: 1.8'1! 

10 362 2 .o;, 2. 5'1(
Quo1tlon BYTXSSTD Tape .Poi, &14-619 11 387 2 , 211 2 . 3'1! 

Forfflat: R6,3 12 495 2. 81< 2 . 91! 
13 638 3.?'it .. . ..% 

BYTXSSTD SCIENCE STANDARDIZED SCORE 1,4 693 ,4,0!t .. . 3'it 
15 798 .. . 6!< .. . 6\t 
16 907 5. 2\o. 6 . 3\t 

PER- WCTD 17 1006 5.8'it 6 . 911 
RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT 18 1010 5. Sit 6 , ,4!t -------- 19 1079 6.211 6 . 1% 

22.072 TO 75 , 973 . .. .. ,,, .,, ... 1,000 16744 96. lit 100.0li 20 1087 6.29! 6,8'1(
RESERVED CODES : 21 105-4 6.01! 6 . 1't· 

MISSINC,,,, • •... , •.. , . . ,_, ... 999.998 680 3,911 <MISS) 22 1019 5.89' 5 . 81! 
23 1039 6.o;i 5 . 89\ 

TOTALS: 17424 100.0lt 100.09! 2<1 902 5. 29' 5,0\t 
25 889 5. 1\o. ...9'!i 
26 802 ... 6,: <l,2'i! 
27 677 3 . 9'it 3. 7'1t 
28 565 3. 21t 3,3!t 
29 380 2 . 21! 2 .O!t 
30 195 1 , 19! 1.09! 

RESERVED CODES: 
MISSING. , ., ... ,,,,,., ... ; .. , 98 737 .. . 2!t (MISS)--~--

Question BYTXSIRR Tape Poi, 620-625 TOTALS: 17424 100.~ 100 . 0% 
Fornal: A6,3 

BVTXSIRR SCIENCE IRT-ESTiMATED NUMBER RIGHT 

PER- WGTD 
RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT 

5 . 186 TO 2,4 . 917,, , .. . • .,, , ,, ,., 1,DDO 167 .... 96 .-111 100.0li 
RESERVED CODES : 

MISSING . .. ,. ,, , . , .• • , ,., •• , , , 999.998 680 3.99\ (MISS) 

TOTALS : 17424 100 . 0!t 100.0% 

https://PER-WC.TD
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Que1tlon IYTXHSTD Tap• Poi, 646•660---✓------------Clu•rtlon IYTXHNW Tape Po,·, 636-&36 For11at: RB,3
For10at: 12 

BVTXHSTD HISTORV/CiT/CEOC STAND.ARDIZED SCOREBVTXHN,.. HISTORV/CIT/CEOC NUMBER WRONC 

PER- WCTO 
PER- WCTO RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT 

RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT . PCT ---------- -------- 100.011---------- -------- 16.637 TO 69. 608 .••• ,., .• , ••• , 1,000 16687 95.8'1! 
0 205 1.211 1 , 1'1! RESERVED CODES: 
1 397 2,3% 2. 111 MISS INC ..... , .•.• ,, .. ,,,,,,, 999.998 737 ... 2'1! (MISS)
2 587 3.•% 3.•I! 
3 708 ... 1111 3.9"' TOTALS: 17•2• 100.0% 100,0%.. 838 •.BIii ... 3% 
6 91 I S.2'1t 6.0'1! 
6 966 6.5% 5.6% 
7 1073 6.2% 6.•% 
8 103• 6. 9'1t 6.0'lt 
9 1077 6. 21! 6.6% 

10 1102 6.3'1t 6.6'1! 
11 1088 6. 2'11 6,2'i! 
12 1028 6.9'1! 6.9\t 
13 989 6. 7'1! 6.,r;; ------------Clu••tlon BYTXHIRR Tape Poi, 661-666 
14 876 6.0'lt 6.8% ForMal: A6,3
15 774 .. . .. 'It ... 61!. 
16 675 3.9'1t 4, 211!. BYTXHIRR HISTORY/CIT/CEOC IRT-ESTIMATED NO. RIGHT 
17 614 3. 5% .. '3% 
18 •4e 2.61! 2 . 611b 
19 384 2.2% 2.0, PER- WGTO 
20 335 1.9'1! 2.311 RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT 
21 230 I. 3'11 I. 51! --------22 165 '9\t 1. 1'1! 8.062 TO 29,991 .•. ,, ..••. , .•.• 1.000 16687 95.8'1! 100.011( 
23. 101 '6'1t .6% RES.ERVED CODES: 
24 45 .3'1! • 3'11 MISSINC .... ,,, , .•...... , •... 999.998 737 ... 2'11 (MISS)
:;5 26 , l'I! 'I'll 
26 ·10 • Ill!. • I'll TOTALS: 17424 100.0'1! 100.or;; 
28 I • 09' .OIi 

RESERVED CODES: 
MISSINC ·. . , ·, .. .. , .. ,,. , ,, , , , , 98 737 ... 21! (MISS> 

TOTALS: 17•2• 100.0'lt 100.0'lt 

Question IYTXHIRS Tape Po,. 657-562 
Forfflat: R6,3 

BYTXHIRS HISTORY/CIT/GEOG IRT-EST'D FORMULA SCORE 
Clu.. t .1 on BYTXHNNA Tape Poi, 637-638 

Forfflat: 12 PER- WCTO 
RESPONSE CODES FREQ CEN•T PCT 

BVTXHNNA HISTORY/CIT/CEOC NUMBER NOT .ATTEMPTED -· -------- --------
-1. 607 TO 29, 986 . ............ ,., 1 . 000 16687 96 . 811 100.011 
RESERVED CODES: 

PER- WCTD MISSING ... .'... , . ... , .. ,.,.,. 999.998 737 4. 2'11 (MISS)
RESPONSE ·coOES FREQ CENT PCT -------- TOtALS: 17<12<4 100.011( 100.()')l

0 15060 86.4'1! 89, 11! 
1 925 5, 3'11 6,29i 
2 209 I, 29! I. 311( 
3 115 • 79! .er; 
4 110 ,61t .8'11 
5 89 . 59! • 59! 
6 57 • 3'i! .51{ 
7 26 '1~. . 3'< 
8 16 .Ht , 1'i! 
9 13 .O! .1'1! Quu l I on BYTXHQ Tape Pot, 663-563 

.10 15 • 19! .1'1! . For.,al: 11 
11 9 • l'!t .1'1! 
12 .. •011 .or;. BVTXHQ HISTORY/CIT/GEOG QUARTILE
13 9 • I'll • 1'1t 
1<4 9 .1'11 '.01! 
16 2 .o,t .O'it PER- WGTD 
16 10 • 111 • I It RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT 
17 3 .O'I! .0'11 --------
18 1 .Oil .O!t QUARTILE 1 LOW ..... ;,, ........ 1 3770 21. 61{ 2<4. O!! 
19 2 .01{ . .O'I! QUARTILE 2 ..•..••••••• ' .•••.• ' 2 3889 22 . 39! 25. 111(
20 1 .O'I! ,O'I! QUARTILE 3, .• ' ' •.••••.•.•.•.•.. 3 •317 24 . 8'; 25.2'1< 
21 2 .mt .0li QUART! LE 4 HICH .. , ........ ; ... .. •711 27 . o .. 25.8\i 

RESERVED CODES: RESERVED CODES: 
MISS INC .. ,, ........... ,,, .. . 98 737 4. 2'1! (MISS> MISSING .. , .... , .. , . . ....•... 8 737 .. '2!! (MISS l 

TOTALS: 17424 100.mt 100.0% TOTALS: 1742• 100.01{ 100.0'I! 

Que1tlon BYTXHFS Tap, Po,. 639·&•• Question BYTXCOMP Tape Poi, &6~-569 
ForMatl A6.3 ForMat1 R6.3 

BYTXHFS HISTORY/CIT/GEOC FORMULA SCORE BYTXCOMP STNDRDIZEO TEST COMPOSITE (REAOINC,.MATH) 

PER- WCTD PER- WCTD 
RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT RESPONSE CODES FR!;Q CENT PCT 

---------- -------- ------ .--- ---------10,417 TO 30.000, . • , .. , ...... 1.000 16687 96,8% 100.0'1( 25 ,<148 TO 70 . 980,, •••. , ....... 1.000 16791 96 ... 'I! 100,0'1!
RESERVED CODES: RESERVED CODES: 

MISSING .. .. . ,., .... . , . . ... ,. 999.998 737 ~.2% (MISS) MISSINC,., ... , •...•. , .... ,., 999.998 633 3.6% (MISS) 

TOTALS: 17•2• 100.0% 100,0lt TOTALS: 17<42<1 100.0lt 100.011( 



---------- --------

------------------

------------------

NELS:88 STU .GRADE QUESTIONNAIRE
Poge 66 

Qu11tton BYTXQURT Tap ■ Po,, 670-670 
Forffl ■ tl 11 

BVTXQURT STANDARD I ZE.O TEST QUART! LE < 1=LOW) 

PER- WCTO 
RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT 

QUARTILE 1 LOW .... ,., ....... ,. 1 3691 21. 2'if 24, 11! 
QUARTILE 2 .••.. .- •••••••••. •• •. 2 3841 22,0"- 23.5% 
QUARTILE 3 •••••••••••••.•..••• 3 4326 2'<1,8!1 26.411 
QUARTILE 4 ••.•••••• •••••.••... 4 4933 28.311 26,011 
RESERVED CODES: 

MISSINC .. ,,, ... , ....... ,,.,. 8 633 3.611 (MISS) 

TOTALS: 17424 100.011 100.0'lt 

Quaotton BYTXRPRO Tope Po,. 671-671 
Forffl ■ ti 11 

BVTXRPRO OVERALL REAOINC PROFICIENCY 

PER- WCTD 
RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT 

BELOW LEVE~ 1 1985 11 .41: 12 .611 
LEVEL 1; BUT .NOT. i..i=vei.. ~:::::: 2 8171 46. 9~. 52.61< 
LEVEL 2 .. .. 3 5982 34. 3'lt 34.81! 
'REVERSH' < i i-F._.:.' ~~ Sil:.,~S~; .t)O. 
NOT FIT H 1 E~~.:;..;: C.l•.l.. F~,TTEnf-i), , 5 0 .Ott .o:r. 
RESERVED CODES: 

MISS INC, .. ,, ................ 8 1286 7 ,41l (MISS) 

· TOTALS: 17424 .1.00,0.1! 100,0\t 

Question BVTXIIIPRO Tape Poa, &72-672 
Forffl ■ t: 11 

BYTXMPRO OVERALL MATH PROFICIENCY 
'·' · 

PER- WCTO 
RESPONSE. co:ies FREQ CENT PCT 

BELOW LEVEL 1, .•••••....•.••• •. 1 2578 14. 8\\ 18.31< 
LEVEL 1, BUT NQT LEVEL 2 OR 3. 2 5848 33 . 6"'- 40.11: 

2'LEVEL 1 AND BUT NOT 3 ...... 3 3543 20. 3\\ 22,4,! 
PROFICIENT AT ALL 3 LEVELS .... 4 3601 20. 71< 19.21, 
'REVERSAL' < ITEM RESPONSES DO 
NOT F.11' HIERACHICA~ PATTERN> .. 5 0 .01: .01< 
RESERVED CODES: 

MISS INC .. ,,., ..•........... . 8 1854 10.61! !MISS> 

TOTALS: 1.7424 100,0'lt 100.01< 

https://6"'-40.11


------- ---

----------

-----------------
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STUDENT QUESTIONNAIRE NELS:88 FIRST FOLLOW-UP Pago 

Quo,tt'on 70 To11e Po,, 11-11 -----·----Quuttot1 CASEIC Tas,o ..... 1-7 l'or•et: I 1 
Fer•al: 17 

F1S7D DISCIPLINE IS FAIR AT S.CHOOL 
ST.J_ID STUDEN.T 10 NUMBER ,, f ■011cis,I ,,... Ir 

PER- WCTO 
RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PC'l' 

STRONCLY ACREE •••••• ,,,,;,,,,. 1024 4,9'11 6 , I 'Ii 
&CREE, ; .,, •• ,,•,·•••• • •••••• • • 2' I 1149 53. 8'11 63. 6'11 
DISACREE •• , ••••• ,,,, •••• , •• ,,. l 4203 20.3'11 23, 2'11 
STRONCLY DlS&CREE ... , ... ,.,.,, 4 1260 6. 1'11 1. Iii 

PART 2 - YOUR SCHOOL EXPERIENCES AND ACTIVITIES RESERVED COOES: 
NONRESPONDENTS g DROPOUTS .• , 2485 12. Cit Cll!SS ) 
MULTIPLE RESPONSE, • • .•• ,, •• • 6 12 . I'll !MISS> 
MISS INC ••••• ,, ••• ,,, •••••••• a !73 2,8'11 tM!SS> 

TOTALS: 20706 100 . 0lt 100.~ 

How ffluck do yau 1gr11 wit" 11ck O, the lo1fow1n; 1t1leMent1 
about your curr1nl school and t11ch1r17 

Quut Ion 7E Tape Poi, 12-12 
For ■ et: 11 

FIS7E ST\IDNTS FRIENDLY WITH OTHR RACIAL CROUPS 

Stud ■ "t• ••k• fri•nd1 with 1tud•"l• of other racial andQ..,,, t I on 7& Tape Po,, 8-8 ■ ttudc group• 
.- --------- ... , ... t: 11 

PER- WCTO 
S'l'~DE~'l'S CET ALONC WELL WITH TEACHERS RESPONSE COOES FREQ CENT . PCT 

Student, g ■ t ti orig wtl I with t11ch ■ r1 STRONCI. Y ACREE , , , •••• , , • , ••• , , 1 4659 22. 5'11 26.311! 
ACREE , ,, . , ••• ,., •• , •••• ,,.,••, 2 10722 51. 8'11 60.4'11 

PER- WCTO DIS&CREE.,, .••• ,, •• .•• , •• , • • • , , 3 1814 I.Slit 10,211 
RESPONSE CODES ,REQ CENT PCT STRONCI.Y DIS&CREE ••••••••••••• 4 512· 2. 5'11 3,0'11 

RESERVED CODES : 
STRONCL Y &CREE ..•• , • •• , •.• , • , • 1 ••s . 4 . 1• 5·°" NONRESPONDENTS & DROPOUTS . . • 2485 12 . 0'li (MISS) 
&CREE ..•..••••• ,, •• • •. , •.. ,. , , 2 12508 &0,4111 69,3'11 'MULTIPLE RESPONSE.,, •.•••• .. 6 12 , Ill !MISS l 
D:SACREE.... . .. . ....... . ..... •. 3 3985 19, 2'11 23 . 2'11 111$SINC, ••• , , ,, •••• , • . ,.,.,. a 502 2.4'1i ' lMISS> 
STP.O'ICLY l'ISACREE..... . ....... 4 421 2 .a.I . 2.s111 
RESEl<VED CODES: TOTALS: 20706 I00.0ll 100.0llt 

NONqEs•o~~EWTS & DROPOUTS •.• 2485 12.0" !MISS> 
ll'JLHPLi: RESPONSE . .......... 6 3 . Olli !MISS> 
IOISSJNC.,,,., •. ,,, , ••• , ••. ,,, 8 459 2.211 !MISS> 

TOTALS: 20706 100.011 100 . 0!1 

Quut1on 71' Tepe Pot , 13-13"•·••t: 11 
FtS7F OTHER ST\JDENTS OFTEN DISRUPT Cl.ASS 

Q11ut Ion 71 Tape ,o,, 1-9 Other tludentt often ditrupt cla11 
... , ••t: 11 

PER- WCTO 
,1s1a THERE . IS REAL ·SCHOOL SPIRIT RESPONSE COOES FREQ CENT PCT 

Thert ii real 1chocl ,_,;,.;t STRONCL V ACREE ... , • , .. , • , • , , •• 1 3108 15. 011 18, 111 
ACREE.,,,,,.,,,.,.,,,,.,•••,•, 2 9212 44. 5'11 52 , 911 

PEA- WC'Tt) OIS.t.CREE ••••• • ,, • •• ,,.,,,.,,,. l 48&e 23.S'li 26,411 
RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT STAONCLY CISACREE • . , ,.,,., •• ,,. 4 li06 2. 411 2. 7'11 

RESERVED CODES: 
STRONCLV &CREE ... ,,, ••• , .. ,.,. 1 2826 13,P 17, , .. NONRESPONOENTS I DRCPOUTS, •• 2485 12 .O!I IIIISS > 
ACREE.;,.,,, •••. • , , , ••• ,,., ••• 2 95•7 '46, 1• 13,2'11 MULTIPLE AESPONS!. ... ,, .... ,. 9 •OIi !MISS> 
DISACREE, , ., •.•. ,,,., • .• , , , ••• , 3 4561 22.0'li 25, Ill IIISSINC•• ,, •••• ,,.,,,, •• ,,,, e 511 2, 5'11 (MISS> ' 
STRONCLY DISACREE., ••••••••••· 4 808 3. 911 4 , 7ll 
RESERVED CODES: TOTALS: 20706 100 . 0'11 100,0ll 

NONRESPONDENTS I DROPOUTS, • • 2•15 12. 0'11 (MISS) 
MULTIPLE RESPONSE .••• , •. ,.,, 10 .Olli !IOI SS) 
IIISSINC •••• ,,.,, •• ,.,.,,, ••• 469 2,3'11 IIIISS) '• 

TOTALS: 20706 100. 0'11 100.0!1 

Quutto11 7C T ■ p, Po,. 14-14 
For111t: 11 

1'1S7C TliE TUCHINC IS COOC AT SCHOOL 

Q..,o, l ton 7C Tape PH. 10-10 Tho t ■■· ch; "0 _;. good 
For ■ el: ·I I 

PER- WCTO 
F1S7C RULES FOR IEH&VIOR AAE STRICT AT SCHOOL RESPONSE COOES FREQ CENT PCT-- ·-------A.., J 01 for b•havior ... ,t,tcl STRONCLV ACREE:, •• , ••• ,.,,, •• , 1 21117 12, 2'11 1J, &It 

ACREE •• ,,., , • ••• ,,•, , ••••••••• 2 11950 57. 7'11 68,0lt 
PER- WC'Tt) CISACREE,,.,., • • ,,,, ••••• ,,, •• 3 2609 12 .6111 14. 811 

RESPONSE COOES FREQ CENT PCT STRONCLY DIS&CREE ••••••••••••• &26 3,0111 3. &!t•RESERVED CODES:---------- --------1 16 .O!I I 24IS (IIISS >STRONCL Y .&CREE . , , •• , , , , • , • , , , , 2915 NONRESPONDENTS DROPOUTS, •• 12.0'li 
ACREE., •• ,.,.,,. , ,,,., ••• ,,,,, ·2 8502 41,". "', .. '7,911 WLTIPLE RESPONSE ••••• , ••••• 9 .0'11 (MISS> 
DlSACREE • • , , .,,, .• ,,, . ,, ; ,, ••• 3 1816 :ze. ,.. 33,311 IIISSINC, ...... ,,,, .... • .. ,,, a 510 2. 511 (MISS> ' STRONCLY DISACREE. ,,, , , ••••••• 414 2. 311 2.8" 
RESERVED COOES : • TOTALS1 20706 100, 0'11 ,oo.O'II 

NONRESPONDENTS & DROPOUTS,,, 2481 12 .Oli IMISSI 
MULTIPLE RESPONSE . ,,,,•••• • • 13 ."' ( 111 ss >•IIISSINC.,, •••••••• ,., •••• , •• e 101 2.4.. (MISS) 

TOTALS: 20104i 100.0'1 100, Olli 



----------

------

STUDENT .QUEST.IONNAIRE NELS: 88 FIRST FOLLOW-UP 
Pogo 2 

411,utlo" 7H Tope Poo. 11-Hr 
l'or•ot: 11 

Tapo Poo, I 9_; I 9 
For ■ ot : II 

FIS7M TEACHERS ARE INTERESTED IN STUDENTS 
F1S7L MOST TEACHERS LISTEN TOR 

Moat of "'Y \eeche,., r•1lly li1t1,:i to what I h1v• lo aay 

PER- WC~DPER- WCTD RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCTRESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT ·------ ·--- -------- STRONCLY ACREE ......•....•••.. 1 1672 8 . 111 9. ?'ItSTRONCLV ACREE .......• • . , .. .. . 1 233S 11. 311 13. 211 ACREE , .. .. ·•. . . ..•. ,, •.. , ••.•.. 2 10767 52 , 0'11 60.0"ACREE ...... , •... . . , .. , , .. . , . , . 2 110•9 53.411 62 . AII O: SACREE, ••• ·• •••••• ,, •• ,,,, ••• 3 ,,02 21 .3... 2• ' , ..OISACREE .......... ,.. .. . .... .. 3 361S 17. SIi 20 . ,11 STRONGLY DISACREE .••••..•• ,.,, .. e&• ,.211 S.6'11STRONCLV DlSACREE ..•. , • . , . . . . . A 665 3.211 ,.011 RESERVED CODES: 
RESERVED CODES: NONRESPONDENTS & DROPOUTS ••. 2,as 12.011 (MISS)NONRESPONDENTS & DROPOUTS .. . 2A85 12,011 (IIISS> MULTIPLE RESPONSE, .....•.... 6 s .0'1', <MISS IMULTIPLE RESPONSE . . , . , , .. . , , 6 10 .011 (MISS) MISS.INC .......... , ..... ,, •.. a 511 2 . 511 (MISS>IIIISSINC ............ . , .. ..... 8 5•7 2,611 (IIISS > 

TOTALS : 20706 100.0'lt 100.011TOTALS: 20706 100.011 100 . 011 

Toi,e Po•. 20-20 
Quu t t •" 11 Tope Po,, 11-16 F•,,.ot: 11 

Fo,,.at: II 
F IS?II R DOESN'T FEEL SAFE AT THIS SCHOOL 

FIS71 WHEN R WORKS MARO TEACHERS PRAISE EFFORT 
do"'t feel safe tt th,, 1chool 

PER- WC7D 
PER- WCTil RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT 

RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT ------------------ I ,oe -------- STRONCLY ACREE .• ,, .•... ; ••••.. 2 . 0'11 2 ..... 
STRONCLV ACREE . . . . .•. , •. , . . ••. I 171S a.311 9. 511 ACREE , . , . , . . ..•.. , .. , , , •• ·. , , • , 2 1046 5. 11, 6·.o·;,
ACREE . •...•..• . . ...• • ••. ,,,. , , 2 830S ,o. 111 ,1.,11 DI SACREE . . . . ..... , •..• , ••••••• 3 8097 39 . 1'1; <15, 8fot 
DISACREE ..... , .. ... ..... ; .. . .. 3 6650 32,111 36.911 STRONCLV DISACREE .. ,,., ••• , •.• .. 812• 39 . 211 ,s. 8'1t 
STRONCLY OISACREE . ... • ........ .. 1048 5. 111 6. 211 RESERVED -CODES: 
RESERVED CODES : NONRESPONDENTS & OROPOUTS •.. 2,es 12 .011 (IIISS l 

NONRESPONDENTS & DROPOUTS, . . 2,as I 2. 011 (IIISSl MULTIPLE RESPONSE .. , .. •••••• 6 12 ,1111 <MISS> 
IIULTIPLE RESPONSE .•. .... ,, .. 6 11 ,Ill (IIISS l IIISSINC, •.•••..••. ,., •••••. , 8 53, 2. &It <MISS l 
IIIISSINC., .••. • . •• • • . . . . •. .. . 8 •!12 2.,11 (IIISS >' 

TOTALS: 20706 100 . 0'lt 100.0'11: 
TOTALS: 20706 100. OIi 100 ; 0'1 

Quutto" 7N Topo Po,, 21-21 
Quoatto" 7J Tapo Po,. 11-11 For ■ 1t: II 

For• ■ t: 11 
F1S7N DISRUPTIONS IMPEDE R•S LEARNINC 

FIS7J IN CLASS OFTEN FEEL PUT DOWN BY TEACHERS 
O; ,,.uptton, by oth■ t' 1tud•nt1 g ■ l in the way of ~y l ■■ t'ntng

J-, ct111 I often 
PER- WCTD 

PER- WCTD RESPONSE CODES FREQ .CENT PCT 
RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT 

STRONCL V ACREE .•• . ••.•••.• • • , . 1 159• 7 . 711 9 . I'll 
STRONCLY ACREE. .. ... . .. .. .. . . . I •9• 2 . ,11 2 . 811 ACREE ... , .• . • • •. • .•• , , , •••.•. • 2 5351 2S.811 31. 3'11 
ACREE....... . .. .. ... . .... . ... . 2 2A23 11. 711 13. 611 DISACREE ....•.•.... , ••.•. ,., • • 3 8608 ,1 .&'ii ,e . 1'lt 
OISACREE .. . . .... .. . :.. .. . . . ... . 3 10593 S1. 211 se. 311 STRONCLY DISACREE .•••• , •.•..•• .. 2103 10. 2'11 11 . 6"'-
STRONCLV OISACRE£...... • . .•. • . • ,201 20.311 25.211 RESERVED CODES: 
RESERVED CODES: NONRESPONDENTS & DROPOUTS, .• 2,e5 12.0', IIIISS> 

NONRESPONDENTS & DROPOUTS . •• 2•85 12.011 (IIISS l l,JJLTIPLE RESPONSE •••• , •••••• 6 2 .OIi (IIISS ·l 
MULTIPLE RESPONSE . . • •• •••••• 6 12 • 111 (IIISSl IIIISSINC .•.•••. ·•••••• ; ••••••• 8 563 2. 711 (IIISS l 
IIIISSINC..... .. .............. 8 A92 2 .All IIIISSl 

TOTALS: 20706 100 . 0'1 100.011 
TOTALS: 20706 100.011 100.011 

Quutlon 70 Tapo Poe, 22-22 
Quoit Ion 7K Tap, Pu. 11-11 l'•r•atl l1 

For•atl II 
F151"0 IIISBEMAVINC STOHS OFTEN CET AWAY WITH IT 

FIS7K OFTEN FEEL PUT DOWN BY ST\JDENTS iN CLASS 

"put CIIOwl'I" by oth•~ 1tud1,,t I 
PER- WCTD 

PER- WCTD RESPONSE COOES FREQ CEl(T PCT 
RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT 

STRONCL'Y ACREE. , , . ..... .••• . •• 2182 10 . 5,i 12 , I'll 
STRONCLV ACREE.. . . . ... . . . . . .. . I 6S6 3. 211 3. 511 ACREE . . . . , , , •. , .. , • • •, • · • • • · • • 7357 35 . 5,i A0 , 9'1 
ACREE.. .. ..... . .. . • • • • • . . . • . . . 2 2916 1,. 111 16 . AII DISACREE . •... • ... .. , .. • . • •• , •. 6708 32.AII 38 . "' DI SAC REE . ••.• • . ... ,' . • • • . . . • • • . 3 10131 AB.911 56.911 STRONCLY DISACREE . ••.••. • .•••• 1'72 7 , 111 -e. 9'1t 
STRONCLY DISACREE • • •• •. • . . ,. , . • 3956 19.111 23. 211 RESERVED CODES: 
RESERVED CODES : NONRESPONDENTS I DROPOUTS,,. 2•85 12.011 (IIISSl

NONRESPONDENTS & DROPOUTS . .. 2485 12. 011 ( 111 SS l l,JJLTIPLE RESPONSE •••.••••••. 6 7 .0'1 (IIISSl
IIIUL TIPLE RESPONSE . , ., . • ,, . , . 6 19 • 111 (IIISS l IIISSJNC ••••••.•••• , ..• , ••••• a A95 2.,1; <MISS ·> 
IIISSINC.,, • • . . ...•• .'.. . .... . 8 s,, 2.611 (IIISSl 

TOTALS: 20706 100.011 100.0'II 
TOTALS: 20706 100.011 100.011 



---------- -------- -----

----------

---------- --------

STUDENT QUESTIONNAIRE NELS:88 FIRST FOLLOW-UP 

QuHtlo" IE Too Pu, 27-27 
Quuttoo 8 For• ■ t: 11 

Ft58E RECEIVED RECOCNITION FOR COOD ATTENDANCE 

Aec1~ved 1p1c1al r•cognil10~ for good 1tt1nd1nc1 
Som• student, are r ■ c0;n1aed by the1r school or COMfflUftity. 
ln th ■ f,,.,t half of the school year, did you win any of PED- IIIC1'0 
the fol lowing _·•••rd.1 or were yo~ f' ■ cognitec:I for doing RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT pr• 
wel .1 or part1c1patinQ 1n certain 1ct1v1t1 ■ 11 --------·---------APPL.I ES . ... , . . ...••. ,.,.,.,, . . I 2295 11 , tit ,.. . Olt 

OOES NOT APPLY .. ........ ,,,, .. 2 1,1,2 68.31i 86.0lt 
RESERVED CODES: 

NONRESPONDENTS a DROPOUTS,,. 2 .. as 12 . 0-. llllSS I 
MISSINC., .... ,,,, , ,,,.,,, •,, 8 178.. 8.61t 1111ss ·, 

TOTAL.S: 20706 100.0\t 100 . O'lt 

Que1tto• IA T■ po Po ■ , 23-23 
Foro, ■ t: 11 

FtS8A R ·HAS NOT WON ANY AWAROS 

hev ■ not won any awards or r ■ caiv ■ d recognition 

PER- WCTO Qu11lto" IF Tope Po,, 28-28 
RESPONSE COOES FREQ CENT . PCT For•at : l 1 

APPLIES., ., . . ,,., ..... , , .. ,,,, 1 ,so.. 36. 2" ,1 . 1'11 FIS8F RECEIVED RECOCNITiON FOR COCO CRADES 
DOES NOT APPLY,,,,,,, , , , , • , , , , 2 8933 . ,3. 1111 52. 9'11 
RESERVE::> CODES: A1c1iv1d ICJICIII r'ICOQn·(t,on for good lil''ldll o, honor ,.011

NONRESPOOIDENTS & DROPOUTS, ,, 2,es 12.~ (1115S>
IIISSINC .. . .. . , .. ,,, ... ,,,,,. ·e 178 .. 8.611 (MISS) PER- WCTC 

RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT 
TOTAI.S: 20706 100 , o,i 100,0'11 --------APPLIES ... ..• •. ,, .,,, .. , ... c,. I 5798 28.0'lt 33 ... .., 

DOES NOT APPLY ...•• ,,,.,.,, _.,. 2 10639 5 I.,.. 66, 6'< 
RESERVED COOES : 

NONRESPONDENTS ' DROPOUTS ... 2,as 12. 0-. llll SS l 
MISS INC.,.,,,.,., •• , ..• ,,, , , 8 178• 8. 6" (Ill SS l 

TOTAI.S: 20706 100,0lt 100.0'lt 

Quutto• II Tope Pot. 2•-2" 
For ■ ot: 11 

F 1S81! R E'-ECTE.D OFFICER OF A SCHOO~ CL.US 
EI 1;;~1~ e-! ' ~ ( ... of I 1choof i: I It I 

PER- WCTO To110 Pu, 29-29
RES~O,lSE COOES FREQ CENT PCT F:oraa\: 1.1 

APPLIES, , , ........ , , , ... , , , • , , 1 1622 ',8'11 9.0'1 F1S8C RECEIVEC RECOCNIT!ON FOR WR!T!NC ESSAY 
OOES NOT APPLY,,,,,,,,,,. , ,' .', 2 1,.91s 71,511 91 . ~ 
RESERVED CODES: A1c1iv1, . tp1c1 ■ I ,1cogn1t;on fo• w,, t 1n; 1111y ., POI"'NONRESPONDENTS & DROPOUTS ... 2 .. a& 12 .o.. (IIISSl "" 

IIISSINC .... ,,., .. ,,., •. , .• ,, 8 111, 8,6'11 I WISS) PER- WCTO 
RESPONSE CODES FREQ CE'IT PCT 

TOTAL.S: 20706 100.0'11 t 00. 0'11 -----------------. .• • .• ,, .•.. ,,,, , 16.. 5 , . 90t 10. J'ltAPPLIES .•.... 1 
OOES NOT APPLY, .• •• ,, .... , .• ,. 2 1 .. 792 89. ,., , 1 . "" RESERVED CODES : 

NONRESPONDENTS ' DROPOUTS, .. 2,as I 2 . °" IIIISS I 
IIIISSINC, .•.•••• ,.,.,,,,,,.,. 8 i1e.. 8. 61t !MISS> 

TO"l'.AL.S: 20706 100.~ 100 ·°" 
Quutlo• ac Tape Poo, 21-21 

For ■ all 11 

F ,sac R WON AN ACADEMIC HONOR 

PER- WCTO Quootlo" IH Tope Pu. 30-30 
RESPONSE coon FREQ CENT PCT F•••ot: 11 

APPLIES.,,, , .,,,,,.,,, , •• •,,,, t 21 ..0 13. 2'11 15. 7'11 F1S8H NAME0 MOST VAL.UABLE PL.AYER ON SPORT TEAii 
DOES NOT APPLY;,,••••••·•••••• 2 13697 66.1'11 a,.3"'
RESERVE:> COOES: .....4111 -•t v1luabl• play•r Oft • 1port1 t., ... 

NONRESPONDENTS I OROPOUTS • • , 2.. 115 12 .O!I (MISS) 
MISS INC,,,, ., ,,,,,.,,, •• ,., , a 178, a.Ii"' (MISS) PER- WCTO 

RESPONSE COOES l'REQ CENT PCT 
TOTAi.$: 20706 100. OIi100.°" -------- --------APPL.I ES •.. . .. ..• •••••••••••••. 1 1ss.. , . !It 9.5111 

00£S NOT APP~Y.,.,, •• • •• ,,.,., 2 , .. 883 71. 91t 90. 51,, 
RESERVED COOES : 

-RESPONDENTS a DROPOUTS .•• 2,as 12 .Olt !MISS l 
MISS INC , ..••. ,., •••.• ,, •.••. a 11e, a. s1t IMISS l 

TOTAI..S : 20706 100. Cit 100 . 0\t 

Qu11tto• 80 Tape l"oo. 21-21 
For ■ ot: 11 

F1S80 R PARTICIPATED IN A SCIENCE OR MATW FAIR · 

P1,t,eip1led 1n • 1cienc1 or- ~•th f1i, 

PER- WCTO 
RESPONSE COOES FREQ CENT PCT 

APPL.I ES . , ..... ,,,,.,,,,,,,.,,, 1 1171 a. 111 10.,111 
OOES NOT APPLY,,, ..• ,,.,,,,,,, 2 , ..16& 70. 811 U,6'11 
RESERVED CODES: 

NONRESPONDENTS I DROPOUTS, .• 2 .. 85 12. 0'11 <WISS l 
IIISSINC.. .... • .. . .. .. ...... . 8 1,a.. <WISS)a.'"' 

TOTALS: 20706 -100.0'I 100.011 



----------

--------

----

Tua Pu . 311-315 
Tau Poe . · 31-31 Per ■ al: 11 
Par ■ al I 11 

F1S9C SOMEONE THREATENED TO HURT R AT SCHOOL 
F1S81 RECEIVED A COWWvN J,Y SERVICE AWARO 

S0Meot11 th-'eat•"•d lo hurt ... al 1choo l 
A1c11v1G • COfflfflUr'II ty tlr\l t CI IWI f'O 

PER- WCTO
PER• WCTO RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT 

RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT ---------------- NEVER ... ,.,, ,. , .. .• ·, . . .. , ... ,. 0 13168 61 , 011 76.611---------- 1 3 ..... ,. . 311APPL! ES . . . .. . , .. , , , , , , , · · , · · · · 696 ONCE OR TWICE . ... •••.. • • , ., •.• I 3165 15.311 1a.011 
DOES NOT APPLY . , . , , . . , . , , , , . , . 2 157•1 76. OIi 9S. 711 IIORE THAN TWICE ...•.• . • • •..•. , 2 Hl ...611 s .... 
RESERVED CODES : RESERVED COOES: 

NONRESPONOENTS & DROPOUTS ... 2,as 12 . OIi (MISS> NONRESPONOENTS & DROPOUTS . , . 205 12.011 (MISS>
WISSINC .. ... . ... , . . . ..... , , , e 178• 8.611 <MISS l MISS INC, , .,., ..•• , ..... ... . . a 235 1 . 111 IWISS I 

TOTALS: 20706 100 . 0'1 100,011 TOTALS: 20706 100,011 100,011 

Qu11l1on SJ Tua Pu. 32-32 Tape P- ■ • 31-31 
For■al : 11 For ■ at: 11 

F 1S8J . PARTIC I PATED IN VOC/TECH COMPETl~ION F1S9D COT INTO A PHYSICAL FICHT AT SCHOOL 

gol iftlO a physical f;ghl al school 

PEA• WCTO PER· WCTO 
RESPONSE . CODES FREQ CENT PCT RESPONSE CODES l'AECI CENT PCT 

---------- ----.---- --------APPLIES . . ... .. . . .. • , .... ,,,, , , · 1 1208 5.811 ---------- 0 1 .. 936 72, 1117. 511 NEVER . .............•. • . ,.,., .. 82 . oo, 
DOES NOT ,lPP~"' .,, , .. , . . , . ,, , • . 2 15229 73.511 92.511 ONCE OR TWICE ....••.. . ••... .• • 1 , .. 15 12 . 0'lt •• . 5~ 
RESERVED CODES : MORE THAN TWICE .••• • .••••• ..••. 2 &02 2.911 3 . S'it 

NONRESPONDENTS & DROPOUTS .. . 2•15 12 .OIi (MISS) RESERVED . CODES: 
MISS INC . .. ..... , . . , .. . .. . ... . a 171• a.&11 (MISS> NONRESPONOENTS & DROPOUTS •.. 2•a5 12. OIi 1 WISSI 

MISS1NC , .. .. .. • , •. ,.,, ... ,,, a 208 1.011 11115s1 
TOTALS : 20706 100.011 100 , 011 

TOTALS : 20706 100 . 011 100. ·011 

lr'I the f1r1t ha i f . o' lh~ c~rrent school year, how ~•"Y 
t,Mel d1d any of the iei,l low1n9 t.h,ng1 happen to you at 
acho·o I' ( MARK ONE l Q11Httoft 10 

QuHtlon IA Tue Pat, 33-33 Now ••"Y ti••1 d i d the follow,"; th 1n91 happen to you i n 
For ■ al: 11 t~e first half of the current 1c~ool year? 

F1S9A HAO SOMETH!'NC STOI..EN AT SCHOOL 

hod IOfflet ht ftQ stolen f roffl ... at 1chool 

PER- WCTD 
RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT 

NEVER ----------. .... . ...... •..... .. . , . . , 0 985• •7 . &II 55,711 
ONCE OR T'WICE . . ..• . .•.... .• .. . 1 &a•e 33 . 111 37 .311 Cl1111lt•" 10A .1.,• ..... 37-37 
MOIIE T"'AN T'WICE . ....•.... ..... 2 1321 & , 411 7. 111 l'oraat I 11 
RESERVEO CODES : 

NONRESPONDENTS & OROPOUTS., . 2•85 12. 011 OIISSI FISIOA HOW MANY TIii£$ WAS R LATE FOR SCNOOL 
MULTIPLE RESPONSE ...... , •. . . & 2 •OIi (MISS> 
MISS INC .. , .. . .•........ . , .. . a 190 .• 911 (MISS I WII late for achoo I 

TOTALS: 2070& 100.~ 100.011 PER- WCTD 
RESPONSE COOES FREQ CENT PCT 

NEVER .• . . ,.,.,,,.,.,,,,,,,.,., 0 •&6' 22 . SIi 2• . 711 
1-2 TIMES.,., .•• ,,,,,., •••• ,,, I &767 32 . 711 38 . 211 
3-6 TIMES . . ,,,, . ,,,,,,, .• ,,, , , 2 •1•9 20.011 22 . 711 
7-9 TIMES . , . , , . ,,,, ••. ,,.,,,,, 3 1031 5.011 &.211 
OVER 10 TIMES, •• ,,,,,,.,,,,,,, .. 1•71 7, 1111 1.211 
RESERVED CODES : 

NONRESPONDENTS ~ OROPOUi'S ••• 2•15 12. OIi I MISS l 
Q11Htleft 91 Tap, Pat-, S4-i. MUI. TIPLIE RESPONSE., . , • •••.•• 6 1 .011 IMISS I 

..., ••u 11 MISS INC., •••.••• , ... . , .... ,. I 12• .&11 (MISS> 

FtSU SOMEONE ' OFFEREO TO SELL R ORUCS AT $CHI. TOTALS: 20706 100.0111 100.0" 

Sowieone offer1d to •~ 11 "'• drugs at school 

PER- WCTD 
RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT 

NEVER ... .. . . .. , . .. , . . .. ...•... 0 15031 72.611 12,611 
ONCE OR TWICE .. ... .......... .. 1 1721 e,311 10,211 
IIORE THAN TWICE .. . . . ........•. 2 1238 6.011 7. 2'11 
RESERVED CODES : 

NONRESPONDENTS & DROPOUTS.,. 2•85 12.011 <MISS) 
MULTIPLE RESPONSE . .. , .. , .. ,. ' & 2 . OIi (MISS> 
MISSINC .•.. •. , . .. , .. ,., ... ,. a 229 1. 111 (MISS> 

TOTALS: 20706 100.0111 100.011 

STUDENT QUESTIONNAIRE NELS:88 FIRST FOLLOW.;.OP
Pao• 

https://FOLLOW.;.OP
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STUDENT QUEStIONNAiltE·NELS:88 FIRST FOLLOW-UP P1;1 

------- Tap ■ Po, . .c2-,2 
Q1111tto• 108 Tape Pot. :H-31 ~o•••t: 11 

For•at: It 
F tStOF R TRANSFERRED FOR DISCIPLINARY REASONS 

FISIOB HOW MANY TIMES 010 R CUT/SKIP CLASSES 
was tre~tferred to 1nolh•r achoal for dt1ciplin ■ ry re1.1on1 

PER- WC'TT)
PER- WCTO RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT 

RESPONSE COOES FREQ CENT PC::'l' 
NEVER ... . ..•..••.••• , ••• .. •.•. 0 17970 86. 8'11 99.31! 

NEVER ....... ; ••...•.••....•.... 0 11283 S•.5'11 62.30! 1-2 TIIIES ..................... I 82 ..... • Sit 
1-2 TIMES ...•. , .. , ....•..••.•. t .C03• 19.5'11 22.00I 3-6 TIMES ..•••.•••• • • ,. ,, .,, •. 2 tO • Olli .Olt 
3-6 TIMES.,,, .,. , .. ,,. , .. , •. ,, 2 150? '.3'11 ...... 7-9 TIIIES ...•••••••.•••• , ••••• 3 .. .0'11 .OIi 
7•9 TIIIES.,,, .. ,, .,., .. .. ,, ... 3 ,,o 2. IOI .2.,.. OVER 10 TIMES ..... , ••••• ,.,,., .. 12 , 1'11 , 111 
OVER tO Tlt,1ES .. ...... ' ...... .. .. 826 •.0'11 •.9'11 RESERVED CODES : 
RESERVED cooEs: NON.RESPONDENTS I DROPOUTS.,. 2•85 12 .0'11 (M!SSl

NONRESPONDENTS I DROPOUTS., . 2,115 12,0'11 lll!SS"·l IIISSINC . •• ,,,, .. ,,.,,,.,, .• . e ••3 • ?'II <MISS)
Ml SS INC, .... ,, .. ,,,,. ,,. ,, .. I 131 .6'11 (MISS) 

TOTALS: 20706 100.0lt 100 . 0": 
TOTALS : 20706 100.011 100.00I 

T•P• Po• , .c:,-,3. 
Qu01tto• 10C Tap ■ Po,, 39-39 Fo,,.at: 11 

For•at1 It 
FtStOC HOW MANV TIMES w~s R ARRESTED 

FIStOC HOW MANY TIMES R COT IN TROUBLE 
WII arr•sted 

;ot trouble f o, •ot following school ru I• 1'" PER- WCTD 
PER- WCTO RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT 

RESPONS~ COOES FREQ CENT P-CT -------- -------- :.------------ NEVER .•. , .•. ,, •.••••• , ••.• ,, ... 0 11•7• 8•.,11 . 96.61t---- ·-----NEVER ... . , . , , •. ·• , , •. ,. , ., .. , , . •, 0 10033 •8.5'11 54.7'11 t-2 TIIIES ............ ,.,; .•••. 1 •99 2 .,11 2 , 91t 
1-2 TIMES., .•. . ,, . .• • •• , .... . . I S621 27, I'll 31,611 3--6 TUIES •••·••...•• , •..••••..•• 2 so . 2'! 2"' 
3•6 TIME.S ........... ·, .•.•.. , .. 2 152• 7 ..... 8.6'11 7-9· TIIIES .• .•••••• •• •••••••• • . 3 13 . ,~ . ,.. 
?·9 T•I_MES .. ,,,, ...••• , • , .•••. , 3 3S6 1. 711 2. tll OVER 10 TIMES •••• , •• , •••..... , -35 • 2>, .. 21t•OVER 10 TIMES .. .. .•.. _. .• • , •..• 5,9 2. ?'II 3,0'11 RESERVED COOES:•RESERVED CODES : NONAESPONOENTS & DROPOUTS .•. 2,es 12.011 <WISS)

NONRESPONDENTS & DROPOUTS ... 2485 12.0'II (WISS> IIULTl PLE RESPONSE ...•...•.•. 6 t .a.. !MISS l 
MISSlt;C .. , . .. ..•.. , .. ..... • , 8 138 . ?ll (WISS) WI.SSINC ...•.••••• , .•••• , ; . ... 8 t•9 . 7'11 (MISS) 

TOTALS : 20706 100.0'11 100·. 011 TOTALS: 20706 100.011! 100.0¥. 

Tope Poa • .co-.co 
For• ■ t: 11 

FtStOO HOW MANV TIii£$ PUT ON IN-SCHL SUSPENSION 

WII P"I on In iP1-1choot 1u1pen110" Oo you feel tt t1 'OK' for you to ••• 

PER- WCTO 
RESPONSE COOES FREQ CENT PCT 

NEVER ... . ,, ••• , .•.•••• , .•••••. 0 15906 76.lll 97.3'11 
1-2 TIMES .• ••.•• ,, ., ••... ,••,• 1 1&50 1.0'11 9,611 
3•6 TIMES ..••.•• , ••••• • ..••• ,. 2 366 1.8'11 2.311 
7•9 TIMES ..• , ••.• , •••••••••• . , 3 as •.3'11 
OVER 10 TIMES , ........... ••.•• H ·'" 
RESERVED CODES, • ·'" ·'" Tape Pot . .u-""

NONRESPONDENTS ' DROPOUTS ••• 2,115 12.0'11 (MISS> For•at: 1·1 
IIISSINC . ..•••••.•. , •••. , , • , • 9 1•6 . 7!1 (MISS) 

F151 IA IT'S OK TO WORK HARO FOR. COCO CRAOES 
TOTALS: 20706 100.0'11 100. 0'11 

Work harll for good grades'? 

PER- WC-:-0 · 
RESPONSE COOES FREQ CENT PCT 

YES, ••••. , .•• •• ••• ,, •••••••••. I 17S98 95.0'11 9, .... 
HO •••• • •.•.•.•.•••••••• , •••••• 2 493 2 .,.. 
RESERV£0 COOES: 2 ·'" 

IIONRESPONOENTS & DROPOUTS, .• 2,9s 12. 0'11 (MISS>
Qua1t1on 10E Tap ■ Po,. •1-41, MISSING ..••• , •• ,,••• .• •••••• 130 .6'11 (WIS$)•,.,r•at I 11 

TOTALS: 20706 100.0'II 100 . 011 
F IS10E HOW MANY TIMES R SUSPENDED FROM SCHOOL 

w11 1u1pendtd or put on prob1tio~ froM school 

PER• WCTD 
RESPONSE COOES FREQ .CENT PCT 

NEVER ..•..••• , •••• , •• , ••.••• ,, 0 16715 80.7'11 92.0'11 
1•2 TIMES.,,,, .••. ,,, •• , •••• ,. 1 1156 5.6'11 •. 7'11 
3•6 TIMES .••.•. , ,, •• , •••. ,, •• , 2 130 .9'11 
7•9 TIMES . .•.•.•• ,, •••••••• ,.,. 3 32 .2'11 • 311·'" 
OVER 10 TIMES .•• , •• , , ••.•••• ,. , .. .211 .2'11•RESERVED CODES: 

NONRESPONDENTS & DROPOUTS •.. 12.011 !MISS) 
MISS INC., ••.• ,,,., ••• ,,.,, .. 9 • 7'11 (MISS) 

TOTALS: 20706 100.0'11 100.0'11 



----------
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STUDENT QUESTIONNAIRE NELS:88 FIRST FOLLOW-UP 
P1;1 6 

Quutte• 12A T1p1 Po ■ , 41-... 
Quutto• 118 Tape , ... ..1-.i1 Fe•••t : 11

Fo..,etl 11 
FtSl2A FEEL IT 'S~ TO IE LATE FOR SCHOOL 

F tS118 IT'S OK TO ASK CHA~LENCINC QUESTIONS 
Be lat• lo, 1chool" 

Atk· chit Ieng, ng oue1lton1 ? 
PER- WC':'D 

P-ER- WCTD IIESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT 
RESPONSE COOES FREQ CENT PCT ------------------ -------- OFTEN .... . . , .... . •• .. •. • ••• • .. t .. 66 2 . 311 2 . 2!1 

YES .•... , .... , , •. •,• •• · ··••··• I 16566 ao.a- 9t .911 SOMETIMES ...•.• . • . ••.•. , .••••. 2 5120 2 .. . 711 28. 1!1 
NO ..... . ... . . . . ..• . , ., ..... . .. . 2 '50.. 7. 311 a. ,11 RARELY.; ..•••.....•..•••. , ••• , 3 1775 .. 2 ...11 0.111 · 
RESERVED CODES :. NEVER .•. , .. , . .. ••.•• , •.. ..•... .. 3717 18. 011 20,511

NONRESPONDENTS & OROPOUTS ... 2"95 12 . 0!I (MISS> RESERVED COOES: 
MULTIPLE RESPONSE . . . . ....... 6 .O!I (MISS) NONRESPONDENTS & DROPOUTS •.. 2,.95 12.0!I !MISS) 
MISSIMC. , •••.• . • , • • • , ••••••• 8 150' . 111 !MISS> MISS INC ..•.•• •• .. . . • ···· • •• · 8 t .. 3 . 711 !MISS> 

TOTALS: 20706 100. O!i 100.0!1 TOTALS: 20706 100. 011 100,0!i 

QuOlt to• 11C Tepe Po, ...-4 Quutto• 121 Top,· Po, ...9-,1
Foraet : 1-1 Forotat: II 

F ISi IC IT'S OK TO· SOLVE PROBLMS USINC _NEW IDEAS - F 15128 FEEL IT ' S OK TO CUT A COUPLE OF CLASSES 
Solve probl ■ fflt UI i rlQ ..., lft_d or ;gi na I ; de ■ ,7. Cut I couple of Ct II 1e1 '? 

PER- WCTD PER- WCTO 
RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT 

YES ..•.. , .. . . , .. .. ,. ·.·... . ...... t 16739 80 . H 92. 711 OFTEN, ........... . ..... . ...... I 295 1.AII t.511 
NC'·.' .. , ... ,,.•, . . •• •., .•• .••., 2 1_3AO ,. 511 7 .J'li SOMETIMES •••••••• •• ••• . .•••••. 2 .20 .. 4 ,. 911 1 t .lit 
RESERVED CODES : RARELY •••••.•••.• ••• ••.....••. 3 A885 23. 6!1 26,311

NONRESPONDENTS &. DROPOUTS ... 2,as 12.0!I (MISS) NEVER .••••••.••.. •• ••••..••••. 4 10851 52 . ..!I 60.911 
MULTIPLE RESPONSE .. . ........ 6 1 .O!I (M-ISS) RESERVED. COOES : 
MISSINC •.•.. ... _., .. , . .•..... a 141 • 1'11 !MISS) NONRESPONOENTS .. DROPOUTS ... 2•es 12,011 !MISS> 

MISS INC .• ·•.••• , ; •• • ••• • ••••. 8 146 . 7!1 !MISS> 
TOTALS: 20706 100 •. 0!I 100. O!I 

.-TOTALS·: 20706 100 . 011 100,0!I 

Quutto• 110 Tape"••• ,,..;.., 
For•oll 11 Quu t I•"· 12C Toe P••• 10-10 

Ftr•lt: 11
Fl St 10 IT'S OK TO HELP STUDENTS WITH SCHOOLWOR• 

FtS12C FEEL IT'S 011 TO SKIP SCHOOL A WHOLE DAY 
Hele:, other 1tud ■ n\a w ; u, th9ir lc:hoolwork? 

Sk Ip achoo I for • wi,olit d ■ y?PER- WCTD 
RESPONSE COOES FREQ CENT PCT PER- WCTO 

RESPONSE COOES FREQ CENT PCT 
16775 92.4'11 

NO .. ,, .. ,, .. . , .• . .. .. . , .. . ... , 2 1306 &.3'11 7. &'It OFTEN ....••••• • • , ••• ••• ,., ••• , 328 .1.&!I 1. 8'11 
RESERVED CODES : SOMETIMES . • ••.• • • •• •.••••.••••• 2' 1863 t.O'li 10,4111 
YES .••. ,, ... ,,., . ... .. . . ,..... 1 .,.()!I ------- ----- -----

NONRESPONDENTS & OROPOUTS .•. 2•85 12,. O!i <MISS> RARELY., •• ,,, ••• • • • ••••• , ••••• 3 5259 25 , A!i 28,A!i
1,11,JLTIPLE RESPONSE . . ..... ,... 6 2 .O!I !MISS> NEVER .••.•... , .. ·••••••.... , ••. 4 10619 $1 . 3!1 59 ...'li 
MISS INC .. .. ..... , ........... 8 138 .1'11 (11155 > RESERVED COOES : 

.NONRESPONDENTS & DROPOUTS, • . 2 .. u 12 . 0!1 (MISS> 
:fOTALS : 20706 ,oo.~ 100.0!I IIJLTIPLE RESPONSE ..• .• . , .•• . & .O!I (MISS> 

MISS INC • • ••••••••••••• • • , •• , a 151' • 7111 (MISS> 

TOTALS 1 20706 100.0!I 100. ()!I 

· Quooll•" 120 Tape ,., . 11-11 
For•at I 11 

How oft•" do you feel it _ ,, 'OK' for ·you to ••• 
FISl2D FEEL IT'S 01( TO CHEAT ON TESTS 
Ch11t on · too to? 

PER- WCTD 
RESPONSE COOES FREQ CENT PC_T 

OFTEN • •. , .•• , ••• , ••••• • ••. • • ,, t '" 2.3'11 2. 611 
SOMETIMES.,.,., •••••• ·• • .• .•.• . 2 tlt8 7. 3111 •• 5111 
RARELY •• , .• • •••• , •••• • ••• • • • • • 3 "128 19. 9'11 22 . .. 'li 
NEVER , ...• ,, ••• , •••• ,, . , , • •. .. .. 11908 17 '. 5'11 66 . 5'11 
RESERV£0 COOES: 

NONRESPONDENTS I DROPOUTS .• • 2,15 12 . 0!I (MISS) 
IIJLTIPLE RESPONSE •. ,, •••• , •• 2 .O!I IMlSS >•lll·SSINC., •• ; •• , .... . . • • • •, • .. a 179 ,9!1 (MISS> 

TOTALS: 20706 100.0'li 100, O!i 



STUDENT QUESTIONNAIRE NELS:88 FIRST FOLLOW-W P1.ge 

--------Qu.. t to~ 'i;tE Tepe I'•~, 12-12 
Fo,aeti 11 

Q.... tt 011 

FtSt21 

121 

· FEEL IT'S OK TO MAKE SEXIST 

Tau Poa. l&-1& 
Fo,aat: 11 

REMARKS 
FIS I2E FEE" tT·s OK TO COPV SOMEOHE · s HOMEWORK 

Mtke 1·ea11t P'e"'trk1i 

PER- w.c-:-:, 

RESl'O.HSE COOES FREQ 
PER-
CENT 

WCTt) 
PCT-----

RESPON_SE-----------
OFTEN •• • •••••• • •••••. • • •• ••••• • 

CODES 

1 

FREQ 

5n 

CENT 

2.811 

Pc• 

3 . 111 
OFTEN • • , , .•• ; •• • . , ; •..•• , • •• _. •••• 
SOMETIMES , • • •••• •' •·• •••• •: • • • •• • 
RARELY .. .. .. . ...... . ........ . .... .~rn=v£6 :co6Es ; . ..... ... ..... . 

N'ONRESPONDENTS & DROPOUTS . • • 

1 
. 2 

3 

' 

1292 
3815 
6768 
6197 

2,e5 

6 . 2'11 
18 . ,'II 
32. 7'11 
29. 911 

12. OIi 

&. 9'11 
20 . 7'11 
37.411 
35. 111 

<MISS l 

SOMETIMES ••• • • ••••••• •• ••• • ••• 
RARELY •••••••• • • ••• ••• • • •• •••• 
NEVER ••• • • •• •••• • • ••••••••• • •• 
RESERVED CODES: 

NONRESPONDENTS & DROPOUTS • • • 
MISSINC •••• • •••••• • • • ••••••• 

2 
3 

' 
8 

1067 
2898 

13513 

2•8: 
171 

5.211 
14 . OIi 
65 . 311 

I 2. 0,, 
• 811 

6 . 1'1 
15 . 311 
75 : SIi 

(M'ISS> 
! MISS l 

. MISSIHC •.• • ·• •• ,' •• • •••••• • • • • 8 149 • 7'11 <MISSl 
TOTALS·: 20706 100.0" 100.011 

TOTALS: 20706 100.011 100. OIi 

--------~-·-- Qyu t t •" · 12J Tapo Po,. 17-&7 
Q.. ut<o" 12F Tap• Poa. 153-13 ForMat: 11 

l'o••at: 11 
F 1S12J . FEEL ·n •S OK TO STEAL BELONC I NCS' FRM SCH 

F 1S12F FEEL IT • $ OK TO CET INTO PHYSICAL FICHT$ 
Stool belongings f '0"' tchool , • 1t~Cl•11l ·, or • teiC:her'1 

PER- were 
PER• WCTD RESPONSE CODES FREQ CEN'l" PC7 

RE~D~NS£ CODES FREQ CENT PCT -----·---- --------
1 .,.. .4~OFTEN ••• ., . . ......·..... , . ... . . 89 

OFTEN, • , • ••• •••• , ••••• • • :, • , , • • 1 286 1 . 4'11 1.5'11 SOMETIMES· • • • • •• • • • ••••• · • •••••• 2 146 . 1.. . . 7'1t 
SOMETIMES : • • •••••••••••• ·••• • • • • 2 1369 6.6,0 '.8'1t. RARELY • . .•••••.• •• .•••... . •... . 3 67• 3 . 3.. 3·, ,11 
RARELY •• •••• ,. • ••• •. .. ........ . . 3 3928 19 . 011 21. 711, NE-VER •••••••• • ••• • ••••••••• • • • 17.152 82.8" 95 . 5" 
NEVER . ...... . . ..... .. . . .. ... .. 4 12487 60.311 &9.011 RESERVEDCOOES : ' 
RESERVED CODES: . . . NONRESPONDENTS & DROPOUTS .• . 248S 12. 0't <MISS) 

.NONRESPONOE HTS & DROPOUTS •• . 2485 12 . a.I ·1MISSl Ml·SSINC ••.•... . .•••• • .•••... 8 160 • 811 <M.I SS > 
MULTIPLE RESPONSE , . . • • • • • • • • 6 1 . OIi <MISS> 
·!'I I SS I NC ·• . . • • • , • • • • . • • • • • • • • • 8 . , so • 1,0 !MISS> TOTALS : 20706 100.0.. 100.C'lt 

TO'l'ALS : 20706 100 . OIi 100 . 011 

Qy ■ ot1on 12K Top ■ Po,. H-58 
"•••et: 11 

Qu ■ 1tton 12C Tape Poa, 154-14 
Fo,aet: ·11 · F1S12K FEEL IT ' S OK TO DESTROY SCHOOL PROPERTY 

F1S12C FEEL IT'S OK TO BELONC TO CANC~ De1troy or -~•••a• 1chool prop~rty? 
. FER~ we~ 

RESPONSE COO ES FREQ CENT PC, . 
PER- WCTD 

RESDONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT OFTEN •• • • •• •• •• • , ••••••••• ••• • 1 121 • 6"' .6~ 
SOMETIMES ... .. ................ ; 2 216 1.011 1 . 011 

OFTEN • ••·•.•• ,' ••• · •. •• , . ,.... .. .. 1 3'1 ,.&'II 1. 711 RA~ELY • • •••••••••••• , ••.••••••• 3 1131 5 . SIi ! . 8'1t 
SOMETIMES ... ·. .............. ... . 2 55S 2. 711 3;211 NEVER • •••••• • •••••• , ••••••• • •• .. 16586 80 . 111 92.5,0 
RARELY ••••• • •••••• , •.•.. . ..... 3 1230 .5.9'11 6. 5'11 RESERVED COOES: 
NEVER . •• • • .- . : .. . . . ..... . ...... · 4 · 19923 76.9'11 aa . &11 NONRESPONDENTS & DROPOUTS •• • 2•85 12.0'11 (MISS> 
RESERVED. CODES : MISS INC ••••• , ••••••••• ,, •••• 8 167 .811 ..(MISS) 
, .NONRESPONDENTS & DROPOUTS •• • 2485 12 . 0tl (MISS> 

MULTI PL.£ RESPONSE . . . .... . .. . 6 1 .a.I (MISS> TOTALS: 20706 100.0'11 100. 041 
MISS INC ••• ·;. . ....... . . . ..... 8 171 .e!l·(MISS> 

Be Ion; t.o 91n;1'? 

TOTALS , 20706 100,0tl 100,0'11 

Quea t ton 12L Tape Poa. 11-11 
Foraat: 11 

Q.,utton 12H Tape l'oa. 115-H FEEL IT'S OK TO SMOKE ON SCHOOL CROUNDS 
fo••at1 11 

S-Oke o" achool grouftd11 
F 1S12H FEEL IT'S OK TO MAKE RACIST REMARKS 

PER- WCTO 
RESPONSE COOES FREQ CENT PC'l' 

---------- -------- s. ,i. PER- WCTD OFTEN •• ••••• • ••••••• , ••••••••• 1 950 ,.611 
RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT SOMETIMES .... .. .,.,, ..... , .... 2 636 3, Ill 3 . 5.. 

RARELY • ••••• ,, • • ,.• •• , •• •, ••• • 3 1048 s . 111 s . 511 
OFTEN .• ; • • ; •••••••••• •• ••••••• 1 320 1. 511 1 .8'11 NEVER •••••••••••• • • ,, ••• ,, •• • • ,,,u 1,. 5'11 
SOMETIMES •••, • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 2 S62 2 . 7'11 ·3. 1'11 RESERVED COOES : ' 
RARE LY. ••••. .. . . . . .. . .... . . . .. 3 ,e9, 9 . 1'11 10 ; 5'11 NONRESPONDENTS & DROl'OUTS • • • 2485 12.011 (MISS> 
NEVER. . • • • . . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 4 15279 73 , 811 84 . 6'11 MISS INC ••••• • ••••• • •• • •••• ,. a 159 • 811 <MISS) 
RESE~VED CODES: 

NONRESPONDENTS ·& DROPOUTS ••• 2485 12.0tl IIIISS l TOTALS: 2070& 100.0'11 100, 0'11 
-MULTIPLE RESPONSE.... . ...... 6 1 .Otl IMISSl 
.MISS INC •• ; •• • • • •••• • • •• ,. . .. 8 115 . Ill IMl·SS> 

TOTALS: 20706 100.011 100, 0'11 

85.611 
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STUDENT QUESTIONNAIRE NELS:88 FIRST FOLLOW-UP 
Pagi e 

Qu.,tlOft 12N Tu, Pu. io-10 
For•at: II 

Quutto• 12Q Tep, Pu, 1•-1:.& 
'•••ell 11 

FIS 121,1 FEEL IT'S OK TO DRINK ALCOHOL AT SCHOOL 
FIS12Q FEEL IT'S OK TO TALK BACK TO TEACHERS 

Ta I k b ■ ct1: to te ■ cher 1 '? 
Or,n1t. 1lcor-iol aur,ng ,chooi dty1 

PER- WCTO 

RESPONSE 
----------OFTEN, , , , , .. , , . , .. , .. . ., , ... • , . 

SOMETIMES.,,, .... ,, .. . . ,, . . ,,, 
RAl'IELY,,,,,,,,., ...• , • • • • • • • • • 
NEVER ................ . ... .. ... 
RESERVED. COOES: 

NONRESPO~C'E~'!"S 6, ORC'POc•TS. , . 
MULTIPLE l'IESPONSE .... , .. .. , . 
MISS.INC.,,.,, .,, ., .. . ..... ,, 

TOTALS: 

CODES--------1 
2 
3 
4 

6 e 

FREQ 

155 
25J 
785 

16860 

2485 
3 

165 
20706 

PER-
CENT 

. 711 
1. 211 
3.811 

81.411 

12. 011 
. OIi 
. 811 

100.o,t 

WCTI) 
PCT 

, 711 
.1,4111 
4,311 

93,611 

<°MISS> 
(MISS I 
<MISS l 

100 . 011 

RE.SPONSE 
----------OFTEN, . , .. , . , , , , , .. , , , , , , , •• , , 

SOMETIMES.,.,,.,,.,.,, , •..• ,, , 
,RARELY, .•••••..• , ••• , .••.. ,.,. 
NEVER, .. , .••..•. .••••• , ••• , •.•. 
RESERVED COOES: 

NONRESPONOENTS I DROPOUTS, , . 
MvLTIPLE RESPONSt . •• • ....... 
IIISSINC •• ,.,.; •.•••.•. , ..... 

TOTALS: 

CODES--------1 
2 
3 
4 

6 
8 

FREQ 

651 
2418 
6357 
8631 

2•85.. 
160 

20706 

CENT 

3. 1'111 
1I, 711 
JO. 711 
41. 711 

12 ,OIi 
.OIi 
• 811 

100.011 

' PCT 

3,•6111 
13. 211 
34. 711 
49·.&11 

(MISS l 
(MISS> 
.<MISS l 

100.0'I 

Quoo t lo• 12R Tep, Pow, 1&-.86 
Qu ■ 1tto" 12N Tep, Poa, 11-61 For•et1 II 

Fo,-M ■ l: l 1 
F1S12R FEEL IT'S OK TO DISOBEY SCHOOL RULES 

F1S12N FEEL IT'S Ok TO USE DRUCS AT SCHOOL 
Di 1ob•y achoo .I r1,1le1'? 

Use ;11egal dryg1 Outin; 1C'hocl Oay'? 
PER• WCTO 

PER- WCTD RESPONSE COO ES FREQ CENT PCT 
RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT 

OFTEN, , , , •• , , •..••.••.. , •.•• ,. . 1 •97 2 ..... 2.511 
OFTEN., .... , .... ,, .... , ..... ,, I 116 ,6111 • 611 SOMETIMES ••••••.•••••••• •• .. , . 2 18•8 8.911 10.3'1! 
SOMETIMES..................... 2 136 . 7111 .8111 RARELY ••••••••••••••••••• ,.... 3 5973 28,811 32. 111 
RARELY .. , .... , .•...... ,.,.... . 3 380 . 1 .8111 ·2. Ill NEVER, .• ,, •. , .••••••••• • ,.,.,, " 97•2 ,1.011 56 . 111 
NEVER, . , ..... .. ... , .. . . , . . . . . . " 17430 a•.211 96;611 RESERVED COOES: 
RESERVEO COOES: . NONRESPONDENTS I OROPOUTS. ,, 2•85 12.011 (IIISS)

NONRESPONOENTS & CROPOUTS .. . 2485 12 .011 <MISS> IIUL TI PLE RESPONSE. , . . . . ,. . . . 6. 3 .OIi (MISS>
IIISSINC .. ,,: .. , . ,, . .. ,. . . .. . 8 159 ,,8111 <IIISSI IIISSINC., •.•.••..• .••• , . , , • . . 8 158 . 811 (MISS) 

.TOTALS: 20706 100 . 0'11 100,0111 TOTALS: 20706 100 . 011 100.011 

Quut,o• 120 Tu, Poa. 12•12 Q11ootto• 13 Tepo Pu. 11•17 
For•at: 11 For• ■ t: 12 

FISl20 FEEL IT'S OK TO BRINC WEAPONS TO SCHOOL F1S13 HOW MANY OAYS WAS R ABSENT FROM SCHOOL 

Br,·ng w■ aoon, to tc:hool"? 

PER- WCTO 
RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT PER- WCTD 

RESPONSE COOES FREQ CENT PCT 
OFTEN , ., . . ,,,.,,, •• ,·,,, •• ;., ,, I 20.. 1,011 1,111 ------- --------,SOMETIMES .. , ....... , , , .• , . ... . 2 373 1,811 2 .OIi NONE •••..••••••••. •• ••• ,•••••, 27•9 13.311 13.611 
RARELY ....• , ••••.. . • .... , . .. .• 3 1061 5, Ill S; 711 , OR 2 CAYS •••••• • ••• , •.• ,,., , 2 ...02 21,311 2 I ·, 711 

.. ' 16417 79 . 3'111 91, 1'111 3 OR .. CAYS .• ••• , •••• ,. , ,, . ,•, 3 5077 .2... 51< 26.2'1!:1=1=~i6 .~b6ii:· ··· ·· ··. . ... . . 5 TO 10 DAYS ..•••• , •• , •. ,. , •• . .. ....57 21. 511 24,011 
NONRESPONOENT.S & DROPOUTS, , , 2485 12,011 tlllSS> ti TO 15 DAYS .•• , ••• , ••. ,.,,,, 5 1253 ,.,.. 6,911
MULTIPLE RESPONSE.,,,,, , ,,., 6 I .OIi (11155) 16 TO & 507 2.411 3.011 
IIISS!NC.,,., .• ,,, ••. ,,,,, • •, 8 165 ,8111 (11155) 21 OR ~t~~::: :::::: :: :: :::: 7 781 3.111 4,711 

RESERVED CCOES: 
TOTALS: 20706 100 , 011 100,0111 NONRESPOfC>ENTS •. , ••••••••••• 14•2 7 .OIi (MISS) 

IIULTIPLE RESPONSE ....... , ••. 96 2 • 011 <MISS l 
REFUSAL ••• ,,·,.,, ••••••••••• , 97 1 .OIi (MISS>
IIISSINC ••••••• ,., •••••••• , •• 98 35 .211 <MISS> 

TOTALS: 2070& 100. 011 100.011 

NOTE: Thi1 · variaOle 1RCIYde1 data fo~ dropout• 1110. 
Quutton 12P Tepe PH. 13-C3 

l'oraet I, 11 

F1S12P FEEL IT'S OK TO ABUSE TEACHERS 

A.bu•• teecher • phya 1ca I I y1 

PER• WCT0 
RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT 

OFTEN. , ... , , •.•.••. , ... , , .. , , , 1 107 , 511 , 511 
SOMETIMES., ••.. , .•. ,,, . .. .. ,,, 2 86 .,11 ,411 
RARELY . .... , ....... , , , , •. , . , , , 3 31• 1 , 511 1.611.. 175•7 , ... 711 97,411=~=~=~i6'6b6ii;·· .. . . .. ' .... •.• 

NONRESPONDENTS & DROPOUTS,,, 2485 1'2. OIi ( 111 SS)
MULTIPLE RESPONSE .•.• , .. . . ,, 6 3 .0111 <MISS> 
IIISS INC,.,.,,.,., ... . ,.,.,,. 8 16• .811 <IIISS> 

TOTALS: 20706 100.011 100.011 
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Qu11lte• 111 T•P• , ... 11-1.1 
Clu.. tto• 1• Tepe P11; 11➔1 Forael I 11 . 

ferael I 12 
FISISB WHEN ABSENT SCHOOL CALI.ED R•S HOME 

FISl4 MA lN P.EASON FOR R • S I.AST ABSENCE FRl,I SCH 
Soffleon• froffl school called • ~Y hoMe 

What w ■ s tht ffla•n rea,on for your last absence f~o"' tchool? 
(l,IAAK ONE l · PEA- WCTO 

RESPONSE COOES FREQ CENT PCT 
PER- WCTO 

RESPONSE CODES FREQ CE.NT PCT YES • ••••• ,., •••• , •••••••••••.•• I S669 21 :.-. 39. S'11 
ND ••••••• , ••••••••• ••• •••• .'••• l 7660 37.0'II S2 . 7'1 

I HAO TO CARE FOR Ai.EMBER OF DON • T KNOW •••••••••••••• , ••• , , 3 1120 5.•'11 7. I'll 
MV FAMILV OR CLOSE FRIEND..... 1 3. 6'11 5. 6'11 RESERVED CODES: 
I WAS SICK ......... . ;,, .... ,,. 2 •7. 7'11 17 .3'11 NONAESPONOENTS I DRCl"OUTS ••• 2dS 12.0'II (l,IISSl 
MV ~~~1L' w,~ ~•~ V~ClTlON.. ... 3 3. 5'11 . •• 9'11 MULTIPLE RESPONSE ••••• • • •• •• 6 2 . 0'11 11/ISS > 
I DIDN•T F~~~ ~IKE COINC TO IIISS1NC ••• , •••••••• • • • • • • • • • 1063 s . 1'11 <MISS> 
SCHOOL. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 7 .0'11 10.6'11 LECIT.IMATE SKIP •••• , ••• ,, ••• 9 2707 13.111 <MISS l • 
I WAS WORRIED ABOUT. MV SAFE TV 
COINC TO OR IN SCHOOL ••• ••• .•.. 5 35 .2'11 • 2111 TOTALS: 20706 100.041 100.a.. 
I HAO TO CET A JOB TO HELP MV 
FAMILV ••. ••••.•••.••• • •• .•••••• 6 25 • 111 . 2.. 
I HAO PROBI.EMS WITH A T£.ACHER 
OR OTHER AOUI. T IN SCHOOL . • • • • • 7 60 • 311 
I HAO PROBLEMS WITH ANOTHER 
STUDENT OR CROUP OF STUDENTS. • 8 60 .3'11 
I WANTEO TO SPENO T·IME WI TH 
MV FRIENDS WHO 4RE NOT IN 
SCHOOL.. ..... ... .. ........... . 9 206 1.0'11 1 .3'11. 
I WASN'T PREPAREO FOR A TEST Quutto• UC Tepe Po,. 72-72 
OR Cl.ASS ASSICNMENT... ••• •• ••• 10 281 I .•'II 1.61! For•1t: l 1 r COUI.ON•T KEEP UP WITH MY 
SCHOOL WORK .• .• .•.•• •.•••• , • • • 1 1 50 .2'11 .3'11 F1SISC WHEN ABSENT THE SCHOOL VISITED R•S HOME"~~TI I CIO~•~ B~I.O~~ AT 
S~H~OI. .••.••...•..•..•• •• · 1l 72 .3'11 • 5'1 SoMao"• fro"' tchoo I vistted "'Y ho"'• 
I OON • T REMEMB~R.. • • • • • . • • • • • • 13 973 6 . 61!"· 7'11RESEilllo.O COOtS: PER- WCTO 

NCNR£SPtN~E~TS & 0Ro,ou1s ... 2•85 12.0'II (MISSI RESPONSE COOES FREQ CENT PCT 
llA.·:.·i ! r";.t. ~i,:;F•.Jt-.:i:=..,. ,· ,,. , ,.. 96 300 1•• 'II (MISS l,,. <MISS) ---------- --------MISSINC .. •••• • •••••••••••••• 18 3.3'11 YES •• ,,.,, •• ,,•.•:,.•••••••••• 1 262 1. 3111 1. 7.. 
LECITIIIATE SKIP.............. 99 2707 13. 1'11 <MISSl NO •••••••••••••••••• ,., ••••••• 2 1327• 6•. 1111 95 . 6 .. 

00N!T KNOW ••••• , •• ,, •••••••••• 3 353 1. 7'11 l.7'11 
TOTALS: 20706 100. 0'11 100.0'II RESERVED CODES: 

NONAESPONOENTS & DROPOUTS ••• 2,as 12.0'11 (IIISSl 
MISSINC •••• ,, •••• , •••••••••• 8 1625 7 ,I'll <MISS) 
LECITIMATE SKIP., •• , ••• , •••• , · 9 2707 13. 1'11 <MISS> 

TOTALS: 20706 100.0'11 100.0'11 

Which of tk• fol lowing haoper11ea on your last absence fro"' Q1111 l 1eft 150 T ■P• POI. 73-73 
school'? For•at: 11 

F1S15D WHEN ABSENT THE SCHL SENT A LETTER HOME 

Th1 tchool 1ent .i let~1r to "'Y hOfl'e 

PEA- WCTO 
RESPONSE COOES FREQ CENT PCT 

YES •••••• , •• ,, •••• •.•,•••••••· 1 1319 · &.,.. 10. 2'1t 
T1p1 P11, 70-70 NO·•••• ,, ••••••• , ••• , •••••••••• 2 12111 58.~ 15. 7'11 
Fera1\ 1 J 1 OON • T KNOW • ••••••••••••••••••• 3 S61 2. 711 •. 0,, 

RESERVED COOES: 
F1S15A WHEN ABSENT SCHOOL 010 NOT 1)0 AIIYTNINC N0NR£SPONOENTS & DROPOUTS .•• 2•85 12.0'II <MISS) 

liluLTlPLE RESPONSE ••••••••••• 6 1 ;0'11 (MISS> . 
MISSJNC •••••..... , •••••••.•• 1!522 7.•!I (MISSl•LECITIMATE SKIP ... ., ....... . 9 2707 13. 1!1 (MISS) 

PER- WCTO 
RESPONSE COOES FREQ CENT PCT TOTALS: 20706 100.0'II 100. 0'11 

YES ••••••• , ••••• ,,.••, •• •••••• 1 1926 21.611 •1. 5'11 
NO ••• ••• •••••••••••• , ••••••••• 2 6319 30.!5'11 •3.3'11 
DON' T KNOW. , •••••••••••••••••• 3 2311 11. 2'11 15.3'11 
RESERVED CDOES: 

NONAESPONOENTS & DROPOUTS ••• 2•es 12,0'II (MISS! 
.,..,LTl PLE RESPONSE ••••••••••• 6 6 ,O'II <MISS> 
11 l SS I NC ••••••••••• , •••••••• • I 152 •.BIii (MISS> 
LECITIMATE SKIP ••• , ••••• ,.,. 9 2707 13.111 (MISS> 

Qu11tlen 11E T•P• PH. 1,-1.
TOTALS: 20706 100. 0'11 100. 0'11 l'ora1l I 11 

F1S15E wt-<EN ABSENT A HAO TO SEE A COUNSELOR 

Thi school ••d• ~••••a counselor 

PER- WCTO 
RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT 

YES ..........·.. .... ........... . 1 292 1.,11 2. 3111 
NO ••• , •••••••••••••••• ••., •• ,. 2 13394 &•. 7!1 96 . 1'11 
OOH• T KNOW •••••••• , ••••••••••• 3 228 1. 1!1 1. 6'1 
RESERVED CODES: 

NONRESPONDENTS & DROPOUTS ••• 2•85 12.0'II (MISS) 
IIJLTl PLE RESPONSE ••• • •••••• , 6 1 .0'11 <MISS l 
Ml SS I NC ••••••••••••••• , ••••• a 1!599 7. 7'11 <Iii I SS l 
LEClTIMATl SKIP ........... .. 9 2707 13. 1'11 (MISS> 

TOTALS: 20706 100. O'II 100. 0'11 
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P191 10 

wne~ you cafflt b ■ Ck to ~c~ool after your l11t absence, which Tepo Po,, 79-79 
ol t~• foi l ow_,ng hao~11,,•c, to you7 (MARK ALL THAT APPLVJ "o•••t: 11 

F1S16E AFTER BEINC ABSENT THE TEACHER COT MAO 

w.,.,, l OICk to tchoo It I t1 ■ cher -·· Mid ■ t ·"'• or putClffll 
T ■ Po Poo, 71-7& "'• down 1n cl111 
Fo•••t: 11 

PER- WCTO 
F1S16A AFT BEINC ASSENT TEACHER HELPED R DO WRK RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT 
lil.y t11ch1r h ■ lp1CI Ml c ■ lch up Ori th• work APPLIES ..... . . . . . . . .. . ... . ... . t 1009 , . 911 6. 41 

oo·Es NOT APPLY,,. • •• , . • •• • • ,. , 2 1'025 67 . 711 93.611PER- WCTO RESERVED COOES : 
RESPONSE CODES _FREQ CENT PCT NONRESPONDENTS • DROPOUTS • • • 2:485 r2 . 011 !MISS> 

IIISSINC .· .• ... , .. • ••... . . ..• . e ,eo 2. 311 IMISSI 
APPLIES ....... . ... .. . . , , , · · f 8166 39 . 4!1 5• . 9!1 LECITIMATE SK IP . .• •... . • . , . . 9 2707 13 . Ill (MISSI
DOES 140T APPLY . . .... ... .. .•. .. 2 6868 33.2!1 ,5, I'll -~---RESERVED CODES: TOTALS : · 20706 100 . 011 100 . ()41

NONRESPONDENTS & DROPOUTS .. . 2,85 12.011 !MISSI 
MISSINC . . . .. ... . ...... , , . . . . 8 ,eo 2.3'1t (111551
LECITIWATE SKIP .. . ... . . . 9 2707 13. 1!1 !IIISS I 

TOTALS: 20706 100 . 011 100.011 

Tap, 1'01. 80-10 
Fo, ■ ot: II 

AFTER BEINC ABSENT, ASKED WHERE R WAS 

Quo, t 1"" 1 ts. Tu, Po ■ • 76-76 A t,1ch•"• CO\.lf'll ■ lor. Or other adult in the school 11tited "'' 
....... u 11 wh,,., l 'd be•" . , 

F151EB tF'!'F.O fl!, 1 'IC A?Sr.'IT S,TUS HE~PED R 00 WORK PER- _WCTO 
RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT 

0th•• tt1; "••-~- --1•~-r~ -{ .. ,t-:t, ur: on tht work ~-------
APPLIES . • • •.•• • .• ,.,••• •• ,,•,• 1 4097 19.811 21;e11

PER- WCTO DOES NOT APPLY •.•••.•• • •,•,.,,. 2 10937 52 .811 72,211
RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT RESERVED COOES : 

NONRESPONOENTS • DROPOUTS •• , 2•85 12 .OIi !IIISSI 
APPLIES •.. . ..• ,,,.,,,••••••••• 799• 38.611 53.t!I IIISSINC , .•.•.. ..• , . . , •.••• ,. e •80 2. 311 !MISSI 
DOES NOT APPLY ....•.. , .....•.. 70•0 3,,011 •6.911 LECITIIIATE SKIP .•••• , •• , •••• 9 2707 13. ,,. (MISS>
RESERVED coon: 

NONRESPONOE.NTS & DROPOUTS ... 24es 12.011 !IIISSl TOTALS: 20706 100.011 100.011 
MISS INC ............. . e ,eo 2. 311 !IIISS l 
LECl'!'ll,IATE S~IP ........ .. 9 2707 13. t!I (11155 I 

TOTALS: 20706 100.011 toci.011 

Qyutlo• 11C Tape Po ■ , 81-81 
l'or ■■ t: It 

F1S16C AFTER IEINC ABSENT R FELL IEHINO 
Tape Poo. 77-77 
Foraat: 11 

F1St6C AFTER BEINC ABSENT SOMEONE ELSE HELPED R PER- WCTO 
RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT 

So,..1on1 1lt1 helped ... 
APPLIES---------. .. ... . • •• •• , • • ••••••.• 1 3273 t 5.e,. 21, ,11 

PER- WCTO OOES NOT APPLY •.• • . ••• • •• ,, •• ,. 2 I 176 I 56.811 78,6!\
RESPONSE COOES FREQ CENT PCT RESERVEO COOES:-------- NONRESPONDENTS • DROPOUTS • • , 2'85 12 .OIi (1115S>

APPLIES . . •.. . . . • .. ..•... . .. . , , 1 1278 6. 211 •• tll MISSINC . . ... . • .. ,, • . , .• ,,,., e •80 2 .311 !MISSI 
OOES NOT APPLY .. ..•.... ..... .. 2 13756 66,411 91.911 LECITIIIATE SKIP .•• ,,., •• ,,., 9 2707 13.111 (IIISSI
RESERVED CODES : 

NONAESPONOENTS & DROPOUTS ... 2485 12.0!1 OIISSJ TOTALS : 20706 100.0!1 (00.041
IIISSINC . •• • •. . . .• .• ••..• • ... e ,,o 2 . 311 (MISS) 
LECITIMATE SKIP .... , .. .... . . 9 2707 13 . 111 (11155) 

TOTALS : 2070S 100 . 0ii 100 , 0!1 

Qyutton 17 Tape Po ■ , 12-13 
,or ■at I 12 

1'1$17 HOW MANY VAS WILL IT TAKER TO CRADUATE 
Quo ■ t t •~ 110 Tai'• Po ■ , 71-78 

Feraat: II After th;, school yea, (1919-90>. about how ••"Y Mort years 
do you tht"k tt wil I take yo~ to gr1du1t1 froM high 1ch6011 

FIS160 AFTER BEINC ABSENT R DIDN'T NEED HELP· (IIARK ONE l 

didn I t to catch uo o• wortr PER- WCTO"••cl RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT 
PER- WCTO ---------- --------RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT t YEAR ... .••• , ••• , •• , ••••••••. t 613 3.011 3. 711-------- YEARS . •. . ••• ,, • •• , •• • •••• , •. 2 16598 eo.211 90.811---------- 2 

APPLIES , .. . . . .. .. .•. , ••.•.•.•. t 2204 10. 611 15. Oli 3 YEARS . •.. . •. , • • ••• , ••.•••• , . 3 509 2.511 3,311 
DOES NOT APPLY . • ..••••.. , .•... 2 12830 62.0!1 15,o,i .. YEARS . •.•.•. ••• • ,,, .• , ••.• ,. 62 .311 . 311 
RESERVED CODES: IIORE THAN • YEARS .... ..... .. ,. '5 6A . 311 . 311 

NONRESPONDENTS g DROPOUTS, .. 2,95 12. OIi (11155) DON'T KNOW ... . , .;., •••••• • , •• • & 258 1.211 1. 611 
11155 INC . •... . , .. , . .......... e 480 2.311 !IIISSI RESERVED CODES : 
LECITIIIATE SK IP ... • , ....••.. 9 2707 13. Iii (MISS) NONRESPONDENTS • DROPOUTS . .• 2485 12 .OIi (11155 l 

loa.lLTIPLE RESPONSE • • •••••• , •• 96 5 . 011 !MISSI 
TOTALS: 20706 100. OIi 100.~ IIISSINC • •• , •• , ,, , , •. ,, ••• ,., 98 112 , 611 (IIISS I 

TOTALS : 20706 100.011 100.011 
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STUDENT QUESTIONNAIRE NELS:88 FIRST FOLLOW-UP P1g1 11 

Q11utlon 1111 Tuo Po,. 17•17 
T1p1 1101. 1•-1• For ■ ot: n 
l'o••1t1 11 

F 151981 ENROLL IN A SPECIAL PROCRAM FALL 1988 
F 1Sl8A R SURE TO CRAOUATE FROM HICH SCHOOL 

Fol I of 1988 
Ho., I u rt ... you that you 'WI I I gr1duate frOfl\ high 1choo11 
(MARK ONE> Eftroll in a 1pec:1 ■ I progr1M (dropout prevention, wo,,• stuay, 

peer tutor,n;, etc. 11 
PER• WCTO 

RESPONSE COOES FREQ CENT PCT PER• WCTO-------- RESPONSE COOES FREQ CENT PCT 
VERV ----------SURE I WON'T CRAOUATE . . .. 1 15670 75.7111 85.5111 --------
I PIIOBABLY WON.' T CRAOUATE .• •• . 2 2213 10. 7111 12. 8111 YES , .••.••••.•.• , ••• . .••..•••• 1 1020 4,9111 5 . 9 .. 
I• LL PROBABLY CRAOUATE ...•••.. 3 149 , 7111 .8111 NO ... ....... .. ......•.•. . . . ... 2 16832 81. 3" 9•. "' VERV SURE I' LL CRAOUATE ..• , .. . 4 165 .111 . 911 RESERVED COOES: 
RESERVEO CODES: NONRESPONOENTS I OROPOUTS . .. 2485 12. 0111 lMlSSl 

NONRESPONDENTS & OROPOUTS ..• 2485 12.011 IIIISS) REFUSAL ••••.••.•••.•.•..• • . . 1 23 . 1" (MISS l 
MULTIPLE RESPONSE . ...• ...... 6 3 .011 <MISS) Ill SS I NC .•.. •.•.••..•.• . ••. , . 8 3•6 !MISS>1. '" 
MISSINC. ·....••..•.• .. . .. •... 8 19 .1111 <MISS I TOTALS: 20706 100 . 0lt 100.o~ 
REFUSAL . •...... , ; . ... , •... • , 7 2 • O!I (MISS) -----

TOTALS: 20706 100. 011 100.011. 

Q11utlon 19C1 Tap, P°'. 88-18 
For•at: 11 

Q,a,tlon 111 Tape Poe. H•III 
Fo,aat: 11 F1S19C1 PASS TO THE NEXT nRM/CRAOE FALL OF 1988 

F1SlaB R S~RE TO FURTHER EOUCATION · AFTER H.S F111 o < 19B8 
Ho., sur1 .,. yo-, that you wi II go on fo, h,rther educ1t1on P111 to the neat ter~/gradt1 
a .ft er you leave t,1gt, ,c,,0011 (MARK ONE·l 

PER· WCTO 
PER· WCTO RESPONSE COO ES FREQ CENT PCT 

RESPONSE COOES FREQ CENT. PCT --- ·-. --·- -------- YES ................ ,.......... 1 1·5790 76.J't 88.21t 
YERV SURE J • LL co ..... . . . ..... 1 11.;.A.;, 55. 311 61. 1'6 NO ••... , .•.••.. , .. ............ 2 2072 10.0" 1 1. 8": 
PROBABLY WILL co ....... •.• ..... 2 •993 2•. ,.. 28.8'1 RESERYEO COOES : . 
PROBABLY WON•T co ....... . · .. .. . 3 1201 5.8'11 1,4'6 NONRESPONOENTS · & DROPOUTS •.. 2485 12.0111 IMISSl 
VERY SURE I WON•T co, ......... .. ·490 2.411 2. 711 ILILTIPLE RESPONSE .. . ........ 6 1 ·°" IM1SS 1 
RESEi<VEO CODES: REFUSAL ..•........... . . .•.. , ? 2• , 1't I Ml SS l 

NONi<ESPONOEl!,S & DROPOUTS ... 2485 12. 011 (MISSI IIISSINC..................... 8 -33• 1. 6 .. I Ml SS l 
M\JLTIPLE RESPONSE ... , .•..... 6 .. . .O!I (MISS) 
MlSS!t.C ... , ... .. , , •,, •,, • • • • 8 es .4~ !MISS) TOTALS: 20706 100.01t 1oc.o" 

TOTALS: 20706 100. 011 100 . o,i 

Q11u ti on IIA2 Tope Pu. 119-89 
F11traat: 11 

F1S19A2 ATTENO FIRST T'WO WKS OF SCHL SPRINC 1989 
Sp,,ng 1919 

FOr ••th terffl you were enrol lad in school, dtd you Atleftd the f;1rt two week& of •~hool1 
I MARK "YES " OR "NO" FOR EACH TERM l 

PER• wen> 
RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT 

YES ••••••• , ••••••• .••••••••.••. I 17430 .... 211 96 · '" NO .•••••••.. . ••••••••••••••••. 2 562 2. 711 3.311 
RESERYEO COPES: 

NONRESPONOENTS I DROPOUTS • . • 2485 12. 0'I (MISS l 
REFUSAL •• , ••••.••••••••.•••• 1 22 . 1.. I MISS l 
IIISSINC ••••••••••••••••••• .'. a 201 1.0111 (MISS! 

Quu t Ion IIAI Tape l'oa, H-11 
l'uaau II TOTALS: 20706 100.011 100 . 0lt 

F1S19A1 ATTENO FIRST TWO WKS OF SCH FALL OF 1981 

Fall of 1918 

l'ER• WCTD 
RESPONSE COOES l'REQ CENT PCT 

Q.,u t 1 Oft 1112 Tuo Po,. 10-90 
YES .•••••••• •. . • ..••••• ,.... . . 1 17655 15.311 97.4111 Fo, ■ otl 11 
NO ..••.•.••. ,,................ 2 A14 2. 011 2.611 
RESERYEO CODES : F1S19B2 ENROLL IN SPECIAL PROCRAM SPRINC OF 1989 

NONRESPONDENTS I, OROPOUTS ,' .. 2485 12. OIi IIIISS) 
REFUSAL . • •...•. , .... , . . . • • . . 7 15 .111 !WISS) Sp, Ing of 1989 
IIISSINC ...._................. I 137 . 711 <MISS I 

(~r~II in 1 1peci1I progra~ (dropowt pr1v1nt1on, 
TOTALS: 20706 100 . 011 100.o,i wor• 1twdy, peer twtorin;, etc.>'? 

PER· WCTil· 
RESPONSE COOES FREQ CENT . PCT 

YES .••••••••••---------- ,.••••. ·.••••• • ·• 1 1182 5. 711 ' 6. 711 
NO .•.•••••••.••••••••••••• • .•• 2 16671 10. 511 93 . 3" 
RESERVED COOES: 

NONRESPONOENTS I, OROPOUTS .• , 2485 12. Qlt I MISS l 
WUL TIPLE RESPONSE •••••..•.•. 1 .Olt IMISSl 

I 1111 SS l 
IIISSINC ••••••••• ,; • ••••.•.•• I 341 1. 611 IMISSl 

•REFUSAL .•••••.•.•••...•.•••. 1 19 .1111 

TOTALS: 20706 100.011 t00.0" 
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STUDENT QUESTIONNAIRE NELS:88 FIRST FOLLOW-OP 
Pogo 12 

Quuttoft 20 Tepe Pu. H-11-------- ·---- Tape Po,. 91-11 ------- '•••at : 12 
For ■el : I I 

F1S20 DESCRIBE PRESENT HICH SCHOOL PROCRAM 
F1s19c: PASS TO THE NEXT TERM/CRAOE SPRINC 1989 

w.-uch of th1 fol low•flig tt11t d11c,. i b1, yc:u,,1r pr11•nt pro9r1•" · 
Spr,l'\Q o f 1989 (MARK ONE l 
P ■ 11 to the neat ttrM / gr1de? PER- WCTO 

RESPONSE CODES FIIEQ CENT PCT 
PER" WC1'tl 

RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT CENERAL HICH SCHOOL PROCRAII ... 7990 38.6'11 , .. . o .. 
COLLECE PREP, ACADEMIC, OR 

VES ....... .... . . ...•. . . .. .... . 15698 75·.8'11 87 . 4'11 SPECIALIZED ACADEMIC (SUCH AS 
NO .... .... . . .... . ... • ; . .• ..••.. 2157 10 , 411 12. 611 . SCIENCE OR MATH>...... .... ... .. 2 5420 31 ;0'11 31.611 
RUERVEO CODES: VOCATIONAL. TECHNICAL, OR 

NONRESPONOENTS & DROPOUTS . . . 2485 12.0'lt < lllSS l BUSINESS AND CAREER 
REFvSA, . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . • . . . 7 :ZJ • I'll (MISS l INDUSTRIAL ARTS/TECHNOLOCY
MISS INC. ... .... ... ..... .. ,. . •. 8 343 1. 7'11 (IIISS l EDUCATION . .•••.... . . . , : •.•• . .• 3 !515 2.511 3. 1'11 

ACRICULTURAL OCCUPATIONS .. ... . .. 159 • 811 .8 '11 
TOTALS : 20706 100 . 0'lt 100.0'11 BUS.INESS OR OFFICE OCCUPATIONS 5 524 2. 511 2,9!t 

IIARKETINC OR DISTRIBUTIVE 
EDUCATION, ... .. ... ., •••• . ·. • .. , 6 57 . 311 ..... 
HEAL TH OCCUPATIONS . .••. •. ..•.. 7 153 . 711 . 811 
HOME ECONOMICS OCCUPATIOHS .... e 71 .311 .,11 
CONSUMER AND HOMEMAKING 
EDUCATION . •. . . ..... ... , . .•••.. 9 33 .211 . 2~ 
TECMNICAL OCCUPATIONS •••• •• •• . 10 138 • 711 .81t 
TRADE OR INDUSTRIAL 
OCCUPATIONS .. . ... . . .. ...... .• . 11 156 • 811 .811 

Tepe Po,. 92-92 DTMER SPECIALIZED HICH SCHOOL 
Foro,at: 11 PROCRAM (SUCH AS FINE ARTS) . • . 12 286 1 ..... 1. 5;, 

OTMER . . ... . ••.•••. • • , • • , . .••• • 13 858 4. l'lt .l . 9"-
F15l9A3 ATT ENO FIRST T'wO WKS OF SCH• FALL OF 1989 I DON•T KNOW .••••••••• • • •• •••• 14 1386 6.711 7.3.. 

NEVER ATTENOEO HS •.•••••••• • •. 15 97 • 5'11 . 7'11 
Fell ol 1989 RESERVED CODES : 

NONRESPONDENTS .. ... , •• • ••••. 1:. .. 2 7 . 01! . !MISSJ 
Attefld the f ; r,t twc .... , ... , of 1.cJo.ooti MULTIPLE RESPONSE •• ••••••••• 96 372 1,.811 (MISS l 

REFUSAL .••••••• .• • • •• , •••• ,. 97 4 .0'11 1MISSl 
PER- wc'ro IIISSINC .••••.••••••• , ·• •••• , , 9B 45. • 211 !MISS J 

RESPOkSE CODES FRE~ CENT PCT 
TOTALS: 20706 100.0'11 100,0!t

VES· . .. ..... . ........ ... ... , • . •. 17,48 84.3'11 96 . 7'11 
NO . .. .•. . .. ......• • .•• ... .• ... 5,1 2.6'11 3. 3'11 
IIESERVED CODES: 

NONRESPONDENTS & DROPOUTS . •·. 2485 1::1.0'11 (IIISS l NOTE: Thi, va,iabl• i•clYd•• data for dro,out• also. 
REF USA ~. , . .... . .. ..... . , . . . . 7 21 , I'll (IIISSl
IIISSINC •...• •.. • . ...• .... ... 8 211 1 . 0'11 (MISS l 

TOTALS: 20706 100.0'II 100.0lt 

Quutloft 1913 Tape Poe. 93-93 
Foro,et: 11 What i t th• _•a1n re110" you are t.ak1f\g the fol lowin9 

IUbJecl1? 
F1S1983 ENROLL IN A SPEC UL PROCRAM .FALL OF, 1989 

Foll of 1989 
Ef"lrol I ;n a 101c,al prog"•"' (c,ropo"t p~1v1nt1on, worll 1tudy, 
p11r tutor,ng, etc . J 7 

PER- WCTO 
RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT .PCT,a._________ -------- Quutleft 21A Tape Poo. r1-H 

VES .•• ;., ••• . • , .•... ; ... ... ••. 1 1486 7 . 2'11 1.3'11 l'or ■ at I 12 
NO .. .. ..•... . . . ..•.•••. .. •..•. 2 163•2 76 . 911 91. 7'11 
RESERVED CODES: F1S21A MAIN IIUSON A TAK ING MATH 

NONRESPONDENTS & DROPOUTS ... 2•85 12.0'11 ( MISS l 
REFUSAL .. •• •... , .• • ..•. . .... 7 20 .1'11 ( IIISS l 111 th 
IIISSINC, .•..••.••• .• . . . . • ... 8 373 1 ;8'11 (MISS> 

PER- WCTtl 
TOTALS: 20706 100 . O'II 1CiO. O'II RESPONSE COOES FREQ CENT PCT 

I ' II NOT TAKI NC IT nus TERM .• • I 467 2. 311 2. 7'11 
IT WAS REQUIREC •.••••••••••••• , 2 1033:1 49.911 58.•!t 
I WANTED TO TAKE IT ........ , .. 3 5178 25.0'11 2$. Ill 
IIV PARENTS REQUESTED IT • •. •••• 4 204 1.0'11 1.111 
IIY TEACHERS RECOIAIENOEO IT •••• I 123 2.5'11 2. 7'11 
·11y FRIENDS SUCCESTED IT ; .. . • •. 6 19 • I'll .1'11 
IIV SCHOOL ASSICNED IIE TO IT ••• 7 171 ,. 711 s.111 
RESERVED CODES: 

Tape Pu. 94-14 NONRESPONDENTS ·& DROPOUTS ... 2,15 12 . 0'11 I IIISS I 
For ■ etl 11 MULTIPLE RESPONSE • • ••••••••• 96 56 . 311 <MISS l 

IIIISS INC ••••••••••• • •••••••• , 98 ,10 2 .311 (MISS) 
FtS19C3 PASS TO THE NEXT TERII/CRAOE FALL OF 1919 

TOTALS: 207011 100.0'11 100 . 0'11 
Fal I of 1989 

PER- WCTO 
RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT · PCT 

YES ••••••••.•• , •• •• .• •·••••••• 1 15770 76 . 2'11 17. !l'II 
NO ... ....... . ....•• • •• , • .••••• 2 2096 10.1'11 12 . 5'11 
RESERVED COOES: 

NONRESPONDENTS & DROPOUTS . .• 2'85 12.0'11 (IIIISS > 
IIUL TIPLE RESPONSE •. .••.• • . •. 6 1 • 0'11 <MISS> 
REFUSAL . • • .• • ..••.•.•.•. • ••• 7 19 .I'll (.11155) 
IIISSINC • •••• . . • •• • ...••••••• 8 335 1 .611 <IIISS) 

TOTALS : 20706 100.0'11 100. 0'11 
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13 STUDENT QUESTIONNAIU NELS.:.88 FIRST FOLLOW-OP 

Quutto• 211· 
------------

T ■ p ■ P ■ 1, 11-100 
Fora ■ t: 12 

Qu ■ 1tto11 

F 1S22A 

22A 

HOW IIIJCH COURSEWORK IN CENERAI. 

Tape lloo. 101-106 
'•••■ ti It 

MATH 
F1S21B MAIN REASON R TAKINC SCIENCE 

C,eftera I M ■ th 

.RESPONSE 

l'M NOT TAKINC IT THIS TERM... 
IT WAS REQUIRED ........... , .. • 
I WANTED TO TAKE IT ••••• ,., . .. 
MY PARENTS REQUESTED IT •••• •• , 
1,1v TEAC.!o(ERS l!ECOMUENOEO IT.... 
M'f -FRU:.k~S SvC,Gi:.5T~O lT.,. . ... 
MY SCt100I. ASSICNEO ME TO IT... 
RESERVED CODES: . 

NONRESPONOENT.s· I DROPOUTS ••• 
MUi.TIPi.E RESPONSE.. ..... .... 
MISSINC .•••••••• ,.... . . ... .. 

CODES 

I 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 

96 
98 

FREQ 

1306 
9785 
5009 

IJ9,o, 
31 

1005 

2485 
51 

,91 

PER- WCTO 
CENT PCT 

6.3111 7. 7111 
,7. 3111 55,911 
2,.2111 2.7. 111 

,711 .811 
2.0'11 . 2.2111 

, 1'11 • 211 
6.-211'·"' 

12 .0'11 (MISS> 
• 211 <MISS> 

2.4'11 (MISS> 

RESPONSE·---------
NONE., •• ,,,,., •••• ,; •• ,••••··• 
1/2 YEAR,, ••.• , •• •• ,,.,,.,,.,, 

' YEAR , ...•••• ,.,, •••.• ,, •• ,,. 
1 1/2 YEARS •••••••• ,,,.,,.,,., 
2 YEARS ••• ,, ••.••• ,,,, , , •••• ,. 
RESERVED CODES: 

NONRESPONDENTS I OROPOUTS ••• 
Y.JLTIPI.E RESPONSE, •••••• •• •• 
MISS INC •• , •••••••••••••••••• 

TOTALS: 

COOES--------
0 
1 
2 
3.. 
6 
8 

FREQ 

11877 ,es 
2792 

232 
1,e9 

2,es 
9 

1336 

207011' 

PER-
CENT----~ s, .... 

2. 311 
13. 511 

1, Iii 
7. 211 

12. 011 
.011 

6. 511 

100.o~ 

WCTD 
PC'r 

69.411 
3.211 

17 .,11 
1.611 
e . 5'11 

(MISS> 
(MISS) 
(MISS> 

100.0-. 

TOTAI.S: 20706 100.0'II 100.011 

Que, t to• 228 T ■ po Poo, 10&-I 06 
ForiHll II 

QMut loo 21C Tape P■ o, 101-102 F1S22B HOW MUCH COURSEWORK IN PRE-AI.CEBRA 
For• ■. t I 12 

P,-e-AIS1 ■ b"I 
F1s2,c MAIN REASON R TAKINC ENCi.ISM 

PER- wen:, 
RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PC, 

PER- WCTO NONE .• ,.,.,,,., ••• ,,,,,,,,,,,. 0 1131 e 5, .. , .. 66. 111 
RESPONSE COOES FREQ CENT PCT 1/2 VEAR ••• ,,,;, •• ,.,,,.,,,,., 1 948 , • 6lt 5 . 811 

1 VEAR,,.,,,,,, ••• ,,,,,.,,, , ,, 2 3997 19. J" 24. , .. 
· I'M NOT TAKI NC IT THIS TERM ; .. 1 117 ·. &'II , 7111 1 t/2 YEARS.,.,,,.,,,,,,,., , ,, 3 198 1,00t 1 . 2'1t 
IT WAS REQUIRED ......... , .. ,.. 2 12913 &2 , 4'11 73, 1'11 2 YEARS .• , •• , •• '· ' ••• ,,,,,., ••• 4 3,9 1 , 7!1 2, Ill 
I WANTED TO TAKE IT,., •. ,, , .• , , 3 3083 tA , 9'11 17 .0'11 RESERVED CODES: 
MY PARENTS REQUESTED IT , , • , , , , 4 78 ...'II ..... NONRESPONDENTS & OROPOUTS ,., 248S 12. 0'i (MISS I 
MY TEACHERS RECOMMENDED IT .. ,, 5 257 I. 2'11 1 .2111 Y.ILTIPI.E RESPONSE •••• •• •••• , 6 21 , 1!1 IMISS I 
MY FR!EMOS SUCCESTEQ IT....... 6 11 , 1'11 , 1'11 MISS IMC., , • • ,,,.,,,., ••• , ••• 8 1390 6 . 7!1 (MISS> . 
M• SCHOOL ASSICNEO ME TO IT •• , 7 1226 5.9!1 7 .,11 
RESERYED CODES: TOTAI.S: 20706 100.0'II 100 . 0!t 

~ON~~S?ONuE~TS & DROPOUTS, •. 248S 12.0'II (MISS) 
M\.~, I FLE RESPONSE ..... , .. ,. • 96 65 ,3'11 IMISS) 
MISS INC,,,, • •••• , ••••• ,,. , ,, 98 471 2 .311 1111 SS > 

TDTAI.S: 20706 100. 0'11 100.0'II 

Quutio~ 22C T ■Pe Pot. 107-107 
For•ot: 11 

FtS22C HOW Y.JCH COURSEWORK IN ALCEBRA I 

QMutt•• 21D Tape Poa, 103-104 
Fora■ t I I 2 

PER- WCTO 
FtS210 IU.IN REASON R TAK INC HI.STORY RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PC'r 

Hi 1t.O"Y NONE.,.,,.,,----------, ,,,,., •• ,,.,,,,., 0 5357 25. 9'1 31 ,2!t 
1/2 VEAR ••• • , •• ,,., •• ;., •• ,,., 1 t t ,. , · S, 411 6.911 

PEA- WCTO 1 YEAR •• , ••• , ••••• ,., •••• ,,,., 2 9699 56 . 111,&. SIi 
RESPONSE COOES FREQ CENT PCT I 1/2 YEARS ••••••• , ••• , , ,.,,., 3 394 1.911 2 . 511 

2 YEARS • •• •• ,,.,,.,;.,.;,.,,,. .. 552 2. 711 3.,11 
I'M NOT TAKIMC IT THIS TERM.,, 1 4698 22.7111 26, Ill RESERVED COOE.S: 
IT WAS REQUIRED .............. , 2 8443 40.e11 4S. 111 NONRESPONOENTS & DROPOUTS, •• 2485 12.0'11 (MISS) 
I WANTED TO TAKE IT. , ,,,,,,,,. 3 3198 15,,111 f7 .811 MULTIPLE RESPONSE ••• , •••• ,., 6 11 , 1'11 (MISS> 
MY . PAREt,jTS. REQUESTEO IT. , , ••• , , as ,4'11 ,511 IIISSINC, •• ,, •••••• , •••••• ,,. 1094 5 , 311 <MISS> 
IIIY TEACHERS RECOMMENDED IT., , , 5 249 1.2111 1 ,3'11 • 
IIIY FRIENDS SUCCESTEO IT.,, , ,.. 6 ,1 ,2'11 , 211 TOTALS, 20706 100.0'II 100. ()'It 
MY sc~cc~ Ass;cNED ME TO IT, . . 7 966 ... 7111 6. I'll 
RESERVED CODES: 

NONRESPONDENTS & DROPOUTS,,, 2485 12.0'11 ( Ill SS > 
f'2'11IIIVI.TIPI.E RESPONSE ••• , •••• ,,. 96 46 (MISS> 

IIISSINC,.................... 98 495 .,11 <MISS> 

TOTAI.S: 20706 100. 0'11 100 . 0'11 

QMlltiOfl 220 Tu• Pot. 10e-10a 
Fera ■ tl 11 

F 1S220 HOW Y.JCH COURSEWORK IN CEOMETRV 

CieOMtlP'y 

PER- WCTD 
RESPONSE CODES FREQ PCT

Quutta11 22 _e!~: 
NONE,,,----------, .. , •• , •• ,., •• ,,••,•,,, 0 7726 37.311 '9.611 
1/2 YE.il.R ... ,,,., .• ,,., •. ,,,,., · 1 9,0 4. 5'11 5 . 111 

FroM th• begtn"in9 of ninth grade to the end of thft school 1 .YEAR • . , •• , , , • , , • • • , •• , . , •• , , 2 7923 38. 3111 ,3.9'1 
y11,, how ~ueh coursework wi I I you h1v1 taken 1ft each of the 1 1./2 YEARS,,,,.,,,,,,,., •• ,,. 3 117 .6'11 .611 
fol low;ng 1ub,j1ct1'? Count. Oftly cour1 ■ 1 that •••t 1t la11t 2 YEARS, •• ,,,,.,;.,, ••••• ,,,., .. 158 . 9'1. 
t ·hre1 t,"''' (or three p,,.,od1) a weak fo, at le11t o"• half RESEAi/ED COOES: 2,es ."' .,, •• ,.•,,o iri-clude IUfMlef' 1chool clatt•• l1kef't '" 1988 OP' NONRESPONDENTS & OROPOUTS ••• .12,0'II (MISS> 
1989 lhot counted lo, on• hall Y••· ., Mo••· (MARK ONE) IIJLTl PLE RESPONSE •••••• ,,, •• 6 10 .0'11 IMISS l 

MISSINC.,,, •••••.• , , , , , , , , , , , , 8 1347 ·s. SIi (MISS> 

100.1)111TOTALS: 20706 100.011 



,
---------- --------

----- ----- --------

STUDENT QUESTIONNAIRE NELS:88 FIRST FOLLOW-UPP1ge 1A 

Quut1on 221 Tope Poe, 11:,-113 
Quu t lo• 22E Topo Poo, . i09-109 . Foro,ot : 11 ·· 

Foraot: 11 
F1S22 1 HOW MUCH COURSEWO'K IN BUSINESS II.ATM 

F1S22E HOW MUCH COURSEWORK IN ALCEBRA. 11 Con1u~•r/Bu11fte11 . Ma th 
Algebra I I 

PER- WCTO 
PER- WCTO RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT 

RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT 
HONE • • ••• •• • • ,,,,,, ••, ,,,,,,· · 0 1•e12 7 1'. 511 90,011 

HON.£ . . ·., . • ••• .. . • •.•• ,. , •• •.•. 0 11732 56 . 7,; . 7.3. 2!1 t/2 VEAR.,,.,,.,,,,, , ,, .. . , , .. 1 •3• 2. 111 2,911 
I /2 . YEAR . . , •• , ••••. , •• , •• .. , •• I SAO ... 1!1 ... ,.. 1 YEAR.,.,,,, ••• ,.,,,, , , . . . •.. 2 939 ... 511 '6 , 111 
1 VEAR . . ... .• . .... . , • . . ,,, . . ,, 2 3871 111 , 7.. 21 , 5.. 1 t/2 YEARS •• ,,. ,. ,,., ., .. ,,,, 3 56 .311 ... , 
1 t/2 YEARS ... ... . ,, ;,, .. ,, . , , 3 58 .3.. . 3!1 2 YEARS • • ••••• •• . •• ,. , • • , • • ,. , .. 100 , SIi • 7" 
2 YEARS .. . .. . .. . , ... , , . , , , , , , • .. 95 . s.. ..... RESERVEO CODES :-
RESE~ Vt: ,_.._J _ ,; •. NONRESPONDENTS g DROPOUTS , .. 2•as 12 : 011 <IIISSl 

NONRESPON~E •,:·s & DROPOUTS.,, 2A85 I 2 . o,I (II I SS l IIVLTIPLE RESPONSE • •••. •• • .• • • 6 7 • OIi (WISS> 
MULTIPLE RESPONSE .••• •• •••• • -6 7 , o,i ( IIISS l IIISSIHC • • ,. ,,, •• , , , , •• • • •• ,. e 1873 9.()11 <MISS! 
IIISS)NC • • •• •••• . , ••• • •• , • , •. e 1618 7 .8!1 <Ill SS l 

TOTALS : 20706 100 . 0,, 100.0lt 
TOTALS: 20706 t00.04! 1ci0.0't 

- •__ "I" _____ 

Quutlo" 22J Tep• Poi . 114-tt.c 
Qu.. t to• 22F ToP• Poo, 110-110 Foraot: 11 

Foraot: It 
F1S22J HOW MUCH COURSEWOR~ IN OTMER MATM 

F tS22F HOW IIUCH COURSEWOPK IN TR'ICONOMETRV 
Other Moth 

Tr 1 ;onorne try 
PER- WCTD 

PER- WCTO RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT 
RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT 

HONE. ,,, , •• ,.,, , ,.,,, , •• •,••• • 91 . Ill -------- ---------- 0 IA801 71 . SIi---------- . 7 t. 7!1HONE •••• ,, • •••••• ; • • , ••• •• •• • • 0 IA8J8 92. 7!1 1/2 VEAR., •••• • •• , ,.,.•., , , , ., I 3A2 1 . 711 2.211 
1/2 VEAR , , ,,, •• ••••• , ., •• , .,, , I 829 ...~ 3. a" 1 YEAR . ..• , . . ...•. , . •• .• , .• .. • 2 736 3 , 611 ... 711 . 
I VEAR ..•.• • .••••• •• •• • , . • , •.• 2 630 3.0!1 3. 1111 I 1/2 YEARS , • ••••• • •••••• •• , • • 3 6• .3'1t ..... 
1 1/2 YEARS • ••.• , •• , • . • , •• •• • . 3 35 . 211 , 211 2 YEARS • • ·. ,., • • • •• • ,, , , •• ,, ••• .. 263 1 .311 1 , SIi 
2 YEARS .•. .. • . .• •• ; •• ••. , , , , • , .. A8 • 2.. .3111 RESERVED CODES : 
RESERVED CODES: HOHRE.SPONOEHTS & DROPOUTS., . 2•85 12 . 011 . ( 111 SS l 

NONRESPONDENTS g DROPOUTS .. • 205 12,0!I (MISS> MULTIPLE RESPONSE , •• ; ,,, • ••• 6 ,.. , Ill CIIISS > 
MULTIPLE RES~vNS~ •• ... ..••• . 6 2 .o.. <MISS) IIISSINC •• • • , ••••• , •••• , ; , • • • e 2001 9,711 CIIISS> 
IIISSINC • ••. • ,. .. ... .. ' .. . .. . 8 11139 8 . 90! !IIISSl -----

TOTALS: 20706 100. 0'I 100 . 0't 
~OTAL.S : 20706 100 . 04! 100 . 0't 

Quutlen 23 
Qvutton 22C Tape Poo, . 111-111 

For•ot: 11 

F 1S22C HOW MUCH COURSEWORK IN PRE-CALCULUS 
FroM th• begiftfting of ~\ nth grade to th~ end of lhi1 echool 

Pre-C1lc:ulu1 year, how -.,c~ cour ■ ework wi II you have t1k1n '" 11c~ of th•

::!!:·!~!.:u~;:c~~;e;o~:~,:;!I :o~;::·,;:•~t·r:!.:to!:••lPER- WCTO 
RESPONSE CODES FREQ C_EHT PCT hall ·year, . Also ,,_elude 1u11Wt1er school cl••••• t•••n 

;" 1988 or. 1989 that counted for Ofte ha l f year or · MOre.---------- --.-----· HONE . , •• • ,,,, • • , . ,, • • , , •• ,, • • ·• 0 158,.. 76.511 97 . 711 (IIIAAK ONE) 
t/2 YEAR: ,., .,; • • , ,. ,,., . ,.,,, 1 17A .a.. , 911 
1 2 23A 1 • , .. ,. 1«, 
1 i,~RYEARS: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : 3 26 • 111· • 1«, 
2 VEARS ••••• , , . ,.,.,,, , . , ,,,,, .. 27 . 1.. .1.. 
RESERVED CODES : 

NONRESPONDENTS I DROPOUTS . ,, 2A85 12 , (1«, (IIIIISSl 
IUSSINC ., • • , ,,, ; ••• ,,, ••• , ,, e 1916 9 . 3.. (1115$) 

TOTALS : 20706 100,0«, 100.(1«, 
Quo,tlon 2~ Topo Pu, 111-111 

Foraot I 11 

'1S23A ,tt0W llaJCH COURSEWORK IN CENERAL SCIENCE 

Ce11ef'1I lctenca 
PEA- WCTO 

RESPONSE COOES FREQ CENT PCT 
Qu.. t1ofl 22H Tope Po,, 112-112 

Foraot 1 11 NOHE., ••••• • • • •• ,.,,, •••••• ,,. 0 12163 se. 1111 72. 211 .· 
1/2 YEAR.,., ••• ,,.,,, • • , •••• ,. 1 A90 2 , All J . 2!1 

F1S22H HOW MUCH COURSEWORK IN CALCULUS 1 YEAR ., ,,,,,,,,,., •• •• , •• •• • • 2 3263 15. 811 20 . 711 
I 1/2 YEARS • • , •• , •• ,, •• , • •• •• , 3 118 • 611 . 8.. 

C1lculul 2 YEARS . •• ••••••• • • , •••• • • ,,., .. s.oa 2. 611 3.211 
RESERVED COOES: 

PER- WCTO NOHRESPOHOEHTS I DROPOUTS ••• 2•es 12,0«, <IIISS l 
RESPONSE COOES FREQ CENT PCT 11.JLTIPLE RESPONSE ••••••••••• 6 20 . 1.. (MISS> 

IIIISSINC,., ••• , ••••••••• • • •• • I 1119 7 , 111 (llllSS l 
NONE,, •• ; ,, , ,, • • ,., ,,. ,,.,,, •• 15930 76 . 9.. 98.211 

~ -t/2 VEAR,,,,,,.,.,,,,, ,, ;.,,,, 76 ... 11. , 511 TOTALS: 20706 100,011 100. OIi 
1 YEAR •••• ,., •• ,, •• , • • • • ,., •• • 2 119 .,.. . 911 
1 1/2 YEARS, •••••• • •••••• • •• , , 3 2e , 111 • 1«, 
2 YEARS. ,,., .,, •• , , , •• ,,,, •• •• .. 33 , 211 . 2" 
RESERVED CODES: 

IIOHRESPOHDENTS & DROPOUTS •• . 2485 12.011 CIIISSl 
11.JLTIPLE RESPONSE,., ,., ,, • •• a .OIi (IIISS l 
111 SS INC ••• , •• • • • •• • ••• , , •• • • a 1967 9,511 ·(IIISS l ' 

TOTALS: 20706 100.0111 100.011 



--------

.

---------------------------

Tepe Po,. 120-120 
Tape Poi, 111•111 For·1oat: 11. 
Fo••at: 11 

F1S2:IF HOW MUCH COURSEWRK IN PRINCIPLES OF TEC~ 
F1S2JS HOW MUCH COURSEWORK IN PHYSICAL SCIENCE 

Pr1nc1ples of T ■ chnotog-, 
Ce n ■ r ti I Phy11eal Science 

PER- WCTO 
PER• WCTO RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PC~ 

RESPONSE · CODES · FREQ CENT PCT-------- NONE ----------.••••• , • • ••••••••••••••••• 0 15890 76. ?It 9e·. ,,.---------- 9400 ,s . ,11NONE, •••••••••••••••• , ,,,,,,,, 0 55.611 1/2 .YEAR ........ ,, ........ , ... I 12 I .611 .e-. 
1/2 YEl,R .; ••.•••• , • ••• , , •• , • , • 1 e,, <I, .111 5. 211 , YEAR ....... , ......... ,, ..... . 2 ,,o • 711 . g, 
1 YEl,R, •.• , .• •••••••• ,., •• ,, • ·• 2 6153 29.711 37.311 1 1/2 YEl,RS .• ,,,, ••••••• , ••••• 3 13 .111 , 11t 
1 ,12 YEARS . • •• , •• ,.,., , , , •• , • 3 122 .611 • 711 2 YEARS •• ••• •••••••••••••• , . ,. 32 . 211 .2..•2 VEAR~ . .• ....•••• , •••. • •• , •••• • 181 .911 1 , 111 RESERVED-CODES: 
RESERVE:> CO~ES : NONRESPO"IOENTS & OROPOVTS •.• 2'.85 12. 00, <MISS I 

NONRESPONOENTS & OROP::lUTS ••• 2•85 12 .011 (MISS) MVLTIPI.E RESPO"ISE ••••••••••• 6 s .OIi tM!SSJ 
MULTIPLE RESPONSE .••• ; •••••• 6· 25 .111 (IIISS·> MISS INC ••••••••••••••••••••• e 2020 9 . 811 <M'ISS > 

. IIIISS INC ••• •• ••••••••••• , ••• , e 1•96 7. 211 (MISS I 
TOT1,LS: 20706 100.0'►. 100.0'< 

TOTALS: . 20706 100.011 100 . 00t 

Ch,11 l t Oft 23C Tape Poi. 121-121 
Clu• 1 t to.• 23C Tapo Pu. 117-111 Forfl'at: 11 

For•all 11 
F1S23C HOW loAJCH COURSEWORK IN PHYSICS 

F tS23C HOW M'-'CM COURSEWOR~ IN 8101.0CY 
Pt,y1ic1 

Biology 
PER- WCTO 

PER- WCTO RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PC~ 
RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT 

NONE •••••••••••••••••••••••••• 0 15352 95.21!'". ·111NONE •.• •••• ,., ••••••• ,. ....... 0 2375 11 . 511 "· 511, 1 /2 YEAR; .................... .. 1 256 1. 20t , • 6~ 
1/2 YEAR • ••• , •••.• , , • • ••••• , ·. . 1 . 990 4.811 6,011, I YEAR •••.••••••••••••.••••••• 2 592 2. 91t 2.• 8.. 
1 YEAR . . , ..... , .. , , ... , . . . . . . . 2 13362 64. SIi 75. , .. 1 1/2 YEARS .................. . 3 26 • 111, • 2" 
\ 1 /2 YEARS .• , , ••• • •• , • , • • . • • • 3 199 1. 011 ,. 31i 2 YEl,AS .•• •.••• , • ••••••••••••• .. 52 .3... ,3'1t 
2 YEARS •..• . ...• ,, •••••• ,..... , 399 1 ;911 2.,11 RESERVED CODES: 
RESERVEO CODES: ·NONRESPONOENTS & DROPOUTS ••• 2,e5 12 .O'lt CMISS) 

NON~Es~oN~.~·s & o~OPOUTS ••• 2,es 12;0,, <MISS) IIULTIPLE RESPONSE.; •••••••• , 6 · 3 .0.. CMISS >. 
M-.IL 7111.e ~ESP:::N:,e.. • • • • • • • • • 6 29 . Iii I MISS l IIISSINC •••••••••••••••• • • •., 8 1940 9.,.. <MISS> 
MISS INC .••••• ,.............. 8 867 • . 2'1t (MISS> 

TOTALS: 20706 10'0. 0'i 100.0't 
TOT1,LS: 20706 100.011 100.011 

Tape Po,. 122•122 
Clue,tlo• 230 Tap, Po,. 111-111 F•rMat: 11 

For•at: 11 
F1S23H HOW l&JCH CCURS_EWORK . tN OT1'1ER SC 1ENCE 

F1S230 HOW MUCH COURSEWORK IN EARTH SCIENCE 
Other Sci enc• 

Ear th Sc:1•nce 
PER• WCTO 

PER• WCTO MSPONSE COOES FREQ CE.NT PCT 
RESPONSE COOES FREQ CENT. PC':' 

NONE .......................... 0 1,.95 .,o.a... 89 ..... 
NONE, •••••••••••••••••••••••••• 0 11717 56.911, ·11 .2'11 1/2 YEAR •••••••••••••••••••••• 1 461 .2. 20t 2.81! 
1/2 YEAR ••• , ••••••••••• •.•••• • 1 770 3. 711 ,. 7111 I YEAR •••••••••• ; ••••••••••••• 2 ,, .... 5. SIi 6. 9'< 
1 · YEAR ••••••••• ·••••••••••••• ,. 2 3125 11. 511 23. 111 , 1/2 YEARS • •••••. ;;, ••••• , •.• 3 39 .211 .21t 
1 1 /2 YEARS ••• , •••••••• •.• ••• • 3 55 .311 .,11 2 YEARS ••••••••••• ;., ••••••••• .. 112 , 511 • 711 
2 YEARS •••••••••••••••• , •••••• .. 107. • &11 • 711 RESERVED CODES : 
RESERVED COOES: NONRESPONDENTS .. DROPOUTS ••• 2485 12.0'lt 111iss, 

NONRESPONDENTS i. OROPOUTS,.; 205 12 .011 (MISS) IIJLTIPLE RESPONSE ••••••••••• 6 ·, 1 • 1" (MISS> 
MULTIPLE RESPONSE ••••••••••• I 13 .111 ( Ill SS) lllSS.lNC •••• • •••••• , •••• • •. ,, a 1969 9. 511, (IIISS > 
MISSINC ....•...••• , ••••.•.•. 116• I.OIi (IIISS)• TOTALS: 20706 100.a... 100 . 011 

TOTALS: 20706 ,00.011 100.011 

Que1ttoo 23E Toe Poi .. 11e-1 II 
l'eraa t: 11 

F IS23E HOW MUCH COURSEWORK IN CHEMISTRY 
Fro~ the b•giftni119 of ftintk grade to the end of tt,11 
tchool year, how -.ch cour,ework w, I I you hav• taken in 
eacn of th• followtn; 1u1i11Ject1? Count only cour111 t -hat 

PER• WCTO ... at at ••••t three li91el (or - thre• per1oa1) I! w11k for 
RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT :!-!:•:! 19iah:!'1li;' ih:: •:o~::!~a:o:~:::' ~:T~0 ~!.: 0 

~;••• : 
NONE, ••••••••• ·••••••••·•••••••• 0 133<11 ,,.,11 82. ,., aor o. ( MARK ONE) 

· 1/2 YEAR...................... 1 39• 1.911 2.,11 
1 VEl,R..... . .................. 2 2593 12. 511 1,. 511 
1 1/2 YEARS................... 
2 VU,RS., ••.•• • •••••••••••••• , 
RESERVED CODES: 

NONRESPONDENTS I OROPOVTS ••• 
IA.ILT.1 PLE RESPONSE.. • • • .. .. • • 
MISS INC ••••••••••••••• ,..... 

3 
4 

Ii 
I 

34 
53 

2,as 
6 

1800 

.211 

.3111 

12 .011 
. 011 

8.7111 

.3111 

.2!1 

<MISS! 
(MISS> 
(MISS) 

TOTALS: 20706 100.011 100.011 

STUDENT QUESTIONNAIRE NELS: 88 FIRST FOLLOW~UP .. ,s 
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STUDENT QUESTlOHNAIRE NELS: 8.8 . FIRST FOLLOW-UP 
16 

Quu.t I on 24E Tapo Poi, 127-127 
Quu ti•" 2U. Tape PH . 123- 123 Fer ■ ot I 11 

Fora,it: 11 
HOW MUCH COURSEWORK IN COVERNMENT/CIVICS 

HOW MUCH COURSEWORK IN ENCLISH 

Eng I 1, h (, nc Iyo, ng l,te,atu,.•, c ompo, , t 1 on, l1n9~•g• a r l, l 
PER- WCTD 

PER- WCTO RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT 
RESPONSE _ CODES FREQ CENT PCT ---------------- ----- NONE • • ,,, ••••• , • • • ••••.• ••••••• .o 12498 60.411 73. 811 

• NONE • . ••• ••••...••••••• ·•• •• •• • 0 3•4 I. 7" 11.2 YEAR, ••••• , ••••••••• , , •.•• 1 1931 9 . 311 I I , 8112. '" 1/ 2 YEAR ..•••••·••••• , •• •• ,,.,. I 218 I. Ill I. 311 1 YEAR ••• •• •••••• , ••• • • •• , , •• , 2 2071 10. 011 13,AII 
I YEAR •.. . . , · •••••• , .• • ••• ,,. ,, 2 2828 13 . ,., 16.91o I 1/2 YEARS •••• ,., ••• ,,, •••••• 3 A3 .211 
1 t /2 YEARS ••.••••••••••••• ••• 3 882 4.311 5. 311 2 4 82 • 611YEARS •••• • •• , ••••• ,.- ••• ,,,,, .411 ·"" 
2 YEARS . ........... .......... ' .. 13207 63.8'11 7• . 4'11 RESERVED Coo'ES : 
RES~~---E~ COOES : NONRESPONDENTS & DROPOUTS. , . 2•85 12 .011 !MISS> 

NONRESPONOE~TS & DROPOUTS .•• 2,a5 12. 011 !MISS) WUL T!PLE RESPONSE ••, ••• •••• • • 6 12 .111 (MISS>
~ULTIPLE RESPONSE .•••••• •• •• 6 56 • 311 <WISS> IIISSINC ••• , ••• , , , .,,, ••••• •• 8 tS8• 7,611 . (MISS>
MISS IN(;, •••• . .• •• ••• •• ,, • ••• 8 686 3,311 (MISS) 

TOTALS: 20706 100 . 011 100 . 011 
-::,ALS : 20706 100.0lo 100 . 0-. 

Q11utlon 24F Tepo Po~. 128-128 
Que I ti on 2AB Tepe Po,. 12A-12A Foraet: II 

Foraat: · 11 · 
FIS24F HOW MUCH COURSEWORK IN ECONOMICS 

F1S248 HOW !IUCH COURSEWORK IN WORLD HISTORY 

WOr ICI 1-4 1 s le,. r 
PER- WCTO 

PER- WCTO RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT 

--------RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT --------
NONE , ••••• ,, ••• •••• •••••• , • • •• 0 68 . 311 ---------- 141,03 , .. . 611 

NONE . .•••• •• ••• ••••••• • ••• ••• • 0 5378 26.011 31,611 1/2 YEAR ,. , ••• • ••••••••• • , •••• I 1323 & • •II 8 . s;; 
1/2 YEAR • • •••• •••••••• • , • • • • ,. 1 1185 5. 711 7,311 1 YEAR ,,., ,,.,, •••••• ,., • • •••• · 2 827 .. . 011. s. , .. 
I VEA~ .. ' . ... ' . .... ........ ... 2 9025 •J. 6'• 52 ..... 1 1/2 YEARS , •••• • • • ••• •• , • , , • • 3 53 , 311 ...... 
1 1/ 2 VEARS • •••••.•• ••• •••• •• • 3 252 1 . 211 1. 511 . 2 YEARS •• • ••••.• , •• •••• ,., • • •• .. 1&1 .811 . 911 
2 YEARS , . ••.• ; .. , • , , , •• , •• •. • , .. 1333 ,.... 7. 2!1 RESERVED CODES:· 
RESERVED CODES : NONRESPONDENTS & DROPOUTS ••• . 2485 12. OIi (MISS-l 

NONRESPO"OEMTS & DROPOUTS , .. 2485 1J .011 IMISSl WULTIPLE RESPONSE., • . ••••••• 6 3• .211 !MISS l 
MUL TIP;.E RE~PO..,SE .. , • .•. , • , . 6 ,, .,.. <MISS l II _ISSINC •••••• , •••• , •• ,,, , • •, 8 1680 8 . i11 (MISS> 
Ml SS I NC . •• , , . • •... , • • , : , , , • • a 1037 S . 011 (WISS> 

TOTALS: 20706 100 . 011 100.011 
TOTALS: 20706 100.011 100 . 011 

----·------ 24C. Tap• Po,.Cluottlon 129-129 
Quullon 24C Tape Poi. 1211-1215 Foraot: II 

For•al 1 11 
HOW .._,CH COURSEWORK IN FOREICN 1.ANCUACE 

HOW MUCH COURSEWORK IN U . S . HISTORY 
Foreign L•"l"'•G•U . S. P1i story 

PER- WCTO 
PER- WCTO RESPONSE COOES l'REQ CENT PCT 

RESPONSE · CODES l'REQ CENT PCT -------- -E ----------• • •• ; •• ; •••••••••••••••••• 0 5630 27. 211 36. , .. 
NONE ..• . •••..•.. . • ,, ••• , •• ,•• · 0 10752 51 . 911 63. 511 1/2 YEAR ••• , ••••• • ••••••••••• , 1 611 3 . 011 4,411 
1/2 YEAR • • •••• , •• •• •••••. , •••• 1 a5a 4, '1'11 5. SIi 1 YEAR ••••••••• •• •• , •• •• , • •••• 2 3589 17·. 311 21 , 611 
1 YEAR •••••••••••••• , ••••• , ••• 2 4610 22.311 27.2!1 I 1/2 YEARS ••••• , •••••••• , •• ,. 3 •08 2 .011 2. 2.. 
1 1 /2 YEARS. , ., ••• , •••• , , • , • , , 3 151 • 711 1.111 2 YEARS •• , ••••••••••.•••••••••• 4 1667 32.211 36.2.. 
2 YEARS . •••• •• ••••• , • •• •••• , •• .. 437 2. Ill 2.711 RESERVED CODES: 
RESERVED CODES : NONRESPONDENTS & DROPOUTS •• • 2485 12. 011 ,11·1ss> 

NONRESPONDENTS & DROPOUTS ••• 2485 .12.011 I Ill SS l WULTIPLE RESPONSE ••••••••••• & 45 . • 2 .. (MISS> 
MULTIPLE RESPONSE ••••••••••• 6 11 • 111 I 111 SS > IIISSINC •• , .. .... ,, ••• ,., •••• 8 1271 &. 111 (MISS l 
MISS INC • • • ••• , ••• , •••• ,.,.,, 8 1'°2 , .... CIIISS > -----

TOTALS: 20706 100.011 100,011 
':"DTAI.S: 20706 100. 011 100. 011 

Tape Poo. l:S0-130 
Quo,thn 2AO Tape Po,, 1:ZS-121 fleraats 11 

Foraatl 11 . 
F1S24H HOW MUCH COURSEWORK IN ART 

HOW MUCH COURSEWORK IN CEOCRAPHY 
Art 

Ceograpt,y 
PER- WCTD 

PER- WCTO RESPONSE COOES FREQ CENT PCT 
RESPONSE COOES l'REQ CENT PCT 

11011£ •• , •••••• ;........ ... • • • • • • 0 10620 !51 . 311 6• . 411 
NONE •• ••••••••• ;,... . ........ . 0 1194:Z 117. 711 70 . Ill 1/2 YEAR....... ...... ...... .. . I ,as• 9.011 10. 611 
1/2 YEAR . , •• •• ••••• , •••••• , • • • 1 1748 ..... 10. 911 I YEAR, •. . , •• ,., .••• ,......... 2 2194 14. 011 17,211 
I VEAR •••• •••••••••••••••• ,,.. :Z 2719 13, Ill 17. 6• I ti2 . YEARS ............... ,... . 3 313 I.SIi 1. 711 
I 1/2 YEARS................... 3 &3 .3• ,411 2 YEARS .••. ,, •• ,,, •• , • •• ,.,, . . A 1086 5.211 6. 111 
2 VEARS ., •• .•• • , •• • •••• , •• • , • • 4 117 . 911 I. 011 RESERVED COQES, 
RESERVED CODES : . NONRESPONDENTS & DROPOUTS • • , 2485 12 .OIi (111-tSS> 

NONRESPONDENTS & DROPOUTS, •• 2A85 12.011 <MISS l IIJLTIPLE RESPONSE. .... ...... & IS . Ill (MISS> 
MULTIPLE RESPONSE.. . .. . .. ... 6 26 • Ill CWISSl IIIISSINC,............ .. ...... I 1439 & • 911 (MISS> 
MISS INC •••• , ••••••••• ,... . .. 8 1536 7 . 411 (IIISSl -----

TOTALS: 20706 100 . 011 100.~ 
TOTAI.S: 2070& 100.011 100.011 
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---- ·------Quo ■ tt •• 2A I 
. ~ ----- ·---- Tap• P••• 131•13I 

For•at: 11 
F1S2AM HOW MUCH COURSEWORK IN S.EX 

Tap• 1'01, 135•131 
l'or•1t I 11 

EDUCATION 
FIS2AI HOW MUCH COURSEWORK IN IIUSIC 

F ■ Mt I y L; f • Stud,e1 (Sea Educatiot1> 
Mu11 C 

PER- WCTO 

RESPONSE CODES FREQ 
PER-
CENT 

WCTO 
PCT 

RESPONSE 
----------

CODES-------- FREQ CENT PCT 

NONE.,,,,,,,, •••• , ••••• ,,,,,,, 
1 /2 YEAR., ,. , • , •• , • , , , , , • , • , , • 
1 VEAR , ••• ,., •• • • • , •• ,, ••• , ,,, 
1 1/2 YEARS , •• , , • , , , ••••• , , , , , 
2 YEARS . . • ••.••••• , , • , , • , , , • , • 

0 
1 
2 
3 
A 

11395 
ae:z 

17•2 
256 

·2A09 

55.0' 
A.JOI...... 

. '. 20I 
11 .&OI 

69,30I s. IOI 
10.•0I 

1,.&0I 
13.&0I 

NONE ••••••••••••••••••• , •• ,.,,. 
1/2 YEAR ........ ., ............ 
1 YEAR •. ••••••••••••••••••••••• 

' t/2 YEARS., •••••••••• , •••••• 
2 ' YEARS •• ; •• • , •••••••• , •• , •• •• 
RESERVED COOES : 

0 
1 
2 
3.. 

1092• 
A091 
1268 

56,.. , 
5:Z . 911 
19,811 
6. 111 

,3!! 
1. 20I 

6·5 , AII 
23 , 911 

8 , 711 
.30I 

1. 610, 

RESERVED COOE S·: . . 
NONRESPONOENTS & OROPOUTS, •• 
MULTIPL.E RESPONSE . ·.......... 
MISSINC .,, , •• ,., ••••• • , •• ,.. 

6 e. 
:Zd5 

17 
1520 

12.041 
• IOI 

7 .30I 

(MISS) 
CMfSS)
(MISS) 

NONRESPONDENTS g DROPOUTS ••• 
MULTIPLE RESPONSE •••••••• •• • 
Ill SS I NC ••••••••• , •••• , •••• , • 

6 
8 

2•85 
9 

1&32 

12. 011 
. 0'! 

7 ,·911, 

(WISS> 
CMISS > 
(MISS> 

TOTALS : 20706 100 . 011 100. 011 
TOTALS: 20706 100 . 0,, 100 . 0't 

Tap• Pu. 13&-136 
Tap• Poa. 132•132 ForM1t: It 
Far•at: 11 

HOW MUCH COURSEWORK IN PSYCHOLOCY 
F 1S2•J HOW MUCH COURSEWORK IN DRAMA 

P1ycholo9y/Soc,ology 
Or11t1a 

PER- WC-:-0 
PER- WCTO RESPONSE CODES FREQ CEN.T PC, 

RESPONSE CODES · FREQ c·ENT PCT 
NONE.......................... 0 15705 75 . 811 95, IOI 

NONE-----· ••• ,,;.,,,,---- • • • ,, •• ,, , ,.,, , 0 1,su 70,SOI 19. 2'11 1/2 YEAR .............. ;....... 1 ••l 2. nr :z. 8" 
1 /2 YEAR.,., •• ,,,,,,,, . ,, ••• ,. 1 76• 3. 70I •.20I 1 YEAR, ••• ,,,.,,, •••• ,, ....... 2 28e ', ..11 ,.,.. 
1 YEAR , ••• ,.,, ••• ,,,.,,,,.,, • • 2 10& 3,90I ..... t 1/2 YEARS................... 3 26 , 111 .,.. 
1 1 /2 YEARS, , •• , •• , ••• , •• , , , • , 3 77 . . ..OI .SOI 2 YEARS • •••• , •••••••• ,,...... . A 36 ,21!.. 296 ',AOI 1.60I RESERVED C00ES: ·'"~t;~:e:o·cooEs; · ···· ·········· :z•es (MISS>12.011 

NOJ;l.i.S?OJ;Coll':'S & OROPOUTS •• , 2,95 12.0' (MISS) :s~~~:riNg~~~~N~/~?~~:~::: & 2 ,OIi .<MiSS> 
MVl'rlP'-,[ R.£S:>OtYSE., ••••• •• •• 6 15 • 1'11 (MISS) MISS!NC.......... . .......... e 1721 8 . l .. {MISS; 
MISS INC. ,., ., ••••••• , , , • , •• , e 1665 8.041 (MISS> 

TOTALS: 20706 100,0" 100.011 
TOTALS: 20706 100.0' 100.()41 

T■ P• ·Po,. 137•137 
Quutton 2AI( Tap• Poi, 133•133 For•at: 11 

Fo•••l: 11 
FIS:Z•O HOW IIUCH COURSEWORK IN COMPUTER SCIENCE ~ow lotUCH COURSEWORK IN REL.ICIOUS ED 

Aalig10~1 Education 
PER- WCTC 

PER• WCTD IIESPONSE COOES ,REQ CENT PCT 
RESPONSE COOES FREQ CENT PCT 

NONE •••• , •••••• ,., •••••• , ••••• 0 13179 &6.SOI 82 . AII 
NONE,, ••••• , ••• , •••• , •• , •••• ,. 0 139•0 67.30I 8A,Oll 1/2 YEAR ••••••••• , ••• , •• , ••••• . 1623 7. 8"' 9. 91! 
·1 /2 ·YEAR. , , • , •••• , , •••••••••• , 1 318 I, SOI t.30I 1 YEAR ••• , •••••• ,.,,, •• ,,.,, •• 2' . 998 ... 8'11 6 , 211 
1 YEAR, •••• ,, •• , ••• ,,,,.,,.,,. 2 •52 2.20I 3.20I I 112 YEARS ...... ., .......... . 3 71 .3... ...... 
1 1/2 YEARS .......... .,...... .. 3 153 • 70I 1.30I 2 YEARS •••••• ,,.,,,,.,.,,,.,., .. 170 .IOI I• I'll 
2 YEAl'IS • • , •••••••••• , , ••• , , • • • A 1609 ·7,1'11 10. 20I IIESERVEO COOES: 
RESERVED COOES: NONRESPONDENTS & DROPOUTS.,. :z.-95 12.0' (MJ$s·1 

NONRESPONDENTS & DROPOUTS.,, 2..5 12,0' (MISS) IIIULTl PLE RESPONSE, ••••••• , •• 6 & .0' IMISSI 
IIULTIPL.E RESPONSIL, •• ,, •• ,.. I 87 .•OI (MISSI MISS INC... ,. ........ , .. ,., .. 157• 7,60I (MISS>•IIISSINC ................ ,.... I 1'62 8.011 (MISS I 

roTALS: 20706 100 . 011 100.011 
TOTALS : 2070& 100,0li 100.0' 

Gu•• t .... 21 
Quu t I•" 2A.L Tepe"••• 1~•134 

Feraat: 11 

F1S2AL HOW MUCH COURSEWORK IN PHYSICAL ED 
Fro• the b•O'"""i"g of n;nt _h gr1d1 to the IPld of thi• tchool 

Pt,y., ca I Educ at ton (Cr'") y1er 1 how auch co1.1r1ework wi 11 you "''"'' taken 1ft ■■ en of 
th• fol lowing 1ubJect11 Co"nt o,-,ly cour111 that ,..,,t . ■ t . 

PER- WC.TO l111t thr11 l1M11 (or three periods) ·• w11k for at 111,t 
RESPONSE COOES ,REQ CENT PCT Oftl half ., •• ,.. Alto ,,,,,clu·d• •u-•r school cl11111 l ■ klft in 

1988 or . 1989 tt,11 COUfttOd for on• half , ••• OP Mo••· 
NONE •••• , •• ,,,., •••• ,,, •• ,,,.. 0 2213 10. 70I 12, I'll (MARK ONE) 
1 /2 VEAR •• ,,,,,,.......... . ... 1 1368 6,111 7 .90I 
1 VEAR .......... ., ...... ;.. ... 2 '759 23.0'li 30,()41 
1 1/2 YEARS ....... ; ........ .,. 3 1&39 7,IOI l,IOI 
2 YEARS ••••••.• , • , , • • • • • • • • • • • A 706• 3A, 111 A0,30I 
RESERVED CODES: 

NONRESPONOENTS I DROPOUTS ••• ,..n <1111$S l 
MULTIPLE RESPONSE •••••• ,, •• , 6 .20I IMISS > 
MISS INC..................... 8 1132 5, SOI (MISS> 

.., 12. °" 
TOTALS: 2070& 100.0' 100,()41 

https://PER-WC.TO
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Qwe1t1on 21E T1p1 Poi, 1"2-142 
Q1111tto• 2&A T1p1 Poi . 138-1:31 Feraat: 11 

For•1l I 11 
F152SE NOW MUCH COURSEWORK IN TYPINC CLASS 

F1S2SA HOW MUCH COURSEWORK IN COMPUTER ED 
Typ1ng/Wor-CI Pr.ace11ing 

CoMput ■ r Educ ■ t,on 
PER- WCTDPER- WCTO RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT· PCT 

RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT ---------------- NONE ....•••••••• • • ,,., •••••• •, 0 1751 0,311 S1 ..... 
NONE., . , . , • • •.••• ,., • • . ,, ••• ,, 0 12275 n._311 71. 911 1/2 YEAR ••••• , • , •• , ••••••••••• 1 3550 17 , 1111 20. I"1 / 2 . YEAR, , , , •• , .• .. , . • , , • •...• 1 266• 12 . 911 15. 511 1 YEAR, .... ,., ....... , .. .. .. ,, 2 4076 19,711 25,011
1 YEAR,,.,,,,, , •. . , •. , .. . .• , ., 2 1626 7 . 911 10. 111 , , /2 YEARS • ••••••• , ••• ,., • •• , 3 173 .8'1 1. 111 , , 5 I 1/2 YEARS , .. . . . • , . , . , . , ... , . 3 .611 . I'll 2 YEARS, •. .• , .•••• , •• , ••• . • , •• '10 2.0'1 2.,.. 
2 VE'ARS •.•. .... •• • •.••. .•.•••• 252 I ,211 1 . , .. RESERVED COOES : ' 
RESERVE:: CODES : ' NONRESPONDENTS I, DROPOUTS . • . 2,e5 12 . 0'11 (IIISS>

NONRESPONDENTS ' DROPOUTS .. . 2,1s 12.0'li (ll'!SS> 11\JL TIPLE RESPONSE, •. , •. . . ,., 6 19 . 111 <111SS>
MULTIPLE RESPONSE .. . ,. , . .. • . 6 e • ()'Ii <IIISSl IIISSINC . •• , .•••• , ••.••.. • . •• 8 12,2 &.00. IMISSl 

. IIISSINC .. .•• ,.,.,. ;. , • .. ,. , , 8 1281 6.211 (MISS> 
TOTALS: 20706 ,oo .0'11 100.0"'TOTALS : 20706 100 . 0lt 100.041 

Tap1 Poi, 1..3-,,.3 
Qu11tto• 258 Tape Poi, 139-139 For•■ t I 11 ,.,•• t I II 

Ft525F HOW MUCH COURSEWORK IN ACRICULTURE CLASS 
F1S2S8 HOW MUCH C::IURSEWOPK IN CONSUMER ED 

Ag,.icuiturt 
Consu..,.er Ectuca1. 1or, 

PER- WCTO 
PER- WCTO RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT 

RESPONSE COOES FREQ CENT PCT -------- ---------------- NONE., •• , ••••• • • • •• , •••• ,., .• , 0 15459 74, 7'11 93. 211 
NONE----------.... . , •• . ,,. , .•• ,., , . . .... 0 15615 75.411 93,511 1/2 VEAR ••••• , ••.• • , •• ,, •• , .•. 1 267 1,311 I. 511 
1/2 YEAR., . ..• •• , ..•. ,, . , . . ... 1 526 2. 511 3 , 3'11 1 YEAR .. , . , ••••• , ••• • .••• • • •. , 2 41, 2,3'11 2,911
1 YEAR '..... . • • . •.• , ..•... ..... 2 ,,1 2.2'11 2. 9'11 1 1/2 YEARS ••••••••••• ,., , , ••• 3 .2'11 . 211 
1 1/2 YEARS .• ..•• ..••... ,, . .• , , 3 22 .1'11 • Iii 2 YEARS., •.•••.••••••• • •.••••• 3,2'' 1,711 2,111 
2 YEARS, ,, ... .. ,, ... ,, . . . , .... 31 ;111 .2'11 RESERVED CODES: ' 
RESERVED CODES: ' NONRESPONDENTS I, DROPOUTS, .. 2485 12,0'11 (MISS>

NONRES?ON.)EfiTS &, D;lO~OUTS ... 2415 11.0'li <MISS> MULTIPLE RESPONSE .• , •• • • •••• 6 10 ; O't !MISS> 
MU~ -:- : P.E RESPJN51;, ..• . • . •..• 6 • OIi ( MISS l MISSINC • •• ••..••••• . •• , •• ,., 8 1628 7," !MISS> 
MISS INC. ·..... . ... .. , .... , ... a 1562' 7 . 511 (MISS> 

TOTALS: 20706 ,oo. ()4t 100. OIi 
TOT.I.LS : 20706 100.011 100.011 

TaD• Poi. ,,..._,,... 
Q1111tto• 2&C Tap1 Poi,· 140-140 For•al: 11 . "•·••t·: 11 1'1S25C HOW MUCH COURSEWRK IN CAREER EXPLORATION 
F1S25C HOW MUCH COURSEWORK IN HOME ECOIIOMICS 

Career Eaplorat i on 
t10Me Ec:onoM1c1 

PER- WCTtl 
PER- WCTO ·RESPONSE CODES _,,FREQ PCT___ CENT 

RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT ------ ---------------- NONE • ••• , • •••••••••••••••.• ,., 0 is,a, 73,311 90.611---------- ,NONE .. , .• , • .. ..• , ,. , .. . ,. , .. •. 0 13055 63.011 75.911 1/2 YEAR ,,, ••••••••• , ••• • ••• , . 922 •.511 5. 811 
1/2 YEAR., •. , ••• ,,,, , .• • ..•• ,. 1 1366 & • 611 l . 411 1 YEAR. , ,, , , •••••• , ••• • ., ., • • , 2 423 2. ()41 3. , ... 
I YEAR .. . • •.. , .•• ,,, .. .. ••• • ,. 2 1189 12, 711 I 1/2 YEARS., ••••• , ••• , ••• ,, •• 3 30 • 1'11 .2119 . '" .1 1/2 VEAR$, ... ,,.,, • . ,. ,, •••• 3 115 .,... .,.. 2 YEARS .••.. ,., • • ••••••• ,, ••• , 4 50 , 211 ,3!1, 
2 YEARS .• , .. ,, ..••.•• ,,. , ., • . , 361 1. 811 2 . _311 RESERVED COOES: 
RESERVED COOES: ' NONRESPONOENTS & DROPOUTS ••. 2..es 12.M (IIISS)

NONRESPONDENTS ' DROPOUTS, . • 2485 12.011 (MISS> MULTIPLE RESPONSE ••••••••••• ' .0'11 (111$51
IIUL TIPLE RESPONSE ...• ,,,, •. . 6 ·12 ,111 (MISS> MISSINC••••• , ••••• ,,., • •• , •• a 1611' 7.111 (111$$1
IIISS I NC, . , , • • • . • ••.• , •...... a 1416 1.811 (MISS) 

TOTALS: 20706 100.M 100'. OIi 
TOTALS: 20706 100.0'li 100 . OIi 

Q11utlen 21H Tape"•• • 141-141 
Tape PH. 1"1-141 lloraal I 11 
Fora1l! II 

F IS25H HOW ia.JCH COURSEWORK IN COMPUTER LITERACY 
FIS250 HOW MUCH COURSEWORK IN SHOP CLASS 

CoMputer Literecy 

PER- WCTO 
PER- WCTO RESPONSE COOES FREQ CENT PCT 

RESPONSE COO ES FREQ CENT PCT 
NONE • . •••••••••• , ••• ,,. ,.,.- ••• 0 ,., 17 71, , .. 88.0ll 

NONE . . . ,,,, . • ... , ,., , , •• , .... , 0 12129 12,011 1... 9'11 1/2 -YEAR •• , ......... , •• , • • • • •• I 1291 6,211 7. 711 
1/2 YEAR . , •.. , . , . . ,, ,. , ... ,.,. I 1020 , .911 8.,11 1 YEAR .... .. , •.• ••,. .... , . •. ,. 2 557 2 . 7'11 3 .... 
1 YEAR .. , ... ,, . . , . , ... , •. , . , , . 2 1876 9 . Iii 11. 711 1 1/2 YEARS ••••••••• , •• ,.,.,., 3 36 .211 • 211 
1 I /2 YEARS, .•. , , , . , • ••...• , . . 3 222 '· ,.. 1.,.. 2 YEARS, .. . . . ...•.••••• , •.. . ,. 60 .311 .,.. 
2 Y.EARS ....... , .. ,,, , .,.,.,. ,. , 167 ... 211 5,611 RESERVED COOES: ' 
RESER\/EO CODES : NONRESPONDENTS & DROPOUTS, • • 2485 12 . 011 (IIISSJ

NONRESPONDENTS & DROPOUTS .• . 2,es 12,011 (MISS) MULTIPLE RESPONSE • ••••••••. , 6 11 , 1'11 <WISS> 
MULTIPLE RESPONSE .. .. .... ,. , 6 23 ,, 111 <MISS> MISSING •. ,,,,., • ••• ,, ••• • • ,, 8 111"9 7,511 (IIISS> 
MISS INC, ... . ..... ,..... .... . 8 1:,a, 6,711 (111$$) 

TOTALS: 20706 100. 011 100 . OIi 
TOTALS : 20706 100. 011 100. 0'i 

https://TOT.I.LS


Qw.. ttofi 280 Tu, Po,. 1152•1153 
For•ot: 12 

F1S260 OFTEN ASKEO TO SHOW UNOERSTANO SCIENCE 

In each of yoy, current clasre,, how ofteft er• you asked le 
show that you re11 ly under,t ■ nd th ■ ~ ■ t1r1al, rather th~n PER· WC'l'O 
J~tt g1ve an 1n1wer1 (MARK ONE) RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT 

NOT TAK INC THIS SUBJECT ....... . 1 1555 7,5.. 9.61t 
NEVER ..•... , , , , . , , , , . , . , ....•.• 2 2013 . 9. 7'1 11 . '" LESS THAN ONCE A WEEK, . , , ....•· 3 J339 11. 3" 13 .4'1 
ABOUT ONCE ti. WEEK , ...•.••....• 4 3028 14. 6.. 1 7. 11, 
A f'.EW TIMES A WEEK, . • •.•...... 5 4016 19 . 4.. 22 . , .. 
ALMOST EVERV CAY , ••.•• • •.... . . 6 4608 22 . 3" H . e .. 
RESERVEO COOES : 

NONRESPONDENTS I DROPOUTS, .• 2.SS 12.0'1 (MISS>
Quu..t I Oft 26.t. Tapa Pao. 1'1-147 111\JL TI PLE RESPONSE , , . , , . , , . , , 96 6 .0'1> lMISSI , ...,t: 12 . MISS INC • . • . , .• ,, .. ,,,, •.... . 98 6-56 3.2.. lMISS> 
F tS2&A OFTEN AS~EO TO SHOW UNOERSTANO MATH TOTALS : 2010& 100.00, ,oo.o" 

PER· WCTl)
RESF>DNSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT 

NOT TAK INC THIS SUBJECT, •...•. 1 489 3. 111?·4'."NE VER ..... , , , , , , , : .. ... , . , ..• , . 2 155~ , 5ft 8.9..I 

LESS THAN ONCE A WEEK .. , .. ,.,, 3 2138 10.Jlt 1 1. '" ABOUT ONCE A WEEK.,, ...... , .. , 4 2764 13 .31t ·15. 5.. Quoo ttoft 27 
A FEW TIMES A WEEK .. , ... ,,,.,. 5 4091 19.81t 23 , 4" 
ALMOST EVE~Y DAY, .. ,., ....... . 6 6606 31 .9.. 37. 4r,; 
RESERVEt' CODES : 

NONRESPO~OENTS & DAOF>OUTS ... 2485 12.0II (MISS• 
Mi,/, T;Pi..E ~ESPONSE., .. ,,.,,., 96 11 . lit !MISS l In •1th of your curr•nt cla11e1 1 how often de yoy tr~ 11 
MISS IN:;.,,., ..•............. 98 569 2,711 IMISSJ hard 11 you can1 (MARK ONE) 

TOTALS: 20706 100.0'11 100.0lt 

Quu t t Oft 26B Tape Po,. 141-149 
l'oraat: 12 

Quutloft 

F1S27A 

27A 

OFTEN WORK HARO IN MATH CLASS 

Too Po,. 1154•1155 
l'or ■ at: 12 

FI S26B OFTEN ASKED TO SHOW UNDERSTAND ENCLISH Mot" 

lng Ii ah 

PEA· WCTO 
RESPONSE CODES FREQ 

PER~ 
CENT 

WCTO 
PC"!' 

RESPONSE COO ES FREQ CENT PCT NOT TAKINC THIS SUBJECT....... I 488 2.4.. l. ,~ 

NOT TAKI NC THIS SUBJECT .. :.... 
NEVER .. ·, , , ·.. , , . , . . ..... , . . . . . . 
LESS THAN ONCE A WEEK.,....... 
ABOUT ONCE A WEEK............. 
A FEW TIMES A WEEK............ 
ALMOST EVERV DA>.,, ........ ,.. 
RESERVEO CODES: 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 

157 
2362 
2895 
3131 
4362 
4691 

. 81! 
11.Alt 
14.0'11 
15. 111 
2·1. 111 
22.111 

.911 
13. 61< 
16.61t 
111.2" 
25.2" 
25.Slt 

NEVER ... , . . . . . . • . . . . .. • • . . . . . . . 
LESS TMAN ONCE A WEEK......... 
ABOUT ONCE A WEEK . . . • ••....... 
A FEW TIMES A WEEK , .... ....... 
ALMOST EVERY DAY .•.•.•• ,.... . . 
RESERVEO COOES: 

NONRESPONDENTS & OROPOUTS .•. 
MULTIPLE RESPONSE........... 

2 
3 
4 
5 
6 

96 

814 
916 

1286 
4640 
95<8 

2485 .. 

3. 9"....~ 
6.2'< 

22. "' 46. OIi 

12. 011 
.0'1> 

4.6" 
5.0" 
7. ,r,,; 

25. 6., 
S4.6lt 

I.MISS l 
!MISS> 

NONRESPONDENTS & DROPOUTS .•. 248S 12.0II <MISS> IIISSINC..................... 98 555 2. 1 .. <MISS> 
MULTIPLE RESPONSE........... 
MISS INC..... .. .............. 

96 
98 

7 
&16 

.OIi 
3.011 

(MISS I 
CMISSI TOTALS: 20706 100.011 100. 011 

TOTALS: 20706 100.011 100.0II 

41.,.. t t -~ 271 Tape Po, . 11&-117--· ,.,••t: 12 
Quuttoft ---28C Tape Pao. 11C>-1151 

l'oraot I J2 F1S278 OFTEN WORK HARO IN ENCLISH CLASS 

F 1S26C OFTEN ASKED TO SHOW UNDERSTAND HISTORY Eftg Ii ot, 

Ht 1lory PER- WCTO 
RESPONSE COOES FREQ CENT · PCT 

PER- WCTO 
RESPONSE COOES FREQ CENT PCT NOT TAK INC THIS SUIJE.CT....... 1 159 . Ill • 9 .. 

NEVER .••.• • . . • · ..• , . ........... 2 830 4. °" 4.6'< 
NOT TAKINC THIS SUBJECT....... 1 540& 26.1'11 30. 211 LESS THAN ONCE A WEEK......... 3 1069 5. 21t 5.9.. 
NEVER .. , , , , ... .• .. , . . . . • . . . . • . 2 2099 10. 111 13.0'1 ABOUT ONCE A WEEK............. 4 1665 8.0'11 9. 31< 
LESS TMAN ONCE A WEEK......... 3 1991 9.611 11. 3'11 A FEW TIMES A WEEK............ 5 5389 26. 0,, 30.5" 

'ABOUT ONCE A WEEK . ......•.• ,.. 4 2288 I I. 011 13. 1'11 ALMOST EVERY DAY,............. 6 8S26 41. 21t . 48. '" A FEW TIMES A wEEK., ... , •.... , 5 2726 13.211 15. 8" AESERVEO CODES : 
ALMOST EVE PY OAY ,. ... . . . . . . . . . 6 3027 14 . 611 16.6'11 NONRESPONDENTS & OROPOUTS ••• 2485 12.011 (MISSJ
RESERVEO CODES: MULTIPLE RESPONSE........... 96 2 .0,, (MISS> 

NONRESPONDENTS & DROPOUTS .•. 2485 12.01! CMISS I MISSIN<.,.................... 91 HI 2.811 <MISS> 
MULTIPLE RESPONSE........... 96 3 .011 (MISS l 
MISSINC ...•. , .. , ....•....•. , 98 681 3.311 (MISS I TOTALS : 20706 100.0'11 100.0" 

TOTALS: 20706 100.011 100,o,i 
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STUDEN! QUESTIONNAIRE NELS;88 FIRST FOLLOW-UP 
P1;1 20 

Q~utto• 281 Tip• ·Poo, 1IA•ll5 
Tapo Poi, tll-118 For ■ al: 12 
Fo,1111l: 12 

FI S281 OFTEN FEEL CHALLE·NCEC IN ENCL l SM CLASS 
FtS27C OFTEN WORk MARO IN HISTORY CLASS 

English 
M1 story 

PER- WCTO 
PEP• WCTD RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT 

RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT ------------------ NOT TAKI NC Tt11S SUBJECT., .. , •. 1 158 . 811 .9'1': 
NOT TAklNC Tt1 IS SUBJEC1 ..... , . . 1 5398 26.111 30. I.II NEVER . ...•..•.••..•..•.•..••.• 2 193• 8.911 10.s;, 
NEVER ............. . ,.,, ... . .. , 2 737· 3,611 3,911 LESS Tt1AN OHCE A WEEK ........ , 3 2100 I I .8 ..10. "' LESS THAN ONCE A WEEK,,,, •. ,,. 3 105 3.911 4.AII ABOUT ONCE A WEEK .•.••• ,,, .. ,. 3021 1•.&li 16.9" 
ABOUT ONCE " WEEK.,,,, .. ,,,,., • 1323 &.•Ill 7, 9111 A FEW TIIIES A WEEK, • ••.•. , .•. , •5 5568 26,911 3l .61o 
A FEW TIMES A WEEK., ..•.• •.. ,. 5 3677 17 .8111 21.·3111 ALMOST EVERY DAY.,, ..•.• ,,.,., 6 •931 23,811 28.211 
ALMOSi E. \ ' E,AY OAS . ..•. , ... ,.,,. 6 565• 27.3111 RESERVEO COOES: 
RESERVE;:; COOES: 32, ·- NONRES~ONOENTS & DROPOUTS,., 2485 12.011 (MISS l 

NONRESPONOENTS & DROPOUTS .. . 2•85 12.0II (IIISSl IIUL TIPLE RESPONSE.,.,, ... . ,, 96 6 ,()II ( MISS l 
MULTIPLE RESPONSE,, ... .. , , , . 96 5 .OIi (MISS I MISSINC,,,., .. ,,,,,,,, ... ,, . 98 603 2,911 (MISS> 
IIISS INC ... ,.,.,,,, ..... . .... 98 622 3.011 <MISS> 

TOTALS: 20706 100.0!I 100.0;,
TOTALS: 20706 100.0II 100.011 

Quulto" 21C Tap• Poi, 116-117 
Q~o,tto• 270 Tapo Poo, 110-111 l'or ■ at I 12 

Fo,aal: 12 
FI s2ac OFTEN FEEL CHALLENCEO IN HISTORY CLASS 

FtS270 OFTEN WOA~ MARO IN SCIENCE CLASS 

Science 
PER· were 

PEP• WCTD RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT 
RESPONSE COOES FREQ CENT PCT 

NOT TAKING Tt1IS SUBJECT ••••••. I 5393 26.011 30. 1111 
N01' TAklNC THIS SUBJEC1'....... t 1553 7. 511 9,111 NEVER.,.,.,, •....•.. , •.•••. ,,. 2 1360 6.6!1 7 .811 
NEVER ..... , .... , ... . ... , . , . . . . 2 717 3,511 3. 911 LESS THAN ONCE A WEEK,,.,, •.•• 3 1'00 6. 811 e·. '" LESS THAN ONCE A WEEK . ... , . , , . 3 927 •• 511 •. 9'11 ABOUT ONCE A WEEK .. , ••.• ,, •••• 2033 9.811 1 f. 9":•ABOUT ONCE A WEEK.,,, .... . ,.. . • 1608 7. 8!1 8. 8'11 A FEW TIIIES A WEEK ..•••• , ..••. 5 3663 17. 711 20.8": 
A FEW TIMES A WEEK,,,... ... ... 5 •658 22 .. SIi ·n.2"' AL.MOST EVERY CAY, •• , • , , , , • , , , , 6 3726 18,011 2 ,..,., 
ALMOS"l' EVERY 0A' ..... , .. , ... ,, 6 8136 39,3'111 A&.511 RESERVEO COOES: 
RESERVE:> COOES: NONRESPONDENTS & DROPOUTS •.• 2•85 12,011 <MISS> 

NONRESPONOENTS & OROPOUTS .. . 2485 12,0'II (IIISSl MULTIPLE RESPONSE •••.•. ,., .• 10 .OIi (MISS l 
MULTIPLE RESPONSE,.. .... .... 96 6 .OIi (IIISs>· IUSSINC ...••.•• ,.,., ..• ,., •. 636 3. 1'1 (MISS>
MlSSlt.:; ....... . .. ,..... .. ... 98 616 3.011 <MISS> 

TOTALS: 20106 100.011 100.011 
TOTALS: 20706 100,011 100,041 

Quut1•" 21D Tape Poo, 118-111 
Fo,aat: 12 · 

F1S21t> OFTEN FEEL CHALLENCEC IN SCIENCE CLASS 

Sc,eftc• 
Jn ••c~ of your current cl111e1, how often a NoEyou •••' 
really cha · 11 ■ ngeo to '-II ■ your "''"'d'? CMARK 0 ) PER· WCTO 

RESPONSE COOES ,REQ CENT PCT 
NOT TAKINC THIS. SUI.JECT.,,,,., I 1550 7.511 9. 511 
NEVER,., .••• ·, , ••• ,, .• ,,,.,.,., 2 1127 s .•Iii 6.611 
LESS THAN ONCE A WEEK, •..••••• 3 1271 6,111 7. a-. 
ABOUT ONCE A WEEK, •.••••..•••• 1962 9. SIi 10. 5,.,•A FEW TIIIES A WEEK.,,,,,.,.,,. s •678 22.61! 26. 9111 
ALMOST EVERY DAY,,.,.,., , , • , • , 6 7016 33.911 39. 511 
RESERVED COOES: 

Tape Po,. 1S2•113 NONRESPONDENTS I CRoPOUTS, .• 2485 12.011 ( 1115S > 
P'or•a\l 12 11.JLTIPLE RESPONSE ••.••••• , • • 96 & .011 (MISS I 

IIISSINC .......... , ••• , • , • , , , 98 111 3. OIi (IIISS > 
F1S21A OFTEN FEEL CHALLENCEC IN IIATH CLASS 

TOTALS: 20706 100,011 100.011 
llalh 

PER- WCTO 
RESPONSE COOES FREQ CENT PCT 

NOT TAKINC THIS SUBJECT •. ,, .• , 1 •87 2.•11 3, Ill 
NEVER . . .... ,,,,,,,, .•. ,, •••• ,. 2 · 1207 s. 811 ' •OIiLESS TtiAN ONCE A WEEK ••. ,,,,,, 3 11•& · S. SIi & • 611 
AIOVT ONCE A WEEK., .. ,,., •. ,,. 16&• 8.011 9.311•A FEW TIMES A WEEK.,, .... , ... , s 4308 20.8'111 2•. 011 
ALIIOST EVERY 0AV.,,, ... . , •.. ,. 6 1831 A2,&11 so. 111 
RESERVED COOES: 

NONRESPONDENTS & DROPOUTS.,. 2485 12.011 CIIISS > 
11.JL TIPLE RESPONSE., •••.•••• , 96 ti , 111 CIIISS> 
lllSSINC, •• ,, •• ,.,,,,,., ••• ,, 98 565 2, 711 (11155 > 

TOTALS: 2070& 100,011 100,041 
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STUDENT QUESTIONNAIRE NELS:88 FIRST fOLLOW-UP P1go 21 

I" .,our Most · r•e .. nt or current SCIENCE cla1se1, t,ow oft·en Qu11 t 1o" 21C Tep, Po.,. 173-17:1 
do/d1Cl y~~ ... For ■ 1t: 11 

F1S29C COPY TEACHER'S NOTES IN SCIENCE CLASS 

Quut1o" 29 Tepe Po,. 170-170 
For•et: 11 PER- WCTO 

RESPONSE COOES FREQ CENT PCT 
F1S29 RESPONDENT HAS NOT TAKEN A SCIENCE CLASS 

VERY RAREL.Y, ••••• ,,, •••• , ••••• 1 20•1 9.911 12 . 41! 
ONCE A MONTH ••••• ,,, •••••••••• 2 980 •.7!1 .5 ._91t 
ONCE A WEEK, • , , .·, ••••• • •••• , •• 3 :1222 15. 611 19.6.. 

PER- WCTt> ALIIIOST ._ EIIERY CAY ••• , •••••••••• S:154 25. 911 31. 911•RESPONS~ COOES FREQ CENT PCT EVERY DAY •• •••• ·•••••••• •••••• • 5 5303 2S. &Ii 30,311 
RESERVEO . COOES: . 

APPLIES.. . ......... . ...... .... I a•s o4.1'1 s. O!I -RESPONDENTS & DROPOUTS . •• 2,es 12.011 (MISS! 
DOES NOT APPLY·. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 2 17376 113._!HI 96 .O!I WLTIPLE RESPONSE,., •• .• , •••• 6 61 .311 <MISS l 
RESERVED CODES: IIISSINC • •• •••••••••••••• • ••• 8 •15 2.011 (MISS l 

NONIIESPONOENTS & DROPOUTS ••• 2A85 12 .041 (·MISS) LECITIMATE SK IP ••••••••••••• 9 e•s •. 1·11 (MISS> 

TOTALS : 20706 100.011 II TOTALS·: 20706 100.~ 100 . 011 

T1p1 Poi, 171-171 Qu.. tlo" 210 T1po Po,. 17•-17• 
For,oet: 11. For ■ 1t: 11 

F1S290 WRITE RPTS OF LABORATORY WORK IN SCIENCE 

._.rile up repo,.ts of laboP'ato,.y ■ f'ld practical worll'? 

PER- WC:Tt) PER-
RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT 

VERY RARELY .•••.•••••• , •••••• • 1 •ass 19,611 2:3.511 VERY RAREL_Y ••••• ; •••••••• •.• •• • I 52S7 25 '. Al! 32.61t 
ONCE A MONTH • . ••••••••••••• •• • 2 592 2.911 3.211 ONCE A MONTH •••••••••••••••••• 2 3592 17. 311 . 22 . Ill 
ONCE A WEEK ••.•••••••••••••••• 3 •369 21. n1 2S .,11 ONCE A WEEK •••••••••••• , •••••• 3 5658 27.311 3, .e.. 
ALMOST EVERY DAY •••••••••••••• 4 5777 27.911 3•, 311 ALIIIOST EVERY CAY •••••••••••••• .. 1596 7. 711 , ·. 71! 
EVERY DAY •••• • • ; •••••••••••••• s 2238 10:e11 1:3. 611 EVERY CAY ••••••••••••••••••••• 5 598 2.911 3 , 11!1 
RESF.PVE" <":Or>f5 · RESERVED CODES: 

HO...RES••m:of.t1TS ,. DA,,"OUTS ••• 2,es 12.Q!I <MISS) NONRESPONDENTS & DROPOUTS • •• 2•85 f2,0!t iMl~Sl 
ML,1.':.JPL~ P.c~P::,,.s,r. . _., •... ,,, 6 2 .011 111·1ss> WLTIPLE RESPONSE ••••••••••• 6 22 . fl! <MISS l 
a.I! S.SY ►JC,.,, • , .• . . • .•• , •••• , . a 3,43 1. 711 (MISS)' IIISSINC: ••••••••••••••••••••• e 653 3 . 21! . <MISS> 
t.~'-il t,~._11:, ~l. ~fl., , ., • . ,,, ••. 9 845 o4 , Ill <MISS) LECITIIU.TE SKIP., ••••••••••• 9 BAS •. fl! ('MISS l~----

T01",lLS: 20706 100,011 100.0'1 TOTALS: 20706 100.011 . 100,0lt 

Qu• 1 t ion 29B Tepe Poo·. 112-·112 Qu11tloft 21E T1p1 Po,. 1715-175 
For•1t: 11 . For•etl 11 

F1S29E USE IOOKS TO SHOW HOW EXPERIMENT WORKS 

Ute• -ook or other wrttt•" ;ft1truCt;on1 that show yeu how 
to ·do •" ea.per iMef'lt 7 

RESPONSE COOES FREQ CENT PCT PER- wc-:-o 
RESPONSE CODES "FREQ CENT PCT 

VERY RARELY ••••••••••••••••••• 1 12637 61.011 73.8'11 
ONCE A MONTH, ••••••••••••••••• 2 · 1662 • . OIi 10. , .. VERY AAREL Y. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • I •387 21.2'1 26 . 511 
ONCE A WEEK • •••••••••••••••••• 3 1599 7. , .. 10.1'1 ONCE A IIONTH •••••••••• • , • • • • • • 2 2929 1". 111 17 . 511 
ALMOST EVERY CAY •••••••••••••• 702 3.•'11 •• 111 ONCE A WEEK ••• • ••••• , •••••••• , 3 S573 26.911 :, 1. 711•EVERY DAY ••••••••••••••••••••• 5 296 1.,.. 2.011 ALIIIOST EVERY OAY • • • • • • • • • • • • • • A 2565 12.•11 is ., .. 
RESERVED CODES: EVERY. DAY.. . .................. 5 1'12 ,.111 8.711 

NONRESPONDENTS B DROPOUTS ••• 2,15 12.CMI RESERVED CODES:.,'II (MISSl 
(MISS>MULTIPLE RESPONSE ••••••••••• 6 87 -RESPONDENTS & DROPOUTS ••• 2,as 12.011 (MISSl 

MISSINC •••• , ••••• • • , •• , ••••• 8 403 I. 911 (MISS) MJL·TIPLE RESPONSE •••• ,, •• ,,. 6 10 ..a- (MISSI 
LECITIMATE SKIP.·· ••• ·•••••• 9 1•5 ,.111 (IIISS) IIISSINC................... . . 8 500 2.A!I <MISS l 

LECITIMATt SKIP •••••• , •••• ,. 9 a,s A. 11! (MISS l 
TOTALS: 20706 100.011 100. OIi 

TOTALS: 20706 100 . 0'II 100.0'II 

MAKE CHOICE OF SCIENCE TOPIC TO STUDY 

PER- WCTt> 

https://LECITIIU.TE
https://repo,.ts
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QuH l ton 211 Tape Pu, t79•179 
Quul1•" 29F T ■po · P••• 171-176 For ■■ l: 11 

l'or ■ ol: 11 
FtSZ91 USE COMPUTERS FOR COLLECTNC SCIENCE DATA 

F IS29F 
Utt co,..put ■ rs for col l ■ ctin9 a11d/or ■ n1lyz1na d ■ t.17 

.. lkt up your · own p,-obl•"'• ■ P'ld w0rk out. you,. OwP'I "'•th·ods lo 
irtvetJ. 1gal• t~• P"Obl .,,u., PER- WCTD 

RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT 
PER- WCTO 

RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT VERY RARELY. . • • • . . • • • • • • • • • • • • I 1S338 74, I'll 91 .2~ 
ONCE A MONTH •.••• . .•••.••••••• • 2 753 3.611 4,d 

VERY RARELY ........... .. .. ,... 1 12631 61.0'11 14. 7'11 ONCE A WEEK . . , •.• , ••••••. , • . . • 3 421 2. I'll 2.d 
ONCE A ..ONTH. • .. .. .. • • .. .. • .. • 2 1912 9.2'11 ,, • 5'11 ALMOST EVERY OAY .. .,.......... • 22• t • ,,. ,. 2~ 
ONCE A WEEK •.•• .• , •••• , , • • • • • • 3 , .. s, 7 .0'11 l.4'11 EVERY OAY •••• • •••••••••••• ,,., 5 137 • 711 .81 
ALMOST EVERY [),:. , . . . . . • . . . . • • &80 3.3'11 3.911 RESERVED CODES: 
EVE RV DAY.. .. . . • • . . . . • . • • • • . • • 5 2 .. 3 , .2'11 1 .I'll NONRESPO~OENTS & DROPOUTS ••• 2485 · 12.0'II (MISS\
RESERVED CODES: IIULTl PLE RESPONSE •• , ••• , , , , • 6 5 .O!I (IIISS>

NONRESPONDENTS & DROPOUTS, •• 2485 12.0'11 (IIISSl M!SSINC.................. ... 8 "'92 2,4!1 <MISS) 
-MULTIPLE RESPONSE........... 6 9 .0'11-IMISS> LECITIMATE SKIP.... .......... 9 8•5 4.111 (111.SSI
M!SSINC..:................... 8 450 2.2'11 (MISS> 
LECl,!MATE SKIP,, •• ••• •• ,.. . 9 8•5 ... t'II 1111551 TOTALS: 20706 100 . 011 ,oo.o~ 

TOTALS: 20106 ,oo.o.. 100.0'II 

Quul1on 29J Tape Po,, 180•180 
For•atl 11 

T ■ P• Pu. 1'7'7•177 
Fo~ ■ ,t: 11 F1S29J use COMPUTERS FOR SCIENCE CALCULATIONS 

F 1S29•:. c:::~c,v.:T O~l•l ~x::,~q lh1CN7S IN SCIENCE u.. co...put•r t lo do c ■ lculatiofl11 

Ca 11 ;r, •".:: .:..:.,,l./-~. .,.~ ... , .,.~.,.t, o• proJeet • •• your own'? PER- WCTD 
RESPONSE COOES FREQ CENT PCT 

PER• WCTD --------- --------,RESPONSE CODES · FREQ CENT PCT VE!IY RARELY •••••••... , •••••••• 14986 72.4'11 89,4111-------- ONCE A MONTH."., •••••••••••••• , 2 633 . ·3, I'll 3. 5!!---------- ,VERY RARELY ••••••••••••••. , ••• -12964 62 . 6'11 .76.311 ONCE A WEEK •••••••••••• ••• •••• 3 5•4 2.611 3.211 
ONCE A MO>ITH •• , ••• , ••••••••• , . 2 2217 10.7'11 13.611 ALIIOST EVERY DAY •••••••••••••• .. 457 2.211 2.3111 
ONCE A WEEK .•••• , ••• •• •••••••• 3 1139 5.1511 ,. 711 EVERY DAY, ••••••••••• •••••••••• 5 266 , • 311 , .&Ii 
ALMOST EVERV · DAY .•••• ••• ••••• • 4 399 ,. 911 2.311 RESERVED CODES: 
EVE"V c,, y •.•• . • • •••• •••.•••••• ! 173 .8'11 l.t!i NONRESPONDENTS .. DROPOUTS ..• 2485 12.0'II l MISS l 
RESERVEO CC'C'E~: IIULTIPLE RESPONSE .•••.••••• , 6 7 • Oll (MISS>· 

NONREs;.io~tJ~t-.·r-s !. OK'J'.'Ol.i7S ••• 2485 12. 0'11 (MISSI MISS INC ••••••••••••••••••••• 8 483 2.311 (MISS>
YUL Tis,,_~ l:~SP;:,111:,;:_ 6 6 .()41 <MISS I LECITIMATE SKIP . .•••.·....... 9 845 4,1111 (MISS> 
111s,;;,.i; .••••.•.•• : ..•.••••• • ·8 478 2.311 (MISS> 
LECl,,M;.'.E :;'I\!~ .•••• • ••••••• 9 845 •. ,'II <MISS> TOTALS: 20706 100.011 100. OIi 

TOTALS: 20706 100. 0'11 100. O!I 

QuHtlon 21K T,,. •••· 181-181 
For••l: 11 

Q.,ullo~ 29H Tape l'·oo. 1'71•1'71 
l'or ■■ t: 11 F1S29K USE COMPUTERS FOR SCIENCE IIOOELS 

FIS29H USE COMPUTERS TO WRITE SCIENCE RE.PORTS u,, coap1,1ter1. for. aoClleli afttli 1taulatio.n1'? 

Use co~puttr1 tc wr;t• up eaperifflent1 or reports? PER- WCTD 
RESPONSE COOES" FREQ CENT PCT 

PER• WCTO 
RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT VERY RARELY ••• , , ••••••••• , • • • • 1 15256 73.711 91. Oll 

ONCE 2 1159 3.211 3. 711A -TH.. ,. , ............,
VERY RARELY.... • • • • .. .. .. .. • .. 1 1475• '71. 311 18,2'11 ONCE A WEEK •••.••• , , • • • • • • • • • • • 3 380 , • 1111 2.311 
CNCE A MONTH, , • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 2 1168 1,6.. 6. !ill ALIIOST EVERY DAY ••• ,, ••••• , •.• • 4 264 1,311 1. 611 
~"'~1=. A WEEK., ••••••• , •••••• ,.. 3 1163 2. 7'11 3, I'll EVERY DAY ••••••••••• ,......... 5 232 ,., .. 1.4!1,.2..~ST EVERY OAY, ••••• ,..... •• "' 249 ·1,4!1 RESERVED COOES : 

• ··" OAY ....... .. .... .. • .. • .. !i 147 .1'11 • 1111 NONRESPONDENTS & DROPOUTS ••• 2485 12 , 0li (MISS> 
=•ED COOES: IIULTIPLE RESPONSE........... I 12 ,4'11 (MISSI . 
•><~ESPONDENTS & DROPOUTS ••. 24115 12.0'11 CMISS> MISS INC..................... 8 103 2 • Alli ( 111 SS I 

•~.-;PLE RESPONSE........... 6 5 .0'11 (IIISS> LEC I TIMATE SK IP .• ,, •• ,...... ·9 845 4,111 (MISS> 
,.i::iSIN_C..................... 8 490 2,4'11 (MISS) 
-".ITIMATE SKIP............. 9 145 4, , .. IIIISS> TOTALS: 20706 100.0li 100.0'1 

TOTALS: 20706 ,oo.o.. 100.0'II 

https://1taulatio.n1
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--------.---Que ■ tton 28L T•P• Po ■ • 112•112"••••t: 11 

Quu t t •~ 

F1S301. 

30.& 

EMPHASIS ON 1.NCRE.ASINC SCIENCE 

T•P• P••• 186•186 
f'oraot: II . 

INTEREST 
F1S29L LISTEN TO THE TEACHER LECTURE IN SCIENCE 

L i It·" to the teacher lee tu,.,'? 
PER· wc:o 

RESPONSE 

VERY ----------RARELY • • •• •••••••• •• • , ••• 
ONCE A MONTH • • •• , ••••••••• ·• • ,. 
ONCE· A WEEK ·; ••• ••••••• ••• •••• • 
ALJolOST EVERY DAY ••• • • •• ••• , •• • 
EVE!lY 0A Y . • • , , , • • • , •• , •••••••• 
RESUVEO CODES: 

NONRESPONDENTS & DROPOUTS ••• 
Jo1UL1' IPLE RESPONSE, •• •••••••• 

CODES--------
1 
2 
3•s 

6 

FREQ 

1234 ,.oa 
2136 
5584 
7075 

2•15 
62 

PER• WCTO 
CENT PCT -----6.~ ..~ 

3. 4111 •. 311 
10 . 3111 · 13. 2111 
27 . ~ 33.211 
34 ', 2111 Al .4111 

12 . ~ <MISS> 
, ,3'11 IMISS l 

RESPONSE 

NONE •••••• •• • • ,, • •• • • •••• ••• , • 
MINOR EIIIPHASIS •••• • · • • • •• • • • ••• 
IIOOERATE EIIPHA.S IS ••• • • • • • •• • •• 
MAJOR EJIPHAS IS •••••••. • • • • •.•••. 
RESERVED CODES: 

NONRESPONDENTS & OROPOUTS • •. 
MISS I NG .. . , ...••. •• . . , •• ••.. 
LECITIIIATE SKIP., .. .. .... . .. 

CODES 

0 
t 
2 
3 

8 
9 

FREQ 

24 1 1 
•599 
685• 
3138 

2A85 
374 
8•5 

CENT PC:' 

11. 6'11 14 , 7ftt 
22.2'1t 27 . 5'11 
33. Ill 39 . 5'11 
15.2'11 18 . 311 

12 . 0111 (MISS l 
1 . 81> t1,1ISS > 
4 . 111 !MISS l 

MISS INC ..... . . .. , ... . .. ,. ••• 
LECITIMATE SK IP • •••• , • •••• • • 

a 
9 

577 
1•5 

2.8'< 
4.1111 

<MI SS l 
(M I SS) 

TOTALS: 20706 100.011 I00.0'I: 

'TOTALS : 20706 100.~ 100.~ 

Qu- ■ tt- 308 Tapo Poo. 116•186 
Fo••ot : 11 

Quootton 29111 Tape Po ■ • 113•113 F15308 EMPHAS I S . ON LEARNINC SCIENCE FACTS/RULES 
....... t : 11 

1t1p,
F1S29M O I SCUSS CAREERS IN SCl..ENTIFIC FIELDS 

PER- WCTO 
O~scu,, c ■ re•r _o~oortuniti•t in scientific and techn~lo;,cal 111£SPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT 
fielch'7 

NONE ••••• .•• •••••••••• ,,., • •• • 0 1275 6 . 2'1t 7 . 7'11 
PER• WCTO MINOR EIIPHAS IS • • •••• ,. , , . , ; • • • 1 3•7• 16. 8" 19 . 8": 

RESPONSE COOES .. REQ CENT · PCT MOOERATE EMPl'IAS IS • • • • • • •• • , • ; • 2 6A66 3 1 . 2'1 38.0'< 
MAJOR EIIP><AS IS , • •• •• • • •••••••• 3 5766 27. 81t 34. 5lt 

VERY · RARE!. Y .•••• • , • • • • • • • • • • • • I 10598 51 .2111 62 . 1'11 RESERVED COOES : 
ONCE A MONTH .• •• .' •• ; , • • • • • • • • • 2 3285 ' 15.9111 19. 8'11 NONRESPONOENTS I OROPOUTS ••• 2,e5 12.~ (MISS>
ONCE · A WEEK .. .. _.. ,. .,.. ... .. . 3 1763 1. s111 10.6111. IIU~TIP~E RESPONSE ••••••••••• 6 2 . 0111 (l,IISS > 
ALJolOST EVERY CAY •• •• • • •• •• • .. . 4 708 3.•111 • • 61; MISSING ••... . . .•• . •. •.••••. ;. 8 393 I. 9'1t· IMISS l 
EVERY CAY • • • •• . • • • ••••••••••• • · ·5 3•9 i. 7111 2 . 211 LECITIIIATE SKIP, •••••• • • • • •• 9 8•5 ,. I'll (MISS _) 
RESERVED CO:>£S : 

NONRESPONDENTS & DROPOUTS •• • 2•15 12.~ (MISS> TOTAl.ll: 20706 10O.0'II 10C.0" 
Mw:.."i'": ~ -E =t~ s:-osSE, •.• •. .- . , • • 6 1s · • 1 .. <MISS l 
M!SSINC ...... ... .. .. .... ,... 8 657 3.2111 <IIISSl 
LECITIMATE SKIP , ·,.,.,, .. ,,.. 9 8'5 •· 1'11 (IIISS> 

TOTALS : 20706 100 . 0'1 100 . ~ 

Qu- ■ tl- 30C T•po P• ■ • 117•117 
For,.1t1 11 

F1S30C EMPHASIS ON FURTHER ST\JOY IN SCIENCE 

Quootton 29N T•P• Po ■ • 114•18" Prep_ar;"I you for f11,1ri.her study ift 1c11nce ...·••••t I 11 
PER• WCTD 

F1SUN WATCH THE TCHR DEMONSTRATE AH EXPERIMENT 111£SPONSE COOES FREQ CENT PCT 

Watch th• teacher d ■ Mo~1trat1 or leed you tft '" ••P•riM ■ nt NONE ••••••••• • • • ••• , •••••••••• 0 211, 10 . 211 12. Jlt 
or 1y1t ■ fflat 1 c o~••rv~t,on7 MINOA ~ASIS ..... .,,.., • .,., 1 4319 20 . 911 . 25.21t 

IIOOERATE EIIPMAS IS , ••••••••••• • 2 6219 30,0'1 36.6.. 
PER• WCTO IIAJOA ~ASIS •••••• ., : • ..... . 3 4275 20.611 26.011 

RESPONSE COOES FREQ CENT PCT RESERVED COOES: . . 
NONRE$1>0NCENTS I DROPOUTS • •• 2•15 12.011 (MISS) 

VERY RARELY •• •••• • • •• • ••• • .•••• 1 3802 11.•11 23,,11 IIULTIP~E RESPONSE ••••••• •••• 6 5 .0'11 (MISS> 
ONCE A MONTH ...... ., ., .. , ., ., • 2 .. 2,e 20 . 711 · 2•.611 IIISSIIIC • • • • •••••••••••• • ••• • 8 .... 2. I'll (MISS) 
ONCE A WEEK.,, ••••• • • • , ••••••• •3 53•2 2$. 8'11 30;911 LECITIMATE SK IP •••••• , •••••• 9 a•s 4 . IIIIIIISS> 
ALMOST EVERY DAY, •• ••• • • • • •••• 2175 10. 611 13.111 
EVERY DAY •••••• , ••• , •••••• • ••• g 1319 6 .... 8,011 TOTALS: 20706 100.°"' 100.~ 
RESERVED COO ES: 

NONRESPONDENTS & DROPOUTS • •• 2d5 12.011 (IIISS> 
'MULTIPLE RESPONSE.·•••••·• • • 6 5 . 011 (11155) 
IIISSINC • ..•• • • , • • ••••••••••• I 455 2.2'11 <MISS> 
LECITIIIATE SKIP .. ......... ., 9 A. 1'1 (11155 >.., 

TOTALS: 20706 100.o,i 100.011 

Tape P••· 118•118 
For•■ t I 11 

FIS300 EMPHASIS ON WAYS TO SOLVE SCI, PROBLEMS 

Thinkiftg about what a prabll"' •1an1 and the way~ It .,.,ght 
bl 101••-

Quo ■ t ton 30 
PER• WCTO 

COOES FREQ CENT PCT 

NONE •••• • •• •• •• •••••••••• • • • •• 0 2107 10. 2'11 12. 2'11 
In your nto1t recent or curr ■ nt SCIENCE ela11, how MINOR EM!'NASIS ...... .... ,, • ., • 1 •2•2 20 . SIi 25. 1'11 . 
fl'IUC,., ■ Mpha1i1 do11/d1d t"'• t ■ 1ch1r place on th• IIOOEAATE E-ASIS •••••••••••.. 2 6207 30 . ~ 37. 2'11 
fol low,ng ot>,jactivu? (MARK ONE> 3 ••09 21.3'11 25. 5'11~~~Ji~; ··············. 

NONA£SPON0ENTS I DROPOUTS .•• 2 .. es 12.011 CIIISS> 
WLTIPLE RESPONSE •• , • ••••••. & 1 . ~ CIIISS> 
II ISSINC •.•.. •... • , • . .• . ••... •10 · 2.011 IIIISS l 
LEGITIIUTE SKIP .. • ..••. • •• . •• 9 ... s A. Ill CM!SS>• 

TOTALS: 2070& 100.011 100 , 011 

https://TOTAl.ll


-----

-------

STUD~ QUESTIQNNAIRE NELS:88 FIRST FOLLOW-UP 
P ag • 24 

Qu- ■ lto" 31C Toe Poo , 113-113 
Qu11lfo" · 30E Tope Po,, 119• 11i9 11 ■ , ■ ol: 11 

Fo, ■ ot: 11 · 
EMPHASIS ON FURT)1ER STUDY -IN MATH 

FISJOE EMPHAS IS ON SCIENCE IMPORTANCE IN LIFE 
Prep1r 1ng you for fu~ther study i n Mith 

PER- WCTOPER- WCTO RESPONSE FREQ CENT PCT 
. RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT --=~-~~-!-

NONE .. , ,. , .• , .... ,, •• , ., , •• •• . 0 1317 G. 411 ' . , IiNONE .. .. .. ..... . , . • . , . .. , , .. , , 0 230.7 11,111 13,5~ MINOR EMPHASIS, -. . •••• . • ••• • •• . I 2787 13 . 511 I 5. 9!t 
MINOR EMPHASIS . ,, , . • • . .. . .. .. . 1 ••OO 21 .21i 26 . 31i MODERATE EMPHASIS .• , , . •• ••• , . . 2 6035 29 . 111 33 : a"MODERATE EMPHAS IS. , , .. . , . . , , .. 2 5i6S 27 , 41i 32 . 81i MAJOR EMPHASIS ...• • , •.• • • •• , , ; 3 7'05 35 . 811 43,21i
MAJOR EMPHASI S, . . . •.. , • . , . .... 3 _ •61 I 22.311 RESERVED CODES:2 7, '" RESE~VED COOES : NONRESPONDENTS & DROPOUTS .. , 2485 12 : 011 · IIUSS >NONRESPONDENTS 6 DROPOv, S .. . 2485 12 . 0tl (WISS) MUL Tl PL_E RESPONSE, .. . ... •. . . 6 2 .0'1 I-MISS> 

Mu c7 1P" ~ RESP ONSE . ... ...... . 6 • .Ota (MISS > MISSING ... .. . . . • ••. • • ,, .•... 8 362 I . 7111 I.MISS > 
MISS I NG ... . . .. . . •. .. ....•. .. 8 389 1.91i (MISS ") LECITIMATE SKIP .• . • • .• .• • .. , 9 313 1. 511 (MISS)
LECIT IMATE SKIP ,. , •. , .. ... . . 9 8•5 •· 111 <MISS> 

TOTALS: 20706 100.0'1 100 , 0!t 
TOTALS : 20706 100.0lt IDO . Qq\ 

ln you~ MO&t recent o~ current MATHEMATICS cla11, how Qu- ■ tto" 31D Tap, Po, . 114-19-' 
Muck •"'c""1, , , · e1oe1/d1c:1 your teact,er p l ac• on each of the Fo,aot: _I I 
f ol 1Qw 1 n; ob.;ecl ) ve,., 

FIS3 10 EMPHASIS ON WAYS TO SOLVE MATM PROBLEMS 

Think,"& ,bout what I prob l •~ ~•an, and w1y1 it •ight b• 
1olvee1 

·Q1,,1e1ttor, 31 Tu, Po,. 110- 110 
Fo, ■ at: 11 PER- WCTO 

RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT _PCT 
FIS31 RESPONOEN, HAS NOT TAKEN MATN CLASS 

NONE.,. ,.,, ... .. , •• ,. , • ••••• •• 0 892 ,. •311 5 . o.. 
Ma¥• not yet taken a mathema t ic, cla11 MINOR EMPHASIS . . .• • , •• ..• • ••. • I 207• 10 . 041 11 . 9": 

MODERATE EMPHASIS .• • •.•••.• •.. 2 5320 25 . 711 30 . 9": 
PER- WCTO · MAJOR EMPHAS IS ..• , •••.• ,, • . ..• 3 9269 .. ,.811 . ·s2 . 2" 

RESPONSE CODES FREQ - CENT PCT RESERVED COOES : 
. NONRESPONDENTS_& DROPOUTS ... 2485 12 . 0'1 (MISS > 

APPLIES .. . . , .. ..• • , .•.•.. .•. , .. 1 313 I . 511 1.81i MULTIPLE RESPONSE .. • • • • . • • .• 7 <MISS>6 -~ DOES NOT -APPLY .. .. .. -..... ..... 2 17908 86.511 98 , 21i MISSING , . . , •... ••• . . ,, .•• • , . 8 34& I. 711 . <MISS> 
RESERvE:: !:00£5 : LECITIMATE SK·IP,, • •• • . • ,. ,, . 9 313 I. 511 <MISS > 

NONRESPOSOENTS 6 OROPO~~S . , . 2,n 12 . 0li (MISS> 
TOTALS : 20706 I 00. 011 1oo. o-1 

TOTALS : 20706 100 , 0ta 

Qu- ■ tto" 31E Tap, Po,. 115-185 
Que,tton 31A Tape Pe,. ·111-111 Fo, ■ oll 11 

Fo, ■ at: 11 
F1S31E EMPHASIS ON IMPORTANCE OF MATM IN LIFE 

FtS31A EMPHASIS ON INCREASINC lNT"EREST IN MATM 

PER- WCTO 
PER- WCTO RESPONSE COOES FREQ CE"T PCT 

RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT 
NONE . .• , ... ..• ••• • ••. • • , • • , , , . 0 255• I 2. 311 13.911 

NONE . . , ....... . . .•••. ,.. ... ... 0 2722 13.111 1',9111 MINOR EMPHASIS.•··•••• • • • ••••• I 4715 22. 811 26",&li 
MI NOR EMPHASIS. , • , • .••. • , , , , , , 1 ,ea, 23.&li 27,81, MODERATE EMPHASIS.,,, ••• • , •••• 2 528• 25,511 29 . 71i 
IIOOERATE £MPH AS IS .. . ., -..... ., . 2 5921 21.lli 3•.51i MAJOR EMPHASIS,., ••••• ,· •• • ,• •• 3 5008 2,.211 29.811 
MAJOR EMPHASIS . .• • , • • • • • . • • • . . 3 •047 19.511 22 , 8111 
RESERVED CODES : RE:~=~~~Pg~~~+s ~ DROPOUTS . • • 2485 12 . OIi (IIISS > 

NONRESPONDENTS & DROPOUTS •• , 2,15 "12,0II (MISS) .._,LTIPLE RESPONSE, • • ••••••• • & -6 .OIi (IIISS>
lir.JLTIPLE RESPONSE., •• , . , • • • , & .. ,011 (MISS > MISSll!C . , ..• •• .• , •.• • • ,., ••• 8 3•1 I.Ill <MISS> 
MISS INC . . , ••• • ..••• ,.,,, •• , . I 330 1.611 (MISS) LEGITIMATE SKIP,,,, .. , , .. , •• 9 313 1 , 5'11 (MISS>
LECITIMATE SKIP .... . ,. .. , • ., 9 313 1.511 (MISS) 

TOTALS: 20706 100 . 0ti 100.011 
TOTALS : 20706 100.0ll 100 , 011 

Qu- ■ tto .. 32 
Ch,ullo" 311 ·T ■ po Pu, 112-112 

flor ■ at I 11 
FtS318 EMPHASIS ON LEARNING MATM FACTS/RULES 

ln your Mott rae•"t or eurraftt flllTH cla11, ~ow often do/did
Laarft t ng and ~•Mor1z1ng faet,, rulaa, and 1tap1 you (MARK ONE> ••• · 

PER- WCTO 
RESPONSE COOES FREQ CENT PCT 

NONE,, •...• • • , •• ,, , ,,, ,., , ., . , 0 749 3,111 ,.2111 
MINOR EMPHASIS .•.•• , • • •• •• •• ~ . 1 2289 11.111 12,8'11 
MOOERATE EMPHASIS ...•. . •.••• .. 2 5265 25.411 30. 1111 

3 1258 ..... 7'11 52.9111=:i~~v:~p~~gl~ ;·· ···· · · ···· ·· · 
NONRESPONDENTS & DROPOUTS •. . 2,n 12.011 (MISS>
MULTIPLE RESPONSE • . .. . , •• • , . & .. ,OIi (MISS) 
MISS INC ... . • , .. , •• , •••.. • . ,, e 3•3 1. 7'11 (MISS)
LEGITIMATE SKIP •• ,, • •. . , ., • . , 9 313 1.511 <MISS) 

TOTALS: 20701 100.0'1 100,011 



--- ---- ------------------
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STUDENT QUESTIONNAIRE NELS:88 FIRST FOLLOW-UP Pitt 2S 

Q.,11tto• 

F 1S32.I. 

32A 

OFTEN REVIEW MATH WORK FROM 

Tape Poi, 111-111 
l'or ■ It1 11 

PREVIOUS DAY 

Q.,11tt1n 

Ft532E 

32E 

OFTEN USE COMPUTERS IN 

T1p1 . Pot, 200•200 
l'or•ot: 11 

MATH _CLASS 

Rev1ew the work fro~ the pr1viou1 day1 
PER- WC-:-0 

PER- · wcTO. _ RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PC-:' 
RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT ---------- --------, -14576 84 . 2"-NEVER. , ..• ,.,,, ••••••• , ••••••• 70.411 

NEVER.,.,,, . , •• , •• ,, •• ,.,,. , ,. t 1395 6 , 7111 7, ?Ill SOMETIMES , •• , ••• , •••• , •••• • ••• •2 2209 10. 7111 12,611 
SOMETIMES , .•••••••. • ••• , • • • • • • 2 59,2 28,7111 33.3111 OFTEN, •• ,,-• • •• ,, ••••••••• • •• ,. 3 5•• 2. 6111 3.2111 
OFTEN,., ••.•• , ••••• , •• , •• •._... 3 10275 49.6111 59, , .. RESERVED COOES: 
RESERVED CODES: . NONRESPONDENTS I DIIOPOUTS ••• 2"85 12.0111 <MISS) 

NONPESPONOENTS & DROPOUTS . . , 2485 12.0111 (MISSJ MULTIPLE RESPONSE ••••. . . • ••• 6 s • Cot t MISS l 
MI_SSINC .. . . ................. 8 296 1.4.. <MISS> MISS INC .••..•• ,,, •• , • • •., •• • 8 574 2. 8'11 t M[SS > 
LECITIMATE SKIP., ••.•• ,..... 9 313 t.5111 "(MISS) LECITJMATE SKIP •• , •••••••• ,. 9 313 1. 511 <111 SS > 

TOTALS : 20706 100,0III 100.0111 TOTALS: 20706 100 . 0111 100 . 0lt 

Q..11 t t Oft 328 .T1p1 Poi, 117-117 Q.,11 t Io• 32F Tape Po,. 201-20~ 
Foro.. tl 11 For•at: 11----·-------

F1S328 OFTEN USE BOOKS OTHA THN MATH TEXT 800KS F1S32F OFTEN USE HANDS-ON MATERIALS IN MATH 

U•• books other than teat •ook1? U11 h1nd1-on ~1t1rt1l1 or •odel11 

PE'R- WCTO PER- WCTO 
RESPOl;SE COOES l'REQ CENT PCT RESPONSE COOES FREQ CENT PCT 

NEVER ...•• ,,,,, •• ·.,,,,,.,,,., , t 12-'33 &O.OIII 70,AIII NEVER • . • , • ••• ,,,,, ••• , •• ,,,, •• 1 t 1780 56 . !Ill se .e ... 
SOMETIMES.,., , ,, •• ,, •• • • ,,, •• • 2 3233 15.6111 18,2111 . SOIIETI MES • , , ••••••• , ••• , • •• , , • 2 A702 22.7'11 25.2"-
OFTEN,, , ,.,.,,,,,,,,,,,,,.;, •• 3 1927 9.311 11.311 OFTEN.,,,.,,,,.,.,., ••••..•• ,, 3 1071 5. 211 · S.9'11 
RESERVED CODES: RESERVED CODES : 

NONRESPONDENTS & DROPOUTS . ,, 2A85 12.0111 (MISS> NONRESPONDENTS & DROPOUTS ••• 2A85 12 ,0111 I MJSS l 
MISS INC.,., , .• ,,,, , ,,.,,,,, , 3H, 1.511 111155) IIIUL TJPLE RESPONSE••••.• ,,, •• 6 3 .O'I <MISS>•LECITIMATE SK IP,.,., •••••••• 9, . 313 1,511 !MISS> IIISSINC, • • ••• ,,,,,.,,.,,.,:, e 352 1. 711 (MISS l 

LECITIMATE SK IP, ........... . 9 313 1,511 (MISS! 
TOTALS: 20706 100,()111 100,0111 

TOTALS: 20706 ,00 . 011 100.~ 

Quutto• 32C Tape Poi, 111-111'•·••t: 11 Q.,11ttoft 32C Tape Po,, 202-202 
Fo•••t: 11 

F1S32C OFTEN COPY TEACHER'S NOTES IN MATH CLASS 
FIS32C OFT£N USE ~CULATORS IN MATH CLASS 

Copy the teacher's ftot11 fro~ tha bl1ckboard7 
u.. - c ■ lcul1tor1? 

Pt:R- WCTO 
RESPONSE COOES l'REQ CENT PCT Pt:R- WC-:-0 

RESPONSE COOES FREQ CENT PCT 
NEVER,.,,.,----------••••• , •••• , •• ,,,, •• 1 3259 15,7.. 18. 1.. 
SOMETIMES, ...... ,,,, ..... ,, . , . 2 5888 28,411 34. 211 NE\IER,, . . : . , ,., •• , ••• , •••• , ••. 1 A85t 23. A'lt 28.31! 
OFTEN .• , , •••. ,,,.,,.,,., ••• , •• 3 e,3& AO,711 A7, 711 SOMETIMES, •• ,, ................ 2 6356 30. 7111 37.5"' 
RESERVED COOES: OFTEN,,,., •• ,, •••••••••••••••• 3 6170 29 . 8'11 34 . 211 

NONRESPONDENTS I DROPOUTS •• , 2415 12,0!1 !MISS I RESERVED COOES: 
MULTIPLE RESPONSE.•••••••••• 2 .011 IMISSJ NONRESPDNOENTS I OIIOPOUTS ••• 2A85 12,011 I MISS) -
IIISSINC., ..... ,.,, .......... 323 I• &!I ( 11155 I lliaJLTIPLE RESPONSE•••• ·.... ,., i 2 ,()'II (MISS>•' LECITIIIATE SKIP •• , •• ,,,,.,,, 9 313 I. 15.. (MISS) IIISSINC,, ••• • • , ...... ,; ••• , , e 529 2.811 <MISS> 

LECITIMATE SKIP, ••••••• • •••• I 313 I. !ill IMl$S) 
TOTALS: 20701 100, 0'11 100,0111 

TOTALS: 20706 100. 0'11 100.0!1 

Quutton 320 Tape P11, 111•111 
l'or ■atl I 1 Q.,utteft 32H Tape Poi, 203-203 

l'or ■ at: 11 
F1S32D OFTEN 00 PROBLEll•SOLVINC IN IIATH 

FIS32H OFTEN PARTICIPATt IN STUOENT DISCUSSIONS 
Do Ito,y prob I•"'• o, p,obl•••aolvtflg acthttho7 

P1rttctp1t1 '" 1t.,deott•l1d dt1cu11ion1? 
PER• WCTO 

RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT PER- wen> 
RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT---------- --------,NEVER., ••• .-.,, ••••• ,.,., ••• ,,, I 32A2 t 5. 711 11,311 

SOMETIMES •••••• , , ••• , , ••• • , ••• 2 19A2 "3,211 ---------- •• , •• , •• , 7282 35 . 21i51,411 NEVER,,,,,.,,, , ,,,,,, A0 , 8111 
OFTEN,,,,,, , ,.,,,,,,,,,,,.,,,, 3 1416 26,211 30 . 411 SOMETIMES, , , ••• , • •• ; • , ••••••• , 2 H3t 33,0li 39. 6111 
RESERVED CODES: OFTEN., .,,,,,,,,,,, ••••••• ,,.,, 3 3463 16. 711 19.611 

NONRESPONDENTS & DROPOUTS,,. 2485 12.0111 (MISS I RESERVED COOES: 
MISS INC •. , . . . .••• ,,., ••• -.,,, 308 1. 1511 (MISS) NONRESPONDENTS I DIIOl>OUTS,,. 2A85 12.011 (MISS I•LECIT.IMATE SK IP, •••••••• ,, •• 9 313 I.SIi IMISSJ IIISSINC,,,,, ... , .... ,, , ..... 8 332· 1 , 611 <MISS I 

LICITIIIATE SK IP , ,, ••• , , , , , , • 9 313 t, 511 1111 ss I 
TOTALS: 20706 100,011 100,0111 

TOTALS1 20706 100. Olli 100. O!I 



----- --------
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STUDENT QUESTIONNAIRE· NELS:88 FIRST FOLLOW-UP 
Pav• 26 

Cluutfen 33C Te,, P••· 201-201 
Qu ■■ t I en 321 Tape Pei, 204-20, For ■■ ll 11 

Fera■ t l I l 
FlS33C , EMPHASIS ON UNORSTNONC SCI . IDEAS _AT WIIK 

F1S32I OFTE k EXPLAIN MATH WORK IN CLASS ORALLV 
Helpiftg you u"derst·a~d how tci•"t i f i c ideas and ~•theMatics 

£•pl1,n your work to the cl111 Or1l ly ? 1r1 used t n work 

PER- WCTO PEA- WCTO 
RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT 

NEVER .. , ;, ... , .,,,, , , ,.,., ,. .. l 39,0!I ---------- 72 l6833 33.0!I NONE . • • .••• •• . • •. • •.• ••••• • •• • 0 3 . 511 1$,311
SOMETIMES. , , . , .... , . , . , . , , , . . . 2 6556 31 . 711 37, 111 IIINOR EIIPHAS I S . , . , , , ; , , , , . , , , , l 1213 .5. !HI 25. 611 
OFTEN .. ... . , . , , . , . , , , , . . .. .. , , 3 ,,99 20,311 23.911 IIOOERATE EMPHASIS,,, ,, . ; . , ,.,, 2 1,93 7,211 ·32, , .. 
RESERVED CODES : IIAJOR EMPHASIS,,,,, , , , , , , , .,,, 3 1190 5,711 2S . •II

NONRESPONDENTS &'OROPOVTS, . . 2,as 12,0!I (MISS) RESERVED COOES : 
MULTIPLE RES?ONSE . , , . , , , , , , , 6 1 .OIi <MISS> NOHRESPONOENTS I DROPOUTS,,, 2,es 12 .O!I (MI-SS)
MISSINC .. ....... .. .. .. . .,... 8 319 l , Sll (MISS) IIISSINC., . ,, •. , .,,,,, ,,. ,. , . a ,,1 2, 111 !MISS)
LEC!TIMATE SKIP, ·, . ••. . , ... ,. 9 313 t.511 (11155) LECITIIIATE SKIP.,, , ,.-.,, ,., , 9 13173 63.611 (MISS) 

TOTALS: 20706 100,041 100, 01! TOTALS: 20706 100 . 0!I 100.0lt 

ln your ffiOlt recent or c~rrenl VOCATIONAL course, how Much 
lfflph1s11 d1d/do11 your taacha~ pl1c1 on th• fol lowing Q.,ut Ion 330 Tap, Poi. 209-209 
ObJlctiv,,7 For ■ at: 11 

Ff5330 EMPHASIS ON WAVS TO SOLVE PROBLEMS 

Thi ,nking about -whal I probleft'I Mean, 1nd the w1y1 il •t;ht 
Quutton 33 Tope Poi , 205-205 ti• solved 

l'or ■■ t: 11 
PER- WCTO 

FIS33 R HAS NOT TAKEN A VOCATIONAL COURSE RESPONSE COOES FREQ CENT PCT 
Have not t lk e11 • voc1t l Ol'l1I course --------- 0 662 3. 211 .... SIiNOME.,, •. ,;., • .• , , , , • .•••.•• • , 

MINOR EMPHASIS .. , , , , ,., • . ,, ••• 1152 11 . SIi 2,.211
PER- · WCTO MOOERATE EIIPHAS IS, , , , , • , • , •• _.. 2' 1!73 7 , 611 3•. 211 

RESPONSE COOES FREQ CENT PCT MAJOR EMPHASIS . ,,,, •• , .,., , • • . , 3 1219 5 . ff 27, ,.. -------- RESERVED COOES: 
APPLIES.,,, .. . .. .. ,, , • . ,,.,,,, 13173 63.611 71.,11 NONRESPONDENTS & DROPOUTS , • . 2•85 12. O!I (MISS>
DOES NOT APPLV 111 S_S I NC , , •• , , • , •••• , • , . . , ..• e U2 2. , .. (MISS>
COURSE,.,, .. , . , . . . , , , • , .. , , . , , 2 so,a 2a , 611 LECITIIIATE SKIP .......... ,.,. 9 13173 63.611 <MISS)
RESERVED CODE S: 2, . ·-

NONRESPOND!;.~,S & OROPOUTS .. , 2,es 12. 011 <111 SS) TOTALS: 20706 100 . 0!I 100 . 04t " 
TOTALS : 20706 100,011 II 

Quutlon 33E Tope Pei. 210-210 
Fora ■ t: 11 

~ ..utton 33A Tope Poi, 201-201 
Fora ■ tl 11 '1S33E EMPHASIS ON UNDERSTNDNC MATH & SCI IDEAS 

o33A EMPHASIS ON TEACHINC SKILLS TO USE NOW He .lpiftg you to V"derttl"d M ■ th••at i cal •"d 1cie~tific 
••••• by halp,ng you to m1n1pulat1 phy,;cal obJact, 
(toola, •1ch1n11, lab eQutpfflent) 

PER- WCTO PEA- WCTO · 
RESPONSE COOES FREQ CENT PCT RESPONSE COOES - FREQ CENT PCT 

NONE,.,,,,----------.• ,.,, . ,,,, •.• ,., •. , 0 32• 1,611 8.H NONE •••• , ,,,, •• ,,,,,,,.,, .• ,. , 0 913 ....... 20,411
MINOR EMPHASIS . . , ,,,,,,,,,,,., I H• 20.5.. IIINOA E-ASIS.,.,, ... , , .. , ., , 1 1079 5. 211 22.a 
MODERATE EMPHAS 1$ •• , •• ,,,, •• ,, 2 1878 "'·'"8 , Ill 35.911 IIOOERATE EMPHASIS., •• ,, , ,,, , ,. 2 135• ,. 511 29. "'"' MAJOR EMPHASIS. , , • • , •.. , • , , • , . 3 1628 7. 911 36 . 6.. ~OR EIIPNAS I S , • , • , • • , , • • •• , , • 3 1238 ,. °"' 27. 711 
RESERVED COO ES : RESERVED CODES: 

NONRESPONDENTS & DROPOUTS. ,. 2485 12, O!I <MISS l NONRESPONDENTS & DROPOUTS ••• 205 12,011, (MISS) 
111 SS I NC. , . ... , . , , , , , . , • , . , , • a "'3"' 2. Ill <MISS! IIISSINC .• ,, . . • , , •. ,,,, ..••• , •6• 2 . 211 <MISS l 
LECITIIUTE SK IP.,.,,, .•• ,,, . 9 13173 63,611 <MISS> LECITIIIATE SKIP . ....... , ••• , 9 13173 63.n IIIISSl• 

Tl:'.''.' O. t.S : 20706 100, O!I 100 . 011 TOTALS: 20706 100 . O!I 100,011 

Q.,Ht1on 331 · Tepe Poo, 207-207 
l'ora ■ t I 11 

F IS33B EMPHASIS ON TEACHINC voe FACTS, RULES 

Teaching you feet,, rul•• ·• l"d 1t1p1 Have you •v•r It••" in eriy of tht fol lowtng ki,u~1 of cou,1•1 
or prov•••• ;n high 1chooti (MARK ONE)

PER- WCTO 
RESPONSE COO ES FREQ CENT PCT 

NONE.,.,, ., • .. • , .. , . , •• ,,.,,,. 0 2,2 I. 211 "'. 911MINOR EMPHASIS .. . ... . ..... ., .. I 816 3,911 17. , .. 
IIIOOERA TE £MPHAS IS. , • , , , , •. , , , . 2 1656 •• O!I 36.~ 
MAJOR EIIPHAS IS , , , , , , , , • , , . , . . . 3 1197 9. 211 •2 . Ill 
RESERVED CODES: 

NONRESPONDENTS I DROPOUTS .. . 2,es 12.0!I (MISS) 
IIISSl.,C . ................. ... 8 •37 2, Iii (WISS I 
LECITIMATE SKIP. ,. ,, , ,,,,. ,. 9 13173 63.611 (MISS> 

TOTALS: 20706 ,oo. O!I 100.~ 
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27 STUDENT QUESTIONNAIRE NELS:88 FIRST FOLLOW-UP 

EVER BEEN IN A .REMEDIAL MATH Cl.ASS 

Quaol1oft J•E r,,. ,.,. 211-211 
Quu\ton 3'-l Tape Poo, 211-211 For••t: 11 

Far ■al 1 11 
F1S3•E EVER BEEN IN AOVANCED PLACEMENT PROCRAM 

F IS3•A EVER . BEEN IN A REMEDIAL ENCLISH CLASS 
Advanced plac1m•nt pr og r , ... 

Atfflldtal Eng I II h t1om•tun11 Cl I) Id ba1;c or ••••nt i al) 
PER- WCTO 

PER~ WCTO RESPONSE COOES FREQ CENT PCT 
RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT ------------------ ,-------- YES . . . • ...••• . .•.. ·. .. • .. · ••••· 49,., 23 . 9" 27. 2.. 

VES •••..•••.••... . ..•.. . ••.••• . 1 3.235 15.6.. 18.H NO ... .•. . . ... . ... . .••....• ... . 2 12661 61. 1.. 72 . 8'1t 
NO .•. ... ... . ... . ...•.•. •• •••.. 2 1~39 69. 7" e1. 111 RESERVED COOES: 
RESERVED COOES : NONRESPONDENTS & OROPOUTS .•. 2.ies 12 .011 <lll!SS >. 

NONRESPONDENTS e. DROPOUTS ••• :z.ie5 12 ·°" <IIISS l MULTIPLE RESPONSE .. .•... . . • . 6 .. .~ (Ml SS J 
MULTlPLE RESPCNS~...••. . ... , 6 1 .091 (MISS> M!SSINC, ..• . ..... .... .•..•.. B 615 3 . 0 .. ( Ml ~S > 
MIS.S !NC ..•••..•..• • ....••.•. a S.6 2. 611 IMISSl 

TOTALS : 20706 100. 0'I 100.0" 
TOTAI..S: 20706 100.011 100. OIi 

t•P• Po,, 216-216 
Quaol1•• 3.il Tape Po,. 212-212 For•at: 11 

Far ■ at: 11 
EVER BEEN IN EDUCATIONAi.LY HANDICAP PROC 

Special pro9r1M for tht educatioftally handicapped 

PER• WCTD 
PER- WCT0 RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT 

RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT ---------------- YES , ., •. ,., .... , .. , ... , .••.•. , 1 362 1. 7 .. ,..... 
YES .• , ..•... . ...... , .. ,• • ••••· 1 3605 16. 911 20,211 NO .....•.. . ......•... , , •• • , .•. 2 1723• &3.2.. 97 . 5.,
NO .•..... , .... ,,,, .• . • . . ,., ••• 2 i•16a u.,11 79,8" RESERVED CODES: 
RESERVED CODES: NONRESPONDENTS I OROPOUTS ... 2.ies 12.011 (MISS>

NONRESPONDENTS e. DROPOUTS, •. 2•85 12. OIi (MISS> MULTIPLE RESPONSE ..•.•.•.•. , 6 2 •011 (MISS> 
. IIUL TIPI..E RESPONSE . . ..•..•••• I I .o.. lMISS l MISS INC.,,, .• . ...•••.•••• , . . a 623 3.011 (M I SS> 

IIISSINC . ,,.,, , .• , •. • ..•.• •. •, e S.7 <MISS> 
2 ·'" TOTAi.S i 20706 100. OIi 100 . c,ql

TOTAI..S : 20706 100. 0" 100,011 

Quu t I Oft 3.-C T,;. Po, . 217-217 
Tapo Po,. 213-213 -- For ■ ol: I 1 
Fer•ot: I 1 

F IS3.-C EVER IEEN IN PHYSICALLY HANDICAPPED PROC 
EVER BEEN IN 811..INCUAI../BICUI..T\JRAI.. Cl.ASS 

SP•cial P"OO'•"' for the physically hand1ca,:ap•d 
8il1n9ual o, btcyltural pP"09rant 

PER• WCTO 
PER- WCT0 RESPONSE COOES FREQ CENT PCT 

RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT --------YES .••...• ,, . • , • .•• ,. , ,.,., . ... ,... 1. 211 1 ... lilt 
YES • ••.•.•..•. ,,,,, • •••.• , ••• , I 3090 1.i.911 16,511 NO ......•. , .•..••• . , ••••. , .. . . !7357 83,8'11 98. 6"' 
NO . ..•.... . . . .••••••••.. ,. . ... ·. 2 IU77 69 . 9• 83.511 RESERVED CODES: 
RESERVED CODES: NONRESPONDENTS & DROPOUTS .•. 2"85 12. 0" (MISS> 

NONRESPONDENTS & DROPOUTS.,, 2•85 12.011 < Ill SS l MULTIPLE RESPONSE ....•.. .• . . 6 I . 0" , .. 1ss > 
MULTIPLE RESPONSE .. • • , .••• ,. 6 3 • OIi <MISS l MISS INC .••••.... . ,, •. . ... , . . 8 619 3.0- <MISS> 
MISSINC .. . ... .. ....... ,.,. •• 8 151 3.111 <MISS> 

TOTALS: 20706 100. 011 100.011 
TOTALS: 2070f 100. OIi 100. 0" 

Tope Po,. 218-218 
Q11a1ttoft 3.-0 Ta~ Pao. 21••21, l'or ■ ot: It ,.,••u 11 

FISJ.-H EVE.A IEEN IN DROPOUT PREVENTION PROC:RAM 
FIS3•0 EVf.R BEEN IN f.NCLlSH 45 SECOND LAIIC PROC 

Oropoyt prevent.ion progr ■• 
Eng 1ioh .. I Secoftd Laft91,1a91 prograM 

l>ER- WCTO 
PER- WCTO RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT' RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT ------------------ 1 3.i7 t:711 2. 3'11-------- YES .. ,, .• , ••• ,,,,••••••·•·• ·••• 

YES .• ; . • • , .• ,, • . . , .. •. , .. , , ••. I 2101 10. 111 1 1. 911 NO • . ..... ,., • ..• ,.,, .•••••• ,,. 2 112.i, 83.311 97 . 711 
NC . . . . ... . . .......•.....•....• 2 15477 1, .71i aa. 111 · RESERVED CODES: 
RES.ERV£::> CODES: NONRESPONDENTS I DROPOUTS ••• 2.ies 12 . 011 <MISS> 

NONRESPONDENTS I OROi:>OUTS .•• 2415 12.a.. (MISS> IIULTIPI..E RESPONSE •.••.•••••. 6 1 . OIi (MISS>
IIUL TIPI..E RESPONSE, .. •• ,,,,, . 6 I • OIi (MISS> MISSINC, •.••••• . .. , ••• , ••••• 8 626 3.0II <IIISSl 
MISS INC •..• , ... • •..•• . ••• ,. , I S.-2 3 . Ill (MISS> . . 

TOTALS: 20706 100.011 100.011 
TOTAI..S: 2070f 100, OIi 100.011 

https://EDUCATIONAi.LY
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STUDENT QUESTIONNAIRE NELS:88 FIRST FOLLOW-UP 
Paga 28 

Quu ti on 3&A 1 Tape Paa, 222-223 
Queatio" 36 Fa••et: 12 

F 1'S36A 1 TIME SPENT ON HOMEWORK IN SCHOOL 
Tota I t 11111 1 pent on hoM•work in ,choo I 

Ha..,.• you rec 1 ,..,,d 1nf0,-mat1on on u,, fol lo,..1n; too1cs · '" your 
current 1cn0011 IMAR~ ONE) PER- WCTD 

RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT 
NONE ... ,,,, ... ,,.•.• ,,,,,,,,,., 0 1639 7,911 9,811 
1 HOUR OR LESS, • , , , , , , , ...•... . 1 6416 31 . 011 37.411 
2-3 HOURS .... ,,, .. ,,,,,,.,., .. 2 ..231 20,411 23,711_._6 HOURS,,,,, ••. ,.,.,,,.,, .. . 3 2909 , .. ,Oli <6.211 
1-9 HOUR$,,, ...• ,, •• ,.,.,,, .. . .. 1036 5. 0li 6 .OIi 
10- 12 HOUIIS , .. .. , ....•. , , , . .. , s 506 2.•11 2,511 
13-15 HOURS ........ , ....... , ... 6 241 t. 211 .. .... 

Quaatloft 3SA Tepe Poa , 219-219 OVER I 5 HOUIIS . , , • , ••• , • , , , , ... 7 525 2 . SIi 2,911 
For•et: II RESERVED CODES: 

NONRESPONDENTS I DROPOUTS ... 2485 12.0'°' !MISS> 
FISJSA RECEIVED INFORMATION ON SE~ EDUCATION 11\JLTIPLE RESPONSE.,,,,,,, .. , 96 191 ,91t <IIISSl 

IIISSINC ... ,., ..... ,.,,,, •.. . 98 52 I 2, Sit !IIISSJ 

TOTALS: 20706 100,041 100.011 
PER- WCTD 

RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT 

VES.,,,,.,, .......•... ,....... 1 1171• S6.61i &S.•li 
NO ,, ..... , ....... ,.,, ....... ,, 2 6107 29.Sli 3•.61i 
RESEIIVED CODES: 

NONIIESPONOE~~S & DROPOUTS ... 2,es 12.0-0 <MISS> 
MULTIPLE RESPONSE .. , , , , . , , . . 6 1 ,011 (111551
MISSINC .... , ...... ,.,.,,,.,, 8 399 1 , 911 (IIISSI --------Quutton 36A2 Tope Poa, 22..-22s 

TOTALS: 20706 100,0li 100,0li For• ■ l: 12 

FIS3&A2 TIME SPENT ON HOMEWORK OUT OF SCHOOL 

Tola I ti•• spent 0_11 hoMework out of 1choo I 

PER- WCTD 
RESPONSE COOES FREQ CENT PCT 

--------- .,,, ... 1209 s. 81t 7, 6liNONE ••• ,.,,,,,,.,,,, •• , · 0 
Quutlon 3&8 Tape Poa, 220-220 I HOUR OR LESS, ...• ,,,.,,, ••.. 1 ..239 20.511 25.•li 

Foraet: 11 2-3 HOURS •• ,.,.,.,,, .•• ,., •... 2 5032 2,.311 28 ..... 
.. -6 HOURS.,,,., .•. ,,,,.,,,, ... 3 2912 , ... 111 16.61t 

F1S35B RECEIVED INFORMATION ON AIDS EDUCATION 1-9 HOURS ....•••. , .. ,, ..•.• .• .. 4 1553 7. 511 8. 7.. 
10-12 HOURS ..••••.....•.•.•... s 1303 6,311 6,6.. 

AIDS eauc:al ton 13-15 HOURS ....••. , ••.• , •..... 6 122 3. 511 3,511 
OVER 15 HOURS .•... , ..•. ; •.... , 7 166 3 . 141 3. 21t 

PER- WCTD RESERVED COOES: 
RESDONH CODES FREQ CENT PCT NONRESPONDENTS ' DROPOUTS ... 2"85 12. 041 !MISSI 

IA.ILTIPLE RESPONSE,., •••..... 96 171 .9.. !MISS! 
YES ....• , •. ·.• . • . , .• ••, · , ·• •••• 1 11198 57 . ~ &5.Sli MISSINC ..................... 98 308 1 .511 (MISS! ------·--- --------
NO ....... . ... ,.,, , .,, ., .•.•• ,. 2 602• 29 . 1ll 3•. SIi --·--· USERVEO CODES : TOTALS: 20706 · 100,041 100,0I<

NO,.RESPONOE'-TS & DROPOUTS ... 205 12.011 (11155)
MULTIPLE RESPONSE ........... 6 • . OIi (11155) 
MISSINC •. .. , ..... . , .. . ,., ... 8 395 I.,.. (111$$) 

TOTALS: 20106 100.~ ,00.011 

Qwoatl•" 3111 Tep• Po,. 221-227 
... , •• t, 12 

F1S3&81 TIME SPENT ON MATH HOIIE~ORK IN SCHOOL 

Tepe Poa, 221-221 Ti•• apent on Matha~atic1 hom•work in tchool"··••ti 11 PER- WCTO 
P1S3SC RECEIVED INFORMATION ON ALCOHOL/DRUCS ED RESPONSE COOES FREQ CENT PCT 

Alcohol or drug abu1• education NONE .. , •.. ,.,, ••• , ••••••••••.. 0 2296 11.111 12.111 
I HOUR OR· LESS, •••••••••••• , •• 1 10316 50,111 60. 211 

PEA- WCTO 2-3 HOURS, •••• , •• ,, ••• , •• , •.•• 2 2431 1 I, 71i 13,511 
RESPONSE COOES FREQ CENT PCT ,._, HOURS •• ,,,.,, •••••• , ••• ,,. 3 1369 6.611 7. •11 

7-9 HOURS ...•.• ,,,.,,,, ..•.. ,. .. 232 1.111 1, 34! 
YES .... • . .....•.. , ... ,.,,, .. ,. I 1'101 71 ·°" e1. 7.. 10- 12 HOUIIS •.. , ••.• , , .......•. s 10 ...11 ..... 
NO . . , .......... ,.,., •. , .. , .. ,, 2 3137 1s. 2• 18.3ll 13-15 HOURS .. , ••• , ••• , ••.••... 36 .211 ,211 
RESERVEO CODES: OVER IS HOURS .• , • , •••••.••.••• 1 84 .44! .SIi ' NONRESPONOENTS & OROPOUTS .• , 2..95 12.0ll (MISSI NOT TAKI NC MATH, ............. . 112 3,011 3. 711 

MULTIPLE RESPONSE.,,.,,,.,.. & 3 -~ <11IS51 RESERVED COO ES: • 
MISS INC.,;, •..• . • ,,,, .• ,,... 8 310 ,.a• CMISSI NONRESPONDENTS I OROPOUTS ... 2"85 12.011 111·1ss1 

IAJLTIPLE RESPONSE ••••...•• ,, 96 1&3 ,Iii (1115S I 
TOTALS: 20706 100,011 100.011 IIISSINC ••••• ,, •••••• , .••..• , 98 S..2 2.611 (MISS> 

TOTALS: 2070& 100.011 100.0'1 

Quo1tlo" 36 

Ove,.al _l ana in th41 fol low1ng 1ubJ ■ ct1, about how 
~~ch liM ■ do you spend on homework EACH •EEK, both 
;ft lftd out of achool~ (MARK ONE> 
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STUDENT QUESTIONNAIRE HELS:88 FIRST FOLLOW-UP P1;1 29 

Quutte" 3101 T101 Po,, 234-235 
QMU t I on 3612 Tap• Poa, 228-221 For•at: 12 

l'or ■ ot: 12 
F1S3601 TIME SPENT ON ENCLISH HOMEWORK IN SCHOOL 

F1S3682 TIME $PEN':" ON MATH HOMEWORK OUT OF SCHL 

PER- wGTC 
PER- wci'o RESPONSE COOES FREQ CENT PCT 

RESPONSE COOES FREQ CENT PCT ---------------- NONE ... , . . , .... , .• ,,.,, . . ,,,, . 0 3•12 16 . 5'11---------- 19 . ""' NONE • • ,, •. , •• , •••••• • · ····;• · · 0 2789 13. 511 17. OIi 1 HOUR OR LESS,, ••• ,,, •• ,.,,,. 1 10068 48,611 57. 811 
1 HOUR OR LESS •••• ,. , , ••• , ,,,, 1 798• 38.611 46,511 2-3 HOURS. , ,,, . ,.,,,., .• ,, •• , ·, 2 2163 10 . •'I; 12. JI, 
2•3 HOURS.,,.,., ••• • ,., • • • , , •• 2 3725 18 , OIi 20.511 •·6 HOURS •• ,,,,,,.,,,,,.,,.,,. 3 I 156 S.6'11 ,. 6"' 
•-6 HOURS." •••••••• , •• , • • ••• • •• 3 1722 1,311 8.811 7-9 HOURS.,.,,,,,,,.,., • • • ,.,, .. 222 1 . 1,; I . JII 
7-9 HOURS . .• •••• •• , • ·, • ••••.• , . .. 483 2. 311 2 . 311 10-12 HOURS •• , ,,, . ,., ••••• , ••• 5 8• . 4'11 • 5:., 
10-12 HOURS . • ••••• , , • ; , •••••• • s 158 • 8'11 • 811 13•15 HOURS •••• , •• ,, •• .. •••••• 6 38 • 211 • 21t 
13-1 5 HOURS ••• ,,, , ••••• • , • • , , . 6 37 .2'1! ; 311 OYER 15 HOURS ••.•• ,,., • • , •••• , 7 66 .3.. , 4'1t 
OVER IS HOURS .• • ,., ••• • •••• , •• 7 . 70 , 311 .311 NOT TAK INC ENCL I SH. , ,, •• ,., ••• 8 253 1.211 I . Alt 
NOT TAK INC MATH •• ,, •••• , ••• • • • 8 ·6•6 2.611 3 . .oll RESERYEO COOES : 
RESERVEO COOES: NONRESPONOENTS & DROPOUTS •• • 2.015 12.011 !MISS> 

NONRESPONOENTS & OROPOUTS ••• 2•85 12. OIi IMISSl WLTIPLE RESPONSE., .... ,, •.. 96 153 . 711; <MISS> 
lil\JLTIPLE RESP_ONSE ••• ·, • , • , • , • 96 15• . 711 !MISS> IIISSINC ••• , ••• •• •• , ••• • • , ••• 98 616 3.0.. !MISS I 
MISSINC ... . ... , ..... •. ... .•. 98 553 2.711 <MISS> 

TOTALS: 20706 100 . 0.. 100 . o:..: 
TOTALS : 20706 100. OIi 100. OIi 

QM11lle11 3602 Tapo Poa, 236-237 
CIMaatton 36C1 Tope Poi, 230-231 For• ■ t: 12 ... , ..,t: 12 . 

F1S3602 TIME SPENT ON ENC.LISH HOMEWRK OUT O• SCH 
F1S36C1 TIME SPENT ON SCIENCE HOMEWORK IN SCHOOL 

Ti~• •P•~t on E"glith homework out of 1chool 
T1Me 1pent on Scjence ho~•wo~k in IChool 

PER- WCTO 
PER- WCT!l RESPONSE COOES FREQ CENT PCT 

RESPONSE COCES FREQ CENT PCT 
NONE., • •• • ,, • • ,,,,.,,,, • • • ,,,. 0 296• 1'.311 17 . Sit 

NONE •••• •• ·.,, . ,;,,, • • ,,,,• · ·•• 0 3226 15,611 ti. 111 1 HOUR OR LESS ........ . ·....... 1 7955 38 . 411 ,&.21t 
1 HOUR OR LESS ••• , • • ••••• , , ••• 1 9268 4.0,811 53.011 2-3 HOURS.,,,,., ••• ,,, ••• , •••• 2 '153 20; lit 23 ... .. 

2 1986 f,611 10.9'11 .o-6 HOURS . ,,. , • •• ,. ,. , •••••• ,. 1503 7. 311 7 ...... ~=~ ~g~=~: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : 3 103.0 5,011 5,811 7-9 HOURS •• ,,, . ,.,, . ,, •••• , • •• ..3 
418 2 . J'I; 2 . 3" 

7-9 1'101.HIS .. •••••••••• • , • • ••• , • .. 221 1 • 111 1,JII 10•12 HOURS .. . .......... . .... . 5 161 .8'11 . 9;, 
10- 1 2 HOURS •••• • •• , •• •• , •.• • •• 5 67 . 311 .311 13-15 HOURS • • ,, •• • , , •• • ,.,, • • • 6 61 .311 • 3¥. 
1J-1t ~ , _:' .i it;' . . , , ••• • ••• • ••••• • 6 26 . Ill ,111 OYER 15 HOURS . ·• • •• , , , •• , •• , • , • 7 65 ,3;, ..... 
OYER 15 HOUl'IS . •. • . •• , • , •• , ••• , 59 • 3'11 ..... NOT TA,KINC ENC.LISH, •. • ,,.,. , ,, • 8 256 1,2'11 1. 61t 
NOT TAKINC SCIENCE ... . .... . ; .. 8 .1&•8 8.011 10, OIi RESERYEO COOES : 
RESEI.VEO CODES: NONRESPONDENTS & DROPOUTS , , , 2485 12 . 0'11 <MISS l 

NONRESPONOENTS I DROPOUTS .• . 2,as 12 .OIi !MISS l MULTIPLE RESPONSE;, •••••• • ,, 96 152 • ?It tMISS I 
MULTIPLE RESPONSE • •.•• . .••• • 96 1'3 , ?'II <MISS > MISS INC . ,,, • •• •• , •• • ••••• , •• 98 ,13 2.3\i <MISSI 
MlSSINC ••••• • , • ••• •• , ••• • ••• 98 SSJ 2,711 tMISS> 

TOTALS: 20706 100.0'< 100.0'►. 
TOTALS: 20706 100.011 100.011 

' 

Q\IH l le" 31E 1 Tao, Poi , 238-239 
QMu t I 011 3!lC2 Tape Poi, 232-233 ,.,.,t: 12 

l'araat I 12 
F1S36E1 TIME SPENT ON HISTORY HOMEWORK IN SCHOOL 

FtS36C2 TIME SPENT ON SCIENCE HOMEWRK OUT OF SCH 

PER• WCTO 
PER· WCTO RESPONSE COOES FREQ CENT PCT 

RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT 
NONE ••• ,,., ••• ,,,.,.,,,.,,,,, . 0 2600 12 .611 - 1.0. 211; 

NONE ••• , ••• • ,,.,,,,,,,,,,. , ,,, 0 3076 . ,.. . 911 18. 811 1 HOUR OR LESS ..... , ......... , ·I 6768 32. 7'11 •0.011 
1 HOUR OR LESS •• , , , , , , , , , , , , , • 1 7352 35.511 42,911 2•3 HOURS,,,,,, , ,,,,, , ,,,,, ,, , 2 lol38 6.911 a . 111 
2•3 HOURS.,• .• • • , . ••• •••• , •• ,,. 2 3657 17 . 711 10. 011 4-6 HOURS. , , , ••• ; , , , •••• , . , , • , 3 737 3.&'I! 3 . 9.. 
••6 HOURS • • , •• ,,, • • ,.,, , ,,.,,. 3 1304 6 , 3'11 6, , .. ?-9 HOURS •. ,,,,, . ,,,,, .••.• , •. .. 166 . 811 ,.o.. 
7-9 HOURS • ••• , •••• , , ••• , ••• ,,. .. 400 1,911 1.911 10-12 .HOURS, • , , , •• , , , , , • , ••• , • 5 .. 7 .2'11 ,311 
10- 1 2 HOURS ••• , , , •• , , , , , , , , • , , 5 128 , 611 ,9'11 13-15 HOURS .... . ............. , 6 23 .111 .Ht 
13•15 HOURS ... . .......... .. .. . 6 .... , 211 ,2'11 OYER 1_5 HOURS • • • , , , •• , • , , • , • , , ' •2 .211 ,31! 
OYER 1 5 HOURS, ....... , , .... , .. 7 50 . 211 ,211 NOT 'TAK ! _NC HISTORY., .• , •• , ,,, , , a 5767 27.911 32. I'll 
NOT TAKINC SCIENCE.,,,,,,,.,, . 8 1357 6,111 8. 511 RESEFIYEO COOES: .. 
RESERYEO' COOES : NONRESPONOENTS & DROPOUTS • •• ·z,95 12,011 (MISS> 

NONRESPONDENTS I DROPOUTS ,,. 2485 12,0II (MISS) MULTIPLE RESPONSE •• ,.,, •••• • 96 135 , 7'11 <MISS) 
MULTIPLE RESPONSE, ••• , •• ,,,. 96 1'0 , ?II !MISSl MISSINC,,,,,,,.,,,,., •. ,,, . . 98 •98 2 • .011 <MISS> 
MISSINC, •• ,,, . ,, , ,,,, . ,,,,., 98 713 3,411 (MISS) 

TOTALS: 20706 100 . 011 100.011 
TOTALS: 20706 100 . 011 100,011 
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Qu11tlon 37 Tape Pa, . 2•1·2•6 
Q11utlen 31E~ Tape Po,. 2•0•2•f Fo,aet: 11 

Fo,aat: 12------------- F1S37 # OF CLASS PERIOOS R SPENT IN STUOY HALL 
F!S36E2 TIME SPENT ON HISTORV HOMEWRK OUT OF SCH 

I" 1 typ1c ■ I day, ho'-' M■ "Y cle11 periods do you _,pend i ft • 
study h1I 11 (MARK ONE) 

PER- WCTO PER· WCTO 
RESPONSE COOES FREQ CENT PCT RESPONSE COOES FREQ CENT PCT 

NONE . . • .. •.. • •.. . ..••••. • . •• .. 0 2281 11.0ll .1 • • 811 NONE . • ••••••.••••••• • ••••• • ••• 0 11449 55 , 311 6, . . 111 
I HOUR OR LESS .•.•••••••• •• •.. I ' S••O :z&.311 33.o,i ONE ••.•••••••••••••••••• ••• ••• 1 •a•o 23.•II 21.311 
2-3 HOURS . .• • •. • ..••• •• •• . .. •. 2 2837 13 . 711 16 . 711 TWO •..••••••••••••••••• • •• • ••• 2 1197 5.811 &, 111 
•-6 HOURS .• •• •.. .. •. • .... .. • . . 3 951 •.&II 5.011 THREE ... ••••••• ; ••••••• • • • • • .• 3 217 I.OIi t.211 

t.511 .-.. ,_7-9 HOURS ..• ... ... ... ... . • . .. . .. 319 1. 511 FOUR .... • .• • • .•.•••••••• • • •..• 59 . 311•10-12 HOURS .• .. . . •.••.. • . .. .. . 5 9, . 511 • 31l OVER FOUR ...... . .. . ·.... . . . .. . . 5 171 . 811 . 9.. 
t3•tS HOURS . •• . .. . .•. • ..•••• .• 6 34 .211 •. 211 RESEAVEO COOES : 
OVER 15 HOURS . . . , .• . • .•.•••• • . 7 53 .311 • 211 NONRESPONOENTS .&.DAOPOUTS • . • 2,115 1%.0ll (MISS) 
NOT TAK INC .HISTORY . ...•••.. . .. a •au 23.•II 21 . ,11 MUL Tl PLE RESPONSE . .. •.•. •••• 6 2 .OIi I M!'SS l 
RESERVED COOES : MISS INC •.••••. ; ••• • ....• • ... a 286 I. •II (Ml·SS l 

NONRESPONOENTS & OROl>OUTS . . . 2,15 12. 0'I !MISS ) 
MUL T.1 PLE RESPONSE .. . .. . . ... . 96 115 .6'1t (llollSS ) TOTALS: 20706 ~00.0ll 100 .0'lt 
MISSINC . .•............... .. . 98 1253 6. 111 <MISS> 

TOTALS: 20706 100.011 100 . 011 

Ouutten 311 Tape Po,. 247•2•7 
Foraatl 11 

Cluu ti an 36!' 1 Tape Po,. 2•2•2•3 F ! S38 HOW IMPORTANT ARE (;000 CRAOES TOR 
Fo, ■ al: 12 

How it11portant ••e 900d 9rade1 to you1 (MARK ONE) 
F IS36F I TIME SPENT ON ALL 0TH SUBJECTS IN SCHOOL 

PEA• WCTO 
Tu..• ,pent •on ho111•work fo,- a 11 other 1ubject1 ;n •chool RESPONSE COOES FREQ CENT PCT 

PER- WCTO NOT IMPORTANT ................. 1 236 I. 111 1.•-
RESPONSE COOES Ft:IEQ CENT PCT SOMEWHAT IMPORTANT.•••••••.••• 2 1926 9. 3'1t ., 1 . 211 

IMPORTANT ...•.••.• • •••••••••.• 3 5907 28.511 3•.911 
NONE . .•..... . ••....••••.•..••. 0 -366• 1·,. 711 21. 611 VERY IMPORTANT ••.••••••••••• , . .. 9326 45.0'lt 52 . 511 
1 HOUR OR LESS ....••.•.....••. I a,oo •2.0'lt •9. 811 RESERVED COOES: 
2-3 HOURS .•...•...•••.•.•..... 2 276, 13.J'lt 16. 0'I NONRESPONOENTS & DROPOUTS . •• 2,e5 12.0'lt (MISS) 
••6 HOURS . •.••...•••••....• • • • 3 1097 5.3'1t &. 111 MULTIPLE RESPONSE •••••••• • • • 6 2 • 011 (MISS> 
7•9 H01JRS ............••.• . . , . . • ·373 1 .8'1t 2 . 111 MISS INC .•.••.•••••••••• • ••• • e 82• ·•.O'lt (MISS l 

ii 128 .&'It • 7'1t:~:a ~g~~~::::·::::::::: :::: : 6 69 .3'1t • JIit TOTALS: 20706 100.011 100.011. 
OVER I'S HOUt:IS . .. , ..•.•.•.. ... . 7 126 .&'It • 71t 
NO OTHER CLASSES , . • ••..••. . • . . e •&8 2.311 2. Sit 
RESERVED COOES : 

NONAESPONOENTS & DROPOUTS ... 2•85 12.011 (MISS)
MULTIP LE RESPONSE . • . ... • • • •. 96 1'6 . 71t 1MISS l 
MISSING . . .• • • ... ..•• • . .•.. .. . 98 686 3.3'1t <MISS> 

· TOTALS : 2070& 100.0'lt 100 . 011 

Q~utton 31 

For 11ch of the 1C'hool 1ubJect1 Ii 1l1d b1 low, ,,.,,.111, -tht 
tt8(1Mtnl that b11t d11cr1b11 your gr1d11 froffl tht 
b1gtnn1ng of ftiRth grade URt ♦ I ftO- . (MARK ONE)

Qyu t I en 36F2 Tap, Po,. 2'4·2•& 
f'oraat I 12-------· 

F1S3&F2 TIME SPENT ON ALL 0TH SUBJECTS OUT SCHL 
T i t111 spent on hofflework for a I I other aubject I out of 1choo I 

PEA- WCTO 
RESPONSE COOES FREQ CENT PCT-------- 0..aotleft 3M Tape Pas •. '2..a-2,1 

NONE --------• •• • ••• • --, ••• .• •••• • •• . • • • • 0 3168 15. 311 11 . ,11 "•••at: 12 
I HOUR OR LESS .• , • •••• . . .• . •• • 1 7639 31;. 91t 43.1111 
2-3 HOURS ' ••• • •. ' .•. .. ' ' . . ••• • 2 3953 19 . Ill 21. 911 FIS39A DESCRIBE AESPON0£NT'S IIIATH CAADES•-6 HOURS .•••••. . ••••. , •• . •••• l 1519 7 .311 a. 211 
7-9 HOURS . ••• • •.••.•••••• • •• • • 466 2.311 2. 511 Math•10-12 HOURS ••••• • ••••••••• • • • • 5 195 .911 ' • 911 
13-15 HOURS ••• ••.•••••••.•.•• • 6 62 .311 .,11 PER• WCTD 
OVER 15 HOURS .•..••••••••••••• 7 135 .,.. • 711 RESPONSE CODES CENT PCT 
NO OTHER CLASSES, ••.••••••.••• a •OJ 1.111 2. 211 
AESERVEO COOES: DOES NOT APPLY TO IIE - I HAVE 

NONRESPONOENTS & DROPOUTS .•• 2,95 12 .Oil (MISS) NOT TAKEN ANY CLASSES IN THIS 
IIIUL TI PLE RESPONSE ....••••••. 96 132 .611 <MISS> SUBJECT YET •.• ; •••••••••••••• • 1 150 • 711 .911 
MISSING •. •••.•.••.••••••...•• 98 5•9 2. 711 <MISS> IIOS.TLY A'S.•• ••••••••••••••••• 2 3•70 16.81t I 7 ,•911· ------ ABOUT HALF A·s AND HALF •·s... 3 3227 15.611 17,611 

TOTALS: 20706 100.0'lt 100 , 011 MOS.TL Y B •S ...••••••••.•• • • • •• • .. 270• 13. 1!1 15 . 211 
ABOUT HALF ' I'S ANO HALF c•s •.. 5 3376 16.311 19,411 
IIOSTLY c·s ................. .. . 6 2080 10. 011 12 . ,11 
ABOUT HALF c·s AND HALF o·s .. . 7 1601 7. 711 9 . 311 
MOSTLY o·s . . . . ....... . ...... . . 8 &95 3.411 .. . 2'11 

9 •&& 2.311 2 . 911~liL:o~e~g:L~·;-c,·i,i·:·i,v''''' 
CLASSES ARE NOT CAADEO • •• •• • • • 10 47 .211 .2'1t 
RESERVED COOES : 

NONAESPONOENTS & DROPOUTS ••• 2,115 12.0ll (MISS ( 
MULTIPLE RESPONSE . ..... . ... . 96 316 I . 511 (MISS) 
REFUSAL •••.• .••••••..•••••••• 97 10 .Oll (MISS) 
MISS INC . .............. . ... .. 98 79 .~II (MISS) 

TOTALS, 20706 100.~ 100 . 011 
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Queattoft 391 Tapo Poa, 210-211 
l'or•at: 12. 

F 1 $398 DESCRIBE .RESPONDENT'S ENCL I SH CRAOES 
How often do you co~• to cla11 WITHOUT the11 th1ng,1 

English <MARK ONE l 
PER• WCTO 

RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT 

DOES NOT APPLY TO ME • I HAVE 
NOT TAKEN ANY CLASSES IN THIS 
SUBJECT YET. , , , .•. , . , , ••. , , , , . 1 112 , SIi • 611 
MOSTLY A'S , .. , .. ,., .. ,, .. ,., .. 2 3514 17. Oll ·18 . 911 
ABOUT HALF A'S AND HALF B'S,, , 3 3794 18,311 20.511 
MOSTLY e·s .. .. ...•.•• ' ...• . ••.• .. 326"' 1s. 111- 18. 3!0 T ■ po Poa, 21&•256 
ABOVT HALF B'S AND HALF C'S, .. s 3115 15. Oll 17-.S.. Foro,at: 11 
MOSTLY C'S . . ..... , .• .•. .. .•. , . 6 18"'0 8. 911 10,911
ABOUT HALF C'S AHO HALF O'S .. . 7 12• 1 6. Oll 7,811 F1S•OA OFTEN CO TO CLASS WITHOUT PENCIL/PAPER
MOSTLY O'S ............ , .... . .. a 539 2,611 3,111 
MOSTLY BE~OW 0,, .....•....•. .. 9 · 361 1. 711 2,311 Penc; t 0" paper
DOES HOT APPLY TO ME• MY 
CLASSES ARE HOT CRADEO ..•.. , ,, 10 38 • 211 • 111 PER· WCTO 
RESERVED COO ES: RESPONSE ·CODES FREQ CENT PC':' 

NONRESPONDENTS & DROPOUTS .. . 2485 12.0li (IIISSl
MULTIPLE RESPONSE . . ..... .. , . 96 324 t.61t <MISS> USUALLY .. ,.,,,, ...•.... ,,, .. . , 1 602 2.91t 3.21<: 
REFUSAL ..... ,, ... ,, ..... . .. . 97 10 • QII (MISS> OFTEN . , ...•. . . , ..•. , , .• , , . , . . . . 2 1338 6. Sit ,., .. 
MISS INC, . • ....... ,, .. ,, . . , .. 98 79 . 411 ( Ill SS) SELOOl,I .. , , • , . , , •.. , , . .•. , .. , , . 3 7813 37. Ht 43 . 71<: 

NEYER , .............. . .. ,.... .. • · 8180 39,5;, AS., .. 
TOTALS: 20706 100. OIi 100. Cit RESERVED CODES : 

NONRESPONDENTS & DROPOUTS .. , 2485 12. 0.►. !MISS> 
111.JL Tl PLE RESPONSE .. , , •. , .. , . 6 2 . Cit <MISS> 
MISS INC..................... 8 286 1.41! CMISS> 

TOTALS: 20706 100 . 01'! 100.0'lt 

QuESTION 39C TAPE POI, 212-213 
l'ORMAT: l2 

F1S39C DESCRIBE RESPONOENT'_S HISTORY CRADES 

Hi tlory Cluutloft ~ T■po Poa , 257•2&7 
For,oot: 11 

PEA· WCTO 
CODES . FREQ CENT PCT FIS408 OFTEN CO TD CLASS WITHOUT BOO~S 

DOES NOT APDLY ·TO ME· I HAVE look ■ 
NOT TA•~h Ah' C~ASSES IN THIS 
SUBJECT YET., •.•.. , , , .•• , , ••• , , 1 21123 13,611 16 , 111 PER• WCTO 
MOSTLY A' S ..• ,,,.,.,,. ,, , .. ,,, 2 3•31 16. 611 18,2111 RESPONSE COO ES FREQ CENT PC':' 
ABOUT HALF A'S AND HALF a·s ... 3 2789 13,511 15.911 --------- -------~-MOSTLY B'S .. , , . , , . ... ...... , .. .. 2531 12. 2111 13. Bio USUALLY, .. . . ,,, ..••• ,,,.,,,.. . 1 S2• 2.sr-. :i.o-, 
ABOUT HALF B'S AHO HALF c·s .. . 5 2330 I 1 .311 13,811 OFTEN , . , •. , .. , , ·.,, .. , , .. , , . . . . 2 65' 3.2lt ~ . 1-t 
MOSTLY C'S. ; .... .......... ... . 6 1633 7 .9.. 9,511 SELDOl,I ... ·........... ,... . . . .. . . . 3 6838 33.0" 37.9"' 
ABOUT .HALF C'S AND HALF o·s .. . 7 1100 5.311 6.211 NEVER, .. ,, ....... , .• ,,, ,, .. ,.. 4 9881 47 . 711 55.3\t 
MOSTLY D'S . .. ,.,, •. , .• , ...... • a . 597 2. 911 3.711 RESERVED COOES: 
MOSTLY BELOW 0 .. ... .......... . 9 389 1.911 2. ,11 NONRESPONDENTS & DROPOUTS.,. 2485 12.0" <MISS > 
DOES NOT . APPLY · TO ME• MY . MULTIPLE . RESPONSE, .... , •. ,., 6 s , 0"- !MISS> 
CLASSES ARE ~OT CRADEO, ..•. •• . 10 85 .411 MISS INC..................... 8 316 1.Slt IM!SS>·"'IIRESERVE!> CODES: 

NONRESPONDENTS & DROPOUTS.,, 2485 12,0ll <MISS> TOTALS: 20706 100.0li 100.011 
MULTIPLE RESPONSE, ... , .. , •• , 96 283 1,411 (MISS)
RE•USAL ..... , . •. , , , .• , , . , , , , 97 17 , 111 (MISS) 
MISS INC •... ,,, • . ,,, •. , •.. , . . !18 213 1,0ll (IIISSl 

TOTALS: 20706 100. OIi 100. Oll 

T ■ 110 Poi, 218•218 
l'or ■■ t: It 

OFnN CO Tei CLASS WITHOUT HOMEWORK OONE 

Tapo Pea, 21M•211 
Per■■ t I l2 

PER· WCTD 
F 15390 DESCRIBE RESPONDENT'S SCIENCE CRADES RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT ,Sc 1u1ce USUALLY •••• , •••••••·.,,.,, •• , •• 1066 5. 111 6. 111 

OFTEN •••• ,,,, •• ,, ••• , •• , •••• ,, 2 2231 . 10,8" 12.61t 
l'ER- WCTO SELDOM ..•.••••.•.. , .... , .• , ••. 3 11083 53.511 62.0lt 

RESPONSE CODES l'REQ CENT PCT NEVER ..••.. . ...• ,.,, .. ,·.,.,, •. 3553 17. 211 1·9. 3lo•RESERVED COOES: 
DOES NOT APPLY TO ME - I HAVE NONRESPONDENTS & DROPOUTS ... 2,9s 12,0li <MISS> 
NOT TAKEN ANY CLASSES IN THIS MULTIPLE RESPONSE • •.••• , • , •• 6 2 ,0.. (MISS > 
SUBJECT YET ••••••••••••••••••• 1 H6 2,811 3,511 MISS INC ...... , .. , ....... ,, .. 8 286 1 ,4111 <MISS> 
MOSTLY A'S . ... , , ..•...• ,.,,, , . 2 3235 IIS.611 11. 311 
ABOUT HALF A'S ANO HALF a·s .. . 3 3222 15,611 18,0II TOTALS: 20706 100. 01< 100. Cit 
MOSTLY 9' S .. , , .... , , , .... , , .. . 2978 14,411 16.3" 
ABOUT HALF B'S AND HALF C'S .. . "' 5 2991 1"' ...11 11,511 
MOSTLY C'S .. .• , , . , .•. , ••... , • , 6 2129 10,311 12.Slo 
ABOUT HALF C'S AND HALF o·s .. . 1 1388 6,711 7, 7111 
MOSTLY O'S.,., ·,,., .... ,.·..... , 8 731 3,511 "'. 211MOSTLY BELOW 0 ............ , .. . 9 ••2 2, 111 2.6111 
DOES . NOT APPLY ·TO ME • MY . 
CLASSES ARE NOT ·CRAOED., ....•. 10 ,. ••11 ,311 
RESERVED CODES: 

NONRESPONDENTS & DROPOUTS, .. 2•85 12.011 (IIISSl 
MULTIPLE RESPONSE . . •••..•••. 91i 217 1,311 IMISS> 
REFUSAL ., ,,,,,,,,,., , ,,,,,,. 97 15 ,111 (MISS> 
MISS INC . •.•• , •. , ..•••.•.. ,,, 98 1$3 .7111 (MISS> 

TOTALS: 2070& 100.011 100,0ll 



----------

T■p ■ Poa, 283-26,.
Fo,aat: 12 

F 1SA1AC PLAYED FOOTBALL AT SCHOO" 

Fcotba 11 
Pltltt Men. 1 I I that app l y for EACM 1nter1chol11t,c 
■ ct 1v 1\ y ano /o , 1ntr1tnvr1I 1ct 1v 1t )' that you h1 v 1 PER- ·wcTo 
par l 1c 1pat10 1n TN I S SCHOOL YEAR . RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT 
INTERSCHOLASTIC m11n1 v our 1enool ttaM co11tpete1 ~1th SCHOOL DOES NOT MAYE. , ,, • • • .• , 1 1168 5 . 611 7 . t .. 
othe r tcl"lool teams , SCHOO \. INTRAMURAL "'••"• th1 t11m1 010 NOT PARTICIPATE . . , , . , . . • • , 2 128A5 62 .O'li " , OIi 
are w1t~1n your own tchoo l, <CJRCI.E ALL Tl1AT APPL.Y) PARTICIPATED IN INTRAMURAL 

SPORTS .. •. . ..• , ...•• , .. • ,.,. , , 3 510 2.511 2 , 9'11 
NOTE : It1M A1A ~., 1c1nn1d as though the in1·t,uction1 PARTICIPATED ON A JUNIOR 
ro •• "MARK ONE .RESPONSE PER LI NE . " Th.,• f o, •. t.ho VARSITY/FRESHMAN TEAM . . • , . . . , , .. 1230 5 . 9'1t 7 . 0'1 
cr1t1 ,1f l1ct one rt1pon11 per 1ct1v1ty . T1"111 ' scanning PART!C!PA.TED ON A VARSITY 
; _,.,1'truct1on ■ r,or r111.1lt1a 1n valid ,11pon11~ b11ng TEAM , ., ... ,, ••••••• ,., •• , . •. ,, 5 908 .. . ..Ii S . S't 
coaeo 11 ''Mult1pl1 r11pon11," A dec1~1on rul1 w11 PARTICIPATED AS A CAPTAIN/ 
1ppl1•0 to ,e,olv1 the fflultipl ■ re1pon11 wh1nev1, CO-CAPTAIN .... , ..••.•.•.•... , . 6 73 . ..Ii • 516 
p011 1c,l1 , For so"'e r11pon111, howa v tr, no_ d1c111on RESERVED COOES: 
cou 1d Dt r11cl"l1a 11 to how t~, mult1p 11 r1100~11 NONRESPONDENTS & DROPOUTS . . . 2,e5 12.0'lt <MISS ) 
tf"lou10 ct C"l"Qld to a _1,ng l t r11pon11 . For an MULTIPLE RESPONSE . ... , . , , . . . 96 3A . 211 <Ml SS l 
1ap11n1t10n of how fflull1p1·~ r11pon111 w1rt changed MISS INC •...•. , ..•.. . .. . , . .. . 98 1A53 7 . 0'11 <MISS > 
\o ,,,..g1e r11po,:i111, 111 Chapt ■ r J, 11ct10n J.? . J,4, 

TOTALS : 20706 100 , o,; 100.0'lt 

Quutlon ,.,M Tapa Po,, 259~260 
,.,•• t: 12 . 

F IS'1AA PLAYED 9ASEBALL / SOFTBALL AT SCHOOL 

6a1eb1I 1/ toft°bal I 
Qu .. tlon ,.,AO Tape Poa . 265-266 

PER- .WCTO Fo•••t: llRESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT -------- F1s,1AO P"AYED SOCCER AT SCHOOL 
SCH00.1o DOES NO~ HAVE .. , .. ,,,., 1 ee, ... 3'11 5 . 9'1 
010 NOT PARTICIPATE.,, ... ,, , . • 2 132 10 63. 811 78 . 5'11 Socc,,
PARTICIPATED IN INTRAMURAL 
SPORTS, . . . . . , , , , . , , , , , , , , , • , . , 3 667 3.2'11 3 . 7'11 PER- WCTD 
PARTICIPATED ON A JUNIOR RESPONSE COOES FREQ CENT PCT 
VARS,TY/ FRESHWAN TEAW ,,. ,, . , .• 4 1096 5.3'11 6,6'11 
PART ICIPATED ON A VARSITY SCHOOL DOES NOT MAYE .... •••... 1 3620 17.5'11 23.0'li 
TEAM ,, . . .. . . , . ,, ... ,,,,, . ,, ..• 5 8A8 A,1'11 S.011 010 NOT PARTJCIPATE . • .... . .•·.. 2 11A67 55.4'11 69.... .. 
PAR':'!C l PATEO AS A CAPTAIN/ PARTICIPATED IN INTRAMVRAL 
CO-CAPTAIN .,. ,, .• , .... . •.. ; , . . &1 . 311 . 4,. SPORTS . ,, . • • • • , . ,. , .,,.,,, ., •. 3 387 1.9'11 2 .2 .... 
RESEIIVED C:>CES · PARTICIPATED ON A JUNIOR ' NONRESPONOEN':'S ' DROPOUTS . .. 2A85 12 . 0'li <MISS > VARS!TY/FRESl➔MAN TEAM . .. .. . . ~ . .. 551 2. 7'11 2 . &Ii 

MULT I PLE i.ES~C'<SE 96 2, , I'll I MISS > PARTICIPATED ON A VARSITY 
MISS I NC .. .. . . . .... : : : : : : : . : : 98 IA3A 6.911 (MISS> TEAM .• . . .•••••. . . ..•.. . , ,. ,, •• , 5 508 2 . 5'1l 2.,... 

PARTICIPATED AS A CAPTAIN / 
TOTALS: 20706 100.0'li 100.0'li CO-CAPTAIN ..... , •••••• . ••• , •.. 6 56 .3'1l .31! 

RESERVED CODES: 
NONRESPONDENTS & .DROPOUTS • . . 2485 12 . 0'll (MISS>
MULTIPLE RESPONSE •• • . ... . . . . 96 20 , 1'1l !MISS l 
MISS INC, ..••...•••. . • . • .. • . , 9a 1612 7 .8'11 (MISS> 

TOTALS: 20706 100 . 0'lt tOO,O'ot 

Quut1on ,iAB Tape Po,, 211-212 
Fora ■ ti 12 

F1S41A8 PLAYED BAS~ETBALL AT SCHOOL 

Quu tlon •IA£ Tape PH. 267-ZH 
PER- WCTO ,o,■■ t I 12 

RESPONSE COOES FREQ CENT PCT 
F1S•IAE PARTICIPATED ON SWIM TEAM AT SCHOOL 

SCHOOL DOES NOT HAVE •.•.•••.•. I 165 .... , .6'1l 
010 NOT PARTICIPATE . ,,,.,, .... 2 131!2 63.511 78.&11 Sw•• l•••PARTICIPATED IN INTRAMURAL 
SPORTS. , . .. . , ..••• , .. , • , , •••.• 3 979 ... 711 5. 711 .PER- WCTD 
PARTICIPATED 0~ A JUNIOR RESPONSE COOES FREQ CENT PCT 
VARSITY/FRESHMAN TEAM., .. , ••.• .. 152• 7 ..... 8.8'1l 
PARTICIPATED ON A VARSITY SCHOOL DOES NOT HAYE.......... t !i56, 26.9'1l 35 . 711 
TEAM .. . , ,, , , , ,.,,,,,,,.,.,,,., 5 836 A.OIi ... 611 D10 NOT PARTICIPATE........... 2 10159 A9. I'll 60 . A'li 
PARTICIPATED AS A CAPTAIN/ PARTICIPATED IN INTRAMURAL 
CO-CAPTAIN. , . , . . •••••• , ••••••• 103 ,SIi , 711 SPORTS . ..• ,.,................ . 3 167 .8'1l .BIi 
RESERVED CODES : PARTICIPATED ON A JUNIOR ' NOHRESPONOENTS & DROPOUTS ••• 2,as 12.0'li <MISS> VARSIT'I/FRESHMAN TEAii... .•.••• • 177 .~ I . OIi 

MULTIP"E RESPONSE .• •• ..•. • .. 96 38 .211 (MISS) PARTICIPATED ON A YARSIT'I 
MISS INC ••• , , • •••• ,., , ., •. , .. 98 , ..2 .. &.911 .· \MISS> TEAM ... . . .• .••. , . , •. . .• , .. . ,.. 5 360 1. 711 1.9'11 

PARTICIPATED AS A CAPTAIN/ 
TOTALS : 2070& 100,0'1 100 . 011 CO-CAPTAIN , • • • . , •• • •• • • , •• • •. , & 28 . 111 , 2'11 

RESERVED COOES : 
. NONRESPONDENTS & DROPOUTS • . . 205 12 . OIi ( Ml SS)
Ill.II.TI PLE RESPONSE ••••• • • • •• , 96 2, , 111 (MISS>
IUSS!NC • .•••• . ,......... . .. . 98 , 7•2 ·a.•11 tM!SS > 

T.OTALS: 20706 100,011 100 . 0II 

STUDENT Q~SilONNAl.RE NELS:88 FIRST FOLLOW-UP 
P1;1 
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33 STUDENT QUESTIONNAIRE NELS:88 FIRST FOLLOW-UP 

Qu11t Ion. '1Al Tope Po,. 271•27& 
Tope Poi, 211-270 "•·••t: 12
For ■ oll 12 

F IS'1AI PARTICIPAT£0 ON POM•POM, DRILL. TEAM 

Other tea"' aport 

RESPONSE 

(hocke y , vol l ■ ybal I, ■ t-e.) 

CODES FREO 
PER-
CENT 

WCTD 
PCT 

IIESPONSE CODES FREQ 
PER-
CENT 

wc-:-o 
PC~ 

SCHOOL. OOES NOT HAVE .. •.• •••• , 
010 NOT PARTICIPATE........... 

· PARTICIPAT~D IN INTRAMURAL. 
. SPOR'!'S .. .. ... . . .. .. . • . . ...• . . , 

Pb.'!"r:CIPAr!~ :,~ I JUru ::;P: 
VARSITY/FRESHMA~ TEAM . . . . . . ... 
PARTICIPATED ON A VARSITY 
TEAM .•• • .. . ,,,,,, .. .• • .. . •.•• ,
PARTICIPATED AS A CAPTAIN/
CO-CAPTAIN .,, .• . . , . .. , .. . .. ,.. 
RESERVED COOES: 

NONRESPONOENTS g DROPOUTS •• . 
. _MULTIPLE RESPONSE . .• . . . , . • . ,

MISS I NC . ... .. . , . , ; , • .. . , .. , . 

I 
2 
3 
4 

5 

6 

96 
98 

20,5 
11780 

99, 

957 

701 
67 

2,es
26 

1651 

9,911 
56,911 
,.111 
,.&11 

3. ,11 

.311 

12.()0I 
, 111 

8,011 

13. 711 
12 . 111 
,.,.. 
,.all 

3 . 311 
.511 

IMISSl 
<MISS> 
<MISS> 

SCHOOL DOES NOT HAVE •••• .• •••• 
010 NOT PARTICIPATE ..... .. ... . 
PARTICIPATED IN INTRAWRAL 
SPORTS., •.• • • , . .• • ••• • ,·, .•• ,., 
PARTICIPATED ON A JUNIOR 
VARSITY/fllESHMAN TEAii. , , . , ,, • • 
PARTICIPATED ON A VARSITY 
TEAM • ••••.•.• . , .. , ;., • • • , .••• • 
PARTICIPATED AS A CAPTAIN/
CO-CAPTAIN •...••.••• • •• • , •.•• . 
RESERVED CODES: 

NONRESPONDENTS & DROPOUTS ... 
i,,JL.TIPLE RESPONSE .•...•• . ••• 
IIISSINC ............. . ,, .•••• 

TOTALS : 

I 
2 

3 

5 

& 

276• 
12979 

170 
,so 
293 

72 
2,es

13 
1770 

20706 

13. 311 
62 . 711 

• 811 

, 811 

I , 40I 

. 311 
12.011 

, lot e.s.. 
100 . 0!t 

15 . 6": 
79. '" 

I. 211 
I . 21! 

I , 711 
. .... 

<Miss;
(MISS l 
(MISS) 

100 . 0't 
TOTAL.$: 20706 100 . 011 100.()!l 

Quutlen 411 
Topo Pot. 271•272 
For■oll · 12 

F1S41AC PLAYED AN INDIVIDUAL SPORT 
. Plea&• aar·k o"• for each activity that yoM have parttc1pat10

Other i ndividual sport <croat-cou"try, gy~na1tic1, golf, ;~ THIS SCHOOL. VEAR, CMARK ONE ) 
t•n~ia, track, wr ■ 1tl t ng) 

PER• WCTD 
RESPONSE CODES FREO CENT PCT 

SCHOOL DOE~ 1'107 HAVE ... . .. .. .. I 1005 4,911 7 . 511 
0::i t,o·:· ··•-~•·rc1c,-:-1,;, . . . .. .• ,. , 2 11486 H.111 69 ..... 
~ARTIC:l>bTEC' IN INTRAMVRAL 
_,..,.._,..._loo# .' , • •• •• 3 189 3.311 3 . 911. ,·j(,Ni6R .. . ...P.LA'"i ; t: !~i.Tr!C :,~ Tape Po,. 277•277 
VAR:; I-:"\' .'FP.ESHMlN ""£AM, . . , . , , , • .. 1311 &.311 6 , 911 l'or ■ at: 11 
PARi'ICll'A1'Et, ON A VARSIH 
TEAM . •.. , . ..· . . .. ... , •.. , • . . , •• . s 2147 10.,11 11,811 F15'18A PARTICIPAT£0 IN SCHOOL BAND, ORCHESTRA 
PARTICIPATED AS A CAPTAIN/
CO-CAPTAIN ..... , .. . . , ., ,, ...• , 6 103 • !511 . 511 l1ftd, orche•tra, choru1, choir, or ·other 1111,utc grouo
RESERVED CODES: 

NONRESPONOENTS g DROPOUTS •. , 2'85 12.011 (MISS> PER- WCTO 
MULTIPLE RESPONSE • . ..• . , •... 96 3• .211- <MISS ! RESPONSE ' CODES FREQ CENT PC, 
MISS INC . • ,. , ••• , . • ,, , .,, .• •. 98 , ..,s 7,011 (MISS) ------- --------SCHOOL. DOES NOT OFl'ER ••• ,,., •• I ,09 2. OIi 3 . 5111 

TOTALS : 20706 100.011 100.011 DID NOT PARTICIPATE.;, ••• , •• • • 2 13113 63. 311 75. '" PARTICIPATED ...... , , ... , ..... , 3 3528 17. O!t 19 . &!t 
PARTICIPATED AS All OFFICER .••• .. 267 I. 3!t 1_. 3!t 
RESERVED CODES: 

NONRESPONOENTS g DROPOUTS ••• 2,as 12 . 011 IMISSl 
MULTIPLE RESPONSE ••• •• •••••• 6 2 • O!t <MISS> 
IIISSINC ..... ... ...... , .. ,, . • e 902 .. . .. 11 <MISS l 

TOTALS: 20706 100. OIi 100.011 
Que1tlo11 '1.AH Tape Pot, 273•27• 

,ora1t I 1;2 

FIS41AH PARTICIPATED IN CHEERLEADINC 
Cheerl11dl"8 

PER• WCTD 
RESl>ONSE COOES ,REO CENT PCT Quutl•" '1N Tape Po,, 278•278 

For ■■ t: 11 
SCHOOL. DOES NOT HAVE . .... . .... 1 905 , . ,11 5. OIi 
010 NOT PARTICIPATE • . • ,,.,. . .. 2 1'549 70. 311 89 . 111 'tS'111 PARTICIIIATED IN SCHOOL PL.AV OR MUSICAL 
PARTICIPATED IN INTRAMURAL 
SPORTS .• •.. . , •. ••••• ,, , ,., ••• , ,1 108 .111 • 711 School pley •• -.,,ical 
PARTICIPATED ON A JUNIOR 
VARSITV/,RESHMAN TEAM .•. ,..... 4 409 2 . OIi 2. Ill PER- WCTD 
PARTJC.IPATEO ON A VARSITY RESPONSE . COOES ,REO CENT PCT 
TEAM .. , .. , , • . , • . ..• •• ,. . ... . .. !5 ,178 1.811 2. 211 
PARTICIPATED AS A CAPTAIN/ SCHOOL DOES NOT OFFER • •• •••••• 1 7'3 3,611 5. 291 
CO-CAPTAl N.. • •.•• . • , , , ••• , • , • • Ii 96 • 1511 010 NOT PARTICIPATE ........... 2 1•517 70. 191 83 , SOI 
RESERVED CODES : ·"' PARTICIPATED •••• , • ••. ,., •.•• ,. 3 1876 9 . IOI 10.311 

NONRESPO~OENTS & DROPOUTS .•• 2,es 12.011 <MISS) PARTICIPATED AS AN OFFICER.,., .. 113 • Sit -~" MULTIPLE RESPONSE . • • . • , •••• , 96 14 ,111 <MISS ) RESERVED COOES : 
MISSINC .. ........... .... .. . • 98 1112 a. 511 (MISS> NONRESPONDENTS I DROPOUTS.,, 2,as 12.011 (MISS l 

IIISSINC •••• ,., •• • , •• ,,,,,,,, a 972 • . 711 (MISS I 
TOTALS : 20106 100,011 100.011 

TOTALS: 20706 100.0!l 100. 011 
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Quutto.. ,11c Tap• Pot, 213•213 
T•P• '••· 2,1-211 For ■ at: II 
For ■ at: 11 

F 1 $41 BC PARTICIPATED IN SCHOO.L ACADEMIC .CLUBS 
F1SA1BC PA~•ICl~A,Ev !N STUOENT COVERNMENT 

Acad•m,c club (Art. Comouter, Eng1r,11r1no, 01bat•/For1n11c.1 
For•1gn l1ngu1g11 1 Sc1e"c1, lltil1th 1 P1ychology, Phdotophy, 
I l C , )

PER· WCTO 
RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT PER• WCTD 

RESPONSE COOES FREQ CENT PCT 
SCHOOL DOES NO, OFFER .. ... , .. . 1· 112• . 5,411 6. 9'11 --------2 14665 70.8'11 15.11'11 ----------DID NOT PARTICIPATE ... ..... .. , SCHOOL OOES NOT OFFER ..•.••.•• 1 731 3,5'11 •. 511 
PARTIC !PATED ............ , , . .. . 3 964 •. 7'11 ! . 1'11 010 NOT PARTICIPATE,,., .... ,,. 2 11099 53.6'11 65. ,11 
PARTIC!PATF-0 AS AN QF•ICER , , ,. .. •38 2, I'll 2. 2'11 PARTICIPATED ..... ,. , .. , ... ,, ,, 3 51A4 2•.811 2 e. '" RESE~'iC::: :;::(•: ::: PARTICIPATED AS AN OFFICER. ·, .. 4 270 I. 311 1.... 

NONRESFOND~N·rs & ORC~OUTS . . . 2485 12 .0'11 (MISS) RESERVED CODES : 
Ml.IL TI PLE RESPONSE . , ........ ,. 6 · 10 •0'11 (MISS> NONRESPONDENTS & DROPOUTS, .. 2,es 12. 011 (MISS>
MISS INC., .. ,., . .. , .. .. ..... , 8 1020 • . 9'11 <MISS> MULTIPLE RESPONSE ......• ,,,, 6 5 .OIi (MISS>

MISS INC .. ,., .... . .. . ... , .... e 972 • • 7111 I MISS> 
TOTALS: 20706 100 . 0'11 100.011 

TOTALS: 20706 100.0'< 100.011 

Quootton 4180 Tapo Pot, 280-280 
For ■ at: JI Quutl•" ,111H To•• Po,. 284•2114 

Fo•••t: 11 
FIS•IBH PARTICIPATED IN SCHOOL HOBBY CLUBS 
H0bby clubs (photogr1pt,y, che11, fri1bee, etc. )

PER• WCTO 
cc:::Es FREQ CENT PCT PER- WCTD 

RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT 
SCHOOL DOES NOT OFFER ... , .. • .. I 1001 ,.1111 S. 711 
DID NOT PARTICIPATE . . , ... , .... 2 14751 71. 2'1l 86. 711 SCHOOL DOES NOT OFFER,, •. ,,... 1 27•1 13. 211 16 . 3"' 
PARTICIPATED. , . ... . , ...... ,,,, 3 1390 6. 7'11 7,211 010 tiOT PARTICIPATE........... 2 12979 62,711 76. 5;,, 
PARTICIPATED AS AN OFFICER .. .. .. 62 .JIil • 5'1l PARTICIPATED.,,............... 3 1306 6.311 6. 7.,, 
RESERVED CODES: PARTICIPATED AS AN OFFICER .. ,. 4 101 • SIii . si. 

NONRESPONDENTS & DROPOUTS .. . ,,es 12 . 011 !MISS> RESERVED CODES: . 
YULTIPLE RESPONSE ......... .. 6 7 .0'11 !MISS> NONRESPONDENTS & DROPOUTS .. , 24115 12.0II (MISS> 
MISS·IN(.. , , ............ ,, ... , 8 1010 4 . 9'11 (MISS> MULTIPLE RESPONSE. ... ....... 6 7 ,Olli (MISS l 

MISS INC ..... , ... ,... .. ...... 8 1087 5,211 (MISS)
TOTALS: 20706 100.0'11 100.0'11 

TOTALS : 20706 100.0II 100,0"' 

Quoott•" 41IE Tapo Pu. 2111•281 
For ■ at: II Quutloft '111 Tape Po,, 216-216 

For ■ at: It 
F1SAIBE PARTICIPATED IN SCHL YEARBOOK, NEWSPAPER 

F1S41B1 PARTICIPATED I~ SCHOOL FTA, FHA, FFA 
School yearbook, l'\1w1p1p1r- 1 or 

FTA. FHA, FFA or other vocatto" educattoft or ~rofe11ion1I 
PEA- WCTO club 

RESPONSE COOES FREQ CENT PC:T 
PER- WCTO 

SCHOOL DOES NOT OFFER ...... .. . 1 243 ,. 2'1l 1. '7'1l RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT 
010 NOT PARTICIPATE,, ..... ... . 2 15264 73,7'1l 119. 4'1l --------PARTICIPI.TEC ........ ..... . , . . . 3 1539 7 .411 e.011 SCHOOL DOES NOT OFFER.,,,,.,,, I 2241 10,811 11, 5"' 
PARTICIPATED AS AN OFFICER . .. . ·4 178 .9'1l ,ll'll 010 NOT PARTICIPATE., •. ,,.;,,, 2 12907 62.3'11 76.S'll 
RESERVED CODES: PARTICIPATED ... , ....... , ...... 3 1752 e. s11 .10.2"' 

NONRESPONDENTS & DROPOUTS .. . 2485 12.0'11 <MISS> PARTICIPATED AS AN OFFICER, •• , 271 I .3'1l 1.6'1l•MUL Tl PLE RESPONSE ... .. , . .. , . 6 3 .O'll (MISS) RESERVED CODES: 
MISSINC,, ... ,,. ,. ,, .. ,,,.,., e 994 4.l'll IMISSl NONRESPONDENTS g DROPOUTS,,. 24115 12.0'll (MISS>

MULTIPLE RESPONSE •••••••• , •• 1, , I'll (MISS) 
TOTALS: 20706 100.0II 100.0'll MISS INC,,,,,.,, •••••• , ...... a 1036 5. 0'11 (MISS> ' 

TOTALS: 20706 100.0'll 100.0'll. 

Quootlo~ 4111F Tape Po,, 212-212 
For ■ atl It 

Tap ■ Pot, 2118•28'7 
F 1S41IF PARTICIPATED IN SCHOOL SERVICE CLUBS Far ■ at I 12 
Sef"vic1 ch.tbs (AFS, Key Club) F 1S42 TIME SPENT ON EXTRACURRICULAR ACTIVITIES 

PER• WCTO ln I typtc1I week, how Much total liM1 do you spend on all 
RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT SCHOOL•SPONSORED o•tracurr1cul1r activitioo7 (MARK ONE) 

SCHOOL OOES NOT OFFER ........ . I 2065 10 , 0'11 12,ll'll PER- WCTO 
010 NOT. PARTICIPATE , . .. .. .... . 2 12821 75, 7'1l RESPONSE COOlS FREQ CENT PCT61 ·'"'PARTIC:IPATEO . .. .. ... .... ..... . 3 212 I 10, 2'1l 10,S'll 
PARTICIPATED AS AN OFFICER, .. , 4 174 ,I'll l,O'll NONE,, ... ,,,, .. ,,.,,,,,,,,.,,, 0 6694 32 ,3'1l ,0.111 
RESERVEO COOES: LESS Tl-iAN 1 HOUR/WK, . , , , . , . , , , I 3020 1•. SIil 17. '"' NONRESPONDENTS & DROPOUTS . . . 2•115 12,0II (MISS> 1•• HOURS PER WEEK .... ••...... 2 3529 17 ,0'11 18. 5'11 

IIUL Tl PLE RESPONSE ...... , ... . 6 12 , I'll (MISS) 5•9 HOURS PEA WEEK., , ••••• , •• , 3 2124 10,3'11 t t . 2'11 
MISSINC ............. , . .. . . . . e 1028 5. 0'11 <MISS> 10- I 9 HOURS /WEEK . . • , , , , , , , , , , , , 2083 10. I'll 10. 7'11 

20 HOURS OR IIORE WK .. ......... 5 ~4 1. 111 · 1 , 7'1l 
TOTALS : 20706 100. O'll 100. O'll RESEl'IVED COOES : 

NONRESPONDENTS & DROPOUTS •.• 2,15 12.0'11 (MISS>
IIUL TI PLE RESPONSE. , , • , . , , • , , 96 s ,0'11 <MISS)
MISS INC,.,,,,, .... ,., .. , .. ,, 98 ,22 2.011 (MISS> 

TOTALS : 20'70& 100. 0'll 100. O'll 

STUDENT QUESTIONNAIRE NELS:88 FIRST FOLLOW-UP 
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STUDENT QUESTIONNAIRE NELS:88 FiltST FOLLOW-UP Pa;, 3S 

Clue1li•" 4'C Tope Po, . 212•212 
Que1t ton 43 Tepe Poi. 211•211 Fo, ■ ot: It 

,o•••t: 12 
HOW OFTEN ·DoES A WORK ON HOBBIES 

F1S•3 READINC DONE PER WEEK ON OWN OUTSIDE SCH 
Worki"O O" hobb,es, arts, or cr1ft1 on "'Yow" 

Ho1111t Much 1dd1t10"al reading do you do aach w•ek on your ow~ 
out11de of 1choo l - nol in connact1or, w,ti-. 1choolwor1i.1 <Do PER- WCTO 
not count any 1cnool•~••'S1"•d r ■ 1d1na,) <WARM. ONE) RESPONSE COO ES FREQ CENT PCT 

--------
PER• WCTD RARELY OR NEVER . .• .. ,, , .••. , . • 1 601$• 29.3'1t 35. 21o 

RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT LESS THAN ONCE A WEEK., , . . . •.• 2 •36• 21. , .. 2•. Sit 
ONCE OR TWICE A WEEK .. ... , . ... 3 ,s.. 2 21, 9'11 25 , 611 

NONE .. ,., . . .. · . ...... , ... , ,,,,,,, 0 3132 · 15 , 111 17 , 311 EVERY OAY OR AL.YOST EVERY OAY. .. 2&69 12 . •'II 14,611 
1 t-tOUR OR LESS PER WEEK ... ,,,. 1 5805 21,011 32 ...11 RESERVED COOES : 
2 HOURS, . . . .. . , .. . ,, . .... , , .. , 2 3567 17. 211 20. 111 NONRESPONDENTS & DROPOUTS .. . 2485 12 , 0 .. <MISS l 
3 HOURS. , ,.,,,, .... .. ... , ., , ,. 3 1993 9.&'11 11 ..... IIUL TIPLE RESPONSE .. ,.,,, ... . 6 9 .OIi lMISS l •-5 HOURS ... , ..... , , . . .. , .. , , . , .. 1636 7. 9'1t 9.311 MISSINC. .. .. ,,., , , .....• ,,., , 8 673 3.3"- <WISS> 
6-7 HOURS.,. , , , •. , , .. . ,, ,,.,,. 5 691 3. 311 3, 7'11 
8-9 HOURS . .. .•. . , . .. . . • . , .. . .. 6 32• 1. 611 ,. 7'11 TOTALS: 20706 100 . 01! 100.01! 
10 OR MORE HOURS A WEEK .. ,,, , , 7 707 3 . •'It ... 21i 
AESERVEO CODES : 

NONRESPONDENTS & DROPOUTS.,, 2•86 12.011 <IIISS> 
MULTIPLE RESPONSE . .. , .•. . ,,. 96 .. .011 CIIISS > 
MISSINC ... , . ;, ... . .. . , ... , .. 9e 362 1. 711 !IIISS l 

TOTALS : 20706 100 . 0'11 100.0'lt 

Clu••l Io" UD Tepe Poi, 293-293 
Fo,,.ot : 11 

F154 .. 0 HOW OFTEN DOES R REAO FOR PLEASURE 

A•ading for plea,u,., 

PER• WCTO 
RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT 

RARELY OR NEVER •....... ,. , ,, . , 1 6380 30 . 8'1t . 36 ..... 
LESS THAN ONCE A WEEK .• , , .,.,. 2 3935 19.01! 22 . 61, 

How o·ftt" dO you 1p•nd l i ffte on the fol low·1,.., activ1\;1, ONCE OR TWICE A WEEK .. ..• .•... 3 4059 19·, 611 23.31, 
outside Of school'f EVERY OAY OR ALMOST EVERV DAY. .. 3078 14 .9.. 17 . 611 

RESERVED CODES: 
NONRESPONDENTS & DROPOUTS,., 2•85 12. OIi ( MISS l 
MULTIPLE RESPONSE •• ,,,, . • .• • 6 6 ,Olt (MISS>
IIISSINC . .•••. ,, .. , ,.,,.,,, ,. 8 763 3. 711 <IIISS l 

TOTALS: 20706 100.011 100 . 01! 

Tep ■ Poi, 210-210 
For11et 1 11 

F1S••A VISIT WITH FRIENDS AT LOCAL HANCOUT 
V t 11t1ng w'ith ff' i ef\d I at I local hangout 

Tope Poi, 21••29,.
PER• WCTD Fo, ■ ot: ..11RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT-------- F1S,.,.E HOW OFTEN DOES A CO TO THE PARK,CYll,POOL 

RARELY OR NEVER .. , , ..•. , •• ,. , , 1 2990 1.....11 16. 811 
LESS THAN ONCE A WEEK. , , , .,.,. 2 3033 1... 6'11 17. 111 Coin; lo tho park, GY"', b•ach, or pool
ONCE OR TWICE A WEEK .... , , . , •• 3 7533 36.•'II .., . 21t 
EVERY OAY OR ALIIOST EVERY DAY . .. •01• 19.•'II 23. 911 PER- WCTD 
RESERVED CODES : RESPOHSE CODES 'FREQ CENT PCT 

NONRESPONDENTS & DROPOUTS , • ·. 2•15 12 ,OIi ! IIISS > -------- --------YUL Tl PLE RESPONSE , , •• ,, ..• •. 6 2 . 011 !IIISS l RARELY OR NEVER . . , . • . • .• ,., • .. 1 5516 26 . &lt 31 . 9'1t 
111 SS I NC .• , . , , ,·. , , ••••• , , , . , , e !i•9 3,111 ( IIISSl LESS THAN ONCE A WEEK. , ,.,., .. 2 •338 21 ,Olt 2• . 6lt 

ONCE OR T-.ICE A WEEK . .. ... ,,. , 3 5085 2•. 611 2! . 8'►. 
TOTALS : 20706 100 . 011 100.011 EVERV DAV OR ALMOST EVERY DAY. .. 2551 12 .3'11 1•. , .. 

RESERVED COOE:S: 
NONRESPONDENTS & DROPOUTS ,, , 24115 12. OIi (IIISS l 
IIULTIPLE RESPONSE.,.,,.,.,., 6 5 .O'II (IIISSl
111SS1NC,, .... . , .•·•.. , ••• ,,., 8 726 3,5'11 CIIISSl 

TOTALS: -20706 100,011 100.011 

~..01tlo" UII Tepe Poi, 211•211 
l'or•et I 11 

F1s,..a HOW OFTEN OOES RUSE PERSONAL COMPUTERS 

u, i "'8 pe,.con ■ I co111p1,,1t1r1 
Tepe Poe, 2111•2911

PEA• WCTD l'oraat: It 
RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT 

OFTEN DOES A PLAY BALL OR 0TH SPORTS 
OR 1 

LESS THAN ONCE A WEEK, . , • • , , •• 2 2587 12,511 1 .. ,311 PlayiftQ ~111 or ot.ha, 1port1 wtth fri1nd1 
AARELV----------NEVER . .. •. ,.,,,,,, , , 12066 58,311 70,211 

ONCE OR TWICE A WEEK .. .. . , ..•. 3 1876 9 . 111 10. 211 
EVERY OAY OR ALMOST £VERY OAY. .. 973 ... 711 5,3'11 PER· WCTD 
RESERVED CODES : RESPONSE CODES FREQ ·cENT PCT 

NONRESPONDENTS & OROPOUTS, •• 2•85 12 . 011 (lllSSl
MULTIPLE RESPONSE,,,,, ••• ,,. 6 .. . 011 (IIISSJ RARELY OR NEVER • .....•• • • • •••• 1 5280 25. 5!1 30.Blt 
MISSING,,., . ,,.,,.,, .•.. ,, , . a 715 3,511 CIIISS I LESS THAN ONCE A WEEK . . ... ; ,, , 2 3960 19, Ill 22 ... 'II 

ONCE OR TWICE A WEEK •. . • ...••. 3 •877 23.6'11 27 , 7111 
TOTALS : 20706 100 , 011 100, OIi EVERY DAY OA ALMOST EVERY OAY, 3•22 16 . 511 19, 1'11•RESERVED COOES: 

NONRESPONOENTS & DROPOUTS , •• , ..es 12 .OIi (MISS l 
IIULTIPLE RESPONSE., ••••. , •.• 6 e .OIi (lllSS > 
IIISSINC, .•.• , •.• ,,,,,,,,, , ,, e 61.. 3,3'11 (MISS> 

TOTALS: 20106 100 . 011 100.o~ 

Ft544F HOW 
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Q1101llpft '4~ Tapo Poo ·, ioo-:ioo 
Q11u t loft ,,u;; Tapo Poo, 211-216 ,.,••n 11 · 

For•at: II 
HQW OFTEN R DOES THINCS W/IIOTHER/FATHER

Fts,uc; HOW OFTEN DOES R ATTEND YO\/TH CROUPS 
Talking or doing th"'I' with your M.other or fat.her 

Attending youth 9rouD, or r•creat,onal progr1M1 
PER- WCT0 

WCTO RESPONSE CODES FREQ . CE-N·T PCT 
RESPONSE COO ES ' FREQ PCT 

RAREL V OR NEVER. , ... , , • , • • • • • • I 22S3 10 , 9'11, ,; • 9111 
RARELY OR NEVER ,., ., . , , .,. , ,,, I 11079 53 . 511 63. a.I LESS THAN ONCE A·WEEK......... 2 3&9i . 11,: a.• 22. &'Ii 
LESS THAN ONCE A WEEK .... ,,. .. 2 2993 17. 1ll ONCE OR TWICE A WEEK.. . ....... 3 1097 21.,11 ,U.0'1"· 511ONCE OR T'o'ICE A WEEK,..... . . . . 3 3058 1'.811 17. 711 . EVERY DAV OR ALMOST EVERY DAV. • 5185 .2'5.0'II 29. 5111 
EVERV OAV OR ALMOST EVER V OAY, • 358 I. 711 2. 2'11 RESERVED CODES : 
RESERVE~ CODES : NONRESPONDENTS & OROPOUTS.,, 2•!S 12.0'II . (MISS)

NONRESPONDENTS & DROPOUTS . . . 2,as 12 . 011 (MISS> MULTIPLE RESPONSE .... .... . .. 6 3 . O'II IIIISS) 
792 i.1111MULTIPLE RESPONSE.... .. .. . .. 6 1 . Q!; (MISS> MISS INC......... .. .......... I __,.__ IIIISS)

MISSINC . , ••.. .... ,. .. . .. . .. . 8 732 3 . 511 <MISS l 
TOTALS: 20706 100.0'11 t00 , 0'-

·"TOTAL S: 20706 100·. o .. 100 . 011 

T1po Poo. 301-.301 
Q'.1•1tion ••H Tap ■ P,u, 217-2,.7 For10 ■ t1 II 

For•• l 1. 11 . 
HOW OFTEN R TALKS WITH OTHER ADULTS 

F.1S,UH HO• OFTEN R PERFORMS COMMUN I TY SERVJCES 
Talktn9 or do1 .ng th1n91 w ~th other adults 

PER• WCT0 
PER- WCT0 RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT 

RESP,ONSE CODES FREQ CENT .PCT 
RARELV OR NEVER ... . .... ,, . ... . I •693 22 . 1'11 26. 611 

RARELY OR NEVER .... ,. . . .... ... 1 13730 66.311 79. a.I LESS THAN ONCE A WEEK.,, , .... . 2 5693 27.511 32. 611 
LESS THAN ONCE A WEEK . ... ... . . 2 2,12 11.&'11 13 . 7.11 ONCE OR TWICE A WEEK . .... , ..• . 3 5162 2,.9111 30. 111 
ONCE OR T'o'ICE A WEEK ...... ,... 3 113·3 5. 511 6 . 211 EVERY OAY OR ALMOST EVERY DAY . 1861 I . OIi 10 . 1111•EVERY DAY OR ALMOST EVERY DAY . • 175' . 811 I. Ill RESERVED CODES : 
RESERVED CODES : NONRESPONDENTS I OROPOUTS, • • 2,a5 12 .0'1 (MISS!

NONRESPONDENTS & DROPO\/TS , . , 2'85 12.0li (MISS) MULTIPLE RESPONSE .. .... .... , 6 • .OIi IMI.SS I 
MULTIPLE RESPONSE . . .. . . , . . . . 6 12 • lit (MISS l MISS INC., ·, • . .. , •. • ... . , . • .•• 8 108 3.9'11 .«MISS! 
MISSINC.. .. ... ... . . ... ... 8 759 3 . 711 <MISS l 

TOTALS: 20706 100.0111 100 , 0li 
TOTALS : 20706 100 . ~ 100.011 

Q1,1utlofl .a Tap ■ Poi, 302-302 
Tape Po, . 218-218 '•·••t: 11Fo••at: ·l't 

HOW OFTN R TAKES WSIC, ART, DANCE CLASS 
HOW' OFTEN· DOES R ORIVE OR AIDE ·AROUND 

Tak i ng cla11 ■ 1: •u1ic, art, la1191.11ge, dance 

l"Elt- WCTD 
PER- WCT0 RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT 

.RESPONSE COOES FREQ CENT "PCT 
RARELV OR NEVER, ... .... .... . .. I 12705 &1 . ,11 ,, . 211 

RARELY OR NEVER .. .. .. ......... . 1 ••75 21, , .. 2, .9'11 LESS THAN ONCE A WEEK •. ••• ••• • 2 1026 5.0'11 5 . 8'11 
LESS THAN ONCE A WEEK ... .. .. , . 2 332• 16 . I'll 18. 811· ONCE OR TWICE A WEEK .... . , .... 3 11;.. 7.9111 8 , 611 
ONCE OR TWICE A WEEK . .. . . . • , ,. 3 5809 2&.111 33 . 6111 EVERY DAY OR ALIIOST EVERY DAY . 210-' 10.211 II ,3'11•EVERY DAY OR ALMOST EVERY DAY. • 3851 ,,.... 22,7'11 RESERVED CODES : 
RESERVED CODES : NONRESPONDENTS I OROPOUTS • • • 2,es 12.011 (MISS> 

NONRESPONDENTS & OROPO\/TS, •. 2•85 12 , 0'11 (MISS> MULTIPLE RESPONSE .• ••• • ••••• 6 :, .OIi (MISS> 
MULTIPLE RESPONSE ., ,,,...... 6 3 . ,0'1 <MISS) IIISSINC ••• , ••• • •• , .• • ••• , .•. 8 742 3.&'11 (MISS> 
MISS INC........... .. ........ 8 759 3 , 7111 l'MISS> 

TOTALS: 20706 100.0'II 100.0'1 
TOTALS: 2070i 100 , 011 100. 0'11 

Qwutl_o11 4'N T ■po Poo, 303-303 
Qwoollofl 44.J Tape Po,, 211-211 '•••■ ll . 11Poritatl 11 · . 

FIS.UN HOW O!OTEN R TAKES 9PORTS LESSONS 
WITH FRIENOS 

"r. ■ ktt19 1port1 l11soft1: kar1t•• ta~~ia, ale 
PER- WC.TD 

PER- WCTD RESPONSE CODES FREQ CEln' PCT 
RESPONSE COOES FREQ CENT PCT 

RARELY OR NEVER , • , , , , ..•••••••• 1 13149 s, :a 81. 311 
RARELY OR NEVER., .• .. .. , . .• • , , 1 1539 7 ••• 1,.a. &'II 

311 
LESS~ ONCE A WEEK .•. .••••• 2 10-'8 s. ,. 5.8'11 

LESS THAN ONCE A WEEK .,.. ..... 2 1929 9 . 3'11 ONCE OR TWICE A WEEK .• .. •.•••. 3 133• 5 , ,11 6.9111 
ONCE OR T'o'I CE A WEEK.. .. .. .. .. 3 357• 17,311 20.,11 EVERY DAY OR ALMOST EVERY DAY. • 1135 5.5111 5.9'11 
EVERY DAY OR ALMOST EVERY DAY. • 10373 50.111 59.&'II RESERVED CODES: 
RESERVED CODES: NONRESPOHOENTS I DROPOUTS ••• 2,95 1:i.0'1 (MISS> 

NONRESPONDENTS & DROPOUTS .• . 2,as 12,011 IIIISS> MULTIPLE RESPONSE. , • .••••••• 6 5 . 011 (MISS l 
MULTIPLE RESPONSE.... . . ... .. 6 .O'II (MISS) MISSING .• ,,.,, ... ... ,,, ... , . a 750 3,611 (MISS!•MISSINC .. ,............ ... .. . 8 802 3. 9'11 (WISS) 

TOTALS: 20706 100.041 100. 011 
TOTALS : 2D10&· 100. O'II 100. O'II 

HOW OFTEN R TALKS ON PHONE 

https://PER�WC.TD
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PAAT 3 ·• YOUR 1'1.ANI IIOA THE l'VTUIIE 

Quutlon UO _ Tepe Pe•. 304•30• 
For•et: II 

F IS••O HOW OeTEN R ATTENOS RELICIOUS ACTIVITIES 

PER• WCTO 
RESPONSE CODES FRECl CENT PCT How i"'pOrtlftt i1 each of tht follow,ng to you '" your life' 

. --------- (MARK ONE> 
RARELY ' OR NEVER ... , .......... . 1 9098 •3.9'1 52 ..... 
LESS THAN·ONCE A WEEK.,, . .... , 2 2999 ,,.s.. 1&.61t 
ONCE OR. ,-,.ICE A WEEK ......... . 3 ,953 23.,.. · 219.0!t 
EVERY OAY OR ALMOST EVERY OAV . .. . ,37 · 2. 111 3,011 
RESERVED COOES: . 

NONRESPONDENTS & DROPOUTS .. . 2,es 12.0" (MISS> 
· MULTIPLE RESPONSE . . .... , ... . 6 ... . 0'I (MISS) 

MISS I NC . .• .......•........... 8 730 3. 511 (MISS·) 

TOTALS: 20706 100.011 100.0lt Qu•attoft •&A Tape Po,. 309•309 
For•at: I 1 

F1S•6A IMPORTANT BEINC SUCCESSFUL · IN LINE WORK 

PER• WCTD 
RESPONSE COOES FREQ CENT PCT 

NOT IMPORTANT .. .............. . I 2•6 I. 21t I . 31! 
SOMEWHAT IMPORTANT ..•.... . .. ,; 2 2601 12. 5;; 14 , Jt.; 
VERY IMPORTANT ... , .......... ;. 3 15271 7J.81t S• ... ,_, 
RESERVED CODES: 

NONRESPONDENTS & DROPOUTS .. . ·2,a5 12.01! (MISS!
During th• tchoQI y11~. how Many hourt ■ day do vou USUALLY MULTIPLE RESPONSE .. .. ...... . 6 I .OIi <WISS I 
~•tck TV o, vidootop••' ANSWER BOTH A I.NOB BELOW. REFUSAL .. ,,,, .• . , .......•... 7 7 . 0 ... <MISS l 
!,_,J,PW: ONE.' MISSINC . .•..•.... , ..... , .•• , 95 .Sil (MISS I• 

TOTI.LS: 20706 100,011 100.011 

Quu t Io,- •64 Tape Poo, 301•306 
For ■et I l2 

Qyutlon 41 Tope Pot, 310-310 
HO~ MANY HOURS ON WEEK04YS A W4TCHES TV '•••el: 11 

o,. ......a• .,., F1S•6B IMPORTANT FINOINC RICHT PERSON TO MARRY 
PER• WCTO F;nding th• rig~t person to ••rry and havi~Q a happy

RESPONSE CODES FRECl CENT PCT f111111ilylife 

DON'T W4TCM TV ......... , ...... 0 1032 5.0'1! 5.2'1! PER· WCTt> 
LESS .THAN I HOUR/D4V ........• , 1 2525· 12.2'1! 1'.2.. RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT 
1•2 HOURS . ... ,;., ...... , ... . ,, 2 •62• 22 .3.. 26. 5lil 
2·3 HOURS .. ,.,., .•••... , •• ,.,, 3 31•2 18;611 22. !It NOT IMPORT4NT .... , ........... . 1 987 ,. Bit S. 51! 
3·• HOURS .... , .... ; , ... , . , ..•. .. 2,01 11 .&.. ,,. 11t 2 3265 15.811 ,e. 2111 
•·5 HOURS .... . . . ......•..... , . 5 &.Sit ~~~wi::~o~~:~~:~~::::::::::::: 13865 76. 3111411 8.!llt 3 67. 0" 
OVER 5 HOURS A DAY . •.••••• , .•• & 1•73 7. 1.. , . ,It RESERVED CODES : 
RESERVED CODES: NONAESPONOENTS & DROPOUTS.,. 2,as -12 . 0'1 (MISS!

NONRESPONDENTS & DROPOUTS .•. 2,as 12,0!t !MISS> MULTIPLE RESPONSE ....•.•.•.. 6 2 ,OIi (MISS! 

• .OIiMULT(PLE RESPONSE ........••. 96 352 1 • 7'1! (MISS I ·REFUSAL .. ..• , ....•........... 7 9 .,It !WISSl 
<MISS lM_ISSINC •••.•.•••••• , •••••. • • 98 561 2.71t <MISS! MISS INC .................... . 93 

TOTI.LS: 2070& 100.0'I 100.0'I TOTALS: 20706 I 00, O!t 100. O!t 

Tepe Peo, 301•301 Qyution "8C Tape Poe. 311•311 
P'or ■ atl 12 ... , ... t, 11 

HOW 114NY HOURS ON WEEKENDS R W4TCHES TV F1546C IWl'OATANT HAVINC LOTS OF MONEY 

On weeke"d• Iota of aontyHavi "' 
PER• WCTO PER• WCT0 

RESPONSE C:00ES FREQ CE"4T PCT AltSPONSE ·cooEs FREQ CENT PCT 
---------- -------- ~---- ---------- -------DON'T W4TCH TV • ••••••••••••• •. 0 65.C 3.21t ... O!t NOT IMPORTANT ... , .. , ... , .... ,. 1 1219 6. 21t 7.31t 

LESS TH4N I HOUR/DAY .. ,.,.;,,. I 1•16 &.Bit ...... SOMEWH4T JMPOflTANT ..... . ..... , 2 1772 ,2 .,1t ,e. ar,i 
1-2 HOURS ••.•.... , .• ,, •. . ,•., . . 2 26"8 12. Bit . 15. 3'11 VERY IMPORTANT, .•••• ,, .•••• , •. 3 1059 38.9'11 43.91t 
2•3 HOURS ....... , .......... . .. 3 3323 16.0" · 19. 111 RESERVED CODES: 
3•• HOURS ........ ,., ....• , ..•. .. 3• 13 16. 511 19. 211 NONRESPONDENTS & DROPOUTS .•• 2,as 12. 0" <MISS l•-5 HOURS ... , . , ....•.• ,.,, .••. 5 2•58 11 .91l 13,llt MULTI PI.E ·RESPON$E ••....••••• 6 3 . 011 (MISS I 
OYER 5 HOURS A OAY .. ,., .... , •. 6 3268 11.8'11 20.011 REFUSAL; , ·• .•. , •• • •.•.•.••••• 7 . 7 • O!t <MISS l 
RESERVED CODES: MISSINC . . ........... , ....... a 91 ..... <MISS! 

NONRESPONOENTS .. DROPOUTS,,. 2•as 12,011 (MISS! 
MJLTIPI.E RESPONSE ••..••...• , 96 329 1.611 IMISSI TOTI.LS.: 20706 100,0'I 100 . 0lt 

· MISSINC ..•• ·•....•..• , .. , , • , , 98 712 3 , •'11 (MISS>--~-TOTI.LS: 20706 10(),0!1 ·100.011 
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Tapo Po,, 311-31B 
Quul lo" 460 Tau P~,. 312-312 ... , ... t: 11 

Fo••al: 11 
IIIPORTANT -LIVINC CLOSE PARENTS , RELATIVES 

FtS460 IMPORTANT 7C HAYE STRONC FRIENDSHIPS 
L1v1ftg close to parent, ■ nd rel1t1v ■ 1 

PER• WCTO
PER- WCTD RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT 

RESPONSE CODES FRE~ CENT PCT 
NOT IMPORTANT . , • • . , • •• , •••. , •• I 31138 ,a. 511 21 .... 

NOT IMPORTANT ... .. . .. . . . , • . . . . I 322 I. 6'11 2.~ SOIIIEWHAT IMPORTANT . • • ••••• ,.,. 2 9803 47 •. 3'11 54.0,,
SOMEWHAT IMPORTANT., .... ,, , . .. 2 3175 15.3'11 ,a . 3111 VERY· U,IPORT_ANT .••• , , , • ••• • • , , , 3 4421 · 21. .4'11 24 .&ll 
VER• IMPORTANT ..... ,., , . , , , . , . 3 14603 70. 5'11 79.7'11 RESERVED CODES: 
RESERVED CODES : NON.RESPONOENTS & DROPOUTS, , . 2485 12;0'11 <MISS! · 

NONRESPONDENTS & DROPOUTS . .. 2485 12.0'11 !MISS> la.JLTIPLE RESPO-N$E ... . ••• • .•• 6 6 .0'11 ' (MISS l 
MULTIPLE RESPONSE, ·... .... , .. 6 4 .O'II (MISS> REFUSAL .••.•. ••••• , , •••• , •• . 7 9 .• 0'11 I 1115S > 
REFUSAL. , , . .... , . ... ...... , , 7 7 .O!< IIIISS) IIISSINC ••• •• • •• ; •••. , .• •• , • . a .... • 7'11 !MISS I 
IIISSINC . . , ... • , , ,., .. ,,.,,,, 8 110 ,5'11 . IMISS> 

TOTALS: 20706 tOO . O'I 100.0'11 
TOTALS: 20706 t00.0'11 100,o,t 

Topo Po, . 317-317 
Quo,tlo" 46E Tap, Po,. 313-313 Fo•••l: 11 

Fo,,.at : 11 
F1$461 IMPORTANT CETTINC AWAY FR()III THIS AREA 

IMPORTANT TO BE ABLE TO FIND STEADY WORK 
C■ tt i ftg ■wey froM this ■ r•• of the count, ~ 

Being able to f 1 na 1t1ady work 
PER· WCTD 

PER- WCTD RESPONSE COOES FREQ CENT PCT 
RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT 

NOT IMPORTANT .•..•...•.•• ,, •• , 1 9050 43. 7'11 50.0'11 
NOT IMPORTANT ... , • , , , • . . . . . . . . t 3 .. 2 1. 7ll I. 9'11 2 5779 27 .9'11 3t-.5'11 
SOMEWHAT IMPORTANT .. ,. , , . . , . . • 2 2557 12. 3'11 13 ... 'II :~wi;~o~~=~~:~~::: :::::::::: 3 3246 IS. 7'11 ,e . s111 
VERY IMPORTANT,.,,,. . . .... .... 3 I 5188 73 .4'11 84. 6'11 RESERVED COOES : 
RESERVED COOES: NONRESPONDEN';'S & DROPOUTS •.. 24B5 12.0'11 (MISS)

NONRESPONDENTS & DROPOUTS . . . 2485 12.0'II <MISS) 11.JLTIPLE RESPONSE . •• ,, •... •• 6 s .0'11 IIIISS l 
IIUL r I PLE RESPONSE . . • • . . . • . . . 6 7 .O'II (MISS> REFUSAL .•..• , •••• ,. , •••. • ... 7 9 . 0'11 IIIISS> 
REFUSAL ... . . .. . . ... .. ,.,... . 7 7 ,0'11 !MISS> IIISSINC, ., ,.,., •••• • •••. • • • , 8 132 . 6'11 I MISS -> 
MISSINC..... ... . . . .. ....... . B ,20 . 6ll !MISS l 

TOTALS : 20706 100 . 0111 100.a.. 
TOTALS: 20706 100. 0'11 ,oo, 0'11 

Tapo Po,. 311-318 
Tap• Poa, 314-314 For ■ ol: 11 
Fo••al: 11 

F tS46J IIORKINC TO CORRECT ECONOl,IIC INEQUALITIES
Ft546F IMPORTANT TO HELP OTHERS IN CO-,NITY 

. PE_R- WCTD 
PER- WCTO RESPONSE COOES FREQ CENT PCT 

RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT 
NOT IMPORTANT .. ............. ,. I 5314 25. 7'11 29.2'11 

NOT IMPORTANT.... .... ......... I 1572 ? • 6'11 8.3'11 SOMEWHAT IIIPOA~ANT •••• , .•.•. • , 2 9296 44 . 9'11 SI . 7'11 
SOMEWHAT IMP ORT ANT ... .. .. .. , , • 2 10718 51, 8'11 59.4'11 VERY IIIPOATANT . . • ••••••. , , . . . . 3 3443 16 . 6'11 19.1'11 
VERY IMPORTANT . .. ,,.,... .. . .. . "3 5802 28.0'II 32,3'11 RESERVED COOES: -
RESERVED CODES: NONRESPONDENTS & DROPOUTS.,, 2•115 12. 0'11 I111 SS > 

NONRESPONDENTS & DROPOUTS . . , 24115 12.0'II IM'lSS> la.JLTIPLE RESPONSE., ..••. , ... 6 6 •0'11 (Ill SS l 
MULTIPLE RESPONSE ••..•.• . • , . 6 3 • 0'11 I Ill SS l REFUSAL. .•• , •••.• • • , •••••••• 7 10 .0'11 (MISS l 
REFUSAL, . , . .• ....•. ,.. . . • • . . 7 7 . 0'11 (MISS) MISS INC ......... , . ... .. .... . 11 1!52 . 7'11 <1115S)
IIISSINC .. , . , . . .. ....... ,., .. 11 119 .611 <MISS> 

TOTA1.S : 20706 100.0'II 100.D'II 
TOTALS: 20706 100.0'II 100.0'11 

Topo Poi, 311-311 
0MHtto" "8C Tapo Po ■ , 311•31& "•·••t: 11 

For ■ ot: 11 
F1S46K I...ORTANT HAYINC CHILDREN 

F1S46C CIVE MY CHILDREN BETTER OPPORTVNITIES 
H ■ wt fll ehi ldr•n 

Be1"; ablt to g1ve My children better opportun i t i t• lhan 
1 'vt had PER• WCTD 

RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT 
PEA• WCTD --------- 14 . 4.. 16, !5'11RESPONSE COOES FREQ CENT PCT NOT IIIIIPORTANT .•..• ,,, •• , ,, •••• 1 2987-------- SOMEWHAT IIIPORTANT, , , , ; , •• , • •• · 2 7180 34. 7'11 40.3'11---------- ..,..NOT IMPORTANT . .... , • .. • ,., . • • . 1 886 4,3!1 VERY IIIPOATANT.• • •••••••••• , , • , 3 7920 38 . 2'11 43. I'll 

SOMEWHAT IMPORTA_NT., ••. •• • ..• . 2 3723 18.0'11 19 . 9'11 RESERVED CODES: 
VERY IMPORTANT ..• , , ... ••. ..•• . 3 13470 65. Ill 75.4!1 NOIIRESPONDENTS & OAOPOUTS •• , 2485 12 . 011 (IIISS> 
RESERVED COOES: la.ILTI PLE RESPONSE . • • , , •.. , •• 6 9 .OIi (MISS> 

NONRESPONOENTS & OROPOUTS ••. 2485 12.0'II ( Ill S5 > REFUSAL., .•• ,, • • , ••. ,,,.,.,. 7 11 ,()'II ( Ill SS l 
MULTIPLE RESPONSE ....• , ., , ,. 6 2 • ()'II <111 SS l MISS INC ••• , •••• ,.,,, •••••• ,. a t17 . 611 (11155 l 
REFUSAL ..• . •. . . , , . . . . ..•. . .. 7 tO . 0'11 <MISS l 
IIISSINC • .• • .• • . . . . ... ... , •. , 8 130 . 6'11 IIIISS> TOTALS: 20706 100,D'II , 00. O'II 

TOTALS : 20706 100, 0'11 100.0'II 
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--~..,,.-- Tep, Po,. 32-4-32& 
Qu•otl•ft '41L Tape'••• 320-320 "··••t: 12 . 

For• ■ t: 11 

FRIEND'S 
Your fr14tnds 

IMPORTANT HAVINC LEISURE TIME 
F 1S,.7B MOTHER ' S DESIRE FOR A AFTER HICtl SCHOOL 
Vou~ Mother 

Hav1ng lai ,u,.a t11fta to •"JO)' "'Y OW" iftt•re1l1 
PER• WC:TI> 

RESPONSE 
NOT IMPORTANT., . ,,,, , . . .... . .. 
SOl,IEWHAT IMPORTANT .. •••· •• •••• 
VERY IMPORTANT.... . .... .. ..... 
RESERVED COOES : 

NONRESPONDENTS & DROPOUTS , , . 
MUL Tl·PLE · RESPONSE. , . . . . .. . . . . 
REFUSAL . . ...... ; • ..... . . •. , , 
MISS INC , ; .. . ..• . . ,., . . .. ,,., 

TOTALS: 

CODES 
1 
2 
3 

& 
7 e 

FREQ 

•25 
572-4 

11937 

2•15 
2 
7 

12' 

20706 

PER-
CENT 

2 . 111 
27 , 611 
57 , &II 
12 . O'lt 

,0'1 
, O'lt 
.611 

100. 01\ 

WCTD 
PCT 

2,-411 
32 . 711 
6-4,911 

!MISS> 
I MISS> 
(MISS) 
(MISS) 

100. 0-. 

RESPON.SE 
DOES NOT APPLY, .. .,., .......·.. 
CO TO COLLECE..... .. ......... . 
CET A FULL-TIME JOB ....... , . , . 
ENTER A TRADE SCHOOL OR AN 
APPRENTICESHIP PROCRAM . . . . ... . 
ENTER MILITARY SERVICE.. . .... . 
CET MARRIED . . .... , .. .... .. .... 
THEY THINK I SHOULD 00 WHAT 
I WANT.,,, ·. ,, .. . , .. , .. .. , .. . , . 
THEY DON'T CARE ........ .,.,.. . 
I DON'T KNOW .. ... ,. . .,., . ., ... 
RESERVED CODES : 

NONRESPONDENTS & DROPOUTS . .. 
MULTIPLE RESPONSE. .. ... .. . . . 
MISSINC,, ...... . • ,. ... . . . ... 

CODES 
1 
2 
3 

,
5 
6 

7 
8 
9 

96 
98 

FREQ 
207 

11998 
661 
573 
33e 

98 

2722 
160 
607 

205 
88 

169 

CENT 
1 •. 011 

57. 911 
3,2'11 

2.811 
1. 611 

• 5 .. 

13 . , .. 
.a" 

2.9.. 

12 . 011 
• , .. 

3.7.. 

PCT 
I . 211 

67. 211 
•.311 
3 , 811 
2.O'lt 

.6.. 

16 ..... 
, 9'1o: 

3 . Sli 

(IIISSl 
I Ml SS > 
(MISS > 

TOTALS: 20106 100.°"' ,oo .~ 

Tape Poi, 321-321 
F••••t I It 

IMPORTANT CETTINC AWAY FROM PARENTS 
Cetttng 1w1y fro~ My p1rant1 

Tape Pei, 325-327 
PER- WCTD ,.,•• t: 12 

RES~ONSE CODES f'REQ CENT PCT · 
DESIRE FOR RAFTER HICH SCHOOL 

NOT . IMPORTANT . .. .... ·. . . , ... . . . 1 7965 38.511 43.211 
SOlolEWHAT IMPORTANT •...•.. . ••.. 2 7~5 3-4.011 38 . 911 . 
VERY IMPORTANT ... , . ,,,,,,,,, .. 3 3095 14.911 17 . 911 
RESERVED CODES : . PER- WC:TI> 

NONRESPONDENTS & DROPOUTS . . . 2•iS 12,011 !MISS> RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT 
MULTIPLE RESPONSE . . ,, . .. . .. , 6 7 .011 <MISS> 
REFUSAL ; .•. , ... ,., ,, ... . ,,,, 7 7 .OIi !MISS> DOES NOT APPLY .. , • , , • ..... , , . . 1 n, 3 ..... , . 31\ 
MISSlt;C,, .. . ...... ,,,., . . , ., 8 102 • Slit !MISS> CO TO COLLECE . . . . ..•. . .... . . . . 2 6833 33.0II 37 . 5,. 

CET A FULL-TIME JOB .... • .. , . .. 3 532 2.6.. 3 . 311 
TOTALS: 20706 100.011 100 . 011 ENTER A TRADE SCHOOL OR AN 

APPRENTICESHIP PROCRAM . . , ••..• 226 1. 111 1..-411•ENTER MILITARY SERVICE .... , .. , 5 338 1. 611 '.91t 
CET MARR IED . • . . . .. , .• . • . ... . .. 6 2 .. , 1, 21t 1 . 6'1t 
THEY THINK I SHOULD 00 WHAT 
I WANT .. ,., •. • , ..•• ,,, ..•.. ,,. 7 5031 2•. 31\ 29, .... 
THEY DON'T CARE . .•... . . . .... . . 8 1166 S . 6'1t 7 .o.. 
I OON'T KNOW .. ,. .,·.,,. ...... . . 9 22,s 10.llt 13 . 71\ 
RESERVED COOES: 

NONRESPONDENTS & DROPOUTS .. . 2,.95 12.011 ! IIISSl 
Qyaotlon 47 MULTIPLE RESPONSE . . .. .. .. .. . 96 ,3 . 21t (MISS l 

MISS INC ... , •. ; ..... .. , ..... . 98 869 ,. . 2" (MISS l 

TOTALS : 20706 100.0,, 100 . 0'lt 

Whet do the follow,"g c,1opl1 thirill. ia the IIIIOt\ iMDOrta"t 
th•"I for you to ~o ,,9nt after h i gh school? (MARK ONE) 

Quutlon 4.70 T ■ PI Poi , 321-329 
For•■ t I 12 

Que,tl ♦ n 47A Tap ■ Pea, 322-323 CLOSE RELATIVE'$ DESIRE FOR A AFTER H.S."•·••ti 12 A clot• relative 
f'ATHER'S DESIRE FOR R AFTER HICH SCHOOL 

PEA- WCTD 
Your father RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT 

PER- WCTD OOES NOT APPLY . . •• , , . ••.. . .•.. 1 •27 2. 111 2 ...11 
RESPONSE COOES FREQ CENT PCT CO TO COLLECE . . . , .•• • • , .. . .. , . 2 10621 51 ,3'11 60. "' CET A f'ULL-TIME JOB ... . , ..•• .. 3 536 2,611 3 . !i'lt 

OOES NOT APPLY .... ., .. .,,., .. . I IOI• I, 211 I, 711 ENTER A TRACIE SCHOOL OR AN 
CO TO COLLECE .. .. ........... .. 2 1O7.U IS 1. 911 19 . 711 APPRENTICESHIP PAOCRAM . . .. .. . . 385 1. 911 2.611•CET A ,uLL-TIME JOB . ..... . ••.. 3 &S• 3. 211 -4.4.11 ENTER MILITARY SERVICE ... , . .. . s 351 I , 711. 2. 21, 
ENTER A TRACIE SCHOOL OR AN CET MARR IEO . . .... , . , . . , , . . . ..• 6 1s, • 711 • 91t 
APPRENTICESHIP PROCRAM , ·• ••• •• 521 2. 511 3. 111 THEY n-tlNK I SHOULD 00 WHAT 
ENTER MILITARY SERVICE .....• . , •5 528 2. 511 3,411 I WANT .. , . . ,.,. , ,,,.,.,,, , • . ,, 7 2770 13.411 16. 511 
CET MARR IEO . ..... . . .• .. . .. . , , , 6 151 • 211 .... THEY DON'T CARE . ., ........ ., .. ~1 1,611 2 .OIi 
THEY TMINK I SHOULD 00 WHAT I DON 'T KNOW .... , . , . . , . , , , , . . , • 17115 ,.,.. 9,91t 

7 2 .. 93 12 . 011 1... 611 RESERVED COOES:+H:~N6oN:;. ·ciRE: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : 2•7 1. 2'11 1. , .. NONRESPONDENTS & DROPOUTS . . . ' 2.. ,5 12,011 (MISS>•I DON'T KNOW . . . ... , .•. ,, .. ·... , 10A8 IS. 111 6 , 311 MULTIPLE RESPONSE .•... ,, ••.. 96 5e ,311 IMISS l 
RESERVED CODES : MISSINC .. ,., .. .. , ., .... , .. . . 98 79, 3.811 (MISS>' NONRESPONDENTS & DROPOUTS . . . 2•H 12.011 (MISS>

.MULTIPLE RESPONSE. , , . , , , .• , , 96 n , 311 !MISS> TOTALS: 20706 100.011 100,011 
MISS INC .. , ....... .. ... ,., • •• H 7116 3,111 !MISS) 

TOTALS: 20706 100 . 0II 100.011 



Qw.. tton '7E TeP• Pao, 330-331 
Foeo,at: 12 

F,s. ; E SC'><OOL COUNSEi.OR'S DESIRE FOR RAFTER HS 
0 

How,,, in 1chool de YOU th i nk 'fOUf' f1th1r . ar1d yo1.1r "'Ot h~, 
~,nt vou to ;o> <BE SURE TO ANSWER 80TH A ANO B BELOW FOR 
PERSONS WITH WHOM YOU LIVE OR WITH WHOM YOU HAVE RECULAR 

PER- WCTO CONTACT . ! t MARK ONE J 
RESPOMSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT 

DOES NOT APPL Y... .... ... . . . . . . 1 1301 6.311 8.011 
CO TO COLLECE .... . . .. . .. .. , .. . 2 97•5 ,1 . 111 SA.911 
CET A FULL-TIME JOB .. . . .. .... . 3 13 I .611 .911 
E~TER A TRADE SCHOOL OR AN 
.apac;e ...:-r ! CE s""' IP Pwocs:rAw .... ... . 306 I, 51\ 2.011 
ENTER w;L?TAR Y SERVICE .. ..... . s 100 . SIi , 611 
CET MARRIED .. .... . ....... .. , .. 6 13 , 111 , 111 
THEY THINK I SHOULD 00 WMAT Quul1on AIA Tap• Pao, 3·3&-337 
I WANT .... .... .... , . . . .. .... .. . 7 1161 S.611 6 . 9!1 For,ut1 12 

• 

THE Y OON•T CARE ... ., .... .. .. .. e 519 2 . Sit 3 . 01\ 
I OON ' T KNOW .... ....... .. .. .. 9 ••22 19. 91t 23.71\ FIS48A HOW FAR IN SCHOOL FATHER WANTS R TO CO 
RESERVED CODES : 

NONRESPONDENTS & DROPOUTS , .. 2'85 12.011 !IIISSl FI th• r 
MUs'!' IPLE RESPONSE ... .. . .... . 96 30 . 11\ <MISS l 
M ! S SI NC . , .•.•. . , • • . ... . •.... 98 793 3 . Slt <MISSl PER- WCTD 

RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT 
TOTALS: 20706 100 . 011 100 . 011 

LESS THAN HICH SCHOOL 
CRAOUATION .. ·... . . ......... . .• . 11 0 . 511 
CRAOUATE FRO~ HICH SCHOOL, 
BUT NOT CO ANY FURTHER ...... . . 2 68• 3 . 311 ... 5" 
CO TO VOCATIONAL, TRADE, OR 
BUSINESS SCHOOL AFTER HICH 
SCHOOL . . , , .. . , , .... , . . . , .. . , , , 3 11 13 s ..... 6 . 5'< 
ATTEND A TWO-VEAR COLLECE . , ... .. 7•9 3.61t .. .,~ 
ATTEND A FOUR-YEAR COLLEGE .••. 5 1A78 7, 1'►. 9 . O'e 

Q1.1•1tton .-'7F Tap• Po,, 332-333 CRAOUATE FROM COLLECE . . , . . ..• , 6 7197 3,.a"' ,o . '"' Fo,o,at: 12 ATTENC A HICHER LEVEL OF 
SCHOOL AFTER CRAOUATINC FROM 

FtSA7F FAVOR ITE TEACHER'S DESIRE FOR RAFTER HS COLLECE ...••. ·• • . • ,,,, .•• •.•. •. 7 16 . 711 17. Ill 
OON 'T -KNOW .. . , , ..•. , ••• , • • • • , • 8 &. ,11 7. 9'1 
PARENT DOESN'T CARE,,,,, ••..• • 9 1 . 711 2.21\ 
OOES NOT APPLY ... , ••.••.•...• . . ,o 5. 511 7. ,., 

PER- WCTO RESERVED COOES: 
RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT NONRESPONDENTS I, DROPOUTS •.. . 2A85 12 , 011 !WISS> 

MISS INC ... . ...••... , , • • , , •• , 98 618 3.011 <MJSS> 
DOES NOT AP Pc Y ...• ; •• •.•••• .. . 1522 ' ..... 9.011 
CO TO COLLE CE . . ...... .. , ... . . . 2 ' 956• •6.211 5,,211; TOTALS: 20706 100.011 100.011 
CET A FU.L-T:ME JOB .... . , . ... . 3 ,..5 , 711 .911 
ENTER l "'C:L:>E SCH:'lCL. C'R A" 
APPRElr.il7:CE. .S,-,:'- ti-R1.1t.,.1,e..,..r , , •• , • •• .. 278 1.311 ,. 7.. 
ENTER w:L:1'.l.R Y SE!i •-· ,c~... . ' •. .. 5 112 .Slli , 711 
CET MARI. I EC ... ..... ... .. . . . . .. . 6 25 , Ill . 211 
THEY THINK I SHOULD 00 WHAT 
I WANT ...... . ,. , ..• •. • ... , .... . 7 1331 6.AII 7 , 611 
THEY DON'T CARE ... . .. • •... , .. . 8 431 2 . 1lt 2 . ,11 
I OON ' '!' KNO,.. . . . ... . .. . , ..... , . 9 ,oos 19,311 23 . 21! 
RESE.'IVEC CODES : Quuttan All Tapo Pao, 338-339 

NONRESPONOE~TS & DROPOUTS .. . 2,es 12 . 011 !IIISSl FoeMat: 12 
MU._ ':'IPi.E RESPONSE .. ... , . . .... 96 23 . 111 !ll!'SS l 
MISS! NC ... ....•.•. , .. . , .... · 98 785 3,811 (MISS> F1SA88 HOW FAR IN SCHOOL MOTHER WANTS R TO CO 

TOTALS : 20706 100.011 100,011 Mothe• 

WCTO 
RESPONSE CODES FREQ PCT 

LESS THAN HICH SCHOOL 
CRAOUATION ., ,., .. ,,, ..... . .. . , 119 .611i • &'It 
CRADUATE FROM HICH SCHOOL,
BUT NOT CO ANY FURTHER . .•.. ... 2 702 3 , ,11 s. 21\ 
CO TO VOCATIONAL, TRADE, OR 

Tepe Pao, 3i•-331 BUSINESS SCHOOL AFTER HICH'•••all 12 SCHOOL ... , ..... , . • , .. , , , , , .• , , 3 1196 5. , .. 7,211 
ATTEND A TWO-VEAR COLLECE ..... .. as, •. 2111 5.311 

FIS47C COACH'S DESIRE FOR RAFTER HICH SCHOOL ATTEND A FOUR-YEAR COLLECE •••• 1619 7 . 811 9.AII 
GRADUATE FROM COLLECE,,,,,.,,. 6 

5 
111, 37 . 5.. .... .,.. 

Coach ATTEND A HICHER LEVEL OF 
SCHOOL AFTER CRAOUATINC FROIII 

WCTO COLLECE . . . ..• .••• , •• , • , • • , •••• 7 3698 17. 911 19. , .. 
RESPONSE CODES FREQ PCT DON ' T • NOw ... .. , ...•• • •• , • , , , , 8 1128 s.,"' 6 . 31, 

PARENT DOESN'T CARE .• ,., •• • ••• 9 213 1.011 1 .3'11 
DOES NOT APPLY . . ..• .......•. .. 1 5706 27.611 DOES NOT .APPLY ... ,. .... ,.., .. . 10 25, 1.2.. ,. 5" 
CO TO COLLECE .. .. . . •. •...... . . 2 5793 21.011 RESERVED COOES:~J: 
CET A FULL-TIME J OB . . . .. . . • ... 3 99 .511 , 711 NONRESPONDENTS I, OAOPOUTS,, , 205 12,0'1 CM!SSI 
ENTER A TRADE SCHOOL OR AN IIISSINC .... . ............... . 98 65• 3 . 2.. CWISSl 
APPRENTICESHIP PROCRAM .. . • . ... .. 129 .611 . Ill 
ENTER MILITARY SERVICE .... •... 5 113 ,511 • 711 TOTALS: 20706 100 . 011 100. 011 
CET MARA I ED ....... ....... . ,' . . . 6 22 . Ill , Ill 
THEY · THINK I SHOULD 00 WMAT 
I WANT .. .. . .... . . , . . .. , . .. . . . . 7 1027 5. 011 5,9111 
THEY DON'T CARE .... , , .. . . ... .. . 8 616 3.011 3,211 
I DON'T KN01" .... .. ... ...... .. . 9 3891 18.811 21 .611 
RESERVED CODES : 

NONRESPONDENTS & DROPOUTS . .. 2•85 12 , 011 (MISS>
MULTIPLE RESPONSE., .... ,,, .. 96 19 . 111 (MISS l 
IIISSINC .. . . . , . .... , .. . . , , • . . 98 806 3,911 (MISS l 

TOTALS :. 20706 100,011 100 . 011 

STUDENT QUESTIONNAIRE NELS:88 FIRST FOLLOW-UP 
Page 
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STUDENT QUESTIONNAIRE NELS:88 FIRST FOLLOW-UP Page ,1 

lluutlo" 1108 Tapo Po,. 3,3-343Qyu t ton 49 Tape Poi, 340-341 Fo•••t: 11 
Fo•••t I 12 

FtSSOB R PLANS TO TAKE COLLECE BOARD SAT TESTF fSA9 HOW FAR IN SCHOOL R THINKS HE WILL CET 
Col logo Board <SAT) Schol11ltc Aptitude Test 

As th,ng, 1tal'ld now. how fer 1n sct'lool do you t.h11'llk you 
wt I J ; 1 t-, ( MAR~ ONE ) WC':':lPER-

RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PC,
PER- WCT0 --------RESPONSE COOES FREQ CENT PCT HAVEN•":" T1'10UCHT ABOUT IT .... 1 5399 26. 1'1 33. 211> 

NO, DON'T PLAN TO TAKE ........ 2 f fl• 5.AO! 7. I ..LESS THAN HICH SCHOOL YES, THIS VEAR . ...•••....•.• ,. 3 786 3. 80! A,Slt
CRAOUATION.,,, .....•.... . ..•.. f 467 2.3'11 2.6'11 V.ES, NEXT VEAR , ,, .. • •••.•••••. • 6057 29.3'1t 33.9"HICH SCHOOL CRAOUATION ONLY ... 2 2016 9.7'11 fl.9'11 YES, IN 12TH CRACE .. , .•.. , .. ,. s 3709 17. , .. 2 1 . 3"VOCAT,ONkl . TPADE. QR RESERVED CODES:
BUSINESS sc~OOL: LESS THAN NONRESPONDENTS & DROP()µTS . , . 2•85 12, Cl'> (11155 > 
T"ft'O YEARS. , . . , .... , , , , , ••.. , .. 3 80• 3. 9'11 • •. 411 IIJLTIPLE RESPONSE ....... ,, .. 6 31 • l'I CIIJSS> 
2 + YRS TRADE SCHOOL .. . ....... . • 1519 1,311 8.9"' MJSSINC, ••.•.... , •.•. , .••• . . 8 ff f s 5,411 111iss,
COLLECE PRDCRA~: 
LESS THAN T'IIO YEARS OF TOTALS: 20706 100.0": 100. O'lt 
COLLECE . , . , .. : . , . , .. ........ , • s 621 3.01! 3.411 
T"ft'O OR MORE YEARS OF COLLECE 
( INCLUOINC T'IIO-VEAR OECREEl ..• 6 2453 f f.811 f 3. 911 
FINISH COLLECE CFOUR- OR 
FIVE- VEAR DECREE) ........ ... . 7 587• 28.411 29.6'11 
MASTER'S DECREE OR EQUIVALENT. 8 2630 12. 711 13, All 
PH. D, , M. D, , OR OTHER 
ADVANCED PRO•ESSIONAL DECREE,, 9 2639 12. 7'11 1 f .911 
RESERVED CODES: 

NONRESPONDENTS., . ... , . ..... . 1,,2 7.0¥. <MISS> QyeaUo• IIOC T1p1 Po,. 3••-34A
REFUSAL .. ,., .... .. .. , . . , ... . 97 23 . fll !MISS -> Foeo,at: 11 
MISS INC .• , ...... . .... . ••...• 98 218 I, Ill (MISS) 

F t's5oc DOES R PLAN TO TAKE THE ACT TEST 
TOTALS: 20706 100.011 100.~ 

!ACT> .,_.er1c1n Co I I ege Testing lest 

PER- WCTO 
NOTE: Th11 va,11bie ;nclud11 data fo,. CIIP"opo1,1l1 ■ 110. RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PC, 

HAVEN•T f 
NO. DON'T PLAN TO TAKE ........ 2 1673 8. f't 10.3'1! 
YES, THIS YEAR . ..••• , •...•••.. 3 •59 2 . 2'1! 2. SIi 
I ----------Tl-10\JCHT ABOUT IT ... . 83•8 •O. 311! 50.•"' 

YES, NEXT VEAR ,, • . ,., •...•. • .. 380• 18.•'I! lt ,H!•YES. IN 12TH CRACE ..•.•....... 5 2586 12. 51, <5.211 
RESERVED CODES: 

NONRESPONDENTS g DROPOUTS ... 2•!5 f 2. 0" !MISS> 
IIJLT!PLE RESPONSE .•.....•. ,. 6 27 . ,~ <Ill SS > 
IIIISSINC.,,., •.•• ,, .•.... , ... 8 132• &.•'It <lllSS l 

TOTALS: 20706 100.~ 100.0lt 

Hav1 yo~ taken or .,.. you planning to take any of tht 
fol low,ng test, 1n t_h1 ne•t two y ■■ ra'? (MARtc. ONE) 

Qyutfo" 100 Tapo Po,. 346-346 
Fo••at: 11 

F 155a) R PLANS TO TAKE AOVANCEO PLACEMENT TEST 
Tape Poi, 342-342 
Fo•••tl 11 

FtS50A DOES R PLAN TO TAKE THE PRE-SAT TEST PER- wcro 
RESPONSE COOES FREQ CENT PCT 

P,e-SAT t .. t --------
I HAVEN•T THOUGHT ABOUT IT •.. . 1 9389 •S. 3'1t 57.9'o! 

PER- WI.Ttl NO, DON'T PLAN TO TAKE •.•.••. , 2 2702 13. 011 16. 7>t 
RESPONSE COOES FREQ CENT PCT YES, THIS VEAR .• , ••.• , •••••••. 3 886 •. 311 • '71!---·------ -------- YES, NEXT VEAR ...••• ,,., •••••. 4 2287 ff .O'lt 12. 3111 

HAVEN'T THOUCHT ABOUT IT •.•• f 6082 29.•'II 36.1'11 YES, IN t 2T1'1 CRAOE •• ,,, ..••. , . , 5 1462 7. 1'1 8.•11 
NO, DON'T PLAN TO TAKE .•••••.. 2 1369 6.611 8.611 RESERVED COOES: 
YES, THIS VEAR ............... . 3 37St 18. fll 20.511 IIONRESPONOENTS & DROPOUTS.,. 2•8S 12, 0¥. (MISS>
YES, NEXT YEAR . , •.• ,,,.,,,.,,, 4 5320 25.711 31. OIi lllJLTIPI..E RESPONSE .•••... , ••. 6 18 . f'I! I 11155 > 
YES, IN t 2T1'1 CRAOE .... , ...... , s 533 2, &II 3. OIi MISS INC ••• ,,,., ........... ,, 8 IA17 7. f'I !MISS I 
RESERVED CODES: 

NONRESPONDENTS & DROPOUTS.,, 2485 12. OIi (MISS) TOTALS: 20706 100.0'lt tOC.Oli 
MUL:IPLE ~ESPONSE . . .••.•.••• & 2• .111 (MISS I 
MISS INC •••.•••• ;,.,, •• ,, •• ,. a 1142 1.1111 (MISS> 

TOTALS : 2070& 100.011 100.011 

Topo . Poa. 3,&-346 
Fo••at: 11 

F1SSOE DOES A PLAN TO·TAKE THE ASVAB 

Ar••- Service, YOcation1I Aptitude Battery (ASVABJ 

PER- WCTO 
RESPONSE COOES FREQ CENT PCT 

HAVEN"T T1'10UCHT ABOUT IT .... f 8767 A2.31t S2. f II 
NO, DON'T PLAN TO TAKE ........ 2 S759 2 7 . Sit 32. S'il 
ves, THIS VEAR., ....••••.• , •.• 3 635 3 . flt, 3.''11 
YES, NEXT VEAR , , ...• ,., .••••.. 4 998 4,81< 6.•'lt 
YES, IN f 2T1'1 CRADE . • ••. , ..• , •• 5 e 11 3.91t s. 111 
RESERVED COOES: 

NONRESPONDENTS & DROPOUTS ... 2.SS 12. 011! ! MISS) 
lllJLTlPLE .. RESPONSE .••• , ...... 6 7 .0.. I Ml SS) 
MISSIHC ••• ,,., •• , .•• , ••.••.. 8 1238 6. O'I! CMISS l 

TOTALS: 20706 <00. Olt 100.0'ot 
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STUDENT QUESTIONNAIRE HELS.:88 FIRST FOLLOW-UP 
Pago 

Quutlon 121 Tape Po,. 31D-310 
Top ■ Poi, 3•7•3•7 Foraat: It 
Foraat: It 

FIS52B HOW IMPORTANT IS FINANCIAL AID 
F1S50~ OOES A PLAN ,TO TAKE THE PACT TEST 

A\t'1il1bilily of fn,aftc i al aid such •• a ,chQOI IQ ■ n 
,c1-1011,.,h,,:ii 1 OP' QP' ■ nt 

PER• WCTO PEA· were 
RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PC'l' RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT · PCT 

·HAVEN'T ----------THOUCHT ABOUT IT ... • . I 10•&1 150.511 62 . 211 NOT ----------IMPORTANT. , ••. •••••• ,,.,,, -------1 2252 10,911 13 , 111 
NO, DON'T PLAN TO TAKE.,, , . , , , 2 2•09 11.611 1• . ()II SOMEWHAT IMPORTANT • • ,.,, •• , ••• 2 5•17 26.211 ·35 . 511 
VES; THIS VEAR . . •.•••..• , ,,,., 3 1328 &.•II ,.'" · VERY IMPORTANT • • • • , •• • ••••.••• 3 1&1• 36,811 51.; ,11 
V'ES, NEXT VEAR .. . , .•••• • . •... , • 1555 7. SIi 8.9111 RESERVED COOES: 
VES '; !N 12TH CRAOE, •. ... , . ... , 5 1221 5 . 911 7 .211 NONRESPONDENTS I DROPOUTS •.• 2•85 12.'"' 1111-s·s> 
AESERVEc·cooES : IIUL TIPLE RESPONSE •• • •••••••• 8 2 .OIi <MISS> 

NONRESPONDENTS & DROPOUTS.,. 2.as 12 .OIi (MISS> MISS INC , ••••.••.••• • ••••••• , a 106 3, . ... -!MISS> 
MULTIPLE RESPONSE •. . . . ••••.. 6 8 . OIi (MISS) LECITIMATE SKIP ............. 9 2230 10.111 (Ml.SS)
MISS INC . . .. ....•... . , •• . •. , . a 1239 6 , 0II (MISS> 

TOTALS : 20706 100.()lj . 100,01! 
TOTALS : 20706 100.011 100.011 

Tape Po,a 311•361 
T ■ po Po,. 3•8•3•8 For11at:· It 
For11■ t . : II 

FtSS2C HOW IMPORTANT ARE SPECIFIC .COURSES 
F1ss, DOES P PLAN TO CO TO COLLECE AFTER H, S , 

Avat labi lily of 1peeific covr1e1 OP' cvrrtculu'" 

PER· WCTO 
RESPONSE COOl!S FREQ CENT PCT 

PER· WCTD 
RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT NOT ----------IMPORTANT ..• • ..••• , ••••• ,. 1 142 .. ,.. 5.6'11 

SOMEWHAT IMPORTANT .••• • ••••••• 2 sose .2i.•1t 33,5'11
NO, DON'T PLAN TO CO TO VERY IMPORT ANT , .. . ... , • , ...... 3 9309 •5 .OIi 60.91,
COL.L.ECE . ..... ...·.• , .•• .. , ... •. I 2230 tO;III , •. 111 RESERVED CODES: 
-YES, RICHT AFTER HICH SCHOOL ,. 2 10919 52. 711 $1. 911 NONRESPONDENTS I DIIOPOUTS ••• 2485 12 . 011 (.MISS> 
·YES, AFTER STAYINC OUT 'OF MISS INC ...•..•. • •.• •. • • •••• • • 8 782 3. 811 (MISS > 
SCHOOL FOF ONE ·vEAR ... ...•.. . • 3 2... 1t, 811 u.n1 LEC IT I IU. T_E SK IP ........• . •. . 9 2230 t0,811, (MISS>
YES' AFTE~ ST.0, Vn,c OU':' CF 
SCHOOi FOR OV!:R A VEI.R .... .. ,. • 392 1. 9111 2 . 311 TOTALS : 20706 100.011 .100.011 s 162• 7 .8111 ,. 611g~;~~v:~0 ~bi:E S: · · · · · · · · · ·-· · · · · 

~~NRfSPON~ENTS I ORvPOU'l'S, ,. 2•85 12. o,t (MISS! 
..... TIPL.E RESPONSE .•.. • •.•.•• 6 12 .,.. (MISS! 
•: ~SINC. , .•• , • .••••• , • .. • .. • I 600 2 . 911 (MISS> 

. ~-. ..s: 20706 100.0lt 100 . OIi 

Quutlo• 1120 I:::.~~·i1312..~12 

F1SS20 HOW IMPORTANT IS COLLECE ATHLETIC PROCAW 
Aeputalto" of the_ college ift athletic program, 

PER• WCTD 
RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT 

NOT IMPORTANT ....... ,, .... , • .. 1 6281 30 . 3'11 •O. llt
SOIIEWHA-T IMPORTANT .• •. . ;, •.• .. 2 55•0 26 . 1.. 36._6'1o,
VERY IMPORTANT . • , ....... , .... . 3 3•03 16.411 23.3"' 

_.How ;"'Dortant 11 ••ch of the fol lowing t" choo1i"g a col leg• RESERVED COOES : 
rou pion to ■ ttond7 (MARK ONE> NONRESPONDENTS & DROPOUTS .•• 2•as 12.'"' 01iss> 

IIJLTIPL.E RESPONSE .•••••••••• 3 (IIISS l 
IIISSINC ••••••• • •• , • • ••• ,,,,. ' ,.. 3.·°"1.. (MISS)•LECITIMATE SKIP ........... .. 9 2230 t0,1'11 ( IIISS > 

TOTALS: 20706 100.0- 100.011 

~ ..a,tton 12" Tape Po,, ~•-3•1"•·••ti 11 
'1S52A HOW IMPORTANT ARE COL.L.ECE EXPENSES 

Cotleg1 ••P•"••• (tuit1on, bOOkl, ro""' aftd board) Quutlon 112E ,.,. , ••. 313-313 
l'oraat: 11

PER· WCTO 
RESPONSE COOES FREQ CENT PCT FIS52E HOW IMPORTANT IS SOCIAL LIFE AT COLLECE 

NOT IMPORT ANT . . . , .. .•.. . • , •..• t 1711 8 . 611 t0. 711 Social I lie ■ t tho col 1090 • 
SOMEW~AT IM~ORTAHT, • . . ... •• ••• 2 15•0 31 . &ll •2. 111 
VER¥ IMPORTANT .. ,.••• ., •• • • ••, 3 &966 33.6111 ., .211 PER• WCTD 
RESERVED COOES: RESPONSE COOES FREQ CENT PCT 

NONRESPONDENTS I DROPOUTS, . • 205 12 . 0II (MISS> 
MUL TIPL.E RESPONSE •••••••• ,., 6 2 .OIi (MISS> NOT IMPORTANT .. ,. , ••• , • • • ,, • •• · I 2312 11. 511 · 16 , 511 
MISS INC . , .• , ·•. . • •••.••••• • • • 695 3 . 411 (MISS> SOMEWHAT IMPORTANT . ........ .. . 2 ,... 38.•II 52 , 011•LECITIMATE SKIP . •• • •.••.•.•• 9 2230 10 , 811 (MISS> VERY IMPORTANT ••••••• , • , •• , • • • 3 4792 23.111 31.6111 

RESERVED COOES : 
TOTALS : 20706 100.()11 100 . 011 N0MRESPONOENTS I DROPOUTS.,, 2485 12,011 (MISS l 

MISSINC..................... 8 873 • . 211 CIIISS > 
LECITIMATE SK IP............. 9 22.30 10.111 (MISS> 

TOTAL.$: 20706 100 . 0- 1.00 . 011 



----------

----------

---------- --------

STUDENT QUEST.IONNAIRE · NEI.S: 88 FIRST FOLLOW-UP • P1g1 

- ·. ~--------- Q1o111 t I Of\ 12J Tep, Po, . 31&-318
Tepe Po,. 354-314 ForMot : 11 . 
For•et :. II 

F1S52 J HOW IMPORTANT IS COLLECE JOS ·. PLACEME N• 
F 1S52F HOW IMPT ATTENO COLLECE ANO LIVE AT HOME 

Jot:i or 1111plovfflent plac,,..ent r _ecord of col leg1 9r1G1Jat11 
Able to I 1v• et home ano 1tt.1rid the col litge · 

PEP- wc-:-o 
PER- WCTO RESPONSE COOES FREQ CENT PC, 

--------RESPONSE c·oDes FREQ CENT . PC• 
NOT IMPORT.lNT ...• . . . . . .. , ..... 1 2044 9 , 9~ 1J . • ~---------- .NOT . IMPORTANT ... . . .. ..... • . • •. 1 8752 42.311 56 . ~ SOMEWH.lT IMPORTANT .. •.. .. ..... 2 6922 33 . •II 44.8" 

SOMEWH.iT IMPORTANT . . ....•.. . •. 2 4585 3 I , 61t VERY IMPORTANT ...•• •..• • •...• . 3 6246 30 . 2112.2. '·" 42 . " ' VERY IMPORTANT ..• • • ••. ••. . .•• • 3 1907 9 . 211 12.411 RESERVED CODES : 
AESERVEO CODES: NONRESPONDENTS & OROPOJTS . .. 2485 12 . 0'I <MISS )

NONRESPON DENTS & OROPOUTS ... 2485 12 . Olt <MISS l MULTIPLE RESPONSE . . ..•.. . ... 6 J . O't c MI SS > 
MIJLTIP~E RESPONSE ... •.... . .. 6. 4 .O'lt <MISS l MISSIN.C... .... .. . •.. .• .. .•.. 8 776 3 . 7 .. <MISS l 
MISS INC ...... ....... ... ..• .. 8 . 743 3.61t CM ISS) 1,EC ITIMATE SKIP .. .. ..•• .. •• . 9 2230 10, 8k I MISS > 
LEC ITIMATE SKIP., •. •• • . . • . •. 9 2230 10.811 (MISS> 

TOTALS: 20706 100 . 011 100 . 0"' 
···TOTALS : 20706 100.0lt 100·. 0.. 

Tap, Po,. 369-359 
Q1o101lton 62C Tepe Pa,. 366-36& ForMat : It 

For•al: 11 
FIS52K HOW IMPORT.lNT IS REPUTATION OF COLLECE 

F 1SS2C HO~ IMPT ATTEND COLLECE & NOT LIVE AT HM 
A1pytalion al c~tle;e ,n ac ■ C1effl 1 c prograffll 

PER - .-c,c
PER- WCTO RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PC1' 

CODES l'REQ CENT PCT 
NOT IMPORTANT ... . . ......... .. • . 1 1378 6 . , .. 9.3.. 

·NOT IMPORTANT... .. ... ..... . . . . t 5404 26 . 111 36 . 211 SOMEWHAT IMPORTANT ..•• . •.. . . . . 2 5538 26 . 7lt 3 ~. 3" 
SOMEWH.lT IMPORT.lNT ....... . .. . . 2 6293 30.411 4 1 . 3'1o VERY IMPORTANT . . .• . ... . .• . • ... 3 8283 40 . 0\! SJ . 41t 
VERY IMPORTANT. . ... . ... ........ 3 3519 17. Oli 22 . 6'1o RESERVED CODES : 
RESERVED COOES: . NONRESPONDENTS & DROPOJTS . •. 2485 12.0lt t MISS > 

NONRESPONDENTS & DROPOUTS . • . 7485 12,0li (MISS ) YULTIPLE RESPONSE . • .. .••... • 6 1 .0.. <MISS> 
MULTIPLE RESPONSE ., .. .. . . ... 6 3 . O'lt CloUSS l MISS INC . . . . . . ....•• • •.... ... 8 191 3 . 81t I MISS l 
MISS INC .... .. . ..... ..... .... 8 772 3. 711 I MISS l LECITIM.iTE · SKIP ..• ...•• •. •.. 9 2230 10.8'11 ( MI SS > 
LEC ITIMATE SKIP .·........ .... 9 2230 10 . 811 CMISS) 

TOTALS: 20706 100.0lt 100 . 0 " 
TOTALS : 20706 100.a- 100.~ 

Tepe Po,. 3&0-360 
Tape PH. 311-31& For••\: 11 
f'or ■ at: 1 t 

F1S52L HOW IMPORTANT EASY ADMISSION STANDAROS 
F1S!52H HOW IMPORTANT IS A RELICIOJS ENVIRONMENT 

E11y aC1111i t t ,on 1te"Cla,-e11 
A ,.., 1g i ou1 •""' , "Onl'Pte"t PER- WCTO 

PER- WCTO RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT 
IIESPONSE C:OOES FREQ CENT PCT ---------------- NOT IMPORTANT .. . ,. , ••• . .•• .. . . I 517.. 25 . 0lt 32 . 11! 

NOT ---------- 9287 59 . SOMEWHAT 2 34 , , i. S~IMPORTANT . . ... •.. •.•..•• . . 1 44.911 ~ IMPORTANT , , ..•.• •• . •. 7070 I~ 
SOMEWHAT IMPORTANT •• ••••• ••• , . 2 4494 21. 111 30.611 VERY IMPORTANT .. ; •• , • ..•• • .. •. 3 2960 , .. . 31t 20 . Sit 
VERY IMPORTANT ., . . • . . •• ••• •••. 3 1393 6.711 10 . 311 RESERVEO COOES: 
RESERVED CODES : . NONRESPONDENTS I DROPOUTS .• . 2485 12 .O'lt CMISS)

NONRUPONOENTS I DROPOJTS ••. 2485 12·.011 (MISS) YULTIPLE RESPONSE •.•. .• • • • •. 6 2 • 0'I <MISS l 
MULTIPLE RESPONSE •. . . .. . • .•• 6 8 . 011 CMISS l MISS INC • . , ,, ...• ; , ••. , . ,. , • . 8 785 3. 8't <MISS l 
MISSINC . •..•. , . .•.••.. • ..• •• e 809 3. 911 (MISS l LECITIMATE SKIP ... ........... 9 2230 10 . 811 <·MISS l 
LECITIMATE SKIP, .. . ·....... .. 9 2230 10 . 811 (MISS l 

TOTALS: 20706 100.0llo 100.011 
TOTALS : 20706 100 . 011 100.• 011 

Qyutlitft 13 
Clweottoft 121 Tape Pe, , 311-357 

Fer ■ et: 11 

F 1$521 HOW IMPORTANT IS A LOW CRIME ENVIRONMENT 
Wh t ch of th• cate;ori•t belo• coffle1 clo1e,t to oe1cr,b 1ng
tht JOO o,. occupat,o" that you eapect o r plan lo have r,gM l 
aft•,. h1gh school 1nd when yo~ 1r1 JO yea,., o l d 1 Even ,f 

PER- WCTO you .,.. no\ ,u,.., •• ,.k you,. bltl au••·· (MARK ONE J 
RESPONSE CODES PREQ CENT PCT 

NOT IMPORTANT..... . .. ...... . .. 1 2<113 1 I . 711 IS . 911 
SOMEIJH.lT IMPORTANT .• . : . ,. . .. .. 2 6307 30 . 511 40 . 311 
VERY IMPORTAN T . . ...• . , . . . . . • • . 3 6473 31 .311 43,811 
RESERVED CODES ., 

NONRESPONDEN TS & DROPOUTS •• ·• 2,es 12.011 (MISS) 
MUL•IP LE RESPONSE ..... •... , . 6 2 . Oli <MISS l 
MISSINC ........ .. ... .. . .. .. . 8 796 3 . 8'11 <MISS> 
LEC ITIMATE SKIP . . .. . .. . .. ... 9 2230 10. 8'11 <MISS> 

TOT.I.LS: 20706 100.a- 100 . ~ 

https://TOT.I.LS
https://SOMEIJH.lT
https://SOMEWH.lT
https://SOMEWH.iT
https://SOMEWH.lT


Qw• 1 ti on 53A Tapo Po,, 311•312 
For•al: 12· 

Qwu t I•·" 131 TaP• Po,. 363-3&• 
forael: 12 

F1S53A oc:uPA~ION A E~PEC~S TO HAVE AFTER H,S FI 553B OCCUPATION R EXPECTS TO HAVE AT ACE 30 

Jot> at 30 

RESPONSE CODES FREQ 
PER• 
CENT 

WCTD 
PCT CODES FREQ 

PER• 
CENT 

WCTO 
PCt 

CLERICAL · 1uch es bank t• I \e,., 
t.00111.1,••P•", ,.._cretary, 
t y p 1 , t , "'• , 1 c • ,. ,. 1 • ,. , t , e k • t 

-cz:;{SMAN. ;~~~. ~; . b; ; ;; : ·..... . 180• 8. 111 10,,11 

CLERICAL ,wch •• bank te Iler, 
bookkeeper, Secretary, 
typ11t, Rl•il carr11r, tic1i1et 
ca:~i-SMAi( ~~~h. ;; . t,;~~;: . .... . 
iutOffloc , le Mech ■ l'IIC, 

557 2 .111 3.211 

·aulOfflOOI It "'IC"'II ... IC' 
111111ch1n11t, p11nt1r, pluma,r, 
\alephone ,n,tt. 1 l•r , 
caroent ■ r . ....... ... . ... .•.... 
FARMER, FARM MANACER., . .. , ... . 
HOMEMAKER OR HOUSEwIFE ON, > . . . 

2 
3.. 931 

166 
105 

•. 511 
.a" 
• 511 

5,811 
1.011 

.611 

111ach1t'll1t 1 p11nter, plufflber, 
tetephone inatal le,., 
ca _rpente,. ... ,, .•.• . .•• ••• .• , • , • 
FARMER, FARM MANACER . .. . .... , . 
HOMEMAKER OR MO~SEWIFE ONLY.,.
LABORER such 11 con1lruct1on 

2 
3 .. 

708 
170 
338 

3 .... 
• 8'11 

I ,6-, 

.. .,.. 
I , 111 
2 .O'lt 

LAB0'1E~ ,uct-1 •• conttr"-'ct , o·l'I. 
WO r k a r , CI r w ■ I P"I ■ r I I In I l I r Y 
wo r Ill ■ r , f Ir""' I a t>_o,. tr . , , , , , . • . ,
MANACE~, ADMINISTRATOR such 
•• 11! ■ 1 ffl ■ nag,,., off i ce 
,..,nag,,, schoo l 
■ t1M1n11tr1tor, buvt r , 
re1taur1nt ~,nagtr, 
govtrnffi ■ nt off1.c 1 al • ••• •• • ••• , 
Ml LlTAR V ,uc~ 11 c ■"■ tr 
off1c ■ r 1 1n i 11t ■ o ffl ■ n or 
WOftl ■ n ,n tt"lt Arffl ■ O Fore••·.. ... 
OPERATIVE 1uch as ffie ■ t 
cut t •,., a a, en-.0 I• r , ma:~ 1 ~ • 
O0er1to,. 1 weioer . ta~1c1b, 
b...,,, 0" truc11. or1ve,. ,,, .. ,,,., 
PROFESSIONA~ aucn 11 
eccountal'lt, l"t 1st, 
re;11te,.ea nu,.,e, 1ng 1nee,., 
fibrer1an, w,.,t,,.. 1oc1al 
worker 1 ■ cto,., ■ ct,. ■,, , 

1tl,l1te, po l ,t1c 1an, tu.. t r,o t ~:o~E:s1gN~~~=:~ ... l::cne,- ... · · · 
clergyffl ■ n , eent, -,t. 
phy11c1an 1 l awyer, 1c1ent11t, 
::b~:YE'r~~-~~·;wNE~. ;~;·h. ~~ .. . 
owne,. of I '"''' : bYlll'l.fl,
COl'ltracto,, ... ~ .._,.., . • • ~ C: •""e.r .• 
PROTECTIVE SERVICE ·,u<h •• 
••t1ct1ve, 1'ol 1c1 o f fice,. or 

l~~E:·.~~~";:f;e~~;:.!!:~~•r. · 
adv1rt111n; o,. 11"11ur1nc1 
■ gent. re11 e1tat1 bro11.,,. .. , ., 
SCHOOL TEACH£~ IUC~ •• 
•l1M1nt ■ "Y or 11cona ■ "Y· •• ..• • 
SERVICE such•• barb•"• 
b1aut,c,1n, P" ■ ct,c•I • nurse, 
private houtehold wo,.ktr, 
.,>1n1to,., w11t1,. .• • • • •.• •• • ,.,. 
TECMklCA~ such 11 dr1ft1M ■ l'l 1 
Mea1c1I o,. Clenta ! t1cnn1c11n, 
ccu1101.1t1r pro;r ■ fftfflar,, . , .. •.••. 
NOT PLANNINC TO wORk . , , .. . . .. . 
OTHER • . . . ..... . ... .. . . . . . . ... . 
DON'-. KNOW ...... ; ... . . , ... . .. . 
RESERVED CODES : 

NONRESPONDENTS & DROPOUTS , . • 
MULTIPLE RESPONSE ......... , , 
REFUSAL .. , , ... .. ....... . . , .. . 
IIISSINC .• , ..• .. ..•.. .•. •... , 

5 

6 

8 

9 

10 

1 1 

12 

13 
,.. 
15 

16 
I 7 
18 
19 

96 
97 
98 

780 

A83 

1390 

152 

1"53 

36• 

113 

215 

770 

229 

1143 

351 
129• 
199• 
3292 

2•85 
568 

20 
60A 

3 . 811 

2. 311 

6.711 

, 711 

1,811 

• 511 

I .OIi 

l. ·111 

5.511 

I . 711 
6 . 211 
9. &II 

15. 911 

12.011 
2. 711 

. I'll 
2 . 9'11 

.....11 

2. 911 

8.611 

.911 

8 , 811 

1.8.. 

.811 

1 . ,11 

I . 511 

2 . 2" 
6. 711 

11 .6.. 
11.,11 

1111S51 
(11155)
(IIISS> 
111115S> 

wortler, car w11h1r . 1at11 tary 
worker, far"' laco,er , ..•. . . .. • 
MANACER, ADMINISTRATOR ouch 
11 11 l e1 ffl1n1;a,., office 
1111nager , 1cnoo I 
aa,..,n,1tr ■ t.0r 1 buyir, 
reatau r ant Manager, 
;overn~ant official •• • •• • •• • , . 
MILITARY such a, career 
off1ca,., ,,,1,1iad ffl ■ n 0" 
-OMln 1n th• ArMad Fore ■,., •• , 
OPERATIVE such a1. '"•al 
cutt1r 1 1111Molar. fflach1ne 
operator, welaer, t ■ a•c ■ b, 
bu,, or \rye• driver.,, . • , . , .• 
PAOFESSIONA~ auch a, 
accountant, 1rt11t, 
ra;11tared nur1e 1 en;;n ■ er 1 
libr9rt ■ l'l, writer, 1oc11I 
worker, actor , ■ ctre11 1 
athlete, poltl"ic11n, but not 

~RO~t:s1gN1~h::!ht::che, ..... · 
·clergyMan, d•"t,1l , 
phy11c11ri, lawyer, 1c i ent,,t, 

~l:b~:YET~:•o~•owNER .~~~ .. · ;; · ·; 
OWII Ir of I IIRI I I bu I i n • I s , 
contr1ctor 1 ,.e,tau~ant owl'ler .• 
PROTECTIVE SERVICE IWCh ••detect,ve, police office,. or 

-~~ES ·.!:~'~!';,!!:;.:!:~!•'··
advert11iny o,. i n,u,aftce 
;~~~L T£:cH£:t:!:~a;:k•r ••••• 
ele~1ntary or ,aco"~•ry, •..... 
SERVICE such ■ 1 barber 1 
beeut,c11n, practical ftUrtt, 
private hou,eholel worker, 
Janitor, we tter ....... .... ... . 
TECHNICAL 11.1ch a1 draft1M ■ n , 
Medica l or denial t1chn1c,al'I, 
COIRput..er DrOClr ■ fflffl .lr • ••••• • • • ". 
NOT PLANNINC TO WORK . . . •.. . .. • 
OTHER ... . .... , • .. .• .. , .• , ....• 
DON'T KNOW ... . . .•.. , . . . . .... ,,
RESERVED COOES: 

NONRESPONDENTS . . , . .. , . .•.... 
IIAJLTIPLE RESPONSE., . . . •. , .. . 
REFUSAL .•... • . .. .• , . . .. . ... . 
IIISSINC •• , . . •••. , •••.... . .. , 

6 

7 
I 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 ... 
15 

16 
11· 
18 
19 

16 
97 
H 

90• 

519 

198 

3980 

3535 

"" 
33.. 

73• 

32• 

870 
,1 

1397 ,ass 
1..,2 
6'8 

,e 
139 

• 7'1! 

2. 511 

t.011 

19. 211 

17. 1!1 

... 2!1 

2 . 3!1 

t.6!1 

3 . 5!1 

1.6'1! 

,.2111 
• .2111 
6.7111 
!I.OIi 

7,011 
3. 1!1 

. Ill 
3.1111 

5. 2!1 

3.0't 

22 . 3!1 

18 . Ill 

5 . 3'1! 

2.7!1 

I, 711 

• ·.1111 

I. 811 

.. . 711 
. 2!1 

7 . 7'11 
10 . 5!1 

(111$5)
CIIISS> 
CMISSJ 
11115S> 

TOTALS: 20706 100.011 100.011 
TOTALS: 2070& 100.011 100.011 

NOTE : Thit variable (538) tnclu••• data for •ropoYll also , 

STUDENT ·QUEST!ONNAIRE NELS:88 FIRST FOLLOW-UPPao, .... 



------------------

----------

-------- --------

Q11 ■ 1tlo11 111111. Tepe Po,. 3&9•3&9 
For■et : 11 

F1S551A HOW WELL DOES R UNDERSTAND NATIVE LANC 

Tep ■ Po,. 3&&-366 
For•et: 11 

PER- WCTD 
F IS5A LA.NC.IACE BESIDES ENGLISH SPOKEN AT HOWE RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PC':' 

____ 
11 1ny other languag• be1id11 English •_P~k•" '" your hOM1'? VERY WELL •.•••• , •••••••• , •••••• 1 1063 5. 1!1 55. All! 

WELL ••• , ••••••••••••• , •••••••• 2 792 J. 811 3,. 6!1 
PER• WCTD NOT VERY WELL ••••••••••••••••• 3 193 .9111 8 , Bit 

RESPONSE,._____ CODES l'REQ CENT PCT NOT AT ALL •••••• , •••• , •••••••• A 23 • 1!1 1. 2111-------- RESERVED CODES: 
•ES,, ...... , .... ... ..... ' .. .. ,· 1 A266 20.&ll 18. All NONRESPONDENTS I DROPOUTS ••• 2,es 12 . 0'II .<MISS·> 
NO ••• , •••••• • •• •• , •• •••• •••••. 2 IA873 71. 811 81.611 IIULTIPLE RESPONSE ••• , ••• ; ••• 6 I .O'II <MISS)
RESERVED CODES : MISSING . ..... ...... ; ....... . 8 A38 2. 10\ IMISS l 

1AA2 7.0'1 (MISS> LEGITIMATE SK IP ...... , .•• • •• 9 15711 75 .l!.1• <MISSl 

-----125 !MISS) 
TOTALS: 20706 100.011 100 . 0-. 

:?~:~~6~~~~~:~ : : : : : : : : : : : : : : 8 . 611 

TOTALS : 20706 100.011 100.0'1 

NOTE: Th,1 v1rtabl1 includ11 data lor dropouts ■ l ,o , 

Tepe Po1. 370-370 
For1111t: 11 

F .1S55BI HOW WELL DOES R SPEAK NATIVE LANCUACE 

01101tlo11 66 Tepe Po,, 31&•3&7 Spe111: ,our "•ltVt '•"au•;•Foro,ot: 12 ' 
PER- WCTD 

RESPONSE CODES FREQ . CENT P.CT 

What othar language it spoken it1 your hot111~ VERY WELL ••• , •••••••••••• , ••• , 1 IA3 A.111 46.011! 
WELL •• , •• , •••••••••••• ••• ••••• 2 786 3. 8" ·36 . 0": 

PER- WCTD NOT VERY WELL •••••••••• • ••••.• 3 380 1. 80!· 16-.0"' 
RESPONSE COOES FREQ CENT PCT NOT AT ALL •• ••• ••• ••••••••• ,•• A '9 • lit 2.0.. 

RESERVED CODES: 
SPAN I SH , ••••• , •••••• , •• , •••••• --------I · 217A 10. 511 ·sa. 111 ' NONRESPONDENTS & DROPOUTS. , • 2,as 12.~ (M!·SS) 
CHINESE •• , •••••.•••••••••••••• 2 205 1.0,t 2.811 MULTIPLE RESP()tjSE ••••••••••• 6 1 .O<I <MISS l 
JAF-Al,E.SE ••. •• . .... . . . . .... . . .. 3 A1 .. 211 1. 211 MISSINC •••• • .•••.••• ••• •• , •• 8 A51 2.l'li <MISS l 
KOa:t~.l.t,. . .. . • ,. . . . . . . . .. ' ' .. .. . .. 125 .&It 1. 711 LEGITIMATE SKIP .......•..... 9 1571 I 75.9!1 (MISS.I 
A FILIPINO LANCUACE •••• • ••• •• . 5 179 ; 911 3.All 
~-t, .',. : '!,I·,! . ' .. . . 6 118 .&It 3,311 TOTALS: 20706 100.011 100. 0,t 
F.iENCH .. ' ........... ·7 179 • 911 5. , .. 
CElh.lAI< •• :.::::: .. 8 127 .&'It A. Cl'! 
GRlEK ........... : : : : : : : : : : : : : : 9 33 .211 ··1. Ill 
POLISH •••••••••• , • •••••• ,.,, •• 10 32 .2111 • 911 
PORTVCUESE ••• , •••.• • • • •••••••• 11 · 21 . 1111 • ,11 
VIETNAMESE •••••••.••.••••••••• 12 12, .6111 1. 911 
CAMBOD !AN ••••••••••••••••••••• 13 22 .111 .311 
OTHER., •.••.••• •• ••••••••••••• 1A 509 2. 511 15.011 
RESERVED CODES : 

NONRESPONDENTS, •••• • •••••••• . ,,,2 7 .OIi !MISS> Q11■ 1 ti•" HIC Tape Po,. 371-371 
MULTIPLE - RESPONSE •• ••••••••• 96 17 .,111 <MISS> Fer ■ et1 11 . 
MISS INC ••. • ••••••••••••••••• 98 A03 1.9!1 <MISS) 
LECITIMATE SKIP ••••••••••••• 99 1.6873 71 ;1111 !MISS l F1S5SIC 110W WELL DOES R READ NATIVE LANGUAGE 

TOTALS: 20706 100 . 0111 100.0'II A11d your n1ttv, laftgu19• 

PER- WCTD 
IIUPONSE CODES FREQ CENT P-CT 

NOTE : T~,, v1r,ab·I• il'lclud•• dal1 for dropout, also . 
VERY WELL ••·•••••• : •••••••••••• I 561 2.711 32 . 6" 
WELL •• ••• •••••••••••••••• , •••• 2 SA2 · 2. 611 28 ·. , .. 
NOT VERY WELL ••·........ ,. , ..... 3 571 2 .-111 2,.0.. 
NOT .iT ALL., •••••••••••••••••• A 310 1.1111 .1,. 7111 
RESERVED COOES: 

. NONRESPONDENT$ I DROPOVTS ..• 2'85 12 .0'11 (MISS l 
MISSING ••••••••• i. • • • , • • • • · • 8 A56 2.211 (MISS l 
LECITIMATE SKIP .......• . .. ,. 9 15711 75 . 9111 (MISS I 

Q11P1t1o" HA Tep• !too, 311-.311 TOTALS: 20706 100.0'II ,oo.o'I! 
... , •• t, 11 

F1USA R•s NATIVE LANGUACE SPOKEN· AT HOME 

PER• WGTD 
RESPONSE 

----------YES •••••••••••••••••••• , ••• , •• 
NO .... . ..•.•..•.•.• , ••• , .•• , •• 
RESERVED COOES : 

NONRESPONDENTS & DROPOUTS,,. 
MULTIPLE RESPONSE • •• , ••••••• 
MISSINC • • ••••••••••••••• , ••• 

COOES--------
1 
2 

6 e 

FREQ 

2037 
1595 
2A85 

1 
'12 

CENT 

9. 811 
7. 711 

12 . OIi 
. ()!I 

2.3111 

PCT 

56.A!I 
A3.6!1 

(MISS) 
( II! SS l 
!MISS) 

Q11Htl011 HID 

F1SSSID t10W WELL DOES R WRITE 

Wrtt• your ftltivt lat1gu101 

NATIVE 

Tepe Po,. 372-372 
For ■ et: 11 

LANGUAGE 

LEGITIMATE SKIP .••• ••• •• , ••• 9 1'116 68. 211 <MISS> PER- WCTO 

TOTALS: 20706 ,oo. ()!I 100.0!I 
RESPONSE-----VERY WELL •••••• , •• , •••••• , •••• 

WELL ••••••••• , •••• , ••••• , ••••• 

COOES--------1 
2 

FREQ 

A53 
,91 

CENT 

2. 211 
2.,11 

PCT 

2! . 2111 
2A,811! 

NOT VERY WELL ••• , • , , • , •••••••• 
NOT AT ALL ••••••••• ,, •••••• ••• 

3 .. 625 
A8, 

3.011 
2.3!1 

28. 2" 
18 . 8.. 

RESERVED COOES: 
NONRESPONDENTS. I DROPOUTS, •• 
MISSING, ...•.•.••••••• ,., ••• 
LECITIMATE SKIP •• ,., •••...•• 

8 
9 

2A85 
'57 

157 11 

12 .OIi 
2. 2'1! 

75 . 9lt 

(MISS l 
(MISS l 
<M!SS l 

Qwutto" HB TOTALS: 20706 ,00.011 100.0.. 

How wol I do yo~ do tho follow;~g7 

STUDENT_QUESTIONNAIRE NELS:88 FIRST FOLL9W-UP AS 

https://JAF-Al,E.SE


---------- --------

Quut <o" 57C Tape Poi, 376-376 
·Tape Poi , 373-373 Fora,ot: I I 
For•at: I I 

FtS57C HOW WELL DOES R REAO ENCLISH 
F IS _56 R TALK~ "'0 OAqENTS IM EMCL ISM 48T HMWRK 

R ■ 1d Engl 1 •h 
Ho.., oftef"I do ~cu J pe a ll. to yO\ol r parent, English ■ bout 
your homawor:k or o l Po\ ■ r , choc:i i work'? PER- WCTO '" 

RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT . PCT 
PER- WCTO _____ ,.. ____ ---------- --------RESPONSE COOES FREQ CENT ' PCT VERY WELL . • • ,, ....• , .. ,.,, •••• 3102 t 5. OIi 78,811------- WELL, . • .• . . . • ,, ... ,,.,,., . , .• . 2' 682 3,311 -17, 111 

DOES NOT APPLY - WE DON ' T TALK NOT VERY WELL., .. ,,., , ,.,, , , • • 3 120 • 6'11 3. , .. 
ABOUT HOMEWORK . .. . .•. , , .,, .... 1 495 2,411 13. 211 NOT AT ALL.,, , ,, . , ., ,,.,,,.,, . 4 21 • I'll , 111 
NEVER IN ENCL.I SH .. , ,, , ., , ..... 2 388 1,911 10 . 811 RESERVED CODES: 
SOMETfMES I" ENC~IS~ .. . . . . . . .. 3 5•7 2. lill 15,311 NONRESPONDENTS . .. . . , .... ,, .. 1442 1.011 !MISS> 
ABOUT ~ / -: .. ..., t lfi E::t,; ::; :,. i !)~. .. 376 t. 811 10. 711 MISS I NC ..... . . . . • ••••.... •• . 8 466 2. 3.. 1M ISS l,. '. .,,, 
ALWAYS OR MGST O, THE. 7lME IN LECITIMATE SK IP ,, ,. , .... . , •. 9 14873 71,8'11 !MISS> 
ENCL I SH .. . , .. .... . ........... . 5 1126 a . 111 50,011 ----· RESERVED CODES : TOTALS : 20706 100 . 0111 100.0111 

NONRESPONDENTS & DROPOUTS ... 2•85 t 2. OIi I_IIISS> 
MVL TIPLE RESPONSE ... . , .. , . , , 6 9 . 00! 1111S5 > 
WISS INC .. . . ... . . . , .. ....... . e 464 2. 21! <IIISS > 
LECITIMATE SK IP ..... , . . .. . .. 9 I.Cl 16 68.211 (MISS> NOTE : This var11bl1 includes data for dropouts alto . 

TOTALS: 20706 100 . 011 100.011 

Tap• Po, , 377-377 
For ■ot : 11 

FIS57D HOW WELL DOES R WRITE ENCLISH 
Writ, E";lith 

How we I I. do you do th• fol lowing~ PER- WCTO 
RESPONSE cooes FREQ CENT PCT-------- 1, .•_VERY----------WELL.,, ••. ,,.,,,, •.• ,,,,, 2982 75, 6" 

WELL . • ,,.,,, , • .• ,, . • ••, , •·•••• 2' 785 3.8'11 20.0" 
NOT VERY WELL., .••. , ••• .•..•.. 3 138 • 711 3 , 911 
NOT AT ALL , . , , . . ,,,, .. , , ,,., .. 4 22 , I'll • SIi 
RESERVED CODES: 

NONRESPONOENTS .•••• . , , •.. , , , ,.,2 7. 0'i <MISS l 
MISS INC ,. , . •. ...• . .. , ....... 8 •Ii• 2 . 2111 <MISS> 

Queotlofl ~?A Tape Po,. 37•-37• LECITIMATE SKIP., . ,.,,., .. .. 9 14873 7 1. 811 (MISS l 
For ■ at: 11 

TOTALS : 20706 100.011 100,0'1 
F1S57.a H,)W WHL. q •J"t'f'PSTANDS SPOKEN ENCLISH 

NOTE : Thi, var,101, i"clud•• data for dropout, alto . 
PER- WCTO 

FREQ_ 
VERY WELL.,, ... . , .,. . . . . . . . . . . 1 3283 I 5. 911 82.lili 

RESPONSE CODES _"'__ CENT PCT 

WELL . . . , .. ,., . .• ••• ,,., . , ,.. .. 2 559 2 ; 111 1,.211 
~CT VERv WELL . .. . .. • , .... ..... 3 79 ,4111 2.•111 
'4C.,. AT ALL • ••••• ,., •• • • •• • ,.,. , 21 , Ill •711 
~ESERVED CODES : 

NONRESPONDEN':'S, , ... , . .. • . . . . 14•2 7,011 <MISS> 
MlSSiNC .. . ... .... . . ... . . . . . . ! 449 2 . 211 <MISS l Quutlo" H Tape Poi, 379-378 
LECITIMATE SKIP. . . ... ....... 9 14873 71.111 <MISS> llor ■ at: 11 

TOTALS : 2D706 100.011 100.011 _F 1S58 SPECIAL HELP IN AEADINC,WAITINC ENCLISH 

S i "c• the b•V'""'"8 of lht ft1nth grad,, have you r,c,1ved 
1pec;,1 help ,n r•1dtt19, wr1t1ng. or 1peak1ftg Englt1h? 

NOTE: Th11 v1ri1bla t"elud•• data for dropout, al•i:»• 
PER- WCTO 

RESPONSE COOES FREQ CENT PCT 
---------- -------- ,. 3'11YES .. ,, .•• , .. ••• , .•, • ••••••• • • 21i9 8. 5'11 

NO,.,.,. -, , .. . . • •. • , . • • ,,.,, ,. , 2' 3349 t 6 . 211 91 , 5'11 
RESERVED COOES: 

NONRESPONDENTS ' DROPOUTS , .. 24&5 12, OIi (111 ss l 
MISS INC .. , .._. . .. , •. .• , •. , .•• • 8 •87 2. •II (MISS l 
LECITIMATE SK IP .••.• ,,, . •••• 9 14116 88.2'11 <MISS) 

Cluut t •" 178 Tape Po,, 375-371 
fer ■ at I I I TOTALS: 20706 100 . 011 ,oo. 0'I 

FIS5711 HOW WELL DOES R SPEAK ENCLISH 
s,••• Ef'lg Ii 1h 

PER• WCTD 
RESPONSE COOES FREQ CENT PCT 

•1 £'1Y WELL . ~ •...... . .. , . , ... •.. 3139 16.21 79 . 1'11 
2' 651 3, 11 17, , .. Quutto" 19 .~="vEilv .wEi.i.: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : 3 122 . n 3 . .... 

)- AT ALL ... . ,. , .• ,,,,,, , , ,· · .. ,. . t'I .5'11 
:aSERVEO CODES : 

~DNRESPONDENTS. , . . ... , • , , ... 1,42 {IIISS >'. 011"11SSINC,, .. .. , .. .. . , . . . •.... a 465 2. 21 (MISS) w, I t t,, I pt Ci I I ha Ip i ,, the f orlR Of . • • 
LECITIMATE SK IP . .. ,, . . . • . , .. 9 , .. 173 71; II (MISS> 

TOTALS: 20706 100.011 100.011 

NOTE: Th i ■ v,r;1b l 1 ,nclud•• data for dropout, 1110. 

STUDENT QUESTIONNAIRE NELS:88 FIRST FOLLOW-UP 
Pav• 



--------

--------

---------- --------

STUDENT QUESTIONNAIRE NELS:88 FIRST FOLLOW-UP ,7 

Q11ullOft IIIE TaD• Po, . 383-3&3 
Quu t t •"· 1151.t. Tape Poe, 371-371 Fo,..ot : 11 

Fe••et: 11 
F tS59E HE·LP IN FORM OF llLINCVAL EOUCATION

FtS59A HE~D IN FORM OF lNO I VIOVAL TVTORINC 
l ili ngu1 I 1duc1t1on1 

1 nG 1 'Y 1 dUI I ( on~-tp-one ) tutor 1n; 1 
PER- WC':':)

PER- WCTD RESPONSE COOES FREQ CENT PC -
RESPONSE COOES FREQ CENT PCT --------·----------------- APPLIES . . ,,, . . . . , , . .• • . • ..••. . 1 ,s . 211 15 . 7'1---------- 7 1 19,,11APPL I ES . ....•. , , , , . , , .. , . .. . , • 1 . 311 DOES NOT APPLY , , . . • • .••. . . , , .. 2 239 1. 21i a,. 3'11 

DOES NOT APPLY ... . .. . .... , , .. . 2 213 1.011 81 . 611 RESERVED COOES : 
RESERVED CODES : NOHRESPONOENTS & DROPOUTS ... 2,es 12 . 011 (MISS l 

NONRESPONOENTS & OROPOUTS ..• 2485 12 .OIi (MISS> MISS INC ........... . . . . . . . ... 8 ,,2 2.311 !MISS > 
MISS INC . ......... ,., .. . ....• 8 472 2 . 311 (MISS) LECITIMATE SK IP , , , , , . , . , ..•. 9 17465 e, . 311 tMISS l 
LECITIM.t.TE SK IP ...... . .. .• .• 9 17465 &4 . 311 (MISS l 

TOTALS: 20706 100 . 0 .. 100 . 0'< 
TOTALS : 20706 100 . 011 100 . OIi 

Tape Poa, 310-380 
Foro,ot: 11 

F1S598 HELP IN FORM OF A SMALL ' CROUP 
How often d i d you wo,.-k on the fol low,ng in th111 cl••••' 

A '"'•II group'? or att i v \ t i e,, 

PER- WCTD 
RESPONSE COOES FREQ CENT PCT . 

APPUES ,,, ... ,, ·,., . ... , . ,,, .• • I 109 . 511 41,811 
DOES NOT APPLY . . , ..•.•••••••.• 2 175 . 811 u . 211 
RESERVED COOES : 

NONRESPONOENTS & DROPOUTS . .. 2485 12. OIi (MISS> 
MISSINC .... .. . • .. .. . .. . .. . . . 8 472 2. 311 !MISS) 
LECITIMATE SKIP, • •... .. .• • • • 9 17465 84. 311 (MISS ) Quutto" IOA Tope Po,. 38•-3&4 

For•at: 11 
TOTALS : 20706 100.011 100 . a-

F1S60A HOW OFTEN 010 R LISTEN TO ENCLISH TAPES 
L; tttning lo Engl,1h tape, 

PER- WCTO 
RESPONSE COOES FREQ CENT PCT 

OFTEN----------. . , . , . . • , . , . •••• . •. . • • • . • • 1 35 . 2"' 12 . 6.. 
SOl,IETIMES . .. , ... . • , .• .•• • . • .. • 2 65 • 311 20 . 3'►. 

Tapo Po,. 381-3&1 A.t.REL Y, , • , .•.... . • , .. . • .• • . , •• 3 57 . 311 20 . 8.. 
For•ot: II NEVER . , .. • , . , , , , • , , .• • .•• • •••• ' 122 .&It •6 ·'" RESERVED CODES : 

F ·1 S59C SPECIAL HELP IN FORM OF A LARCE CROUP NONRESPONDENTS & DROPOUTS .. . 2485 12 . 0lt (MISS l 
MULTIPLE RESPONSE .•• . . • . ..•. 6 1 . Olt !MISS > 

A large group other thaf'II your regular cla11'? MISS I NC , . . . ,, ,,. , , ••.. •••. •• 8 476 2 . J .. I MISS > 
LECITIMATE SKIP .•• • • • •• •• • • • 9 17465 &4. 3" (MISS l 

PER- WCTD 
RESPONSE COOES FREQ CENT PCT TOTALS: 20706 100 . ~ 100.011 

APPL! ES ... , , , , . .... . .. , .. • • • • · I 62 . 311 21 .311 
DOES NOT APPLY • ••• • . •. •• .•• •.• 2 222 I. 111 78. 711 
RESERVED CODES : 

NONRESPONDENTS & DROPOUTS . .• 2485 12 .OIi (MISS>
MISS I NC, , . , , , .• .. • , • . , ... •.• • e 472 2.311 (111155) 
LECITIMATE SKIP .. • •. ... • ,, . , 9. 17466 8A,311 (1111S5) 

TOTALS : 20706 100. 011 100 . 011 
Quat ti·" 109 Tape Po,, 3111-3111 

Poraal : 11 
F 1$601 HOW OFTEN 010 R IMPROVE ENCLISH SPEAKINC 

l•p,ovtn9 1!"9 I ; all •peek i ng tK i I I I 

PEA- WCTD 
RESPONSE COOES FREQ CENT PCT 

Quulto" 1180 Tapo Po,, 312-382 ------------------ 1flar•all JI OFTEN . •... . •. , .••••. .• • •• ••• •• 95 . 5" 3, , 5 ..,,SOMETIMES ••• • , •. , • • ••• • .• , •••• 2 . 4 .. 25 . 5"' 
F 15690 HELP IN FORIII OF ENCLISH SECOND LAHCUACE RARELY • ••.• • ,,, , . • •••• •• •• ••.• 3 51 , 211 17 . 21t 

NEVER . , . . , , , • , . .. , • .• • • , • . .• , . 4 62 . 311 22 . 811 
Engltth •• a Second Lang~e911 RESERVED COOES : 

NONRl!SPONOENTS & DROPOUTS . •. 2485 12 .()lo (MISS 1 
PER- WCTD IIIUL Tl PLE RESPONSE .. . • ..•.•• . 6 1 .OIi I IIIISS I 

RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT MISS I NC. , .• , , , . •.. .. , . .••••. e 473 2 . 311t I MISS I 
1.ECITIIIIATE SKIP .. . •.• . , ••••• 9 17465 a, . 311 l MISS l 

APPL! ES .. . , , .. . . , . , . , ..... •• •• 114 . 611 45,811 
OOES NOT APPL Y,, , .. . , ...•. • • • • 170 .811 &.o.211 TOTALS : 20706 100.011 100 . 0llt 
RESERVED COOES : 

NONRESPONOENTS & DROPOUTS • . • 2A85 12.0II !MISS) 
MISS I NC , . , . , .• . . . .. . . , . , , ••. e 472 2 .311 IIIIISS l 
1.EC!TIMATE SKIP .. . . , .• , •• • .. 9 17465 &4.311 (MISS> 

TOTALS : 20706 100.011 100.0!1 

https://LECITIM.t.TE
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STUDENT. ·QUESTIONNAIRE NELS: 88 FIR.ST, FOLLOW--UP 
Pago 

Quutton IIA Tap ■ Poo , 311-389 
Quutton &OC Top ■ Poo , 311-316 For•ol: 11 

For ■1ol: 11 
F 1$61A UNOERSTANONC SPOKEN ENCLISH HAS IMPROVED 

~1S60C HOW OFTEN WAS R READINC ENCLISH 
Undar1t1nd i n; spoke,, En; I, 11"'1 

R1ae11ng E n g 1 1 I" 
PER- wcroPER- WCTD RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT 

RESPONSE CODES FREQ C~NT PCT ---------------- NOT AT ALL .. . ,,,, ,. ,,., ... ,., . 0 27 , 111 7.611 
OFTEN----------. .. , •••.• . , , , , , , . .. , , , , , , I 137 , 711 52 . 511 SOMEWHAT . . , • • .••.•• ,. , •••••••. I 112 • 511 ,2. ,.. 
SOMETIMES ..• , .... . . . , .. ... .. . . 2 89 .... 31.611 A CREAT OEAL . • , . ••• ,, .. ,, , .. • , 2 139 • 711 50.311 
RARELY , , .. , .. .. . ,; . .... , ., .. ,, 3 29 . Ill 7 .111 RESERVED CODES: 
NEVER . .. . , . .. , . . , . .. .. . , .. , . .. • 23 , Ill . I; Ill NONRESPONDENTS I, OROPOUTS, •. 2,u 12. OIi IMISSI 
RESERVED CDOES: MULTIPLE RESPONSE .. .• .•. • ... 6 I . OIi <MISS I 

NO~~ES~C~:E~TS & O~OPc:.:-rs . • ' 2•8 5 12 ·. 0't !MISS I MISSINC . ... ,, .. .. . . . .•... , .. 8 •77 2 . 31< I MISS l 
_., 1s·s : "'~ .. . . .•. . . , . • •.... . .•. 8 •1·e 2.31< !MISS I LECITIMATE SKIP . .. . . , . •. , .. . 9 17•65 8• . 311 !MISS I 
LECITIMATE SKIP ... . ...... •. . 9 · 17•65 8•.311 !MISS I 

TOTALS: 20706 100.011 ,oo.oot 
TOTALS : 20706 100,0'\ 100 . 01< 

liluutto• 111 Tope Poo. 310-390 
liluoo-tto;. 100 Tape Poo, 387~387 Fora ■ l: II 

Fo""'•t: l 1 · 
FIS6l8 SPEAKINC ENCLISH IMPROVED BY SPEC. CLASS 

F1S&OD HOW OFTEN WAS R WRITINC ENCLISH . 
Speak in; Eng I 11h 

PER- wcro 
PEA- WCTD RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT 

. RESPONSE CODES FREQ . CENT PCT --------NOT AT ALL .. . • • , ..•..• , , •. • ,. , 0 29 , Ill ,o. 60! 
OFTEN ,,,,. , , , .. , , . , ·, , .. ,, • • ,., I 138 • 7 .. •7 , Ill SOMEWHAT . . ...•. , •...... • .. , , ., I .&II •2.6"'f•SOMETIMES .... .. .. .. . .. ... .... , 2 83 .... 31. 511 A CRU·T DUL ..•. . •••.. • •...... 2 135 • 711 46,8"
RARE LY,,, , , . , .. ,. , ,.,, , .. ,. , , . 3 29 , I'll 9.8'11 RESERVED COOES : 
NEVER . . .... . .... • , • ... . , ., . . ,. • 29 • I'll It ,611 NONRESPOHOENTS & DROPOUTS ... 2•85 12.0'II IMISS I 
RESERVED CODES : . MISS INC .. .••• ... •.••• • .•• .. . 8 •11 2 . 311 !MISSI 

NONRESl>ONDENTS 1· DROPOUTS . . . 12. OIi !MISSI LECITIIIATE SKIP .••••• . ..•.• . 9 17•6S ••-3!1 ( MISS I 2:~-~ .MISS INC .. ..... . , .. .. .. . ·.... .. 8 2, 3'11 !MISSI 
LECITIMATE SKIP . _. . , . . . . . ... , 9 11,,s a,:3.,. !MISS> TOTALS : 20706 100. 0'11 100 . 0lt 

TOTALS : 20706 ID0.0'11 100 . OIi 

Tap ■ Poe, 391-391 
Fer•ol1 11 

Quu l 1•" ICE Tope Pot• . 318-318 
ForM■ l l 11 F1S61C REAOINC ENCLlSH IMPROVED IY SPEC CLASSES 

FIS60E HOW OFTEN DID R WORK . ON OTHER ACTIVITIES Aeadi.''t Eng I\ oh 

Otho, 1ct;v,t1e1 PER- WCTD 
RESPONSE COOES FREQ CENT PCT 

PER- WCT'O 
CENT PCT ---------- , 111RESPONSE CODES FREQ NOT AT ALL ••• , . .••• • .•.•. •• ... 0 23 7 . 5" 

SOMEWHAT ...••••• • .• ,; •••••• , . , I 101 ,!5'11 35 - •'II---------- -------- 57, IllOF'TEN . , .. , .. , . .. ... ,., . ,, .... , I 70 . 3'1>. 2.7 •.•'II • CREAT OEAL .••• , •••••• . .•••. . 2 155 • 711 
SOMET)MES . •.•. , , . . • . ,, . . ; . . , •• 2 86 .... 29 . 511 RESERVED CODES: 
RARELY , , ... , , •••. . , . . , •. , , .• , . 3 51 .211 tS . 8'1> NONRESPONDENTS & DROPOUTS ... 2,as 12 . 0'11 IMISS I 
NEVER ... .. . .. . .. .. • • .. • •• . .• . . 65 .311 2,·.•11 MISS INC • • .••••.••• ,., . . ,, , •. 8 .,, 2 . 3.. <M ISS I•RESERVED COOES: LECITIIIATE SKIP .•••••••••.•. 9 17•65 e•.3'11 (MISS I 

NONRESPONDENTS ' DROPOUTS ••• . 2'85 12. 011 (l!IISSl
IIISSINC . . · . ... ,-,, , .. , • . . • •••• , e 2 . 311 (MISS l TOTALS: 20706 100.()'II 100, 0'11 
LECITIMATE SKIP .. . .... , .. . .. 9 17•65 84,3'11, C111S5 l 

TOTALS: 20706 100 , 011 10(). 011 

Qu ■ 1tle11 IID Ta,e '••· 312•312 
l'er•al I 11 

Q11oallo11 II F IS610 WRITINC ENCLISH IMPROVED IY SPEC CLASSES 

Writi"I bgl loh 

PER• WCTO 
0o you th, "k your Eng I 1 1h •• 1 I I I have ;Mprov•d , n the RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCi 

• fol low,ng 1r111 11 1 result of th••• 1p1c1•1 cl11111 
or ae:tiv,t,11"? NOT AT ALL •••• • , .. , ••..••... . , 0 25 . Ill 7. 311 

SOIIE.WHAT. , •• , • , •• • ••.• , ••.. • •• I 111 • 511 42.0'11 
A. CREAT OEAL ..• , ••••••• , • •••• . 2 14_;! , 711 50 . 8'11 
RESERVED COOES : 

NONRESPONDENTS · & DROPOUTS . • • 2.e5 12 , 0'11 !MISS ) 
IIISSINC. , •.. . ,, ••• .• .••••.• , • 8 •77 2, 3" <MISS I 
L.ECITIIIATE SKIP . . .... , . ..... 9 17•&5 ••• 3'11 (MISS> 

TOTALS: 20706 100.0'11 100.0'11 



--------

STUDENT QUESTIONNAIRE NELS:88 FIRST FOLLOW-UP 

PART I - YOUR Ol'INIOHS AIOVT YOURSELF &HD YOUR ATTITUDES Tape Poo . . 398-316'••••t, 11 
F1S62D R FEELS _S/HE IS A PERSON OF WORTH 

Quo1tton 62 feel aM a per1on of worth, the eQu ■ I of' other P•.ople 

PEIi- WCTD 
RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT 

How Go you fee I about the fo·I towing 1tate1111ent17 STRONCLY t 28.611 3•. 811 ----------ACREE ..........• , .... 592A 
ACREE ..•....•..•...•••..•..... 2 9897 A7.8111 57. 211 
DISACREE ..•.•..•..••••..••.• ,. 3 1192 I, 8111 6,711
STRONCLY DISACREE, .•••........ .. 219 1.1111 1. 311 
RESERVED CODES: 

NONRESPONDENTS I DROPOUT'S ... 2AH 12 .011 (MISS>
IIUL.T'I PLE RESPONSE .•.......•. 6 .OIi (l1IISS > 
IIIS~INC ••••••••••••••.•••• ,. 983 . ... 711 <MISS> 

6• ·----TOTALS: 20706 100.0111 ,00.0111 
Quoot ton 62A Tapo Poi. 313-393 

Fo•••t 1 11 
R FEELS COOO ABOUT HIii/HERSELF 

feel good about "'YI e If 

PER- WCTC 
RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT-------- Q1100 t I 011 62E Tope Poi, 397-397---------- ,STRONCLV ACREE .......... , , , , , , 5913 28.611 35.211t Fo••at: II . 

ACREE ... , ... , . , , , ·, , . , , , ....... 2 9965 A8, Ill 56. 8.. 
DISACREE .... , .. , , , , , .. , .. , .. , , 3 1235 6.011 6,811 FIH2E R ABLE TO 00 T'HINCS AS WELL AS OTHERS· 
STRONCLY OISACl'lEE . , .... ,,, ... , .. 220 I.Ill 1 .211 
RESERVED CODES: I ... a~I• lo •o tt,i"I' •• WI 11 .. MOit other peot,11

NONRESPONDENTS I DROPOUTS ... 2A85 12 .01! (MISS l,"'UL Tl PLf RE S"ONSE, .. , ... , ... 6 .OIi (MISS> PER- wc-:-o 
Ml SS INC .. , . , ..... , . , . , , . , .. , 8 887 .. ,J!I (MISS> RESPONSE COOES FREQ CENT PCT 

,00.011 ---------- -------- 32. 911TO"TALS: 20706 100, OIi ST'RONCLY ACREE .•....•...• : .... I 5600 27.0II ' ACREE ...... , ..... ; •.....•..... 2 1021, A9,6;; 59.31! 
DISACREE ..•...•..• , ••..•. ,.,,. 3 , , .. 3 s. 511 6.8_111 
STRONCLY DISACREE ..• , ...•..... .. 160 . • 111 ,.011
RESERVED COOES: 

NONRESPONDENTS I. DROPOUTS ... 2AIS 12.011 (l,IISS > 
-.,LTIPLE RESPONSE .......•... 6 11 , 111 (1115$ > 
IIISSINC, •..•.•••.••••..••... 8 1036 5.011 <IIISS> 

TOTALS: 20706 100. OIi 100. OIi 
Qua I ti on 1128 Tapo Po,. 31A-31A 

'•••■ t I 11 
F1S62B P DOESN'T HAVE ENOUCH CONTROL OVER LIFE 
I don•t have •"ough control over the direction ~Y 11ft 
t t t ak t ng 

PER- WCTC 
RESPONSE CODES FREQ CEN"T PCT Quotle11 12F Tope Po,. 318-318 

For•at: 11 
STRONCL Y ACREE, , ••• , . , , .- . • . . • . I 7A3 3.611 ... .6111 
ACREE ....... , , , , , . , ... , .•.. , • • 2 J25A 16,711 18 ..... F 1S62F WHEN CETTNC AHEAD SOMEBOOY/THINC STOPS R 
DISACREE...................... 3 1191 A2. 911 5 I. 711 
STRONC L. V O I SACREE ..... , . . . . • . . A A36A 21. 111 25.311 Ever• ti•• J try to get ahead, 101111,th,ng or , ...Dody
RESERVED COOES: 1to1u ••NONRESPONDENTS & DROPOUTS, .• 2A85 12,011 (MISS)

MULTIPLE RESPONSE,, ........ , 6 .. .0111 (IIISS > PER- WCTC 
MISSJNC..................... 8 965 A, 7ll <MISS> RESPONSE COOES FREQ CENT PC':' 

--------- --------, 3. 311TOTALS: 20706 100.011 100.0II STRONCLY ACREE •..••••..•••••.. 67A ....'!I 
ACREE ....••..•....•.•••. , ..... 2 3826 18,511 22.S'lt 
DISACREE .••..•....••••..•.••.• 3 101A2 .. ,.011 51 .OIi 
STRONCLY DISACREIL ..••••.•.••. .. 2575 12.AII 1.5. I'll 
REStRVED COOES: 

NONRESPONDENTS I DROPOUTS •.. 2Al5 12 .OIi lillSS l 
IIJLTIPLE RESPONSE , •.• , .•.•.. 6 .. .o,.i 11115S > 
IIISSINC .•.•••••••.••• , .••. , . 8 1000 ... 811 <MISS> 

TOTALS: 20706 100. OIi 100.011 
Clu- ■ tlon 12C Tape Po,. 311-311 

,.,•• t I II 

F 1S62C COOO LUCK MORE IMPORTANT Tl1AN HARO WORK 

111 "'" 1 i f1' 900d luck i. laOf'I ~•po,ta11l thlfl hard work 
for I\ICCltt 

PER- WCTC 
RESPONSE COOES ,i1EQ CENT PCT Cluntte11 12C Tapo Po,. 311-311 

l'or•1t1 II 
STRONCLY ACREE ............• , .. 1 A09 2.0!I 2. 511 
ACREE ........ ,,., .•.....•... , . 2 1650 8,011 9,911 FIH2C R FEELS PLANS HARDLY EVER WORK OUT 
OISACREE ....... , ...... , .•... ,. 3 9567 A6.2!1 55,111 
STRONCLY OISACREE., .. ,, , ,, .,,, .. 5590 27.011 32. Ill My pllftl hardl ·y 1v1r wof'k out _, to pl'l""'"'1 o,.ly •9k11 
RESERVED COOES: ,..., vr.happy 

NONRESPONDENTS I DROPOUTS, .. 2Al5 12,011 CIIISS)
MULTIPLE RESPONSE., ......•.. 6 19 • 111 (MISS> PER- WCTO 
MISS INC ...•••...•..•... ,.,. , 8 186 A.Ill (111SS> RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PC"T 

TOTALS: 20706 100.011 100.011 STRONCLY ACREE ••••••••••...••. 1 618 3. OIi J. 8111 
ACREE ...•.• ; ••.•••••• , ••••• , . , 2 2950 1A. 2'11 17.911 
DISACREE .......•.••.••••.• , ••. 3 10135 AS. 911 57. 911 
STRONCLY DISACREE •.•••.•.•.... .. 3A63 16,711 20.311 
RESERVED CODES: 

NONRESPONDENTS I DROPOUTS, .. 2A85 12.0II (MISS> 
IIULTIPLE RESPONSE ..•...•.... 6 27 , Ill <MISS) 
IIISSINC .•.••.•.•. , •••. , •.... a 1028 5.0II (l,IISS > 

TOTALS: 20706 100.0II ,00.011 



--------

---------- -------- ---------- --------

Qwu.t t .;,. 121. Tapo Poo. 404.'6C)4Tape Poo, 400-400 ·For•at: II
l'or•et: 11 

R DOES NOT HAVE lfJCH TO BE PROUD OF 
F1562H OM · THE ..,..C~E. ll'S SATISFl·ED WITH SEI.F ,.,1 do not hive .-uch to b1 proud of 
On lh• wnole, I tffl s1t 11f11d with Myse l f 

PER- WCTOPER- WCTO RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT· PCTRESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT-------- ---------- 1 547 2.6111 3,311---------- 1 4737 
STRONCL Y ACREE . ....... • ...... , --------

STRONCLY ACREE, , , , ... , , . , , , ... 22.911 27. 611 ACREE. , .• , •.•••..• • •••.••••••• 2 2376 11, SIi 13, 6't 
3 176•,I.CREE . , . •. ,,., . .. •.. ,, ,., , , .• , 2 98•• 47,511 S7. 511 OISACREE. ,, •• ,, ••.•• ,, •••••••. ,2.~11 s, , 211 

01 SACREE, .. , . , . , , ••.. , • , . , , .•. 3 22n 10. 711 12. Ill STRONCLY OISACREE •••••••••••.• .. s,,3 26.311 31,911STRONCL.Y 0 I $ACREE , , , ..• •. •. , • , .. 369 1.111 2 .3'11 RESERVED COOJiiS: 
RESEPVEO CODES: .NONRESPONOE MTS & DROPOUTS . .. 2'8S 12,041 (llfSS INOMRESPONOE•TS & DROPOUTS, •. 2485 12 .OIi (IIISSl MULTIPLE RESPONSE., ••... , .. , 6 6 . OIi IIIISS IMl.IL Tl PL.E RESPONSE . . , .·, . .. . , . 6' 22 , 111 CIIISS l MISSINC .. , .... c ••• ••••• • •••• a · 1015 s. 211 (IIISSl 

. MISSINC ..................... e 1027 S. 011 CIIISS l 
TOTALS: 20706 100.011 100.0'tTOTALS: 20706 100.041 100.~ 

Quutlo• 12111 Tape Po,. 406-405 
Quut1o" 621 Tap• Po,, 401-401 Fo,,.at: II 

... , ... t, 11 
F1S62M CHANCE.LUCIC VERY IMPORTANT FOR R'S LIFE 

F 1S62 I R FEELS USELESS AT TIMES 
Ch•"'e• o•d I UCk ere ••ry ;,.por.t1ftt for what happ•"•

feel u111,,, at t1M11 Ii f • '"Y '" 
PER- WCTO PER- WCTO 

RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT RESPONSE COOES FREQ CENT PCT 
STRONCL Y ACREE. , . . • • . . . . . . . • . . 1 906 .. . . 'II 5. !Ill --------- 1 113 3.9111 5,011
ACREE . ....... , •....•. , .• , ..• , . 2 7585 36.611 · 43. 111 !l:~~~:~. ~~~:!: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : 2 4118 19,911 2,.211
0 I SAC REE ... , ... , ...• , . . . . . . . . . 3 , .. s6 31. 211 38.411 01$ACREE • • •••. ..• • , ••••••.•••• 3 e,01 ,0.611 ,e,0111 
STRONCL Y 0 I SACREE, .... , ·. . . . . • . A ·220« 10. 611 13. 1'11 STRONCLY OISACREE ..•••• , •••.• . .. 3779 18.311 22. 8111 
RESERVED CODES : RESERVED CODES: 

NONRESPONDENTS & DROPOUTS ... 248S 12.011 CIIISSl NONRESP0140ENTS I DRoPOUTS . •. 248S 12.0" <MISS> 
MULTIPLE RESPONSE........... 6 s .~ CIIISS l MULTIPLE RESPONSE .......... . 6 s •OIi IIIISS l 
MISSINC . ••• , .... ,. , ... . ..•.. 8 10&5 s . 1'11 CIIIISSl IIISSINC .............. ·....... I 1099 5. 3" CIIISS l 

TOTALS: 20706 100,011 100.~ TOTALS: 20706 I00. 011 100.~ 

Quutlo" &2J T ■ po Poo, 402-402 Quutloft 12N T1po Poi, 401-406 
l'or•el 1 11 l'or•at s 11 

FIS62J AT TIMES, R THINKS HE IS NO COOD AT ALL F1S62N FEEL EIIIOTIONAl.l.Y EMPTY MOST OF THE TIME 
At ttMes, I th1n·.., em no good at alt 

PER- WCTO PER- WCTO 
RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT 

STRONCLY ACREE. , . , .. , , , •.. •. , • 1 897 ... 311 s. 311 STRONCLY ACREE •. , •••••..•••... 1 735 3. SIi 4,3'1
ACREE ; .••. , ••. , ... , , •..• , .. , , • 2 S510 26.611 30. l'I ACREE ..•••.••••••••••••.••..•• 2 25•2 12. 31< 14 , 5~ 
0 I SACRE E . . • . . , , , , . , •.... , . , .•. 3 7142 34 , Sll A2, Ill OISACREE . •...... , •••••••..•.•• 3 43.8111 52.9'-I906! , STRONCLY 01 $ACREE, • , • , . , .. . .• , 4 3601 17 .411 21.111 STRONCLY OISACAEE .••••.••.•••• 4 •82 23.3111 28,311
RESERVED CODES, RESERVED CODES: 

NONRESPONDENTS I, DROPOUTS .•• 2485 12 . 011 IIIISS l NOIIRESP0140ENTS I DROPOUTS ... 2485 12 .OIi 111155 l 
. IIULT1Pl.E RESPONSE ...•• ,., .•• 6 7 • 011 IIIISS) liaJLTIPLE RESPONSE .•......... 6 9 .~ IIIISSl 
MISS INC, .•• , ....• ,.,.,, . •• .• 8 10641 5. I'll (IIISSl MISS INC .................. , •. 1040 5. OIi !IIISS l • 

TOTALS: 20706 100.011 100.011 TOTALS: 20706 100.~ 100,011 

Quutloft li21t Tape Poa. -'03-403 Q1,1utloR 13 
For•&tl II 

F 1 S62K WHEN MAKES PL.ANS A'S CERTAIN THEY WORK . 

When m1•• plant, lffl 1IM01t c•rtain can mak1 

PER-
th•• -·· Choo11 the •"•w•r that i1 b11l for yow. 

WCTO NOTE: · lta•• u11d t,- ~..,a,tton 63 1r1 fro,.. the 
RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT S1lf•011cr1pt1on Q\,11tio"na1r1 copyrtght 1948 by 

Harba_rt W. Ma,.,h. At I r'i9ht1 r ·e,erved.
STRONCLV ACREE, ...... ,., ,., . . . 1 2520 12. 211 
ACREE, , , , . , ... , , . , . .. , , . , . , , . . 2 11025 53.211 &4."'·'"SIi 
OISACREE ... ...... . .. .. ........ 3 3195 1s.,11 II. 111 
STRONCLY OISACREE .•.. ,........ .. 402 ,. 911 2. 611 
RESERVED CODES : 

IIONRESPONOENTS & DROPOUTS , .. 2'85 12 .OIi IIIISSl 
MULTIPLE RESPONSE,, .• ,...... 6 11 , Ill IIIISS)
Ill ISSI NC , , •.• , . , •• , . , , , • .. .• , I IOU 5. 211 (IIISS> 

TOTALS: 20706 100.011 100. 011 

STUDENT 'QUESTIONNAIRE HELS:88 FillST FOLLOW-UP 
Pog• so 



----------

----------

----------

I 

STUDENT QUESTIONNAIRE NELS:88 FIRST FOLLOW'.""UP Peg• 

Qu11t10• 630 Tap, Poi, ol13-414 
Quutlol\ 63A Tap, Po,, •o7-•oe For1ut : 12 · 

Fo,111t1 12 
F IS63D · M_ATHEMATICS JS ONE OF R'S BEST SUBJECTS 

F 1 S63A R' S PARENTS TREAT R FAIRLY 
M1th1~1tic1 ,, one of my be,t subJtcts 

My parent, tr11l mo f .a 1 r I y 
PER- WCTD 

PER- WCTD RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT 
RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT ---------------- ----- FALSE .... , . , , , , , , , , , , • • • • • · • · · 1 2927 1.a . nt 17. 6\:----- ·----FALSE . . ... . , , , , . , , , .. , .. , , . , , , 1 507 2 ... 11 3.3.. MOSTLY FALSE,, , . , , . . , , , , , , , . , , 2 1198 s . 8"- 7. 3'1-. 

MOSTLY FALSE, ., ,. ,,.,.,,.,, , . , . 2 352 1 , 711 2,01, MORE FALSE THAN TRUE . . . . , , ,, .. 3 2590 12 . Slot 15, 21< 
MORE FALSE THAN TflUE, , ,; , , , , , . 3 1228 ; 5,911 ' 7, 111 MORE TRUE THAN FALSE .. ,,, , . , . . .. 2982 14 . ... 17. 61< 
MORE TRUE THAN FALSE, , .,, .. ,,, .. 3039 1ol, 711 11. ei. MOSTLY TRUE . , . , ,., . . ,.,., ,., ,. 5 2677 12 . 91! 15. 7r,, 
MOSTLY TRUE , ., , . • • ,.,. , . , ,,,,, 5 5202 25. 111 30.0'- TRUE, . . , .. ,, .;,, ,, , ,,,,, , , ,, ,, 6 ..680 22 . 6\t 26. 6'1< 
.TRUE .... , , ... ,· .... , . . . , . . , .. , .. 6 68• 1 33. OIi 39.Blt RESERVED CODES :· 
RESERVED CODES: NONRESPONDENTS 8, DROPOUTS .. , 2485 12 .or,, <MISS l 

NONRESPONDENTS 8, DROPOUTS, , . 2 .. 85 12, Oli <MISS I . MULTIPLE RESPONSE . . .. . . . . .. , 96 28 , lit <Miss , 
MULTJP~E RESPONSE ........ , , , 96 26 . lit <MISS I MISS INC .,, ·, ..•... , .. , . .. .. . , 98 1 139 5.5.. ( MISS 1 
MISSJNC ... . , •. , ·..... , .•.. ,,. 98 1026 5 . 0lt <MISS I 

TOTALS : 20706 100.01\ ,oo . o.. 
TOTALS : 20706 100.0lt 100 _. 00! 

Qu11l lo" 63E Top, Pot, 416-416 
Quot t ioft 63.B rap, Poi, •Ot-410 Fo,.,ot: 12 

For•at: 12 
F·1S63E ENCLISH IS ONE OF R"S BEST SUBJECTS 

F 1 S63B LEARN THINCS QUICKL Y IN ENCLISH CLASSES 
Engl, th 1 • 01\I of my b11 t IUbJICll 

l11rn t +-d ng, i;u; c ► I y if'l ' Engl11h Cl ■ tlll 
PER- w:,c

PER- WCTO RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT 
RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT ---------------- FALSE ... ,,, .. ,., ., , .. ,, . . , ,, ,. 1 2298 11,Ut 13. 9"----------- .... 0'tF·ALSE .. . . . • .. , .,,, .. ,,, , , ,,, , • 1 649 3. 111; MOSTLY FALSE . . , ; . .... , ,., . . .. ,, 2 1176 5. 71t ~ .J~ 

MOSTLY FALSE ...... . , . , , , . , , , , , 2 600 2.91t 3.t'lt MORE FALSE THAN · TRUE. , , . . , , , .. 3 26?; 12 .9'< 16 . '"' MORE FALSE THAN TRUE .. •. ,, ••.. 3 1692 8,21t 10 ...1! MORE TRUE THAN FALSE , ,, . . , ..• . 3938 19,0\: 23.•"-•MORE TRUE THAN FALSE .. , ... ,.,, .. 400ci 19 . 3'1t 23. 61! MOSTLY TRUE ..•.. .. ,,., . ,., , , .,, 5 330• 16.0'< 19 . O"! 
.MOSTLY TRUE.,., , ·,, . . .•....• , . , 5 .5398 26. !It 30.8"'- ·TRUE.,,,, . . .. ..••. ,. ; . ....• . . . 6 3562 17. 2'11. 20.3'< 
TRUE .· ... , .. ,,., .. ,,. ,·, ,., . , .•. 6 4800 23. 211 27. 3'1< . RESERVED CODES : 
RESERVED COD£5 : NONRESPONDENTS & DROPOUTS ... 2485 ,2 . 0'11. ( MISS l 

N0"1CIESPONOEIJTS & DROPOUTS . . . 2485 12. O\t <MISS l MULTIPLE RESPONSE . .. • ....... 96 2e • I .. lt.11:SS > 

M;JLTl?LE RESPONSE,, .... . • . . . 96 13 . 111 <MISS l MISSINC ... , ••... . . .......... 98 1238 6 . Cl'! <Ml SS l 
MISSI>,;'.: . .............. . 98 1069 5 . 21t <MISS l 

TOTALS : 20706 100 . 011 100 . 0"-
TO'l"ALS: 20706 100.0'lt 100.0'lt 

Qu11tioft 63F Tap, Poi , ol17-418 
Quulio" 63C Tapo Po,, •11-412 Fo,11ot: 12 

For_,oal l 12 
F1S63F R DOES NOT LIKE HIS PARENTS VERY MUCH 

F 1 S63C R HAS FRIENDS WHO ARE MEMBERS OF OWh SEX 
l do not l;kl ffly parent, very much 

have gooo fr 11 nd s wko .,. M•l'l\bl r I of my own · ••• 
PER- WCTD 

PER - WCTO RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT 
i!'ESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT --------~. ·------- -------- FALSE . . ...... , . , . ,, .. ,, ,,,,,,, 1 10,20 50.31t 60.S"-

FALSE .. . , . . .. ; , . • ,,,, ·.,,• ••• ·· 1 26 1 1.311 .1 ,8'1; MOSTLY FALSE .. . , ,, .. .. ..... , , , 2 2782 13-. •" 16. 6's 
MOSTL Y FALSE, . , . ...... , , . ,, ... 2 195 ,9!t 1,111; MORE FALSE THAN TRUE ., .,,,,,, . 3 1•16 6 . 8'1< e.3.. 
MORE FALSE THAN TRUE .... .. .... 3 625 . 3.0'lt 3,911; MORE TRUE THAN FALSE, .. , . ... , . 1172 5. 71t 6 . 8 .. 
MORE TRUE THAN FALSE .••.•. , ,,, 1155 8,511 10. 711 MOSTLY TRUE ..... ,,, . •. , . . ..... "' 5 70 1 3.•!t •.2!t 

. MOSTLY TRUE, , . .. . , , ...•..... • . "' 5 3942 19 . 0lt 23 . 0lt TRUE . . , . .. . . , .... .. . , ..•• , . . . . 6 516 2 . Sit 3.3\t 
TRUE .. . ,, . . .. ,,, , , , ., . ,, , , ,,,, 6 10328 ~9. 911 - 59 , 511 RESERVED CODES : 
RESERVED CODES: NONRESPONDENTS & DROPOUTS. ,. 2•85 12 . 0'11. <MISS I 

NONRESPONDENTS g DROPOUTS,., 2d5 12 .OIi <MISS! MULTIPLE RESPONSE ... , •. ,. , .. 96 56 . 31t <MISS l 
MULTIPLE RESPONSE . . . • , , ,,.,. 96 3E • 2!t (MISS! Ml SS INC., . • • , .. . . , .. , •. , . .. . 98 1158 5.6\t (MISS l 
MISSINC . .. ... ,,., . ,., ,, .. . ,, 98 1079 5 . 2"'- <MISS I 

TOTALS: 20706 100.01< IOC . O'r: 
TOTALS : 20706 100 . 0li 100.0!t 



---------- --------

---------- --------
----------

STUDENT QUESTIONNAIRE NELS:88 FIRST FOLLOW-UP 
Pogo 

Quullo" 63C 

FtS63C 
gel gooa man,, 1r. Eng I, ,i,'.. 

RESPONSE 

FALSE .... ,,.,, ... . .... ,,.... .. 
MOSTLY FALSE .................. 
MORE FALSE THAN TRUE .. , , , , , , , , 
MDRE · TRUE THA~ •ALSE ... , ,,, , , , 
MOSTLY TRUE . , ...... , . . . . . . . . . . 
TRUE .. ,., , .. ·...... , . , , , , , . , . . . 
RESECVEC' COc>E f : 

NONRESPONDE~TS 8 DROFOUTS .,. 
MuL TI PcE RESPONSE . , . , , , .. , . , 
MISSING .. ·... ............... , 

TOTALS: 

CODES 

1 
2 
3 
A 
5 
6 

96 
9B 

T1po Po,, 419-420 
Fo,.,,t: 12 

PER- WGTD 
FREQ CENT PCT 

1148 5, Sit 7,31! 
797 3.8'1! 5, Ill 

1820 8.81! 11, tit 
A I 19 19. 9'11 24. 71t 
A281 20.7'1! 2A . 51t 
4812 23.211 27 . .. It 

2•es 12 , 0lt CMISSl 
15 . 1ii <MISS l 

1229 5.9'11 ·1MISSl 

20706 •OC . O'lt 100.0lt 

--·---------
Quut loo 63J T1po Po,, ,.2&-,.26 

For•1l: 12· 

F tS63J R HAS ALWAYS DONE WELL IN MATHEMATICS 

na v • , I way, done ,.., 11 in tt1athefflat 1 c1 

PER- WCTD 
RESPONSE CODES FREQ CEl,T PCT 

FALSE , ...... , , , , , , , , , , , , , • • · · , 1 2309 11, 211! 13.9'1! 
MOS TL V FALSE, , , . , . , , , , , , , , , , . , 2 1156 5.611. 7.0lt 
MORE FALSE THAN TRUE .. . ,,,,, • • 3 23•9 11 , 31! U , 211. 
MORE TRUE THAN FALSE.,,, .... ,. .. 3AA3 16 , 61! 20. o,t
MOSTLY TRUE , , , , ... , .. .. ·, , , , . , . 5 3A64 16. 71! 20i21t 
TRUE . .• . , ... , . .. . ,,, . . ,,,, ,.,. 6 4301 20.8'1! 2,.61t_ 
RESERVED COOES : 

NONRESPONDENTS & DROPOUTS., , 2485 12 ,01►. !MISS : 
MULT IP LE RESPONSE .. . ... .. , . , 96 37 ,21-: (MISSl
MISSING . ... , ......... ... , . . . 98 1·162 S,6lt (MISS> 

TOTALS : 20706 100 . 0lt ioo.o,.. 

Que I f1 Or'I 63H T1po Po,, 421-,.22 
Fo, ..at: 12 

Quo, t ton 63K Tap1 Po,, .C27-.. 28 
For•at: 12 

FIS63K R MAKES FRIENDS EASILY WITH GIRLS 
F 1 S63M . GETS LOTS oa ATTENTION FROM OPPOSITE SEX 

ffllkt friends easily w1th g1rl1 
l get a lot o f 1tle~t ~o ~ fro~ member, of tnt oppo11te... PER- WGTD 

RESPONSE CODES .FREQ CENT PCT 
PER- WGTD 

RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT FALSE . , ... , , . , , , , , , . , . , , , , .. , . I A85 2, 3'11 2.9... 
MOSTLY FALSE . . . ·,, ... , .. ••.... , 2 •51 2. 2,; 2,611. 

FALSE . .... , , . , , , . , , ..... .. , , . , 1 836 •.O'lt •. 71t MORE FALSE THAN TRUE ,,,,,,,,., 3 1226 5.911i 7 . 0 ... 
MOSTLY FALSE.. .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. . 2 906 ..... It 5, 2'1t MORE TRUE THAN FALSE .... , .. • . . .. 2986 , .. • 41►. 17 , 5 ... 
MORE FALSE THAN TRUE . . ..... , , . 3 2•80 12.0'1! 13,611. MOSTLY TRUE ...... , .....•. , .. , . 5 5092 24 , 6'11 29. 5.►. 
MORE TRUE THAN FALSE ....... ,. . A AB9• 23. 6'1t 27.9'1< TRUE ... ,, ,,, ,,,, , , ·,,,,,,· · · · · 6 6827 33 .0lt •O · 511
MOSTLY TRUE . , .... , , ........ . , . 5 4~?3 21 , 1It 26 . 11t RESERVED CODES: 
TRUE . . . ,, .. , , , .. . , .. ..... .. . , . 6 3551 17. 11, 22 . •lt NONRESPONDENTS & DROPOUTS .. , 2•85 12 .Olt (MISS l 
RESERVED CODES, MULTIPLE RESPONSE . ... ..... . , 96 18 . Ill (MISS I 

NO~~ESOC~OEN7S S OPCPO~-~- .. 2•85 12, Olt (MISS' Ml SS I NG .. . .. . ....... , ..... , . 98 1136 5.61t Clil!SS I 
Mu~TIP.E RESPONSE . .. ,, .. ,,,,. 96 21 , !It (MISS l 
MISS INC . . . . 98 1160 5.6'1t IMJSSI TOTALS : 20706 100 . 0'lo: 100. O•. 

TOTALS: 20706 100 . 0lt 100.011 

Quu t ton 63L Tapo Po,, 429-,.30 
Fo,111t: 12 

Quutio" 631 Tapo Po,, 423-42,. 
For•at: 12 F1S63L R MAKES FRIENDS EASILY WITH BOYS 

F!S63 1 R GETS ALONC WELL w:TH HIS/HE" PARENTS fflakt friendt easily w1th boy, 

..;et a I on1. WO w, l!' i;:>I' t" l I PER- WGTD"" RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT 
PER- WGTD 

RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT FALSE .............. , .. , ....... I 3A3 I, 7'1! 2.21, -------- MOSTLY FALSE . ....... .... ... , , . 2 366 I, eo;,; 2.211. 
FALSE ., .. . ...... .. ... , , , , , , , , , 1 526 2.511 3.311 MORE FALSE THAN TRUE., ,., .. ,,, 3 987 ... ,.. 6 . 0lt 
MOSTLY FALSE .. . , , , , , , , , , , • , , · , 2 52• 2.511 2,711 MORE TRUE THAN FALSE,.,, .,.,,. .. 3072 1,. 8!! 17 . 91t 
MORE FALSE THAP. TRUE .. .... ... , 3 1393 6 . 7'1! 8,711 MOSTLY TRUE .• ,,, •..•.. , , ., .... 5 552• 26. 711 32 . '" MORE TRUE THAN FA.LSE .... , . ... . .. 2820 13 -.61t 16. 5!! TRUE ,, .. ,, ... ,., ...... ,,, .. , ., 6 6672 32 , 2'1t 39 . 6'1t 
MOSTLY TRUE . , . ....... . ....... , 5 A898 23 . 7'1t 28 . ... RESERVED COOES : 
TRUE. . ,,,. , .,,.,,, .. , . . ,, ... . ,, 6 6860 33. 1'11 ..o.•11 NONRESPONDENTS I DROPOUTS , .. 2485 12 .OIi (MISS I 
RESERVED CODES : MULTIPLE RESPONSE . .. . ,,,,, .. 96 16 , Iii (MISS l 

NONRESPONDENTS & DROPOUTS . . . 2 .. 85 12.0lt (MISS) MISSING,, .. , ...... .. ,., .. . . . 98 12,2 6.0lt (MISS l 
Mi.::.. '!JPLE RESPO~SE . ... , . .. . ,, 96 18 , 111! ( MISS I 
MISS I,_:; , .. . . ...... . .... . .... 98 I 182 5 . 71, <MISS l TOTALS : 20706 100.0lt 100.0'II 

TOTALS : 20706 I00 , ()It 100.0lt 
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STUDENT QUESTIONNAIRE NELS:88 FIRST FOLLOW-UP Pegt 53 

Quutlon 63P Tapo Po,, 43?-•38 
Queatlon 63N T■ p■ Po, , 431-432 Fo,.,,t: 12 

ForM ■ t: 12------------ F1S63P R DOES NOT CET ALONG WELL WITH BOYS 
F1S63M PARENTS DISAPPOINTED WlTH WHAT R DOES 

I do not get along very wall w i th boys 
My parents ·1r• u1u1l ly unhappy or d\ t lppo;nted with wha t 
I do PER- WCTD 

RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT 
PER- WCTD 

RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT FALSE.,,,,,,,,,, . ... ,, ,,., , ,.. I 10.. 77 50. 6'1t 61. 3'1t 
MOSTLY FALSE .. . .. ... , ..... ., .. 2 3•02 16.A!I 20·.o;,

fALSE . .. . .. .... , , . .. , . . . , . . . . . 1 6841 33.011 40. 811 MORE FALSE THAN TRUE. , . . . , , , . , 3 1279 6.211 ;,91, 
MOSTLY FALSE .. . ,. , .. , , .. ,,,. ,. 2 4136 20.011 2 3. 711 MORE TRUE THAN FALSE ••. . ,.. . . . 4 737 3.611 • . 31,
MORE FALSE THAN TRUE . . , , , . , , . , 3 2623 12. 7ll 15.Sll MOSTLY TRUE. , ,,,,,,,,,,, , ... ,, 5 562 2.711! 3.21t 
MORE TRUE THAN FALSE . . ,,,., , ,, 4 1695 8.211 10.0ll TRUE,., ., , , .,,,.,, .. , ,, ,,, .. , , 6 516 2 . 511 3 . 2'1t 
MOSTLY TRUE,., ,, . ,. , .....• , .. , 5 943 4 , 611 5. 411 RESERVED CODES: 
TRUE .. . , .. ... ..... ; . . . . . . . . . . . 6 778 3.8!\ 4.611 NONRESPONDENTS & DROPOUTS . . . 2•8S 1:l.04' IM!SSI 
RESERVED CODES: MULTlPLE . RESPONSE ... , . . ,,,. . 96 56 . 311 <MISSJ 

. NONRESPONDENTS & DROPOUTS . • . 2485 12,0!t <MISS ) MISSINC .... . , ., . .... . ,.,,,. . 98 1190 s . 711 (MISS1
MUL Tl PLE RESPONSE.. .. .. .. .. . 96 28 , l!t <t,USS)
MISSINC... . ....... . ... .. . . . . 98 1177 5.711 (MISS) TOTALS: 20706 IOC. 01>. 100 . O'I! 

TOTALS : 20706 100 . 0!t 100.0'lt 

Qu·•, t I on 13Q T1po Po,, •39-••0 
Fori01t: 12 

Quutton 63N Tapo Po,. 433-434 
ForMat : . 12 F IS63Q R CETS CODD MARKS IN MATHEMATICS 

F1S63N R HOPELESS IN ENGLISH CLASSES 

l'm ~ o pele11 in E ... gti1h cla111, PEF<- WCTO 
RESPONSE CODES FREQ CEN T PCT 

PER- WCTO 
RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT FALSE . , .. . . , . . . • , , . . , . , . . , . . . . 1 2195 ·10 . 6'1< 13 . 3'1! 

MOSTLY FALSE . ... . .. . •. . , . , . ... 2 103:l 5.0'1! 6. 21< 
FALSE.,, .. . , , . . ... , . , . . . . . . . . . . 1 9320 45, Cit 53.611 MORE FALSE THAN TRUE .. . , ,. .... 3 1926 9. 31< 12.2": 
MOSTLY FALSE . . . ......••. ..• ,., 2 2956 14 , 3'11 18.0ll MORE TRUE THAN FALSE.. . .. .. ... • 3319 16.04' 19 . 5~ 
MORE FALSE THAN TRUE ...• .. ,,.. 3 2430 11 . 711 14. 311 MOSTLY TRUE ...... ; , . , . . ,, .. . ,. 5 3625 17 . S~ 2 1. 2": 
MORE TRUE THAN FALSE ..• .. .. , ,. 4 1150 5,611 , • 211 TRUE ..•. . . ..•... ,. . .... ... . .. . 6 A765 23 . 11t 2;,c;~ 
MOSTLY .TRUE .. . . , , , , . . . . . . . . . . . 5 531 2.611 3,411 RESERVED CODES: 
TRUE . , . ,· ........ . . .. , , . , . . . . , . 6 580 2 , 8!! 3.611 NONRESPONDENTS & DROPOUTS . . . 2•85 12. O's 1 MISS I 
RESE'1VED CODES: MULTlPLE RESPONSE ... ,,.... .. 96 26 , 1r.i; (M!SS I 

NONRESPONDF.NTS & DROPOUTS ... 2485 12 . 0I! <MlSS) MISSINC .. , , , .. , , ..... ,.,, .. , 98 1313 6 . 311 <MISSI 
MvL 7 l ~LE R~SPONSE , , , . . . . . . . . 96 24 . 1'11 (MISS > 
MISSIN~ . . , ... , .. .. .. . . . . . , , , 98 1230 5.9'11 (MISS> TOTALS: 20706 100 . 0'lt 100 . 0'1! 

TOTALS : 20706 100.0lt 100.011 

Quutton 63A T1po Po,. 441-442 
Foro,1t: 12 

Queal Ion 130 Tepo Po,, 43&~436 
Foraat: 12 F1S63R CAN ' T MAKE FRIENDS W/MEMBERS OF OWN SEX 

F1S630 R DOES NOT CET ALONC WELL WITH ClRLS 

J do not get along very we ·I I wtth girls PER- WC7D 
RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT 

PER- WCTO 
RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT FALSE .. ........ . , . .. . , ,.,.... . 1 10039 •8 . 5 .. 58.3t. 

MOSTLY FALSE .. .... ..... ,..... . 2 3 .. 83 16 . 84\ 20 . 5" 
FALSE . ,. , .. , . .... , .. , . , , . . . . . . I 10697 51 . 711 63, Ill MORE FALSE !HAN TRUE ... ,,..... 3 1509 7 . 311 9 . 21< 
MOSTLY FALSE . , , , ... , , . , . , . . . . • 2 3131 15 , 111 1S; 111 MORE TRUE THAN FALSE . . , , ,,.... 4 981 4 . 711 6 . 2'1t 
MORE FALSE THAN TRUE . .. . , ... . , 3 1362 6 . 611 7,8ll MOSTLY TRUE. , , . , , , . , . . , . , . , , • . 5 510 2.511 3. 5'1< 
MORE TRUE THAN FALSE., .. ,..... 4 792 3,811 4,911 TRUE ., .. , ,,., .. ,, .......... . .. 6 39• I ,911 2.A'I! 
MOSTLY TRUE , , . , , .. , . . . . . . . . . . . 5 491 2 , Alt 2. 811 RESERVED CODES: 
TRUE . , ... , , , .. , .. ... .. , . ,·.... . 6 552 2,71t 3 . 211 NONRESPONDENTS & DROPOUTS ... 2•85 12.0" <MISS / · 
RESERVED CODES: MULTIPLE RESPONSE., ... ,... . . 96 "1 . 2'11 !MISS I 

NONRESPONDENTS & DROPOUTS ... 2485 12,0ll (MISS) MISSING .... ................. 98 1264 6. 111 <MISS I 
MULTIPLE RESPONSE... .. . . .. .. 96 12 , 11! (MISS ) 
M!SS I,:............ ..... .. .. 98 1178 5, ?<it ( M ! SS I TOTALS: 20706 10C. 0": 100 . 0'1! 

TOTALS : 20706 100 . 0!1 100.011 
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------------Quutlon 644 Tapo Poa . .'449-449 
Quullon 63S Tepe Po, . 443-'44 For•at : 11 

Foraet: 12 
F1S64A CHANCES THAT R. WILL CRADUATE FROII .H.S . 

F1S63S ' R DOES BADLV IN TESTS OF MATHEMATICS 
You w i II gr1duat ■ froM high ,ch~ol? 

PER- WCTD 
PER- WCTD RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT 

RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT -------- -----VERY LOW., •. ,,. , ., •• •.. . ,, , • •• 1 106 . 61< . 6•. 
FALSE .. .... , . , , , . . , , , , · • · • · · • · 1 5710 27 . 6!1 33. n1 LOW . ,,,. , ,. ,. , .. • , , . • , , . . , . , •• 2 86 .. .. .... 
MOSTLV FALSE . .. ....•... , . ... , , 2 3482 16. 81! 20 . 411 ABOUT FIFTY-FIFTY.,, ...•... •. . 3 1009 • ; 9!1 . 6 .-0!t . 
MORE FALSE THAN TRUE . . ,,,,,,,, 3 288• 13.9!1 17 .Olt HICH , . .•• , ·; • • ••• .• • .. •. •. . • . •• 4 3058 1• . 811 18, 5.!t 
MORE TRUE THAN FALSE,, ... •.. . , 20•0 9.9!1 17. 6ll VERY HICH . .... .... ......... ... 5 13123 63 . 4!1 " 7 . . ...•MOS TL V TRUE .. . . . •.•.• • .. • •• , .• 6 1233 6 . 011 7 .6lt RESERVED COOES : 
TRUE .... . .. ,, . . , •• .. •• • ••· · • ·· 1SA6 7. Sit 9 . 2!1 NONRESPONDENTS & DROPOUTS, . . 2485 12 . 0ll <°Miss' > •RESERVED CODES: MUL Tl PLE RESPONSE .. . .. . ... . . 6 2 .Oll CMISS > 

~O~OE~C~N~£~TS & OD~OOUTS .. 2•es t 2 . 0¥. C ll !SS > MISSINC .. ·.•... . .. , . ... .. .... 8 837 • ,' ()ll CM ISS I 
MU,Tl~LE RESPONS~ ..... . 9E 27 . n, C MISS> ---~-MISSIN(; .. ... . .. . • ....... .. .. 98 1299 6 . 311 CMISS > TOTALS : 20706 100. 011 100 •.011 

TOTALS: 20706 100.0!t 100 . 011 

QUESTION 641 Tope Po, . . 460-410 
, ....et: 11 

Quutlon 63T Tapa Poa. '46-.«S 
Fo•M~t : 12 CHANCES THAT R WILL CO TO COLLECE 

F<S63T R NOT VER V POPULAR WITH OPPOSlTE SEX You ._, ; 11 90 to coll _1g1i 

PER- WCTD 
RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT 

PER- WCTO --------RES::>ONSc CODES FREQ CENT PCT VERY LOW • ••• , •• • • • .•••...•.. • .• 1 941 4,5'1t 5 . 7 .. 
LOW., . , ,, , , . •.• • . .- . .... .. .. • . • . 2 1009 • . 9'1t 6 . 5" 

FALSE . . .. ... • . . .••• . ...... .. . • I 6•7• 31. :l!t 38 . 111 ABOUT FIFTY-FIFTY ; .. . .•. .. •. ,. 3 2587 12. 5't 16 . 2" 
MOSTLY FALSE .... ........ . . .. .• 2 3913 18.9!1 23.3!1 HICH ..••• ,' ..•• ••. ...•• . • . . .. , , 3767 18 . 2!t 22 . 6." 
MORE FALSE THAN TRUE . .. , . . .. , . 3 2809 13.611 16 . 311 VERY HICH . , ••• ,. , ..... . , , •. , , , •5 902• •3.llt 4~. 1!! 
MORE TRUE THAN FALSE ... , ,, , .. . 1915 9 . 2!1 11 .3!1 RESERVED CODES:•MOSTLY TRUE . ..•.•.•.. . .... . ... 5 1082 5 . 21! 6.311 NONRESPONDENTS & DROPOUTS .•. 2485 12 ; 0'1t CMl~S)
TRUE . . , •.. . .. , ... .. . .. . . ,•,,,• 6 783 3.811 • • 711 MULTIPLE RESPONSE . ..••.•• . •. 6 2 .O'lt CMl·SSI 
RESERVED CODES : IIISSINC , . • .•. , • •... . .•. . •.•. 8 891 •.3111 CMISS)

NONRESPONDE~7S & DROPOUTS, .. 2A85 12.011 (MISS> 
MlJLTlP1.i. RE.s.:oNs~ . ••• ' •• • • . . 96 12 . 111 CMISS> TOTALS: 20706 I00. 0'lt 100 . 0'< 
11111S!: lNC •••. .• .•. .•.•. , , • • . , . 9e 1233 6.0lt (M I SS > 

20706 10C.Olt 100 . 0¥. 

QUESTION .14C Tepa Po,. 4&1-4&1 
For.lftat 1 If 

Quo I l I on 13U Tepo Poa, '47-448 CHANCES R WILL HAVE A JOB THAT PAYS WELL 
For•et: 12 

You ._. ; 11 h1v1 a Job that pay, we I I'? 
F1S63U R'S PARENTS UNDERSTAND HIM/HER 

PER- WCTO 
RESPONSE COOES FREQ CE/IT PCT 

---------- -------- _.,,PER- WCTO VERV LOW .. .... • ,,,, .• , ... ,, . ,, 1 76 .•'ItRESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT LOW . ..•. .. ..•.. . , ., ...... ,, . ,. 2 2•1 1 , 2111 1. 5" 
ABOUT FIFTY-FIFTY ,; . .... . •• •• • 3 3638 17. I'll 21 . 8"' 

FALSE .. . .. . ..... .. . .. . .... , . . . 1 1A71 7 ; 11t a.41t HICH ; . . • ,' .. .. • ••• , ••• .. ..• .• ,, 6592 31, ll!t 37 . 3'1t•MOSTL Y FALSE .. .. . , . , . . ,....... 2 1021 4.911 S . 91t VERY HICH ...' . .•.• , •.. ..•.... ,, 5 6774 32, 7!1 38.91\ 
MORE FALSE THAN TRUE . . . .• ,. , . . 3 1809 8. ,... 10 . 711 RESERVED CODES : 
MORE TRUE THAN FALSE . . . . . ,. . . . A 2871 13 ; 911 16 . 911 NONRESPONOENTS & DROPOUTS ., . 24115 12.0ll IMISS.> 
MOSTLV TRUE .... . ,,, , ,,,,,,,,. . . S •388 21 . 211 25 . 3!1 MULTIPLE RESPONSE .•.•• . . ..•. 6 2 ,()!I CMISS> 
TRLJE . ... , . . . . .. , . ......... . ... 6 550 1 26.6!1 32 . 811 MISSINC, ., ..... • • , • .. . .• . ... 8 1198 •.311 CMISS I 
RESERVED CODES : 

NONRESPONDENTS & DROPOUTS . .. 2485 12. 011 CMISS) TOTALS : 20706 100. OIi 100 •. Qlt 
MULTIPLE RESPONSE ......... .. 96 9 . Olt CMISS> 
MISSINC .. .. .... .. ........ ... 98 1,151 5 . 611 CMISS> 

_TOTALS : 20706 100.0lt 100 . 011 

QUESTION UD Tepe Po,. 462-462 
For•et I If 

FIS640 CHANCES THAT R WILL BE ABLE TO OWN HOME 
Quoat1on 64 

Voy ._, ; II b• abl, to ow~ your own home? 

PER- WCTO 
RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT 

Th,n~ about how you 111 tht future . Whet 1rt the ch1nc11 
that , .. VERY LOW . . . , . . , . . .. , •.• . . , ... . 1 147 . ?!t 1 .0'< 

LOW .. . , . • . ,,,,, .. ; .• , • •..•. ,, , 2 633 2 ,61( 3 . 2 ... 
ABOUT FIFTY-FIFTY .. .. ..·.. ·., • .. 3 3646 17, 11! 21 _. • .,. 
HICH .. , , , ., , , ..... ,,,, • . , ... . , • 6231 30 . 111 35 . 2'1i 
VERY HICH ....... .. ., ... .. .. .. . 5 6869 33. 2!1 39,2'1t 
RESERVED CODES : 

NONRESPONDENTS 8 DROPOUTS .. , 2485 12.0'lt' CMISS I 
MULTIPLE RESPONSE .. . , . . , .. ,. 6 ·,011 CMISS I•MISSINC .. ..... .... ,,, . .. .. .. 8 89 1 •• 311 !MISS > 

TOTALS: 20706 100,011 100 . 0'►. 
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QUESTION 6"1 Tap, Po, . A6?-457 
QUESTION 64E Tapa Poi, 453-463 Forffl ■ t : J1 

For11at: 11 
F1S6o41 CHANCES R WILL BE RESPECTED IN COMMU~ITY 

F 1S6•E CHANCES R WILL HAVE A JOB THAT .HE ENJOYS 
You w, 11 be rtspac· t ■ d i n vour commi.;ri.1 ty., 

You w; 11 h ■ ve a Job that you enjoy doing" 
PER-

PER- WCTD RESPONSE. CODES FREQ CHITRESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT 
VERY LOW ..... . .... . ... ..... . , . 1 12s . 6<, . 6 .. 

VERY LOW. , , ..... ...... , ..• , . . . 1 90 . 611 LOW . ........... . . . .. . .. , .... , . 2 •1• 2 . O<s 2 . 3•. 
Lo:-·. .. . , . , .... . . .. . .... . , . , . . . 2 259 1.311·"" 1. 611 ABOUT FIFTY-FIFTY . .... ....... , 3 •n5 20 . 6.. 2 5 . 1._ 
ABOUT Fl FTY-F l FTY .. . .. , ,.. , . , . , 3 2993 ,,. . Slfi 17 .9... HICH ......... . ...... . . .... . .. . .. 7519 36 . 3'< A,j ' 1 r,.
HICH. ·. .. ... .... .. . .. .. .. .. .... • 650? 31 ..... 37 .•II VERY HICH . . , .. . . • . ...• • . ...... s •92 0 23 . 8:-. 29. 0',\
VERY HI CH . ... . .. . . , , ... . .• . . , , S ?•&e 36, ,ii •2 . 811 RESERVED CODES: 
RESERVED CODES : NONRESPONDENTS & DROPOUTS ... 2,s5 12 . 0": <MISSl 

NONRESPONDENTS & DROPOUTS . . , 2•85 12 . 011 (11155) MULTIPLE RESPONSE ... . . ... • .. . 6 .. . 0 ',\ <MISS l 
.MULTIPLE RESPONSE .....• ,.... . 6 5 . O'lt ( MISS ) MISS INC ... •••. ... . ... . ... ... 8 96• , . 7'" <MISS l 
MJSSINC . ... . ·. ....... . .... ... 8 899 • . JIit <IUSS l 

TOTALS : 20706 100. 0<, 1oc. o:-. 
TOTALS: 20?06 100 . 0lt 100 . 0 'lt 

QUESTION 6"J Tap, Po,. 45B-•68 
QUESTION 64F Tap, Po,. 4&A-•&• FOP'ffl& t: 11 

For Mat: 11 
F 1S6•J CHANCES R WILL HAVE FRIENDS TO COUNT ON 

F!S6o4F CHANCES R WILL HAVE A HAPPY FAMILY LIFE 
You wi I I have good friand ·s you can eciunt on 1 

Vo'-l w1 11 have a h1pp y f1fl'l1 1y I; fe., 
PER- W,C".'0 

PER- WCTD RESPONSE. CODES FREI; CEN"' p~-
RESPONSE CODES . FREQ CENT PCT 

VE RV LOW ........ ........ ..... . 1 112 . 5,-. . :- •. 
VERY LOW . . . . ..... . . .. . . ..... , . 1 176 . 8'1t .91t LO'O' ••.• •• • •••• • •••• •• • •.•••••. 2 27 1 1 . 3'-: I . S•. 
LOW .. • . ... . .. . . . . ... .. . . . . , .,. 2 255 ,. 2'1t 1.611 ABOUT FIFTY-FIFTY ., . ... ·.. , . . . . 3 2399 11 . 5:., ,• . s•. 
ABOUT FIFTY-F I FTY.,.,, . . ,,,... 3 29,1 ... . 211 16. 711 HI CH .. ...... ................ . . .. 70 ;1 J• . 2.. 4 0. 8•. 
HICH, ....... , . , ., ., . . . .. . ,, .. . • 6906 JJ ..... •O.Jlt VERY HICH . . . . . . . ... . .. .... .. . . 5 ?•O• JS . 8"- 42 . 5"-
VERY HI CH . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5 7022 33 . 91-: •0.611 RESERVED CODES: 
RESERVED CODES : NONRESPONDENTS & DROPOUTS . . . 2•85 12 . 0:-. <MISS > 

NONRESPONDENTS g DROPOUTS . . . 2•85 12 . 011 <MISS> MULTIPLE RESPONSE. , ........ . 6 .. . o.. <MISS > 
MULTIPLE RESPONSE. .. ... . ..... 6 6 . O'lt <MISS> MISSINC ....... . .. .......... . 8 95• • . 6.. <MISS > 
MISSING ... ,.... ...... . .. . .. . . 8 915 • .•It <MISS> 

TOTALS: 20706 100. o., 10c. or.,
TOTALS: 20706 100 . 0'lt 100 . 011 

QUESTION &•K Tapo Poi. A59-•69 
QUESTION UC Tapo Poi, A56-466 For1.. t : 11 

Foraat : 11 
F 1S6•K CHANCES R'S LIFE BETTER THAN PARENTS 

FIS6•C CHANCES R. WI LL STAY .. IN COO[) HEALTH 
L i fe w i 1 f turn out bette r for you th ■ n H h11 for 

You wi I I sta y _ in good h11 l th Moel of the timei your parenis7 

PER- WGTO PER- we-re 
RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PC~ 

---------- -------- 9,4 ---------- --------VERY LO'w ........... .. ..... , , . . 1 .511 . Sit VERY LOW ...•. . . .. . .... . , . .. . .. . 1 163 . 8" . 8\o. 
LOW ..•........... . ........ , ... 2 3S9 , • 111 · 2 . 21t LOl1i ........... . .. .. .. .• .. .. ••. 2 S57 2. , .... 3 . 1r.:. 
ABOUT FIFTY-FIFTY ... . ... . ..... 3 33• 1 16.111 19.611 ABOUT FIFTY-FIFTY ... . .. ..... . . J 6079 29 . .... 35.6"' 
HICH ..•....... ,, ... •• . ; .. • . • • • .. 7320 35.•II •2 . 011 HICH.,,,,,,, . . . , • .. .• ...... ... .. S86- 28 . 31t 33 . a 
VERY HICH ...... , ........ .. ..... 6 6172 29 . 8lt 35 . 711 VERY HICH ..... .• . • • , • ...... . .. 5 •556 22 . 0'1 26 . 8"' 
RESERVED coots, RESERVED CODES: 

NONS:.:ESPONDENTS & DROPOUTS ... 2•es 12 . O'lt <MISS l NONRESPONOENTS & DROPOUTS ... 2•8S 12 . Olt <MISS > 
Mv .,TIPLE RESPONSE . .... . . , . . . 6 3 .OIi (MISS> MUL nPLE RESPONSE . ....... • .. 6 .. . O<, , M: ss > 
MISSINC .... . .... ..• .•. . . ,, : , 8 932 • . 511 <MISS) Ml SS I NC ....... • : •. •. .. . , . , . . 8 998 .. . 8'1t <MISS > 

TOTALS : 20?06 100.0lt 100.0'k TOTALS : 20706 100 . 0'lt 100 . 0.. 

QUEST I ON 64H Tapa Po,, 466-456 QUESTION l•L Tap, Poi . A60-460 
Fon•at: 11 Fo,.,at: 11 

F1S6•H CHANCES R WILL BE ABLE TO LIVE ANYWHERE F1S6:0.L CHANCE R•S CHILOREN LIFE. BETTER THAN R'S 

You w11 I b ■ able to live wh1~1v1r you want 1n the counlt) ? Your ch; ldr_•,,, w1 I I ha v e a better I 1 fe thin you h1a'l 

PER- WCTD PER- WGTD 
_RE~PONSE_ CODES FREQ CENT PCT RESPONSE CODES FREQ · CENT PC-

VER Y LOiii ....... . . . . , , , ... . , .. . 1 288 ,..... 1. 71t VERY LOW .. . •. ...... . ..•... , , . . 1 292 1. 6 "' 1 · ' "' LOW ... ... ...... .... . .. ·. ..... . . 2 1042 S.O'lt 6 . 11t LOW . .... . . .•.... . .... , •... ,, •. 2 •6 f 2 . 2... 2 . 8"1 
ABOUT FIFTY-FIFTY .. . . ... .. .. . .. 3 •96 1 2• .Olt 2e . 61t ABOUT FIFTY-FIFTY .... , ., ... . . . 3 5•62 26 . .. .. 30. ' "' HICH . . , . .. .... ... .. .. .. ... •.. , .. 58•0 28 . 2'1t 33 . 61t HICH . .... .. . .. ......... . ..... . .. 57,4,4 27 .7 '1t j ,4 . 1r.:. 
VERY HICH , • . ...........••...• . s 6158 2• . 911 30 . 01; VERY HICH . . . ......... .... ... . . 5 5269 25 . ... 30. 9.•· 
RESERVED CODES : RESERVED CODES : 

NONRESPONDENTS &DROPOUTS . . . 2•85 12.0lt <MISS > NONRESPONDENTS & DROPOUTS . . . 2•8S 12 . 0~. <MISS• 
MU,TIPLE. RESPONSE. .. . ... . ... . 6 ? .OIi (MISS> MISS I NC .. .. .... . . . ..... .. .. . 8 993 • .er., < Ml SS l 
MISS I NC ......... ... . . .. .... . 8 925 •. SIi <MISS > 

TOTALS: 2D706 100 . 0 'lt 100. 0"' 
TOTALS: 20706 100,011 100.011 
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Qu11tlo" 16D Topo Poi, . .464-464 
Quotl •o• 66 Foro,ot: 11 

F 1565D MORE DIFFICULT TO w•KE F.RIENDS IN H. S. 
Jt w11 Pnore d1ff1cult lo Mlkt fri1na1 1n high 1chool 

~hlP'I vou como1r• v~u• ,, •st veer •~ h,gh 1chool le the 
ve1r btfor• tnat, ac;. ~""" 1gre1 or o,1agr1t1 with the PER- WCTD 
-fol low•ng 1t1teM•P'lt11 RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT 

STRONCLY ACREE .. , .... , .... , . . . I S7 .. 2. Sit ...Olt 
ACREE .. , .. , , . , , , , ....... , ... , . 2 2662 12, 9'1t 15.Slt 
DISACREE.,,, .... , ......... , . , . 3 9995 48.3!t 58.0lt 
STRONCLY DISACREE;,, .•.... , ,,. .. 3670 17,711 22. l'lt 
RESERVED CODES: 

NONRESPONDENTS & DROPOUTS ... 2485 12.0'lt (MISS>
MULTIPLE RESPONSE., ..... . . • . 6 2 ,O'lt <MISS> 
MISSINC.,,.,.,,. , '.,., .. ,, ... 8 1318 6,4'1! (MISSl 

Qu11 t to" 66A Topi Po,, 461-461 
Fo,.,ot: 11 TOTALS: 20706 100.01t 100.or,, 

F1S65A COURSES WERE HARDER IN HICH SCHOOL 

PER- WCTD 
RESPONSE COO ES FREQ CENT PCT 

STRONCl Y ACREE . , .. , ...... , ... . 1 2913 14 . 10t 17. S'"-
ACREE ..... , .. , , .... . , . . . , .... , 2 9,.59 .. 5. 7"' S• . 8"- Topo Poi, 465-466 
Dl SACREE ...... · . .. .. , ..... , . ... . 3 38~3 1E. 7,_ 23 .o:., ForMat: 11 
STRONCL Y I) I SACRE£ ............ . .. 697 :3.4r.t _.,H. 
RESERVE:. co:ES : F :5,iSE R FELT MORE ALONE IN HICH SCHOOL 

NONRESPONDENTS & DRO•OJTS .. . 2.. 85 12 . Oil <MISS l 
MULTIPLE RESPONSE ......... . . . 6 1 .0.. I MISS l 
MISSINC .... , .............. . . 8 1278 6·. 2"' <MISS l 

PER- WCTO 
T6TA:..S : 20706 100 . 0"' 100 . ~ RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT 

STRONCL Y •CREE. ,· .... , ... . .... . 1 622 3.0'lt ,4.311 
ACREE ........... , ... , ..... ... . 2 2se3 12. Sit 15. 311 
0 ISACREE . . , , ... . .. . ... . ... . , . , 3 8595 41 . S"- 49. 8"< 
STRONCL Y DI SACRE:E., ...... .. , .. 4 5107 24 . 71\ 30.S,_ 
RESERVED CODES: 

NONRESPONDENTS & DROPOUTS . . , 2485 12,0'lt (MISS>
lllUL TI PLE RESPONSE .. , .. ... . . . 6 3 ,0'►. (Ml SS I 
MISS INC.,,., ... .. ..... . .. . . . 8 131 I 6.3.. <MISS> 

Quettlo" IH Tap, Poi, 462-•62 
Fo,.,,t: 11 TOTAL.S: 20706 100.0'lt 100.0'lt 

F15668 TEACHERS WERE STRICTER IN HICH SCHOOL 

Teachers were 1tr1cter ,n h,gh school 

PER- WCTO 
RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT 

STRONCLY ACREE ........... , ... . l 1967 9. 6" 1:. 6 
ACREE ............... , , .. . , ... . 2 7183 3•.7r-. .42 ... Qu11 l to• 66 
DI SAC REE ................ ..... . 3 6861 39 ...33. "' STRONC .. Y D l SACRH ........... . .. 885 ... 3"' 5.6 
RESERVED co:::-ES: 

NONRESPONDENTS & DROPOUTS .. . 2,8s 12.0lt <MISS) 
MISS INC., ........... . .... . . . 8 1305. . 6 . 3"' < MISS l Oo yo1.1 ag,. ■ e with th ■ fol lowtn; 1tat~M ■ nt1 about why you 

go to 1chool'? 
TOTALS: 20706 100.~ 100.011 

Qu11tlo" 86A Top, Po, , 46&-·•66 
Tapo Poo, 413-413 Fo,aat: 11 
For ■ atl 11 

F1S66A R THINKS THE CL.ASSES ARE INTERESTINC 
F156SC SCHL RULES WERE STRICTLY ENFORCED IN HS 

l think "th• 1ubJect1 l'ffl t ■ ti:1n9 are ,nt ■ r ■ 1t1ng 1nd 
School ,u,ea were fflore ,t,,ctlr eftforceo in htQh tchool cha I J~ngtng 

PER- WCTD PER- WCTO 
P r~RESPO~SE CODES FREC: CENT PCT RESPONSE CODES ~REQ CE>;T ~· 

STR_ONCL Y •CREE .......... , . . . , . 1 2187 10.61, 13. 91t STRONCLY "CREE· ............... . I 1491 7.·a 8.4'1t 
•CREE., , .. . .......... . .. , .. . ,. 2 .7033 3,. .0.. .. 2.311 •CREE ... . . .. ... , ...... , .. . . . . , 2 10482 S0.6'1t 6 • . 8'1! 
DI SACIIEE ..................... . 3 6609 31. 91, 37 . 311 DI S•CREE .. . . ... . .... .. ...... . . 3 4129 19.9"' 25 . 0<; 
STRON~ .. , DISACREE .... . .. . .... . .. 10 .. 3 s.o;, 6.5lo STRONCLY DIS•CREE ..... , ...... . 4 777 3,8'1! ,. . 811 
RESER\·Ec CODES: RESERVED CODES: 

NONRESPONCE~TS & ORCPOJTS .. . 2 .. 8s 12.0lt <MISSl NONRESPONDENTS & DROPOUTS .. . 2485 12 .Olt <MISS> 
Mu .. TI PcE IIESPONSE . ... ' ..... . 6 2 .o;, <MISS) MULTIPLE RESPONSE .......... . 6 2 ,O'lt <MISS> 
MISSINC ...... , ..... ,. 8 13A7 6.Slt <MISSl MISS INC ............... ..... . 8 1340 6. 5;, <Ml SS > 

TOTALS: 20706 100.~ 100,0'lt TOT•LS: 20706 100.0'lt 100.011 
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Qu.. t I on &BF Tape Paa, 471•<171 
Quutlo" 161 Tape Po,, 487-487 ForMttl 11 .· 

For•atl 11 
F1S66F COES TO SCHL BECAUSE HE PLAYS ON A TEAM 

F 1 S666 S4~1SFACTlON DOlWC Wl1AT EXPECTD IN CLASS 
l••"'play on a or belong to a club 

l gt\ I f • e I ; ng ol 1atq:f1ct1on from do ; ng what l ''" 
1uppo1ec:I to do in C: I I I I PER- WCTD 

RESPONSE CODES FREQ CEN'T PCT 
PER- WCTO 

RESPONSE COPES FREQ CENT PCT STRONCLY ACREE, , , . , , , , .. , , . , , , 1 3181 15.Alt 17. 6"' 
ACREE .. . , .•. , . , , , , , , , , , , . , , , •.. 2 6211 35. 31,---------- -------- 30.0lt 

STRONCL Y ACREE, , , .. .. ..•...•.. 1 18•7 8. 911° 10.5'1! 0 I SACREE .•• , , ••• , .•••. , •••• , , • 3 •799 23.211 30.3'1! 
ACREE . ... , .... , , .. , ....... .... 2 11086 53,5'11 65 . 911 STRONCLY DISACREE, •..• , .••..•. .. 2576 12 .All 16, 8'1! 
DI SACREE . , , , .. , . , • , . , . , • , .•••• 3 33•9 16. 211 20. 111 RESERVED -CODES: 
STROtiCLY 0 ISACREE, , . , .. , , , , ••• 557 2 . ?Ii 3. 511 NONRESPONDENTS I, DROPOUTS .•• 2<185 12. OIi (MISS l •RF."SERl'EO COD£S: MULTIPLE RESPONSE . . . ..•••.. , 6 6 .Olt 1¥ISS > 

NCNRESP01-.in5.~TS & OROFOUTS ••. 2<185 12. O'I! (MISS> MISS I NC ••• , ••• , , ....... , •.. , 8 1,,e . 7 .0'< 01: ss l 
MULTIPLE RESPONSE .... ,, .••.• 6 1 . Oli <MISS) 
MISSJNC ........ .. ........... 8 1381 6,711 <MISS> TOTALS : 20706 100.0'i'; ,oc.o"' 

TOTALS : 20706 100.0'I! 100.0lt 

Quut lo" ISC Tape Poa. <172-<172 
Fo,.,at: 11 

Quution 66C Tape Po,. 488-488 
·For01el: 11 F1S66C TE4CHERS EXPECT R TO SUCCEED 1.N SCHOOL 

~ 1-;,<.:; ►:CT~INC. 8£TTER TO 00 My teacher, car• about me and eapect Ml to 1ucc1ed ,~ school 

neve noc,,, ng bet le, to 00 PER- WCTO 
RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT 

PER- WCTO ---------- --------
P.r-:::~~t.t!='.~ CODES FREQ CENT PCT STRONCLY ACREE., •.... .. , ..•••• 1 26•4 12. 8": 15 . 2": ---··-·· --.... -------- ACREE .. , ••• , .•• , •••••• . , ....• , 2 9707 •6 . 9'< 58. 2... 

STRONGLY ACREE.,, . ,., .. , , ., ... 1 678 3.3'11 •.O'it DISAGREE •.. ,.,,., ..•. , ....•.•. 3 3314 16.0'< 19. 70c 
ACREE ...•.. , .• , , , .• , ....• , .... 2 ,U76 21. 611 26 . 8'1! STRONGLY 01 $ACREE .. , . , ... , • , , . 4 1117 6,411 6. 9": 
0 ISAC REE . . ........... . . , ...... 3 8199 39.611 <18.8'1 RESERVED CODES: 
·STRONGLY 01 SACRE£ ......... . ... 4 3<125 16,511 20,Alt NONRESPONDENTS & DROPOUTS .•. 2"'85 12,0'lt (MISS) 
RESERVEO CODES: MULTIPLE RESPONSE .....•.... , 6 2 ·°" <MISS l 

NONRESPONDENTS & DROPOUTS .. , 2<185 12.~ <MISSl ¥JSSINC, .. , •••••...• . ..••..• 8 1<137 6. 9•. <MISS l 
MUL Tl PLE RESPONSE .. ,., ...... 6 .~ <MISS>•MISSINC. . .. .. . '.' ....... ' 8 1<139 6.911 <MISS> TOTALS : 20706 100.0" 100 . 0": 

'rC"!"Je.,.~: 20706 100.CW. 100,0'11 

Quutlo" 67 

Qu.. t lo" 66D Tape Po,, 489-469 
ForOltl I 11 

F 1 S660 EDUCATN IS IMPORTANT TO CET A JOB L·ATER Mott people think ■ bout how oth,~ people see theM, How · do 
you th;nk _.other_ 1tudent1 ••• you"

Educ1t;on ;, 1mport1nt for getting I job later on 

PER- WCTO 
RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT 

STRONGLY ACREE ............ , , • . 1 10486 50,611 61. 911 
ACREE ........... . . , , . .. , . , • • · · 2 56B1 27, <Ill 34.2'11 
OISACREE ....... . . ,,. , . . . ...• ,. 3 480 2. 311 2, 9'11 
STRONCL Y O I SAC REE .•• , .... , .... .. 162 • 811 1.1'1! 
RESERVED CODES : Quutloft 87A Tape Poi. 473-A73 

NONRESPONDENTS & DROPOUTS .. . 2"'85 12 .O'I! (MISS) Fo•••t• 11 ·,. MULTIPLE RESPONSE .... . • , .. , . 6 .OIi <MISS> 
MISS INC ..... . ......... ••,••• e · 1<105 6 . 811 <MISS> F 1S6?A STUDENTS THINK OF R AS BEINC POPULAR. 

TOTALS: 20106 100. O'I! 10C. O'I! As popula,-

PER- .wcTD 
RESPONSE <;:ODES FREQ CENT PCT 

VERY ----------... , .,., ••.•. , •• ,, .•• , •.• , --------1 2251 10.91t 13.4": 
SOMEW!1AT, , • , , ••. , •.• , ..••• • , . , 2 11701 66, 5": 69 . 7": 
NOT AT ALL., ... ; , •• • ..• •••,,•• 3 2853 1.3. 81o: 1€. 9's 
RESERVED COOES: 

~ONRESPDNOENTS & DROPOUTS .. , 2485 12.~ (MISS) 
Quulloft &SE Tape Po,, 470-470 IIUL TIPLE RESPONSE •... . •.•. ,, 6 2 . OIi (MISS l 

For•att 11 ll(SSINC .• , •.. ; ...... ,, •.•... 8 1.C 1.C 6 , 8" <MISS> 

F1S66E SCHOOL IS A PLACE FOR R TO MEET FRIENDS TOTALS: 20706 100.011 100 . 01\ 

lt's a piece to rneet "'>. fr;ends 
PER- WCTO 

RESPONSE COOES FREQ CENT PCT 

STRONCLY ACREE . . , ........ , ... . 1 2610 12,611 14,6'11 
ACREE .. , .. , •.•. , ... , ....•..... 2 112 71 64. 411 67,61! 
DI S4CREE .. , .... . , ••• . , .... , , , . 3 2359 11. 4'1! 1A. 5;. 
STRONCLY DISAGREE ... . . . . , .. ,,. <I 518 2. 5'1t 3.31! 
RESERVED COOES: 

NONRESPONDENTS & DROPOUTS .. , 2485 12 . 011 <MISS) 
MULTIPLE RESPONSE .... ,,., .. . 6 · 9 ,O'I! (MISS) 
MISS!NC .' , .,., .......... , ... . 8 us, 7,011 <MISS> 

TOTALS: 20706 100,0li 100,0'11 
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Qu11tlon 67F Tapo Poo, 478-478 
Quu t ton 67B Tapo Po,. 414-414 Fo,,.at: 11 

Fo,,.at: 11 
F1S67F STUDENTS THINK OF RAS A TROUBLE-MAKER 

F1S678 ~TU~E~TS THINK OF RAS BEINC AThLETJC 
Ac I troubl•-m ■ ker 

As at h I et, c 
PER- WCTD 

PER- WCTO RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT 
RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT 

VERV ... , ... , ....••••... ,,,., .. 1 731 3.5% •.Slit 
VERY .. ,,,,.,, .. ,.,,,,,,,, ... , . 1 3•65 16, 71! 20.2'1! SOMEWHAT . . , •. , . , ........ , .... . 2 ., 16 19. 9'1t 2•. 1'11 
SOMEWHAT., .. , . , , , , •. , ...... , .. 2 7731 37 ,3'11 45.6'1t NOT AT ALL . , .•• , . , . , .... , , . , . , 3 11920 57.6% 71.•'lt 
NOT AT ALL .... , ... ,, ... , ..... . 3 5596 27 'c,q; 3•. 2'1t RESERVED CODES: 
RESERVEC CODES: NONRESPONDENTS & DROPOUTS,,, 2485 12.01\ <MISS! 

NONRESPONDENTS & DROPOUTS, .. 2•85 12,0'li <MISS) MULTIPLE RESPONSE ....•. , .. ,. 6 12 .11! <MISS I 
MULTJ~L~ ~ESPONSE .......... . 6 3 ,01! (MISS) MISS INC ... ,., ..•.....•.... ,. 8 1••2 7,011 (MISS! 
MISS IN~. . .. , . , ..... , .. 8 1426 6.9111: <MISS> 

TOTALS: 20706 100,01\ 100.0'lt 
TOTAL·S: 20706 100.0'li 100,0111: 

Qu11 ti on 67C Tap, Poi, 479-479 
Quu ti on 67C Top, Poo, 41&-41& Fo,,.a-t: 11 

ForMat: 11 
F1S67C THINK OF RAS PART OF THE LEADING CROWD 

F1S67C STUDENTS THINK R JS SOCIALLY ACTIVE 
Ac part ol the leading crowd 

As 10C 1 ft i I, .!. ~ ~ ••,. ~ 
PER- WCTD 

PER- WCTD RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT 
Rr.S~~NE!: CODES FREQ CENT PCT ---------------- VERY ----------.... , .• , .. , ........ , .. , ... 1 2662 12.9\t 15.9~ 

YERV .. •20• 20. 3%. 2.C, 9'1t SOMEWHAT .. , ...•.. , ............ 2 85•6 A 1. 31t 50.91< 
SOMEWHAT., .. , , . , .. , ........... 2' 9786 4?. 311 57,711 NOT AT ALL ...... , .... ,.,.•,•,, 3 5518 26.6\t 33. 11, 
NOT AT ALL .... ,.,, ............ 3 2792 13, 5'1t 17 .31! RESERVED CODES: 
RESERVED CODES: NONRESPONDENTS & DROPOUTS ... 2485 12 .0111: (MISS! 

NONllESPONOENTS & DROPOUTS. , . 2485 12. 0": <MISS> MULTIPLE RESPONSE .......... , 6 8 .O\t <MISS l 
MVi.. 7J r:i..E RESPONSE ...... , .... 6 e '0': <MISS! MISSINC., ..... , ...... , ...... 8 1487 7,211 <MISS l 
MISS I NC. ...... , . , ..... , . , .... e 1"29 6.911t (MISS l 

TOTALS: 20706 100.0'lt 100.0lt 
TOTALS: 20706 100.0'lt 100.~ 

Qu11 ti on 67H Tap, Po,. ~80-480 
Tap, Po,. 476-476 For-"'at: I 1 
ForMat: I 1 

F1S67H THINK OF RAS NOT FJTTINC IN ANY CROUP 
F1S67D STUDENTS THINK P IS A GOOD STUDENT 

Ac not fit t; ng ; n ony group 
Ac a good student 

PER- WCTD 
PER- WCTD RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT 

RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT --------
VERY .... , .......... , .......... 673 3.3'< •.21! 

VERY ........... ,., ...... , .,... 1 5073 2•. 5... 28.81! SOMEWHAT,., •.•..• , ......... , .. 2 2662 12. 91t 15. •llt 
SOMEWHAT .......... , , . . . . . . . . . . 2 10003 A8.3'1! 60.81! NO> AT ALL ... , •.. ,.,, .... ,,••• 3 13'529 6• .911! 80.•'"-
NOT A~ ALL ... , ......... ,...... 3 ,,,2 8.31! 10.•~ RESERVED CODES: 
RESERVED CODES: NONRESPONDENTS & DROPOUTS.,. 2•85 12 .OIi! (MISS I 

NONRESPONDENTS & DROPOUTS ... 2485 12.0'lt <MISS l MUtTIPLE RESPONSE.,., .. , .... 6 2 .Ollt <MISS l 
~U.TJPLE RESPONSE ... ,....... 6 3 . o ... <MISS> MISSING ...... ,, ...... ,.,., .. e 1•55 7. O'lt (MISS) . 
MISSING..................... 8 1420 6 ,91! <MISS! 

TOTALS: 20706 100,01\ 100.011 
TOTALS: 20706 100.0'li 100.0'lt 

THE FOLLOWJNC QUESTIONS ARE IMPORTANT TO UNDERSTAND HO'I' 
YOUR FRIENDSHIPS RELATE TO YOUR LIFE, 

Quo I ti on 67E Tipo Poo, 411-411 
Fo,.,at I 11 

•1S67E STUDENTS THINK OF RAS BEING IMPORTANT 
Qu11lhn 88 Tap, Poi. ~&1-481 

As ,mportant Fo,11at: 11 

PER- WCTD F1S68 CLOSE FRIENDS NOW FRIENDS IN 8TH CRADE 
RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT ---------- -------- Do you h1v1 1ny close friends now who were 1110 your friends 

VERY .. , ........ , ........... . .. 1 3•07 16.511 20.2\t when you were in the 1,ghth gradt1
SOMEWHAT .... , .. , ..... , ........ 2 1 1161 53.911 66.•~ 
P.:01 A> AL!. ... , , ....•. , , ....... 3 2196 10.6'1t 13. •t. PER-· WGTD 
RESERVEC- CODES: RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT 

NONRESPONDENTS & DROPOUTS ... 2•85 12.0'lt CMJSS l --------
MULT!P~E RESPONSE ... ,,,,, ... 6 6 .OIi <MISS! YES ....... , .• , ... , ...• ,.,, ..... 1 15515 74. 9'1! 87.811 
MISSING .... , .. ,, ...... , .... , 8 1451 7 .0111: <MISS! NO ... , ... , .•. , ... ,,., ... , ..... 2 1698 8.211 12, 21! 

RESERVED CODES: 
TOTALS: 20706 100.0'lt 100.0'lt NONRESPONDENTS & DROPOUTS ... 2485 12 ,Olt <MISS) 

MISSING.,, ... ,, ..... , ....... e 1008 ".91t <MISS) 

TOTALS: 20706 100.0111: 100.011 
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Tope Pot, •86••86 
Qu11t ton 69 Topo Pot, •12-•82 For.Mot: I 1 

FonHt : II 
F1S70C AMONC FRIENDS,HOW I MPORTANT PLAY SPORTS 

F 1$69 NUMBER 0~ CLOSE FRIENDS WHQ DROPPED OUT 
Pla y ,ports '? 

Altoget>,er , kow man y o{ r ou, close friench have dropped out 
of cch0 O1 w i thout graduat i ng1 .COo not. 1nctudt those who PER• WCTD 
ha v t transferred t o 1nothtr 1chool . ) RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT 

PER- WCTI> NOT IMPORTANT ,., . . , , . . . , . .. , .. I ••89 2 1, ,., 27. O•. 
RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT SOMEWHAT IMPORTANT . ,., .,, ... ,, 2 7,.9, 36.2'" •3 . 6~-------- VERY IMPORTANT. , . . , . .. , .. .. , . , 3 5115 29.5\t 

NONE ---------- 2, ' '" OF THEM. , ,, . . , ,, , ,,,·, ·· , 0 13047 63.0!t ?3. 8!t RESERVED CODES : 
SOME OF THEM . ,., , . . . ,,. ,,, . .. , . 1 381 .. 18 , 4'11 , .. . 2'11 NONRESPONDENTS & DROPOUTS . .. 2485 12 . O!t 111155 ) 
MOST OF THEM,,, .. ,,, , , .. , , ,, .. 2 307 1, 5'11 1,9.. MULTIPLE RESPONSE . .... , ,., ,. 6 19 . 1!t (MISS l 
ALL OF THEM. , .,, . , . .. , , ,,,,, ,. 3 40 , 211 . 2!t MISS I NC: , , •• , •• , , , •. , , •• , , .•• 8 1104 s. J!t !MISS > 
RESERVED CODES : 

NONRESPONDE NTS & DROPDIJTS . .. 2485 12 . Ole (MISS l TOTALS: 20?06 100 . 0'I'. 100. 0'11 
MULi IPLE RtSPONSE .. ... . ,, ,,. 6 1 , o :,. <MISS l 
M I SS I NC. , . , , , . , . . . , . . ... , , , , 8 1012 4,9\t (MISS l 

T·OTALS: 20706 100 . 0!t 100 . 0'lt 

Qu11 tton 700 Tope Po,, •e6-A86 
Forlftat : I 1 

F 1S700 AMONC · FRIENDS HOW IMP TO GET COOO GRADES 
Qu11t1on 70 

Col lilOOd grade,., 

PE•- WCTD 
RESPONSE COOES FREI;: CENT PCT 

Amon, the f r iends y ou hang out with, how ,mport1nt i s 
i l to NOT IMPORT ANT, , .. , , , , .. ,. , , , , .. I 973 4 . 7 ... 5.6.. 

SOMEWHAT IMPORT ANT .. , .. , , . , . , , 2 7608 A4 .4r.:_36. " ' VER Y IMPORTANT . ,.,,, , ,, , . , . . . , 3 8438 40 . 81t 50 . 0;; 
RESERVED CODES: 

NONRESPONDENTS g DROPOUTS . . , 2.085 12 .O'lt lll!SS l 
MUL.TIPLE RESPONSE, .. ... . .. , . 6 1 .O'lt (MISS > 
MISS INC, . . , . . ,. , ... .. . . . ,., . 8 1201 5.81t !MISS > 

TOTALS: 20706 100 . 0!t 100.or-. 

Qu11tion 70A Tope Pot, .a3-•13 
For•ot: 11 

F1S70A Jl,lc:>QRTANT TO ATTENO CLASSES RECULARL Y 

At t I no' c l a,1c, r1gr..i!ar 1v 1 

PER- WC.TO 
RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT Qu11 t ton ?OE Tope Pot, •81-•87 ---------- -------- Forfflal: I 1 

NOT ll,IOQl;TANT ,., .. , .. . , , , , . . , . I 685 3.3t. 3.9t. 
SOl,IEWnAT IMPORTANT, . . . , .. ... .. 2 6~93 31, 8•. 39.0't F 1S70E IMPORTANT TO BE POPULAR WITH STUDENTS 
VER~ IMPORTANT,, . . ... .. ....... 3 9889 47,S!t 57 . 2!t 
RESERVEO CODES : Be pop1,.1lar/w•ll-li~•d by student,? 

NONRESPONDENTS & OROPOIJTS . . , 2485 12 . 0!t (MISS> 
MULTIPLE RESPONSE . . ... ... ... 6 1 (MISS> PER- WCTD.°" MISS I NC . . . .. .. , . , , , . . , .. ... . 8 1053 5. 1!t (MISS) RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT 

TOTALS: 20706 100 . 0~ 100.0!t NOT IMPORTANT ... ,,, , .. , . , . , . . . 2ooe 9 . 7!t 11. 9" 
SOMEWHAT IMPORTANT,, .. , ,, , .. ,, 8826 42 . 61t 5 I, 6~ 
VERY IMPORTANT,, , .. , , .. , , , . . , . 6296 30 , Alt . J6 . S" 
RESERVED COOES: 

NONRESPONDENTS & DROPOUTS . . . 2,e5 12 . 0!t !MISS 1 

MULTIPLE RESPONSE .. , . . .. .. . . 6 5 . O\t <M ISS > 
MISSING, .. , .. , .. .. .. .. , .. ,, , 8 1086 S . 21t !MISS ) 

TOTALS: 20706 100 . 0!t 100 . 0't 

Qu.. tton 708 Tope ~ot, .a•-••" 
For•otl 11 

F1S 70B AMONG FRIENOS,HOW IMPORTANT TO STUDY 

Study? 
PER- WCTD 

RESPONSE COOES FREQ CENT PCT Qu11tton 70F Tepe Pot , •ae-•aa -------- Forwiat: 11 
NOT I MPORTAN7 . , . , . , , , . , , , , .. , , 1 1"57 7 .Olt 8 . 6!t 
SOMEWHAT IMPORTANT, , . . , , . .. , .. 2 9272 44 . Bit 54 , 811, F 1S70F AMONG FRIENDS HOW IMPORTANT TO FINISH HS 
VERY IMPORTANT , .. ,, , . . , . . .. , .. 3 lj.016 31 . 0'lt 36 . 611, 
RESERVED CODES : F; n, ah h i gh 1 c:hoo I'> 

NONRESPONDENTS & DROPOUTS . , , 2485 12. O'lt !MISS) 
MUL Tl PLE RESPONSE, . , ... . , , .. 6 3 . Olt <MISS l PEA- WCTD 
MISS I NC , . .. , , .. . , ... . , , . , . . . 8 1073 5 . 2t. < MISS l RESPONSE CODES FREQ CEliT PCT 

TOTALS: 20706 100.0!t 100.0'lt NOT IMPORTANT. , .. , . .. , , , .. . , , . 1 385 1 . 9'1t 2. 2•. 
SOMEWHAT IMPORTANT, ,.,, , .. .... 2 291 7 ,.._. Ht 18 . 0~ 
VERV IMPORT ANT .. , . , . , . , . , , , . , . 3 1376• 66 . 5'11 79 . 8" 
RESERVED CODES : 

NONRESPONDENTS & DROPOUTS . . , 2,es 12, O!t <MISS l 
MULTIPLE RESPONSE, . , , . , . . .. . 6 3 . O"- (Mls·s l 
MfSS I NC, , , • , . . , , , , , .. , . , . , . , 8 1152 S. 6!t (MISS) 

TOTALS : 20706 100 . 0!t 100.0lt 
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Quution 70K Tap ■ Po,, 413-493 
Qu11 ti on 70C Tape Poo , 419-419 · Fo,,.at1 11 

Fo,.,at: II 
F 1 S70K IMPORTANT TO DO COMMUNITY WORK,VOLUNTEER 

FtS70G ll,IOORTANT TO HAVE STEA~Y BOY : GIRLFRIEND 
Do cornn,un it y worla or volunl••r? 

Hev, • l\tld) boyf ,,end , 91r If, 1end? 
PER- WGTD 

PE.R- WGTD RESPONSE __CODES..;. _____ FREQ CEl<T PCT 
RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT-------- NOT IMPORTAl<T,, • .........·. , ... 1 10187 59 . Alt ---------- •9 . 21t 

NOT IMPORTANT .. ,., ... ,,,,, . , . 1 3695 17, 8'1t 21.0lt SOMEWHAT IMPORTANT ... ,,, , ,,,,, 2 6100 29. !" 35. 9\t 
SOMEWt-tAT ll,IOQ~TANT,,, , , , , .... , 2 9668 56. 2'1t VERY IMPORTANT . .. , ., . ..... ; , .. 3 805 3',91t ... ,1146. '" VERY JMOORTANT,,,, ,, , , , , . . . , .. 3 3761 18. 21t 22,811 RESERVED CODES: 
RESERVED CODES: NONRESPONDENTS I DROPOUTS.,. 205 12.~ <MISS> 

NONRESPONDENTS & DROPOUTS . . . 2•85 12,0lt <MISS l MULTIPLE RESPONSE, ; .. ,,,,,,, 6 (MISS l2 -~ MUl TIPlE RESPOP<SE ... , , . , , , , , 6 3 .Olt (MISS·> MISSINC . ..• .. ,,,,, .. ,,, ..... 8 112' 5,4'M, (MISS l 
MJSSJN::; . ' ... ' .. .... ' ..... . . ' . 8 1094 5,31! (MISS l 

TOTALS: 20706 100.0lt 1oc.or.,;
TOTA;..S: 20706 100.0': 100.0'ft 

Quoation 70L Tape Poo. 414-49,. 
Quotlton ?OH Tope Pu. · 490-490 Fo,.,at: 11 

Fo,.,al: 11 
F1S70L AMONC FRIENOS,HOW IMPORTANT TO HAVE JOB 

JMOOOTANT TO BE ~ILLING TO PARTY 

Be .... , 11,n_; tc pert~. gel -..., ld 1 
PER- WCTO 

PER- WCTD RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PC_T 
RESPONSr. CODES FREQ CEl<T PCT 

NOT IMPORTANT,,,,, . ,, . . , ; , .. ,, 1 337 ,7 16, 31< 18,3'r. 
NO~ l MPORT A.,;.,. ..• , •...• , •. , • • , . 1 •650 22. Sit 27.9'1! SOMEWHAT IMPORTANT.,,,, .•... ,, 2 7668 37 .O'lt ••• 4 .. 
S01r.4EW'"1A:' ?,-,o~O'!AN1 . . • ,.. 2 77•5 3, . .. ,. .... 111: VERY IMPORTANT ... .. ,,, . ... ,.,, 3 603.. 29. 11< 37 ..... 
VERY IMP0~1A~~ -,, , .... , , . . . . . . 3 •716 22 . 81t 27 .911 RESERVED CODES : 
RESERVED COCES : NONRESPONDENTS & DROPOUTS . .. 2 .. es 12,011 <MISS> 

NONRESPONDENTS & DROPOUTS.,. 2•85 12.~ <MISS> MUI. Tl Pl£ RESPONSE ......• ••.. 6 2 .Olot <MISS> 
MULTIPLE RESPONSE : .. , .... ,., 6 6 ,O'r. (M!SSl MISSING . ........•........ . .. B 1 , ..o 5,5'1t <MISS> 
MISSJN::;.. ..... .... .. ........ 8 I 1QA 5.31ot <MISS) 

TOTALS: 20706 100.0lt 100.0lot 
TOTALS : 20706 100.0lt 100 . 0lt 

Quulton 701 Tap ■ ~01, 491-491 
For01at: 11 

F1S701 IMOORTANT TO CONT I NUE EDUCATION PAST HS 
Of all th• peopl• yo1,,1 know personally, young or adult, th,nk 

Cont,nut th• Ir educat,on P• • t· h1 gh school? about the peraon you admire the moat. How wo1.1IC1 you describe 
th11 per,on? 

PEA- WCTD 
RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT 

NOT IMPORTANT .... , . . , . , , , . , •.. 1 136,4 6,611 8.311 
SOMEWHAT l~PORTANT, , . .... , .... 2 6Ao48 3 I, 11! 39. 2'11 
VE~ " I l,IPQRT ANT .. . • . , .. , .. , , , , . , , 3 9293 ••.91t 52.S'lt 
Ar.SERVE:- CO:OES: 

NONRESPQNDE~TS & DROPOUTS ... 2o485 12. Olot <MISS l 
MUL:rl PLE RESPONSE .... . .. .. .. 6 2 <MISS> 
Ml SS INC ........ , , ..... . . .... 8 t ~ 1 .. !:i.·°"'.. lt <MISS l Quutton 71A Tap ■ Poo, 495-49! 

For01at: II 
TOTALS : 20706 100, ()lo 100 , 0'I 

F1S71A PERSON R ADMIRES THE MOST IS POPULAR 
Th, 1 per-ion II popu I 1r-

PEA- WCTD 
RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT 

APPLIES ...•• .. , ..... , .. , ... .. . I 10010 .. e. 311 59 . , ... 
DOES NOT APPLY,,,,, .. ,, , ,,, , ,, 2 7070 34. 111 .. 0.9":': 

QuuUon 70J Tape Poo, 492-492 RESERVED CODES: 
For•at: 11 NONRESPONDENTS & DROPOUTS , .. 2 .. 85 12 .Olt <MISS l 

MISS INC .•...• ·...••.• . ... , , .. 8 1 ,. , s. Sit <MISS> 
F1S70J IMP TO PARTICIPATE IN RELICIOUS ACTIVITY 

TOTALS: 20706 100.0lt 100.0lt 
Part1c1pate ,n rtl ,,1ou1 act1v1t1e1~ 

PER- WCTD 
RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT 

NCT IMPOR~A~T .. .. ......... ... . 1 8•3.. •O. 71! ..1 .9'11 
SOMEWNA~ IMPORTANT .. , .. ,,., .. . 2 6963 33. 61ot .. 1 . 611 
VERY I MPOli_TANT .. , . , .... , . , , , .. 3 1671 8. 11, 10.6'1t 
RESERVED CODES: 

NONRESPONDENTS & DROPOUTS . . . 2 .. 85 12 ,Olt (MISS) 
MULTIPLE RESPONSE ....... ,, .. 6 2 .Olt (MISS> 
M!SSJNC.' . • ••. • • , ••• ,,, .- , . , , •• 8 1161 5.61t (MISS l 

'TOTALS: 20706 100.0lt 100.0'lt 
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Quutlon 71F Tape ·Po,. 600•600 
Quutton 718 Tape Poi, •l&-•16 For11at: II 

For01tl: 11 
PERSON R ADMIRES MOST DRIVES A NICE CAR 

F1S71B PERSON R ADM IRES THE MOST IS HONEST 
T'"'i, pe,.,on d,. i .ves • nice car 

Thi 1 DI r I 0"' ' .honett 
· PER- WG'"D 

PER- WGTO RESPONSE COOES FREQ CENT PCT 
RESPONSE COOES FREQ CE.NT PCT ---------------- APPL I ES .. ••. . . .. .•. ,., .. .. •. .. 5507 26,6111 32 . 3'1t 

APPLIES .... .... ..• . . ,.•,. ••, •• I 13658 66 . 011 79 , 811 DOES NOT APPLV ....... .. ..... ... I 1573 55.911t 67 . ?Ii 
ODES NOT APPLY . . .• , • •... . , . • • • 2 3,422 16.511 20.211 RESERVED COOES : 
RESERVED COOES: NONRESPONDENTS & DROPOUTS . •. 2485 12. OIi (MISS)

NONRESPONDENTS & DROPOUTS ... 2,es 12.011 <MISS) MISSING .• ••.• ...... • . . ... .•. 8 11"1 5. 511 (MISS) 
.MISSING . , . • , .•... • . , . •.. . .•. 8 11"1 5 . 511 (MISS.> 

TOTALS: 20706 100.011 100 . 0I! 
TOTALS : 20706 100 . 011 100.011 

Quutloft 71C T•P• Poi, 601•601 
Quii1tlon 71C Tap• Poo . •97-•17 ForMal : 11 

For10at: 11 
F1S71C PERSON R ADMIRES THE MOST HAS A JOB 

F 1 S?IC PER.SON R ADMIRES THE MOST CRESSES WELL 
Thi 1 per-son has an i mportant job 

Th1s p•rson dresses well 
PER- WGTD 

PER- WGTO RESPONSE COOES FREQ CENT PCT 
RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT --------APPLIES •.. ......•.. , .... .. .... I 5218 25 . 211! 31. 1": 

A~P~IES .. .. ,',. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . I 1203A 58, 1'1t 70 . 511 DOES NOT . APPLY . .... . .. ........ 2 11862 s;.J.,. 68.9'< 
00~5 NOT APPLY . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . 2 50•6 2 ◄ .,11 29 , 5111 RESERVED CODES : 
RESERVED COOES : NONRESPONDENTS & DROPOUTS ... 2,5s 12 .O'lt !MISS> 

NON~ESOONDENTS 6 DROPOUTS ... 2A85 12. OIi '<MISS> MISSING .... . ...... . . .... • . .. B 11A 1 5. 511! !MISS l 
M ! SS l N~ .• •• , .•. .• . , . • • • . • . • . 8 11,C t s. 51! <MISS )----- TOTALS: 20706 100.0'lo 100 . 0'< 

TOTALS: 20706 160. OIi 100,0lt 

Qu- ■ tlon 71H Tap• Po, . 102-602 
Cllito t • c.o 710 Tape Poi. 411-•II Fo•M.at: 11 

For•el : 11 
F1571H PERSON •R ADMIRES MAKES A LOT OF MONE Y 

FIS?IO PERSON R ADMIRES THE MOST IS INTELLIGENT 
Thi, per• on fflaket I lot of tnoney 

1h11 person 11 in t.itll i gent 
PER- WCTO 

PER- WGTO RESPONSE COOES FREQ CENT PCT 
FREQ CENT PCT --------APPLJ.ES .. ...... . •.... .. . . ..... I A 114 19. 9'< 2• . 2": 

APPLIES .. . • .... • ,. , ,.. . . . .. . .. I 12975 62.71t 75.0lt DOES NOT APPLY .. . , .•.. . . . , . . , . 2 12966 62. 61t 75. 811 
DOES NOT APPLY.. .. .. .. . .. .. .. . 2 4105 19.811 25. OIi RESERVED CODES : 
RESERVED CODES: NONRESPONDENTS & DROPOUTS . .. 2,es 12 . 011 (MISS > 

NONRESPONOE~TS & DROPOUTS ... 2A85 12 . 011 IMISSJ MISS ING .• . , ..... ..... ... .... B 1141 5. Sit !MISS ; 
MISSING ... ... .. ...... .. . ... . 8 1 141 5.51! (MISS ) 

TOTALS: 20706 100.0llt 100.0lt 
TOTALS: 20706 100.0lt 100.0lt 

Qu- ■ tloft 711 Tapa Po,. 103-6D3 
Qu.. lion 71E T•P• Po, , . • 11-•19 For•al1 11 

For••t: II 
F 15711 PERSON · R ADMIRES MOST IS COOO AT SPORTS 

F1571E PERSON R ADMIRES THE MOST UNDERSTANDS R 
This per1'ot1 it good et tpo,.t, 

Th11 person under1tand1 me 
PER- WCTO 

PER- WGTO RESPONSE COO ES FREQ CENT PCT 
~ESPDNSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT 

APPLIES . . , . ..•. ..•• ..... • . .• .. 7198 3A.81t .. , . ,41! 
APPLIES • ..... •. , .. ,.. .. . . .... . I 13311 6•. J'lt 78.311 DOES NOT APPLY. , , , .• .... . . , ... 9882 .., . ?It 58. 6'-t. 
OOES NOT APPLY .. .. .... .. .. .. ; . 2 3769 1e.211 21. 711 RESERVED CODES: 
RESERVED COOES: NONRESPONDENTS & DROPOUTS . . . 2,ils 12 . 01! !MISS l 

NONRESPONDENTS & DROPOUTS ... 2A85 ·12 . OIi (MISS) MISSING.. .. .. .. .. .. .... .... . B t 141 5 . 5~ <MISS I 

MI SSING ... ....... .. .... . .. .. 8 11"1 5.51t (MISS> 
TOTALS: 20706 100 . 0'lt 100.0lt 

TOTALS : 20706 100.0lt 100.0lt 
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Cluuttoft 73A Topo Poi, 108-608
Topo Po,, &o•-1~ Fo,,.ot: 11 
Fo,,.ot:. 11 

F1S73A PEOPLE .R SPENDS TIME WITH 13YRS/YOUNCER
FI S 7\ J ADMJqED PERSON THINKS THE . WA Y R DOES 

13 or younge r 

PER- WCTD 
PER- WCTD RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT 

RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT ---------------- APPLIES . . . .....•••.... . . ... ... I 815 3 .911! · A . 811 
APPL! ES . .. . , . . . . ..... • · · · · · · · • 1 11910 57 . 511 69.511 DOES NOT APPLY .. , , ... . . •. . .. , . 2 16226 78,Alt 95 , 211 
DOES NOT APPLY ; .. . . ........ .. . 2 5170 25.0!I 30.Slt RESERVED CODES: 
RESERVED CODES: NONRESPONDENTS I DROPOUTS .. . 2A85 12 . OIi !MISS)

NONRESPONDENTS & DROPOUTS ... 2A85 12. 01! (MISS> MISS INC .. . •. . • . , .. .•••.•.• •. 8 1180 5 . 711 (MISS) 
II ISSI NC .. .. ...... . . . . .. . . . . . 8 1 IA 1 5. 511 <MISS> 

TOTALS: 20706 10C . DI! 100.0!I 
TOTALS : 20706 100.011 100 . 0lt 

Clu11 tt oft 73B Tope Poa. 1D.9-109 
Clu11llon 711( T ■ po Po,. 106-606 Fo,,.ot: 11 

For,oot: 11 
F1S73B PEOPLE R SPENDS TIME WITH 1A-15YRS OLD 

FIS 7 1K R DOES NOT ADMIRE ANYONE 
1A-l5 ye Ir I old 

J do not adm1r1 an y one 
PER- WCTD 

PER- WCTD RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT 
RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT --------

APPLIES .. .......... .. .. . . ... .. 1 5553 26.8':. 3.1 .-611 
APPLIES . .. . . ... . ............. . 1 1262 6. 111 7. 91t DOES NOT APPLY ...... . . ... ... . . 2 I 1A88 55.5\t 68 . 4'ri 
DOES NOT APP ~Y.. .. . .. .. . .. .. .. 2 15818 76 . Alt 92. 1'1l RESERVEO CODES: 
RESERVED CODES : NONRESPONDENTS I DROPOUTS . .. 2485 12 .0" .(MISS>

NONRESPONDENTS & O~OP~~TS . .. 2A85 12 . Olt (MISS> . 11·1sSJNC .... .. .• ....... ... .. . 8 1180 5. 711 <MISS > 
MISS I NC . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 8 1141 ' 5 . 511 <MISS > 

TOTALS: 20706 100.011 100.0lt 
TOTALS : 20706 100.0l! 100 . 011 

Cluu tt Of\ 73C T·ope Po 1 • 6 10-6 1 0 
Cluutloft 72 T ■ po Poi, 108-607 Fo.,•ot: 11 

Fo••ot: 12 
F1S73C PEOPLE R SPENDS TIME WI TH 16-17YRS OLD 

F1S72 R'S REcATJONSH I F TO THE ADM J° RED PERSON 
16-17 y•1r1 o f d 

What ,1 vour rel1t1on1 h 1p le tr-iat pe.-,on and what is h,, or 
nar age? PER- WCTD 

RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT 
PER- WCTD --------RESPONSE COOES FREQ . CENT PCT APPL I ES .. .......... .. . ....... . I IA269 68.911 82 . 711 

DOES NOT APPLY ..... . . . , .. ..... 2 2772 13 .Alt 17 . 311 
A FRIEND 15 OF< VOUNCER .. . . ... . 1 1197 6 . 811 8.01\ RESERVED CODES: 
~ FRIEND 16-19 YEARS OLD . .. . . . 2 5180 26.0'lt 34.AII NONRESPONDENTS & DROPOUTS . .. 2485 12 .Olt <MISS> 
A FRIEND 20-25 YEARS OLC . . .. . . 3 638 3. II! 5.0lt M!SSINC .• . ...... .... .... .. . . 8 1180 5 . 711 <MISS> 
A FRIEND 2E OF< OLDER .. . .. .. . . . 7A2 3.611 ... 6!t•MOTHER / FATHE~ ..... ... . ...... . . 8 1861 9. 11t 12 . 71! TOTALS: 20706 100.0'lt 100.011 
A RELATIVE 15 OR YOUNC[F . . .. . . 9 52 . 311 . 31t 
A RELATIVE 16-19 YEAR S OLO .•• . 10 368 1. 8'1! ·2 . .. ,. 
A RELA:IVE 20-25 YEARS CLO . .. . 11 661 3.211 ,. . 311 
RELATIVE 26 OR OLDER ....... . . . 12 850 • . 111 6 . 511 
SPOUSE / BOVFRIENO!ClRLF~iEN= 
1 5 OR YOUNGER . .. . . ........ ... . 13 279 1 . 311 1.911 
SPOUSE / BOYFRIEND / CIRLFR!ENO 
16- I 9 .YEARS OLD . . . ...... .... . . 1A 1539 7 ..... 11,311 
SPOUSE/BOYFR!ENO / CIRLFRIENO 
20-25 YEARS OLD . . . . . . . .. . . . .. . I 5 197 1.0!I 1 .611 Cluuttof\ 730 Tope Poi, 611~611 
SPOUSE / BOYFRIEND / CIRLFRJENC Fo••ol l · 11 
26 OR OLDER ..... .. . . .. ... . ... . 16 15 , Ill . nt 
OTHER 15 OR YOUNCER ... .. .... . . 17 30 , 111 . 211 F1S73D PEOPLE R SPENDS TIME WITH ·1e-19YRS OLD 
OTHER 1e-1~ YEARS OLD .. .. . .. .. 18 233 1. 1'1! 1 .Alt 
OTHER 20-2: YEAR S o~o .. .. ... . . 19 250 I. 2'-: I. 8"' 18-19 ye1r1 old 
OTHER 26 OR OLDEF< ... .. ..... .. . 20 508 2.511 3. 511 
RESERVED CODES : PER- WCTD 

NONRESPONDENTS & DROPOUTS . . . 2A85 12 . Ol! (II! SS > RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT 
MULTIPLE· RESPONSE ........ .. . 96 969 A . 71t <MISS> --------

6 . 611 c1,n ss > ----------MISS I NC .. .. . . .... ..... . .. . . . 98 1370 APPL I ES ••••.•••••• ••.• •• • • • •. • I •809 23.2'1! 30 . 21t 
LEC!ilMATE SK I P ...... ..... .. 99 1262 6. 111 <MISS> DOES NOT APPLY ..• . . . . . . ..... . . 2 12232 59. Ht 69,81'. 

RESERVED CODES : 
TOTALS : 20706 100.0'lt 100.011 NONRESPONDENTS & DROPOUTS . . . 2•85 12 .01\ (MISS> 

II ISSI NC • . ...... . .• . ...... .. . 8 1180 6 . 711 <MISS> 

TOTALS: 20706 100 . 0lt 100.01< 
NOTE : Rtci,cn,t cattgor , es 5, E. e1"d ha v t been col lapsed 
,nto cattgor; 8 . 

Cluo1tioft 73 

Th,n"- about a 11 the peopl t with who,n you 1p1nd fflOlt of your 
time. What age ;roup 1r1 lht y jn? 
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Quootton 76 T1po Poi. 616-616 
Question 73E T ■ pa Po1. &12~&12 Foriut: 11 

For011t: 11 
F1S?5 CONSIDER HAVING A CHILD BEFORE MARRIAGE 

FIS7JE PEOPLE R SPENDS TIME WITH 20-21YRS OLD 
1Mou I Cl you con11dar hav,ng • c"' i Id ii you weren't 'm1rr 1ed."> 

20-:,2' yt1rs old 
PER- . WGTD 

PER- WCTO RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT 
RESPONSE CODES . FREQ CENT PCT --------

VES .... ... ......... • · ... · · · •; · 1 1668 e. 111t 10. 61\ 
APPLIES,., ..... ,.............. 1 2060 9.9'1t 12. 71t MAYBE . .... .. .......• • ....••... 2 JS I 2 1,. o•. 20.6"-
DOES· NOT APPL V. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 1A981 87.311! NO ........ ..... ........ ·....... 3 10660 51. 5"- 62.6'it72 ·'"RESERVED CODES: OON•T KNOW .... . . .....•. . •••••· .. 1073 5.211 6.J't< 

NONRESPONDENTS ·& DROPOUTS ... 2485 12 .Cit OollSS) RESERVED CODES: 
MISSING . .. ... ............... 8 1180 5.711 (MISS) NONRESPONDENTS & DROPOUTS ... 2485 t 2 .O!t Oil SS l 

MULTIPLE RESPONSE ..... ... ... 6 1 .Olt illllSS)
TOTALS: 20706 100 . 0'lt 100. O'lt MISSING .... ......... .• .... .. 8 1307 6 . 3'"- !MISS ) 

TOTALS: 20706 100 . 0lt 100. or;, 

Quetlton· 73F Tape Poi. &13-613 
For01at: 11 

Quo1tlon 76. T1po Poi. 617-617 
F1S73F PEOPLE R SPENDS TIME WITH 22-25YRS OLD For Mat: l 1 

22-25 yeer1 old FIS76 R HAVE ANY CHILDREN OF <HIS/HER> OWN 
PER- WGTO Do you have any children of your Owl"I'? 

RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT 
PER- WCTD 

APPLIES.......... . ........ .... 1 1235 6 . O'lt 7.81! RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT 
DOES NO, APPLY . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 15806 76.3'it 92.21! --------
RESERVED CODES : . YES, I DO .. .... ....... .. .. .. . . 1 •08 2 . 0'lt 2.5',: 

NONRES?ONDE~,S & DROPOUTS ... 2A85 12 .O'lt <MISS> NQ, I OQN•T .... ................ 2 18265 8€.2"' 95. s.-; 
lol!SSJNG.. .. .. . .............. 8 1180 5 .7 '1t (MISS l NO, BUT I'M EXPECTING ONE .... . 3 33• 1.Ei~ '. 9":

RESERVED CODES : 
TOTALS: 20706 100 . 0'lt 100.0lt NONRESPONDENTS . ... . . ........ 1442 7. O<ot tMISS1 

REFUSAL ........ .... ......... 7 31 .1'1t tM!SSl 
MISS! NC .............. . .. . . .. 8 226 1. 1'11 lill!SS> 

TOTALS : 20706 100.0lt 100.0:,; 

NOTE: This v1riable 1ncluaes data for dropovts also. 

Que1tton 73C ~•P• Poa . E1•-61A 
ForMat: 11 

FIS7JG PEOPLE R SPENDS TIME WITH 26YRS ANO OLOR 

26 and oleler 

PER- WGTO 
RESPONSE CODES . FREQ CENT PCT Quoatton 771NTAO 

APPLIES....... . ..... . ... . ..... 1 2028 9.8.. 12 ·'"' DOES NOT APPLY.. ... .. ..... . . .. 2 15013 72.511 87 ,6!t 
RESERVED CODES: 

NONRESPON~ENTS & DROPOUTS . . . 2•85 12 .O'lt <MISS> QUESTIONS 77 THROUGH eo ARE VOLUNTARY . WE HOPE YO.; Iii!~~ 
lol!SSJNC.. .. . . .......... . ... . 8 1180 5 . 7.. <MISS> ANSWER EVERY QUEST I ON, BUT VOU MA,. SK IP ANY QUEST l ON 

YOU 00 NOT WISH TO ANSWER. 
TOTALS: 20706 100 . 0lt 100. O'lt 

QUESTIONS 7A-76, LIKE ALL ITEMS JN THIS. QUESTIONNAIRE, ARE Quutton 77 T ■ po Poi, &18-618 
VOLUNTARY. WE HOPE YOU WILL ANSWER EVERY QUESTION, BUT YOU For,.at: 12 
MAY SKIP AN, QUESTION YOU 00 NOT WISH TO ANSWER. THE 
FOLLOlii!NG QUESTIONS ARE IMPORTANT TO UNDERSTAND HOW YOUR F 1S77 HOW MANY CIGARETTES DOES R SMOKE PER DAY 
RELAT!ONS~l~S RE~ATE TO YOUR OTHER IN-SCHOOL AND OUT OF 
SCHOOL EXPER!E·NCES. How ,,.,,..., c tgarettes do you ~uua i I y 1moke , n a Clay'? 

PER- WCTO 
RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT 

Que1tlon 7• Tape Poi, 116-&1& I DON ' T SMOKE AT ALL . ... .. ... . 0 14046 67;81< 82.21< 
Fora■ t I I 1 LESS THAN 1 CIGARETTE / DAI .... . 1 95, ... 6'11 5 . 211 

1 TO 5 CIGARETTES A DAY . . .... . 2 84• A. I'll 5. 3•. 
F1S7A IMPORlANT TO BE MARRIED BEFORE SEX ABOUT 1/ 2 PACK A DAV ......... . 3 593 2. 9'>: 3.8": 

> 1/2 BUT < 2 PACKS ......... .. .. •60 2 . 21< 3.211 
Oo you th;n ► ,t ,, ;mpo,.tanl lo be married before having 2 PACKS/DAV OR MORE .......... . 5 56 . 3'1t • 3;,; 
•••u• I ,ntercourse1 RESERVED CODES: 

NONRESPONDENTS & DROPOUTS .. . 2485 12 . 011 (MISS>
PER- WGTD MUL Tl PLE RESPONSE . .... ..... . 96 7 • Qo. IM I SS > 

RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT MISS INC . .............. ... .. . 98 1261 6. 111 IMISSl 

NOT IMPORTANT ... ... . .. •... . . . . 1 7186 34.?lt, A2.81t TOTALS : 20105 100.o'II 100 . o'lt 
SOMEWHAT IMPORTANT ............ 2 6138 29. 61o 36 . A'lt 
VERY IMPORTANT .. . .. .. ... ...... 3 3510 17. OIi 20.91o 
RESERVED CODES: 

NONRESPONDENTS & DROPOUTS . . . 2.485 12 . 01; !MISS> 
MU .. T!PLE RESPONSE ..... . ..... 6 5 . 01; (MISS l 
MISSING .. . ... ... ............ 8 1382 6 . 7.. CMISS) 

TOTALS: 20706 100.011 100. O'lt 
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Qu01tloo 79. Tope Poe, 623-123 
Que,tl~o-781NTRO For1ut: 11 

F1S79 I TIMES R HAD 5 DRINKS OR MORE IN A ROW 
Tl-dn~ baelo: ov1r tht LAST TWO WEEKS. Ho-w fl'l ■ ny tiffl ■ I have· 

NEXT WE WAN7 TO AS~ vc~ ABou~ DRINKINC ALCOHOLIC BEVERACES you had five or mer• dnn1o., ,n I roW"i (A Gr1n1t 11 1 
IN:LUDING BEER, WlNE, WINE COOLERS, AND LIQUOR. gl ■ c, of win1 1 a bc,ttle of beer, a shot gl111 of !,quo .. , 

or 1 1t'ltaed ,drinK). 
On how ffllP') occapon, ( if ar,yt hive you hao alcohol 1c 
b•v1,.1ga1 to or1n.,_? PER- WCTO 

RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT 
NONE .. ; •.. , ..... ,,,,,.. ,,,,.,,, 0 12784 76. 21!61. '" .ONCE ..... , ... ,. ,. ,,, . . ,, . • ,,., 1700 8 . 21! 10. 3" 
TWICE ......... ,,, .. , .... ,, .. .. 2' 1081 5. 2'11 6 . ('It 
THREE TO FIVE TIMES .. , ...... .. 3 717 . 3.S'lt ...,'It
SI~ TO NINE TIMES.,,,, , ,, .... . .. 231 1, 11l 1, 60! 
TEN OR MORE TIMES ............ . 5 273 1. 31t 1. 79t 
RESERVED CODES: 

Qu01tloo 78A Tap• Po,. 620-620 NONRESPONDENTS & DROPOUTS .. , 24B5 12 .O'►. <MISS l 
Fo,.,,t: 11 MULTIPLE RESPONSE.,, ....... . 6 e , 09t <MISS> . 

MISSINC .... ,, .... , ... ,,, ... . 8 1•27 6,91\ tMISSl 
F1Si8A It. LJ<E"'IME,I TIMES HAC ALCOHOL TO DRINK 

TOTALS: 20706 100.0lt 100.0llt 

PER- WGTD 
RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT ---------- ----.i.---

0 OCC.t.S ! ONS. ·..• , .• , . , •• ...• .• •. 0 2920 14. Ilk 18 . '" 1-2 OCCASIONS ..... , .. , , ... ,, .. 1 3878 18. ?It 23.•lt 
:?- 1.9 OCCAS t ONS . ...•• , •••.••• , . 2 5619 27. 11t 34,31,. 
20- OCCASIONS. ..... ' .... ' ... '. 3 4013 19. 4'1t 24. 21t 
RESERVED CODES: 

NONRESPONDENTS ~ DRCPO:.JTS, .. 2485 12.0lt (MISS l 
MU~TIPLE RESPOhSE., .. ... , , , , . 6 .. ·.01:. ( MISS I 
MISSING . . . . . . . . ' .. .. ... .... . 8 1787 8.61t (MISS> 

TOTALS: 20706 100.~ 100.0it On how many occ111ons (;f any) have · you used ffl1r1juan1 
(gra11, p-ot) or hashish Ch11h, haih oil)'? 

Quutloo 711! T ■ P• Po,. 621-621 
Foro,1t: 11 Queotlon IOAA T•P• Po ■ , 12•-&24 

Foro,1t: 11 
F1S78B LAS7 17 M0S. Io< T:MES P DRANK ALCOHOL 

F1S80AA IN LIFETIME, I OF TIMES R USED MARIJUANA 

In your lifetime 
PER- WGTO 

RESPONSE COO ES FREQ CENT PCT PER- WCTD 
RESPONSE CODES CENT PCT 

o oc:As :oNs. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . o •672 22. 6"' 30. 6•. 
1-i OCCASIONS .. .... . ......... , 1 •696 2;,79t 30.3'1t 0 OCCASIONS ......... , ... ,.. . .. 0 6•.0I< 79,0;, 
:?-19 OCCASlONS. .... .. . ..... ... 2 46.:!7 22.4'►. 30.2\t 1-2 OCCASIONS .. ......... .. , ... 1 ~ 7,6\t IO.Q<, 
:20- oc:ASIONS................. 3 1427 6.91t 8.81t 3-19 OCCASIONS................ 2 1089 S.311t 6. 3;, 
RESERVED CODES: 20- OCCASIONS. , , ...• , . . . • . . . . . 3 ,.... 3.61t ". 7'1t

NONRESPONDENTS & DROPOUTS.,. 12.0'lt tMISSl RESERVED CODES: 
MOLTIPLE RESPONSE, .. . . . ,., ., 6 ,09t !MISS l NONRES~ONDENTS & DROPou;s,,, 12,0'►. (MISS l 
MISSING..................... 8 11 • 7'11 <MISS l MULTIPLE RESPONSE. . . , .. , ... ,, 6 .O\t (MISS) 
LEGITIMATE SKIP ............ , 9 1,8!t (MISS! MISSING..................... 8 7,5\t <M.ISSl 

TOTALS: 20706 100.0'lt 100.0'11 TOTALS: 20706 100.0\t 100,.0<t 

T•P• Po ■ , 122-622 Queotto" BOAi Tape Po ■ , 626-126 
For•1t1 11 For• ■ t: I 1 

F1S78C LAST 30 OAVS, I TIMES R DRANK ALCOHOL F1S80AB LAST 12 MONTHS, I TIMES USED MARIJUANA 

Curing the last 30 Clavs During the l11l 12 Months 

PER- WCTD P.ER- WGTO 
RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT 

0 OCCASIONS ... , , . , . . .... .. , .. , •3. 2'►. . 58. 2!t 0 OCCAS I CNS ..... , .. , , ..... , .. . 0 (~ 62.99t 8&.21t0 893~ ,,'W82
1-2 OCCASIONS .. , .. ,, ...... , .. . •0?:1 19, '" 27, 1'11 1-2 OCCASIONS . .. , . , , , , ...... , , 1 S.21t 7. Olt 
3- 19 OCCASIONS. ,. ,., , .,, ... ,. , 2060 9,9!t 12 . 91t 3-19 OCCASIONS .. , .. .... .. .... . 2 ·716 3.S'lt • . 9it 
20- OCCASIONS, ... , , , . , . , , . , , , , 2S8 1, 2!t 1 , '"' 20- OCCASIONS .. , .. . .....•..... 3 383 1. 8"' 2. 8\t 
RESERVED COOES: RE.SERVED CODES: 

NONRESPONDENTS & DROPOUTS .. . 2•85 12.0!t <MISSl NONRESPONDENTS & DROPOUTS . . . ~ 12.0lt IMISSl 
MULTIP .. E RESPONSE. ,,, .... . ,, 6 .. ,Cit !MISS l MULTIPLE. RESPONSE. ...... , ... . 6 3 .Olt <MISS l 
MISSINC,,,,,,,.,, .......... . 8 2526 f2 . 2!t (M!SS! MISSINC .. ,,., .. . .. ,,., ..... , 8 8, 1'►. <MISS l 
LEGITIMATE SKIP .. , .... .. ,,., 9 366 1, 8'11 <MISS l LECITIMATE. SKIP ........... .. 9 6.•1t <MISSr~ -

TOTALS: 20706 100,0'II 100,0!t TOTALS: 20706 100 .0lt 100.0!t 
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Qua ■ t I o• IOIC Tap■ Po ■ , &29•629 
Qu ■ 1 I Io• IOAC Tapa Po ■ , 126•&26 Fora,ot: 11 

Fo•••t: 11 
F1S80BC LAST 30 DAYS, I TIMES TAKEN COCAINE 

F1S80AC LAST 30 DAYS, I TIMES USED MARIJUANA 
Dur i ng the l11t 30 d1y1 

Our 1 ng the I Is t 30 d I y I 
PER- WCTO

PER• WGTD RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT 
RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT --------0 OCCASIONS .. .. , . . .. .. . • , . , . . , 0 15013 72 . 51! 98 . er,.

0 OCCASIONS , . ... , ............ , 0 14041 67 .Bit 92 . O'lt 1-2 OCCASIONS ... . .•..• • •..... . 1 83 . 41! . 60! 
1-2 OCCASIONS .•..... ,, . , , ,... . I 648 3. 11t 4.3.. 3-19 OCCASIONS . . ...• ..•.•.•..• 2 48 . 2'1! . 31! 
3-19 OCCASIONS, ....... . . . . • , , . · 2 373 1 • 8'lt 2.8.. . 20• OCCASIONS . . . . . .. .•••.....• 3 38 . 2.. . 21! 
20• OCCASIONS......... .. . .. . . . 3 145 • ?'It 1. O'lt RESERVED CODES : 
RESERVED CODES: NONRESPONDENTS & DROPOUTS .• • 2485 12.0'lt <J,IISS > 

NONRESDONDEN,S & DROPOUTS . • . 2485 ·12.0'lt <MISS) MULTIPLE RESPONSE .. • ....... • 6 2 .o•• CMISS l 
MUlTIPLE RESPONSE.. .... .... . 6 2 • O'lt <MISS) MISSINC .. , ........•. •. . . . • .• 8 1489 7. 2't C MISS l 
MISSING .... .,,..... ........ . 8 1686 8 . nt (MISS) LECITIMATE SKIP ....... • . . . . . 9 I 548 7.5% CMISS l 
LEGITIMATE SKIP.. .. ......... 9 1326 6.4'11' <MISS> 

TOTALS: 20706 100.01! 100 . 0'< 
TOTALS: 20706 100 . 0'1! 100 . 0'11 

PART 6 - IACl(CROUND INFOIUIIATION 
Quutton 108 NOTE : The f o l lo"W1n; three Ques:t1on1 pert ■ ; " to fundafflenta l 

fra•ooms of 1xpr111ion . These aue1t10n1 will pr~vi d~ helpfu l 
information for the tnt1rpr1t1t10n of sur v ey results. Jf ~ou 
ha v e any reservations ■ bout 1ntwerin; tMa,~ Quest;ons, 
pl ■ ase remember that you may leave them unanswered. 

On how M1ny occ111on1 ( if an y ) have you t1k,n cocaine 
t -n any ffO,,,,. (including 'crac k ')'? 

Quul1on 11 Tope Poi. &30-&31 
ForMet : 12 

F1S81 WHAT . IS R• ·s RELICIOUS BACKCROUND 
What i 1 your religious bac~g~ound? 

Qua1tio• IOBA Tope Po ■ , 127•&27 PER- WCTO 
ForMat: 11 RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT 

' F1S80BA IN LIFETIME, I -OF TIMES TAKEN COCAINE BAPTIST . . . . . •. • . . . . • ·., ..•• . . . . 1 3397 16 . 4'1t 22 . 5¥. 
METHODIST ..... • . . ... .• .•.. . ... 2 1134 5 . S<te 6. 81: 

ln your H4etime LUTHERAN ... .. .. . . ••••. , ... . . . . 3 868 • . 2'1e 5. 5;: 
PRESBYTERIAN, ... . .• ..••.....•. 4 635 3 . , ,►. 3. 2": 

PER- WCTD EPISCOPAL . .. . . ...... . .••.. . .. . 5 37 l 1 . 8'1!. 1 .6::,.. 
RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT PENTECOSTAL, .... . , .. . ..... .. . . 6 421 2 . 01! 3 . 11! 

OTHER PROTESTANT ..• • . • . . ... . . . 7 38 7 1. 9'1!. , 2 . 3'o 
0 OCCASIONS ... . . . . . , . .. • ..•.. ·. 0 16144 78 . O'lt 96.3'1t ROMAN CATHOLIC . ...... . . . .. ... . 8 · 4455 2 1. 511, 2• . 9'< 
1 -2 OCCAS IONS . ..·.. . • . ...•... . . 1 378 1 . 8'1!. 2.3'1t EASTERN ORTHODOX ... . .. .. ...... 9 6 1 . 3<, . 3'°'. 
3-19 OCCASIONS . . ... . . ........ . 2 130 . 6'1t .S'lt MORMON . . , . . ..........•.. .. . . .. 10 317 1. 5'! 2 . 0~ 
20- OCCASIONS . . .• ....•........ 3 82 .4'1t .611! OTHER CHRISTIAN .... .. . .. . .. .. . 11 1520 i.3~ 2 . ,;,.. 
RESERVED CODES: JEWISH . . ... ... . . . . . . .•.. . ... .. • 12 463 2 . 211\ 2 . 511\ 

NONRESPONDENTS & OROPOUTS . , . 2485 12 . 0'lt <MISS) MOSLEM .. . . .. ....... . , . ... ... .. 13 64 . 31< .3 \t 
MULTIPLE RESPONSE .. • . . • •• .. . 6 3 .O'lt (MISS) EASTERN RELICION <BUDDHIST, 
MISSINC . ......... ., . . .. .... . 8 1484 7. 21t (MISS) HINDU, TAO> . . . ... .. . .. •·• .•... . 14 220 1. nt .71': 

OTHER RELIC ION . . ..... . ....... . 15 842 4 . 11! 5. 1'< 
TOTALS: 20706 100.0lt 100 . 0'lt NONE ..••.. , . . ... .. •• .,••••·· •· 16 1637 7. 9'1!. 10.01: 

RESERVED CODES: 
NONRESPONDENTS & DROPOUTS ... 248~ 12. O'I!. ,., 1ss , 
MULTIPLE RESPONSE ... .. . . . .. . 96 5• .3~ I 1/.ISS l 
MISS INC ... .......... • • . , .... 98 1375 6. 6'1!. c MISS l 

TOTALS : 20706 100.0'lt 100 . o;s 

Qu- ■ t Io• 1O8B Tape Po ■ , 128•&28 
Foro,at: 11 

F 1S80BB LAST 12 MONTHS, 1 ·0F TIMES TAKEN COCAINE 
Dur;"g tt,, last 12 lll'IOnth1 

Que ■ t1o• 12 Tape Poe. &32-633 
PER- WCTD Foroiotr 12 

RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT 
F1S82 HOW OFTEN R ATTEND RELICIOUS SERVICES 

0 OCCASIONS . . , . , . •.•.••. , •• •.• 0 14850 71 . 7'1!. 97.6.. 
1-2 OCCl.S IONS , , •••...••..• • •• • 1 200 1. O'lt 1. Sit In the past year, about how often h ■ ve you att1nded 
3-19 OCCASIONS , ., •• ••.•. ,., .•. 2 85 ..... .6.. rel,giou& 11rvic117 
20- OCCASIONS .. • , . .• ••••. • .. • . 3 46 .2.. .3'1t 
RESERVED CODES: PER- WCTD 

NONRESPONDENTS & DROPOUTS • .. 2485 · 12. O'lt IM I SS l RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT 
MULTl PLE RESPONSE .• . .••.•••. 6 3 .O'lt <MISS ) 

MORE ----------MISSINC ..•...... .. ...• . .• • .. 8 1489 7.2'1t !MISS> THAN ONCE A WEEK .... , . ... 1 2417 11 . ,~. 14 . 7'o 
LECITIMATE SKIP, , .. . . . .. . • .. 9 1648 7. 511! <MISS) ABOUT ONCE t,. WEEK .• , , ........ . 2 4886 23 . 6~. 28 . 4'e,.TWO OR THREE TIMES MONTH .... 3 1709 8 . 3'1\ 10 , 1~ 

TOTALS: 20106 100;01t 100.0'lt A801,JT ON CE A MONTH .. .•. . ·.. . .. . .. 126• 6. 1111 7 . 7'-. 
SEVERAL TIMES A YEAR OR LESS,. 5 3241 15. 71\ 19 . 2•. 
NOT ,lT ALL ..... , ..•..... •. • • ••• 6 3434 16. 61! 20 . 0'< 
RESERVED CODES: 

NONRESPONDENTS & DROPOUTS . . . 2485 12. 0" <MISS l 
MULTIPLE RESPONSE . ........ . • 96 3 . 011, cMISS ) 
Ml SS I NC . .• . .. . . . .....•..... . 98 1267 6. 1'1t I MISS l 

TOTALS: 20706 100 . 0'lt 100.0" 
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Quoolton 16 Tape Po,. 137-537 
Que, ti on 83 TaP1 -Po1. &3•-&3• Fon11l: 11Fori11l : 11 

F1S86 HOW MANY OF THOSE HRS ARE ON THE WEEKENO 
F1S83 R THINKS HE IS A RE~ICIOUS PERSON 

How many of th011 hours ■ re/w•re c~ the weekend (S1turd1y 
or Suncs1y1'7 

PER- WCTD PER- WCTD 
RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT 

---------- 1 1975 9.50! 12 . 1111 ----------YES, VERY ......... , .. ,. ,, .,, .. 0-5 HOURS ON WEEKENDS •........ 1 • ..09 21. 311 •3. 7'1! 
YES, SOMEWHAT .. , ..... , .... , . , , 2 10132 A8.9'1t 59.911 s-10 HOURS ON WEEKENDS, •..•... 2 3183 15 . A'lt 3•.31t 
NO, NOT AT ALL., ... ·.. ,••• . .. ••• 3 A83.8 23.A'lt 28.~ 11-15 HOURS ON WEEKENDS ••.•..• 3 1326 6,AIII 13. 70! 
RESERVED CODES : 16-20 HOURS ON WEEKENDS . ..•. • . .. 586 2. 8111 6.7111 

NONRESPONDENTS & DROPOUTS ... 2A85 12. O!t <MISS> OVER 20 HOURS ON WEEKENDS ...•. 5 152 . 711 1.611 
MUL.T IPLE RESPONSE . .. , ....... 6 .. • O!t (MISS> RESERVED COOES : 
Ml SS I NC .•..•... . ' .. ' ....... ' 8 1272 6. 1°'! <MISS> NONRESPONOENTS & DROPOUTS ... 2485 12 . OOI! <MISS> 

MULT!PLE. RESPONSE •.•.•....• . 6 :2 .O'k ( MISS I 
TOTALS: 20706 100 . 0lt 100.0'lt MISS INC . . .......••• . ........ 8 1427 6.911 (MISS l 

LECITIMATE SKIP •••••• • •...•. 9 7136 3A . 5'1t <MISS> 

TOTALS: 20706 100.0'lt 100.0'i. 

PART 7 · - MONEY ANO WORK 

Quullon 17 T1p1 Po,. !31-639 
Quest;oP\ 84 T1p1 Poe. 536-&36 Fori.. t: 12 

For• ■ t: 11 
F 1S87 TYPE OF WORK R DOES ON CURRENT JOB 

C 1 S84 A CURRENTLY EMPLOYD OR EVER BEEN EMPLOYD 
What kind of work do/did you do for p ■ y on your current job

A,t you c...,r r· er,t J, em;, 1.:iyed o, hav11 vou •"'Ir b11n ■ mp 1·oy•d" or tnosl recent Jobi <Oo not ;nclude work ■ round your own 
house. If More than one kjnd of work, choose the one thet 

PER- WCTD paid you the tncct per hour.)
RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT -------- PER- WCTO 

NEVER EMPLOYED ... , , . : .. . , , , ... 7136 3A. Sit A 1. 3111 RESPONSE CODES FREQ PCT 
NOT -EMPLOYED NO•· BU.,. WAS ------------------ CENT 
EMPLOYED DURING THE SCHOOL LAWN WORK OR 000 JOBS ..•...... 1 627 3.011 6. 6'1! 
YEAR ...•• , .. .... , ... , . . , .. .. .. 2 1A07 6.8'1t 8.6'1! FAST FOOD WORKER .. .•....• .. •.. 2 1•89 7 . 2\t 16, 8'1t 
NOT EMPLOYED THIS SCHOOL YEAR WAITER OR WAITRESS, .••••.. ... . 3 619 3.0'lt 6.7'1! 
BUT WAS EMPLDYEC LAST SUMMER.-. 3 308• 1A. 91! 17 . 7111 NEWSPAPER ROUTE ....•.......... 190 .91t 1. 8'1t•WAS EMPLOYEO PR?OR TC LAST BABYSITTER OR CHILO CARE .•... • 5 982 •• 7'1t 9 . 7'1t 
SU"'MER ... ... , c •• . ·. .. .. ... ' .'. • 948 • . 6'1t s, 6'1! CAMP COUNSELOR OR LIFE CUARO .. 6 2 , .. I.O'lt 2 : 211 
CURRENTLY [M~ LOVE.D .. ... .... .. , 5 A328 20.9'1t 26.9.. FAR~ WORKER . .... , .......•.. ... 7 ...8 2.211< ... 811REseqvec·coo~s• FACT.ORV WORKER • ••.• , • .••••••.• 8 83 ,-ii .": .91t 

NONRESr;'Ot~:)i; Ni S & DROPOUTS, .. 2,.e5 12. 01t <MJSSl MANUAL LABORER ........... : .... 9 A97 2.Alt 5.2.. 
Mc;L,l•LE ~ESPCJ~se •. ..••...• . 6 22 . ,., Oo!J-SSI STORE CLERK, SALESPERSON .... ,. 10 10A4 5.0'lt 1 1. 3\t 
M!SSINC . .. .... , ..... .. , .. 8 1296 6. 3r,, <MISS> HOUSE CLEAN INC .. . . .. ..... . , . . . 11 108 • S'o ,',~

CONSTRUCTION WORK ••..••.••••. , 12 258 1. 21t 2.8\t 
TOTALS: 20706 100.0'lt 100.0lt OFFICE OR CLERICAL WORKER ..• .. 13 470 2.311 " · SitHOSP ITAL OR HEALTH WORKER .. .. , 14 70 .3,. . 81! 

OTHER .. . ...... . . . ... . ... , ... .. 15 2283 11.0lt 24.9\, 
RESERVED CODES : 

NONRESPONDENTS 8, DROPOUTS., . 2A85 12 .O'i. <MISS> 
MULTIPLE RESPONSE ...•....... 96 275 1. 31t <MISS> 
MISS INC ....... , .....•....•.. 9e 1A28 6 . 9'1! <MISS l 
LECITIMATE SK JP .. . ... ,. , .. .. 99 7136 3•.5'1! (MISS) 

TOTALS: 20706 100.0;, 100 . 0lt 
Quulion 15 T1po Poi, &36-&36 

Fo, ..at1 11 

F1S85 HOW MANY HRS DOES R USUALLY WORK A WEEK 

Ho._. many hours do/did you usually wo,-k • wee1< on your 
current or mo&t recent Jobi 

PER- WCTD 
RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT Quutton II T1po Po,. 140-&•1 

For•1t: 12 
0-10 HOURS A WEH .. .......... . 1 2981 , .. ... 'It 29.6'1! 
tt-20 HOURS A WEEK .. , .•.•. . ••. 2 3100 15.0lt 31. 911· F1se8 HOW "'1..ICH OOES/01D R EARN PER HOUR ON JOB 
21-30 HOURS A WEEK, ... .•. . .•• . 3 1890 9. 11t 19.8'1t 
3 1 -•O HOURS A WEEK .... , •.•... , .. 1210 6.811 1:2 .911 
ove~ AO HOURS A WEEK . ..... . . . . 5 5•4 2.61! 6,81! 
NESERVEC coc;,s, 

NONRESPONDENTS & DROPOUTS ... 2•85 12.0'lt CMISS> PER- WCTO 
MULTIPLE RESPONSE ...... ..•.. 6 6 .o;,, <MISS> RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT 
MISSING .....•. , ....... . .••.. B 135• 6. 6"' <MISS> 
LECITIM.t.TE SKIP . .. ........ .. 9 ?136 3 ... 6'1t <MISS) LESS THAN 12.60 PER HOUR • . . ... 1 784 3. 8111 6. 7'1! 

12. 50 TO 13. 3A, .. . ...... , , . .. , 2 1169 5.6'1! 10, 611> 
TCTALS: 20706 100.0'k 100 . 0lt 13.35 TO 13.99 ....• • •...•.• ... 3 3121 15. 11, 30.0111 

l•.OO TO IA.99 .•.... ....... . . , 3000 14. 511 29.511•15.00 TO 15.99 .. ............. . 5 1388 13.71! 
S6. 00 TO 16. 99 ... .•. ...... .. .. 6 378 1 .8'1! 3.61<6. '"' 
17 . 00 TO 17.99 ... • . . .......•. . ? 183 . 911 1. 81! 
18 . 00 TO 19,99 ... ............ . e 132 . 6'1! 1. 3'1t 
I 1o·.00 PER HOUR OR MORE .. .... . 9 301 1 . Sit 2.8'1! 
RESERVED CODES: 

NONRESPONDENTS., ........ . .. . 1,u2 7.011 <MISS l 
MULTIPLE RESPONSE .......... . 96 21 .111> <MISS l 
REFUSAL .......... , ... •. ..... 97 7 .0111 <MISS l 
MISSINC ....• ,, ... .... , ... .. . 98 1•90 7. 2!t <MISS> 
LECITIMATE SKIP,, . ..... , . ..• 99 7290 35. 2111 <MISS) 

TOTALS: 20706 100 . 0111 100 . 011 

NOTE: thi1 ~•~i ■ ble - include, d1t1 ·for dropout, 1110. 
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PART 8 - YOUR FAMILY Quution 81A Tapo Po,. &•7•&o48 
Foro,at: 12 

F1S91A HOW MANY YOUNGER BROTHER(S> DOES R HAVE 
Quottton eg Tapo Po,, &,2-&,2 Mow ffl ■ ny younger brothers ~o you have ( ,ncluding adopted ,

For,oat: II 1t1p-,. or helf-)1 

F1S89 DOES R HAVE A TWIN BROTHER OR SISTER PER- WCTD 
RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT., I .Do you I twt n brother i It a r '7 --------h1v• ----------NONE,., , ,,., ... ,.,. ,,, ,,., .•. , 0 901• •3. 5'< SS.3<ot 

PER- WCTD ONE .....•....•..............•. 1 o4838 23.o4'1t 30. 9<ot 
RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT TWO .• .- ... ... .. ..... .. . . . . . . . .. 2 1 "", .. 7. 1'It 9 . 5!!. -------- THREE , . , •...••. , ........ , , .. , , , 3 o400 2,9\t---------- 1 ' 9'11YES, ·•... , .... ,,, .. :,, •.....•.. 1 757 3,7'1t ..... Ii FOUR.,.,.,,,, • .. ... .. . . . . . . . . . .. 12 I , 6\t 1.0... 

NO .,, .. ,, .. ..... ..... ... 2 16 1<16 78.0't 95.61t FIVE.,,,,.,, , ,, .. ... ,,., .... ,, 6 ,2 . 21t . 21t 
RESERVED CODES: SIX OR MORE., . . ,, .. ........ ''. 6 39 ' 2<ot .2~ 

NONAESPONDENTS & DROPOUTS ... 2•85 12, Olt <MISS) RESERVED CODES: 
MISSING . . ..... ,.,,,,,,., . .. . e 1318 6 ..... (MISS) NONRESPONDENTS & DROPOUTS .. , 2,5s 12 . o;, IMISS 1 

MULTIPLE RESPONSE ....... ,.,. 96 13 . 1't IMISS > 
. TOTALS: 20706 100 . 0lt 100.0lt MISS I NC . , , .... , . , . '' .. ' .. ' . . 98 2280 11.0<ot (MISS > 

TOTALS: 20706 100.0"- IOC.0'-. 

Quut ion 90A Tapo Po,. 6o43•&•• 
ForiHl: 12 

Qyo,tton 11B Tapo Po,. 6o49•660 
F1S90A HOW MANY OLDER BROTHER<SI DOES R HAVE For1oat: 12 
Ho~ ~any older brct~ers do you hev1 < incl_uding adopted, F1S918 HOW MANY YOUNGER SISTER<S> DOES R HAVE 
Iler;--, or h..e.H-)? 

How Many younger 111t1r1 do ycu have ( ,ncluo1n9 adopt~d.
PER- WCTO ,tap-, or half}?

RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT 
PER- WCTD 

NONE .. , .......... , ... , . ..... ,. 0 a,01 ,o.61t 51 . 811 RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT 
ONE ... ..... ,, ....... ,., .. .... , 1 .. 696 22. 711 28 .....TWO, . . ... , ... , .... , ......... ,, 2 1731 8. ,11t 1 1. Sit NONE ...... , , , .. .. . .. , .... , _- , . . 0 9120 •• .o~. 56 . 3•. 
THREE. ..•... . ,, .. . ,, ...... , .. ,, 3 721 3 . 5'it , •• 'It ONE ...... ,, ... ,,,, .. , ........ , 1 ,592 22.2.. 30. , ... 
FOUR •.. , • .. .. ,,, ....• ,., ..... , .. 310 1. Sit 2. 2!t TWO . ...... . ........... . .... ... 2 1382 6,7\t 9 . 6"-
FI VE, ... ,., .. . , . . . , .. ,.·..... , . 5 129 .6'►. . 8"- THREE . ... , ...•........ . . · . .• , . . 3 3,e 1', .. 2 . S": 
SIX OR MORE , , . , , . , . , .. , .. , . , . . 6 13o4 . 6it 1.0lt FOUR . .. . ............ .... . ... .. • 11 5 '6'11 .e:,.,
RESE>IVED CODES: FIVE, • . ,.,,,........ ......... . 5 ,o • 21-: ,AC... 

NONRESPONDENT~ & DROPOUTS .. . 2,es 12 . 0'lt (MISS) SIX OR MORE ........ .. .... . . ,.. 6 38 '21\ ' 2~. . 19 
M; SS ! N~ ..• ..• , ... , • , . . , , ••• , 98 207• 10.0"- (MISS> NONRESPONDENTS & DROPOUTS, • . 2,es 12 .o.. IMISS> 

MULTIPLE RESPONSE ..... , .. . , . 96 e . O'-: (MISS > 
TOTALS: 20706 100.0lt 100.0lt MISSING. .... ... . ........... . 98 2576 1 ~ . Sit (MISS> 

MULTIPLE RESPONSE:.,, ... , .. . 96 , 11\ <MISS) RESERVED CODES: 

TOTALS : 2070E ,oc .o" 100.01< 

Quu l t os . 90B Tapo Po,, 146.-6'6 
Fo••a l: 12 

Quullon 92 
F1S90B HOW MANY CLOER SISTER<Sl DOES R HAVE 
How Many older ,; ,t,,., do yoy have ( including adopted, 
step-, or half-)? 

Wh;ch of lh1 fo'"I lowing p•ople I iv1 ,n the ••"'• household 
PER- WCTD · with you.,

RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT 

NONE ..• , .. . •. ........ ••••••··· 0 8600 ,1. Sit 63.o411 
ONE ...• ,,, .. , .. ... , ......... ,, 1 .. ~23 21 :,11 28. 1'11TWO ...... , .... ... . , .. , ........ . 2 1619 7. 81t 10, l'lt 
THREE , . . , . , . , . , ......•...... , . 3 602 2 . 94' . , . 211 
FOUR .......... ,., . . . .. .. ..... . .. 288 1 ... It 2. 21t 
FI VE ... ,,, .. ,,, .... ..• ........ 5 137 • 71t • Bit 
SIX OR MORE .... ,, .. .. . . ,,, .. ,, 6 153 . 711 1. 211 
RESERVE( :ooes: Quu t ton 92A Tap, Po, . 661-661 

NONRESPONDENTS & DROPOUTS .. , 2,es 12.0lt (MISS> Fo,.Mat: 11 
MULTIPLE RE.SPONSL ........ .. 96 10 .Olt lMISSI 
MISSINC . ............... .. .. . 98 2389 11. 511 <MISS I F1S92A FATHER LIVES IN SAME HOUSEHOLD AS R 

TOTALS: 20706 100, Olt 100.0'lt Father 

PER- WCTC 
RESPONSE. CODES FREQ CENT PCT 

APPL! ES ... . ... , . , , . , .. . , . , , , . , 1 13112 63 . Blt 65 ·'"DOES NOT APPLY , , , ... , .... , , , , . 2 5897 26. 5"- 3•. 6 .. 
RESERVED CODES: 1.,,NONRESPONDENTS.,, .•.... . .. ,. 7 . OIi <MISS> 

REFUSAL,,,, . , . , , , . •. .. , . . , .. 7 ' '" <MISS> 
.MISS I NC .. , .. , , .... .. ...... , , 8 136 '71t I MISS• " 

TOTALS: 20706 100.0lt 100. O"-

NOTE: Th;, vari1bl1 ,nclud11 d1t1 for drop.outs also . 
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STUDENT QUESTIONNAIRE NELS:'88 FIRST FOLLOW-UP 
P1gt 6f 

Qu- ■ llon 12E Tep, Pot. &66-666 
Quoitton 12B' Tope Poi, 1&2-662 -------· .--- Foro,et: II 

Foro,ot: 11 
F1S92E STEPMOTHER LIVES IN SAME HOUSEHLD AS R 

F1S926 STEPFATHER LIVES IN SAME HOUSEHOLD AS R 
Stepmother 

Slepf1lhtr 
PER- WCTD 

PER- WGTO RESPONSE COOES FREQ CENT PCT 
RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT ----------------- ·-------- APPLIES, ..........•.. .• ...... ; 1 537 2.6l( 3.0¥. 

APPLIES ,,, .. , . •••. . ........... 1 2037 9.e.. 12.2'1t D'OES NOT APPLY .....•. . . . . ..... 2 18572 89.71! 91.0lt 
DOES NGT APPLY, ... .. .••....•.. 2 17072 82 . .... 87.811 RESERVED CODES: 
RESERVED CODES: NONRESPONOENTS & DROPOUTS ... 1,,2 7 .011 CMISS > 

NONRESPONDENTS .. . ... . ,,, . ,,. 1••2 7.0li Cl,IISS) REFUSAL, . . .•... , .. .. •....... 7 17 • 1'1t CMISS> 
REFLISAc .••... ,., .. , . ... . .• .. 7 17 .111 <MISS> MISSING, ......... . ......... , 8 138 . 711 <MISS> 
MISS I NC. , . , , . , •.. ... , , . , , . .. 8 138 . 711 CMISS l 

TOTALS: 20706 100.0lt 100 . o~ 
TOTALS: 20706 -10.0.0lt 100.011 

NOTE: Th,, var;ablt include& data for dropouts alco. 
~CTE: Th,, var,ablt ,~eludes date for dropout, 1110. 

Tep, Po,. 666-666 
Qu01t1o" 92C Top, Po,. •63-663 Fori.. t: 11 

ForM■ t : 11 
F1S92F OTHR ADULT FEMALE LIVES IN SAME HOUSEHLD 

F1S92C 0TH ADULT MALE LIVES IN SAME HSEHLD AS R 
Other adult female (foster ~otner, gu1rd11n, other) 

PER- WCTD 
PER- WCTD RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT 

RESPONSE CODES FAE~ CENT !>CT ---------- ---------------- · APPLIES .. .....•...•..•....... . 1201 6.811 7 . O<ot 
APPLIES ... . , .........•........ 1229 5.9.. 7 .01-: DOES NOT APPLY ....• .. ..•...• .. 2' 17908 86.Slt 93.()0t
DOES NCT APPc Y, , • •... • .••• , ••. 17880 86.41ot 93.0't RESERVED CODES: 
RESERVED CODES: NONRESPONDENTS & DROPOUTS ... l .... 2 7 .QI! !MISS> 

NONRESPQNOEt.TS. ,' . .. ... ...... 1 .. ..-2 7 .Olot (MISS> REFUSAL, ..... .......... .. . .. 7 1 7 . 1;, !MISS l 
RE•USAc .•.......... . . . . . .... 7 17 .. 11, CMISS J MISSING ..................... 8 138 . 711 CMISS l 
MISSING .............. .. ..... 8 138 .7!, CMISS> 

TOTALS: 20706 100.0t: 100 . 00t 
TCTALS : 20?06 100.01< 100.011 

NOTE: Tkt1 ~•riable include, data lor dropouts also, 
~TE: Th1s ver,a~•• 1nc1uaec data for dropouts also. 

Que I ti on 12C Tap, Poi. 167-667 
Q11 ■ 1Uo" 920 Tape Po,. 164-&6• For,oat: 11 

Foro,at: 11 
F1S92C SPOUSE LIVES IN SAME HOUSEHOLD AS R 

F IS920 MCT~ER LIVES I~ SAME HOUSEHOLD AS R 
1"1uab1nd/w1f1

Mother 
PER- WCTD 

PER- WGTO RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT 
RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT --------

APPL !ES ......•.••..•. . .. . ..... I 282 1... 11. 1. 5'"-
AP~i.IES .... . . •..•..• ,.... . .... 1 17156 82 . 90: e8.•" DOES NOT APPLY ..•............. 2 18827 90.91> 98 . 5'"-
DOES NC~ APP. Y..... .,... .. .... 2 1953 9. •4' 11. 61t RESERVED CODES: 
RESERVED CODES: NONRESPONDENTS & DROPOUTS ••. 1"42 7 .Cit <MISS> 

NONRESPONDENTS ... . ... ...... . 1 .... 2 ?.OIi (MISSJ REFUSAL ......••• , •. -.•...••.. 7 17 ,Ht CMISSJ 
REFUSAL . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . • . . . • 7 17 . Ill CMISS) MISSING ....••••••••. , •...•.. 8 138 • 70t <MISS> 
MISSINC . ... ,........ ... ..... 8 138 . 711 CMISS> 

TOTALS : 20706 100.0lt IQD . Olt 
TOTALS: 20706 100.0II 100.0lt 

NOTE : Th11 var1abl1 1nclude1 data lor oropout, 1110, 
NOTE: Th,, ~•rJabt, ,"cl~Ge1 Gata for aropo~t• also. 

https://NONRESPQNOEt.TS


STUDENT QUEST.IONNAiltE NELS: 88 ·FIR.ST POLLOW..;Ui> P1g1 69 

·Quu l t on 83B T api P 01 • 562-663 
Quntton 82H Tap, Po,. ~68-~&a Foro,at: 12 ·· 

For1ul: 11 
F1S93B NO . SJSTER<Sl LIVING IN SAME HOUSEHOLD 

80~/CIRI.FIU~ND LIVES IN SAME HOUSEHOLD 
S;ster-(J) Cinclud;ng adopted, atap- or ha_lf-> 

Boyfr1end/"1rlfriend 
PER- WCTD 

PER- WCTD RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT 
RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT 

NONE., . . ,.,,,,,,,,,,,,••••·• · · 9,450 40. BIie 417. 6*"---------- -------- 0APPLIES .... , . , , . , ... , , , , , , , , . , 1 235 1,116 1. 316 ONE, ,,, , ... ,,, , ;,,, .... ,., .. ,, 1 6393 30.9\t 36.71! 
DOES NOT APPLY, . , , , , . , . , , , , , . , 2 18874 91,216 98.7'1! TWO,,, , .. , •• ,.,,,,,, ... , .. ,,,, 2 20,, 9.91! 1'. 7%R.ESERVED CODES: THREE , •... ,.,,,,,,,,,,,.,,,,,, 3 47' 2,31! 2.811 

NONRESPONDENTS & DROPOUTS .,, 1'42 7,(),i (MISS> FOUR, ,,., .. ,, ,,, ,,,,,,,,,,,,,, 4 138 . 71t • 811 
RE.FUS AL, , , ,·, .•• , ••. , •••. , , . , 7 17 .111 (MISS> FIVE. ,, ..... ,,,,,,,, ... ,,,,,,, 5 41 . 21t .31t 
MISSJNC ,., ., ... ,,,,,.,,.,,,. 8 138 . 716 (MISS> SIX OR MORE .................. . 6 27 , flt .11!----- RESERVED CODES : 

TOTALS : 20706 100,(),i 100, ()I! NONRESPONDENTS & DROPOUTS ... 2485 12 . 0'lt <MISS> 
MULTIPLE RESPONSE . ... . .. ,, .. 96 7 . Cit (MISS l 
REFUSAL . ,, ... ... ,,, •• , , ,.,,. 97 25 . 11t (MISS!
MISS INC, , •... . ... . . . , •.• . · • . . 98 619 3 . Olt <MISS l 

NOTE : T·t•lit v•riable Includes date fo,- dropouts alto, 
TOTALS: 2010s 100 . 0,. 100·.o" 

Qu11tlon 121 Tap, Poi, 6&9-&59 
Foro,al: 11 Quutton 13C Tape Poi. &64-&66 

Foro,at: 12 
P.·s CnlLO/CHILOR'< LIVES IN SAME HOUSEHLD 

F1S93C NUMBER OF CRANDPARENTS IN SAME HOUSEHOLD 
My chi Id or ct--; lrtrc,n 

Crandparent( 1 ),
PER- WCTD 

l<E.S::'OIISE CODES FREQ CENT PCT PER- WCTO 
RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT 

APPLIES,,, .. ,,,,.,.,:.,, ... , , , 1 3. 7111669 3.216 ---------- --------DOES NOT APPLY,,,,,,,,,,,,... . 2 18440 89. 1111 96 . 3'1t . NONE .. , ... , ••••. , •.. , • •.• ••• ,. 0 15431 1,. 5'l 92.51! 
RESERVED CODES: ONE ... , . •. , ••••.• ,., ••...•• , .. 1 828 ,.Cit 5;0¥. 

NONRESPONDENTS g DROPOUTS ... 1-'42 7. O'lt (MISS) TWO . . . ; •..•• ... , •• , •.•.. , ... .. 2 362 1. 711 ~. 2r.! 
REFUSAL ... , . , .... , , ... , . . . . . 7 17 ,1111 (MISS l THREE ... ... . , , , •.... ,,,,,., ,,. 3 2, , lit .1'1t 
MJSSINC ..... . .... , .. ,.,... .. 8 138 , 7111 (MISS) FOUR OR MORE ... • . • , •.•. , , . ,., . 4 27 .1'11 . l'lt 

RESERVED CODES : 
20706 100,0'I! 100.o,t NDNRE$PONDENTS -& DROPOUTS ... 2485 12.()4( !MISS! 

MUl TIPLE RESPONSE ..•........ 96 3 . o~ 01:ss , 
REFUSAL ... ......... , •. ,, ....• 97 43 • 2;,. !MISS l 
MJ.SSINC . ,.,,, ..•........ , ... 98 1503 7.3.. <MISS l 

TOTALS: 20706 100.0~ 100.0lt 

NOTE : Ae1pon11 c:at ■ gor1ec 5 and 6 have been r:ol ! ap,ed ,nto 
category 4. 

Qu11llon 83 

How ffltny of the fol low,n; people I ;ve in the ■■ me houaeholc:1 
w1th you1 Qu11tlon 130 Tap1 Po, . 666-&67 

Foro,at: 12 
F1S930 NO . 0TH RELATIVE<Sl UNDER 18 IN HOUSEHLO 

Other rel ■ tiv ■ (a) (under f8} 

PER- WCTD 
RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT 

Quutton 83A Tap, Po,. 160-661 NONE ••. ;; .•• ,. ,. , . ..••. ,.,. ,,. 0 15802 76.3" 94 . 911 
For•1t1 12 ONE .•...•.•.•.•• • ...• , ..• , •.•• 1 478 2.31t 2. 9'11 

TWO ....••.•••.• • , .•.•...•.•.. , 2 193 • 91( 1·. 3'11 
F1S93A NO, BROTHER<S> LIVING IN SAME HOUSEHOLD THREE .• , •. ,., . , , , , , , . , •, • • • · · · 3 7A .•It , 411!. 

FOUR ... ,,,.,, .. ,, .... , ... ,, .. , 4 28 ,fli . 21t 
Broth1r(1) (;ncludi~g adopted, atap~ or half-) FIVE, .. ,, . .•.. ,,, . . .. .... ,, •.. 5 9 .Olt .Cit 

SIX OR MORE ... •. .............. 6 41 . 311 
PER- WCTD RESERVED CODES : .'" 

RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT NONRESPONDENTS & DROPOUTS,,. 2485 12.0lt !MISS> 
MULTIPLE RESPONSE .••.. , ..... 96 9 .O~. !MISS> 

NONE .... • , •...• , ... , .. ,., ...•• 0 7812 37.7'1! 45.4% REFUSAL .••..• , , •••. ... .• ,,,, 97 ,2 .a IMlSSl 
ONE. •..••... , •.•.•..•••.•.. , .. 1 6828 33.0'lt 37,8'1! MISS I N.C., ... . , .• ••........ ,·. 98 1545 7.5'1! <MISS> 
TWO .•.• ••• , .•.• ,,,,,,,,,•••••• 2 2161 10.4'1! 11. 9'1! 
THREE. , •••..... , .. , ..... , , , .. , 3 610 2.9% 3.4'1! TOTALS: 20706 100.0lt 100 . 0lt 
FOUR ....•...•.... ,,,, .. , .•.... 4 186 . 9'1! 1,0'1! 
FIVE . . ,.,., ...... ,,,.,.,, •. , .. 5 48 . 2'11 . 3'1! 
SIX OR MORE ................. .. 6 32 , 211 .1'1t 
RESERVED CODES: . 

NONRESPONDENTS & DROPOUTS ... 2485 12 . 0'I! <MISS> 
MULTIPLE RESPONSE, .... , .. , •• 96 E .0% <MISS l 
REFUSAL ., •.••.. ,, , ..•• , , •.• , 97 19 , 11t (MISS l 
MISSING ....•• , .•.• •.•. , •..•• 98 519 2 . 516 <MISS l 

TOTALS: 20706 100 . 0'I! 100 . 0I, 
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STUDENT-QUESTIONNAIRE NELS:88 FIRST FOLLOW-UP 
Page 7C 

Quutton 93E Top• Poi, 158-669 
ForMol1 12 

Querlt on 94 Tope Po,, 574-674 
ForMot: 11 

NUMBER OF DROPOUT SIBLINGS 
F1S93E NO. OTHR RELA"f!VF.<S) 18 & OVER IN HSEHLD 

How many of your 
step-, or h1 If-) 

b.-ctn ... , end ci1te,., ( including •dopted, 
left high schoo l before gr•duat;ng') 

PER- WCTD PER- WCTD 
RESPONSE CODES FREQ CEN'I' PCT RESPONSE CODES-------- FREQ CENT PCT 

----------NONE • ••• , .•••••••••••••• , • ..• , 
ONE,,., • ••• , •• , • • • ,,,., ••.•. ,. 
TWO .•• ,, .• , • • • , ••.•••• ,... . ... 
THREE. , •• •• •• • , ••••. , , . , , . , .• , 
FOUR, •• , ••• • , • , , •• , .•.. • , • • . • • 
F !VE ... ..• . ,, , ••••••••• ,,., . . . 
SIX OR MORE.. . ............... . 

0 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 

15046 
784 
698 

68 
36 
15 
3A 

72. 7'11 
3,81\ 
3,411 

• 311; 
• 2!t 
• 1" 
,211; 

89 . S'lt 
5. 21t 
4.4% 

• 511 
,2'11 
• 1'1t 
,211; 

I DON'T _HAVE BROTHERS OR 
SI STERS. , , , , , . , •• , •• , , , . ••• , •• . 
NONE ARE IN HICH SCHOOL YET.,. 
NONE LEFT SCHOOL.,, ••• ,, • • •••• 
ONE LEFT SCHOOL,., . • ,,,, ••••• • 
TWO OR MORE LEFT SCHOOL.,, • • •• 
RESERVED CODES : 

1 
2 
3.. 
5 

1085 
4311 
8716 
1522 
768 

5.2'11 
20 . H 
42. 1'11 

7 ,A'lt 
3,711; 

6. 1% 
26,311 
53.0'lt 

9,9'1t 
... 711; 

RESERVE:> CO:)ES : 
NONRES~ONUENTS S. :;h•Jf)c,;,,11 ~ . .. 
MULTIPLE RESPONSE ••.• , .,, . . , 
REFUSAL , •••• .• , . • • • . . , • . . . • . 
MISS I NC . , , , , , , . , , .•. , • , •. , • • 

96 
97 
98 

2485 
9 

36 
I.C95 

12 . O'lt 
. Olt 
• 21ot 

7. 2!t 

<MISS) 
<MISS ) 
<MISS) 
(MISS> 

NONRESPONDENTS & DROPOUTS ..• 
MULTIPLE RESPONSE. , . . ·•. .• , .. 
MISSING •• , •••••••• , •••• ,., • • 

TOTALS: 

6 
8 

2485 
5 

181A 

20706 

12 .O'I': 
.O'it 

a.Sit 

100.0'lt 

t MlSS l 
(MISS> 
<MISS> 

100.0'lt 

TOTALS: 20706 100.0'lt 100.0lt 

Quutton 96 T ■ p1 Po1. 67&-675 
FarM■ l : 11 

Quu tt on 93F T ■ p1 Poi , 570-671 
For10 ■ t1 12 FIS95 DOES R 8.0.BYSIT OWN CHILO, OR SIBLINGS 

FIS93F NO, ,;r,~-;;F.,.i>Th1o5 :.:,me~ 18 l>i HOUSEHOLD Oo you babysit or t ■ kl care of your ow~ ch; ld 1 younger 
brothers or si1l ■ rs or ot~ ■ r r1l1tiv ■ c? 

PER- WCTO 
PER- WCTD RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PC-T 

RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT -------- -----
YES •.•• ...• , •• , • ••••••.• , •• ••. 1 6017 29. 1'11 37.0lt 

NONE •• ••••• •. .•.• . ••• ,, ,. .. ... 0 16282 78.611 98, 11t NO •.•.•••• , .•••••• , •••••••• • ••. 2 70•8 3A , 0'1 43. 0¥. 
ONE •••..•• ,, • .•.•••• ,... ..... . < 170 • 8'1t 1.1'1': DOES NOT .O.PPLY ••••••• ,, •• , , ••• 3 3.C25 16. Sit 19,9'1t 
TWO •• ,, •••. , •• • ,, •••••.••••• ,. 2 ,e9 .2!!. .3!t RESERVED CODES: 
THREE •• •• • , .••• • ; , • • •••••••. , • 3 18 .111 • 1 lt NONRESPONDENTS & DROPOUTS. , • 2.C85 12 .Olt (MISS) 
FOUR. , ••••. .••• •• •••••••• •. , , , 4 21 • I II; • 1 lt MULTIPLE RESPONSE, •••••• ,.,, 6 18 • llt (MISS) 
FIVE •• , •.• •...•• • • , ••... , .. , .. 5 1• '11t , 11! MISSINC .•••• , ••••• , ••• • ••••. 8 1713 8.311! <MISS l 
SIX OR -MCP.C. ..... ... ...... ..... 6 24 • llt • I 'I 
RESE!'lvr::- co::~ r, TOTALS : 2(!)706 100.0'lt 100.01! 

NONRESl"Ot,DiN'rs s. C>r<vi'OUTS ' '. 2485 12 . 0¥. <MISS> 
t.lU!.. '1"!r:":1 . ~ pc:-::0r_11,,1c-,!:' ~f. 2 .Oil (MISS> 
REF US.tL .• , ••• , ...••••....• . , 9 ~ 41 • 2'1': (MISS> 
MI Sl:>? ~::; •••• , • •• • •• , • , , , ~& 1600 7.7'11 <lollSS) 

TOT.O.LS : 20706 100 . 0'lt 100 . 0.. 

Quutton 16 T ■ p ■ Poi, 57&-577 
Fo•M ■ t: 12 

F1S96 HOURS PER 0.0.Y SPENT B.O.BYSITT!NC 

On th« · ■ v1r1g1, how Many hours per day ar ■ you ,.,,pons;bl1 
Qu11 lion 83C T ■po Po ■ , 172-673 for th ■ ;r cart'? 

Foro, ■ t: 12 
PER- WCTD 

F1S93C NO . NON-REL.O.TIVES 18 & 9VER IN HOUSEHOLD RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT 

LESS THAN 1 HOUR ••• • ,,, • •••• ,. 1 276A 13 . 31t A5.3'1t 
MORE THAN 1, LESS TH.O.N 3 HOURS 2 1829 8.8'1! 30.6'1t 

3'PER- WCTD MORE TH.O.N LESS TH.O.N 5 HOURS 3 806 3,9., 13 . 8'11 
RESPONSE COOES FREQ CENT PCT lilORE THAN 5 .. LESS TH.O.N 7 HOURS 4 325 1.&'lt 5.6'1! 

lilORE TH.O.N 7, LESS THAN 10 
NONE ••• , ••• .•••• •• •• , •• •.•• •••• 0 15948 77,0lt 95.8'1': HOURS, ••. , , , , , • • , , •• , , , , , , • , •• s 1-ce • 711 2 ,6'11; 
ONE ••••. •• . , ., •• • • • , .. • , ·, . •••• 1 510 2 . S'lt 3.3\t MORE TH.O.N 10 HOURS A D.O.Y ...... 6 130 .6'1t 2 .• 1'11 
TWO ..•. , .. . . .• , .• . • , •. _, ., ..• ,. 2 70 , 311; . .C'lt RESERVED CODES : 
THREE •.•.••••• , •• .•• .. •. • •• , •• • 3 29 , 1!t • 2'1t NONRESPONDENTS & DROPOUTS , •• 2485 12 , 0'11 <MISS l 
FOUR •• , .••• ,, •••• , • .• , ••• , ••• • 4 13 ,111 • 1 !t MULT!PLE RESPONSE., •• ,,,, ••• 96 1 • ()'It (MISS> 
FIVE ... . .... . . ,, .......... , . . . s 7 • O'lt . 11t MISSINC ••••• , ••••• , •• , •• •• ,, 98 17•5 8.4'1t <MISS> 
SIX OR lolORE ............... ; ... 6 31 ' 1'11 • 21! LECIT!MAT£ S~ IP • •• ••••• • , • • • 99 10473 S0.6'1t (MISS I 
RESERVEC· CODES : 

NONRE"SPONDE NTS & DROPOUTS·••. 2485 12 . 0'lt (M I SS) TOTALS : 20706 100.0"'- 100.0'lt 
MULTIPLE RESPONSE ....••• . • • • 96 3 .0'11 (MISS> 
REFUSAL ..• , • , .• .• ..•.• , • , •.. 97 38 ,2'1t (MISS l 
MISSINC ........ ,. , . .. , .,, . . , 98 1572 7,6'1t (MISS) 

TOTALS: 20706 100.0'lt 100.0'lt 

https://TOT.O.LS
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STUDENT QUESTIONNAIRE NELS:88 FIRST FOLLOW;..UP 7 1 

Quu t 1on 91C Tope Poi , 681-68\ · 
Quutto" 97 Tape Po, , 679-679 Fori.. t : 11 

ForMall 11 · 
F1598C DOESN'•T CE T ALONG WITH 0TH MALE GUARDIAN 

F1S97 NUMBER OF SCHOOL DAYS MISSED TO BABYSIT 
Other mele guard i an < st,pfatt-ie, o• f 01 t • r f It her )

1,, e. typicel montt, 1 how many school days · Cl o you m i.as b•cau,, 
of ta ~ 1ng care of y our own ch i lo o r your brothers end PE~- WCTD 
111ter1 1 ·RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PC'! 

PER- WGTD APPLIES .,, •. .•• , ,, •. • . .. . • .. .. 1 621 3. 0•. A. Gt., 
RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT DOES NOT 'II.PPL Y, , , , , , , , , . , , , . , • 2 1•83 5 71 , 6'1\ 95 . 4'1\---------- -------- RESERVED CODES: 

NONE . , . . ,., ,,, , . . , ... . , ... .. , .. 0 5370 25 . 911 75. 111 NONRESPONDENTS .. DROPOUTS • •• 2"'85 12.011 <MISS l 
.1-2 DAYS,, ,,, .,, , ., •• ,. , .,, •• • 1 .. ?A . 2.311 7 ,711 MISS INC.,.,,. , •••• •• .•• • .• ,. 8 2765 13 ..... <MISS l 
3-6 DAYS,, ,,,, ,·. , , , •• ,,, ., ,,,, 2 B8 ...11 1 . ~ 
7-9 . DAYS , . ,, .•• •.. , . .. , , , ,, , , , 3 1 7 . 111 . 311 TOTALS: 20706 100 .0lt 100 . 0'1\ 
10 DAYS OR MORE •• •. ,, , ,,,,, ,,, 2 1 . 111 ,31t 
DOES NOT APPL Y. , •. , • , ; • , • , , , , , "' 5 1213 5.9'h 15 , 61t 
RESERVED CODES: 

NONRESP.ONDENTS 8, DROPOUTS • . • 2.. e5 12 .Olt (MISS ) 
MULTIPLE ·RESPONSE . .• •••• ••• • 6 I . O'lt !MISS l 
REFUSAL , , , , , . , , . • • • . . •..• . •. 7 6 .Olt !MISS l 
MISS i NG .. . . , .. . , , , , , •• , , , , , , e 558 2. 71! (MISS > 
LEGITIMATE SKIP , . .• ,,, , ,, , , . 9 10473 50.61! <MISS l 

T OTALS : 20706 100,0'lt 10D.O'lt Quutlon BSD Tope Po,. 582-68i 
Fo,.Mat : 11 

F1S98D R DOESN ' T -GET AL.ONG WITH HIS/HER MOTHER 

Mother 

PER - WCTD 
RESPONSE CODES FREQ CEN'I P:T 

Quu tton 99 APPLIE S .. •• ·,. , ,, , , . , , ,, , ,,,, , , I 1608 ; . 8•. lC . A:... 
DOES NOT APPLY,, ., ,, • , . , , , • , .. 2 138,48 66 . 9"- 89 . 6~ 
RESERVED CODES: 

NONRESPONDENTS & DROPOUTS .•• 2,85 12 . Cl'< ( MISS I 
MISSING.,,, ••• ,,, , .,., , • •. ,. 6 2765 13. ,4\o: ( MISS > 

ls there anyone ,n your famil y wiU, whom you don ' t ;,t 
along'? TOTALS: 20706 100 . 0" 100 . 0lt 

Qu11t1on BIA Tepe Poi, 679-579 Quo1t1o• 88E Top, Po,, 683 - 58:i 
Fo,,.at: 11 Fo,.1t1at : l 1 

F 1S98A R CETS ALONG WITH ALL FAMILY MEMBERS F1S98E DOESN'T CET ALONG WITH STEP/FOSTERMOTHER 

get along ~,u, al _l tt,, people in my family 

PER- WGTD PER- wcT: 
RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT -------- -----·---- --------

APPLIES • •••• , • •••• . , •. . ••• • , ., 1 9724 ..1.~ 62 . 611 . APPLIES , ,·,,,, .. .. ........ , .. ,, 1 316 I . 51-: 2 , 2:,. 
DOES NOT APPL.Y, , • • ,, ,,, ,,, , . , , 2 5732 27.711 DOES NOT APPLY., , .,, •• ,. , ,.,,,, 2 1s 1..o 73 , lit 91 . 8;,37, "'" RES£RVED CODES : RESERVED CODES : 

NONRESPONDENTS & DROPOUTS •. . 2 .. 85 12 . ~ <MISS l NONRESPONDENTS & DROPOUTS ... 2,8s 12. o.. (MISS l 
MISS I NG. ,,,, . ,., ,. ,,. , •. , . ,. 8 2765 13.•" · !MISS) MISSINC ,. ,, •• , ,,., , . . • . , .. ,. 8 2765 13 . ... <M ! SS 1 

TOTALS: 20706 100 . ~ 100.~ TOTALS: 20706 100 . 0's 100 . 0 .. 

Quu tton 981 Tepe Poi, 510-680 Quut lo" 98F Tepe Poi, &a..-&84 
For ■ et: 11 F.o••at: 11 ·- ·-- ·-------

F1598B R DOESN'T GET ALONC WITH HIS/HER FATHER F 1S98F R DOESN'T CET AL.ONC WITH BROTHERS 

Father . Brother(,) (including step- or half - >' 

PER- WGTD PER- WCTD 
RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT 

---------- --------., ---------- --------
APPLIES ...• .• • .. • .•. • •.•• •.• • , 192 .. 9 . 31t 12. 1'1t APPLIES . • . • . •• , • • • , ••• • . , •• • •• 1 1616 7 . 81< IC . 2's 
DOES NOT APPLY . , , , , • , , , • , , , • , , 2 13532 65 . .. 1; 87. 91t DOES NOT APPLY ,, , •• , ; • , , , • , , , , 2 138"'C 66 . 8"- e9 . ec,. 
RESERVED CODES : RESERVED CODES : 

NONRESPONDENTS I DROPOUTS •.• 2.. s5 12 .O'lt (MISS) NONRESPONDENTS & DROPOUTS •• , 2..85 12, Olt !MISS l 
MISSINC •• .••• . . •.• • .. . .. .. •. e 2765 13 . ..11 <MISS > MISS INC . . .... .... .. ... ... ... 8 2765 13 , Alt I MISS> 

TOTALS: 20706 100.~ 100 . 0" TOTALS : 20706 100.0-. 100.0ie 
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Quu t ton 19B Top, Po,. &88-689 
Quu t I on 98C T1p1 Poi, ~86-6116 Foro,at: H 

ForMat: 11 
F1S99B LAST 2Y,RS ONE OF R'S PARENTS COT MARR I ED 

F\S98G R DOESEN'T GET ALONG WITH SISTERS 
Ono of "'Y p1,.tnl1 got ffl ■,. r i .a 

s, 't ', \ ' ) : , l'\C I I.Id H'lij Ile p- o• ha 1 f-) 
PER- WGTO 

PER- WGTD RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT 
RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PC_T ---------------- APPLIES. , ,.,,,,,,.,. , ........• 1 929 •• Sit 6, 21t--------·-APPLIES,., ,_,,,,.,, ,,. , ,.,.,.,, 1 1660 8,0!! 10.9'11> DOES NOT APPLY, . , , , ,, , . , • , .. , , , 2 16711 80.71; 93.Blt 

DOES NOT ,APPLY , .. , .. , .. , .. , .. , 2 13796 66.61\t 89. 11; RESERVED CODES : 
RESERVED CODES: NONRESPONDENTS I DROPOUTS . .. 206 12.0.. (MISS) 

NONRESPONDENTS & DROPOUTS, .. 2,ss 12. OIi IMIS&> REFUSAL, , , , . •.. . , ..... , , . , •. 7 18 • 11' <MISS> 
MISS I NG ..• . . , . . , .. , . , . . .. .. . 8 2765 13 . <l!t (Ml _SSI -MISS INC , , •• • • ,..-.•• .•• •••. •.• S63 2 . 71t (MISS>~ 

TOTALS: 20706 100 . 0't 100.0lt TOTALS: 20706 roo.011 100,0lt 

Question 18H T1p1 Poi, &86-&86 Quutlo• IIC T1p1 Poi, 180-&90 
Foro,1t: 11 ForM ■ t: 11 

F ,sse,; R DOESN'T GET ALONG_ WITH CRANOPAREN,TI S > F1S99C IN LAST 2 VEARS R'S PARENTS COT DIVORCED 
Craf'IOP11rer,.tl I ) Me parents got d;vcrced o, 1ep1r1t1d 

PER- WGTD PER- WCTD 
RESPONSE CODES •REQ CENT PCT RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT 

AP<>L[ ES , . , . , . .. , , . , , .. , , . , , . • , 391 1 , Sit 2 . 31t APPL I ES, , .•. , . . , . .. •.... , .. , . , 1 127• 6.211< 8 , 0-: 
00£5 · NC,~ APP!. 't, .. .. ... ......... 2' 1S065 72 . 8'1! 97 . ?It DOES NOT APPLY .... , • .. .•.•.... 2 16366, 79 . 01, 92 ,0-: 
RESES:.VEC COC!El; : RESERVED CODES : 

NCNP~SPO~~Et-:'!'S ti OR!).OOUTS .. 2485 12 . OIi . (MISS> NONRESPONDENTS & DROPOUTS •. , 2,95 12. 01\ <MISS> 
MI.SS .lNG . ... .. ,.,, ...... ..... 8 2765 13 . <llt <MISS) REFUSAL ... ,, .. . ,,,,,,.,.,.,, 7 18 .11t <MISS, 

MISS INC ... ,, ... .. ,.,,, .. ,,,, 8 663 2. ?It <MISS> 
TOTALS: 20706 1oo, ()It 100.0lt 

TOTALS: 20706 100.0lt 100.0'< 

Quutlon 181 Tap, Pol, 187-&87 
FortHt: II Quutlo• 110 Tape Poi, 191-591 

For111t: 11 
F1S981 R DOESN'T CET ALONG WITH :THER RELATIVES 

F1S99D IN LAST 2 VRS R'S MOTHER LOST HER JOB 
Other re I al 1,.. e ( l) (ch, I dr e,.. o, ad,.il l I) 

My mother lo1i he,. Job 
PER- WCTD 

RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT PER- WCT:> ---------- -------- .RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT 
APPLIES., ... .. . .. , .. ,,. , ,· .. ,,. 1 93, •·Sit 6. 11t --------DOES NOT APP·LY. , , .• , , , , , • -• • , • , 2 1"522 70. 1'1 93 ,91t APP LI ES . . . . ... , , .. , ... ........ 1 756 3 . ?It - •.611 
RESERVED CODES : DOES NOT APPLV .. , , ... ,. ,,. , ... 2 1688• 81. Sit 95,,., 

NONRESPONDENTS & DROPOUTS, .. 2,55 12 .O!t ·(MISS> RESERVED CODES-: 
MJSSJNC, . . , .. . ,.,, .......... 8 2765 <MISS> ' NONRESPONDENTS I OROPOUTS.,, 2,55 12.0lt <MISS>1J ·"" REFUSAL . . , . .... ,.,,,,,,,., .. 7 18 .111; IMI.SS > 

TOTALS: 20706 100.0lt 100.0lt MISSING. , ..... ,, , ........... 8 563 2.7'1! <MISS> 

TOTALS: 20706 100.0!1 100.0\t 

Quu t I on 19 

Qu11tlon 91E Tap1 Poi, 112-112 
FortHt, 11 

Lots of th1ng1 h1ppen 1n f1mi I,., that "''Y affect young F1S99E IN THE LAST 2YRS R'S FATHER LOST HIS J08 
people, J,.. \tie last 2 year,, have any of the fol lo..,,ng 
happened to your fam1 ly'? My f. t .... ,. lost h; I Job 

PER- WCTD 
RESPONSE COOES FREQ CENT PCT 

APPLIES ----------.. ,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,••• ' 1 1051 5. 11t -6. J!t 
DOES NOT APPLY.,,,,,,,,,,,,,., 2 16589 80. 11t 93.?lt 
RESERVED COOES: 

NONRESPONDENTS I DROPOUTS.,, 2•85 12 ,Olt <MISS i 
REFUSAL.,.,, .......... ,.,,,, 7 18 'II, (MISS, 

Quullon 19A T1p1 Poi, 188-&88 M.ISSINC,,,,,,,.,,,,,,,,.,,,, e 663 2·, 71! <MISS> 
Foro,1t: 11 

TOTALS: 20706 100.0lt 100.0lt 
F 1 S99A IN LAST 2 YRS FAM! LY MOVED TO A NEW HOME 

My f1m1 I y 11'\0Vld lo • ..,., home 

PER- WCTO 
RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT 

APPLIES ., .. .. ... ,,, , . ..-.... , .. 1 2832 13. 711 20.,11 
DOES NOT APPLY .. . ,-. , .......... 2 1"808 71, Sit 79,6!t 
RESERVED CODES: 

NONGESPON:>E~:s & DROPOUTS. , . 2,es 12 .O!t <MISS l 
REFUSAL , ...•... , . , . ; ..... , . , 18 '11t (MISS) 
MISSINC, .. ,.,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,. 8. ' 563 2.7!, (MISS) 

TOTALS : 20706 100,()!, 100.~ 

https://Craf'IOP11rer,.tl
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Quutton IBJ T ■ pe Po1 . &97-597 
Que• ti on 99F Tape Poi. 113-&83. For,01t1 11 

For•at 1 11 
F1S99J IN THE LAST 2VRS R' S MOTHER DIED 

F 1 S99F IN LAST . 2VRS R'S MOTHER STARTED TO WORK 
My . mot he,. d; ■ d 

My mot. her 1t1rled \o ._.o rlo. 
PER- WCTD 

PER- WCTD RESPO.NSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT 
RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT ------------------ -------- APPL! ES, , . .. , ... , , .. , . , .•.. , • . 1 108 • 611 . 6'►.

APPLIES .. ..... . .. . ...• . . .. • . •. 1 2526 12.211 1• ,811 DOES NOT APPLY .. ..••.. . ...••.. 2 17532 8• . 711 99 . "" 
RESERVED CODES: NONRESPONDENTS & DROPOUTS.•.• 2•85 12 . ~ O,IISS l 

NONRESPONDENTS 8, DROPOUTS ..• 2•85 12.011 <MISS> REFUSAL . .. ..•...•. . ..•.•. . .. 7 18 .Ut <MISS > 
REFUSAL .... . , .. • •.....• • ••.. 7 18 . 1111 <MISS> IMISSINC .. ....•.• • . • •...• .. . . 8 563 2 . 7111 (MISS l 

DOES NOT APPLY , ••.. . . . .•..•. .. 2 1511• 73 . 011 85.211 RESERVED CODES : 

MISSINC .. ... .. . . ...... . ..... 2. 7111 (MISS)8 563 -----TOTALS : 20706 100.011! 100.0" 
TOTALS: 20706 100 .011 100.011 

Quu t 1on 19K .TIP• Po,. &H-598 
Questtoft 99C T ■ pe Po,. &14-&9• Foro,ot: 11 

Fori.. t: 11 
F1S99K IN LAST 2VRS A CLOSE RELATIVE DIEO 

F1S99C IN LAST 2 YRS R'S FATHER STARTED TO WORK 
A clot• relat1ve d1•d 

My father ,tarted to wor~ 
PER- WCTO 

PER- WCTD RESPONSE CODES FREQ CE'IT PCT 
RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT 

APPLIES . . ,, ., ... . •. • • ... ..••. . •8e, 23 . 6'►. 26.8" 
APPL I ES... . . . . ..... .... .... . . . 1 609 2 . 911 3.811 DOES NOT APPLY .. .•.• .. •.... . . , 12759 61 .611 71. 2'►. 
DOESN07APPLY . .. .. ..... : . .... 2 17031 82.3111 96 . 211 RESERVED COOES: 
RESERVED CODES : NONRESPONDENTS & DROPOUTS . . . 2"8S 12.011 IMISS l 

NONRESPONDENTS & DROPOUTS . •. 2•85 12 . 0lt <MISS> REFUSAL ... ... ... . .. .. , . . ... . 7 18 . 11t IMISS l 
REFUSAL..... . .... . .. .. ... . .. 7 18 .11t(MISSI MISS INC, .....•......... . . .. .. 8 563 2 . 711 <t,IJSS l 
MISSINC.. . . . ..... ... . . ..... . 8 563 2.711 CMISSl 

TOTALS : 29706 100.011 100.0¥. 
TOTALS: 20706 100 . 0111 100.011 

Quut1on 19L Tape Po, . 199-599 
Questio" 99H Tape Po,. &l&-&9& For,oat: If 

For,01t1 11 
FIS99L LAST 2YRS UNMARRIED SISTER COT PRECNANT 

F1S99H IN ·THE LAST 2 YRS R BECAME SERIOUSLY ILL 
One of "'Y U""'•rr,ed 1, ·1terc got pr •en•,, t 

PEA- WCTO_ 
PER- WCTD RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT 

RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT --------
APPLIES . ..... .. , ...... . . ... ; .. I 835 • . O'II 5. 2'►.. 

APPLIES .. .. .... .. ........ ..... 1 •6.3 2 . 2'11 2 . 71! DOES NOT APPLY. ·, . . •.•, , . •. . .•. . 2 1680S 81 . 2'1t 9•. 8'< 
DOES NOT . APPLY . .... • , ... ... . . . 2 17177 83 . 011 97.311 RESERVED cooes·, 
RESERVED CODES : NONRESPONDENTS & DROPOUTS . . . 2•85 12.0'►. (MISS l 

NONRESPONDENTS 8, DROPOUTS .. . 2•85 12. Ol! CMISSl REFUSAL, , • .. • .. . , .•. . .• .. .. . 7 18 .111 (IIISS 1 
·REFUSAL .. •. ...... ..• . . .• ... ,.. 7 18 .1'11 !MISS l MISS INC ... .• . . ••.• • . . .•••.. . 8. 563 2. 711 <MISS l 

MISSINC ..... .. . . .. . .. .. . .... 8 563 2.711 <MISS) 
TOTALS: 20706 100.0lt 100 . 0¥. 

TOTALS: 2D706 100.011 100 . 011! 

Quut1on 11111 T ■pe Poa. 100-100 
Qu■ ,t Ion -191 T ■pe Po,. 118-116 Forfflal: 11 

For•all 11 
F1S99M LAST 2VRS R'S BROTHER/SISTER OROPPE0 OUT 

F1S99I IN THE LAST 2VRS R'S FATHER DIED 
One of "'Y brothers or Ii 1ler'l dropped out of 1chool 

My father died 
PEP-· WCTD 

PER- WCTO RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT 
RESPONSE CODES FREQ _CENT PCT --------

APPLIES ........... ·. . . ...... .. . 1 68• 3.3'►. ... 1'1: 
APPLIES . .. .... , . ... .... . . . , . ·... 1 2•3 1. 21\ 1.•11 DOES NOT APPLY ....• • . • .••.. ... 2 16956 81. 9'r: 95 . 9": 
DOES NOT APPLY. , . ..... . . ,.. ... 2 17397 98 . 6'11 RESERVED CODES:8• ·°" RESERVED CODES : . NONRESPONDENTS & DROPOUTS ... 2•85 12 . 0¥. <IIIS~ I 

NO'IRESPONDENTS & DROPOUTS . .. 2•85 12 . 0l! (MISS I REFUSAL, • ..... •. •••. • ••• . .. , 7 18 . 1¥. IMISS l 
REF:.JSAc, , . . . ..•... . . ....•. . . 7 18 • 11t (MISS) MISSINC • .. . . . . • , •.•. • ••• . • . • 8 563 2. 71t <MISS )
MISSINC . .. .•• . , ..• . • ••. .. , .. , 8 563 2 . 716 (MISS l ----- .-----

' TOTALS: 20706 100 . 0~. 100 . 0'r: 
TOTALS : 20706 100 , 0lt 100.0'lt 
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Quut lo" 

F1S99N 

IIN 

IN (AST' 2YRS R' S FAMILY WENT ON 

T1p1 Po,, 601•601 
ForMal: 11 

WELFARE 

Question 

F1S99R 

BIR 

IN PAST 2 YEARS R•S FAMILY WAS 

Tap, Po,. 105-&05 
For•1l: 11 · 

HOMELESS 

My fam i ly WII ~o,nal11, for I P•,.;od of th"• 
My famil}' we n t 

RESPONSE 

or. ,.,a t farC! 

CODES FREQ 
PER-
CENT 

WCTD 
PCT 

RESPONSE COOES FREQ 
PER-
CENT 

WCTD 
PCT 

APPLIES . ... .. ..• •....• ,, ,. .. . . 
DOES NOT APPLY ., ...... ,, ,, . .. . 
RESERVED CODES: 

NONRESPONDENTS & DROPOUTS , .. 
REFUSAL . . . . .. .... . . . , . . . ,... 
MISSINC .. , .......... . .. ,.. .. 

TOTALS : 

1 
2 

7 
8 

237 
17403 
2,es 

18 
663 

20706 

1. 11! e,. O!t 
12. 01! 

. 1'1\ 
2. 7111 

100.0'lt 

1.,111 
98, 6'-

(MISS') 
<MISS)
(MISS) 

100.0% 

APPLIES,., . , •. •. ..•.....•..•. . 
DOES NOT APPLY , ..• •........ , , . 
RESERVED CODES: 

NONRESPONDENTS & DROPOUTS •. , 
REFUSAL • . .. ..•.• •., •..... • .• 
MISS I NC , . .• , .•.•.. , , . . . . . .. . 

TOTALS : 

1 
2 

7 
8 

81 
17569 

2"'85 
18 

!163 
20706 

.4'1\ . 5'1! 
84. 8111 99. S'lt 

12.~ <lllSSl 
.1'1t(MJSS l 

2. 7111 (1,11 ss) 
100.0'lt 100.0't 

. Qu11t10" 19S Tapi Po,. 106-80& 
Qu11tlon 990 Tape Po,, 102-102 Fori.. l: 11 

Fo,,.at: 11 
F1S99S N.ONE OF THE ABOVE APPL I ES TO R 

FIS990 IN LAST 2YRS R'S FAMILY WENT OFF WELFARE 
None app l y 

My fe.m 1 l'r went oll we I fer e 
PER- WCTD 

PER- WCTD RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT 
RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT ------------------ -------- APPL! ES ... , • , . , . , , . , . .... ,. ... . 1 7212 3•.B 'lt 38. 1 .. 

APPL I ES . . ....... • , ....• , , , , , , , 151 . 7111 . 9!o DOES NOT APPLY •..•..• .• . . . •.. . 2 10,28 so.,.. 61 . 9'< 
DOES NOi AP~ L Y • • • •• , •• •• • • , ••. 17'89 8"'. 5'1! 99. 111 RESERVED CODES: 
RESERVEO CODES : NONRESPONDENTS & DROPOUTS .. . 2... 85 12.0111 (MISS > 

NONRESPONDENTS & DROPOU,S . . . 2485 12 , 0't (MISS) REFUSAL, .• , .•.•. ,. , .• ,., . .. . 7 18 .1'11 <MISS > 
REFUSAL, .•... , • .... . . ... , ... 7 18 .1'11 <MISS> MISS INC . • ••. , ...• .. , ........ 8 663 2 . 7'1\ (MISS> 
MISSING,., ... . .... • . , . ...... 8 563 2 . 7!t (MISS l 

TOTALS: 20706 · 100 . 011 100.0lt 
TOTALS : 20706 ,oo . 01t 100.0\t 

Qu11llo" 100 
Qu11tton 99P T1p1 Po,. 603•603 

Fo,,.,t: I 1 

F 1S99P · IN LAST 2 YRS FAM! LY STAYED ON WELFARE 
How often ao· your parents do the fol l ow1r1g., 

My f ami I y It I yed on we If Ire \ ho past two year, 

PER- WCTO 
RESPDNS£ COOES FREQ CENT PCT 

APPLIES ... ..... .. .. .• . • .. ... .. I 252 1, 21\ 1. 5'1! 
DOES NOT APPL V. , , . •• •• , . , , .. , . 2 17388 8"' .Ol! se . 511 
RESERVEO COOES: 

NONRESPONOENTS g DROPOUTS . ,. 2485 12.0lt <MISS ) 
REFUSA L . ... , , . , . , , . , .. .. . , , . 7 18 . 1!t <MISS> Quut1o" 100A Tape Po,. 607-607 
MISSING .. . .. . .. .. . . ,, . .... .. 8 563 2 . ?'It (MISS > Fo,.,at: 11 

TOTALS: 20706 100 . 01< 100.0111 F1S1DOA HOW OFTEN PARENTS CHECK R'S HOMEWORK 

Check on whether you have done your homewo r k 

PER- WCTO 
RESPONSE COOES FREQ CENT PCT 

OFTEN ·.• , . , .. . •. .. , .• , . •. .. ... . 1 "'246 20. 5'1! 25.8'1! 
SOMETIMES .. , .. , .. .. . .. •. ...... 2 5068 24 . S'lt 30.B't 
RARELY •..•.•.... .. . .. .•......• 3 "'367 21, 1111, 25.811 

Q.,e,t(on 9BQ Teo, Po,. &OA-604 NEVER ,· , .. , . , .. , .. ... ..... , ..•. 4 3070 17. ?'It'"' , BioFor"'at: 11 RESERV'Ei:, COOES : 
NONRESPONDENTS & DROPOUTS ... 2485 12 , 0111 <MISS> 

F1S99Q FAMILY MEMBER BECAME ILL lN PAST 2 YRS MULTIPLE RESPO~SE . ..• •. . . ••. 6 2 .01! (MISS ) 
MISS INC . . . ••.. ..• . •.••.. . . . . 8 1...6! 7. t!i (MISS> 

TOTAL.S: 20706 100 . 0't 100 . 0"-
PER- WCTD 

RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT 

APPL.IES .. . . , ......... . , , .. ... · 1888 9 , 1'1t 10.6'1\ 
DOES NOT APPLY ...... ,. .. , ; .. .. 15752 76.111 89,41! 
RESERVEO COOES : 

NONRESPONOENTS & DROPOUTS ... 2485 12 . 0!t (MISS) 
REFUSAL , , , .. , ... • ... , . , . , , . . 7 18 . 1!t O,USS) 
MISSlNC . . . . , . . .. . ........ . . . 8 563 2, 7'1! (MISS l 

TOTALS: 20706 100.0111 100.0111 

STUDENT QUESTIONNAIRE NELS:88 FIRST FOLLOW-UP 
Pago 7A 
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STUDENT QUESTIONNAIRE NELS:88 FIRST FOLLOW-UP 

Qu11tton 100F Tap, Poa, 612-612 
Quutton 1008 Tape Poi, 109-609 Fo,,.at: 11 . 

' Fo, ■ at: 11 
F1S100F PARENTS LIMIT TV WATCHINC OR VIDEO CAMES. 

F 1 S 100B HOW OFTEN PARENTS HELP R WITH HOMEWORK 
Limit t-he amount of time you ce~ spend ~•tch1ng TV or 

Help you with your hom ■ work playing video 91m1s 

PER- WCTD PER- WCTD 
RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT 

1 9.011 ----------OFTEN ... , ... . ..... , . .. , ... , .. . 1436 6.911 OFTEN .. . .. ,. , . . .... ,,,., , . ,,, . 1 1666 8.0... 9.6't 
SOMETIMES., .. ,, . . ...• , .. •. . . .. 2 '6343 30.611 39.011 SOMETIMES ..... . . . . • , •.. . , .. .. . 2 35-41 17. 111 20 . 6"-
RARELY, . , . , , .. , , ... , , , , , , . , , . . 3 6 .. 6 .. 26,411 31 .811 RARELY,;, . .. , , . .. ,. , .. ... ..... 3 A-412 21, 31< 26.7'1< 
NEVER .. . . . , . ... ,, .. , ., . . , , .. , , .. 3473 16,811 20.211 NEVER . .... .. . , , , , , . ....... , . .. .. 7000 33.811 <13 . ,,, 

· RESERVED CODES : RESERVED CODES : 
NONRESOONDENTS & DROPOUTS .,. 2485 12 . OIi (MISS) NONRESPONDENTS & DROPOUTS ... 2.. 85 12 . O!t (MISS!
Ml;L TI PLE RES PONS~ . . . ... .. . . . 6 1 , 0\t (MISS> MISSING .. .... , , ...... . .. ,, .. 8 1602 ; • 7 .. ·1MISS > 
MISSINC . .. .. .. . .... , . •.. . ,,, 8 1504 7 , 311 (MISS> 

TOTALS: 20706 100.04t 100 . 0,. 
TOTALS : 20706 100 . 011 100.011 

Quu tt on 1OOC Tapo Po,. 613-613 
Qi,utton 100C Tap, Poi, 809-609 For-ftlat: J 1 

ForMet: 11 
F15100C PARENTS LIMIT TIME WITH FRiENOS 

F1s1ooc SPECIAL PRIVILECES CIVEN FOR COOD CRAOES 
Limit the .amount of time you go out with friend, on school 

C;ve yo,., special pr1vilege1 b ■ cau11 o~ good ;r1d11 n;ght, 

PER- WGTD PER- -.cTC-
RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT 

OFTEI<, ... , .. ,, ... , .,, .. ,, ... ,, 1 3503 16.911 21. Sit OFTEN ........ , , ..... , , . , . , , , , . 1 5•87 26. 50, 33.3" 
SOMETIMES .................... , 2 6308 30.Slt 38.71t SOMETIMES .... ,, ..... , .... , . . . . 2 5592 27 .O<ot 33.•'< 
RARELY ., ,, .... , .. , , , , . , , , , , , , , 3 3720 18 . OIi 21. 711 RARELY ... ,,.,,, •. , ..... , ...... 3 3090 1... 9'1< 18. 611 
NEVER . . . . , , . , . , , . , ..... , . , , .. , .. 3160 15, 31£ 18. 111 NEVER .... , ... , . , . , , .... , .. , , .. .. 11. 9 .. 2 ◄ 59 '". a;.;RESERVED CODES: RESERVED CODES: 

NONRESPONDENTS & DROPOUTS.,, 2485 12 . OIi (MISS) NONRESPONDENTS & DROPOUTS ... 2485 12.0.. <MISS> 
..ULTIPLE RESPONSE,,, .. ,,.,,, 6 3 • OIi !MISS) MULTIPLE RESPONSE . . ,, , . , , . . . 6 2 .OIi <MISS> 
MISSINC . , .. . ....... . ... , .... 8 1527 7. 4!t (MISS) MISS INC .......... . ....... ... 8 159 1 7 . 7'1t !MISS> 

TOTALS : 20706 100 . 0!r 100 . 0!I TOTALS: 20706 100.0'lt 100.0'< 

Quu t ton 100D Tape Poi, 610-610 Q .. 11tton 101 Tepo Po,. 614-616 
Fo,Met: 11 Fo,,.at: 12 

F1S100D PARENTS LIMIT PRIVILEGES OUE POOR GRADES F 15101 LATEST R CAN STAY OUT ON SCHOOL NICHTS 

ln a typical weei.;, whet is tha l1t11t you can. 1l1y out on 
SCHOOL NIGHTS l Suna1 y-Thu,,d1 y J? 

PER- WCTO 
RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT PER- WCTC 

RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT 
O~TEN., . ... , , , .. , , . , , , . , , , , . , , I 3015 14. 611 19. Sit --------SOMETIMES .• ,,, ... , . • . ,,.,,.,., 2 . •683 . 22 . 6"' 28 . ◄ !< NOT ALLOWED OUT ... ,, .. ,,, ... . . 0 1272 6. 1!t 7 .D'< 
RARELY . .. ,,,,,,.,, ... , .. ,,,,,, 3 •126 19. 91< 2 ◄. ◄ Ill NO LATER THAN 8:00 .......... . . 1 1366 6 . 611 1. 6"' 
NEVER ... . , . .. .. , . , .. , ... , .... , • •793 23. 11t 2 7 . 71t NO LATER THAN 9:00 ............ 2 3120 15 , 1!t 18 . 71, 
RESERVED CODES: NO LATER THAN 10:00 ... ,,,.,,,, 3 6043 29. 2!t 37 ..... 

NONRESPONDENTS & DROPOUTS ... 2485 12. OIi (MISSJ NO LATER THAN 11 :00........ ,,. .. 2790 13. Slit 17. 0'< 
MULTIPLE RESPONSE........... 6 .. .O!I <MISS) NO LATER THAN 12:00........... 5 1031 5. 011 6 . 0'it 
MISSING .•.... , .... ,......... 8 1600 7. 71t <MISS> AS . LATE AS I WANT ........... ,, 6 1041 5.011 6 . 211 

RESERVED CODES: 
TOTALS : 20706 100 . 011 100.0'li NONRESPONDENTS e. DROPOUTS ... 2•85 12 ,O!t <MISSl 

MUL Tl PLE RESPONSE ........... 96 1.. , 1!t <MISS l 
MISSING., .. , .. , .•........... 98 15 ◄• 7,5!t (MISS l 

TOTALS: 20706 100.0'li 100.0lt 

Quu t ton 1OOE Tap, Pot, 111-111 
Foraat: 11 

F1S100E R REQUIRED TO WORK AROUND THE HOUSE 
Quutton 102 

Require you lo do wor~ or chore, around tht home 

PER- WCTO 
RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT 

How much do your parent, try to find out about .. • 
7971 38.Slt so .~ 

26.611.g~giwEs:::::::::: :::: ::::::: ~- 55 -11 32 . •!t 
RARELY. , . . ;, .. , , , , , , . , , , , , , , , . 3 2166 10 . Sit 12 . .. It 
NEVER ... . . . . .. . , .. .. , . . .. , . , . , 4 937 • • 51< 5.2!t 
RESERVED CODES : 

NONRESPONDENTS & DROPOUTS,., 2485 12 .OIi (MISS ) 
MULTIPLE RESPONSE........... 6 11 . 111 (Ml·SS) 
MISSING., . , . . ...... , ... , .. ,. 8 1625 7 , 811 (MISS ) 

TOTALS : 20706 100 . 011 100.0!t 
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Quu t ton 102E Tape Po,, 120-620 
Quo ■ tton 102A Tape Po ■ , 816-616 For ■ at: 11 

Foraat: 11 
F1S102E PARENTS TRY FINO WHERE R IS AFTER SCHOOL 

F \ S102A PARENTS TR,. TC F INC· OUT WHO FRIENDS ARE 
Where you are ~o,t 1fternoont afte r 1ckooli 

Wne y our fr, ench a r • '? 
PER• WCTD 

PER- WCTD RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT 
RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT ---------- ---------------- DON'T KNOW.,, . . ... . ,.,, .. , . . . , 1 6,5 3 . 1!t 3. ?It 

DON ' T KNOW , .. , , ,,, .. , ,.,,, ... . 1 619 3.~ 3. 7!t NOT AT ALL ... , ..... , .. , ... . , . . 2 277 , 13. ,11 16.916 
NOT AT ALL ,;,, . , , . . , , , , , . , .. .. 2 1125 5 , ,1, 6 , 61< JUST A LITTLE . .... ..... ,, ., , . , 3 2826 13, 6!t 16.616 
JUST A LITTLE ... . . .. , . ...... .. 3 2869 13 . 916 16.911 SOME . .. . ,. , .. . . . .. . , .. . . . ,.,,. .. ,682 22 . 611 27 . 316 
SOME .. . . . . ,. , .. , , , . ,,,, , ,· , ··· .. 601' 29.0li 36 .,11 A LOT, , .. ,. ,,,, .. , , ,,,,. , , ,,,, 5 5706 27 . 611 35.51! 
A LOT, , . . . . , . , .. ,, .. , .. . ,., .. . s 6068 29,311 3& . ,11 RESERVED CODES : 
RESERVED CODES: NONRESPONDENTS & DROPOUTS, . . 2,es 12, O!t (MISS) 

N:,NRE SClC'~:' F ~..,S & 01=::~~:)l,IT,5 , 2,e5 12,0!t !MISS) MULTIPLE RESPONSE . . . , , , , .... 6 2 .01! ( MISS I 
M-...i,. ':Jf:1..E. US?O"SE .. .. .. 6 3 . 01\ <MISS > MISSINC . ... .. , ., , . . , , . . . ,, . . 8 1586 7 , 71! <MISS> 
MISS INC . ... .. . ,, . , . .. .. ,,,,, 8 1523 7 . .... < MISS r 

TOTALS : 20706 . 100 . 0lt 100.0lt 
TOTALS : 20706 100 . 01< 100 . 0lt 

Quu tt on 103 Tape Po,, 121-621 
Qu11 tt on 1021! Tape Poi, 617-617 Forfflll 1 11 

Fo,.,at: 11 
F1S103 R' S PARENTS KNOW CLOSEST FRIENDS PARENTS 

F 1S 1028 PARE"T TRY TO FIND WHERE R COES AT NICHT 
Oo yoyr p ■ renta know the parents of your cto1e1t school 
fr 1 encu? 

PER - WCTO PER· WCTD 
RESPONSE CC.:>ES FREQ CENT PCT RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT 

DON ' T KNOW, .. . .. . , .• , , .. ,, ,,,. 1 565 2. 711 3 , ,11 NO .. ,,, . .. , . . .. . ... , . . .. ,, , , .. 1 2729 13. 211 17. 9't 
NOT AT ALL, ,. , ,,.,, . , ,., , ,, .. , 2 995 ... 81< 6 . 211 YES, SOME PARENTS. , , . . , , , , , , , , 2 8611 .. , . 61! 51. '" JUST A LITTLE .... ., .. ., .. ..... 3 18.7 1 9 . 01< 11,11t YES, MANY PARENTS, . .. . .. ,, .. , , 3 4972 2,. Olt 28,3l\ 
SOME .... ..... .. .. , . , .. ; .. ,, , , . .. ,2 17 20 . , .. 2,. ,11 DON ' T KNOW . . . . . . , . . . ,,., , , , ;, . .. 335 1. &It 2 . 111 
A LCT,.,. , . . , .. ,., . . , . ...... . . 5 9000 .. 3 . 61t 65 . 0" RESERVED CODES: 
RESERVED CODES : NONRESPONDENTS & DROPOUTS • . . 2'85 12 , 0lt (MISS>

NONRESPONDENTS & DROPOUTS . , . 2,e5 12.0!t <MISS) ·MULTIPLE RESPONSE .... .... .. . 6 2 .O!t (MISS>
MULTIPLE RESPONSE . . ........ , 6 5 .O!t <MISS> MISS INC .. . ,., .... .. ..... , . . . 8 1572 7, 61! (MISS)
MJSS I NC . . ..... . .. . . .. , .. . , , , B 1568 7 .6lt <MISS> 

TOTALS : 20,06 100 . 01t 100.o~ 
TOTALS: 20706 100.0!t 100 . 0~ 

Quutton 10, 
Quu t; on 102C Tope Po,, 611-611 

Foro,at : 11 

F1S102C PARENTS TRY TO FIND HO• R SPENDS MONEY 
In your f1mi ly, who 111ake1 fflost of the d1ci1ion1 on each of 

How you ,pend your Money , the fol lowing top1c1! 

PER- WCTO 
RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT 

DON'T KNO.,. .. , ... . . , .. , . , . , , . , . 1 ,15 2 .3lt 2 . 711 
NOT AT ALL . . .. .. . , ... , . . ... , , , 2 2,92 12. Olt ,.. .,It 
JUST A LITTLE . , .. .. ,. , . .. ,. . . . 3 3757 18. \It 22 . 611 
SOME . .. . .. ... , , ,,. ,,,,,, , , .,·, ' 5692 27,511 33.0!t 
A LOT , , , . ... , , , , . . . , , , , , . . , , . , S ,2,0 20;611 27. 311 
RESERVED COOES: Quutton 104f. Tap• Po, , 122-122 

NONRESPONDENTS & DROPOUTS . .. 2'85 12 .OIi (MISS) For ■ at: 11 
MULTIPLE RESPONSE.,, .. . ,,, . . 6 6 . O!t <MISS> 
MISS INC.,,,, ... . ,., . . . ,, . , . . 8 1559 7. Sit (MISS) F1S10..A WHO DECIDES HOW LATER CAN STAY OUT 

TOTALS: 20706 100,011 100. O!t How late It n t ght I con ,t ■ y out 

PER- W~TO 
RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT 

MV PARENT($) ----------DECIDE THEMSELVES sss, 26.811 33 . 81! 
MV PARENT(S > DECIDE AFTER 
DISCUSS INC IT WITH ME . .. .. .. .. 2 3719 18 .Olt 22.,.. 
WE DECIDE TOCETHER AFTER 
DISCUSS I NC ..... .. ...... .. ... , . 3 •36.. 2 1, lit 2e . ,1t 

Quu t ton 1020 Tope Po,, 118-619 I DECIDE AFTER DISCUSS INC 
For ■ a\: 11 IT WITH MY PARENT( S >,,.,,. ,,,, .. 1163 5. 6lt 

I DECIDE av MYSELF .. . .••....• . s 1'29 6,91! 6. '" · 
F1S102D TRY TO FIND WHAT R DOES WITH FREE TIME RESERVED CODES : e. '" 

NONRESPONDENTS & DROPOUTS .. , 2,95 12 . Olt < MISS l 
What you do with your free l1mei MULTIPLE RESPONSE ..... . . . •.. 6 .. . Olt <MISS > 

MISSINC . . .. , ... ... .. ... , . .. . 8 1988 9 . 61t (MISS l 
PER- WCTO 

RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT TOTALS: 20706 100. 0.. 100.0!t · 

DON ' T KNOW .,. ,,., .,,, , ,, ,, · , ·· 1 690 2 . 811 3 . Sit 
NOT AT ALL ..... . ,, ,,, . ,., ,,,, . 2 25,3 12 . 31! 15 . 5" 
JUST A LITTLE. , ....... .... .... 3 3612 17 , '" 21 . '" SOME ., . . ,, , .. .. . .. . .. . . . . . .... 6005 29 . 0li 34,91! 
A LOT ....... .. , . . .. . .. , . , , . . , . '5 3899 18 .·e1t 2, -. 3!t 
RESERVE D CODES: 

NONRESCONDENTS & DROPOUTS .. . 2485 12.011 <MISS> 
MUL TIPLE RESPONSE., ,;, . , .. ,. 6 2 • O!t <MISS> 
MISS INC . .... . . ..... .. , ,, ... , 8 1570 7, 61t ( MISS l 

TOTALS: 20706 100,011 100. OIi 
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STUDENT QUESTIONNAIRE NELS:88 FIRST FOLLOW-UP P ■ g ■ 77 

Cl~u t 1on 10<1B T1p1 Poa, •23-623 
Fortft ■ t: 11 

F1s104s WHO DEC IDES FR I ENDS R SPENDS TIME WITH 

Wh1C~ fr '.no' 1 can 'P-• nd t , "'• with 

PER- WCTD 
RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT 

MY PARENT<S) DECIDE THEMSELVES 1036 5.0,t 6. 31! 
MY PARENT(Sl DEC !D.E AFTER 
DISCUSS INC IT WITH ME., .. ,., .. 2 1138 5. 511 6,911 
WE DECIDE TOGETHER . AFTER 
DISCUSSING .. ,,,,,, .. ,. ,, ..... , 3 1638 7.911 10. 711 
I DECIDE · AFTER DISCUSSING 
IT WITH MY PAR~NT< S).,,,. , ,,,, .. 1659 8 . 01! 10. 91! 
I DECIDE BV MYSELF . • . .. ,.,,, ... 5 10745 51 .91<> 65 , ,11 
RESERVED CODES: 

NONRESPONDENTS & DROPOUTS. , , 2485 12 ,01! <hllSS > 
MULTIPLE RESPONSE,., . . . , .• ,, 6 7 .OIi !MISS l 
MISS I NC , , , , .. , ,... .•.. , ,·, ,., .-, , .. - 8 --t-998 · 9 .61, <MISS! 

TOTALS: 20706 100.01<> 100.0!I 

QUESTION 10,c TApo Po1. 62,-62<1 
F0,.,1t: It 

F1S104C WHO DECIDES WHICH CLASSES R WILL TAKE 

What cl11s ■, I ; n achoo It •". 
PER- WCTD 

RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT 

MY PARENT( S l DECIDE THEMSELVES .., .. . 2 .OIi 2 . 611 
MY PARENT<Sl DECIDE AFTER 
DISCUSS I NC IT WITH ME,,,, ..... 2 930 ,,51, 5. 911 
WE OECIDE TOCETHER AFTER 
DISCUSSING., ......... .. ....... 3 3392 16.,11 20.91! 
I DEc1:,1a AFTEk DISC.USS INC 
IT WiTt·• t,IY PAr: e. ►n, s; .......... .. ,510 21 . 8'11 26 . 9'" 
I DECIDE BY MYSELF .. .... , , . ... 5 6954 33.61it AJ , 7'-
RESE<'.\'c: :~~'-~ 

NOP<RESPO'IC,~o;TS & DROPOUTS, . . 2,8s 12 .OIi <MISS l 
MVLTIPLi: RESPONSE . , , ..... , , , 6 .. . O!t (MISS) 
MISS I NG ... , . . ..... , ......... 8 2017 9. 71<> IMISS) 

TOTALS: 20706 100.0"' 100.0lt 

QUESTION 1CMD TApo Poa. 62&-62& 
FO,.,at: 11 

F1s104D WHO DECIDES IF R CAN HAVE A JOB 

Whether have • job 

PER- .WCTO 
RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT 

lolY PARENT<Sl DECIDE THEMSELVES 1 990 A. 811 5. 6'1t 
l,IV PARE NT CS l DECIDE AFTER 
OISCUSSINC IT W!Tli ME ....• , ... 2 1°317 6.A!I 8. S'lt 
WE DECIDE TOCETHER AFTER 
DISCUSSING .... , .... . ... ,, .• ,., 3 3858 18 . 61f. 2, . 11! 
I DECIDE AFTER DISCUSS INC 
IT WITH MY PARENTI S), . . ....... .. 3793 18.3!1 23.511 
I DECIDE BY MYSELF. , ..... , . ... 5 61 .98 29.9'1t 38.211 
RESERVED CODES: . 

NONRESPONDE,;TS & DROPOUTS .•. 2,es 12. O,t (MISS> 
MULTIPLE l<ESPONSE .. ... , ... .. 6 12 .11! (MISS l 
MISS INC ..... ,, ... .. ... , ..... 8 2053 9.91! (MISS) 

TOTAU: 20706 100.0lf. 100.011 

QUEST I ON 1D<IE TAp1 Po,, 626-626 
F0,.,1t: 11 

F1S10,E WHO DECIDES THE ACE R CAN LEAVE SCHOOL 
At what age I can leave IC hoc I 

PER- WGTD 
RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT 

MV PARENT CS) DECIDE THEMSELVES 6284 30.311 39. 21! 
MV PARENTCS) DECIDE AFTER 
DISCUSSING IT WITH ME,.,,.,.,, 2 1505 7. 3•! 9.81! 
WE DECIDE TOCETHER AFTER 
DISCUSS I NC. , ... , . , . . .... , . , .. , 3 2835 13. 711 17,911 
I DECIDE AFTER DISCUSSING 
IT WITH MV PARENT(Sl, . .. ,,, ,, , .. 1328 6 .Al! 8. 611 
I DECIDE BV l,IYSELF, . , . , , , , , , , , 5 4064 19.61! 2•. 51! 
RESERVED CODES: 

NONRESPONDENTS & DROPOUTS, .. 2485 t2 .O!t <MISS) 
MULTIPLE RESPONSE .. , ..... ,,, 6 .1\\ <MISS l 
MISS INC ..••... , .. ,,,,,, .. ,. , 8 2191" 10.61< <MISS l ___;.-.;;._ 

TOTALS: 20706 100.0"' 100.D'< 

QUESTION 10<1F TApo Poi, 627-627 
Fo, ..at: 11 

F1S10,F WHO DECIDES HOW R WILL SPEND HIS MONEY 
Ho., I spend 1non1ty"'Y 

PEI<- WCT;)
RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT 

MY PARENT<S) DECIDE THEMSELVES 427 2. tit 2 , 5\\ 
l,fY PAl<ENT(S) OECIDE AFTER 
DISCUSSING IT WITH ME . . . . .... , 2 590 2. 8;. 3.8'11 
WE DECIDE TOCETHER AFTER 
DISCUSSING ....• .. .. , .. .. . , .... :, 127• 6. 21t 7.91! 
I DECIDE AFTER DISCUSSING 
IT WITH MY PARENT(S).,,, .... . . .. 2438 11. 8•. 15,411 
I DECIDE BY MYSELF ....... , .... 5 11'30 55.21! 70, .... 
RESERVED CODES: 

NONRESPONDENTS & DROPOUTS ... 2485 12. 01! rM!SS l 
MULTIPLE RESPONSE, ... . . , .... 6 11 • ,ir. ( MlSS l 
MISSING .......... ,., ... ,,, .. 8 2D51 9. 91< (MISS) 

TOTALS: 20706 100 . 01( 100.0;. 

QUESTION 10.C TApo Poi, 628~628 
FO,.,at: 11 

F1S10AC WHO DECIDES WHETHER R CAN DATE 

Whether cen date 

PER- WCTD 
RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT 

MY PARENT<S) DECIDE THEMSELVES 1e,o 8.911 11. 3'1t 
MY PARENT<Sl DECIDE AFTER 
DISCUSS INC IT WITH ME ......... 2 13,9 6. Sit 8.811 
WE DECIDE TOCETHER AFTER 
DISCUSS I NC .... .. ... . , ......... 3 2739 13. 2'11 17 . 511 
I DEC IDE AFTER DISCUSS INC 
IT WITH l,IY PARENT<Sl •. , .. , , , .. .. 189,4 9. 1'1t 11. 8!t 
I DECIDE BY MYSELF .•... ,,,, . . . 5 8310 AO. 11t 50.6!; 
RESERVED CODES : 

NONRESPONDENTS & DROPOUTS ... 2,e5 12 . 0\\ <MISS l 
MULTIPLE RESPONSE . . , . , .... , . 6 1, ,1't (MISS l 
MISSING .. , .. ,, . . , .•. ,., .. , .. 8 2075 10·.01t <MISS) 

TOTALS: 20706 100.0•. 100.0i! 
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Qy11t ton 10&A Tope Pot, 632-632 
QUESTION 10.Ct'! TApo Pot, 629•628 Foro,et 1 I 1 

FO,,.ot: 11 
F 1S 105.l DISCUSSED SCt'IOOL COURSES WITH PARENT 

F1S104H WHO OECIOES IF R GOES OUT FOR SCHL SPORT 
Stlecting courses or progr ■ M, at ach~ol1 

Wht~h•r shou ! d go out for a tchool sport 
PER- WCTD 

PEI!- WCTD RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT 
RESPONSE COOES FREQ CENT PCT ------------------ 14, Ht 18. 21t-------- NEVER .. ·., ..... ,, .... , ......... 1 2911 

MV PARENT< SI DECIDE THEMSELVES 433 2, 111 2. 511 SOMETIMES., ... , •.. , . .....• ,,, .. 2 10212 49.311 61,41< 
MV PARENT<SI DECIDE AFTER OFTEN .. , .... ,,,,, ... ,,,.,.,,, . , 3 3309 16.011 20.311 
DISCUSS INC IT WITH ME ... , ..... 2 522 2. 511 3,611 RESERVED CODES: 
WE DECIDE TOCETHER AFTER NONRESPONDENTS & DROPOUTS ... 2485 12 .OIi (MISS! 
DISCUSS I NC . . . ..... . ........ . , , 3 1310 . 6 ; 311 8.811 MUL:TIPLE RESPONSE .......•... 6 2 . OIi (MISS> 
I DECIDE .lFTER DISCUSS INC MISSING ... ,,,., .... ,, .. ,,.,. 8 1787 8 . 611 (MISS> 
IT WITH MV PARENT <S> ......... , .. 2552 12,311 15,611 
I DECIDE 5v t,rYSEcF .... .... .... 5 1132• 54,711 69,611 TOTALS: 207_06 100.0lt 100.011 
RESE'IVED CODES : 

NONRESPONDENTS & DROPOUTS ... 2485 12.~ <MISS> 
MULTIPLE RESPONSE ....... .... . 6 6 -~ <MISS> 
MISS INC ... . . ' .. . ' ........... 8 207• 10.~ (MISS> 

TOTA(.S: 20706 100.0'lt 100.0li 

Qu11tton 10!iB Top~ Pot, 633·633 
Foro,ot: 11 

F1S105B DISCUSSED SCHOOL ACTIVITI .ES WITH P.lRENT 
School actHdli•t or ever,ts of particular ,,,t,,.,,t to you'? _ 

QUESTION 10AI TApo Pot, 630•130 
FD,i.ot: 11 PER- WCTO 

RESPONSE CODES FRE(;l CENT PCT 
F1S10AI DECIDE~ J< ~ SHOULD BE IN SCH ACTIVITIES --------

NEVER ... ; .. . , , .......• . .... ... 1 3303 16.011 2 1. 111 
Whethar sho~lo be ,n other ,~hool activities SOMETIMES.,., .. ,, .. .... .• ,.,,. 2 8962 43.3'1t 54 ... 11 

OFTEN . .............. ,, .... ,.,. 3 A147 20. O'lt 2A. Sit 
PER- WCTD RESERVED CODES: 

RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT NONRESPONDENTS & DROPOUTS ... 2485 12.011 (MISS>-------- MULTIPLE RESPONSE .. .....•... 6 1 .O'lt (MISS> 
MV PARENT<S> DECIDE THEMSELVES 39A 1 .911 2 . 311 MISSINC .......... ,, ......... 8 1808 8.711 IMI-SS > 
MV PARENT<SI DECIDE ,iFTE~ 
DISCUSS I NG IT WIT>< ME ..... .. .. 2 410 2_. 3'1t 3,211 TOTALS: 20706 100.011 100 . O'lt 
WE OECIDE TOCETHER AFTER 
DISCUSSING .................... 3 1301 6.311 8. 611 , 
I DECIDE AFTE~ DISCUSSING 
IT ~'iTl-i t,CY ~AREN7tS> .......... .. 2527 12. 2'1t. 15.611 
I OEc:Df. 3v 1,IYSLF ....... . . ... 5 11A54 55.31! 70. 31t 
RESERVEG CO:>ES: 

S':,•!~':: Sr.{:)1!':'.f ,,_~..,.!' • ~~cr.-~~rrs .. . 2485 12. O'lt (MISS> 
M'-'i.. 71FLE: R£SPONiE .. ..... . .. . 6 5 .01! <MISS> 
MISSING .... ..... ....... . .... 8 2070 10.0'1! 1MISS> 

Qyaotton 105C Top• Pot, 634•634 
TOTALS: 20706 100 . 0lt 100.~ Foro,ot: 11 . 

F1S105C OISCUSS THINCS STUDIED IN CLASS W/ PARENT 

Th1ng1 you've ctud1ed in class? 

PER- WGTD 
RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT 

NEVER ........................ . 1 3123 15. 111 19. 31! 
QUESTION 10.CJ TApo Pot, 131·&31 SOMET !MES . ........... , ..... : .. 2 988A A 7. 711 60.211 

FOr,oot: 11 OFTEN ..... , . . . , . , ........... . . 3 3396 16.411 20.511 
RESERVED CODES: 

F1S10AJ . WHO DECIDES IF R SHOULD CO TO COLLECE NONRESPONDENTS & DROPOUTS .. . 2A85 12.0lt (MISS>
MULTIPLE RESPONSE., .. . ..... . 6 7 .OIi (MISS> 

Whethtr ahould go to col l•g• MISS INC ........... ,., ..... .. 8 1811 8.71< (MISS> 
PER- WCTD TOTALS: 20706 100.0'lt 100.0'lt 

RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT 

MV PARENTI SI DECIDE THEMSELVES 123A 6.0II 6. 711 
MV PARENT<SI DECIDE AFTER 
DISCUSS IN~ IT WITH ME, ........ 2 1039 5 .OIi 6,Alt 
WE DECIDE TOCETHER AFTER 
DISCUSS I NC .. , ........ , .......• 3 4528 2 f.911 27. 811 
I DECIDE AFTER DISCUSSING.,.,.IT ~·I~i-! Pt~EIIJ'!(S) •••••. , •.• .. 3032 1A .611 19,711 
, DtCIDE ev M"fS:.LF .. , .. , , , , , . . 5 63\6 30.51! 39,411 Qy11 l Ion 1060 Tope Poi, 636-636 
RESERVED CODES: ForMol: 11 

NONRESPONDENTS .. DROPOUTS ... 2485 12. O!t (IIISS> 
"!ULTIPLE RESPONSE ... . , ...... 6 5 . O'lt (MISS> F1S105D HOW OFTEN DISCUSSED GRADES WITH PARENTS 
Ml SS ING .. , .. ,, .. .. , .. , .. . • ... 8 2067 1'0. O!t (IIISS> 

Vour gr1de1., 
TOTALS: · 20706 · 100.~ 100.CW. 

PER- WCTO 
RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT. PCT 

NEVER,.,, .... , ........ , . , ..... 1 987 ... 811 5.911 
SOMETIMES ..............•...... 2 7610 36, . 811 46. 1'11 
O~TEN ....•............... . . ... 3 7808 37 . ?lt A7. 90: 
RESERVED CODES: 

NONRESPONDENTS & DROPOUTS ... 2485 12.011 (MISS> 
MULTIPLE RESPONSE., .. ,, ..... 6 2 .Cit <MISS> 

Qu .. tlo~ 106 MISSINC.,.,,.,, ....... , .•. . . 8 181.C 8,811 (MISS> 

TOTALS: 20706 100 . 0II 100.0lt 

Jn tht first half of thi1 tehool y•1r, how often h1vt you 
d11cu111d the follow;r,g "With either or both of your p1r1nt1 
or gu1rd11n1 ... 

https://M"fS:.LF
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Quutlon 106.1. Tapo Poi, &39-639 
·gu., lion 106E Tapa Poi, 63&-636 ForM1l I I 1 

For011t : II 
F1S106A HOW OFTEN PARENTS ATTEND SCHOOL MEETINCS 

F1S105E OJSCUSSEO TRANSFERRINC TO ANOTHER SCHOOL 
Attend • 1chool me1t _1ng 

~ransferr ing to anoth•r s~h0o l ? 
PER- WCTD 

PER- WCTO RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT 
RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT ---------.,-------- · NEVER., , ,., .,, ,,. , ,, . ,.,.,,, , . ,6, 5-... --------- -------- 0 7359 35.5"-

NEVER,,,. ,. ,,, . .. , .,,, . , . ,. ,. , 1 12389 69 . 8'1t . 73 . 511 ONCE OR TWICE . .. .. , . ... ,.,, ... 1 6107 29.5'< 37,70t
SOMETIMES . ,.,, ... . . . . ,.,,,,,,, 2 308• 1,, Sil 20.611 MORE THAN TWICE .. ... ,,, ,, ,,,,, 2 2318 11 , 2it 13 . ?it 
OFTEN,. , .. , , , . .•.. , , . , .. , , , , , , 3 922 ... 614> 6,()1; I DON'T KNOW.,, . ,,,., . ,,., .• • , 3 367 ,. ei. 2. n, 
RESERVED CODES : RESERVED CODES : 

NONRESPONDENTS & DROPOUTS., . 2,e5 12,0lt (MISS) NONRESPONDENTS & DROPOUTS,,, 2,e5 12.011 CMISS I 
M.JLTJPLE RESPONSE ... , , , . . . , . 6 6 , ()It (MISS) MULTIPLE RESPONSE, , , . .. ..... 6 .. .Olt CMISS I 
hi. ; sS ~ k:. . . ' .. . ' ..... ' .. ' 8 1820 8,8'1t (MISS I MISS INC., ... ,,, . . . , .. . . , . .. . 8 2066 10 .0lt (Ml SS I 

TOTALS i 20706 I00, ()It 100.0'I! TOT.I.LS: 20706 100.0"' 100 . 0"' 

· Quutton ·10&F Tap, Po,, 137-637 Quulloft 1068 Tap, Po,. s,o-6,o 
Fo, ■ at: 11 For11al: 11 

F 1S 105F Dl°SCUSSED . PREP FOR THE ACT/SAT TEST F1S106B HOW OFTEN PARENT PHONED TEACHR,COUNSELOR 

Plans and p~•paret i on for the ACT or SAT te1t1? Phori~ or · speak lo your teacher or counselor 

PER- WCTD PER- WCTD 
RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT 

NEVE'l .... . . . . ; ., . . .. , .. ,, , , , , . 1 8558 ,1, 311 · 53.B'ft NEVER, · . . , , . , , . , , , , , • , . , . , , , , , . 0 7095 3,.. 311 , 1. 9'-. 
SOME, IMES. , . , , , . , , , , . .... , , .. . 2 6329 30.611 37,5"' ONCE OR TWICE . . .. ,, , , . .. , ., ,, . 1 6 .. 09 31 .O'k ,o. 5-. 
OFTEN ... . , . . . , , , , .. ,,, , , , , . .. , 3 1515 7. 311 e.11t MORE THAN TWICE .. .. , , , , .. ,,,,, 2 2 1 13 1C. 21t 14. 5-. 
RESEl,VED CODES: I DON ' T KNOW.,, • .. , .. , ... ,,,,, 3 650 2 ' 71t 3. lit 

. NONRESPONDENTS & DROPOUTS . , , 2,e5 12 . 0lt (MISS I RESERVED CODES: 
MULTIPLE RESPONSE., . , ,.,,,., 6 3 ,()It CMISS I · NONRESPONDENTS II, OROPOUTS, . . 2 .. 85 12 . ()I;. CMISS I 
MISS I NC, .... , . ; , , . , . , , . .... , 8 1816 8,81< (MJSSI MUL TIPL£ RESPONSE , , .. ... . .. , 6 5 . 0 .. <MISS l 

MISS I NC .. , . , , . . , ... , , , .. . , .. 8. 20,9 9 . 91t CMISSI 
TOTALS: 20706 100 . ~ 100.0lt 

TOTALS: 20706 100 . 0lt 100.0lt 

Quutton 106C Tap, Po,, 638-638 
Foro,at: 11 Quu t ion 106C Tapa Po,,-·----------- &,1-&,1 

For1111t: I 1 
F1S105C DISCUSSED COJNC TO COLLECE _WITH PARENTS 

F 1S106C HOW OFTEN PARENTS ATTENDED SCHOOL EVENT 
Co;ng to college'? 

Attend a school event ;n wh;ch you partic i pated
PER- WCTD 

RESPO~SE CODES FREQ CENT PCT PER- WCTD 
RESPONSE CODES FREQ CE~T P:,: 

NEVEi-. ,, . ...... ,. ,., .. . . , , . , , , 1 2158 ,o . ,'11 , ... 21> 
SOMETIMES .. .... , ., . ... .... , .. . 2 7923 38,3.. ,a.21t NEVER , , . , .. , , , , , . . , . , . , . , . .. . , 0 6692 32.31t •• .O~ 
OFTEN ... . , , , . , , , , , , , . , , , , , , , , , 3 6326 30.611 37 .Sit ONCE OR TWICE .. .... ........ .. , I 3..60 16.711 20 . 90t 
RESERVED CODES: MORE THAN TWICE.,,,,, ... ,, . . . . 2 569 3 27 , 5\t .'.l.'.l, 5'-t 

NONRESPONDEN~S S DROPOUTS,,, 2A85 12 .Olt (MISS) I DON'T KNOW . , . , ... , . , .. , , , , . , 3 2a, ,..... 1 .. 6 .. 
MULT i PLE RESPONSE . .. , ,, ,, . . . 6 .. ,O'I! <MISS) RESERVED CODES : 
MISS I NC , . .. . , . . .. , ... . , .. , , . 8 1810 8, ?'It <MISS I NONRESPONDENTS & DROPOUTS,,. 2,ss 12 ,0lt (MISSI 

MULTIPLE RESPONSE .. ,,., . . , .. 6 .. .Olt (MISS > 
TOTALS : 20706 100,0il 100.011 MISS INC ........ , ... .... . ..... 8 2088 10, I'll (MISS > 

TOTALS: 20706 100.0lt 100.011 

Quu t ton 106 

Quulton 1080 Tap, Po,, ·&•2-6-'2 
For1ut: 11 

1" the f;r,t half of the school yee r , how often d i d either FIS106D PARENTS ACTED AS VOLUNTEER AT R' S SCHOOL 
of your pa,.1nt1 or guardians do any of th ■ fol low i ng? 

Act a, a volunteer al your school 

PER- ~CTD 
RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT 

---------- 56 , 211 7A ' ....NEVER .. , . , , , , , . , , , ... , , .. .. , . . 0 11641 
ONCE OR TWICE .. ,, . . . • ,, . . . . ,,. I 2739 1.'.l . 21t 15 .9'< 
MORE THAN TWICE .... • ...... ,., . 2 1231 5.91t 7.2'< 
I DON'T KNOW . . .. ,. , , . .. ... .. , ,. 3 ,55 2, 21t 2 . 61< 
RESERVED CODES : 

NONRESPONDENTS & OROPOUTS ... 2,8s 12 , O'I! (MISS I 
MULTIP~E RESPONSE. , ..•• .. • , . 6 1 ' O'I! (MISS I· 
MISS I NC , , , .. , , .... , .... . .. , , e 21 S• 10 , -4lt. (MISS I 

TOTALS : 20706 100.0lt 100 . 0'k 
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Qu ■ ot Ion 108A Top ■ Po,, 646-647 
Quu t I on 107 Fo••it: 12 

F1S108A PARENTS TRUST R TO DO WHAT THEY EXPECT 

My ?trent(s) ll'.ust me to do what they e1.pt·ct w;thout 
!,.. the f1 .. , t half c 1 the ,c~ocl vea,, ho.,.. often did tn)' of ckeck,ng up · on me 
tne fol low1ng th,ngc happe-- le yo...,"; 

PER- WCTD 
RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT 

FALSE .. , .. , , , .. , , :' .. . ,.,. , . , , , 1 941 4,511 6 . 0lt 
MOSTLY FALSE, , ... , .. , •. . . , . . , , 2 ""' 3. ?'It 4 , 9\t 
MORE FALSE THAN TRUE.,,.,· ,, .. . 3 1363 6.611 .8 , Ht 
MORE" TRUE THAN FALSE.,, ·, . ,, , .. 2806 13. 611 18. 11; 
MOSTLY TRUE .• , . . , .. , .• , .•. ,,,, "' 5 <1832 23.Jit 30.0'lt 
TRUE,,, .. ,. ,, , ., ,,,,,, ,· ·,•,•• 6 5206 25 . 111 32,411 

Quutlon 107A Top, Po,, 643-643 RESERVED CODES : 
For1111t ; I1 NONRESPONOENTS g DROPOUTS ... 2485 12 . o;, ( M? SS J 

MULTIPLE RESPONSE. , ... , .... , 96 6 .O'r. (MISS I 
F1S107A PARENTS REC'D ._.ARNINC ABOUT R ATTENDANCE 2293 < MISS! MI S S I NC .. .. . , , .. , . , . , . , , .. , , 98 1 1 . 111 _.;. ___ 

TOTALS: 20706 100.0lt 100.0'k 
PER- WCTD 

RESPONSE CODES FREQ COIT PCT 

NEVE~., , ......... ..... . ' .. . ' 0 1249C 60 . 3'1t 75.2"' 
Oli:E OR T~::E . .. . ... ........ '' '' 1 29:~ 14 .o,. 19, 7'>. 
MORE THA~ T~r'! C·E .. .. . ' ' . . . . . . 2 3. Sit 5 . 1'k'' n2 
RESERVE::> COC'ES: 

NOliRES<>ON::>ENTS & D_ROPOUTS .. , 2485 12. Olio: < MISS I 
MJ,TIPLE RESOONSE.,.,. , . , .. , 6 1C . Olr. <t,1ISS > Quut1on 1088 Tap ■ ·Poo, · 648-649 
MlSSlN~ .......... 8 2097 10. 1~. c MISS l Fo,o, ■ t: 12 

TOTALS: 20706 100.0lt 100.0'< F1S1088 R DOESN'T KNOW WHY HE SHOULD OBEY PARENT 

I often do not kno~ WHY I •~ 1uppo14d to do wha~ my 
paren .t( s I le 11 me lo do 

PER- WCTD 
RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT 

FALSE, .. , . , . . , .•.. , . , , , . , . , ... 1 4247 20. 5'1t 27 .6\< 
MOSTLY FALSE .. ••... , . , . .... , .. 2 3474 f6, Bit. 21 ·"'" Quution 107B T ■ po Poo, 644-6.W MORE FALSE THAN TRUE .. • ....... 3 2881 13 . 9'1t 17. g,; 

Fo,a ■ t: 11 MORE TRUE THAN FALSE ... . , .... • 4 2372 11, S<ct 15, 21! 
MOSTLY TRUE ..... , ... , ........ , 5 1653 8.01< 10 . S'lt 

F1S107B PARENT'S REC"D WARNINC ABOUT R'S CRADES TRUE .. . . , .... , .. ,,,,,,·• •·•• ·· 6 1231 5.9'1t 7 . 61t 
RESERVED CODES: 

NONRESPONDENTS & DROPOUTS .. . 2.085 12 .O": < MISS I 
M..J, 7 I P·LE RESPONSE. , ..... . , . . 96 12 '1;.; < MlSS I 

PER- WCTD MISSINC ... . , .......... . . ... , 98 2351 , 1 . ... ~ < MISS I 
RESPONSE co:iEs FREI;; CENT PCT ---------- -------- TOTALS: 20706· 100.01: 100.~ 

0 10318 49, 8<1\ 61, Slt 
ONCE OR 23. 1., 
NEVE~ . . . i-~i~~: :.:::: :::::::: :: 4786 

3 1''"MORE THAt.. T'o'JCE ......... ' ..... 106• 5' 1\t 6.8'< 
RESEF!VEC CO~ES : 

NON~ES•ONC'EliTS B, DROPOUTS .. ·. 2<485 12. O". (MISSI 
MULTl~~E RESPONSE . ... , , .... , 6 1 . Olt <MISS! 
MISS I NC . ... . ... , . , , , , ....... 8 2055 9 . 91< <MISS l 

TOTA .. S: 20706 100.0!t 100,0lt 
Quu t 1Oft 108C T ■ p ■ Poi. 660-651 

Fo,M ■ t: 12 

F1S108C OFTEN COUNT ON PARENTS TO SOLVE PROBLEMS 

J often count on my parent(sl to solve Mlny of my problems 
for"'• 

PER- WC.TD 
Qu■ ot ion 107C Top ■ Po,, 846-846 RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT 

For•al: 11 --------
FALSE . .•••. , • , , , .. , , , , . , , , , • , , 1 <1784 23, 11t JO.SI! 

F 1S107C PARENTS REC'D WARNINC ABOUT R'S BEHAVIOR MOSTLY FALSE ... , , ...... , , , , • •, 2 <10<17 19. Sib 25 . lit 
MORE FALSE THAN TRUE.,.,, ..... 3 3319 16 .O'lt · 21 . 3\o. 

M~ pa·rents received a warning about my behavior MORE TRUE THAN FALSE, .... , . ... 198"' 9.6'1< 12. 5'k 
MOSTLY TRUE .•...• ,, ..... ,, . , · , "' 5 963 5.9\t 

4. '"'PER- WCTD TRUE. . .... ,; . . . , ..• ,, .. , , .. ,.,. 6 731 3. 511 "'· 6'kRESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT RESERVED CODES: ---------- -------- NONRESPONDENTS & DROPOUTS. , . 2<185 12 .Olt <MISS l 
NEVER ... , . , .. , , ... . .. , ... , , .. . 0 13644 65 . 91'. 84. 01< MU LTIPLE RESPONSE. · . . . , .. , ... 96 24 . 1~ I l,IJSS l 
ONCE OR T'lil CE . . ... , ... , . , , , , , , 1 1908 9 . 21< 12. 3'1< MISS I NC .... , . , , , , , , , .. , . .. . , 98 2369 I MISS I1, ·'" MORE THAN TW ICL , . , . . , .. , . .... 2 562 2 . 71t 3. 7'1t 
RESERVEC CODES : TOTALS: 20706 100·. 0l; 100.0lt 

NONRESPONDENTS B, DROPOUTS. , . 2<185 12 , O'lt <MISS l 
MUL.Tl PLE RESPON$E .... , ....• , 6 2 .O'lt <MISS l 
MJSSINC . , ... , ..... . ,. ,.,, .,, 8 2105 10. 2'1t (MISSI 

TOTALS : 20706 100 . O!, 100 , 0lt 

Qu ■ ot1on 108 

Mo~ lrut ere tht fol low1ng st1temtnt1 for you and you, 
parent(s)'> 

https://PER-WC.TD
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Quutton 110 
Quutlon .10(10 Tape Po,. 662•863 

Fo••al: 12 

F1S108D R ~ILL RE A SOURCE O• PRIDE TO PARENTS 
Please f; I I in toda y 1 s d ■ te: 

l th , n l lh1t I ~i I I bl I 1ourc1 of pride lo _ffly p1r1nt(1) in 
the future 

PER- WCTD 
RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT ,FALSE . ... .•..... • •.•.. . .. . .... 738 3.611 6 •. 111 

MOSTLY FALSE .... , . .. , . . ..•..•. 2 503 2 • .ell 3.~ 
MORE FALSE THAN TRUE . . .. . . •. . . .3 956 .c .611 6 .211, 
MORE TRUE THAN FALSE .... . . .. •. .. 2981 14 . .cit 19. 111 Quutlon 1101110 T ■po Poi. 1&9•660MOST LY TRUE . . .... ...... . .. .. •• 5 4455 21. Sit 28. 511 Fo••al: 12TRvE. ..... ..... ... . . .. , . . ... . 6 6158 29.711 38 .211. 
RESERVED (;ODES : F1S110MO MONTH RESPONDENT COMPLETED INTERVIEW 

NONRESPONDENTS & DROPOUTS ... 2485 12 .OIi ( MI.SS)
MULTIPLE RESPONSE .• . .... ... • 96 22 . 111 (MISS>
MISSINC . ... ........ . ... .. .. . 98 2408 11 . 611 (MISS> PER- WCTD 

RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT 
TOTALS : 20706 100.0lt 100.011 

JANUARY . • .. . .. ... . • .... . .. .. .. 1 2• '1Qil; . , 1111. 
FEBRUARY .. ..... . ...... . . .. . .• . 2 295• 14 . 3't ,s. 6., 
lolARCH . ... . .. ..... .... ...•. ... . 3 7472 36 . 11! · •3. 20,
APR! L•... . .... .. ... .. . .. ......• .. <111002 19 , 3\i 2~, o:-..: 
MAY . ....... . • .. . . .. .. .... ... . • 5 1,0; 6 . 8•. 9 . 5•. 
JUNE . . . . . . .. .... .•.. . ... •... .. 6 801 3 . 9": 8 . 2• 
JULY ..... .. •..... • ; .. .. .. .•.. • 7 56 . 30, • 3"': 
AUCUST .•. ....... .... ... .. . ... . 8 .0., . o~•SEPTEMBER ... .... .. ..... ..... . . 9 5 .O"'. .o~ 

Que1l ton 108E Tape Po,. 664•666 OCTOBER . . .. .. . .. . . . ...... .. .. . 10 J .O's . O's 
Fo,,oal: 12 NOVEMBER ...••........... . , ... . , 1 J . oo. .O": 

OECElolBER .... • ... .. ... . ... • ..•. 12 5 . O.►. .o..r,s,c3t ;. • 5 ~-•,r, ;: ,-r:-s en ALONC WELL. WITH EACH 0TH RESERVED CODES : 
NONRESPONDENTS & -DROPOUTS .. . 2,as 12 . O'lt (MISS > 
MISS I NC . •.. . ; ..... . ... .. ... . 98 1485 7.2.. IMISS> 

PER- WCTO TOTALS: 20706 100.0": 100.0.. 
RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT 

FALSE ... ... , . . . ....•••... . .• . . 1 1352 6. 511 9.511 
MOSTLY FALSE . .. . .... . ......... 2 670 3. 211 .C .411 
MORE FALSE THAN TRUE . .. ..•..• . 3 1057 5. lit 6.811 
MORE TRUE THAN FALSE .. ........ 4 :1142 10 . 31t 14 . 411 
MOSTLY TllUE . ..... .. . ... . ; ... .. 5 3553 17. 21t 22.Slt . 
TRUE . . . . . .. ..... . . . • .. . ·• •••• · 6 6743 32 .. 611 42 . lit 
RESERVED CODES: 

;.;01,;nf. ~ i=- .:,, 1c1crr;s_ K !JL,~DQUTS ' • • 2485 12. Olt Clol!SS > Quullon 110DA Tap, Poi. 861-662 
~lJ LT!P~E RESPONSE ..... ... .. . 96 7 .Olt !MISS > Fo••at: 12 · 
•u•- •" • I •..,, , , .... . ..... .. .. . 98 269 7 13 . 0lt <MISS> 

FtSttOOA DAY RESPONDENT COMPLETED INTERVIEW 
TOTALS: 20706 100.0lt 100.0lt 

PER- WCTD 
RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT 

1 697 3 ,Afr; ,4. 3"': 
2 33e 1. 6', 2. 3• 
3 620 3.0"- 3. '"' 
s 598 2 . Sot 3. 1'< 

Quullon 101F Tap ■ Poi. 111-tl67 6 ese • . lit .5. 2;, 
Fo••al: 1.2 7 92•· 4 . Sit s . , .. 

4 487 2. 4'< 2. 5;.; 

8 197 4 . ....3 . 8"' 
F ,s108F R•S FAMILV WILL BE SllollLAR TO HIS OWN 9 269 1 . 3" 2 . J •. 

10 417 2 .o:.. 2. 5"',,Wher, I grow up and hav• 1 family, it 'Will b• similar to "' Y 342 1. ?'It 2 . 3... 
12 23 2 I . lit 1. 2l\ 
13 77• ' . 7'1"':. 

0"'" 
PER- ,.. ,... 3 . '" WCTO 3. Sit "' .~ 

RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT 15 653 3.21! "' . or..: 
16 207 1.0'< 1. 2'1t---------- --------,FALSE . . . . . ..... .. .. . •..... . • · • 2993 , ... 511 20 . 0lt 17 333 1 . 611 1. Sit 

MOSTLY FALSE . .. .. ... ....• . . • • • 2 1410 6.81< 8.6'11 18 416 2. 0't 2. 411 
MORE FALSE THAN TRUE .• . . ..•. .. 3 1829 8. 81t 12 . 21t 19 383 1. Bit 2 .611,
MORE TRUE THAN .FALSE .. . •. . ... . .. 2473 11 .91t 15.51t 20 1005 4.9... S . 6": 
MOSTLY TRUE .. .......•..•• . .. . . 5 347.C 16. 811 21. 31! 21 1200 5. 8•. 6 . 90: 
TRUE .. . . . . •.. ... ..... •. •. , •.. . 6 3618 17 . 611 22.4'11 22 933 4 . SI< S . 6>,
RESERVED CODES: 23 226 1 . tit 1 . 60: 

' NONRESPONDENTS II, DROPOUTS . . . 2485 12.~ (MISS> 24 301 1. 51< 1. 9•. 
MvL TIPl.E RESPONSE ...•...•.. ·• 96 3 .Ot. <MISS l 25 3~1 1.6', 2 .o,. 
MISSINC .. •• , .... . • • .... ..•..• 98 2421 (MISS> 26 360 1 . 71t 2. Jr,.1,. " ' 27 850 ... 1~ 5 . s,;

TOTALS : 20?06 100.0!I 100 . ~ 28 722 3 . 5•. • ·. 3~ 
29 276 1. 30, ( . 7•. 
30 129 . 61t I. 3~ 
31 46 . 21t . 5.. 

RESERVED CODES : 
NONRESPONDENTS & DROPOUTS . .. 2485 12 . 0lt (MISS I 
MUL Tl PLE RESPONSE . ; ..•.... .. 96 245 1. 21t IMISSI 
MISSINC . ..... • . •. .......... . 98 1509 7 . 31< <MISS > 

TOTALS: 20706 100.011 100.0'►. 
Quu t ton 109 Tapa Poi. 818-868 

Fo,,oal : 11 

FtS109 010 R RUN AWAY FROM HOME IN LAST 2YRS 

Oid you run 1w1y from home for a w11k or Mor ■ at •~Y time 
dur;n; the lest 2 y11r-1? 

PER- WCTO 
RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT 

---------- --------,YES . , . . . . . . .. • ••.. • •• •• ·•··••• 782 3 . 811 5 . 711 
NO . . . . .. . . . .. . ... , •.• • . ... .. ; .. 2 15209 73 . 51t 9.C . 31t 
RESERVED CODES: 

NONRESPONDENTS & DROPOUTS . •. 2485 12. Olt <MISS > 
MISSINC .•• , • • • . . . . .. ..•... .. 8 2230 10.. 8.. (MISS! 

TOTALS : 20706 100. O'II 100 . 0'II 
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Qu11tloo BYQ Tap• Poi, 181-88& 
Qu11 t 1oo 11OYR Tape Po,, 113-164 For ■ at: 11 

For ■ at: 12 
F1BYQFLC BASE YEAR QUESTIONNAIRE AVAILABLE 

F1S110YP VEAP. ~£~ 0 0NDiNT CQt,IPLETED INTERVIEW 

PER- WCTD 
PER- WCTD RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT 

RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT ---------------·----------- DID NOT COMPLETE ... , .. , . , ..... 0 2312 11. 2ll 9. 7'11 
1989 ......•. ... .....•... . ..... 89 28 . 11111 COMPLETED BY QUEX •. , •..• . ..• .. 1 1839• 88 , 841, 90, 3'11 
1990 ..... ·........... . ..... .. .. 90 16623 80 . 3ll 99 .. 7ll"' 
1991 ... ... .. ...• ..... .. ..... ... 91 21 .11111 . 111 TOTALS: 20706 100 . 0II ·100.0ll 
RESERVED CODES : 

NONRESPONDENTS & DROPOUTS ... 2•85 12 .0'111 <MISS) 
MUL TIPI.E RESPONSE ....... . . .. 96 I .Cit (MISS) 
MJ SS JNC ... ' .. . ... .. .. ' .... '' 98 15•8 7.5ll (MISS) NOTE : This v1r;1ble includes data for dropout, and 

non-r ■ 1pondent1. 

TOTA·LS : 20706 100 . 0'III 100.0ll 

Qu11tloo F1PANFLC Tapo Poi, 687-687 
Qu11t 100 QWT Tap, Po,. 666-67• Foro,at: I 1 

For1.. t: R10,4 
F1PANFLC BASE YEAR & 1FU QUESTIONNAIRES AVAILABLE 

F1QWT 1FU QUESTIONNAIRE WEIGHT 

PER- WGTD 
PER- WCTD RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT ___ PCT.,:_RESPONSE. CODES ~REQ CENT PCT -----------·------ . -------- BV OR 1FU NOT COMPLETE, ... , ... 0 3282 15, 9'►. 9, 7'►. 

TO 6996. 805 ........•... 1 .0000 1926.. 93 . 0lt 100.0II BV ANO 1FU COMPLETE ... ........ . 1 17•2• 8•' 1'11 90 . 3'1t2 . "" 7RESERVEu C~OI:£$ ; 
MISS,~::; . .0000 1,.. 2 7 . 0ll <MISS ) TOTALS: 20706 100.0'lt 100 . 0ll 

TOTALS : 20706 100.0'lt 100.0lt 

NOTE : Thi1 variable include, data for dropouts and 
non-re1ponde~t1. 

NOTE : Th,, vari1bl1 include, d1l1 for dropout, , 

Qu11t100 TXFI.C Tape Po,, 611-188 
Q..11tloo FIP:-.L:tT Tape Poi, 676-68A FDrMtl: 11 

Foro,at: R10.• 
F 1TXFLC STUDENT TESTS AVAILABLE 

•1PNLW7 1FU PANEL WEICHT 
PER- WCTD 

PER- WCTD RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT 
RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT ---------- --------

010 ·NOT COMPUTE ... , ....... , .. 0 2832 13. 7'11 9, 11! 
2.256e TC 7A79 .709 .......•.... 1 .0000 17•2• 8•, Ill 100.0ll COMPLETED ·TESTS ..• , , . , ...... , , 1 1787• 86. 3ll 90.9'11 
RESERVE.: CODES: 

MISS INC . ..... . . ............ . .0000 3282 15,9'1t <MISSJ TOTALS: 20796 100.0'►. 100.0'lt 

TOTALS: 20706 100.0ll 

NOTE : Th'• variable ;ncludes data for dropout, and 
non-re1pondent1. 

NOTE: Th11 v1r11ble ;ncludes date for dr-opoutt. 

Que,ttDO f1NSSFLC Tap, Poi, 119-119 
Qulf t I os QFLC Tap, Po,, 686-686 For ■ 1t: 11 

Fo,.,,t 1 11 
F1NSSFLC NEW STUDENT SUPPLEMENT AVAILABLE 

F1QFLC FIRST .FOLLOW-UP QUESTIONNAIRE AVAILABLE 

PER- WCTO 
PER- WCTD RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT 

RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT --------
SUPPLEMENT NIA OR MISSING, .... 0 19593 9•, 611 93.91! 

·OID NOT COMPLETE.............. 0 1•<12 '.O'lt 'II SUPPLEMENT COMPLETED, ...... , .. , 1113 s' .... 6. 1'11 
STUONT QUEX COMPLETE . . . ,.,.... 1 18221 88,011 93 . 21! 
DROPOUT QUEX COMPLTE ... , .. . .. . 2 10,43 5 .Oil 6.81! TOTALS: 20706 100.0lt 100.0ll 

TOTALS: 20706 100.D'lt 100.0lt 

NOTE: This variable 1nclud ■ s data for dropouts and 
non-r11pondent1, 

NOTE: Th,, var-ietilt includes dale .for dropout, and 
non-r11pondent, . 
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QuOI t ton STAT Tape Po,, 89,-695 
Qu11tlan F1ADMFLC Tape Pa,, 690-690 Fo,,.at: 12 

Far•al: 11 
F1STAT STATUS OF SAMPLE MEMBER 

F1AOMF,LC SCHOOL QUESTIONNAIRE AVAILABLE 

PER- WCTD 
PER- WCTO RESPONSE CODES . FREQ CENT PCT 

RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT ------------------ -------- PARTICIPATED , .. , , , . , . . , . , , , , . , 0 19264 93. 0'►. 100 . 0" 
QUEX NOT . COMPLETE., ... ,, ,, ,,., 0 365 1. Bit 2, tit OTHER NON~RESPDNDENT , , .. ,, , , , , 1 529 2. 6'< It 
COMPLETED SCHL QUEX ... . . . ,. , . . 1 17663 85.3'1\ 85, 21t UNLOCATABLE, ,,, , ,, .. , , , ,,, . , , , 2 182 ' 9•. It 
NOT APPL I-CAB LE, , , . , .. , , , .. , , , , 2 2678 12.91\ t 2. 71> REFUSED. , .... , , . . ... , , .. , ... , , 3 549 2 .i1t It 

INELICIBLE, .. ,. , .. , .,. , ..... .. 4 61 . 31t It 
TOTALS: 20706 100.01> 100, Olt OUT OF COUNTRY, . , .. , .. , , , .. , . . 5 116 :s1t It 

DECEASED , .• .. , . . , . . ..... , ..... 6 5 .o ... It 

TOTALS : 20706 100.0\: 10C.0'"-
NOTE: This v1rteble 1nclud11 data fo, dropout, and 
non-r11pond1nt1. 

NOTE: This variable includes data for ·d,opouts and 
non-r11pond1ntl . 

Qu11tlon TRNFLC Tape Po,, 89~-691 
ForMat: 11 

F1TRNFLC STUDENT TRANSFER FLAC Qu11tlon FISRYMTH Topo Po,, 696-697 
FOr.,.,t: 12 

PER- WCTO F1SRVMTH METHOD USED TO CATHER DATA 
RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT 

NOT A TRANSFER STUDEN~ ........ D 20320 98 , PM, 90.3'►. PER- WCTC 
SUB SAMPLED TRANSFER STUDENT, .. 1 386 1·. 91t 9,71t RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT 

TOTALS: 20706 100.0lt 100.0'lt SELF-ADMINISTERED.,,, .,. ,.,,., 0 18149 90. 5~ 96 . 4•. 
TELE- MODIFIED DATA . . ,., . . . ,,. 1 225 1, 1'►. '. S• 
TELEPHONE- PROXV ABBRV DATA.,, 2 50 .2~ ·"~ TELEPHONE- MEMBER ABBRV DATA,, 3 198. 1. O'lt 1. Sit 

NOTE: Th i s v1rl1bl1 1ntlud11 data for dropout• and IN-PERSON - PROXY ABBRV CATA., 4 21 . ,.. . 1'1t 
non-r11pond1nt1. IN-PERSON - MEMBER ABBRV CATA . 5 21 '11\ .11►. 

1FU NON-PARTICIPANT,, ... , ... ,. 6 14•2 7 , 0'!1 It 

TOTALS, 2070€ 100.01< 100.0'lt 

NOTE: Th;, variable i nclude, data for oropovt, ,~o 
non-r•1pondent,.--- . .------------Quutt.on FISEQFLC Tape Poi, 892-692 

Fo,,.at: 11 

F1SEQFLC ENROLLED 10TH CR. WHEN QUEX ADMINISTERED 

PER- WCTO 
RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT -------- Qu11t ton F1D0STAT Tapo Pa,. 698-698 

ENROLLED IN 10TH CRO,., ..... ,, 0 175•4 84,711 88.91< Forlftat: 11 
ENROLLED IN OTH~ GRD. ,, .. ,,,,, 1 677 3 . 31\ 4' 3r., -----------------
NOT APPLICABLE .. , .•. ,, ... , .... 2 2485 12 . O'lt 6. 8"- F1DOSTAT DROPOUT STATUS 

TOTALS : 20706 100.0lt 100.0'lt 
PER- WCTO 

RESPONSE CODES FRE.; CENT PCT 

NOTE: Ttns v1r,1ble includes data for dropout, 8nd OID NOT DROP OUT .. ,,,, .. , , ,,, . 0 18323 88.Slt 92.3~ 
non-respondent,. NOT DE TERM I NED .. , ...... , , , , .. . 1 1062 s.a It 

SCHL RE.PORTO DROPOUT.,,,, , ,., . 2 88 ,41t 
DROPOUT,BUT RETURNED.,,, .... ,. 3 138 '?It '81o:" 
DROPOUT, NO RETURN , ,, ,,,, ..... 4 1062• 5. 11t 6.7.. 
MORE THAN 1 EPISODE ,, ......... s 33 ' 2-. · .2.. 

TOTALS : 20706 100 . 0lt 100.0'lt 

Qu11tlan FIJMPFLC Tap, Po,, 693-813 NOTE: This v1riable include& d!ll,ta for dropout, and 
For•al: 11 non-respondent,. 

F1SMPFLC SAMPLE MEMBER FLAC 

PER- WCTO 
RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT° PCT 

EICHTH GRADE COHORT. , , ... ,,,., 0 196•6 94 , 9!t 94,?!t 
FRESHENED STUOENT,., .. , .. ,,, , , 1 1060 5 , 11t 5 . 3'1l 

Qu.. tton IEX Tape Pa,. 699-699 
TOTALS: 20706 100 , 0'! 100 . 0lt For•at: 11 

F1SEX COMPOS I TE SEX 

NOTE: This v1r11ble ;nclud1_1 data for dropout, and 
non-r ■ 1pondent1. PER- WCTD 

RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT 

MALE.,,,,,.,, ,, ,, , ,· , ,,,,,,,·· 10462 50 , Sit SO.Sit 
FEMALE, .. ,,. , . . ,,.,, . , , , , . , ,·,, 10244 49 . 51: 49. 5'1! 

TOTALS : 20106 100,0\t 100.0'ft 

NOTE: Th;, variable i ncludes data for dropout, and 
non-~••pondent,. 

https://Quutt.on
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Quootion IESQ Tap, Po,. 707-701 . 
Que It 1on RACE Tape Po,, 700-700 For11al1 11 

For•at: II 
F1SESQ SOCIO-ECONOMIC QUARTILE

F1RACE COMPOSITE RACE 

PE.R- WGTO 
PER- WCTD 'RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT 

RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT --------QUARTILE I LOW, .. , , .•. .. ,, .. , . I ..556 22 ,01! 2S.O\\ 
ASIAN,PACJFC lSLA~OR . .. .. .. ,,, 1 1302 6, 31t , 3 , 6'1t QUART I LE .2, , , . , ... . , , ...• , , , , . 2 .... 12 21, 6'1t 25,Q'lt 
HISPANIC, .. , , . . , ., . . ....• . . • ,. 2 2 7 51 13,3'1< 10. &'It QUART I LE 3 . , , , ; , • , , . . , , , • , , .. • 3 ,.375 21, 1'11 25,0\\ 
BLACK, NOT HISPA_NIC . ...... ... . 3 2218 10, 7\\ 13 , 711 QUARTILE .. HIGH.,, . . . ,,, •. ,, ,, .. 5262 · 25 . .. 11 25 , 01! 
WHITE, NOT HISPANIC . .. . . , ... . . .. 13837 66 , Blt 70,61! RESERVED CODES: 

. AMER !~DIAN, ALASKAN,, .. .. .• .. 5 259 1.31t I .31! MISS INC,., .,, .. , , , . , , , , , .. , . 8 2038 9.B!! <MISS> 
RESERVED CODES: 

MISS INC . . , .. .. ,,, ·,·.. ,.,., . . ,. 6 339 I . 6"- <MISS) TOTALS: 20706 100.0'lt 100 . 0lt 

TOTA. S : 20706 100.0.. •OO . Oli 

NOTE : Th,, variable includes deta for dropout, 1nd 
non-ra1pond1nt1, 

NOTE: T~1, var1ebl• include, Oeta for dropout, and 
~-~-respcnae~t, . 

Qu11tion PARED Tap, Po,, 708-709 
For1nat: 12 . 

Qu11tion APl Tap, Po,. 701-701 
Fo.,.••t : I ·1 F1PARED PARENTS' HICHEST EDUCATION LEVEL 

F 1Al>I ASIAN PACIFIC ISLANDER RACE COMPOSITE 
PER- wGTb 

RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT· 
PER- WCTO --------

RESPO~So CODES FREQ CENT PCT 010 NOT FINISH H.S .. ..·...... .. 1 2183 10, 5111 ,o . e:., 
HS GRADUATE OR CEO . . .. . ... ,,,, 2 39,45 19 . I'll 21 . .. ., 

NON-AS IAN . . ... ... , .. , .. , , . . , , . 0 1905:1 92.~ 96 ... 'It CR HS & LT .. YR DE .C... . .... , . . . 3 7526 36 . 31i •C . 1'1< 
EAST ASIAN .. ........ . , .. .. .... 1 886 •.31! 2. 2'1< COLLEGE CRAO ..... ... .. .. , . .. . , .. 2887 13 . 911 ... o... 
WEST ASIAN , .. .. , . .. .. . ,.. . . . . . 2 62 . 3'1< .31t M . A. OR EQUIVALENT , , ... ... , ... . 5 18 , .. 8. 81< 8 . 6'1< soun, ASIAN .. . . ... .. ... .. .. . .. ·3 100 . 5'1< ,3'1< PH,0 , , 111.0., OTHER ...... , ., . .. 6 1178 5 . 7'1t ... 21t 
PACIFIC ISLANOEF.... .. ......... ,. 70 .3'1t . ,31; DON'T KNOIL .. .. , .,, . . , .... , , .. 7 186 . 9'1t .911 
SPECIF l C AP l UNKNOWP. , , . . ... , . . 5 195 . 9 .. .61! RESERVED. CODES: 
RESERVE~ CODES: . MISSING .... . .... . .... .. . ,., , 98 987 ... 8!1 <MISS> 

MISSl'-C . .... ,, . , , , . .. 8 339 1 .6'1< (MISS l 
TOTALS: 20706 100 . 0!I 100 . 0:., 

TOTAi..S : 20706 100.0'lt 100.0.. 

NOTE : Thi1 v1r ; 1bl1 1nclud11 data for dropout, and 
NOTE : Th11 va,.,~t ! e 1rc!uoe1 date fo .. dropout• ■ nd non-re1pondent1. 
no"-r ■ 1pondents · . 

NOTE : Th1rteen Mere ~tsp o naents than are 1nd 1catad 1n 
the compo,,te RACE, report here thet they are APJ. Th , c 

:; ! C ~~~:~~~c ~:ad~~ f }~ r;~~·,!~cts!:·lp!:~d~:c:t~:~0 :~! r~- r 
exple~at,e~ e' \ htce . co~p o , , te~ . 

Q.... ·t 1on F1 LOCUS! Tap ■ Po,. 7i0-713 
Quutton SES T1p1 Poi, 102-70& · ForM■ l : R,. , 2 

Foraotl R6.3 
. FILOCUSI LOCUS OF CONTROL 1 

~1SES SOCIO-ECONOWl: STATUS COMPOSITE 

PER- WCTD 
PER- WGTD RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT . PCT 

RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT --------
-3.09 TO 1 . 61 .. . . ,, , , ., ... .. ,, 1. 00 17989 86,9!1 100.0'lt · 

-3.0"4 3 TO 2 . 762 .... . , ...... ... 1.000 18668 90.2!1 100. 0lt RESERVED CODES : 
RESERVED CODES : MISSING .... . ... •... . , .. , .. , , , 99.98 2717 13, I'll <M I SSJ 

MISS l NC .. . . .. ... . . ... . . .... , 99. 998 2038 9.81t (MISS> 
TOTALS: 20706 100.0'lt 100. 0lt 

TOTALS: 20706 100.Dlt 100 . 0'lt 

NOTE : This ~aria~l1 inc t ud11 data .for dropouts. 
NOTE: Th,, .,,,r,ablt 1ncluo11 oat• for cfrop_out1 and 
non-r11pond1nt1, 

Quootion F1LOCUS2 Tap, Po,. 71,.-717 
For111l I R,.. 2 

F1LOCUS2 LOCUS OF CONTROL 2 

PER- WGTO 
RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT 

-2.79 TO 1. 53 . . .. . ... , .. , . .... 1.00 18003 86.911 100.0"-
RESERVED CODES : 

MISSING .. .. , . .. . .. .......... 99.98 2703 13 , 111\ (MISS I 

TOTALS : 20706 100.0'lt 100.0'lt 

NOTE: Th11 v.1r1abl1 inc l ude& data for d .ropouts_, 
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~1,1oollon F1BIRTHM Tape Po,, 728-729 
Q1o1e•tlon F1LOCU2Q Tep, Po•• 711-718 Fo,,.,t: 12 

Foro,ot: 11 
F1BIRTHM BIRTH MONTH OF SAMPLE MEMBER 

F1LOCV2Q QVARTILE CODING OF VARIABLE F1LOCUS2 

PER- WCTC 
PER- ·WGTD RESPONSE CODES _FREQ CENT PCT 

RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT --------
JANVARY, . , , .. , . .. , , , . , , . , , , , .. 1 1425 6 . 9!! i.A~ 

QVARTILE 1 LOW ........ ,., ... ,, 1 <1359 21. 1'1 2-'.911 ·FEBRUARY .. , ..... . . , ....... , ... 2 1J88 6,711 7 ...... 
QVARTI LE 2, , .... , .... , , , , , , ; . , . 2 .. 261 20,611 23.~ MAllCH ... ,.,,.,,,., . ,., .. ,,,,,, 3 1580 7.6!! e. 3'1t 
QVART ILE . 3, . , . , . , , , , , , . , , , , , , . 3 A86<1 23 , 411 27.0% APRIL .. , .. ,., ... ,. , ,, ... ,,,.,, .. 159-4 7.?!t 7. 9"-
QVARTILE A HIGH,,,,,,, ; ., ..... .. -'529 21,911 25. 111 MAY, .. ,.,,,,,, .. ,,,,, . .. ,, .. ,, 5 1612 7. 811 7 . 711 
RESERVED CODES: JUNE , ... ,, ..... , , .,,,,•••_-··•• 6 1581 7 .6!! 8.911 

MI _SSING,.,, .. , ... , . , .... -.... 8 2703 13 .. 1'11 (MISS) JULY . .. ....... ,.,,.,,, .. ,·, .... 7 1680 8. 1111 9 , 311 
AUGUST . ,, ....... ,, .. ,,, . ,, , . . , 8 1733 8.<lli 8,711 

TOTALS: 20706 100. 011 100.011 SEPTEMBER . . .. , .. , , ,, 9 162 1 1.e;, e ... 'It 
OCTOBER, . , , , . , .. , , .. : : : : : : : : : : 10 1652 8 ;01! 9, 1'1t 
NOVEMBER . .... , , ....... , , ,. , , . , , 11 15-49 7. 5"-. 8.3'! 

-DECEMBER, .. ,,., ... ,, .. , ,, .. , ,, 12 1579 7 . 611 8. 711! 
RESERVED CODES: 

MISSING ... ,, ... , . . .. . ,,., , ,, 98 17 12 e.311 <MISS I 

TOTALS: 20706 100.0.._ 100.0.._ 

NOTE: This v1ri1ble include, date for dropout, and 
non-respondent,. 

Q1o1ut<on F1CNCPT1 Topo Po,. 719-722 
Foro,ot: R-4,2 

F1CNCPT1 SELF-CONCEPT 1 

PER- WCTO 
RESPONS!c: CODES FREQ CENT PCT ----- Q1o1ul ton F111RTHY Tape Po•, 730-731 

- 3 . 6• TO 1. 2 • , ... , ... . , .. , . , . . 1 . 00 18023 87.011 ,oo.D't ·Fo,.,,t: 12 
RESERVEO CODES: -----------------

MISSING .... , ... , .. , .. ,, . .. .. 99.98 2683 13_.0'lt (MISS) F1BIRTHV BIRTH YEAR OF SAMPLE MEMBER 

. TOTALS: 20706 100.0% 100.011 
PER- WCTD 

RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT 

NOTE: Tn;, variable includes data for dropout,. 1972 OR BEFORE. , .... , . , . , ... , . 72 1222 5 . 9'1t 6.5.. 
1973 .. .. , .. .. .......... , . , , . , . 73 5777 27.91! 31. 71, 
197A ..... ,, . .. . .. , , ,,., ..... . . 7-4 11979 57 . 9'1'. 60.8"-
1975 OR AFTER .. , .... , ....... , , 75 193 . 9'it '.o.. 
RESERVED CODES: 

MISSING ..... , .•........•... . 98 1535 - <MISS>7. "" 
TOTALS: 20706 100.0'1! ,oo.oi. 

Q1o1••tion F1CNCPT2 Top, Po•, 723-72& 
For1.. t: R-',2 NOTE: Tht1 verieble include, dell for dropout, tnd 

non-r•spon~~~t, . 
F1CNCPT2 SELF-CONCEP1 

NOTE: This variable ·was recoded by NCES in 1ccor~1nce 
-,1th the confident1111ty prov,,,ons of PL100-297 l1988) . 

PER- WGTO 
RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT 

-3.58 TO 1 .35 ...... ,,, .... ,. ,, 1.00 18025 87 , 1!t 100 . 0lt 
RESERVED CODES: 

loU SS I NC, , . , ... , , , , .. , ... , . , . 99 . 98 2681 12. Sit (MISS> 

TOTALS: 20706 100.011 100 , 011 

Que ■ t ·I on DIIPS89 Tape Po•, 732-732 
For•al: 11 

NOTE: Thi· t. v ■ r11bl1 inc:lud11 data for dropout,. 
F10RPS89 STUDNT DROPPED OUT DURING SPRINC 89 TER~ 

PER- WCTD 
RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT 

NOT A DROPOUT CASE .. , . . ....... 0 19385 93 . 6¥. 92.61< 
ACTUAL DATE ... , . •... ... ,, .. , .. 1 229 1. ,:r:1. '" DISCOVERY DATE.,., . ..•. ,., .... 2 2 ,o 1·.011 • B\o. 

Qu11tton F1CNCP2Q Top, Poi, 727-727 ACTUAL CATE 0TH,. , . .. , ...... ,, 3 A78 2.3¥. 3.2.... 
Foraat: 11 · DISCOVERY DATE 0TH.,,, . . ,,, ... .. 32• 1, 6'1t 2 . 3\o. 

RESERVED CODES: 
F ICNCP2_Q QUARTILE CODING OF VARIABLE F1CNCPT2 MISSING., ., .. , ... ,,, ... . ,, .. 8 80 ,<l'lt <M!SSI 

TOTALS: 20706 100.01< ,oo.oo, 
PER- WGTD 

RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT 

QUARTILE 1 LOW .... ...... . : .•.. 1 ,11905 23.71! 26, Ill NOTE: Tk;, variable ; nclud11 data for dropouts and 
QUARTILE 2., .. , , , , , , , .. , , , . . . , 2 <12-41 20.511 2<1.011 non-r11pondent1.
QUART I LE 3, .. . , . , , , , , . , , , .. , , . 3 ...... 2 21,511 24. 91< 
QUARTILE A HIGH ..... , ...... , .. .. .... 3, 21, .... 26.0!t NOTE : See .APPENDIX ~for further 11pl1n1ttot1 of thi, 
RESERVED CODES : v,,.i1bl1. 

MISS I NC .. , , . , . , .. , ... , . , , , . , 8 2681 12,911 <MISS> 

TOTALS: 20706 100.011 100 . 0'lt 

NQTE: This variable in.eludes d1t1 for dropout,. 
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Qu11tto" FAMCOMP T1p1 Po ■, ;36-737 
Quu t ton DRPF89 T ■ p■ Po ■ , 733-733 For111t1 12 

Forffl ■ t .: 11 
FAMCOMP ,see ADULT COMPOSITION OF THE HOUSEHOLD 

F1DRPFS9 STUDEN7 OROPPEC OUl DURING FALL 89 TERM 

PER- WCTD 
PER- WCTD RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT 

RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT -------- MOTHER & FATHER .. , , . , , . , , , ... , 1 1197A 57 . 8'1 65.•'II 
NOT A DROPOUT CASE, . . . , . .. , .. , 0 19385 93 . 611 92 . 611 MOTHER & MALE CUARDN '. .. . , . . , .. 2 1755 S.511 11. 511 
ACTUAL DATE .... , . .... . , . ... ... 1 288 1, Alt 1 .8111 FEMALE CDN & FATHER .. . . . •..... 3 400 1. 9111 2.9'< 
DISCOVERY DATE . . .. ... , • .. , . . .. 2 101 . 5¥. . 5111 0TH 2 ADULT FAMILIES. ,., ••. , , . 4 175 . 811 ,. 2'1t 
ACTUAL DATE 0TH .. , . .... . , .. , ,. 3 394 1.911( 2.211 ADULT FEMALE ONLY , .. •. ,, .. • , . . 5 2739 13 , 2111 16 . B'lt 
DISCOVERY DATE 0TH . , .. .. ... , . . .. 458 2.21t 2 .9'11> ADULT MALE ONLY . .. , . . . ... . , .. , 6 338 1 . 6'1t 2. 2'1t 
RESERVED CODES: RESERVED CODES : 

MISSING . . . ' . ... ' ' .... . .. . ' .. e 80 . .. It (MISS) MISS I NC .. . , , , . .... .. . , , ... . , 98 3325 16, 1111 (MISS l 

"'r OiA;...S : 20706 100.011 100.0!t TOTALS: 20706 100 . 0'"- 100 , 0111 

NOtE : Th,~ veri1blt 1nclude1 d1t1 for dropouts end · NOTE: This variable includes date for dropouts end 
non-res~ c ~oent, . non-re,pondtnt,. 

NOTE: S ■ t APPENDIX. for further 1.1.s,lanation· of this NOTE : This v1r i abl~ ~ai contruct ■ d using base year parent 
v 1,., 1 b I e. data and reflects sample member, ' fam, ly com00,1t1on a, of 

the ba,e y ear , S•e Append i a ~for further eaplenat,o n 
of th,s var,ablt. 

Quo I tt on DRPS90 T ■ Po Po,, 73•-734 
For111 ■ t: I 1 

T1p1 Po ■ , 738-731 
F1DRPS90 STUON7 O~CPPE: O~T DURING SPRING 90 TERM Foro, ■ t: If 

C8CTRL1 EICHTH CRADE SCHOOL COMPOSITE 1 
PER- WCTO 

RESPONSE COOES FREQ CENT PCT 
---------- -------- PER- WCTD 

NOT A DROPOUT CASE . . . . , .. •... . 0 19385 93.6\t 92 . 6'1! RE.SPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PC, 
ACTUAL DATE ,. ,, , . . . , .. . , , . .. ,, 1 2A 1 1. 2'1t 1 .6... --------2,41! ----------DISCOVER ~ DATE,,,.,.,. ,, . . ,. , , 2 310 1. 5111 PUBLIC . .. ..•. , . , . . .... , . , .. , .. 1 16326 78 . 8'1t 83.3'1t 
ACTUAL DATE 0TH, , ,. , , ,, .... ,,. 3 •&6 2 . 31! 2. 7'1t CATHOLIC ,., .. .. , ,, . .. , . , . , , ... 2 1495 7.2, 7. 21;1. 
OISCOVEAY DATE (')Tl-' • . . . . . . . . ... .. 204 , .oot . 8'1! PRIVATE, RELIC I OUS .. , .. ... , . , , 3 68 7 3.3'>. 2 . , ... 
RESERVED coon , PRIVATE NON-RELIGIOUS .... , .... .. 1138 5. 5'1: 1. 5~ 

MISSING ... . . .. .. . . ... .. . .. .. e eo ..... <MISS I 1FU FRESHEN.ED STUDENT .. , . , , . .. 5 1060 5. 3.,5 . '"' 
TOTALS: 20706 10C.O'I 100 , 011! TOTALS :· 20706 ,oo.o"' 100.01! 

NOTE: Tn , , ..,., , ,eblt 1nclude1 data fo r- dropout, and NOTE : Th i s v1r11ble 1nclud11 data fo r dropouts and 
non-r11ponae~ t ,. nol'l-re1pond1nt1 . 

NOTE: S1~ APPENDJX X for further ••plena~ion of tn ;. , 
v1,1able. 

Quootton HSPROC 

F1HSPFIOC HS PROCRAM IN WHICH R IS / WAS 

RESPONSE. CODES 

CENERAL HS PROCRAM, , . . , , . , , .. . 1 
ACADEMIC PROCRAM,., , . .. • . . . . .. 2 
VOCATIONAL/TECHNICAL .. .. ... , .. 3 
OTHEA H~ PROCl<AM, , ... , .. .. , , . , .. 
DON' T KNO~·, , , , ... ,; ., ,, .. , ., ., 5 
RESERVED CODES : 

MISSING . . . . .. , .; , , . .. ..• ,, .. 8 

TOTALS : 

NOTE : Th11 ver,ablt i nclud11 -data for 

Qu11tlon Q8CTRL2 Topo Po,. 739-739 
Forffl ■ t J 11 

T1p1 Po,. 736-735 C8CTRL2 EICHTH CRADE SCHOOL COMPOSITE 2 
Forout: 11 

ENROLLED PER - WGTD 
RESPONSE COOES FREQ CENT PCT 

PER- WGTO PUBLIC . .. ..... .. , , ; . ...... · • •, 1 16682 80 , 611 88 . 111! 
FREQ CE.NT PCT PRIVATE, RELICIOUS . . . ,, .. , .. .. 2 2210 ,o. 711 10 . 41' 

PR! VATE NON-RELICIOUS., .,, . , .. 3 1154 5. 6\t. 1 ,61t 
7990 38 . 611! •A . 4't RESERVED CODES: 
6420 31 . OIi 31 ,8'11 MISS INC, . , .. , . . . ... , . , , . , . . , 8 660 3 . 21! (MISS) 
1806 8 . 71! 10, 11! 
11.A 5.5i< 6 ' .. ~ TOTALS : 20706 100.0•. 100.0"' 
1386 6 , 711 7. 3'1t 

1960 9 . Slit (MISS l 
MOTE: Tt,;, v1r;1ble 1nclud11 d1t1 for dropout• and 

20706 100.0!i 100.0lt non-ra1pondent1. 

dropout,. 

https://FRESHEN.ED
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Quo1tto• C10RECOH Tape Pu. 7•6-746 
Quootto• C10CTRL1 Tapo Poi ·, 7.C0-7.C1 For ..,t, 12 

Fo,o,at: 12 · 
C10RECON REC I ON OF THE COUNTRY· <o4 CENSUS REC IONS l 

C10CTRL 1 SCHOOL CLAss:•:CA1l0N REPORTED BY SCHOOL 

PER- WCTD 
PER- WCTD RESPONSE CODES FR.EQ CENT P:,

RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PC, 
NORTHEAST . .. ... ........ . . . ... . 1 359; 17 . 9;, , , . 71:. 

PUBLIC .. . .• • • . ..... ....... . ... 1 16813 e 1 . 211 e•.2!i NORTH CENTRAL .... • .. . ........ . 2 •968 2• . 0" 23. 51< 
CATHOLIC. .. . ...... . ... ... ..... 2 · 1012 ... 911 5.4'1t SOUTH .. .... . ... . . . ........... . 3 6799 32 . 8 ... 33. Sit 
PR I VATE,OTHER RELIGION ., ,,,.,, 3 47 1 2 . Jlt 1.611 WEST . . . .. . . . .. . .. .... . . ... .. . . .. 3962 . 18 ......19 . '"' PRIVATE, NON-REL ICIOUS .. ,. . . . . 4 1051 5. 1'11 1. 2!i NOT ENROLLED IN SCHL . ... ..... . 6 1043 S.Olt 6. 9" 
PRIV.NOT ASCERTA I NED .. .... . .. . 5 75 ... 'It .7!i RESERVED CODES : 
NOT ENR OLLED IN SCH~.. .... .... 7 1043 5 .O'ii 6.91< MISS I NC . . . .. . . . . ... . . . . .. . . . 98 23 7 (M l SS l,.'" RESERVED CODES : 

MISS I NC .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. 98 241 1 . 2'ii (MISS> TOTALS : 20706 100 . 0'lt 100 . 01< 

TOTALS : 20706 100 . 0lt 100.0'1 

NOTE : Th11 v1r 11ble 1neluaes data for dro~out s and 
non-respondent,. 

NOTE : Th i s var -iable includes data for dropouts and 
non-res~ondent~ . NOTE : This v1r1able was recoded by NCES ,n aec0rdanc1 

with the conf1dent1al 1 ty pr0y1110n1 of PL100-29 7 . 
NOTE : Th i s v1riable was recoded by NCES in •~cordance 
with the conlld1nt1e.1ity prov111on1 of PL100-29? , 

Qua ■ tlo• F1SCENRL Tap, Po, . 7.C7-748 
Fo,.,,t : 12 

Qu.. tto• .C10CTRL2 Tapo Po,. 7•2-7.C3 
Fo,,.,t: 12 F1SCENRL ENTIRE SCHOOL ENROLLMENT 

C10CTRL2 : SCH.COL CLASSIFICATION 
.PER- WCTD 

RESPONSE COOES FREQ CENT PCT 
PER- WCTD 

RESPONSE COO ES FREQ CENT PCT 1 - 399 . . . . . . .. .. . . .. . .. . .. .. . 1 22 17 io . 7'1t 11. ~~ 
400 - 599 ..... . .. .... ... .. ... .. 2 2250 10 . 90\ s. e". 

PUBLIC SCHOOL .. . . , . ........ . .. 1 16813 81. 211 8,4.2'lt 600 - 799 . . . .. . ..... .. . . . •.... 3 2090 10 . lit s., .. 
CATHOLIC SC.,OOL .. . .. .. .... ... , 2 1012 ... 91t 5.4'1t 800 - 999 . . . . . .. . .. . . ........ . .. 2304 11 . 1"'- 11.1rr.: 
MAIS PR!\'A, E SCli:'.IC·L. .. ........ 3 1 ,s.. 5.61< 1.1'1t 1000 - 1199 .. . .. ............ .. 5 2•60 11. 9"' 13.0~ 
OTHER PRIVA1"E-N01 MAIS........ 4 •33 2. lit 2.5.. 1200 - 1599 .... .• ...•......... 6 2918 , •• 11r:,.. ,~ 
NO~-TR A!', : : :c.~:.!..: s:~:........... S 5 .o~ 1600 - 1999 .. . ... ............ . 7 2338 11. 3'"- 11. 1".: 
NO.,. ENROLLEC, l'I SCHL.......... 6 ,0.. 3 ·'" 2000 - 2•99 . . . . . . ............ . 8 1410 6. 8.. 7. 31':5.01< 6.91t 
RESERVED COOES· 2500 • . . . . . . .. . . . . . .......... . 9 1430 6.91< 5. 5;,._, 

MISSING ........ ...... .. ..... 98 236 1,111 (MISS l NOT ENROLLED IN SCHL ......... . 11 10,43 5.01< 6. 9": 
RESERVED CODES: 

TOTALS : 20706 100.0lt 100.0'lt MISS I NC . . .. . . . • .. . ......... . 98 2•6 1. 2'- !MISS l 

TOTALS : 20706 ,oc.o;,. 10c. O": 

NOTE : T~,, var i ab l e ,~e l udes data for dropouts and 
non-ra1pono1 n t1 . 

NOTE : Th i s variable 'include& . d ■ t ·a for drOpoul1 and 
NOTE. : T t-: is v anable w11 1uppr111ad b y NCES in accordance non-ra1pondent1 . 
~..-th the conf1c:iient•1a,,t ) prov ,1ion, of PLi00-297. 

NOTE : Th i s v 1r11ble w11 ,.ecod1d b y HCES , ,,. eeco,.cflnee 
wi th th1 co n f 1d1ntial l ty prov1s i on1 of PL100- 297 . 

Quo1tlo• C10UR8AN Tapa Poi, 7~-7.c• 
Fo,•at1 11 

Quo1tlo• C10ENROL Tapo Po, . 7•9-760 
C10URBAN URBANICITY OF THE STUDENT'S SCHOOL Fo,•at1 12 

C10ENROL TENTH CRADE · ENROLLMENr 
PER- WCTD 

RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT 
WCTO---------- -------· PER-

URBAN . . .... . . ; . ... .. ......•... 1 5710 27.61< 26 . •lt RESPONSE 'CODES FREQ CEN1 PCT 
S.UBURBAN . . . .. .. . . . . ... . . . ..... 2 1D878 52. Sit 52.5'1! --------
RURAL - OUTSIDE MSA . . ... . . . ... 3 2787 13 . 5... . 14 .3'1t 1 - 99 .. ... • . .. .• .. . . . •. . .. .. ., 3362 16 : 2': , • . 71f! 
NOT ENROLLED IN SCHL ... .. • . ,. , 5 1043 5.0lt 6 . 9'1! 100 - 199 . . .. . ... , . .. . . .. .. . .. 2 369J 1; . 8"' 17 . ?'I\ 
RESERVED CODES : . 200 - 299 .••. . .. . . . '. . . . .. . . . .. 3 3357 16 . 21t 17 . 7't 

MISSING .. . ·. .. . .. .. . .. .. . ... . .8 288 , . .. It <MISS l 300 - 399 ...... . . . . . . . .. . . . . .. .. 279 7 13 . s,. 14. 3'"-
•OO - 5•9 ..... .. . . .. . . .. . . .. . . 5 286 ; 13 . e~. , .. . 51t 

TOT.I.LS : 20706 100 . oit 100.0!i 550 - 699 . .. .. . . . . .. .. . . . : . . .. 6 1716 S . 31< 8.51t 
700 . .. .... ' .. ' ..... ' ... .... '. 7 1593 7 . 7'1t 6.31t 
NOT ENROLLED IN SCHL . . . .. . .. . . 9 ,0,.3 5 . 0'lt 6.9'"-
RESERVED CODES : 

NOTE: This vai~ ■ ble 1nclude1 data for drop~u~• and MISSINC .. . . . . . . . . .. . .• ..•... 98 278 1 . 3'"- !MISS l 
non-respondent 1 . 

TOTALS: 20706 100 . 0'►. 10C.O'"-
NOTE: Th11 v1r i 1ble w11 recoded by NCES 1n 1cc:ord1nce 
w1th the conf1dent11l1ty prov111on of PL100-297 . 

NOTE: This v1r11ble 1nclud1s d,ta· fo~ dropout, and 
non-rasp~naants.

NOTE : Neither the data contained in GlOURAAN nor the data 
contained i n GBURJIAN are keyed to the precise year of the NOTE: This v1r11ble was recoded - by NCES i~ 1ecordanc1 

w,th the conf ; d1nt11l1ty prov111on, cf _PL100-297 . survey--that is . both are constructed using informat i on 
obtained prior t o the survey year . Since metropolitan 
status would have changed for some schools at t he t i me of 
the 1988 and 1990 surveys , updated var i abl es reflecting 
aetropol i tan status in the precise survey year v i ll be 
provided to NELS : 88 data users in the near future . 
Analysts . meanwhile, should take note of the l imi tations 
of che pr esent variables . For a more deta i led explanation, 
1ee the entry for GlOUR.BAN in Appendix I . 

https://TOT.I.LS
https://7�2-7.C3
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---------- -----Quo,llon TXRIRR Tap ■ Po, , 761-754 
Fo.,.. l: R4,2 

Qu11tlon TXIIIRR Tapo _Po,, 766-768 
For ■1 ■ t1 R4,2 

FITXRJRR REAOINC !RT-EST I MATEO NUMBER RICHT 
FITXMIRR MATH !RT-ESTIMATED NUMBER RICHT 

PER- WCTD 
RESP ONSE ----------7.38 TO 3•. 93 . . . . ... , ....... .. 

RES!R VE.C CODES : 
MISSINC. , ., . . , , .. . , . . . ,,, . . . . 

TOTALS: 

CODES --------
I ,00 

99 . 98 

FREC 

17832 
28 74 

20706 

PER-
CENT 

86. 11, 

13. 91t 

100 . ~ 

WCTO 
PCT 

100 . 0111 
<MISS> 

100 . 0lt 

RESPONSE ----------I I . 08 TD 57 . 95 ..... , .... . . , , , . 
RESERVED CODES: 

MISSING .... . . , . .. ... ... . .. .' .. 

TOTALS : 

CODES --------
I . 00 

99 . 98 

FREQ 

17793 

2913 

20706 

CENT 

85 . 911i 

1•.111 
100 , 011 

PCT 
100 , 0lt 
(IIISS) 

100.011 

NOTE: Th ; , vari1b l 1 1ncluch1 dal1 for dropouts 111 0. 

See APPENDIX% fo, further e1pl,~1t \ on of the 

Queattoft TXIISTD 

FITXMSTD MATH STANDARDIZED SCORE 
Qu ■ sllon TXRSTD Tap ■ Po,, 766-768 

For"'at: R• . 2 
PER- WCTO 

FITXRSTD READING STANOARDl~ED SCORE RESPONSE _______CODES ,.. FREQ CENT PCT 

30 . 18 TO 68., 8 . . ......... . ... ·. 1 . 00 17793 85.911 100.0'1< 
PER - WCTD RESERVED CODES: 

RESOQ~SE CODES FREQ CENT PCT MISS INC . ... ... .. , .. .... .. ... 99.98 2913 1<1, 111 ' (MISS J 

32.39 TC 67. 8: .. . . . . ' ....... .. 1 . 00 17832 86 , llt 100,Qlt TOTALS : 20706 100.0lt 100.0lt 
RESERVED CODES: 

MISSING .. .. , .. • 99 . 98 28?• 13.91\ (MISS>o • o • o O o o o to I o 

TCTA cS : 20706 100,0<t 100.01t NOTE : This variable i nclud_11 deta for dropo'-!ll 1110, 

NOTE ~ Th , s va r iable ,ncludes d1la for drop o uts 1110. 

Qu11tton TXIIQ Tap ■ Po,, ~73-773 
ForMat: 11 

F 1TXMQ MATH QUARTILE ( l=LOWI 
Quo, t I on TXRQ Tap ■ Po, , 769-769 

ForMat: l 1 
PER- WCTD 

F 1TXRQ READING Q~A~ TJLE < •=LOWJ RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT 

QUART! LE 1 LOW ., . .... . .. , .. . .. 1 • 184 20.211 25 . 21t 
PER- WCTD QUARTILE 2 •.• • . ..• •• • .• •• • •• •• 2 •219 20 . •!t 25 . 0'1! 

RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT QUART I l.E 3 . .. . ...... ..... . . ... 3 ..426 21 .•It 24. 8~. ----------- -------- QUART! LE 4 HIGH ... . . . ,,, . , .. .. 4 496• 24.0lt 25. Oil 
QUA~~ILE 1 LO" .. ..... .. .. .. . ' ' I -4232 20 ... It 25 . Ill RESERVED CODES: 
QUA~:ILE 2 .. . .. .. .. ' ...... .. 2 •389 21. 2'11 2• . 91t Ml SSINC .... , . ..... . ... , .. , .. 8 2913 14 . 1~ (MISS l 
QUA~-ILE 3 . . . . .. .. . .. ' .. . . . 3 440 5 2 I. 31t 25 . 1r,. 
QUA~'!!L.E . t< JC>,, ...... . ... , ... .. 4806 23.21t 2<1 . 91t TOTALS: 20706 100 .0lt 100.0l! 
RESERVEC CODES : 

Ml SS I NC . . , . . . . . . . . .. ' . ... . .. 8 2874 13 . 911, <MISS I 

TOTALS : 20706 •6o.~ 100.C)I< NOTE : This variable l neluda, date for dropouts 1110. 

NOTE : Th , , var,able 1ncluda1 data for dropouts 1110 . 

Qu• ■ ttoft TXIIC T•P• Poi, 774-778 
For•atl R6,2 

FITXMC MATH !RT-ESTIMATED CAIN BY TO FU1 
Question TXRC Tap ■ Po,, 760-76<1 

For•atl R6,2 
PER- WCTD 

F ITXRC READING !RT-ESTIMATED CAIN BY TO FU1 RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT 

-35,42 TO •6. 8 7 ..... , ... , . .. .. 1.00 15762 76 . 1!t 100.011 
PER- WCTO RESERVED CODES: 

RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT Ml SS INC .. , .. ..... , .. ... , . . . , 999:98 <1944 23 , 9;, (MISS I 

-27 . •7 TO 26. 59 ..... .. . 1 . 00 1579~ 76 . 311 100.0I< TOTALS: 20706 100 . 011 100.0'1! 
RESERVEC CODES: 

MISS I NC ., , .... ... ..... . . . . 999.98 ..909 23. 711 (MISSl 

TCTAcS : 20706 100 . ~ 100.0lt NOTE : Thie v1r1abla 1ncluda1 data for d,opout, 1110 . 

NCTE: Th,c v,,. , able 1nclua11 da t e for d,.opouts 1110, 
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Quu t ton TXHIAR Tapo Poa .' 783-716 
Quu t ton TXSlflR Tope Pot, 771-712 Forw,at: R<&,2

For11ot: R<&,2 
F1TXHIRR HIST/CIT/CEOC !RT ESTIMATED NUMBER RICHT 

F1TXSIN~ SCIENCE IRT•ESTIMATED NUMBER RICHT 

PER- WCTD 
PER- WCTD RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT 

RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT ·--------------- 6.es TO 29.95 .. ,,,., .•••• , .. ,. , .00 17591 es. 011 100.011 ,.se TO 2,. ee ....•.•••..•.. • .• 1.oo 17684 11s.,116 100, Olli RESERVED CODES: 
RESERVED .COOES: MISS INC,,, ... ,,,,,,,,,.,,.,, 99,98 3115 15,011 !MISS)

MISS INC;,, , ,,, ••.• ,, ••••• , •. 99.98 3022 14.6116 <MISS) 
TOTALS: 20706 100.0111 100.01' 

TOTALS: 20706 100.0116 100. OIi 

NOTE: This v1ri1ble includes date for dropouts_ 1110. 
NOTE: Thi1 variable includes dat ■ for dropouts 1110, 

Quaa t.t on TXHSTD Tapo Pot, 797•800 
Quu t 1on .TXSSTD Tope Pot , 713-716 Fo,,.at: R,.. 2 · 

Foro,ot I A<&,2 
F1TXHSTD HJST/CIT/CEOC STANDARDIZED SCORE 

F1TXSSTD SCIENCE STANDARDIZED SCORE 
PER-c WGTD 

PER- WCTO RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT 
RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT ---------------- 28. 9• TO 69. 16 •....... ,., •.•. . 1.00 17591 85.0% 100.0!t 

TO es.. ,11 
RESERVED CODES: MISS INC ..•.• , .•.........••. , 99,98 3115 15.0'lt <MISS I 
32.83 ----------72, 11., .• ,., .. . . •... , t.00 1768 .. 100.0lt RESERVED CODES: 

MISSING . ........... , .... , ... 99.98 3022 1, .611 IMISSl 
TOTALS: 20706 100.0lt 100 ;01t 

TOTALS: 20706 100.01! 100.011 

NOTE: This variable fn~lud•t data ~or dropout, alto. 
NOTE: Th;, variable _ includes data for dropouts 111 _0. 

QuH t t Oft TXHQ Tapo Po,, 801-801 
Qun t I on TXSQ Tope· Poa, 7117-7117 Foro,at: 11 

Foro,at 1 11 
F1TXHQ HIST/CIT/CEOC QUARTILE l1=LOW> 

F1TXSQ SCIENCE QUARTILE (1:LOWl 
PER- WCTD 

PER- WCTO _RESPON,SE _ CODES ' FREQ CENT PCT 
RES~ONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT ---------------- QUARTILE 1 LOW •• , ••.• , . . • .•••• 1 4322 20.9% 25.0II 

QUART! LE 1 LOW ••••• , •.••••.• ,, 1 4335 20,911 25. OIi QUARTILE 2 •••••••...•...• ' .••• 2 ,160 20.111 2,, 9•.,,..oQUARTILE 2 •..... • •.•••..••. ' .. 2 20.011 24.9% QUARTILE 3 ...... ' .••.•. ' ...••. 3 <&382 21. 20! 25 .01! 
QUARTILE 3 .....• , ..•..•. •.• .... 3 ,,s2 21. 5'! 25.3116 QUART! LE • HICH , ..•• ,., •... ,, . .. ,n, 22.8'1t 25:H, 
QUARTILE ' · HICH ••• . , •. .. , •••.. .. <&757 23,0lt 2,. 811 RESERVED CODES: 
RESERVED CODES: MISS INC . . , •.. , . , •.••.•.•. ..• e 3115 1s.a.1 . (MISS!

II ISSI NC .... , . , . , , , . , . , . •.• , • e 3022 1,. 611 IMISS) 
TOTALS: 20706 100.·0!t 100.0% 

TOTALS: 20706 100.011 100.011 

NOTE: Thi, var;able tncludet data for drOpout1 alto, 
NOTE: This variable includ•t data for dropouts •'•o. 

Qu11 t ton TXHC Tapo Poa. 102-806 
Quutton TXSC Tape Pot, 711-712 ForMat1 Rli,2 

For•atr Rll,2 
F1TXHC HIST/CIT/CEOC !RT-EST . CAIN BY TO FU1 

F1TXSC SCIENCE !RT-ESTIMATED CAIN BY TO FU1 

PER- WCTD 
PER- WCTO RESPONSE CODES FREQ. CENT PCT 

RESPONSE CODES FREQ <;ENT PCT ---------- ---------------- -20.83 TO 21 .90 ............... 1 .oo 15525 75.0l! 100.01! 
-15.00 TO 1e. 2, ••.....•....•.• 1.00 15661 7&,lill 100.011 RESERVED CODES: 
RESERVED CODES : MISS I NC •. , . , , .•• , • , •• , , , , • , • 999,98 5181 25.0ll (MISS! 

M!SSINC, .. , .... , , .. , .. ,, .... 999.98 50..5 2,.,11 <MISS> 
TOTALS: 20706 100.0111 100.0'lt 

TOTALS: 20706 100,0116 100. a.I 

NOTE: This variable include& data for dropout, 1110. 
NOTE: Th;, variable ;nclude& G1t1 for dropout, alto, 
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Q11u t I on TXRPAO Tape POI, 1·14-1114 
Quu t Io• TXCOIIP Tape Po ■ , 107-110 For•at:1 11 

For ■ at1 R4,2 
FITXRPRO OVERALL REAOINC PROFICIENCY 

F1TXCOMP STANOARDIZD TEST COMPOSITE (READNC,MATM) 

PER- WCTD 
PER- WCTD RESPONSE CODES FREQ . CENT PCT 

RESPONSE COO ES FREQ CENT PCT -------- ----·-
BELOW LEVEL 1.. .. . .. .... . ..... 0 1999 9, 7'1t 11., 71! 

29.92 TO 69 . 25 ..... ,. ,... .. ... 1.00 17765 85,711 f00.011 PROFICIENT - LEVEL 1. .. ... .... I 6893 33,311 40.311 
RESERVED COOES : PROFICIENT - LEVEL 2 .. .. .. .... 2 8746 42. 211 48 . 01! 

MISS INC . ·, .. , . . •..• , ,,, .• ,.. . 99,98 2951 14 . 311 (MISS) RESERVED COOES: 
MISS INC, • .•.• ;.,,,.,, .. , . • •. 8 3068 14,811 (MISSl

TOTALS: 20706 100,011 too . 011 
TOTALS : 20706 100 . 011 100.011 

NOTE: Th11 v a,.;1bl111 includes d1t1 for dropout, also. 
NOTE : Thta variable includes d~ta for dropout, also. 

Quu t Io• TXQURT Tape Po ■ , lt1-l11 
For.,1t1 It · Que ■ tlo• TXAPP1 Tep ■ Po,, 116-1117 

ForMet: .R3,2
F tTXQURT STANDARDIZED TEST QUARTILE f l:LOW l 

F!TXRPPI REAOINC LEVEL 1: PROBABILITY OF PROF. 
PER- WCTO 

RESPONSE COO ES FREQ CENT. PCT PER- WCTD 
RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT 

QUART! LE I LOW.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 1 A 1<19 20.011 25 . lilt ----------------- · QUAl;TJLE 2........ .. . .. ....... 2 <13<18 21. 011 25,011 0 TO 1,0 . . ... •. •• , .•• ,, , ,,, ,,. ,.oo. 17832 86. Ill 100.0lt 
QUI.RTl~E 3., .. , , .. ,. , . , . .. , .. , 3 <1340 21 , OIi 25.0'lt RESERVED CODES : 
QutJ.; Tl i..t , H;Ct-i .. . . . . . . . ,. .. . . • <1918 23 , 811 2<1 , 911 MISS INC .. , .. .•• ,, . . ·. . . ,,.,,. 9.98 287<1 13 , 911! · (MISS)
RESERVED CODES : 

MISS INC ... .... .. ........... . 8 2951 14. 311 <l!IISS) TOTALS : 20706 100,011 100.0'lt 
TOTALS: 20706 100 . 0II 100.011 

NOTE: Th i 1 Vlr"i ■ bl• tnclud11 d1t1 f o·r dropouti alto . 

NOTE : Ttiia var-iabla i ncludes data for d,.opout& also. 

Quutloft TXAPP2 Tape Po,. 111-120 
For01at: R3,2

Q1111tlo• TXRPL1 Tap ■ Po,. 112-1112 
For10at : 11 FI TXRPP2 READ I NC LEVEL 2: PROBABILITY OF PROF 

FITXRPL\ READINC PROFICIENCY - LEVEL 1 
PER- WCTD 

RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT 
PER- WCTO -------- ------RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT 0 TO , .o .. ...... . . .. . ... ... . .. ,.oo 17832 86. I'll 100.0'lt 

RESERVED COOES: 
NOT PROF IC I.ENT.......... .. .. .. 0 1999 9 . 711 I I. 711 MISS INC . ........ ,,. , . ... .... 9.98 287<1 13 , 911 (Ml·SS > 
PROF IC I ENT .. , . .... , ..•.•.. , . . . 1 15639 75. 511 88. 311 
RESERVED CODES : TOTALS : 20706 100.0'lt 100.0!t 
. MISS I NC .••. , ., . , •• , .. .. .. . ,, 8 3068 1<1. Bit (MISS) 

TOTALS: 20706 100.041 100.011 
NOTE: This v1riablt includes data for dropout, also. 

NOTE: Thit variabl• includes d•l• for d,-opout& al,o . 

Quu tt Oft TXRCP I Tape Po,. 1121-82~ 
For•atl A4,2 

Q11utlo• TXRPL2 Tape Po ■ , 1113-113 FITXRCPI AEAOINC LEVEL I: GAIN IN PROBABILITY 
Forlliatl 11 

FITXRPL2 READINC PROFICIENCY - LEVEL 2 PER- WCTO 
RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT 

PER- WCTO -1.0 TO I .0,,,, . •• , , ,.,,.,,, •. 1.00 15797 76. 311 100.0,. 
RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT RESERVED CODES :-------- MISS! NC .. . , . . . . . ..• , •. . , . .. . · 99 . 98 4909 23. 711 <MISSl 

NOT PROFICIENT ...... ........ .. 0 8892 <12 .911 52 . OIi -----. 
PROFICIENT . .• ·.. ,, ..• , .,., , ,, .. I 87<16 42,211 48 , 011 TOTALS: 20706 100,0'lt fOO . O'lt 
RESERVED COOES: 

MISSINC , . . . • , ....• , . . , , •. ,., 8 3068 14,811 (MISS) 

TOTALS: 20706 100 . 0'lt 100.011 NOTE: Thia variable ifttludaa data for dropouts also. 

NOTE: Thi1 variable includes dale for dropout, · alao. 
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Que ■ tton TXNPL, . Tap, Poi, 132-832 
Que, l1 on TXRCP 2 Tap ■ Po ■ , 126-828 Foraa-t I l 1 

For1.. t I R,, 2 
F1TXMPL4 MATH PROFICIENCY - LEVEL 4 

F1TXRCP2 READINC LEVEL 2: CAIN IN PROBABILITY 

PER- WCTD 
PER- WCTD RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT 

RESPONSE CODES FREQ _____CENT_; ,.· PCT ---------.------- NOT PROF IC I ENT, , , , , , , , • , , , . , .. 0 11a5, 57,21! 79 ,.Ht·~--. ---------- 1 .oo 15797 76.~ 100.011 PROF IC I ENT.,,,, .. ,.,,., .. ,,.,. 1 17 , 91! 20,91<, ".""i;Js~R~~o 1c~i.s; .........••.••. ~3,12RESERVED CODES: 
"MISS INC·..... , , .,,, .. ,.,.,,,, 99.98 '909 23,711 (MISS) MISSINC .... ,,,,,,, ,.. , , , , , , , , 8 514'3 24,81t (MISS) 

TOTALS: 20706 100.~ 100,011 TOTALS: 20706 100.0lt ·100. Cit 

NOTE: This variable includes data for dropouts also. NOTE: This variable includes d1t1 for dropout, 1110. 

Quutlon TlOIPL1 Tape Poi, 129-829 Que ■ tton TXNPRO Tap, Po ■ , 833-133 
For11at I 11 For01at: 11 

F1TXMPL1 MATH PROFICIENCY - LEVEL 1 F1TXMPRO OVERALL MATH PROFICIENCY 

PER- WCTD PER- WCTD 
RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT 

12 . Jlt ---------- 12, 31tNOT PROFICIENT .. , , , , , .. .. , .. , . 0 1838 8.911 BELOW LEVEL 1 ................. 0 1838 8 ,9'1t
PROFICIENT .. ; .. ,.,,,. , .. , .. ,., 1 13725 66. 3'1! 87. 7'1! PROFICIENT - LEVEL 1 .......... 1 4056 19.6" 28, Slit · 
RESEl<VED CODES: PROFICIENT - LEVEL 2 .......... 2 2208 10, 71< 1', Sit 

~:s:; : i-.:; ....... .. ... .• . • ..... 8 5143 2A,8'1! <MISS J PROFICIENT - LEVEL 3 .......... 3 J7A9 18, 1'►. 23.611t 
PROFICIENT - LEVEL ............ 4. 3712' 17.91< 20. 911t 

TOTALS: 20706 100.0'I!. 100 , ()'I!. RESERVED CODES: 
MISS I NC,,, ....... ,,., .... .. , 8 51A3 24.81t <MISS> 

TOTALS: 20706 100 . 011 100.0lt 
NOTE: Thi 1 variable includes data for drop•uts I I 10. 

NOTE: Th;, va,.;able include, data for dropout, also. 

Qu- ■ t ton TlUIP L2 Tapo Poo, 130-130 
Foro,atl 11 

F1TXMPL2 MATH PROFICIENCY - LEVEL 2 Quu t t Oft TXNPP 1 Tap, Po ■ , 134-136 
For•at: R3,2 

PER- WCTO F1TXMPP1 MATH LEVEL 1: PROBABILITY OF PROF . FU1 
RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT------ ,.,.-- --------NOT PROFICIENT, ... , . , • , , , , . , , . 0 589o4 28. SIi 4 1 .OIi PER- WCTD 

PROFICIENT ... . ... ,,,. ,, .,, .... I 9669 46, 7111 59,.0'1!. RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT 
· RESERVED CODES: --------MISS INC ... ,.,., ... ,,,,,,, .•. 5143 2,.811 ( Ml SS J ---------- 1,00 85 , 911 100.0lte 0 TO 1.0 .. ,.,.,,,,,,,, s,,, • • ·, 17793 

RESERVED CODES: 
TOTALS: 20706 100.0II 100.011 MISS INC., ... ,.,.,.,,,,.,,,,, 9.98 2913 14,111 <MISS l 

TOTALS: 20706 100.0lt 100.0lt 

NOTE: Th;, var;able includes date for dropout, also. 

NOTE: Tt,.ia v1,.'iabl1 include, data · for d,.opouta 1110. 

.Quettlon TXMPL3 Tap, Poo, 131-831 
For•atl 11 

Quutlei, TXMPP2 Tap, Po ■ , 137-139 
F1TXMPL3 MATH PROFICIENCY - LEVEL 3 For•at: R3,2 

F1TXMPP2 MATH LEVEL 2: PROBABILITY OF PROF. FU1 
PER• WCTO 

RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT 
---------- -------- PER- WCTO 

NOT PROFICIENT,.,.,,, .... . , •.. 0 8102 39, 1111 155. 511 RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT 
PROFICIENT.,,,, •• ,,,.,., ... , .. 1 7,461 36.~ 4A. 5'1!. --------RESERVED CODES: 0,01 TO I ,0,, I,,,,,,, , ,,,,,,,, 1,00 17793 85,911 100,0lt 

Ml SS INC ... . , , , , . , , ... , , .... . 8 51A3 2A._811i (MISS) RESERVED CODES: 
MISS INC ; ,.,,,,,,,,.,,,,,.,,, 9. 98 2913 14 , 11• (MISS> 

TOTALS: 20706 100,011 100:011 
TOTALS: 20706 100.0lt 100.0lt 

NOTE: Th;, variable includes data for dropout, also, 
NOTE: Thia vartabl• includes data for dropout, 1110 . 
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Quu ti Oft TXIIICP3 
Cl,,u t I Oft TlUll'P3 Tapo Poi, 1,~1,2 

For•atl R3,2 
f1TXMCP3 MATH LEVEL 3: CAIN IN PROBABILITY 

F1TXMPP3 MATH LE.VEL 3: PROBABILITY OF PROF, FU1 

PER- WCTO 
PER- WCTD RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT 

RESl'ONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT ---------...; ---------0.99 TO 1.0 . • ,,,, .. , .......... 1.00 16762 76. 111 100.D'I0TO-;:~:::~~: .... ,.. -~~., ,... 1.00 17793 85.911 100,011 RESERVED CODE'S,
RESERVED CODES: MISS INC . .. ,,,,,,,, .... , •. ,, , 99.98 •9•• 23.9'11 (MISS>

lillSSINC .. ,,,,,, .. ,, .. ,, . , ... 9.98 2913 14. 111 (MISS) 
TOTALS: 20706 100, OIi 100.0lt 

TOTALS: 20706 100,011 100.011 . 

NOTE: Thia. var fable i~tlud ■ I date f~r dropouts also. 
NOTE: Th;, variable in~lud•s data for dropouts 1110. 

T ■pe Po1,.ll8-8&t
Tape Po,, 1,3-1,& For•atl R,.2
F11,o,1t1 R3,2 

F1TXMCP• MATH LEVEL•: CAIN IN PROBABILITV 
F1TXMPF4 MATH LEVEL .. , PROBABILITY OF PROF . FU1 

PER- WCTO 
PER- WCTO RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT 

RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT ---------------- -0.99 TO 1.0 .. , •. , ... ,,,., .. ,, 1,00 16762 76, 111 100,0lt 
0 TO 1.0 .. ,,,.,,. , .. ,, ........ 1 . 00 17793 85,911 100.011 RESERVED CODES: 
RESERVED CODES: MISS INC ......• ,, ...... ,., ... 99.98 •9•• 23.911 <MISS> 

MISSINC .. ,, ..... , .... , ..... , 9,98 2913 1•.111 (IIISS> 
TOTALS: 20706 100, 0'I 100,011

TOTALS : 20706 100,011 100,011 

NOTE: This variable includes data for dropout, 1110 •• 
NOTE: Thia variable ;nclude, data for dropouts 1110, 

-----·----- Topo Po,. 162-866 
Quo I t I Oft TltlllCP 1 Tapo Po,, 1•6-1•1 For01al: 16 

Fora1t1 R,.2 
f1SCHLID ~ 1fU SCHOOL ID 

F1TXMCP1 MATH LEVEL 1: CAIN IN PROBABILITY 

PER- WCTO 
. RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT NOTE : Th,1 vartabla links th ■ students with the school-------- file. 10 Hated is the school 10 of 1tudent1' f,rat

-1 .o TO 1,0 , ., .. ,, ... . ,. , ,,, •, 1, 00 16762 76. 111 100.011 follow-up achool. 
RESERVED CODES: 

MISSINC .. ,,,, .. , ,., .. ,,. ,, .. 99.9e •9•• 23,911 !MISS) 
ENO Of STUDENT QUESTIONNAIRE FREQUENCIES

TOTALS: 20706 100,011 100. 011 
BECIN NEW STUDENT SUPPLEMENT FREQUENCIES 

PART -
NOTE: Th;, var'tible includ11 data for dropouts ■ 110, 

CluHtloft 2 T·ape Poe. 167-167 
For•atl 11 

F1N2 WHAT lS RESPONDENT'S SEX 
Wh■ t l1 your tea, 

llu•• t 1Oft TltllCP2 Tape Po,. IS0-113 
For ■ atl 11,.2 PER- WCTO 

RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT 
F1TXMCP2 MATH LEVEL 2: CAIN IN PROBABILITY 

MALE,,,,,,,,., ••• ,,,., .. , ...•. 1 970• •6 ,.911 50.3'11 
FEIIALE,.,,,,,,.,,., , , ... , .. . , . , 2 96•0 ~&.611 •9. ?'It 

PER- WCTD RESERVED COOES1 
RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT BY I, 1FU NA 1199 5.8'11 (MISS) 

REFUSAL.,.,,,,,,,.,,,,,,,,,. .Dot <MISS> 
-0.99 ----------0.99 ..... . ........... 1,00 15762 100.0'i •.... ,, ' 8 166 

., 
<MISS>TO 76, 1lt MISSINC .•• ,,,.,,,.,,, • 8'1t 

RESERVED CODES: 
IIISSINC.,.,. ... , .. , .. , .. , .. , 99,98 ,.9,.. 23,911 (MISS) TOTAL.S: 20706 100.011 100.~ 

TOTALS: 20706 100,011 100,0'i 

NOTE: Thia v1ri1blt includes bat ■ year dat1 for b111 
yaar p1rt1c,p1nl1 who war ■ not required to cofflpleta a 

NOTE: Thia variable ;nclud11 d1l1 for dropout, 1110, new student 1uppl•mant. 
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If your mother i1 un•mploy ■ d, r ■ tir1d 1 or di1abltd, answer 
Wl-lEN WE SAV PARENT<S) , MOTHER, OR FATHER, ANSWER FOR THE the fol low i ng qu ■ 1tion1 · for hi" moil recent job . 
PARf.NT/CUAROIAN .OR STEPPARENT YOU LIVE WITH . Also, , f your mother wo,.klJ more then one Job, p·l111e 1nsw1r 

for the job you .consider to be her major activit y. 

~u••tto" 4' Top• Poe, 161-1&8 
Foro,ot I 11 Qu11tto" H Topo Poe, 170•871 

ForiHt: 12F1N• JS RESPONDENT ' S MOTHER LIVINC 
F1N5B WHAT IS · R'S MOTHER'S OCCUPATION: 

It your mother living1 
What kind of work doe, she normally do'? That i1, what 11 

PER- WCTO th• ~ob cal <•d? OCCUPATION,
RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT ---------- -------- PER- WGTO 

VES. ....... ' . . . .. ' .. ' .... '' 1 1902• 91. 91! 99.3!! RESPONSE CODES Fl<EQ CENT PCT 
NO .. , •.. ,., .. , . . ' ... . ..... ' ... 2 138 . 7'11 . 7!t 
RESERVED COt>ES: CLERICAL . . , .. .. ,,,,,. ;, ,., .. , .. 1 3864 .18, 711 2 1 . 6"-

BY & 1FU NI< 1199 5,8!! (MISS> CRAFTSPERSON ... , , , , . , , . , , , , , . , 2 373 I, Sit 2. or-. 
MISS I NG, , . , , .. . , . , , . , . , . , , , , 8 345 1. 7'11 (MISS> FARMER . . . . . , . .. .. . , . .. , , .. , , .. 3 56 • 3'k • 3<., 

HOME.MAKER . , , , .. , . , . , . . ..... , , . 4 3410 16 , Sit 16 .or-. 
TOTALS: 20706 100. O'II 100.0'II LABORER , ... , . . , .• , . , . , . , .. , , , , . 5 329 1 , 5>, 1 . 9'-; 

MANACER/AOMINISTRATOR ., ... ,,,, 6 783 3.Blt 3.8.. 
M.ILITARY. , , . . • ........ , , .. , .. . 7 21 .11! ,.,.. 
OPERATIVE.,,,, , ,. ,. ,. , , ,. , ... . 8 1433 6.91! 7,3". 

NOTE: This v1r11blt , includes b11e year data for base PROFESSIONAL <ACCOUNTANT) .... . 9 1125 5 ,AO! 6, 3". 
year parl1c1pant1 wh~ wtre not required lo complete a PROFESSIONAL IMO, LAWVER),,.,. 10 215 1 .Cit • 8'-. 
new 1t~d•~t suppl~men~ . PROPRIETOR. , ..... ,, .... . , .. , .. 11 308 '. sr,, 1. ·~ PROTECTIVE SERVICE ., . .. . , ... , . 12 50 . a '2;,

SALES . , . , , . . .. .. . . .... . . . , .. , . 13 1 .. a ·3, 6"' 4 ' , ~ 
SCHOOL TEACHER,. , . , . , . . , . , . , , , 14 1092 . 5 , 3". 5 . 5~ 
SERVICE . ...... . .. ,, . ,, .. ,., . , . 15 3937 19,0". 2' ' J".TECHNICAL , . , , ,. , . , . .. . . . ,.,,,. 16 349 I . 71! 1. 8~ 
NEVER WORKED .. .... , , ... , ... , .. 17 108 • SO: • 711-; 
OTHER ....... . .. , , . . , , , . , .. . .. . . 18 829 A . O>, 4 . 5r,, 
DON · T KNOW , . . , ... , , . , , , , , .. .. . 19 88 ..... 

~l ~ t,e C1 1:r " bo ~k~ ~~• i •~~ or ~o,t recent job of you r RESEl<VEO CODES : -·~ 
mo!~~ - , tt~~~~ ! ~ c ~ e~ '•~ale ;uardtan . ev 8 1FU NR 1199 5. 8r-. <MISS > 

REFUSAL . .. ... .. . ·. ... ... . . . .. . 9 7 2• .• 11': 111.ISS > 
Ml SS I NC .... .. ... . . .. . . , .. , . . 98 22 7 1.1'tlll.lSS> 
LECITIMATE SKIP . .. . ... . .. , . . 99 138 • 71! 111.ISS > 

c;i.,.. tton &A Topo Poe, 889-169 TOTALS : 20706 100.0!t 100 . 0lt 
For01ot: 11 

F 1N5A IS R' S MOTHER'S WORKINC/UNEMPLOYED 
NOTE : Thi, variable includ ■ t bas ■ y ■■ r data for bite 
year p ■ rt i c1pants who were not requ1red to complete e 
new student supplement.

PER- WCTO 
l'!r!P:J>IS!: CODES FREQ CENT PCT 

:ur:~·::-r~7l,. Ti07f : kC .. , • . .. • . . . • , 1 16673 80.5!! 87. 11! 
UNEi."'cCYE~·. · . . ,,, • 2 1944 9.Al! 10.211!• • • • • o I O • •• I• 

RET fREO, ..•.. , , ..... , , , , . . . . . , . 3 1B5 . 91! ·1 ,Qlt 
DISABLED., .. .. ,, . ·, ·,, ... .. . . . ,. 310 ·1, 5'11 1, 7!! '•RESERVED CODES: 

ev & 1FU NA 1199 5.8'1< CMISS> 
MULTIPLE RES PON.SE ... . , . , .. , . 6 2 ,0'1< (MISS> Q.... tlon & Topo Po,, 172-872 
REFUSAL , , ' . . .. ''. ' ' . . ' . '.' .. 7 •7 . 2111 (MISS I -----•---- Forl'll ■ t: 11MISSING., . . .. . . ' . ' .... ' ' ... . 8 208 1.0lt <MISS> 
LECITIMATE SKIP ., ., .. .. .. . .. 9 138 <MISS I F1N6 IS RESPONDENT'S FATHER LIVING----- ."" 

TOTALS: 20706 100.~ 100 . 0!t 11 your father I ;ving'? 

PER- WCTO 
R'ESPONSE. CODES FREQ CENT PCT 

N,OTE: Thi& variable 1n~lud ■ t bas• y·1ar data · for bas ■ 
year part1c1pant1 who were not requi~•d to complet1 a VES, . . , ,,, •• ,, . . ,, . •. ,., . , ... . 18466 89, 211! 96.31! 
n•w student suppl•~•nt . NO.,., . , ,, . ,, , , . . . . ,, ... ... .. . 665 3 : 2!t 3 , 7•. 

RESERVED CODES : ·av & IFU NR . 1,199 5 . 8 .. o,1ss, 
MULTIPLE RESPONSE .. ... .. .... 6 I . O!t f ll!SS I 
MISSINC .. .... .... , .... .... .. 8 375 1.8'1\ (MISS> 

TOTALS : 20706 100 . 0'I\ 100 . 0~ 

NOTE : Thi& variable includes bas ■ yiar data fo, bast 
year p ■ rt i cipantt who were not raqu,r ■ d lo COMplet.t • new student 1upp,l•ment, 
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Ne11t we would I tll, e to 1stc you for 10"'• back;round 
Ple ■ i, detc,.;br t~r pres•~t or mo,t recant Jo~ of 1nfOP'ffllt1on, 
your father, ,tepftlh•r or male guard:an , 

Quut1o• 8A Top, Po,. 876-876 
Quutlon U. Top, Po,, 873-873 Foro,1t: 11 

Forout: 11 
f1N8A WHICH BEST DESCRIBES R;S RACE 

F1N7A IS R•S FATHER WORKINC/UNEMPLOVED ETC. 

PER- WCTD
PER- WCTD RE.SPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT . 

RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT 
ASIAN OR PACIFIC ISLANDER . . ,., 1 119.0 S. Slit 3.o4'ol 

CURRENTL v· •·oR~ I NC ... . . ..... .. . 1 16611 80 . 21! 90.9111 HISPANIC, RECARDLESS OF RACE .. 2 2522 12.2'11 ·10 ...~ u,-.e..,0> :.o.,,E:: . . 2 723 3.5'< ... 21! BLACK, NOT o• HISPANIC ORICJN. 3 20•6 .9 . 91! 13.6~ 
RE T l At:, .. . , . . . , • • , ..• , 3 3.07 1, 7\t 2,31t WHITE, NOT OF HISPANIC ORIC!N. .. 12833 62.0'it 68 . 6~ 
DI SABLED .. ... .. ... .. .. . , ... , , . .. .CS6 2.21! 2. Sit AMERICAN INDIAN/ALASKAN NATIVE s 713 3 .·.011 , -.or..: 
RESERVED CODES: RESERVED CODES : 

av & 1 FU NR 1199 S.81! <MISS> BY & 1FU NR . 1199 5 . 8'1! <MISS> 
MULTI PU RESPONSE, , . .. .... .. . 6 2 .oi, (MISS) MULTIPLE RESPONSE .... . .. ; . . . 6 35 • 2'!1 <MISS> 
REF..;s.t..:.. .• • .•.. •• .•••••..•• : . 7 295 ,.... (MISS) REF USA .. ... .. . .. , . . .... ... .. . 7 35 . 2•. ,11:ss ,
MISSING . ... .... .. ..... .. ... . 8 .coe 2. 01! (MISS> MISSINC ... , ........ . .. . , ... . e 129 • 6'i! (II! 55 I 
LECJTJMATE SKIP ........ . . , .. 9 66S 3.211 (MISS> 

TOTALS: 20706 100.0lt 100 . 0" 
TOTALS: 20706 ·100 . 01t 100 . 011 

NOTE: This v1ri1blt includes base year data for base 
NOTE : Tn,, v1r1ablt' ir,cludes base year data fo, base y•ar p1rt;c,p1nts who were not raquiraG to complete a 
year 01rt,c1pant, whc wrrf net recu1red to complete 1 naw student sup~lement . 
n1w _1tudent suo~le~e~t. 

NOTE: Thert is a considerable dis~rtpency batw·eer, the 
nu,nber of 11Mpl1 miimb,,.s report•d ■ s Ame,.1can· lnoi ■ n 1n 
this it•m, and -in the composite- variable, This is ow·, f'lg 
to th• fact that in the c0Mpos,t1 1 pa,.ent "•port was 
used to ''correct 1

' self-r•port on this 1teffl, Plea•• 11e 
••pl1n1tion of the RACE v ■ r1tblt i n the . ■ pp•ndia on 
base yt ■ r student data we,;hts, flags and derived 
variables . 

If your father is uner,,pioyed, retired, or d111bled, answer 
the fol low1n; questions for n;i most recent job . 
Alsc, ;f vour f ■ tr.er wo,. ►. 1 fflO"• ther one job, pl ■••• 1n1w1r 
fo,. \l"le JO0 you consider tc be h11 maJor 1ct1v,ty. 

Que,ttc.n ;r. Topi Po,, ~7•-87! 
For1.. t: 12 QuHtloa 81!1 Tope Poi. 877-878. 

F.oro,1t: 12 
F 1N7E 

F1NBB DESCRIBE R'S API BACKCROUND 
Whet ► ind of wo•1- -:,oes !"le r\Or'fftl-1 1} eci"> Tnat is, what ;s 
the JOb ca I I td°: O:CUPATlON, 

PER- WCTD 
·RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT PER- WCTO 

RESPONSE CODES FREQ CE.NT PCT 
CLERlCAL .. . . .... ... ... . .. .. , .. -1 7.C3 3.6'!1 .. . 21( 
CRA•TSPERSON . ... , , ......... , .. 2 2650 12. 811! , ... 8¥. CHINESE .. . ........ , • .. ........ 261 I. 311 16.9~, 
FAR"E• .. .. .... .. ... ... ... .... . 3 336 1 .6'!1 1. SI< FILIPINO . ...•. , . • ... , .... , .. . . 2 2 1·, 1.0'lt 20 . 2'< 
HOhlEMAK ER •. •.• ..•••.. .. • ••• . •. .. 32 ,211 '21< JAPANESE .....• , ... . , , , ... , .. . . 3 70 .311 s.,.. 
LABORER ... .. .... . . .. ... .. .... . 5 1.186 S. 71! 6.Sli KOREAN ... , ....•............. : . .. <SS . 7'11 9 . 3 .. 
MANACER / ADMINISTRATOR ........ . 6 1832 8.8"' 9. 6.►. SOUTHEAST ASIAN (VIETNAMESE,
MlLlTARV . . . ... . .............. . 7 296 , ... •►. 1. 5,. LAOTIA~, CAMBODIAN/KAMPUCHEAN,
OPERtTIVE ........ .. ........... . e 3628 17 . Sle 20 . 8'1! THA l , ETC. ) . ..... , .... , ... , , .. 5 189 .9!t 13. 3'►. 
PROFESSIONAL <ACCOUNTANTJ ... . . 9 12.C6 6.0'li 6.21i PACIFIC ISLANDER <SAMOAN,
PROFESSlONAL <MC, LAWYER> .. . ,. 10 1029 s .()it 3,91( CUAl!AN IAN , ETC . l • •••• •• ••• ••• • 6 70 . 3'11 '. 91tPROPRIETOR .... . ........ , .... ,. I 1 73, 3.S'!I 3.611 SOUTH ASIAN <ASIAN INDIAN,
PROTECT! VE SERVI CE ........... . 12 •12 2,011 2.711 PAKISTANI, BANCLADESHI, SRI 
SA:..ES . .. .... ... .. . . . ..• ... . , .. 13 1191 s.e'►- 6. 31! LANK AN, ETC . ) .. .....•. . ..... , . ,oo . 511 8.81! 
SCHOOL TEACHER ........ ,., . . , .. ... 3.C9 , . 711 2.011 WEST ASIAN <IRANIAN, AFCHAN, 
SERVlCE .. . .. , .. . .. , .. . .. , .. . . . 15 799 3.9!t ... 111 TURKISH, ETC.) . . , ... ,.,, ... , . . 8 31 .111 3,011
TECHNICAL ............. .. ..... . 16 .C69 2.31! 2.611 Ml DOLE EASTERN ( IRAQ.l, 
NEVER WORKED . ........... . .. , .. 17 9.0 . 511 · . 511 I SR...EL I ' LEBANESE' ·ETC . . )' ' .. .. 9 31 .111 7 . Olt 
OTHER ..... . ........ . .. , ...... . 18 ,.cos 6.811 8. Ill .OTHER ASIAN . . , • .. ..... , .•..... 10 7.0 .4111 8.0lt 
DON•T KNOW ..... . ....•......... 19 72 .3!t ,.Cit RESERVED CODES: 
RESERVED CODES: BY & 1FU NR 1199 S,811 <MISS l 

BY & 1FU NR 1199 s.ell <MISSl MULTIPLE .RESPONSE .. . . . ... , . . 96 11 .II; <MISS. I 
RE•USAL ............. . ...... . 9 7 28 . 11i <MISS l REFUSAL ....... . .... , . . ... .. . 97 39 .211 <MISS l 

,.,,~ : r ; : ~• =. . .. ...........•...••. 9e 311 1.S• ill!SSJ MISSINC . .. .. ... .. . .... . . . .. . 98 ,.ca .,~. <MISS> 
LEClTlMATE SKlP . ... .... . . , .. 99 665 3.2'1t <MlSSJ LECITIMATE SKIP . . ...... • .. .. 99 181 , .. 87 . Sit !MISS l 

TOTALS: 20706 100.0'!I 100.011 TOTALS: 2b706 100. 0111 100 ..Olt 

NOTE: This va r iable includes b1,1 year d1t1 for b••• NOTE: This variable includes bas• · ya1r dtlt for bast 
year p1rt1c 1pants who ••re not "•quired to co,nplatt • year p1,.tic1p1nt1 who were "Ot raqu;r1d to compl1t1 a 
new student aupp I 1menl. n•w 1tud1"t ~upplemant. 
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PART - l I 

Quutlo• IIC Tape Po,. 1178-1178 
For11at : I I 

FINBC DE.SC RIBE R'S HISPANIC BACKGROUND Quulio• 11 Tape Po, . 11112-1182 
For,.at: 11 

Wh , c h of the,e best d~sc r ;b1s you r background7
HISPANIC F 1N11 DID R SP,EA K A LANGUAGE 0TH THAN ENGLISH 

PER- WCTD y o i.; spea 6' . a ny 
RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT 

MEXICAN ; MEXICAN-AMERICAN, PER- WCTD 
CHICANO; .. • . . ..... .• , .. ...... . 1 16.C2 7.911o 63.•!I RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT 
CUBAN .. . ..• . ....•. , ... .. . •.... 2 106 • 61\ ·.C . J'lt 
PUERTO RICAN. ·......... . , . . •. .. 3 268 1 .311o 11 . •!1 YES ... . .. .. , ..... , .... ,.,., .. . 30A9 14 . 7!!. 12. JIit 
OTHE~ HISPANIC . , ....... .. , .. . . .. .c88 2 • .c!I 20 . 91( 16306 78 , 8"- 87.70\~~sERvED .coDEs; ........ •, ..... .RESERVED co~~S: 

BY & 1FU NR 1199 5.8!\ (MISS l BY & 1FU NR 1199 5.8'11 <MISS! 
MULTIPLE RESPONSE . . .. ...•... 6 3 ,01, < MISS l MISS ING ............ , ....... . 8 152 . ?'it (MISS I 
REFUSAL . . ......... . ... , . . , . . 7 •8 . 2'it ( MISS I 
MISSINC .; ............ ,, ... . . 8 166 • 8'11 <MISS! TOTALS: 20706 100.0'►. 100.0;., 
LEGITIMATE SKIP .... . ,., .... . 9 16786 81 , 11, <MISS! 

TOTALS : 20105 ,oo.01t 100 . 0111 
NOTE : Thie v1r1ab l e includ11 b11e y11r .data for bast 
y11r _ p1rt(cipanl1 who ·were not required le complete a 
new student 1uppl1m1nt. 

NOTE : Th i s v ariab le 1nclude, base yaar data for bast 
y ea r part1cjpa ~ t1 who were not requ1red t~ ~omplet~ e 
new •~udent 1upp l e~ 1 nt . 

Qu11tlo11 12 Tapo Poa , 883 - 8B• 
For•• t: 12 

Que ■ t lo• 9 Tape Po, . 1110-11110 F1N12 1ST LANGUAGE R LEARNED TO SPEAK 
Forooat: 11 

What was the f;r,t language you l11rn1d l0 speak ..,hen vou 
FINS WHAT IS HISPANIC R•s RACE WI r I I Chi Id? 

What ,, your race ? PER- WCTD 
RESPONSE COOE.S FREQ CENT PCT 

PER- WCTD 
RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT ENGLISH . . . . ,., .. , ...... , ..... . 1 596 2. 90, 20.7" 

SPANISH . .................. , .. . 2 1356 6. S'-' so. e;, 
BLACK HISPANIC ... , . .... . ..... . 1 117 . 6'1t 5 . 3!! CHINESE ................•...... 3 185 . go, 3 .·••-
WH:TE HISPA>;IC ...... .. ..... .. , 2 1515 7.31, '62 . 1!t JAPANESE . . ................... . .. 3• . 2'it .6• 
OTHER HISPANIC ... . .... . . . .• , . . 3 859 4.11< 32.6!! KOREAN..• ...................... 5 93 . .. 11';. 1. 5;, 
RESERVE.C CCCES: A FILIPINO LANGUAGE .......... . 6 97 . 5'- 2. 8•. 

BY & 1FU NF. 1199 S.8'1t (MISS! ITALIAN . . . ............. , ... , .. 7 36 . 2~ 1. ,~ 
MULTIPLE RESPONSE ....... . ... 6 .O'it <MISS I FRENCH .. ...............•... , •. 8 69 ' 3'- 3. 2;,, 
REFUSAL . ....... . ........ . , . . 7 48 . 2" !MISS I CERMAN ... .... . . . . ...... , ... . . . 9 •9 . 2•. 1 ', ... 
MISSING . ..... .. .... ... .. , ,.. 8 181 .9'1i <MISS I CREEK .. .. .. , . , .. , ......... , • . . 10 15 . ,.... . 6· 
LECITIMATE SKIP .. .. .. ....... 9 16786 81 . 1'it <MISS_! POLISH . . .... .......... . . . .. .. . 1 1 10 . o:. • 41-,_ 

PORTUCUESE .. , . ..•......• . .... ; 12 1e .1:.:. .- e-. 
TOTALS : 20706 100 . 0!t 100 . 0!\ VIETNAMESE . .. ............. ... . 13 5 . O• . 2'-. 

CAMBODIAt, ... . . ..... .. .. ..... . . 14 1 .o .. , 0• 
OTHER . .. . . . . .. . . .• . . .. . .. .. . . . 15 3•2 1 . , .... 1 1. 2 11':. 
RESERVED CODES : 

NOTE: Th 11 v1r 1 ■ b lt i ncludes ba1e y tar data for base BY & 1 FU NR 1199 5. 8'►. <MISS I 
y1a r p&rt 1c1pant1 wh o were not requ i red to com_plete 1 M\JL TI PLE RESPONSE ..... . . . . . . 96 37 . 2.►. t MI SS l 
new student tuppltmtn t . MISSINC .. . . ..... . . .. .. , .... . se 258 1 . 2'r. lM!SS 1 

LEGITIMATE SKIP .... .. ., ... .. 99 16306 78 . B'-, <Ml SS 1 

TOTALS: 20706 100 . 0'it 100.0'ot 

NOTE: T~11 variable 1nclud11 bast year data for base 
year part1cip1nt1 who were not required to co~p l1t1 a 
new student 1uppl1m1nt . 

Que ■ t1o• 10 Tapa Po,, 1111-ae, 
Foriut1 11 

FIN10 RESPONDENT'S 8TH GRADE SCHOOL TYPE 

What be~t d11crib11 the school that you attended when you 
were in 8th grade? 

PER- WGTD 
RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT 

PUBLIC .... . . .... . .. . . . . . . · .... . 1 910 .c.•'lt 88 . 31< 
PRIVATE RELIGIOUS . ... . ...... ,. 2 112 . 5'1t 7 . 1'1t 
PRIVATE NON-RELICIOUS ........ . 3 .C6 . 2'1t 1 . -C!t 
DON'T KNO- ..... . ..... . ....... . .. 31 . 11\ 3 . 2'lt 
RESERVED CODES : 

BY RESPONDENTS HOT MAPPED 1839• 88.8'1t (MISS ! 
BY & 1FU NR 1199 5.8., (MISS! 
REFUSAL . .', .... . .. . ....... . . . 7 1 . O!t <MISS> 
Ml SS IN~ . ... . ...... .. .. . . .. . . e 13 . n, <MISS> 

. TOTALS : 20706 100 . 01, 100 . 0I\ 

NOTE: Th,, v 1riabl ■ i ncludet data only for base year 
nonrespondentt and freshened studentt who compl1t1d I 
new student supplement i n tht first fol low-up; no base 
year dale have b••n mapped ;nto thi1 v1ri1bl1 . For;;:~u:;~~~',:; ~i~TR[;~e •~hoo l type wh;ch include bate 

WARNING: Fo, the user's convenience, 1nis cislllav cbtinQl,ilhes between types 
of missing cases cOded blank. Howevllf. because bollnypes of missings are 
COIied blank, SPSS and SAS runs will not lie able to distinguish between !hem. 

https://8"-87.70
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Tap, Po,, 889-190 
Tapa Po,, 116-886 Fo,.,at: _12 
Fo,.,at: 12· ·---------- F 1N 15 LANCUACE OTHER THAN ENGLISH RUSES NOW 

F1N13 OTHER LANCuACE R SPOKE BEFORE SCHOOc 
Whet lenguagt, other than English, do you curr1nt l y ust 

\lr' r-iet QTME.ti 1ar.f1?1.:ag• cno yov beg 1" t o ,pee ► befOrt you fnO I t Of t en "I 
st,,. ·tao p e,n , tc ,c h oo i? 

PER- WGTD 
PER- WCTD RESPONSE . CODES FREQ CENT PCT 

RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT 
SPANISH. ... .. ... . .... .. . .. .... 1 1925 9. 3'1< 51. 91t 

ENCL I SH . , , . , , , , . , , .• , , , , , , , • . 1 1017 • . 9 .. 36.S" CH I NESE. , , , , , •. , • , •• , • , , . •• • , , 2 199 1 . ~ 3, 1'11 
SPAN l SH, . . . , , , , , , . . , • • , , • • •. , • 2 •9• 2 ...... 17 . 911 JAP,ANESE , • , • , • , , , • •• , , . • , • • • , . 3 38 • 2'1t '?It 
CHINESE .. .• , •. . . , , •. .• , • .• . ,.·. 3 66 • 3!t 1.0lt KOREl<N • •• •• •• . , ,,,. , , .• , •• • • • • , A 9 7 • S'lt 1.3'-
JAPANESE ,, .• , . . , . , , .. , , , , . , , , · • 11 . I .. • 3!t I< FIL IP I NO Lf<NCUACE , , ••• • • , • , • 5 126 ' 6'1t 2.9.. 
KOREAN , , , , . , . , .. . , .. , , , , • . . , , , 5 31 • l!t . Sit ITALIAN., •• , , •. , . ,.,, • •• • ,, •• , 6 68 • 3'1t 2. 1'11 
A ~ ! Ll~l~C ~A~:J ACE . . , , , 6 30 ' l!t .6.. FRE"ICH , . , ... , , , • , •. , . , , , ••• , • . , 7 2 16 , .o.. S.3Gs 
ITALiAt\ .... ,,. , , .. ,,, , .•• . . . ,. 7 36 • 2!t 1 ,Olft GERMAN, • • , , ••• , , , , • , , , , , , • , , , . 8 102 3 . 0 ..' 5"' 
F RE folCH , .. . , • , , ,. , •• , • , , •• , • , , , , 8 67 CREEK. , •. • ; • , , • . , . • •• , , • , • , • • . . 9 25 . 1'11'3'►. ,. "' 
CERMAt<, ,. , . •. •, . • , , • • ,, . • •. • • • 9 52 • 3 .. 2'1 , Ht '" POL I SH . , , , • ·• • , • , • , • •• , , • , • , • , , 10 19 ,1!t 
CREEi\ ... .. • , .. , , . • • , , , ••• , , , , • IO I 1 . , 1!t ,Alt PORTUCESE , , . , , , , . , , , . , • , • • , • • , 11 19 ''"6'-t' 
POc l SH , , , , , . , • . , , . , , • , , , , , , , , , 11 9 .O!t • 3'11 VIE.TNAMESE.- .. .. ,, .. , ....... ., , 12 ? .. O'lt '" • 21t 
P0~7~GJESE .. , .... . . . . . , . . . . . . . 12 , , .,... ·' 5,t CAWBOO I AN , , .. , . , . , • , •• , • • , , •• , 1 3 1 .o~ . Ci': 
VI ETNAMC:SE, , , • . , , , , , . , , , •. , , , • 13 2 . Ollt .O"i NONE . . • , , , • . , , , , , , , , , •• , • • , • , , 1A 355 1,7\ot 9 . 0":,CAMBOO I AN , , • • , . , . , , , • , , , , , , • , , ,.. .o.. ,O!t OTHER . . . , , • , , , , , .• , , , ••• , , • • , , 15 601 2 . 9!t 17, 3!t 
NONE , . . , . . ,, , ., . . . , . . . .• ,, , , ,. 15 898 .. '3": 32 , 1'11 RESERVED CODES : 
OTHE<;, .,., . . ,, , , ,, , , , . . •• , ,., . 16 138 ' 7.. 5.0" B , . & 1 FU NR 1199 5,B'lt !MISS I 
RESERVEC CODES : MvL TIPLE RESPONSE .. ... .. .,.. 96 10 ,0\t <WISS l 

BY & 1FU NR 1 199 5.811 (MISS> REFUS,\L .. , • , • . • • , . , • . • , . • , , . 97 3 .O!t (MISS 1 
MJLT!PLE RESPONSE, , , . •• , .. • • 96 74 , A\, tM! SS J MI SS I NG .. , • , : . • ..•• , , •• • , , , , 9 8 550 2,7'1t <WISS> 
MISS INC ., , . .... ,, . . . 9e 253 1 • 2": <MISS > LEGlTIMATE SKIP . ..• , .,,; . • , , 99 151,s 73 . 1'< !WISS > 
LEGITIMATE S• I P . ... . . • . , , • • • 99 1630€ 78. 8•. <M : SS J 

TOTALS: 20706 100.0"'- 100. 0": 
TOT A~S : 20706 100.01, 1oc . 01t 

~OTE: Th , s v ariab l t- incluoes ba,e year date for ba,e 
NCTE: Tn , , .. 1• 1 ab l • ,n: , uocs bes• Y••' 01t1 ro, base ~ea, pe r t,c,~•"t' whc we,~ not raQu , red · to com~l•Lt a 
yea• pa r \ : : • ~•~ t , ~h ~ were n g t r1Qu1reo to co~pitte a "•~ &tudent supplement . 
ne ... stuo • n~ ,1.:~p • t,,r,pn t . 

~it h regard to THAT LANCUACE, how wt! I do you do the 
fol low , n~? How w•I I do yo1.,; , , , 

Tapa Po,. · 117-118 
For•al : 12 · 

t= 1k14 W'nA7 LANCUA~E DCES R USUALLY SPEAK NOW 
Tap, Po,. 891-191 
For•1t : 11 

PER- WCTD F1N16A R UNDERSTAND LANCUACE WHEN SPOKEN BY 0TH 
RESPONSE CODES «lEQ CEN.,- PC! 

u"der,tana that '•"uuage whe" people 1peai.. 1't"'I 
EN Cc IS" . . .. , . . . . .. .• •. . . . , • ... 17630 85. I'►. . 9 7, 6 .. 
SPAN I Sh , .. , , , . . , . , , . , . , , , • . , , , 272 1 . 31': 1 ' 71t PER- WCTO 
C>i I NESE . . . .... . ... . , , .. . , • , .. . 3 32 ' 21t ' , !t RESF-ONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT 
JAPANESE. . . . .... . , . , , , , , . , . , , • • • 7 .O>: .°" ,KORE At. , , , , , . , , , , , , , , • . , , . , • , , , • s 12 • lit .0'11 VER Y WELL , , • •• •• • • , • , ••• • •• • •• 110 , 5¥. . 58 . 5"-,,A FILIPINO LANGUAGE . • , , ,.,.,, , 6 ' 11t '11t WELL , , .• , ,. ,. ,, ,, , • • ,• •• ·• ; · · · 3 59 • 31i. 31, 71ft 
ITALIA~. ,, . . , .. .. ... , .. . ., . .. , 7 5 .o... •or.. NOT VER Y WELL •. , , , , , , .•• , . . , , , • 19 ,1.. 8. 9" 
FRENCH . • , .• • , . . . , , , , , , , • , • , · · , 8 39 . 2•: • 2'1t NOT AT ALL , , •• , , • , , , , : • , , • , . . , 5 2 ,Olt . 91': 
GERMAN, , , . . , , . . , , • • , , , . , . , , , , , 9 7 . 0 .. .Olt RESERVED CODES.: 
CREE K. , , , , • , , , , . , • • • , . , • , , , , , , 10 2 .o.. , Oit av RESPONDENTS NOT MAPPED 1839• 88 . 8\, <MISS l 
PC, I SH, , , . , , • . , , , • • • , , , •• , , , , , 11 2 ,.o .. , Cit BY & 1FU NR 1 199 5 , 81t <MISS l 
PQ<;TUCUESE . , . , , , . • • , , , . , , , • , , • 12 .. .Olt MISS I NG . , , • , . . , • , • .• , • • . , •. • 8 38 ,2._ (MISS> 
VI ETNAMC:SE , , , , , . , , •• , , , • •• , , , , 13 3 '.Ollt °" , O!t LECIT!MATE SKIP . ,, , .••• ,, •• • 9 885 4 , J!t (MISSl 
CAM6C:; iA,-. . . . • •. . . •• • , • . •.. . .•• ,. 0 .0.. ,Oit 
OTHEJ.,; . . , ,, , .•• , ..• , • • • ,, •• , . 15 65 • 31, • 2!t TOTALS : 20706 100 . 0'lt 100 . 0!t 
RESERVED CODES: . 

8\ & 1FU N~ 1199 5. 8!t <MISS> 
MULTIPLE .RESPONSE., , ., • • . , , . 96 185 • 91t <MISS) 
MISS I NC . . , • , . , . , , • , . , ••. . . . , 9e 358 1. 7it <MISS > NOTE: Although th i s variable doe, not includ• ba1• year 
LEGITIMATE SKIP. , , ,, , • . • , ,,. 99 86 7 A .2it (MISS> d1l1 1 valu11 were recoded to match equivalent c1te;o r 111 

on BYS25. 
TOTALS : 20706 100.o,i ,co .a-

WARNING : For 1he user's convenience, !his display distinquishes between types 
ol missing cases coded blank. However. because both types of missings are 

NOTE: This v1r111ble 1ncludt1 ba1t year data for base coded blank, SPSS and SAS runs will not be able to distinguish between them. 
year part,c,pa~t, who wer• not requ,~ed to COMpl•te a 
f'lew student 1upplamant. 
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How wel I do you do the fol lowing1 

Clueallon 118 ·Tepe Po,, 192-112 
For••t: 11 

F1N16B HOW WELL DOES R SPEAK THAT LANCUACE Cluu t t on 17A Tap, Po,, 896-896 
Forooal: 11 

~Pllk that languag ■ 7 
F1N17A R UNDEIISTANDS ENCLISH WHEN SPOKEN BY 0TH 

PER- WCTD 
RESPONSE COOES FIIEQ CENT PCT 

VERV WELL .. , .... , ; . , , .. , , , .... 1 98 , 511 51,911 . PER- WCTD 
WELL,,.,.,.,,.,.,,,., .,, ,, .. ,. 3 6'4 , 311 32. 211 RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT 
NOT VERV WELL, ..... , . , . . , .. , .. 23 ,111 8,911 

. NOT AT ALL .. ,.,, .. . ,,,,., ... ,. •s 3 ,()!I 7,0!1 VERY WELL,·, • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . I 136 . ?It 59. 31! 
RESERVED CODES: . WELL •....... , . . ....... , .. , , , , . 3 71 .31! 29 . 211 

ev RESPONDENTS NOT MAPPED 1B39'4 BB.BIi (MISS) NOT VERY WELL.. , ; .•....... , . . . • 21 . 111 8. 8¥. 
av & 1FU NR 1199 5,811 (MISS> NOT AT ALL ..... ;.............. 5 1 .O'lt 2. 7'1t 
MISS INC ...... ,,,., , .. , .. ,.,, a '40 ,211 (MISS) RESERVED CODES: . 
LECITIMATE SKIP ............ , 9 885 '4,311! (MISS) BY RESPONDENTS NOT MAPPED 1839• 88. 811 (MISS)

BY & 1FU NR 1199 5.81( (MISS>
TOTALS: 20706 100.0* 100,0111 IIEFUSAL .••....• , .......... ,, 7 3 .o-.. (MISS>

MISSINC • .... . .. , ......... ,.. 8 1A . 1,;, (MISS>
LECITIMATE SKIP ... .......... 9 867 -'. 211! ( M ! SS l 

NOTE: Although thit v ■ riabl• do_e, not include b111 year TOTALS: 20706 100 . 0"' 100,0!t
da\a. values were recoded tc Match equivalent categories 
on 8YS25. 
WARNING: For the user's COINaiosa.e. 1tlil chp&ay cis!inQuilhes.between types NOTE: la.lthough thit variable do ■ , not include b1,e year
af l'ftissinc:i cases coded blank. How-, because botll types of rnissin;s a,e data, values ware _recoded to match equivalent c1tegor1es 
coded blanJ<. SPSS and SAS ,,.,. will nDt tie able to dislinouiah between them. on 8YS27. . · 

WARNING: For 1"' _., COIW•ieo..:e. lllil cisplay cbtinguishes between types 
Clueotton 18C Tap• Po,, 193-113 rd lftissino cases coded lllank. However. because botll types of missings are 

For•at: 11 coded blank. SPSS and SAS runs wift nat be able to listinguish between them. 
F1N16C HOW WELL DOES R READ THAT LANCUACE 

Quutfon 178 Tepe Po,, 191-196 
reaO that For ■ al: 11'•"Q'-'•a•' 

PEIi- WCTD F1Nl78 HOW WELL DOES R SPEAK ENCLJSH 
RESPONSE COOES FREQ CENT PCT -------- Spuk Engli1h

VERY WELL, .•. ,,,,,., . . ,,.,, •.. 1 63 .3!1 36,611 
WELL,,.,, . . .. , .. ,.,, .. , .. ,,,· , 3 53 ,311 2A,9'1! PER- WCTD 
NOT VERY WELL ....... , ... , .. ,,, .. •S .211 22.211! RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT 
NOT AT ALL .. , •...... ,, ........ s 27 .-n, 16.311 
RESERVED CODES: VERY WELL .. , ... , ... , ..... , ... . 1 132 .6'1! 61 .91! 

BY IIES"ONCENTS NCT MAPPED 1839• BB.BIi (MISS> WELL •..•.• ,,, ..... , ...... . ; .. . 3 58 . 3,., 20 . s-.. 
BY & 1FU NR 1199 5,811! (MISS) NOT VERY WELL, ........ , .. .... . .. 36 . 20! 15 . 21: 
MISSINC . . .. , ... , ............ s 39 . 21! (MISS) -· NOT AT ALL ........... ,. ..... .. 5 3 .01: 2 . 511< 
LEC IT !MATE SK IP .. ,, ..... ,, .. 9 885 '4.311 <MISS, RESERVED CODES: 

BY RESPONDENTS NOT MAPPED 1839• 88.8"- "(MISS)
TOTALS: 20706 100.0!1 100. 0!1 BY & IFU NR 1199 5.8"- <MISS> 

REFUSAL ....•..... ,, ... , .... , .o;.; (Miss, 
MISS INC., .................. . 8 ,..3 

. , ... (MISS l ' LECITIMATE SKIP ..... .. ..... . 9 867 -'. 2.; (MISS>
NOTE: Although ~his variable does not . include . ba1e year 
data. value, were recoded to mate~ equlval•nt cate9or1e1 TOTALS: 20,06 ,oo.o~ 100.o~ 
on BYS25. · 
WARNING: For the user's canw•ience, 1tlil cisplay clslinguishes between types 
of missino cases coded blank. However, because llolll types of missinQI a,e NOTE: Although this ve,.iable does not include b••• year 
coded blanJ<. SPSS and SAS runs will nat be able to clmnouish between them. data, Values were recoded lo ••lch equ;valent categor1e1 · 

on 8VS27 . 

Cluu t Ion. 16D Tape Po,. 114-114 WARNING: For the ..... COlheieoce. ltil lisplay clslinOuishn between type■ 
Foraat I If af missing cases COcled blanl. However. llecausa bolh types of n,issings are 

coded blank. SPSS and SAS ,,_ wil nat be able to diallnguish between u,em.FIN16D HOW WELL DOES R WRITE THAT LANCUACE 

write that . lan9uag11 Quutton 17C Tape Poi, .197-197 
For•at: 11

PER- WCTD 
RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT F1N17C HOW WELL DOES R READ ENCLISH 

VERY WELL., ... ,,,,,., .. ,,, . . , . , 1 156 .31'. 33.111 Rud Englioh
WELL,., .. ,,, •. ,,,.,, .. ,.,, , ,,. 3 51 .211! -23.0!I 
NOT VERV WELL .. , , , , .. , , . , . , , . , 49 •,2!1 25.611 PER- WCTO 
NOT AT ALL, .. , .. ,,,, ..• ,,,,, .. '!i 33 .211 18.•III RESPONSE COOES FREQ CENT PCT 
RESERVED CODES: 

BV .RESPONDENTS NOT MAPPED 1839• 88. 811 (MISS) VERY WELL,, .....•.. ,......... . 1 115 .6"- 63.31t 
av & 1FU NR 1199 5,811 (MISS> WELL., .....• . .. ,,,., ....... ,., 3 80 ••It 29. 3'il 
MISS INC.,.,,, , . , .. , , , , , , . , , , 8 39 .211 <MISS) NOT VERY WELL................. • 31 .111 16 . 61t 
LECITIMATE SKIP,,,,,,,,.,,,, 9 886 •.311 (MISS> NOT AT ALL.................... 5 3 .Oil! . Bit 

RESERVED CODES: 
TOTALS: 20706 100,01! 100,0!1 BV RESPONDENTS NOT MAPPED 1839-' 88.811 (MISS>

BY & !FU NR 1199 5.81t (MISS>
REFUSAL ...... , •.•..... ,.... . 7 3 .Olt (MISS> 
MISS INC ................... ·.. 8 1, , 111 (MISS) 

NOTE: Although th; 1 variable doa1 not incluoe b11e year LECITIMATE SKIP,............ 9 867 •. 211 (MISS>
data, value, ware recoded to match equivalaftl cata;oria1 
0n BYS25. TOTALS: 20706 100 . 011 100.01! 
WARNING: For the Uld''I convenience, ltil ckplay lblinguiahes between typeS 
of missing cases cooed blank. However. because botll tv1ltS of m,ssii,gs are 

NOTE: Although th.is v-1r,able does not include bate yearcoded tllank, SPSS and SAS runs d nat IN able to cislinQui9h llftWeen 111effl. data, v1lue1 w•r• recodei to •alch equtv1-lent c1t1~0r111 
on 8YS27. 
WARNING: For the Ulef'I corwenience, tlu ci,play diltinquillles between typeS 
of mis1inQ cases coded blank. Howeve<, because bolh types of n,issings are 
coded blank, SPSS and SAS runs wiB nat be able to cistinguish between them. 
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Quutto" 19B T ■p■ Poi, 101-101- ·----------Quutton t7D Tape Po,, 111-198 ForM ■ ll 11 
For•at: 11------------ F1N19B R ENROLLED IN THIS PROCRAM IN 2ND ·CRAOE 

F1N17D HOW WELL DOES R WRITE ENCLISH 
2nd grade

Wr ; t e Eng I ; s I, 
PER- WCTOPER- WCTO RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT

RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT 
APPLIES.,, . , ,,.,,, .• , ., •.. • . , . 1 267 , • 311 37. n;

VERY WELL, , . , ... . . , , . , , . , , , , , , 1 117 .6'11 64 , 611 DOES NOT APPLV, ,, • . • , •.... • . ; , 2 2. 111 62,9'11••OWELL ..• .. , .......... ,•.• . .. • •• 3 70 .311 26. 611 RESERVED CODES: 
NOT VERY WELL .. • ...•.. , .. .• .•. 37 .211 17. 311 BY & !FU NR 1199 5,811 <MISS>•NOT AT ALL .. .... ......• , ... , . . 5 s •041 1. 511 IIISSINC ..... ,, .• ,. , , .•.... ,, 8 S•9 2.711 (MISS>
RESERVED CODES : LECITIMATE SKIP,, •••• , . .... . . 9 1B251 88 ; 111 <MISS)

BY RESPONDENTS NOT MAPPED 1839• 88.811 (MISS>
BY & 1FU NR 1199 S,8'11 Uol!SS l TOTALS: 20706 100 . 011 100.-011
REFUSAL ..... . , . , ... . . ...... . 7 3 • 01! (MISS),,MI SS I NG .. . ......... • . . . . , , .. 8 .1'1! (MISS>
LECITIMATE SKIP ......... , . . , 9 867 •.2'1! <MISS> 

NOTE : This variabl• includes base year data for base 
TOTALS: 20706 t00.011 100.0% year p1r-ticiP1nt1 who were no~ r1qu;r1d to complete a 

new ~tudtnt_ 1uppl1m1nt. 

NOTE : Altho·ugh th; 1 var-11ble does not , ;nclude base year 
data. values w1r1 recoded to match •qu,valent cat1gor111 
on BYS27. 
WARNING; For the user's convenience. 1l1is cbDlay distinguishes between types 
of missing cases coded b4ank. However, because both types of missing, are 
COded blank. SPSS and SAS nJN wiUnat be able to distinguish between them. 

Quutton 19C Tape Poi, 102-902 · 
ForMat: 11

Tape Po, . 119-199 
Foro,al: 11 F1N19C R ENROLLED .IN THIS PROCRAM IN 3RD. CRAOE 

FINIS DID R EVER RECEIVE SPECIAL HELP IN SCHL 3rd grad ■ 

Hav• you tv•., re~•-ived c o•r- ; at holp ; n rtadtn;, wril'ing, or PER- WCTO 
1p11k1ng Eng I 1, h dur,ni school hour,? RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT 

PE·R- ---------- --------WCTO APPLIES ..•.•...• , •..••• • ...•. , 1 223 1 . 111 31.611 
RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT DOES NOT APPLY • ..•.••• , , , . , .• , 2 •8• 2;311 68,<l'II-------- RESERVED CODES : 

YES,,, • •. , .. . .•..... , . . ,·,,., • . 1 698 3 .4'11 16.~ BY & IFU NR 1199 S,8'16 (MISS>
NO.,., , , . • , . ...•. , •. ,,.,.,,. , . 2 31S2 15', 211 8•.011 IIISSINC .•. , ,. ,., • • .• . ,, •• , •. 8 549 2 . 711 (MISS>
RESERVED CODES; LECITIMATE SKIP •••.• ,, . .•••. 9 18.251 88,111 (MUS>

BY & !FU NR 1199 S . 11'1! (MISS) 
MISSfNC,, .. ,. , , . , , . . ,., , .. ,. 8 S58 2, 7ll (MISS> TOTALS: 20706 100.011 100.011 
L,ECITIMAH SK JP,, . . . . •. , .... 9 1S099 72.9'1! (MISS>__..;__ 

TOTALS : 20706 100.0'II 100,0lt 
NOTE : This va,;abla includes ba11 year data for base 
year partic'ipant, who war ■ not require~ to c~mplat ■ a 
new student 1uppl1m1nt,

NOTE: Th;, ·.,,.,,.,able includes b11e Y ■ ar cleta for baa• 
year participant, w~o were not re~u1red to complete a 
naw stud•nt supplement , 

Quutton 19D Tapa Poi, 103-103 
For ■at I 11 

ln which grade <,> were you enrolled · in this type of ~rogram? 
F 1N191'> R ENROLLED IN THIS PROGRAM IN ~TH CRAOE 
•th grad, 

Quutto" 19A T■p ■ Poi, 900-100 PER- WCTD 
For ■■ t I 11 RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT 

F1N19A R ENROLLED IN THIS PROCRAM IN 1ST CRAOE APPLIES ••. ,,.,, .•• • ••••••• , , . . 1 176 ,811 20. 7'1! 
DOES NOT APPLY , . . ,, .. ,., •••• , . 2 631 2,611 79. 311 

11 l gradt RESERVED CODES: 
BY & 1FU NR 1199 5.811 (MISS>

PER- WCTO IIISSINC..................... 8 S•9 2.711 (MISS>
RESPONSE COOES FREQ CENT PCT LECITIIIATE SKIP •••• ,,,,,,,.. 9 18251 118,111 (MISS l -----·--APPL! ES ... , . , .. , . . , . , , , , . .. , . . 1 301 1. Slit •3.•'11 TOTALS : 20706 100.0'II 100.0lt 

DOES NOT APPLY,, , , .. , .. , . .. . . • 2 "06 2,0!i S6, 611 
RESERVED CODES: ev & IFU NR 1199 5,811 <MISS)

MJSSJNG , ... , . . . , .,,,,. ,,,,., 8 549 2. 711 (MISS) NOTE: Th,, variable includ11 · b11a year data for b11e 
LECJT!MLTE SK IP. , , .. ,, . . , ,,, 9 18251 88.111 (MISS) y11r participant, who wara not required to cofflpl1t1 a 

new s\ud•"t 1uppl1mtnl.
TOTALS: 20706 100,041 100.0% 

NOTE: Th I va~;ablt includ11 base ye ■ r data for b111 
year part c 1p1nt, who were nol required to comple t e a
"•w 1tud1 l 1upplemtnt . 
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Qu ■ ,tto• 19H Tapo Po,. 907-907 
Qu ■ 1tto• 19E T1po Pot, I0A-I0A For_.,, t: 11 

Foro, ■ t : . 11 
FIN19H R ENROLLED IN THIS PROGRAM IN 8TH CRADE 

F t N19E · R ENROLLED IN THIS PROCRAM IN 5TH CRAOE 
8th grodo

5th grodo 
PER- WCTO 

PER- WCTO RESPONSE COOES FREQ CENT PCT
RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT . PCT --------------~- APPLIES . . , .. ,, ,.,,,, , ,,, ,, • •, . 1 108 • 511 11 . Sit

APPLIES . . , ,,,.,. , . . . , .. . , .. , , , 1 159 . 8111 2 t. 911 DOES NOT APPLY .• ,,, .. , ..• , ,, , , 2 599 · 2. 91t 88. Sit 
DOES NOT APPLY .. . , .. , . .• .. , , , , 2 5.C8 2.6111 78._1111 RESERVED CODES: 
RESERVED CODES: BY & 1FU NR 1199 S , 8!1 OIISSl 

BY & 1FU NR 1199 5,811 (MISS! MISSINC,, ..... ,. , , ,,,,,,, , ., 8 S.C9 (MISS)
MISSINC . .... . , .. ,., .. ,, ., , , . e 5,eg (MISS) LECITIMATE SK IP, .. , . . ... ,, , . 9 18251 ea2... '" 111. <MISS l 
LEC !T!MATE SKIP . ,, .. , .. ... ,, 9 18251 88.2. '" 111 (MISS) 

TOTALS: 20706 100.01\ 100.0lt 
TOTALS: 20706 100, 0'16 100,011 

NOTE: Th11 var j abla include, b111 year data for b111 
NOTE: Th i s v1r _iable i ncludes b••• y11r data for b111 year participants who were not r1quir9d to complatt a 
year part i cip1til1 who ware not required to compl1t1 a n•~ student 1uppl1m1nt . 
naw student 1upp l •m1nt. 

Quootto• 191 Tapo Po,. 908-908 
Qu ■ 1tto• 19F Tap ■ Po,, 906-105 For,oat : 11 

Foro, ■ t: 11 
FIN191 R ENROLLED IN THIS PROCRAM IN 9TH CRADE 

F1N19F R ENROLLED IN THIS PROCRAM IN 6TH CRADE 
9th grade

6th g•adt 
PER- WCTO 

PER- WCTD RESPONSE CODES FREQ . CENT PCT 
RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT ---------------- APPLIES , , , , , , . . ,.,.,,,,,., . . , , 1 17 .11, 2.. . tit 

APPLIES.,, . . . , , . . , . , .. . .. . , , , , 1 138 19 . 71! DOES NOT APPLY , ,, . . . , ...... . .. 2 33 • 211t 75 . 91! 
DOES NOT APP.LY, .. ,,, ... .. . . ... 2 569 2.·'"7'16 80.J!t. RESERVED CODES : 
RESERVED CODES : BV RESPONDENTS NOT MAPPED 1839• 88 . 81> (MISS!

BV & 1FU NR 1199 5.811 (MISS! BY & 1FU NR 1199 5,81, <MISS I 
MISSING . . . .. , ,,., .. , ... , .. , . 8 5,.9 2. 71! (MISS> MISSINC .. . . .. : ... ... ... . ,, ,, 8 109 . Sit <MISS l 
LEGITIMATE SKIP, , •. , ........ 9 18251 88 . 11! (MISS) LECITJMATE SKIP,., ·, . , .. , . . . . 9 954 ... 6~ (MISS l 

TOTALS : 20706 100,011 100.011 TOTALS : 20706 100 . 0li 100.0lt 

NOTE : Tn;, v1r 11bl1 1nclud11 b111 year data for b11a NOTE : Ho comparable i tam 1s i 1t1d in the base year. 
-year p1rtic1p1nt1 who wart not requ;red to complete a ~• auch, this var~able do11 not inc·lude basa year data. 
new student •~pplement . 

WARNING: For the uier'1 con.aielce, Ulis <isplay cistinQuishes between types 
of missing cases coded blank. However, becluse boUI types of missings are 
coded blank. SPSS - SAS ....,. wil not be ■Ille to distinguish between lhem . 

Quutto• 11J Tapo Po, . 908-108 
Quutto• 11C T ■p■ Poe, 106-IOi Foro,1t : 11 

For•at: I 1 
F 1N19J R ENROLLED IN THIS PROCRAM IN 10TH CRADE 

F1N19C R ENROLLED IN THIS PROCRAM IN 7TH CRACE 
10th grado

7th grade 
PER- WGTD 

PER- WCTO RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT 
RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT ---------------- APPLIES , ,, , ,,,, , , , . ,.,, ,,,,,,, 1 22 ,11t 57. 511 

APPLIES .. .. ,, ...... .... . .... . , 1 118 .611 13, SIi ODES NOT APPLY , , , , , . , . . , , , , , . , 2 28 .111 42.S!t 
DOES NOT APPLY .. . , , . .. . . .. . , , : 2 589 2. 811 86,511 RESERVED CODES: 
RESERVED COOES: BY RESPONDENTS NOT MAPPED 1839.. 88 , 81t (MI-SS l 

BY & 1FU NR 1199 5 . 811 (MISS) BY ' 1FU NR 1199 S.8'►. (MISS l 
MISSINC .... ,, . .•. • . , ... . .. ,, 8 5•9 2 . , .. <MISS) ·MISS INC , .•. . , .••• , ••. .. , . ... 8 109 . Sit (MISS ! 
LECITIMATE SKIP, ••• .• ... .... 9 18251 88.111 (MISS) LECITIMATE SK JP , ,, .....•. . . . 9 96.. A.61t (MISS l 

TOTALS: 20706 100.011 100,011 TOTALS: 20706 100 . 011, 100.011 

NOTE: Th;, vari1bl1 . include1 b••• year d ■ ta for ba11 NOTE: Ho coMparable Item 1aiated in the bat• year. 
year p1rt1cipant , who wart not raqutrad to compl1t1 1 As 1uch, this v1r11bl1 doe, not include ba11 ye ■ r data. 
new student supplement. 

WARNING; For the u■er ' I CGnYenience, lllil cisplay cistinQWltes between t'(pes 
Clf miaino cases coded bLank.. Howevet, becau■a bod, t'fpes of missings are 
CDclld lllank, SPSS - SAS ....,. will not be Ible to cistinguish between them. 
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Wh i ch of th• fol lowin; doe, your f1mi ly have in your holft1? 
How far in tchool did vour parent,- go•r 

Quutton 21A Tape Po,, 11,.-11• 
QuutiOh 20A Tapo Poi, 110•111 For111t1 11 

For ■ at1 12 
F1N21A FAMILY HAS A SPECIFIC PLACE FOR STUDY 

F1N20A HOW FAR IN SCHOOL DID R'S FATHER CO 
A 1p1c;f;c ploc, for study

Father (or Mala guard i an) 
PER- .,.wcro

PER- WCTI) RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT 
RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT -------- ;,•2!=~----------- ...0.61t-------- HAVE . ,,,,,,,, •• ,, ,. , . , , . . , ,,,, 1 788• 38 , Iii 

DID NOT FINISH HICH SCHOOL, ... 2B7• 13,916 1.. , 916 00 NOT HAVE .. ,,,, , ,, ••• , .,,,,, 2 10932 52,816 69.•!t 
CRADUATED FROM HICH SC~OOL RESERVED CODES: 
0~ EQ.ilV-'- l. ENT <CED:., ... .. .. . . 2 506• 2• . S!t 28.316 BY & IFU NR 119,9 5.811 <MISS> 
AFTER CRADUATINC FROM HICH MULTIPLE RESPONSE .•. • . ••... , 6 2 .a.. <MISS> 
SCHOOL, ATTENDED A VOCATIONAL REFUSAL. , . . , . ,, , ,,, . ... ,, ... 7 3 ,Cit I MISS> 
SCHOOL, A JUNIOR COLLEGE, A MISS INC ... ,, ., .. ,,, , .. , , , ... 8 686 3.31t (MISS > 
COMMUNITY COLLEGE, OR ANOTHER 
TYPE OF TWO-VEAR SCHOOL .. .. . . . 3 1768 8 , 5111 9.8'1! TOTALS : 20706 100.011 100.00! 
AFTER CRADUATINC FROM HIGH 
SCHOOL, WENT TO COLLEGE BUT 
010 NOT COMPLETE A FOUR-
VEAR DECREE ..... ... . ... , . .... . .. 13,43 6.51! 7, 5111 NOTE: Thia variable i ,nc ludas ba11 year dota fo, be11 
GRADUATED FROM COLLEGE .. ..... . 5 2671 12. 9111 13 . 2111 year p1rt1cip1nt1 who w1r1 not r'equi rac:i lo compl1t1 0 
MASTER ' S DECREE OR EQUIVALENT. 6 15,43 7 .Sit 7 . 211! f'IIW student 1uppl1ffl1nt,
PH . 0 .·, M. C., OR OTHER 
EQUIVALENT PROFESSIONAL 
DECREE . . . . . ............. .. ... . 7 11,48 5 . Slit. .c.O!t 
DON ' T KNOW .. .. ,.,., .. . ,., , , .. . 8 2729 13. 2... 15.0lt 
RESERVED CODES: 

ev & 1FU NR H99 S , 8!b (MISS!
REFUSAL. , . . . . , , • , , . , .... .... . '97 90 (MISS! 
MISS I NG .. . ....... , . . , ... . , .. 98 277 1.·""3!t <MISS> 

TOTALS: 20706 100 . 0111 100,011 Qwutlon 211 Tapo Pos, 1115•9Hi 
Foro,at: 11 

FIN21B DOES FAMILY RECEIVE A DAILY NEWSPAPER 
NOTE: Tk,1 var;able includes b11a year data for b11a 
year part1c1panl1 who were not raqu,rad to COfflplete a A do i I y n1w1pap1 r 
new student auppl•M~nt ·. 

PER- WCTD 
RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT 

HAVE., .,, , , ,,,, ., . • ,,,,,,,, , , , 1 1•0•0 67,8'1(, ·72,91< 
DO NOT HAVE ...... • ... ,,,,,, , ,, 2 •919 23. 8'1! 27 , 1It 
RESERVED CODES: av &. 1FU NR 1199 5.8"' ·(MISS> 

MULTIPLE RESPONSE , • . ,, , •. ,,. 6 .. ,Oli (MISS>
REFUSAL,,.,,,,,,,,, . , , , . . ,,. 7 3 . O!t <MISS) 

Quu t ton 208 Tape Po,, 112-113 MISSING.,,,.,. , . • , . • , .,,.,,, 8 5,41 2 .61< <MISS> 
For ■ at: l-2 

TOTALS : 20706 100.0lt 100,0'i! 
F1N20B •HOW FAR IN SCHOOL DID R'S MOTHER CO 

Mother (or f•male guardian) 
NOTE: Th i s variable includ11 ba11 year data for b111 

PER- WCTI) year p•rticipants who ware not required to co~pl1t1 e 
RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT new 1tud1nt 1uppl1m1nt. 

010 NOT FINISH HIGH SCHOOL,,,, 29..... 1•. 211 15,0111 
GRADUATED FROM HIGH SCHOOL 
OR EQUIVALENT <CED> . . . . , , , .,,, 2 6112 29.511 33,6'11 
AFTER CRADUATINC FROM HIGH. 
SCHOOL, ATTENDED A VOCATIONAL 
SCHOOL, A JUNIO" COLcECE, A 
COMMUNITY COLLEGE, OR ANOTHER 
TYPE OF TWO-YEAR SCHOOL, .. . . . . 3 2039 9 , 811 11.S!t 
AFTER CRAOUATINC FROM HIGH Qwutfon 21C Topo Poi, 916-916 
SCHOOL, WENT TO COLLEGE BUT For11at: 11 
DID NOT COMPLETE A FOUR-
YEAR DECREE ... . . . , , ,·.. , , . , . , , . .. 16.. 2 7 . ..II 8.511 F1N21C DOES FAMILY RECULARLV RECEIVE A IIACAZIN_E 
GRADUATED FROM COLLEGE, .. ,., .. s 26•1 12. 811 11,911! 
MASTER'S DECREE OR EQUIVALENT, 6 1397 6 • .,.. 6,911 Regularly r1c1tved Magaatfta
PH.D., M , D , , OR OTHE" 
EQUIVALENT PROFESSIONAL PER- WCTI)
DECREE • • , .,,.,,.,,,,,,, , ,, • . .. 7 .. .,6 2,311 2', 1'11 RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT 
DON'T KNOW.,,, ... ,, , , , , ... ,., . 8 2152 10.,11 11,3'11 --------·RESERVED CODES: HAVE.,, ..... ,, , , , ,,.,,,,,,,,,, 1 1•239 68 , 8'1!. , ... 8., 

BY & 1FU NR 1199 6.8111 <MISS> 00 NOT HAVE ,. , ,, .,,,,.,,,,,,,. 2 •691 22 , 711 25. 21< 
REFUSAL.,,.,.,,,,,, , ,., .... . 97 •B , 211 (MISS) RESERVED CODES: 
MISSINC .. , •. , . .. .. ..• , . .. . , . 98 156 ,Sit (MISS> av & u=u NR 1199 5 , 811 (MISS> 

MULTIPLE RESPONSE,,.,,,, .. •• 6 .. .oi. (MISS) 
TOTALS: 20706 100 . 0% 100.0111 REFUSAL,,,,,.,,, . ,,.,.,.,,, , 7 3 , 011 <MISS> 

MISSING .. ,,,,,.,,,.,, .•• • ,,, 8 570 2, 8111 <MISS) 

TOTALS: 20706 100. 0111 10C , O!t 
NOTE: ·Th ; , variable 1nclud11 ba11 year data for b11i 
year part1c i p~nt1 who were not requir•d to complete 1 
new alud•nt 1uppl1ment. 

NOTE : This v1r;1bl• includes ba11 y11r data fo, b111 year 
part;cip1nt1 who were ftOt required to complete I naw 
1tud1nl 1upplement, 
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Qu11tlon 21C Top, Po,. 820-920 
Quutto" 210 Topo Poa, 917-917 For,oat : 11 

Fori.. t l 11 
F1N2 1G DOES FAMILY HAVE A TYPEWRITER 

F1N2 1D DOES FAMILY HAVE AN ENCYCLOPEDIA 
Typewr"; te,..

An enc y eloped 11 
PER- WCTD 

PER- WCTD RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT 
RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT ___ PCT..;._ ---------------- HAVE .. .. , . . , , , . . . , , ; , .. . , , .. , , 1 13817 66.7,t 7 1 , 9"c 

HAVE ,, , . . .... ... . , , ,· , ,· , , ,···· 1 15083 12.e11 79.611 DO NOT HAVE., .... .. .. ... , .. . . . 2 5063 2•. s .. 28. 1'< 
00 NOT HAVE, . ... .... . , ,,,, ,,, , 2 3866 1e . 111 20 , 4% RESERVED CODES: 
RESERVED CODES : BY & 1FU NR 1199 5. 811 (MJSSI

BY & 1FU NI< 1199 5,811 (MISS) MULTIPLE RESPONSE . . ... . .... , 6 5 . O!t <MISS ! 
MULTIPLE RESPONSE .. .... . , , . . 6 6 , 011 (MISS) REFUSAL . .... , .. , . .. ... .. ... , 7 3 . O'lt 111155 I 
REFUSAL. , , . , , . . .. , , . , , . , . . . . ' 3 . 01! (MISS ) MI SSING .. . . , , ... . ,, . . .. . .. , . e 619 3 ,01! <MISS > 
M1ssrnc .... . ....... . ... . ... . B 6<19 2.71l (MISS)· -----

TOTALS : 20706 100.0'1! 100. O". 
TOTALS : 20706 100.011 100 . 0% 

NOTE : Th i s var i able includes base year data for base 
NOTE: Tn;, v ■ r;ab l e includes bese year data for base y e,,.. p1rt i c;p1ntc who were ~ot ,.-,qu,red to complete a 
yeer participants who were not raQu i red to complett 1 n,~ student 1up~l•ment . 
new student suppleme n t . 

Qu11lio" 21H Topo Poi, 821-921 
Quutio" 21E Tope Poi, .918-918 For1111t ; ? 1 

Fori.. t: 11 
F1N21H DOES FAMILY HAVE A COMPUTER 

F1N21E DOES FAMILY HAVE AN ATLAS 
Computer 

An atlas 
PER- WCTC 

PER- WCTD RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT 
RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT ------------- HAVE .. , .. . ,, ,., .. , ,, ., ., . ,, ,,, 1 8139 39.3'1! 4:2 ...~ 

HAVE , ,., .. , , , ... . , ., , ,. , • ... ·.. 1 13123 63 , 411 68.31! DO NOT HA VE . , , , ... , , . . , . , ... . . 2 10511 50.Bllt 57.6"' 
DO NOT HAVE .. , , , , .. ... .. , ... , . 2 ,665S 27 .31! 31, 7% RESERVED CODES: 
RESERVED CODES: BY & 1FU NR 1199 5 . Slit (MISSI

BY & 1FU NR 1199 5 , 81! <MISS! MULTIPLE RESPONSE .. . , . .. .. ,, 6 5 .Oil CMISS I 
MU;. TIPLE RES?ONSE,,, ... , . .. , , 6 3 .OIi! (MJSSl REFUSAL. , .. .. . , , , .. .... . .. , . 7 2 .O'I: ( lolJSS I 
RFi.lSI, ~... . . , . , .. . . . .. , .. , , , 7 3 . OIi (MISS l MISS I NC ... . . , . ... . . , .. , , , . . , 8 850 • . 1¥. cllJSS ' 
MISSJNC. .... , , .,,.,, ..... ,. .. 8 723 · 3,511 (MISS ) 

·TOTALS : 20706 100 . Cl't 100.0:.: 
TOTALS ·: 20706 100 . 0'I! 100.01! 

NOTE : This v a,.-iab t e i ncludes bas• year date f o r base 
NOTE: Th;, var;ablt includes base year data for base year p~rticipants ~ho were not required to complete a 
year part1e i p1nt1 who were no t r ■ Quirad to complete • n.aw student 1uppl•"'•"t . 
new stuoent supplement, 

Qu11t Ion 211 Top, Po, . 922-922 
Quutto" 21F Topo Poi, 919-919 Fo•••t: 11 

Forooot: 11 
F 1N2 1! DOES FAMI LY HAVE AN ELECTRIC DISHWASHER 

F1N21F DOES FAMILY HAVE A DICTIONARY 
Electric d , 1hw11har 

A dii;tionary 
PER- WGTD 

PER- WCTD RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT 
RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT ---------------- HAVE .... . . , , .. ,.,, ,,, ,· .,,·• • • 1 11006 53. 2'1< 57.5• 

HAVE,,,, . . ,, .. ,,,,,,,, ,, , , , •·· 1 18638 90.011 97 ,611! DO NOT HAVE,. ,, , . . ,, ,,. , , , ,,, , . 2 7768 37,51t ,2, 5"'-
00 NOT HAVE,, , , . ,, , .. ,,. , .• ,., 2 439 2.1% . 2,41! RESERVED CODES: 
RESERVED ·CODES : BY & 1FU NR 1199 5 . 811! (MISS I 

BY & 1FU NR 1199 s.el! (MISS) MULTIPLE RESPONSE . . , .. , .... . 6 2 , O'I! <MISS I 
MULTIPLE RESPONSE .. . , , , .. . , , 6 7 .Olt (MISS l REFUSAL. , . , . , , , .. ... , ... , , . , 7 3 .o~ . ( MISS l 
REFUSAL . . , .. . , . , , , . , , , , . , ... 7 3 . Olt <MISS ) MISS I NG .. ...... . , , .. . , . .. , . . 8 728 3 . Sit <MISS I 
MISS I NG .... .. , . , .. , , .. ... .. , e 420 2 .Olt (MISS) 

TOTALS: 20706 100,0lt 100.0\o: 
TOTALS: 20706 100 . 0I! 100 . 011! 

NOTE. : Th i s v1 ·riabl1 i r"lclud•• b ■ 11 year data for b11e 
NOTE: This variable includ11 bast yea,.. Gata for best yl ■ r' p1rt;i;ip1nt1 who were not requ ; r,d to i;ompl,te 1 
year p1rt ; c,pant1 who were not required to complete a new 1tudent 1upplem1nt . 
n,~ student 1upplementi 
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Quutto" 21111 TIPt Pot,· 126-926 
Quutlo" 21J Topa Po,. 823-123 For ■ ot: 11 

Foro,ot: 11 --,--------
F1N21M DOES FAMILY HAVE WORE THAN SO BOOKS 

F1N21J DOES . FAMILY HAVE A CLOTHES DRYER 
More than so books 

Ctot;..e, Dr y e ~ 
PER- WCTO 

PER- WCTO RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT 
RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT ---------------- HAVE ... , . •.... ,. , .,,,,, ,, , ,,, , i 16B50 81. •!t 88,3!t 

HAVE .. , .. .... ,,,,,· , ·,,,,,• · ·· 1 16433 7.9 .•!t 86.5!t 00 NOT HAVE ... , . . ,.,, . .... ,.,, 2 2093 10. 1!t 11, 71o 
00 NOT HAVE . .... ,, . ... ,, ., •. . _ 2 2552 12,311 13. 511 RESERVED CODES: 
RESERVED CODES : BY g 1FU NR 1199 5.811 <MISS l 

BY g 1FU NR 1199 5.8111 <MISS> MULTIPLE RESPONSE .. ... . .. • . , 6 .OIi <MISS> 
MULTIPLE RESPONSE . . .... . , •.. 6 3 .O!t (MISS l REFUSAL , , . ; ... ; . , . .. , . .... .. 1 •3 ,Cit (MISS!
REFUSAL .. . . , , , •... . . , . . , • .. , 1 3 ,O!t <MISS! MISS-INC ..•.•... , , . •. , . . .. , ,. 8 557 2.7111 <MISS> 
M!SSiNC . . .... . . ...... . . , . .. . 8 516 2.S!t !MISS l 

TOTALS: 20706 100.0!t 100.0\t 
TOTALS : 20706 100.0'lt 100.0\t 

NOTE : This var; ■ blt includ11 b11e year data for base 
NGiE : '!h,s v1r 1 1t ! f .,.., ludet tas• ,..eer deta for base y1ar participants whc ~•r• not ,required tp complete a 
y•ar part1c1p1nt1 wnc wert not r1Qu1red to complete ■ new 1lud1nl 1uppllffltnt, 
ne~ student ,uppl1m1nt . 

Qu.. tlo" 21N Topo Po,. 927-927 
Quulio" 211( Topa Po,, 12•-12• Foro,ot: 11 

Foraot: 11 
F1N21N DOES FAMILY HAVE A VCR oor. s ;,.,.. :;v KAI'.!' A WA.SHI .NC MACHINE 
VCR 

~a I l-,1 np "'•: :- , ,. c 
PER- WCTO 

PER- WCTO RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT 
RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT ---------------- HAVE . . . . , . . , . . ,,.,,,,•,,• , ,,,, 1 16152 . 78.0ll 8•. O'lo. 

HAVE .. .. ,, ... ,, ,., • •·• ·• • · •••• 1 17956 86.?lt 2 2855 13,89' 15 . 0;..ii•·'"" g~s~giE~A~~Es; · · · · · · • · · · · · · · ·00 NOT HAVE . . .. . . . . ,, . , .. , ,,, , 2 1083 5,2\t 5.6111 
RESERVED CODES: BY & 1FU NR 1199 5.8!t OHSS I 

BY & 1FU NII' 1199 S.81t lMISSI YULTIPLE RE.SPONSE . , .. . .. • • , , 6 5 .Cit !MISS >,IIU~TIPLE RESl>ONSE ... .. .. . . .• 6 .O!t (MISS! REFUSAL . . , .. ...... . .•..... , .. 2 . 0't (MISS1• 
~~ ~VS"-L •• . ••• . . . ' ... . ' .. ... 7 3 -~ (MISS l MISSING . . , •. . .. ........ , .. , . 8 •93 2 ...... !1"1SS 1 
Jo(ISS;NG ...... ,, . . ... .. . , ...• B •&• 2. 21t (MISSi 

TOTALS : 20706 100.0\t 100 .0"-
T_CTAL!, : 20706 100. Cit 100 . 0lt 

NOTE: Tn;, ver1abl1 1nclud11 b111 year data for base 
NOTE : T~,s var1ablt includes base yeer d1t1 for base year p1rt1cipant1 ~ho were ~ot required to complatt a 
vear p1rt1e1p1~ t , wh c were not reou•fed to complete a new student 1uppl1m1nt , 
new stuoent 1upp1e~e~: . 

Queot lo" 210 Tope Po,, 928-928 
.Quutlo" 21L Topo Poi, 926-126 For011t: 11 

For ■ ot: 11 
F1N210 DOES FAMILY HAVE A POCKET CALCULATOR . 

F1N21L DOES FAMJLV HAVE A MICROWAVE OVEN 
Pocket calculator 

M1crow1v1 oven 
PER- WCTO 

PER- WCTO RESPONSE COOES FREQ CENT PCT 
RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT ---------------- HAVE ..... , .. . .... . . , .• ,,., . . . , 1 18078 87 . 311 95.0!t 

HAVE . . , . .. . ....... .... . .. , •.. .. 1 15639 ?S.511 82 .<l!t 00 NOT HAVE ........... , , •. , . . . 2 923 4 , 5\t 5,0\t 
00 NOT HAVE ........ . ........ .• 2 3308 · 16.011 17.611 RESERVED CODES: 
RESE~VEO CODES : BY I 1FU NR 1199 5,81t (MISS> 

BY I 1FU NP 1199 S,Bli !MISS l MULTIPLE RESPONSE . . . . , • ....• 6 3 . 01! (M ISS l 
MvLTIPlE RE ~PONSE .. , .. . .. , .. 6 5 o~ t MlS~ , . REF USA., ..... .. . ..... . . • .. . . • 1 3 . O<; <M 1SS ) 
RE•USAl .. .. ......... , , , , , . , . 7 3 . 011 · (MISS I MISSINC, .......... , . . .. ..... . 8 500 2,411. <MI.SS l 
IIISSINC ., . ... : ...... . .. • . . . , 8 552 2. ?It (MISS l 

TOTALS : 20706 100,0!t 100,011 
TOTALS: 20706 100.0lt 100 . 011 

NOTE: Th i t v1ri1ble ·include, b••• year date for b••• 
NOTE : Th 1 1 v·1r11ble 1nclud11 b••• yea, data for b111 year part l c1p1nt1 who w~ r • not r1qu i r•d to COMpl1t1 1 
veer p1rt1c 1 p1nt ~ who wtrt not r1qu1r1d to C~Mplett a n1~ 1tud1nt aupplefflent . 
new student supplement . 
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Quo,tton 22B Tap• Po, . 932-932·----------- Tapa 129-929 For11at : 1 1 Quutton . 21P Poa, 
ForMat: 11 

F 1N22B R REPEATED GRADE 1 
F1N21P DOES R HAVE OWN ROOM 

C,-1de 1 
A room of your own 

PER- WGTD 
PER- WGTD RESPONSE COOES FRE~ CENT PCT 

RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT 
APPL ----------I ES : . .. , , .. , , . , , , . , , , , , , , , , 

--------,-------- es• 4, lit 2,. . Bit 
HAVE , , , . : . , , , .. ... , . , , , , , , . , , , 1 •t 5672 76.71t 52.21t DOES NOT APPLY . ,, ., ,, . . , , , , , . , 2 2671 12 , 91t 75 , 2'1< 
00 NOT HAVE. , . , ,, , , ,, . , , , , , , ,, 2 3373 16. 31t 17. Bit RESERVED CODES: 
RESERVED CODES : BY 8, tFU NR 1199 5 , 81! <MISS > 

BY & IFU NR 1199 5 , 81t (MISS l REFUSAL, . . , , , .. . , , , , . , , . , , , , 7 1 , O'k !MISS I 
MUL T!PLE RESPONSE . , ., , ,,, ,,, 6 7 . o,; \ MISS l MISS I NC . , , ; . , . . , . , , , , , • , , , , , 8 998 • . 8" !M ISS> 
REFUSAL , , , , , , , , , , , . , . , , , , , .. 7 3 . o,; <MISS) LEGITIMATE SK IP, ,., ,. ,,. ,, , , 9 , .. 983 72 ... ,,. IMISS I 
MISS I NG , , .. , . , , , , , , , , , , , , , .. 8 452 2 . 21t .(MISS l 

TOTALS : 20706 100 , 011 100 . 0lt 
TOTALS·: 20706 100 , 01\ ,oo.ori. 

NOTE : Thi1 _ include& year for basev 1ri1bl1 ba11 data 
NOTE : Th;, variable include, ba11 Y11r data for b11e year partic i pants who w1r1 not r1qu i r1d lo complete e 
year p1rtic,pant1 who ~•re not required t~· complete 1 new 1t~d1nt ·1uppl1mt ~ l . 
new student supplement; 

Quo,tton 22C Topo Po,, 933-933 
Quutton 22 Tape Poa, 130-130 Fo""''t : 11

For,oel: 11 
F1N22C R REPEATED GRADE 2 

F 1N22 HAS R EVEP BEEN HELD BACK A GRADE IN SCH 
C,.ade 2 

War, you IVI f" h•ld back (made lo r 1p·11 t ) • grad• In achoo Ii 
PER- WCTD 

PER- WGTD RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT 
RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT 

APPL ----------I ES , . . , .. ... , . , , .. . , , , , , , . -------- 571 1e.J~-------- I 2. 8'►.---------- ,NO . ,., .. , •. ,,, . , .. ,, , . : ... • . ,. 14983 ·. 72 .Alt . . 80.811 DOES NOT APPLY, , , , , . , , , , , , , , , , 2 295• 1, , 311 8• . 7"' 
YES, I REPEATED .. , . , , . ... , . . , . 2 3231 15,611 19 , 211 RESERVED CODES : 
RESERVED CODES : BY 8, 1FU NR 1199 5. 8'►. t MISS I 

BY 6. 1FU NR 1199 REFUSAL , . . , , , , . , . , . . , , , , , , , , 7 1 , oc,. <M1SSls:g: ,:~lmMWLT!P:..E RESP'.'.>NSE, . , . , , , , . , , 6 1 . MISS I NC , , . , . , . , , . , .. , . . , , . .. e 998 .. ' 8'< IM ! SS l 
REFUSAL , , . , .. , . , .. .. . .. , . , , , 7 1 ,O!I (MISS> LEGITIMATE SklP., , .. . ,, . , ... 9 14983 72 . 4'►. (MISS > 
t.(lSS ! NV. , ... ...... .. . . . . .. .. 8 : 291 6 . 211 <MISS l 

TOTALS: 20706 100 .oc,. 100 , 0": 
TOTALS: 20706 100 . 011 100.~ 

NOTE : Thi, var11bl1 i ~clude1 base year data for base 
NOTE : Th , , vanable ;nclude, b111 year data for b111 year p1rt1e1p1nts wh o we~• not r1qu1rad to complete a 
year p1rt1c,pent1 wh~ were not required to complete a naw stuo• ~ t su~plamtnt . · 
ne~ student supplement_. 

CRAOES REPEATED: Quutlon 220 Tape Po,, 934-934 
Forll\at: l 1 

F1N22D R REPEATED CRAOE 3 

Quulio• 22A Tape Poa, 131-131 c,.ach 3 
For,oat: 11 

PER- WGTD 
F1N22A R REPEATED klNDERCARTEN RESPONSE COOES FREQ CENT PCT 

K1nd1rg1rt1n APPL! ES . , . . , , ·, , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , 1 A35 2 . I 'II 12 . 6•. 
DOES NOT APPLY , . , , . , , , , . , , , , , . 2 3090 14,91t 87 , ,41( 

PER- WCTO RESERVED CODES: 
RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT BY 8, !FU NR 1199 5.8.. I MISS > -------- REFUSAL, .. , . , , . .. , . . . . , , , , . , \ .o~ IMISS I 

APPL I ES , , , ... , , , , , , , , , , , . , . , , , 1 466 2 . 311 11. Sit M1.SS I NC .. , . . , . , , . , . , , . , , , , , , 8 998 .. '8" IM I SSI ' DOES NOT APPLY, , , , , , , , , , , , • , , , 2 3059 14,811 e5 . 1ri. LEG ITIMATE SKIP . , ,. ,, . . , , ,, , 9 14983 72. Al< \MISS l 
RESERVED CODES ,. 

BY & IFU NA 1199 5 . 811 (MISS ) TOTALS: 20706 100 . 0'lt 100 . 0 'r.,REFUSAL, , .. , . , . . . , . , , . . , . , , , 7 ' o,; <MISS > 
MISSING,,, . . , . . , ·,,. ,, , , ,.,., 8 998 4. 811 <MISS l 
LEGITIMATE SK IP . . . , ,,. ,,, . . . 9 14983 72,Ali. (MISS> 

NOTE: Th,, ~,r;able ;ncludes base y ■ ar data fo r ba& ■ 
TOTALS : 20706 100,0!I 100 ,ori,, y ■ ar part1c1p1nts who wer ■ not reQu1red to comPlett a 

naw atud ■ n~ aupplemtnt. 

NOTE : Th i & variable include& b••• yaar data for ba11 
year p1r·t1c1p1nt1 who ware not raqu;r ■ d to COfflplet, I 
na~ student 1upplam1nt. 
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Quullon 22H Tape Poa, 138'-.939. 
Qu11 l I o n 22E Tape Poa, 136-836 For1ut: II 

For01et : II 
F 1 N22H R REPEATED GRADE 7 

F 1N22E R RE PEATED CRAPE• 
Cr1dt 7 

PER- WCTD 
PER- WGTD RESPONSE CODES FREC CENT PCT 

RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT --------
APPL !ES . . . . .. . .. , . . , , •. . , . . , . . 1 376 1,811 11. 2'it 

APPLIES .... ,.. . .... . .. . . .. . .. . 1 309 1. Sit 8 . Slt DOES NOT APPLY . , . . ,,, ..... . , . . 2 31•9 15. 2.11 88,8'it
DOES NOT APPLY ... .. •. . . ,.. . . .. 2 3216 15. Sit 91. 511 RESERVED CODES : 
RESERVED CODES : BY B, IFU NA 1199 5 . 8'1t I MISS J 

8>&1•tiNf; 1199 . 5. 8 .. <MISS l REFUSAL .... . . .... , .... , . . , , . 7 1 ,O'it I MISS l,REF USA~ ..... .. .. . .. . . , . . . . . . 7 .Olt (MISS l MISSING .... ... . ... . .. ... . , . . 8 998 •• 8\t I MISS J 
MISSING ...... .. ...... .... ,.. 8 998 , .a" <MISS J LEGITIMATE SK IP . . , , , . .... , .. 9 ••983 ,2.,11 .(MISS l 
LEGITIMATE SK!F ... .. . ; , .. , . . 9 1•983 72 . •lt (MISS! -----TOTALS: 20706 100 . 0lt 100 . 0"-

TOTALS : 20706 100.0'lt 106.0'it 

NOTE: This var i eblt i nclude1 base yeer data for b11e 
N('TE. : ,. .,., , v 1 •, 1t: lt in cludes bes, y e, .. da t e fer bacir year par t , c• pa~ t , wh e w•r• n ot r1qu1red to coMp l e'tt a 
v ea• p1 r t , c1pa,.. t , wno wtr-t n ot reQu1rec, le corn.p l elt 1 new stud ■ nt 1upp11min\ . 
ne* stua1nl suppleme nt . 

Queatlon 221 Tape Poi, 939-939 
Question 22F Tape Poa. 836-936 Foro,at·1 11 

Foro,at: 11 
F 1N22 I R REPEATEO CRAOE 8 

F1N22F 
Cr adt 8 

Cr111de ~ 
PER- WGTD 

PER- WCTO RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT 
RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT --------

APPLIES, ..... , . , .. ,, . . . , .. , ... 1 312 '. S'lt 9 . O"-
APP;.IES . ....... , .. , . . .. . . ,.,,. 296 7.9'1< OOES NOT APPLY , .. , . , .. , .. , . ... 2 3213 15 . Slt 91 . O~-
DOES NOT APPL > .. , ...• . ..•. .. , . 3229 IS1 ·. ·-6" 92 . 1lt RESERVED CODES : 
RESERVED CODES : BY & 1FU NR I 199 5.811 (MISS > 

BY 8, I FU NI, 1199 S . 8'1t <MISS > REFUSAL, . , , ... , , . , . , , ..... . . 7 I . Olt ·1M!SS I,REFUSA~ ... . 7 . o .. I MISS I MISS!NC . . . . ... . .... . ... . , ... 8 996 •. 8'1t <MISS> 
MISSING .............. . .. .. . 6 99E .. . e~ I M! SS I LEGITIMATE SK I P ., .... - · .. , . . 9 14983 72 . • I: ( ,,. ! ss )
LEC:~1MA7E S~I P.,. ,,, , ; ...•. 9 1A98 ~ 7 2 , 4 1ft: ( M!SS i 

TOT ALS : 20706 100 .01: 100. 0": 
TOTALS : 20706 ,oc. 011 100 . 0;.. 

NOTE : Th11 v~r ~eb .l• i nc l ud•s b ■ 11 y•a~ aate lor bt~e 
. NOTE.: Th 1 1 v1r11cle 1·nclude1 best -,. ,,,. aa t a for b11e year part1c1p1nl1 who wer• not r1qu1r1d to complete a 

veer p1rt 1 c 1~a~ t , wh c we r e net requ•r-aa to comp i ett a ne• s t udent 1uppl•~•nt . 
ne~ stuo,,..t . , ~ p ► : e~e ~ \ 

Question 22J Tape Poa. 140-9•0 
Question 22C Tape Po,. 137-937 ForMal: 11 

Fo, ■ al: 11 
F 1 N22J R REPEATED CRAOE 9 

F1N22G R REPEATEO GRADE 6 
Cradt 9 

C.racte 6 
PER- WCTQ 

PER- WGTO RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT 
RESPONSE CODES FREQ CENT PCT --- ·------ --------

APPLIES .. . ... . ..... ..... . . . . .. 1 111 . Sit 28 . 6\t 
APPLIES , .. . . . . .. ..•.. .. . . . . .. , 1 281 I . •'it 9 . •lt DOES NOT APPLY •.•, ... .. . . . .. .. . 2 303 1 . 511 71 . •'It 
DOES NOT APPL Y. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 32•• 15 . 711 90 . 611 RESERVED COOES : 
RESERVED CODES : BV RESPONOENTS NOT IIAPPEO 1839• 88 , 811 (MISS> 

B> & 1 FU NR 1199 5.8... (MISS I BY & !FU NR 1199 5.81: <M I SS >,RE•l.:S-'- ~.. . . , . ... ... .. . . . . .. . -~ ~ \ MISS , REr Js A~ .• ••. . •. ' •• • •.•. ' 7 1 .o .. tM ! S S: 
MISS!NC . .. . ,, . ........ ,. . ... 8 998 •.8'1t <MISS > MISS INC .. . . ... .•......... . .. 8 51 . 2'1t \MISS J 
LECITIMATE SKIP . ...... ,..... 9 1•983 72 .•It <MISS > LEGITIMATE SKIP ...... ....... 9 6•7 ( MISS>3. "' 

TOTALS : 20706 100.0'1< 100.0'lt TOTALS : 20706 100 . 0'lt ,co . or, 

NOTE: Ti"l1s ver11ble 1nclude1 base year data for bast NOTE: No COfflPl'l~lt item 1a11ted 1n lkt bast y11, . 
year p1rt1c1pants wno were not requ,rea lo complete 1 As 1uck, th11 v1r11blt do11 not include ba11 year data. 
new stuoent 1uppl1ment. 

WARNING: For tne user·s convenience. ttu display distinguishes between types 
a-I missing cases coded blank. However, because botti types of m,ssin115 are 
coded blank. SPSS and SAS runs w~I not be able to di1t1nguish between tl'lem . 
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Qu.,t ,.;., 22K Tape Po,, ... ,-,.. 1. 
For111 ■ t : 11 

F IN221< 

PEA- WCTD 
RESPONSE CODES -------- FREQ CENT PCT 

APP._IES .. , .... .. .... ,,, .'., · 1 83 ... 'It 20. 21< 
ODES NOT APPLY . . .. .. , . , , .. , . , . 
RESERVED co:ES; 

BY RESPON~ENTS NOT MAPPED 

2 331 

1839• 

1, 6"' 

88,8'1! 

79 . 81t 

<MISS I ev g 1FU NR 1199 5.8'1t <MISS l 
REFUSAL. , . , , .. , ......•. • •• , . 7 1 .O'I! <MISS> 
t,1ISSl>,G . 
LE::Tl~h~E 

. .. ..... .. .. 
t~:~ . . . e 

9 
51 

6.41; 
'2'e 

3. , .. 
<MISS l 
<"'I SS : 

TOTALS: 20706 100, O'lt 100.0'lt 

NOTE: No cotnparable 1te"" e:r11ted ;" th• b11e y•ar. 
As such, th,, va"111t•r O'ot, not if\Clua• bas• year data. 

WARNING: for the ute~•• convenience thi1 dleplay di ■ tingui1hes between type:1 
of rnittir-ig cases cooed blank. However, becau.e both types of ml11lng1 are codacl 
ble~h.. SPS~ c-,c St:.S r.uns wir: no! be able to diatinguiah between them. 
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